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5 WAYS TO ORDER

A COMMITMENT TO CUSTOMER CARE
Visit buy.freyscientific.com and log in to My Account to access our self-service website. View your order status, 
track your order, request a return, or copy of an invoice and more. If you have questions about products, 
please email customercare.frey@schoolspecialty.com.

ONLINE 

buy.freyscientific.com

PHONE 

800-258-1302

International: 603-579-3400
8:00am to 5:30pm M-F EST

EMAIL 

customercare.frey@schoolspecialty.com /FreyScientific/

@freyscientific

CONNECT WITH US

FAX 

877-282-9560

Outside the U.S. 603-886-4632

MAIL 

Frey Scientific
PO Box 3000
Nashua, NH 03061-3000
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Important Purchasing Information

Add Frey 
Scientific to 
your bid list 
today!
Our dedicated Bid 
Department is specially 
trained to provide 
you with the service
you expect.

Send your bid 
proposal to:
E-mail: bidnotices
@schoolspecialty.com

Phone: 800-554-7632

Fax: 800-675-1775

Mail:
School Specialty/Frey Scientific
W6316 Design Drive
Greenville, WI 54942

In order to remain 
competitive and provide 
you with the best possible 
pricing, Frey Scientific 
requests a recap/tabulation 
of the bid. This will allow 
us to review and revise our 
pricing in order to serve 
you best.

Frey Scientific is pleased to accept 
bids through these partners:

Frey Scientific has 
contracts with these 
leading national 
organizations to 
give you important 
competitive big and 
buying advantages.

Systems integration makes 
your job easier.
School Specialty offers the data to 
help you make smarter choices. 
We can provide information on 
past purchases and easily integrate 
with your school’s purchasing and 
accounting systems—helping you 
save time, eliminate paperwork 
and increase efficiencies.

Save Time and Money.
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A message from Joseph M Yorio
School Specialty’s President & Chief Executive O�  cer

Imagine what we’ll do together.

Everything we do is designed to help you inspire and engage your students. We talk 

about that a lot, and the reason why is because we understand that, ultimately, education 

is about the relationship between a teacher and a student. That’s where everything starts.

Our focus has always been on providing innovative, best-in-class products and services 

to educators across the globe. We’ve grown and evolved with purpose, to provide an 

astonishing depth and breadth of products in order to help you stretch your dollars 

further, giving you the power to invest them as you see fi t. That hasn’t changed.

What has changed are the challenges you face engaging students.

The world’s di� erent today than it was even ten years ago. Distractions are everywhere, 

and technology, left on its own, encourages isolation and anxiety. Now more than ever, 

relationships with students matter. Educators matter.

Students need to trust that they’re in a safe place where they can ask questions, interact 

with each other, and experience what they’re learning about. Everything we know about 

what makes an ideal learning environment needs to be harnessed in a way that increases 

engagement and interaction, creating a learning environment that encourages curiosity 

and discovery.

We believe that engaging, safe learning environments will change the future.

Our singular goal is to provide you with everything you need to create complete learning 

environments that enable you to build those critical relationships with your students. We 

call that the 21st Century Safe School. You invest so much in them because you believe in 

their potential. We feel the same way about you. From assistance with funding, to best-

in-class products and services, to specialized training and professional development 

opportunities, we’re ready to help you engage your students like never before. Working 

together, we can make an exponential impact on the lives of your students. Whatever 

challenge you’re facing, we’re here to help you solve it.

When classrooms transform into places where it’s safe to explore and discover, 
students fl ourish. We’ve dedicated ourselves to ushering that one simple idea 

into reality in every school we touch: Th e 21st Century Safe School.
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NEW
PRODUCTSF rey Scientific is pleased to bring you new 

and innovative products for your classroom.

From cutting edge products to new takes on 

classic lab supplies and tools that will enhance 

your STEM-based curriculum, Frey has what 

you need to outfit your classroom for the 

21st century. Explore our new website for 

even more unique products to boost student 

engagement and achievement.
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KEY TO ICONS

New to our offering for 2018

Exclusively available from Frey Scientific

More information is available at 
freyscientific.com

Items with extended manufacturer’s 
warranties

NEW
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Diversifi ed 
Woodcrafts 
Augmented Reality 
Sandbox
Page 718

AquaTerrium™ 
Tanks
Page 144

AquaTerrium
Tanks
Page 144

Diversifi ed 
Woodcrafts 
Augmented Reality 
Sandbox
Page 718
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MakerBot Replicator+ 
3D Printer
Page 107

Spectra VR™ 
Virtual Reality 

Goggles
Page 101

NeuLog Sense Bot
Page 97
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Makerspace

B U I L D  Y O U R
MAKERSPACE

ROBOTICS

Key Elements of a 
Makerspace
Although a makerspace is more of a mindset 
that can occur anywhere, rather than a physical 
space, there are some best practices for 
creating a Makerspace:

SAFETY—Whatever the space, students should 
have stable footing or seating and adequate 
lighting for all tasks. If safety equipment is 
required, make sure it is readily available and 
easy to access. 

INCLUSIVENESS—One of the primary goals 
of a makerspace is to encourage students who 
wouldn’t normally be interested in tinkering to 
explore their creativity. If students with special 
needs are part of the audience, prepare for the 
correct accommodations and supports. 

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY—In order for 
students to properly display their myriad 
of skills, every skill should be supported. 
Makerspaces aren’t simply the domain of 
the vocational or computer science teacher. 
In fact, art rooms serve as some of the best 
environments for creating. 

FLEXIBILITY—Furniture and tables should 
be durable and able to support everything from 
collaborative meetings to the use of tools. 
Storage solutions should also be able 
to accommodate multiple types of tools 
and materials. 

ORGANIZATION—Although the free fl ow of 
ideas is what you’re after, the workspace 
should have some structure to the layout. 
Without organization, your makerspace is 
less e�  cient and more dangerous; bins and 
pegboards are invaluable. When arranging 
tools, consider grouping items based on the 
tasks they can perform. 

K’NEX RENEWABLE ENERGY KIT
Includes color-coded building instructions 
to build 9 curriculum related models.

See page 324
needs are part of the audience, prepare for the 

be durable and able to support everything from 

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560

Engage your students with 
hands-on science and 
engineering investigations
and innovative digital 
learning experiences from 
CPO Science.

See page 30 

SCIENCE &
ENGINEERING

MAKERSPACE
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MAKERBOT MINI+ PRINTER
Print faster, easier, and more reliably with a bigger 
build volume. Guided wireless setup makes 3D printing 
streamlined, portable, and simple to integrate.

See page 107 

TECHNOLOGY

MAKERSPACE

DIVERSIFIED 
WOODCRAFTS 
AUGMENTED REALITY 
SANDBOX KIT
Teach geographic, 
geologic, and hydro-logic 
concepts by shaping 
real sand, which is then 
augmented in real time by 
an elevation color map, 
topographic contour lines, 
and simulated water.

See page 718

7

KEMTEC BUILDING SIMPLE 
CIRCUITS CLASS PACK
Introduces the use of easy to 
manipulate, reusable solder-
less breadboards, resistors, 
LEDs, jump wires and batteries, 
allowing hands-on experience 
with circuitry components for 
individual students.

See page 566 

SCIENCE &
ENGINEERING

MAKERSPACE
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STEM Lab Design and Planning

T urn your lab requirements into results. A professionally designed, durably 
furnished, and well-equipped lab facilitates student learning by optimizing 

workspace and storage while maximizing safety.

Frey Scienti� c’s knowledgeable designers will help you develop a physical 
space for 21st century learning that facilitates small or large group instruction, 
integrates modern classroom technology, and meets the diverse needs of today’s 
STEM learning environments.

Successful lab design requires time, effort, and meticulous attention to detail. 
Trust Frey to deliver all the services and products you need to take your lab 
concept to completion in a timely fashion. 

Let us help you 
create an 
effective STEM 
lab environment 
with smart 
planning, design, 
and outfitting

Your 21st Century Lab Begins Right Here

WHY CHOOSE FREY LAB DESIGN?

✔ Free design consultation

✔ Personal service from in-house professionals

✔ Fast and flexible design process

✔ Standard or custom layouts

✔ Science, Technology, Engineering and Math 
(STEM) expertise

✔ ADA and ANSI compliance

✔ One-stop shopping, from design through 
outfitting

A custom STEM lab

Frey Scienti� c’s in-house design 
experts guide you through the 
entire lab design and planning 
process.

8
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STEM Lab Design and Planning

▲

Whatever you have in 
mind for a new lab 

space, Frey specialists can help 
you bring it to fruition. We 
start with your ideas; work with 
you to design a layout, specify 
� xtures and furnishings, and 
select equipment and supplies; 
and then build, install, and 
equip your new lab.

Need to refurbish an existing 
space? No problem. 
We can help you 
do that, too.

CALL ON EXPERTISE TO TAKE YOU THROUGH THE ENTIRE PROCESS.Frey’s Lab Design Planning Services, 800-258-1302

For complete information, see pages 693–698.

STEP 1:
Contact us 
for a free 
consultation

▲

STEP 3:  
Review and 
approve the 
� nal plan

▲

▲STEP 4:  
Let our 
team build 
your lab

STEP 5: Enjoy your new lab!

STEP 2: Select your options▲

9
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            Simpli� es 
STEM Integration

H elping your students master STEM concepts becomes simpler with Frey. 
Why? Because Frey products are aligned to STEM concepts, from 

classroom technology to inquiry-based supplemental programs.

THE INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

At the heart of effectively teaching STEM concepts is the inquiry model. 
Frey’s products are based on learning by doing—hands-on investigations 
that include building on prior knowledge, predicting outcomes, and 
explaining results. This STEM instructional model is foundational to Frey 
programs, such as Inquiry Investigations® Curriculum Modules (see p.52–68).

ENGINEERING 

Invite your students to explore chemical, environmental, genetic, electrical, 
and mechanical engineering with CPO Science middle school and 
high school science programs (see p.12–50).

TECHNOLOGY

Teaching students to use technology for scienti� c investigation and analysis 
prepares them for real-world requirements. From Virtual Labs and uLog 
Sensors to Digital Balances and interactive whiteboards, Frey offers 
relevant technology for today’s classrooms and labs (see p. 78).

APPLIED SCIENCE

Let students experience how science translates from lab to marketplace and 
into potential careers. Frey introduces students to Biotechnology, Forensics, 
Health Care, and Agriculture with products that allow them to learn by 
doing (see p.52–68).

STEM CORRELATIONS

You’ll � nd correlations to 
the STEM standards in 
the Correlation Station 
on the Frey website, 
www.FreyScienti� c.com.

“ Technologies result 
when engineers 
apply their 
understanding of the 
natural world and 
of human behavior 
to design ways to 
satisfy human needs 
and wants.”

— A Framework for K–12 
Science Education

Use the Correlation Station to 
� nd lab activities that 
meet STEM standards!

FreyScienti� c.com/correlationstation

10
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Wind Turbine
See page 30
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|   supplemental curriculum

Fill the gaps with
Engage your students and boost understanding of key concepts with award-winning science and 
engineering investigations and innovative digital learning experiences from CPO Science. Four components 
combine to make the CPO Science Link Series a powerful tool for advancing student understanding.

Core curriculum programs often have gaps that lead to poor student engagement and knowledge retention, 
a lack of focus on STEM, and sparse coverage of NGSS and CCSS standards.

With seventeen titles across life, earth, and physical science, Link is ideal for plugging into weak areas in your current 
curriculum. Visit cposcience.com/link to � nd correlations to many common textbook programs.

Enhance your existing 
curriculum with Link to:
• Increase student engagement

• Promote a deeper understanding 
of science 

• Accommodate di� erentiated 
instruction

• Connect to STEM for college and 
career readiness

• Prepare for the Next Generation 
Science Standards (NGSS)

Whether you’re looking for an 
engaging, student-centered 
supplement to a traditional core 
curriculum program, or
building your own alternative 
curriculum, Link has the tools and 
support you need to drive student 
achievement.

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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supplemental curriculum   |   

Hands-on Investigations and Teacher’s Guide
CPO Science is a leader in innovative, inquiry-based 
investigations for life, earth, and physical science 
education. See the “aha” moments on students’ faces as 
challenging science concepts become clear. Students 
don’t just read about science—they experience it!

Link Series Teacher’s Guides provide complete lesson 
support to help you address STEM and the NGSS. 
Three investigation levels make it easy to di� erentiate 
instruction to support all learners.

Visit cposcience.com/link to download 
title overviews, NGSS and CCSS alignment, 
and sample investigations.

B8INVESTIGATION

B8 Conservation of Energy
Key Question: What limits how much a system may change?

Materials for each group 

 y Energy Car and Track

 y Physics Stand

 y DataCollector and one photogate

 y Balance or digital scale

  Online Resources
Available at curiosityplace.com

 y  Equipment Videos: DataCollector, Energy Car  

and Track

 y Skill and Practice Sheets

 y  Whiteboard Resources

 y Animation: Energy Transformation

 y Science Content Video: Energy Transformations

 y Student Reading: Conservation and Forms of Energy 

Vocabulary
law of conservation of energy – states that energy can 

never be created or destroyed, only transformed into 

another form; the total amount of energy in the universe 

is constant

potential energy – the energy due to position

kinetic energy – the energy of motion

In this investigation, students will use the Energy Car 

system to find out about the energy of speed and the 

energy of height. Students set up the Energy Car to 

collect data to determine the relationship between 

speed and drop height. Students then use their data 

to calculate potential energy and derive a new way to 

determine the speed of the car.

Learning Goals

 ✔ Analyze a speed vs. height graph

 ✔ Calculate potential energy

 ✔  Use energy conservation to derive a formula for the 

speed of the car in terms of energy

GETTING STARTED

Time 45 minutes

Setup and Materials

1.  Make copies of investigation sheets for students.

2.   Watch the equipment videos.

3. You will need access to AC outlets for the 

DataCollectors.

4. Review all safety procedures with students.

NGSS Connection This investigation builds conceptual understanding and skills for the following performance expectation.

HS-PS3-1.  Create a computational model to calculate the change in the energy of one component in a system when the 

change in energy of the other component(s) and energy flows in and out of the system are known.

Science and Engineering Practices Disciplinary Core Ideas Crosscutting Concepts

Using Mathematics and Computational 

Thinking  

PS3.A Definitions of Energy 

PS3.B Conservation of Energy and Energy Transfer
Systems and System Models

Collaborative Learning

This investigation is Exploros-enabled for tablets. See page xiii for details.

Energy Car 103

Energy_Car_TG.indb   103

3/26/14   11:50 AM

NGSS 
Connections 

provide quick coverage 
references

Lesson 
Overviews 

reduce prep time

Key Questions 
focus investigation 

learning

Look inside the Teacher’s Guide

Each Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access includes:

• 15–20 hands-on investigations with science 
background, a 5E lesson plan, and support for
inquiry-based instruction. 

• Annotated student response sheets and full-size 
student copymasters

• STEM concept connections

• Title overview with learning goals, key questions,
and vocabulary

• NGSS and CCSS alignment summary

• Perpetual access to digital resources

Equipment Videos: DataCollector, Energy Car 

Science Content Video: Energy Transformations

Student Reading: Conservation and Forms of Energy

– states that energy can 

never be created or destroyed, only transformed into 

another form; the total amount of energy in the universe 

– the energy due to position

This investigation builds conceptual understanding and skills for the following performance expectation.

Create a computational model to calculate the change in the energy of one component in a system when the 

Crosscutting Concepts

Systems and System Models

Energy Car 103

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

BACKGROUND

Students calculate potential and kinetic energy in this investigation. Suppose you have a block that is suspended over a table. How much potential energy does the suspended block have? The block’s potential energy is exactly the amount of work it can do as it goes down. Work is force multiplied by distance. The force is the weight (mg) of the block in newtons. The distance the block can move down is its height (h) in meters. Multiplying the weight by the distance gives you the block’s potential energy at any given height.

The kinetic energy of a moving object is equal to one half its mass multiplied by the square of its speed. This formula comes from a combination of relationships, including Newton’s second law, the distance equation for acceleration (d = ½ at2), and the calculation of energy as the product of force and distance.

KINETIC ENERGY

Kinetic energy
(J)

Speed (m/s)

Mass (kg)

Ek =      mv21
2

The idea that energy transforms from one form into another without a change in the total amount is called the law of conservation of energy. The law states that energy can never be created or destroyed, just transformed from one form into another. The law of conservation of energy is one of the most important laws in physics. It applies not only to kinetic and potential energy, but to all forms of energy.
Energy can never be created or destroyed, just transformed from one form into another.

The law of conservation of energy explains how a ball’s launch speed affects its motion. As the ball in the image below moves upward, it slows down and loses kinetic energy. Eventually, it reaches a point where all the kinetic energy has been converted to potential energy. The ball has moved as high as it will go and its upward speed has been reduced to zero. If the ball had been launched with a greater speed, it would have started with more kinetic energy. It would have had to climb higher for all of the kinetic energy to be converted into potential energy. If the exact launch speed is given, the law of conservation of energy can be used to predict the height the ball reaches.
The ball’s conversion energy on the way down is opposite what it was on the way up. As the ball falls, its speed increases and its height decreases. The potential energy decreases as it converts into kinetic energy. If gravity is the only force acting on the ball, it returns to your hand with exactly the same speed and kinetic energy it started with—except that now it moves in the opposite direction.

104

Energy_Car_TG.indb   104

3/26/14   11:50 AM

Science 
Background Information 

refreshes concepts
for teachers

Online 
Resources extend 
lessons for lasting 

understanding

13
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|   supplemental curriculum

Several investigations in each title are enhanced with a technology feature for 1:1 classrooms, using the   or 
Exploros apps. Harness the power of collaborative learning experiences in the science classroom as students become 
active participants in unique smartphone- and tablet-based interactions.

Link provides permanent access to each experience—no annual subscription!

Technology-enhanced investigations

TM

Teachers can access a powerful student-progress 
dashboard enabling them to receive and respond to 
student work in real time. 

� Students build group word clouds and respond 
to polls and questions

� Post pictures and videos of investigations 
in progress

� Real-time 
progress 
monitoring 
for formative 
assessment

Augmented Reality (AR) allows students to experience 
lessons in 3D right from a smartphone or tablet. 

� Students interact with the three-dimensional 
living systems

� Manipulate variables to understand inputs 
and outputs

� Used independently in investigations or 
collaboratively during game play

Used in the following titles: Energy Quest, Cell Quest 
(coming Spring 2018)

Used in the following titles: Car and Ramp, Chemistry 
Models, Colliding Pendulum, Crazy Chromosomes, Crazy 
Traits, Electric Circuits, Electric Motor, Energy Car, GeoBox, 
Gravity Drop, Marble Launcher, Optics with Light and Color, 
Rollercoasters, Simple Machines, Wave Models, 
Wind Turbine

Visit cposcience.com/exploros 
to see investigations in action

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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supplemental curriculum   |   

Teachers and students receive lifetime access to their 
CPO Science Link series investigation materials and 
bonus online content though the CuriosityPlace.com 
online toolbox—no annual subscription!

• Keep investigation resources at your � ngertips

• View or print what you need, when you need it

• Access from the classroom, at home, or on the go

Online-only resources enhance each investigation. 
Animations, science content videos, whiteboard 
resources, and student readings reinforce and extend 
lesson concepts.

Student 
investigation 
and assessment 
sheets

Online Teacher’s Guide and answer keys

Name  ____________________________________________    Date  ________________________

B5Evaluate INVESTIGATION

Copyright © CPO Science
Can be duplicated for classroom use

B5  Pedigrees and Genetic Disorders
Crazy Traits

1. What is a pedigree?

2. Why are pedigrees useful?

 
 
 

3. Draw these parts of a pedigree:
a. normal male
b. carrier female
c. affected male

4. What is a carrier?

 

5. Could two normal organisms ever have a carrier offspring? Explain your answer.

 

CT_TG.indb   6 5/22/14   1:24 PM

Name  ____________________________________________    Date  ________________________

Copyright © CPO Science
Can be duplicated for classroom use
Copyright © CPO Science
Can be duplicated for classroom use

B5  Pedigrees and Genetic Disorders
Crazy Traits

Explore INVESTIGATION

1 of 5
Copyright © CPO Science
Can be duplicated for classroom use

B5

B5 Pedigrees and Genetic Disorders
How can a pedigree be used to trace a genetic disorder 
over generations?

A pedigree is a tool used by geneticists to study traits and genetic disorders in 
generations of families. A genetic disorder is an abnormal condition that an 
organism inherits from its parents. A pedigree helps predict the chances of future 
offspring having a given genetic disorder. In this investigation, you will learn how to 
create a pedigree for a genetic disorder in Crazy Creatures called “night blindness.”

 Using models

The diagram (right) shows a pedigree of a family 
that carries a genetic disorder. The genetic disorder 
is recessive. Notice the different symbols for normal 
individuals, affected individuals, and carriers. Normal 
individuals do not even have one allele for the disorder. 
Affected individuals have two alleles for the  
disorder—one from each parent. These individuals 
actually have the disorder. A carrier is an individual that 
“carries” one allele for the disorder, but does not have the 
disorder. Carriers can pass on the allele for the disorder 
to their offspring. Look at the pedigree and answer the 
questions. You will then use the pedigree as a model for 
this investigation.

a. How many carrier females are in the F1
(first) generation?

b. Can you explain why only one of the individuals in this pedigree has the disorder? Which generation 
is it?

Name  ____________________________________________    Date  ________________________

Materials:
 ✔ Crazy Traits set

 ✔  Crayons or colored 
pencils

 ✔ Rulers

Materials:Materials:

TE
CH

NO
LO

GY

ENGINEERING

MATH

SCIENCE

CT_TG.indb   1 5/22/14   1:24 PM

Sarah Smith November 14

One

The affected individual is in the F2 generation. Her parents were both carriers.

“carries” one allele for the disorder, but does not have the 
disorder. Carriers can pass on the allele for the disorder 
to their offspring. Look at the pedigree and answer the 
questions. You will then use the pedigree as a model for 

y carrier females are in the F

Can you explain why only one of the individuals in this pedigree has the disorder? Which generation 

individual

“carries” one allele for the disorder, but does not have the 
disorder. Carriers can pass on the allele for the disorder 
to their offspring. Look at the pedigree and answer the 
questions. You will then use the pedigree as a model for 

y carrier females are in the F

Can you explain why only one of the individuals in this pedigree has the disorder? Which generation 
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Skill and PracticeSkill and Practice

Universal Gravitation
Read
The law of universal gravitation allows you to calculate the gravitational force between two objects from their masses 
and the distance between them. The law includes a value called the gravitational constant, or “G.” This value is the same 
everywhere in the universe. Calculating the force between small objects like grapefruits or huge objects like planets, 
moons, and stars is possible using this law.

What is the law of universal gravitation?

The force between two masses m1 and m2 that are separated by a distance r is given by:

So, when the masses m1 and m2 are given in kilograms and the distance r is given in meters, the force has the unit of 
newtons. Remember that the distance r corresponds to the distance between the center of gravity of the two objects.

For example, the gravitational force between two spheres that are touching each other, each with a radius of 0.3 meters 
and a mass of 1,000 kilograms, is given by:

Note: A small car has a mass of approximately 1,000 kilograms. Try to visualize this much mass compressed into a sphere 
with a diameter of 0.3 meters (30 centimeters). If two such spheres were touching one another, the gravitational force 
between them would be only 0.000185 newtons. On Earth, this corresponds to the weight of a mass equal to only 
18.9 milligrams. The gravitational force is not very strong!

Skill 
and practice 
worksheets

Online course materials 
and multimedia 
at CuriosityPlace.com

Animations 
and whiteboard 

resources

with a diameter of 0.3 meters (30 centimeters). If two such spheres were touching one another, the gravitational force 
between them would be only 0.000185 newtons. On Earth, this corresponds to the weight of a mass equal to only between them would be only 0.000185 newtons. On Earth, this corresponds to the weight of a mass equal to only 

22111.2 PREDICTING HEREDITY

CHAPTER 11HEREDITY

Predicting Heredity

When Mendel published his work in the 1800s, he did not use the word gene to 
describe his units of heredity. He also wasn’t sure where his units might be found or 
how to identify them. His work went unnoticed for almost 30 years. In 1902, 
American scientist Walter Sutton (1877–1916) examined the nuclei of grasshopper 
cells under a microscope. He observed that chromosomes occurred in homologous 
pairs that separated during meiosis. A year later, Sutton found that chromosomes 
contained genes. He had discovered Mendel’s units of heredity! In this section you will 
learn how Mendel’s work is used to predict the heredity of offspring.

How traits are passed on to offspring
Genes and alleles Mendel developed the basic laws of how traits are passed on to 

offspring (Figure 11.8). He did not know about genes, 
chromosomes, DNA, or meiosis. The laws stated below combine the 
work of Mendel and Sutton.

1. Individual units called genes determine an organism’s 
traits.

2. A gene is a segment of DNA, located on the 
chromosomes, that carries hereditary instructions   
from parent to offspring.

3. For each gene, an organism typically receives one allele 
from each parent.

4. If an organism inherits different alleles for a trait, one 
allele may be dominant over the other.

5. The alleles of a gene separate from each other when sex 
cells are formed during meiosis.

Figure 11.8: The principles of how 
traits are passed on to offspring.

1 of 5Excerpt from CPO Science Life Science 
Copyright © CPO Science • Can be duplicated for classroom use

B3StudEnt REadingPredicting Heredity

Student 
background/
extension reading

Visit cposcience.com/link to see 
examples of these resources 

in action

Solving Problems:
Potential and Kinetic Energy

POTENTIAL ENERGY

Potential energy
(J)

Height (m)

Acceleration
due to gravity (9.8 m/s2)

Mass (kg)

E p = mgh

KINETIC ENERGY

Kinetic energy
(J)

Speed (m/s)

Mass (kg)

E k =       m v21
2

Equipment setup 
videos

Kinetic energy E kE

Science content videosScience content videos
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Investigations are centered on exclusive, easy-to-use classroom and 
lab equipment that is engineered and manufactured by CPO Science 
right here in the USA. The equipment is engineered speci� cally for each 
investigation and is calibrated to professional standards to yield accurate 
measurements and repeatable results.

• Durable, classroom-tested construction

• Set up in two minutes or less

• Better quality student data

CPO Science 
equipment: 
Tools for 
active learning

13-layer, void-free 
Baltic birch 

cabinet-grade plywood 
for durability

Each piece is hand 
inspected by a member of 

our quality team

Screen 
printing placement to 

within 0.005" for accurate, 
meaningful markings

US-manufactured, 
water-based, nontoxic inks 

and � nishes

Engineered for 
safety, precision, and 

accuracy

Modules Include: Classroom Packages
Include:

Teacher’s Guides with 
Digital Access Include:

Spiral-bound Teacher’s Guide
Online Multimedia Access

Exploros™ or LEARN Investigation 
Access

One Equipment Unit*

Spiral-bound Teacher’s Guide
Online Multimedia Access

Exploros™ or LEARN Investigation 
Access

Six Equipment Units*

Spiral-bound Teacher’s Guide
Online Multimedia Access

Exploros™ or LEARN Investigation 
Access

Three ways to buy Link:

SAVE 30% 
on all Modules

 SAVE 20%
 on all Classroom 

Packages
See pages 18–34

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Level A

ACTIVITIES GOALS MATH SKILLS

Simple 
experiments 

with two 
variables

Build con� dence, 
practice 

teamwork

Multiplication, 
division, ratios

Level B

ACTIVITIES GOALS MATH SKILLS

Use 
measurement 

to discover 
scienti� c laws; 
apply scienti� c 

practices

Further explore 
concepts and 
apply to new 

situations

Intro algebra, 
simple 

geometry, 
functions, 
graphing

Level C

ACTIVITIES GOALS MATH SKILLS

Deduction 
of scienti� c 

laws through 
experimental 

and theoretical 
analyses

Extend and 
reinforce 

problem solving 
and application 

skills

Algebra, 
trigonometry, 

geometry, 
and calculus 

concepts

The unique three-level structure of CPO Science Link 
investigations ensures that all students can participate 
successfully in the program.

Multiple levels allow you to
• Implement di� erentiated learning strategies

• Challenge each student at his or her own pace

• Teach e� ectively in a multilevel classroom

• Use one curriculum for di� erent grades or classes

The CPO Science 
three-level 
advantage 
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With the Energy Car, students can explore speed, force, velocity, acceleration, 
Newton’s laws, graphs of motion, conservation of energy, conservation momentum, 
and more. Excellent versatility and a variety of options allow students to control 
multiple variables while performing fun and engaging experiments. Change the 
mass of the cars by 50%, 100% or 150%. Perform elastic and non-elastic collisions. 
Make calculations with friction and measure speed and acceleration with precision. 
Set it up as a one-meter straight track or as a slope and level combo track, and more!

Energy Car Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access to 
Curiosity Place 

and Exploros

Teacher’s 
Guide

Energy Car Equipment Unit

Energy CarConcepts Covered

• Acceleration
• Collisions
• E�  ciency
• Energy
• Experiments
• Friction
• Measuring Time
• Motion on a Ramp
• Newton’s Laws
• Speed
• Systems
• Two-Part Motion
• Variable

NGSS Connections

Energy Car addresses the 
following performance 
expectations:

MS-PS2-1, MS-PS2-2
HS-PS2-1, HS-PS2-2, 
HS-PS2-3, HS-PS3-1

Investigations

8—Level A
9—Level B
3—  Level C

Energy Car
Part No. Description Price

9N-492-9000-642 Energy Car Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit, 1 Physics Stand, 1 DataCollector)

 $1,024.80
SAVE 30%!  $729.95

9N-492-9200-642 Energy Car Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units, 6 Physics Stands, 6 DataCollectors)

 $4,899.05
SAVE 20%!  $3,919.95

9N-292-3061-642 Energy Car Basic Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $424.90
SAVE 30%!  $299.95

9N-292-4011-642 Energy Car Basic Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,299.65
SAVE 20%!  $1,039.95

9N-492-1010-642 Energy Car Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-792-1440-642 Energy Car Equipment Only  $174.95

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES (Included in Full Module and Classroom Package) 

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand  $99.95

9N-792-1670-642

9N-792-1100-642

DataCollector with Photogates 
See page 37 for additional data collection options
OR...
Timer IIe and Photogates

 $499.95

$364.95

See examples 

of lessons, online 

resources, and tablet 

investigations at 

cposcience.com/link

|   supplemental curriculum

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Car and Ramp

A fantastic starting point for understanding force and motion, the Car and Ramp 
module engages students in accurate and repeatable investigations of gravity, 
friction, speed, acceleration, Newton’s laws, and simple machines. Plus, students 
see how algebra has real-world applications as they use it to express their 
discoveries. Precision markings and extensive variable control ensure accurate, 
repeatable results.

Teacher’s 
Guide

Concepts Covered

• Acceleration
• Action/Reaction 
• Collisions
• Distance
• Energy
• Equilibrium
• Experiments 
• Force
• Friction
• Graphing
• Gravity
• Inclined Planes
• Mass
• Models
• Momentum
• Newton’s Laws
• Prediction
• Speed
• Systems
• Time
• Uniform Accelerated 
 Motion
• Variables
• Weight 

NGSS Connections

Car and Ramp addresses
the following performance 
expectations:

MS-PS2-1, MS-PS2-2, 
MS-PS2-4, HS-PS2-1, 
HS-PS2-2, HS-PS2-4, 
HS-PS3-2

Investigations

8—Level A
9—Level B
3—  Level C

Car  and Ramp 
Equipment Unit
Car  and Ramp 
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access to Curiosity Place 
and Exploros

Car and Ramp
Part No. Description Price

9N-492-9010-642 Car and Ramp Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit, 1 Physics Stand, 1 DataCollector)

 $1,019.80
SAVE 30%!  $719.95

9N-492-9210-642 Car and Ramp Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units, 6 Physics Stands, 6 DataCollectors)

 $4,869.05
SAVE 20%!  $3,899.95

9N-292-3062-642 Car and Ramp Basic Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $419.90
SAVE 30%!  $294.95

9N-292-4012-642 Car and Ramp Basic Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,269.65
SAVE 20%!  $1,014.95

9N-492-1020-642 Car and Ramp Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-792-2030-642 Car and Ramp Equipment Only (Link Edition)  $169.95

9N-392-6100-642 Car 2.0 Upgrade
For customers who own the original Car and Ramp

 $54.95

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES (Included in Full Module and Classroom Package) 

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand  $99.95

9N-792-1670-642

9N-792-1100-642

DataCollector with Photogates 
See page 37 for additional data collection options
OR...
Timer IIe and Photogates

 $499.95

$364.95

supplemental curriculum   |   
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The Marble Launcher will bring excitement into your classroom and inspire your 
students with true hands-on investigations. Lead your students through engaging 
activities covering science and math topics such as projectile motion, vectors, data 
analysis, statistics, looking beyond simple theories, problem solving, real numbers, 
measurement, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and probability. The convenient 
protractor scale printed right on the launcher makes it easy to acquire accurate 
measure of launch angle, while use of the Timer or DataCollector provides precise 
launch speeds.

Marble 
Launcher 
Equipment 
Unit

Lifetime Access 
to Curiosity Place 

and Exploros

Teacher’s 
Guide

Marble LauncherConcepts Covered

• Accuracy
• Engineering Design
• Error
• Launch Angle
• Precision 
• Projectile Motion
• Range
• Range Equation 
• Reliability

NGSS Connections

Marble Launcher addresses 
the following performance 
expectations:

MS-PS2-2, HS-PS2-1, 
HS-PS2-2, HS-ETS1-2

Investigations

3—Level A
4—Level B
3—  Level C

Marble Launcher
Part No. Description Price

9N-292-4023-642 Marble Launcher Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit, 1 DataCollector)

 $884.85
SAVE 30%! $629.95

9N-292-4024-642 Marble Launcher Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units, 6 DataCollectors)

 $4,059.35
SAVE 20%!  $3,249.95

9N-292-3063-642 Marble Launcher Basic Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $384.90
SAVE 30%! $269.95

9N-292-4013-642 Marble Launcher Basic Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,059.65
SAVE 20%!  $849.95

9N-492-1030-642 Marble Launcher Teacher’s Guide with 
Digital Access

 $249.95

9N-792-1171-642 Marble Launcher Equipment Only  $134.95

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES (Included in Full Module and Classroom Package) 

9N-792-1670-642

9N-792-1100-642

DataCollector with Photogates 
See page 37 for additional data collection options
OR...
Timer IIe and Photogates

 $499.95

$364.95

See examples 

of lessons, online 

resources, and tablet 

investigations at 

cposcience.com/link

Lifetime Access Lifetime Access 
to Curiosity Place 

Lifetime Access 

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Chemistry Models

Chemistry Models includes the Atom Building Game and Periodic Table Tiles, 
engaging hands-on tools for exploring the structure of atoms and the periodic table. 
Students build atoms using colored marbles that represent electrons, protons, and 
neutrons. Pockets in the board correspond to the energy levels of the s, p, and d 
orbitals for electron shells one to � ve. The reverse side of each periodic table tile 
displays a common element, allowing students to construct and balance equations 
for many molecules and compounds.

Teacher’s 
Guide

Concepts Covered

• Atomic Structure 
• Balancing Equations 
• Carbon Chemistry 
• Chemical Bonding 
• Chemical Formulas 
• Chemical Reactions 
• Compounds
• Electron Shells 
• Elements 
• Emission Spectra 
• Energy Levels 
• Isotopes 
• Lasers 
• Molecular Structure 
• Nuclear Reactions 
• Organic Compounds 
• Periodic Table
• Properties of Matter 
• Quantum Theory 
• Radioactivity
• Valence Electrons 

NGSS Connections

Chemistry Models 
addresses the following 
performance expectations:

MS-PS1-1, MS-PS1-2, 
MS-PS1-5, HS-LS1-6, 
HS-PS1-1, HS-PS1-2, 
HS-PS1-8, HS-PS4-3

Investigations

8—Level A
9—Level B
3—  Level C

Atom Building Game Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access to 
Curiosity Place and 

Exploros
Curiosity Place and 

Chemistry Models
Part No. Description Price

9N-292-3066-642 Chemistry Models Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $409.85
SAVE 30%!  $289.95

9N-292-4016-642 Chemistry Models Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,209.35
SAVE 20%!  $969.95

9N-492-1060-642 Chemistry Models Teacher’s Guide with 
Digital Access

 $249.95

9N-792-1255-642 Atom Building Game Equipment Only  $99.95

9N-792-1275-642 Periodic Table Tiles Equipment Only  $59.95

Note: Some investigations require a multimeter with .001V resolution. See page 37 for additional options.
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Lead students on fascinating investigations with light bulb circuits and resistor 
circuits using this intuitive and easy-to-use module. Students will discover and retain 
key concepts such as Ohm’s law, Kirchho� ’s laws, current, voltage, and series and 
parallel circuits.

Electric Circuits 
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access to Curiosity 
Place and Exploros

Teacher’s 
Guide

Electric CircuitsConcepts Covered

• Capacitors 
• Compound Circuits
• Current
• Electromagnets 
• Engineering Design
• Ohm’s Law
• Parallel Circuits
• Resistance
• Semiconductors
• Series Circuits
• Voltage

NGSS Connections

Electric Circuits addresses
the following performance
expectations:

MS-ETS1-1, MS-PS2-3, 
HS-PS2-5, HS-PS2-6, 
HS-PS3-5

Investigations

6—Level A
8—Level B
2—  Level C

Electric Circuits
Part No. Description Price

9N-292-3065-642 Electric Circuits Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $404.90
SAVE 30%! $284.95

9N-292-4015-642 Electric Circuits Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,179.65
SAVE 20%!  $944.95

9N-492-1050-642 Electric Circuits Teacher’s Guide with 
Digital Access

 $249.95

9N-792-2018-642 Electric Circuits Equipment Only (Link Edition)  $154.95

9N-392-6110-642 Electric Circuits Upgrade 
For customers who own the original Electric Circuits

 $39.95

See examples 

of lessons, online 

resources, and tablet 

investigations at 

cposcience.com/link

Lifetime Access to Curiosity 

Electric Circuits 
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access to Curiosity 
Place and Exploros

Electric Circuits 
Equipment Unit

Place and Exploros

Note: Some investigations require a multimeter with .001V resolution. See page 37 for additional options.

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Electric Motor

Why do magnets behave as they do? How does an electric motor work? The Electric 
Motor helps students answer these and a series of other fascinating questions as 
they design, build, and test motors with di� erent con� gurations of permanent 
magnets, electromagnets, and switching discs. The DataCollector or Timer and 
photogates provides precise measurements of motor speed, while the multimeter 
measures the current and voltage of each motor or generator con� guration.

Teacher’s 
Guide

Concepts Covered

• Current
• Electric Motors 
• Electromagnetism
• Engineering Design 
• Magnetism 
• Motor Function 
• Voltage

NGSS Connections

Electric Motor addresses 
the following performance 
expectations: 
MS-ETS1-3, MS-PS2-3, 
MS-PS2-5, HS-PS2-5, 
HS-PS3-5

Investigations

6—Level A
7—Level B
3—  Level C

Electric Motor 
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access to 
Curiosity Place and 

Exploros

Electric Motor
Part No. Description Price

9N-292-4025-642 Electric Motor Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit, 1 DataCollector)

 $1,039.85
SAVE 30%! $729.95

9N-292-4026-642 Electric Motor Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units, 6 DataCollectors)

 $4,989.35
SAVE 20%!  $3,989.95

9N-292-3064-642 Electric Motor Basic Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $539.90
SAVE 30%! $379.95

9N-292-4014-642 Electric Motor Basic Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,989.65
SAVE 20%!  $1,589.95

9N-492-1040-642 Electric Motor Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-792-1221-642 Electric Motor Equipment Only  $289.95

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES (Included in Full Module and Classroom Package) 

9N-792-1670-642

9N-792-1100-642

DataCollector with Photogates 
See page 37 for additional data collection options
OR...
Timer IIe and Photogates

 $499.95

$364.95

Note: Some investigations require a multimeter with .001V resolution. See page 37 for additional options.

Curiosity Place and 
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Concepts Covered

• Color 

• Lenses

• Light

• Magni� cation

• Measurement

• Optics

• Polarization

• Re� ection

• Refraction

• Vision

NGSS Connections

Optics with Light and Color 
addresses the following 
performance expectations:

MS-PS4-2, HS-PS4-1, 
HS-PS4-3, HS-PS4-5

Investigations

6—Level A
8—Level B
4—  Level C

See examples 

of lessons, online 

resources, and tablet 

investigations at 

cposcience.com/link

Investigate � rst-hand the light spectrum, lenses and mirror, real and virtual 
images, constructive and destructive interference, polarization, color theory, 
and much more! Optics with Light and Color brings � exibility and portability 
to your study of light and optics with large, battery operated light sources. 
It includes three LES lights, lazer, light holders, colored � lters, lenses, mirrors, 
di� raction grating glasses, and more. Requires two AA batteries per light 
(not included).

Optics with 
Light and 
Color
Equipment 
Unit

Teacher’s 
Guide

Optics with Light and Color

Optics with Light and Color
Part No. Description Price

9N-1510079-642 Optics with Light and Color Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $449.90
SAVE 30%! $314.95

9N-1510080-642 Optics with Light and Color Full Classroom 
Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,449.65
SAVE 20%!  $1,159.95

9N-1510078-642 Optics with Light and Color Teacher’s Guide with 
Digital Access

 $249.95

9N-792-1650-642 Optics with Light and Color Equipment Only  $199.95

Lifetime Access to Curiosity Place 
and Exploros

Optics with 
Light and 
Color
Equipment 

and Exploros

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Gravity Drop

What happens in free fall? Students drop marbles, make accurate measurements, 
build graphs, and calculate the acceleration of gravity (g) to within 2 percent. 
The Gravity Drop module allows students to make consistent marble drops and 
precise measurements, with reduced human error, controllable variables, and easy 
dropper/catcher alignment. Exploring the concepts of free fall, acceleration, and 
Newton’s Laws will be fun for your students!

Teacher’s 
Guide

Concepts Covered

• Average and 
 Instantaneous Speed
• Force and Motion
• Acceleration
• Gravity
• Acceleration Due 
 to Gravity
• Free Fall
• Newton’s Laws of Motion

NGSS Connections

Gravity Drop addresses 
the following performance 
expectations: 

MS-PS2-4, HS-PS2-3, 
HS-PS2-4

Investigations

3—Level A
4—Level B
4—  Level C

Gravity Drop 
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access 
to Curiosity Place and 

Exploros

Gravity Drop
Part No. Description Price

9N-1515971-642 Gravity Drop Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit, 1 Physics Stand, 1 Timer)

 $769.80
SAVE 30%! $534.95

9N-1515977-642 Gravity Drop Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units, 6 Physics Stands, 6 Timers)

 $3,369.05
SAVE 20%!  $2,694.95

9N-1515960-642 Gravity Drop Basic Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $304.90
SAVE 30%! $209.95

9N-1515966-642 Gravity Drop Basic Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $579.65
SAVE 20%!  $459.95

9N-1515951-642 Gravity Drop Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-792-1120-642 Gravity Drop Equipment Only  $54.95

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES (Included in Full Module and Classroom Package) 

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand  $99.95

9N-792-1100-642 Timer lle and Photogates $364.95

Note: Some investigations require a multimeter with .001V resolution. See page 37 for additional options.
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Concepts Covered

• Harmonic Motion

• Frequency

• Period

• Graphing

• Harmonic Motion

• Mass

• Forces

• Newton’s Laws of Motion

• Elastic and Inelastic 
 Collisions

• Momentum

• Conservation of Momentum

NGSS Connections

Colliding Pendulum
addresses the following
performance expectations:

MS-PS2-1, MS-PS4-1, 
HS-PS2-1, HS-PS2-2,
HS-PS2-3, HS-PS3-1,
HS-PS4-1

Investigations

4—Level A
4—Level B
4—  Level C

See examples 

of lessons, online 

resources, and tablet 

investigations at 

cposcience.com/link

Colliding Pendulum

Colliding Pendulum features colliding steel bobs that conserve energy and 
momentum to better than 97 percent. Through experimentation, students discover 
� rst-hand that bobs of equal mass transfer momentum as they collide. By colliding 
bobs of unequal mass, students learn how momentum conservation allows them to 
predict the mass of an unknown object. Topics explored include frequency, mass, 
velocity, Newton’s laws, conservation of energy and momentum, and more.

Teacher’s 
Guide

Colliding Pendulum 
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access 
to Curiosity 
Place and 
Exploros

Colliding Pendulum 
Equipment Unit

Colliding Pendulum
Part No. Description Price

9N-1515972-642 Colliding Pendulum Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit, 1 Physics Stand, 1 DataCollector)

 $989.80
SAVE 30%!  $689.95

9N-1515978-642 Colliding Pendulum Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units, 6 Physics Stands, 6 DataCollectors)

 $4,689.05
SAVE 20%!  $3,749.95

9N-1515961-642 Colliding Pendulum Basic Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $389.90
SAVE 30%!  $269.95

9N-1515967-642 Colliding Pendulum Basic Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,089.65
SAVE 20%!  $869.95

9N-1515952-642 Colliding Pendulum Teacher’s Guide with Digital 
Access

 $249.95

9N-792-1400-642 Colliding Pendulum Equipment Only  $139.95

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES (Included in Full Module and Classroom Package) 

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand  $99.95

9N-792-1670-642

9N-792-1100-642

DataCollector with Photogates 
See page 37 for additional data collection options
OR...
Timer IIe and Photogates

 $499.95

$364.95

|   supplemental curriculum
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Concepts Covered

• Work
• Energy
• Mechanical Advantage
• Simple Machines
• Levers
• Gears
• Gear Ratios
• Compound Machines
• Ropes and Pulleys
• Forces
• E�  ciency
• Rotational Motion
• Circles
• Torque
• Lever in the Human Body
• Engineering and STEM

NGSS Connections

Simple Machines
addresses the following
performance expectations:

MS-PS3-2, MS-PS3-5,
MS-ETS1-2, HS-PS2-4,
HS-PS3-3, HS-ETS1-2

Investigations

7—Level A
6—Level B
3—  Level C

Simple Machines
Teacher’s 
Guide

Simple Machines 
Equipment Unit (Gears pictured)

CPO Science Ropes and Pulleys

Lifetime Access to Curiosity Place 
and Exploros

Simple Machines
Part No. Description Price

9N-1515973-642 Simple Machines Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit, 1 Physics Stand)

 $649.70
SAVE 30%!  $449.95

9N-1515979-642 Simple Machines Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units, 6 Physics Stands)

 $2,648.45
SAVE 20%!  $2,114.95

9N-1515962-642 Simple Machines Basic Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $549.75
SAVE 30%!  $379.95

9N-1515968-642 Simple Machines Basic Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $2,048.75
SAVE 20%!  $1,634.95

9N-1515953-642 Simple Machines Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-1515957-642 Simple Machines Equipment Only  $294.95

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES (Included in Full Module and Classroom Package) 

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand  $99.95

Simple Machines includes the CPO Science Ropes and Pulleys, Gears, and Levers. In 
the Ropes and Pulleys investigations, your class will explore the principles of force 
and work as they discover how to arrange the strings for increased mechanical 
advantage. Ropes and pulleys are the ideal hands-on tools to enable you to teach 
the concepts of work and energy to your students. In the Gears investigations, 
important ideas such as ratios, angles, and the geometry of the circle become “real” 
to your students.  Through the Levers investigations, students easily derive the 
relationship between force and distance on a lever. They also explore the concepts 
of work and torque.  In addition, students explore how engineers design, test, and 
refine machines.

Equipment Unit (Gears pictured)
Simple Machines 
Equipment Unit (Gears pictured)

Lifetime Access to Curiosity Place 
and Exploros

Simple Machines 
Equipment Unit (Gears pictured)

supplemental curriculum   |   
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Concepts Covered

• Harmonic Motion

• Harmonic Motion Graphs

• Period

• Frequency

• Amplitude

• Waves

• Sound

• Music

• Harmony

• Natural Frequency

• Interference

• Resonance

• Wavelength

• Energy

• Wave Speed

NGSS Connections

Wave Models addresses 
the following performance 
expectations:

MS-PS4-1, MS-PS4-2,
HS-PS3-1, HS-PS4-1

Investigations

5—Level A
7—Level B
4—  Level C

See examples 

of lessons, online 

resources, and tablet 

investigations at 

cposcience.com/link

Wave Models

With Wave Models, your students have everything they need to develop a deep 
understanding of harmonic motion, waves, and sound.  The Pendulum investigations 
provide students with an ideal introduction to harmonic motion, sound, and waves. 
The concepts of cycle, period, frequency, and amplitude are intuitively illustrated, 
while advanced concepts such as extrapolation, rate of change, and functions can 
also be explored. The Sound and Waves investigations open up fascinating questions 
for hands-on explorations that are guaranteed to grab your students’ attention. 
Wavelength, frequency, resonance beats, natural frequency, and interference are among 
the many topics that you will explore with your students.

Teacher’s 
Guide

Wave Models 
Equipment 
Unit

Lifetime Access to Curiosity 
Place and Exploros

Wave Models
Part No. Description Price

9N-1515974-642 Wave Models Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit, 1 Physics Stand, 1 DataCollector)

 $1,296.75
SAVE 30%!  $904.95

9N-1515980-642 Wave Models Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units, 6 Physics Stands, 6 DataCollectors)

 $6,530.75
SAVE 20%!  $5,219.95

9N-1515963-642 Wave Models Basic Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $696.85
SAVE 30%!  $484.95

9N-1515969-642 Wave Models Basic Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $2,649.65
SAVE 20%!  $2,114.95

9N-1515955-642 Wave Models Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-1515958-642 Wave Models Equipment Only  $444.95

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES (Included in Full Module and Classroom Package) 

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand  $99.95

9N-792-1670-642

9N-792-1100-642

DataCollector with Photogates 
See page 37 for additional data collection options
OR...
Timer IIe and Photogates

 $499.95

$364.95

|   supplemental curriculum

Lifetime Access to Curiosity 
Place and Exploros

Lifetime Access to Curiosity 
Place and Exploros
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Concepts Covered

• Speed
• Energy
• Potential Energy
• Kinetic Energy
• Law of Conservation 
 of Energy
• Friction
• Graphing
• Centripetal Force
• Motion
• Forces
• Gravity
• Mass

NGSS Connections

Rollercoasters addresses 
the following performance 
expectations:

MS-PS3-1, MS-PS3-5,
HS-PS2-1, HS-PS2-4,
HS-PS3-1, HS-PS3-3

Investigations

4—Level A
6—Level B
4—  Level C

Rollercoasters

Students will explore models of Rollercoasters that utilize both a hilly track 
and a loop track. Students observe potential and kinetic energy in action, and 
work together to make precision measurements and graphs. They continue 
their exploration to discover the law of conservation of energy as they develop 
explanations for the motion they observe. Using the Loop Track, students 
investigate how the marble stays on the track, even upside down on the loop. 
Students discover that the marble must maintain a minimum speed to make 
it around the loop. This module also supports STEM activities and includes a 
rollercoaster-building kit. Students research, design, test, and refine a model of a 
rollercoaster and apply the science concepts they learned in earlier investigations.

Teacher’s 
Guide

Rollercoasters 
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access 
to Curiosity 
Place and 
Exploros

Rollercoasters
Part No. Description Price

9N-1515975-642 Rollercoasters Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit, 1 Physics Stand, 1 Timer)

 $946.75
SAVE 30%! $659.95

9N-1515981-642 Rollercoasters Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units, 6 Physics Stands, 6 Timers)

 $4,430.75
SAVE 20%!  $3,539.95

9N-1515965-642 Rollercoasters Basic Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $481.85
SAVE 30%! $334.95

9N-1515970-642 Rollercoasters Basic Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,641.35
SAVE 20%!  $1,309.95

9N-1515956-642 Rollercoasters Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-1515959-642 Rollercoasters Equipment Only  $229.95

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES (Included in Full Module and Classroom Package) 

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand  $99.95

9N-792-1100-642 Timer lle and Photogates $364.95

supplemental curriculum   |   

Rollercoasters 
Equipment Unit
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Concepts Covered

• Acceleration
• Blade Mass
• Blade Shape
• Constraints
• Criteria
• Electric Current
• Electricity
• Electromagnetic 
 Induction
• Engineering Design
• Force
• Human Environmental 
 Impact
• Inertia
• Kinetic Energy
• Magnetic Braking
• Magnetism
• Wind Farm Simulation
• Wind Power

NGSS Connections

Wind Turbine addresses
the following performance
expectations:

MS-PS2-2, MS-PS2-5, 
MS-PS3-5, MS-ETS1-1, 
MSETS1-2, HS-PS2-1, 
HS-PS2-5, HS-PS3-1, 
HS-PS3-3, HS-PS3-5, 
HS-ETS1-3, HS-ETS1-4

Investigations

8—Level A
7—Level B
2—  Level C

Wind Turbine

CPO Science makes it easy to bring real-world engineering and STEM to your 
classroom. With the Wind Turbine, students explore concepts in engineering 
design, energy transformation, electromagnetism, and forces. Students will design, 
test, and re� ne a working turbine and challenge each other to see which model 
can generate the highest voltage with this unique equipment module. Investigate 
design variables such as number of blades, blade shape, blade angle, number of 
magnets, magnet polarity, distance from magnets to core, and more!

Teacher’s 
Guide

Wind Turbine 
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access to Curiosity 
Place and Exploros

Wind Turbine
Part No. Description Price

9N-292-4027-642 Wind Turbine Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit, 1 DataCollector)

 $909.85
SAVE 30%! $649.95

9N-292-4028-642 Wind Turbine Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units, 6 DataCollectors)

 $4,209.35
SAVE 20%!  $3,369.95

9N-292-3067-642 Wind Turbine Basic Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $409.90
SAVE 30%! $289.95

9N-292-4017-642 Wind Turbine Basic Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,209.65
SAVE 20%!  $969.95

9N-492-1070-642 Wind Turbine Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-792-2010-642 Wind Turbine Equipment Only  $159.95

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES (Included in Full Module and Classroom Package) 

9N-792-1670-642

9N-792-1100-642

DataCollector with Photogates 
See page 37 for additional data collection options
OR...
Timer IIe and Photogates

 $499.95

$364.95

Note: Some investigations require a multimeter with .001V resolution. See page 37 for additional options.

Wind Turbine 

Lifetime Access to Curiosity 
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Concepts Covered

• Buoyancy
• Convection
• Environmental 
 Engineering
• Erosion
• Floating
• Floods
• Groundwater
• Heating and Cooling 
 of Land and Water
• Liquid Convection
• Pollutants
• Salinity
• Sinking
• Topographic Mapping
• Water Cycle
• Wave Speed
• Wetlands

NGSS Connections

GeoBox addresses the 
following performance 
expectations:

MS-PS1-4, MS-ESS2-2, 
MS-ESS2-4, MS-ESS3-2, 
HS-ETS1-2, HS-ESS2-5, 
HS-ESS3-1, HS-PS4-1

Investigations

8—Level A
7—Level B
2—  Level C

This exclusively-designed transparent plastic container with two interchangeable 
lids o� ers hands-on exploration of many earth and physical science topics. The 
� at topographical lid, along with the included landforms, allows students to trace 
contours of elevation and create a topographic map. The convection chamber 
lid with two 3-inch-high smokestacks gives students an upfront view of the 
development of a convection cell. Also use the versatile GeoBox to demonstrate 
the water cycle, investigate the di� erence between heating and cooling of land and 
water, study wave speed, and much more.

GeoBox
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access to 
Curiosity Place and 

Exploros

Teacher’s 
Guide

GeoBox

GeoBox
Part No. Description Price

9N-292-3068-642 GeoBox Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $349.90
SAVE 30%! $244.95

9N-292-4018-642 GeoBox Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $849.65
SAVE 20%!  $679.95

9N-492-1080-642 GeoBox Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-792-2016-642 GeoBox Equipment Only (Link Edition)  $99.95

9N-892-1120-642 Landform Upgrade 
For customers who own the original GeoBox

 $39.95

GeoBox
Equipment Unit

2—  Level C

See examples of lessons, online resources, and tablet investigations at cposcience.com/link
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Concepts Covered

• Adaptation
• Biodiversity
• Dominant Traits
• Environmental In� uence
• Genetic Disorders 
• Genetic Engineering
• Hardy–Weinberg Principle 
• Inheritance 

NGSS Connections

Crazy Traits addresses the 
following performance
expectations:

MS-LS3-2, MS-LS4-4, 
MS-LS4-5, HS-ETS1-2, 
HS-LS2-7, HS-LS3-1,
HS-LS3-3, HS-LS4-2, 
HS-LS4-4, HS-LS4-5

Investigations

8—Level A
7—Level B
2—  Level C

|   supplemental curriculum

Crazy Traits is a fun and innovative tool for helping students learn about genetics 
and evolution. Through a series of games and activities, students learn that the 
traits people and animals inherit from their parents are based on chance. Alleles, 
genotypes, and phenotypes are also explored. Students � ip special coins that 
represent each parent, record their outcomes, and build a “Crazy Creature” based on 
the results. Special Environment Cards add to the excitement, allowing students to 
explore how environment in� uences the traits in a population.

Crazy Traits
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access to 
Curiosity Place and 

Exploros

Teacher’s 
Guide

Crazy Traits

Crazy Traits
Part No. Description Price

9N-292-3069-642 Crazy Traits Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $389.90
SAVE 30%! $274.95

9N-292-4019-642 Crazy Traits Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $1,089.65
SAVE 20%!  $869.95

9N-492-1090-642 Crazy Traits Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-792-1470-642 Crazy Traits Equipment Only  $139.95

Crazy Traits
Equipment Unit
Crazy Traits
Equipment Unit

See examples 

of lessons, online 

resources, and tablet 

investigations at 

cposcience.com/link
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Concepts Covered

• Biodiversity
• Chromosomes
• DNA
• Evolution
• Genetic Disorders
• Genetic Variation
• Meiosis
• Mitosis
• Mutations
• Natural Selection 
 Reproduction
• Sex-Linked Traits
• Traits

NGSS Connections

Crazy Chromosomes
addresses the following
performance expectations:

MS-LS3-1, MS-LS3-2,
HS-LS3-1, HS-LS3-2, 
HS-LS4-4

Investigations

8—Level A
7—Level B
2—  Level C

Crazy Chromosomes

Take your study of genetics to the next level. Crazy Chromosomes helps students 
make the connection between DNA, genes, chromosomes, and phenotypes. Use 
these colorful manipulatives to build sets of chromosomes, model gamete formation 
through meiosis, and model fertilization. Crazy Chromosomes is designed to work in 
tandem with the Crazy Traits heredity module (available separately). Build a diploid 
set of chromosomes for a “crazy creature.”  Then, model how gametes are formed and 
combine them to produce genetically diverse o� spring.

Teacher’s 
Guide

Crazy Chromosomes 
Equipment Unit

Lifetime Access to Curiosity Place 
and Exploros

Crazy Chromosomes
Part No. Description Price

9N-292-3070-642 Crazy Chromosomes Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
1 Equipment Unit)

 $339.90
SAVE 30%!  $239.95

9N-292-4020-642 Crazy Chromosomes Full Classroom Package
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, Exploros Access, 
6 Equipment Units)

 $789.65
SAVE 20%!  $629.95

9N-492-1100-642 Crazy Chromosomes Teacher’s Guide with 
Digital Access

 $249.95

9N-792-1740-642 Crazy Chromosomes Game Equipment Only  $89.95
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Concepts Covered

• Photosynthesis
• Light reactions
• Calvin cycle
• Energetics and Chemistry 
 of Photosynthesis
• Photosynthesis and 
 Plant Anatomy
• Chloroplast Structure 
 and Function
• Photosynthesis and Ecology
• Carbon Cycle
• Cellular Respiration
• Glycolysis
• Pyruvate Oxidation
• Krebs Cycle
• Electron Transport Chain
• Energetics and Chemistry 
 of Cellular Respiration
• Mitochondria Structure 
 and Function
• Cellular Respiration 
 and Photosynthesis 
 Compare/Contrast
• Fermentation Pathways
• Metabolism

NGSS Connections

Energy Quest addresses 
the following performance
expectations:

MS-LS1-5, MS-LS1-6, 
MS-LS1-7, HS-LS1-5, 
HS-LS1-6, HS-LS1-7, 
HS-LS2-3, HS-LS2-5

Investigations

4—Level A
4—Level B
4—Level C

Enhance your life science curriculum with Energy Quest and show your students 
how much fun our cells can be! Play engaging board games like Chloroplast Blast 
to learn about photosynthesis, and use Augmented Reality (AR) to interact with a 
three-dimensional cell to understand respiration. New, graduated investigations 
support di� erentiated instruction by allowing you to teach every investigation at 
three distinct levels of detail and di�  culty in the same classroom.

Energy Quest

Energy Quest
Part No. Description Price

9N-1603934-642 Energy Quest Full Module
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, 
LEARN Augmented Reality Access, 1 Equipment Unit)

 $389.90
SAVE 30%! $274.95

9N-1603935-642 Energy Quest Class Pack
(1 Teacher’s Guide, Curiosity Place Access, 
LEARN Augmented Reality Access,  6 Equipment Units)

 $1,089.65
SAVE 20%!  $874.95

9N-1601685-642 Energy Quest Teacher’s Guide with Digital Access  $249.95

9N-1603537-642 Energy Quest Equipment Only  $139.95

Energy Quest
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Spinner
Spinner
Part No. Description Price

9N-392-4220-642 Spinner $69.95

ADDITIONAL REQUIRED ITEMS

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand $99.95

9N-792-1100-642

9N-792-1670-642

Timer IIe and Photogates
OR...
DataCollector with Photogates

$364.95

$499.95

Straight Track
Straight Track
Part No. Description Price

9N-792-1380-642 Equipment Module $89.95

ADDITIONAL REQUIRED ITEMS

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand $99.95

9N-792-1100-642

9N-792-1670-642

Timer IIe and Photogates
OR...
DataCollector with Photogates

$364.95

$499.95

Loop Track
Loop Track
Part No. Description Price

9N-792-1390-642 Equipment Module $94.95

ADDITIONAL REQUIRED ITEMS

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand $99.95

9N-792-1100-642

9N-792-1670-642

Timer IIe and Photogates
OR...
DataCollector with Photogates

$364.95

$499.95

Springs & Swings
Springs & Swings
Part No. Description Price

9N-792-1630-642 Springs & Swings $74.95

ADDITIONAL REQUIRED ITEMS

9N-792-1670-642 DataCollector with Photogates $499.95

9N-392-1500-642 Washer Masses (Pack of 25) $19.95

Ultimate Pulleys
Ultimate Pulleys
Part No. Description Price

9N-792-1430-642 Equipment Module
(Includes pulleys, rope, and mounting 
hardware)

$119.95

ADDITIONAL REQUIRED ITEMS

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand $99.95

9N-392-3050-642 Spring Scales (Set of 4) $26.95

9N-392-1500-642 Washer Masses (Pack of 25) $19.95

Stream Table
Stream Table
Part No. Description Price

9N-792-1450-642 Equipment Module
(Includes distribution tray, support stage, 
sediment, and 2 buckets)

$139.95

Dynamic Pulleys
Dynamic Pulleys
Part No. Description Price

9N-792-1640-642 Dynamic Pulleys $94.95

ADDITIONAL REQUIRED ITEMS

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand $99.95

9N-392-3050-642 Spring Scales (Set of 4) $26.95

9N-392-3045-642 Weight Set (Pack of 5) $37.95

9N-392-3040-642 Weight Set (Pack of 8) $59.95

Atwood's Apparatus
Atwood’s Apparatus
Part No. Description Price

9N-392-4130-642 Atwood’s Apparatus $69.95

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand $99.95

9N-792-1670-642 DataCollector with Photogates $499.95
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Data Collection 
Accessories

CPO SCIENCE 
LAB DATA COLLECTION STARTER KIT
Make sure you have enough of the fundamentals 
for multiple small groups and save a signifi cant 
amount of money. Each set includes six each of the CPO 
DataCollector, photogates, and the Physics Stand. Perfect 
for getting started with CPO Science, new labs, and lab 
expansions.

DataCollector

Part No. Description Price

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand $99.95

Part No. Description Price

9N-792-1620-642 CPO DataCollector Science Lab $3,359.95
 Includes 6 Timer lle and Photogates and 6 Physics Stands.

Built in
Level

Convenient
Well

CPO Science DataCollector
Part No. Description Price

 9N-792-1660-642 DataCollector v2.1 $374.95

 9N-792-1670-642 DataCollector w/Photogates $499.95

 9N-892-2008-642 Photogate $79.95

 9N-392-3480-642 Pressure Sensor $94.95

 9N-392-3490-642 Temperature Sensor $49.95

 9N-392-4180-642 Velocity Sensor $129.95

 9N-392-4190-642 Voltage Sensor $34.95

CPO Science DataCollector

PHYSICS STAND
A sturdy, 1-meter-long 
square aluminum pole 
with holes every 
5 centimeters. 
Fastens to a stable, 
triangular-wood 
base. Made in the 
USA of durable 
hardwood.
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Accessories

Starter Kits 
Each starter kit includes six Physics Stands and six each of either 
the DataCollector or Timer, and six pairs of photogates. Perfect for 
getting started with CPO Science!

9N-792-1620-642 DataCollector Starter Kit $3,359.95

9N-792-1105-642 Timer Starter Kit $2,399.95

DataCollector 
DataCollector is an innovative device that allows easy viewing 
and recording of data during an experiment. Four modes of 
operation (data collection, CPO Timer, meter, and stopwatch) 
provide complete classroom versatility. Available with or 
without photogates.

For use with Link Energy Car, Car and Ramp, Marble 
Launcher, Electric Motor, Colliding Pendulum, Wave Models, 
Rollercoasters, and Wind Turbine

9N-792-1660-642 DataCollector 2e $374.95

9N-792-1670-642 DataCollector 2e w/Photogates 
(2) 

$499.95

9N-392-5055-642 Photogates and Cables (2)
(Compatible with Vernier 
Data Logger)

$159.95

Digital Multimeter 
Manual ranging multimeter.
200 mVDC–1,000 VDC,
2 VAC–50 VAC,
200 MADC–20 ADC,
200 MAAC–20 AAC,
200 SL–20 MSL

9N-531976-642 Digital Multimeter $53.99

Physics Stand 
A sturdy stand to support select 
CPO Science equipment. Includes a 
1 m aluminum pole with mounting 
holes every 5 cm and a triangular 
wood base with built-in bubble 
level, adjustable leveling feet, and 
accessory storage well. 

For use with Link Energy Car, Car 
and Ramp, Gravity Drop, Colliding 
Pendulum, Simple Machines, Wave 
Models, and Rollercoasters

9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand $99.95

Accessories

Timer 
This tool enables students to make successful predictions and 
develop confi dence with what they learn in the classroom. 
Features fi ve modes of operation (interval, frequency, period, 
stopwatch and counter). Includes two photogates.

For use with Link Energy Car, Car and Ramp, Marble Launcher, 
Electric Motor, Gravity Drop, Colliding Pendulum, Wave Models, 
Rollercoasters, and Wind Turbines

9N-792-1100-642 Timer IIe w/Photogates (2) $364.95
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Cordless 
Rechargeable 
Microscope
Cool LED illumination and 
superior optics provide 
brighter, clearer, and 
sharper images. Once 
fully charged (charge 
time approx. 8 hours), the 
included NiMH batteries 
will last 50–75 usable 
hours; with a lifespan 
of 1,000 charges. Other 
features include a rotating 
monocular head with 10X 
eyepiece, DIN achromatic 

4X, 10X and 40X objectives, 88 x 84 mm stage and coarse 
focusing with slip-clutch to prevent damage to slides or lenses. 
Includes power cord for charging batteries.

9-392-3520-642 Cordless Rechargeable 
Microscope

$159.99

Rock and Mineral Set
Set of 29 rock and mineral samples packaged in two boxes. 
Includes data sheet, hardness scale, and streak plate.

9N-792-1480-642 Rock and Mineral Set $239.95

Optics Lights
Replacement laser and LED lights for use with the new Optics 
with Light and Color and Light and Color equipment modules.

9N-692-7234-642 LED Light $38.95

9N-692-7235-642 Laser $39.95

9N-692-8602-642 Periodic Table $2.50

9N-692-8603-642 Advanced Periodic Table $2.50

CPO Science 
Periodic Tables 
Features atomic 
number, mass number 
of stable isotopes, 
element symbol and 
name. Advanced table 
features oxidation 
number. 8.5" x 11", 
laminated. 

CPO Science 
Periodic Table 
Poster
Poster measures 
23" x 35", laminated.

9N-392-1271-642 CPO Science Periodic Table 
Poster

$8.95

Ohaus Balance Scout Backlit LCD—
620 x 0.1 g
Features include: 
superior overload 
protection in a sleek, low 
profi le and stackable 
design, fi ve major 
connectivity options 
including Bluetooth and 
Ethernet, education-
specifi c software 
applications such as 
density determination 
and molar mass calculations, large backlit LCD display, and 
increased capacity in most models.

9-1540246-642 Ohaus Balance Scout Backlit LCD  $335.99

9N-392-3170-642 Bathymetric Map $15.95

Bathymetric Map
This multi-sheet pad 
allows students to mark 
and cut up the map as a 
fun way to discover the 
major plates and see how 
their movements change 
the shapes of oceans and 
land masses. Pad of 65 
two-color sheets, 11" x 17".
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Wave Tray
Includes a tube for 
making plane waves 
and 2 block barriers. 
Tray measures
16½" x 13½" x 2".

9N-392-3240-642 Wave Tray $31.95

Energy Car 
Accessory 
Pack
Includes: knobs, 
clay, rubber 
bands, steel balls, 
bubble level, 5' 
yellow string, 
car links.

9N-892-4032-642 Energy Car Accessory Pack $19.95

Spare Parts Bag
Includes more than 50 of 
the most easily misplaced 
parts from CPO Science 
equipment. Contents 
include washers, spacers, 
assorted hardware, cord, 
wires, knobs, and basic 
tools.

9N-392-2001-642 Spare Parts Bag $49.95Crazy Traits 
Accessory Packs
Plastic Features
Set of 23 

9N-892-1070-642 $24.95

Skin, Ears, and Wings
Includes 1 wing, 2 large ears, 
2 small ears, 1 short dowel leg, 
1 long dowel leg, 3 skins (blue, 
red, and purple).

9N-892-1071-642 $49.95

9N-392-3420-642 Buoyancy Blocks $74.95

Buoyancy Blocks
Designed for use with 
the CPO GeoBox 
equipment module, 
the wooden blocks are 
of consistent density 
and are individually 
numbered and colored 
for easy identifi cation. 
Set of 7.

Density Cubes
Set of 10 includes oak, nylon, pine, poplar, PVC, aluminum, steel, 
brass, copper, and acrylic. 1” cubes.

9-034-0977-642 Density Cubes $53.29

Color Mixing Set
Includes cyan, magenta, 
and yellow mixing clay.

9N-392-3220-642 Color Mixing Set $16.95

Ripcord 
Generator
Explore 
electromagnetic 
induction with this 
accessory for the 
Electric Circuits 
equipment module.

9N-392-3210-642 Ripcord Generator $84.95

Crazy Traits 
Accessory Packs

Set of 23 

9N-

Skin, Ears, and Wings

2 small ears, 1 short dowel leg, 

9N-
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Washer Masses

Static 
Electricity 
Box

Displacement Tank

Oscillating Mass on 
a Spring

Compass—Magnetic

Accessoriesto Enhance Your 
Equipment

Cars and Sled

Part No. Description Price

9N-892-5002-642 5-Ohm Resistor Assembly $4.95 

9N-892-5003-642 10-Ohm Resistor Assembly $4.95 

9N-892-5004-642 20-Ohm Resistor Assembly $4.95 

9N-692-4606-642 3" Green Connector Lug Wire $1.50 

9N-692-4607-642 6" Blue Connector Lug Wire $1.50 

9N-692-4608-642 9" Brown Connector Lug Wire $1.75 

9N-692-4001-642 AC Adapter/Power Transformer $13.95 

9N-892-5017-642 Atom Building Nuclear Reaction Cards  $13.95 

9N-892-5015-642 Atom Building Photon and Laser Cards $19.95 

9N-892-5128-642 Battery Pack Assembly $3.95 

9N-292-1131-642 Car and Ramp Car—Assembled $47.95 

9N-892-4033-642 Cars and Sled, set of 3 $19.95 

9N-392-4450-642 Circuits RC Pack $18.95 

9N-392-3080-642 Compass—Magnetic $11.95 

9N-392-3120-642 Displacement Tank $29.95 

9N-792-1190-642 Gears, set of 3 $94.95 

9N-892-4030-642 Graph Paper 1/4" Grid, pack/10 $4.95 

Part No. Description Price

9N-392-4210-642 Heat Capacity Bricks $35.95 

9N-692-7416-642 Knob: 1/4-20—Black $2.75 

9N-692-7417-642 Knob: 1/4-20—Blue $2.75 

9N-692-4007-642 Light Bulb 3V $0.50 

9N-392-3060-642 Measuring Tape, 7.5m/25ft $13.95 

9N-392-2220-642 Motor Magnet Set, pack of 24 $21.95 

9N-392-1201-642 Oscillating Mass on a Spring $67.95 

9N-892-2008-642 Photogate  $79.95

9N-392-3030-642 Plastic Marbles, pack of 5 $6.95 

9N-392-3050-642 Spring Scales, set of 4 $26.95 

9N-392-4230-642 Static Electricity Box $13.95 

9N-392-3020-642 Steel Marbles, pack of 5 $7.95 

9N-392-4300-642 Timer Cord—Blue $2.99 

9N-392-4350-642 Timer Cord—Red  $2.99 

9N-392-1500-642 Washer Masses, pack of 25 $19.95 

9N-392-3045-642 Weights Set, set of 5 $37 .95 

9N-392-3040-642 Weights Set, set of 8 $59.95
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Science Wall
The Science Wall has 64 square feet of wall 
mountable surface to hold equipment. 
It is shipped as 4' x 8' panels and can be 
installed in your classroom or science 
lab. Complete with hangers for most 
equipment modules, the Science Wall can 
hold up to 8 complete sets of CPO Science 
equipment. Additional hangers are ordered 
to fit your specific equipment storage 
needs. Perfect for science labs. Requires 
installation by purchaser.

9N-392-4000-642 Science Wall $1,799.95

Science Cart 
Mobile Storage

This sturdy, handsome cart allows you 
to store your CPO Science equipment in 
a secure and organized fashion. Convert 
any classroom into a science lab simply by 
rolling your lab equipment into the room. 
At 26" wide and with four heavy-duty 
caster wheels, the cart can fit through most 
doorways yet stands at 64" tall with a total 
of 8 feet of “science wall” storage space. 
The base of the cart is made of hardwood 
and at 12" deep and 50" long, can hold 
many of the CPO components used in your 
classroom. It holds four complete sets of 
equipment, ships assembled, and makes 
sharing equipment easy!

• Easy, accessible, and organized 
equipment storage

• Great for shared rooms and equipment
• High-quality construction
• Convenient mobility

Science Wall includes: 1 CPO Science Cart 
and Hangers for 4 complete sets. Hangers 
for additional CPO Science equipment 
modules and all-purpose shelves are 
also available.

9N-392-4100-642 ScienceCart
Mobile 
Storage

$1,699.95
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Master science by doing science!

Students start every 
investigation with a key 
question that leads them 
through a step-by-step 
discovery of the answer. 
With this as a guide, they 
design experiments, 
learn the proper use of 
lab and measurement 
equipment, collect and 

analyze data, and construct and test conclusions. Every 
activity in the student investigations manual is integrated 
with the student text, the technology resources, and the 
Teacher Resources. 

Lab Investigation Manuals

CPO Science Instructional Design

Equipment Set

Integrated Technology

Investigations Manual

Student Text

Teacher’s Resources and Professional Development

CPO Science Instructional Design

Teacher’s Resources and Professional Development

At CPO Science, we believe that the best way to 

develop a deep understanding of science is to actually 

do science through active investigation. Hands-on, 

inquiry-based investigations are at the heart of every 

one of our core curriculum programs for middle and 

high school. 

Fully integrated with these investigations are our 

innovative, classroom-tested equipment; robust, yet 

easy to digest student text; digital resources to extend 

learning; formative and summative assessment tools 

to ensure your students are on track; and in-depth 

teacher support and resources.

Unique, integrated 
core curriculum programs 
from

Equipment Kits

Essential lab equipment allows students to 
learn through experience.
Investigations utilize exclusive, easy-to-use lab 
equipment. Designed and precision engineered by CPO 
Science, every piece of equipment is constructed of fi ne 
hardwoods and other durable materials. CPO Science 
calibrates equipment to professional standards to yield 
accurate, predictable results. Each high-quality equipment 
piece is exactly as pictured in the student text manual. 
Math problems support the development of quantitative 
thinking and problem-solving skills. 
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CPO Science developed its unique “one idea per page” 
layout based on eff ective reading strategies. Colorful 
illustrations, diagrams, and supplemental information 
are placed next to the text to support and explain each 
idea. Concepts are clearly connected to the hands-on 
investigations and repeated in diff erent ways to support 
multiple learning styles. 

Student Text Books

From accessible instructional support to professional 
development training, CPO Science off ers teachers 
exactly what they need for teaching success and student 
achievement.

Teachers receive step-by-step planning and teaching 
support from the robust Teacher’s Guide, content and 
equipment set-up videos, presentation slides, skill and 
practice sheets, ExamView® software, and other integrated 
teaching tools.

Full Teacher Support

Integrated Technology

CPO Science integrates technology throughout the 
curriculum to enhance the understanding of concepts, 
extend learning, and collect and analyze data. Technology 
has been developed to support teachers too.

Examples of CPO technology include

• Interactive DVDs for 
hard-to-learn topics

• Glossary apps

• Digital presentations

• Equipment set-up videos

• Digital data collectors

Simulations

Videos

Animations

Student Text

Teacher’s Guide
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Foundations of Physical Science 
By Tom Hsu, Ph.D.

Students Conduct 75 Hands-On Physical Science Investigations
This popular physical science program includes exciting new content, graphics, and 
features. The full-color student book provides even more ways to help students 
access science concepts; the investigations manual labs include an additional level 
of diffi  culty; and the teacher’s guide has been expanded and reorganized. The third 
edition also off ers students more connections to technology and the real world, 
and more practice and assessment.

Foundations of Physical Science Third Edition
Part No. ISBN Description Price

STUDENT BOOK SET (Includes 1 Student Text and 1 Investigations Manual)
9N-1577353-642 978-1-62571-856-3 Printed Version $98.95
9N-1577368-642 978-1-62571-869-3 Online Version $98.95
Additional online $15.00 per student

9N-1576056-642 978-1-62571-845-7 Student Text $80.95

9N-1576084-642 978-1-62571-829-7 Investigations Manual $20.95

TEACHER’S GUIDE WITH ONLINE ACCESS
9N-1576057-642 978-1-62571-846-4 Printed Version $189.95
9N-1577367-642 978-1-62571-870-9 Online Version $189.95

9N-792-5380-642 978-1-60431-024-5 Equipment Kit $2,299.95

Table of Contents

UNIT 1:  Science and 
Measurement
CHAPTER
 1 Measurement
 2 Science Skills
 3 The Scientifi c Process

UNIT 2:  Motion and Force
 4 Motion
 5 Forces
 6 Laws of Motion

UNIT 3:  Work and Energy
 7 Energy 
 8 Work and Power
 9 Simple Machines

UNIT 4:  Matter and Energy
 10 Matter and Temperature
 11 Heat
 12 Properties of Matter
 13 The Behavior of Gases

UNIT 5:  Atoms, Elements 
and Compounds
 14 Atoms
 15 Elements and the 
  Periodic Table
 16 Compounds

UNIT 6:  Changes in Matter
 17 Chemical Change
 18 Energy and Reactions
 19 Solutions

UNIT 7:  Electricity and 
Magnetism
 20 Electric Circuits
 21 Electrical Systems
 22 Electricity and 
  Magnetism

UNIT 8:  Waves, Sound, 
and Light
 23 Waves
 24 Sound 
 25 Light

Investigations 
Manual

Student Text

Equipment Kit

Access all your CPO Science resources online at CuriosityPlace.com! 
Contact your Regional Sales Manager to request a 60-day trial.

|   core curriculum

THIRD EDITION ©2018

One physics 
stand included 
in each kit. 
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Students Explore Common Themes 
that Bridge Physical, Earth, and Space Science
Physical, Earth, and Space Science seamlessly integrates earth and space science 
concepts with physics and chemistry concepts. Recurring themes found throughout 
the program include energy, force systems, and properties of matter. Students learn 
how major science concepts such as energy, heat, and forces apply to earth and 
space sciences. Many key science concepts are repeated in diff erent ways to support 
a variety of learning styles. 

Physical, Earth, and Space Science
Part No. ISBN Description Price

STUDENT BOOK SET (Includes 1 Student Text and 1 Investigations Manual)
9N-1577347-642 978-1-62571-850-1 Printed Version $98.95
9N-1577355-642 978-1-62571-857-0 Online Version $98.95
Additional online $15.00 per student

9N-1576077-642 978-1-62571-833-4 Student Text $80.95

9N-1576078-642 978-1-62571-834-13 Investigations Manual  $20.95

TEACHER’S GUIDE WITH ONLINE ACCESS
9N-1576079-642 978-1-62571-835-8 Printed Version $189.95
9N-1577354-642 978-1-62571-858-7 Online Version $189.95

9N-792-5370-642 978-1-60431-107-5 Equipment Kit $2,259.95

Table of Contents

UNIT 1: Science Skills
CHAPTER
 1 Measurement
 2 The Scientifi c Process
 3 Mapping Earth

UNIT 2:  Motion, Force, 
and Energy
 4 Motion
 5 Force
  6 Newton’s Laws of Motion
 7 Work and Energy

UNIT 3:  Matter, Energy, 
and Earth
 8 Matter and Temperature
 9 Heat
 10 Properties of Matter
 11 Earth’s Atmosphere 
  and Weather

UNIT 4:  Matter and Its Changes
 12 Atoms and the Periodic 
  Table
 13 Compounds
 14 Changes in Matter
 15 Chemical Cycles and 
  Climate Change

UNIT 5:  Electricity and 
Magnetism
 16 Electricity
 17 Magnetism 

UNIT 6:  Earth’s Structure
 18 Earth’s History and Rocks
 19 Changing Earth
 20 Earthquakes and
  Volcanoes

UNIT 7:  Earth’s Water
 21 Water and Solutions 
 22 Water Systems
 23 How Water Shapes 
  the Land

UNIT 8:  Waves
 24 Waves and Sound
 25 Light and Optics

UNIT 9:  Matter and Motion 
in the Universe
 26 The Solar System
 27 Stars 
 28 Exploring the Universe

Physical, Earth, and Space Science 
By Tom Hsu, Ph.D.

Access all your CPO Science resources online at CuriosityPlace.com! 
Contact your Regional Sales Manager to request a 60-day trial.

core curriculum   |   

SECOND EDITION ©2016

Investigations 
Manual

Equipment KitStudent 
Text

One physics stand 
included in each kit. 
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Physics A First Course
By Tom Hsu, Ph.D.

Students Design Experiments to Investigate 
69 Introductory Physics Problems
Physics A First Course, second edition is an ideal approach to physics at the 
introductory, conceptual level using algebraic problems. This program uses 
an inquiry-based approach that helps students discover science concepts by 
investigating with hands-on equipment. 

Table of Contents

UNIT 1:  Motion
CHAPTER
 1 Describing the Physical 
  Universe
 2 Describing Motion
 3 Laws of Motion
 4 Conservation Laws

UNIT 2:  Forces
 5 Forces in Equilibrium
 6 Systems in Motion

UNIT 3:  Energy and Systems
  7 Machines, Work, and 
  Energy
 8 Energy Flow and 
  Systems

UNIT 4:  Matter and Energy
 9  Matter and Energy
 10 The Atom
 11 Relativity

UNIT 5:  Electricity
 12 Electric Circuits
 13 Electrical Systems
 14 Electrical Charges and 
  Forces

UNIT 6:  Electricity and 
Magnetism
 15 Magnetism
 16 Electromagnets and 
  Induction
 17 Fields and Forces

UNIT 7:  Vibrations, Waves, 
and Sound
 18 Harmonic Motion
 19 Waves
 20 Sound

UNIT 8:  Light and Optics
 21 Light and Color
 22 Optics
 23 The Physical Nature 
  of Light

One physics stand 
included in each kit. 

One physics stand 
included in each kit. 

Investigations 
Manual

Equipment Kit

Student Text

Access all your CPO Science resources online at CuriosityPlace.com! 
Contact your Regional Sales Manager to request a 60-day trial.

|   core curriculum

SECOND EDITION ©2018

Physics A First Course Second Edition
Part No. ISBN Description Price

STUDENT BOOK SET (Includes 1 Student Text and 1 Investigations Manual)
9N-1577352-642 978-1-62571-855-6 Printed Version $98.95
9N-1577366-642 978-1-62571-867-9 Online Version $98.95
Additional online $15.00 per student

9N-1576058-642 978-1-62571-847-1 Student Text $80.95

9N-1576059-642 978-1-62571-848-8 Investigations Manual $20.95

TEACHER’S GUIDE WITH ONLINE ACCESS
9N-1576060-642 978-1-62571-849-5 Printed Version $189.95
9N-1577365-642 978-1-62571-868-6 Online Version $189.95

9N-792-1800-642 978-1-60431-210-25 Equipment Kit $2,599.95
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One physics 
stand 
included in 
each kit. 

Students Conquer Complex Physics Concepts with 
87 Hands-On Investigations
The text and investigations connect each new concept to students’ experiences in 
the lab or real world, and present ideas in both words and illustrations. The program 
also combines the best attributes of conceptual and mathematical instruction 
as students use equations (introductory algebra level) to analyze data and solve 
quantitative problems. Connections in every chapter provide real-world examples 
of science concepts. 

Table of Contents

Introduction
CHAPTER
 1 The Science of Physics

UNIT 1:  Measurement and Motion
 2 Measurement and Units
 3 Position, Speed, and Velocity
 4 Accelerated Motion in a 
  Straight Line

UNIT 2:  Motion and Force in 
One Dimension
 5 Newton’s Laws: Force 
  and Motion
 6 Forces and Equilibrium

UNIT 3:  Motion and Force in 
2 and 3 Dimensions
 7 Using Vectors:  Motion 
  and Force
 8 Motion in Circles
 9 Torque and Rotation

UNIT 4:  Energy and Momentum
 10 Work and Energy
 11 Energy Flow and Power
 12 Momentum

UNIT 5:  Waves and Sound
 13 Harmonic Motion
 14 Waves
 15 Sound

UNIT 6:  Light and Optics
 16 Light and Color
 17 Optics
 18 Wave Properties of Light

UNIT 7:  Electricity and Magnetism
 19 Electricity
 20 Electric Circuits and Power
 21 Electric Charges and Forces
 22 Magnetism
 23 Electricity and Magnetism
 24 Electronics

UNIT 8:  Matter and Energy
 25 Energy, Matter, and Atoms
 26 Heat Transfer
 27 The Physical Properties 
  of Matter

UNIT 9:  The Atom
 28 Inside the Atom
 29 Nuclear Reactions and 
  Radiation
 30 Frontiers in Physics

Foundations of Physics
By Tom Hsu, Ph.D.

Access all your CPO Science resources online at CuriosityPlace.com! 
Contact your Regional Sales Manager to request a 60-day trial.

core curriculum   |   

SECOND EDITION ©2016

Foundations of Physics Second Edition
Part No. ISBN Description Price

STUDENT BOOK SET (Includes 1 Student Text and 1 Investigations Manual)
9N-1577348-642 978-1-62571-851-8 Printed Version $98.95
9N-1577357-642 978-1-62571-859-4 Online Version $98.95
Additional online $15.00 per student

9N-1576080-642 978-1-62571-836-5 Student Text $80.95

9N-1576081-642 978-1-62571-837-2 Investigations Manual  $20.95

TEACHER’S GUIDE WITH ONLINE ACCESS
9N-1576082-642 978-1-62571-838-9 Printed Version $189.95
9N-1577356-642 978-1-62571-860-0 Online Version $189.95

9N-792-1700-642 978-1-60431-145-75 Equipment Kit $2,499.95

One physics 
stand 
included in 
each kit. 

One physics 
stand 
included in 
each kit. 

Equipment Kit

Investigations 
Manual

Student 
Text
Student 
Text
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One 
physics 
stand 
included 
in each 
kit. 

Investigations 
Manual

Equipment Kit

Investigations 
Manual

Student 
Text

Inspire Students to Ask and Answer Questions 
about Their World
Here’s an exciting, hands-on way to provide comprehensive content that introduces 
your students to key earth science topics, including energy, plate tectonics, 
weathering, earthquakes, volcanoes, and ecosystems. At the same time, you’ll be 
integrating important science concepts such as heat, density, and buoyancy into 
your lessons.

Table of Contents

UNIT 1:  Studying Earth Sciences
CHAPTER
 1 Science is Everywhere
 2 The Science Toolbox
 3 Physical Science 
  Connections

UNIT 2:  Water and Weather
 4 Water and the Water 
  Cycle
 5 Earth’s Atmosphere
 6 Weather and Climate
 7 Oceans

UNIT 3:  Introducing Earth
 8 Mapping Earth
 9 Earth and Time
 10 Inside Earth

UNIT 4:  The Changing Earth
 11 Plate Tectonics
 12 Earthquakes and 
  Volcanoes
 13 Formation of Rocks
 14 Weathering and Erosion

UNIT 5:  Earth’s Resources
 15 Soil and Freshwater 
  Resources
 16 Natural Resources 
  and Conservation

UNIT 6:  Astronomy
 17 The Solar System
 18 Earth, the Moon, and 
  the Sun
 19 Galaxies and the 
  Universe

Earth Science
FOR

MS

Access all your CPO Science resources online at CuriosityPlace.com! 
Contact your Regional Sales Manager to request a 60-day trial.

|   core curriculum

Middle School Earth Science
Part No. ISBN Description Price

STUDENT BOOK SET (Includes 1 Student Text and 1 Investigations Manual)
9N-1577349-642 978-1-62571-852-5 Printed Version $75.95
9N-1577360-642 978-1-62571-861-7 Online Version $75.95
Additional online $15.00 per student

9N-1576050-642 978-1-62571-839-6 Student Text $56.95

9N-1576074-642 978-1-62571-830-3 Investigations Manual $20.95

TEACHER’S GUIDE WITH ONLINE ACCESS
9N-1576051-642 978-1-62571-840-2 Printed Version $189.95
9N-1577359-642 978-1-62571-862-4 Online Version $189.95

9N-792-5340-642 978-1-58892-530-5 Equipment Kit $1,249.95

©2017
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Invite Students to Discover for Themselves the Processes of Life
With engaging, inquiry-based investigations; large, full-color diagrams and 
illustrations; and real-world connections, students enjoy and retain key biology 
concepts. Topics include cells, the human body, heredity, evolution, DNA structure 
and functions, classifi cation, and many others, including the vital relationships 
between our physical environment and our bodies.

Table of Contents

UNIT 1:  Living Systems
CHAPTER
 1 Studying Life
 2 Living Things
 3 Classifying Living Things

UNIT 2:  Organisms and the 
Environment
 4 Physical Science
   Connections
 5 Ecosystems
 6 Biomes

UNIT 3:  Cell Biology
 7 Cell Structure and
  Function
 8 Cell Processes
 9 The Microscopic World

UNIT 4:  Genetics
 10 Reproduction
 11 Heredity
 12 The Code of Life

UNIT 5:  Evolution and Change
 13 Evolution
 14 Earth and Life History

UNIT 6:  Structure and Function in 
Living Things
15 The Diversity of Life
 16 Plants
 17 Animals

UNIT 7:  The Human Body
 18 Human Body Systems
 19 Support and Movement
 20 Vision and Hearing

Investigations 
Manual

Equipment Kit

One physics 
stand 
included in 
each kit. 

Student Text

Life Science
FOR

MS

Access all your CPO Science resources online at CuriosityPlace.com! 
Contact your Regional Sales Manager to request a 60-day trial.

core curriculum   |   

Middle School Life Science
Part No. ISBN Description Price

STUDENT BOOK SET (Includes 1 Student Text and 1 Investigations Manual)
9N-1577350-642 978-1-62571-853-2 Printed Version $75.95
9N-1577362-642 978-1-62571-863-1 Online Version $75.95
Additional online $15.00 per student

9N-1576052-642 978-1-62571-841-9 Student Text $56.95

9N-1576075-642 978-1-62571-831-0 Investigations Manual  $20.95

TEACHER’S GUIDE WITH ONLINE ACCESS
9N-1576053-642 978-1-62571-842-6 Printed Version $189.95
9N-1577361-642 978-1-62571-864-8 Online Version $189.95

9N-1580484-642 978-1-62571-880-8 Equipment Kit $1,349.95

©2017
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Empower Students to Master Physical Science Concepts
Take students on a physical science adventure with hands-on activities focused 
on motion, forces, matter, and the atom. Exciting modules such as Car and Ramp 
and Light and Color are fully integrated into active investigation activities, student 
reading, and teacher support.

Table of Contents

UNIT 1:  The Physical Sciences
CHAPTER
 1 What Physics and 
  Chemistry Are About
 2 Science and 
  Measurement

UNIT 2:  Motion and Force
 3 Motion
 4 Forces

UNIT 3:  Laws of Motion 
and Energy
 5 Newton’s Laws of 
  Motion
 6 Energy and Machines
 7 Gravity and Space

UNIT 4:  Electricity, Sound, 
and Light
 8 Electricity and 
  Magnetism
 9 Waves and Sound
 10 Light and Color

UNIT 5:  Matter
 11 Temperature, Heat, and 
  the Phases of Matter
 12 The Physical Properties 
  of Matter

UNIT 6:  Atoms, Elements, 
and Compounds
 13 The Atom
 14 Elements and the 
  Periodic Table
 15 Molecules and 
  Compounds

UNIT 7:  Changes in Matter
 16 Acids, Bases, and 
  Solutions
 17 Chemical Reactions
 18 The Chemistry of 
  Living Systems

Investigations Manual

Access all your CPO Science resources online at CuriosityPlace.com! 
Contact your Regional Sales Manager to request a 60-day trial.

50

|   core curriculum

Physical Science
FOR

MS
©2017

Middle School Earth Science
Part No. ISBN Description Price

STUDENT BOOK SET (Includes 1 Student Text and 1 Investigations Manual)
9N-1577351-642 978-1-62571-854-9 Printed Version $75.95
9N-1577364-642 978-1-62571-865-5 Online Version $75.95
Additional online $15.00 per student

9N-1576054-642 978-1-62571-842-3 Student Text $56.95

9N-1576076-642 978-1-62571-832-73 Investigations Manual $20.95

TEACHER’S GUIDE WITH ONLINE ACCESS
9N-1576055-642 978-1-62571-844-0 Printed Version $189.95
9N-1577363-642 978-1-62571-866-2 Online Version $189.95

9N-792-5360-642 978-1-58892-528-2 Equipment Kit $1,449.95

One 
physics 
stand 
included 
in each 
kit. 

Equipment Kit

Student Text

One 
physics 
stand 
included 
in each 
kit. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL
CURRICULUM

QUICK INDEX
Inquiry Investigations® ......52–68

Delta Science Modules® ....69–77

Human Biology and Health Issues 
Curriculum Module
See page 60
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Program Overview

Grades 7–10

Hands-On Science 
for the Digital Age

Invite students to learn about their 
world with an innovative approach 

that makes science engaging, current, 
and comprehensible. Our exclusive 
Inquiry Investigations® program integrates 
hands-on activities that employ the latest 
lab technology with an interactive virtual 
lab experience—a winning combination 
for students and teachers alike.

Structured for How Students Learn Best

Studies show that active learning is the 
most effective way for students to grasp 
science concepts, which is why hands-on 
activities are the centerpiece of Inquiry 
Investigations. Explore the latest in 
science—including genomics, advanced 
electrophoretic separation technology, 
biodiversity analysis, forensic DNA 
pro� le analysis and more. 

Going Beyond the Traditional Lab 

Inquiry Investigations hands-on activities 
are accompanied by virtual labs. These 
innovative computer-based activities, 
conducted on a virtual workbench, allow 
students to expand their knowledge 
through additional experiments, 
including some that are too dangerous 
or equipment-intensive to be conducted 
in most classrooms. As with hands-on 
activities, results vary from student to 
student, adding to the authenticity of the 
virtual experience.

✔ Meets national and state standards 

✔ Functions as a complete or supplemental lab program 

✔ Structured for how students learn

✔ Leverages advanced technology

✔ Exclusively available from Frey Scienti� c

✔ Ask about our new STEM activities

✔ Most modules include data collection technology

Correlates to the Next Generation Science Standards!

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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✔ Classroom-tested hands-on activities

✔ Safe, clean computer-based lab experiences

✔ Detailed Curriculum Guide and digital resources

✔ High-quality materials for 40 students 

✔ Assessment strategies and tools

✔ Convenient storage box 

Structured for How You Teach
Inquiry Investigations® modules link to core science concepts, making them an ideal 
complement to existing curricula. Each module comprises 3–7 units (labs) that 
investigate major themes, and a related interactive virtual lab. A comprehensive 
culminating activity invites students to synthesize and apply what they’ve learned 
in the module. For maximum � exibility, modules and many individual kits are 
available separately.

The Support You Need for Excellent Outcomes
You won’t need a deep background in science to use this program—teacher 
support is found both in the Curriculum Guide and on the Curriculum Resource 
CD-ROM that accompany each module. Support includes background information, 
step-by-step activity instructions, expected outcomes, teaching tips, glossaries, 
customizable content and assessment, and other tools designed to make you and 
your students successful. 

Thorough Assessment Monitoring
Inquiry Investigations includes questions and answers relating to each activity, as well 
as suggestions for additional activities to reinforce key concepts. Test questions are 
available in both practice and test modes and in � ve styles: multiple choice, concept 
mapping, matching, labeling, and essays. 

MODULES INCLUDE:

Use the 
Correlation Station 

to � nd all the science 
and NGSS standards!

INQUIRY INVESTIGATIONS®

LIFE

Cellular World*

Kingdoms of Life*

Human Biology and Health*

Genetics and Inheritance

Biotechnology Techniques

Biotechnology Applications*

EARTH
Earth’s Resources*

Environmental Issues and Solutions*

PHYSICAL
Physical Science Series I*

Physical Science Series II*

Chemistry—A Closer Look at Matter*

Forensic Science

*  Now includes a uLog USB sensor for data collection. 
See page 55 for more information.
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Structured for Success
Inquiry Investigations® modules are 
structured to engage students in 
problem-based science by focusing 
on real world challenges and 
solutions. Through active learning, 
students come to understand 
experimental design, observation, data 
interpretation, and analytical thinking. 

Each module features a 
comprehensive Curriculum Guide, a 
Curriculum Resource CD-ROM, and 
materials for 10 groups of four students 
each in a handy storage center. 

Ask about new 
STEM activities!

Module Overview
• Unit summary

• Pacing chart

• Teacher tips

• Materials list

Inquiry-Based Lab Investigations
• Pre-lab prep information

• Step-by-step instructions

• Assessment questions

• Extensions and challenges

Reproducible Student Guide
• Learning objectives

• Step-by-step procedures

• Complete background 
information

• Safety and disposal 
guidelines

Appendix
• Module MSDS

• Full glossary

• Reference guide

• Helpful formula, symbols, 
and conversions

Virtual Laboratory
• Perform investigations 

with virtual equipment and 
supplies

• Achieve dynamic results 
which differ from student 
to student

• Record and analyze results in 
an electronic notebook

Helpful Tutorials
• Topic-related content 

features detailed illustrations

• Key concepts and terms 
linked to the glossary

• Dynamic animations 
reinforce key concepts

Assessment Tools
• Practice and Test modes

• Customizable exams and 
worksheets

• Essay, multiple choice, 
concept map, matching, 
and labeling questions

Teacher Resources
• Image gallery for creating 

custom lessons

• Experimental results section 
provides in-depth data 
analysis

• Tips to facilitate teaching 
each activity

THE CURRICULUM GUIDE: 
YOUR PROGRAM 
ROADMAP
The Curriculum Guide includes 
everything you’ll need to 
successfully implement Inquiry 
Investigations.

CURRICULUM RESOURCE SOFTWARE: 
EXTEND YOUR LESSONS
Software included with each module (single 
license) contains tools and information that 
helps students to master the program’s content 
and skills. Network licence also available.

Use the 
Correlation Station 

to � nd all the science 
and NGSS standards!

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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uLog Temperature Sensor

9N-1376295-642 Each $82.59

9N-1376355-642 5-Pack $389.09

uLog Light Level Sensor

9N-1376297-642 Each $99.09

9N-1376356-642 5-Pack $495.99

uLog Sound Level Sensor

9N-1376298-642 Each $109.09

9N-1376357-642 5-Pack $539.09

uLog Photogates

9N-1385178-642 Each $168.99

9N-1385264-642 5-Pack $838.99

uLog pH Sensor

9N-1376299-642 Each $159.09

9N-1376358-642 5-Pack $789.09

uLog Motion Sensor

9N-1376300-642 Each $158.99

9N-1376359-642 5-Pack $789.09

Included with every uLog:
• uLog sensor with 1.5m integrated USB Cable  

• SensorLab data collection software  
(PC, Mac, and Linux compatible) 

• Frey Scientific uLog Sensor Reference Guide

• Instruction Pamphlet

See individual modules on pages 56–68 for 

information on which uLog sensor is included. 

Additional sensors are available in individual and 

class packs. For complete information on uLog data 

collection see pages 90–92.

Enhance your Inquiry Investigations experience 

with uLog USB sensors. Select Inquiry 

Investigations modules now include a uLog sensor 

which can be used in place of traditional analog data 

collection methods in module activities.

uLog makes data collection easy through simplicity. 

Install the user-friendly SensorLab data collection 

software onto any USB enabled computer, laptop, or 

tablet; plug in your uLog sensor; and start logging.

and uLog Data Collection: 
Better Together

uLog Light Sensor

d i L
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Physical Science  
Curriculum Module  
Series I
Engage students in explorations of 
energy, light, and electricity

Students develop a thorough understanding of 

concepts such as conductivity, transfer of heat, 

color mixing, specific heat, and the scientific method. 

They hone skills through activities that include using 

a calorimeter, classifying materials, and building a 

simple circuit. 

The module concludes with a comprehensive 

culminating activity in which students design 

an optical instrument to determine the salt 

concentration of an unknown solution. 

Physical Science Series I includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Five units of study (labs), each with 3–6 activities  

(19 activities total)

• uLog Temperature Sensor

• Posters on light, heat, electricity, and the  

scientific method

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

The Physical Science  
Curriculum Module Series I  
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1a: Exploring the Scientific Method

Unit 1b: Exploring the Science of Measurement

Unit 2: Exploring Heat and Energy

Unit 3: Exploring Light and Optics

Unit 4: Exploring Electricity

Unit 5: Comprehensive Inquiry Investigation

9N-1013060-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab $599.95
9N-1013070-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1284508-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306577-642 Refill Package $39.95
9N-1376295-642 uLog Temperature Sensor (Each) $82.59
9N-1376355-642 uLog Temperature Sensor (5-Pk) $389.09

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1013080-642 Scientific Method $49.95
9N-1013082-642 Measurement $74.95
9N-1013084-642 Heat and Energy $99.95
9N-1013086-642 Light and Optics $139.95
9N-1013088-642 Exploring Electricity $139.95

Light and Optics

NOW  

INCLUDES

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Physical Science 
Curriculum Module 
Series II
Extend physical science exploration 
to magnetism, forces, and sound

Students further their understanding of physical 

science concepts such as conservation of 

energy, how sound travels, and magnetic fields. They 

experiment with collisions, produce waveforms, and 

explore how pulleys work as simple machines. 

In the module’s comprehensive culminating activity, 

students design a machine to detect counterfeit coins.

Physical Science Series II includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Five units of study (labs), each with 3–6 activities  

(21 activities total)

• uLog Sound Sensor

• Posters on force and motion, magnetism,  

and sound

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

The Physical Science  
Curriculum Module Series II  
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  Exploring Gravity

Unit 2:  Exploring Magnetism

Unit 3:  Exploring Sound Waves

Unit 4a:  Exploring Force and Motion

Unit 4b:  Exploring Simple Machines

Unit 5:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigation

9N-1013061-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab $699.95
9N-1013077-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1284509-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306588-642 Refill Package $39.95
9N-1376298-642 uLog Sound Sensor (Each) $109.09
9N-1376357-642 uLog Sound Sensor (5-Pk) $539.09

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1013090-642 Gravity $89.95
9N-1013092-642 Magnetism $139.95
9N-1013094-642 Sound Waves $109.95
9N-1013096-642 Force and Motion $139.95
9N-1013098-642 Simple Machines $139.95

NOW  

INCLUDES

Sound Waves

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Cellular World  
Curriculum Module 
Invite students into the fascinating 
microscopic world of cells 

The 18 hands-on activities in Cellular World 

allow students to investigate cell types and cell 

organization, cell processes including osmosis and 

diffusion, how cells cycle energy, the cell cycle, and 

how cells reproduce and grow. 

A comprehensive culminating activity asks students 

to develop a biochemical test for catalase, a cell 

enzyme. Students use their test to determine the 

presence of this enzyme in cells from the major 

kingdoms. 

Cellular World includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Seven units of study (labs), each with 2–4 activities  

(18 activities total)

• uLog Light Sensor

• Posters on cell types, mitosis, and meiosis

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

The Cellular World  
Curriculum Module  
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  Cell Types and Organization

Unit 2:  Cell Structure and Function

Unit 3:  Cell Processes

Unit 4:  Cells and Energy

Unit 5:  Cell Reproduction and the Cell Cycle

Unit 6: Cell Growth

Unit 7:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigation

9N-1271974-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab  $699.95
9N-1271980-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1288164-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306590-642 Refill Package $209.95
9N-1376297-642 uLog Light Sensor (Each) $99.09
9N-1376356-642 uLog Light Sensor (5-Pk) $495.99

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9LN-1272008-642 The Cellular World $94.95
9N-1272082-642 Structure and Function $68.95
9N-1272095-642 Osmosis and Diffusion $69.95
9LN-1272139-642 Cycling Energy $63.95
9N-1272102-642 Mitosis $79.95
9N-1272108-642 Meiosis $88.95
9N-1272134-642 Cell Cycles $43.95
9N-1272087-642 Cell Growth $77.95

Osmosis 
and 
Diffusion

NOW  

INCLUDES

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Kingdoms of Life  
Curriculum Module 
Explore the many kingdoms of life— 
in the classroom or field 

Hands-on activities inspire students to learn by 

investigating life classification; how organisms 

create a food web; microbes—bacteria, fungi, and 

protists; plants and the plant life cycle; and animal 

behavior. They also design their own experiment  

on environmental preference. 

In the module’s comprehensive culminating activity, 

students conduct six field surveys—site, forest, 

grassland, stream/river, microlife and soil—using 

collection, identification, and observation skills. 

Kingdoms of Life includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Three units of study (labs), each with 2–8 activities 

(17 activities total)

• uLog pH Sensor

• Posters on classification, viruses and bacteria, 

protists, plants, and the ecology of vernal pools

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

The Kingdoms of Life  
Curriculum Module  
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  Classifying Life

Unit 2:  Life’s Kingdoms

Unit 3:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigation

9N-1294372-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab  $599.95
9N-1294370-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1288848-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306594-642 Refill Package $99.95
9N-1376299-642 uLog pH Sensor (Each) $159.09
9N-1376358-642 uLog pH Sensor (5-Pk) $789.09

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1287195-642 Classifying Life $69.95
9N-1287196-642 Microbes $89.95
9N-1287197-642 Plants $64.95
9N-1287198-642 Animal Behavior $49.95
9N-1287199-642 Field Biology $99.95

Plants

NOW  

INCLUDES

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Human Biology 
and Health Issues 
Curriculum Module
Test the limits of the finely-tuned 
human machine 

Hands-on activities give students a closer look 

at the body’s organization; human senses of 

touch, taste, hearing, thermo reception, and vision; 

simulated bloods and blood groups; food nutrient 

content; and how certain drugs can be delivered 

through the skin. They investigate kidney function 

and perform urinalysis on simulated urines. 

Students also examine health issues involving 

smoking and HIV transmission. 

In two comprehensive culminating activities, 

students measure reaction time and vision range.

Human Biology and Health Issues includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Four units of study (labs), each with 2–8 activities  

(24 activities total)

• uLog pH Sensor

• Posters on blood and the systems of the  

human body

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

The Human Biology and  
Health Issues Curriculum Module  
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  The Human Machine

Unit 2:  Human Physiology

Unit 3:  Human Health Issues and Disease

Unit 4:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigations

9N-1287211-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab  $999.95
9N-1288882-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1288854-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306595-642 Refill Package $199.95
9N-1376299-642 uLog pH Sensor (Each) $159.09
9N-1376358-642 uLog pH Sensor (5-Pk) $789.09

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1287201-642 The Human Machine $319.95
9N-1287202-642 Sensing the World $89.95
9N-1287203-642 Eye-Brain Connection $99.95
9N-1287204-642 ABO-Rh Blood Typing $49.95
9N-1287205-642 Food Chemistry and Nutrition $69.95
9N-1287206-642 Transdermal Drug Delivery $49.95
9N-1287207-642 Effects of Smoking $109.95
9N-1287208-642 Kidney Function $59.95
9N-1287209-642 How Viruses Travel $49.95
9N-1287210-642 Examining Urine $66.95

NOW  

INCLUDES

Sensing the 
World Around Us

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Genetics and 
Inheritance 
Curriculum Module 
Unlock the secrets of the  
human genome 

Students examine DNA structure and the 

genetic molecule, model monohybrid and 

dihybrid crosses, learn Mendelian Laws, model 

meiosis and fertilization, determine gene trait 

frequency, test the Hardy-Weiberg Principle, 

construct pedigrees, and determine genotypes 

and phenotypes. They also explore the human 

genome, learn karyotype analysis, diagnose and 

predict a genetic disease, and examine human 

diversity through blood groups. 

Two comprehensive culminating activities 

confirm identities through DNA profile analysis 

and calculating trait frequency in a population.

Genetics and Inheritance includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a  

virtual lab

• Four units of study (labs), each with 2–5 

activities (20 activities total)

• A poster on human genetic disorders

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students 

in clearly labeled drawers 

The Genetics and Inheritance Curriculum Module 
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  The DNA Connection

Unit 2:  Genetics and Heredity

Unit 3: Human Genetics and Inheritance

Unit 4:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigations

9N-1282831-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab $599.95
9N-1282807-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1288825-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306593-642 Refill Package $39.95

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1282832-642 DNA Structure and Replication $64.95
9N-1282833-642 Genes and Probability $105.69
9N-1282834-642 Genetic Diversity $139.95
9N-1282835-642 Genetics and Inheritance $39.95
9N-1282836-642 The Human Genome $109.95
9N-1282837-642 Genes and Family Relations $139.95

Genes and 
Probability

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Biotechnology 
Techniques  
Curriculum Module
Explore the essentials of modern  
biotechnology methodology

Students investigate the macromolecule DNA 

and acquire skills in running electrophoretic 

separations of DNA and other molecules to 

determine mass and charge. They learn about 

recombinant DNA, restriction enzymes, and 

site mapping; investigate gene products; and 

observe gene expression. 

Two comprehensive culminating activities have 

students examine gene expression—transferring 

genes from one host to another—and the 

technology behind the DNA chip.

Biotechnology Techniques includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Four units of study (labs), each with 1–5 activities 

(12 activities total)

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

The Biotechnology Techniques Curriculum 
Module includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  Understanding DNA

Unit 2:  Biotechnology Techniques I

Unit 3:  Biotechnology Techniques II

Unit 4:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigations

9LN-1278357-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab  $699.95
9N-1278380-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1288814-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306591-642 Refill Package $314.95

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1278401-642 DNA and Biotech Techniques $119.95
9N-1278406-642 Extracting DNA $41.95
9N-1278411-642 Gel Electrophoresis $39.95
9N-1278416-642 Identifying DNA Fragments $119.95
9N-1278421-642 Restriction Site Mapping $154.95
9N-1278426-642 Turning Genes On and Off $49.95
9N-1298999-642 Genetic Engineering $149.95

Extracting DNA

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Biotechnology 
Applications 
Curriculum Module 
Engage students with innovative 
applications of fundamental 
biotechnology principles 

Hands-on activities lead students to investigate 

transgenic plants, bioremediate an oil spill, 

make cheese with a recombinantly-produced 

enzyme, learn to detect a gene defect, interpret 

a karyotype, create a pedigree, conduct Punnett 

square analyses, and perform gel electrophoresis 

to create and analyze DNA profiles. 

Includes two comprehensive culminating  

activities in which students confirm identities 

through DNA profile analysis and predict the  

risk of exposure to SARS.

Biotechnology Applications includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Four units of study (labs), each with 2–5 activities  

(15 activities total)

• uLog pH Sensor

• A poster on human genetic disorders.

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

The Biotechnology Applications  
Curriculum Module  
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  Biotechnology in Agriculture and the Environment

Unit 2:  Biotechnology in Medicine

Unit 3: Biotechnology in Forensic Science

Unit 4:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigations

9N-1278382-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab $699.95
9N-1278399-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1288818-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306592-642 Refill Package $295.99
9N-1376299-642 uLog pH Sensor (Each) $159.09
9N-1376358-642 uLog pH Sensor (5-Pk) $789.09

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1278436-642 Genetically Modified Plants $29.95
9N-1278463-642 Making Cheese $29.95
9N-1278469-642 Bioremediation $49.95
9N-1278474-642 Being a Genetic Detective $49.95
9N-1278479-642 Diagnosing Gene Defects $99.95
9N-1278485-642 DNA Murder Mystery $109.95
9N-1278490-642 Forensics and DNA $119.99
9N-1278495-642 Inheritance Patterns $119.99
9N-1278500-642 DNA Profiling $149.95
9N-1278505-642 Genetic Diseases $139.95
9N-1278510-642 Analyzing Plasmid DNA $109.95
9N-1278515-642 DNA Paternity Testing $129.95

NOW  

INCLUDES

Bioremediation

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Create Your Own Makerspace

Makerspaces provide young 
scientists and engineers with 
creative spaces, � lled with 
equipment, tools, and resources 
to explore questions and 
problems, and bounce ideas 
o�  fellow creators. Technology 
doesn’t always have to be part 
of a makerspace—after all, 
prototypes and designs can 
be built from almost anything. 
However, many spaces do include 
technology, such as 3D CAD 
design software and even 3D 
printers.

equipment, tools, and resources 

STEM Curriculum
Inquiry Investigations is the ideal complement to any 
makerspace. In addition to 12 modules, individual kits are 
available for students to explore and expand on speci� c 
topics. Inquiry Investigations® is structured to engage 
students in problem-based science by focusing on real 
world challenges and solutions. Through active learning, 
students come to understand experimental design, 
observation, data interpretation, and analytical thinking.
See pages 52–68

SCIENCE &
ENGINEERING

MAKERSPACE
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Earth’s Resources  
Curriculum Module
Invite students to unlock the 
mysteries of Earth’s natural bounty

Through hands-on activities, students investigate 

igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks; 

rock formation; and the rock cycle. They also learn 

about mineral formation, streak, luster, hardness, and 

specific gravity. They explore cleavage and fracture, 

fossils, geologic time scale, chemical and mechanical 

weathering, continental drift, soil structure, and  

soil horizons. 

The module concludes with a comprehensive 

culminating activity in which students study 

unknown rock, mineral, and fossil samples.

Earth’s Resources includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Five units of study (labs), each with 1–9 activities  

(25 activities total)

• uLog pH Sensor

• Posters on common minerals, geologic time,  

and Earth’s processes

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

The Earth’s Resources  
Curriculum Module  
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  Exploring Rocks

Unit 2:  Exploring Minerals

Unit 3:  Hunting for Fossils

Unit 4: Earth’s Processes

Unit 5:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigation

9N-1287232-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab $999.95
9N-1288884-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1288874-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306597-642 Refill Package $139.95
9N-1376299-642 uLog pH Sensor (Each) $159.09
9N-1376358-642 uLog pH Sensor (5-Pk) $789.09

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1287227-642 Rock Cycle $71.95
9N-1287228-642 Rocks $109.95
9N-1287229-642 Minerals $189.95
9N-1287230-642 Fossils $169.95
9N-1287231-642 Mineral Color $133.95
9N-1305661-642 Weathering $69.95
9N-1405456-642 Pangaea $149.95

Rock Cycle

NOW  

INCLUDES

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Environmental 
Issues and Solutions 
Curriculum Module 
Expand students’ understanding  
of the environmental issues that  
affect their everyday lives

Students investigate landfills; effects of  

radiation on plants; bioremediation techniques  

(oil-degrading microbes); climate changes/greenhouse 

effect; water treatment processes; airborne, soil, 

and water pollutants; food webs; energy pyramids; 

and predatory-prey relationships. They learn how to 

determine the carrying capacity of a population and 

how to calculate a biodiversity index. 

The module concludes with three comprehensive 

culminating activities which delve into water 

treatments processes, bioremediation, and qualitative 

water assessment.

Environmental Issues and Solutions includes:
• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Four units of study (labs), each with 3–9 activities  

(26 activities total)

• uLog Temperature Sensor

• A poster on food webs

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

The Environmental  
Issues and Solutions  
Curriculum Module  
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  Environmental Issues

Unit 2:  Air, Water, and Soils

Unit 3: Ecosystems, Energy, and Biodiversity

Unit 4:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigations

9N-1287226-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab  $999.95
9N-1288883-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1288870-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306596-642 Refill Package $279.95
9N-1376295-642 uLog Temperature Sensor (Each) $82.59
9N-1376355-642 uLog Temperature Sensor (5-Pk) $389.09

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1287212-642 Food Webs $69.95
9N-1287213-642 Predator-Prey Relationships $70.95
9N-1287214-642 Pollution Effects on Plants $59.95
9N-1287215-642 Water Analysis $109.95
9N-1287222-642 Soils and Porosity $179.95
9N-1278469-642 Bioremediation $49.95
9N-1287224-642 Landfills $109.95
9N-1287225-642 Radiation Effects on Plants $69.95
9N-1287221-642 Water Pollutants and Purification $97.95

NOW  

INCLUDES

Radiation 
Effects on 

Plants

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Forensic Science  
Curriculum Module
Turn students into detectives as 
they investigate DNA, blood and 
fingerprint evidence

Students develop a thorough understanding of 

concepts such as Locard’s Principle, genetic 

principles of inheritance, and chromatography.  

They acquire skills through activities such as making 

an impression cast, analyzing altered documents,  

and modeling a DNA profile. In each unit of study 

(lab), students perform both skill and case activities. 

The module culminates in a comprehensive activity 

called The Case of the Silent Sentinel.

Forensic Science includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Six units of study (labs), each with 4–6 skill 

activities and 4–6 case activities (55 activities total)

• A poster on fingerprinting

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

The Forensic Science Curriculum Module 
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  Fingerprint Evidence

Unit 2:  DNA Evidence

Unit 3:  Blood Evidence

Unit 4: Trace Evidence—Particles, Fibers, and Marks

Unit 5: Questioned Document Evidence

Unit 6:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigation

9N-1013062-642 Complete Module with Virtual Lab  $899.95
9N-1014782-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1284504-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306589-642 Refill Package $299.95

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1013145-642 Fingerprinting $99.95
9N-1013146-642 Trace Evidence $129.95
9N-1013147-642 Simulating DNA Analysis $139.95
9N-1013148-642 Case of the Telling Bloodgroups $59.95
9N-1013149-642 Analyzing Paper $64.95
9N-1013150-642 Writing Inks $89.95
9N-1013151-642 Case of the Silent Sentinel $79.95
9N-1366070-642 Forensic Anthropology $149.95

Trace Evidence

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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Chemistry—A Closer 
Look at Matter 
Curriculum Module 
Engage students in investigating 
the chemistry principles that are 
integral to their daily lives

S tudents investigate atomic structure, molecular 

structure, the periodic table, matter, and elements. 

They experiment with mixtures, compounds, gases 

(Boyle’s gas law), chemical and physical reactions, 

endothermic and exothermic reactions, acids, bases, 

salts, and oxidation-reduction reactions. 

In two comprehensive culminating activities, students 

apply what they’ve learned to demonstrate water 

purification and conservation of mass.

Chemistry—A Closer Look at Matter 
includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, 

comprehensive Curriculum Guide, and a 

Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Four units of study (labs), each with 2–10 activities 

(27 activities total)

• uLog Temperature Sensor

• Posters on the mole and the ideal gas law

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in 

clearly labeled drawers 

Chemistry—A Closer  
Look at Matter Curriculum Module  
includes the following units of study:

Unit 1:  Atom and Basic Molecular Structures

Unit 2:  Physical Changes

Unit 3: Chemical Changes

Unit 4:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigations

9N-1287240-642   Complete Module with Virtual Lab $999.95
9N-1288885-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1288880-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306598-642 Refill Package $189.95
9N-1376295-642 uLog Temperature Sensor (Each) $82.59
9N-1376355-642 uLog Temperature Sensor (5-Pk) $389.09

SELECT MODULE ACTIVITIES ARE ALSO 

AVAILABLE FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE: 

9N-1287233-642 Basic Chemical Structures $259.95
9N-1287234-642 Elements, Mixtures,  
 and Compounds $179.95
9N-1287235-642 Boyle’s Law $29.95
9LN-1287236-642 Chemical Reactions $59.95
9N-1287237-642 Acids, Bases, and Salts $59.95
9N-1287238-642 Thermochemistry $59.95
9N-1287239-642 Oxidation-Reduction $51.95

NOW  

INCLUDES

Elements, 
Mixtures,  

and Compounds

l

Correlates to  the Next Generation Science Standards!
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With Delta Science Modules, planning for hands-on science lessons 
is made easy. Featuring thought-provoking activities, step-by-step 
teacher guides, and the hands-on materials you need.

Capture their ATTENTION, hold their 
INTEREST, and help them SUCCEED!

CREATED TO INTEGRATE 
WITH ANY CURRICULUM.
Review and reinforce cross-
curricular through teaching science 
Delta Science Modules include 
opportunities for integrating reading, 
language arts, math, social studies, 
and other curriculum areas through 
science.

FORWARD THINKING.
Solutions engineered for your 
classroom now and for the Next 
Generation Delta Science Modules 
provide the necessary resources to 
integrate NGSS practices and STEM 
education into any science curriculum.

COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION. 
Effective inquiry-based learning with 
comprehensive ELA support An easy-
to-use Teacher’s Guide and related 
content-rich Delta Science Readers 
are included in the equipment and 
materials kit.

ACTIVITY-BASED SCIENCE CURRICULUM.
Flexible, affordable and effective inquiry-based learning Delta Science Modules® capture students’ attention, 
holds their interest, and help them succeed. These inquiry-based science kits offer a powerful combination of 
hands-on activities and related reading.

DSM products are affordably priced and are not subject to additional discounts.

Grades K–8
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Why Delta Science Modules?
All the resources you need to engage and 
inspire your students.

FRIENDLY
The comprehensive kits and Teacher Guides are user-
friendly for all teachers, meeting the needs of both 
those who are at ease teaching science and those 
who appreciate more support.

FLEXIBLE
Support your textbook with additional science content 
and meaningful investigations, or build a unique hands-
on curriculum that meets your standards. Choose from 
45 modules covering life, earth, and physical science 
concepts for grades K–8.

AFFORDABLE 
Delta Science Modules and Delta Science Readers 
are affordably priced and the kits include almost 
everything you need to teach the unit! Cost-effective 
and re� llable, DSM kits make it simple for teachers to 
share and reuse modules. Replacement kits and parts 
are easily ordered over the phone, by fax or online at 
www.deltaeducation.com/dsmparts.

EFFECTIVE
Each unit provides 12 classroom tested activities for 
4-to-6 weeks of science instruction. The activities 
engage students in inquiry-based learning. Students 
learn better when they are engaged and involved, 
and they remember what they have learned. A three-
part assessment, including a new Unit Test in the third 
edition, shows that students master the science 
concepts and vocabulary.

Teaching SCIENCE is MADE SIMPLE 
with Delta Science Modules®

Grades K–8
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Grades K–8

Integrate with any curriculum
Review and reinforce cross-curricular teaching through science

Delta Science Modules include opportunities for integrating reading, language arts, 
math, social studies, and other curriculum areas through science.

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
A Connections page for integrating science 
with other areas of the curriculum is 
provided in the Teacher’s Guide at the end 
of every activity.

• Science and Language Arts—writing, 
word origin, and literature or poetry 
connections.

• Science and Math—topic-related 
ideas for using numbers, measuring, 
estimating, and graphing.

• Science and Social Studies—
links history, geography, and culture to 
science concepts.

• Science and the Arts—creative and 
aesthetic activities and projects that 
showcase students’ knowledge of the 
science topic.

• Science and Health—students apply 
what they have learned to personal 
health decisions.

• Science and Careers—students learn 
about science-related careers.

STEM, NGSS & Common Core
Forward thinking 

Delta Science Modules help you integrate NGSS practices and STEM education into your curriculum.

With the advent of Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) initiatives and the release of 
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), science education is undergoing important change. 
Core ideas have been identi� ed, including Engineering, Technology and the Applications of Science, 
and integrated practices ensure students are prepared for college and careers.
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Program Components 
EFFECTIVE AND FLEXIBLE HANDS-ON, 
INQUIRY-BASED LEARNING
The modular series design allows you to select content 
to tailor your science program to meet students’ needs 
and state standards. Kits cover topics such as plant 
and animal life, weather, rocks and minerals, the solar 
system, electricity and magnetism, and simple machines.

An easy-to-use Teacher’s Guide and related content-rich 
Delta Science Readers are included in the equipment 
and materials kit. Aligned with the standards, 
Delta Science Modules also correlate with major 
textbook series.

Each DSM Third Edition Complete Kit Includes:

 • 1 Teacher Guide

 • 1 Equipment Kit for 32 Students

 • 1 Set of 8 Student Readers

 • 1 Set of 8 Student Readers with Skillbuilders 
(Grades 2–8)

 • Online Teacher Prep Videos

Grade Life Science Earth Science Physical Science

K–1
From Seed to Plant

Observing an Aquarium 

Finding the Moon 

Sunshine and Shadows 

Weather and Sky 

How do we learn?

Investigating Water

Properties

2–3
Butter� ies and Moths 

Classroom Plants 

Plant and Animal Populations 

Using Your Senses 

Soil Science 

Weather Watching 

Force and Motion

Sink or Float?

States of Matter 

3–4
Dinosaurs and Fossils 

Food Chains and Webs 

Plant and Animal Life Cycles

Earth Movements 

Solar System 

Water Cycle 

Weather Instruments 

Electrical Circuits 

Magnets

Sound

5–6* Pollution

You and Your Body  

Erosion 

Oceans 

Rocks and Minerals 

Weather Forecasting 

Color and Light

Electromagnetism

Flight and Rocketry

Simple Machines

6–8*
DNA—From Genes to Proteins 

Plants in Our World 

Astronomy 

Earth, Moon, and Sun 

Earth Processes 

Electrical Connections

Matter and Change 

Newton’s Toy Box 

45 ways to ENHANCE YOUR SCIENCE program!

View Teacher Preparation Videos 
for each investigation online at

www.deltaeducation.com/dsmteacherprep

Grades K–8

*Grades 5–6 and 6–8 available in this catalog. View the whole program online at deltaeducation.com/dsm
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Grade 5–6

Life Science

Each DSM Grades 5–6 Third Edition 
Complete Kit Includes:

• 1 Teacher Guide

• 1 Equipment Kit for 32 Students

• 1 Set of 8 Student Readers  
with Skillbuilders

* Complete kit and refill include mail-in Living Material Coupon.  
Please allow 3–4 weeks from coupon redemption date for delivery of live 
materials. See order information page for detailed shipment information.

YOU AND YOUR BODY

Third Edition
In fourteen investigations, students will:

• Examine the skeletal system, identifying major bones and joints

• Discover how the five senses perceive and evaluate incoming 
information

• Test food nutrient content and practice reading nutrition labels

9N-738-6031-642  Complete Kit  $449.00

9N-738-4960-642  Refill Kit  $129.00

9N-438-6031-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

  Delta Science Readers  
9N-538-6093-642 (Pack of 8) $45.00

9N-538-6428-642 Skillbuilders Packet $10.00

POLLUTION

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Observe particulate matter in air and consider implications

• Create filtration system and examine water pollutants

• Test hardiness, alkalinity, and acidity of water samples

9N-738-6032-642 Complete Kit  $449.00

9N-738-4915-642 Refill Kit  $159.00

9N-438-6032-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6074-642  Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $45.00

9N-538-6424-642  Skillbuilders Packet $10.00

Pollution

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply
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Earth Science

EROSION 

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Build stream tables and adjust the inclination to propel the  
erosion process

• Simulate flood conditions to determine permeability and erosion 
resistance of different soils

• Test planted and unplanted soils as erosion deterrents

View state standard correlations at: 

www.FreyScientific.com

Grade 5–6

9N-738-6038-642  Complete Kit  $524.00

9N-738-4926-642  Refill Kit   $105.00

9N-438-6038-642  Teacher Guide   $86.00

9N-538-6056-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $45.00

9N-538-6421-642 Skillbuilders Packet $10.00

OCEANS 

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Compare water to land, salt water to fresh water, oceans to seas, 
and the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean with graphic models

• Explore ocean phenomena: saltiness, wave action, and currents

9N-738-6036-642  Complete Kit  $539.00

9N-738-3672-642 Refill Kit  $94.00

9N-438-6036-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6071-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $45.00

9N-538-6423-642 Skillbuilders Packet $10.00

ROCKS AND MINERALS 

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Explore the properties, uses, and origins of rocks and minerals

• Collect and record test data of mineral samples for luster, hardness, 
true color, and presence of calcium carbonate

9N-738-6037-642  Complete Kit  $499.00

9N-738-4189-642  Refill Kit  $84.00

9N-438-6037-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6078-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $45.00

9N-538-6425-642 Skillbuilders Packet $10.00

WEATHER FORECASTING 

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Build weather stations and collect data (temperature, rainfall, wind, 
and barometric pressure)

• Create weather maps to plot fronts and other large-scale factors

9N-738-6035-642  Complete Kit  $379.00

9N-738-4981-642  Refill Kit  $84.00

9N-438-6035-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6090-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $45.00

9N-538-6427-642 Skillbuilders Packet $10.00
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Physical Science

Complete Kit  9N-738-6042-642  $419.00

Refill Kit  9N-738-3661-642  $86.00

Teacher Guide  9N-438-6042-642  $86.00

Delta Science Readers  
(Pack of 8) 9N-538-6058-642 $45.00

Skillbuilders Packet 9N-538-6422-642 $10.00

FLIGHT AND ROCKETRY

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Explore the properties of air (particularly air pressure)

• Build parachutes, kites, and hot-air balloons to demonstrate air 
resistance, wind speed and angle, and lighter-than-air flight

• Build and launch fuel-powered model rockets

Complete Kit  9N-738-6040-642  $419.00

Refill Kit  9N-738-4123-642  $36.00

Teacher Guide  9N-438-6040-642  $86.00

Delta Science Readers  
(Pack of 8) 9N-538-6079-642 $45.00

Skillbuilders Packet 9N-538-6426-642 $10.00

SIMPLE MACHINES

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Measure force (lift, push, and pull loads) to determine the 
mathematical relationship between force and work

• Build and operate six simple machines (lever, wheel and axle, 
pulley, inclined plane, wedge, and screw)

Grade 5–6

COLOR AND LIGHT 

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Utilize prisms to analyze the full range of colors in white light 
(visible spectrum)

• Separate pigments with paper chromatography, combine colors 
by blending filtered light beams

9N-738-6041-642  Complete Kit  $489.00

9N-738-4937-642  Refill Kit  $69.00

9N-438-6041-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6051-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $45.00

9N-538-6419-642 Skillbuilders Packet $10.00

ELECTROMAGNETISM

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Explore the properties of magnetism: magnetic interaction, 
magnetic fields, polarity, attraction and repulsion of like and unlike 
poles, and the cumulative strength of multiple magnets

• Construct an electromagnet to compare the connection between 
electricity and magnetic force

9N-738-6043-642  Complete Kit  $524.00

9N-738-4992-642  Refill Kit  $59.00

9N-438-6043-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6055-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $45.00

9N-538-6420-642 Skillbuilders Packet $10.00
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Complete Kit  9N-738-6093-642  $649.00

Refill Kit  9N-738-4101-642  $159.00

Teacher Guide  9N-438-6093-642  $86.00

Delta Science Readers  
(Pack of 8) 9N-538-6433-642 $66.00

Skillbuilders Packet 9N-538-6453-642 $12.00

EARTH PROCESSES 

Third Edition
In fourteen investigations, students will:

• Examine evidence supporting explanations of Earth’s landforms

• Construct a replica of Earth that demonstrates the planet’s structure

• Replicate the formation of three types of rock

Life Science

* Complete kit and refill include mail-in Living Material Coupon.  
Please allow 3–4 weeks from coupon redemption date for delivery of live 
materials. See order information page for detailed shipment information.

Earth, Moon, 
and Sun

Earth Science

Each DSM Grades 6–8 Third Edition 
Complete Kit Includes:

• 1 Teacher Guide

• 1 Equipment Kit for 32 Students

• 1 Set of 8 Student Readers with Skillbuilders

DNA—FROM GENES TO PROTEINS

Third Edition
In thirteen investigations, students will:

• Trace the characteristics of features to proteins related to the genetic 
material inside the nucleus of every cell

• Identify cell structure and function and how chromosomes and 
genes determine unique traits

• Use base-pair models of DNA molecules to study DNA replication 
and DNA transcription to RNA

9N-738-6094-642  Complete Kit  $524.00

9N-738-4068-642  Refill Kit  $15.00

9N-438-6094-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6434-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $66.00

9N-538-6455-642 Skillbuilders Packet $12.00

PLANTS IN OUR WORLD

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Focus on the tissue system that transports water and nutrients 
within plants

• Conduct experiments with seedlings confirming a plant’s need 
for light and water

• Test plants for carbon dioxide, starch, and chlorophyll using 
chemical indicators

9N-738-6097-642  Complete Kit*  $599.00

9LN-738-4080-642  Refill Kit*  $144.00

9LN-270-3425-642  Additional Live 
  Material Card*  $35.95

9N-438-6097-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6437-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $66.00

9N-538-6457-642 Skillbuilders Packet $12.00

ASTRONOMY

Third Edition
In twelve investigations, students will:

• Discover how Earth’s motion relates to the cycles of day and night, 
annual seasons, and the predictable changes in position of planets 
and constellations in the night sky

• Explore the life cycle of stars, shapes of galaxies, and size of  
the universe

9N-738-6095-642  Complete Kit  $559.00

9N-738-3683-642  Refill Kit  $110.00

9N-438-6095-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6435-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $66.00

9N-538-6454-642 Skillbuilders Packet $12.00

EARTH, MOON, AND SUN 

Third Edition
In thirteen investigations, students will:

• Compare the apparent motions of the Sun and Moon to the actual 
motion of the Earth

• Explain phenomena such as day and night, seasons, Moon phases, 
length of day, and tides

9N-738-6091-642  Complete Kit  $629.00

9N-738-4090-642  Refill Kit  $86.00

9N-438-6091-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6431-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $66.00

9N-538-6451-642 Skillbuilders Packet $12.00
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Physical Science

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

Third Edition
In thirteen investigations, students will:

• Detect static charge and compare static and current electricity

• Build, operate, and analyze circuits

• Explore concepts of energy sources, receivers, and converters

View state standard correlations at: 

www.FreyScientific.com

NEWTON’S TOY BOX 

Third Edition
In thirteen investigations, students will:

• Experiment with familiar objects to observe, explain, and prove 
Newton’s three laws of motion

• Explore concepts of inertia, gravity, acceleration, mass, force,  
and momentum

Complete Kit  9N-738-6092-642  $629.00

Refill Kit  9N-738-4057-642  $118.00

Teacher Guide  9N-438-6092-642  $86.00

Delta Science Readers  
(Pack of 8) 9N-538-6432-642 $66.00

Skillbuilders Packet 9N-538-6452-642 $12.00

MATTER AND CHANGE 

Third Edition
Formerly Chemical Interactions

In thirteen investigations, students will:

• Calculate the density of liquid and apply filtration and evaporation 
to suspensions and solutions

• Measure gas volumes and pressures to demonstrate Boyle’s law

• Explore atomic structure, read the Periodic Table of Elements

9N-738-6096-642  Complete Kit  $639.00

9N-738-4046-642  Refill Kit  $111.00

9N-438-6096-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6436-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $66.00

9N-538-6456-642 Skillbuilders Packet $12.00

9N-738-6090-642  Complete Kit  $619.00

9N-738-4035-642  Refill Kit  $12.00

9N-438-6090-642  Teacher Guide  $86.00

9N-538-6430-642 Delta Science Readers  
  (Pack of 8) $66.00

9N-538-6450-642 Skillbuilders Packet $12.00

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply
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Virtual Lab Kits
Double your students’ learning power 
with hands-on labs and web-based virtual labs 

Virtual Lab Kits provide a unique 
experience where students can explore 
science concepts through hands-on 
labs, online virtual labs, or a blend of 
both. Twenty virtual labs align to cover 
a range of biology topics such as Cell 
Structure & Function, DNA Technology 
& Biotechnology, Human Body Systems, 
and more. Each kit includes materials 
for a class of 40 students working 
in 10 groups of 4, comprehensive 
teacher resources, as well as student 
copymasters. Descriptions for each 
Virtual Lab Kit can be found on 
pages 81–83. 

Virtual Lab Kits
Virtual lab kits provide everything 
needed to do a hands-on lab that align 
with the Biology virtual labs. Each 
lab includes materials for a class of 
40 student working in 10 groups of 4, 
comprehensive teacher resources, as 
well as student copymasters.

& Biotechnology, Human Body Systems, 

Biology and Life Science
FOR 

MIDDLE SCHOOL
AND

HIGH SCHOOL
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VIRTUAL LABS
Simulated laboratory experiences invite students to perform 
every step of a laboratory investigation digitally. They use tools, 
operate equipment, change variables, and view results, which 
they can then record and analyze. 

iNeo/SCI offers more than virtual lab experiences for your 
Biology students. Students can also access narrated tutorials and 
quizzes. Teachers gain access to helpful teaching illustrations 
and presentation resources. iNeo/SCI content is ideal for pre-lab 
introduction, post-lab reinforcement, test review, and students 
who may have missed class. Virtual labs for Advanced Biology 
and Chemistry are also available (see page 85). 

TUTORIALS
Students absorb the background information they need through 
narrated tutorials that are amply illustrated with explanatory 
graphics and animations.

TEACHER RESOURCES
A rich toolkit includes still imagery and animations to customize 
tutorials, presentations, tests, and printable handouts.

ASSESSMENT 
Everything you need to craft meaningful assessments is now a 
click away. This includes a large inventory of level-appropriate 
exam questions—accessible in practice or test mode—and 
the ability to create additional questions in five styles: multiple 
choice, term definition, labeling, essay, or concept map.

Virtual Labs and more from iNeo/Sci™ 

Online Content

Try the Virtual Labs 
for free!

See pages 84–85 for a complete listing 
of the iNeo/SCI virtual labs for Biology, 

Advanced Biology, and Chemistry.

www.FreyScientific.com/ineosci

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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CELL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

Examine cell specialization in plant and animal tissues in Exploring 
Plant Cells and Exploring Animal Cells. Examine live cell types by 
sampling a miniature pond ecosystem in Exploring Microlife.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366723-642 Cell Structure and Function FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366830-642 Exploring Animal Cells $72.99
9-1366831-642 Exploring Plant Cells $55.99
9-1366832-642 Exploring Microlife $42.99

CELL PROCESSES

Effectively demonstrate cell size and diffusion in Why Cells Aren’t 
Big. Investigate the effects of water potential in cells placed in 
hypotonic and hypertonic solutions in Moving In and Out of Cells.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366724-642 Cell Processes FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366834-642 Why Cells Aren’t Big $68.99
9-1366833-642 Moving In and Out of Cells $66.99

MITOSIS AND CELL DIVISION

Practice a valuable micro-preparation technique in Preparing an 
Onion Root Tip Squash. Practice classifying cell mitotic stages in 
Observing Mitosis in Plant Cells. Compare the visual differences  
in animal and plant cell mitotic stages in Comparing Mitosis in Plant 
and Animal Cells.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366728-642 Mitosis and Cell Division FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366843-642 Preparing an Onion Root Tip Squash $65.99
9-1366844-642 Observing Mitosis in Plant Cells $33.99
9-1366845-642 Comparing Mitosis in Plant  
  and Animal Cells $53.99

HUMAN GENETICS

Introduce human genetics and heredity in Characterizing Common 
Traits in a Population. Construct and analyze karyotypes in 
Analysis of Human Karyotypes. Collect and analyze data of readily 
observable genetic traits in Estimating Allele Frequencies in a 
Population. Finally, analyze a family trait in Analysis of a Human 
Pedigree. 

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366726-642 Human Genetics FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366837-642 Analysis of a Human Karyotype $17.99
9-1366838-642 Estimating Allele Frequencies  
  in a Population $20.99
9-1366839-642 Analysis of a Human Pedigree $10.99
9-1366840-642 Characterizing Common Traits  
  in a Population $10.99

DNA TECHNOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY

Learn and practice a fundamental biotechnology technique in 
Bacterial Transformation and Ampicillin Resistance. Introduce 
electrophoretic separation technology with the easy-to-use system in 
Restriction Enzyme Cleavage of DNA and Electrophoresis.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366727-642 DNA Technology and Biotechnology FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366841-642 Bacterial Transformation $114.99
9-1366842-642 Restriction Enzyme Cleavage of  
  DNA and Electrophoresis $94.99

NUCLEIC ACIDS: DNA AND RNA

Explore the process of protein synthesis in Determining  
the Sequence of a Peptide.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366732-642 Nucleic Acids: DNA and RNA FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366852-642 Determining the Sequence of a Peptide $26.99
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BLOOD AND THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Learn to identify human cell types, tissues, and organ systems in 
Identifying Human Tissues. Realistically simulate blood typing 
without the hazards of real blood in ABO-Rh Blood Typing.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366722-642 Blood and the Circulatory System FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366829-642 ABO-Rh Blood Typing $55.99
9-1366862-642 Identifying Human Tissues $54.99

HUMAN BODY SYSTEMS

Realistically simulate blood typing without the hazards of real blood 
in ABO-Rh Blood Typing. Learn to identify human cell types, tissues, 
and organ systems in Identifying Human Tissues. Understand the 
chemical basis of food content in Testing for Macromolecules. Finally, 
understand the four criteria designed to establish a causal relationship 
between a microbe and disease in Identifying a Pathogen—Koch’s 
Postulate.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366739-642 Human Body Systems FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366862-642 Identifying Human Tissues $54.99
9-1366829-642 ABO-Rh Blood Typing $55.99
9-1366848-642 Testing for Macromolecules $81.99
9-1366864-642 Identifying a Pathogen—Koch’s Postulates $68.99

DISEASE AND IMMUNITY

Investigate the principles behind ELISA testing in Using ELISA 
to Detect an Antibody. Simulate the spread of a virus through a 
population in Determining the Spread of a Mystery Virus.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366740-642 Disease and Immunity FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366865-642 Using ELISA to Detect an Antibody $89.99
9-1366866-642 Determining the Spread of a  
 Mystery Virus $39.99

PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND RESPIRATION

Discover what plants need to perform light reactions in The Light 
Reactions of Photosynthesis. Take a close-up look at cell physiology 
in Cell Respiration.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366725-642 Photosynthesis and Respiration FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366835-642 The Light Reactions of Photosynthesis $28.99
9-1366836-642 Cell Respiration $111.99

THE BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF LIVING THINGS

Learn about cellular reaction chemistry in Concentration and Enzyme 
Activity. Isolate and extract actual DNA in the classroom in Extracting 
DNA. Finally, understand the chemical basis of food content in 
Testing for Macromolecules.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366730-642 Biology and Chemistry of Living Things FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366846-642 Concentration and Enzyme Activity $85.99
9-1366847-642 Extracting DNA $53.99
9-1366848-642 Testing for Macromolecules $81.99

CLASSIFICATION OF LIVING THINGS

Learn about biodiversity in Classifying Living Organisms. Learn how 
to identify leaves in Using a Dichotomous Key.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366733-642 Classification of Living Things FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366860-642 Classifying Living Organisms $88.99
9-1366853-642 Using a Dichotomous Key $18.99

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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PROTISTS

Explore Euglena’s adaptive behavior toward light in Protist Response 
to Environmental Stimuli. Gain experience identifying living protists 
in Identification of Protists.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366736-642 Protists FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366858-642 Protist Response to Environmental  
 Stimuli $39.99
9-1366857-642 Identification of Protists $46.99

FUNGI

Be a microlife hunter in Identification of Fungi. Understand an 
anaerobic energy-yielding metabolic process of respiration in 
Fermentation in Yeast.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366735-642 Fungi FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Title

9-1366854-642 Identification of Fungi $44.99
9-1366855-642 Fermentation in Yeast $99.99 INVERTEBRATE AND VERTEBRATE ANIMALS

Investigate the response of an animal to changing environmental 
conditions in Behavioral Response to Environmental Stimuli.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366738-642 Invertebrate and Vertebrate  
 Animals FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Titles

9-1366861-642 Behavioral Response to  
  Environmental Stimuli $47.99

VIRUSES AND BACTERIA

Learn and practice a fundamental biotechnology technique in 
Bacterial Transformation and Ampicillin Resistance.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366734-642 Viruses and Bacteria FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Titles

9-1366841-642 Bacterial Transformation $114.99

PLANTS

Use chromatographic separation to identify plant pigments in green 
plants under summer and autumn conditions in Identification of 
Plant Pigments Using Chromatography. Discover what plants need 
to perform light reactions in The Light Reactions of Photosynthesis.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366737-642 Plants FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Titles

9-1366859-642 Identification of Plant Pigments  
 Using Chromatography $53.99
9-1366835-642 The Light Reaction of Photosynthesis $28.99

HOW SCIENTISTS DO SCIENCE

Teach the scientific method in Using a Variable to Test a 
Hypothesis. Understand and use the pH scale in Creating and Using 
a pH Table. 

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366731-642 How Scientists Do Science FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Titles

9-1366850-642 Creating and Using a pH Table $79.99
9-1366851-642 Using a Variable to Test a Hypothesis $40.99

EXPLORING WITH A MICROSCOPE

Gain experience using the compound microscope in Using  
a Microscope.

iNeo/SCI Virtual Lab Title

9N-1366721-642 Exploring with a Microscope FREE

Virtual Lab Kit Titles

9-1366828-642 Using a Microscope $71.99
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Integrate technology for free. 
Contact your Frey Sales Representative to launch iNeo/Sci

™
 virtual labs today!

      BIOLOGY
 Part Number Title Description Price

 9N-1366721-642 Exploring with a Microscope 2 virtual labs develop STEM-skills on how to use a compound  FREE 
   and digital microscope.

 9N-1366722-642 Blood and the Circulatory System 2 virtual labs that allow students to assess the human blood  FREE
   group distribution in North America and gain useful STEM-skills 
   in the identification of human tissues.

 9N-1366723-642 Cell Structure & Function 3 virtual labs that help students develop useful STEM-skills in the  FREE 
   identification of animal, plant, and microlife cells and cell structures.

 9N-1366724-642 Cell Processes 2 virtual labs that help students explore cell size and the  FREE
   movement of materials in and out of cells.

 9N-1366725-642 Photosynthesis & Respiration 2 virtual labs investigate the reactions of photosynthesis and  FREE 
   quantify oxygen consumption.

 9N-1366726-642 Human Genetics 4 virtual labs investigate human karyotypes and pedigrees, allele  FREE
   frequencies, and characterizing common traits in a population.

 9N-1366727-642 DNA Technology & Biotechnology 4 virtual labs develop STEM-skills in bacterial transformation,  FREE 
   electrophoretic separation, polymerase chain reaction, and  
   DNA sequencing techniques.

 9N-1366728-642 Mitosis & Cell Division 4 virtual labs sharpen STEM-skills involving preparing onion  FREE
   root tip squashes, observing mitotic figures, and comparison of 
   mitotic stages in plant and animal cells. 

 9N-1366729-642 Genetics & Heredity 3 virtual lab STEM-skill activities for students to practice  FREE 
   Mendelian genetics problems involving the Law of Dominance  
   and the L  aw of Independent Assortment.

 9N-1366730-642 Biology and Chemistry of 3 virtual labs investigate enzyme activity, identifying food  FREE
  Living Things nutrients, and extracting and investigating the DNA molecule.
   investigating the DNA molecule.

 9N-1366731-642 How Scientists Do Science 2 foundational virtual labs that students can use to develop  FREE 
   STEM-skills involving testing variables and using experimental  
   data to create a table.

 9N-1366732-642 Nucleic Acids: DNA and RNA 3 virtual labs that develop analysis and technique skills:  FREE
   replicating DNA, determining the sequence of a peptide, and
   manipulating DNA.

 9N-1366733-642 Classification of Living Things 2 virtual labs that develop STEM-skills involving the classification  FREE 
   process and how to use a dichotomous (two-answer) key.

 9N-1366734-642 Viruses and Bacteria 2 virtual labs that develop STEM-skills in identifying bacteria  FREE
   and viruses along with bacterial transformation techniques.

 9N-1366735-642 Fungi 2 virtual labs that challenge your students' analytical and  FREE 
   observational skills involving investigating how a yeast reacts to  
   the presence of various sugar concentrations.

 9N-1366736-642 Protists 2 virtual labs that help students develop STEM-skills in  FREE
   identifying various protist forms and observing protist reactions 
   to environmental stimuli.

 9N-1366737-642 Plants 2 virtual labs in which your students identify various plant  FREE 
   pigments and explore the light reactions of photosynthesis.

 9N-1366738-642 Invertebrate and Vertebrate 2 virtual labs that develop STEM-skills in identifying aquatic  FREE
  Animals organisms and in quantifying behavioral response to 
   environmental stimuli.

 9N-1366739-642 Human Body Systems 3 virtual labs involving the testing for food nutrients, ABO-Rh FREE 
   blood group typing, and identifying major human tissues.

 9N-1366740-642 Disease and Immunity 3 virtual labs involve using Koch’s postulates to identify a  FREE
   pathogen, use the ELISA technique to detect an antibody, and
   determine how a mystery virus spreads.

 9N-1366741-642 BIOLOGY SERIES Includes ALL of the above titles and labs. FREE

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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      ADVANCED BIOLOGY
 Part Number Title Description Price

 9N-1366195-642 Osmosis and Diffusion 4 labs include Osmosis, diffusion, water potential, and the passage  FREE 
   of material in and out of cells.

 9N-1366197-642 Enzyme Catalysis 5 labs include effects of changes to temperature, pH, enzyme FREE
   concentration, and substrate concentration of various 
   enzyme-catalyzed reactions.

 9N-1366199-642 Mitosis & Meiosis 5 labs include the preparation of tissue material, mitotic stages in  FREE 
   plant and animal cells, performing crosses in Sordaria, and observing  
   crossing over.

 9N-1366200-642 Plant Pigments & Photosynthesis 2 labs to calculate Rf values on a plant pigment sample, and FREE
   measure the rate of photosynthesis in germinating peas.

 9N-1366202-642 Cell Respiration 3 labs include cellular respiration to understand temperature,  FREE 
   pressure, and gas relationships; quantify oxygen consumption;  
   and predict rate of respiration. 

 9N-1366207-642 Molecular Biology 2 labs including the biotechnology techniques of transformation FREE
   and DNA fragment analysis.

 9N-1366212-642 Genetics of Organisms 2 labs relating to the stages of the fruit fly life cycle, performing  FREE 
   genetic crosses, and the examination of F1 and F2 generations  
   and the analysis of inheritance patterns.

 9N-1366214-642 Population Genetics and Evolution 2 labs relating to testing the Hardy Weinberg equation, estimating  FREE
   allele frequencies, and understanding how some genotypes
   have a higher rate of survival than others in a population.

 9N-1366216-642 Transpiration 2 labs relating to measuring transpiration using a photometer,  FREE 
   understanding plant tissue structure, and understanding the  
   process of water and nutrient transport in plants.

 9N-1366222-642 Animal Behavior 2 labs relating to orientation behavior in sowbugs and courtship  FREE
   and breeding behavior in fruit flies.

 9N-1366224-642 AP BIOLOGY SERIES Includes ALL of the above titles and labs. FREE

      CHEMISTRY
 Part Number Title Description Price

 9N-1366248-642 Chemistry Fundamentals 2 labs include developing a hypothesis, using problem-solving  FREE 
  and Techniques skills, scientific measurements, and testing variables.

 9N-1366249-642 Acids, Bases, Salts and Solutions 2  labs include exploring titration and pH tables. FREE

 9N-1366250-642 States of Matter: Solids and Liquids 2 labs that include determining the solubility of salt, and explore  
   density as a property of liquids.

 9N-1366251-642 Reaction Rates and Behavior Labs that include the exploration of energy, enthalpy, change,  FREE
   heat of reaction, reaction tendency, rate laws, collision theory 
   and more.

 9N-1366255-642 Heat and Chemical Change Labs where students investigate energy concepts, entropy,  FREE 
   free energy, specific heat capacity and more.

 9N-1366256-642 Organic and Biological Chemistry 2 labs that include esterfication of aspirin, calculate the  FREE
   theoretical and percent yield, and assay common foods for the 
   presence of macromolecules.

 9N-1366257-642 CHEMISTRY SERIES Includes ALL of the above titles and labs. FREE

Integrate technology for free. 
Contact your Frey Sales Representative to launch iNeo/Sci

™
 virtual labs today!
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Software

VIRTUAL LAB  
INVESTIGATIONS
• Realistic, simulated lab  

environments in which  
students interactively  
perform every step of  
a lab investigation on  
their computer— 
manipulating equipment,  
changing variables and  
viewing results

• An electronic notebook to record results and analyze data 

• Lab objectives, lab safety and materials needed to perform the 
actual hands-on investigation

Standards-based labs on CD-ROM are the perfect solution for labs that are not well suited to the high school laboratory. Now 
your students can perform labs that are messy, time-intensive, costly, or dangerous without the risk or expense. Virtual Labs 
are ideal for pre-lab introduction, post-lab reinforcement, and test review. The CDs offer visual and auditory learning with 
dynamic results, so all students can learn at their own pace.

Neo/LAB® software creates dynamic learning 
experiences for students of every ability.

TUTORIALS
• Comprehensive, narrated 

tutorials offering self-
paced, individualized 
lessons via illuminating 
illustrations, 
photomicrographs  
and animations

• Hyper-linked glossary  
of key concepts  
and terms

ASSESSMENTS
• Full-featured assessment  

program allows  
students to assess their  
knowledge and prepare  
for exams. Dozens of  
built-in questions which  
can be accessed in  
either Practice or  
Test Mode.

• Practice Mode provides  
students with instant feedback while the Test Mode  
automatically grades and tracks student progress 

TEACHER RESOURCES
• Create customized tests 

and worksheets with 
various question types,  
as well as dynamic 
multimedia tutorials and 
presentations. Saving  
them on disk or in  
web-ready format for  
easy Internet access.

• Print handouts, access 
web-links and much 
more

Electronic 
Notebook

Detailed 
Diagrams

Customizable 
Tests

Neo/SCI’s complete line of software includes:
Neo/LAB®  Realistic, integrated 
virtual labs, content-rich tutorials, 
comprehensive assessments and helpful 
teacher resources enhance learning.

Neo/SIMULATION™  Conduct 
simulations, modify variables, record 
and plot results, and analyze data in 
virtual lab activities.

Neo/SLIDE™  Measure, manipulate 
and magnify hundreds of microscopic 
images.

Neo/ILLUSTRATION™  Integrate full 
color diagrams, outlines, and charts 
into your worksheets, exams and 
presentations.

Neo/RESOURCE™  Explore a wealth 
of detailed information, photographs, 
animations, and graphics.

Neo/QUIZ™  Create customized 
assessments quickly and easily for  
print or computer use.

Ask your sales representative about Lab Packs and Network licenses.

Also check out                     Web-based options. See pages 79–85.

Instant 
Feedback
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Photosynthesis and 
Respiration Neo/Lab® 
Software

Your students will conduct a series of 

investigations to explore the process of 

paper chromatography, which they use 

to separate and identify plant pigments 

of chlorophyll and calculate their Rf 

values. They'll also simulate the rate of 

cell respiration in seeds under various 

conditions in order to determine the ideal 

conditions for this vital process.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1071-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366725-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Genetics and 
Heredity Neo/Lab® 
Software

Challenge your class with 

a series of interactive 

exercises that they perform 

on their computer! Your 

students will conduct "virtual" 

lab investigations exploring 

chromosomes and genes; 

Mendel's experiments; 

genetic crosses; inheritance 

patterns; chromosome and 

gene mutations; and the recent 

advances in DNA technology and gene manipulation. 

In the process, they'll explore the fascinating world of 

genetics and the patterns of inheritance. System Requirements: Windows 

2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1281-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366729-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Classification of Living 
Things NEO/LAB® Software

Stunning photographs, detailed animations 

and interactive labs provide your 

students with a deep understanding of 

the similarities and differences of life 

on Earth. Concepts covered include 

the reasons for classification; assigning 

scientific names; Linnaeus's system of 

classification; traditional classification; 

evolutionary classification; similarities in 

DNA and RNA; kingdoms and domains; 

and more! Virtual labs include using a 

dichotomous key and exploring pond life 

diversity. Requires Windows 2000 or 

Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. 

Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1561-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366733-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Biology and Chemistry of 
Living Things Neo/LAB® 
Software

Your class will gain a better understanding 

of living things and how they function 

through a detailed overview of the 

fundamental principles of chemistry. 

Explore how enzymes respond to 

changing environments and how they 

affect chemical reactions in living cells; 

the energy requirements of living 

organisms; the activity of biological 

catalysts; and the structure and function 

of carbohydrates, proteins, lipids and 

nucleic acids.

Cell Processes  
Neo/Lab® Software

Engage your students with a fascinating 

series of interactive exercises on 

osmosis, diffusion, cell size, cell crenation 

and others that they perform —in a virtual 

lab! They will also explore the basics 

of cell processes - including cellular 

respiration, photosynthesis, passive and 

active transport, mitosis, cytokinesis 

and cancer.

Mitosis and Cell Division 
Neo/Lab® Software

Your students will conduct a series of 

interactive lab investigations to learn 

about chromosome structure and 

function; the phases of mitosis in plant 

and animal cells; the relative duration of 

each mitotic phase; and the difference 

between mitosis and cytokinesis. Features 

stunning microphotography images.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1271-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366728-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Viruses and Bacteria  
Neo/LAB® Software

Features animated tutorials on classifying 

and identifying prokaryotes; obtaining and 

releasing energy; growth and reproduction; 

bacteria in nature; bacteria and disease; 

uses of bacteria; and controlling bacteria. 

Also includes comprehensive coverage of 

additional concepts including virus types 

and classification; virus structure; viral 

infection; viruses and disease; vaccines 

and much more.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1571-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366734-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Cell Structure and Function 
Neo/LAB® Software

Your students will conduct virtual lab 

investigations exploring the intricate 

cell structure of plants and animals 

using microscope slide preparation and 

observation techniques. In the process, 

they'll better understand the fascinating 

world of cells, their function and structure.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1031-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366723-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based FreeItem # Description List Price

9-10-1291-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366730-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1041-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366724-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free
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Chemistry Fundamentals and Techniques  
Neo/LAB® Software

Features two virtual lab experiences 

highlighting problem-solving skills, scientific 

measurements, testing variables, and 

developing a hypothesis. The fully-narrated, 

comprehensive, tutorials contain key 

information about the fundamentals 

of general chemistry, describing and 

classifying matter, SI units of measurement, 

how to take measurements and perform 

calculations, and overviews of core 

techniques. Includes two concept 

animations: Solving Chemical Problems, 

and How to Balance a Chemical Equation.

Acids, Bases, and Salts  
Middle School  
Neo/LAB® Software

Investigate the differences between 

strong and weak acids and bases; practice 

the identification of acids and bases 

using the pH scale; and learn how acids 

and bases neutralize each other to form 

a salt. Features a detailed, step-by-step 

tutorial which provides an overview of 

the properties of acids and bases; acid/base detection; the pH scale; acid/

base indicators; salts as ionic compounds; and the uses of acids, bases 

and salts.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1111-642 Individual $99.99 

9-10-1115-642 Network Version $499.99

States of Matter: Solids and 
Liquids Neo/LAB® Software

Students embark on two virtual laboratory 

experiences where they determine the 

solubility of a salt and explore density as 

a property of liquids. The fully-narrated, 

comprehensive, tutorials cover the four states 

of matter and their properties, the individual 

properties of liquids and solids are covered 

in detail, phase equilibrium, LeChatellier's 

principle, molar heat of vaporization and 

fusion, phase diagrams, and the special case 

of water: its molecular structure and physical 

properties. Includes two concept animations: 

Calculating Absorbed Heat Energy, and Understanding Phase Diagrams.

Item # Description List Price

9-1288990-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366250-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Elements, Mixtures, and Compounds  
Middle School Neo/Lab® Software

Your students will explore the fascinating 

chemistry behind chemical reactions, 

to include color change, gas formation, 

precipitation and temperature changes. 

Includes detailed tutorials which provide 

an overview of nomenclature of elements 

and chemical compounds; chemical 

equations; and bonding.

The Periodic Table: Classification of Elements 
Middle School Neo/LAB® Software

Reinforce the concept of periodicity of 

the elements. Nine interactive, virtual lab 

investigations allow students to explore 

the stability of elements, breakdown 

of compounds, reaction of substances, 

recovery of compounds from solutions, 

separation of liquid and solid mixtures 

and more.

Human Body Systems  
Neo/LAB® Software

Multimedia tutorials provide 

comprehensive coverage of the nervous; 

skeletal, muscular and integumentary; 

circulatory and respiratory; digestive and 

excretory; endocrine and reproductive; as 

well as the immune system and disease. 

Interactive labs allow students to explore 

the microanatomy of body tissues; 

bloodtyping; and food and nutrition.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1621-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366739-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1101-642 Individual $99.99 

9-10-1105-642 Network Version $499.99

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1061-642 Individual $99.99 

9-10-1065-642 Network Version $499.99

Heat and Chemical Change  
Neo/LAB® Software

Introduce the concepts of heat, heat energy 

transfer, temperature, changes that can occur 

in matter and energy, heat of reaction and 

formation, enthalpy change, calculating heats 

of reaction and Hess's law. Students can also 

investigate energy concepts randomness 

(entropy), free energy, heating matter, and 

specific heat capacity. Includes three concept 

animations.

Item # Description List Price

9-1305917-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366255-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Item # Description List Price

9-1288987-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366248-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

CHEMISTRY

Biology Neo/LAB® Software Series
Now your students can perform realistic lab investigations,  

learn from animated multimedia tutorials, assess their 

comprehension and prepare for exams—all on their computer! Engaging 

virtual labs provide the ideal teaching and learning tool. The perfect 

complement or substitute for your textbook, each Neo/LAB includes  

virtual lab investigations, comprehensive tutorials, unique assessment 

tools, and detailed teacher resources. System Requirements:  

Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 

or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description  List Price

9-10-1641-642 Individual  Set of 20  $1,499.99 

9N-1366741-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based  Free 
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Description Single User Site License
LIFE SCIENCE

Cells 9-1391985-642 9-1391986-642
Chromosomes, Genes, and DNA 9-1391997-642 9-1391998-642
Food Chains and Food Webs 9-1392003-642 9-1392004-642
Genetics 9-1391999-642 9-1392000-642
Meiosis 9-1391993-642 9-1391994-642
Mitosis 9-1391987-642 9-1391988-642
Osmosis and Diffusion 9-1391989-642 9-1391990-642
Photosynthesis and Respiration 9-1391995-642 9-1391996-642
Protists 9-1391991-642 9-1391992-642
Six Kingdoms of Life 9-1392001-642 9-1392002-642
HUMAN BODY

Moving and Controlling the Body 9-1497654-642 9-1497655-642
Providing Fuel and Transportation 9-1497656-642 9-1497657-642
Maintaining Life–Protection, Reproduction and Cooperation 9-1497658-642 9-1497659-642
EARTH SCIENCE

Earthquakes 9-1429002-642 9-1449728-642
Earth's Atmosphere and Weather 9-1429005-642 9-1449731-642
Earth's Climate 9-1429006-642 9-1449732-642
Earth's Surface 9-1429004-642 9-1449730-642
Minerals 9-1428999-642 9-1449725-642
Our Solar System 9-1429007-642 9-1449733-642
Plate Tectonics 9-1429001-642 9-1449727-642
Rocks 9-1429000-642 9-1449726-642
The Sun-Earth-Moon System 9-1429008-642 9-1449734-642
Volcanoes 9-1429003-642 9-1449729-642
List Price $79.89 $133.29

NewPath Learning® Multimedia Science Lessons
The Perfect Complement to Any Life Science or Biology Curriculum!

Each title contains a comprehensive array of multimedia lessons and activities. Designed for multisensory learning, each title includes a Virtual Lab Investigation, 

allowing students to experiment, perform simulations and draw conclusions. The Custom Tool Bar allows users to draw, write, and add arrows and text blocks to 

customize the lessons by adding additional details to any screen.

For use with Windows or Mac. Teacher's guide included.

Description Single User Site License
PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Properties and States of Matter 9-1429009-642 9-1449737-642
Atoms and Chemical Bonding 9-1429010-642 9-1449738-642
Elements and the Periodic Table 9-1429011-642 9-1449739-642
Chemical Reactions 9-1429012-642 9-1449740-642
Energy: Forms and Changes 9-1429013-642 9-1449741-642
Forces and Motion 9-1429014-642 9-1449742-642
Work, Power, and Simple Machines 9-1429015-642 9-1449743-642
Sound 9-1429016-642 9-1449744-642
Light 9-1429017-642 9-1449745-642
Electricity and Magnetism 9-1429018-642 9-1449746-642
List Price $79.89 $133.29

COMPLETE SERIES
LIFE SCIENCE

Single User  9-1449749-642 $733.29
Site License 9-1449750-642 $1,194.59
HUMAN BODY

Single User  9-1497660-642 $226.59
Site License 9-1497661-642 $359.89
EARTH SCIENCE

Single User  9-1449735-642 $733.29
Site License 9-1449736-642 $1,194.59
PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Single User  9-1449747-642 $733.29
Site License 9-1449748-642 $1,194.59
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G ood science requires  

accurate data. Whether in the 

classroom, lab, or field, students 

benefit from tools that help them 

quickly and accurately record the  

data they want to measure. Primary 

data collection is the first step in 

STEM lessons.

From simple sensors that measure  

a single variable to complete data 

logging systems that generate charts 

and graphs at the collection site. 

Data loggers expand your ability 

to meet STEM requirements. Easily. 

Creatively. Affordably.

 Data loggers let students measure 

variables in every discipline:

• Physical science—sound and light

• Biology—pulse and barometric 

pressure

• Physiology—heart rate and blood 

pressure

• Earth and Environmental science—

temperature and humidity

• Chemistry—ions and aqueous 

solutions

Frey Scientific is proud to now offer 

NeuLog as well as uLog data loggers. 

Both brands make it easy for students 

to collect, store, and analyze data—

read on to explore our comprehensive 

selections.

Data Collection for STEM Activities

USB Sensors

uLOG  SENSORS FOR  USB DATA COLLECTION.
See pages 91–93 for  complete details.

Data Loggers and Sensors

NeuLog  Data Loggers and Sensors.
See pages 94–97  for complete  product line.

ONLINE RESOURCES:

• Full-service technical support: 

dataloggersupport.frey@

schoolspecialty.com

• Product information:  

www.FreyScientific.com
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uLog Sensor Features

1. Built-in cable storage keeps workspaces  
clear and makes uLog easy to store.

2. Sensors lock together for ease of handling  
and safer storage.

3. Multicolor LED matches sensor with  
graph trace.

4. Control logging from the sensor or  
your computer.

5. SensorLab software auto-detects sensor type 
and units when plugged in.

6. Can be free-standing, hand-held, or mounted 
on a ringstand.

7. Durable plastic housing is splash-proof  
for use in labs.

5

7

3

2

1

6

USB Data Collection powered by LogIT

The uLog Advantage

Efficient. Analyze data and write reports faster by using 

your computer as a datalogger. Minimize wasted class 

time by collecting, analyzing, and sharing data using the 

computers your school already owns.

Compatible. uLog’s durable USB connection is the proven 

standard in modern computing. 

Simple. No adapters and no batteries mean that your uLog 

sensors are always ready to go. Plug into any USB port to 

start logging using the included SensorLab data analysis 

software—no separate datalogger needed.

Affordable. Save your school money. Integrated logging 

capability means there is no need to purchase a separate 

datalogger. Today’s economical computers and netbooks 

offer a more feature rich and flexible platform for science 

study than average standalone dataloggers.

Every computer can be  
a datalogger!
Frey Scientific introduces a whole new way to collect 

data—no adapters, no batteries, and no worries. uLog 

USB sensors are an all-in-one solution for classroom data 

collection. Turn virtually any desktop, laptop, or tablet 

computer with a USB port into a powerful data analysis 

tool—no datalogger required.

4
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Tap into the power of your existing classroom computer to 

track pH, light, sound, temperature, distance, and motion. 

The five foot cable allows students to place the computer a 

safe distance from labwork, and integrated cable management 

helps to keep their work area free of excess clutter.

Use the powerful SensorLab Data Analysis software to track 

and graph your data, all in real time (see below for additional 

details). Students maximize computer usage by exporting 

an external program like Microsoft Word® or Excel® to start 

reporting on their lab work right away.

Every uLog USB sensor includes:
• Single user license of SensorLab Data Analysis software  

for Windows, Mac OSX, and Linux  

(Site license available separately) 

• Frey’s uLog Sensor Reference Guide CD-ROM which 

includes instructional tutorials and activity correlations

• A 1.5 meter (5 foot) integrated USB cable with storage

uLog USB sensors are now included in many 
Inquiry Investigations Curriculum Modules.

See pages 52–68 for details.

 LOGIT SENSORLAB PLUS DATA COLLECTION AND 
ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 
 Plug your uLog data logger into the computer and you’re ready 
to start collecting data—it’s that easy! SensorLab displays data 
in real time as a graph, bar or table, or downloads stored 
data from any remote uLog for analysis on-screen. Results 
can be saved, printed or exported to external programs 
such as Microsoft® Excel or Word. All LogIT data collection 
devices are instantly recognized when plugged in. Attached 
sensors are displayed with intuitive icons and are color 
coded to match the sensor position on the logger for further 
identification. Simply press the green button on the unit to 
start logging and watch as the results of your experiment 
unfold. Install to your computer and start logging in five 
minutes—no additional drivers required. CD also includes 
LogIT Lab 4 for Windows 98 SE or later for continuity.

Features: 
•  Tri-Platform: one CD package for mixed Windows, Mac OS 

X, and Linux installations
•  Multiple User Levels: Very simple, Simple, Modest, and 

Advanced to support maximum student inclusion
•  Color identification matches loggers and sensors to the 

on-screen graph trace
•  Displays results as a graph (line and block), meter, table or 

notes, and export data in various formats
•  Built-in oscilloscope function for use with Black Box and 

Voyager
• Snapshot or continuous readings 
•  Download data stored in any wireless LogIT data logger

System Requirements: 
Windows XP, Windows Vista™, Windows 7, Mac OSX 
10.4/10.5, Linux

 9N-1335925-642  Universal Site License $ 328.99 

Frey uLog Sensor Reference Guide
Included FREE with every uLog purchase!

When you purchase any Frey uLog sensor (or universal adapter), 
you’ll get the uLog Sensor reference Guide CD-ROM FREE! This 
handy resource explains uLog sensor technology, how to integrate 
LogIT® technology into your science laboratory curriculum. The 
guide also provides content instruction regarding STEM-focused 
skills and working with data in SensorLAB™. Features tutorials, 
narrated eTraining demonstrations, a glossary, STEM-based 
investigation activities, and a teacher resource section. WWW

9N-1403180-642 Single License $99.99
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uLog Starter Package
Get your class started with the three most commonly used sensors 

together in an affordable bundle. Starter package includes one each 

of temperature, light, and pH sensors; Frey Probeware CD-ROM, and 

SensorLab Software.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1376361-642 uLog Starter Package $355.89

uLog MicroSense® Sensor Adapter
Use your existing MicroSense sensors to connect via USB.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1379839-642 Sensor Adapter $98.99

10' USB Cable Extension
Increase your available working distance to 15' feet total.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1379840-642 10 ft. USB Cable Extension $10.99

SensorLab Plus Site License Upgrade
Upgrade your single user license of SensorLab for uLog to a site license 

good for your entire site.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1379841-642 Site License Upgrade $113.89

uLog Photogates
A very powerful teaching tool for acceleration, kinetic energy, speed and 

time of objects. Scale: Light gate, 0-200 Hz; Counting, 0-200 counts per 

second; Rate, 0 to 250 /min.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9N-1385178-642 Photogates Sensor Each $168.99 

9N-1385264-642 Photogates Sensor Pack of 5 $838.99

uLog Temperature Sensor
A precision engineered sensor designed to 

measure the temperature of liquids or gas.  

180 mm stainless steel probe. Range:  

-30 to 130 °C; Accuracy: +/- 1 ºC at -10 to 60 ºC.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9N-1376295-642 Temperature Sensor Each $82.59 

9N-1376355-642 Temperature Sensor Pack of 5 $389.09 

uLog Light Level Sensor
For light intensity measurement, primarily the 

monitoring and recording of trends and changes 

in environmental levels of natural light. Range: 

0-100,000 lux, 50 lux resolution; Accuracy: +/- 9%.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9N-1376297-642 Light Level Sensor Each $99.09 

9N-1376356-642 Light Level Sensor Pack of 5 $495.99

uLog Sound Level Sensor
For measuring general and comparative levels 

of sound, such as environmental noise. Range: 

50-100 dB; Accuracy: +/- 5 dB; Response time 

(damping): approximately 0.5 seconds.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9N-1376298-642 Sound Level Sensor Each $109.09 

9N-1376357-642 Sound Level Sensor Pack of 5 $539.09

Ion ORP Sensor
For the detection and analysis of ions in aqueous 

solutions. Suitable for use in the field and in the 

laboratory. Range: -1250 to +1250 mV; Accuracy: 

+/- 1%.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1450009-642 ORP Sensor $98.99 

9N-1268176-642 Ammonium $403.99 

9N-1268175-642 Bromide $403.99 

9N-1268177-642 Calcium $403.99 

9N-1268178-642 Chloride $403.99 

9N-1268179-642 Fluoride $403.99 

9N-1268180-642 Nitrate $403.99 

9N-1268181-642 Sulfide $403.99

uLog pH Sensor
For rates of reaction, environmental monitoring, 

acid based titration, interaction between acids and 

alkalines. Replaceable electrode. Range: 0-14 pH; 

Resolution: 0.1 pH; Accuracy: +/- 3%.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9N-1376299-642 pH Sensor Each $159.09 

9N-1376358-642 pH Sensor Pack of 5 $789.09 

9N-1450010-642 pH Electrode Each $90.49 

uLog Motion Sensor
For measuring distance, harmonic 

motion, and speed of sound. Takes up 

to 20 measurements per second. Range: 

200-5000 mm; Resolution: 1 mm.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9N-1376300-642 Motion Sensor Each $158.99 

9N-1376359-642 Motion Sensor Pack of 5 $789.09 
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NeuLog is a set of independent computer 

based modules, complete with a data 

logger, flash memory and a sensor—all in 

one single smart unit. This autonomous 

plug-and-play concept allows for an 

easy, precise and fun way of conducting 

classroom and field experiments.

Works with any hardware  
you have.
• Free software download for PC or MAC

• No apps to buy or download for tablets or  

smart phones

• Plug and Play for fast setup so you can spend 

more time teaching and experimenting

• Save graphs and data and then the files can  

be emailed

PC

Flexible. Simple. Fast. Forward Thinking
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NeuLog Viewers

Tablet or Smartphone
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Barometer Sensor
This logger sensor measures atmospheric barometric pressure and can 

display data in four common units. (kPa, atm, Inches of Hg, mm of Hg.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1526604-642 Barometer Sensor $66.99

Graphic Display

WiFi module

NeuLog's Graphic Display Module is used to run experiments without 

a PC. It displays the sensor's measurements in digital and graphical 

forms. It can also be used to program the sensor's experiment setup as 

well as viewing the input from up to five sensors at a time. This module 

has a user-friendly design with a color graphic display and touch screen. 

Requires a NeuLog Battery Module.

The USB Module enables a fast connection of the sensors to the 

computer (PC or Mac). This module is the first in a chain of sensors 

connected to a USB port of the PC. It provides both power from the PC 

to the sensors and communication between the PC and the sensors. 

The connection to the PC is done by using a standard USB to Mini USB 

connecting cable, included with the USB module.

The Wi-Fi Module is without a doubt one of the most advanced and 

innovating elements. Measurements with NeuLog sensors can be 

performed through any device that uses the Wi-Fi technology, such as 

iPads and Tablets with Android, PC computers with Windows / Linux or 

Macintosh with OS. These can all communicate with the Wi-Fi adaptor to 

begin a unique experience of data acquisition. There is no need for any 

application download or software installation to take advantage of all the 

power of NeuLog sensors through the Wi-Fi module.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1526629-642 Viewer Display Module $59.99
9N-1526630-642 Graphic Display Module $129.99
9N-1526631-642 Rechargeable Battery Module $44.09
9N-1526632-642 USB Module $39.99
9N-1526633-642 RF Communication Module PK/ 2 $72.69
9N-1590619-642 WiFi Module $149.99

USB module

First, choose how you will 
view and control the data...

Then choose the sensors you 
need. With 45 different sensors, 
you can perform hundreds of 
different experiments

Acceleration Sensor
This is a 3D (three dimensions) acceleration 

sensor which displays each dimension 

one at a time. It allows measuring the 

acceleration of moving bodies such 

as a body oscillating in a spring or in a 

moving vehicle.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1526610-642 Acceleration Sensor $86.39

Ammonium Sensor
The NeuLog ammonium sensor can be used to measure the concentration 

of ammonium ions (NH4+) in aqueous samples. It can be used to evaluate 

the degree of contamination of water due to the use of fertilizers.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1526623-642 Ammonium Sensor $324.99

Anemometer Sensor
The NeuLog 

anemometer sensor 

enables measurements 

of wind velocity. 

Combined with 

temperature, relative 

humidity, dew point and 

barometric pressure 

sensors, it can be used 

to make very interesting 

weather measurements

Item# Description List Price

9N-1526625-642 Anemometer Sensor $124.99

Charge Sensor
This sensor measures electrostatic charges. It 

can be seen as a highly sensitive electroscope 

indicating whether a charge is positive or 

negative. Other uses are: to explore the 

nature of static charge, to measure 

both charge and voltage, 

to measure charge by 

induction, quantify 

the charge on a 

capacitor or discover 

the charge distribution on a 

conducting sphere.

Item # Description  List Price

9N-1526628-642 Charge Sensor  $116.99
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Blood Pressure Sensor
The sensor measures the 

pressure in the cuff wrapped 

on the tested person's arm.

Chloride Sensor
This sensor measures electrostatic charges. It can be seen as a highly 

sensitive electroscope indicating whether a change is positive or negative. 

Other uses are: to explore the nature of static charge, to measure both 

charge and voltage, to measure charge by induction, quantify the charge 

on a capacitor or discover the charge distribution on a conducting sphere.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1526622-642 Chloride Sensor $324.99

Calcium Sensor
The NeuLog calcium sensor enables measurements of ionic calcium 

(Ca2+) concentration in aqueous samples. This measurement is very 

important when evaluating water quality. It can also be used to determine 

calcium-magnesium by EDTA filtration.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1526621-642 Calcium Sensor $324.99

Item# Description List Price

9N-1526584-642 Voltage Sensor $40.89 

9N-1526585-642 Current Sensor $40.89 

9N-1526586-642 Temperature Sensor $33.19 

9N-1526587-642 Light Sensor $46.99 

9N-1526588-642 Oxygen Sensor $199.99 

9N-1526589-642 pH Sensor $84.99 

9N-1526590-642 Humidity Sensor $65.99 

9N-1526591-642 Pulse Sensor $48.99 

9N-1526592-642 Photogate Sensor $46.99 

9N-1526593-642 Pressure Sensor $81.99 

9N-1526594-642 Force Sensor $108.99 

9N-1526595-642 Sound Sensor $76.99 

9N-1526596-642 Motion Sensor $83.49 

9N-1526597-642 Magnetic Field Sensor $55.89 

9N-1526598-642 Conductivity Sensor $92.29 

9N-1526599-642 Spirometer Sensor $108.09 

9N-1526600-642 Galvanic Skin Response Sensor $100.19 

9N-1526601-642 EKG Sensor $138.99 

9N-1526602-642 Colorimeter Sensor $107.09 

9N-1526603-642 CO2 Sensor $219.99 

9N-1526604-642 Barometer Sensor $66.99 

9N-1526605-642 Blood Pressure Sensor $104.19 

9N-1526606-642 Drop Counter Sensor $82.99 

9N-1526607-642 Flow Rate Sensor $120.99 

9N-1526608-642 Force Plate Sensor $218.29 

9N-1526609-642 Rotary Motion Sensor $159.99 

9N-1526610-642 Acceleration Sensor $86.39 

9N-1526611-642 Salinity Sensor $87.39 

9N-1526612-642 Soil Moisture Sensor $86.39 

9N-1526613-642 UVB Sensor $96.29 

9N-1526614-642 Turbidity Sensor $107.99 

9N-1526615-642 UVA Sensor $96.29 

9N-1526616-642 Surface Temperature Sensor $28.29 

9N-1526617-642 Wide-Range Temperature Sensor $62.09 

9N-1526618-642 Infrared Temperature Sensor $200.39 

9N-1526619-642 Respiration MonitorBelt Sensor $123.09 

9N-1526620-642 Hand Dynamometer Sensor $141.99 

9N-1526621-642 Calcium Sensor $324.99 

9N-1526622-642 Chloride Sensor $324.99 

9N-1526623-642 Ammonium Sensor $324.99 

9N-1526624-642 Nitrate Sensor $325.19 

9N-1526625-642 Anemometer Sensor $124.99 

9N-1526626-642 GPS Sensor $139.99 

9N-1526627-642 Dew Point Sensor $73.99 

9N-1526628-642 Charge Sensor $116.99 

Item # Description List Price

9N-1526605-642 Blood Pressure Sensor $104.19

NEW

Sense Bot
Sense is a robotic and computer programming system which allows users 

to explore, problem solve, and advance their computer programming 

abilities from just starting in visual block programming, to Python and  

C languages. The Sense platform can be expanded by over 45 different 

NeuLog sensors 

Item # Description List Price

9N-1586914-642 Sense Bot $79.99 

And now you can add a robotic component
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G ive students the full power of digital integration 

with CPO Science’s new DataCollector™. This sleek 

handheld device puts data—and data analysis—right into 

students’ hands. 

Students use the DataCollector to view and record data 

from various sensors, including analog sensors and 

photogates. Then they analyze the data in graph or table 

form right on the easy-to-use touch screen. During an 

experiment students can:

• Start and stop data collection 

• View live data 

• View a live graph of the data 

• View the experiment name and details

Four different modes accommodate a number of 

functions:

1. Data collection mode

2. CPO timer mode

3. Meter mode

4. Stopwatch mode

Data can be transferred to a computer for further 

analysis and manipulation. Experiment data is saved on 

the computer as a comma separated value (CSV) file, 

readable by Microsoft Excel, Mathworks Matlab, and 

many other programs.

9N-792-1660-642 Data Collector v2.1 $374.95
9N-792-1670-642 Data Collector w/Photogates $499.95
9N-892-2008-642 Photogate $79.95
9N-392-3480-642 Gas Pressure Sensor $94.95
9N-392-3490-642 Temperature Sensor $49.95
9N-392-4180-642 Velocity Sensor $129.95
9N-392-4190-642 Voltage Sensor $34.95

DataCollector features include: 

• Go button

• Touch Screen

• Stylus/stylus rest

• Power adapter or 9V battery operation  

(battery not included)

• A and B sensor ports 

• Two photogate ports

• USB port to link to a computer

• Power jack

• Compatible with Fourier and Vernier probes

Basic operations, such as starting applications, tapping 

on buttons and menu items, and entering text, are all 

explained on the accompanying CD-ROM. Importantly, 

the DataCollector remains a vital tool over time because 

software updates are easily uploaded from a computer as 

they become available.

Collect + Analyze:  
CPO Science DataCollector™
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Luna
Contemporary new design meets reliable 

simplicity. Easy-to-use digital projection 

camera is also a web cam and photo/video 

camera. Perfect for students' 

multimedia projects across 

the curriculum or whole 

class demonstrations of 

manipulatives in action, book 

pages, science models, and 

more. Connects via USB port 

to use with your computer or interactive whiteboard. 

Features 3.0MP digital images, adjustable gooseneck, auto focus, 

8 LED lights. Compatible with PC and Mac. 20" tall.

Item # Description List Price

9-1534091-642 Luna Projection Camera $179.99

Ken-A-Vision® Vision Viewer Cameras
A classroom basic in black, the Digital Vision Viewer is perfect for science-

related use, offering manual or auto focus models. View and capture live 

images, or save to videotape. Works with your TV (composite video) or 

computer (USB). The USB versions include Ken-A-Vision Applied Vision™ 

software, lets you record a movie, zoom, pan/tilt streaming video, upload 

FTPs, and more. EduCam compatible. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1487849-642 Analog $435.39 

9-1487848-642 USB 2.0 $358.89 

9-1367005-642 USB 2.0 Autofocus $402.99

Ken-A-Vision® Flex Cam 2
This innovative and sleek document 

camera has a stable flat antimicrobial 

base that offers more usable surface 

area by virtually disappearing under 

documents or books. The 5 megapixel 

auto-focus camera head is coated in 

textured over-molded rubber, making 

it easy to grip and adjust on a flexible, 

sturdy neck that retains its position 

without sagging. Controls are readily 

accessible directly on the camera head. 

Features up to 30 FPS video (depending 

on resolution) and HD 1080p output 

resolution. EduCam compatible.

Item# Description List Price

9-1396248-642 FlexCam 2 Document Camera $398.99

Li

Ken-A-Vision® 
High Definition Digital Video 
Flex Camera
Capture digital images that let 

your students see "up close" detail 

they might otherwise miss. This 

HD 1080P, 5 megapixel camera 

connects directly to your computer 

and produces crisp, clear images. 

The glass lens set in a chemical 

resistant head adjusts easily with 

Quick Focus™—1/4 turn moves from 

6 mm to infinity. Includes Applied 

Vision™ Software, Discovery Scope 

Kit to view specimens without a 

microscope, microscope eyepiece, 

adapter and carrying case. Features 

6' attached USB cord, Kensington 

security slot and a 5-year warranty. 

EduCam compatible.

Item# Description List Price

9-530392-642 High Def Flex Camera $698.99

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great  
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com 

Califone® Diggiditto™ Smart Document Camera 
with Detachable Camera

The Diggiditto provides a complete audio video learning solution by linking 

with a computer. Includes all of the hardware features you'd expect from 

a leading document camera, but its proprietary software also enables 

Diggiditto to be used as a content development tool by recording movies 

(wmv files), recognizing saved images, and linking sounds to a file for 

playback of teacher or student created presentations and tutorials. 

2 megapixel detachable camera with internal microphone for audio 

video recording. USB connection. Comes with foam lined carrying case. 

Two year warranty for school use.

Item # Description List Price

9-1544124-642 Diggiditto Document Camera $504.29 
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MimioMobile Collaboration and Assessment App
With the MimioMobile app, teachers can show any combination of the 

students’ work on the front-of-the-class display. Students get greater 

collaborative and cooperative learning, and teachers get more in-depth 

understanding of the students’comprehension.The MimioMobile app is 

compatible with Apple and Android phones and tablets, as well as any 

device with a supported Web browser. Enabled with the app, all of these 

devices can be used for formative and summative assessment.

Item # Description  Quantity List Price

9-1464481-642 MimioMobile Classroom License - Download  Each $372.49

MimioView Document Camera
This is the most user-friendly document 

camera available. No tangle of wires or 

endless cords to plug in. One USB plug 

does it all. The MimioView™ document 

camera also automatically integrates 

with MimioStudio software, and instantly 

captures high-resolution pictures and 

live video. 

Item # Description  Quantity List Price

9-1400134-642 MimioView Each $926.89

MimioCapture Ink  
Recording System
Save, edit, and upload lessons for 

students who want to review them, and 

for students who missed them. The 

MimioCapture™ ink recorder extends the 

functionality of the MimioTeach interactive 

whiteboard by allowing teachers to save 

whiteboard notes.

Item # Description  Quantity List Price

9-1464475-642 MimioCapture Each $555.89

Accessories

MimioVote Assessment
The intuitive design provides instantaneous teacher-led or self-paced 

evaluation, without the hassle typically found with ordinary assessment 

tools. Teachers get accurate, real-time results and eliminate the extra 

workload of manual test correction. And they can download results into 

spreadsheets and lesson plans to easily track learning. Quick-poll during a 

lesson, to see who’s getting it and who needs some help.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1400136-642 MimioVote - 32 Handsets Each $2,969.99

   Includes MimioStudioI

Whole-Class Learning

Collaborative Learning & Assessment for Learning

MimioBoard Touch Board
An interactive whiteboard that offers collaborative learning and an 

unprecedented touch experience. With 6-point Touch 360° interactivity, up 

to six individuals can work together simultaneously at this easy-to-install 

interactive whiteboard. You get a projection-optimized touch board with 

an erasable surface, which means your touch board can also be used as a 

conventional whiteboard.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

6-1526930-642 MimioBoard 780T 78" Diagonal Each $2,133.99

6-1526931-642 MimioBoard 870T 87" Diagonal Each $2,412.69

   Includes MimioStudioI

MimioTeach Interactive Whiteboard
Interactive whiteboards can be expensive and complicated, and most 

must be permanently installed. Not anymore. Now teachers can place 

the small MimioTeach™ interactive whiteboard on the dry erase boards 

they already have, push two buttons, and – just like that – they have a full-

featured interactive whiteboard for a fraction of the cost of conventional 

fixed whiteboards. Includes our easy-to-use MimioStudio™ classroom 

software.

Item # Description  Quantity List Price

9-1400131-642 MimioTeach Each $1,595.69
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NEW NEW

Spectra VR™ Virtual Reality Goggles
The HamiltonBuhl® Spectra VR™ is the affordable yet high-quality virtual 

reality goggles needed to instantly transform your smartphone – iPhone 

or Android – into an exciting, engaging and interactive virtual reality 

world! Load your smartphone with any number of free VR apps, and then 

simply snap your phone into the headset, put on the goggles and you 

are transported as images, sound and movement surround you – your 

viewpoint adjusts as you move your head or body in any direction, making 

for a fully immersive experience!

Item # Model Number Quantity List Price

9-1568454-642 Virtual Reality Googles Each $53.29 

Elmo LX-1 Visual Presenter
The new LX-1 Visual Presenter offers the largest optical zoom lens of any 

camera in its class while the full HD camera captures crisp, clear detail on 

the smallest of objects. The easy to use LX-1 makes the perfect addition to 

any classroom.

Item # Model Number Resolution List Price

9-1571361-642 1353 1080p $789.09 

Dukane Portable Goose Neck Camera
Features: Excellent color reproduction quality, HD 1080P 3.2MP CMOS camera, 

interactive whiteboard compatibility, simple one-cord installation that reaches up to 

6 ft./ 183 cm (22 ft./ 671 cm with extender), quick plug-n-play to a computer (PC or Mac) 

with a USB cable, no power supply or VGA cabling required, video/audio recording via 

USB to computer, up to 30 frames per second, built-in microphone, built-in LED lights, 

free annotation software, free software updates, unlimited software site licenses. Has a 

non-tipping, space-saver base, a sturdy, flexible neck, a microscope adapter, and 5 year 

limited warranty.

Item # Model Number Resolution List Price

9-1427049-642 107A 1080p $535.99 

Spectra VIP™ Virtual Reality Goggles  
with Surround Sound Stereo Headphones
Designed for hands free comfort with high precision aspheric lenses that 

adjust to both focal and pupil distance and high-quality surround-sound 

stereo headphones, Spectra VIP™ delivers a stunning visual and auditory 

immersive experience. Features lightweight with soft-edged leatherette 

cushions, adjustable straps, deluxe, noise-isolating ear cups, built-in 

microphone and aux-In jack.

Item # Model Number Quantity List Price

9-1598484-642 SVRG1 Each $69.29 

HoverCam® Solo 5
Versatile model for every classroom from kindergarten to college. 
High quality and affordable!

Solo 5 is the world's fastest 5-megapixel USB document camera 

suitable for use in any class. Its shooting area is double-page A3 size 

(17" x 11") allowing teachers to display or scan a full-size book or art 

project. 16X digital zoom combined with 12X mechanical zoom allows for 

incredible close ups. Auto focus and fast refresh rate mean smooth, clear 

images. Folds flat, easy to carry and set up, powered by USB cable.

Item # Description Model Number Resolution Megapixels List Price

9-1469400-642 Document Camera HCS5 1080p 5MP $372.39 

9-1472143-642 AirStation Wireless Adapter HCAS - - $263.99 

9-1472142-642 Microscope Adapter for Solo5 HCMA-S - - $32.99 
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Meet your new best friend…
Introducing the first and ONLY mobile 3D Classroom solution, the 

3DAVRover. Get ready to blow your students minds with a truly 

revolutionary teaching tool that makes it easy to implement stunning 

3D STEM content wherever and whenever you want it.

 
Why 3D?
Student retention increases by 33% over traditional teaching and 

technology methods of instruction. The American Optometric 

Association along with many other institutions have officially 

endorsed active stereo 3D as THE best method and use of 3D for 

students, citing ease of use and mobility as key factors for easy 

integration into STEM curriculum. The 3DAVRover makes it easy 

and foolproof to bring this revolutionary equipment to your classroom. 

Why Mobile?
Going mobile not only stretches your budget but allows you to use 

your 3D equipment wherever and whenever you need it. This unique 

solution ensures every student in your class is seeing the same image 

at the same time. With integrated 280 degree sound and easy to use 

controls, you'll be up and running in no time, showing your students 

movie theatre quality stereo 3D content and engaging them with 

subject matter like you've only imagined.

In addition to the 3D AVRover 

Check out the:

 AVRover Cart - for a power packed 2D solution

 iAVRover – with wireless mirroring

 AVRover Broadcast Cart – self-contained TV studio

 Custom designed AVRover just for you.

The 3DAVRover contains everything you need for a stellar 3D educational 

experience integrated into in a rugged, secure mobile cart.

Including: 3D DLP Link glasses, 3200 lumens 3D DLP Link projector, 

State of the art 3D computer, 3 speakers, 4 channel mixer amplifier, 

Locking storage and MUCH MORE.

KEY FEATURES:

• Expertly assembled

• Ships ready to use on arrival

•  Includes everything for an immersive 

3D experience

• NO INSTALLATION

• Pre-loaded with the Latest in 3D STEM Content

•  View. stl and SolidWorks files in 3D prior to 

3D printing

A Classroom's Best Friend.

3D
Capture the minds and imaginations of your students.

Call our curriculum specialist to find 
the bundle that is right for your school 

and for custom pricing!

Item # Description

6-1563347-642 K-12 BUNDLE
6-1563348-642 ES / MS BUNDLE
6-1563349-642 MS / HS BUNDLE
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OHAUS Scout® w/Backlit LCD Balances
The next generation of the Scout Pro is here! The new OHAUS® Scout 

weighs faster, stores easier and is the perfect weighing option for the next 

generation science classroom requiring greater versatility, performance and 

technological capabilities.

Featuring:

•  Superior overload protection in a sleek, low profile & stackable design

•  Five major connectivity options including Bluetooth, Ethernet and more

•  Education specific software applications such as density 

determination & molar mass calculations

• Large, backlit LCD display

• Increased capacity in most models and more!

• Accessories available online.

Adam Nimbus Analytical and Precision Balances
Created for all levels of students performing precision weighing tasks, 

the Nimbus offers an elegant, innovative design that economizes space 

in tight classrooms, yet retains top-notch performance. The internal 

mechanism is fabricated of hardened materials, helping the Nimbus 

tolerate rigorous student use. Nimbus software contains the features to 

meet the needs of all science classrooms, ranging from basic weighing 

experiments to more complex, college-level research assignments. 

Navigation buttons are large and color-coded, helping students operate the 

balance and execute functions without needing extensive training.

• Vivid, backlit LCD easily visible in any lighting conditions

•  Color-coded keys facilitate quick recognition of the most frequently 

used buttons

•  Robust metal housing protects internal components in 

harsh environments

•  USB and RS-232 interfaces provide easy communication with 

computers and printers

• External calibration allows for verification and adjustment with weights

•  Printouts include date and time for data tracking within Good Laboratory 

Practices (GLP) guidelines

• Large, grade 304 stainless steel pan allows swift cleaning

1502964

1540243

1540240

1502965

1502962

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight List Price

9-1540239-642 SKX123 120g 0.001g 3.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $574.99 

9-1540240-642 SKX222 220g 0.01g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $415.99 

9-1540241-642 SKX422 420g 0.01g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $591.99 

9-1540242-642 SKX622 620g 0.01g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $695.99 

9-1540243-642 SKX1202 1200g 0.01g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $797.99 

9-1540244-642 SKX2202 2200g 0.01g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $899.99 

9-1540245-642 SKX421 420g 0.1g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $240.99 

9-1540246-642 SKX621 620g 0.1g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $335.99 

9-1540247-642 SKX2201 2200g 0.1g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $428.99 

9-1540248-642 SKX6201 6200g 0.1g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $721.99 

9-1540249-642 SKX8200 8200g 1g  6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $352.99

Item# Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight List Price

9-1502967-642 NBL4201E 4200g 0.1g 6.3 in Diameter 12 lbs. $824.49 

9-1502964-642 NBL2602E 2600g 0.01g 6.3 in Diameter 12 lbs. $888.99 

9-1502966-642 NBL3602E 3600g 0.01g 6.3 in Diameter 12 lbs. $990.49 

9-1502962-642 NBL223E 220g 0.001g 5.7 in Diameter 11 lbs. $888.99 

9-1502963-642 NBL423E 420g 0.001g 5.7 in Diameter 11 lbs. $1,056.89 
9-1502965-642 NBL84E 80g 0.0001g 3.5 in Diameter 8 lbs. $1,698.69 
9-1502959-642 NBL124E 120g 0.0001g 3.5 in Diameter 8 lbs. $1,809.39 
9-1502960-642 NBL214E 210g 0.0001g 3.5 in Diameter 8 lbs. $2,252.09
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Digital Compound 
Microscope with Tablet
Combining an 8" tablet screen 

with an advanced 

compound microscope 

offers unlimited 

possibilities. View and 

share live images on the screen. 

Preloaded Moti Connect App 

allows for image capture, annotation, 

measurement and sharing. Wi-Fi signal 

permits the user to connect to a computer 

and utilize Motic Images Plus software 

included. This microscope integrates 

quality construction, with tablet 

technology to be an all-in-one digital 

microscope that is fully-functional without 

a computer. 

Objectives: Semi-plan

Illumination: LED

Stage: Built-in low-drive 

mechanical stage

Tablet: 8 inch LCD touch Screen tablet, 

USB, WiFi and HDMI interface

Tablet resolution: USB 1280x720 / 1280x1024 preview mode, 

2592X19444 (5MP) sill image WiFi 1280x960 preview mode, 1280x960 

(1.3MP) still image resolution.

Software: Motic Images Plus, Pre-loaded Moti Connect App (on tablet)

Warranty: Limited Lifetime warranty on microscope, 1 year limited 

on tablet

Item # Description List Price

9-1536913-642 Microscope with Tablet- $2,266.69 

Ken-A-Vision® Kena™ 3-in-1 Digital Microscope
Includes Frey's Digital Microscopy Curriculum CD featuring 
an interactive virtual lab, digital tutorials, assessment mode, 
interactive animations, lessons with student handouts, glossary 
and curriculum correlation — FREE!

This digital microscope is suited to classroom and field! The Kena enables 

students to magnify, capture, or modify images and fits snugly in the 

hand or onto the sturdy metal base. Features Applied Vision™ Plug-N-Play 

software, USB powered LED top, and battery powered bottom illumination 

for viewing objects and slides. 20X, 40X, and 100X magnifications. With 

only a few moving parts and low energy usage, it is an ideal, green 

classroom solution.

Item # Description List Price

9-1321221-642 Kena Digital Microscope $327.29 

LED Digital Microscope
Make your classroom cordless 

with cool LED technology! 

Features LED illumination 

with the equivalent brightness 

of a 20 W tungsten bulb, 10x widefield 

eyepiece with pointer, achromatic, 

parfocalled, and parcentered 

objectives, and a 1.25 N.A. Abbe 

condenser, and iris diaphragm. 

Includes calibration slide and 

USB cable. 

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 

40xR, 100xR

Illumination: LED

Stage: True mechanical

Focal Adjustment: Low position coarse and fine

Replacement Bulb: 025-6740

Camera: 1.3 MP

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Motic Images Plus (PC & Mac)

Item # Description List Price

9-529298-642 Microscope $674.69 

9-1474831-642 Replacement LED Light 3.1V $13.99 

Firefly Wireless Hand-Held Digital Microscope
Wirelessly capture pictures and videos with this all-new device. Features 

variable magnification, a built-in snapshot button for wireless operation, 

high quality multi-layered glass lenses, and fully adjustable illumination 

with 8 ultra-bright LEDs. Observe and record in real time at 30 FPS and 

transmits wirelessly up to 20ft. Rugged industrialized construction will 

stand up to the rigors of classroom use. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1514352-642 700x Digital - 235x Optical $339.99 

9-1442368-642 600x Digital - 200x Optical $385.29 
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Swift® M3600 Series Cordless 
Digital Microscopes
Features a new look and a 3.0 

megapixel built-in digital camera. 

Energy-efficient, variable, cordless LED 

illumination provides white light with 

virtually no heat. Ideal for capturing 

images and projecting live 

specimen. Includes Motic Images 

Plus software. Windows XP, Vista, 7, 

and Mac OSX compatible.

Objectives:  4x, 10x, 40xR, and 

100xR Achromat objectives

Illumination: Cordless LED

Stage: Built-in low drive 

mechanical

Focal Adjustment: Low position 

coarse and fine

Camera: 3.0MP

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Motic Images Plus

Item # Description List Price

9-1436881-642 4x 10x 40xR $933.29 

9-1436882-642 4x 10x 40xR 100xR $1,026.69 

Compact Digital Stereo 
Microscope
A versatile stereoscopic microscope 

suitable for a variety of uses. Change 

total magnification from 100x to 300x 

by rotating the turret. Features paired 

20 mm 10x widefield eyepieces with 

left diopter adjustment, parfocalled 

and parcentered objectives, rack & pinion 

focusing, and 80 mm stage plate. Includes 

calibration slide and USB cable. Motic Net 

and Motic Trace compatible.

Magnification: Fixed 10x 

and 30x

Illumination: 3-way halogen 

and tungsten incandescent

Height: Adjustable to 12.25"

Replacement Bulb: Top—

501225, Bottom—563314

Camera: 3.0 MP

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Motic Images Plus (PC & Mac)

Item # Description List Price

9-529349-642 Digital Stereo Microscope $905.29 

Ken-A-Vision® Digital Comprehensive Scope 2
With EduCam app for iOS and Android!

This digital microscope combines 

the proven optical success of the 

Comprehensive Scope 2 series and 

the advanced imaging technology of 

the FlexCam 2, this microscope offers 

a built-in 5 megapixel digital camera 

and advanced features that enhance 

student learning and achievement. 

A cost-effective and easy-to-use solution 

that lets you take digital pictures, annotate 

images, record video, and project images 

on a computer screen or interactive 

whiteboard. EduCam compatible.

Objectives: Achromatic 4X, 10X, 

40XR, 100XR

Illumination:  LED with rheostat

Stage: True mechanical

Focal Adjustment: Coaxial coarse 

and fine

Camera: 5 MP CMOS / HD 1080P

Resolution: Up to 2595 x 1944

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Ken-A-Vision Applied 

Vision 4™

Warranty: 10 year limited on 

microscope; 1 year limited on camera 

Item # Description List Price

9-1448865-642 Monocular $899.99 

9-1448866-642 Binocular $1,309.99 

Ken-A-Vision® Digital CoreScope 2
Add digital microscopy to your classroom—

affordably! Capture clear, sharp images directly 

to your computer or use as a standard or digital 

microscope. Features 10x widefield eyepiece; 

DIN objectives; built-in CMOS camera. 

Ten-year warranty on scope, one-year 

on camera. EduCam capatible.

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40xR

Illumination: LED

Stage: Floating or mechanical 

stage

Focal Adjustment: 

Low-position coaxial

Camera: HD 

1080P (2.07 MP)

Connection: 

USB 2.0

Software: Ken-A-Vision Applied Vision™

Item # Description List Price

9-1409944-642 Floating Stage $527.99 

9-1474905-642 Mechanical Stage $649.99 
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3Doodler® Start Essentials Pen Set
Designed for Young Creators!

Everything you need to start Doodling in 3D, it includes the 3Doodler 

Start Pen, 2 mixed-color packs (48 strands), micro-USA charging cable, 

and a 3Doodler Start Activity Guide. The Activity Guide book is loaded 

with fun ideas and stencils to get you started. The pen is wireless and 

once fully charged can be used for 45 mins to an hour. The pen's nozzle 

and plastic can safely be touched with no risk of burning a child. All of the 

plastics are biodegradable and BPA-Free.

Item # Quantity Net Price

9N-1589857-642 Each $49.99 

Hamilton 3D Magic Pen™

With the new and innovative 3D Magic Pen™ kids can turn their 

2-dimensional fantasy in to 3-dimensional reality! 

Featuring easy grip design, ceramic nozzle for safe use and speed 

adjusting dial, the 3D Magic Pen™ comes with 3 color filaments. There is 

no limit to what you can make, so let your imagination go! Simply plug it 

in, watch the OLED screen for optimal temperature, then press for action.

Item # Description Net Price

9N-1583194-642 3D Magic Pen  $74.99 

3Doodler®

Great for STEAM Subjects!

The 3Doodler® EDU Bundle can outfit a classroom with 

3Doodler pens and accessories for less than the cost 

of a regular 3D printer. Specifically designed and priced 

for educational institutions the 3Doodler EDU Bundle 

is the ideal complement for STEAM subjects, whether 

engineering, math or design.

The 3Doodler® EDU Bundle includes:

• 12 new Create pens

• 12 DoodlePads

• 4 JetPacks

• 1,200 strands of plastic filament

• 2 project books and a Bonus EDU Welcome Kit

Item # Description Model Number  Warranty Quantity Net Price

9N-1574120-642 Create Full EDU Bundle 3DOODCREEDUALLUS  1 YEAR Each $1,199.99 

9N-1574121-642 Create Pen 3DOODCREUS  1 YEAR Each $99.99 

9N-1574122-642 Nozzle Set DOODNZZL  1 YEAR Each $19.99 

9N-1574123-642 Project Book DOODBOOKGENERAL  1 YEAR Each $24.99 

9N-1574124-642 Doodle Pad DOODPAD  1 YEAR Each $9.99 

9N-1574125-642 Mix ABS Pack ABMIX5  1 YEAR Pack of 25 $9.99 

9N-1574126-642 Mix Pla Pack-The Essentials PLMIX6  1 YEAR Pack of 25 $9.99 
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Makerbot™ Replicator Z18 3D Printer
MakerBot™ Replicator Z18 3D Printer features a massive build volume and the best price/performance in 

its category. Make extra-large and ultra-tall industrial prototypes, models, and products. Wi-Fi, USB, and 

Ethernet connectivity ensures a seamless production workflow. Remotely connect to, view, and control 

your MakerBot Replicator 3D Printer. Create professional-quality, high-resolution prototypes and complex 

models with smooth-to-the-touch surfaces that don't need sanding, finishing, or post-production.

Item # Description Net Price

9N-1542351-642 Z18 Replicator $6,499.00 

MakerBot™ Replicator+ 3D Printer
The MakerBot™ Replicator+ is engineered and tested for reliable, faster 

printing. The Replicator+ prints high-quality concept models faster, easier, 

and with a bigger build volume. Combined with MakerBot's powerful 

workflow tools, the MakerBot Replicator+ streamlines desktop 3D printing 

for professionals and educators.

The Replicator+ features a sturdier construction, a 25% bigger build 

volume, better print adhesion, and more.

Item # Model Number Quantity Net Price

9N-1582551-642 MP07825 Each $2,499.00 

The MakerBot™ Replicator Mini+ Compact 3D Printer
The MakerBot™ Replicator Mini+ is engineered and tested for simple, 

accessible, and reliable desktop 3D printing. Print faster, easier, and more 

reliably with a bigger build volume. Combined with MakerBot's guided 

wireless setup and connected workflow tools, the Replicator Mini+ makes 

desktop 3D printing streamlined, portable, and simple-to-integrate.

The MakerBot Replicator Mini+ features improved filament routing, a 

redesigned Z-stage, a refined gantry, a 28% bigger build volume, better 

print adhesion, and more.

Item # Model Number Quantity Net Price

9N-1582550-642 MP07925 Each $1,299.00 
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AP
®

 BIOLOGY by
N eo/SCI has been the 

trusted brand of hands-on, 
student-directed, inquiry-based 
activities in science classrooms 
for more than 15 years. Frey 
Scientifi c’s Neo/SCI Advanced 
Placement® Biology Lab 
Investigations align to the revised 
AP curriculum framework and 
help students apply key science 
practices and concepts needed to 
excel on the AP Biology exam. 

ABOUT THE 
STANDARDS
The standards focus on 
enduring understandings of key 
topics grouped into four “big 
ideas” in which students must 
complete at least two hands-on 
lab investigations1. Let Frey 
Scientifi c help you ensure that 
your students have thorough, 
engaging laboratory experiences 
with Neo/SCI AP Biology.

1 AP Biology Course and Exam Description. 
(p. 97-102). New York, NY: 
The College Board. Retrieved from 
http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/
apc/public/repository/AP_BiologyCED_
Effective_Fall_2012_lkd.pdf

Advanced Placement® and AP® are 
registered trademarks of The College Board.

Hands-on, 
inquiry-based 
activities from 
Frey Scientifi c, 
the name 
you trust.

BIG IDEA #1: Evolution
The process of evolution drives the 
diversity and unity of life.
Investigations:
• Artifi cial Selection
• Mathematical Modeling: Hardy-

Weinberg
• Comparing DNA Sequences 

to Understand Evolutionary 
Relationships with BLAST

BIG IDEA #2: Cellular 
Processes—Energy and 
Communication 
Biological systems utilize free 
energy and molecular building 
blocks to grow, to reproduce, and 
to maintain dynamic homeostasis.
Investigations:
• Diffusion and Osmosis
• Photosynthesis
• Cellular Respiration

BIG IDEA #3: Genetics 
and Information Transfer
Living systems store, retrieve, 
transmit, and respond to 
information essential to life 
processes.
Investigations:
• Mitosis and Meiosis
• Biotechnology: Bacterial 

Transformation
• Biotechnology: Restriction 

Enzyme Analysis of DNA 
Profi ling

BIG IDEA #4: Interactions
Biological systems interact, and 
these systems and their interactions 
possess complex properties.
Investigations:
• Energy Dynamics
• Transpiration
• Fruit Fly Behavior
• Enzyme Activity

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Looking for a customized solution? Contact 
your Frey Scientifi c Sales Representative.

Every Neo/SCI AP Biology investigation includes:

• Inquiry-based lab activities with materials for 16 
or 32 students

• In-depth teacher guide with step-by-step instructions 
and background information

• Additional materials for independent 
student investigation

• Technology connections for data collection

• AP® Teacher Resource Software

• Refi ll Kits available for consumable items

are integrated into the course content and 
throughout our hands-on investigations. Students are 
expected to:

1 Use representations and models to communicate 
scientifi c phenomena and solve scientifi c 
problems.

2 Use mathematics appropriately.

3 Engage in scientifi c questioning to extend thinking 
or to guide investigations.

4 Plan and implement data collection strategies 
appropriate to a particular scientifi c question.

5 Perform data analysis and evaluate evidence.

6 Work with scientifi c explanations and theories.

7 Connect and relate knowledge across various 
scales, concepts, and representations in and 
across domains.

7SCIENCE 
PRACTICES

LEARN MORE!
Go online to purchase and 
fi nd more information on this 
exciting new series. 
www.freyscientifi c.com/apbiology
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Big Idea #1: Evolution

Lab 1: Artificial Selection
In this structured and guided investigation, students will quantify a variable 

trait and then select 10%–15% of the plants in the population that strongly 

expressed that trait. They will isolate the subpopulation from the larger 

population during pollination and the rest of the life cycle. They will plant 

the second generation of seeds, raise the plants to a similar life stage as 

the previous population, and score the variation in this second generation. 

Students have the option to do an inquiry activity to determine the 

genotypic and phenotypic ratio of stem and leaf color in a third generation 

of plants or repeat the initial experiment to further select for the trait they 

originally chose.

Item # Description List Price

9-1430625-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students  $149.99 

9-1431201-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students  $256.99 

9-1434108-642 8-Station Refill Kit  $229.99 

Lab 2: Mathematical Modeling Hardy-Weinberg
In this guided and open investigation, students will construct a 

spreadsheet that models how a hypothetical gene pool changes from 

one generation to the next in a Hardy-Weinberg population. This model's 

flexibility allows for the exploration of selection, mutation, and migration 

parameters that affect allele frequencies. Students use this computer 

model to pose questions regarding the evolution of allele frequencies in a 

population. Students can also access more sophisticated model programs 

for open-ended analysis of natural selection mechanisms. The Population, 

Genetics and Evolution Neo/LAB CD is also available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1431258-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students  $18.99 

9-10-1211-NS-642 Neo/LAB CD $99.99 

Lab 3: Comparing DNA Sequences to Understand Evolutionary 
Relationships with The Bioinformatics Tool - BLAST
In this guided, open investigation, students will use the on-line 

bioinformatics tool (BLAST- Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) to 

compare several genes, and then use the information to construct 

a cladogram. Students pursue open-ended inquiry by researching 

relationships that relate to evolution and genetics.

Item # Description List Price

9-1431260-642 Comparing DNA Sequences  $13.99 
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Big Idea #2: Cellular Processes - Energy and Communication

Lab 4: Diffusion and Osmosis
In this series of three structured and guided investigations, students 

use artificial cells to examine the relationship between surface area 

and volume. They create models of living cells to explore osmosis and 

diffusion. Students finish by observing osmosis in living cells—to answer 

the question what causes my plants to wilt when I forget to water them? 

All three activities of this investigation provide opportunities for students 

to design and conduct their own Independent Inquiry Investigations.

Item # Description List Price

9-1430730-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students $131.99 

9-1431261-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students $233.99 

9-1434124-642 8-Station Refill Kit $157.99 

Lab 5: Photosynthesis
In this guided and open investigation students conduct pre-lab research 

on the process of photosynthesis and the physical properties of light. 

They learn how to indirectly measure the rate of photosynthesis using the 

floating leaf disk procedure to measure oxygen production. They then use 

this in vivo technique to independently design their own experiment to 

investigate the effects of various environmental factors, leaf biometrics 

and experimental variables on photosynthetic rate. The Plant Pigment and 

Photosynthesis Neo/LAB CD is also available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1430737-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students  $52.99 

9-1431263-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students  $72.99 

9-1434127-642 8-Station Refill Kit  $35.99 

9-10-1171-NS-642 Neo/LAB CD  $99.99 

Lab 6: Cellular Respiration
In this guided and open investigation students first conduct pre-lab 

research on the process of cellular respiration. They learn how to calculate 

the rate of cellular respiration by constructing and using a respirometer 

system that measures the relative volume (changes in pressure) as oxygen 

is consumed by germinating plant seeds. Students then independently 

explore temperature, morphology, variety, age-dependence, senescence 

and seasonality variables during germination. A Cell Respiration Neo/LAB 

CD is also available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1430777-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students  $129.99 

9-1431266-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students  $237.99 

9-1434129-642 8-Station Refill Kit  $36.99 

9-10-1181-NS-642 Neo/LAB CD  $99.99 
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Big Idea #3: Genetics and Information Transfer

Lab 9: Biotechnology— 
Restriction Enzyme Analysis of DNA Profiling
AP® Biology 9 addresses Big Idea 3. In this guided investigation, students 

begin by familiarizing themselves with gel electrophoresis. They will 

use restriction endonuclease treated DNA and gel electrophoresis to 

analyze DNA sequences by creating genetic "fingerprints" or DNA profiles. 

Students will apply mathematical routines to determine the approximate 

sizes of DNA fragments produced by restriction enzymes and also solve a 

forensic mystery. A Molecular Biology NeoLAB/CD is also available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1430891-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students  $184.99 

9-1431273-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students  $326.99 

9-1434135-642 8-Station Refill Kit  $276.99 

9-10-1191-NS-642 Neo/LAB CD  $99.99 

Lab 8: Biotechnology: Bacterial Transformation
In this guided investigation, students will perform a procedure that will 

transform a special strain of E. coli bacteria to express new genetic 

information using a plasmid system and apply mathematical routines to 

determine transformation efficiency. Students then have the opportunity 

to design and conduct individual experiments to increase or decrease the 

uptake of plasmid by manipulating experimental condition to explore the 

mechanism of transformation in more depth. A Molecular Biology Neo/

LAB CD is also available.

Item # Description List Price

9L-1430887-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students  $102.99 

9L-1431271-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students  $140.99 

9L-1434133-642 8-Station Refill Kit  $119.99 

9-10-1191-NS-642 Neo/LAB CD  $99.99 

Lab 7: Mitosis and Meiosis
In this set of investigations, students consider how organisms develop 

from a single cell by modeling mitosis. They set up a model experiment 

using onion root tips to assess the affect of a mitogen on the rate of 

mitosis and perform a statistical analysis of their results. Students model 

meiosis and crossover events. Students think about genetic diseases 

and conditions that would put one at risk of inheriting a genetic disease. 

Students analyze karyotypes to determine chromosomal anomalies as 

a result of improper segregation of genetic material during meiosis. In a 

final experiment, students measure crossover frequencies during meiosis 

in the fungus Sordoria fimicola. The Mitosis and Meiosis Neo/LAB CD 

is also available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1430881-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students  $141.99 

9-1431269-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students  $181.99 

9-1434131-642 8-Station Refill Kit  $126.99 

9-10-1161-NS-642 Neo/LAB CD  $99.99 
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Big Idea #4: Interactions

Lab 10: Energy Dynamics
In this guided and open investigation, students use mathematical analysis for estimating 

net , primary and secondary productivity levels in a laboratory setting using a model 

plant species and Painted Lady butterflies (Vanessa cardui). They investigate what 

factors govern energy capture, allocation, storage, and transfer between producers 

and consumers in a terrestrial ecosystem. In the process, they explore basic ecological 

concepts of energy flow, the role of producers, the role of primary consumers, and the 

complex interactions between organisms. Students may continue to follow the complete 

Painted Lady lifecycle through the emergent adult. Adults may be kept in a gazebo for 

study or released to the environment if desired.

Item # Description List Price

9L-1431179-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students $102.99 

9L-1431275-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students $179.99 

9L-1434188-642 8-Station Refill Kit $154.99 

Lab 11: Transpiration
In this guided and open investigation, students begin by exploring methods to calculate 

leaf surface area and then determine the average number of stomata per square 

millimeter in a particular kind of plant. Next, students select an environmental factor 

and explore its effect on the rate of transpiration. They also investigate the role vascular 

tissues play in water movement within plant tissues. A Transpiration Neo/LAB CD is 

also available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1431182-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students $42.99 

9-1431276-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students $58.99 

9-1434189-642 8-Station Refill Kit $30.99 

9-10-1221-NS-642 Neo/LAB CD $99.99 

Lab 12: Fruit Fly Behavior
In this guided and open investigation students explore the environmental choices that 

wild type fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster) make. They construct a choice chamber 

that is designed to give fruit flies two choices during any one test. They explore the fruit 

fly behavioral response to geotaxis, chemotaxis, or phototaxis. Students also design and 

conduct their own investigation based on questions raised during the model experiment. 

The Animal Bahvior Neo/LAB CD is also available.

Item # Description List Price

9L-1431184-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students $97.99 

9L-1431286-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students $160.99 

9L-1434193-642 8-Station Refill Kit $67.99 

9-10-1241-NS-642 Neo/LAB CD $99.99 

Lab 13: Enzyme Activity 
In this investigation, students use the catalytic enzyme, peroxidase, to design 

experiments that explore the effect of temperature and pH on the overall rate of reaction. 

They will also investigate the parameters of enzyme and substrate concentration on 

reaction rate. An Enzyme Catalysis Neo/LAB CD is also available,

Item # Description List Price

9-1431185-642 4-Station Kit 16 Students $84.99 

9-1431288-642 8-Station Kit 32 Students $119.99 

9-1434195-642 8-Station Refill Kit $72.99 

9-10-1151-NS-642 Neo/LAB CD $99.99 
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Every Neo/SCI AP Biology 
investigation includes:
• Inquiry-based lab activities with materials for 

16 or 32 students

• In-depth teacher guide with step-by-step 
instructions and background information

• Additional materials for independent 
student investigation

• Technology connections for data collection

• AP® Teacher Resource Software

• Re� ll Kits available for consumable items

AP® Biology by

An extensive curriculum that uses the exploration 
of the Water Quality Index to teach STEM-based 
skills used in the classroom and � eld activites 
to satisfy Section VI (Water Pollution) of the AP 
Environmental Topics Outline.

Innovative inquiry-based kits to support 
AP Science success!

AP® Environmental Science

AP Chemistry Requirements:
• Content is grouped into six “big ideas” using seven 

science practices

• 16 lab investigations of which six must use an 
inquiry-based approach

• Increased emphasis on scienti� c inquiry and 
student experimentation

• Clear guidance on what concepts and skills will, 
and will not, be assessed

 AP® Chemistry Series
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AP Environmental Science Module
Complement your AP environmental science curriculum with expertly 

packaged materials and prompt technical support. This convenient 

and economical module precisely meets the material requirements 

of the Advantage Environmental Science Manual. Includes materials 

for up to 10 students to conduct 33 field studies and laboratory 

investigations. Requires commonly available labware and equipment. 

Teacher's Guide not included.

Item # Description List Price

9-24-2060-642 Module $771.99 

9-1282756-642 Refill $325.99 

9-1408823-642 Manual and Guide Pack of 10 $882.69 

People's Education AP 
Environmental Science Manual and Guide
Written by an experienced AP teacher, this manual covers the 18 lab 

topics suggested by the AP College Board. Students become active 

learners about their natural and human-made surroundings while 

preparing for exam success. Flexible enough to be used alongside any 

environmental science text. 216 pages each, pack of 10.

Item# Description List Price

9-1408823-642 Manual and Guide Pack of 10 $882.69 

Lamotte AP The Water Quality Assessment Package
An extensive curriculum that uses the exploration of the Water Quality 

Index to teach students STEM-based skills that they will apply through 

classroom and field activities to satisfy Section VI (Water Pollution) of the 

AP® Environmental Topics Outline. In a culminating field activity, students 

utilize appropriate techniques and instrumentation to identify their 

watershed and perform chemical and biological analyses to determine 

the water quality index of a local waterway. Concepts covered include: 

watersheds, Water Quality Index, physical, chemical and biological water 

quality parameters, nutrient loading, hydrological variables, watershed 

ecology, remediation measures, and point-non-point pollution sources.

Item# Description List Price

9-1436750-642 Water Quality Assessment $679.29 

Lamotte AP 
Environmental Science Water Quality Assessment Module
An extensive curriculum that uses the exploration of the Water Quality 

Index to teach students STEM-based skills that they will apply through 

classroom and field activities to satisfy Section VI (Water Pollution) of the 

AP® Environmental Topics Outline. Includes 10 Nutrient–TTC/MacConkey 

BioPaddles for coliform testing, Salt/TDS/Temp Tracer for temperature and 

TDS determination and Teacher Resource CD-ROM.

Item# Description List Price

9-1436751-642 Environment Sci Water Qual $241.29 
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AP® Chemistry Series
Kemtec's AP Chemisty Series helps you send your students to the head 

of the class. Detailed prep instructions, pre-measured chemicals, and 

photocopy-ready student handouts simplify prep work for maximum 

convenience. In-depth background information, technology integration 

tips, and inquiry extensions make the AP Chemistry Series perfect for 

educators who are new to AP and veterans alike.

Each kit includes a state of the art instructor's manual featuring 

background material, easy to follow step-by-step protocols, assessment 

questions, sample data, modeled calculations, and an answer key. 

Kits are designed for students in grades 10–12 and include materials for 

24 students working in groups of 2.

AP Chemistry Requirements:

•  Content is grouped into six "big ideas" using seven science practices

•  16 lab investigations of which 6 must use an inquiry-based approach

•  Increased emphasis on scientific inquiry and student experimentation

•  Clear guidance on what concepts and skills will, and will not, be 

assessed

AP® is a registered trademark of the College Board.

BUY THE COMPLETE SERIES AND RECEIVE A FREE BALANCE!

Purchase the series and receive a 200 x 0.005g balance FREE (a $600 retail value). The complete series includes all 16 kits and the Statistics, 

Precision, and Accuracy kit with or without glassware.

Item# Description List Price

9H-1488336-642 Series Without Glassware $1,571.99 

9H-1488335-642 Series With Glassware $1,765.29 

 AP® Chemistry Series

Prepare students for success on the revised AP Chemistry exam 
with 17 new inquiry-based kits.
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Statistics: Precision and Accuracy
Use a variety of basic volumetric measuring techniques to distinguish 

between precision and accuracy, while identifying an unknown liquid by 

its density. Students work as "analytical chemists" to learn the importance 

of measurement reproducibility. Lessons include statistical analysis 

calculations of mean, standard deviation, and relative error. Students 

address the Inquiry Question: How is a physical constant used to verify 

the precision of a measuring tool? This kit is designed to exceed 2013 AP 

Next Generation National Standards. Recommended: analytical balance; 

not included. Meets AP Science Practice 2.

Item# Description List Price

9H-1474908-642 Precision & Accuracy $77.99 

Statistics: Precision and Accuracy With Glassware
Use a variety of basic volumetric measuring techniques to distinguish 

between precision and accuracy, while identifying an unknown liquid by 

its density. Students work as "analytical chemists" to learn the importance 

of measurement reproducibility. Lessons include statistical analysis 

calculations of mean, standard deviation, and relative error. Students 

address the Inquiry Question: How is a physical constant used to verify 

the precision of a measuring tool? This kit is designed to exceed 2013 AP 

Next Generation National Standards. Recommended: analytical balance; 

not included. Meets AP Science Practice 2. The following glassware is 

included with this kit: 24 Erlenmeyer Flasks Hvwt 50 mL, 12 Beakers 

50 mL White Mrkngs, 12 Cylinders Hex Base 10 mL, 12 Pipets Disposable 

Poly 10 x 0.1 mL, 21 Eyedroppers plastic, 3", 12 Funnels Poly 50 mm, 

2 Thermometers Student 6" Glass and 12 Wire Test Tube Clamps.

Item# Description List Price

9H-1474909-642 Precision & Accuracy w/ Glass $319.99 

Spectrophotometric 
Analysis of Copper: 
Beer's Law
Explore the interaction 

of light with copper 

ions in solution using 

photons from the 

visible portion of 

the electromagnetic 

spectrum. Students 

examine the relationship 

between transmittance, 

absorbance and solution 

concentration using 

Beer's Law (A = ε·b·C) 

after determining λmax. Fulfill the AP chemistry 

requirement for using a Spectrophotometer and learn 

to perform serial dilutions. Includes an inquiry-based extension for 

determining the amount of copper in a penny (nitric acid not included). 

Experiments are adjustable to fit your lab period; minimal prep time. 

Requires additional equipment: spectrophotometers, 10 mL volumetric 

flasks, 1 mL pipets. Meets AP Science Practices: 2, 3 and 5.

Item# Description List Price

9-1474910-642 Analysis of Copper: Beer's Law $78.99 

Acid-Base Titrations: 
An Inquiry Investigation
Students standardize a 

sodium hydroxide titrant 

with a primary standard, 

KHP; then find the 

concentration of an unknown 

acid solution. Ideal for 

fulfilling the AP Chemistry 

Inquiry requirements 

as students investigate: 

What is the mass percent 

of citric acid in a piece 

of candy such as a Sour 

Patch Kid®, Warhead®, Smartee®, or Sweet Tart®? Minimal prep time and 

easily adapted to shorter lab periods. Additional equipment required: stir 

plates, burets, 250 and 500 mL volumetric flasks, 1 mL pipets, pH meter 

(optional). Meets AP Science Practices 2 and 3.

Item# Description List Price

9H-1474912-642 Acid/Base Titrations $101.99 

Synthesis and 
Gravimetric Analysis of 
Cobalt Oxalate Hydrate
Students will enjoy this lab 

as they experience multiple 

techniques required for AP 

chemistry; synthesizing 

cobalt oxalate hydrate by 

precipitation, gravimetric 

analysis by dehydration, 

and oxidation-reduction 

(redox) titration on a unique 

compound. Experiments 

are well delineated and can be easily adjusted to fit 

your lab period with minimal prep time. Additional equipment required: 

analytical balance, burets, Bunsen burners, standard laboratory glassware. 

Meets AP Science Practices 2 and 7.

Item# Description List Price

9H-1474911-642 Analysis CobaltOxalateHydrate $114.99 
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Separating Substances by Absorption Chromatography
Students learn the fundamentals of paper and thin-layer chromatography 

(TLC) as they answer the inquiry question, "What colors my food?" Analyze 

various candies, foods, tea extracts and pen ink while comparing and 

contrasting paper chromatography and TLC results to reference materials. 

Teach students molecular polarity and intermolecular forces. Additional 

equipment required: 24 well microtiter plates and basic laboratory 

supplies. Meets AP Science Practices 1 and 5.

Item# Description List Price

9-1474913-642 Absorption Chromatography $156.99 

Stoichiometry: Reactions 
with Copper Compounds
Perform four quantitatively 

different reactions utilizing 

copper compounds. Identify 

reaction type, determine 

mole ratios experimentally, 

identify limiting reactants, 

and determine percent yield. 

The reaction series provides 

experience synthesizing 

ionic compounds, a 

coordination complex, 

and elemental copper. 

Additional equipment 

required: fume hood, vacuum filtration (recommended), hot plates, balances 

and basic laboratory supplies. Meets AP Science Practices 2 and 6.

Item# Description List Price

9H-1474914-642 Copper Compounds $105.29 

Stoichiometry: Mole 
Ratio of an Unknown
This unique, hands-on lab 

shows students how to 

treat heat as a quantitative 

product, using continuous 

variation (Job's method). The 

reagent combination used 

provides reliable results 

far superior to competitor 

kits. Minimal prep time; 

easily adapted to shorter lab 

periods. Additional equipment required: glassware, thermometers, and 

foam cups. Meets AP Science Practices 2, 3 and 5.

Item# Description List Price

9H-1474915-642 Mole Ratio of Unknown $81.99 

Determining Molar 
Mass by Colligative 
Properties
Students investigate all 

aspects of freezing point 

depression including: 

solvent freezing 

constant, van't Hoff 

factor, and molar mass. 

Fulfill the AP required 

inquiry component while determining important 

applications of freezing point depression in everyday life. Direct students 

to design an experiment to resolve: What is the lowest temperature at 

which road treatment containing calcium chloride would be effective? 

Includes multiple solvents and solutes, both ionic and molecular. Additional 

equipment required: hot plates, analytical balances, thermometers, and 

basic lab supplies. Meets AP Science Practices 2, 3 and 5.

Item# Description List Price

9-1474916-642 Molar Mass Colligative Prop $109.99 

Determining Molar 
Mass Using the 
Ideal Gas Equation
This unique hands-on 

method of exploring 

gases allows students 

to compare properties 

of real and ideal 

gases (based on KMT 

assumptions) as they 

determine the molar 

mass of a volatile 

solvent. Students manipulate volume, temperature 

and pressure while using the ideal gas equation to compute moles of 

gas. Additional equipment required: hot plates, balances, ring stands, 

glassware, and basic lab supplies. Meets AP Science Practices 1, 2 and 5.

Item# Description List Price

9H-1474917-642 Molar Mass: Ideal Gas Equation $71.49 

Reaction Rate and Order
Using this superior reagent 

system, students are able to 

generate highly reproducible 

results from an iodine clock 

reaction. Students determine 

factors that affect reaction 

rates as they vary reactant 

concentrations, measure 

rates, calculate reaction 

orders, and calculate reaction 

rate constants. Activation 

energy is also determined 

utilizing the logarithmic form 

of the Arrhenius equation by plotting temperature and reaction rate. 

Additional equipment required: stop watch, pipets, lab glassware. Meets AP 

Science Practices 1, 2 and 4.

Item# Description List Price

9-1474918-642 Reaction Rate and Order $78.99 

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Identifying Weak 
Acids by pKa
Students perform titrations 

on weak acids while 

measuring pH, perform 

qualitative analysis by 

determining pKa values of 

acids, perform quantitative 

analysis by calculating 

molar masses, confirm the 

identities of weak acids, 

and derive and use the 

Henderson-Hasselbach 

equation. Features four 

different weak acid solids; three monoprotic, one 

diprotic. Ideal for two 45 minute lab periods. Additional equipment 

required: pH meter, Burets, pipets, and volumetric flasks. Meets AP 

Chemistry Science Practices 2, 5, and 6.

Item# Description List Price
9H-1474921-642 Identifying Weak Acids by PKA $99.99 

Determining the Equilibrium Constant 
(and Temperature's Effect) with Beer's Law
Loaded with important concepts and techniques for the AP chemistry 

student; determine the equilibrium constant using Le Chatelier's principle 

and Beer's Law (using spectrophotometry) to determine equilibrium 

concentrations of reactants and products. Addresses the inquiry 

question: What is the effect of temperature on the equilibrium constant? 

Minimal prep time; easily adapted to three shorter lab periods. Additional 

equipment required: spectrophotometers, glassware, and thermometers. 

Meets AP Science Practices 2 and 7.

Item# Description List Price
9-1474923-642 Equilibrium Constant $87.99 

Determining Molar 
Enthalpy Using Hess's Law
This calorimetry lab uses reliable 

reactions as students measure 

temperature changes, determine 

the calorimeter constant and 

ultimately calculate the molar 

enthalpy of formation for 

magnesium oxide using Hess's 

Law. Students compare lab 

results to standard values. Ideal 

for Honors or AP Chemistry. 

State of the Art instructor's 

manual features background 

material, easy to follow stepwise 

protocols, assessment questions, sample data, modeled calculations, and 

an answer key. Procedures can easily be divided or used as collaborative 

lessons. Additional equipment required: thermometers, balances, basic lab 

supplies, and Styrofoam cups. Meets AP Science Practices 2 and 7.

Item# Description List Price
9H-1474919-642 Molar Enthalpy: Hess's Law $85.99 

Le Chatelier's Principle Featuring Ag+ Reaction
Students create and analyze four different equilibrium systems, allowing 

manipulation of a variety of stresses to show how systems respond by 

shifting in the direction that reduces stress. Students vary temperature, 

alter the pH of a weak acid indicator, use silver ions to draw chloride from 

a complex ion by precipitation, and design a set of conditions for optimum 

yield. Students make predictions and test their hypotheses. Standard lab 

equipment and fume hood required. Experiments are readily adjustable to 

fit your lab periods. Meets AP Science Practices 6 and 7.

Item# Description List Price
9H-1474920-642 Le Chatelier's Principle $159.99 

Preparing Buffer Solutions 
and Determining Their 
Properties
Students utilize the 

Henderson-Hasselbach 

equation in analyzing buffers. 

After being assigned one of 

the three buffer systems, 

pH, and component acids, 

bases or conjugates, students 

construct a buffer and test it 

based on their own calculations. Students compare the 

pH changes of their buffer to those of distilled water and other solutions. 

Minimal prep time required. Additional equipment required: pH meter, 

glassware. Meets AP Science Practices 4 and 7.

Item# Description List Price
9H-1474922-642 Buffer Solutions & Properties $121.99 

Micro-scale Electrochemical Cells – Voltaic and Electrolytic
Analyze oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions and become familiar with 

the activity series of metals and its importance in predicting the products 

of replacement reactions. Students test both Voltaic and Electrolytic 

cells, and predict and measure cell voltages. Lessons include learning to 

separate oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions into half reactions, as well 

as identifying both anode and cathode activity. Minimal prep time required. 

Additional equipment required: a DC voltmeter, glassware. Meets AP 

Science Practices 3 and 7.

Item# Description List Price
9-1474924-642 Voltaic and Electrolytic Cells $207.99 
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Innovating Science™ Ester Formation AP Kit
Students combine various alcohols with acetic and butyric acids to form 

esters. They increase the yield of ester by removing water using the 

dehydrating agent sulfuric acid, which also acts as the catalyst. Then they 

identify the esters by their distinctive odors.

Item# Description List Price

9-530763-642 Ester Formation $66.69 

Innovating Science™ Beer-Lambert Law AP Kit
The Beer-Lambert law of light absorption is used in analytical chemistry to 

determine concentrations of various compounds spectrophotometrically. 

Students prepare a series of five solutions with different concentrations of 

iron and analyze them using the spectrophometric assay for iron.

Item# Description List Price

9-530774-642 Beer Lambert Law $35.79 

Innovating Science™ Equilibrium Constant AP Kit
Students establish a standard curve for the absorbance of a colored 

species, which they then use to determine the concentration of unknown 

solutions. The results allow students to determine the equilibrium constant 

for the formation of the colored species.

Item# Description List Price

9H-530771-642 Equilibrium Constant $33.29 

Innovating Science™ Stoichiometry in Ionic Compounds AP Kit
Students perform a series of chemical reactions that lead to the synthesis 

of the ionic compound potassium alum, a common crystal used in water 

purification, paper manufacturing, and as a mordant in dyeing.

Item# Description List Price

9-530773-642 Stoichiometry Ionic Compounds $55.69 

Innovating Science™ Qualitative Analysis AP Kit
Students determine the chemical composition of an unknown substance 

using colorimetric and turbidimetric methods of analysis. They analyze the 

unknowns for one of six possible anions: Cl–, Br–, I–, PO42–, NO3–, and 

SO42–. They also run a standard solution for each ion and record data for 

each analysis.

Item# Description List Price

9H-530769-642 Qualitative Analysis $83.99 

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Innovating Science™ LeChatelier's Principle AP Kit
LeChatelier's principle is a qualitative rule that allows the prediction of the 

effect of temperature, pressure, and concentration changes on chemical 

reactions. Three separate reactions demonstrate how different types of 

stress effect equilibrium. Students predict the outcome of each situation 

and then prove or disprove their predictions.

Item# Description List Price

9-530764-642 Le Chatelier Principle $51.99 

Innovating Science™ Thermochemistry and Hess's Law AP Kit
Students employ Hess's Law of enthalpy based on the observed data 

for two reactions. They measure the temperatures of the reaction in a 

calorimeter and analyze the data, calculating the enthalpy of each reaction.

Item# Description List Price

9-530767-642 Thermochemistry & Hess's Law $52.69 

Innovating Science™ Synthesis of Aspirin AP Kit
Students synthesize acetylsalicyclic acid (aspirin) from salicylic acid, acetic 

anhydride, and sulfuric acid. They purify the product by re-crystallizing it in 

toluene. Then they confirm the product identity by melting point.

Item# Description List Price

9-530783-642 Synthesis of Aspirin $57.29 

Innovating Science™ Reaction Kinetics AP Kit
Students alter variables to change reaction rates and then monitor the 

reaction time by observing a color change. They vary concentration of 

reactants to determine the rate law and vary the temperature to determine 

the activation energy. Then they graph and analyze their data.

Item# Description List Price

9-530772-642 Reaction Kinetics $53.29 

Innovating Science™ Electrochemical Cells AP Kit
Students construct a simple chemical battery and determine from the 

standard reduction potentials what the battery's output will be. Then they 

build an electrolysis cell and demonstrate how hydrogen and oxygen can 

be produced from the electrolysis of water.

Item# Description List Price

9-530778-642 Electrochemical Cells $60.99 
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QUICK REFERENCE:

Scientific Method vs. Engineering Design Process

There are many similarities between the "Scientific Method" that scientists use to answer questions and 

the "Design Process" that engineers use to solve problems.

SCIENTIFIC METHOD

ASK a question

CONDUCT background research

FORM a hypothesis

TEST with an experiment

ANALYZE results and draw conclusions

REPORT results

ENGINEERING DESIGN PROCESS

DEFINE the problem

GENERATE possible solutions

EVALUATE possible solutions

MAKE and test a model

MODIFY and improve a design

COMMUNICATE final design

FREY SCIENTIFIC

is the leading distributor of  

Neo/SCI investigation kits, software 

and other products.

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Exploring the Scientific Method Lab

Challenge students to develop and test a hypothesis which determines the 

ideal environmental conditions for encapsulated sponge animals to emerge 

from their "cocoons." In the process students will learn about experimental 

design; controls; variables; gathering, organizing, and presenting data; 

and solving scientific problems. Also includes Teacher Resource CD-ROM 

with content tutorials, assessment, standards correlations, image gallery, 

custom content generator and more. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. Requires Windows 2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; 

Mac 9.2 or higher (including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price
9N-1013080-642 Scientific Method Lab $49.95 
9N-1284525-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Scientific Method 
Investigation Book
Promote scientific literacy by 

teaching the steps of this scientific 

method and enabling students to 

become problem solvers in their 

everyday lives. Includes laboratory 

investigations in physical, life, earth, 

and space science as well as a 

section on creating, exhibiting, and 

presenting science fair projects. 

Perfect for differentiated instruction. 

80 pages, softcover.

Item# Description List Price

9-1371553-642 Sci Method Investigation Book $11.99

Item # Description List Price
9-35-1361-642 Scientific Method Poster $19.99

Scientific Method Poster

Each step of the cyclical Scientific 

Method is defined and illustrated 

in this detailed poster. Through 

examples, students learn the 

importance of careful observation 

and an open mind. Includes 

illustrated teacher's guide. 

Laminated, 23" x 35".
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How Scientists Do Science Lab Investigation
Teach your students basic problem-solving skills! Challenge them to 

develop and test a hypothesis which determines the ideal environmental 

conditions for specially encapsulated sponge animals to emerge from their 

"cocoons". In the process, they learn the basics of how scientists design 

experiments, control variables, gather information, summarize and present 

data, and solve scientific problems. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1043-642 How Scientists Do Science Lab $38.99

Discovery Education™ Scientific Inquiry Video Set
Integrate video into classroom instruction 

with this three-volume set presenting key 

curricular content in life, earth and physical 

science. A total of 16 segments include pre- 

and post-viewing questions and correlations to 

National Standards. Titles include: Protecting 

the Earth, Matter, Sound, Birds and Insects, 

The Rain Forest and the Desert, Electricity, 

The Sun and Its Planets, Changes in Weather 

and Climate, How Plants Grow, Plate 

Tectonics, Planets and Stars, Energy Transfer, 

and Constant Motion. 30 minutes each. CC.

Kemtec CSI Invent3 Kit
Encourage students to conduct their own research and explore their 

scientific genius as you lead them through the engineering process. 

The CSI Invent3 Kit guides students through three stages: exploration, 

investigation, and experimentation while addressing middle school national 

science, mathematics, and STEM standards. Activities culminate in a 

Science Fair-like Invention Convention exhibit, in which student present 

their own inventions. Includes materials for 40 students, teacher's manual, 

student worksheets, and answer keys.

Item# Description List Price

9-1438195-642 CSI Invent Kit $233.29

How Scientists Do Science Neo/LAB® Software
Take an interactive look at what science is and how scientists solve 

problems. Your students will learn scientific measurement, math, 

safety and communication skills. They'll also practice lab techniques for 

equipment such as the microscope, balance, pH meter, thermometer 

and spectrophotometer. Virtual labs include the scientific method in 

action and solving a scientific mystery. Includes an animated tutorial 

as well as a unique assessment function – featuring practice and test 

modes – and a teacher's resource section which allows you to create 

customized tutorials, tests and presentations. Requires Windows 2000 

or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1541-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366731-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Lab-Aids® Ob-Scertainer® Kit
•  Effectively introduces students with various levels of familiarity with the 

process of science to the scientific method 

•  Emphasizes behavioral reaction, observation and testing hypotheses

•  Includes 2 sets of 12 different opaque plastic containers, 24 steel balls 

and 50 student worksheets and guides, plus a Teacher's Guide

• Class size: 48 students working in pairs

Item# Description List Price

9-586104-642 Ob-Scertainer Kit $119.89

Item# Description List Price

9-530408-642 Scientific Inquiry Pack of 3 $173.29

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Strategies For Teaching Science
Developed for grades 6–12, this rich 

resource provides teachers with 

practical strategies to enhance 

science instruction. Strategies 

and model lessons are provided 

in each of the following umbrella 

topics: inquiry and exploration, 

critical thinking and questioning, 

real-world applications, integrating 

the content areas and technology, 

and assessment. Research-based 

information and management 

techniques are also provided to 

support teachers as they implement 

the strategies within this resource. 

376 pages plus Resource CD. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1392315-642 Strategies/Teach Science 6-12 $133.29

Differentiation Strategies For Science
This notebook offers K–12 science teachers easy-to-implement lessons 

on several differentiation strategies: tiered assignments, tiered graphic 

organizers, leveled questions, using realia, menu of options, stations/

interest centers, discovery-based learning and orbital studies. Lessons 

are vertically aligned and provided at four levels: K–12, 3–5, 6–8 and 9–12. 

304 pages. Includes teacher resource CD.

Item # Description List Price

9-1334726-642 Differentiated Strategies $119.99

Differentiated Instruction 
for Science
Give ALL students access to the joys 

of science study! These reproducibles 

and instructions are designed to engage 

students of diverse backgrounds, 

interests, abilities and readiness levels. 

Wide range of content and management 

strategies including multiple intelligences. 

100 pages, softcover

Item# Description List Price

9-040-9716-642 Differentiated Instruction $30.19

Science for English 
Language Learners
This professional resource demonstrates 

how academic language can and should 

be developed during science instruction. 

It provides strategies and ideas for 

academic language development in 

science for English language learners 

while demonstrating the 5E model of 

instruction: Engage, Explore, Explain, 

Extend, and Evaluate. Filled with great 

stories and vignettes, teachers will enjoy 

reading this book while learning how 

to develop students' language abilities. 

352 pages

African-American 
Scientists Poster
This historical poster highlights many 

distinguished African-Americans that have 

contributed to the world of science over 

the years including Charles Richard Drew, 

Patricia Bath, Lloyd Augustus Hall, and 

Ervin McNair. 22" x 37", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-1368343-642 African American Scientists $24.99

Science Formative 
Assessment Book
Design learning opportunities that take 

students from their existing ideas of 

science to the mastery they need to use 

scientific ideas and practices. Science 

Formative Assessment shows K–12 

educators how to weave formative 

assessment into daily instruction, 

includes 75 assessment techniques 

linked to the Next Generation Science 

Standards, and gives classroom 

practices a boost.

Item# Description List Price

9-1556868-642 Science Formative Assessment $39.99 

Item# Description List Price

9-1458422-642 Science for Eng Lang Learners $39.99 

Teaching Science Today
This book digs deep into Next Generation 

Science Standards as well as the Common 

Core State Standards to support teachers 

to enhance their instructional approach 

for teaching science concepts, skills, and 

processes. Incorporates multiple, ready-

to-implement approaches based on solid 

research, making this resource ideal for 

new teachers, pre-service educators, or 

anyone seeking current educational theory 

and practice. 176 pages, softcover 

Item # Description List Price

9-1508610-642 Teacher Science Today $39.99 
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Reading, Writing, and 
Inquiry in Science
This resource helps secondary‑level 

educators foster the skills to 

communicate science ideas and 

experiences and give students an 

academic advantage. Packed with 

information about reading and 

writing pedagogy, science standards, 

adolescent and young adult literature, 

and lesson design, this book addresses 

the relationship between reading and 

science education. Includes sample 

lesson plans, graphic organizers, 

and templates with modifications for 

students with special needs. 

136 pages, paperback. 

Item# Description List Price

9-1400803-642 Reading Writing & Inquiry $34.99 

Tables, Charts and 
Graphs Workbook
A reproducible workbook 

containing 28 activities 

introducing many types of 

tables and graphs. Students 

are given opportunities to read 

and construct tables, charts, 

stem‑and‑leaf plots, picture 

graphs, circle graphs, bar 

graphs and line graphs. Includes 

answer key. Grades 6–8

Reading and Writing 
Strategies for Science
Incorporate more writing 

into science class! Practical, 

standards‑based resources 

provide strategies geared toward 

helping students read, write, and 

understand science content, thereby 

helping promote stronger literacy 

in content areas. Includes detailed 

strategies, graphic organizers with 

classroom examples by grade 

ranges, and specific suggestions 

for differentiating instruction. 

208 pages each, softcover

Item# Description List Price

9-1482821-642 Reading Strategies For Science $53.29 

9-1482822-642 Writing Strategies For Science $53.29 

What Successful 
Science Teachers Do
Award‑winning authors makes 

this easy‑to‑use guide a teacher's 

treasure trove. Describes 

75 research‑based strategies 

and outlines best practices for 

inquiry‑oriented science. Each 

strategy includes a brief description 

of the supporting research, 

classroom applications, pitfalls to 

avoid, and references for additional 

learning. 272 pages, paperback.

Leveled Texts for Science Books
Help students to be successful in the comprehension of content‑area text 

with leveled literature designed to engage and motivate. Each 144 page 

title contains 15 topics and four different reading levels, with matching 

pictures and questions to complement each level. Also includes a 

Teacher Resource CD‑ROM.

Item# Description List Price

9-1321289-642 Life Science $44.99 

9-1321290-642 Earth Science $44.99 

9-1321291-642 Physical Science $44.99 

Item# Description List Price

9-1430766-642 Successful Science Teachers $39.99 

Standards-Based 
Investigations: Science
Improve students' critical thinking 

skills in scientific concepts. 

Hands‑on lab and inquiry 

activities foster collaboration 

and enable students to create 

inquiry notebooks. Includes 

a "Next Question" feature for 

differentiated instruction. Suitable 

for all language levels. 

192 pages, softcover

Item# Description List Price

9-1321285-642 Science Labs Grades 6-8 $39.99 

Item # Description   List Price

9-308826-642 Tables Charts Graphs Wkbk $13.89 
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 Crustose Lichen
Flat and crusty. Per Portion.

Item # Number of Specimens List Price

9LN-563644-642 Crustose Lichen $11.05 

Foliose Lichen
Larger lobed leaf-like thalleus. Per portion. 

Item # Number of Specimens List Price

9LN-563641-642 Foliose Lichen $11.05 

Fruticose Lichen
Reindeer moss. Branched. Per potion.

Item # Number of Specimens List Price

9LN-563647-642 Fruticose Lichen $11.05 

 Lichen Set
Contains four species representing each of the 

following: Foliose, Crustose and Fruticose.

Item # Number of Specimens List Price

9LN-563650-642 Lichen Set $22.05 

Lichens

Liverwort Set
Includes the following liverworts, each in 

separate, labeled containers: Marchantia, Riccia, 

Pellia and Conocephalum.

Item # Number of Specimens List Price

9LN-563662-642 Liverwort Set $41.05 

Marchantia
Vegetative.

Item # Number of Specimens List Price

9LN-563653-642 Marchantia $17.05 

Woodland Terraria Moss Set
Vegetative portions of 3 different mosses and 

one portion of fruiting moss.

Item # Number of Specimens List Price

9LN-563671-642 Woodland Terraria Moss Set $39.05 

Liverworts and Mosses

Woodland Moss
Large clump suitable for the terrarium.

Item # Number of Specimens List Price

9LN-563668-642 Woodland Moss $10.05 

Fruiting Moss
Leafy gametophyte of Polystrichum, 

bearing foot, stalk, and capsule of 

sporophyte generation. 

Item # Number of Specimens List Price

9LN-563665-642 Fruiting Moss $21.05 

Moss and Liverwort Survey Set
Set of 5 mosses and liverworts.

Item # Number of Specimens List Price

9LN-564001-642 Moss & Liverwort Set $63.55 

QUICK REFERENCE:

Liverwort Woodland Moss

ORDERING INFORMATION
When ordering living organisms marked with an L from our catalog a pre-paid 
postcard for each shipment will be sent to you so you receive your items when 
you need them. Before mailing back the postcard be sure to mark the living 
organisms expected ship date. Please allow 3–4 weeks processing time after 
redemption of your card.

All living organisms are shipped Monday through Wednesday. Should your living 
organisms not arrive alive and healthy, you must notify Customer Service within 
48 hours after arrival. In the event of inclement weather your shipment could be 
delayed to ensure quality product. Living organisms can only be shipped in the 
48 contiguous states.

Special Handling for Living Organisms:

Special handling charges will apply when ordering the following quantities of 
living organisms: 

1–3 live items .................................................................................... $12.50

4–5 live items .................................................................................... $22.00

6+ live items ...................................................................................... $30.00

Advisory on Releasing Living Organisms:

Frey Scientific provides living organism for educational purposes only. We do not 
advocate the release of living organisms into the environment. In some states, it is 
illegal to release organisms without a permit.

Living Organisms

RESTRICTION INFORMATION
A few of the plants and animals offered in 
this section are restricted in some states. This 
information will be noted in the item description. 
Please apply for the appropriate permit if you 
live in a state that restricts such imports.

Hawaii Imports: 

Hawaii restricts the importation of living 
materials (bacteria, fungi, viruses, algae, plants, 
protozoa and other animals). Please contact 
the Hawaii Department of Agriculture at 
808- 586-0844 before ordering living organisms. 
We request import permits be provided with 
purchase orders from Hawaii.

USDA Permits:

Customers requesting restricted plants and 
animals must complete a USDA PPQ Form 526 
(Application to Move Live Plant Pests or Noxious 
Weeds). This form can be found at http://www.
aphis.usda.gov/ppq/permits, or by calling 
1-877-770 -5990. Please allow at least 30 days 
for processing.
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Hornwort
Ceratophyllum. Good oxygenator. Easy to 

keep growing. Pack of 3. Restricted in CA, 

ME, MI, NH, VT, and WA

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563539-642 Hornwort $8.05 

 Ludwigia
Leaves are red and green. Pack of 12.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564172-642 Ludwigia $18.05 

Elodea Densa
 Most often-used plant for oxygenating 

aquariums or photosynthesis studies. 

Restricted in AL, CA, CT, MA, ME, NH, 

OR, SC, VT and WA.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563545-642 Elodea Densa Pack of 12 $11.95 

9LN-532155-642 Elodea Densa Pack of 30 $16.05 

9LN-532156-642 Elodea Densa Pack of 60 $27.05 

9LN-532157-642 Elodea Densa Pack of 120 $41.95 

 Elodea Canadensis
Hardy and fast-growing variety with smaller 

leaves. Best used in cold water aquarium. 

Restricted in LA.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563548-642 Elodea Canadensis Pack of 12 $11.95 

9LN-532158-642 Elodea Canadensis Pack of 30 $14.95 

9LN-532159-642 Elodea Canadensis Pack of 60 $29.05 

9LN-532160-642 Elodea Canadensis Pack of 120 $55.05 

 Fanwort
Cabomba. Excellent in warm water. Decorative 

and extensively used aquarium plant. Pack of 12. 

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563536-642 Fanwort $11.95 

 Duckweed
Lemna minor. Small surface-growing plant that 

multiplies rapidly. 1oz units. Per portion.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563527-642 Duckweed $9.05 

Dwarf Sagittaria
Ribbon-shaped leaves. Pack of 12.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563542-642 Dwarf Sagittaria $18.05 

 Azolla
A small aquatic fern with scale-like leaves on 

short stems that can form a dense surface 

mat. Grows best in water containing a high 

percentage of organic material. Per portion.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-532161-642 Azolla $13.05 

 Salvenia
An attractive floating aquatic fern with bilobed 

circular leaves bearing prominent bristles. 

Grows best in water containing a high 

percentage of organic material. Restricted in 

LA and TX. Per portion.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-532162-642 Salvenia $11.05 

 Fern Set
A selection of 12 plants.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563683-642 Fern Set $128.05 

 Fern Survey Set
Includes Equisetum, Salaginella, Psilotum and 

2 types of woodland ferns. 

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564004-642 Fern Survey Set $60.05 

 Fern Assortment
Set of three different species. 

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563680-642 Fern Assortment $31.95 

 Fern Allies
Lycopodium. Club Moss. Pack of 12. 

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563674-642 Fern Allies $13.95 

Polypodium
A small fern. 

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563677-642 Polypodium $14.05 

 Tropical Fern Set
Five tropical ferns of various types.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-532153-642 Tropical Fern Set $58.05 

Ferns

RESTRICTION INFORMATION

A few of the plants and animals in this section are restricted 
in some states. See page 128 for important information on 
applying for permits and ordering restricted organisms.

AQUATIC PLANTS

Rooted Aquarium Plants

 Elodea Tips
Demonstrates streaming protoplasm. 

Pack of 12.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563551-642 Elodea Tips $12.05 

Floating Aquarium Plants
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Bog Set
Includes 1.5-gallon, clear plastic terrarium plus 

soil and one each of liverwort, moss, fern and 

flowering plant.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563716-642 Bog Set $73.05

Aquatic Set
Includes 1.5-gallon aquaria plus snails, duckweed 

elodea, male and female guppies and sand.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563722-642 Aquatic Set $41.05

Complete Ecology Kit
 •  5 complete sets — Desert, Woodland, Bog, 

Insectivorous and Aquatic environments

•  All with necessary plants, animals, soil and 

5 terraria

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563725-642 Complete Ecology Kit $273.05

Coleus—White Variegated
Show students the absence of photosynthesis 

in non-green areas of this common decorative 

plant. Potted.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-532164-642 Coleus-White Variegated $12.05

Insectivorous Set
Includes 1.5-gallon, clear plastic terrarium plus 

1 pitcher plant, 2 Venus fly traps, 2 sundews, 

sphagnum moss and humus.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563713-642 Insectivorous Set $69.95

Cactus
Selected from several available types of this 

drought-resistant plant. Potted.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-532165-642 Each $10.95 

9LN-563686-642 Selection of 3 Species $31.05

Mimosa
Sensitive plant, 3 potted plants.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563929-642 Mimosa $27.95Woodland Set
Complete unit includes 1.5-gallon, clear 

plastic terrarium plus soil, liverwort, fern, 

lichen and moss.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563437-642 Woodland Set $61.05

Geranium
 3 potted plants.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563689-642 Geranium $33.05

Desert Set
Supplied with 1.5-gallon plastic terrarium and 

soil, this set contains 5 species of southwestern 

desert cacti. These are small plants that grow 

well with little care.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563719-642 Desert Set $68.05

Fancy Coleus
3 potted plants. 

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563695-642 Fancy Coleus $34.05

Aquarium Plant Sets ECOLOGY SETS TERRESTRIAL PLANTS

3–5 Gallon Aquarium Set
Contains 4 Cabomba, 4 Corkscrew Vallisneria, 

6 Elodea, 4 Ludwigia, and 1 aquarium animal set.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563728-642 3-5 Gallon Aquarium Set $53.05

6–10 Gallon Aquarium Set
Includes 1 Amazon Sword or Dracaena, 

6 Cabomba, 2 oz. portion of Duckweed, 

6 Elodea, 3 Myriophyllum, 6 Sagittaria, 

3 Vallisneria and 1 aquarium animal set.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563731-642 6-10 Gallon Aquarium Set $74.05

15–20 Gallon Aquarium Set
Contains 2 amazon swords or dracaena, 

12 cabomba, 24 elodea, 12 myriophyllum, 

12 sagittaria, 2 underwater banana plants, 2 oz. 

portion of duckweed, 1 unit of hairgrass and 

3 aquarium animal sets.

Item# Description List Price

9LN-563734-642 15 to 20 Gallon Set $160.05

Insectivorous Set

Elodea
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Bladderwort
 An aquatic plant that uses bladder-shaped 

underwater leaves to trap insects. Portion of 

3 strands.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563710-642 Bladderwort $11.05

Butterwort
Small rosette leaves having 

mucilage-producing glands.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563935-642 Butterwort $14.05

DemoSlide 
Tube Rack
12-place rack for 

DemoSlide culture 

tubes.

DemoSlide Stage Adapters
Secures DemoSlide culture tubes so that 

the observation chamber is centered for 

ideal viewing. Available individually or in 

packs of 10.

Item # Description List Price

9-1288293-642 Each $15.99 

9-1288292-642 Pack of 10 $129.69

DemoSlide Starter Kit
Everything you need to get started with DemoSlides—just add your own 

culture! Includes 30 DemoSlide tubes with caps, 4 stage adapters, and a 

12-place tube rack.

Item # Description List Price

9-1288297-642 Demoslide Starter Kit $202.99

DemoSlide Tubes
Prepare your own 

cultures or collect pond 

samples and turn them 

into DemoSlides! 120 

tubes per pack with snap 

on caps.

Demoslides

Venus Flytrap
Catches insects by quickly closing its spiked 

clam shell leaves. Traps reopen when the insect 

is fully digested.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563704-642 Venus Flytrap $12.95

Pitcher Plant
 This insectivorous plant is perfect for the 

terrarium. Insects drown when they become 

trapped in its large, colorful, liquid-filled pitchers. 

Item # Description List Price

9LN-532163-642 Pitcher Plant $13.95

Sundew Plant
Catches and digests insects by emitting a sticky 

substance on specialized bristles. Ideal for bog 

or woodland terrariums.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563701-642 Sundew Plant $10.95

Item # Description List Price

9-1288295-642 Demoslide Tubes $145.49

Item# Description List Price

9-1288296-642 Demoslide Tube Rack $93.29
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Blue-Green Algae
These high quality algal strains are cultured under rigidly controlled 

conditions. We offer a varied selection of these fascinating organisms, 

from those structured like bead-like filaments and geometrically arranged 

cells to biflagellates and desmids. Class packs for 30 students.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-563569-642 Gloeocapsa $10.05 

9LN-563572-642 Nostoc (Contorted Strand) $10.05 

9LN-563575-642 Oscillatoria $10.05 

9LN-532166-642 Anabaena $10.05

ALGAE

DemoSlide Microscope-Ready Culture Tubes
DemoSlides are a new, amazingly easy way to bring the 

study of microlife to your classroom without the messy 

cultures, broken slides, and hunting for specimens. 

DemoSlides are 5.25" culture tubes specially engineered 

to be used with microscopes. Slide the tube onto a 

stage adapter and instantly your students will be able 

to view live cultures allowing you to accomplish more 

in class. Cultures last for days and can be used over 

and over again. Cultures are available as packs of ten 

single species or mixed sets. Reusable stage adapters 

are available for purchase separately and are highly 

recommended.  

Note: Additional Live Material shipping and handling 

charges apply.  

Single Species DemoSlides
Packs of 10 tubes. Ships directly from the laboratory.

Item # Description List Price
Protozoa
9LN-1335674-642 Amoeba Proteus $36.05 

9LN-1335787-642 Blepharisma $36.05 

9LN-1335813-642 Chilomonas $36.05 

9LN-1335737-642 Colpidium $36.05 

9LN-1335811-642 Euplotes $36.05 

9LN-1335766-642 Paramecium Caudatum $36.05 

9LN-1335771-642 P. Multimicronucleatum $36.05 

9LN-1335785-642 Spirostomum $36.05 

9LN-1335788-642 Stentor $36.05 

9LN-1335814-642 Tetrahymena $36.05 

9LN-1335791-642 Vorticella $36.05 
Microinvertebrates
9LN-1335769-642 Monostyla (F.W. Rotifer) $36.05 

9LN-1335770-642 Philodina (F.W. Rotifer) $36.05 

9LN-1335768-642 Rotifers (F.W. Mixed) $36.05 

9LN-1335815-642 Brachionus (Marine Rotifer) $36.05 

9LN-1335767-642 Turbatrix Aceti (Vinegar Eel) $36.05 
Freshwater Algae
9LN-1335750-642 Anabaena $36.05 

9LN-1335740-642 Chlamydomonas $36.05 

9LN-1335755-642 Mixed Desmids $36.05 

9LN-1335754-642 Mixed Diatoms $36.05 

9LN-1335746-642 Eudorina $36.05 

9LN-1335779-642 Euglena acus $36.05 

9LN-1335776-642 Euglena gracilis $36.05 

9LN-1335751-642 Gloeocapsa $36.05 

9LN-1335747-642 Gonium $36.05 

9LN-1335765-642 Haematococcus $36.05 

9LN-1335757-642 Lyngbya $36.05 

9LN-1335748-642 Oscillatoria $36.05 

9LN-1335744-642 Pandorina Morum $36.05 

9LN-1335753-642 Peridinium $36.05 

9LN-1335738-642 Scenedesmus $36.05 

9LN-1335743-642 Volvox $36.05 
Marine Algae
9LN-1335832-642 Amphidinium $36.05 

9LN-1335829-642 Cyclotella $36.05 

9LN-1335831-642 Isochrysis $36.05 

9LN-1335817-642 Platymonas $36.05 

9LN-1335818-642 Porphyridium $36.05 

9LN-1335834-642 Prorocentrum $36.05 

9LN-1335816-642 Spirulina $36.05 

9LN-1335823-642 Thalassiosira $36.05

Mixed Species and DemoSlide Sets
Packs of 10 individual tubes with mixed species and sets of individual 

tubes of separate species as indicated.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-1335756-642 Mixed Protozoa (Pack of 10) $47.05 
Tubes contain Amoeba, Paramecium caudatum, Euglena gracilis, Euplotes, and Rotifers 
(for size comparison) 

9LN-1335758-642 Protozoa Set 1 (Set of 3) $11.05 
One tube each of Amoeba, Euglena, and Paramecium caudatum

9LN-1335759-642 Protozoa Set 2 (Set of 4) $14.95 
One tube each of Amoeba, Euglena, Paramecium caudatum, and Volvox

9LN-1335760-642 Protozoa High School Set of 5 $19.05 
One tube each of Amoeba, Euglena, and Paramecium caudatum, Blepharisma, and Stentor

9LN-1335778-642 Mixed Euglenoid Algae (PK/ 10) $45.05 
Each tube contains Phacus, Euglena, and Trachelomonas
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BACTERIA

Algae Set A
Set contains 5 labeled cultures of commonly studied species. Typically 

includes Gloeocapsa, Diatoms, Spirogyra, Scenedesmus and Euglena. 

Enough for 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563602-642 Algae Set A $50.05

Algae Set B
Ten labeled cultures of commonly studied species. Includes same cultures 

as our 563602 above with additional cultures of Oscillatoria, Hydrodictyon, 

Ulothrix, Nostoc and Desmids. Enough for 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563605-642 Algae Set B $99.05

Algae Set C
Individual cultures of Spirogyra, Volvox, Chlorella, Oscillatoria and 

Oedogonium. Enough for 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564166-642 Algae Set C $50.05

Mixed Freshwater Algae Set
Five separate cultures of animal- and plant-like flagellates. Includes 

Chlamydomonas, Gonium, Pandorina, Eudorina and Volvox. Enough for 

30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563608-642 Freshwater Algae Mixed $50.05

Euglenophyta
Item # Description List Price

9LN-564145-642 Euglena acus $10.05

Chrysophyta
(Class Pack for 30 students)

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563578-642 Diatoms Mixed $10.05

Algae Survey Set
This complete set of cultures makes 

an ideal laboratory study, useful in 

identifying and classifying freshwater 

algae. There are sufficient cultures for 

teaching a class of 30 students. Included 

in the set are Chlamydomonas, Euglena, 

Nitella, Oscillateria and Volvox.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564016-642 Algae Survey Set $50.05

High School Bacteria Set
This set of seven tube cultures includes individual cultures of Bacillus 

megaterium, Bacteria subtilis, Escherichia coli, Micrococcus luteus, 

Rhodospirillum rubrum, Spirillum serpens and Streptococcus lactis.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564091-642 High School Bacteria Set $94.05

Chlorophyta
(Class packs for 30 students)

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563584-642 Chlorella $10.05 

9LN-532168-642 Chlamydomonas $10.05 

9LN-532169-642 Closterium $10.05 

9LN-532170-642 Cosmarium $10.95 

9LN-563587-642 Desmids Mixed $10.05 

9LN-564151-642 Eudorina $10.05 

9LN-564154-642 Gonium $10.05 

9LN-564157-642 Oedogonium $10.05 

9LN-564160-642 Pandorina $10.05 

9LN-564265-642 Protococcus $13.05 

9LN-532167-642 Scenedesimus $10.05 

9LN-563593-642 Spirogyra $10.05 

9LN-563596-642 Ulothrix $10.05 

9LN-563599-642 Volvox $10.05

Bacteria Classification Set
•  3 bacteria cultures—rod-shaped bacteria (Bacillus subtilis), 

spherical-shaped bacteria (Micrococcus luteus), and spiral-shaped 

bacteria (Rhodospirillum rubrum)

• Demonstrate bacteriologic classification

•  Cultures: nonpathogenic, grow well at room temperature and are 

easily viewed with a microscope

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564010-642 Tube Cultures $41.05 

9LN-564082-642 Plate Cultures $48.05

Advanced Bacteria Set
10 tube cultures. Includes the High School Bacteria Set (564091) plus 

Lactobacillus acidophilis, Micrococcus roseus and Serratia marcescens.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564094-642 Advanced Bacteria Set $134.05

Bacteria Pigment Set
Colorful comparisons of live bacteria cultures are demonstrated with 

this bacteria set. Set includes a culture of Micrococcus roseus (pink), 

Micrococcus luteus (yellow), Sarcina aurantiaca (orangish-yellow) and 

Serratia marcescens (dark pink to red).

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564013-642 Tube Cultures $54.05 

9LN-564085-642 Plate Cultures $64.05

Green Algae Algae Sets
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Bacteria Plate Cultures
Item # Description List Price

9LN-564052-642 Bacillus Cereus $16.05

9LN-564058-642 Bacillus Subtilis $16.05

9LN-564064-642 Escherichia Coli $16.05

9LN-564067-642 Micrococcus Luteus $16.05

9LN-564070-642 Microciccus Roseus $16.05

9LN-564073-642 Rhodospirillum Rubrum $16.05

9LN-564076-642 Sarcina Lutea $16.05

9LN-564079-642 Serratia Marcescens $16.05

Bacteria Tube Cultures
Below is a comprehensive listing of the bacterial strains most frequently specified for classroom lab work. All are supplied in 

sealed screw cap tubes for easy handling. The media and the incubation temperature are on the label. The agar media (not 

included) is for culturing information only. If properly refrigerated, cultures will last at least one month.

MicroLIVE™ Bacteria Cultures
Simply snap, shake and dispense! MicroLIVE cultures require no 

incubation and can be used immediately. Long-lasting, live cultures are 

packaged in a sealed ampule and can be stored at room temperature for 

up to 18 months prior to use. Unique dispensing tube reduces student 

contact - making it safer and "mess-free". Includes an agar slant for 

optional subculturing along with an informative key card.

Item # Description List Price

9-80-0010-642 Bacillus Subtilis $20.99

9-80-0012-642 Escherichia coli $22.99

9-80-0014-642 Micrococcus luteus $19.99

9-80-0016-642 Serratia marcescens $21.99

9-80-0018-642 Spirillum volutans $24.99

Item # Description Gram Media List Price

9LN-563446-642 Bacillus Cereus Gram (+) rods Nutrient Agar $14.05

9LN-563449-642 Bacillus Megaterium Gram (+) rods Nutrient Agar $14.05

9LN-563452-642 Bacillus Subtilis Gram (+) rods Tryptic Soy Agar $14.05

9LN-563455-642 Escherichia Coli Gram (-) rods - $14.05

9LN-563458-642 Escherichia Coli Gram (-) rods Nutrient Agar $14.05

9LN-564031-642 Flavobacterium Capsulatum Gram (+) rods Skim Milk $14.05

9LN-564250-642 Micrococcus Luteus Gram (+) cocci - $14.05

9LN-564274-642 Micrococcus Roseus Gram (+) cocci Nutrient Agar $14.05

9LN-563461-642 Rhodospirillium Rubrum Gram (-) sprials - $14.05

9LN-563464-642 Sarcina Aurantiaca Gram (+) cocci Nutrient Agar $14.05

9LN-563473-642 Serratia Marcescens Gram (-) rods Nutrient Agar $14.05

9LN-564037-642 Serratia Marcescens Gram (-) rods - $14.05

9LN-563476-642 Aquaspirillium Serpens Gram (-) spirals Nutrient Agar $14.05

9LN-564046-642 Staphylococcus Epidermis Gram (+) cocci - $14.05

9LN-563482-642 Staphylococcus Lactis Gram (+) cocci Tomato Juice, Yeast Ext., Milk $14.05
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Blepharisma
Pink ciliate. 

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563749-642 For 30 Students $10.05 

9LN-563752-642 For 120 Students $39.05

Colpidium
Food source for larger protozoans. Enough material for 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563755-642 Colpidium $10.05

Euglena
Light-sensitive containing chlorophyll with single anterior flagellum.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563758-642 For 30 Students $10.05 

9LN-563761-642 For 120 Students $29.95

Paramecium Aurelia
Has two micronuclei and is slightly smaller than P. caudatum.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563764-642 For 30 Students $10.05 

9LN-563767-642 For 120 Students $39.05

Paramecium Caudatum
Item # Description List Price

9LN-563770-642 For 30 Students $10.05 

9LN-563773-642 For 120 Students $29.95

Paramecium Multimicronucleatum
The largest paramecium.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563782-642 For 30 Students $10.05 

9LN-563785-642 For 120 Students $29.95 

Pelomyxa Carolinensis
Giant amoeba chaos. Multinucleated.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563743-642 For 30 Students $11.05 

9LN-563746-642 For 120 Students $43.05

Spirostomum
With highly developed lengthwise myonema.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563788-642 For 30 Students $10.05 

9LN-563791-642 For 120 Students $29.95

Protist Growth and Observation System
Revolutionary, patented system allows the easy observation of 

growing protists. Each system features two "growth and observation" 

chambers. Students simply place a collected water sample or any pond 

microorganism into one of the two chambers which are then sealed 

with a special breathable, clear material. The "see-through" chambers 

provide an ideal environment for viewing daily growth within the 

microhabitat. Culture system easily fits under any compound or stereo 

microscope for "up close" inspection. Includes complete instructions. 

Size: 3"L x 1"W x 5/16"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-60-0042-642 Protist Growth and Observation $8.49

Stentor
With macronucleus.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563794-642 For 30 Students $10.05 

9LN-563797-642 For 120 Students $39.05

Amoeba Proteus
Most commonly used amoeba.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563737-642 For 30 Students $10.95 

9LN-563740-642 For 120 Students $39.05

PROTOZOA
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Euglena Culture Kit
Includes one Euglena culture, 500 mL Euglena medium, culture vessels 

and instructions.

Item# Description List Price

9LN-563914-642 Euglena Culture Kit $21.05 

Protozoan Survey Set
An introductory kit for studying protozoa. Includes 6 separate cultures 

of Amoeba, Euglena, Paramecium, Stentor, Spirostomum and Volvox. 

Enough for 120 students.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564190-642 Protozoan Survey Set $162.95 

Basic Protozoa Set
One each, individually labeled cultures of Amoeba, Paramecium, Euglena, 

Stentor, Blepharisma and Volvox.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564256-642 For 30 Students $43.95 

9LN-564259-642 For 120 Students $157.95 

Protozoan Slowing Solution
Polyvinyl Alcohol, 5%, 100 mL

Item# Description List Price

9-579924-642 100 mL   $4.99 

Five Species Mix
Five types in one container. Typically Amoeba, Paramecium, Euglena, 

Stentor and Blepharisma.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563899-642 For 30 Students $17.05 

9LN-563902-642 For 60 Students $34.05 

9LN-563905-642 For 120 Students $48.95 

Amoeba Culture Kit
Includes one Amoeba proteus culture, 500 mL Amoeba medium, 

preheated rice and instructions.

Item# Description List Price

9LN-563908-642 Amoeba Culture Kit $17.95 

Paramecium Culture Kit
Includes one Paramecium culture, 500 mL Paramecium medium, 

preheated wheat and instructions.

Item# Description List Price

9LN-563911-642 Paramecium Culture Kit $17.95 

Euglena Medium
Liquid medium ready for inoculation with Euglena. 1000 mL

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563806-642 Euglena Medium $20.05 

Paramecium Medium
Suitable for P. aurelia, P. multimicronucleatum and P. caudatum. 1000 mL

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563434-642 Paramecium Medium $20.05 

Timothy Hay
Preheated. 4 ounces

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563803-642 Timothy Hay $12.05 

Volvox Medium
Liquid. 1000 mL

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563809-642 Volvox Medium $17.95 

MicroLIVE™ Bacteria Media
Media tubes can be stored at room temperature for up to 18 months. The 

innovative design allows each tube to be heated in a microwave or water 

bath. Once heated, simply pour desired amount into the petri dish.

Item # Description List Price

9-80-1010-642 Set of 10 $53.99 

9-80-1012-642 Set of 20 $101.99 

Protozoa Kits and Sets CULTURE MEDIA

Amoeba Culture KitParamecium Culture KitEuglena Culture Kit

Protozoan Survey Set

Prepared Tube Media
•   Highest quality culture 

media slants and broths in 

sealed 16 x 125 mm, screw 

cap tubes containing 10–25 mL. 

Cultures can be grown inside.

•  Each tube sealed with cellulose band to prevent drying thereby 

permitting longer storage times

• Pre-sterilized and available in standard packs (as listed)

Item # Description  List Price

9LN-564241-642 Potato Dextrose Agar (PK / 10)  $33.05 

9LN-564235-642 Nutrient Agar (Pack of 10)  $33.05 

9LN-564238-642 Nutrient Agar (Pack of 100)  $324.05
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NEW

MOLD AND FUNGI

Penicillium Chrysogenum
Fungi used commercially for the production of penicillin, ideal for 

classroom study.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-563623-642 Tube Culture $14.05 

9LN-532172-642 Plate Culture $16.05 

Penicillium Notatum
Produces penicillin—high yield. Potato dextrose agar.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-563626-642 Tube Culture $14.05 

9LN-532173-642 Plate Culture $16.05 

Phycomyces Blakesleeanus (+)
Zygospore demonstration with (-) strain. Sabouraud dextrose agar.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-564115-642 Tube Culture (+) $14.05 

9LN-564118-642 Tube Culture (-) $14.05 

Rhizopus Stolonifer
Common bread mold. 

Asexual reproduction 

occurs continuously by 

sporangiospores formed in 

the sporangia. Zygospores 

are produced when the 

mycelium of the negative 

strain comes in contact 

with that of the positive strain. Grown on potato dextrose agar. Per plate 

or tube. Cannot be shipped to residential address.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-564121-642 Tube Culture (+) $14.05 

9LN-532174-642 Plate Culture (+) $16.05 

9LN-532175-642 Tube Culture (-) $14.05 

9LN-532176-642 Plate Culture (-) $16.05 

Prepared Plated Agar
Supplied in sealed 100 x 15mm disposable plastic petri dishes. 

Pre-sterilized and ready for immediate use. Shelf life is 6 to 7 weeks. 

Please specify a shipdate.

Item # Description List Price
Nutrient Agar - General growth media
9-526787-642 Pack of 10 $14.99 

9-526786-642 Pack of 100 $139.99 
Sabouraud Dextrose Agar - Cultivates fungi
9-526788-642 Pack of 10 $15.99 
Tryptic Soy Agar - Used for cultivation of microorganisms
9-526790-642 Pack of 10 $14.99 

9-526789-642 Pack of 100 $139.99

LyoQuick Freeze Dried Bacteria
Each of these tubes contains two ampules, one containing freeze-dried 

bacteria and one containing sterile rehydration broth. The unique 

design eliminates several steps typically required for the rehydration of 

freeze-dried cultures, greatly reducing the risk of contamination.

Item # Description List Price
9-1599083-642 Bacillus subtilis $25.59 

9-1599084-642 E.Coli $25.59 

9-1599085-642 Micrococcus luteus $25.59 

9-1599086-642 Serratia marcescens $25.59 

9-1599087-642 Staphylococcus epidermidis $25.59 

9-1599088-642 E. coli JM101 $25.59 

9-1599089-642 Bacillus cereus $25.59 

9-1599090-642 E. aerogenes $25.59 

Aspergillus Niger
Black conida. Sabouraud dextrose agar.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-563617-642 Tube Culture $14.05 

9LN-564124-642 Plate Culture $16.05 

Fungi Cultures

Raw Media Supplies
Item # Description Quantity List Price
EMB Agar - Mix 36 grams with 1 liter of water
9-1600796-642 100 g Each $27.59 

9-1600806-642 500 g Each $107.99 

9-1600786-642 1 kg Each $211.89 
Luria Agar (Miller's) - Mix 40 grams with 1 liter of water
9-1600792-642 100 g Each $25.39 

9-1600802-642 500 g Each $93.09 

9-1600782-642 1 kg Each $182.79 
Luria Broth (Miller's) - Mix 25 grams with 1 liter of water
9-1600793-642 100 g Each $20.99 

9-1600803-642 500 g Each $81.49 

9-1600783-642 1 kg Each $157.19 
MacConkey Agar - Mix 50 grams with 1 liter of water
9-1600797-642 100 g Each $27.59 

9-1600807-642 500 g Each $107.99 

9-1600787-642 1 kg Each $211.89 
Nutrient Agar - Mix 23 grams with 1 liter of water
9-1600788-642 100 g Each $29.69 

9-1600798-642 500 g Each $120.49 

9-1600778-642 1 kg Each $231.59 
Nutrient Broth - Mix 8 grams with 1 liter of water
9-1600789-642 100 g Each $34.09 

9-1600799-642 500 g Each $120.49 

9-1600779-642 1 kg Each $231.59 
Sabouraud-Dextrose Agar - Mix 65 grams with 1 liter of water
9-1600794-642 100 g Each $20.99 

9-1600804-642 500 g Each $81.49 

9-1600784-642 1 kg Each $157.19 
Sabouraud-Dextrose Broth - Mix 50 grams with 1 liter of water
9-1600795-642 100 g Each $20.39 

9-1600805-642 500 g Each $76.29 

9-1600785-642 1 kg Each $148.99 
Tryptic Soy Agar - Mix 40 grams with 1 liter of water
9-1600790-642 100 g Each $31.79 

9-1600800-642 500 g Each $137.39 

9-1600780-642 1 kg Each $267.69 
Tryptic Soy Broth - Mix 25 grams with 1 liter of water
9-1600791-642 100 g Each $29.69 

9-1600801-642 500 g Each $114.09 

9-1600781-642 1 kg Each $221.19 
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Physarum Polycephalum Sclerotium
Dried Physarum in a vial.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563638-642 Physarum Poly Sclerotium $14.05 

Physarum Polycephalum Plasmodium
Plate culture on oatmeal agar.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563995-642 Physarum Poly Plasmodium $16.05 

Redworms
These tireless workers turn classroom garbage into rich compost for your 

students' gardens.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-532178-642 .25 lbs. $14.05 

9LN-532177-642 1 lb. $41.05 

Leeches
These ubiquitous creatures are capable of living on blood because of a 

number of bioactive chemicals in their saliva.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-532179-642 Leeches Pack of 3 $15.05 

9LN-532180-642 Leeches Pack of 6 $29.05 

9LN-532181-642 Leeches Pack of 12 $54.05 

Slime Mold Study Kit
This complete kit includes one active plasmodium culture, one inactive 

culture with media tubes, growth plates and instructions.

Item# Description List Price

9LN-563998-642 Slime Mold Study Kit $48.05 

MicroLIVE™ Fungi Cultures
Innovative MicroLIVE culture system design allows you to simply snap, 

shake and dispense. MicroLIVE fungi cultures can be used immediately 

and require only a short incubation period to observe reproductive 

structures. Long-lasting, live cultures are packaged in a sealed ampule 

and can be stored at room temperature for up to 18 months prior to use. 

Unique dispensing tube reduces student contact - making it safer and 

"mess-free". Includes an agar slant for optional subculturing along with an 

informative key card.

Item # Description List Price

9-80-0022-642 Aspergillus fumigatus $20.99 

9-80-0024-642 Fusarium oxyporum $21.99 

9-80-0028-642 Penicillium notatum $20.99 

9-80-0030-642 Rhizopus stolonifer $21.99 

9-80-0032-642 Saccharomyces cerevisiae $20.99 

Earthworms
Large specimens.

Black Planaria
Largest planaria available for classroom observations. Ideal for comparison 

and regeneration studies.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563965-642 Black Planaria Pack of 30 $17.05 

9LN-563968-642 Black Planaria Pack of 60 $34.05 

9LN-563971-642 Black Planaria Pack of 120 $47.95 

Brown Planaria
Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563818-642 Brown Planaria Pack of 30 $13.05 

9LN-563821-642 Brown Planaria Pack of 120 $33.95 

Mixed Planaria
Includes brown and black planaria in one jar.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563941-642 Mixed Planaria Pack of 30 $16.05 

9LN-563944-642 Mixed Planaria Pack of 60 $25.95 

Slime Mold Cultures INVERTEBRATES

Item # Description QTY List Price

9LN-563851-642 Earthworms Pack of 12 $13.05 

9LN-563443-642 Earthworms Pack of 30 $18.95 

9LN-563854-642 Earthworms Pack of 50 $43.95 
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Mixed Hydra 
Used when studying different types of hydra. Contains both green and 

brown hydra.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563956-642 Mixed Hydra Pack of 30 $15.05 

9LN-563959-642 Mixed Hydra Pack of 60 $30.05 

9LN-563962-642 Mixed Hydra Pack of 120 $58.05 

Green Hydra 
Appears green due to its symbiotic relationship with a green 

algae (zoochlorellae).

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563947-642 Green Hydra Pack of 30 $8.95 

9LN-563950-642 Green Hydra Pack of 60 $15.95 

9LN-563953-642 Green Hydra Pack of 120 $30.95 

Invertebrate Culture Set 
Set includes individual cultures of Brown Hydra, Planaria, Daphnia, Vinegar 

Eels and Rotifers.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-581889-642 Invertebrate Culture Set Pack of 30 $39.95 

9LN-581892-642 invertebrate Culture Set Pack of 120 $159.95 

Crayfish
An exciting classroom specimen available year round! Restricted in CA. 

Cannot ship to AZ.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-532191-642 < 3 in Pack of 6 $22.05 

9LN-565321-642 < 3 in Pack of 12 $41.05 

Hydra
Contains some budding specimens. Shipped in appropriate media; upon 

receipt, uncap and keep cool.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563812-642 Hydra Pack of 30 $11.95 

9LN-563815-642 Hydra Pack of 120 $31.95 

Rotifers
These tiny, aquatic organisms are best known for their crown of cilia. Ideal 

for microscope and hand lens observations.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563830-642 Rotifers Pack of 30 $10.05 

9LN-563833-642 Rotifers Pack of 120 $29.95 

Pond Snails
Mixed species. Good for aquaria

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563839-642 Pond Snails Pack of 12 $46.95 

9LN-532182-642 Pond Snails Pack of 25 $97.95 

9LN-532183-642 Pond Snails Pack of 50 $195.95 

9LN-532184-642 Pond Snails Pack of 100 $389.95 

Mussels
Freshwater clams. Available year-round.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-564193-642 1 in - 2 in Pack of 3 $12.05 

9LN-563845-642 1 in - 2 in Pack of 12 $39.05 

9LN-563848-642 3 in - 5 in Pack of 12 $51.05 

Hermit Crabs
A hardy animal for classroom 

observation. Spends most of its 

time on land. Easily maintained in 

sand-based terraria.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563983-642 Hermit Crabs Pack of 3 $16.95 

9LN-532185-642 Hermit Crabs Pack of 6 $33.95 

9LN-532186-642 Hermit Crabs Pack of 12 $66.95 

Fiddler Crabs
Easily maintain these crustaceans in 

an ordinary, well established freshwater 

aquarium.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-532187-642 Fiddler Crabs Pack of 3 $22.05 

9LN-532188-642 Fiddler Crabs Pack of 6 $41.05 

9LN-532189-642 Fiddler Crabs Pack of 12 $80.05 

ANTHROPODS
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Brine Shrimp Eggs
Excellent food source for hydra and small fish. Eggs hatch in 2 days after 

being placed in weak (0.7%) salt solution.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563977-642 1 oz. Jar $12.05 

9LN-563980-642 4 oz. Jar $34.05 

Amphipods
Interesting swimmers and climbers, these crustaceans live well and 

reproduce in a small aquarium containing aquatic plants.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-532196-642 For 30 Students $13.05 

9LN-532197-642 For 60 Students $25.05 

9LN-532198-642 For 120 Students $36.95 

Aquatic Isopods
Arthropods with gray flattened bodies that measure just under one inch 

feed on decaying vegetation. 

Item # Description List Price

9LN-532199-642 For 30 Students $13.05 

9LN-532200-642 For 60 Students $25.05 

9LN-532202-642 For 120 Students $36.95 

Ostracods
Clam-like appearance. Sometimes called "seed shrimp." These scavengers 

may be kept in aquariums. For 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563866-642 Ostracods $14.05 

Mixed Crustacea
Contains several species, including daphnia. Species shipped dependent 

upon availability.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563860-642 For 30 Students $18.05 

9LN-532203-642 For 60 Students $35.05 

9LN-532204-642 For 120 Students $69.05 

Daphnia Cultures
Laboratory cultured daphnia are acclimated to room temperature, 

perfect for classroom study.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-532194-642 For 30 Students $13.05 

9LN-532195-642 For 60 Students $25.05 

9LN-563857-642 For 120 Students $35.95 

Daphnia
The familiar semi-transparent water flea (magna species). 

An excellent food source for many small freshwater predators. 

Recommended as prey in studies of hydra feeding behavior. 

Available year-round. For 30, 60 or 120 students.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563440-642 For 30 Students $13.05 

9LN-532192-642 For 60 Students $22.05 

9LN-532193-642 For 120 Students $31.95 

Daphnia Culture Kit
For inoculation of a 5-gallon aquarium. Contains a culture of Daphnia 

magna, 250 mL medium, bag of timothy hay, culture of food 

organisms and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563917-642 Daphnia Culture Kit $32.05 

Copepods
Usually cyclops. For 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563863-642 Copepods $14.05 

RESTRICTION INFORMATION

A few of the plants and animals in this section are restricted 
in some states. See page 128 for important information on 
applying for permits and ordering restricted organisms.

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply
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Tenebrio Larvae (Mealworms)
Easy to raise and useful as food for many laboratory animals. Also permits 

first-hand observation of insect metamorphosis. Supplied in the larval 

stage with a bran meal medium, for keeping until ready for use.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9LN-563878-642 Mealworms Pack of 100 $5.05

9LN-563881-642 Mealworms Pack of 500 $13.05

Tenebrio Adults
Tenebrio beetles developed from mealworm larvae. Stock culture contains 

adults, pupae, larvae, eggs, and directions. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9LN-532207-642 Tenebrio Adults Pack of 25 $16.05

9LN-532208-642 Tenebrio Adults Pack of 50 $31.05

Tenebrio Stock Culture
Includes adults, pupae, larvae and eggs.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-532209-642 Tenebrio Stock Culture $18.05

Bran Meal
1 lb.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-563884-642 Bran Meal $36.05

Crickets
Year-round availability

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9LN-563869-642 Crickets Pack of 150 $62.05

9LN-563872-642 Crickets Pack of 500 $187.05

Pill Bugs
Common terrestrial isopods.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-563986-642 For 30 Students $18.95

9LN-563989-642 For 60 Students $32.95

9LN-532219-642 For 120 Students $64.95

Superworms
Brown banded larvae similar to mealworms (Tenebrio), but much bigger. 

Their giant size (1.25" to 2") makes them excellent food for large reptiles 

and amphibians. Customers from ME must apply for a USDA permit to 

receive this material.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9LN-532205-642 Superworms Pack of 50 $15.05

9LN-532206-642 Superworms Pack of 100 $26.05

Lady Beetles
Used for biological control of various 

soft-bodied plant pests such as aphids, 

these colorful insects are ideal subjects 

for life cycle studies.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-532210-642 For 30 Students $9.05

9LN-532211-642 For 60 Students $15.95

9LN-532212-642 For 120 Students $24.95

Termites
The termite digestive tract contains the 

commonly studied protozoans Trichonympha 

and Prsonympha. Customers from AZ, IA, 

ME, and OH must apply for a USDA permit 

to receive this material.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-532213-642 For 30 Students $18.05

9LN-532214-642 For 60 Students $35.05

9LN-532215-642 For 120 Students $69.05

INSECTS

Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches
Contrary to their prehistoric appearance, 

these big insects are quite peaceful—

and also flightless, easy to handle, 

and undemanding. Maintain at room 

temperature, with 80°F preferred, especially 

for breeding. Customers from AZ, CA, FL, 

and TN must apply for a USDA permit to 

receive this material.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9LN-532216-642 Random Gender Each $13.05 

9LN-532217-642 Male Each $14.05 

9LN-532218-642 Female Each $14.05
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Drosophila Set 1 
Contains one culture each of wild and vestigial.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-564226-642 Drosophila Set 1 $18.05 

Drosophila Set 2
Contains one culture each of vestigial and ebony.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-564229-642 Drosophila Set 2 $18.05 

Sex-linked Drosophila
Contains one culture each of wild and white eyes.

Item # Description List Price
9LN-564223-642 Sex-Linked Drosophila $18.05 

Anesthefly Insect Immobilizer
Anesthetizing ether used to immobilize drosophila. 150 mL Ethyl Alcohol 

Triethylamine.

Item# Description List Price
9-1495546-642 Immobilizer $22.09 

Polystyrene Culture Vials
This drosophila culture vial is supplied with plastic snap cap. 45 mm 

diameter jars, 30 dram (3.75 oz.) capacity. Pack of 72.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-594330-642 Vials Pack of 72 $91.69

Silkworm Eggs
Refrigerate until ready to hatch. When placed at room temperature, 

eggs will hatch in 10 to 30 days, depending upon temperature. Larva 

feed on foliage from plants in mulberry family. Students can watch the 

silkworms spin silk. 

• Available mid-March through September

• Sufficient eggs for a class of 30

• Also good food supply for small reptiles

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9LN-565339-642 Silkworm Eggs Pack of 30 $18.95 

DROSOPHILA CULTURES

Drosophila Cultures
We offer a wide selection of live drosophila. These are pure, vigorous strains.

Item # Description List Price
Wild Type
9LN-563485-642 Normal Characteristics $10.05 
 Normal
1st Chromosome Mutants
9LN-563488-642 Yellow (y) $10.05 
 yellow body, brown bristles

9LN-563491-642 White Eyes (w) $10.05 
 white eyes

9LN-563494-642 Vermilion (v) $10.05 
 scarlet eyes

9LN-563497-642 Bar (B) $10.05 
 eyes small narrow bars
2nd Chromosome Mutants
9LN-563503-642 Vestigial (vg) $10.05 
 wings short and shriveled, unable to fly

9LN-563506-642 Dumpy (dp) $10.05 
 short wings and body

9LN-563512-642 Apterous (ap) $10.05 
 wings missing
3rd Chromosome Mutants
9LN-563515-642 Sepia (se) $10.05 
 eyes brown, darken with age to black

9LN-564211-642 Scarlet (st) $10.05 
 bright scarlet eyes
Multichromosomal Mutants
9LN-564217-642 Vestigial-ebony (vge) $10.05 
 wings small, dark body color
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Fancy Tail Guppies
Pack of 3.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-574359-642 Fancy Tail Guppies $13.05

Plecostomus Catfish
Will keep the algae in your tank under control. Pack of 3.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-574362-642 Catfish $39.05

Chinese Algae Eater
Excellent for eliminating algae in your aquarium. Pack of 3.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-591265-642 Chinese Algae Eater $25.05

Zebra Danios
Horizontal stripes, egg layer. Available March-November. Pack of 6.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-574374-642 Zebra Danios $22.05

Vinegar Eels
This species (Turbatrix aceti) feeds on organisms that cause 

vinegar fermentation.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563824-642 For 30 Students $11.05

9LN-563827-642 For 120 Students $40.05

Newts
Triturus viridescens. A semiaquatic amphibian for aquaria or 

terraria habitats.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-564202-642 Newts Pack of 3 $20.05

9LN-563974-642 Newts Pack of 12 $69.05

Frog Eggs
Artificially induced and fertilized, and shipped in early stages of 

development. Hatching time is approximately 10 days. Available mid-April 

through May. Per unit.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563887-642 Frog Eggs $30.05

Bullfrog Tadpoles
Newly hatched. Takes 12 to 14 months to mature. Available year-round. 

Pack of 12.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564019-642 Bullfrog tadpoles $60.05

Xenopus Embryos
A readily available laboratory-bred amphibian known for fast growth, early 

sexual maturity and disease resistance. Due to 5 to 7 days growth rate, 

shipment will arrive in later embryonic stages. Pack of 50–100 eggs.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-574419-642 Xenopus Embryos $61.95

Goldfish
Common goldfish. 1"–2", pack of 12.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-581898-642 Goldfish $25.05

Guppies
Common. Popular live-bearing aquaria fish. Pack of 12.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9LN-563893-642 Guppies Pack of 12 $16.05

Tropical Fish Set
12 preselected Tropical Fish (at least 

3 different types) for a community 

tank. With instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-591262-642 Tropical Fish Set $54.05

Chameleons
Anolis carolinensis. Great for desert or tropical terraria. Pack of 3.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-564205-642 Chameleons $24.05

Dwarf Aquarium Frog
Small, fully aquatic frog ideal 

for a tropical aquaria. Will eat 

flake food. Approximately 1" 

in size. Pack of 3

Item # Description List Price

9LN-574389-642 Dwarf Aquarium Frog $17.95

FISH REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS

Bullfrogs
Rana catesbeiana. 4"–5" body length.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-565342-642 Bullfrogs $29.05
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WaterWorld 
Radius Aquarium
WaterWorld Radius 

10 gallon aquarium kit 

includes everything 

needed to maintain a 

beautiful aquarium! 

Perfect for hobbyists, the 

kit includes an LED light 

& Cascade internal filter. 

Curved glass design is 

sure to make a beautiful 

conversation piece.

Item# Description List Price

9-1540650-642 Radius Aquarium Kit $109.09

Tortoise Palace
Provide a safe and comfortable 

home to your tortoise, the 

perfect addition to any 

classroom. This habitat gives 

the students the ability to safely 

study the tortoise while offering 

a safe living environment. The 

base cabinet is sold separately 

and provides a platform for 

the Reptology Life Science 

Tortoise Palace. Dimensions: 

Habitat 48"L x 30"W x 12"H; 

Stand 48"L x 30"W x 29"H

Item# Description List Price

9-1540647-642 Tortoise Palace w/ Wire Stand $399.99

9-1540648-642 Tortoise Palace Cabinet $379.99

NEW

NEW

AquaTerrium™ Planting Tank
The perfect aquatic ecosystem for your 

classroom! Grow your favorite live plants 

or herbs together with your fish in one 

symbiotic environment. Includes 1.85 gallon 

tank, aquaponic waterfall, internal filtration 

system with media, LED plant growth 

light and artificial plant pack. Dimensions: 

11.75"H x 10.5"L x 9.5"D

Item # Description List Price

9-1592474-642 Planting Tank $103.59 

AquaTerrium™ Tanks
Experience a new and innovative 

aquarium experience with these 

biological aquatic ecosystems. The 

multi-level pool and aquarium design 

provides a truly unique aquatic 

experience combining 2 separate and 

protected living environments through a combined 

filtration unit. Includes glass aquarium with lid, integrated internal 

filter, resin waterfall and water pump. Perfect for fish, crayfish, 

crabs, shrimp and others! 

Lagoon: 17"Lx16"Dx13.75"H (rear) 5.5"H (front), 4 gallon (rear)

Grand Lagoon: 24"Lx19"Wx15.75"H (rear) 7"H (front), 10 gallon (rear)

Ripple Flow: 20.5"Lx19.5"Wx15"H (rear) 6.75"H (front), 6 Gallon (rear)

Item # Description List Price

9-1597509-642 Lagoon $266.69 

9-1597510-642 Grand Lagoon $399.99 

9-1597511-642 Ripple Flow $466.69 

BiOrb AIR
Create your own planted 

world. The biOrb AIR 

automatically replaces nature's 

daylight, air movement and 

humidity to create the perfect 

growing conditions for plants. 

The LED light incorporates six 

high power LED's arranged 

in a circular array at the top 

of the biOrbAIR. This light 

array enables plants to grow 

naturally. Fresh air is circulated 

within the unit then expelled 

via the filter as clean air. The 

unit also incorporates an 

accurate sensor that detects 

when the humidity is dropping 

and automatically turns on the water vapor misting system to maintain 

humidity. Easy to maintain. Includes terrarium and base 20"W x 22" H, 

lighting and misting module, coir compost, planting tray, filter cartridge, 

2 500ml bottles of humidimist, 24v transformer, capillary matting and 

stopper and instructions. Plants not included.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1502414-642 biOrbAIR $379.99 

9-1502415-642 Replacement Filter Cartridge $19.99 

9-1502416-642 Humidimist (Pack of 4) $21.29

Vertex Aquarium
This aquarium includes 

everything you need to get 

started as a fishkeeper! 

Sleek, modern design 

displays beautifully in any 

classroom. Includes a 

2.7 gallon aquarium, cascade 

hang-on filter, 2" quick-net, 

digital strip thermometer and 

a hinge style lid.

Item# Description List Price

9-1540649-642 Vertex Aquarium $50.49 

Grand Lagoon

Ripple Flow

Lagoon
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New World® Habitats
Each lightweight plastic container comes with a vented cover and snap-on 

hatch for feeding or retrieval. The perfect habitat for your fish, hamster, 

gerbil, reptile, or other pet.

Item# Description List Price

9-1495261-642 0.4 Gallon Habitat $4.99

9-1495262-642 1 Gallon Habitat $9.29

9-1495263-642 2.1 Gallon Habitat $15.99

9-1495264-642 3.8 Gallon Habitat $22.99

BiOrb Aquariums
Grow your own 

aquatic world with 

these all-inclusive 

biOrb tanks for the 

classroom. Designed 

for low maintenance 

and durability, the 

strong acrylic tanks 

allow students to 

study aquatic plant and 

animal life in water up 

close. Each kit includes 

everything you need 

in one box. Safe low 

voltage filter and light; 

easy change filter 

cartridges. Service kit 

includes filter, cleaning 

pad and water conditioner.

Item# Description List Price

9-1014907-642 8 Gallon Kit $137.29

9-1014908-642 4 Gallon Kit $99.99

9-1014909-642 Service Kit $14.69

1-to-3 Betta Tank Kit
The perfect 0.7 gallon aquarium designed for bettas and other small fish. 

This tank comes complete with filtration system, opaque dividers, and 

two color lights. The tank is blue in color and can be converted from three 

aquariums to one. Tank measures 4.25"D x 11.50"W x 7"H.

Item# Description List Price

9-1536912-642 1-3 Betta Tank Kit $19.99

Jewel Terrariums
Best model for unobstructed view. Removable top and slant front glass 

have ground edges, with front glass adjustable for ventilation. Welded 

angle iron frames, secure safety clips on cover glass. Can also be partially 

filled with water for frogs, turtles, etc. 24"L x 14"W x 21"H 61 lbs.

Item# Description List Price

9-564275-642 Jewel Terrariums $569.99

Science Habitat Center
The perfect addition to a 

hands-on learning environment! 

This one of a kind learning 

center is ideal for creating 

a wide variety of science 

activities, including terrariums 

and housing small mammals, 

reptiles, amphibians, insects, 

or fish. A 5" screw-on cap 

provides easy access for 

feeding and care. The large top 

tray is removable for quick and 

easy clean-up, while the two 

snap-on caddies that mount 

on the side of the habitat 

are convenient for storing 

materials. Made of high-impact 

resin with four 3" locking 

casters. 28" x 21" x 21" Some 

assembly required, please allow 3–4 weeks for delivery.

Item # Description List Price

6-1532510-642 Science Habitat Center $346.95

Student 
Aquaria/Terraria
You'll love these 

individual Aquariums 

and Terrariums for 

your classroom. The 

1 gallon makes a perfect 

terrarium for plants and 

the 1.5 gallon is a great 

aquarium for the classroom. 

Best of all, they are plastic 

and won't crack or break. The molded feet on the bottom keep from 

harming classroom furniture.

Item# Description List Price

9-1006701-642 1 Gallon $11.99

9-1006700-642 1.5 Gallon $13.99
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Waterfall Globe 
Aquarium Kit
This aquarium is a 1.8 gallon 

crystal clear glass globe 

with an innovative waterfall 

feature. The kit contains a 

stylish black base with light 

arm, pump-driven filter, small 

Bio-Bag®, bright white LED 

lights, and a single power 

cord. This aquarium is perfect 

for goldfish!

Item# Description List Price

9-1494601-642 Waterfall Globe Aquarium Kit $55.99

Aquatic Reptile Starter Kit
The Aquarium Reptile Starter Kit features a 10 gallon tank, durable 

metal screen with built-in cord routing and clips to hold the screen 

in place. Includes filtration, basking platform, and heat lamp with bulb. 

20 x 10 x 12 inches.

Item# Description List Price

9-1529503-642 Reptile Starter Kit $100.29

Complete Aquarium Ensembles
Think it's too much trouble to set up an aquarium in your classroom? 

Think again. Here's one convenient set with everything you need to 

set up a little aquatic world quickly and easily. Includes glass aquarium, 

incandescent hood, pump, filter, tubing, fish net, valve (2), replacement 

filter material (2), and heater. Guide included.

Item# Description List Price

9-1299739-642 10 Gallon $199.99

9-572871-642 20 Gallon $202.99

Perfecto® All Glass Aquarium Tank
Well suited for classroom observation of aquatic life. These tanks are 

corrosion proof, a necessary feature for any salt water aquarium.

Item# Description List Price
Tanks

9-571949-642 10 Gallon (20 x 10 x 12) $53.29 

9-571952-642 20 Gallon (24 x 12 x 16) $70.99 
Recessed Hoods

9-595368-642 10 Gallon (20 in x 10 in) $49.79 

9-595371-642 20 Gallon (24 in x 12 in) $52.79 

Portrait Kit
The Portrait Kit is a 5 gallon curved 

glass aquarium. The kit features 

3-stage hidden filtration and 

adjustable flow pump. The included 

bright white and blue LED light 

features a 3-way switch to switch 

between the effect of sunlight or 

the relaxing moonlight glow. Also 

includes a base and a unique glass 

canopy that slides to the back for 

easy feeding and care.

Item#  Description List Price

9-1494599-642 Portrait Kit $95.39 
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Aquarium Accessory Kit
One package containing the accessories necessary for a basic aquarium 

set-up. This kit is suitable for use with any of our tank style. Kit includes: 

Heater, air pump, hang on filter, floating thermometer, 4" net, air stone and 

a two way valve. (Tank not included)

Item # Description List Price

9-1474764-642 Aquarium Accessory Kit $89.99

Digital Thermometer
Accurately measures aquarium temperatures. 

Clear, easy-to-read numbers. Fahrenheit/centigrade 

scale. Mounts conveniently outside aquarium.

Item# Description List Price

9-573696-642 Digital Thermometer $3.99

NEW

NEW

Penn-Plax® Cascade™  
Hang-on Powerfilters
Cascade power filters feature a four-step 

filtration system to keep your aquarium 

fresh and beautiful. The polyfiber floss 

cartridge traps floating particulate matter while 

the activated carbon cartridge removes harmful 

toxins, odors, discoloration, and contaminants. 

The internal sponge optimizes colonization of 

beneficial aerobic bacteria and the external 

Bio-Falls™ provide a wet/dry biological booster for 

additional ammonia and nitrite removal.

Item# Description List Price
Filter

9-1292770-642 10 Gallon $29.99 

9-1292772-642 20 Gallon $34.99 

9-1465789-642 35 Gallon $47.99 

9-1292775-642 55 Gallon $54.99 
Replacement Carbon Cartridge

9-1292771-642 For 10 Gallon (3-PK) $5.99 

9-1292773-642 For 20 Gallon (3-PK) $6.69 

9-1292774-642 For 35 and 55 Gallon (3-PK) $7.29 

Floating Aquarium Thermometer
Floating Thermometer features a suction cup 

for easy access readings. Great for either salt 

or fresh water aquariums.  

Measures 4-1/4 inches.

Item # Description List Price

9-1465790-642 Floating Thermometer $2.99 

Aquarium Bulbs
Light up your aquarium with incandescent bulbs. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1592477-642 15W Incandescent Bulb $2.69 

9-1592478-642 25W Incandescent Bulb $2.69 

Penn-Plax® Cascade™Submersible Heaters
Use these fully submersible heaters in both fresh and 

saltwater aquariums. Made of heavy-duty, shock-

resistant glass with visible temperature setting scale 

accurate to 1°, and a top-quality heating element with 

superior insulation. Factory preset at 76°. Includes two 

suction cups for vertical or horizontal mounting.

Item# Description List Price

9-1292769-642 7" 50 W (for 10 Gallon) $21.99 

9-1292768-642 8" 100 W (for 20 Gallon) $24.99 

9-1592475-642 10" 150W (for 30 gallon) $25.29 

9-1292767-642 10" 200W (for 55 gallon) $26.69 

Penn-Plax® Air-Tech™ Aquarium Air Pumps
The new standard in high-quality, economical air pumps features superior 

power, reliability, and high performance you can count on. Acoustically 

designed for smooth, ultra-quiet operation. 110 V operation.

Item# Description List Price

9-1292763-642 10 Gallon $10.99 

9-1292764-642 20 Gallon $12.99 

9-1592476-642 30 Gallon $17.39 

9-1292765-642 55 Gallon $21.29 
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AQUARIUM PLANT SETS

5" Fish Dip Net
Fine mesh nylon nets to safely handle fish. Continuous wire handle and 

frame assures rigidity.

Item# Description List Price

9-563366-642 5 in Fish Dip Net $1.99 

Start Right® Water Conditioner
A multi-beneficial water conditioner that 

removes chlorine and chloramine, neutralizes 

heavy metals, aids in cell regeneration and in 

the additional production of the fish's natural 

slime coat, adds beneficial electrolytes, 

and guards against secondary infections. 

In addition, leaves aquariums clean and clear 

with no deposits or residue around plants 

or filters. For Freshwater and Saltwater. 

2 ounces.

Item# Description List Price

9-030-9902-642 Water Conditioner $3.39 

Elodea

NEW

NEW

Penn‑Plax® 
Pro‑Balance™ 
Fish Feeding Blocks
Keep your fish healthy 

and well-fed over school 

vacations! Feeding blocks 

are packed with high-quality 

Pro-Balance™ Fish Food to 

last 3, 7, or 14 days.

Item # Description List Price

9-1292783-642 3-Day (4-PK) $2.69 

9-1292784-642 7-Day (Each) $1.99 

9-1292782-642 14-Day (2-PK) $2.99 

Plastic 
Aquarium Plants
Vibrantly colored aquarium 

plants to personalize the 

environment and provide a 

safe hiding space for fish.

Item # Description List Price

9-1592479-642 4 in Plastic Plants, 6 pieces $9.29 

9-1592480-642 8 in Plastic Plants, 6 pieces $13.29 

Aquarium 
Cleaning Essentials
Basic supplies to 

maintain a clean 

aquarium environment.

Item # Description List Price

9-1592481-642 56 in Vacuum Hose $11.99 

9-1592482-642 Glass Scrapper/Scrubber, 27 in $10.69 

3–5 Gallon Aquarium Set
Includes: 4 cabomba, 4 corkscrew vallisneria, 6 elodea, 4 ludwigia, and 

1 aquarium animal set.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563728-642 3-5 Gallon Aquarium Set $53.05 

15–20 Gallon Aquarium Set
Includes: 2 amazon swords or dracaena, 12 cabomba, 24 elodea, 

12 myriophyllum, 12 sagittaria, 2 underwater banana plants, a 2 oz. 

portion of duckweed, 1 unit of hairgrass and 3 aquarium animal sets.

Item# Description List Price

9LN-563734-642 15 to 20 Gallon Set $160.05

Aquarium Gravel
2 lbs of 0.1" to 0.25" medium sized 

natural-colored gravel.

Item# Description List Price

9-190-0304-642 Aquarium Gravel $7.59 

6–10 Gallon Aquarium Set
Includes: 1 amazon sword or dracaena, 6 cabomba, a 2 oz. portion 

of duckweed, 6 elodea, 3 myriophyllum, 6 sagittaria, 3 vallisneria and 

1 aquarium animal set.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-563731-642 6-10 Gallon Aquarium Set $74.05 
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Complete Dissection Kits
All the equipment you need to get started with dissection! We've take 

the most popular specimens for dissection—grasshoppers, crayfish, 

grass frogs, and fetal pigs—and created four comprehensive dissection 

kits. Each classroom kit includes 30 specimens, 15 dissection kits, 

15 dissection pans, and 15 miniguides to dissection. Each classroom 

set includes a FREE laminated dissection mat with detailed, full-color 

illustrations. Additional mat available separately.

Item# Description List Price
Complete Dissection Kits

9-1294665-642 Crayfish $516.19

9-1294664-642 Grasshopper $507.29

9-1294666-642 Grass Frog $626.19

9-1294667-642 Fetal Pig $1,223.09

Laminated Dissection Mats

9-532224-642 Grasshopper Dissection Mat $9.99

9-588850-642 Frog Dissection Mat $9.99

9-532246-642 Crayfish Dissection Mat $9.99

9-588856-642 Fetal Pig Dissection Mat $9.99

How to Dissect Book
•  Step-by-step dissection instructions of 

11 common specimens: earthworm, 

crayfish, grasshopper, clam, squid, 

starfish, dogfish shark, perch, frog, 

fetal pig and gladiolus

•  Large, detailed illustrations show 

exact dissection procedure

• 224-page, softcover

Item# Description List Price

9-572462-642 How to Dissect Book $19.99

Storage Pails and Opener
Store specimens or other lab 

materials in this plastic, resealable, 

5 gallon pail. Perfect for multiple 

student or class use of single 

specimens or for long-term storage 

of specimens for later use. Pail opener 

makes popping lids off sealed pails 

quick and easy, so you can reseal them 

tightly with confidence.

Item# Description List Price

9-596982-642 5 Gallon $14.79

9-532223-642 Pail Opener $11.99

QUICK REFERENCE:

CHOICE™ 
SPECIMENS

Frey Choice™ preserved specimens are initially preserved in a 
formaldehyde-based solution for optimum shelf life. They are 
thoroughly washed and stored in Frey Secure™ odorless 
holding solution.

SELECT™ 
100% FORMALDEHYDE-FREE 
SPECIMENS

Frey Select™ formaldehyde-free preserved specimens do not 
contain reduced formaldehyde—they truly are formaldehyde 
free! Formaldehyde was never used during the preservation of 
these specimens.

SECURE™ SAFE, ODORLESS 
HOLDING SOLUTION

All preserved specimens from Frey are washed and shipped in 
safe, odor-free, 100% formaldehyde-free holding solution.

PACKAGING OPTIONS
Frey Scientific offers two specimen packaging options to meet  
your school's needs:

Vac-Pack: Specimens are vacuum sealed in a heavy, laminated 
plastic bag

Pail-Pack: Specimens are packaged in a sealed pail containing  
Frey Secure™ holding solution

KEY TO INJECTIONS
We offer a range of arterial, venal, and hepatic portal latex 
injections in our preserved specimens to suit your budget and 
educational needs:

Plain: Not injected

Single: Arteries injected with red latex

Double: Arteries injected with red latex, and hepatic portal system 
injected with blue latex

Triple: Arteries injected with red latex, hepatic portal system 
injected with blue latex, and systemic veins injected with  
yellow latex

Preserved Specimens
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Dissection Mini-Guide Series
Go in-depth with this extensive collection of student-ready dissection 

guides and manuals. Each guide features line illustrations, diagrams, and 

full-color drawings of the pertinent species or organ. Dissection details are 

reviewed from start to finish and students are walked through all major 

anatomical systems. Choose from more than 15 guides covering all of 

the most commonly dissected species of invertebrates and vertebrates. 

6–36 pages, paperback.

Item # Description List Price

9-597006-642 Clam Dissection Guide $7.99 

9-597012-642 Crayfish Dissection Guide $7.99 

9-597003-642 Earthworm Dissection Guide $7.99 

9-597039-642 Fetal Pig Dissection Guide $9.99 

9-597024-642 Frog Dissection Guide $9.99 

9-597015-642 Grasshopper Dissection Guide $7.99 

9-532248-642 Lamprey Dissection Guide $10.99 

9-597048-642 Mammalian Brain Dissect Guide $9.99 

9-597054-642 Mammalian Eye Dissect Guide $7.99 

9-597045-642 Mammalian Heart Dissect Guide $7.99 

9-532270-642 Mammalian Kidney Dissect Guide $7.99 

9-597021-642 Perch Dissection Guide $10.99 

9-597030-642 Pigeon Dissection Guide $10.99 

9-1300585-642 Rabbit Dissection Guide $10.99 

9-580798-642 Rat Dissection Guide $10.99 

9-597177-642 Shark Dissection Guide $10.99 

9-597009-642 Squid Dissection Guide $9.99 

9-597018-642 Starfish Dissection Guide $7.99 

9-597027-642 Turtle Dissection Guide $11.49 

KEY TO ARTERIAL INJECTIONS

Plain: Not injected

Single: Arterial system injected with red latex

Double: Arterial system injected with red latex and  
 hepatic portal system injected with blue latex

Triple: Arterial system injected with red latex, hepatic  
 portal system injected with blue latex, and  
 systemic veins injected with yellow latex

Choice™ Dissection Survey Packs
These preserved specimen packs are an integral piece in the Life 

Science Curriculum. Frey Choice specimens are initially preserved in a 

formaldehyde base solution to ensure flexibility and long shelf life. Prior 

to shipment, they are thoroughly rinsed and vacuum wet-packed in an 

odor-free holding fluid. The resulting high quality, combined with our 

always low prices, make these student packs an exceptional teaching 

value. Dissection survey sets are available with six, eight, ten, or twelve 

species in quantities to suit any classroom or school need.

Item # Number of Specimens Specimen Size List Price
Six Species Set.  Includes: Perch, Clam, Earthworm, Starfish, Crayfish and Grassfrog.

9-572495-642 1 of Each Medium $11.39 

9-572498-642 1 of Each Large $15.49 

9-1496498-642 10 of Each Medium $90.69 

9-1496499-642 10 of Each Large $119.49 

9-596781-642 25 of Each Medium $210.19 

9-596787-642 50 of Each Medium $397.59 

9-596790-642 50 of Each Large $565.49 
Eight Species Set.  Includes: Six Species Set plus Grantia and Grasshopper.

9-1496510-642 1 of Each Medium $11.39 

9-1496511-642 1 of Each Large $16.49 

9-596802-642 10 of Each Medium $107.09 

9-596805-642 10 of Each Large $147.29 

9-596808-642 25 of Each Medium $245.19 

9-596814-642 50 of Each Medium $469.69 

9-596817-642 50 of Each Large $646.89 
Ten Species Set.  Includes: Eight Species Set plus Hydra and Honeybee.

9-1496512-642 1 of Each Medium $13.39 

9-596844-642 50 of Each Large $700.39 
Twelve Species Set.  Includes: Ten Species Set plus White Rat and Pig Embryo.

9-596847-642 1 of Each Medium $30.89 

9-596856-642 10 of Each Medium $295.69 

9-596859-642 10 of Each Large $387.29 

9-596862-642 25 of Each Medium $648.89 

9-596865-642 25 of Each Large $926.99 

9-596868-642 50 of Each Medium $1,235.99 
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INVERTEBRATES

Arthropods

Choice™ Grasshoppers
Grasshopper specimens are 3" or larger.

Item # Description List Price
Plain

9-572507-642 Pail of 10 $5.09 

9-597348-642 Pail of 50 $26.29 

9-597351-642 Pail of 100 $51.49 
Tracheal Injection

9-597357-642 Pail of 100 $113.19 

Mini-Guide to 
Grasshopper Dissection
This unique, 13-page booklet is geared 

toward high school biology students and 

covers the complete grasshopper dissection 

with detailed text and 5 full-color illustrations.

Item # Description List Price

9-597015-642 Grasshopper Dissection Guide $7.99 

Grasshopper Dissection Mat
Protect tables and let students see the complete grasshopper dissection 

printed directly on a polyvinyl .02 mil opaque matte surface. Resistant to 

spills and chemicals, mat is easily cleaned with a sponge or paper towel. 

Not just laminated paper, this mat will last for years. 9.75" x 16"

Item # Description List Price

9-532224-642 Grasshopper Dissection Mat $9.99 

Choice™ Crayfish
Mature, best quality specimens. Body size is given; overall length is 

double.

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-572504-642 4-6 in Plain Pack of 10 $11.19 

9-1496528-642 4-6 in Plain Pail of 10 $14.29 

9-597297-642 4-6 in Plain Pail of 50 $65.29 

9-597300-642 4-6 in Plain Pail of 100 $127.49 

9-597318-642 3-4 in Single Pail of 100 $118.39 

9-596406-642 4-6 in Single Pack of 10 $13.29 

9-598068-642 4-6 in Single Pail of 10 $17.39 

9-597303-642 4-6 in Single Pack of 50 $72.49 

9-597306-642 4-6 in Single Pail of 100 $139.79

Mini-guide to Crayfish Dissection
A 6-page guide to dissecting the crayfish at 

the high school level. Fully illustrated.

Item # Description List Price

9-597012-642 Crayfish Dissection Guide $7.99 

Crayfish Dissection Mat
Protect tables and let students see the complete crayfish dissection 

printed directly on a polyvinyl .02 mil opaque matte surface. Resistant to 

spills and chemicals, mat is easily cleaned with a sponge or paper towel. 

Not just laminated paper, this mat will last for years. 9.75" x 16"

Item # Description List Price

9-532246-642 Crayfish Dissection Mat $9.99 
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Choice™ Jellyfish
Students will enjoy dissecting a specimen 

with easily identifiable structures.

 •  An extra large jellyfish

•  Ideal for dissection due to its size and 

well defined anatomy

•  Comes with a data sheet outlining its 

anatomy and natural history

• Packs of 10

Item # Description List Price

 9-597204-642 Jellyfish $34.59

Mini-Guide to Starfish Dissection
Complete guide for a through dissection 

of the starfish. 8-page booklet with 

detailed illustrations.

Item# Description List Price

9-597018-642 Starfish Dissection Guide $7.99 

Mini-Guide to Squid Dissection
The most comprehensive guide currently 

available for high school squid dissection. 

Guides the teacher and students through 

a complete dissection. 13 pages with 

full color illustrations. Discusses squid 

evolution.

Item # Description List Price

9-597009-642 Squid Dissection Guide $9.99 

Choice™ Sea Anemone
A good example of the Anthozoa, these 

common sea anemone, Metridium, are 

specially selected to be expanded for 

classroom use. Size: 2"+. Pack of 10.

Item # Description List Price

 9-532247-642 Sea Anemone $44.69

Choice™ Starfish
•  Without heart, blood vessels 

or skeleton, yet the probable 

ancestor of vertebrates

•  Carefully extended and preserved in 

position for ease of dissection

• All firm, well-developed specimens

Choice™ Octopus
6"–8", sized tip-to-tip. Pack of 1.

Item # Description List Price

 9-596373-642 Octopus $15.19

Choice™ Squid
A marine mollusk representative of the most complex of invertebrates. 

Well-developed specimens available, color injected or plain preserved.

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596403-642 5-8 in Plain Pack of 10 $41.99 

9-596394-642 8-12 in Plain Pack of 10 $65.99 

9-1496502-642 8-12 in Single Pack of 10 $80.79

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596427-642 5-6 in Plain Pack of 10 $17.79 

9-598056-642 5-6 in Plain Pail of 10 $21.99 

9-597459-642 5-6 in Plain Pail of 100 $186.09 

9-572510-642 6-8 in Plain Pack of 10 $27.19 

9-598050-642 6-8 in Plain Pail of 10 $29.29 

9-597444-642 6-8 in Plain Pail of 50 $133.79 

9-532244-642 8+ in Plain Pack of 10 $29.29 

9-596424-642 6-8 in Single Pack of 10 $67.89 

9-597450-642 6-8 in Single Pail of 50 $334.39 

Choice™ Sea Urchin
Plain preserved. Purple. Large. Pack of 10.

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

 9-1496503-642 Large Plain 10 $12.99

Mollusks

Cnidarians
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Choice™ 
Freshwater Clams

Our clam specimens are 

the true Anodonta clam, the 

finest clam specimen there is. 

Thin-shelled and lightweight. 

Preserves magnificently.

Mini-Guide to 
Earthworm Dissection
An 8-page booklet that covers the entire 

earthworm dissection. Color illustrated; 

written for the high school student.

Item# Description List Price

9-597003-642 Earthworm Dissection Guide $7.99

Mini-Guide to Clam Dissection
A richly illustrated booklet describing 

the dissection and anatomy of the 

freshwater clam. Easy-to-read text.

Item # Description List Price

9-597006-642 Clam Dissection Guide $7.99

Choice™ Earth Worms
A popular lower invertebrate for class dissection, 

with many features analogous to higher orders. 

Specimens are plump and well extended; FAA or 

latex injection recommended for internal study.

Mini-Guide to Shark Dissection
This 20-page booklet covers all aspects of 

shark dissection. Fully illustrated.

Item # Description List Price

9-597177-642 Shark Dissection Guide $10.99

Choice™ Sharks
Commonly referred to as dogfish. Non-formaldehyde holding solution.

Item # Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596523-642 18-22 in Plain Each $10.89

9-596526-642 18-22 in Plain Pack of 10 $107.09

9-597534-642 18-22 in Plain Pail of 10 $102.99

9-1300572-642 22-27 in Plain Each $14.59

9-596502-642 22-27 in Plain Pack of 10 $138.39

9-597510-642 22-27 in Plain Pail of 10 $151.89

9-597513-642 22-27 in Plain Pail of 50 $767.59

9-596478-642 27+ in Plain Pack of 10 $182.09

9-597486-642 27+ in Plain Pail of 10 $186.99

9-597489-642 27+ in Plain Pail of 50 $969.99

9-596508-642 22-27 in Single Pack of 10 $151.89

9-596481-642 27+ in Single Each $18.99

9-597492-642 27+ in Single Pail of 10 $215.99

9-1496520-642 18-22 in Double Pack of 10 $134.19

9-1496505-642 22-27 in Double Each $16.69

9-1496506-642 22-27 in Double Pack of 10 $169.59

9-597525-642 22-27 in Double Pail of 50 $936.09

9-596520-642 22-27 in Triple Pack of 10 $196.59

9-1496504-642 27+ in Triple Each $21.99

9-596496-642 27+ in Triple Pack of 10 $226.09

SHARKS

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596343-642 6-8 in Plain Pack of 10 $9.29

9-572501-642 8 in Plain Pack of 10 $10.19

9-597255-642 8 in Plain Pail of 50 $46.99

9-597258-642 8 in Plain Pail of 100 $89.79

9-597246-642 10 in Plain Pack of 10 $14.39

9-597249-642 10 in Plain Pail of 50 $57.49

9-597252-642 10 in Plain Pail of 100 $113.79

9-596340-642 10 in Single Pack of 10 $33.89

9-597261-642 10 in Single Pail of 50 $166.09

9-1321896-642 10 in Single Pail of 100 $298.29

Choice™  
Roundworms

These large parasitic nematodes 

(Ascaris lumbricoides) are from 

cows and pigs, package of ten, 

mostly females with a few males for 

comparison. Pack of 10

Item # Description List Price

9-596331-642 Roundworm $20.49

Choice™  
Tapeworm

Dog tapeworm.

Item # Description List Price

9-1496501-642 Tapeworm $9.19

WORMS

Item# Length Number of Specimens List Price

9-597279-642 3-4 in Pail of 100 $109.69

9-596355-642 4-5 in Pack of 10 $16.29

9-597270-642 4-5 in Pail of 50 $78.19

9-1496518-642 4-5 in Pail of 100 $146.19
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Choice™ Lamprey
A primitive, jawless fish with a cartilaginous skeleton. Similar in 

appearance to eels, though unrelated. Lampreys demonstrate primitive 

vertebrate anatomy. Pack of 10.

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596457-642 22-28 in Plain Pack of 10 $157.99

9-596466-642 22-28 in Double Pack of 10 $204.89

Mini-Guide to Perch Dissection
A concise version of the comprehensive 

guide to the Bony Fish. Geared for 

general high school and college biology 

classes. The booklet has 24 pages of text 

and illustrations.

Item # Description List Price

9-597021-642 Perch Dissection Guide $10.99

Choice™ Non-Venomous Snake
Large, non-venomous snake. Plain Injection only. 18"–24" long. Pack of 10.

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596529-642 18-24 in Plain Pack of 10 $132.09

Choice™ Mexican Gray Perch
A good example of the more advanced bony fishes with jaw mouths and 

complex skull. Excellent for comparison to Squalus. Species supplied is 

Pomadasys margranthus (grunt). Available in large, medium or small sizes 

and pack size of 10 or pail sizes of 10, 50, or 100.

Item # Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-598089-642 5-7 in Plain Pail of 10 $11.39

9-597618-642 5-7 in Plain Pail of 100 $137.69

9-572513-642 7-9 in Plain Pack of 10 $14.49

9-598086-642 7-9 in Plain Pail of 10 $18.69

9-597609-642 7-9 in Plain Pail of 50 $77.69

9-597612-642 7-9 in Plain Pail of 100 $154.29

9-597582-642 9-12 in Plain Pack of 10 $32.09

9-1496486-642 9-12 in Plain Pail of 10 $38.29

9-597585-642 9-12 in Plain Pail of 50 $166.69

9-597588-642 9-12 in Plain Pail of 100 $337.39

9-1496521-642 9-12 in Single Pack of 10 $46.59

9-597594-642 9-12 in Single Pail of 50 $256.69

9-1496522-642 9-12 in Double Pack of 10 $58.99

9-598083-642 9-12 in Double Pail of 10 $67.29

9-597606-642 9-12 in Double Pail of 100 $631.39

Mini-guide to 
Lamprey Dissection
A complete guide for dissecting the 

Agnathan fish, the lamprey. Clear 

illustrations show external anatomy, 

head, and buccal funnel; and three 

cross-sections: mid-sagittal internal 

anatomy, heart and blood flow, and 

brain. Includes terminology definitions. 

16 pages, softcover

Item # Description List Price

9-532248-642 Lamprey Dissection Guide $10.99

VERTEBRATES FISH

Choice™ Perch Classroom Pack
Each pack contains three 10 packs of 7"–9" plain perch 

(30 total specimens), and 15 Mini-guides to Perch Dissection.

Item # Description List Price

9-1496500-642 Perch Classroom Pack $169.99 

Select™ Formaldehyde-Free Perch
Item # Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-1496487-642 7-9 in Plain Pack of 10 $19.69 

9-1496523-642 9-12 in Plain Pack of 10 $36.29 

9-1496494-642 9-12 in Double Pack of 10 $62.09 
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Frog Dissection Mat
Students follow the directions for a complete dissection without the worry 

of damaging books or paper.

• Polyvinyl, .02 mil, opaque matte surface

• Resistant to spills

• Easily clean with sponge or paper towel

• Size: 9.75" x 16"

Item # Description List Price

9-588850-642 Frog Dissection Mat $9.99

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
Grass frogs (Rana forreri) are, without a doubt, the most 

popular specimen for classroom dissection. Their place in the 

phylogenic structure, convenient size, and low cost make 

them the ideal dissection specimens. Recognizing this, we 

have made a commitment to provide frog specimens of high 

quality, ready availability, and economical price. Frey Scientific's 

frog specimens come from populations whose numbers and 

distribution have increased due to the construction of irrigation 

canals throughout the western coastal plains of Mexico.

Item #  Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596595-642   3 in - 3.5 in Plain 10-PK $26.59

9-597807-642   3 in - 3.5 in Plain 50-PL $133.69

9-597810-642   3 in - 3.5 in Plain 100-PL $266.29

9-596586-642   3.5 in - 4 in Plain 10-PK $26.59

9-598128-642   3.5 in - 4 in Plain 10-PL $29.59

9-597780-642   3.5 in - 4 in Plain 50-PL $137.79

9-597783-642   3.5 in - 4 in Plain 100-PL $277.49

9-572531-642   4 in - 4.5 in Plain 10-PK $43.89

9-598116-642   4 in - 4.5 in Plain 10-PL $45.89

9-597747-642   4 in - 4.5 in Plain 50-PL $220.39

9-597750-642   4 in - 4.5 in Plain 100-PL $445.79

9-597711-642   4.5 in - 5 in Plain 10-PK $66.29

9-598104-642   4.5 in - 5 in Plain 10-PL $69.39

9-597714-642   4.5 in - 5 in Plain 50-PL $366.19

9-597717-642   4.5 in - 5 in Plain 100-PL $730.39

9-597135-642   5 in + Plain 10-PK $87.69

9-598092-642   5 in + Plain 10-PL $89.79

9-597687-642   5 in + Plain 50-PL $410.09

9-597690-642   5 in + Plain 100-PL $814.99

9-597816-642   3 in - 3.5 in Single 50-PL $146.89

9-597819-642   3 in - 3.5 in Single 100-PL $289.69

9-596589-642   3.5 in - 4 in Single 10-PK $34.69

9-597786-642   3.5 in - 4 in Single 50-PL $175.49

9-597789-642   3.5 in - 4 in Single 100-PL $339.69

9-597753-642   4 in - 4.5 in Single 10-PK $53.09

9-598119-642   4 in - 4.5 in Single 10-PL $54.09

9-597756-642   4 in - 4.5 in Single 50-PL $260.09

9-597759-642   4 in - 4.5 in Single 100-PL $520.19

9-597720-642   4.5 in - 5 in Single 10-PK $79.59

9-598107-642   4.5 in - 5 in Single 10-PL $84.69

9-597723-642   4.5 in - 5 in Single 50-PL $389.69

9-597726-642   4.5 in - 5 in Single 100-PL $805.89

9-597138-642   5 in + Single 10-PK $96.89

9-598095-642   5 in + Single 10-PL $98.99

9-597693-642   5 in + Single 50-PL $460.09

9-597696-642   5 in + Single 100-PL $938.39

Choice™ Grass Frogs

Item #  Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-598146-642   3 in - 3.5 in Double 10-PL $37.79

9-597828-642   3 in - 3.5 in Double 100-PL $360.09

9-596592-642   3.5 in - 4 in Double 10-PK $37.79

9-597792-642   3.5 in - 4 in Double 50-PL $209.09

9-597795-642   3.5 in - 4 in Double 100-PL $410.09

9-597762-642   4 in - 4.5 in Double 10-PK $59.19

9-598122-642   4 in - 4.5 in Double 10-PL $61.19

9-597765-642   4 in - 4.5 in Double 50-PL $296.89

9-597768-642   4 in - 4.5 in Double 100-PL $594.69

9-597729-642   4.5 in - 5 in Double 10-PK $84.69

9-598110-642   4.5 in - 5 in Double 10-PL $85.69

9-597732-642   4.5 in - 5 in Double 50-PL $426.39

9-597735-642   4.5 in - 5 in Double 100-PL $841.49

9-1496517-642   5 in + Double 10-PK $101.99

9-598098-642   5 in + Double 10-PL $106.09

9-597699-642   5 in + Double 50-PL $490.69

9-597702-642   5 in + Double 100-PL $1,016.99

9-597804-642   3.5 in - 4 in Triple 100-PL $489.59

9-598125-642   4 in - 4.5 in Triple 10-PL $69.39

9-598113-642   4.5 in - 5 in Triple 10-PL $96.99

9-597741-642   4.5 in - 5 in Triple 50-PL $469.19

9-598101-642   5 in + Triple 10-PL $113.29

9-597708-642   5 in + Triple 100-PL $1,081.19

Item # Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-597159-642 4 in - 5 in Plain 10-PK $68.69

9-1300586-642 4 in - 5 in Plain 10-PL $72.79

9-597165-642 4 in - 5 in Double 10-PK $85.09

9-532226-642 4 in - 5 in Triple 10-PK $93.29

9-532227-642 5 in + Triple 10-PK $136.39

Select™ Formaldehyde-Free Grass Frogs

Choice™ Frog Classroom Pack
This Class Pack includes three packs of ten 4"x5" plain grass frogs, 

30 specimens total, and 15 guides that describe frog dissection.

Item # Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-588577-642 4 in - 5 in Plain 3-PK $267.89 
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Mini-guide to 
Frog Dissection
This 16-page booklet contains 

14 detailed illustrations that 

cover the entire dissection of 

the Grassfrog. Can be used 

for high school or introductory 

college classes.

Item # Description List Price

9-597024-642 Frog Dissection Guide $9.99

Bullfrog Dissection Video
This video provides easy-to-understand identification of a bullfrog's 

muscles, organs and structures. Includes eight sections: terms of 

orientation, major muscles, external anatomy, anatomy of the brain, and 

the respiratory, urogenital, digestive and circulatory systems. Displays key 

words, reveals intriguing details pertinent to amphibians and reinforces 

major points with reviews at end of each section. 46 minutes

Item # Description List Price

9-1393035-642 Bullfrog $99.99

BULLFROGS
The bullfrog is a favorite dissection specimen 

in classroom laboratories. We offer a range 

of sizes in plain preserved, single, double, or 

triple injection. Body length is given; overall 

length is more than twice body length. These 

bullfrogs are farm raised or collected from 

introduced agriculture populations.

Item # Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-1496516-642 5 in - 6 in Plain EA $14.39

9-1496488-642 6 in - 7 in Plain EA $20.49

9-1496490-642 5 in - 6 in Single EA $16.49

9-1496491-642 6 in - 7 in Single EA $21.59

9-1496492-642 5 in - 6 in Double EA $17.49

9-1496514-642 6 in - 7 in Double EA $21.59

9-1496515-642 6 in - 7 in Triple EA $22.59

Select™ Formaldehyde-Free BullfrogsChoice™ Bullfrogs

Item #  Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596655-642  4 in - 5 in Plain 10-PK $71.49 

9-597678-642   4 in - 5 in Plain 50-PL $354.99 

9-596646-642   5 in - 6 in Plain 10-PK $117.29 

9-598173-642   5 in - 6 in Plain 10-PL $120.39 

9-597663-642   5 in - 6 in Plain 50-PL $580.39 

9-596625-642   6 in - 7 in Plain 10-PK $189.79 

9-598161-642   6 in - 7 in Plain 10-Pl $166.29 

9-597651-642   6 in - 7 in Plain 50-PL $800.69 

9-598188-642   4 in - 5 in Single 10-PL $82.79 

9-597681-642   4 in - 5 in Single 50-PL $405.69 

9-596649-642   5 in - 6 in Single 10-PK $130.59 

9-597666-642   5 in - 6 in Single 50-PL $630.39 

9-1496507-642   6 in - 7 in Single EA $19.39 

9-597654-642   6 in - 7 in Single 50-PL $887.39 

9-596661-642   4 in - 5 in Double 10-PK $89.09 

9-597684-642   4 in - 5 in Double 50-PL $449.19 

9-1496509-642   5 in - 6 in Double 10-PK $136.69 

9-598179-642   5 in - 6 in Double 10-PL $146.89 

9-597669-642   5 in - 6 in Double 50-PL $724.19 

9-596634-642   6 in - 7 in Double EA $20.39 

9-596637-642   6 in - 7 in Double 10-PK $208.09 

9-598167-642   6 in - 7 in Double 10-PL $189.69 

9-597657-642   6 in - 7 in Double 50-PL $948.69 

9-1496508-642   6 in - 7 in Triple EA $20.39 

9-597660-642   6 in - 7 in Triple 50-PL $1,000.69 
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Mini-Guide to 
Turtle Dissection
This definitive booklet explains turtle 

dissection in an easy-to-understand 

manner. Richly illustrated with over 

14 full-color drawings. Geared for the 

AP high school or college Biology class.

Item # Description List Price

9-597027-642 Turtle Dissection Guide $11.49

Mini-Guide to 
Pigeon Dissection
The entire pigeon dissection is outlined 

in this easy-to-understand, yet detailed 

test.10 detailed illustrations.16 

pages, softcover.

Item # Description List Price

9-597030-642 Pigeon Dissection Guide $10.99

Turtle
We offer a selection of top-quality plain or single-, and triple-injected 

turtles. Carapace length given.

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596535-642 8 in - 10 in Plain 10-PK $136.29

9-1496493-642 8 in - 10 in Single 10-PK $158.09

9-597840-642 8 in - 10 in Triple 10-PK $202.89

Choice™ Mink
All specimens are preserved using time-consuming embalming techniques 

to insure lasting flexibility and properly fixed internal structures. The feet 

have been removed. Average size is 13"–15", skinned. 

Item#  Injection Type List Price

9-597969-642 Plain $16.79

9-596772-642 Double Injection $18.89

9-596775-642 Triple Injection $19.89

Secure™ Specimen Holding Fluid
A non-toxic yet 100% effective holding fluid that keeps your dissection 

specimens moist and mold-free! We have developed a mixture that 

combines one of the most effective, yet safe, antifungal agents with a 

non-toxic humectant. Comes in premixed ready-to-use spray bottles and in 

1 gallon concentrate (makes 10 gallons of fluid).

Item # Description List Price

9-598206-642 1 gal Concentrate $44.29

9-532221-642 32 oz. Concentrate $14.49

9-532222-642 32 oz. Pre-mix Spray Bottle $13.19

Choice™ Pigeon
Item# Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596562-642 Plain 10-PK $134.99

9-597852-642 Single 10-PK $146.09

KEY TO ARTERIAL INJECTIONS

Plain: Not injected

Single: Arterial system injected with red latex

Double: Arterial system injected with red latex and 
 hepatic portal system injected with blue latex

Triple: Arterial system injected with red latex, hepatic 
 portal system injected with blue latex, and 
 systemic veins injected with yellow latex

MAMMALS

BIRDS
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CATSRODENTS

Choice™ White Rats
Expertly embalmed to ensure thorough internal preservation and lasting 

flexibility. These are adult specimens suitable for all general mammalian 

dissection, but at lower cost than larger animals.

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596667-642 7 in - 9 in Plain 10-PK $108.19 

9-596673-642 7 in - 9 in Single 10-PK $113.29 

9-596679-642 7 in - 9 in Double 10-PK $125.49 

9-596997-642 Pregnant Double EA $17.39 

Select™ Formaldehyde-Free Rats 
Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-532264-642 7 in - 9 in Plain EA $12.79 

9-1496524-642 7 in - 9 in Double EA $14.29 

Choice™ Rat Economy Classroom Pack
Each pack contains three 10 packs of 7"–9" plain preserved rats, 15 guides.

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-588580-642 7 to 9 in Plain Three 10 Packs $444.99 

Mini-Guide to Rat Dissection
Covers the entire dissection of the 

rat. This 34-page booklet contains 

13 detailed illustrations. Can be used 

for middle and high school classes.

Item # Description List Price

9-580798-642 Rat Dissection Guide $10.99 

Mini-Guide to Cat Dissection
Twenty-four pages of text combined 

with 12 detailed illustrations. 

This booklet is ideal for the AP 

biology class as well as for college 

dissection.

Item # Description List Price

9-597042-642 Cat Dissection Guide $9.99 

Select™ Formaldehyde-Free Cats
Item # Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-597120-642 14 in - 18 in Plain EA $74.19 

9-532250-642 18 in + Plain EA $84.79 

9-597126-642 14 in - 18 in Double EA $83.59 

9-597114-642 18 in + Double EA $88.79 

9-597957-642 18 in + Skinned Double EA $106.59 

9-597117-642 18 in + Triple EA $96.79 

9-1496525-642 18 in + Skinned Triple EA $103.49 

Choice™ Cats
All specimens are preserved using time-consuming embalming techniques 

to ensure lasting flexibility and properly fixed internal structures. Limbs are 

fully extended and head is thrown back for access to hyoid musculature. 

Never frozen. Skinned cats are completely skinned except for paws, 

genitalia, and head.

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price

9-596715-642 14 in - 18 in Plain EA $60.59 

9-596703-642 18 in + Plain EA $65.79 

9-596913-642 18 in + Skinned Plain EA $71.79 

9-596718-642 14 in - 18 in Single EA $65.19 

9-596706-642 18 in + Single EA $69.59 

9-532249-642 18 in + Skinned Single EA $73.89 

9-596721-642 14 in - 18 in Double EA $67.39 

9-596709-642 18 in + Double EA $71.79 

9-596916-642 18 in + Skinned Double EA $76.09 

9-597948-642 14 in - 18 in Triple EA $69.59 

9-596712-642 18 in + Triple EA $73.89 

9-596919-642 18 in + Skinned Triple EA $78.29 

Call our customer care team for 
availability of cat specimens.  Rabbits 
are a great alternative, see page 159 

for our rabbit selection.
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Mini-Guide to Rabbit Dissection
This detailed mini-guide includes textual 

descriptions of the complete dissection 

process along with illustrations that 

make systems and structures clear. 

25 pages, softcover.

Cat Dissection and 
Anatomy DVD
This video shows 

a step-by-step 

dissection of a cat. 

It identifies major 

structures and 

provides information on 

body systems. Included 

are external anatomy, 

as well as the muscular, 

digestive, circulatory and 

urogenital systems. 46 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1394554-642 Cat Dissection DVD $99.99 

Photo Manual and Dissection Guide to the Cat
Full page photographs illustrating cat anatomy with supplemental guide to 

the sheep heart, brain and eye. Coil bound. 167 pages.

Item # Description List Price

9-525600-642 Cat Dissection Guide w/ Photos $19.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1300585-642 Rabbit Dissection Guide $10.99 

FREY SELECT™  

100% FORMALDEHYDE-FREE SPECIMENS

A breakthrough in dissection specimens!
Frey Select™ formaldehyde-free preserved specimens 
do not contain reduced formaldehyde—they truly are 
formaldehyde-free! Formaldehyde was never used during the 
preservation of these specimens.

Mammalian Dissection

C ats have been the preferred mammalian 
anatomy specimen of preference due to ready 

availability and low cost. However, fewer animal 
control facilities are making euthanized cats 
available to biological supply companies, resulting 
in a shortage of preserved cats for classroom study.

The rabbit is a good alternative to the cat for  
anatomy study. The size of the rabbit makes it ideal 
for study by high school AP biology, comparative 
anatomy, and any other classes that currently use 
cats. The systems of the two animals are highly 
comparable for general patterns compared to other 
vertebrates. Rabbits are also commonly used in 
research facilities, so knowledge of its anatomy 
can be a career plus for students pursuing biology, 
biotech or pharmaceutical careers.

Frey Scientific offers a ready supply of preserved 
rabbits. We guarantee availability and will supply 
rabbits in a 50:50 gender ratio at no  
additional cost.

QUICK REFERENCE: 

Choice™ and Select™ Rabbits
These large, mature specimens are individually embalmed in an extended 

position for ease of dissection. Excellent for general study of mammalian 

anatomy or for use when comparing the digestive tract of a herbivore 

to that of a carnivore. Each rabbit purchased includes a FREE rabbit 

dissection guide. All rabbits are 14-19 inches long.

Item # Injection Type # of Specimens List Price
Choice™ Rabbits with Fur

9-1601144-642 Plain Injection 1 $46.69 

9-1601145-642 Plain Injection 10 $439.99 

9-1601146-642 Single Injection 1 $46.69 

9-1601147-642 Single Injection 10 $453.29 

9-596691-642 Double Injection 1 $46.99 

9-596694-642 Double Injection 10 $462.39 

9-596697-642 Triple Injection 1 $49.99 

9-1601148-642 Triple Injection 10 $475.99 
Select™ Formaldehyde-Free Rabbits with Fur

9-1601149-642 Plain Injection 1 $59.99 

9-1601150-642 Double Injection 1 $66.69 

9-1601151-642 Triple Injection 1 $79.99

RABBIT
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Mini-Guide to 
Pig Dissection
This very affordable 

booklet covers the 

complete dissection 

of the Fetal Pig. 

11 detailed illustrations 

are clearly labeled 

and provide simple 

identification of 

anatomical features. 

16  pages; softcover.

Pigs
Fetal pigs are popular mammalian dissection specimens because of the 

size and low cost. As by-products of farming operations, no animals are 

euthanized to product these specimens. Frey Scientific offers multiple 

injection types in a variety of sizes to suit your classroom needs. 

Specimens are available in wet or dry packs. These alternatives allow Frey 

Scientific to provide for customer preferences and ensure than specimens 

arrive in excellent condition.

Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price
Choice™ Fetal Pigs

9-596769-642 5 in to 7 in Plain Pack of 10 $63.49 

9-1321904-642 5 in to 7 in Plain Pail of 10 $66.59 

9-572516-642 7 in to 11 in Plain Each $22.89 

9-596742-642 7 in to 11 in Plain Pack of 10 $233.99 

9-1321905-642 7 in to 11 in Plain Pail of 10 $237.19 

9-596724-642 11 in to 13 in Plain Each $23.29 

9-596727-642 11 in to 13 in Plain Pack of 10 $242.39 

9-1321906-642 11 in to 13 in Plain Pail of 10 $241.39 

9-597867-642 13+ in Plain Each $24.29 

9-597870-642 13+ in Plain Pack of 10 $241.39 

9-597873-642 13+ in Plain Pail of 10 $247.49 

9-572519-642 7 in to 11 in Single Each $23.99 

9-596745-642 7 in to 11 in Single Pack of 10 $249.69 

9-1321907-642 7 in to 11 in Single Pail of 10 $248.59 

9-596730-642 11 in to 13 in Single Each $24.29 

9-596733-642 11 in to 13 in Single Pack of 10 $251.49 

9-597915-642 11 in to 13 in Single Pail of 10 $252.49 

9-597876-642 13+ in Single Each $24.29 

9-1300580-642 13+ in Single Pack of 10 $261.59 

9-597882-642 13+ in Single Pail of 10 $268.69 

9-572522-642 7 in to 11 in Double Each $26.09 

9-1321902-642 7 in to 11 in Double Pack of 10 $259.99 

9-1321899-642 7 in to 11 in Double Pail of 10 $272.49 

9-596736-642 11 in to 13 in Double Each $26.29 

9-1321903-642 11 in to 13 in Double Pack of 10 $261.69 

9-1321898-642 11 in to 13 in Double Pail of 10 $270.69 

9-597885-642 13+ in Double Each $27.29 

9-1321897-642 13+ in Double Pack of 10 $258.59 

9-1321900-642 13+ in Double Pail of 10 $273.79 

Select™ Formaldehyde-Free Fetal Pigs
Item# Length Injection Type Number of Specimens List Price
Select™ Formaldehyde-Free Fetal Pigs 

9-597099-642   7 in to 11 in Plain $29.19 

9-1300582-642   11 in to 13 in Plain $30.29 

9-597081-642   13+ in Plain $31.39 

9-597105-642   7 in to 11 in Double $32.29 

9-597096-642   11 in to 13 in Double $32.29 

9-597087-642   13+ in Double $33.39 

KEY TO ARTERIAL INJECTIONS

Plain: Not injected

Single: Arterial system injected with red latex

Double: Arterial system injected with red latex and  
 hepatic portal system injected with blue latex

Triple: Arterial system injected with red latex, hepatic  
 portal system injected with blue latex, and  
 systemic veins injected with yellow latex

Fetal Pig Dissection: 
A Laboratory Guide
The detailed laboratory 

guide directs students 

through a series of 

dissection activities. 

Features full-color 

photos and figures 

covering skeletal 

muscles, brachial and 

lumbosacral plexuses 

and major nerves, 

endocrine organs, blood 

vessels, lymphatic 

system, respiratory 

system, digestive 

system, urinary system, 

and reproductive 

system. 32 pages, 

soft cover 

Item# Description List Price

9-1371765-642 Guide $36.99 

Item# Description List Price

9-597039-642 Fetal Pig Dissection Guide $9.99 
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Choice™ Beef Organs
Item# Number of Specimens List Price
Beef Heart with Aorta

9-596928-642 Each $28.59 

9-598026-642 Pack of 10 $278.49 
Beef Eyes

9-596922-642 Each $3.09 

9-596925-642 Pack of 10 $23.49 

9-598029-642 Pack of 100 $226.49 

Pig Dissection Guide
This popular dissection guide 

leads students through the study 

of pig anatomical structures using 

clearly marked photographs and 

illustrations. Accompanying text 

offers easy-to-follow dissection 

instructions and relevant facts. 

End of chapter tests can be 

used for self-study or for course 

evaluation. 136 pages, spiral 

bound softcover

Kidney

Uterus

Heart

Choice™ Pig Organs 
Item# Description Number of Specimens List Price

9-596895-642 Pig Kidneys, Double Injection Pack of 10 $75.49 

9-598017-642 Pig Heart Pack of 10 $92.29 

9-1496513-642 Pig Uterus, Embryo, Plain Each $12.29 

Fetal Pig Dissection Mat
Students follow the directions for a complete dissection without the worry 

of damaging books or paper. The polyvinyl, .02 mil, opaque matte surface 

is resistant to spills and will easily clean with sponge or paper towel. 

Size: 9.75" x 16"

Item# Description List Price

9-588856-642 Fetal Pig Dissection Mat $9.99 

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great  
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com 

Item# Description List Price

9-525597-642 Pig Dissection Guide $19.99 

Choice™ Beef Organ Set
Includes a cow eye, heart, brain, and 4" section of spinal cord.

Item# Description Number of Specimens List Price

9-1496496-642 Beef Organ Set Set of 4 $158.69 
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Choice™ Sheep Organs
Item# Description Number of Specimens List Price
Sheep Eye
9-596874-642 Sheep Eye 10-PK $7.99 

9-597972-642 Sheep Eye 100-PL $86.39 
Sheep Brain
9-596877-642 Sheep Brain EA $13.29 

9-596880-642 Sheep Brain 10-PK $126.49 

9-597975-642 Sheep Brain 100-PL $1,376.99 
Sheep Brain (Fully Extracted)
9-1496526-642 Extracted Sheep Brain EA $17.39 

9-597981-642 Extracted Sheep Brain 10-PK $180.39 
Sheep Brain Sagittal Section
9-1496527-642 Sheep Brain Sagittal Section 10-PK $88.79 
Sheep Heart
9-596883-642 Sheep Heart 10-PK $35.69 

9-597993-642 Sheep Heart 100-PL $381.49 
Sheep Kidney - SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY - CONSIDER PIG KIDNEY AS SUBSTITUTE
9-596886-642 Sheep Kidney 10-PK $30.29 

9-598002-642 Sheep Kidney 100-PL $383.89 
Sheep Pluck (trachea, heart, lungs)
9-596889-642 Sheep Pluck 10-PK $120.19 
Sheep Organ Set
9-598008-642 Sheep Organ Set 1 EA $31.99 
A popular combination of sheep organs in a convenient storage box. Consists of 1 each: eye, brain, 
kidneys, and heart. Dissection guides for each are included.

Mini Guides to Mammal Organ Dissection
Full-color illustrated. Each guide explains the function, anatomy and 

dissection for each mammalian organ. 9-10 pages each, softcover.

Item # Description List Price
9-532270-642 Mammalian Kidney Dissect Guide $7.99 

9-597045-642 Mammalian Heart Dissect Guide $7.99 

9-597048-642 Mammalian Brain Dissect Guide $9.99 

9-597054-642 Mammalian Eye Dissect Guide $7.99 

KEY TO ARTERIAL INJECTIONS

Plain: Not injected

Single: Arterial system injected with red latex

Double: Arterial system injected with red latex and  
 hepatic portal system injected with blue latex

Triple: Arterial system injected with red latex, hepatic  
 portal system injected with blue latex, and  
 systemic veins injected with yellow latex

Sheep Eye Classroom Pack
Each pack contains three 10 packs of plain 

sheep eyes, 15 guides.

  Number of 
Item# Description Specimens List Price
9-588559-642 Sheep Eye Class Pack 30 $108.19 

Sheep Heart Classroom Pack
Each pack contains three 10 packs of plain 

sheep hearts, 15 guides.

  Number of 
Item# Description Specimens List Price
9-588562-642 Sheep Heart Class Pack 30 $208.89 

Sheep Brain Classroom Pack
Each pack contains 30 student grade sheep 

brains, 15 guides.                       

  Number of 
Item# Description Specimens List Price
9-588556-642 Sheep Brain Class Pack 30 $443.99 
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48 Specimen Animal Survey Collection
This collection includes:

Porifera:

Commercial Sponge, Spongia

Grantia (Scypha)

Onidaria:

Aequorea

Aurelia, Jellyfish

Fan Coral

Obelia-Hydra

Sea Anemone, Metridium

Ctenophora:

Comb Jelly, Pleurobrachia

Platyhelminthes:

Sheep Liver Fluke, Fosciola

Sheep Tapeworm, Moniezia

Nematoda:

Ascaris

Rotifera:

Rotifer

Mollusca:

Chiton, Katherina

Clam, Anodonta

Octopus

Snail-Helix

Annelida:

Earthworm

Leech

Nereis

Arthropoda:

Butterfly

Centipede

Crayfish

Dragonfly

Fiddler Crab

Giant Water Bug

Goose Barnacle

Grasshopper

Green June Beetle

Horseshoe Crab

Millipede

Scorpion

Sow Bug

Spider

Ectoprocta:

Bugula

Brachiopoda:

Lampshell, Terebratella

Echinodermata:

Brittle Star

Sea Cucumber

Sea Urchin

Starfish

Chordata:

Amphioxus

Anolis Lizard

Baby Chick

Grassfrog, Rana

Lamprey Ammocoetes

Mouse, Mus

Perch

Sea Squirt, Molgula

Shark Pup

Item # Number of Species List Price

9-1321901-642 48 Specimen $323.49 

24 Specimen Animal Survey Collection
This collection includes:

Porifera:

Commercial Sponge, Spongia

Cnidaria:

Aurella, Jellyfish

Obelia-Hydra

Sea Anemone, Metridium

Platyhelminthes:

Sheep Liver Fluke, Fosciola

Sheep Tapeworm, Moniezia

Nematoda:

Ascaris

Mollusca:

Clam, Anodonta

Octopus

Annelida:

Earthworm

Arthropoda:

Butterfly

Centipede

Crayfish

Grasshopper

Green June Beetle

Millipede

Spider

Echinodermata:

Sea Cucumber

Sea Urchin

Starfish

Chordata:

Amphioxus

Baby Chick

Grassfrog, Rana

Shark Pup 

Item # Number of Species List Price

9-596907-642 24 Specimen $178.19 

12 Specimen 
Animal Survey Collection
This collection includes:

Porifera:

Commercial 

Sponge, Spongia

Cnidaria:

Sea Anemone, 

Metridium

Platyhelminthes:

Sheep Tapeworm, 

Moniezia

Nematoda:

Ascris

Mollusca:

Clam, Anodonta

Item # Number of Species List Price

9-1496497-642 12 Specimen  $119.49 

ANIMAL SURVEY SETS
Nothing demonstrates the marvelous diversity of the animal kingdom like the survey collections. 

Each specimen is contain in its own unbreakable clear jar, individually labeled on the lid with phylum and animal 

name. Collections are available with 12, 24, or 48 specimens representing from 9 to 13 phyla. Each set includes 

an illustrated guide. Species are subject to availability; substitutions may occur.
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65 Series Student Dissection Kit
This student kit has 7 basic tools.

• Scissors, student • Pipette dropper, with bulb

• Scalpel, student • Forceps, chrome-plated

• Teasing needle, straight • Ruler, 150mm 

• Teasing needle, angular • Choose between vinyl 

  and plastic cases

Item # Description List Price

9-564410-642 Vinyl Case $9.49 

9-564515-642 Plastic Case $10.29 

Vinyl Case Shown

Plastic Case Shown

60 Series Economy Dissection Kit
This is a quality set for high school or first-year college students. Includes 

double–fold vinyl case and:

• 4.5" scissors, stainless • 4.5" forceps, finepoint, stainless

• Scalpel, chrome-plated • Pipette dropper, with bulb

• Teasing needle, straight • Ruler, 150mm

• Teasing needle, angular 

Item # Description List Price

9-576336-642 Economy Dissection Kit $9.29 

61 Series Student Dissection Kit  
with Replaceable Blade Scalpel
This is a student-grade set in a hard plastic or zippered vinyl case. 

Replacement scalpel blades sold separately in packs of 10.

• Scissors, student  • Pipette dropper, with bulb

• Teasing needle, straight  • Ruler, 150mm

• Teasing needle, angular  • Forceps, chrome-plated

• Screw-lock scalpel w/ No. 22 blade

Item # Description List Price

9-576867-642 Plastic Case $11.49 

9-1016709-642 Zippered Case $10.99 

9-573204-642 #22 Scalpel Blades $5.99 

63 Series Advanced Dissection Kit
A versatile, high quality set for general dissection at all levels or as an 

instructor's set. Includes double–fold vinyl case and:

• Scissors, fine point • Pipette dropper, with bulb

• Scissors, surgical • Mall probe

• Scalpel handle, screw lock • Ruler, 150mm

• No. 22 scalpel blades (6) • Forceps, fine point

• Teasing needle, straight  • Teasing needle, angula

Replacement No. 22 Scalpel Blades available in packs of 10.

Item # Description List Price

9-576765-642 Advanced Dissection Kit $13.09 

9-573204-642 #22 Scalpel Blades $5.99 
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64 Series Basic Dissection Kit
This useful kit is designed specifically for students with little or no 

dissection experience.

• Scissors   • Ruler, 15cm

• Student scalpel  • 6 dissecting "T" pins

• Student forcep  • Plastic storage bag

• Pipette dropper, with bulb

Item # Description List Price

9-576909-642 Basic Dissection Kit $7.29 

Precision Dissection Kits
Perform precision dissection work in the lab or field. Autoclaveable, 

locking, transparent plastic case (3" x 6 11/16" x 13/16") secures: 

• Chrome-plated dissecting mall probe

• 6" ruler

• 4.5" fine point dissecting forceps with guide pin

• 4.5" dissecting iris scissors

• Dissecting scalpel with screw-lock blade

• Glass dropper

• Teasing needle with straight head

• 6 T-type dissecting pins (1016712 only)

Item # Description List Price

9-1016711-642 Without Pins $15.99 

9-1016712-642 With Pins $16.99 

Intermediate 
Dissection Kit
Suited for lab use 

or field work, this 

intermediate dissection 

kit stores securely in an 

autoclaveable, locking, 

transparent plastic 

case, 3" x 6 11/16" x 13/16". 

Contains: 

Elementary Dissection Kit
This basic set includes:

•  Plastic-handled scalpel w/ #22 blade •  Teasing needle w/ straight head

• Teasing needle w/ angled head •  4.5" stainless dissection scissors

• 5.5" stainless thumb forceps • Glass dropper

• 6" ruler • 6 T-Pins 

• Autoclavable plastic case

Item # Description List Price

9-1292834-642 Elementary Dissection Kit $13.99 

• 6" ruler • 5.5" dissecting forceps

• 5.5" sharp-blunt operating scissors • #4 dissecting scalpel handle

• #24 surgical blades • Glass dropper

• Teasing needle with angular head • Teasing needle with straight head 

Item # Description List Price

9-1016710-642 Intermediate Dissection Kit $14.99 

Deluxe Dissection Kit
This versatile set includes:

• Mall probe, chrome–plated

• Teasing needle straight with metal chuck, chrome–plated

• Teasing needle angular with metal chuck, chrome–plated

• 4.5" fine point scissor, stainless steel

• 5.5" surgical scissor with two sharp points, stainless steel

• 4.5" forceps fine point with guide pin, stainless steel

• Tissue forceps, 4.5", stainless steel

• Cartilage knife

• No. 3 scalpel handle

• No. 10 blades

Additional No. 10 Scalpel Blades available in packs of 10

Item # Description List Price

9-527607-642 Dissection Kit $24.99 

9-573189-642 #10 Scalpel Blades $5.99 
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Botany Dissection Kit
Designed by a botanist for botanists, the ideal toolkit for plant study, 

dissection and analysis, in the field or lab. Includes straight and angular 

teasing needles, medium and curved fine point dissecting forceps, 

dissecting iris scissors, scalpel handle and 10 blades, 6" ruler, and glass 

dropper in a zippered vinyl case.

Item # Description List Price

9-530866-642 Botany Dissection Kit $24.99 

Dissecting Pins
Nickel-plated brass. 2" long. 1/2 lb boxes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1370307-642 T-Pins Pack of 375 $12.39 

9-1370308-642 Straight Pins Pack of 525 $12.69 

Plastic Dissection  
Instrument Case
Ideal for dissection instrument storage 

and transport, this autoclaveable, 

transparent polypropylene dissection 

kit case features individual sections 

to protect fragile tools from breakage 

and a hinged lid for easy access. 

3" x 6 11/16" x 13/16"

Comprehensive Dissection Kit
• Cartilage knife

• #3 and #4 Scalpel handle

• #10 and #24 scalpel blade

• 5.5" scissors w/ sharp/blunt ends

• 4.5" Iris scissors

• Straight and angular teasing needles with metal chucks

• 4.5" Fine point forceps w/ guide pin

• 5" Medium point forceps

• Chrome probe and hook

• 6" Ruler

• Chrome chain and hook

• 6" blow pipe

• Double fold vinyl case

Item # Description List Price

9-1292837-642 Comprehensive Dissection Kit $27.99 

Secure™ Specimen Holding Fluid
A non-toxic yet 100% effective holding fluid that keeps your dissection 

specimens moist and mold-free! We have developed a mixture that 

combines one of the most effective, yet safe, antifungal agents with a 

non-toxic humectant. Comes in premixed ready-to-use spray bottles and in 

1 gallon concentrate (makes 10 gallons of fluid).

Item # Description List Price

9-598206-642 1 gal Concentrate $44.29 

9-532221-642 32 oz. Concentrate $14.49 

9-532222-642 32 oz. Pre-mix Spray Bottle $13.19 

Classroom Dissection Set
An all-in-one solution for your 

Biology classroom! Ideal for up to 

20 students working individually 

or 40+ students working in small 

groups. The 540-piece class set 

contains the following components 

stored in a plastic organizer tray:

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

•  4.5" Stainless Student Scissors (20) • 4.5" Student Forceps (20)

• #4 Scalpel Handle (20) • #22 Scalpel Blades (100)

• Plastic Teasing Needle, Straight (20) • Plastic Teasing Needle, Angular (20)

• Glass Dropper (20) • 6" Plastic Ruler (20)

• T-Pins (300)

Item # Description List Price

9-1445420-642 Classroom Dissection Kit $173.39 

Item # Description List Price

9-1016714-642 Dissection Instrument Case $5.99 
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Bone Shears
A. Bone Shears

Sharp, precision groud jaws. Stainless steel finish. 4.5" long.

B. Bone Cutting Shears

Precision made and heavy duty to cut larger bones. Saves finer 

instruments and speeds dissections. Made of premium quality stainless 

steel. 8.25" long with 3.8" cutting edge.

C. Coil Spring Bone Shears

Ideal for skull dissections and cutting small bones. With coil spring for 

control and lever lock on handle for safety. Depressions on handles 

provide secure grip. Stainless steel. 5" long.

D. All-Purpose Shears

Excellent for any type of lab station. These versatile shears will cut 

virtually anything from paper to 24 gauge steel. Use for cutting leather, 

rubber, plastic, wire, tubing, etc. Blades made of lightweight stainless 

steel with safety points. Polypropylene handles. Autoclavable. 7.25" long.

Item # Description List Price

9-583242-642 Bone Shears $9.19 

9-583275-642 Bone Cutting Shears $21.99 

9-583278-642 Coil Spring Bone Shears $11.99 

9-583260-642 D. All Purpose Shears $5.19 

A

B

C

D

Disposable 
Blade Remover
This easy-to-operate, 

palm-sized blade 

remover ensures safe 

and hygienic removal of 

disposable scalpel blades. 

Holds 150 to 300 used 

blades, depending on 

blade size. Molded of 

durable polypropylene.

Scalpels
A selection of disposable and steel scalpels to meet all your 

dissection needs.

Item # Description List Price

9-565594-642 Premium Scalpel $3.09 

9-565591-642 Quality Scalpel $2.09 

9-565588-642 Student Scalpel $2.09 

9-582093-642 Disposable Scalpel #3 PK/ 10 $9.29 

9-582096-642 E. Disposable #4 Scalpel PK/ 10 $9.29 

9-583233-642 Cartilage Knife $3.09 

9-583146-642 Screw Lock Scalpel $3.09 

9-583236-642 #3 Handle $2.09 

9-583239-642 #4 Handle $2.09 

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

BONE SHEARSSCALPELS

Scalpel Blades
Sterile blades are sealed individually. Available for No. 3 or 

No. 4 handles (sold separately). 10 blades per pack.

Item # Description List Price
For No. 3 Handles

9-573189-642 #10 Scalpel Blades $5.99 

9-573192-642 #11 Scalpel Blades $5.99 

9-573198-642 #15 Scalpel Blades $5.99 
For No. 4 Handles

9-573201-642 #20 Scalpel Blades $5.99 

9-573186-642 #21 Scalpel Blades $5.99 

9-573204-642 #22 Scalpel Blades $5.99 

9-573207-642 #23 Scalpel Blades $5.99 
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Item # Description List Price

9-595065-642 Disposable Blade Remover $7.19 
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Scissors
Scissors to fit all dissection needs from compact dissecting scissors 

to large surgical grade implements. Complete images available online. 

All scissors are stainless steel and 4.5 inches unless otherwise noted.

Item # Description List Price

9-583119-642 Student Grade $3.09 

9-583167-642 Quality Grade $3.09 

9-583170-642 Premium Grade $3.09 

9-583257-642 Economy Sharp Point $3.29 

9-583122-642 Student Grade $3.09 

9-583173-642 Premium Grade Straight $2.09 

9-583176-642 Premium Grade Curved $2.09 

9-583179-642 Student Grade 5 1/2 in $4.09 

9-583128-642 Quality Grade 5-1/2 in $4.09 

9-583263-642 Premium Grade Sharp/Blunt 6 1/2 $4.99 

9-583266-642 Premium Grade Sharp 6 in $4.99 

9-583185-642 Mayo Style 5 1/2 in $3.99 

9-583269-642 Premium Grade Sharp/Blunt 8 in $7.99 

9-583272-642 Premium Grade Sharp 8 in $8.19 
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Nitrile Gloves
Latex-free gloves offer great chemical resistance, 

perfect for working with solvents. Box of 100.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-080509-642 Nitrile Gloves Small Pack of 100 $18.39 

9-080510-642 Nitrile Gloves Medium Pack of 100 $18.39 

9-080511-642 Nitrile Gloves Large Pack of 100 $18.39 

9-080512-642 Nitrile Gloves X-Large Pack of 100 $18.39 

Forceps
A variety of fine to heavy point forceps for all your classroom needs. 

Complete descriptions available online. All forceps are stainless steel 

and 4.5 inches unless otherwise noted.

Item # Description List Price

9-05-1245-642 Plastic Forceps (Pack of 10) $9.99 

9-583296-642 Cover Slip Forceps   $3.09 

9-583194-642 Premium Grade Fine Curved   $2.09 

9-583131-642 Student Grade Fine Straight   $2.09 

9-583134-642 Student Grade Fine Curved   $2.09 

9-583197-642 Premium Grade Medium Straight   $2.09 

9-583200-642 Premium Grade Medium Curved   $2.09 

9-583149-642 Student Grade Medium Straight   $2.09 

9-583152-642 Student Grade Medium Curved   $2.09 

9-595230-642 Economy Medium Straight   $2.09 

9-583137-642 Specimen Forceps 6 in   $3.09 

9-583155-642 Specimen Forceps 10 in   $6.19 

9-583203-642 Tissue Forceps 5 1/2 in   $3.09 

9-583206-642 Heavy Duty Forceps 5 1/2 in   $2.09 
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Student Dissection Pans
A biology lab staple. These 

aluminum dissecting pans are made 

to last and feature smooth, rolled 

edges. Stackable for easy storage 

and distribution. Available with or 

without wax.

Deluxe Dissection Pans
No need to melt sticky wax. The reusable deluxe dissection pans are 

excellent for preserved specimens. The pan measures 12.75" x 9" and will 

not rust. Includes the dissection pan, pad and cover. Replacement pads 

are also available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1601769-642 Dissection Pan (each) $34.69

9-1601770-642 Dissection Pan (Pack of 15) $426.69

9-1601771-642 Replacement Pad (each) $14.69

9-1601772-642 Replacement Pad (Pack of 15) $182.69

Needles and Probes
Teasing needles and probes help your students discover and identify 

key anatomical structures. Economy Needles are sold in packs of 12, 

all others are each.

Item # Description List Price

9-583224-642 Sharp/Angular Probe $2.09

9-583287-642 Huber Probe $2.09

9-583140-642 Mall Probe $2.09

9-583215-642 Probe and Hook $2.09

9-583143-642 Teasing Needles Straight $3.09

9-583212-642 Teasing Needles Angular $2.99

9-595233-642 Economy Needles Straight PK/ 12 $3.99

9-595236-642 Economy Needles Angular PK/ 12 $3.99
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Flex-Pad Dissection Pans
New flexible synthetic material replaces wax and holds pins securely, 

offers a smooth, long lasting surface and eliminates re-melting old wax. 

Clear plastic covers accommodate specimens up to 3.5" high, prevent 

excessive moisture loss, and stack for storage; pans without covers nest 

conveniently. 11.5" x 7.5".

Item # Description List Price

9-563344-642 Pan, Flex Pad and Cover $16.89

9-563347-642 Pan and Flex Pan Only $13.19

9-563362-642 Cover, 10-1/2 x 6-1/2 in $3.99

9-563350-642 Flex Pad Refill $6.19

Dissection Pan Wax
This flexible dark wax 

used in dissection pans 

melts in 3 to 4 hours 

in 200° to 250°F oven. 

5 lb block.

TEASING NEEDLES AND PROBES

DISSECTION PANS
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Item # Description List Price
7" x 7" x 1.5"

9-1540582-642 With Wax - Disposable Tray $7.09

11" x 7" x 1.5"

9-568859-642 With Wax $14.29

9-595224-642 Without Wax $9.59

13" x 9" x 2"

9-1016679-642 With Wax $19.99

9-1016680-642 Without Wax $11.19

15.75" x 9.75"x 2"

9-1016681-642 With Wax $28.99

NEW

Item # Description List Price

9-577098-642 Dissection Pan Wax $20.19
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Pig Dissection Model
Model showing the internal dissection of pig in which one can study 

important exterior parts and interior parts showing various organs and 

systems. Mounted on base. Includes key card. Measures 22.4" x 12" x 2.8"

Item # Description List Price

9-1589293-642 Pig Dissection Model $345.29

M

Rat Dissection Model
The model depicts a full frontal 

rat dissection for viewing major 

internal organs, and is numbered 

with a key card for identifying 

features. The model is mounted on 

a base for demonstration purposes. 

24" L x 11.8" W x 2" H

Dissection Models
Are you looking for an ideal teaching and learning dissection model 

for your students? Students will be in awe and can safely explore 

these specimens from every angle. They are even clear enough for 

microscope observation. All specimens are preserved and encased 

in a clear resin material. Sizes of these specimen blocks range from 

7.5" to 12.5".
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Item # Description List Price

9-1572921-642 Fish $73.29

9-1572922-642 Toad $66.69

9-1572923-642 Lizard $79.99

9-1572924-642 Pigeon $146.69

9-1572925-642 Squid $59.99

9-1368365-642 Sheep Heart $106.69

9-1368364-642 Rabbit $179.89

9-1368366-642 Marine Clam $56.99
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Item # Description List Price

9-1561475-642 Rat Dissection Model $125.29

B
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Nebraska Scientific 
Dissection Videos
DVDs offer fully details dissections 

of the most popular specimens for 

secondary education. Provides 

an alternative to wet dissection in 

the lab. Visit freyscientific.com for 

details on each title.

Perch Model
Lifelike model provides 

graphic depiction of 

the internal anatomy of 

the perch. An essential 

tool for demonstration, 

discussion or detailed 

review, this colorful 

model is mounted on 

a sturdy stand and 

includes a numbered key 

card for easy reference. 

20" x 4" x 9"

Eisco Fish Model
One side shows the form and 

coloring of a carp. The other 

side shows the skeleton and 

topography of the intestines 

and gills. Intestines, air 

bladder and testicles are 

removable. Life-size model 

separates into 4 parts 

and is mounted on a base. 

Numbered and includes key 

card. 40 x 20 x 28 cm

3-Dimensional Frog 
Dissection Model
This 3D model is mounted on base 

in standing position. Dissection 

model is numbered and provided 

with key card for quick reference. 

Model exhibits dorsal view and the 

internal viscera, including urinary 

and circulatory system. Size 

approx. 15" x 9 ½" x 15 ½".

Denoyer-Geppert  
Frog Anatomy Chart
Vibrant colors, a central image 

focus, and just the right 

amount of detail and labeling 

engage students in learning 

how form and function work 

together in nature. Durable 

chart features full-coverage 

1.5 mil lamination with sealed 

edges—virtually impervious to 

moisture—and metal eyelets 

for hanging. Write-on/wipe- off 

using dry-erase markers 

(not included). 21" x 29"

Denoyer-Geppert Perch Poster
The chart illustrates a complete 

dissection of this typical bony fish. 

Additional figures show the structure 

of the gill arch, a horizontal section 

through the head, caudal vertebra 

and the four fish scale types.  

Each chart comes with hang-up 

mount. 44" x 36"

Denoyer-Geppert Frog Poster
Three principle views show 

a complete ventral dissection of 

a male frog, the female urogenital 

system, and the central nervous 

system. Figures show the ventral 

aspect of the brain and cranial 

nerves, oral cavity, and a feeding 

sequence illustrating the action of 

the tongue. Each chart comes with 

hang-up mount. 44"x 36".

Item # Description List Price

9-1472136-642 Frog Poster $93.29

Frog Dissection Model
At last, an economical, yet detailed 

model of the internal structure of 

the frog! Mounted on a durable 

plastic base for display. Comes with 

detailed key card for identification 

of key anatomical features. Size: 

10.25"L x 4"W x 18"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-1457415-642 Fish Model $158.69

Item # Description List Price

9-1485315-642 Frog Dissection Model $218.99

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1455-642 Perch Model $89.99

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1410-642 Frog Dissection Model $119.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1472137-642 Perch Poster $93.29

Item # Description List Price

9-1016702-642 Frog Anatomy Chart $25.49

Item # Description List Price

9-1394554-642 Cat Dissection DVD $99.99

9-1393035-642 Bullfrog $99.99

9-1393037-642 Invertebrate Dissection DVD $199.99

9-1394661-642 Mammal Organs, Brain/Eye/Heart $199.99
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Kemtec Classification Kit
Students design a dichotomous key to identify each of 6 white powders 

in a set through their observations and data from tests with assorted 

reagents. Allows students to investigate and recognize similarities and 

differences in chemical properties of various substances when mixed with 

water, vinegar and iodine solutions. Supplied with a Teacher's Guide and 

student worksheets. Materials for 24 students working in 6 groups of 4.

Item# Description List Price

9-1488341-642 Classification Kit $150.99 

Animal and  
Plant Kingdom Posters
Using the new, widely adopted 

cladistics classification system, 

these revised, highly-detailed posters 

present the latest in evolutionary 

theory. Includes both living and 

extinct species for a complete 

pictures of the history of all animalian 

and botanical life on earth. 

24" x 36", laminated.

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning About Classifying Life and Food Webs Lab

Introduce your students to the six kingdoms of life through classification. 

Students view illustrations of various life forms and use a simple, 

dichotomous key to determine the appropriate kingdom, phylum (and 

in many cases, class) of each. In the process, they'll gather valuable 

summary information regarding what each life form "does for a living!" 

Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4. Grades 8-9; Meets NSES: A, 

C System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. 

Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287195-642 Classifying Life Lab $69.95 

9N-1288841-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Item # Description List Price

9-1295670-642 Animal Kingdom $13.99 

9-1295671-642 Plant Kingdom $13.99 

Classification of  
Living Things Poster

Stunning photographs and detailed 

illustrations provide your students with 

a stimulating view of the similarities and 

differences of life on Earth. Includes 

representative organisms from the 

Archaebacteria, Eubacteria, Protista, 

Fungi, Plantae and Animalia kingdoms. 

Size: 23"W x 35"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1066-642 Classification Poster $19.99 

Inquiry Investigations™  
Kingdomsof Life Curriculum Module

Unearth and explore the many kingdoms of life—in the classroom 

or in the field

The hands-on activities in Kingdoms of Life link to core science concepts, 

making them an excellent complement to existing curricula. Students learn 

about classifying life, how organisms living in the same habitat create a 

food web, take a closer look at microbes—bacteria, fungi, and protists, 

learn about plants and the plant life cycle, investigate animal behavior 

and design their own experiment on environmental preference. The 

module includes a series of 8 field activities designed around collection, 

identification, and observation in varied habitats: wooded, grassland, 

moving waters, soils. Students also can survey microlife populations 

and insects.

Inquiry Investigations™ Kingdoms of Life Curriculum 

Module includes: 

•  Investigation literature and student guide (copymasters), comprehensive 

curriculum guide, and a Curriculum Resource CD-ROM with a virtual lab 

(Classifying Living Organisms).

•  Three units of study, each with 2-8 activities for a total of 19 activities. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

• Storage cabinet with drawers clearly labeled with materials.

•  Posters on classification, viruses and bacteria, protists, plants, and the 

ecology of vernal pools. 

Item # Description List Price

9N-1294372-642 Complete Module w/ Virtual Lab $599.95 

9N-1294370-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95 

9N-1288848-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95 

9N-1306594-642 Refill Package $99.95

uLog pH Sensor
Item # Description Quantity List Price

9N-1376299-642 pH Sensor Each $159.09 

9N-1376358-642 pH Sensor Pack of 5 $789.09
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Classification of Living Things NEO/LAB® Software
Stunning photographs, detailed animations and interactive labs provide 

your students with a deep understanding of the similarities and differences 

of life on Earth. Concepts covered include the reasons for classification; 

assigning scientific names; Linnaeus's system of classification; 

traditional classification; evolutionary classification; similarities in DNA 

and RNA; kingdoms and domains; and more! Virtual labs include using 

a dichotomous key and exploring pond life diversity. Requires Windows 

2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1561-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99

9N-1366733-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Classifying Animals
Students work together to arrange a set of 18 Animal Cards 

into groups and then adjust their groupings as they learn how 

scientists classify animals into phyla.  

Each card provides a color photo  

of an organism as well as 

relevant information about 

skeletal, circulatory, and 

respiratory systems. Students 

review the relationship 

between kingdom and phyla 

by placing the Animal Cards 

within a set of Classification Cards 

that summarize the five major 

kingdoms. Class Size: 32 students

Six Kingdoms of Life  
Curriculum Mastery®  
Resources
The Class-Pack Game provides 

a comprehensive review of 

25 standards-based topics such as 

bacteria, viruses, protists, fungi, 

plants, animals, diversity of life, 

ecosystems, food chains/food 

webs, classification, evolution 

and much more! Includes 

750 illustrated, self-correcting review cards; 12 game boards; and 

materials for up to 36 students to play simultaneously. Also features a 

CD with interactive flash cards for use on Interactive Whiteboards or 

installation on an unlimited number of computers within a single campus. 

The Curriculum Mastery Game is also available in a 4 student Study Group 

version featuring one game board and 250 assorted review cards or in a 

Take Home configuration which includes 25 individual, four player games. 

The Study Group edition in perfect for learning centers while the Take 

Home version is specifically designed for home use to foster parental 

involvement. Or, purchase just the Study Cards Set which includes all 

750 illustrated questions as well as the interactive flash card CD.

Item # Description List Price

9-1370716-642 Study Cards Set 750 Cards/CD $79.89

9-1474174-642 Class Pack Edition 36 Students $133.29

9-1474175-642 Study Group Edition 4 Students $29.29

9-1474176-642 Take Home Edition 25 Games $373.29

Lab-Aids® Introduction and Use of Dichotomous Keys Kit
Students learn to successfully use both indented and non-indented 

numerical versions of dichotomous keys to identify specimens illustrated 

to an imaginary genus and species. Observe physical characteristics of 

specimens illustrated on eight cards, select specific traits used to sort and 

classify each specimen as an imaginary genus and species.  

Class size: 30 students

Item # Description List Price

9-589318-642 Intro Dichotomous Keys Kit $70.29

Newpath Learning  
Six Kingdoms of Life Poster
Provides a detailed, illustrated look  

at classification and the six kingdoms. 

Large, reference poster features 

detailed illustrations to facilitate 

comprehension of key,  

standards-based concepts. 

23" x 35", laminated.

NewPath Learning  
Six Kingdoms of Life Flip Charts and 
Visual Learning Guides
Introduce and review standards-based 

Science concepts. Flip charts feature 

10 double-sided, laminated charts, each 

12" x 18" and spiral-bound on a durable, 

free-standing easel. Side 1 of each chart 

features a graphic overview of topic 

while Side 2 serves as "write-on/wipe-off" 

activity chart. Also includes Activity Guide 

featuring copy-masters and exercises. 

Visual Learning Guides are 11" x 17" 

folded versions of the same panels in the 

flip chart.

Item# Description List Price

9-1500952-642 Classifying Animals $93.29

Item # Description List Price

9-1413699-642 Six Kingdoms of Life Poster $26.59

Item # Description List Price

9-1413700-642 Flip Chart $47.89

9-1370665-642 Visual Learning Guide $66.59
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Inquiry Investigations™ 
Exploring the Cellular World Lab

A foundational look at cells, cell types and their organelles, as well as the 

concepts of unicellularity and multicellularity. Students observe various 

cell types, measure and classify them. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide 

and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System 

Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or 

higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9LN-1272008-642 The Cellular World Lab $94.95 

9N-1288169-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Cellular World Curriculum Module

The hands-on activities in Cellular World link to core science concepts, 

and correlate to national standards. Students investigate cell types and 

cell organization, cell processes including osmosis and diffusion, how cells 

cycle energy, the cell cycle, how cells reproduce and grow. The module 

including a comprehensive summary investigation in which students are 

asked to develop a biochemical test for catalase, a cell enzyme. Students 

use their test to determine the presence of this enzyme in cells from the 

major kingdoms.

Inquiry Investigations™ Cellular World Module includes:

•  Investigation literature and student guide (copymasters), comprehensive 

curriculum guide, and a Curriculum Resource CD-ROM with a virtual lab 

(Why Cells Aren't Big).

•  Seven units of study, each with 2-4 activities for a total of 18 activities. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

• Storage cabinet with drawers clearly labeled with materials.

• Posters on cell types, mitosis, and meiosis.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1271974-642 Complete Module w/ Virtual Lab $699.95 

9N-1271980-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95 

9N-1288164-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95 

9N-1306590-642 Refill Package $209.95

Visualizing Cells Poster
Graphically depicts the complex architecture of a cell membrane, golgi 

apparatus, nucleus and nuclear pores, endoplasmic reticulum, chloroplasts 

and mitochondria in an easy-to-see, easy-to-understand format. Detailed 

illustrations and photography are perfect for instructing your class about 

the differences and similarities of bacteria, animal and plant cells. Size: 

35"W x 23"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1011-642 Visualizing Cells Poster $19.99

Discovery Education™ 
Cells Video
It's been 355 years since the 

microscope was invented, yet we are 

still looking through that small lens 

and seeing the world on a whole new 

level. Get a larger than life look at 

human and plant cells and watch these 

tiny building blocks of life in action. 

Features segments on cell repair and 

the history of cellular studies. © 2004, 

Run Time: 25 min. Grades 6–12

Item# Description List Price

9-529534-642 Cells DVD $79.99

Cells DVD
Explore the fascinating world of 

cells with noted scientist Dr. Jeremy 

Pickett-Heaps, Fellow of the Royal 

Society, and his wife, Julianne 

Pickett-Heaps. This new DVD introduces 

viewers to a variety of cell types, 

their structure and function. Real-time 

and time-lapse microcinematography 

provides a detailed look at sub cellular 

components and important cellular 

activities. Features high magnification 

views of the cell organs and cellular 

processes. Includes a Study Guide 

and curriculum correlation. Run time: 

37 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1367312-642 Cells DVD $69.99
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Inquiry Investigations™ Exploring Cell Growth Lab
Students construct and analyze simulated cell models of various sizes 

using a specially formulated agar to learn how cells obtain nutrients and 

excrete waste. They then use data, obtained by measuring the cell's 

surface area and calculating its volume, to form conclusions about the size 

limitations imposed by diffusion. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and 

CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System 

Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or 

higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1272087-642 Cell Growth Lab $77.95 

9N-1288171-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Cell Structure 
and Function Neo/

LAB® Software
Challenge your 

class with a series 

of interactive exercises. Your students 

will conduct "virtual" lab investigations 

exploring the intricate cell structure of 

plants and animals using microscope slide 

preparation and observation techniques. In 

the process, they'll better understand the 

fascinating world of cells, their function 

and structure. Features comprehensive, 

narrated tutorials, assessments, and teacher 

resources. Requires Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or lower. 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1031-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366723-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Inquiry Investigations™  
A Closer Look at Cell Structure and Function Lab

Conduct several activities designed to compare plant and animal cells, 

illustrating cell structure and processes to include mitochondria, the 

cell membrane, DNA and RNA identification, osmosis and diffusion, 

plasmolysis, and more. Students relate cell structure to specific 

function as well as gain skills in make observations, data analysis, 

and microscope comparison. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and 

CD-ROM, and materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System 

Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or 

higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1272082-642 Structure and Function Lab $68.95 

9N-1288170-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Living Cells: Structure and 
Diversity Video
Explore the fascinating world of cells with 

noted scientist Dr. Jeremy Pickett-Heaps, 

Fellow of the Royal Society, and his wife, 

Julianne Pickett-Heaps. Viewers view a 

variety of plant, animal, and protist cell 

types, their structure and function. Real-time 

and time-lapse microscopy, augmented with 

electron micrographs, provide a detailed 

look at subcellular components and critical 

cellular activities. Content is organized into 

24 chapters. Includes guide and curriculum 

correlation. Produced by Cytographics Pty. 

Ltd. Run time: 78 minutes.

Probing Cells Game
Add excitement to your science classroom with fun and interactive 

games! Each game includes four categories and 100 questions that cover 

the topic. Use the questions to play six different classroom games with 

both small and large groups. Questions range from basic to challenging.

Item# Description List Price

9-392766-642 Probing Cells Game $19.89

CELL STRUCTURE

Item# Description List Price

9-1017102-642 Structure and Diversity DVD $59.99
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Cell Structure Kit
•  Activities include identification of cell components; selective staining of 

mitochondria, chloroplasts and many more

• Includes teacher's manual and worksheets

• Provides materials for 30 students

Item# Description List Price

9-589857-642 Cell Structure Kit $117.19

Staco Deluxe Cell Models
Made of translucent and transparent fiberglass reinforced plastic these 

deluxe models each feature more than 20 labeled organelles and cell 

inclusions with scientific accuracy. Organelles are molded colored plastic, 

and will not chip, crack, peel or fade. Includes key cards and reproducible 

worksheets for asssessment.

Item# Description List Price

9-565237-642 Animal Cell $529.99 

9-565246-642 Plant Cell $829.99

Animal and Plant Cell Cross Section Models
Colorful plant and animal cell models split in half to provide a cross-section 

view that makes teaching parts of plant and animal cells easy. One half 

of the colorful foam model is labeled with cell parts, and the other is 

labeled with letters only for quizzing. Includes Activity Guide with detailed 

information on plant cells. Measures 5" across.

Item# Description List Price

9-087697-642 Animal Cell Cross Section $20.39 

9-034-2973-642 Plant Cell Cross Section $20.39

Denoyer-Geppert Animal and Plant Cell Charts
Vibrant colors, a central image focus, and just the right amount of detail 

and labeling engage students in learning how form and function work 

together in nature. This durable chart features full-coverage 1.5 mil 

lamination with sealed edges—virtually impervious to moisture—and 

metal eyelets for hanging. Write-on/wipe-off using dry-erase markers 

(not included). 21" x 29"

Item# Description List Price

9-1016703-642 Animal Cell $25.49 

9-1016704-642 Plant Cell $25.49

Plant and Animal Cell 
Comparison Models
Have your students 

compare and contrast plant 

and animal cells with these 

hand size models. Typical 

Plant and Animal Cells are displayed on bases for comparison. Use to 

show similarities and differences, and point out structures and organelle of 

each on one side. The Plant Cell measures 8" x 4.8" x 10". the Animal Cell 

measures 6.8" x 5.2" x 9.6".

Item# Description List Price

9-1561477-642 Plant and Animal Cell $119.99

Learning Resources Giant Magnetic Cells
These giant animal and plant cell structures, printed on raised foam 

magnets to appear 3-D, are perfect for demonstration or student 

manipulation. Includes 4-piece cell, dimensional organelles, activity guide 

with background information about each organelle and reproducible 

diagram. Measures 18". 

Item# Description List Price

9-1397805-642 Animal Cell $22.69 

9-1397804-642 Plant Cell $22.69
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Plant and Animal Cell Model Activity Set
Teacher notebook includes lesson plan, background information, 

a reproducible blackline master and 2 full-color overhead transparencies. 

Each cell is 8" in diameter and is accompanied by a key and glossary.

Item# Description List Price

9-564164-642 Plant & Animal Cell Activity $152.99

9-130-8218-642 Animal Cell Only $77.99

9-130-8229-642 Plant Cell Only $66.69

3B® Deluxe Cell Models
These detailed models depict animal 

and plant cells as viewed by an 

electron microscope. For purposes 

of better illustration, all important 

organelles are shown in raised 

relief and displayed in color. 

Includes key card with background 

information. 8.3"W x 4.3"D x 12.2"H

Typical Plant Cell Model
Enlarged approximately 

4,000 times, this realistic 

model offers the view as 

seen through an electron 

microscope. Color- coded for 

easy identification, a portion of 

the wall is removed to show the 

plasma membrane, vacuoles, 

plastids, mitochondria and 

the nucleus. Mounted on 

a sturdy base and includes 

comprehensive key card. 

9.75"L x 6"W x 11.75"H

Item# Description List Price

9-30-1420-642 Typical Plant Cell Model $51.99

Model Plus™ Foam Plant Cell Model
Simple for elementary level students  

yet comprehensive enough for 

middle school, this colorful teaching 

model was designed specifically 

for hands-on use.  

The model is made of resilient, 

non-toxic EVA foam to 

withstand years of active 

investigation. A thorough, 

detailed teacher's guide 

includes 5 inquiry- based lab 

activities, reproducible worksheets, 

complete background information, 

cross- curricular extension activities, 

assessment ideas and more. Topics 

covered include cell structure and function, osmosis, photosynthesis, 

pigments and more. 13" x 8.5" x 11.5".

Item# Description List Price

9-573124-642 Foam Plant Cell Model $79.99

t,

s

Item# Description List Price

9-1325782-642 Animal Cell $491.99

9-1325783-642 Plant Cell $491.99

Typical Animal Cell Model
This color-coded model offers a detailed 

look at a typical animal cell and its 

structure. View 24 identified structures 

including all of the major organelles. 

Includes a key and a Teacher 

Resource CD-ROM with topic 

related content tutorials; assessment 

questions; hands-on model 

activities; image gallery; 

glossary; and the ability 

to create customized 

assessment and web-

deliverable content. 

Mounted on a sturdy base. 

Requires Windows 2000 or higher, 

VISTA™-compatible; Mac 9.2 or higher (including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9-1015723-642 Typical Animal Cell Model $149.99 
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Innovating Science™ Osmosis and Diffusion Kit
Students learn about two forms of passive transport: diffusion 

and osmosis. Compare and contrast similarities and differences in 

the processes of diffusion and osmosis. Use a colorimetric test to 

demonstrate the movement of a solute across a semi-permeable 

membrane. Set up an environment likely to facilitate osmosis and 

gather data to determine whether or not osmosis may have occurred. 

Includes a teachers guide and enough materials for 15 groups. 

Item# Description List Price

9-1368240-642 Osmosis and Diffusion Kit $59.99

 Cell Processes  
Neo/Lab® Software

Engage your students with a 

fascinating series of interactive 

exercises on osmosis, diffusion, 

cell size, cell crenation and others 

that they perform—in a virtual lab! 

They will also explore the basics of 

cell processes - including cellular 

respiration, photosynthesis, passive 

and active transport, mitosis, 

cytokinesis and cancer. Features 

comprehensive, narrated tutorials, exciting virtual labs, assessment options, 

and teacher resources. Requires Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows 

Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1041-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366724-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based FreeModel Plus™ Foam Animal Cell Model
This colorful teaching model is made of resilient, non-toxic EVA foam to 

withstand years of active investigation. A thorough, detailed teacher's guide 

includes 5 inquiry-based lab activities, reproducible worksheets, complete 

background information, cross-curricular extension activities, assessment 

ideas and more. Topics covered include cell structure and function, osmosis, 

eukaryotes, bacteria and more. Complete kit at a low cost. 

Item# Description List Price

9-573121-642 Foam Animal Cell Model $79.99

Cells of Plants Poster
The Cells of Plants Poster depicts eight magnified images of the following 

cells for detailed examination: onion skin, green cells of a leaf, woody 

stem (lengthwise and cross section), anther, lily ovary, spirogyra, and 

bacteria. The poster provides views of cells when used for food and water 

within the plant. 25.5" x 36" Laminated. 

Item# Description List Price

9-1474782-642 Cells of Plants Poster $19.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

CELL PROCESSES

DIFFUSION AND OSMOSIS

Cell Processes Video
Noted scientist Dr. Jeremy 

Pickett-Heaps, Fellow of 

the Royal Society, and his 

wife, Julianne Pickett-Heaps 

introduce students to a detailed 

and intriguing look at key cell 

structures and cellular processes. 

Time-lapse photomicrography 

in conjunction with instructional 

animation compliment the 

intricate cinematic sequences 

to provide a detailed explanation 

of cellular processes. Includes 

a Study Guide and curriculum 

correlation. Run time: 25 minutes. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1367506-642 Cell Processes DVD $69.99
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 Understanding Enzymes  
Lab Investigation

Teach your students how enzymes 

control a variety of chemical 

reactions. They safely conduct 

hands-on investigations using 

a variety of provided enzymes 

that are used by cells to catalyze 

reactions. They also study the 

essential role that enzymes play 

in cells as well as their optimum 

environment. Additionally, the class 

explores the application of enzymes 

in common commercial products 

and processes such as detergents, 

waste remediation, food processing 

and pharmaceutical production. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1193-642 Understanding Enzymes Lab $67.99

 Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Osmosis and Diffusion Lab

Using a semipermeable membrane model that simulates a living cell, 

your class will observe how this process of diffusion allows the cell to 

absorb vital nutrients and elimate wastes. Additionally, students will 

investigate the process of osmosis and learn how this passive transport 

of water through the cell's membrane maintains equilibrium. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 

128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1272095-642 Osmosis and Diffusion Lab $69.95 

9N-1288201-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Lab-Aids® Osmosis and Diffusion Kit
Understand semi-permeability, osmosis and molecular diffusion. Kit 

includes: 12 semi-permeable membranes, 2 bottles each of glucose 

solution and liquid starch, 12 containers, 1 bottle Lugol's solution, and 

36 glucose testing strips. Includes 28 student worksheets and guides, 

1 teacher's guide. Materials for 24 students working in groups of two.

Item# Description List Price

9-586161-642 Osmosis and Diffusion Kit $133.29

Innovating Science™ Diffusion and Cell Size Kit
Why are cells microscopic? The answer relates to the need for the cell 

to efficiently take materials in and remove waste. Students will use agar 

blocks as simulated cells and an indicator solution to explore the factors 

that make the exchange of material efficient. Includes teacher's guide and 

student copymasters. Materials for 15 groups.

Item# Description List Price

9-1368239-642 Diffusion and Cell Size Kit $53.29 

NewPath Learning® 
Osmosis and Diffusion Poster
Covers the structure of cell membranes, 

the processes of diffusion and osmosis 

and the differences between them. 

Large, reference poster features detailed 

illustrations to facilitate comprehension of 

key, standards-based concepts. 

23" x 35", laminated.

Item# Description List Price

9-1413692-642 Osmosis and Diffusion Poster $26.59

Osmosis Simulation
This quick and easy demonstration provides a solid understanding of 

osmosis and how it occurs. Your students will gain insight into this 

critical process as water diffuses across a semipermeable membrane 

from an area of higher concentration to an area of lower concentration. 

The process can be repeated using a variety of solutes in varying 

concentrations to observe the change in results. The outcome can even 

be quantified by measuring the amount of liquid that traveled across the 

membrane. Includes display stand.

Size: 6.5"L x 1.5"W x 7"H

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1125-642 Osmosis Simulation $94.99
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Effects of Toxic Chemicals on  
Cells Lab Investigation

Your students will assess the 

various types and levels of 

abnormalities which may arise 

in cells following exposure to 

cytotoxins. The lab provides 

a practical introduction to the 

field of in vitro toxicology and its 

importance in biomedical research 

and environmental science. 

Cells provided are attached 

on coverslips and fixed with 

methanol for completely safe use. 

Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Edvotek Morphology of Cancer Cells Kit
When normal cells are grown in culture 

they stop growing when they become 

overcrowded. Cancer cells in culture grow 

in an uncontrolled way because they are 

no longer inhibited which forms tumors. 

This experiment allows students to see the 

differences between normal and cancer 

cells in both their growth and cell types. 

Includes materials for 6 groups. 

Visualization of Normal andTransformed Cells 
Lab Investigation

Your students will be led through a step-by-step procedure that involves 

the staining, mounting and observation of normal and transformed (tumor) 

cells. In the process, they'll discover the morphological differences and 

differing growth patterns of these cell types when grown in culture. 

Provides complete instruction on how cells are grown in culture, what 

factors influence the transformation of cells and the difference in growth 

behavior between normal and tumor cells in culture. The normal and 

transformed cells included in the kit are attached on coverslips and 

fixed with methanol for safe use. Lab includes CELLServ PowerPoint 

Presentation— "Normal and Cancer Cells In Vitro". Materials for 40 

students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9L-20-3453-642 Normal and Transformed Cells $110.99

Innovating Science Cellular Respiration Kit
This lab allows students to understand that yeast may use different 

options for energy production. Students will expose living yeast cells to 

three different potential food sources and use a pH indicator to indirectly 

determine the effectiveness of three different sugars as a food source for 

yeast. Kit contains enough materials for 15 groups. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1435902-642 Cellular Respiration Kit $45.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Why Cells Aren't Big Lab Investigation
Explore the limits of cell growth! Students construct and analyze simulated 

cell models of various sizes using a specially formulated agar to learn how 

cells obtain nutrients and excrete waste. They then use data, obtained 

by measuring the cell's surface area and calculating its volume, to form 

conclusions about the size limitations imposed by diffusion.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1013-642 Lab Investigation $71.99 

9-20-1015-642 Refill Kit $39.99

CANCER CELLS

Item# Description List Price

9N-1437194-642 Morphology of Cancer Cells Kit $109.00

Item # Description List Price

9L-20-3473-642 Effects of Toxic Chemicals Lab $110.99
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Plant Cell Mitosis 
and Meiosis Models

Magnified approximately 

3,000 times for easy viewing 

and identification, these detailed 

plaques consist of 10-12 individual 

models illustrating the complete 

mitotic and meiotic processes. 

Includes a detailed look at each 

phase. Mounted on a sturdy 

wooden base for display. Includes 

key card for structure identification.

Item# Description List Price

9-30-1430-642 Meiosis $119.99 

9-30-1425-642 Mitosis $146.69

Animal Cell Meiosis Plaque
Trace sex cell production while observing changes in the cytoplasm, 

chromatin, how the number of chromosomes in cells are reduced by 

half, and finally how the fertilized egg will contain the correct number of 

chromosomes. Plaque measures 18" x 24" and includes lesson plan

Item# Description List Price

9-575352-642 Animal Cell Meiosis Plaque $152.99

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Exploring the Cell Cycle Lab

Gain a critical understanding of the cell cycle, its imprtance in 

homeostasis, and the process of cell division. Your students use the 

"squash" method to prepare their own microscope slides from onion 

root cells that they grow themselves. They then use a microscope to 

observe the chromosomes found in the tips of these cells, identify the 

various stages of mitosis and calculate the percentage of cells in each 

stage. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 

2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 

128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1272134-642 Cell Cycles Lab $43.95 

9N-1288205-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Lab-Aids® Normal Mitosis Kit
Bring the abstract theories of cell division to life! Using this outstanding 

kit, students will be challenged as they:

• Identify the phases of plant mitosis

• Observe chromosomal development

• Gain hands-on experience with micro-techniques

• Stain and mount their own slides

Students prepare their own plant cells by treating scientifically grown 

onion root tips cells with a mild acid, then staining the cells. A stained 

section of cells is then squashed onto a slide and smeared into a single 

layer for microscopic study. All of the activities in this ready-to-use kit can 

be completed in a standard lab period. Kit is complete for 30 students.

Item# Description List Price

9-530888-642 Normal Mitosis Kit $213.29

MITOSIS AND MEIOSIS

Animal Cell Mitosis and Meiosis Models
Perfect for introducing the key concepts of mitosis and meiosis, these 

eight high density ceramic models can be viewed one phase at a time or 

as a group to gain an understanding of the entire process. Key cytological 

structures are illustrated, including the nucleus, nucleolus, chromosomes, 

chromatids, centrioles, spindle, and aster. Includes detailed structure 

identification key. 

Item# Description List Price

9-30-1390-642 Mitosis $73.29 

9-30-1395-642 Meiosis $86.69
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Mitosis and Cell Division 
Neo/Lab® Software

Your students will conduct a series 

of interactive lab investigations to 

learn about: chromosome structure 

and function; the phases of mitosis 

in plant and animal cells; the relative 

duration of each mitotic phase; and 

the difference between mitosis and 

cytokinesis. An animated tutorial 

provides complete coverage of plant 

and animal cell mitosis. The tutorial 

also includes microphotography of 

dividing cells; animations of miosis, 

cell division and cancer; and detailed 

illustrations complemented by narrated 

explanations. Requires Windows 

2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1271-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99

9N-1366728-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Meiosis Manipulatives Kit
This COMPLETE hands-on kit allows teachers to teach meiosis 

more easily and effectively with hands on models that students can 

conceptualize. The teacher model consists of 30 large chromosomes 

arranged in 5 colorful sets, with smaller ones for students. An instructional 

CD and teacher manual, along with student activity sheets are 

also included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1598728-642 Meiosis Manipulatives Kit $333.29

Animal Mitosis Poster
This poster tells the story of the first hour of an animal's life, whether it is 

a man, dog, fish or worm. Each begins life as a single cell. Images detail 

the process of mitosis clearly with detailed descriptions, from zygote to 

late telophase. 25.5" x 36"

Item# Description List Price

9-1474784-642 Animal Mitosis Poster $19.99

Cell Division and Genetics 
Challenge Game
Cell Division & Genetics 

Challenge helps students 

explore and review mitosis, 

meiosis, genetics, and 

DNA. Students work 

together to understand 

the science behind cellular 

activities in this round robin 

"who has—I have" style 

game. Great for topic 

introduction, as a review 

game, or for evaluation 

along with a test. Includes 

two decks of 30 cards each, 

instructions and answer key.

Item# Description List Price

9-1321185-642 Cell Division & Genetics Game $24.99

NewPath Learning® 
Mitosis and Meiosis
Provides a detailed description of each phase 

of mitosis & meiosis. Large, reference poster 

features detailed illustrations to facilitate 

comprehension of key, standards-based 

concepts. 23" x 35", laminated.

NEW

Item# Description List Price

9-1413695-642 Mitosis and Meiosis Poster $26.59

Meiosis Poster
Each meiosis poster details its 

subject under the microscope. 

Each slide is a photograph of very 

thin slices of Ascaris oocytes. 

Posters make great companions to 

their corresponding microslides set. 

25.5" x 36"

Item# Description List Price

9-1474783-642 Meiosis Poster $19.99

Cell Division: Mitosis,  
Meiosis & Cytokinesis Video

Students will learn the central importance that 

cells play in life and the fact that living cells 

can arise from other living cells via cell division. 

Run time: 30 minutes

Item # Description List Price

9-1017101-642 Video $69.99 
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Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Mitosis Lab
Learn about chromosome function and structure by constructing models 

using colored pop beads. Students will then use these "chromosomes" 

to model each stage of mitosis. In the process they'll gain a better 

understanding of what happens during cell division. Additionally, they'll 

learn to distinguish between plant and animal mitosis. Includes a Teacher 

Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1272102-642 Mitosis Lab $79.95 

9N-1288205-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Visualizing Meiosis Poster
Unique presentation allows students to review and compare the 

steps involved in both plant and animal meiosis. Features detailed 

illustrations of each meiotic stage. Includes an illustrated teacher's 

guide. 35"W x 23"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1141-642 Visualizing Meiosis Poster $19.99

Visualizing Mitosis Poster
Unique presentation allows students to review and compare the 

steps involved in both plant and animal mitosis. Features detailed 

illustrations of each mitotic stage, along with corresponding close-up 

photomicrographs of an onion root tip and whitefish blastula 

undergoing mitosis. 35"W x 23"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1026-642 Visualizing Mitosis Poster $19.99

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Meiosis Lab

Vividly simulate meiosis, the division of the cell nucleus to produce 

sex cells, using colored pop beads. Students model each stage of the 

process by constructing pop bead chromosomes to learn about such 

important concepts as cell division, crossing over, genetic recombination, 

chromosomal aberration and much more! Includes a Teacher Resource 

Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 

9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1272108-642 Meiosis Lab $88.95 

9N-1288205-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Mitosis Manipulatives Kit
Help your students understand cell division 

and mitosis! This hands-on set includes a 

demonstration teacher model and enough 

materials for students to construct their own 

models. Durable components mean that the 

kit can be used again and again. Includes a 

detailed instructional video to show teachers 

how to use all of the kit components.

Item # Description List Price

9-529198-642 Mitosis Manipulatives Kit $405.59

Staco Deluxe Animal Mitosis Models
A set of 8 strong, crystal-clear plastic models in which the division of 

chromosomes and mitotic apparatus is graphically illustrated in three 

dimensional form. The organelles and cell inclusions are beautifully molded 

in different plastics and embedded in the globes. These deluxe models 

will stand up to the test of time. 

Item# Description List Price

9-1437614-642 Deluxe Animal Mitosis Models $799.99
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Inquiry Investigations™ 
Genetics and Inheritance Curriculum Module

The hands-on activities in Genetics and Inheritance link to core science 

concepts, making them an excellent complement to existing curricula. 

Students learn about the structure of DNA, the genetic molecule, apply 

the laws of chance, model monohybrid and dihybrid crosses, investigate 

Mendelian Laws of Dominance, Incomplete Dominance, and Independent 

Assortment, model meiosis and fertilization, determine the frequency 

of common gene traits, test the Hardy-Weinberg Principle, construct 

pedigrees, determine genotypes and phenotypes, take a closer look at 

the human genome, learn karyotype analysis, diagnosing and predicting a 

genetic disease, and examine human diversity through blood groups. The 

module includes two comprehensive summary investigations that provide 

an opportunity to confirm identities through DNA profile analysis, and 

calculating the frequency of human traits in a population.

Inquiry Investigations™ Genetics and Inheritance Curriculum 

Module includes:

•  Investigation literature and student guide (copymasters), comprehensive 

curriculum guide, and a Curriculum Resource CD-ROM with two virtual 

labs (The Law of Dominance and The Law of Independent Assortment).

•  Four units of study, each with 2–5 activities for a total of 20 activities. 

Materials for 40 students.

• Storage cabinet with drawers clearly labeled with materials.

• A poster on human genetic disorders.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1282831-642 Complete Module w/ Virtual Lab $599.95
9N-1282807-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95
9N-1288825-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95
9N-1306593-642 Refill Package $39.95

Kemtec Genetics II Kit
•  Use simulated blood to observe the antigen-antibody reaction for the 

ABO blood groups

•  Observe human karyotypes—students identify the chromosome 

abnormalities in Down's Syndrome, Klinefelter's and Turner's 

Syndrome karyotypes

Item# Description List Price

9-1488346-642 Genetics II Kit $150.69

Cartoon Guide to Genetics
Covers Inheritance, Mendel's Laws, Sex Determination, Mutations, DNA, Genetic 

Diseases and Gene Splicing. Genetic principles are illustrated, simplified and 

humor-coated so students can understand and retain concepts. 215 pages, paperback.

Item# Description List Price

9-594897-642 Cartoon Guide to Genetics $23.99

Crazy Traits
What role does chance play in an 

organism's heredity? Crazy Traits is 

a fun and innovative manipulative 

to help your students learn about 

genetics and evolution. Through a 

series of games and activities they 

learn that the traits people and 

animals inherit from their parents 

are based on chance. Concepts 

around traits, alleles, genotypes, 

and phenotypes are explored.

Crazy Traits includes: Crazy Traits 

Model, 1 Tin Cup, 8 Coins, 1 Die, 

32 Environment Cards

Item #  List Price

9N-792-1470-642  $139.95 
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Genetics Neo/LAB® Software Series
The four-title series includes of the following programs:

• Genetics and Heredity 

• Nucleic Acids: DNA and RNA 

• Human Genetics 

• DNA Technology and Biotechnology

System Requirements: Windows 2000 or Windows XP; 

Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including 

OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1671-642 CD-ROM Single License $249.99 

9-10-1675-642 CD-ROM Network License $1,249.99 

Let's Talk About 
Genetics Game
This 40-card set of situation 

cards helps students 

understand and explore 

genetics in real-world settings. 

Topics cover mitosis, meiosis, 

DNA, heredity, genetic 

testing, stem cell research, 

and the ethics involved in 

applying genetics to solve 

medical problems. Great for 

general class discussion, panel 

discussions, research, cooperative learning activities, quizzes and tests. 

Set contains: 40 activity cards and an extensive teacher's guide/answer key.

Item# Description List Price

9-1392313-642 Let's Talk About Genetics Game $28.99 

Innovating Science™ 
Mendelian Genetics Kit
Students can simulate Mendel's 

work and determine patterns of 

inheritance. Using special chips 

and "double dice," students 

will be able to simulate both 

monohybrid and dihybrid 

crosses. After the crosses, 

students will be able determine 

genotypic and phenotypic ratios 

for select traits and compare 

their values to the theoretical 

"ideal" values as put forth by 

Mendel. Kit contains enough materials for 15 groups. Teacher's Manual 

and Student Study Guide copymasters are included.

Item# Description List Price

9-1399023-642 Mendelian Genetics Kit $73.29 
Observing the Growth of  
Mutant Corn Seeds Lab Investigation

Challenge your class to discover the role of chlorophyll in photosynthesis 

as they observe, measure and compare the growth of normal vs. albino 

corn seeds. While both contain sufficient food to sprout, at some point 

the albino sprouts die. Since they lack chlorophyll they cannot carry out 

photosynthesis, leaving them without necessary nutrition once the initial 

food supply is depleted. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1353-642 Growth of Mutant Corn Seeds $62.99 

Corn Ears for Genetics Studies
Single ears of corn with large and noticeable 

kernels. Use to explain theoretical genetic 

ratios and demonstrate Mendelian genetics. 

Ears are lacquered and shrink wrapped for 

years of classroom use. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1017530-642 Purple : Yellow (3:1) $20.69 

9-1017531-642 Purple : Yellow (1:1) $20.69 

9-1017532-642 Starchy : Sweet (3:1) $20.69 

9-1017533-642 P-St:P-Sw: Y-St:Y-Sw (9:3:3:1) $20.69 

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Genes and Probability Lab

Study the patterns of inheritance and the genetic probability of easily 

observed and tested traits. Students use game-like exercises to explore 

gametogenesis and fertilization; monohybrid and dihybrid crosses; laws of 

dominance, segregation, and recombination; independent assortment 

and other key elements of this important and relevant topic. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1282833-642 Genes & Probability Lab $105.69 

9N-1288823-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 
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NewPath Learning® 
Curriculum Mastery® 
Genetics and Heredity Flip Chart
Introduce and review standards-based 

Science concepts. The set features 10 

double-sided, laminated charts, each 

12" x 18" and spiral-bound on a durable, 

free-standing easel. Side 1 of each chart 

features a graphic overview of topic while 

Side 2 serves as "write-on/wipe-off" activity 

chart. Includes Activity Guide featuring 

copy-masters and exercises.

Item# Description List Price

9-1413689-642 Genetics & Heredity Flip Chart $47.89

NewPath Learning® 
How Genes Work Poster
A fascinating and informative look 

at genes & chromosomes, DNA 

structure & replication and protein 

synthesis. Large, reference poster 

features detailed illustrations to 

facilitate comprehension of key, 

standards-based concepts. 

23" x 35", laminated.

Item# Description List Price

9-1413693-642 How Genes Work Poster $26.59

Human Genetic Disorders Poster
A detailed view of all 23 human 

chromosome pairs and the location 

of the genes which cause the most 

common genetic disorders discovered, 

to date, as part of the Human 

Genome Project. Also shown are four 

karyotypes representing a normal male, 

normal female, Down Syndrome and 

Turner's Syndrome. 

23"W x 35"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1016-642 Genetic Disorders Poster $19.99

HUMAN GENETICS Mouse Chromosomes 
 Studies Lab Investigation

Introduce your students to the basic 

principles entailed in the manipulation of 

mammalian cells so that chromosomes 

may be readily visualized, identified 

and studied. Your students will affix 

swollen cells arrested in metaphase to 

microscope slides then stain and view 

them to search for normal and aberrant 

chromosomes. Comprehensive teacher 

and student guides include detailed 

reference photographs. Lab includes CellServ PowerPoint Presentation—

"Principles of Gel Electrophoresis" CD-ROM coupon for requesting 

the prepaid perishable material. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9L-20-3613-642 Mouse Chromosomes Studies Lab $110.99

 Inquiry Investigations™ 
 Learning to Become a Genetic Detective Lab

Provided with information about a family with a unique trait, students 

will use karyotyping, simulated gel electrophoresis, family history, and 

pedigree analysis to track down the genetic roots for the trait. In pursuit 

of the answer to their mystery, they'll investigate autosomal dominant, 

autosomal recessive, and sex-linked genetic. Versatile, yet simple activity 

will get students excited about the fascinating world of genetics and 

heredity. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278474-642 Being a Genetic Detective Lab $49.95

9N-1288816-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Innovating Science™ DNA and Chromosome Staining Kit
Prepare your own squashed stained slide and be able to identify the 

phases of plant mitosis and chromosomal development. Students will be 

able prepare, stain and mount slides using specially prepared Onion root 

tips. Includes a teacher’s guide and enough material for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1368241-642 DNA and Chromosome Stain Kit $66.69 
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NewPath Learning®  
Genetics:  
The Study of Heredity Poster
Comprehensive coverage 

of Mendel's experiments; 

dominant & recessive alleles; 

chromosomes & inheritance; 

phenotypes & genotypes; and 

Punnett Square. Large, reference 

poster features detailed illustrations 

to facilitate comprehension of 

key, standards‑based concepts. 

23" x 35, laminated.

Item# Description List Price

9-1413696-642 Heredity Poster $26.59 

Human Heredity Made Easy Demonstration Board Set
This kit illustrates the principles of human heredity through the study 

and manipulation of models representing the common dominant and 

recessive genes that determine facial traits. Using over 120 self‑adhering 

plastic components, students investigate possible combinations of genetic 

factors and resulting facial characteristics of those combinations. In 

addition to the plastic components, the kit comes complete with 28" x 38" 

demonstration board, stand, teacher's guide and reproducible worksheets 

for 8 different lessons.

Item# Description List Price

9-588537-642 Human Heredity Made Easy $420.99 

Genetics and Heredity Neo/Lab® Software
Challenge your class with a series of interactive exercises that they 

perform on their computer! Your students will conduct "virtual" lab 

investigations exploring chromosomes and genes; Mendel's experiments; 

genetic crosses; inheritance patterns; chromosome and gene mutations; 

and the recent advances in DNA technology and gene manipulation. In the 

process, they'll explore the fascinating world of genetics and the patterns 

of inheritance. System Requirements: Windows 2000 or Windows XP; 

Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 

128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1281-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366729-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free 

Human Genetic Taste Papers
Using these test papers, students can investigate their genetically 

determined taste responses. Helpful for studying genetic transfer of 

dominant and recessive genes, random segregation, etc. Includes 12 vials 

containing 100 strips each.

Item # Description List Price

9-569885-642 PTC Taste Paper $19.99 
70% of the population will detect a definite taste while the other 30% will not taste anything.

9-589119-642 Sodium Benzoate Taste Paper $19.99 
Response to tasting paper is either sweet, salty, bitter or tasteless depending upon genotype
of individual tested.

9-589122-642 Thiourea Taste Paper $19.99 
Bitter to most and tasteless to others.

9-589107-642 Control Taste Paper $13.29 
Used as a control. Free of PTC, sodium benzoate and thiourea. Looks identical to other taste test
papers but is tasteless.

Preparation of Human Chromosome Spreads  
Lab Investigation

Give students the unique opportunity to prepare a chromosome spread 

using human cells. Because the cells used for this exercise are of tutor 

origin, the number of chromosomes will vary. Cells are fixed in an acetic 

acid‑methanol fixative for safe use. Includes "Karyotyping" PowerPoint 

presentation and prepaid material request coupon. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9L-20-3483-642 Human Chromosome Spreads Lab $115.99 
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Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Genetics and Inheritance Lab

Challenge your students to determine the phenotype, genotype, and 

frequency of easily observed human traits, and identify the dominant and 

recessive genes for each trait. With the class as a sample population, 

students apply the Hardy-Weinberg Principle to predict the allele frequency 

of a trait's gene. Additionally, students can construct and analyze a family 

pedigree for a selected trait and learn to use Punnet squares to predict 

ways genes can combine during fertilization. Includes a Teacher Resource 

Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 

9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1282835-642 Genetics & Inheritance Lab $39.95

9N-1288823-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Genes and 
Family Relations Lab

Utilize the latest technology in gene identification to identify and trace a 

genetic disorder within the family of famed Russian czar, Nicholas II. This 

completely reusable kit provides the class with "pop beads" to simulate 

the DNA fingerprints of various members of the Romanoff family. With 

this information, the students trace the hereditary patterns which resulted 

in traits such as hemophilia. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and 

CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System 

Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or 

higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1282837-642 Genes & Family Relations Lab $139.95

9N-1288823-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Human Inheritance Poster
Display a comprehensive summary 

of human inheritance fundamentals. 

Laminated poster shows human inheritance 

basics—chromosomes, karyotypes, 

pedigrees, sex-linked traits, crossing over, 

mutations, and genetic diseases; how 

chromosomes, karyotypes, and pedigrees are 

related; and how they can be used to identify 

genetic diseases. 23" x 35", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1356-642 Human Inheritance Poster $19.99

Stick to Science Genetics Cards
Solve the puzzle of how genes are inherited and sometimes appear or 

disappear in families. Using these 36 magnetic shapes representing 

males and females with the three possible genetic combinations 

(affected, carriers or not affected) all types of inheritance (complete 

dominance, incomplete dominance whether autosomal or sex linked) can 

be investigated. The teacher's guide has actual case studies and lesson 

outlines as well as reproducible student work sheets.

Item# Description List Price

9-1399008-642 Stick to Science Genetic Cards $9.99

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About the Human Genome Lab

Your class will develop their own genotypes for various physical traits 

and determine the frequency of their occurrence. They'll also study the 

patterns of inheritance through the construction and analysis of a human 

pedigree. The students will also investigate common genetic disorders 

and the location of the corresponding genetic mutations that cause them. 

Finally, they explore the goals and objectives of the Human Genome 

Project and the ethical issues emanating from the advances in genetics. 

Includes a Teacher Resource CD-ROM, containing experimental results, 

teaching tips, subject content, assessment, glossary, and standards 

correlations. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1282836-642 The Human Genome Lab $109.95

9N-1288823-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95
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 Inquiry Investigations™ 
 Learning About Genetically Modified Plants Lab

Can you tell the difference between a traditional plant and one that has 

been genetically modified? Your students will gain key insight into this 

controversial, emerging science as they compare traditional soybeans 

with seeds that have been genetically modified to withstand the effects of 

Roundup™ herbicide. Includes a teacher resource CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278436-642 Genetic Modified Plants Lab $29.95

9N-1288815-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

 Inquiry Investigations™ 
 Learning About Genetic Engineering Lab

Your students will explore the fundamental concepts of genetic 

engineering as they use a plasmid as a vector to transform the bacterium 

E. coli with a gene for antibiotic resistance. They'll then design an 

experiment to identify the antibiotic-resistant transformed cells. As they 

do, they'll learn the biological process of transformation and calculate 

transformation efficiency. Contains enough materials for eight student 

groups. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and resource CD-ROM. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1298999-642 Genetic Engineering Lab $149.95

9N-1288813-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

 Inquiry Investigations™ 
 Learning How Genes are Turned On and Off Lab

Use a commonly found microbe to investigate and predict the effect of 

temperature on gene regulation and expression. Expression of this 

particular gene is easily recognized by the production of a pigment 

which turns the bacteria colonies red for a striking visual demonstration 

of gene manipulation. Further investigations allow students to design 

their own experiments to identify other variables which may effect gene 

expression. Includes a teacher's guide and resource CD-ROM. Materials 

for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278426-642 Turning Genes On and Off Lab $49.95

9N-1288813-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

GENETIC ENGINEERING

DNA, RNA, AND PROTEIN SYNTHESIS

Lab-Aids® DNA, RNA—Protein Synthesis Kit
Students build a DNA molecule, replicate it and use half the "ladder" to 

build mRNA (messenger RNA). Kit includes 12 sets, each consisting of 

color-coded parts: 36 deoxyribose, 9 ribose, 36 phosphate, 18 hydrogen 

bonds, 10 adenine, 10 thymine, 5 uracil, 8 cytosine, 8 guanine, 3 tRNA, 

3 R groups, 2 covalent bonds, 1 ribosome. 24 student guides and 

Teacher's Manual are also included.

Item#  Description List Price

9-586215-642 DNA-RNA Protein Synthesis Kit $261.29 
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DNA Manipulative Kit
Developed by teachers, this kit aids students in understanding the 

principles of recombinant DNA technology. It consists of teacher 

demonstration models and student manipulative sets for a classroom of 

thirty students. Using the manipulatives, students learn the process of 

recombinant DNA technology. Includes 78 pieces of specially designed 

plastic manipulatives, laminated teacher and student gel electrophoresis 

boards, teacher's guide, and instructional video. 22" x 17" x 4"

Item# Description List Price

9-1385343-642 DNA Manipulative Kit $339.39

Molymod® Mini Protein Synthesis Model
Consists of 12 mRNA bases, transfer RNA, and amino acids and can be 

used to demonstrate the process known as protein synthesis. Ribose is 

made from a darker red plastic to symbolize the increased oxygen. Use 

the included tRNA and amino acids to form polypeptide chains (proteins).

Item # Description List Price

9-528407-642 Mini Protein Synthesis Model $21.49

Protein Synthesis Manipulative Kit
All students can understand protein synthesis when they work along 

as you model it. Oversized, colorful DNA, mRNA, ribosome, tRNA, and 

amino acid models attach to the blackboard while students manipulate 

smaller models. Includes assessment suggestions, answer key, and video 

demonstrating how to use the kit. Non-consumable kit can be shared and 

used year after year.

Item# Description List Price

9-597880-642 Protein Synthesis Manipulative $346.69

DNA Pop Beads and Accessories
Study genetics with the colors of the rainbow! These colorful beads 

are available in seven different colors to represent adenosine, cytosine, 

guanine, thymine, and mutations and can be used to demonstrate many 

concepts relating to the structure and biology of DNA. Complementary 

accessories the take your genetics studies to the next level!

Item # Description List Price

9-1432909-642 Pink Beads $9.99

9-1432911-642 Red Beads $9.99

9-1437775-642 Yellow Beads $9.99

9-1437779-642 Orange Beads $9.99

9-1437782-642 Blue Beads $9.99

9-1437880-642 Green Beads $9.99

9-05-1121-642 Black Beads $9.99

9-1437943-642 White Beads - 5-hole $29.99

9-1437945-642 Magnetic Centromeres $14.99

9-1438050-642 Centrioles $3.99

9-1438916-642 H-Bond Connectors $8.99

9-1438921-642 5-Color Set $40.99

300 each of Blue, Red, Yellow, Green and Orange Beads

9-1438934-642 Complete Set $90.99

300 each of Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Black, Pink, and 5-Hole White Beads; 
10 Centromeres, 10 Centrioles, and 100 Connectors
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DNA Model
This DNA model, available pre-assembled or un-assembled, is built to 

a scale of 10 cm to 1 nm and accurately depicts a 16 base pair section 

of DNA. The phosphate-deoxyribose backbone and the four bases are 

represented by custom plastic moldings that show the shapes of the 

molecules in scale and illustrate the bonding between them. The model 

is supported by a central pillar which can rotate on a circular stand. 

25" x 9" x 9". Optional CD-ROM is available and explains key concepts and 

assembly instructions. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1399066-642 DNA Model (Pre-Assembled) $73.29 

9-1488769-642 Model (Un-Assembled) $47.49 

9-1488768-642 CD-ROM $23.79 

9-1488767-642 Class Set $201.09 
4 Un-Assembled Models and CD-ROM

Modeling  
DNA Structure and  
The Process of Replication 
Lab Investigation
Now your students can accurately 

model the structure of 

DNA using color-coded, 

plastic parts. The model even 

twists to form a double helix! 

Additionally, it can be unzipped 

so that DNA replication can be 

represented. Your class will also 

construct models of four DNA bases and learn how complementary base 

pairs bond. The investigation includes comprehensive teacher and student 

guides which overview DNA structure, the bonding of complementary 

base pairs and the process of DNA replication. Completely reusable, 

providing for years of study!

Item # Description List Price
9-20-2193-642 Modeling of DNA Structure $56.99 

Lab-Aids® Molecular Model of DNA and its Replication Kit
Construct a giant DNA model! This basic introduction to DNA's double 

helix structure lets students build 12 eight-rung models using elegantly 

simple components. Or, they can attach individual models together to 

form a giant double helix that measures more than nine feet long. Includes 

worksheets and guides. For 30 students.

Item# Description List Price
9-530905-642 DNA and Its Replication Kit $131.89 

DNA Made  
Easy Demonstration Board Set
This DNA teaching aid is designed to 

encourage hands-on learning. The kit 

contains a series of over 100 labeled, 

self-adhering plastic components 

representing DNA strands, DNA and 

mRNA nucleotides and triplets, tRNA 

and amino acids. By manipulating 

these components on a large 

demonstration board, 

students participate 

in the sequence of 

molecular events which 

leads to DNA replication 

and protein synthesis.

Includes 30" x 40" demonstration board, over 100 unbreakable plastic 

components, student worksheets for each of 7 lessons and instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-588186-642 DNA Made Easy Demonstration $299.99 

FREY SCIENTIFIC

is the leading distributor of  
Neo/SCI investigation kits, software 
and other products.

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Class Set
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Molymod® Mini DNA Models
Choose between 12 (24cm H) or 22 (44cm H) base 

pair models. Color-coded parts represent nitrogen 

bases, sugar and phosphate compounds. Assemble on 

the stand or flat. Model can be "unzipped" to model the 

process of transcription.

Item # Description List Price

9-528408-642 22 Pairs $62.29

9-528409-642 12 Pairs $35.69

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About 
DNA Structure and Replication Lab

Students accurately model the structure of DNA using color-coded, 

plastic parts that can be unzipped so that DNA replication can be 

represented. Your class will also construct models of four DNA bases and 

learn how complementary base pairs bond. The investigation includes 

comprehensive teacher and student guides which overview DNA 

structure, the bonding of complementary base pairs and the process of 

DNA replication. Includes a Teacher Resource CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 

2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 

128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1282832-642 DNA Structure&Replication Lab $64.95

9N-1288821-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

K'NEX® DNA, Replication and Transcription
Set includes 521 color-coded K'NEX pieces capable of creating 7 different 

curriculum related models (1or 2 at a time) packed in a stackable plastic 

storage case with 20-page full color bulding instruction booklet. Molecules 

in this kit include combinations of parent DNA, daughter DNA, and 

mRNA molecules.

Item # Description List Price

9-090714-642 DNA Replication/Transcription $73.29

DNA Activity Model
At last—a realistic DNA model that fits within 

your budget! Your students will construct 

their own double helix model complete with 

nucleic acid bases; connecting phosphate 

strands; and hydrogen bonds. Color-coded 

parts feature specially shaped ends to 

ensure proper base pair alignment and can 

be unzipped to demonstrate DNA replication. 

Includes comprehensive, illustrated student 

and teacher guides. Size: 19"H x 7.5"D.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1335-642 DNA Activity Model $75.99 

DNA Model Kit
•  Model based on the structure proposed by Watson and Crick

•  Includes 12 packets each containing sufficient components to construct 

a molecule segment

•  Connect packets to form a DNA helix over 12' long

•  Each packet contains 12 ribose centers, 12 phosphate centers, 3 each 

adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine bonds, 6 hydrogen bonds, 

24 connectors and mounting stand

Item# Description List Price

9-575148-642 DNA Model Kit $99.99 
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Discovery Education™ 
Understanding Viruses Video
Explains how viruses operate and how your 

immune system defends you. Shows scientists 

transforming invading viruses into agents of 

healing. Run time: 54 minutes.

Item#  Description List Price

9-529542-642 Understanding Viruses DVD $83.19 

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About 
Microbes — Bacteria, Fungi, and Protists Lab

Hunt for microbes—various bacteria, fungi and protists—in water, air, soil 

and even food, employing a ready-to-use growth media. The investigation 

includes a dichotomous key to molds, bacteria, and protists; a specially 

formulated dried Microlife Mix that allows you to explore the diversity of 

pond organisms; and a guide to appropriate viewing techniques. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287196-642 Microbes Lab $89.95 

9N-1288843-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Microbiology Kit
Students culture bacteria, yeast and mold with this popular kit. They also 

study algae and protozoa from pond water they provide. Kit contains 

sterile growth containers, media, cultures of mixed bacteria, yeast and 

mixed mold. Background material and discussion questions for both 

qualitative and quantitative observations are included in the reproducible 

student worksheets. Enough material for 30 students to work individually. 

Includes MSDS.

Item# Description List Price

9-575463-642 Microbiology Kit $140.49 

Microscopic Life Video
Introduce your students to the microscopic 

world with vibrant live imagery and 

animation with noted scientist Dr. Jeremy 

Pickett-Heaps, Fellow of the Royal Society, 

and his wife, Julianne Pickett-Heaps. 

Stunning cinematography reveals the 

mysteries behind the unimaginable 

complexity and diversity of cellular life, 

covering single-cell plant and animal life, the 

evolution of multicellularity, the significance 

of the cell for our existence, cell division and 

embryogenesis. Includes a viewer's guide and 

curriculum correlation. Run time: 21 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1367315-642 Microscopic Life DVD $69.99 

Viruses and Bacteria Neo/LAB® Software
Features animated tutorials on classifying and identifying prokaryotes; 

obtaining and releasing energy; growth and reproduction; bacteria in 

nature; bacteria and disease; uses of bacteria; and controlling bacteria. 

Also includes comprehensive coverage of additional concepts including 

virus types and classification; virus structure; viral infection; viruses and 

disease; vaccines and much more. Virtual labs allow your students to 

classify bacteria types and experiment in controlling bacteria. Includes a 

unique assessment function—featuring practice and test modes—and 

a teacher's resource section, which allows you to create customized 

tutorials, tests and presentations. System Requirements: Windows 2000 

or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1571-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366734-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free 

VIRUSES

Viruses and Bacteria Poster
Take a closer look at the most prevalent disease-causing viruses and 

bacteria known to man! Your students will also learn how to identify these 

agents and how they cause harm to humans. 35"W x 23"H, laminated

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1051-642 Viruses and Bacteria Poster $19.99 
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Student Bacteria Kit
The student bacteria experiment kit lets students conduct their own 

bacteria tests. Experiments include testing of common use items such 

as bathroom handles, door knobs, and water fountain. Students find 

the answers to such questions as how much bacteria does soap or 

mouthwash eliminate, and which mouth is cleaner—human or dog? 

Kit includes prepared nutrient agar, 20 sterile petri dishes, sterile swabs, 

and four lab procedure sheets.

Item# Description List Price

9-1321179-642 Bacteria Equipment Kit $44.99

Examining Bacteria Through 
Infusion Lab Investigation

Challenge your class to prepare various infusions, using peppercorns, 

hay and beans, to culture diverse microbiological communities. 

The students then study and identify various bacteria types by producing 

smears, staining them and observing the results under the microscope 

in order to calculate the diversity index for each microcommunity. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1333-642 Examine Bacteria Thru Infusion $47.99

Growing BioFilms Lab Investigation
Biofilms are found virtually everywhere in nature and industry—the plaque 

on teeth, the "gunk" that clogs drain pipes and the slippery surface of rocks 

along a stream are all examples of biofilm. In this hands-on investigation, 

your students will create an actual "biofilm rack" and expose it to various 

conditions to determine the ideal conditions for biofilm formation. 

Finally, your class will be challenged to apply the knowledge they've 

gained to real commercial applications and develop solutions to prevent 

biofilm formation. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3493-642 Growing Biofilms Lab $92.99

BACTERIA

Bacteria Science Kit
This kit contains materials for students to use in investigating bacteria 

in their environment. While learning proper microbiological techniques, 

you will test hands, mouths, and your classroom for bacteria, before and 

after cleaning.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599073-642 Student Bacteria Kit $47.69

NEW

AIDS Virus Model
Enlarged millions of times for 

detailed view, this Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus model 

helps students understand how 

it functions. Shows the outer 

lipid layer and surface proteins. 

Cutaway view provides a close 

look at the matrix, capsid RNA, 

and reverse transcriptase. 

Includes comprehensive key card. 

5" x 5" x 7"

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1370-642 AIDS Virus Model $47.99

Model Plus Virus Foam Model
This teaching model is designed to 

introduce students to the structure 

of a virus. Removable components 

make lessons both challenging 

and fun. Made of resilient, 

non-toxic EVA foam to withstand 

years of active investigation. 

Detailed Teacher's Guide includes 

inquiry-based lab activities, 

reproducible worksheets and 

complete background information.

Item # Description List Price

9-529040-642 Virus Foam Model $79.99
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Gram Staining of Bacteria Lab Investigation
Revolutionary "snap and stain" ampules provide the safest and easiest 

way to stain bacteria smears. Completely safe design minimizes 

student contact and eliminates storage and disposal issues. Contains 

five ampule sets, each including crystal violet, gram's iodine, safranin 

and a decolorizing solution. Includes enough stain for up to forty slides, 

three MicroLIVE cultures, detailed teacher's and student's guides, and 

a prepared reference slide featuring bacterial smears of cocci, bacilli and 

spirilla. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2233-642 Gram Staining of Bacteria Lab  $127.99 

Innovating 
Science™ 
Gram Staining Kit
Contains materials 

for conducting gram‑positive 

gram‑negative tests, including 

1% crystal violet solution, Gram's 

iodine solution, safranin solution for 

counterstaining and 95% alcohol. In 

four 25 mL Barnes dropping bottles, 

with instructions.

MicroLIVE™ Bacteria Cultures
Simply snap, shake and dispense! MicroLIVE cultures require no 

incubation and can be used immediately. Long‑lasting, live cultures are 

packaged in a sealed ampule and can be stored at room temperature for 

up to 18 months prior to use. Unique dispensing tube reduces student 

contact ‑ making it safer and "mess‑free". Includes an agar slant for 

optional subculturing along with an informative key card.

Item # Description List Price

9-80-0010-642 Bacillus Subtilis $20.99 

9-80-0012-642 Escherichia coli $22.99 

9-80-0014-642 Micrococcus luteus $19.99 

9-80-0016-642 Serratia marcescens $21.99 

9-80-0018-642 Spirillum volutans $24.99 

Discovery Education™ 
Understanding Bacteria Video
Understand the basics of bacteria. 

Explore how bacteria are helpful 

aiding in meal digestion and 

water‑pollution control. Run time: 

54 minutes. Grades 6–12

Inoculating Loops and Needles
8" metal handles with chucks come with either 10 cm nichrome needle or 

7.5 cm nichrome loop.

Item # Description List Price

9-573834-642 Loop $3.09 

9-590781-642 Needle $3.99 

Microlife Mix Culture
Just add water to bring your own pond micro‑ecosystem to life! With 

this microhabitat mix, students observe single‑celled organisms within 

24 hours, larger microinvertebrates within a week. Comprises bacteria, 

green and non‑green protists, filamentous algae, rotifers, ostracods, and 

other microinvertebrates. Includes identification sheet. Safely stores for 

years without special handing.

Item # Description List Price

9-80-2001-642 Microlife Mix Culture $12.99 

Item# Description List Price

9-529533-642 Understanding Bacteria $79.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1405572-642 Staining Kit $27.09 
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Antibiotic Effects Kit
•  Tests reaction of gram(+) and gram(-) bacteria to common antibiotics

• Contains 24 Redigel total count media

•  Includes cultures of Enterobacter aerogenes, Bacillus cereus and Sarcina 

lutea, antibiotic disks (penicillin, tetracycline and chloramphenicol)

• Six 1 mL droppers

Item# Description List Price

9-589299-642 Antibiotics Effects kit $94.69 

Observing the Effects of Disinfectants and  
Antibiotics on Germs Lab Investigation

By studying bacteria, culturing it and introducing it to a variety of 

disinfectants and antibiotics, your class will understand how diseases 

spread and what it takes to stop them! Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-120-7387-642 Lab  $87.99 

Antibiotic Discs
Discs show antibiotic effect on bacteria 

by measuring in-vitro susceptibility 

of micro-organisms to 

various antibiotics. 50 

prepared discs are 

contained in a self-

dispensing magazine 

with the exception of blank discs. 

Requires refrigeration upon receipt.

Item # Description List Price

9-525760-642 Blank Disc Pack of 50 $11.19 

9-1295666-642 Ampicillin (10 mcg) $12.89 

9-525763-642 Erythromycin (15 mcg) $12.39 

9-525764-642 Penicillin (10 Units) $12.39 

9-525765-642 Streptomycin (10 mcg) $12.89 

9-525766-642 Tetracycline (30 mcg) $12.39 

Antibiotic Disc Dispenser
This stainless steel clip is intended for use with antibiotic disc magazines. 

A single disc is dispensed by pushing the lever on the back of the clip 

while a magazine is loaded.

Item # Description List Price

9-1445102-642 Antibiotic Disc Dispenser $57.29 

Antibiotic Sensitivity Disc Connectikit
With this kit students study the effects of eight antibiotics on bacterial 

growth. Contains sufficient materials for 30 students. The use of a Single 

Sensi-Disc Dispenser is required. Kit includes: Bacillus cereus culture, E. 

coli culture, antibiotic discs, blank sterile discs, forceps, wax pencil, sterile 

petri dishes, sterile swabs, nutrient agar, and instructions.

Item# Description List Price

9-1445101-642 Antibiotics Bacterial Growth $353.29 

Disinfectant Sensitivity Connectikit
Students investigate the effects of 5 household disinfectants on the 

growth of 2 common bacteria. Sufficient materials for 30 students. Kit 

includes: Bacillus cereus culture, Escherichia coli culture, blank sterile 

discs, forceps, wax pencils, sterile petri dishes, student guides, nutrient 

agar, sterile swabs, disinfectants, and a teacher's manual.

Item# Description List Price

9-1445100-642 Disinfectants Bacterial Growth $226.69 
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Discovery Education™ Monsters Inside Me DVD Series
In order to survive and reproduce, a parasite must find a host to use as 

food and shelter. Host Dan Riskin explores the unique traits of parasites 

and examines the different types of parasites that have used humans as 

hosts. © 2009. Run time: 127 minutes on 3 DVDs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1435876-642 Monsters Inside Me DVDs $173.29

LaMotte BioPaddles™ Sampling Media
BioPaddles are flexible dual-agar paddles each containing microbe-specific 

media enclosed in a sterile vial. Identify and quantify microbes in air, 

soil, water, or any surface! BioPaddles do not require any other testing 

equipment—only a magnifier and warm place (35°C or incubator) are 

needed. 10 paddles per box. Includes a technical information sheet.

Item # Description List Price

9-1436755-642 Nutrient/MacConkey Agar $57.29

9-1436753-642 Sabouraud Dextrose Agar $59.69

9-1436752-642 Nutrient Agar $57.29

9-1436754-642 Tryptic Soy/Rose Bengal Agar $59.39

Mythbusters Bacteria DVD
Will a wet toothbrush pick up bacteria 

from a nearby toilet if the brush is 

left in the bathroom? Follow special 

effects experts Adam Savage and 

Jamie Hyneman as they decide 

to put common myths and urban 

legends to the scientific test, and 

show students a new way to look 

at science! Includes downloadable 

teaching suggestions. © 2006. Closed 

Captioned. Run Time: 10 minutes.

Science First® Colony Counter
Microorganisms are far too small to count with the naked eye. However, 

many of them join together to form visible colonies. These colonies 

can in turn be counted, giving a general estimate of the number of 

microorganisms. This economical counter allows students to quickly count 

the number of colonies in their experiments. Includes backlit counter, 

grid overlay, and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-1436880-642 Colony Counter $56.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional 
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Visualizing Protists Poster
Stunning photographs of every phylum, divided into three major 

groups-plant, animal and fungus-like protists. Also includes detailed 

illustrations depicting the intricate structure of Euglena, Volvox, 

Paramecium and Saprolegnia. 23"W x 35"H, laminated

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1071-642 Visualizing Protists Poster $19.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1014632-642 MythBusters Bacteria DVD $79.99

PROTISTS
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Discovery Education™ 
Galapagos: Beyond Darwin Video
Deep beneath the ocean's surface 

live creatures Darwin could only 

have imagined in the 1800s. His 

observations were vastly limited by 

the technology of the times. This video 

gets students in on a groundbreaking 

research project that picks up where 

Darwin left off. Downloadable 

teacher's guide. 52 minutes

Skullduggery Hominid Skulls
The full size skulls represented in this early man series are 

Australopithecus afarensis and Australopithecus africanus. The general 

consensus of authorities in the field is that the species are the only 

known links to Homo sapiens. Developed by paleo-artist Larry Williams 

from anthropologists' fossil casts, photographs, and published notes.

Item # Description List Price

9-574434-642 Australopithecus Afarensis $174.29

9-574437-642 Australopithecus Africanus $174.29

A
B Lab-Aids® Peppered Moth Evolution Kit

Simulate in the lab how natural selection shifted the make-up of the 

peppered moth population. Collect data and draw conclusions regarding 

the population dynamics of the species. Kit includes: 59 simulated moths, 

82 environment squares, 6 environment trays, 30 student data sheets and 

comprehensive Teacher's Guide. Class size: 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-586092-642 Moth Evolution Kit $79.99

Milestones of Vertebrate Evolution Poster
This exciting new poster provides a comprehensive overview of vertebrate 

evolution in accordance with the new cladistics system. The most 

important evolved characteristics are shown and explained as "milestones." 

These provide the foundation for grouping similar animals together into 

"clades." Features a stylized cladogram, 17 informative insets, and much 

more! 24" x 35", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-1295673-642 Vertebrate Evolution Poster $13.99

Simulating Natural Selection Lab Investigation
Your class will simulate what occurred in the peppered moth population, 

as the environment changed in England during the Industrial Revolution. 

The students are provided with backgrounds that simulate the color of 

various tree trunks along with peppered moth cut-outs. They'll find that as 

the tree trunks darkened, the darker peppered moths were more likely to 

survive and reproduce. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2903-642 Simulating Natural Selection $45.99

Human Evolution Coloring Book
Explains the latest dating methods, including 

radioactive, paleomagnetic, and molecular 

clocks. Surveys the world of living primates, 

their ecology, locomotion, diet, behavior, and 

life histories. 352 pages, paperback.

Item # Description List Price

9-530961-642 Human Evolution Coloring Book $29.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1335930-642 Galapagos: Beyond Darwin $66.69

A B
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28-Part Torso with Open Back
This life size dual sex model is extremely 

detailed and provides an excellent overview 

of the organs in the human torso back of the 

torso is sectioned to reveal spinal anatomy. 

Both male and female sex organs included for 

study. Some of the organs are also dissectable 

for further study (brain, lungs, heart, stomach, 

intestine, male genital, and female genital). 

Mounted on base.

Item # Description List Price

9-1589297-642 Open Back Torso Model $931.99 

Anatomical Models

Anatomical models are incredibly useful tools for teaching 
anatomy and physiology. They are available in a range of 
configurations for many sections of the body as well as 
complete models. When deciding which model is right for 
your classroom, think about how in depth your syllabus 
goes. Will a two-part brain model with right and left 
hemispheres work, or will you need a substantially more 
detailed nine-part brain showing all the different lobes?

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Cleaning your anatomical models will keep them 
serviceable for years of classroom use. In a classroom 
environment, it is also important to minimize germs 
on materials handled by many students. Most models 
can be gently cleaned with warm soapy water and a 
soft cloth, but if disinfecting is needed then use a mild 
antibacterial cleaner.

Detailed structures and identification numbers are often 
hand painted and care should be taken to not use harsh 
cleaning chemicals that could destroy or fade the paint. 
Also, drying chemicals like alcohol-based cleaners can dry 
out and crack vinyl over time.

QUICK REFERENCE: 

13-Part Sexless Torso Model
Economically priced, this hand painted life 

size sexless torso model features 13- parts . 

Labeled removable parts include eye with optical 

nerve, half brain, lung (2 parts), heart (2 parts), 

liver, stomach, front portion of the kidney, half 

of the bladder, large and small intestines, with 

appendix flap opening. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1589295-642 Sexless Torso Model $545.29 

NEW

NEW

Natural Size Sexless Torso
Contains 14 removable parts. Removable parts 

include: eye with muscles and optic nerve, 

half of each lung (2), heart (2), liver, stomach, 

half of right kidney, small and large intestine 

and part of the bladder. Mounted on a 

15.5" x 10.5" base. Height: 36"

Item # Description List Price

9-1319476-642 Sexless Torso $933.29 

TORSO MODELS

24–Part Deluxe Torso
Contains 24 numbered removable parts. Major 

removable parts include: head, female breast 

covering, 2 lungs, heart (2 parts), stomach 

(2 parts), liver with gall bladder, small intestine 

system, large intestine system and pancreas, 

removable transverse colon and cecum flap, 

front kidney half, female genital insert with 

removable embryo (3 parts), male genital insert 

with removable penis (4 parts). Dimensions: 

34" x 15" x 10" Weight: 17 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-563107-642 Deluxe Torso $1,599.99 

12-Part Human Torso Model—Sexless
Open dissections reveal significant anatomical features, dissectible into 

12 parts for hands-on learning and is hand painted for realistic 

presentation. Mounted on reinforced polymer base. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1457409-642 Human Torso Model $199.99 
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Human Anatomy 
Activity Model

Constructed of durable plastic for 

years of use, each anatomically 

detailed figure features ten 

removable organs. The model is 

accompanied by comprehensive, 

fully illustrated teacher and 

student literature including 

detailed reference information on 

the body and its systems as well 

as step-by-step instructions to guide 

exploration. 8.25" x 12.5" x 10.25".

Human Torso Without Head
Life size, sexless torso in 8 parts, useful 

for the teaching of basic internal anatomy. 

Separates into parts including lungs, heart 

into 2-parts, liver, stomach, large and small 

intestine. Includes numbered key card. 

Size 15" x 9.5" x 35.5"

Item # Description List Price

9-1498945-642 Human Torso Without Head $359.99

Adult Sexless Torso
Full-size sexless adult torso. Dissectible into 16 plastic parts. 

Major dissectible parts include left side of the head, left half of the brain, 

eye with muscles, rib cage and both lungs, heart, stomach, liver, bowels, 

intestines, part of bladder, and kidney.

Item # Description List Price

9-1319470-642 Adult Sexless Torso $931.99

Human Torso Model
Affordable, detailed model with removable 

parts is an essential teaching tool for basic 

life science studies. Six-piece model includes 

removable skull cap, lungs, liver, stomach, 

and intestines. Mounted on a base for 

effective presentation. Includes detailed key 

card for identification of anatomical features. 

10.25" x 9.25" x 22"

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1340-642 Human Torso Model $119.99

Human Torso
The detailed, life size, of the 

human torso with its vibrantly 

colored anatomy is ideal for 

studying the structure and function 

of the organs of the human body. 

This is a unisex 17-part torso with 

a fixed head showing its shoulder 

& back open. Parts include 

head, brain, eye, torso, lungs, 

heart, liver, stomach, intestine, 

kidney and vertebra.

Half Size Torso
Youth-size torso—approximately half natural 

size. 12 detachable parts—the lungs, dissectible 

heart, liver, stomach, small and large intestine, 

half of the right kidney, the left half of the head 

and left side of brain. Size: 21" x 8" x 7"

Item # Description List Price

9-1319473-642 Half Size Torso $283.99

NEW

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1130-642 Anatomy Model $47.99

9-30-1131-642 Anatomy Model Pack of 6 $236.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1561468-642 Human Torso 17-Part $599.99

19-Part Muscular Torso 
with Open Back
Life size, 19 parts, half of brain, 

eye with muscles and optic nerve, 

bladder with female pelvic floor 

and first lumbar vertebra. Parts of 

neck and back are opened to 

show vertebral column, spinal cord 

and its meninges and nerves. 

Mounted on base. 15.2 x 9.6 x 28"

Item # Description List Price

9-1589294-642 Muscular Torso Model $2,533.29 
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9-Part Muscular 
Leg Model
9-part, three–quarter 

size model of an 

adult left leg. Shows 

superficial and 

subjacent muscles 

and tendons, vessels, 

nerves and bones 

of both foot and leg. 

Features 8 removable 

muscles. Includes 

model, key card and 

removable stand. 

Size: 26 x 26 x 77 cm

9-Part Human Muscular Leg Model
This life-size human leg muscle model is used 

for anatomical study of the deep and superficial 

musculature, for effective demonstration. 

The model's leg and foot depict the tendons, 

vessels, nerves, and bones for detailed 

examination. Mounted on base, numbered 

with English key card.

Item # Description List Price

9-1457399-642 Muscular Leg Model w/ Base $624.99

Half-Size Muscular Human Model
The complete human anatomy in a convenient size. This 84 cm high 

version muscle figure is a perfect choice for thorough demonstrations 

of human musculature and internal organs where space is a concern. 

Exquisitely hand-detailed and complete with 33 removable parts, this 

human muscular figure represents fine quality at a more affordable 

price. Hand-painted in realistic colors, this human anatomy model comes 

complete with stand and detailed multilingual product manual.

Item# Description List Price

9-1459207-642 Half-Size Muscular Human Model $4,593.49

Item# Description List Price

9-1319468-642 9-Part Muscular Leg Model $1,133.29

MUSCULAR MODELS

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great  
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com 

1/3 Life-Size 
Muscular Human Model
All the superficial musculature 

of the human form is accurately 

reproduced and detailed in life like 

colors in this desktop size of the 

muscular figure. The chest plate 

is removable from the muscular 

figure to reveal the internal organs 

and the right side contains a 

female mammary gland. Over 

125 hand-numbered and identified 

structures of the human anatomy 

on this muscular figure.

Item# Description List Price

9-1502779-642 Muscular Human Model $799.99
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6-Part Human Muscular Arm Model
This 6-part model shows the muscles, tendons, blood vessels and 

nerves of the arm, hand and shoulder. Five muscles can be removed to 

reveal structure down to the bone. Mounted on base, numbered with 

English key card.

Item# Description List Price

9-1457351-642 Muscular Arm Model $331.99

Human Skeletal Muscle 
Fiber Model
This micro-anatomy model 

magnifies the anatomy of the 

human muscle fiber approximately 

10,000 times. This muscle 

model illustrates a section of 

a skeletal muscle fiber and 

its neuromuscular end 

plate. This high quality 

muscle fiber replica brings 

a hands-on understanding 

of the human muscle to any 

classroom. See the anatomy of the 

human muscle in a whole new way.

Human Shoulder Model 
with Rotator Cuff
This shoulder joint model 

consists of the upper half of the 

humerus, as well as the clavicle 

and scapula. Besides showing 

the musculature of the rotator 

cuff, the shoulder joint model 

also shows the origin and insertion 

points of the shoulder muscles 

highlighted in color. The muscles 

of the shoulder can be depicted 

and even detached for a clearer understanding of the shoulder joint. The 

shoulder joint model with rotator cuff is set up on a stand for easy display 

in the classroom or doctor's office.

Foot Model
Superficial structures of the human foot are shown in this high quality 

model. The internal bones, muscles, ligaments and nerves are also 

represented in this normal foot skeleton.

Item# Description List Price

9-1473555-642 Foot Model $133.29

Human Hand Model
This life-size hand model shows the 

superficial and internal structures of the 

human hand, including bones, muscles, 

tendons, ligaments, nerves, and arteries. 

The palmar aponeurosis and plate of 

the superficial tendons are removable. 

This hand model is great for study of the 

anatomy of the human hand.

Item# Description List Price

9-1459051-642 Human Hand Model $579.99

6-Part Muscular Arm Model
6-part, three–quarter size model of an 

adult left arm. Shows subjacent muscles 

and tendons, vessels, nerves and 

bones of the hand, arm and shoulder. 

Features 5 removable 

muscles. Includes 

model, key card and 

removable stand. 

Size: 18 x 18 x 60 cm

Item# Description List Price

9-1319469-642 3B Scientific Musc Arm Model $693.29

Item# Description List Price

9-1459213-642 Skeletal Muscle Fiber Model $333.29

Item# Description List Price

9-1459214-642 Human Shoulder Model $397.29
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Mini Human Skeleton
The skeleton model is molded from PVC plastic 

and hand-painted to show structures of the 

axial skeleton. Skeleton measures 32" x 8" x 5" 

and mounts on a metal rod with a plastic stand. 

Includes a fold-out laminated color guide 

indicating 143 labeled structures. One side of 

the guide includes structure names. The other 

side includes only numbers so it can be used for 

student assessment. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1598730-642 Human Skeleton with Guide $133.29 

Basic Human Skeleton Model
This life-size model of a human skeleton is mounted on a stand. It is made 

of fiber material, finished in natural color with a plastic cover. Mounted on 

a base. Numbered with English key card.

Item# Description List Price

9-1457400-642 Basic Skeleton Model $410.59 

Flexible Skeleton
Introducing Fred, the flexible skeleton 

model. Fred's spine can bend to mimic any 

natural human movement. Once flexed, 

this human skeleton model will remain 

fixed in position to demonstrate 

correct and incorrect posture or various 

pathological conditions. All skull and 

neck movements can be demonstrated. 

This human skeleton replica moves just 

like the real thing! Approximately 67".

Item# Description List Price

9-1319471-642 Flexible Skeleton $933.29 

Human Skeleton 
with Muscles

Muscle origins are painted in red and muscle 

insertions in blue. Muscle locations are individually 

numbered. Mounted on a movable base. Dust cover, 

stand and key card included. Height: 5'7" (170 cm)

Item# Description List Price

9-1319466-642 Skeleton With Muscles $1,039.99 

NEW

SKELETAL MODELS

Deluxe Human Skeleton with Muscles
Fully articulated skeleton—demonstrate all skull and body movements. 

Right side's elastic shoulder, elbow, hip and knee joint ligaments, and 

the muscle attachments (blue) and origins (red) are shown in color. 

Spinal column: flexible; shows the cord, nerve exits and vertebral arteries. 

Stand and vinyl dust cover included. Height: 5'7" (170 cm)

Item# Description List Price

9-1319474-642 Deluxe Skeleton With Muscles $1,333.29 
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Five Foot Skeleton Poster
Students can compare every 

bone in their bodies with this fun 

classroom edition. It's laminated 

for years of hands-on learning and 

features complete, easy-to-read bone 

identification. 60" x 18".

Item# Description List Price

9-160-6945-642 Skeleton Poster $20.29 

Roylco®  
True to Life Human X-Rays®

Hold these life-sized human x-rays up 

to the light or use them on a light table 

and see every authentic detail of a real 

skeletal system. Arrange the 18 pieces 

together to reproduce the entire body 

of a young adult 5' tall. The teacher 

guide includes reproducible artwork and 

information on radiography.

Item # Description List Price

9-082176-642 True to Life Human X-Rays $35.69 

Demonstration Skeleton
Precise detailing and a full range of motion 

make this 33" tall human skeleton model a 

top-quality value. Comes fully assembled 

with metal stand and reference sheet.

Item# Description List Price

9-130-7008-642 Demonstration Skeleton $93.29 

NEW
Half Size  
Disarticulated Skeleton Model
Life size bones of half of a human 

skeleton. Includes a 3 part skull, one 

disarticulated hand, one disarticulated 

foot, one side of a rib cage, one arm, 

one shoulder, one leg, a half pelvis, 

all intervertebral discs, hyoid bone, 

sacrum, and coccyx.

Disarticulated Skeleton
Replica of the human disarticulated skeleton includes 

one hand and foot on wire, and one hand and foot 

loosely articulated. All other bones are life-sized and 

separated. The 3 part skull's calvarium is sectioned for 

a closeup view, and the jaw is hinged. The sternum's 

intracostal cartilage is attached. The spinal column 

is strung together on thin, nylon string and consists 

of 53 total pieces. Supplied in a sturdy partitioned 

cardboard storage box.

Item# Description List Price

9-562993-642 Disarticulate Skeleton $571.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1589298-642 Disarticulated Skeleton $266.69 
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Musuclar Human Skull - Numbered
Cast from a real human skull, this model 

is a premium, medical quality anatomical 

model made of a durable plastisol polymer 

design. Life sized, 3 parts (calvaria, base 

of skull and mandible). Identifies fissures, 

parietal, processus, seams and more. 

Mandible is articulated.

Scientific Skull Kit
Show students that the human skull consists of many individual bones 

that gradually grow together. This natural cast model can be disassembled 

into the skull's 22 individual bones, making its complex structure apparent. 

For easy identification, bones are depicted in 9 different colors and pairs of 

bone plates have the same color. 21 x 14 x 16 cm

Item# Description List Price

9-1319467-642 Scientific Skull Kit $699.99

Human Skull Model
Ideal for general biology and 

health studies, this high quality 

plastic model provides a detailed 

representation of the major 

anatomical landmarks of the human 

skull. Features hinged jaw and 

integrally cast teeth for an overview 

of human dentition. Includes key 

card for easy identification. 

8.25"L x 4.75"W x 7"H

Human Skull
Roof is detachable, lower jaw is hinged. Unbreakable natural looking 

materials. Separates into 3 parts.

Item# Description List Price

9-576338-642 Human Skull 3-Part $159.99

Human Skull Model—Numbered
Numbered human skull replica with 

skull sutures drawn in color. The most 

popular skull for anatomical study. 

This human skull model is a great tool 

for learning and teaching about the 

anatomy of the skull. Made of fiber 

material, in natural color.

Didactic Skull 
on Cervical Spinal Column, 4-Part
Contains 19 didactic colors. Mounted on a 

cervical spine. Simplifies the understanding 

of the shapes and relationships of the 

different bone plates forming the skull. 

Depicts the hind-brain, spinal cord, 

cervical nerves, vertebral arteries, 

basilar artery and rear cerebral artery.

Item# Description List Price

9-1319463-642 Skull on Cervical Spine $750.69

Item # Description List Price

9-1589299-642 Human Skull Muscle Painted $93.29

Item# Description List Price

9-1457408-642 Skull Model - Numbered $106.69

NEW

Item# Description List Price

9-30-1380-642 Human Skull Model $38.69

NEW

Basic Human Skull Model
This human life-size skull model is 

perfect for anatomical study, and 

great for demonstration purposes. 

This detailed reproduction is 

handmade of plastic for durability.

Item# Description List Price

9-1457410-642 Basic Human Skull Model $79.99 

Human Skull with Guide
Full-sized human skull model. 

Molded from PVC plastic and 

hand-painted to show anterior, 

internal and lateral views. 

Mounted in a rotatable metal wire harness 

on a plastic stand. Includes fold-out 

laminated color guide indicating 77 labeled 

structures of the skull. One side of guide 

includes structure names, the other side 

includes only numbers so it can be used 

for student assessment. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1598729-642 Human Skull with Guide $253.29 
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Flexible Joint Models
All models are life size. The elbow joint shows interaction of the 

bones and cartilage. The hip joint features femur head and right 

side of pelvis. The knee joint highlights the ligaments and bones. 

All are mounted on a base and include key card.

Item # Description List Price

9-1589301-642 Elbow Joint Model $93.29

9-1589302-642 Hip Joint Model $93.29

9-1457411-642 Knee Model $73.29

Didactic Flexible Spinal Column Model
The 5 different sections of the spinal column are 

differentiated by color on this human spine model. 

Use this spinal column replica for simplified patient 

education or for anatomy lessons in a classroom 

environment where the didactic colors help to 

immediately track the explanation about the 

human spine, even from a distance. Optional stand 

sold seperately.

Item # Description List Price

9-1459053-642 Spinal Column Model $313.29

9-1508801-642 Stand $93.29

Flexible Joint Hand and Foot Models
These high quality models are great for anatomical studies. The models 

are mounted on sturdy plastic bases. The bones in both models are 

flexible in order to demonstrate movement.

Item# Description List Price

9-1488765-642 Hand $44.99

9-1488766-642 Foot $40.79

J i H

Hand

Foot

Pelvic Skeleton
This complex skeleton replica consists of hip bone, sacrum with coccyx 

and 2 lumbar vertebrae. This high-quality anatomical model is a great 

addition to any anatomy classroom or doctor's office. This skeleton is 

great for detailed anatomical study of the pelvis. Male or female.

Item # Description List Price

9-1459209-642 Male $93.29

9-1459208-642 Female $93.29

FemaleMale

Flexible Joint Models
Models provide a graphic demonstration of the anatomy and mechanics of 

the major joints. Life-size and fully flexible joints demonstrate abduction, 

anteversion, retroversion and internal/external rotation.

Item # Description List Price

9-576425-642 Shoulder $139.99

9-576428-642 Hip $139.99

9-576431-642 Knee $139.99

Thoracic Vertebrae Model with Nerves
This spinal replica consists of the 12 thoracic vertebrae 

with intervertebral discs, thoracic nerves and spinal 

cord. This quality thoracic spinal column is affordable 

and anatomically correct. Spinal column delivered on 

flexible stand. Measures approximately 12.6" and weighs 

approximately 1.10 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1459212-642 Thoracic Vertebrae Model $133.29

NEW

Small Human Spine with Guide
Small spine model is molded from PVC plastic 

and hand-painted to show cervical, thoracic 

and lumbar regions and sacrum/coccyx. 

Spine measures 14" x 5.25" x 4" and mounts 

on a metal rod with a plastic stand. Fold-out 

laminated color guide indicates 66 labeled 

structures. One side of guide includes structure 

names, the other side includes only numbers so 

it can be used for student assessment. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1598731-642 Human Spine with Guide $119.99 
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Deluxe Brain, 8-Part
Both halves can be disassembled into frontal with parietal lobes, temporal 

with occipital lobes, half of brain stem, as well as cerebellum. On base 

with key card.

Item # Description List Price

9-1319472-642 Deluxe Brain 8-Part $343.99 

Human Brain Model with Arteries—8 Parts
Life-size realistic model of the brain separated into 8 parts and placed 

on a diaphragm. Showing the temporal and occipital lobes, brain stem, 

cerebellum and the basilar artery. Model shows blood vessels on the 

brain. Measures approximately 8"x6"x6" and weighs approximately 3.5 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1457412-642 Brain Model With Arteries $190.69 

NERVOUS SYSTEM

Human Brain Model. 8-Part
Students will love this full size, hand painted 

brain model, 8-part. molded from PVC plastic. 

Includes over 50 labeled structures of the 

brain. Mounted in a rotatable metal wire 

harness on a plastic stand. Includes a fold-out 

laminated color guide indicating brain 

structures. One side of the guide 

includes structure names. 

The other side includes only 

numbers so it can be used for 

student assessment. Fold-out 

guide rests in a slot molded 

into the plastic base.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562470-642 Brain Model 8-Part $249.99 

Median and Frontal Section of the Head
The 2 relief models show the median and frontal section of the head on 

baseboard. The two views of this high quality model show the important 

anatomical structures of the head in full detail. Important anatomical 

structures include cross sections of the brain, spinal cord, and sinuses of 

the human head. Measures 16.1" x 12.2" x 2.0" and weighs 3.2 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1508689-642 Head-Median & Frontal Sections $291.99 

Brain Model, 4-Part
Enlarged brain provides ease of handling for small hands

Medially divided. Right half can be disassembled into frontal and parietal 

lobes, brain stem with temporal and occipital lobes as well as half of 

cerebellum. 4 parts and removable base. Size: 6" x 6" x 6"

Item # Description List Price

9-563206-642 Brain Model 4-Part $299.99 

Brain Model
Invite students to peer 

inside the brain. Affordably 

priced, four-part model 

is carefully detailed and 

features a median section 

with all major structures 

clearly preserved. Includes 

key card to help students 

identify parts and display 

base. 5.5" x 6" x 5.5"

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1345-642 Brain Model 4-Part $47.99 
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Denoyer-Geppert 
Anatomy of the 
Brain Poster
Painstakingly researched 

and executed by today's 

top medical illustrators, this 

detailed, up-to-date brain 

reference is designed for 

years of classroom use. 

Write-on/wipe-off laminated 

poster features metal 

eyelets for hanging. 22" x 28"

Ear Model
Economical model, at 4X actual size, allows for detailed study of the 

human ear. Students can remove the petrous portion of the auditory 

canal's temporal bone section, labyrinth, and tympanic membrane 

with malleus and incus. Mounted on a sturdy base. Includes key card. 

14.5" x 8" x 10"

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1355-642 Ear Model 4X $93.29 

THE EAR

6-Part Ear Model
Attributes to this model are the availability to dissect portions of the ear 

into six parts. The petrous portion of the temporal bone which reveals the 

middle and inner ear chambers and the external ear is represented by the 

auricle and auditory canal. This model rests on a sturdy base and is made 

out of strong plastic. Included is a detailed key.

Item # Description List Price

9-1459054-642 Ear Model 6-Part $62.49 

Human Head Model - Median Section
Life-size model showing the outer superficial 

muscles, vessels and nerves and head neck 

on one side. The other side details median 

section such as brain and mouth. Mounted on 

a base and numbered with English key card. 

Measures approximately 10" x 7" x 12" and 

weighs approximately 2.4 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-531023-642 Anatomy of the Brain Poster $25.49 

Human Ear Model
Human ear model with 5 removable parts. Mounted on a base and 

numbered with English key card. Approximately 13" x 9" x 8" and weighs 

approximately 2.8 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1457406-642 Ear Model 5-Part $119.99 

Human Ear Model
3 times natural size. 4 removable parts. Features removable eardrum 

with hammer and anvil, labyrinth with cochlea and auditory/balance nerve 

(2 parts). Size: 13.5" x 6" x 7.5"

Item # Description List Price

9-562987-642 Ear Model 3X $199.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1457382-642 Human Head - Median Section $183.69 
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Eye Model
Enlarged three times actual size 

for close study, this detailed, 

seven‑piece model features 

removable upper half of the sclera 

with cornea and eye muscle 

attachments, both halves of the 

choroid coat with iris and retina, 

lens, and vitreous humor. Mounted 

on base. Includes key card. 

4.5" x 4.5" x 7"

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1350-642 Eye Model 7-Part $41.29 

THE EYE

Human Eye Model
Sectioned horizontally and separates into 6 parts. Mounted on a base and 

numbered with English key card. Measures approximately 5" x 5" x 9" and 

weighs approximately 1.65 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1457397-642 Human Eye Model 6X $86.69 

Eye Model
An affordable, six‑piece model ideal for the classroom. Three times actual 

size, this model dissects into both halves of sclera with cornea and eye 

muscle attachments, both halves of the choroid with iris and retina, lens, 

and vitreous humor. Display base included. 3.5" x 3.5" x 6"

Item # Description List Price

9-531029-642 Eye Model 6-Part $159.99 

Foam Eye Cross-section Model
Help your students picture complex anatomical concepts with these 

sturdy soft‑foam models. Both models come apart to offer a cross‑section 

view, with key parts of the organ labeled on one side and lettered on the 

other for quizzing. Each comes with an Activity Guide featuring detailed 

information on each organ and how it functions. Each model measures 

5" in diameter.

Item # Description List Price

9-1288534-642 Cross-Section Eye $20.39 

Human Eye Model In Orbit
Eye model with 9 parts in bony orbit. The upper half of the eye ball is 

removable showing anatomical details. Out of 6 muscles controlling the 

eyeball, two are removable. Mounted on a base and numbered with key 

card. Measures approximately 13" x 9" x 8".

Item # Description List Price

9-1457383-642 Eye Model in Orbit 9-Part $233.29 

Human Eye in Orbit 
3 times natural size. Features eyeball with eye muscles and optic nerve in 

bone orbit. 7‑Part. Numbered with key. Size: 7" x 10" x 7.5"

Item # Description List Price

9-1319465-642 Eye Model in Orbit 3X $405.29 
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CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Human Heart Model
Natural size and mounted on a base and numbered with English key card. 

Measures approximately 5" x 5" x 9" and weighs approximately 0.5 lb.

Item # Description List Price

9-1457424-642 Human Heart Model $60.29 

Student-Size Heart Model
Highly detailed 2-part heart. Front heart wall removes revealing the 

chambers and valves inside. Delivered on removable stand and key card. 

Size: 7.5" x 5" x 5"

Item # Description List Price

9-576422-642 Student Size Heart Model $82.69 

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Heart Model
Life-like model is three times actual size and sectioned so that both 

ventricles and atria open to expose the valves. The large blood vessels 

near the heart and musculature of the heart are also shown. Mounted on a 

sturdy base. Includes comprehensive key card. 7.5" x 9" x 12"

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1360-642 Heart Model 4-Part $79.99 

Human Heart Model Cross-Section
This human heart model comes apart to create 

a cross-section view for 

hands-on classroom 

demonstrations. 

The areas of the heart 

are labeled on the 

inside of one side with 

corresponding letters on 

the other side to help with 

testing. The included Activity 

Guide provides detailed 

information on the heart and 

how it functions. Model measures 

5" in diameter.

Item # Description List Price

9-034-2995-642 Cross-Section Heart $20.39 

Anatomy Heart Model
Realistically detailed plastic 

model includes a display stand 

and guide, and photo-illustrated 

assembly instructions. 

29 pieces. Approximately 5"

Item # Description List Price

9-1321189-642 Heart Model $26.69 
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Right Lung Model
Full-size cut-away of right side of 

lung. Shows bronchus, arteries, 

veins, two lymph nodes, bronchial 

passages and trachea bifurcation.

Item # Description List Price

9-578689-642 Right Lung Model $123.69

Human Circulatory 
System Model
This half-size relief model helps in 

understanding the circulation of 

blood in the body. Mounted on a 

base and numbered with English 

key card. Measures approximately 

32"x12"x3" and weighs approximately 

7.5 lbs.

Heart–Lung 
Activity Model

Detailed cross-section of the heart 

and lungs provides graphic depiction 

of the larynx; wind pipe with bronchial 

tree; heart; subclavial artery and 

vein; vena cava; aorta; pulmonary 

artery; esophagus; both lungs; 

and the diaphragm. Model features 

numbered, removable parts and a 

detailed key card for easy identification. 

12.5"L x 5"W x 16.5"H

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1445-642 Heart/Lung Model $104.99

Lung Activity Model Kit
This simple, yet effective apparatus consists of two sacs that represent 

the lungs, a rubber membrane that serves as the diaphragm and a clear 

plastic enclosure that models the chest cavity. By making the diaphragm 

relax and contract, the students can see how the lungs are emptied 

and filled with air. Kit comes complete with comprehensive student and 

teacher guides. Size: 6.5"D x 5"H

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1090-642 Kit $79.99

9-1402299-642 Model Only $49.29

Human Respiratory System
Showing L. S. of the nasal cavity, larynx, trachea with bronchial 

tree, right & left lungs & position of heart is clearly shown. 

Includes numbered key card. Size: 13" x 9" x 2"

Item # Description List Price

9-1498947-642 Human Respiratory System $84.29

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

Item # Description List Price

9-1457405-642 Circulatory System Model $231.29
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Human Urinary Organs Model
Natural size, separates into 3 parts, 

right kidney sectioned and bladder 

prostate are removable. Kidneys 

ureters, adrenal glands, bladder with 

prostate and major blood vessels are 

shown. Includes numbered key card. 

Size 13" x 9" x 4.25" .

Item # Description List Price

9-1498946-642 Urinary Organs Model $113.99 

Urinary System
Three dimensional model of male urinary 

system and its blood supply is free 

standing, enabling study from all aspects. 

The larger than life replica illustrates: 

The kidneys, adrenal and blood vessels, 

a section of the pelvic bone with pubic 

symphysis, lower portion of the bladder and 

prostate, the upper portion of the bladder 

and prostate. Mounted on base, keycard 

included. Measures 13.2" x 9.2" x 14.4" 

Item # Description List Price

9-1561473-642 Urinary System $199.99 

Economy Kidney Model
Graphically depict the kidney and adrenal gland, 

renal and adrenal vessels, and the upper portion 

of the ureter. The front of this kidney model is 

removable to show cortex medulla and vessels as 

well as the renal pelvis. Mounted on sturdy base. 

Includes key card. 5" x 5" x 6.5" 

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1375-642 Economy Kidney Model $186.69 

Digestive System, 2-Part
This hand painted model shows nose, 

mouth cavity, pharynx, esophagus, the 

gastrointestinal tract, liver with gall bladder, 

pancreas, spleen, duodenum, and opened 

cecum and rectum. Transverse colon 

is removable. It is mounted on a base. 

Supplied with keycard.

Item # Description List Price

9-1561472-642 Digestive System $86.69 

Human Kidney Model
Model shows 3X size kidney glomerulus, 

tubes, collection tube, kidney pelvis, kidney 

blood vessels. Mounted on a board and 

numbered with English key card.

Item # Description List Price

9-1457403-642 Human Kidney Model $75.99 

2-Part Human Stomach Model
The stomach model shows the different and individual layers of the 

stomach wall. The front half of the stomach is removable for detailed 

study of the anatomy of the human stomach. The stomach is a high 

quality anatomical replica great for use in the doctor's office or classroom. 

Stomach delivered on stand. Measure approximately 9.8" x 8.7" x 4.7" and 

weighs approximately 1.32 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1459210-642 Stomach Model $239.99 

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM URINARY SYSTEM

Human Liver with Gall Bladder Model
This realistic model shows the anatomy of the liver and gallbladder. 

This high quality liver with gallbladder replica is delivered on a 

removable stand. Measures approximately 7.1" x 7.1" x 4.7" and weighs 

approximately 1.10 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1459211-642 Liver with Gall Bladder Model $119.99 
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Human Skin Model - 
300X Life-Size
Comprehensive model with enlarged 

v.s. showing the three layers, sebaceous 

and sweet glands, the hair follicles, 

erector muscles, arteries, nerves and 

veins etc. Includes numbered key card. 

Size: 16.5" x 12" x 2.5"

Item # Description List Price

9-1498948-642 Human Skin Model 300X $69.99 

SKIN

Human Skin Model—70X Life-Size
Model illustrates normal skin anatomy. Mounted on a base and numbered 

with English key card. Measures approximately 13"x9"x9" and weighs 

approximately 3.5 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1457341-642 Human Skin Model 70X $189.99 

Skin Model Activity Set
This detailed enlargement of the human skin reveals skin layers, 

hair follicles, sweat glands, nerve endings, blood vessels and more. 

Colorful 24" x 18" model. Numbered and keyed to activity guide. 

Activity set includes skin model, color overhead transparency, blackline 

master and binder with activity guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-365112-642 Skin Model Activity Set $149.99 

REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

Human Pregnancy Model 
with Removable Fetus
Representation of a median 

section through the female 

pelvis in the 9th month of 

pregnancy with a removable 

fetus. An excellent model to 

study normal position of a child 

before birth. Mounted on a base 

and numbered with English key 

card. Measures approximately 

16.5"x9"x16.5" and weighs 

approximately 8 lbs.

Male
Female

Human Pelvis Models
Median section of a pelvis, one half of genital organs with bladder and 

removable rectum. One half is shown at the normal position in the pelvis. 

Model shows the pelvis in anatomical detail. Mounted on a base.

Item # Description List Price

9-1457413-642 Male $186.99 

9-563026-642 Female $333.29 

Period of Gestation
Set of nine models, most accurate, mounted on stand consists of the 

following stages. 1. An embryo 6 days old, considerably enlarged. 

2. Uterus with embryo in 1st month of gestation. 3. Uterus with embryo 

in 3rd month of gestation. 4. Uterus with fetus, in 4th month. 5. Uterus 

with fetus, placenta and umbilical cord. 6. Uterus with fetus, in 5th month 

pregnancy. 7. Uterus with fetus in 7th month pregnancy. 8. Uterus 

with fetus in 8th month pregnancy. 9. Uterus with fetus in 9th month 

pregnancy. Mounted on base. Numbered with keycard. Set of 9

Item # Description List Price

9-1561474-642 Period of Gestation $238.69 

Item # Description List Price

9-1457376-642 Pregnancy Model $266.69 
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See Through Sally 
Human Anatomy Display
This set consists of 12 

spiral-bound anatomy charts, 

each representing a different 

area of the body, mounted 

on a rigid metal frame and 

floor stand. Students can 

understand how the body 

systems work together as 

they turn from page to page. 

The initial page starts with 

the regions of the body, 

cavities, anterior and posterior 

quadrants and what organs 

fall into those areas. It begins 

with the outer layer of the body, and continues through the lymphatic, 

muscular, vascular, skeletal, nervous, respiratory, heart, digestive, urinary, 

reproductive, and endocrine systems.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562471-642 See Through Sally $399.99

Complete Portfolio 
of Human Anatomy 
and Pathology
This hardcover portfolio provides 

a valuable anatomical resource 

offering a comprehensive look 

at human anatomy as well as 

describing many conditions 

and diseases. The 50 plates 

are spiral-bound, allowing 

the pages to lay flat for easy 

examination, while the entire 

book is case bound. Vivid 

illustrations and supporting text 

present each topic in a concise 

form. Cover: 12.5"x14.75"; 

Plates: 11.375"x14"

Denoyer-Geppert 
Thin Man Anatomy Figure
Detailing human anatomy in a way 

no chart or torso can duplicate, 

the Thin Man is a near life-size 

full-color rendition of the human 

body which by means of a sequence 

of transparent overlays, allows the 

peeling away of layer after layer of 

tissue, progressing ever more deeply 

into the body. Includes layers on 

musculature, major organ systems, 

circulation, and much more with 

over 200 named features. 63" tall. 

Stand included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1368354-642 Anatomy Figure $533.29

Anatomy and Physiology Flashcards
This series of 335 beautifully illustrated flash cards explores essential 

concepts of human anatomy & physiology. The 4" x 6" UV-coated, thick 

cards are color coded and indexed for easy reference. This set graphically 

explains processes vital to the functioning of human beings.

Item # Description List Price

9-1396531-642 Flashcards $29.99

Anatomy Flashcards
Now available in a portable edition, this series of 50 flash cards explores 

the essential concepts of human anatomy. The 4"x 6" cards are organized 

into 11 systems and are color coded for easy reference. The structures are 

beautifully illustrated in exceptional detail, with areas for self study notes 

on the back.

Item # Description List Price

9-1396516-642 Flashcards $11.99

Physiology Chart Set
This series of 20 beautifully illustrated charts explores essential concepts 

of human physiology. Each chart graphically explains processes vital to the 

functioning of the human body. Charts include topics such as the cardiac 

cycle, hearing and balance, neurons and neurotransmitters, and nutrition 

and metabolism. Each chart is 22" x 28" and laminated with metal eyelets 

for hanging.

Item # Description List Price

9-1396514-642 Chart Set $229.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1473553-642 Portfolio $49.99
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Two-Way 
Adjustable Chart Stand
Adjustable from 48" to 78" high and 

from 42" to 77" wide. Comes with 

locking canisters, five removable 

rings, heavy-duty rubber feet and 

easy-to-follow instructions.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

9-084653-642 77 in x 78 in (W x H) $93.09

Human Body Chart Series
Help students understand human anatomy through body systems. Each of 

12 detailed charts graphically illustrates a specific body system's anatomy 

and physiology. Painstakingly illustrated and exhaustively researched, this 

comprehensive and accurate set is an authoritative teaching tool. Charts 

cover the following systems: skeletal, muscular, respiratory, digestive, 

vascular, pulmonary, lymphatic, urinary, nervous, endocrine, male 

reproductive, and female reproductive. 3 mil lamination with metal eyelets 

for hanging. 22" x 28" each

Item # Description List Price

9-1324369-642 Chart Series $139.99

The Periodic Table in the Body Poster
Discusses each of the elements on the Periodic Table in relation to how the 

body uses them. Understand how the elements are used by bones, blood, 

metabolism, in genetics and disease. 5 sections to this periodic table—to 

examine why we are indeed "star stuff" and our chemical ties to the universe 

and to profile the chemical makeup of the human body, plant growth, DNA 

and the role of elements in brain metabolism. 28" x 36", laminated

Item # Description List Price

9-529052-642 Periodic Table Body Poster $19.99

Visual Learning Guide Human Body
Use Visual Learning Methods to Improve Student Performance!

Help your students make connections, understand relationships and recall 

related details using visual learning techniques. Each collection consists 

of 10 laminated, "write-on/wipe-off guides. Each guides covers a different 

topic and includes 4 panels -

Panel 1 features an illustrated overview of the concept

Panel 2 includes labeling & review exercises

Panel 3 presents a graphic organizer of the topic

Panel 4 provides assessment & review questions

Also includes a Teacher Guide and a Classroom Presentation/Assessment 

CD featuring 750 illustrated, interactive flash cards for use on a computer 

or Interactive Whiteboard. Provides comprehensive coverage of the 

following curriculum topics -

1. Bones, Muscles & Skin

2. The Digestive System

3. Nutrition

4. The Circulatory System

5. The Immune System

6. The Respiratory System

7. The Excretory System

8. The Nervous System

9. The Endocrine System

10. The Reproductive System

Item # Description List Price

9-1302658-642 Flip Charts $47.89

9-1413698-642 Visual Learning Guide $66.59

Systems of the Human Body Poster
Unique anatomical perspectives 

of major human body systems are 

presented in a clear, concise format 

for contrast and comparison. Features 

all major body systems, including 

skeletal, muscular and integumentary, 

circulatory and immune, respiratory, 

digestive and urinary, endocrine, nervous 

and reproductive. 23"W x 35"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1041-642 Body Poster $19.99

Human Physiology Chart Series
These full-color, oversized anatomical charts 

show one or more primary illustrations and 

many more supplementary diagrams detailing 

function and histology. Charts include: skeletal 

system; muscular system; brain and nervous 

system; circulatory system; digestive system; 

the eye and vision; the ear and nose; glands, 

skin, and excretory organs; respiratory system; 

and endocrine system. Charts are printed 

on tear-proof, non-yellowing stock with a 

charthead and tripod base. 36" x 44"

Item # Description List Price

9-1319509-642 Chart Series $509.99

12 Charts!
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Pushing the Limits 
of the Human Body Video
A close-up exploration of how extreme 

stresses affect the body. Modern 

technological developments—such as roller 

coasters, jet planes, and deep-sea diving—

allow humans to push the limits of their 

bodies. Students explore extreme body limits 

and learn how doctors and scientists treat and 

deal with these stresses.

Item # Description List Price

9-1317858-642 Video $59.59

Curriculum Mastery® Biology and the Human Body Game
Make the study of the human body fun with a curriculum review game! 

Features 25 individually packaged sets of 30 full-color, review cards 

per topic—a total of 750 curriculum-based questions! Also includes 

12 laminated, double-sided game boards; comprehensive Teacher 

Planning & Resource Guide; CD featuring interactive flash cards for 

Interactive Whiteboard or computer use; FREE trial subscription to 

online learning system; and reusable storage container.

Item# Description List Price

9-1371501-642 Game $133.29

9-1371502-642 Study Cards Only $79.89

Human Body Video Series
Explore "inner space" with this comprehensive overview of the human 

body. Anatomy and physiology topics covered include the senses, energy, 

immune system, and much more. Take a look at what scientists are doing 

to treat severe injuries with cutting edge technologies. Investigate how 

all the systems of the human body work together to keep you running. 

Titles include: The Spine: Command Central; Forgotten Sense of Touch; 

Physiology: Muscles and Bones; Functions of the Face; Physiology: 

Human Blood; Energy for Life; and The Immune System at Work. Average 

Run Time: 14 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-13-2921-642 Video Series $459.99

Human Body Systems 
Neo/LAB® Software
Multimedia tutorials provide 

comprehensive coverage of each 

of the body's systems to include 

the nervous; skeletal, muscular 

and integumentary; circulatory and 

respiratory; digestive and excretory; endocrine 

and reproductive; as well as the immune 

system and disease. Interactive labs allow 

your students to explore the microanatomy 

of body tissues; bloodtyping; and food and 

nutrition. Features comprehensive, narrated 

tutorials, exciting virtual labs, assessment 

options, and teacher resources. Requires 

Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows 

Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1621-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366739-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Inquiry Investigations™ Human Biology and 
Health Issues Curriculum Module
The hands-on activities in Human Biology and Health Issues link to core 

science concepts, making them an excellent complement to existing 

anatomy and physiology curricula. Students take a closer look at the human 

machine—learning how our body is organized, examining human senses 

of touch, taste, sound, and thermoreception. They explore the eye-brain 

connection, measuring vision and examining optical illusions. Students take 

a closer look at simulated bloods and blood groups, test foods for nutrient 

content, and learn how certain drugs can be delivered through the skin. They 

investigate kidney function and perform urinalysis on simulated urines. Your 

students also examine health issues involving smoking and HIV transmission.

Inquiry Investigations™

Kingdoms of Life Curriculum Module includes:

•  Investigation literature and student guide (copymasters), comprehensive 

curriculum guide, and a Curriculum Resource CD-ROM with two virtual 

labs (Classifying Living Organisms).

•  Four units of study, each with 2-8 activities for a total of 19 activities. 

Materials for 40 students.

• Storage cabinet with drawers clearly labeled with materials.

• Posters on blood and the systems of the human body.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287211-642 Complete Module w/ Virtual Lab $999.95 

9N-1288882-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95 

9N-1288854-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95 

9N-1306595-642 Refill Package $199.95 

uLog pH Sensor
Item # Description Quantity List Price

9N-1376299-642 pH Sensor Each $159.09 

9N-1376358-642 pH Sensor Pack of 5 $789.09 
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Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About ABO-Rh Blood Typing Lab

Using actual blood typing procedures, students classify four unknown 

samples of the simulated Neo/BLOOD®. Neo/BLOOD's realistic 

agglutination accurately simulates that of real blood - without the 

hazards. Students will learn about Rh incompatibilities and other blood 

testing techniques, such as blood smearing, blood cell counts and much 

more! Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials 

for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: 

Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287204-642 ABO-Rh Blood Typing Lab $49.95

9N-1288849-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Understanding the Genetics of Blood Lab Investigation
Certain traits have genes with more than two alleles, known as "multiple 

alleles". Blood groups are a classic example of multiple allelic inheritance. 

Your students will type several unknown samples of Neo/BLOOD to 

study the inheritance of blood groups. In the process, they'll also learn 

about genetic blood disorders and how they can be passed between 

generations. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2133-642 Kit $56.99

9-20-2135-642 Refill $28.99

9-25-1091-642 Curriculum Pack $131.99

Linking Blood Donors and Recipients Using 
Neo/Blood Lab Investigation

Your class will be challenged with a realistic medical emergency 

scenario. They'll be asked to classify blood types according to the 

presence or absence of certain antigens attached to the surface of 

red blood cells. In the process, they'll gain a firsthand insight into the 

importance of blood typing in transfusions. They'll also learn to identify 

which individuals are "universal donors" and which are "universal 

recipients". Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2123-642 Kit $55.99

9-20-2125-642 Refill $49.99

9-25-1081-642 Curriculum Pack $131.99

9-99-2506-642 Blood Typing Tray $0.39

BLOOD AND THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Frequency of Blood Types Lab Investigation
Students safely simulate the distribution of blood types in a given 

population. They determine the ABO blood types of unknown simulated 

blood samples and pool their class data to calculate the frequency of each 

blood group in a given population. They also investigate blood composition. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2953-642 Kit $47.99

9-20-2955-642 Refill $22.99

9-25-1341-642 Curriculum Pack $131.99

Systems of the 
Human Body Game
Help students explore and 

understand the body's systems 

and their effects on health and 

wellness. 50 question cards 

cover the functions, structures 

and health issues of the 

integumentary, skeletal, muscular, 

circulatory, respiratory, endocrine, 

nervous, digestive and urinary 

systems. Includes question 

cards, a reproducible study guide with answer key, and complete 

teacher's instructions.

Item# Description List Price

9-1293031-642 Systems of the Human Body Game $24.99
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Simulated Diabetes Testing Lab Investigation
Study the types, causes, symptoms and treatments for diabetes. Perform 

standard diagnostic tests on a fictional patient using simulated blood and 

urine samples. Diagnose the patient based upon the test results and their 

medical history. Develop a plan for managing the patient's condition. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3883-642 Lab $64.99

Simulated Blood 
Typing with Neo/BLOOD™

Explore blood typing with safe, simple 

Neo/BLOOD. Neo/BLOOD and related 

serums allow you to authentically simulate 

ABO-Rh blood typing without the hazards 

of working with human body fluids. 

Available in 500 mL bottles.

Item# Description List Price
Neo/BLOOD™

9N-1535599-642 Type A $18.69

9N-1535600-642 Type B $18.89

9N-1535601-642 Type AB $21.69

9N-1535755-642 Type O $14.09

Blood Typing Serums

9N-1535596-642 Anti-A $21.89

9N-1535597-642 Anti-B $18.89

9N-1535598-642 Anti-Rh $21.89

Fat and Muscle Replicas
A shocking but strongly motivating attention getter. Made of soft, 

pliable, long-lasting vinyl plastic, the replicas of a pound of fat or muscle 

tissue have a profound, memorable effect. Represents accurate weight 

and volume.

Item # Description List Price

9-1295665-642 Muscle Replica $53.29

9-1300596-642 Fat Replica $53.29

Kemtec Combination ABO-Rh Blood Typing Kit
Determine ABO and Rh blood types in one package. Kit contains 1 vial 

each of Anti-A, Anti-B serum and Rh serum; 50 disposable alcohol pads; 

50 mixing sticks and instructions. Refill serum vials sold separately.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488343-642 ABO-Rh Blood Typing Kit $146.99

9-585393-642 Refill Anti -A/Anti-B Serum $53.29

9-585396-642 Refill Anti-Rh Serum $34.29

Kemtec Blood Simutype Kit
•  Determine the type of one blood sample—A, B, O, and 

AB types included

•  Follow a specimen and obtain results that closely approximate real 

blood typing

• Use genetic considerations to settle a paternity question

• Designed for 50 students

Item # Description List Price

9-1488347-642 Blood Simutype Kit $117.99

Basic Blood Typing
These foundation activities introduce students to the study of blood. 

Students first draw samples of their own blood to determine their 

own blood group and observe tissue incompatibility. Then, they type 

themselves using the agglutination method. Students receive valuable 

experience in collecting and comparing data. The LAB-AIDS® Slide 

Guide® eliminates the need for glass slides and can be placed in the 

student's notebook

Item # Description List Price

9-1500950-642 Basic Blood Typing $113.99

OBESITY AND DIABETES
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Inquiry Investigations™  
Examining Urine Lab

Test and observe the physical and chemical characteristics of simulated 

urine, relating the results to a variety of diseases which can be diagnosed 

through urinalysis. The kit includes a unique formulation of safe, simulated 

urine which looks and acts like the real thing. Includes a Teacher Resource 

Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups 

of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. 

Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287210-642 Examining Urine Lab $66.95

9N-1288853-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Lung Apparatus
This Lung Apparatus has one balloon for easier viewing, the plastic lung 

apparatus demonstrates how the lungs work. As the "lung" fills with air, 

through relaxation and contraction of the diaphragm muscle, students 

visualize how our lungs work. A sturdy rubber sheet replicates the 

diaphragm. As the rubber sheet is pulled downward, the pressure within 

the chamber causes the "lung" to expand and take in air. When released, 

the "lung" will deflate. Lesson plan is included; 8-1/4" x 8-1/4" x 8-1/4"; 1.3 lb.

Item # Description List Price

9-1572863-642 Lung Apparatus $54.99

9-1572864-642 Replacement Rubber Dam $8.99

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About the Effects of Smoking Lab

Place a lit cigarette that you provide in the mouth of the "Smoking Man" 

and draw smoke into his "lungs" using the syringe pump included. 

The results will amaze you as you watch his lungs start to darken 

after only a few short puffs! Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and 

CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System 

Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or 

higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287207-642 Effects of Smoking Lab $109.95

9N-1288851-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Kidney 
Function Lab

Students construct a model of a kidney using a semipermeable 

membrane to filter a completely safe solution which simulates blood. The 

resulting blood solution contains simulated cells which can not cross the 

semipermeable membrane, remaining in the kidney model. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287208-642 Kidney Function Lab $59.95

9N-1288853-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

DRUGS, ALCOHOL, AND SMOKING
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Effects of Drugs and Alcohol on Daphnia Lab Investigation
Identify the microcrustacean Daphnia and its major anatomical features. 

Predict the effects of stimulant and depressant chemicals on the heart 

rate of the model organism. Measure the heart rate in an organism 

under different chemical conditions. Classify chemicals as depressants 

or stimulants after observing their effects on heart rate. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9L-20-3533-642 Lab $65.99 

Effects of Drugs Kit
Students witness firsthand the effects of various drugs, including 

adrenaline, lactic acid, aspirin, caffeine, nicotine, and ethyl alcohol. 

Includes drugs, Ringer's solution, Dial-a-Drug chart, chambers, 

reproducible student worksheets, and teacher's guide. 

Item # Description List Price

9-531071-642 Kit $143.99 

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Food Chemistry and Nutrition Lab
Explore how the chemistry of food affects our body's nutrition. 

Your students will analyze the content of all of the major nutrients in 

common foods, including carbohydrates, proteins, lipids and vitamin C 

using quick, easy and completely safe chemical reaction tests. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287205-642 Food Chemistry & Nutrition Lab $69.95 

9N-1288850-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Effects of Smoking Model
Simply place a lit cigarette (not included) in the 

mouth of the "Smoking Man" and draw smoke 

into his lungs using the syringe pump included. 

Watch as his lungs become coated with tar and 

darken with only a few short puffs! Includes 

detailed teacher and student guides that outline 

the effects of smoking as well as scenarios to 

test various cigarette brands under 

various conditions. 

Size: 5 ¼"L x 4"W x 9"H

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1235-642 Model $99.99 

9-30-1236-642 Refill $8.49 

Lab-Aids® Food Nutrient Analysis Kit
Students use standardized test to identify nutrients in common foods. 

Using pure samples of nutrients, they work in teams to fest for and 

identify sugar, starch, lipid, protein, and vitamin C. They then draw 

conclusions about their results. Hot water bath required for simple sugars 

test. For 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-531062-642 Kit $139.89 

NUTRITION AND HEALTH
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Milk Madness Lab Investigation
Explore a host of key scientific concepts using a familiar drink—milk! 

Your class will follow a guided, inquiry-based set of activities to learn 

about the scientific method, molecular bonds and chemical reactions, 

water molecules, organic compounds and health, food and nutrition. 

Includes comprehensive teacher and student guides. Developed by 

Professor About H. Cherif (Columbia College). Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2553-642 Lab Investigation $58.99 

Innovating Science™ Testing Food for Nutrients Kit
Help students understand the importance of proteins, carbohydrates, 

and lipids in living organisms. Use common reagents to test for the 

presence of these vital molecules. Includes materials for 15 groups 

and a teacher's guide. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1399024-642 Nutrients Kit $66.69 

Food Digestion Lab Investigation
Learn the parts of the digestive system. Understand where digestion 

occurs for each food nutrient. Use digestive enzymes to break down food 

nutrients into its subunits. Study the major food nutrients with the human 

body. Materials for 40 students working in groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2943-642 Food Digestion Lab $65.99 

Lab-Aids® Food Analysis Kit
Using simple and safe chemical tests, students identify the major 

nutrients—carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids—to common goods. 

They also qualitatively and quantitatively test for Vitamin C. Over 100 tests 

for unknowns can be done on each food group. Use within three weeks of 

receipt. For ten students.

Item # Description List Price

9N-531063-642 Analysis Kit $99.99 

Food Analysis Kit
Using stain and indicator solutions, students identify classes of 

compounds important in nutrition—including proteins, lipids and 

carbohydrates—and test for their presence. They also perform qualitative 

and quantitative tests for Vitamin C and undertake a detection of enzyme 

activity. Useful for biology, chemistry, health, and physiology classes, 

the kit features simplified instructions based on standard laboratory 

procedures. Includes materials for 24 students working in pairs.

Item # Description List Price

9-564425-642 Food Analysis Kit $31.99 

Food Test Strips
A quick, easy, and completely safe 

means to analyze the chemical 

composition of food. Just dip the test 

strip into the sample, wait briefly for 

the color to develop and compare it 

with the chart on the bottle. Read 

the results in less than a minute.

Item # Description List Price

9-60-5126-642 Fats/Lipids Pack of 75 $21.89 

9-99-8005-642 Glucose Pack of 50 $13.09 

9-60-5104-642 Protein Pack of 50 $17.79 

9-60-5130-642 Vitamin C Pack of 50 $18.49 
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Modeling Proteins, Fats, and Carbohydrates Lab Investigation
Color-coded, plastic model allows your class to simulate the structure of 

proteins, fats and carbohydrates. Students will construct three-dimensional 

subunits of amino acids, fatty acids and monosaccharides. They'll then 

link the amino acids to form protein molecules and illustrate their primary, 

secondary and tertiary structure. Similarly, they'll link fatty acids to 

represent fats and monosaccharides to model carbohydrates. Includes 

comprehensive teacher and student guides which overview the structure 

and function of each of these molecules and their importance in sustaining 

life. Completely reusable, providing for years of study! Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2173-642 Lab $71.99 

Innovating Science™ Enzymes and The Process of Digestion Kit
Students will be able to expose three nutrients (carbohydrates, proteins, 

and lipids) to different digestive enzymes. These samples will be 

compared to nutrients to which no enzymes are added and chemical tests 

will be used to determine if the enzymes were effective in digesting the 

compounds. Upon completion, students will not only understand the 

importance of the digestive system but also the vital role enzymes play in 

releasing nutrients from food and converting them to a form usable by the 

body. Kit contains enough materials for 15 groups. Teacher's Manual and 

Student Study Guide copymasters are included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399022-642 Digestion Kit $69.29 

Edvotek® Cholesterol Diagnostics Kit
A disease known as familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) causes an increase 

in blood levels of the "bad" form of cholesterol, known as low density 

lipoprotein (LDL). In this experiment, a simulated genetic test for FH is 

demonstrated in which patients are tested for a DNA polymorphism linked 

to the FH gene. Includes materials for 6 gels and teachers guide.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1437196-642 Diagnostics Kit $99.00 

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Nova® Miracle ofLife Video Set
A dramatic breakthrough in science and cinematography, The Miracle of 

Life takes you on an incredible voyage from pre-conception all the way 

through birth—the first time this entire process has been filmed! Also 

includes Life's First Feelings detailing the early emotional development of 

babies. 2-DVD closed captioned set, 112 minutes total run time. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1368255-642 Video Set $39.99 
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THE SENSES

Inquiry Investigations™ Sensing the World Around Us Lab
Relayed from the senses to the central nervous system, the information 

gathered by our senses is processed and interpreted for the body's 

use. Students will investigate the effects of various stimuli on the 

sensory system and determine the capabilities and limitations of our 

sensory organs. They will explore taste, touch, hearing, vision, and 

reflexes. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 

2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 

128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287202-642 Sensing The World Lab $89.95 

9N-1288849-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Lab-Aids® Human Senses Experiment
Engage students in a thorough exploration of the human sensory system. 

They "map" taste sensations, determine olfactory fatigue and recovery 

times, discover hot and cold nerve endings, locate nerve endings for touch 

(pressure) and pain, determine two-point thresholds, investigate vision, 

and experiment with reflexes. For 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-531025-642 Human Senses $159.89 

Sight and Sound Lab
Specially designed equipment helps students investigate the structure and 

function of two important senses: sight and sound. They learn how a lens 

affects vision; measure field of vision, reading field, and peripheral vision; 

and capture sound waves. Includes teacher's guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-531024-642 Sight And Sound Lab $128.99 

Inquiry Investigations™ Exploring the Eye-Brain Connection Lab
Sure to be a hit with your class, this unique lab explores the function 

of each part of the eye and shows how they can contribute to "tricking" 

the brain through optical illusions. Your students will use the illusions 

and explanations provided to experience different types of optical 

illusions. Then they'll use what they learn to create their own optical 

illusion. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 

2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 

128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287203-642 Eye Brain Connection Lab $99.95 

9N-1288849-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Taste Discrimination Kit
Can you taste it? Students explore their ability to taste four sensations: 

sweet, sour, salt, and bitter in a blind taste test. Students examine PTC 

inheritance, as well as their tendency to eat certain types of foods. 

This kit features two lab experiments. Required, but not included: 

dedicated lab-ware for measuring substances, which may be consumed. 

For 24 students working in groups of two.

Item # Description List Price

9-1490595-642 Taste Discrimination Kit $139.99 
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DISEASE AND IMMUNITY

ELISA: HIV/AIDS Test Simulation
Your class will learn how ELISA (Enzyme Linked Immunoassay) is 

a fundamental clinical tool used for the detection of the AIDS virus. 

Students will conduct simulated ELISA screening assays on simulated 

blood sera of 10 individuals to determine their HIV status. In the process, 

they will learn about basic immunology as well as specifics concerning 

the assay "positive" and "negative" controls as well as what "false positive" 

and "false negative" results mean. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2963-642 AIDS Test $200.99 

Lab-Aids® 
AIDS and STD 
Transmission Kit
Illustrate for students 

how easily sexually 

transmitted diseases 

can infect populations. 

Students test results of 

exchanges of simulated 

body fluids to identify 

the contact that infected 

them or determine if 

they are "Patient Zero." 

They also explore the effectiveness of latex barriers in preventing STDs. 

For 3 classrooms of 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-531047-642 Transmission Kit $279.89 

Exploring Disease 
Causing Organisms
Features scores of 

dual‑resolution microscope 

images of live and prepared 

material including Normal and 

Diseased tissues involving 

Cancer, Cirrhosis, Appendicitis, 

Pneumonia, Leukemia, 

Mononucleosis, Anemia,and 

much more. Also includes 

microscopic images of Vectors, Parasites, and AIDS‑opportunistic 

organisms. Requires Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-70-4010-642 Set of 5 $31.99 

9-70-4210-642 5 Sets of 5 $149.99 

AIDS Virus Model
Enlarged millions of times for detailed view, this Human Immunodeficiency 

Virus model helps students understand how it functions. Shows the outer 

lipid layer and surface proteins. Cutaway view provides a close look at the 

matrix, capsid RNA, and reverse transcriptase. Includes comprehensive 

key card. 5" x 5" x 7"

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1370-642 AIDS Virus Model $47.99 

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Transdermal Drug Delivery Lab
Some drugs are introduced into the body through the skin which is 

especially useful for medications that need to be continuously released 

in very small quantities over an extended period of time. Your students 

will learn about osmosis, diffusion and semipermeable membranes. 

They'll then apply their knowledge to the investigation of transdermal 

drug delivery and its implications. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide 

and CD‑ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. 

Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287206-642 Transdermal Drug Delivery Lab $49.95 

9N-1288850-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 
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Glo-Germ™ Products
Glo-Germ is a fun and 

safe product that reveals 

simulated "germs" when 

exposed to UV light. Use the 

gel to demonstrate proper 

hand- washing techniques and 

use the powder to demonstrate 

surface cleaning. Glo-Germ 

makes learning proper hygiene 

techniques fun. This kit 

contains a battery operated 

LED ultra-violet light, an 8 oz. bottle of gel and a 1.9 oz. bottle of powder. 

Gel and powder also available separately.

Item# Description List Price

9-1330025-642 Glo Germ Experiment Kit $87.99

9-588643-642 Powder (4 oz) $19.59

9-588646-642 Gel (8 oz) $23.29

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning How Viruses Travel Lab
Using a safe, simulated disease agent, students model the 

transmission of a communicable viral disease, identify its origin and 

calculate its rate of spread through the population. The class forms 

inferences on the rate a disease spreads today as compared to a 

similar outbreak a century ago. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide 

and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 

9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287209-642 How Viruses Travel Lab $49.95

9N-1288851-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Edvotek® Detection of a Simulated Infectious Agent Kit
An infectious outbreak requires prompt & accurate identification of the 

biological agent. In this kit, students will transmit a simulated infectious 

agent (chemical dye) between classmates (only visible under long UV light) 

and the pattern of transmission and primary source will be documented. 

Materials for 25 students.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1437197-642 Agent Kit $109.00

Laerdal Resusci® Junior Manikin
This CPR training manikin is specially designed for child resuscitation 

techniques. With Resusci Junior, you can practice the skills of child CPR 

without compromising the realism of your training program. Simulates 

the size of a five year old at 42" long. Includes: A hard plastic Carry Case, 

Training Mat, Track Suit, 4 Junior Faces, 4 Junior Airways, 12 Manikin 

Wipes and Directions for Use

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1445294-642 Resusci Junior Each $1,549.99

9-1445295-642 Face Shield Pack of 36 $25.49

Laerdal Resusci® 
Baby Manikin
The Resusci Baby is the 

most realistic and convenient 

infant CPR training manikin 

available. Features brachial 

pulse simulation; head 

tilt/chin lift required for 

opening the airway; and realistic 

resistance for chest compressions. 

Includes: disposable airways for quick and 

easy clean- up; removable, reusable faces; 

and a carrying case.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1445293-642 Resusci Baby Each $1,150.99

9-1445295-642 Face Shield Pack of 36 $25.49

CPR AND CHOKING

Laerdal Little Anne CPR Manikin
CPR Manikin provides the essential features needed to educate learners 

in quality CPR and BLS education. Realistic details and correct anatomical 

landmarks help make learning and training easier. 

Case of four kits, each kit includes:

Little Anne Manikin

Soft Pack/Training Mat

2 Manikin Faces

2 Airways

6 manikin wipes

User Guide and jacket

Item # Description  Quantity List Price

9-1428384-642 Little Anne Case of 4 $1,733.29 

9-1445295-642 Face Shield Pack of 36 $25.49 
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Treatment Bench
This clean, comfortable first aid treatment bench provides students with 

a place to rest and also doubles as a recovery couch for the nurse's 

office. It has a solid Oak base that will hold up to 500 lbs. 4" thick durable 

foam, vinyl covered cushion comes complete with a built-in head rest. 

Measures 30"W x 72"L x 26"H. Approx 500 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

6-1512136-642 Fixed Back $1,029.95

SIMULATED NURSING

Adapta 100 Treatment Table
Adapta's thoughtful base design can improve the effectiveness of 

your technique. Continuous support padding that recoils to its original 

position. Optional factory-installed casters available. Features three highly 

flexible sections: Head section range of +45° to -90°; Mid-section range 

of 10° to 50° in 10° increments; Foot section range of 0° to 75° in six 

repeatable steps.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

6-1445348-642 Treatment Table Each $3,999.99

Roylco® Broken Bones X-Rays
There's no cooler way to give students insights into their insides. With 

these real X-rays, they'll see the most common breaks to a variety of 

human bones. Hold up to light or view on a light table. Fifteen X-rays plus 

teacher's guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1015092-642 Broken Bones (Set of 15) $31.99

Cool Touch Exam Lamp
The Cool Touch Lamp's ventilated reflector is always cool to 

the touch, even after hours of use. Designed to focus light 

on smaller areas. Twice the light output of standard goose 

neck lamps. Fast, easy, one-hand adjustment. Lamp uses a 

common 60-watt bulb (not included).

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1445347-642 Cool Touch Exam Light Each $399.99

Roylco® Look Inside Me MRI Scan
Look inside the human body with full-sized, 

colorful MRI scans! Use a light table, flash light 

or hold the clear plastic sheets up to a window 

to reveal crystal clear details. The kit includes 

a full scan of the entire body along with two 

overlays revealing more details of internal organs. 

20 pieces.

Item # Description List Price

9-1489771-642 MRI Scan $39.29

Grafco Mayo-Type Instrument Table
Features a 12 1/2" x 19" stainless steel tray for holding 

instruments with a chrome-plated steel base. 

Height adjusts 31" – 50" for perfect working height. 

Casters increase maneuverability.

Item # Description List Price

9-1443404-642 Instrument table $163.19
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Heat Stress Monitor
Many activities have heat 

stress limits. These monitors 

continually monitor heat 

stress indicators including TA 

(air temperature), RH, heat 

index, dew point and wet bulb. 

Recalls and provides visual 

alarms for user set min/max temp 

criteria. Datalogging model also 

records up to 32,0000 data points 

which can be downloaded via 

USB. Includes 4AAA batteries and 

stand/ mount. Datalogging version 

also includes AC adapter.

Item # Description List Price

9-1499389-642 Monitor $113.29

9-1499390-642 Monitor-Datalogging $166.69

MEDICAL TOOLS Stadi-O-Meter
The easy to use Stadi-O-Meter 

installs in minutes and is guaranteed 

accurate to plus or minus 1/16" over 

the full length. The magnetically 

attached flip down measuring arm 

is durable, washable, and is made 

of molded plastic designed to slide 

easily in the self centering track 

to ensure accuracy and safety. 

The patented magnetic break-away 

design provides an extra measure 

of safety.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Treatment

9-1137800-642 Stadi-O-Meter Each $179.49

Science 
First Digital Spirometer
Our Digital Spirometer 

duplicates the performance 

of professional instruments 

by quickly and accurately 

measuring lung volume - a nice 

addition to physiology, anatomy, 

and health classes. The large digital 

display gives instant volume readouts 

- no more lengthy calculations. 

Use with the included AC adapter or 

with two AA batteries for the field. 

Includes 50 disposable mouth pieces.

Item # Description List Price

9-1471391-642 Spirometer $739.89

9-1436878-642 Mouthpieces $30.99

Figure Finder Skin Fold Calipers
Instrument measures skin fold thickness at several body locations, 

permits body fat percentage calculation.

Item # Description List Price

9-589065-642 Calipers $26.99

Lung Volume Bag Kit
A durable silk screened 

plastic bag calibrated to 

6 liters, with accompanying 

mouthpiece and 

holder, designed to 

measure capacity. 

Students investigate 

the relationship 

between lung capacity 

and such factors as height, age, physical activity and the 

habit of smoking. The kit includes 4 bags, 4 holders, 4 mouthpieces and 

instruction manual. Bags measures 4.5" x 80"

Item # Description List Price

9-576105-642 Kit $41.99

9-576108-642 Extra Mouthpieces (Pack of 8) $7.99

School Health Digital Thermometer
Features a 30 second sensing probe and an energy efficient LCD panel 

that displays easy to read bold numbers. Unit beeps when maximum 

temperature is reached. The compact design fits securely into a plastic 

carrying case. Comes complete with one battery. Features a memory 

recall of last reading and an Auto-Off Fever Alarm.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1540039-642 Digital Thermometer Each $13.79

9-1441106-642 Probe Covers Pack of 100 $6.69

Medline Disposable Penlight
Lightweight and disposable, this high-intensity exam light is perfect for the 

physician, nurse and EMT. Constructed of high-impact molded styrene; 

can be clipped on pockets. White.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1405859-642 Penlight Exam Clip Pack of 6 $15.19

EXERGEN Temporal Scanner Thermometer
Taking a temperature with a light stroke across the forehead, the Temporal 

Scanner provides non-invasive infrared temperature readings of the skin 

over the temporal artery. Selects most accurate of 1000 scans per second 

while LED displays temperature.

Item # Description List Price

9-1137690-642 Thermometer $166.29
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Blood Pressure Kit
This blood pressure 

kit includes an aneroid 

sphygmomanometer, a 

stethoscope, extra ear buds, 

an extra diaphragm and a 

carrying case.

Item # Description List Price

9-1590682-642 Blood Pressure Kit $26.69

OxyCheck Finger Pulse Oximeter
The OxyCheck Finger Pulse Oximeter provides simple, fast, and accurate 

oxygen saturation (SpO2) and pulse rate measurements. Its lightweight 

and compact design makes it an ideal solution for home, clinical and 

EMS settings.

Item # Description List Price

9-1443333-642 Finger Pulse Oximeter $86.69

Reaction Timer
This battery-operated electronic timer is certain to generate classroom 

interest. With it, students measure the amount of time it takes to respond 

to light, sound or touch stimuli. It can be used to teach and reinforce the 

concept that alertness and muscle coordination/proficiency can improve 

with continued practice. Also can be used to demonstrate that fatigue, as 

well as some medicine and depressants (such as alcohol), can significantly 

slow a persons reaction time. With manual.

Item # Description List Price

9-575193-642 Reaction Timer $212.99

Teaching Stethoscope
A popular instrument for 

classroom use, this model 

permits simultaneous 

listening by student and 

instructor. With plated metal 

parts and non-chill surfaces.

Item # Description List Price

9-573165-642 Teaching Stethoscope $13.09

Bowles Stethoscope
A popular instrument with 

the sensitive disc-type 

chest piece. Features 

featherweight adjustable 

binaural and offers 

exceptional listening ability.

Item # Description List Price

9-571910-642 Bowles Stethoscope $9.99

NEW

Digital Wrist Blood 
Pressure Monitor
Students measure blood 

pressure and pulse quickly and 

easily with this high-quality 

blood pressure monitoring 

kit. Unit features built-in 

memory to recall the last 

reading, jumbo digital display, 

precise pulse meter and auto 

off. Auto inflating cuff fits an 

average adult’s arm. Uses 

4 AA batteries (sold separately).

Item # Description List Price

9-1493651-642 Digital Blood Pressure Monitor $66.69 

Student Blood Pressure Kit
Take simplified, precise readings with this low cost aneroid blood  

pressure kit. The unit features a specially designed button valve that 

gradually releases pressure from the inflation system at the proper  

rate. Measurements are further simplified with an easy-to-read gauge, 

self-adhesive hook and loop cuff and a sensitive stethoscope. Complete 

with all necessary hoses, record charts, instructions and carrying case.

Item # Description List Price

9-595080-642 Blood Pressure Kit $19.99 
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Science Habitat Center
The perfect addition to a 

hands-on learning environment! 

This one of a kind learning 

center is ideal for creating 

a wide variety of science 

activities, including 

terrariums and housing 

small mammals, reptiles, 

amphibians, insects, or fish. 

A 5" screw-on cap provides 

easy access for feeding 

and care. The large top tray 

is removable for quick and 

easy clean-up, while the two 

snap-on caddies that mount 

on the side of the habitat are 

convenient for storing materials. 

Made of high-impact resin with four 

3" locking casters. 28" x 21" x 21" 

Some assembly required, please allow 

3–4 weeks for delivery.

Item # Description List Price

6-1532510-642 Science Habitat Center $346.95

Two-Point Touch Discriminator
This durable plastic tool is ideal for cutaneous senations testing, 

since it has an additional point that allows you to switch from one to 

two point simulations. Can also be used as a basic vernier caliper to 

measure up to 100 mm.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399043-642 Touch Discriminator $6.99

Percussion/Reflex Hammer
For the testing of patellar and other reflexes. Has triangular rubber head 

and chromed handle.

Item # Description List Price

9-568493-642 Reflex Hammer $4.99

Real Bug® 
Animal Kingdom Acrylic Mold Set
Explore the animal kingdom—up close and 

personal! Animal Kingdom sets include 

actual specimens encased in transparent 

acrylic for easy viewing and handling. 

Blocks are stored in a durable, padded 

case. Large set features 20 specimens.

Item # Description List Price

9-1368367-642 Animal Kingdom Set $346.69

Animal Kingdom Survey Riker Mount Set
This detailed collection contains 49 specimens across 7 Phyla in 

12 individual 6" x 5" riker mounts. Each display mount features fully-labeled 

specimens that have been prepared for years of classroom use. 

Collection includes: Porifera, Chelicerata, Cnidaria, Insects (2 mounts), 

Mollusca, Annelida, Crustacea, Echinodermata, Vertebrata, Myriapoda, 

and Integuments.

Item # Description List Price

9-528985-642 Animal Kingdom Mount Set $399.99

Roylco® Animal X-Rays®

Real x-rays printed on clear, heavy duty plastic. Perfect for use on light 

tables. Up to 8" x 10". Set of 14 x-rays plus a teacher's guide.

Item# Description List Price

9-082135-642 Animal X-rays Set of 14 $24.49

Animal Orders
Four content extensive posters featuring all of the vertebrate orders of 

animals. Set includes one of each Fish, Reptiles/Amphibians, Mammals, 

and Birds. Each poster 24" x 36", laminated.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1499048-642 Animal Orders Poster Set Set of 4 $69.99
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Environmental Preference of Animals Activity Model
How do animals alter their behavior, physiology, appearance or form in 

response to changes in their environment? Your students will observe the 

answer to this question firsthand as they conduct investigations on the 

impact of controlled environmental change on small terrestrial and aquatic 

animals. They'll use this innovative chamber to view the impact of changes 

in temperature, light and humidity on selected specimens. The durable, 

plastic chamber features uniquely designed areas for the positioning of 

thermometers, desiccants and wetted materials. Includes comprehensive 

teacher's guide. 19.25"L x 7.5"W x 5.5"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1140-642 Environmental Preference Model $179.99

How Do Organisms Respond to Stimuli? Lab Investigation
Your students will get a firsthand look at Euglena, its structure and 

movements. They'll also examine this green flagellate's adaptive behavior 

patterns—or "taxes"—toward light of various intensities and even 

determine which colors of the visible spectrum most affect the behavior 

of the algae. In addition, students will determine the behavior of Euglena 

toward weak acids, glucose, gravity, salt, heat and cold. Note: Includes a 

redeemable coupon for requesting perishable materials. Please allow 

3 weeks for delivery. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9L-20-3403-642 Organisms Respond To Stimuli  $61.99

Animal Bites Kit
Reflects the diversity of diet within the animal kingdom, including humans, 

through replicas of jaw fragments and teeth. Containts 3 samples from 

each of the 3 major groupings (herbivore, carnivore and omnivore). 

Samples include: hippopotamus, beaver, mountain gorilla, coyote, alligator, 

African lion, human, grizzly bear and baboon. Set of classroom-tested 

lesson plans and interactive exercises also included.

Item # Description List Price

9-563813-642 Animal Bites Kit $104.99

Sandtastik Colored Plaster Mix
PLASTERMIX Plaster of Paris Casting 

Material—create castings in color! Plaster 

colors include arctic white, brown, green, 

orange, red, and yellow. As a specially 

formulated art supply grade plaster, 

PLASTERMIX Plaster of Paris Casting Material 

is activated by using 2 parts casting material to 

1 part cold water.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1569222-642 Arctic White 5 lbs Each $8.39

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Animal Behavior Lab
Using a specially molded choice chamber, your students will design 

experiments to determine the environmental preference of locally 

available animals such as sow bugs, ants, earthworms and other small 

invertebrates. The class can design further experiments to test their 

predictions regarding habitat preference as well as the innate and learned 

behaviors of animals. Includes eight choice chambers and prepared 

solutions to test various environmental conditions, Teacher Resource 

Guide, and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. 

Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287198-642 Animal Behavior Lab $49.95

9N-1288846-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95
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Frog Life History Specimen Block
Observe the growth of a frog through 5 stages: egg, tadpole, 2 legs, 

4 legs and tail, and adult. Actual specimens displayed in clear acrylic block. 

Size: 4.5" x 1" x 2"

Item # Description List Price

9-061-1955-642 Frog Specimen Block $39.99

Worm-Vue Wonders Kit
Peek into the underground world of earthworms! See how they turn 

waste into soil and dig tunnels to create drainage for plants. Perform 

experiments to demonstrate how worms live and work underground. 

Made in the USA with full safety approval. Complete kit includes: 

Double‑sided viewing unit, worm facts and anatomy poster, 4‑cell growing 

tray, tomato seeds, experiment booklet, 2 foot Super Squirmin cut‑outs, 

and a mail‑in certificate (with additional charge) for live worms, soil wafers 

and starter food. Worms can only ship to 48 contiguous states. 

Item # Description List Price

9-344024-642 Worm-Vue Wonders Kit $46.59

Mammal Claw Comparison
This selection of 8 authentic 

claws is ideal for comparing 

a variety of common, 

North American mammals. 

Whether used for climbing, 

digging, grasping, catching prey 

or self‑ defense, an animal's 

claws are necessary tools for 

daily life. This set includes a 

nice mix of herbivores, carnivores, 

fast runners, slow movers, 

climbers and burrowers.

Animal Tracks: Who Walked This Way? 
Lab Investigation

An animal's tracks provide clues about its identity, how it moves within its 

environment—even its behavior. Design and perform a series of simple 

experiments to answer questions about track patterns they are provided. 

Observe, measure and record the tracks. Analyze their data and, with the 

help of references, refine their hypotheses to determine the identity of 

their "mystery animals". Apply what they have learned to interpret new 

data. Includes a set of track stencils; "mystery track" stories; a set of 

model feet; and casting and molding compound for the creation of their 

own model animal feet. Suggests investigations for follow‑up explorations 

in the analysis and identification of tracks in nature. Materials for 40 

students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3963-642 Animal Tracks Lab $167.99

Identifying Mammals Lab Investigation
Using full color guides, your students will learn all about mammals, 

including the red fox, whitetail deer, beaver, opossum and cottontail 

rabbit. Each superbly written booklet includes photographs of the animals 

in their natural environment; illustrations; comprehensive descriptions; 

and fascinating facts on protective coloration, locomotion, habitat, 

parent/offspring relationships and respective role in the ecosystem. 

Includes a CD‑ROM with stunning animal skull photographs that can be 

analyzed through on‑screen magnification or printing.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3973-642 Identifying Mammals Lab $107.99

Frog Life Cycle Poster
Bring the life cycle of the frog alive with these vivid, detailed images of 

each major stage against a background of the frog's natural environment. 

Clear, easy to read text accompanies each state, along with interesting 

facts about frogs and their life cycles and habitats. Includes illustrated 

teacher's guide. 35" x 23", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1341-642 Frog Life Cycle Poster $19.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1573599-642 Mammal Claw Comparison $47.99
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Caring for Chicks

HOUSING 
Newly hatched chicks need a warm, safe place to live, 
known as a Brooder, in their first weeks of life. Brooders 
can be as simple as a cardboard box or a plastic storage 
bin with a mesh lid to provide ventilation and protection. 
The sides should be at least 12" high to prevent escapes

WARMTH 
Use a gooseneck or clip on lamp with a 60 to 75 Watt 
light bulb to keep your chicks toasty (90-95°F) when 
they first hatch. Use a thermometer to ensure that the 
temperature in the brooder stays in the right range. 
Reduce the temperature by 5°F per week until it is 
at room temperature.

BEDDING 
Wood shavings, shredded paper, peat moss, and sand 
all make excellent bedding materials for chicks. Spread 
about 2 inches of material on the bottom of the brooder 
and replace as needed to keep the area clean.

FOOD AND WATER 
Chicks don't need feed or water for their first 48 hours 
of life, however, it is usually provided as soon as they are 
moved into the brooder. Mashed hard-boiled eggs make 
excellent starter feed. Water should be readily available 
and kept up on a block out of the bedding material. 
Anything from a small dish to a "professional" waterer 
from a farm store can be used.

QUICK REFERENCE:

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1460-642 Frog Development Model $164.99

Frog Development 
Activity Model

This set of 23 individual models demonstrates 

the development of a fertilized frog egg into 

a tadpole. Each of the following stages is 

represented in lifelike detail: stages of division 

(8 models); stages in the formation of the 

nuclear membrane (4 models); formation of 

neural channel (2 models); development of 

the tadpole (6 models); swimming tadpole 

(3 models). Models are mounted on durable 

plastic base for years of classroom use. 

16"L x 2.5"W x 24"H.

Maxi II  
Classroom Pack
Teach students 

about the science 

of incubation and 

embryology. The 

Maxi II is a digital 

incubator with fully automatic 

egg turning and autostop feature 

(capacity 14 hen eggs or 40 quail 

eggs with optional small egg disk) with 

excellent visibility. It also has programmable automatic turning with count 

down to hatch day and autostop. Along with an 'Egg Story' lesson plan, a 

full operating & troubleshooting instructions are provided..

Item # Description List Price

9-1590121-642 Maxi II Class Pack $613.29

NEW

NEW

Grow-A-Frog™ Kit
Kit includes Nutri-Sand 

growth media, stage one 

food, a serving spoon, a 

fun and fact handbook and 

redemption code for the 

tadpole and habitat. 

3" L x 3" W x 4" H 

Item # Description List Price

9-282169-642 Grow A Frog Kit $37.29 

Maxi Incubators
Maxi II manual has proportional 

electronic temperature control 

and manual turning. Maxi II digital 

has a fully digital control system 

including programmable automatic 

turning with count down to hatch day 

and autoturn stop, accurate control and 

display of temperature and alarms. Both 

egg incubator give reliable hatching 

results of a wide range of species. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1590119-642 Maxi II 30 Egg Manual $239.99 

9-1590120-642 Maxi II 14 Egg Digital $373.29 

9-1590122-642 Maxi II Small Egg Insert $33.29 

9-1590123-642 Maxi II Hatching Mat $13.29 

Ovascope
This innovative aid to egg candling improves the clarity and 

visibility of the egg and its contents by completely blocking 

out ambient light, slightly magnifying the 

image of the egg and allowing the viewer to 

rotate the egg smoothly as it is observed. 

Battery powered for convenience (4 AA 

batteries included), it uses high output high 

efficiency LED illumination - no bulbs to 

replace and no concerns about overheating the 

eggs during inspection. Suitable for any size egg 

up to goose eggs. The OvaScope can be fitted with a 

webcam and is ideal for demonstration purposes or classroom use.  

Item # Description List Price

9-1360060-642 Ovascope $99.89 
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Mini Advance II Classroom Pack
Teach students about the science of incubation & embryology. The Mini 

Advance II incubator includes two rotating disks that can hold 7 and 

12 eggs each. Features include egg turning with auto stop, countdown 

to date of hatch, temperature alarms on a digital display, user adjustable 

incubation temperature, cordless OvaScope egg scope to watch embryo 

development, brooder module, plastic chick enclosure, 10" wide feed 

trough, and drinker. Full operating and troubleshooting instructions 

are provided.

Item # Description List Price

9-1577025-642 Mini Advance II Class Pack $599.99

Hova-Bator Thermal Incubator
Maintains constant temperature and 

humidity. Square design is space 

efficient. Two large windows permit 

thorough observation. Complete 

with thermometer and snap-action 

thermostat. Capacity: 42 chicken eggs 

without turner (turners sold separately). 

18" x 18" x 7.5" deep. 

110 V AC at 25 W.

Hova-Bator 
Automatic Egg Turner
This automatic egg turner 

provides relief from the 

necessary job of turning 

eggs several times a day 

and can be used with all 

Hova-Bator incubators. 

Includes six universal 

racks which hold 42 total 

eggs ranging in size from 

small partridge to large 

chicken. 110 VAC.

Item # Description List Price

9-090-1163-642 Automatic Egg Turner $79.89

Hova-Bator Circulated 
Air Incubator
Gently protect and warm 

eggs just like a mother hen! 

This reliable and economical 

incubator uses circulated 

airflow to gently warm the 

air and eggs. The thermal 

action of heated air flowing out 

the exhaust vents at the top also 

draws fresh air in through the bottom 

vent, which helps dry the chicks after 

they hatch. Holds up to 42 large poultry eggs. 

18" x 18" x 9.5" 

Item # Description List Price

9N-080-2587-642 Circulated Air Incubator $122.15

Mini Incubators
The Mini Eco II holds 10 eggs and provides for even heating with 

fine-tuning temperature control. The Mini Advance II holds 7 eggs with 

an optional 12 egg disk available. Features include egg turning with auto 

stop, countdown to date of hatch, temperature alarms including new 

room temperature alarm on a digital display and user adjustable incubation 

temperature. Both models provide water reservoirs for humidity and 

fan-assisted design with airflow analysis. Incubator operates at low voltage 

from supplied main adapter and has a rotating disk.

Item # Description List Price

9-1577023-642 Mini ECO II - Manual $186.69 

9-1577024-642 Mini Advance II - Digital $359.99 

9-1459567-642 Mini Advance 12 Egg Disk $26.69 

9-1590124-642 Mini II Hatching Mat $7.99

Fertile Quail Eggs
Eight viable Coturnix quail eggs for hatching. Quail eggs offer 

shorter incubation time (16 days) and higher hatch rate than chicken eggs. 

Fertility rate of quail eggs is 60% greater. Please specify delivery date 

when ordering. Additional shipping charges will apply.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9N-584760-642 Fertile Quail Eggs Pack of 8 $14.99

Hen Model
Life sized, 6-part, cross section 

model. Students can closely 

examine the removeable internal 

organs and muscular system. 

Left side has digestive, respiratory and 

circulatory systems. Right side shows 

the muscular structure and has a removeable wing. 

Mounted on a base with included key card. 

Measures 17" x 16" x 5" 

Item # Description List Price

9-1589305-642 Hen Model $242.69

Item # Description List Price

9-568889-642 Thermal Incubator $86.59
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Honey Bee Life Cycle Model
A set of models showing the life 

history of honey bee insects with 

different stages from its initial 

stage to its complete development. 

Mounted on base with key card. 

Measures 24" x 18" x 2"

Item # Description List Price

9-1589306-642 Honey Bee Life Cycle Model $278.69

Insect Poster Set
Content intensive insect posters including Insect Identification, 

Arthropods, Insect Metamorphosis, and Arachnida. Each poster 

24" x 36", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-1499346-642 Insect Poster Set $69.99

Insects Field Guides
Identify the tiny inhabitants of the world around you with the biggest 

names in field guides!

Item # Description List Price

9-530439-642 Audubon Insects and Spiders $26.69

9-594933-642 Peterson Insects Field Guide $19.99

Dragonfly Life Cycle 
Specimen Blocks
These 4 resin blocks show the dragonfly 

eggs, nymph, and adult specimens, and 

come with explanation cards. Blocks 

measure approximately 2" x 1" and 3" x 3". 

Teacher guide included. Grades K-8

Item # Description List Price

9-1392426-642 Dragonfly Specimen Blocks $39.99

Real Bug Insect Orders
This kit studies the differences between insects and how they 

are classified into orders. Kit includes 10 specimen blocks and a 

resource guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1502392-642 Insect Orders $109.99

Real Bug Insect Friends or Foes
These sets of 10 blocks show either insects that are potentially 

harmful to man or insects that are beneficial to humans. Each set 

contains 10 specimen blocks and a resource guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1502394-642 Insect Friends $93.29

9-1502393-642 Insect Foes $93.29

Lamotte Aquatic Macroinvertebrate 
Life Cycle and Habitat Flashcards
The 22 full-color cards feature photos 

of both immature and adult insect 

stages detail life cycles and habitat. The 

accompanying manual contains facts 

on insect characteristics, life cycles, 

taxonomy, classification, food webs and 

how macroinvertebrates can be indicators 

of water quality. Six activities are included 

with the cards.

Item # Description List Price

9-529721-642 Macroinvertebrate Life Cycle $79.89

NEW
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Ant Habitat
This complete Ant Habitat is great for observing ant behavior. Comes 

with everything your new ant colony needs to thrive. The gel in the 

tank includes all the nutrients and tunneling materials the ants require, 

there is no need to add food or water. LED base lights up the ant tunnels 

from below for an even better viewing experience. Comes with tank and 

gel, removable LED base and 110V AC power adapter, tunnel starter tool 

and magnifier.

Item # Description List Price

9-1573509-642 Ant Habitat $25.29 

9LN-270-0059-642 Additional Ants $31.95

Honeybee Life Cycle Bioplast
An ideal way for students 

to get up close and 

personal with honeybees. 

From egg to bee, samples 

are preserved in a clear, 

acrylic material that is 

highly durable for years of 

classroom use. Includes 

sample of nest base, 

worker and queen comb, 

pollen, honey, and wax. 

Dimensions of block 

measure 6.5"x 3.15"x .91".

Item # Description List Price

9-1360407-642 Honeybee Life Cycle Block $43.99

Insect Metamorphosis Riker Mount
Mounted on white background, glass covered, with easily identifiable 

labeled specimens. Displays three different types of metamorphosis; 

gradual, incomplete, and complete; of a grasshopper, cicada, and butterfly. 

Insects and stages are labeled. Measures about 12" x 8"

Item # Description List Price

9-563525-642 Insect Metamorphosis $69.79

Giant Ant Farm
Constructed of clear impact plastic. 

10" x 15". Includes supply of ant 

food sufficient for 1 year, liquid 

feeder, sand, a mailing certificate 

for shipment of the ant colony 

and instructions. Allow 4–6 weeks 

delivery after the certificate is mailed 

for the ant colony.

Choice™ Insect Survey Set
Perfect for study or display, this comprehensive collection of specimens 

represents 18 different insect orders including lepidoptera, isoptera, 

orthoptera and more. Specimens are sealed in individual jars with Frey 

Secure™ holding solution. Set includes a detailed 17-page 

teacher/student manual.

Item # Description Number of Species List Price

9-1496519-642 Insect Survey Set 18 insect orders $66.99

Insect Life Cycle Lab Investigation
Engage your class with a firsthand look at insects! Your students will use 

the set of seventeen 11" x 17" posters included to study the life cycles of 

the praying mantis, cecropia, and the monarch butterfly. One side of each 

poster features a close-up view of each stage of the respective insect's 

life cycle while the other includes detailed yet easy-to-follow background 

information on each. Also included are comprehensive student and 

teacher guides as well as related materials which can be used to further 

explore insect life cycles in nature! Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3993-642 Insect Life Cycle Lab $107.99

Item # Description List Price

9LN-010-2310-642 Giant Ant Farm $49.95 

9LN-270-0059-642 Additional Ants $31.95 

9-190-0227-642 Replacement Sand (1lb) $1.49
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Butterfly Life History Specimen Block
Clear acrylic block displays the 4 stages of the butterfly's life from eggs to 

adult. Actual specimens. 4.5" x 1" x 2"

Item # Description List Price

9-025-9194-642 Butterfly Specimen Block $39.99

Economy Insect Net
Students find this very light-weight net indispensable for field work. 

Of soft micro-mesh, it is easy to carry and use. Features 10.5" diameter 

hoop, 16" deep bag, and 5/8" x 36" handle.

Item # Description List Price

9-531530-642 Insect Net $26.99

Monarch Butterfly Life Cycle Poster
The monarch butterfly is known as the "King of the Insect World". 

Each stage of the butterfly life cycle is beautifully depicted on this 

colorful, informative poster. Photographs of the egg, larva, pupa and 

adult stages are complemented by detailed explanations of each to 

provide an easy-to-use, instructional tool for science teachers at all levels. 

Additional information about the protection and migratory patterns of the 

monarch butterfly is also addressed. Includes illustrated teacher's guide. 

35" W x 23"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1166-642 Butterfly Life Cycle Poster $19.99

Riker Mounts
Durable cases. Mounts are approximately .75" deep, cotton-lined and 

feature a glass window.

Item # Description List Price

9-585309-642 8 in x 12 in $11.49

9-585312-642 12 in x 16 in $16.89

Butterfly Garden
The 2-foot tall, reusable Butterfly Pavilion 

is the perfect environment for young 

etymologists to raise butterflies. Lightweight, 

durable construction makes for easy hanging. 

See-through mesh with zippered entry allows 

easy access for care and feeding and keeps 

butterflies inside until you set them free. 

Includes pavilion habitat, free mail-in certificate 

for ten painted lady butterfly larvae with special 

food and instructions. Six butterflies 

are guaranteed to be perfect 

specimens. Please allow 

approximately three 

weeks for the larvae to 

develop. Available only 

in the Continental 

U.S. and Alaska.

Item# Description List Price

9-314222-642 Butterfly Garden $51.79

9LN-270-0170-642 Butterfly Larvae Card (5) $39.95

9LN-270-1610-642 Butterfly Larvae Card (25) $59.95

Butterfly Habitat
From the Delta Science 

experts! Pop-up cage has 

a clear plastic top and see 

through netting so students 

can see the life cycle of a 

butterfly through all stages. 

2' tall when expanded, 

15" diameter. Kit includes a 

teacher's guide and pre-paid 

living material coupon 

that can be redeemed for 

5 larvae.

Item # Description List Price

9LN-1431496-642 Butterfly Habitat $34.95
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Seed Gernination 
and Plant Structure Kit
Designed for students to help 

them examine and understand 

the needs of plants for growth 

and survival. This kit contains materials for 15 groups of two to dissect 

and germinate seeds, and compare their plant's growth to other types of 

plants grown in the classroom.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599063-642 Seed Germination & Structure $57.59

Plants and Plant Processes Poster
With more than 250,000 species in existence, 

plants play a crucial role within our environment. 

Clearly labeled illustrations and micrographs 

bring the plant kingdom to life and reinforce 

basic concepts for complete understanding. This 

one-of-a-kind poster allows both teachers and 

students to easily study the many parts of a plant 

as well as key plant processes—including the life 

cycle, photosynthesis, pollination, fertilization and 

tropisms. Includes illustrated teacher's guide. 

23" W x 35" H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1156-642 Poster $19.99

The Science of Plants
Explore this intricate and diverse world, 

learn about basic plant taxonomy, and 

see some of the most extraordinary 

species from each classification. 

Examine how plants germinate, grow 

and reproduce. Examine the complex 

and extraordinary ways that plants are 

adapted to the abiotic and biotic factors in 

their environments, and take a look at the 

flow of energy within an ecosystem. DVD 

set of 3 includes The Science of Plants 

Series: Diversity: The Spice of Life, The 

Life Cycle: From Seed to Shining Seed, 

and Environmental Enclaves. 1 hour total 

running time. Grades 6-8

Item # Description List Price

9-531173-642 The Science of Plants $173.29

Plant Kingdom Survey
Each 6" x 5" display contains fully labeled specimens. Fungi, Algae, Lichens 

and True Plants mounts are represented with 47 attractive specimens. 

Collection of 12 mounts includes:

• Algae • Gymnosperms

• Lichens • Monocot Angiosperm

• Fungi • Dicot Angisoperms

• Liverworts • Seed Types

• Mosses • Leaf Venation

• Seedless Vascular Plants • Parasites and Epiphytes

Item # Description List Price

9-528984-642 Plant Kingdom Survey $359.99

Teaching Tank® Model
A great teaching tool! The 

double-sided viewing tank allows 

students to view activities 

that would not ordinarily be 

observable. Easy to use and 

quick to clean. Perform easy 

classroom experiments and view 

roots, worms, or ants! Includes 

stand and assembly instructions. 

12" x 12" x 1/2"

Item # Description List Price

9-200-7830-642 Teaching Tank $50.99

9-577173-642 Class Set (6 Tanks) $371.99

9-564755-642 Poly-Crystals (4 oz.) $4.99

Root-Vue Farm®

Includes self-watering grow unit, 8 special biopower grow mix wafers, 

3 packs of seeds, identification labels and 16-page booklet with 

instructions and experiments. 9.25 X 16 X 5.50". Ages 5+

Item # Description List Price

9-344027-642 Root-Vue Farm Kit $46.59

9-344030-642 Accessories Kit Only $23.89

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Plants Lab
Learn the fundamentals of plant growth and anatomy! Students study 

the stages of growth and the processes of seed germination, seedling 

development and plant growth. Includes further investigations for 

exploring the effects of light, temperature, pH and environmental 

pollutants on seed germination and seedling development. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287197-642 Plants Lab $64.95

9N-1288845-642 CD-ROM Network License $63.95

NEW
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American Educational Products 
The Root of a Flowering Plant Kit
This class set includes one box of 10 Root of a Flowering Plant Microslide 

Lesson Sets, 10 Microslide Viewers, one Carrying Case to hold the 

10 Viewers, one Root of a Flower Poster, and one Root, Stem and Leaf 

Model Activity Set. Enough material for the classroom working in small 

groups of 2–3.

Item # Description List Price

9-1428542-642 Root Class Set $374.99

Plant and 
Leaf Identification 
Lab Investigation
Your students will be 

introduced to the common 

parts of typical plants. 

With that knowledge, 

they'll then explore the 

many types of plants 

in existence, learning 

how to distinguish one from another through the study of microscope 

slides, micrographs and detailed illustrations. The class will also learn 

to use dichotomous keys involving leaf structure, shape, grouping, 

arrangement and venation. Study is also included on flowers and fruit. 

Additionally, comprehensive coverage is provided on the distinctions 

between gymnosperms versus angiosperms and monocots versus dicots. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-4083-642 Leaf Identification $51.99

Innovating Science™ 
Plant Food: Nutrient 
Deficiency in Plants Kit
Much like people, plants 

need food too. While 

plants can generate some 

nutrients through the 

process of photosynthesis, 

there are many nutrients 

that the plant must obtain 

from the environment. Using the materials provided, student will be able 

to examine the effect of nutrient deficiency on plants. Kit contains enough 

materials for 3 complete set-ups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399026-642 Plant Kit $70.69

Minerals and Plant 
Nutrition Lab Investigation
What causes some plants 

to grow poorly? Why do 

others experience such 

physical maladies as yellow 

leaves, brown spots and even 

tissue death? A mineral-deficient 

environment can cause many 

problems for plants. Unravel many of 

the mysteries of plant nutrition for your 

class as they perform a series of controlled experiments, 

growing plants in various mineral-deficient solutions, analyzing data based 

on the plant's physical conditions, and drawing conclusions. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1403-642 Minerals And Plant Nutrition $78.99

Leaf Identification Kit
•  Contains 39 preserved tree leaves from 13 different North American 

species, including maple, oak, elm, ash and locust

•    Leaf samples are individually packaged and labeled on heavy card stock

•  Includes a Teacher's Guide with hands-on activity ideas and illustrated, 

easy-to-use identification key

Item # Description List Price

9-576071-642 Leaf Kit $53.29

Healthy Plants
Students will examine 

and understand the needs 

of plants for growth and 

survival. For the sake 

of time, the class can 

be split in thirds, with 

some students conducting a light/dark experiment, some studying plant 

nutritional needs, and some studying effects of acid rain. Results can be 

shared at the end. This kit contains materials for 15 groups of two.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599064-642 Healthy Plants Kit $51.19

NEW

Kemtec Plant Cancer Kit
Now cancer can be investigated, 

not just discussed, in your class 

room. Students can safely study 

the various aspects of cancer cell 

growth with a kit that is totally 

self contained, with the exception 

of a carrot, the plant this kit uses 

in the development and study 

of plant cancer. This kit contains 

five different exercises and 

materials for 24 students working in 6 groups of 4. Instructions included 

for acquiring required permit; coupon item ships upon request and 

only in Continental US. Allow time for these processes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488331-642 Plant Cancer Kit $158.99 
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Plant Cloning Kit
Plant propagation by 

cloning is becoming 

increasingly 

important in food and 

flower production. 

Generating a plant 

by cloning its tissue 

is an exciting and 

challenging experience 

which teaches the 

importance of sterile 

laboratory methods. 

In the Plant Cloning Kit I, Students will germinate carrot seeds to provide 

plant material from which to establish a culture, use sterile technique to 

grow seedlings and establish a callus culture, and induce the development 

of multiple shoots (plantlets) from the callus tissue. The process takes 

approximately four months.

In the Plant Cloning II Kit, students will establish a shoot multiplication culture 

using an African violet as a model, use sterile technique to develop African 

violet cloned cultures and induce the development of multiple shoots (clones) 

from the leaf tissue . Resulting plantlets may be started in soil. The complete 

process takes approximately three months.

Both kits include an instruction manual and a PowerPoint presentation 

with images of plant material at various stages of the experiment.

Item#  Description  List Price

9-1488329-642 Kit I $226.99 

9-1488330-642 Kit II (advanced) $259.99 

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning How Pollution Affects Plants
Challenge students with a series of controlled experiments which 

simulate the impact that man-made pollutants have on plant systems, 

seed germination, and growth. Students will learn about different types 

of environmental pollution and predict the effects of varying levels of 

pollution exposure on the growth and development of plants. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287214-642 Pollution Effects-Plants Lab $59.95 

9N-1288868-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Radiation Effects on Plants Lab
Engage your class with a hands-on investigation of the effects of radiation 

on mutations in plant development. Students safely grow seeds that have 

been exposed to various levels of ionizing radiation. They then monitor the 

growth of the emerging seedlings and observe the effect that radiation 

has on seed germination, development, and plant growth. Students will 

learn what radiation is and how it causes mutations. Includes a Teacher 

Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287225-642 Radiation Effects-Plants Lab $69.95 

9N-1288869-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Seed Identification Kit
Students key out, identify and classify real tree seeds by their size, shape, 

color, type and means of transport. Includes: 39 real tree seeds; Teacher's 

guide with hands-on activities; Seed key for unknowns in Kit; Sprouting 

seed kit; Seeds to grow your own tree; Nuts, berries, pods, wings, acorns 

and more. Each seed is carded, labeled, and bagged. Grades 3–12

Item # Description List Price

9-110-1165-642 Seed Identification $53.29 

Leaf Shapes and 
Arrangements Display
A major step in plant identification is 

recognizing the shapes and arrangements of 

leaves. Seventeen different types of leaves 

are displayed in this riker mount. Students 

can examine a variety of leaves found in 

nature. The display categorizes the leaves 

into simple leaves, compound leaves, and 

leaf arrangements. Measures 14" x 21"

Item # Description List Price

9-573960-642 Leaf Shapes and Arrangements $138.19 
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Inquiry Investigations™ How Cells Cycle Energy Lab
Plant pigments can be separated using a technique called paper 

chromatography. Through this process, the pigments migrate 

on a specially treated paper, with each pigment's migration rate 

dependent upon its solubility and degree of attraction to the paper. 

Many commercially available kits use acetone as the solvent, but this 

innovative investigation uses a safer chromatography developer solution. 

Includes a Teacher Resource CD-ROM, containing experimental results, 

teaching tips, subject content, assessment, glossary, and standards 

correlations. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System 

Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible; Mac OS 9.2 or 

higher (including OS X); 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9LN-1272139-642 Cycling Energy Lab $63.95 

9N-1288206-642 CD-ROM Network License $149.95 

Photosynthesis and Cellular Respiration Kit
An investigation into the reactions of photosynthesis 

and cellular respiration using a series of images and 

statements. Students then 

discuss these 

processes relative 

to ecosystems 

and the carbon 

cycle. Students also 

read about the details 

of photosynthesis 

and cellular 

respiration, including 

light and dark reactions, glycolysis, 

the Krebs cycle, and the electron 

transport chain. Designed for 24 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500963-642 Kit $106.59

Colors of Autumn Lab Investigation
Masked by green chlorophyll in the summer, the abundance of other 

pigments in plant leaves becomes highly conspicuous each fall. As the 

falling temperatures and changing light conditions cause the chlorophyll 

to break down, the differences in the types and amounts of the pigments 

provide visible color variations. Using paper chromatography, your 

students will separate these pigments using a safe chromatography 

developer solution. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2923-642 Colors Of Autumn  $55.99

Photosynthesis 
and Respiration 
Neo/Lab® Software

Simulate how the rate of 

photosynthesis is affected by 

temperature, light intensity and 

the wavelength of light in a "virtual" 

lab! They'll also simulate the rate 

of cell respiration in seeds under 

various conditions in order to 

determine the ideal conditions 

for this vital process. Includes 

tutorials, assessments,and teacher resources. Requires Windows 2000 

or Windows XP, Windows Vista™ compatible; Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X); 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1071-642 CD-ROM Single License  $99.99 

9N-1366725-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based  Free 

NewPath Learning® 
Photosynthesis and 
Respiration Poster
Visualize the Process of 

Photosynthesis & Respiration! 

Features comprehensive coverage of 

the steps of photosynthesis and the 

two stages of respiration. 23" x 25", 

laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-1413701-642 Poster $26.59 

Investigating Photosynthesis Lab Investigation
Study the importance of photosynthesis to plants and algae as well 

as the conditions needed in order for it to occur. Your students will 

demonstrate that light is needed for the production of starch during this 

critical process and the wavelength at which the rate of photosynthesis is 

optimized in chlorella. Identify and study the leaf structures necessary for 

photosynthesis and their respective functions. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4. 

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2913-642 Photosynthesis Lab  $87.99

PHOTOSYNTHESIS
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Model Plus Foam Flower Model
A complete botany lesson at an unbelievable price! This colorful teaching 

model was designed specifically for hands-on use with students of 

all ages. Removable pieces stimulate problem-solving skills. Includes 

a 24-page teacher guide with complete background information, 

reproducible worksheets, cross curricular activities and assessment ideas. 

Size: 19.5"L x 19.5"W x 15"H, when assembled.

Item # Description List Price

9-573118-642 Foam Flower Model $79.99 

l

Denoyer-Geppert Dicot Flower Model
This flower emphasizes the arrangement of floral components and the 

reproductive functions of flowers. Detach petals, sepals and stamens to 

reveal pollen grains within. Numbered components ease identification. 

17" x 14" x 10"

Item # Description List Price

9-579355-642 Flower Model $266.69 

Student Plant Press
An extremely rugged yet 

economical plant 

press. Standard 

12" x 18" size. 

Includes 2 press 

boards, 2 straps with 

buckles, 12 ventilators 

and 12 driers. Additional 

12" x 18" driers sold 

separately in packs of 100.

Item # Description List Price

9-580732-642 Student Plant Press $49.99 

9-580735-642 Add'l Driers (Pack of 100) $99.99 

Typical Flower Model
Excellent example of a typical flower 

can be used for detailed study of 

structure and function of 

parts of a flower. 

All parts are 

removable for 

better viewing, 

and the ovary is 

bisected for view 

of internal structures. Mounted 

on a base, size is approximately 

17" x 8" x 13", includes key card. 

Flower Cross- 
Section Model

Colorful plaque provides a 

generalized cross section of a 

flowering plant for a detailed 

introduction to its structure and 

reproduction. Featured structures 

include the petal, stem, pistil and 

stamen. Additionally, the anther 

is dissected to reveal polled while 

the pistil provides a view of the 

ovary, ovules and a pollen tube. The 

process of double fertilization is also 

illustrated. Includes comprehensive 

key card. 9.75"L x 2.5"W x 12.75"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1415-642 Cross-Section Model $46.69

FLOWERS AND STEMS

Monocot

Dicot

Plant Stem Models
These finely detailed, hand-painted models invite students to explore plant 

anatomy. Durable yet affordable models display the anatomy of moncot 

or dicot stems in cross, radial, and tangential sections. Dicot model is 

18" x 8" x 12.4" Monocot model is 16"W x 16.5"L x 5"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-1600810-642 Dicot Stem Model $226.69 

9-531188-642 Monocot $65.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1561476-642 Flower Model $79.99 
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Delta Education Hydroponics Kit
Students investigate the fascinating world of growing plants without 

soil. Explore and measure variables that affect the success or failure 

of plant growth, including water, polycrystals, and the use of nutrients. 

Includes materials and 8-page activity guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-080-1790-642 Hydroponics Kit $29.99 

Diversified Woodcrafts 
Hydroponics  
Growing Center
This mobile hydroponics 

center includes grow 

lights and water pump. 

The adjustable timers 

enable you to grow your 

plants with the perfect 

amount of water and 

sunlight. The construction 

allows easy access for 

students and teachers 

alike. Made of solid 

maple and maple 

veneers. The containment 

plant tray is 

8"H x 27 1/2"D x 42"W. 

There is a 25 gallon 

nutrient reservoir with 

lid, a locked cabinet for 

timers and air pump, and 

a 150 watt grow light. 

The growing system 

is completed with a 

submersible pump, an 

air pump, an air stone, 

(2) timers, hoses and 8" net 

pots. The unit moves easily on 4" locking, 

leveling casters. Overall dimensions: 52"W x 28"D x 78"H.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-1510021-642 52 W x 28 D x 78 in H   $1,599.95 

Aquaponics Kit
Engage your students in ecology, biology, earth systems, math, history 

and literature while pairing fish and plants in one integrated system. 

In addition to growing vegetables in a sustainable process, Students can 

learn germination rates, fish anatomy and the nitrogen cycle. All Acrylic 

construction, which is SAFER than glass. Every Aquaponics unit is 

equipped with an instructional manual.

Item # Description List Price

9-1539813-642 Aquaponics Kit $649.99 

The Soil-Less Garden Lab Investigation
Can plants really grow without soil? Hydroponic cultivation is a technique 

that allows plants to grow in a "soil-less" environment. Your class will be 

fascinated as they compare the advantages and disadvantages of both 

hydroponic cultivation techniques and traditional means. They will compare 

the rate of germination and growth, the development of the stems and 

leaves, and the plants' roots growing in the special rockwool blocks! 

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1383-642 Soil-Less Garden Lab  $52.99 

LAB-AIDS® Plant Macronutrient Hydroponics
Colorimetric tests for nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium from liquid 

extract prepared from plant tissue.

Item # Description List Price

9-1449196-642 Hydroponics $141.29 

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

HYDROPONICS
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Complete Plant Lab Kit
Everything needed for a year's worth of growing. Includes 8 lbs. sterilized 

potting soil, 6" soil strainer, 8 oz. plant food, tomato seeds, lettuce 

seeds, marigold seeds, 12 oz. insecticide, 24-4" plastic labeling stakes, 

24-10" plastic labeling stakes, mist sprayer, 4 lb. super phosphate, 3 qt. 

bag peat moss, 4 lb. potash, soil testing kit, 4 qt. perlite growth stimulator, 

4 oz. growth inhibitor, 8 oz. fungicide, 4 lb. ammonium sulfate, 4 oz. 

gibberlic acid, 2 oz. rooting powder, 4 rolls cellophane (red, blue, green, 

clear), and the following seeds: albino corn, hybrid corn, soybeans, tall 

salvia, dwarf salvia, bush beans, and seedless watermelon. An 8-page 

lesson plan with planting instructions is included.

Item # Description List Price

9-574692-642 Complete Plant Lab Kit $304.99 

How to Grow a School Garden Book
In this groundbreaking resource, two school garden pioneers offer parents, 

teachers, and school administrators everything they need to know to 

build school gardens and to develop the programs that support them. 

Packed with strategies, to-do lists, sample letters, detailed lesson plans, 

and tricks of the trade, this hands-on approach will make school garden 

projects accessible, inexpensive, and sustainable. 224 pages, paperback

Item # Description List Price

9-1392422-642 How to Grow a School Garden $34.99 

E-Z Garden Kit
Have your students grow plants year-round in your Makerspace with this 

tabletop grow light garden. Just snap together the frame, hang the light 

and plant the seeds. Includes assembly instructions, tray and grow light 

bulb. Tray color may vary. 16.5" x 16.5" x 23"

Item # Description List Price

9-110-3739-642 E-Z Garden Kit $169.99 

Gardening Hand Tools Set
Your students enjoy learning the science of gardening with these durable 

metal soft-grip hand tools. Set includes a cultivator, hoe, fork with shovel, 

rake and shovel. Tools ranging from 15.25" to 21" in length. 

Item # Description List Price

9-078-0597-642 Gardening Hand Tools Set $17.99 

Greenbox™ Indoor Garden
Introducing the "greenest" indoor gardening kit your school can buy! 

With nearly 700 square inches of growing space and an advance lighting 

system, it can house a variety of plants. Fully watertight construction even 

allows for hydroponic farming. The all-plastic design slots together—no 

assembly hardware needed. The unit is self contained and fits on most 

tables. It includes a high power grow light, mounting arms, and removable 

seed trays—everything but the plants!

Item # Description List Price

9N-1471390-642 Unit $454.95 

9-1436879-642 Root Box $59.89 

9-1437189-642 Replacement Seed Tray $11.99 

GARDENING SUPPLIES
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Green Thumb 
Classroom 
Greenhouse
This innovative 

classroom greenhouse 

features sturdy wire 

shelves to keep potted 

plants off the ground, 

allowing plenty of 

room for plant growth. 

The unique two-tiered 

design includes a vinyl 

cover with zippered 

opening that snugly fits 

over the metal frame 

and allows access to all plants inside. Offers enhanced protection for 

plants in both indoor and outdoor. Easy to assemble. 36 in L x 19 in H. 

Item # Description List Price

9-078-1099-642 Classroom Greenhouse $73.29 

Jewel PlantMobile®

Sturdy, movable unit (74"H x 52"W x 19"D). Constructed of 1" heavy-gauge 

tubular steel with a durable baked-on finish. Features 3 open shelves 

with 3 plastic growing trays (18"W x 47"L x 3"D); 3 lighthoods with bulbs 

and dual switches; 12 pots (3" round); 96 pots (2.5" round); and 1 cup 

(8 oz.). Includes adjustable light fixtures wired for Gro-lux fluorescent and 

incandescent bulbs (2 each)—used individually or together. 3" locking 

wheels for multi-classroom use. Teacher's manual also included.

Item # Description List Price

9-564185-642 Plantmobile $1,399.99 

9-564188-642 Gro-lux PK/4 $59.99 
Two 48" 40 W Gro-lux flourescent and two 25 W incandescent lamps

Seed House
Start and maintain seedlings inside your classroom or yard. Provides a 

convenient and effective way to protect your tender shrubs and perennials 

against damaging winter environments. Compact and lightweight, requires 

no assembly tools. Set up, take down and store in seconds! 2 large 

zippered windows provide excellent access. 2-screened vents allow 

optimum ventilation and pest protection.

Item # Description List Price

9-1537526-642 Seed House $86.69 

Springhouse™ Pop-Up Greenhouse
Garden all year round! The lightweight design of this portable greenhouse 

makes it easy to transport, set up, and take down. Two screened doors 

double as vents to provide optimum air circulation. Constructed of 100% 

waterproof, UV-resistant Gro-Tec™ material with rip stop protection. 

Requires minimal assembly. 78" x 72" x 72".

Item # Description List Price

9-531198-642 Pop-Up Greenhouse $239.99 

Plant Carts with Slide 
Adjustable Fixtures
Features 4 shelves (16" apart), 

4 trays and 4 light fixtures. 

Light fixtures easily move up and 

down with a unique slide system. 

Two 20 W Gro-lux wide-spectrum 

lamps in each fixture. 1 tan 

polystyrene tray (22" x 11") 

on each shelf. Dimensions: 

70"H x 27"L x 12"D

Item # Description List Price

9-584802-642 Plant Carts $683.89 
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Seed Germination Kit
Fascinate students of all ages 

with this hands-on germination 

experiment. The seed germinator 

allows students to see the entire plant 

during germination - from the roots to 

the leaves! The fiber board insert is 

printed with a 1 cm grid to measure 

growth, and the kit includes a 

20 page teacher's guide with 

activities for the entire classroom. 

4.45" x 4" x 1.5", pack of 30.

Growlab® Indoor Gardens
Cultivate learning by bringing the outdoors into your classroom! 

Through hands-on activities, students learn the relationships between the 

basic needs of plant growth: soil, light, temperature, humidity, and water. 

All GrowLabs include A Complete Guide to Gardening in the Classroom, 

with instructions, planning tips, and projects for successful indoor 

gardening. Allow 4–6 weeks for delivery.

Item # Description List Price

9-070-5760-642 Compact Indoor Garden $319.79

One 4' light fixture and 2 trays with moisture grids.52" x 12" x 39", holds 36 3.5" pots

9-070-5770-642 Tabletop Indoor Garden $598.69

Two 4' light fixtures and 4 trays with moisture grids.52" x 23" x 39", holds 73 3.5" pots

9-070-5627-642 Mobile Indoor Garden $752.09

Two 4' light fixtures and 4 trays with moisture grids and storage shelf.52" x 23"x 48", 
holds 72 3.5" pots.

9-070-5638-642 Two-Tier Indoor Garden $1,048.49

Four 4' light fixtures, 8 trays with moisture grids.52" x 23" x 73", holds 144 3.5" pots

Edvotek® Quick Plants™ Seeds
•  These small weeds belong to the 

mustard family and are plant relatives 

of cabbage, broccoli, mustard 

and watercress

•  Thousands of these plants can be 

grown in a small space

• 300 seeds per pack

Item # Description List Price

9N-562138-642 Wild $21.99

9N-1293218-642 Dwarf $21.99

Tabletop Adjustable Lighting Fixture
Use these sturdy fluorescent lighting fixtures with your existing plant 

tray systems. Stands feature tough, 1" square aluminum legs and 

adjust in height from 1"–24". 24" model includes two 20 W Gro-lux wide 

spectrum lamps. 48" model includes two 40 W Gro-lux lamps. 24", 

20 W replacement lamps available in a pack of 6.

Item # Description List Price

9-584820-642 24 in Fixture $146.39

9-584811-642 48 in Fixture $191.19

9-584793-642 20 W Gro-Lux Bulb $101.49

Classroom Seed Assortment
Now you can have the most popular varieties of seeds all in one 

package. Includes marigold, lima bean, sweet corn (treated), pumpkin, 

morning glory, alfalfa, broad bean, coleus (mixed), sunflower, carrot, 

green pea and radish.

Item # Description List Price

9-560828-642 Assortment $27.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1322527-642 Seed Germination Kit $105.99

Fertile Seeds
Viable seeds in packets of 30 or more, popular varieties are available in 

bulk sizes.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-586533-642 Alfalfa Pack of 30 $1.29 

9-586542-642 Bean, Kentucky Wonder Pack of 150 $1.29 

9-586611-642 Bean, Lima Pack of 150 $1.29 

9-586551-642 Carrot Pack of 800 $1.29 

9-586560-642 Coleus, Mixed Pack of 300 $1.29 

9-586563-642 Corn, Sweet, Treated Pack of 200 $1.29 

9-586620-642 Grass Mixture 1/2 Lb $2.69 

9-586572-642 Marigold Pack of 300 $1.29 

9-586575-642 Morning Glory Pack of 60 $1.29 

9-586584-642 Pea, Green Pack of 200 $1.29 

9-586638-642 Pea, Green 1/2 Lb $3.99 

9-586629-642 Pumpkin Pack of 50 $1.29 

9-586587-642 Radish Pack of 700 $1.29 

9-586593-642 Sunflower Pack of 60 $1.29 

9-586635-642 Sunflower 1/4 Lb $4.39 

9-586599-642 Zinnia Pack of 200 $1.29 
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Taylor Stainless 
Steel Soil Thermometer
An accurately calibrated stainless steel soil 

testing thermometer, suitable for most 

classroom planting applications. Stem is 5", 

dial is sealed and waterproof.  

Range 20°–180°F and 0°–80°C.

Item # Description List Price

9-561067-642 Soil Thermometer $8.19 

Rapitest® Four-Way Analyzer
Encourage students to monitor growing conditions to 

optimize plant health. This multi-purpose meter measures 

soil pH; moisture; light intensity; and total combined 

nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash levels, nutrients plants 

require for successful growth. Includes detailed pH 

preference list, moisture guide, and light needs chart.

Item # Description List Price

9-531208-642 Four-Way Analyzer $34.99 
Jiffy Pellets Seed Starters
Compressed seed-starting pellets expand to 7 times original size when 

placed in water. A plastic mesh around the peat holds the material in place 

until roots grow through. Pre-sterilized and pre-fertilized, the pellets hasten 

seedling growth and development. 42 mm in diameter. Pack of 50.

Item # Description List Price

9-161-1257-642 Jiffy Pellets 30 mm  $6.99 

Rootcube Plant Media
Specially prepared foam growing 

medium to facilitate growing seeds 

or plant cuttings such as poinsettias, 

geraniums, etc. Pre-sterilized and 

pH balanced. Once plants have 

rooted, break off "cube" and plant, 

minimizing transplanting shock. 

Contains 104 1.25" cubes per sheet

Item # Description List Price

9-581886-642 Rootcube  $27.99 

Peat Pots
These peat flower pots 

permit roots to grow 

through the pot wall. 

Seedlings can be planted 

in the pot, avoiding 

handling, etc. 2.25" square. 

Pack of 60.

Item # Description List Price

9-160-3304-642 2-1/4 in Peat Pots  $5.99 

Plastic Plant Trays
Ideal for classroom botany 

projects or germinating 

seeds. These attractive and 

durable plant trays are made 

of high impact polystyrene, 

are leakproof, never harbor 

bacteria or harmful molds, 

and can be cold sterilized 

and stacked for easy storage. 

Sold in packs of 24 and 18.

Item # Description List Price

9-584781-642 8 in x 8 in x 2.5 in $92.39 

9-584784-642 8 in x 12 in x 2.5 in $87.09 

Rapitest® Soil pH Meter
An accurate, low cost device 

for measuring soil pH. 

Meter provides reading from 

3.5–9 pH units. Complete with 

an instruction booklet listing 

ideal pH levels for common 

fruits, flowers, trees, shrubs, 

vegetables and grasses. 

No batteries are required.

Item # Description List Price

9-564547-642 Soil PH Meter $19.99

Flower Pots
Durable, low-cost flower pots molded of high 

impact plastic. Packs of 10.

Item # Description List Price

9-01-1175-642 3 in Square $4.99 

9-01-1176-642 4.5 in D Round $6.99 

9-01-1177-642 6 in D Round $8.99 

Planting Soil
All-purpose potting soil, available in 4 and 8 lb bags.

Item# Description List Price

9-373983-642 4 lbs. $2.99 

9-373984-642 8 lbs. $3.99 
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For more information on the complete  
line of Inquiry Investigations™  
Curriculum Modules and Individual Labs,  
see pages 52-68, or visit us online.

www.freyscientific.com/inquiryinvestigations

Biotechnology Techniques Curriculum Module
Explore the essentials of modern biotechnology methodology

Students investigate the macromolecule DNA and acquire skills in running 

electrophoretic separations of DNA and other molecules to determine 

mass and charge. They learn about recombinant DNA, restriction 

enzymes, and site mapping; investigate gene products; and observe gene 

expression. 

Two comprehensive culminating activities have students examine gene 

expression—transferring genes from one host to another—and the 

technology behind the DNA chip.

Biotechnology Techniques includes:

•  Investigation literature and student guide, comprehensive Curriculum 

Guide, and a Curriculum Resources CD-ROM with a virtual lab

•  Four units of study (labs), each with 1–5 activities (12 activities total)

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in clearly labeled drawers 

The Biotechnology Techniques Curriculum Module includes the 

following units of study:

Unit 1:  Understanding DNA

Unit 2:  Biotechnology Techniques I

Unit 3:  Biotechnology Techniques II

Unit 4:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigations

Item #  Description List Price

9LN-1278357-642 Module $699.95 

9N-1278380-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95 

9N-1288814-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95 

9N-1306591-642 Refill Package $314.95 

Biotechnology Applications Curriculum Module
The hands-on activities in Biotechnology Applications link classroom 

science with real-world practices. Students investigate transgenic 

plants, bioremediation an oil spill, use a recombinantly-produced enzyme 

to make cheese, learn to detect a gene defect, interpret a karyotype, 

create a pedigree, conduct Punnett square analyses, and perform gel 

electrophoresis to create and analyze DNA profiles. The module includes 

two comprehensive summary investigations that provide an opportunity 

to confirm identities through DNA profile analysis, and predict the risk of 

exposure to SARS.

Inquiry Investigations™ Biotechnology Applications Curriculum Module 

includes:

•  Investigation literature and student guide (copymasters), comprehensive 

curriculum guide, and a Curriculum Resource CD-ROM with a virtual lab 

(Preparation and Analysis of a Human Karyotype).

•  Four units of study, each with 2-5 activities for a total of 16 activities. 

Materials for 40 students.

•  Storage cabinet with drawers clearly labeled with materials.

• A poster on human genetic disorders. 

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278382-642 Module $699.95 

9N-1278399-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95 

9N-1288818-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95 

9N-1306592-642 Refill Package $295.99 

uLog pH Sensor
Item # Description Quantity List Price
Additional Sensors

9N-1376299-642 pH Sensor Each $159.09 

9N-1376358-642 pH Sensor Pack of 5 $789.09 
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Edvotek®  
Candy Electrophoresis
Investigate how agarose 

gel electrophoresis unlocks 

the color code used by 

food scientists to make 

colorful candies. Students 

will extract color activities 

from common candies and 

separate the dyes on agarose 

gel electrophoresis. A fun 

lab extension involves the 

use of candy to build a DNA 

model. Includes materials for 

10 lab groups.

NewPath Learning®  
Gene Technology Poster
Features detailed information and 

illustrations on DNA fingerprinting, 

genetic engineering, vaccine production 

and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). 

23" x 35", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-1413691-642 Poster $26.59 

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning How to Extract DNA Lab

DNA extraction is a foundational technique that allows students to view 

and better understand this key macromole. Your students will use a simple 

and quick method to isolate DNA and observe its physical characteristics 

using a variety of sources, including onion, liver, thymus gland, wheat 

germ and others. Includes a teacher's guide and resource CD-ROM. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278406-642 Extracting DNA Lab $41.95 

9N-1288810-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Inquiry Investigations™  
Simulating DNA Analysis Lab

Teach your class about the latest innovations in crime investigation—DNA 

profiling. With this reusable kit, the class is challenged to solve a murder 

by simulating each step of the DNA fingerprinting protocol and matching 

the "pop bead" DNA fingerprint RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length 

Polymorphisms) profiles of suspects to collected samples. Your students 

will also learn the basics of RFLP DNA profiling and become familiar with 

DNA structure, extraction, gel electrophoresis, and autoradiography. 

Includes a teacher's guide and resource CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013147-642 Simulating DNA Analysis Lab $139.95 

9N-1284617-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Edvotek® DNA Report Card Kit
Students investigate their own DNA. They swab cheek cells and add 

chemicals to lyse the cells. They precipitate DNA from solution by an 

alcohol overlay, stain it with safe methylene blue, and transfer it to the 

DNA Report Card™, creating a permanent record. Some components 

require freezer storage. Downloadable protocol.

Item # Description List Price

9N-531240-642 Report Card Kit $109.00 

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About DNA  
and Biotechnology Techniques Lab

Study the process of electrophoresis, simulating every step without the 

need for equipment or even any prior knowledge! With this completely 

reusable kit, students use pop-beads to assemble DNA strands, digest 

them with restriction enzymes and electrophorese them on a paper gel. 

In doing so, they'll learn the scientific principles behind electrophoresis, 

the action of restriction enzymes, the creation of recombinant organisms 

and the countless applications of this process in biology and medicine. 

Includes a teacher's guide and resource CD-ROM.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278401-642 DNA and Biotech Techniques Lab $119.95 

9N-1288809-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

DNA EXTRACTIONGAMES AND SIMULATIONS

Item # Description List Price

9N-1500905-642 Candy Electrophoresis $62.50 
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GENE EXPRESSION

ELECTROPHORESIS

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning How Genes are Turned On and Off Lab

Use a commonly found microbe to investigate and predict the effect of 

temperature on gene regulation and expression. Expression of this 

particular gene is easily recognized by the production of a pigment 

which turns the bacteria colonies red for a striking visual demonstration 

of gene manipulation. Further investigations allow students to design 

their own experiments to identify other variables which may effect gene 

expression. Includes a teacher's guide and resource CD-ROM. Materials 

for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278426-642 Turning Genes On and Off Lab $49.95 

9N-1288813-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning to Identify DNA Fragments Lab

Explore the key role that restriction enzymes play in genetic engineering! 

Study the techniques used in separating and identifying DNA fragments. 

Your class will learn the function of restriction enzymes, their use in 

creating recombinant organisms and their overall importance in genetic 

engineering. Includes pre-digested DNA, safe DNA stain, a Teacher 

Resource Guide, and resource CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278416-642 Identifying DNA Fragments Lab $119.95 

Edvotek®  
Detection of Genetically 
Modified Organisms Kit
For centuries, humans have 

used selective breeding and 

conventional hybridization to 

produce desirable qualities 

and to increase crop yields. 

Today, scientists use genetic 

engineering to directly 

manipulate the DNA, quickly 

producing these desirable traits. 

Students will use agarose gel 

electrophoresis to explore the 

molecular methods used by 

scientists to identify genetically modified organisms. No thermal cycler is 

required. Includes materials for 6 gels and a teacher's guide.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1500906-642 Organism Kit $99.00 

Inquiry Investigations™ Analyzing Plasmid DNA
Using agarose gel electrophoresis, 

your students will analyze the 

structure of plasmid DNA and 

learn how plasmids are 

used to transfer genes to 

other hosts. They'll also 

explore the function of 

plasmids in bacteria and 

learn how antibiotic 

resistance is transferred 

between cells. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and 

resource CD-ROM. Materials 

for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278510-642 Analyzing Plasmid DNA Lab $109.95 

9N-1288812-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning About Gel Electrophoresis Lab

Use specially formulated, multicolored dyes to explore the basic concepts 

and techniques of one of biotechnology's cutting edge procedures—

electrophoresis. Your students will learn how electrical charge and 

molecular mass is used to separate the dyes on an agarose gel into an 

array of colors for easily analysis. They'll use their findings to draw a 

standard curve of the molecular weights to determine the mass of the 

unknown dye molecules. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and resource 

CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278411-642 Gel Electrophoresis Lab $39.95 
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DNA Fingerprinting  
Using Restriction Enzymes
Teach your students about restriction enzyme 

digests in the context of forensic science! Your 

students will cut DNA with restriction enzymes 

and then compare the banding pattern of the 

crime scene DNA versus that of two suspects 

using agarose gel electrophoresis. Includes 

materials for 6 gels and teachers guide.

Item # Description List Price

9N-562012-642 Restriction Enzymes $119.00 

Edvotek®  
Cancer Gene Detection Kit
Testing people for mutations 

in their p53 tumor suppressor 

gene can indicate an increased 

risk in developing cancer. In this 

experiment, students determine 

a pedigree for a family suspected 

to be carriers of mutations in their 

p53 genes. A DNA test indicates 

their likelihood of developing cancer. Includes materials for 6 gels and a 

teacher's guide.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1437199-642 Detection Kit $99.00 

Edvotek® Exploring the 
Bacteriophage Life Cycle
Although bacterial viruses, or 

bacteriophages, are present in 

many natural environments, 

they cannot survive 

autonomously. They require 

a host cell to reproduce and 

survive. Students will learn 

about the different life cycles 

of bacterial viruses. They will 

then perform a viral plaque assay 

to indirectly visualize the viruses and 

to determine viral titer and multiplicity of 

infection (MOI). Includes materials for 10 lab groups.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1500908-642 Life Cycle $124.00 

Edvotek®  
DNA Paternity Test Simulation
This experiment introduces students 

to the use of DNA fingerprinting in a 

simulated paternity determination. 

A child's DNA fingerprint is 

compared with his parents. The 

experiment does not contain human 

DNA. Includes materials for 6 gels 

and teachers guide.

Item # Description List Price

9N-562117-642 Paternity Test $99.00 

Edvotek®  
Rainbow Transformation
Transformation is of central 

importance in molecular 

cloning since it allows for 

the selection, propagation, 

expression and purification of 

a gene. Positive selection for 

cells containing plasmid DNA 

is accomplished by antibiotic 

growth selection. Students will 

transform bacteria with a new 

set of rainbow color plasmids that 

transform non-pathogenic bacterial cells 

into bright, colorful cells. Includes materials for 

10 lab groups

Item # Description List Price

9N-1500907-642 Rainbow Transformation $119.00 

Edvotek®  
Whose DNA Was Left Behind? Kit
Incredibly, DNA obtained from a 

single hair left at a crime scene can 

be used to identify a criminal. In 

this experiment, your students will 

use DNA fingerprinting to compare 

simulated crime scene DNA with that 

of two suspects and try to catch the 

criminal. Kit includes: instructions, 

Ready-to-Load™ dye samples, agarose 

powder, practice gel loading solution, 

electrophoresis buffer, and microtipped transfer pipettes. Requires an 

electrophoresis tank and power supply. For 10 lab groups; complete in 

45 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9N-562249-642 Whose DNA Was Left Behind? $62.50 

Edvotek® DNA Fingerprinting
Forensic DNA fingerprinting has 

become a universally accepted 

crime-fighting tool. Recent 

advances use the polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) to amplify 

human DNA obtained from crime 

scenes. This experiment, based 

on a crime scene scenario, has 

an inquiry-based component. 

Includes materials for 6 gels and 

teachers guide.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1490699-642 DNA Fingerprinting $99.00 

Edvotek®  
Cholesterol Diagnostics Kit
A disease known as familial 

hypercholesterolemia (FH) 

causes an increase in blood 

levels of the "bad" form of 

cholesterol, known as low 

density lipoprotein (LDL). In this 

experiment, a simulated genetic 

test for FH is demonstrated in 

which patients are tested for a 

DNA polymorphism linked to the FH gene. Includes materials for 6 gels 

and teachers guide.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1437196-642 Diagnostics Kit $99.00 
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Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning About Genetic Engineering Lab

Your students will explore the fundamental concepts of genetic 

engineering as they use a plasmid as a vector to transform the bacterium 

E.coli with a gene for antibiotic resistance. They'll then design an 

experiment to identify the antibiotic-resistant transformed cells. As they 

do, they'll learn the biological process of transformation and calculate 

transformation efficiency. Contains enough materials for eight student 

groups. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and resource CD-ROM. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1298999-642 Genetic Engineering Lab $149.95 

9N-1288813-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

™

Edvotek®  
DNA Fingerprinting Kit
In this experiment, crime 

scene DNA fingerprints are 

compared with those obtained 

from suspects. Includes basic 

reagents and biologicals for 

DNA fragmentation pattern 

analysis with enough materials 

for 6 gels. Supply your own 

electrophoresis apparatus, DC 

power supply, visualization 

system and staining tray.

Item # Description List Price

9N-561952-642 DNA Fingerprinting Kit $99.00 

Edvotek® Quick PCR Kit
A real time saver, this experiment uses PCR to 

amplify a small section of Lambda DNA via a 

two-step process. Saving valuable classroom 

time and allowing completion of the lab in one 

session. Kit includes: instructions, PCR beads, 

DNA template & primers, DNA size ladder, 

ultra-pure water, wax beads, gel loading dye, 

agarose, electrophoresis buffer, gel stain. 

Requires 5–50 µL adjustable micropipettes 

with tips, thermal cycler, electrophoresis tank, 

and power supply.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1293215-642 Quick PCR Kit $179.00 

Edvotek® Transformation of E. coli 
with Green and Blue Fluorescent 
Protein Plasmids Kit
In this experiment, transformed cells 

are selected based on antibiotic 

resistance. The colonies which 

express the gfp or bfp protein are 

visibly green and pale blue, and will 

fluoresce when exposed to long wave 

UV light commonly known as black 

light. Shipped ambient. Some components 

require -20°C storage. A downloadable 

PDF containing experiment components, requirements, background, 

procedures and MSDS is available.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1293212-642 Kit $119.00 

9-1551424-642 Pocket Blacklight $10.59 

Edvotek®  
Lighting Up Life: 
Expression of GFP  
in C. Elegans
Scientists can directly 

manipulate an organism's 

genome to produce a 

phenotype using engineered 

genes called transgenes. In 

this experiment, students will 

use fluorescent microscopy 

and PCR to analyze C. elegans 

(nematodes) that have been 

engineered to express the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP). Includes 

materials for 10 lab groups.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1500909-642 Lighting Up Life $224.00 

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning About Restriction Site Mapping Lab

DNA mapping is the process where landmarks are identified along a 

segment of DNA. These landmarks and  the distances between them 

are then used to create an actual DNA map. In this investigation, your 

students will map the genome of lambda DNA from data provided as  well 

as from the actual results achieved through their agarose gel. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and resource CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278421-642 Restriction Site Mapping Lab $154.95 

Edvotek®  
In Search of My Father
Your class will enjoy 

discovering the true 

identity of two boys who 

were separated from their 

parents a decade ago. Their 

mothers are identified by 

mitochondrial DNA and their 

fathers from chromosomal 

DNA. Will it be a happy 

ending? Includes materials 

for 10 lab groups.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1490173-642 In Search Of My Father $62.50 

BIOTECHNOLOGY TECHNIQUES
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Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Genetically Modified Plants Lab

Can you tell the difference between a traditional plant and one that has 

been genetically modified? Your students will gain key insight into this 

controversial, emerging science as they compare traditional soybeans 

with seeds that have been genetically modified to withstand the effects of 

Roundup™ herbicide. Includes a teacher resource CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278436-642 Genetic Modified Plants Lab $29.95
9N-1288815-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Lab-Aids® 
DNA Extraction and 
Isolation Kit
A low-tech, hands-on way to teach 

biotechnology in the classroom. Kit 

provides all the specially prepared 

solutions and equipment needed 

to extract and study DNA from 

strawberries. Enough supplies for 8 

work groups to perform 2 extractions 

for 8 small groups—you supply the 

strawberries! No ice required. Includes 

student and teacher guides.

Item # Description List Price

9-530902-642 Kit $123.09

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning to Make Cheese—the Biotech Way Lab

The ancient art of cheesemaking provides a 

perfect example of how 

biotechnology can be used 

to improve a process and its 

end-product. Your class will 

get the opportunity to actually 

make cheese using enzymes 

produced through the 

advances of biotechnology. 

In the process, they'll 

explore the science behind 

cheesemaking, and observe 

the accompanying chemical and microbiological changes, and the resulting 

physical changes. Includes a teacher Resource CD-ROM. Materials for 40 

students working in 10 groups of 4

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278463-642 Making Cheese Lab $29.95
9N-1288815-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

CO2 Production and Yeast—A Study 
of Fermentation Lab Investigation

Study the fascinating world of 

fermentation, the chemical process 

whereby microorganisms - such as 

bacteria, molds and yeasts - break 

down energy-rich, organic materials 

into various by-products. Your class 

will distinguish between aerobic and 

anaerobic respiration and calculate 

the volume of carbon dioxide gas 

produced under various conditions. 

They'll also determine how the yeast's 

growing conditions relate to carbon 

dioxide production and what growth 

conditions are ideal. Materials for 40 

students working in 10 groups of 4

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1343-642 Fermentation Lab $62.99

Biotechnology in the Classroom Series
• 7 unique modules form the core of this resource piece

•  Students will perform over a dozen interactive activities that investigate biotechnology 

applications in medicine, agriculture, environment and forensics

• Materials for 40 students

• Comes with comprehensive teacher and student guides

Biotechnology Techniques

Study the structure and function of DNA using pop-beads to assemble DNA strands, digest 

them with restriction enzymes and electrophorese them on a paper gel.

DNA Extraction

Isolate and observe actual DNA and observe its physical characteristics using 

a variety of sources, including onion, liver, thymus gland and wheat germ.

Gel Electrophoresis

Explore the basic concepts and techniques of one of biotechnology's 

cutting edge procedures — electrophoresis. Your students will 

demonstrate the use of this important process and learn how it may be 

applied to a growing number of areas which affect their everyday lives.

Biotechnology & Medicine

Students will prepare a human karyotype from the supplied unknown 

paper chromosome spreads. Then they'll use their results to determine 

the sex of an individual and to predict disease.

BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

Biotechnology & Agriculture

Your class will discover the processes used to produce transgenic crops. 

In the process, students will compare the traits between traditional and 

genetically modified plants.

Biotechnology & the Environment

Learn how biotechnology can be applied to break down oil and other 

chemical wastes. Students will even model various oil spills, testing and 

observing how microorganisms can be used in bioremediation.

Biotechnology & Forensics

Study the DNA fingerprinting procedure, simulating the process using 

pop-beads. Your class will compare and evaluate various DNA fingerprint 

patterns and learn the strengths and limitations of DNA profiling.

Item # Description List Price

9-527605-642 Biotechnology $334.99
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ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning to Become a Genetic Detective Lab

Provided with information about a family with a unique trait, students 

will use karyotyping, simulated gel electrophoresis, family history, and 

pedigree analysis to track down the genetic roots for the trait. In pursuit 

of the answer to their mystery, they'll investigate autosomal dominant, 

autosomal recessive, and sex-linked genetic. Versatile, yet simple activity 

will get students excited about the fascinating world of genetics and 

heredity. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278474-642 Being a Genetic Detective Lab $49.95

9N-1288816-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Bioremediation Lab

Model various oil spill scenarios and monitor the effectiveness of the 

provided freeze-dried oil-degrading microbe mixture in remediating the 

waste. Students set up four different simulated oil spills and treat them 

with the special microbial product to observe the physical changes and 

degradation of oil film over time. Includes a Teacher Guide and Resource 

CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278469-642 Bioremediation Lab $49.95

9N-1288815-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Detecting Inheritance Patterns Lab

Use agarose gel electrophoresis to study patterns of inheritance and their 

role in human genetics. Your students will simulate the DNA fingerprints 

of the family of famed Russian czar, Nicholas II. Then they'll use their gel 

results to trace the family's genetic lineage to investigate the hereditary 

transmission of hemophilia among the family members. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278495-642 Inheritance Patterns Lab $119.99

9N-1288817-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Using Biotechnology to 
Make Snow Lab Investigation

Students safely explore the effects that a mixture of ice-nucleating 

proteins has on water. Investigate the potential applications of this 

commercially used product, harvested through advances in biotechnology 

from select bacterial strains, for snowmaking, natural cooling, and rain 

precipitation. The activities integrate multiple science disciplines such as 

physical science, chemistry, environmental science, meteorology, and 

microbiology. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1103-642 Kit  $55.99

9-20-1105-642 Refill  $18.99
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Inquiry 
Investigations™ 
Learning to 
Diagnose Gene 
Defects Lab
Your students will 

use agarose gel 

electrophoresis to study 

sickle cell anemia. 

They'll search for 

changes in a non-human 

DNA sample to 

diagnose this hereditary 

blood disease. In the 

process, they'll learn about genes and how genetic mutations can cause 

disease. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278479-642 Diagnosing Gene Defects Lab $99.95

9N-1288816-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

ELISA: HIV/AIDS 
Test Simulation
Your class will learn 

how ELISA (Enzyme 

Linked Immunoassay) 

is a fundamental 

clinical tool used for 

the detection of the 

AIDS virus. Students 

will conduct simulated 

ELISA screening assays 

on simulated blood 

sera of 10 individuals 

to determine their HIV 

status. In the process, they will learn about basic immunology as well as 

specifics concerning the assay "positive" and "negative" controls as well 

as what "false positive" and "false negative" results mean. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2963-642 AIDS Test $200.99

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Forensics and DNA Lab

Your students will become forensic scientists as they apply the latest 

innovations in DNA technology to a scenario-based DNA murder mystery. 

They'll compare the electrophoretic results of DNA samples from a "crime 

scene" with those from various suspects. This lab provides "hands-on" 

education on DNA structure and extraction, gel electrophoresis and 

autoradiography. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278490-642 Forensics and DNA Lab $119.99

Inquiry 
Investigations™ 
Learning About 
Genetic Disease
Your students will 

learn how revolutionary 

breakthroughs in 

gene technology can 

be used to not only 

detect cancer but 

predict its occurrence 

based upon hereditary 

traits. They'll use the 

electrophoresis results 

of non-human DNA samples to simulate this procedure. In the process, 

they'll detect a specific cancer and study the hereditary tendencies of the 

condition. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278505-642 Genetic Diseases Lab $139.95

9N-1278470-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.99

FORENSIC SCIENCE APPLICATIONS

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning to Solve a DNA Murder Mystery Lab

Teach your class about the latest innovations in DNA technology and 

their application to forensic science through the simulation of DNA 

fingerprinting and its application to a mystery. Additionally, the class 

becomes familiar with DNA structure and extraction, gel electrophoresis 

and autoradiography. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278485-642 DNA Murder Mystery Lab $109.95

9N-1288817-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95
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Edvotek® 
White Light Box
The White Light Box 

features a spacious 

25 x 25 cm viewing 

area illuminated by long 

life LEDs and is housed 

in a slim aluminum 

body. It's designed 

to safely enhance the 

visualization of DNA 

stained with FlashBlue™, 

proteins stained with Coomassie Blue and autoradiograms.

Item # Description List Price

9N-561919-642 White Light Box $166.00

Inquiry 
Investigations™ 
Learning About 
DNA Paternity 
Testing Lab
Simulate how DNA 

fingerprinting can be 

used to identify the 

genetic relationship 

between a child and 

an alleged father. Your 

class will use the results 

of an electrophoresis 

of non-human DNA, their knowledge of human inheritance, and their 

scientific problem-solving skills to solve a scenario-based paternity case 

and determine the identify of a child's father. Includes a Teacher Resource 

Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278515-642 DNA Paternity Testing Lab $129.95

9N-1288817-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Inquiry 
Investigations™ 
Learning About DNA 
Profiling Lab
Explore the latest 

techniques in 

identification technology. 

Your students will 

use agarose gel 

electrophoresis to 

conduct basic DNA 

fingerprinting exercises. 

In the process, they'll 

gain an understanding 

of the impact of this cutting edge technique on forensics, disease 

identification and determining familial relationships. Includes a Teacher 

Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278500-642 DNA Profiling Lab $149.95

9N-1288812-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Edvotek® 
Edvofoto™ Digital Gelcam
Edvotek has integrated an easy-to-use 

digital camera and specially designed 

hood to provide a low cost alternative for 

gel photos. Will accommodate gels up to 

9.5 x 11 cm. Photos may be downloaded 

to a computer.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1490702-642 Digital Gelcam $629.00

Edvotek® 
EdvoCycler™ Thermal Cycler
This all-new apparatus 

makes Polymerase 

Chain Reaction (PCR) 

experiments affordable! 

Features a 0.2 ml tube 

block, 7-line LCD display, 

heated oil-free lid with 

magnetic mechanism and 

has room for up to 25 student 

samples. The EdvoCycler comes 

pre-programmed with several 

modifiable protocols and extra memory 

for additional protocols. Backed by a 2-year 

warranty. 16"L x 8"W x 7"H.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1322595-642 Thermal Cycler $1,899.00

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Electrophoresis Systems
Agarose gel electrophoresis systems from Frey Scientific and Neo/SCI® 

contain everything you need to run 2, 4, or 6 gels simultaneously. Lab 

investigations come complete with all necessary reagents to include 

electrophoresis samples, Melt and Cast agarose, TBE buffer and Neo/

BLUE DNA stain along with a fully illustrated and easy-to-understand 

teacher guide and DNA Technology and Biotechnology CD-ROM. 

Double-gel chambers feature state-of-the-art design and safety features. 

Variable voltage power supply accommodates up to 3 double-gel 

electrophoresis chambers simultaneously.

Item # Description List Price

9-55-1110-642 For 2 Groups of 4 $519.99

9-55-1120-642 For 4 Groups of 4 $729.99

9-55-1130-642 For 6 Groups of 4 $939.99
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Edvotek® Demonstration DNA Electrophoresis Labstation™

All the equipment you need for demonstrating DNA electrophoresis 

for your students. Includes a Horizontal Electrophoresis Apparatus 

(one 7 x 7 cm gel tray), DuoSource™ (70 V for 1 or 2 units), 40 µl fixed 

volume minipipet, rack of 96 yellow micropipet tips (1–200 µl), and a 

DNA Fingerprinting BioSampler™

Item # Description List Price

9N-1322543-642 Demonstration DNA Labstation $359.00

Edvotek® Classroom PCR Labstation™

PCR LabStation™ supports up to 25 students. Includes: 6 M12 

Electrophoresis Apparatus (7 x 14 cm tray), 3 EVT 300 Dual Power Sources 

(75 / 150 V, for 1 or 2 units), 6 Variable MicroPipets (5–50 µL), 2 Personal 

E-Mocrocentrifuges, 1 EdvoCycler™ (25 x 0.2 mL), 1 Midrange UV 

Transilluminator (7.5 x 7.5 cm filter), and 1 1.8 L Waterbath.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1292712-642 Classroom PCR Labstation $5,999.00

Edvotek® Classroom DNA Electrophoresis Labstation™

Equip your lab for DNA electrophoresis experiments and 

applications. Includes a HexaGel™ Horizontal Electrophoresis 

Apparatus (six 7 x 7 cm gel trays), DuoSource™ (70 V for 1 or 2 units), 

two 40 µl fixed volume minipipets, two racks of 96 yellow micropipet tips 

(1–200 µl), and a DNA Fingerprinting Classroom Kit.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1322548-642 Classroom DNA Labstation $599.00

Edvotek® Four DNA Electrophoresis Labstation™

Get all of your students' hands on electrophoresis experiments—

without breaking your budget. Labstation II affordably accommodates 

the DNA investigations of up to 32 students. Includes four M12 

Electrophoresis Apparatus (7x 14 cm tray), 2 EVT 300 dual power sources 

(70 / 150 V for 1 to 2 units), and four variable micropipettes (5–50 µL).

Item # Description List Price

9N-1322546-642 Four DNA Labstation $1,999.00
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AP Biology 
Electrophoresis 
Equipment Kit
This safe, easy-to-use 

electrophoresis tank, features 

leak-free, one-piece molded 

design; durable acrylic construction; and pure platinum electrodes for 

superb conductivity and longevity. The compact power supply, included, 

provides 200 mA of power output and includes red/black female banana 

receptacles for easy connection to the electrophoresis tank. Also includes 

casting tray, six-well comb and patch cords. Tank size: 6"L x 3"W x 1 3/4"H; 

Tray size: 3.5"L x 3"W

Item # Description List Price

9-55-1070-642 Equipment Kit $298.99

Basic Double Gel 
Electrophoresis 
Apparatus
Leak-free, one-piece 

molded chamber design 

features durable, clear 

acrylic construction. 

Pure platinum electrodes 

for superior conductivity 

and longevity. Includes two casting gel trays, six 12-well forming combs 

and patch cords. Tank size: 7"L x 3.5"W x 2.5"H. Tray size: 4"L x 3"W

Item # Description List Price

9-55-1094-642 Basic Double Gel $185.99

Edvotek® Hexagel 
Electrophoresis 
Apparatus
An economical electrophoresis 

unit that will allow 6 groups 

of students to "run" their 

own gel tray simultaneously. 

Unit is constructed of acrylic 

with a clear top and bottom 

for easy visualization. Unit 

includes six 6-sample combs 

and six 7 x 7 cm removable trays with rubber end caps. Features platinum 

electrodes and utilizes any power source that will provide 75 or 50 V. 

Designed for use with a class of 24–30 students. Instructions included.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1322551-642 Hexagel $339.00

Edvotek® M12 Minigel Electrophoresis Apparatus
A unique agarose gel horizontal electrophoresis apparatus designed to 

separate charged biomolecules such as DNA, RNA and proteins with an 

electric current. Performs 16 separations at a time using the 8-well molded 

comb (included). Produces excellent resolution in short time periods with 

little or no skewing or diffusion of DNA bands. Constructed of durable 

acrylic and contains platinum electrodes. Removable UV transparent E–Z 

Align tray (7 x 14cm) features a molded embossing gel ruler, orientation 

arrow for first sample and rubber end caps. Chamber is elevated from 

table surface by rubber leveling feet for safer handling. Clear cover 

permits viewing into unit and must be secured onto chamber before  unit 

will operate. Seamless injection-molded UV transparent base prevents 

leakage and breakage. Electrical leads are a single-unit and recessed in 

cover to prevent shock if handled when connected to power source. 

Instructions included.

Item #  Description List Price

9N-1322545-642 Single Gel $219.00

9N-562006-642 Dual Gel $229.00

Edvotek® Compact Electrophoresis Apparatus
This compact 

version is a great 

introductory model 

for individual projects 

or demonstrations. 

Offers the same 

features as the Minigel 

apparatus 1322545 

(M12) except separates 

up to 6 samples. 

Gel tray is 7 x 7 cm. 

The chamber is made 

from a solid piece of 

ABS, which provides 

added durability and 

prevents leakage.

Item # Description List Price

9N-562123-642 Compact Apparatus $164.00

Basic Single Gel 
Electrophoresis Apparatus
Durable, clear acrylic 

construction is designed 

with leak-free, one-piece 

molded chamber sized 

7in x 3-1/2in x 2-1/2in. Apparatus 

with pure platinum electrodes 

offers high conductivity and 

longevity. Apparatus contains 

one 4in x 3in casting gel tray, 

six 12-well forming combs and patch cords.

Item# Description List Price

9-1267918-642 Basic Single Gel $133.29

Battery Powered 
Electrophoresis 
Hardware System
Safely separate any size 

DNA—at a fraction of the 

cost of other systems! 

Introduce your students to 

a primary, biotechnology 

technique—electrophoresis—with this safe, easy-to-use, and affordable 

system. Features leak-free, one-piece molded design; durable, acrylic 

construction; and pure platinum electrodes for superb conductivity and 

longevity. Complete hardware system includes casting tray, six-well comb, 

patch cords and comprehensive teacher's guide. All you need are five, 

9 V batteries, sold separately. 6"L x 3"W x 1.75"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-55-1083-642 Hardware System $143.99

Single Gel Dual Gel
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Edvotek® Gemini™ 
Split Tray 
Casting Package
The Gemini Split 

Tray Package enables 

students to cast one or 

two 7 x 7 cm agarose 

gels. Includes two 

7 x 7 cm gel trays, 

two six tooth combs 

and two sets of rubber 

end caps. Accessories 

are interchangeable with all 

Edvotek electrophoresis units.

Item # Description List Price

9N-531226-642 Split Tray $89.00 

Edvotek®  
EVT-300 Dual-Voltage 
Electrophoresis 
Power Supply
The EVT 300 is a great value and 

runs gels in only 20-30 minutes 

(at 150 V). Switches between 75 V 

and 150 V. The unit can operate two 

M6Plus units, two M12 units or two 

HexaGels. 110 V, North American plug.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1322598-642 EVT-300 Dual-Voltage $189.00 

Edvotek® Tetrasource Electrophoresis Power Supply
Power any combination of 

Edvotek electrophoresis 

units with this mighty 

650 mA power supply. 

Features an easy-to-use, 

fully programmable 

interface for setting voltage, 

current or timer control with 

each parameter displayed in 

real-time. Programs may be 

paused or resumed at any 

point. Run experiments in 

the least time possible with this powerful and versatile unit.

Item # Description List Price

9N-528570-642 Tetrasource $399.00 

Microcentrifugre Tubes
Autoclavaable and 

polypropylene tubes have 

a connected snap cap and 

graduations. Natural color. 

Variable Micropipettes
Highly accurate micropipets dispense liquids in 1µl increments. Includes 

an easy-to-read digital display and a built-in tip ejector. The tipcone 

assembly is autoclavable and can be easily disassembled for servicing and 

maintenance. Features durable construction for years of classroom use. 

Item # Description List Price

9-60-0016-642 1-10 µL $114.39 

9-60-0017-642 2-20 µL $99.99 

9-60-0018-642 10-100 µL $109.89 

Heathrow® 
Microtube Racks
Popular fraction-collector-plate 

style racks hold 1.5 to 2.0 mL 

microtubes in a 5 x 16 array. 

Rack tubes sit in large wells with 

conical bottoms. Autoclavable 

polypropylene racks are also 

ideal for freezer storage. 

Assortment of one each: blue, 

green, pink, yellow, and orange. 

8 7/8" x 2 5/8" x 1 1/8"

Item # Description List Price

9-531784-642 Microtube Racks $23.19 

POWER SUPPLIES

SUPPLIES

NEW

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1598736-642 0.5 mL Pack of 1000 $20.59 

9-1598737-642 1.5 mL Pack of 500 $12.39 

9-1598738-642 2.0 mL Pack of 500 $15.09 

Benchmark MyFuge™  
Mini Centrifuge
The MyFUGE™ Mini centrifuge is a 

personal centrifuge that virtually fits in 

the palm of your hand. Ideal for quick 

spin downs of microtubes and PCR 

tubes, simply close the lid and the rotor 

instantly reaches 6,000 rpm. Open the lid, 

and the rotor quickly decelerates to a stop 

for removing samples. Includes 8-position 

micro and PCR tube rotors which can be 

stored in a convenient compartment on the 

bottom of the centrifuge.

Speed: 6000 rpm / 2000 xg

Capacity: 8 x 1.5/2.0ml tubes, 16 x 0.2ml PCR tubes, 

or 2 x 0.2ml PCR strips

Dimensions: 4.5" x 5.9" x 4.5"

Weight: 2.1 lbs

Item # Description List Price

9-1462543-642 Mini Centrifuge $319.99

Three-Channel Power Supply
Variable voltage feature allows 

you to select from three 

settings—50 V, 100 V, or 125 V. 

Features ground fault interrupt 

plug, overload protection, 

illuminated power switch 

and durable case for years of 

classroom use.

Item # Description List Price

9-55-1096-642 Three-Channel Power Supply $257.99 
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Luria Broth Agar
Luria broth is the most common media used for maintaining and cultivating 

recombinant strains of E. coli. 275 mL

Item # Description List Price
9-99-2466-642 Luria Broth Agar $13.39

DNA Winder
Used to spool DNA during DNA extraction investigations.

Item # Description List Price
9-590781-642 Needle $3.99

Neo/BLUE™ DNA Stain
Provides better results than methylene blue because of increased 

sensitivity, reduced background, and reduced staining time (stains in 15 to 

20 minutes). 100 mL bottle, 10X

Item # Description List Price
9N-1535630-642 DNA Stain $5.29

Lambda DNA Markers
Molecular weight standards for agarose gel electrophoresis.

Item # Description List Price
Lambda/BamHI The BamHI digest of lambda DNA yields 6 fragments 
(16,841-5,505 base pairs)
9N-1535581-642 10 µg $12.35

Lambda/EcoRI The EcoRI digest of lambda DNA yields 6 fragments 
(21,226-3,530 base pairs)
9N-1535747-642 10 µg $14.25

Lambda/HindIII The HindIII digest of lambda DNA yields 8 fragments 
(23,130-132 base pairs)
9N-1535582-642 10 µg $14.25

Lambda/EcoRI/HindIII The EcoRI / HindIII digest of lambda DNA yields 
10 fragments (21,226-947 base pairs)
9N-1535748-642 10 µg $14.25

Plasmid DNA
E. coli cloning vector.

Item # Description List Price
pBR322 (Length 4361 base pairs)
9N-1535740-642 10 µg $50.35

pUC18 (Length: 2686 base pairs)
9N-1535741-642 10 µg $47.50

Electrophoresis Reagent Pack
Includes:

• 100 mL Neo/BLUE™ Stain, 10x

• 100 mL TBE Buffer, 10x

• 400 mL Melt and Cast Agarose, 0.8%

Item # Description List Price
9-95-0540-642 Reagent Pack $29.89

Lambda Phage DNA
Common substrate for restriction enzymes and for generating DNA marker 

fragments. Uncut.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1535746-642 10 µg $10.45

Dynalon Micro Test Tubes
Polypropylene 1.5 mL tapered micro test tubes are utilized in many 

procedures in molecular biology, such as enzyme digestion of DNA. 

Hinged pop-up caps.

Item # Description List Price
9-99-0272-642 Clear $4.99 
50 /PK

9-561982-642 Natural $39.29 
1000 /PK

9-1295681-642 Assorted Colors $29.29 
600 /PK

Buffer Solutions
For electrophoretic separation of DNA. 500 mL (5x concentration), Tris 

Borate EDTA (TBE).

Item # Description List Price
9-1295728-642 Buffer Solutions $11.99

Edvotek® UV Transilluminator
This 302 nm UV Transilluminator is 

designed to visualize DNA stained 

with ethidium bromide or E-Gel 

SYBR Safe™ gels. The UV filter is 

7.5 x 7.5 cm in size, optimal for 

viewing kit-size gels. Safety features 

include a UV-blocking cover and 

a power cut-off switch when the 

cover is opened.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1372033-642 Transilluminator $599.00

Electrophoretic Dye Markers
Include 1 mL samples of the following dyes in a storage case:

• Bromophenol Blue (BFB), 300 b.p. (-)

• Methyl Green (MG), 300 b.p. (+)

• Orange G (OG), 300 b.p. (-)

• Xylene-cyanol (XC), 9,000 b.p. (-)

• Mixture A (BFB, MG, OG, XC)

• Mixture B (BFB, MG, XC)

Item # Description List Price
9-95-0420-642 Dye Markers $12.99

REAGENTS

Agarose Gels
Agarose, a polysaccharide derivative of agar, is standard medium for 

DNA separation by gel electrophoresis. Sieving properties of agarose gel 

influences rate charged molecules migrate, making it useful in separating 

DNA, RNA and proteins.

Item # Description List Price
Powder
9N-1535613-642 20 g $52.99 

9N-1535614-642 100 g $261.09 
Melt and Pour
9-95-0114-642 400 mL $94.99 
 Pack of 5
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Microscopes to suit all your 
classroom needs!
Frey Scienti� c offers a variety of microscopes for every 
classroom from introductory scopes to specialized instruments 
for speci� c study. If you don’t see what you’re looking for 
contact your Frey Scienti� c sales representative to discuss 
other available options.

OPTIONS TO CONSIDER WHEN SELECTING YOUR 
MICROSCOPE:

■ Compound vs. Stereo Microscopes
Compound microscopes use transmitted light and high 
magni� cation to view translucent sections of material on 
slides. Stereo microscopes use two eyepieces and both 
transmitted and incidental light at lower magni� cation to 
view 3D opaque objects.

■ Digital Microscopes
Digital scopes allow the user to plug the scope into a TV, 
computer, or projector to view and manipulate images in a 
larger format. A variety of connections and resolutions are 
available.

■ Cordless Microscopes
Cordless scopes operate on eco-friendly rechargeable 
batteries, eliminate safety hazards, and expand opportunities 
for use outside the traditional classroom setting. Look for the

 icon throughout this section.

■ Size
Frey Scienti� c offers compact microscopes perfect for the 
smaller hands of elementary and middle school students 
as well as larger, standard-sized scopes for secondary and 
university use.

■ Head Type
Monocular scopes have a single eyepiece for one-on-one 
work. Dual head scopes are great for supervised viewing or 
working in small groups. Advanced binocular scopes have 
two stereoscopic eyepieces and are very sensitive to light 
and detail.

■ Objectives
All our compound scopes have 2x, 4x, and 40x/xR 
objectives. Some allow you to investigate slides in greater 
detail with a 100x/xR objective. Stereo microscopes are 
offered in a variety of magni� cations including � xed, 
variable, and variable zoom.

■ Stage Features

Plain stages only move up and down. Floating or gliding stages 
can be pushed side to side by hand to reposition slides. Add-on 
mechanical stages mount to the top of a plain stage and reposition. 
Mechanical stages are controlled by a mechanism that moves the 
stage precisely from side to side.

HOT ILLUMINATION
Tungsten Incandescent 
Widely available and inexpensive, incandescent bulbs are 
bright but also produce a lot of heat. Not recommended for 
viewing live cultures and specimens.

Halogen
Similar to tungsten incandescent, halogen bulbs are very 
bright, hot and are typically used in high end microscopes. 
Not recommended for viewing live cultures and specimens.

COOL ILLUMINATION
Fluorescent
A cool, bright light perfect for viewing live cultures and 
delicate, heat-sensitive slides.

LED 
With energy-sipping bulbs lasting up to 100,000 hours, 
LED illumination is often the light source of choice for 
educational microscopy. Most models are cordless.

MICROSCOPE ILLUMINATION OPTIONS

Frey Scienti� c Standard 
Size Microscope, 
1396237
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Achromatic: Objective lenses made of 
different types of glass with different 
indexes of refraction delivering a clearer 
image than non-achromatic lenses.

Disc Diaphragm: A disc mounted beneath 
the stage bearing holes of different 
diameters. The disc can be rotated and 
each hole allows a different amount of light 
through the stage opening.

DIN Optics: A German standard for the 
manufacturing of microscope lenses. 
Optics are interchangeable from one DIN 
microscope to another.

Diopter Adjustment: The ability to adjust 
the focus for one eyepiece in a binocular 
or trinocular microscope to compensate for 
the difference in vision between your eyes.

Dual Head: A microscope with two 
eyepieces at an angle to each other. 
Typically one straight and one angled or 
both angled in opposite directions (often 
called dual opposing).

Immersion Oil: Special oil often used 
with 100x/xR objectives to improve the 
resolution of highly-magni� ed images.

Interpupillary Adjustment: The ability to 
adjust the distance between two eyepieces 
on binocular and trinocular microscopes.

Iris Diaphragm: A device mounted 
underneath the stage which slides open 
to allow a fully variable amount of light 
though the stage opening.

Mechanical Stage: A mechanized stage 
which moves on the X-Y plane via knobs 
on the side of the scope. Some mechanical 
stages are graduated for more precise 
movement.

Numerical Aperture (N.A.): Expresses the 
ability of a lens to resolve � ne detail of 
the object being observed. The condenser 
system on a scope should match the N.A. 
of the highest power objective on the 
microscope.

Objective Lens: The lens(es) closest to the 
object being studied. Typically indicated 
as “x” for straight magni� cation or “xR” for 
lenses that are retractable. 

Retractable Lens (xR): A specially designed 
lens for high-magni� cation work in which 
the tip retracts on contact to prevent 
damage to the slide or objective.

Parcentered: An object centered in the 
� eld of view at low magni� cation will 
remain centered when the objective 
is switched.

Parfocalled: An object clearly focused 
in the � eld of view at low magni� cation 
will remain in focus when the objective is 
switched.

Rack and Pinion: A mechanical system 
where a rotating gear moves a toothed 
track. Typically used in focusing 
mechanisms and on mechanical stages.

Rack Stop: The factory-set rack stop limits 
the movement of the stage or objective 
preventing damage to either mechanism.

Reticle: A � ne grid inserted into an 
eyepiece lens allowing the user to measure 
objects viewed through the microscope.

Semi-plan Lens: A high-quality lens that 
increases sharpness and clarity at the 
perimeter of the � eld of view. Displays 
higher perimeter clarity than standard 
achromatic lenses.

Slip Clutch: Prevents further motion 
or pressure if a user continues to turn 
the focus knob once it has reached its 
maximum or minimum height eliminating 
damage to the focusing system.

GLOSSARY OF MICROSCOPE TERMS

Frey Scienti� c 
Stereozoom 
Microscope, 1576671

Frey Scienti� c 
Tablet Digital 
Microscope, 
1540477

Celestron Amoeba Digital 
Microscope, 1435872
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Compact Student Microscopes
These scopes pack all the features of a full size scope in a compact size for smaller hands. Available with a straight "teaching tube" or 360° rotating inclined 

head and coarse-only or dual coarse and fine focus. Features 10x widefield eyepiece, safety rack stop, 88 x 82 mm stage with locked on clips, and disc 

diaphragm. Rugged cast aluminum enameled finish with inclination joint. Includes dustcover. 5 Year Warranty.

Head Type: Monocular straight or inclined

Objectives: Achromatic 4x, 10x, 40xR

Illumination: Mirror, LED, or rechargable LED

Stage: Plain

Focal Adjustment: High position coarse and fine or coarse only

Height: 11.75"

Replacement Bulb: LED – 1474831

Item # Description Head Type Illumination Focus Type List Price

9-531260-642 Compact Student Microscopes Inclined Cordless LED Coarse, and Fine $164.99

9-1473423-642 Compact Student Microscopes Inclined Mirror Coarse, and Fine $121.99

9-091376-642 Compact Student Microscopes Straight LED Coarse $146.69

531260

1473423

091376
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563287

563290

528600

Standard Student Microscopes
Frey Scientific's student microscopes set the standard for middle and high school instruction. Features all the options most commonly used in microscopy 

studies including separate coarse and fine focus, multiple stage types, 100xR oil immersion lenses (select models), and a range of illumination types. 

Tough, enameled aluminum makes this line of Frey scopes a workhorse for your classroom. Includes a vinyl dustcover. Lifetime Warranty.

Head Type: Monocular or Dual-View with 360° rotation

Eyepiece: 10x Widefield with revolving pointer

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40xR, optional 100xR DIN color-coded, parfocalled and parcentered

Illumination: LED

Stage: Plain, Mechanical Specimen Holder, or Mechanical

Focal Adjustment: Low position coarse and fine

Height: 15.5"

Replacement Bulb: 563263 (Incandescent), 578615 (Fluorescent), 1474831 (LED)

Item #  Head Type Illumination Objectives Stage Type  Condenser Type  List Price

9-1396233-642  Monocular Cordless LED 4X, 10X, 40XR Plain  Disc N.A. 0.65 $285.99 

9-528600-642  Monocular LED 4X, 10X, 40XR Plain  Disc N.A. 0.65 $264.99 

9-563287-642  Monocular Corded LED 4X, 10X, 40XR Add-on Mech  Disc N.A. 0.65 $317.99 

9-563299-642  Monocular Corded LED 4X, 10X, 40XR, 100XR Mechanical  Iris N.A. 1.25 $456.59 

9-563290-642  Dual Corded LED 4X, 10X, 40XR Plain  Disc N.A. 0.65 $384.99 

9-1569038-642  Monocular Corded LED 4X, 10X, 40X Mechanical  Iris N.A. 1.25 $399.99
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Frey Scientific® 
Basic Elementary Microscope
This low-cost elementary microscope is 

ideal as a Beginner's microscope. Take this 

microscope with you anywhere: cordless 

feature permits in and out of classroom 

use. Dual LED illumination allows the 

user to view micro specimens or larger 

macro objects at a lower power, while 

large focusing knob provides ease of use. 

Includes: 3 rechargeable NiMH batteries

Item # Description List Price

9-1572989-642 Elementary Microscope $91.99 

Compound Corded 
LED Microscope
Designed to meet any budget, the Ecoline 

Series incorporates a wide range of features. 

The digital features a built-in 3.0 MP live 

imaging camera and included Motic Images 

software. 3-year Limited Warranty. 1-year 

Limited Warranty for camera (D-ELDB Model).

Software Requirements:

Processer: 2Ghz or higher

USB 2.0 

RAM: 1 GB

Hard Disk: 1 GB (Free Space)

Video Card: 120 MB

Item # Size Quantity List Price
Batteries

9-595618-642 AA Pack of 4 $2.17 

Item # Description List Price

9-1473428-642 Monocular $533.29 

9-1473429-642 Binocular $614.69 

9-1473430-642 Binocular-Digital $798.69 

200 Series Compact Microscope
An ideal microscope for teaching microscopy to primary levels through 

middle school. Model 205 is a 45° monocular microscope that supports an 

eyepiece with a 18 mm field of view, similar to larger and more expensive 

models. Crisp optics paired with a rechargeable LED illuminator makes this 

the right choice for your classroom!

Head Type: Monocular

Eyepieces: 10x widefield with pointer

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40xR

Illumination: LED

Stage: Plain with clips

Focal Adjustment: Low position coarse and fine

Item # Description  List Price

9-1396240-642 Microscope $224.99 

9-1474831-642 Replacement LED Light 3.1V $13.99 

Ken-A-Vision® 
Compound Professor Microscopes
The Professor is a compact, cordless microscope—

perfect for introducing students to the world of 

microscopy, and provides up to 300 hours of 

operation with the use of three "AA" batteries 

(sold separately), and a light source equivalent 

to 10 watts. Uniquely designed with durability 

and ease of use with its shock resistant 

construction and non-removable parts. Features 

quality glass optics and 45° inclined head. 

Available individually or as classroom packs 

of 10. Compound Scope is monocular and 

features 40X, 100X, and 400X magnification and 

additional above–stage lighting for viewing 

opaque specimens. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1016996-642 Compound Microscope Each $99.99 

9-1487846-642 Compound Microscope Pack of 10 $799.99 

Elementary 
Microscope

Designed to facilitate teaching 

at the elementary level, this 

microscope has a 45º inclined 

viewing head, LED illumination 

built into the base, an on/

off switch on the base and a 

heavy-duty 3-wire grounded 

cord and plug.

Magnification:

4X, 10X, 10XR

Illumination:

Built-in base cool LED illumination

Height: 11"

Item # Description List Price

9-528599-642 LED $178.99 

9-1474831-642 Replacement LED Light 3.1V $13.99 
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Swift® 
M2250 Series Microscope
Includes all the features you need 

for microscopic exploration at any 

grade level! DIN objectives offer superior 

optical clarity. Student-Proof design, 

reduces the possibility of tampering or 

theft and features. Locked-on eyepiece, 

objectives and stage clips ensure 

that the parts remain on the scope. 

Slip-clutch focus system protects 

gears from over-focusing. 

Inclined monocular head rotates 

360° for ease of use. Quality 

construction assures durability and 

minimal down time.

Head Type: Monocular

Objectives: 4xD, 10xD, and 40xD

Illumination: Tungsten 

incadescent or LED

Stage: Plain

Focal Adjustment:  

Low-position coarse and fine

Height: 15"

Item # Description List Price

9-570593-642 Corded Incandescent $306.69

9-1292820-642 Corded LED $333.29

9-1286851-642 Cordless LED $346.69

Swift M3700 Series Scopes
The Swift M3700 Series continues the Swift tradition for value and 

quality with a brand new exciting look! Packed with standard research 

features, this series is ideal for advanced high school biology, college 

and budget-minded veterinary and medical applications. Combining a 

new design with a built-in handle that encourages proper handling, and 

semi-plan objectives (4x, sealed 40xRD, and 100xRD) this microscope fits 

the needs of taxing clinical and student environments. Includes C-mount 

port for ease of incorporating digital camera (camera sold seperately).

Item # Description Objectives List Price

9-1436884-642 Binocular 4X, 10X, 40XR $906.69

9-1396226-642 Binocular 4X, 10X, 40XR, 100XR $999.99

9-1475148-642 Monocular 4x, 10x, 40xRD, 100xRD $799.99
Swift® M3600 Series 
Compound Microscopes
State-of-the-art features, such 

as a curved handle, variable 

LED illumination, and rounded stage, 

are just some of the reasons why this 

quality microscope is ideal for high schools. 

Its "classroom-resistant" design features all 

metal parts; one-piece, tamper-proof 

eyetube and illuminator housing; 

locked on eyepieces, objectives 

and spring loaded stage clips; plastic 

iris diaphragm shield; slip clutch system; 

and unique "C-wrench" that lets teachers 

control focus tension. Reversed 

nosepiece allows clear access to 

stage for slide manipulation and 

patented graduated eyepiece 

scale simplifies specimen 

measurement. Cordless and 

rechargeable, scope operates for up 

to 50 hours on an 8-hour charge. Includes C-mount adapter for 

ease of incorporating digital camera (camera sold separately).

Head Type: Monocular

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40xR or 100xR DIN

Illumination: Cordless rechargeable or corded LED

Stage: Plain or Mechanical (advanced only)

Focal Adjustment: Low-position coarse and fine

Item # Illumination Stage Type Magnification List Price

9-1330020-642 Cordless LED Plain 4x, 10x, 40xR $453.29

9-1396224-642 Corded LED Plain 4X, 10X,40XR $425.29

9-1390172-642 Corded LED Mechanical 4X,10X,40XR $506.69

9-1330021-642 Cordless LED Mechanical 4X,10X,40XR,100XR $559.99

9-1396225-642 Corded LED Mechanical 4X,10X,40XR,100XR $559.99

Swift M10
Taking design cues from the popular M10 LCD Series, the non-digital 

M10 compound microscope expands your options. Ideal for high school, 

advanced studies, and professional applications.

Head Type: Binocular

Objective: semi-plan 4x, 10x, 40xR, and 100xR

Illumination: Corded LED

Stage Type: Mechanical

Item # Description List Price

9-1436885-642 Swift M10 $1,199.99
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Ken-A-Vision® Comprehensive Scope 2
A professional instrument priced to fit an educational budget, this scope sports a modern, modular 

design on a very stable base. Operates anywhere you need it on rechargeable NiMH batteries that 

last up to 40 hours on an 8-hour charge, or the USB/AC adaptor, which conveniently stores in the unit. 

Features patented LED bright white light with long bulb life, reverse nosepiece for easy slide insertion 

and manipulation, and built in carry handle. Ten-year warranty.

Head Type: Monocular, Dual-viewing Binocular, Trinocular

Eyepiece: 10x widefield with pointer

Objectives: Achromatic 4X, 10x, 40xR or 100xR DIN

Illumination: LED with rheostat

Stage: Plain or Mechanical

Focal Adjustment: Coaxial coarse and fine

Item # Description Head Type Illumination Objectives Stage Type Condenser Type List Price

9-1324384-642 Scope 2 Monocular LED 4x, 10x, 40xR Fixed 0.65 N.A. Disc $390.99

9-1444901-642 Scope 2 Monocular LED 4x, 10x, 40xR Mechanical 1.25 N.A. Abbe $438.99

9-1408775-642 Scope 2 Monocular LED 4x, 10x 40xR, 100xR Mechanical 1.25 N.A. Abbe $478.99

9-1324385-642 Scope 2 Dual-Viewing LED 4x, 10x, 40xR Fixed 0.65 N.A. Disc $439.99

9-1324386-642 Scope 2 Binocular LED 4x,10x,40xR,100xR Mechanical 1.25 N.A. Abbe $768.99

Ken-A-Vision® Cordless Prepscope 2
The perfect microscope for beginners! Features 10X widefield eyepiece with pointer, inclined, 360° rotating 

head, and built-in NiMH rechargeable batteries. Ken-A-Vision Cool Lighting provides 100,000 hours of life 

at an operating temperature of 75ºF. Full battery recharge for cordless operation complete in 8 hours. 

Rechargable using USB or plug in power supply. 10-year warranty (excludes battery and bulb).

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40xR

Illumination: LED

Stage: Fixed

Focal Adjustment: Low-position coarse only

Item # Description List Price

9-1409945-642 Monocular $178.99

9-1408253-642 Dual-Viewing $229.99

Item # Description   List Price

9-1404998-642 Monocular $210.99

9-1409942-642 Dual-Viewing $286.99

9-1396247-642 Binocular-100X $428.99

Ken-A-Vision® Cordless Corescope
This compact 3/4 size microscope with multidirectional round floating stage and 

coaxial coarse and fine focusing knobs is easier for students to use. Features extra 

large 10X widefield eyepiece with pointer; reverse nose piece, DIN objectives; and 

slip clutch to prevent damage to focusing mechanism. Rechargable using USB or 

plug in power supply.

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40xR

Illumination: Ken-A-Vision Cool Lighting

Stage: Floating

Focal Adjustment: Low-position coaxial
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Advanced Cordless Rechargeable LED Microscope
This cordless, rechargeable microscope offers complete mobility! 

LED illumination and enhanced optics provide clear sharp images with 

out the traditional problems caused by other light sources. Features 

include, 360-degree rotating monocular head with 10X wide field eyepiece; 

full sized DIN Achromatic 4X, 10X, and 40X objectives; Iris diaphragm 

110 x 120 mm adjustable stage; coarse and fine focusing with slip-clutch 

to prevent damage to slides; rechargeable NiHM batteries with 

1000 charge life and more! Includes power cord for charging batteries.

Item # Description  List Price

9-131-3332-642 Microscope $228.99

9-1474831-642 Replacement LED Light 3.1V $13.99

200 Series Advanced Binocular Microscope
Features a 30° inclined, rotating Seidentopf head for comfortable viewing, 

low drive mechanical stage, parfocalled, parcentered and color-coded 

DIN objectives. The LED bulb is rated up to 50,000 hours. Includes 1.25 N.A. 

Abbe condenser with spiral focusing mount, iris diaphragm.

Head Type: Seidentopf binocular

Eyepieces: 10x, 18 mm, with pointer

Objectives: Achromat 4x, 10x, 40xR and sealed 100xR DIN

Illumination: LED

Stage: True mechanical

Focal Adjustment: Coaxial coarse and fine

Item # Description List Price

9-1396236-642 Binocular Microscope $714.99

C-Mount Port

1569040

200 Series Advanced Microscopes
This all new design features a 45° inclined, monocular head for comfortable viewing, low drive 

mechanical stage, parfocalled, parcentered and color-coded DIN objectives. The LED bulb is rated 

up to 50,000 hours and the economical AA NiMH rechargeable batteries on cordless models can 

be charged 1,000 times. Each 8-hour charge provides up to 50 hours of continuous use. Includes 

C-mount port for ease of incorporating digital camera (camera sold separately).

Head Type: Monocular 

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40xR, 100xR 

Condenser Type: 0.65 NA or 1.25 Abbe

Stage: Clips or Mechanical 

Illumination: Cordless LED 

Warranty: Lim.Life

Item # Head Type  Illumination Objectives  Stage Type Condenser Type List Price

9-1396237-642 Monocular Corded LED 4X, 10X, 40XR Plain Disc N.A. 0.65 $348.99 

9-1438200-642 Monocular Cordless LED 4X,10X, 40XR Plain Disc N.A. 0.65 $368.99 

9-1396238-642 Monocular Corded LED 4X,10X, 40XR Mechanical Iris N.A. 1.25 $448.99 

9-1396239-642 Monocular Corded LED 4X, 10X, 40XR, 100XR Mechanical Iris N.A. 1.25 $528.99 

9-1438201-642 Monocular Cordless LED 4X, 10X, 40XR, 100XR Mechanical Iris N.A. 1.25 $548.99 

9-1569040-642 Monocular Cordless LED 4X, 10X, 40XR, 100XR Plain Iris N.A. 1.25 $614.99 
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University Microscopes
Frey Scientific University microscopes offer superb optical clarity 

and resolution and meet the demands of secondary schools as 

well as universities and laboratories. All scopes feature a choice of 

ASC(high‑contrast) or new upgraded Semi‑Plan DIN 4x, 10x, 40xR, 

and 100xR(oil) objectives, 1.25 Abbe condenser with iris, filter holder, 

graduated coaxial focus with tension adjustment and calibrated fine 

focus with a large, built‑in low profile, ball bearing mechanical stage. 

Includes dustcover.

Head type: Monocular, binocular or trinocular Objectives: ASC or 

NEW Semi‑plan Illumination: NEW energy‑efficient, bright LED 

Stage: Mechanical Focal adjustment: Coaxial Height: 15.5‑18 inches 

approximately

Item # Head Type Objectives List Price

9-1569041-642 Monocular Semi-Plan $665.29 

9-1569043-642 Binocular Semi-Plan $833.29 

9-1569044-642 Bincoular ASC objectives $867.99 

9-1569042-642 Trinocular Semi-Plan $1,133.29 

1569041 15690431569042

Ken-A-Vision® 
Comprehensive Scope 2 
Advanced Microscope
The Comprehensive Scope 2 line is 

affordable, durable and student‑friendly. 

Ideal for entry level to advanced science 

courses, it comes equipped with all of our 

Comprehensive Scope 2 line key 

features, including the exclusive 

built‑in carrying handle and a 

secure storage compartment 

for the charger. This binocular 

microscope is enhanced with a 

mechanical stage and 100x(S) oil 

immersion lens.

Head Type: Siedentopf Binocular, 

30˚ incline, 360˚ rotatable, 2 eyepieces

Objectives: 4×, 10×, 40×S, 

100×S DIN Achromat

Illumination: Bright and cool LED 

white light

Stage: Mechanical; coated 130× 120mm, 

coaxial lower position separate knobs for X and Y movement with rack & 

pinion; 1.25NA Abbé Condenser and Iris Diaphragm

Item # Description List Price

9-1585762-642 Comprehensive Scope 2 $868.99 

Ken-A-Vision® 
Dual Purpose Comprehensive Scope 2
These professionally equipped compound 

microscopes incorporate limited stereo 

microscope capability, yet are priced within the 

educational budget. The series offers quality 

optics (DIN), mechanics, and features available 

in three options: Monocular, Dual‑Viewing, 

and Binocular heads. Features include 

separate top light for viewing large, macro or 

opaque specimens, bottom light for standard 

microscope slides, light rheostat for better 

light control, and limited stereo capabilities 

with 100X magnification. Rechargable 

using USB or plug in power supply.

Eyepiece: 10X widefield with pointer

Objective Lens: 2X, 4X, 10X, 40XR 

DIN Achromatic

Lighting: Above and below stage

Stage: x/y floating

Focal Adjustment: Coaxial Coarse and Fine

Item # Head Type List Price

9-1017001-642 Monocular   $448.99 

9-1304452-642 Dual-Viewing   $498.99 

9-1407842-642 Binocular $598.99 
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Ken-A-Vision® 
Professor Stereo Microscopes
The Professor is a compact, cordless 

microscope—perfect for introducing 

students to the world of microscopy, 

and provides up to 300 hours of 

operation with the use of three "AA" 

batteries (sold separately), and a 

light source equivalent to 10 watts. 

Uniquely designed with durability and 

ease of use with its shock resistant 

construction and non-removable parts. 

Features quality glass optics and 45° 

inclined head. Available individually or as 

classroom packs of 10. Stereo Scope is 

binocular and features 20X magnification.

Compact Fixed Head 
Stereo Microscopes

All the quality features and 

versatility of larger stereo models, 

in a compact size. Ideal size for 

elementary and middle school, 

rugged enough for high school. 

Choose low magnification for 

a wide field of view, then high 

magnification for close-up detail. 

LED versions provide 50 hours 

of use on an eight-hour charge.

Eyepieces: 10x WF, 

left-side diopter adjustment, 55–75 mm 

interpupillary adjustment

Head Type: Binocular Fixed

Magnification: Dual

Illumination: 3-way LED 

or Incandescent

Height: 12"

Item # Size Quantity List Price
Batteries

9-595618-642 AA Pack of 4 $2.17 

Item#  Description  Quantity List Price

9-1016998-642 Stereo Microscope Each $109.99 

9-1487847-642 Stereo Microscope Pack of 10 $889.99 

Compact 
Fixed Magnification 
Stereo Microscopes
This rugged microscope is 

designed for dissecting work 

and for viewing 3D specimens 

at low to medium magnification. 

The microscopes feature a 

45° incline, including a viewing head that 

is post mounted to permit 360° rotation. 

The paired eyepieces have rubber shields 

for added comfort. Features reversible 

and frosted stage plates, and two or 

three way illumination. 

Includes instructions and 

vinyl dustcover.

Item # Head Type  Illumination Magnification List Price

9-1473424-642 Inclined Top/Bottom 20X $219.99 

9-578645-642 Inclined Top/Bottom 30X $219.99 

Item # Focus Type List Price
 Corded

9-1396241-642 10X and 30X $264.99 

9-1396243-642 20X and 40X $264.99 
Cordless LED

9-1396242-642 10X and 30X $294.99 

9-1396244-642 20X and 40X $294.99 

Basic Zoom 
Stereo Microscope
An exceptional stereo 

zoom microscope at an 

exceptionally low price. 

By simply turning 

the objective turret, 

magnification can be 

changed from 10x to 30x, 

and every point in between. 

Achromatic optical system 

provides sharp, parfocalled 

image throughout the zoom 

range, without having to refocus.

Eyepieces: 10x WF with 

left diopter adjustment, 

interpupillary adjustment from 

55–75 mm

Head Type: Binocular 

45° inclined

Magnification: 

Zoom 10x to 30X

Illumination: 3-way 

halogen and fluorescent

Height: 12.5"

Replacement Bulb: Top - 501225, Bottom - 578615

Item # Head Type  List Price

9-598324-642 Binocular $545.99 

Item # Description List Price
Replacement Bulbs

9-501225-642 12 V/ 10 W Halogen Top Bulb $11.99 

9-578615-642 5W Fluorescent Bottom Bulb $11.99 
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Swift SM100 LED Stereomicroscopes
Swift presents an all-new stereomicroscope for the education market. 

The SM100 series features three different magnification models to suit 

your classroom needs, and corded/cordless LED options to keep your 

scopes running all day long. Features student-proof features like locked on 

eyepieces, slip-clutch protection system, built-in handle, and cord hanger. 

Includes reversible stage plate. Trinocular version includes C-mount port 

for ease of incorporating digital camera (camera not included).

Eyepieces: 10X Widefield

Head Type: Binocular 45° Incline

Magnification: Dual or Zoom

Illumination: Corded or Cordless LED

Item# Head Type Magnification List Price
Corded

9-1396227-642  Binocular 10X and 30X $466.69 

9-1396228-642  Binocular 20X and 40X $439.99 

9-1396229-642 Binocular 10X to 30X Zoom $639.99 
Rechargeable

9-1396230-642 Binocular 10X and 30X $466.69 

9-1396231-642  Binocular 20X and 40X $466.69 

9-1396232-642  Binocular 10X to 30X Zoom $666.69 

9-1569045-642 Trinocular 10X to 30X Zoom $799.99 

Fluorescent Variable Magnification  
Stereo Microscope

Combines the features of 

our popular Deluxe Stereo 

model with fluorescent 

illumination for greater 

light efficiency and cooler 

operation. Inclined viewing head 

rotates 360. Features reversible 

and frosted stage plates, rack 

and pinion focusing with tension 

adjustment, and blue filter 

for transmitted light. Includes 

instructions and vinyl dustcover.

Eyepieces: 10x WF, 55–75 mm 

diopter adjustment

Head Type: Binocular 45° incline

Magnification: Dual

Illumination: 3-way fluorescent

Height: 13.5"

Replacement Bulb: Top and 

Bottom—578615

Item#  Objectives List Price

9-563311-642 20X and 40X $434.99 

Item # Description List Price
Replacement Bulbs

9-578615-642 5W Fluorescent Bottom Bulb $11.99 

Advanced Zoom  
Stereo Microscope

Turn the zoom control knob on either 

side of the head for continuous 

magnification from 10x-40x times 

with the image remaining in sharp 

focus throughout zoom range. 

Choose trinocular head for use 

with cameras or binocular 

style head. Trinocular 

model includes 2.0X SLR 

photo adapter ("T" mount 

not included) and0.4X video 

"C" mount. Includes reversible and 

frosted stage plates, instruction 

and  vinyl dustcover.

Eyepieces: 10x WF, 54–78 mm 

diopter adjustment

Head Type: Binocular 45° incline or 

Trinocular port

Magnification: Zoom 10x to 40x

Illumination: 3-way 

halogen and fluorescent

Height: 13.75"

Replacement 

Bulb: Top—501193, 

Bottom—578615

Item# Head Type List Price

9-501195-642 Binocular $668.99

9-501196-642 Trinocular $805.99

Item # Description List Price
Replacement Bulbs

9-501193-642 12V 15W Halogen Top Bulb $15.99 
Fluorescent

9-578615-642 5W Fluorescent Bottom Bulb $11.99 
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StereoZoom Microscope
Designed for high school grade levels, this stereo zoom microscope offers 

an exceptional range of magnification at an economical price. It allows 

students to view objects at a lower magnification, then zoom all the way 

to a higher magnification for an exciting close-up view. Includes a dust 

cover. 3 year limited warranty.

Head Type: Binocular

Magnification: 7X to 45X

Objectives: 1:6 zoom 

Stand: Fixed arm

Illumination: Dual-LED

Item # Head Type List Price

9-1576671-642 Binocular $643.49 

Tri-Power Stereo Microscope
Ideal for elementary, middle and high school grade levels. Perfect for 

every budget! This tri-power design offers three magnifications in one 

stereo microscope. Includes dust cover and rubber eyeshields. 3 year 

llimited warranty.

Head Type: Binocular

Magnification: 10X, 20X and 40X

Objectives: 1X, 2X, 4X 

Stand: Fixed arm

Illumination: Dual-LED

Item # Head Type List Price

9-1576672-642 Binocular $362.69 

Ken-A-Vision® Vision Scope 2 Stereomicroscope
The VisionScope 2 offers a built-in carrying handle, a wide and sturdy base, 

and an easily adjustable rack-and-pinion focusing system. This microscope 

delivers robust functionality in a sleek design and is ideal for use in the 

classroom or in the field. Features bright LED top and bottom lighting, 

reversible stage plate.

Item# Objectives  Magnification List Price

9-1444902-642 1x, 3x 10X $448.99 

9-1396249-642 2x, 4x 10X $432.29 

9-1444905-642 Zoom 0.7x - 4.5x 10X $798.99 

Item # Description List Price
Replacement Bulbs

9-578573-642 15W/ 120V Tungsten Bulb $6.69 

9-1328182-642 10W/ 12V Tungsten Bulb $9.29 

Variable Magnification Stereo Microscopes
This series of stereo 

microscopes gives precise 

optical alignment assuring 

a 3D, upright, un-reversed 

image that is unsurpassed 

for use in education or industry. 

Choice of magnification with 

paired objectives that are parfocalled, 

parcentered and achromatic. Features 

360° rotating head, locked-on stage 

clips, reversible and frosted stage plates, 

and blue filter. Includes instructions and 

vinyl dustcover.

Eyepieces: 10x WF, 50–75 mm diopter adjustment

Head Type: Binocular 45° incline

Magnification: Dual

Illumination: 3-way tungsten 

incandescent

Height: 13.5"

Replacement Bulb: Top—1328182, 

Bottom—578573 

Item # Objectives List Price

9-563275-642 1x and 3x $364.99 

9-563278-642 2x and 4x $364.99 
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Ken-A-Vision® Comparson Scope 2
Ken-A-Vision® Comparison Scope 2 Microscope with mechanical stage and 

abbe condenser is suitable for teaching forensics as well as comparative 

sciences. It is a perfect classroom microscope. The binocular head has 

two 10x eyepieces - one with an integrated pointer - set at in a 30° angle 

for comfortable both-eyes-open observations that preserves stereoscopic 

vision with a depth of field that monocular heads are unable to provide. 

This 3-D vision is especially important when viewing objects like coins, 

fabrics, stones, and just about anything beyond slides.

Head Type: 30° inclined Seidentopf binocular

Objectives: 2X. 4X, 10X, 40X

Focus Type: Low-position coaxial coarse and fine focus. Dual knobs for 

left/right-hand use

Item # Description List Price

9-1489114-642 Comparison Scope 2 $2,248.99

Swift® Comparison Microscope
Swift's comparison microscope offers professional features at a 

competitive price. Use revolutionary technology to compare images in 

both micro and macro scale. The dedicated macro lens, with a large 

working distance, allows viewing of larger, more bulky items. The 

powerful optical system permits full left, full right, side-by-side, and 

overlapping viewing. Attach any C-mount ready imaging device with 

included adapter for digital image analysis.

Head Type: 30˚ Seidentopf trinocular, 360˚ rotatable Eyepiece

Objectives: Dual 1x, 4x, 10x, 40x DIN

Illumination: LED

Stage: Dual floating with clips

Focal Adjustment: Coaxial coarse and fine

Item # Head Type List Price

9-1396223-642 Seidentopf Trinocular $2,466.69

Swift® M3 Micro/Macro Microscope
Get two microscopes in one! Students can view microscopic specimens using the compound 

objectives (4X, 10X, and 40X) and macroscopic specimens using the 2X macro objective. To switch 

from compound to macro, simply change the objectives and adjust the stage position. Through its 

unique objective configuration, the M3 achieves a magnification range of 20X-400X. Ideal for both 

classroom and field work, this compact, cordless scope features energy efficient LED illumination, 

durable all-metal construction and ergonomic carry handle. Sturdy, detachable tripod legs provide 

stability on rugged outdoor surfaces; fold for easy storage. Includes microscopic stage plate and 

clear macro collection container. Cordless rechargeable.

Head Type: Binocular

Eyepiece: W10XD, 18 mm

Objectives: DIN Achromatic 4x, 10xD, 40xRD for micro use; DIN Achromatic 1XRD for macro use

Illumination: Top and bottom LED

Stage: Stage clips

Item # Description List Price

9-1330018-642 Micro/Macro Microscope $719.99

NEW
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MicroPro™  
48-Piece Microscope Set
Introduce your students to 

the world of microscopy with 

this economic microscope. 

Features power settings of 

50X to 100X, 200X to 400X, 

and 450X to 900X. Includes 

prepared specimens, blank 

plastic slides and cover slips, 

slide labels and dropper.

Item # Size Quantity List Price
Batteries

9-595618-642 AA Pack of 4 $2.17

Elementary  
Microscope

This low-cost elementary 

microscope is ideal as a 

Beginner's microscope. Take this 

microscope with you anywhere: 

cordless feature permits in and 

out of classroom use. Dual LED 

illumination allows the user 

to view micro specimens or 

larger macro objects at a lower 

power, while large focusing 

knob provides ease of use. 

Includes: 3 rechargeable NiMH 

batteries. Grades 2+

MicroPro™ Elite 98-Piece Microscope Set
Glass optics and power settings from 50X to 900X provide superior 

precision viewing. Kit includes professionally prepared slides as well as 

everything you need to make your own specimen slides. Features a camera 

mount so you can photograph your findings and a projection/drawing device 

to display images for tracing or group viewing. Includes a built-in color-filter 

wheel, interchangeable eyepieces and diecast metal body.

Item # Description List Price

9-387419-642 Microscope Set $100.49

Ken-A-Vision® 
Professor Microscopes
The Professor is a compact, cordless microscope—perfect for introducing 

students to the world of microscopy, and provides up to 300 hours of 

operation with the use of three "AA" batteries (sold separately), and a light 

source equivalent to 10 watts. Uniquely designed with durability and ease 

of use with its shock resistant construction and non-removable parts. 

Features quality glass optics and 45° inclined head. Available individually or 

as classroom packs of 10.

Compound Scope is monocular features 40X, 100X, and 400X 

magnification and additional above–stage lighting for viewing 

opaque specimens.

Stereo Scope is binocular and features 20X magnification.

Item#  Description  Quantity List Price

9-1016996-642 Compound Microscope Each $99.99
9-1487846-642 Compound Microscope  Pack of 10 $799.99
9-1016998-642 Stereo Microscope  Each $109.99
9-1487847-642 Stereo Microscope  Pack of 10 $889.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1572989-642 Elementary Microscope $91.99

®

Item# Description  List Price

9-387420-642 48 Piece Microscope Set $54.49

Celestron® Microscope Kit
The perfect tool for the budding 

scientist, a microscope with 

magnification from 40x to 600x. At high 

power, it's ideally suited for examining 

specimen slides of yeasts and molds, 

cultures, plant and animal parts, fibers, 

bacteria, and more. Use the lower 

magnifications to examine objects like 

coins, rocks, insects, and more. Start out 

by using the provided specimen slides, 

and then create some of your own! 

Includes 3 prepared, 2 blank, and 

1 well slides, 3 specimens, 

light diffuser, needle probe, 

eye dropper and tweezers.

Item# Description List Price

9-1528379-642 Microscope Kit $63.89
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Digital Microscopy CD-ROM
We are pleased to include a copy of our exclusive Digital Microscopy CD-ROM featuring a virtual lab 

experience, interactive animations, and tutorials (a $99.95 value) with each of our Frey Scientific®, 

Ken-A-Vision®, Motic®, and Swift® digital microscopes.

See additional details on page 281.

Digital Compound Microscope with Tablet
Combining an 8" tablet screen with an advanced compound microscope 

offers unlimited possibilities. View and share live images on the screen. 

Preloaded Moti Connect App allows for image capture, annotation, 

measurement and sharing. Wi-Fi signal permits the user to connect 

to a computer and utilize Motic Images Plus software included. This 

microscope integrates quality construction, with tablet technology to be an 

all-in-one digital microscope that is fully-functional without a computer. 

Objectives: Semi-plan

Illumination: LED

Stage: Built-in low-drive mechanical stage

Tablet: 8 inch LCD touch Screen tablet, USB, Wi-Fi and HDMI interface

Tablet resolution: USB 1280x 720 / 1280x1024 preview mode, 

2592X19444 (5MP) still image Wi-Fi 1280x960 preview mode, 1280x960 

(1.3MP) still image resolution.

Software: Motic Images Plus, Pre-loaded Moti Connect App (on tablet)

Warranty: Limited Lifetime warranty on microscope, 1 year limited  

on tablet

Item # Description List Price

9-1536913-642 Microscope with Tablet $2,266.69 

Microscope with Built-in Tablet
This series is the first education-level microscopes to offer a fully 

functional tablet and simultaneous viewing through a traditional eyepiece. 

These microscopes feature live image viewing on an 8 inch tablet that 

encourages student engagement in a classroom environment. Pre-loaded 

Moti Connect Apps allows for image capture, annotation, measurement 

and sharing. Wi-Fi digital tablet transmits live images to IOS or Android 

devices. Images can also be captured and stored with optional micro SD 

card. The HDMI output projects live images on an HD monitor or projector. 

Combining quality construction, a versatile digital camera, high resolution 

tablet and multiple outputs, this is an all-in-one digital microscope that is 

completely functional without a computer.

Features include:

•  Tablet with USB and Wi-Fi interface resolution: USB 

1280X 720 / 1280x1024 preview mode, 592X1944 (5MP) still image

•  Wi-Fi: 1280X960 preview mode, 1280x960 (1.3MP) still image

• LED illumination

• Mini HDMI

• Micro SD card slot

•  Model # 1540476 has smaller footprint with all the same series features

• Achromat objectives

Item # Objectives List Price

9-1540476-642 4x, 10x, 40x      $906.69 

9-1540477-642 4x, 10X, 40XR      $1,048.99 

9-1540478-642 4x, 10x, 40XR, 100X      $1,198.69 

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Advanced Trinocular Compound 
Microscope with Tablet

Combining the features of 

Frey Scientific's University 

level microscope with an 

integrated 8 inch tablet, this 

offers the latest in digital 

imaging. The tablet screen 

allows students to view 

and share live images. 

Pre‑loaded Moti Connect 

Apps allow for image capture, 

annotation, measurement and 

sharing. The built‑in WiFi signal 

permits the user to connect to a 

tablet or computer, to then utilize the 

included Motic Images Plus software.

Features Include:

• 8 inch touch screen tablet

•  Built‑in camera for still images and 

video clips

• HDMI output

• USB and WiFi interface

• LED illumination

• Coaxial fine and coarse focus system

•  4x,10x,40xR,100xR 

Semi‑Plan objectives

•  Warranty: Limited Lifetime on 

microscope, (excluding bulb, fuse, and 

cord) 1 year on tablet screen

Ken-A-Vision® Kena™ 3-in-1 Digital Microscope
Includes Frey's Digital Microscopy Curriculum CD featuring 

an interactive virtual lab, digital tutorials, assessment mode, 

interactive animations, lessons with student handouts, glossary 

and curriculum correlation—FREE!

This digital microscope is suited to classroom and field! The Kena enables 

students to magnify, capture, or modify images and fits snugly in the 

hand or onto the sturdy metal base. Features Applied Vision™ Plug‑N‑Play 

software, USB powered LED top, and battery powered bottom illumination 

for viewing objects and slides. 20X, 40X, and 100X magnifications. With 

only a few moving parts and low energy usage, it is an ideal, green 

classroom solution.

Item # Description List Price

9-1321221-642 Kena Digital Microscope $327.29

LED Digital 
Microscope

Make your classroom 

cordless with cool LED 

technology! Features LED 

illumination with the equivalent 

brightness of a 20 W tungsten 

bulb, 10x widefield eyepiece with 

pointer, achromatic, parfocalled, 

and parcentered objectives, and a 

1.25 N. A. Abbe condenser, and iris 

diaphragm. Includes calibration slide 

and USB cable.

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 

40xR, 100xR

Illumination: LED

Stage: Mechanical

Focal Adjustment: Low position 

coarse and fine

Replacement Bulb: 025‑6740

Camera: 1.3 MP

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Motic Images 

Plus (PC & Mac)

Item # Description List Price

9-529298-642 Microscope $674.69

9-1474831-642 Replacement LED Light 3.1V $13.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1577657-642 Microscope w/ Tablet $1,998.69

WiFi Digital Microscopes
Representing the 

latest in educational 

technology, DCX 

Series is the first 

WiFi digital microscope 

series. Like the Moticam X, 

these WiFi digital microscopes 

transmit their live images to iOS 

or Android devices. The series 

features high‑speed, full resolution 

technology. Create your own WiFi 

network and share your images live!

Software Requirements:

Processor: 2Ghz or higher 

RAM: 1 GB

Hard Disk: 500 MB 

(Free Space)

Video Card: 128 MB

WiFi Adapter

Android or iOS ready device

Camera Specs: 1.3MP

Warranty: 1473433 ‑ 

Microscope ‑ 5 year; 

Camera 1 year 1473434 & 

1473435 Microscope ‑ Lifetime; 

Camera‑ 1 year

Item # Objectives Focus Type List Price

9-1473433-642 4x, 10x, 40x Coarse and Fine $599.99

9-1473434-642 4x, 10x, 40xR Coaxial $999.99

9-1473435-642 4x, 10x, 40xR, 100x Coaxial $1,066.69
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Ken-A-Vision® Multi-Charger 3
Plug it into the wall power outlet, connect up to eight microscopes, and 

in just eight hours, it will completely charge the NiMH batteries in the 

connected microscopes. A microprocessor in each charging slot monitors 

charging to prevent overcharging, and LED lights let you know if it is still 

charging or finished. The multi-charger has a unique USB charging system 

that allows the user to charge their cordless microscopes by a USB port. 

Includes 8 USB charging cords.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1509913-642 Multi-Charger 3 $294.99

Swift® M3600 Series  
Cordless Digital Microscopes
Features a new look and a 3.0 megapixel 

built-in digital camera. Energy-efficient, 

variable, cordless LED illumination 

provides white light with virtually no heat. 

Ideal for capturing images and projecting 

live specimen. Includes Motic Images Plus 

software. Windows XP, Vista, 7, and 

Mac OSX compatible.

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40xR, and 100xR 

Achromat objectives

Illumination: Cordless LED

Stage: Built-in low drive mechanical

Focal Adjustment: Low position 

coarse and fine

Camera: 3.0MP

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Motic Images Plus

Item # Description List Price

9-1436881-642 4x 10x 40xR $933.29
9-1436882-642 4x 10x 40xR 100xR $1,026.69

Swift® M2252 Digital Compound Microscope
Capture digital images through your microscope and export them to your 

computer or laptop. With built-in camera, this monocular digital microscope 

comes standard with 40x sealed objective, 18 mm eyepiece, separate 

coarse and fine focusing, built-in mechanical stage, and substage 1.25 Abbe 

condenser. LED illumination with variable control produces cool, white light 

that lasts up to 50,000 hours. Motic Net and Motic Trace compatible

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40x Achromat

Illumination: LED

Stage: Mechanical

Focal Adjustment: Low-position coarse and fine

Camera: 3.0MP

Connection: USB

Software: Motic Images Plus

Item # Description List Price

9-1292819-642 Compound Microscope $799.99

Ken-A-Vision® Digital CoreScope 2
Add digital microscopy to your classroom—affordably! Capture clear, 

sharp images directly to your computer or use as a standard or digital 

microscope. Features 10x widefield eyepiece; DIN objectives; built-in 

CMOS camera. Ten-year warranty on scope, one-year on camera.  

EduCam capatible.

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40xR

Illumination: LED

Stage: Floating or mechanical stage

Focal Adjustment: Low-position coaxial

Camera: HD 1080P (2.07 MP)

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Ken-A-Vision Applied Vision™

Item # Description List Price

9-1409944-642 Floating Stage $527.99 

9-1474905-642 Mechanical Stage $649.99 
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Advanced 
Digital Microscope
Now with built in digital 

3.0 MP camera, this 

microscope offers a new 

standard of precision optics 

and rugged construction to suit 

any classroom needs. Preferred 

by teachers, the corded LED 

illumination system provides 

optimum image brightness.

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40x, 

optional 100x 

Illumination: Corded LED 

rated 50,000 hours

Stage: Mechanical

Focus: Separate fine and coarse 

focus adjustment

Replacement Bulb: 1474831

Camera: 3.0MP

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Motic Images 

Plus included

 University Digital Microscope
This full-featured microscope is designed for 

university and laboratory 

use. Features include 

upgraded semi-plan 

objectives for superior 

optical clarity and reliable 

mechanical engineering for 

years of top performance. In 

addition, this microscope has 18mm, 

10X widefield eyepieces, and 1.25 N.A. 

Abbe condenser with iris and reverse 

position objective turret for easy slide 

manipulation. Includes Motic Imaging 

software for image capture, 

annotation and measurement.

Objectives; Semi-plan 4x, 10x,  

40xR, 100xR

Illumination: Energy-efficient LED

Focal adjustment: Coaxial coarse 

and fine focusing controls. 

Coarse has tension adjustment, 

fine is graduated.

Camera: Built-in 3.0 MP

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Motic Images Plus 

Software (PC and MAC)

Warranty: Limited lifetime on microscope excluding bulb and cords,  

1 year limited on camera

Ken-A-Vision® Digital Comprehensive Scope 2
With EduCam app for iOS and Android! This 

digital microscope combines the proven optical 

success of the Comprehensive Scope 2 series 

and the advanced imaging technology of 

the FlexCam 2, this microscope offers a built-

in 5 megapixel digital camera and advanced 

features that enhance student learning 

and achievement. A cost-effective and 

easy-to-use solution that lets you take 

digital pictures, annotate images, record 

video, and project images on a computer 

screen or interactive whiteboard. 

EduCam compatible.

Objectives: 

Achromatic 4X, 10X, 40XR, 100XR

Illumination: LED with rheostat

Stage: Mechanical

Focal Adjustment: 

Coaxial coarse and fine

Camera: 5 MP CMOS / HD 1080P

Resolution: Up to 2595 x 1944

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: 

Ken-A-Vision Applied Vision 4™

Warranty: 10 year limited on microscope; 1 year 

limited on camera 

Item # Description List Price

9-1577552-642 Digital Microscope $1,823.29

Item # Description List Price

9-1448865-642 Monocular $899.99 

9-1448866-642 Binocular $1,309.99

Ken-A-Vision® 
Digital Dual Purpose Comprehensive Scope
Combines a standard compound microscope with limited 

stereo microscope capability with addition of 

an upper LED light. This microscope offers 

a built-in 5.0 megapixel digital camera and 

advanced features that enhance student 

learning and achievement. A cost-effective 

and easy-to-use solution that lets you take 

digital pictures, annotate images, record 

video, and project images on a computer 

screen or interactive whiteboard. 

EduCam compatible.

Objectives: Achromatic 2x, 4x, 10x, 

40xR DIN 

Illumination: LED (top and bottom)

Stage: Mechanical with stage clips

Focal Adjustment: Low-position 

coaxial coarse and fine

Camera: 

5.0 MP CMOS 1080p HD

Connection: USB

Software: 

Ken-A-Vision Applied Vision 4™

Warranty: 10 year limited on 

microscope; 1 year limited on camera 

Item # Description List Price

9-1459437-642 Monocular   $902.99 

9-1459450-642 Binocular $1,483.79 

Item # Description List Price

9-1540479-642 4x, 10x, 40x and 100x $998.99 

9-1602274-642 4x, 10x and 40x $1,173.29 

9-1474831-642 Replacement LED Light 3.1V $13.99 
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Advanced Trinocular Compound Microscope with 
HDMI Camera

Superior in design and in performance, this trinocular compound 

microscope incorporates a wide range of features designed for advanced 

high school and university use. Superb optical clarity and reliable 

mechanical engineering assure years of top performance. LED illumination, 

4x, 10xR, 40xR, and 100xR Semi-plan objectives. Included Moticam 1080L 

HDMI camera turns this microscope series into an instant multimedia 

learning platform.

Item # Description  List Price

9-1577551-642 Microscope w/ HDMI Camera  $1,999.99

Compact Digital 
Stereo Microscope

A versatile stereoscopic microscope 

suitable for a variety of uses. Change 

total magnification from 100x to 300x 

by rotating the turret. Features paired 

20 mm 10x widefield eyepieces with 

left diopter adjustment, parfocalled and 

parcentered objectives, rack & pinion 

focusing, and 80 mm stage plate. 

Includes calibration slide and 

USB cable. Motic Net and 

Motic Trace compatible.

Magnification: Fixed 10x 

and 30x

Illumination: 3-way halogen 

and tungsten incandescent

Height: Adjustable to 12.25"

Replacement Bulb: Top—501225, Bottom—563314

Camera: 3.0 MP

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Motic Images Plus (PC & Mac)

Item # Description List Price

9-529349-642 Digital Stereo Microscope $905.29

 
 

Digital Zoom 
Stereo Microscope
This precision engineered scope 

offers superior optical clarity and 

durable construction to withstand 

the rigors off classroom use. 

Heavy-duty post mount with locking 

support collar, permits up or down 

asjustment of viewing head to accommodate 

different sized objects on stage. Features paired 

10x widefield eyepieces with 

dual diopter adjustment, 

achromatic, color corrected 

lenses, and large 80 mm 

stage plate. Includes 

calibration slide and USB 

cable. Motic Net and Motic 

Trace compatible.

Magnification: Zoom 10x to 40x

Illumination: 3-way halogen

Height: Adjustable

Replacement Bulb: Top—501193, Bottom—583138

Camera: 3.0 MP

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Motic Images Plus (PC & Mac)

Item # Description List Price

9-529378-642 Stereo Zoom Microscope $1,614.99

1540482
1502426

Moticam Digital Microscope Cameras
Transform a compound or stereo microscope into a digital 

microscope or use independently with included macro tube. 

Designed to fit the eyepiece tube of most standard microscopes. 

All of these cameras include Motic Images software for PC and 

Mac, giving teachers and students the ability for still image or 

video capture, annotation, comparison studies, measurement and 

much more. All models include CS ring adapter, two eyepiece 

adapters to fit 30-38mm OD eyepieces, calibration slide, software, 

macro viewing tube, 12mm focusable lens and power supply.

One-Year Warranty. Requires Windows 7 or higher,  

Apple Mac OSX

Item# Description List Price

9-1540482-642 2.0MP 1600 x 1200 $424.99
9-1569046-642 2.0MP - 1920 x 1080 $1,223.29
9-1602275-642 4.0MP - 1920 x 1080 - WiFi $506.69
9N-1502426-642 1.3MP 1280 x 1024 WiFi $399.99 
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Infiniview Microscope
A versatile microscope with up to 200x magnification 

that is just as useful out in the field as it is in the 

lab. With a 3.5" TFT LCD screen, onboard software, 

rechargeable lithium-ion battery, and Micro SD card slot, 

you can enjoy up to 2 hours observing 

and capturing images in the field. 

Back in the lab, plug InfiniView into 

an AC outlet and your computer 

via USB 2.0. The Portable Capture 

Pro software allows you to take 

accurate measurements of your 

specimens. Includes USB cable, 

AC adapter, TV out/AV cable, software, 

calibration ruler, lithium ion battery and 

instruction manual.

Item # Description  List Price

9-1528436-642 Infiniview Microscope  $239.89

Firefly Wireless Hand-Held Digital Microscope
Wirelessly capture pictures and videos with this all-new device. 

Features variable magnification, a built-in snapshot button for wireless 

operation, high quality multi-layered glass lenses, and fully adjustable 

illumination with 8 ultra-bright LEDs. Observe and record in real time 

at 30 FPS and transmits wirelessly up to 20ft. Rugged industrialized 

construction will stand up to the rigors of classroom use.

Item # Description List Price

9-1514352-642 700x Digital - 235x Optical $339.99

9-1442368-642 600x Digital - 200x Optical $385.29

USB Digital Microscope
This microscope gives you easy access to a close up view on common 

items around the house or the creepy crawlies from your backyard. It also 

comes with a handy stand making viewing small items a snap. It is easy; 

one touch focus wheel makes the magnifying power of up to 200X simple 

to control. This microscope allows you to capture your view by still image 

or video with the press of a button. Teacher's guide included. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1501978-642 USB Digital Microscope $119.99 

Celestron Handheld Digital Microscope
The Deluxe Handheld Digital Microscope is a compact and affordable 

digital microscope designed for students, hobbyists, and quick 

observations in the lab. The unit features a variable power objective 

ranging from 10-40x and 150x magnification for a broad range of 

microscope applications. View specimens or objects on your computer 

screen and capture images or short videos. A rugged, metal stand 

is included for holding the microscope steady at various positions 

for easy viewing and/or imaging. The 10-150x magnification range is 

ideal to examine rocks, plants, insect, circuit boards, and much more. 

Stand included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1577715-642 Handheld Microscope $86.69

Celestron Portable 
LCD Digital Microscope
A portable digital LCD microscope 

1–3.7x optical magnification 

with a 2.4" LCD screen. With 

the built-in digital camera (3MP), 

you can take snapshots or video 

using the built-in flash memory 

of 128MB or use an optional 

SD Card and then later upload 

your images to your computer. 

Great for viewing or capturing 

objects such as insects, plants, 

stamps, coins, rocks, currency, 

relics, circuit boards and much 

more. Many new and innovative 

features such as battery powered 

for field usage, adjustable LCD 

illumination, digital zoom and more... No complex instructions, as it is very 

easy to use. Includes USB Cable and carrying case.

Item # Description List Price

9-1435874-642 LCD Digital Microscope $119.89 
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Ken-A-Vision® PupilCAM 
Microscope Camera
Bring new life to your science 

study by transforming your 

old microscope into a digital 

scope! Simply slide the 

camera over the eyepiece 

and connect the pre-attached 

USB cable to the back of 

your computer. You'll be 

seeing—and recording—digital 

images in minutes! Software, 

full screen imaging, video 

streaming and zoom included. Microscope sold separately. USB 2.0, 

Output resolution: HD1080P. PC and Mac compatible.

Item # Description List Price

9-1474907-642 3.2MP with Rubber Guard $568.99

9-1474906-642 3.2MP with 10x Eyepiece $589.99

9-1278051-642 1080p with Rubber Guard $326.99

9-1321235-642 1080p with 10x Eyepiece $398.99

Ken-A-Vision® High Definition 
Digital Video Flex Camera
Capture digital images that let your students 

see "up close" detail they might otherwise miss. 

This HD 1080P, 5 megapixel camera connects 

directly to your computer and produces crisp, clear 

images. The glass lens set in a chemical resistant 

head adjusts easily with Quick Focus™—1/4 turn 

moves from 6 mm to infinity. Includes Applied Vision™ 

Software, Discovery Scope Kit to view specimens 

without a microscope, microscope eyepiece, adapter 

and carrying case. Features 6' attached USB 

cord, Kensington security slot and a 

5-year warranty. EduCam compatible.

Item# Description List Price

9-530392-642 High Def Flex Camera $698.99

Moticam 2 Moticam 1080 Moticam X3 Moticam X2

Item # 9-1540482-642 9-1569046-642 9-1602275-642 9N-1502426-642

Model Moticam 2 Moticam 1080  Moticam X3 Moticam X2

Active Resolution
1600 x 1200 

(2.0MP) @ 5fps*
1920 x 1080 

(2.0MP) @ 15fps*
1920 x 1080 WiFi 

4MP captured resolution
1280 x 1024 

(1.3MP) WiFi only

Interface Connection USB HDMI (1080) AV and USB WiFi WiFi

Application
Use with whiteboards, compound or 
stereo microscopes, independently, 

PC, Mac

For use with HDMI direct output or 
capture to SD card

Stream live images to any WiFi enabled device. View, 
capture, measure and edit, with MotiConnect App for 

iOS, Android and Window devices

Stream live images to Android and iOS 
devices with MotiConnect App. Connect to 

network via network port

Supported OS
Microsoft Windows 7 or higher,  

Apple Mac OS X
–

Android (ICS & higher), iOS (5 & higher), 
Web browser (HTML5)

Android (ICS & higher), iOS (5 & higher), 
Web browser (HTML5)

Warranty 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year

Other Features
1 watt or higher 

LED lighting recommended
– Needs Power Supply (included) Battery / RJ45 port

List Price $424.99 $1,223.29 $506.69 $399.99

*frames per second under optimal illumination conditions

Moticam Digital Microscope Cameras
Transform a compound or stereo microscope into a digital microscope or use independently with included macro tube.

Designed to fit the eyepiece tube of most standard microscopes. All of these cameras include Motic Images software for PC and Mac, giving teachers and 

students the ability for still image or video capture, annotation, comparison studies, measurement and much more.

All models include CS ring adapter, two eyepiece adapters to fit 30-38mm OD eyepieces, calibration slide, software, macro viewing tube, 12mm focusable 

lens and power supply.

One-Year Warranty.

System Requirements:

Moticam 2: Windows 7 or higher, Apple Mac OS X

Moticam X2, Moticam X3: Android (ICS or higher), iOS (5 or higher), Web Browser (HTML5)
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Motic® Educator Software
Motic Educator is a multi-function 

software program included 

with our digital microscopes. 

The easy-to-use flash-based 

interface is intuitive and has many 

digital microscopy functions:

• Preview live images

•  Capture still or time-lapse 

images or video files

•  Measure length or area 

with one of several built-in 

measurement tools

•  Insert text, rotate, paint, 

stamp pictures, or use filters 

on your image

•  Images are stored in a digital album and can be exported 

to .jpg or .bmp formats

Requires Windows XP and higher or Mac OSX Available with select 

digital microscopes

Motic® Play Software
Students will love this colorful, interactive, 

Flash-based digital microscopy software. 

Motic Play allows young students 

to preview live images, capture still 

images, make seven different types of 

measurements, and edit images to 

include text, paintings or stamps.

•  Preview live images and 

make adjustment with 

camera or software

•  Capture still or time-lapse images 

or video footage

•  Take measurements of what you 

see on the screen

•  Image editing functions 

including text, painting, and filters with 

visual icons

•  Store your images in a simple album or 

export them to .jpg or .bmp formats

Requires Windows XP and higher or Mac 

OSX Available with select digital microscopes

Ken-A-Vision® Applied Vision Software
Ken-A-Vision® created the Applied Vision Software to allow effortless 

presentations by the user. The feature-rich software allows you to 

capture an image while you teach and enhance it by making notations, 

highlighting areas, and adding text to the picture. Create still images, 

time-lapse sequences, time-lapse movies, or digital movies that can be 

exported for insertion into presentations, worksheets, and assessments. 

Applied Vision works seamlessly with all interactive whiteboards, giving 

the user complete control during demonstrations. Included with all 

Ken-A-Vision digital microscopy products.

System Requirements

Windows 98 /ME/ 2000 /XP/Vista™ or Intel Mac OS 10.4 or higher, 433 MHz, 

128 MB RAM, 8 MB Video RAM, Requires USB connection

Annotate images

Take measurements of 
microscopic features

Compare images from 
two different sources

See specific microscopes for software provided, pages 262-280.

Motic® Images Software
Motic Images is a Digital Microscopy Software Suite provided 

free of charge with most Motic Digital Microscopy items. Images 

Plus contains powerful tools for a wide range of applications from 

Educational to Professional Digital Microscopy. Users will find 

a familiar interface loaded with Measurment, Editing and Live 

Transmission features. This software package unlocks the potential 

of the microscope as a multi-media research, demonstration, hobby 

or analysis platform. Users can easily create, send and edit multi-

media images with voice narration and measurement tags. For those 

more forensic-minded, use the simple image comparison page to 

quickly compare images side by side. Smart board ready Requires 

Windows XP and higher or Mac OSX

Capture and edit still images

Compare images side 
by side 

Capture video of live 
specimens
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Exploring with a 
Microscope Poster

Features detailed illustrations of 

the microscope and its functional 

characteristics. Explains magnification, 

dark field vs. bright field microscopy 

and slide-making techniques as 

well as other techniques using a 

microscope. 23"W x 35"H, laminated

Item # Description List Price
9-35-1006-642 Microscope Poster $19.99 

Ken-A-Vision® Multi-Charger 3
Plug it into the wall power outlet, connect up to eight microscopes, and 

in just eight hours, it will completely charge the NiMH batteries in the 

connected microscopes. A microprocessor in each charging slot monitors 

charging to prevent overcharging, and LED lights let you know if it is still 

charging or finished. The multi-charger has a unique USB charging system 

that allows the user to charge their cordless microscopes by a USB port. 

Includes 8 USB charging cords.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1509913-642 Multi-Charger 3 $294.99 

Hand Held Microscope
This hand-held microscope can be used for field trips or in the classroom. 

It has a sliding focus button, built-in light source, and a lightweight design. 

Requires 2 AA batteries (sold separately.)

Item# Description   List Price
9-130-1860-642 Hand-Held 30x Microscope  $16.69 

Amazing Microscopic World Poster
Displays 50 vibrant pictures with text from one of the world's best 

photomicroscopists, Dr. Dennis Kunkel. Includes fabulous close-up 

pictures of algae, bacteria and viruses, fungus and mold, insects 

and arachnids,medical field, ancient bacteria, and invertebrates. 

36"W x 26"H, laminated

Item# Description List Price
9-529053-642 Microscope World Poster $23.99 

NEW

Prism Microscope
Introductory cast metal, microscope 

ideal for classroom or field use. Lower 

illumination provided by light-gathering 

prism mechanism. Includes spring stage 

clips, a 10x eyepiece, and a 4x objective 

lens. Measures 10.5"H x 4"W x 5.5"D.

Item # Description List Price
9-1598732-642 Prism Microscope $93.29 

Microscope Replacement Bulbs
All Halogen bulbs are Bi-Pin except where noted. All Tungsten bulbs 

are Medium Bayonet base except where noted.

Item # Description List Price
Halogen
9-583138-642 10W/12V Halogen Bottom Bulb $13.99 

9-501225-642 10W/12V Halogen Top Bulb $11.99 
(with reflector)

9-501193-642 15W/12V Halogen Top Bulb $15.99 

9-583150-642 20W/12V Halogen Top Bulb $19.99 
Fluorescent
9-578615-642 5W/110V Fluorescent Bulb $11.99 
Tungsten Incandescent
9-578663-642 10W/12V Tungsten (tubular) $9.99 

9-1328182-642 10W/12V Tungsten Bulb $9.29 

9-578573-642 15W/120V Tungsten Bulb $6.69 

9-563263-642 20W/115V Tungsten Bulb $13.99 
LED
9-1474831-642 Replacement LED Light 3.1V $13.99 
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Exploring with a Microscope Lab Investigation
Your class will explore the microworld using microscope slides that 

they safely prepare themselves using the included reagents. They'll also 

construct their own water drop microscope to view and identify a variety 

of microlife forms from the dried pond mix provided. Students will also 

learn about new and exciting microscope-imaging techniques such as dark 

field illumination and polarizing light. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1063-642 Exploring with a Microscope $120.99

Using the Microscope Kit
Students come "up close and personal" with the normally unseen world 

of miniscule plants and animals while constructing a water lens card 

microscope, learning about magnification, and developing slide preparation 

skills. They'll be riveted to slides they prepare with a drop of water and a 

special dry pond mix. Everything necessary for a class of 40.

Item # Description List Price

9-120-7452-642 Microscope Kit $89.99

HookUpz 2.0 Digiscope Optics Adapter
A universal smartphone adapter that allows users to connect their 

smartphones or phablets to a variety of different optics. You can also 

connect your smartphone to binoculars, telescopes, microscopes, 

monoculars, and so much more! Compatible with smartphones and 

phablets with cases up to 3 ¾" wide and eyepieces that have an outer 

housing diameter that range between 25mm–58mm and a depth of at 

least 14mm (0.6 inches). Includes a protective EVA zippered storage 

case. Please note that the HookUpz 2.0 is NOT COMPATIBLE 

WITH TABLETS. 

Item# Description List Price

9-1577076-642 HookUpz 2.0 Optics Adapter $79.99

Digital Microscopy Guide and CD-ROM
The Digital Microscopy CD-ROM features fully-narrated, comprehensive, 

tutorials covering a wide variety of topics including microscope anatomy, 

how digital microscopes work, using the digital microscope, transmitted 

and reflected light conditions and more. Includes a virtual lab exercise on 

how to correctly use transmitted and reflective light and two interactive 

animations help students identify the parts of a compound and stereo 

digital microscope.

Digital Microcopy Guide covers 19 in-depth topics such as microscope 

anatomy, lighting techniques, and digital file formats. Guide also includes 

seven digital microscope lab activities, recommended materials list, and 

comprehensive index. 

Item # Description List Price

9N-1327773-642 CD-ROM Individual $99.99 

9N-1329742-642 CD-ROM Network $499.99 

9N-1327426-642 Print Guide $99.99 
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Plastic Cover Slips 
Unbreakable clear vinyl cover slips. Thickness .007"

Item # Description  List Price

9-569924-642 18 x 18mm Pack of 1000 $28.49 

9-569906-642 22 x 22mm Pack of 100 $4.29 

9-569927-642 22 x 22mm Pack of 1000 $26.39

Lens Paper 
Book of soft, lint-free tissues.

Item # Description List Price

9-569909-642 4 x 6 in Book of 50 $1.09 

9-569915-642 6 x 8 in Book of 100 $2.69

Blank Microscope Slides
Glass slides, 25 x 75 mm with 0.95–1.05 mm thickness. Packs of 72

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-190-2977-642 Glass Slides Pack of 72 $3.69 

9-193-7454-642 Frosted Pack of 72 $5.99

Plastic Slides
These optically clear vinyl plastic slides will not 

break or cut fingers. Ideal for routine classroom 

use, wet mounts, urine, etc. Slides measure 

25 x 75 mm, and are from 0.46 to 0.56 mm 

thick. Box of 144.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-569918-642 Plastic Slides Pack of 144 $12.69

Well Culture Slides
Quality glass culture slides for liquid preparations. Shallow well is 1.5 mm 

deep. Packs of 12

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-574152-642 Single Well Pack of 12 $8.09 

9-574155-642 Double Well Pack of 12 $17.29

Plastic Depressions Slides
Pack of 40 economical "tear-apart" well slides for classroom use.

Item # Description List Price

9-190-2955-642 Plastic Depression Slides $4.99

BLANK MICROSCOPE SLIDES

Bibulous Paper 
Lint free, absorbent paper for drying of slides and 

specimens. Booklet, 50 sheets 4" x 6".

Item # Description List Price

9-589359-642 Bibulous Paper $2.99

Glass Cover Slips
Student quality glass slips.  

1 oz. is approximately 100 slips.

Thickness Information:

#0 = 0.08–0.13 mm thick

#1 = 0.13–0.17 mm thick

#2 = 0.17–0.25 mm thick

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-594768-642 18 x 18mm 1 oz. #1 Thickness Pack of 100 $5.09 

9-594765-642 22 x 22mm 1 oz. #1 Thickness Pack of 100 $6.09 

9-594762-642 22 x 22mm 1oz. #2 Thickness Pack of 100 $6.09 

Plastic Slide Set
This unique pack gives the student a complete set for microbiology lab 

work. The kit contains 50 plastic microslides, 50 plastic cover slips and 

50 sheets of lens tissue.

Item # Description List Price

9-569921-642 Plastic Slide Set $12.69
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Microscope Starter Kit
This exclusive set features everything you need to start microscopy 

exploration at a basic level. The starter kit comes in a small box for storage 

and includes blank microscope slides, cover slips, a single-well chamber 

slide, forceps, dropper, and box of seven prepared slides. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1360896-642 Microscope Starter Kit $30.19

Microscope Cleaning Kit
Keep these microscope accessories well-stocked for a complete and 

organized classroom! Includes lens cleaning papers, lens cleaning solution, 

cotton swabs, and compressed air can.

Item # Description List Price

9-111-2605-642 Cleaning Kit $29.99 

Hand Microtome
Economically priced tool is a must for use in preparing tissue sections. 

Includes wax, safety razor and detailed instruction guide. 2"D x 2.25"H. 

Item # Description List Price

9-55-0060-642 Hand Microtome $30.99

Slide Forceps
Specially designed Kirkbridge type forcep for holding slides during staining 

and fixing procedures. Also ideal for handling cover slips.

Item# Description List Price

9-583305-642 Slide Forceps $2.09

Innovating Science™ Microscope Slide Making Kit
This basic microscope slide-making kit will get you started mounting your 

own slides. Kit includes foceps, synthetic balsam, microscope slides, and 

cover slips. Includes blank microscope slides, coverslips, forceps, and 

synthetic balsam.

Item # Description List Price

9-1435903-642 Microscope Slide Making Kit $32.99

Glass Slide Making Kit
A great biology resource! 

Use the kit to prepare your 

own slide specimens. The 

reusable slides can be 

used time and time again, 

providing excellent value. 

Kit includes 12 slides, 12 

cover slips, and a storage 

box holding up to 25 slides.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1501743-642 Glass Slide Making Kit Each $7.09

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great  
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com 
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Economy Slide Storage Boxes
Warp-proof, break-proof molded plastic boxes for 

storage of prepared microscope slides. Has slots to 

accommodate 25 slides. Includes lid.

Microscope Dust Covers
Flexible vinyl covers to protect valuable instruments from dust, dirt and 

careless handling.

Item # Description List Price

9-563269-642 16 x 13 in $9.29 

9-563317-642 18 x 15 in $9.29

Microcope Slide Cabinet
Oak cabinet containing 25 numbered aluminum trays, each with 

20 compartments. Stores slides flat to prevent movement of cover slips. 

Cabinet holds 500 standard 75 x 25 mm microscope slides. If slides 

are stacked 2 per compartment in each tray, capacity increases to 

1,000 slides. Cabinets are designed so they may be stacked or placed 

side by side. Disappearing overhead door will not interfere with adjacent 

units. Cabinet measures 8.5" x 10" x 12" deep.

Item# Description List Price

9-583356-642 Microscope Slide Cabinet $843.49

Heathrow Scientific Cork-Lined Plastic Slide Boxes
Stackable, cork-lined boxes are perfect for safe bench top storage. 

Molded, rigid boxes securely hold 100 slides in numbered slots that 

correspond to the slide inventory sheet on the inside cover of the box. 

Item# Description List Price

9-1017489-642 Cork Lined Plastic Slide Box $9.29

Heathrow Scientific® Slide Tray Racks
Keep your class sets of microscope slides organized and accessible! 

ABS rack holds up to 100 slides in five 20-place flat slide holders 

(sold separately).

Item# Description List Price

9-1399956-642 Slide Tray Rack $45.29 

9-1399955-642 20-Place Slide Tray Each $5.69 

9-1401476-642 20-Place Slide Tray Pack of 5 $23.49

Metal Microscope Slide Cabinet
Sturdy, stackable, organized storage keeps microscope slides safe and 

easy to find. Constructed of heavy gauge steel with a baked-on beige 

enamel finish, each interlocking cabinet has six individual drawers and 

holds up to 5,000 standard 3" x 1" glass slides. Drawers cannot fall out 

accidently but can be disengaged for use at a work area. Foam rubber 

dividers keep slides upright in partially filled drawers. Identification tabs are 

included for labeling. Base unit, sold separately, provides solid support on 

scratch-proof rubber feet. 18 3/4" x 15 3/4" x 4 7/8" cabinet; 18 3/4" x 15 3/4" x 2 5/8" 

base. Cabinet shown with optional base.

Item# Description List Price

9-1294684-642 Cabinet $225.89 

9-1294683-642 Optional Base $106.69

Item# Description List Price

9-582099-642 Slide Storage Box $3.09

Cabinet shown with
optional base
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Disposable Slide Staining Tray Set
Stain, rinse, and dry your slides on a single working tray. Use the tray for a 

clean and fresh working surface area for staining. Pack of 4.

Item# Description List Price

9-1501974-642 Tray Set $45.89 

Innovating Science™  
Gram Staining Kit
Contains materials for 

conducting gram-positive 

gram-negative tests, including 

1% crystal violet solution, Gram's 

iodine solution, safranin solution for 

counterstaining and 95% alcohol. In 

four 25 mL Barnes dropping bottles, 

with instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-1405572-642 Staining Kit $27.09 

Coplin Staining Jar
Autoclavable polyproylene staining jar can hold 

10 1" x 3" slides back to back. The grooved 

interior holds slides in place upright. Includes 

domed, shallow-thread screw cap.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price

9-1292872-642 Coplin Staining Jar Each $3.09 

BIOLOGICAL STAINS

See our complete listing of EZ-Prep 

Solution Capsules on page 414

EZ-Prep™ Biological Stains from Innovating Science™

With EZ-Prep capsules your lab preparation just got a whole lot easier! 

Just add the pre-measured capsules to water, stir, and relax. Save 

time and money with small-scale packaging that helps you reduce your 

chemical inventory with NO hazardous material shipping charges.

Item# Description Capacity # of Tests List Price

9-1494734-642 Alizarin Yellow R 1000ml 5 $45.99 

9-1494781-642 Basic Fuschin 1% 100ml 1 $6.99 

9-1494788-642 Bromocresol Green 0.4% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494789-642 Bromocresol Purple 0.4% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494790-642 Congo Red 0.1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494744-642 Congo Red 0.1% 1000 mL 5 $44.99 

9-1494783-642 Crystal Violet 0.1% 100 ml 1 $6.99 

9-1494782-642 Eosin Y 1% 100ml 1 $6.99 

9-1494780-642 Malachite Green 1% 100 mL 1 $7.89 

9-1494779-642 Methyl Green 1% 100ml 1 $9.99 

9-1494751-642 Methyl Orange 0.1% 1000 mL 5 $25.99 

9-1494787-642 Methyl Orange 0.1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494778-642 Methylene Blue 0.1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494777-642 Methylene Blue 1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494774-642 Nile Blue 0.1% 100ml 1 $6.99 

9-1494775-642 Safranin O 0.1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494771-642 Thymol Blue 00.04% 1000 mL 5 $41.99 

Exploring Microlife Slide Collection
Includes common things, cells, bacteria, fungi, microlife, protists, plants, 

and invertebrates. Each slide set includes a reference manual featuring 

detailed background information and structure identification keys for each 

slide. Best viewing under 40x-430x magnification. The Slide Collection 

is a single set of 36 slides and the Class Set is 5 sets of 36 slides, 

a total of 180 slides.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-70-4024-642 Microscope Slide Collection Set of 36 $123.99 

9-70-4224-642 Slide Collection Class Set Set of 180 $504.99
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EXPLORING LIFE Neo/GUIDE™ MICROSCOPE  

SLIDE SETS

Take your class on a captivating tour of the microscopic world! Each Neo/GUIDE 
slide set includes a reference manual featuring detailed background information 
and structure identification keys for each slide. 
Choose by topic or buy the sets and save!

cs-Cross Section, ls-Longitudinal Section, sm-Smear, wm-Whole Mount

Common Things
Set of five microscope slides comes 

complete with Neo/GUIDE reference 

booklet featuring detailed background 

information and structure identification key. 

Includes: Feather, three types; 

Housefly Head, Leg and Wing; Textbile Fibers; 

Hair, three types; and the Letter "e".

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-70-4003-642 Common Things Set of 5 $18.99 

9-70-4203-642 Common Things Class Set Set of 25 $71.99

Cells
Investigate the microscopic world of cells. 

Set of five microscope slides comes 

complete with reference booklet featuring 

detailed background information and 

structure identification key. Includes bacteria 

(prokaryotic cell), cheek cell (eukaryotic cell), 

cyanobacteria (photosynthetic bacteria), 

mixed protozoa, and lilac leaf (plant cell).

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-70-4004-642 Cells Set of 5 $18.99 

9-70-4204-642 Cells Class Set Set of 25 $71.99

Bacteria Structure Neo/Guide®

View the three forms of bacteria on 

one slide. Three separate smears allow 

for an easy and economical comparison 

of cocci, bacilli and spirilla.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-70-4006-642 Bacteria Structure Each $15.99 

9-70-4206-642 Bacteria Structure Class Set Pack of 5 $67.99

Fungi
Get a microscope look at fungi with this set of 

five microscope slides that comes complete 

with a reference booklet featuring detailed 

background information and structure 

identification key. Includes aspergillus, 

mushroom mold, bread mold, sporangia and 

zygotes and budding yeast. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-70-4011-642 Fungi Set of 5 $18.99 

9-70-4211-642 Fungi Class Set Set of 25 $71.99

Microlife
Set of five microscope slides comes 

complete with reference booklet 

featuring detailed background information 

and structure identification key. 

Includes bacteria, bread mold, yeast, 

planktonic forms, and mixed protozoa. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-70-4005-642 Microlife Set of 5 $18.99 

9-70-4205-642 Microlife Class Set Set of 25 $71.99

Protists
Set of five microscope slides comes 

complete with reference booklet 

featuring detailed background information 

and structure identification key. 

Includes paramecium, amoeba, spirogyra, 

mixed protists, and euglena.

Item # Description  Quantity List Price

9-70-4007-642 Protists Set of 5 $18.99 

9-70-4207-642 Protists Class Set Set of 25 $71.99

Exploring Plants
Bring this microscopic investigation of plant 

microanatomy to your classroom. Set of five 

microscope slides comes with a reference 

booklet featuring detailed background 

information and structure identification key. 

Set of five slides includes: onion mitosis, 

root, stem, leaf, and flower bud.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-70-4008-642 Plants Set of 5 $18.99 

9-70-4208-642 Plant Class Set Set of 25 $71.99

Invertebrates
Set of five microscope slides comes 

complete with reference booklet featuring 

detailed background information and 

structure identification key. Includes daphnia, 

planaria, hydra, plankton, and rotifers.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-70-4009-642 Invertebrates Set of 5 $18.99 

9-70-4209-642 Invertebrates Class Set Set of 25 $71.99
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Exploring Disease Causing Organisms
Give students a firsthand look at deadly 

pathogens. This microscopic investigation 

of disease-causing organisms comprises 

five microscope slides and reference 

booklet featuring detailed background 

information and structure identification key. 

Includes Trichinella (Trichinosis), Plasmodium 

(Malaria), Pneumocystis (AIDS-Opportunistic 

Infection), Mycobacterium (Tuberculosis), 

and entamoeba (Amoebic Dysentary).

Item # Quantity List Price

9-70-4010-642 Set of 5 $31.99 

9-70-4210-642 Set of 25 $149.99

Human Body Systems
Explore the systems of the human body! 

Set of 20 slides includes: squamous 

epithelium, sm; adipose tissue, sec; 

hyaline cartilage, sec; compact bone, cs; 

triated muscle, sec; and much more!

Item # Quantity List Price

9-70-4018-642 Set of 20 $52.99 

9-70-4218-642 Set of 100 $246.99

Mitosis and Meiosis
Explore mitosis and meiosis in plants and 

animals. Set of five slides includes onion 

root tip mitosis, c.s.; whitefish blastula, 

mitosis, sec.; meiosis I in plant cells, sec., 

meiosis II in plant cells, sec.; and meiosis in 

animal cells (grasshopper testis), sec.

Item # Quantity List Price

9-70-4017-642 Set of 5 $37.99 

9-70-4217-642 Set of 25 $188.99

Six Kingdoms
Delve into a cross-section of the 

six kingdoms of life. Set of 20 slides 

includes: mixed bacteria, sm; anabaena, wm; 

Oscillatoria, wm; volvox, wm; amoeba, wm; 

paramecium, wm; vorticella, wm; rhizopus 

stolonifer, wm; penicillum, wm; moss leaf, 

wm; hydra, wm; frog skin, wm and more.

Item # Quantity List Price

9-70-4016-642 Set of 20 $52.99 

9-70-4216-642 Set of 100 $246.99

Survey of Algae
Take a closer look at various species 

of algae! Set of 10 slides includes euglena, 

wm; volvox, wm; chlamydomonas, wm; 

spiirogyra—Conjugation, wm; chlorella, wm; 

oedogonium, wm; ulothrix— vegetative, 

wm; mixed diatoms, wm; fucus, cs; 

amd porphyra, wm.

Item # Quantity List Price

9-70-4015-642 Set of 10 $26.99 

9-70-4215-642 Set of 50 $118.99

Survey of Animals
Take a closer look at insects, earthworms, 

and sea life in this survey of animals. 

Set of 20 slides includes: grantia, cs; hydra, 

wm; planaria, wm; liver fluke, wm; taenia 

pisiformis, wm; ascaris, cs; earthworm, cs; 

daphnia, wm; spider; locust; drosophila—wild 

type, wm; culex; and more!

Item # Quantity List Price

9-70-4022-642 Set of 20 $52.99 

9-70-4222-642 Set of 100 $246.99

Comparing Plant Anatomy
The comparative anatomy of monocotyledon 

and dicotyledon plants. Set of five slides 

includes monocot and dicot root, cs; 

monocot and dicot Stem, wm; monocot and 

dicot Leaf, cs; monocot and dicot fower bud, 

cs; and deciduous and evergreen leaf, cs.

Item # Quantity List Price

9-70-4019-642 Set of 5 $18.99 

9-70-4219-642 Set of 25 $71.99

Exploring Life Neo/GUIDE™ 
Prepared Microscope 
Slide Collections
Save when you purchase 

Neo/GUIDE slides sets together 

as collections! All fifteen sets are available 

as two collections in both single and 

five-pack form.

Exploring Life I - Set of 41 includes: Bacteria 

Structure, Cells, Common Things, Disease Causing Organisms, Exploring 

Plants, Fungi, Invertebrates, Microlife, and Protists

Exploring Life II - Set of 80 includes: Comparing Plant Anatomy, Human 

Body Systems, Mitosis and Meiosis, Six Kingdoms, Survey of Algae, and 

Survey of Animals

Item # Quantity List Price
Exploring Life I

9-70-4014-642 Set of 41 $128.99 

9-70-4214-642 Pack of 205 $648.99 

Exploring Life II

9-70-4023-642 Set of 80 $239.99 

9-70-4223-642  Set of 400 $1,029.99 
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MICROSLIDES®

MicroSlide® System
Featuring superb photo-micrographs 

and detailed curriculum material, the 

MicroSlide® System is a proven teaching 

tool. Each MicroSlide contains eight related 

35 mm images taken through a microscope. 

Images are seen through the 5X MicroSlide 

Viewer, which requires no electricity or 

complicated viewing techniques. Individual 

slides include complete lesson plans. 

15-Packs also include student worksheets.

Bacteria, Protozoa, and Viruses

Title
Each
$9.99

Pack of 15
$129.99

Helpful Bacteria 9-587271-642 9-587277-642

Harmful Bacteria 9-587547-642 9-587553-642

The Virus 9-587523-642 9-587529-642

Kingdom: Monera 9-531374-642 9-531376-642

The Cytoplasm 9-1500923-642 9-1500922-642

Human Biology and Health

Title
Each
$9.99

Pack of 15
$129.99

Human Reproduction 9-587571-642 9-587577-642

The Digestive System 9-531351-642 9-587589-642

The Circulatory System 9-531352-642 9-587601-642

The Respiratory System 9-531359-642 9-531360-642

Smoking and Health 9-531361-642 9-531362-642

Chromosomes and Genes in Action 9-587451-642 9-587457-642

Air Pollution and Human Health 9-587679-642 9-587685-642

Human Blood 9-587715-642 9-587721-642

The Virus 9-587523-642 9-587529-642

Nutrition 9-531365-642 9-531366-642

Vision 9-1500921-642 9-1500920-642

Animals

Title
Each
$9.99

Pack of 15
$129.99

The Chick Embryo 9-587247-642 9-587253-642

Animal Mitosis 9-587331-642 9-587337-642

The Ultrastructure of Animal Cells 9-587415-642 9-587421-642

The Mollusks 9-1500931-642 9-1500930-642

Amphibians 9-1500933-642 9-1500932-642

Insects

Title
Each
$9.99

Pack of 15
$129.99

Insect Parts 9-531325-642 9-531326-642

The Drosophila 9-531331-642 9-531332-642

Insect Classification 9-531333-642 9-531334-642

The Mealworm 9-1501189-642 9-1500919-642

The Arachnids 9-1500929-642 9-1500928-642

Reproduction, Genetics,

and Heredity

Title
Each
$9.99

Pack of 15
$129.99

Animal Mitosis 9-587331-642 9-587337-642

Plant Mitosis 9-587739-642 9-587745-642

Asexual Reproduction 9-531385-642 9-531386-642

Meiosis 9-587499-642 9-587505-642

Human Fetal Development 9-1500914-642 9-1500913-642

Plants and Fungi

Title
Each
$9.99

Pack of 15
$129.99

Cells of Plants 9-587727-642 9-587733-642

Plant Mitosis 9-587739-642 9-587745-642

Photosynthesis 9-587751-642 9-587757-642

Autotrophic Nutrition 9-587823-642 9-587829-642

Monocots and Dicots 9-531342-642 9-588435-642

Ancient Life 9-1500912-642 9-1500911-642

Life in the Desert 9-1500916-642 9-1500915-642

Life in the Coral Reef 9-1500918-642 9-1500917-642

Life in the Rain Forest 9-1500925-642 9-1500924-642

Life in the Tundra 9-1500927-642 9-1500926-642

MicroSlide® Viewers
Classroom-ready and proven to 

help students better comprehend 

science curriculum! The viewing 

system introduces the 

microscopic world by combining 

superb photo-micrographs with 

detailed classroom materials to 

create a complete learning system 

that is extremely affordable. The 

viewer provides 5X magnification 

without the need of electricity 

or batteries. The durable, plastic 

storage/carrying case protects 

10 MicroSlide Viewers. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-130-3103-642 MicroSlide Viewer Each $9.69 

9-1410556-642 MicroSlide Viewers Set of 10 $62.99 

9-588135-642 Storage Case for 10 Viewers Each $82.99
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Economy Prepared Slides Classroom Set
Prepared microscope slides feature 24 different subject areas, 9" x 8" x 2", 

set of 100. Includes wooden storage box and slides depicting Protozoa, 

Porifera, Coelenterata, Platyhelminthes, Annelida, Anthropoda, Molluska, 

Echinodermata, Pisces, Reptila, Aves, Mammalia, Development, Bacteria, 

Fungi, Algae, Ptfridophyta, Cells, Leaves, Stem, Root, Reproductory 

organs, Cell contents, and Vascular systems.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-193-5840-642 Prepared Slides Classroom Set Set of 100 $253.29

Prepared Slide Set
Prepared slide set includes 

13 prepared slides and 

supplied in a wooden storage 

box. Includes slides depicting 

involuntary smooth muscle, lily 

anthers, lilac leaf, monocot/dicot 

stem, multi polar neurons, 

letter "E", hydra, amoeba, 

paramecium, euglena, onion 

root tip mitosis, horse ascaris 

egg, skeletal muscle.

Prepared Slide Set
Prepared microscope slide set 

features 25 slides in 

a wooden storage 

box. Includes slides 

depicting amoeba 

proteus, Hydra, 

earthworm, daphnia 

and cyclops, 

housefly head 

with mouthparts, 

housefly leg with 

clinging pads, 

mouth smear, 

striated muscle, 

human blood smear, 

bacteria-smear from 

mouth, diatoms, spirogyra, 

aspergillus, moss stem with 

leave, buttercup root, corn stem, lily anthers, lily ovary, onion epidermis, 

onion root tip, human scalp, compact bone, sunflower stem, lilac leaf, 

honeybee anterior and posterior wing.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1501740-642 Prepared Slides Set Set of 25 $74.69

Biology Prepared Slide Set
Prepared microscope slide 

set includes 12 slides and 

supplied in a sturdy plastic 

case. Slides included are 

bacteria, onion root tip, amoeba 

proteus, monocot/dicot stem, 

paramecium, lilac leaf, spirogyra, 

hydra, bread molds, earthworm, 

buttercup root, human 

blood smear.

Economy Basic 
Prepared Slides Set
Prepared microscope 

slides feature an 

assorted set of 

25 slides in a wooden 

storage box. Includes 

slides depicting mitosis 

in plants, pollen grains, 

amoeba, yeast cells, 

green algae, tape 

worm, silk fabric, lily 

leaf, mammal lung, 

meiosis in animals, 

aves feather, lily 

stamen, mammal hair, 

mosquito mouth parts, housefly mouth parts, frog blood smear, human 

blood smear, onion cells, hibiscus stem, wool fabric, fish scale, skeletal 

muscle, herbaceous stem and skin cells. 5.5" x 4.5" x 1.5"

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-193-7465-642 Basic Prepared Slides Set Set of 25 $56.89

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1501742-642 Biology Prepared Slides Set Set of 12 $57.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional 
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

GENERAL BIOLOGY

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1501741-642 Prepared Slide Set Set of 13 $30.39
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Elementary Biology Slide Set
•  3 smears on one slide—cocci, bacteria and spirilli

• Oscillatoria, w.m.

• Paramaecium

•  Mucor mucedo, black mold, sporangia and 

mycelium w.m.

•  Monocot and dicot roots, two t.s.

•  Monocot and dicot stems, two t.s.

•  Monocot and dicot leaves, two t.s.

• Obelia hydroid, w.m.

•  Lumbricus terrestris, earthworm, t.s.

• Small crustaceans, w.m.

•  Musca domestica, house fly, w.m.

• Asterias, arm t.s.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529419-642 Elementary Biology Slide Set Set of 12 $135.99

General Biology Microscope Image CD-ROM
All of the incredible 2,200 microscopic 

images of the complete General 

Biology series on CD! Show 

detailed images to your entire 

class via computer. Features 

8, 100 texts and descriptions of 

images including printable 

drawings and worksheets 

that match each image. 

Software features the 

ability to zoom up 

to 5X, full screen 

viewing, and a 

unique assessment 

feature for 

students to 

identify slide 

images. Requires 

Windows 95, 98, 2000, or XP.

General Biology Slide Sets
The comprehensive general biology slide 

set from German manufacturer Johannes 

Lieder represents a selection of 

high-quality slides chosen for their 

educational value. Sets are organized 

by system and progressively build 

on each other. Set A slides cover the 

most elementary concepts, while 

Set D explores advanced high school 

topics. Slides are stained and fixed by 

highly skilled professionals with many 

use experience to produce slides o excellent 

quality for years of classroom use.

Set A features 25 slides in the following categories:

 Bacteria

 Cryptograms (spore-bearing plants and fungi)

 Human and Mammalian Histology

 Phanerogams (seed-bearing plants)

 Zoology

Set B features 50 slides in the following categories:

 Bacteria

 Cryptograms (spore-bearing plants and fungi)

 Human and Mammalian Histology

 Parasitology

 Phanerogams (seed-bearing plants)

 Zoology

Set C features 50 slides in the following categories:

 Bacteria

 Cryptograms (spore-bearing plants and fungi)

 Embryology

 Human and Mammalian Histology

 Parasitology

 Phanerogams (seed-bearing plants)

 Zoology

Set D Features 50 slides in the following categories:

 Bacteria

 Cryptograms (spore-bearing plants and fungi)

 Cytology

 Diseased Human Organs

 Ecology and the Environment

 Embryology

 Genetics

 Human and Mammalian Histology

 Parasitology

 Phanerogams (seed-bearing plants)

 Zoology

Middle School Biology Slide Set
• Bacillus subtilis

• Bacteria from mouth

• Lilium, lily, anthers, t.s.

• Lilum, ovary t.s.

• Nostoc, blue green alga

•  Taenia saginata, tapeworm, t.s.

• Amoeba proteus, w.m.

• Trachea from insect w.m.

• Euglena

• Diatoms

• Spirogyra

•  Araneus, spider, leg with comb w.m.

•  Musca domestica, leg with comb w.m. • Allium cepa, onion, w.m.

•  Mya arenaria, clam, gills t.s. and l.s • Frog blood smear

• Moss stem with leaves w.m. •  Tulip, epidermis of leaf, w.m.

• Apis mellifica, honey bee • Human blood smear

• Morchella, morel, t.s. • Branchiostoma lanceolatum  

• Aspidium, t.s.    (Amphioxus), typical t.s.

• Compact bone, t.s. • Pyrus, pear, t.s. of fruit  

     showing stone cells

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529420-642 Middle School Bio Slide Set Set of 25 $253.89

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1368420-642 Biology Microscope Image CD Set of 4 $623.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529437-642 Series A Slides Set of 25 Set of 25 $210.79
9-529438-642 Series B Slides Set of 50 Set of 50 $422.89
9-529439-642 Series C Slides Set of 50 Set of 50 $453.49
9-529440-642 Series D Slides Set of 50 Set of 50 $543.59

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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General Microscopy
Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1017510-642 The Letter "E", w. m. Each $10.79
9-1302705-642 Newsprint, w. m. Each $3.99
9-1302700-642 Cork Sec. Each $4.19
9-1302704-642 Bloodstained Cloth, w. m. Each $4.19
9-1302701-642 Threads, w. m. (Y/B/R) Each $5.19
9-1302702-642 Threads, w. m. (Y/R/B) Each $5.19
9-1302703-642 Threads, w. m. (R/B/Y) Each $5.19

Forensic Science Slide Set
Set of 12 prepared slides includes:

• Human blood smear, w. m.

• Mammalian blood smear (cat), w. m.

• Bloodstained cloth w. m.

• Human cheek cells, smear

• Human chromosomes in smear

• Human fingerprints (police material), typical arches

• Human fingerprints (police material), typical loops

• Human fingerprints (police material), typical whorls

• Natural blond and black hair, human w. m.

• Greyed hair, human w. m.

• Artificially dyed hair, human

• Body skin, human, vertical l. s.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1445099-642 Forensic Science Slide Kit Set of 12 $181.69

Fibers and Fabrics Slide Sets
Introductory Set—6 Slides

•Camel hair •Cocoon silk, raw

•Linen (flax) •Cellulose

•PVC fiber •Gauze

Basic Set—12 Slides

Includes Introductory Set plus:

•Angora wool •Mohair

•Egyptian cotton •Jute

•Acetate rayon •Nylon fabric

Standard Set—25 Slides

Includes Basic Set plus:

•Merino wool •Ramie

•European wool •Cuprama rayon

•Australian wool •Casein fiber

•Organsin silk •Viscose rayon

•Tussah silk •Bemberg rayon

•Mercerized cotton •Perlon

•Italian Hemp

Item# Description Quantity List Price

9-581440-642 Introductory Set (Set of 6) Set of 6 $92.89
9-581437-642 Basic Set (Set of 12) Set of 12 $170.69
9-1296123-642 Standard Set (Set of 25) Set of 25 $187.19

Microorganisms of Fresh Water Slide Set
Includes these and 15 additional slides:

• Amoeba proteus, w. m.

• Arcella shells, w. m.

• Euglena viridis, w. m.

• Ceratium hirundinella, w. m.

• Paramecium, w. m.

• Vorticella, freshwater, w. m.

• Plankton showing Difflugia and Rotatoria

• Hydra, w. m. (Pelmatoheydra)

• Freshwater sponge, w. m. of gemmulae

• Daphnia, w. m. of freshwater flea

IItem # Description Quantity List Price

9-531811-642 Slide Set Set of 25 $219.19

THE ENVIRONMENT

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

c. s.: Cross Section

l. s.: Longitudinal Section

r. s.: Radial Section

smr: Smear

t. s.: Tangential Section

w. m.: Whole Mount

Thin Section Rocks and 
Minerals Slide Set
Selected rocks and minerals 

are ground and polished to a 

thickness of 0.20–0.30 mm. 

The preparations are 

mounted with Canada 

balsam on slides 

45 x 30 mm. For the 

identification of forms, 

colors, refractions and fossil 

inclusions, the slides can 

be observed with any normal 

microscope in transmitting light. 

Use a polarizing microscope for 

further investigations.

Set I - 10 Slides

• Granite • Syenite 

• Gabbro • Basalt 

• Gneiss  • Micaschist 

• Quartzite • Marble

• Sandstone • Limestone fossilized

Set II - 10 Slides

• Andesite • Trachyte 

• Thyolite • Diorite

• Microgranite • Chalk

• Limestone colithic • Millstone

• Coal  • Schist

Item # Description List Price

9-567461-642 Set I (Set of 10) $346.69 

9-567464-642 Set II (Set of 10) $346.69 
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Bacteria Slide Sets
Introductory Set—6 Slides

• Staphylococcus aureus, pus

• Streptococcus lactis. milk souring

• Escherichia coli, colon

• Bacteria from mouth, Gram +/-

•  Rhizobium radicicola, 

nitrogen fixing

•  Spirillum volutans, very large 

organisms

Standard Set—25 Slides

Includes Introductory Set plus:

•  Sarcina lutea, chromogenic rods 

• Bacteria from bread 

• Staphylococcus pyogenes, pus

• Bacteria from cheese

• Bacillus subtills, hay bacillus

•  Spirochaeta duttoni, blood smear 

•  Bacillus anthracis, wool sorters disease

• Vibrio comma, cholea 

•  Bacterium erysipelatous, red murrain

•  Spirillum volutans, putrid water

•  Eberthella typhi, typhoid fever 

•  Rhodosprillum rubrum, chromogenic 

•  Salmonella paratyphi, paratyphoid fever

•  Bacillus mycoides, soil organism

• Mycobacterium tuberculosis

• Corynebacterium diptheriae

• Proteus vulgaris, putrefication

•  Shigella dysenteriae, dysentery

• Hemophillus influenzae

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-581365-642 Introductory Set Set of 6 $103.99 

9-567398-642 Standard Set Set of 24 $249.59 

Muscle Types Slide Set
• Striated (skeletal) muscle l.s.

•  Smooth (involuntary) muscle, 

l.s. and t.s.

•  Heart (cardiac) muscle, l.s. and t.s.

All About Me Slide Set
• Compact bone, human t.s.

• Human blood smear

•  Scalp, vertical l.s. shows l.s of hair 

follicles, human

•  Skin from finger tip, human, vertical l.s.

• Squamous epithelium

•  Straited (skeletal) muscle, human l.s.

Typical Animal and 
Plant Cells Slide Set
• Squamous epithelium, human cheek

• Amphiuma or frog, liver t.s.

• Cork cells, t.s.

•  Epidermal cells of Allium cepa (onion)

• Ligustrum, privet, t.s. of dicot leaf

Dicot Stem Slide Set
Set includes 4 microscope 

slides, one of each 

sunflower stem, corn 

stem, wheat, pumpkin.

Animal Cell Slide Sets
Introductory Set—6 Slides

• Squamous epithelium

• Nerve fibers

 • Testis of frog

• Striated muscle

• Ovary of cat

• Salivary gland, stained for DNA

Basic Set—12 Slides

Includes Introductory Set plus:

• Bone and hyaline cartilage

• Simple animal cells in the salamandra liver

• Epithelial cells

• Animal mitosis in the salamandra

• Uteri of Ascaris

• Ova from sea urchin, ova and cleavage stages

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-581356-642 Introductory Set Set of 6 $106.79 

9-567416-642 Basic Set Set of 12 $124.79 

Item # Description List Price

9N-70-1046-642 Dicot Stem Slide Set $10.39 

BOTANY

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529418-642 Slide Set Set of 5 $59.69 

ENTOMOLOGY

HUMAN ANATOMY

BACTERIA AND FUNGI

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529431-642 All About Me Slide Set Set of 6 $76.29 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529434-642 Muscle Types Slide Set Set of 3 $41.59 

Beginner’s Human Tissue 
Slide Set
Includes the following and 

10 additional slides:

•  Blood smear, human, Giemsa stain

•  Lung, human, sec. routine stained

•  Artery, vein and capillary, t.s.

•  Cerebral cortex, t.s. routine stained

• Cerebellum, t.s. routine stained 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529432-642 Human Tissue Slide Set Set of 15 $173.29 

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Human Histology Slide Sets
Introductory Set—6 Slides

• Striated muscle, l.s. • Vein, t.s.

• Artery, t.s. • Cerebrum, t.s.

• Heart muscle, l.s. and t.s.

• Squamous epithelium, isolated cells

Basic Set—12 Slides

Includes Introductory Set plus: 

• Hyaline cartilage, t.s. • Ovary, t.s.

• Compact bone, t.s. • Testis, t.s.

• Cerebellum, t.s. • Spinal cord, t.s.

Standard Set—25 Slides

Includes Basic Set plus:

• Lung, t.s • Duodenum (small intestine), t.s.

• Blood smear • Adrenal (suprarenal), gland, t.s.

• Thyroid gland, t.s • Mammary gland, t.s.

• Tongue, t.s • Stomach, fundic region, t.s.

• Liver, t.s. • Areolar connective tissue, w.m.

• Kidney, t.s. • Scalp, l.s., of hair follicles

• Retina, t.s.

Advanced Set—40 Slides

Includes Standard Set plus:

• Tooth l.s.  • Colon t.s. (large intestine) 

• Spleen t.s.  • Sympathetic ganglion t.s. 

• Uterus t.s.  • Vermiform appendix t.s. 

• Placenta t.s.  • Epididymis t.s. 

• Thymus gland  • Skin of palm t.s. 

• Parotid gland t.s.  • Scalp, t.s. of hair 

• Esophagus t.s.  • Pancreas t.s. 

• Finger tip from fetus, nail development l.s.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-581434-642 Introductory Set Set of 6 $110.89 

9-581431-642 Basic Set Set of 12 $207.99 

9-581428-642 Standard Set Set of 25 $415.99 

9-567371-642 Advanced Set Set of 40 $510.39 

Reproductive System
Item # Description List Price

9-1017507-642 Ascarsis, mitosis, early  $14.69 

Respiratory System 
Item # Description List Price

9-565907-642 Lung Cancer, human carcinoma  $11.99 

Histology of Mammalia:  
Cytology and Tissues Individual Slides

Digestive System
Item # Description List Price

9-1414174-642 Rana/Frog Liver, ts.  $10.79 
parenchyme and bile ducts

Excretory System
Item # Description List Price

9-566270-642 Kidney, human, t.s. $13.29 

Plant and Animal 
Mitosis and Meiosis
Features dozens of dual-

magnification images 

providing a detailed 

overview of mitosis and 

meiosis in both plants 

and animals. Includes 

stunning microphotography, 

complemented by 

authoritative reference 

text. Mitotic stages are 

represented by magnified 

imager which allows 

students to observe clear 

cytologic detail in the onion root tip and whitefish blastodisc. Meiosis is 

illustrated using the lily and grasshopper testis.

Item # Description List Price

9-11-1141-642 Individual $62.99 

9-11-1145-642 Network Version $319.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-565802-642 Squamous Epithelium  $10.79 
from human mouth smear

Rana/Frog Liver, t.s. Kidney, human, t.s.

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Neo/SLIDE  

MICROSCOPY SOFTWARE

Magnify, manipulate, and measure microscope slide images 
with software from Neo/SCI. Software can be operated in 
tutorial mode, where students can learn about and interact 
with a variety of microscope images; or test mode, where 
teachers can assess students’ understanding. 

Requires Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ 
compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X).  
128 MB RAM.
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Discovery Education™ Life Science 
Investigations Video Set
Expand your classroom video resources! 

Discovery School Video Libraries 

are a perfect curriculum solution to 

create engaging lessons with video. 

Featuring 23 segments adapted from 

their most popular videos. Use each 

segment to introduce, highlight, or initiate 

key curricular topics including:

• Bacteria, Plants and Other Organisms

• Animals

• Cells and Genetics

• Human Biology

• Ecosystems and Biomes

Item # Description List Price

9-040-8266-642 Life Science DVD $293.29

Easy Science Demos 
and Labs—Life Science
Liven up your life science lessons! 

New teacher demos and hands-on 

classroom activities stimulate scientific 

inquiry and provide a cornerstone 

for understanding cells, genetics, 

human biology, plant and animal life, 

and more. Activities are safe, easy, and 

inexpensive. 116 pages, paperback

Item # Description List Price

9-531438-642 Demos and Labs $29.19

Discovery Education™ LIFE DVD Series
LIFE is the definitive exploration of the adaptability and diversity of 

life on earth, revealing the most spectacular, bizarre, and fascinating 

behaviors that living things have devised in order to thrive. The Education 

Edition of LIFE includes 11 titles, teacher's guide and ancillary materials 

for grades 3-5, 6-8, and 9-12, and public performance rights. ©2010. 

Run time: 484 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1435877-642 DVD Series $499.99

Life Science Puzztivity Book
Students enjoy learning with these puzzles, 

games, and exercises focused on key 

life science topics. Copymasters can be 

used as classroom exercises, homework, 

or assessment. Covers all of the major 

curriculum topics including classification, 

the Five Kingdoms, genetics, the human 

body, biotechnology, ecosystems and 

biodiversity and more. 76 pages, paperback

Item # Description List Price

9-40-0084-642 Puzztivity Book $78.69

Biology Coloring Book
Students learn fundamentals of Life 

Science by completing illustrations 

of coded drawings. In the process, 

students gain insights into familiar 

topics and improve retention of new 

material. Coloring book covers basic 

concepts of zoology and botany, basic life 

processes and interactions of living things 

within our environment. 111 plates, 

256 pages, paperback

Item # Description List Price

9-594912-642 Coloring Book $29.29

Discovery Education™ 
Life Science Video Collection 
Our lively Life Science videos provide 

everything students need to know 

about the nitty gritty of existence 

on Earth and under the water. 

These 12 programs cover the ABCs of 

life, from aquatics to body design to 

cloning. Includes: Understanding: Bacteria, 

Understanding: Viruses, Cells, The 

Ultimate Guide: Human Body, Discover 

Magazine: Genetics, The Clone 

Age, Body by Design: Form and Function, Frogs: Facts and Folklore, 

Insects: Facts and Folklore, The Ultimate Guide: Birds of Prey, Aquatic 

Habitats, and The Ultimate Guide: Great Apes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1292817-642 Video Collection $566.69

F d F lkl

Human Biology Activities Book
Over 200 classroom-tested activities 

and reproducible worksheets cover vital 

concepts in human biology and health, 

including extensive coverage of AIDS. 

Lessons are designed to get all students 

actively involved in learning, regardless 

of learning style. Eleven units cover 

all the body's systems. Spiral binding 

accommodates copying. 352 pages, 

spiral bound

Item # Description List Price

9-531437-642 Activities Book $36.99

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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High School Biology  
Curriculum Mastery® Game
Features 25 individually packaged 

sets of 30 full-color, review 

cards per topic—a total of 

750 curriculum-based 

questions! 

Also includes 

12 laminated, 

double-sided 

game boards; 

comprehensive 

Teacher Planning 

& Resource Guide; 

FREE trial subscription to 

online learning system; 

and reusable storage 

container. Complete curriculum coverage of the following standards-based 

topics: The Science of Biology; Introduction to Cells; Cell Structure 

& Function; Cell Processes; Cell Reproduction; Nucleic Acids & Protein 

Synthesis; Photosynthesis; Genetics & Heredity; DNA Technology/Genetic 

Engineering; Evolution & Classification; Introduction to Plants; Plant 

Structure & Function; Ecology; Microorganisms; Introduction to Animals; 

Invertebrates; Vertebrates; Human Biology; and Lab Investigations/

Scientific Method.

Item # Description List Price

9-1413685-642 Game $133.29 

Middle School Life 
Science Curriculum 
Mastery® Game
Written by teachers 

using research-based 

principles and tested 

in the classroom, each 

Class-Pack game includes enough 

materials for 36 students. Each set also 

includes 25 sets of 30 standards-based review 

cards (Sets are leveled by content and readability); 12 double-sided, 

laminated game boards; Comprehensive Teacher Planning & Resource 

Guide; Free online subscription to access interactive content, activities and 

assessments.

Item # Description List Price

9-092103-642 Middle School Life Science $133.29

Biology Inquiries Book
Biology Inquiries offers educators a 

handbook for teaching middle and high 

school students engaging lessons 

in the life sciences. Inspired by the 

National Science Education Standards, 

the book bridges the gap between 

theory and practice. With exciting 

twists on standard biology instruction 

the author emphasizes active inquiry 

instead of rote memorization. Biology 

Inquiries contains many innovative ideas 

developed by biology teacher Martin 

Shields. This dynamic resource helps 

teachers introduce standards-based 

inquiry and constructivist lessons into 

their classrooms. Some of the book's classroom-tested lessons are inquiry 

modifications of traditional "cookbook" labs that biology teachers will 

recognize. Biology Inquiries provides a pool of active learning lessons to 

choose from with valuable tips on how to implement them.

Item # Description List Price

9-1294668-642 Biology Inquiries Book $34.99 

Life Science Curriculum Learning Modules
Each module provides a complete set of visual, digital and hands-on 

resources which provide an engaging blend of technology-based 

instruction, interactive print resources, game-based learning and a 

hands-on investigation. Features: 1 "Write-On/Wipe-Off" Flip Chart Set; 

1 Student Learning Guide featuring background information, assessment 

questions and lab exercise; 1 Vocabulary Review Card Set; 1 4-Player 

Mastery Game; 1 Interactive Multimedia Lesson; and a Hands-On Lab. 

See website for details.

Item# Description List Price

9-1531257-642 Cells $133.29 

9-1531258-642 Osmosis and Diffusion $133.29 

9-1531259-642 Mitosis $119.89 

9-1531260-642 Photosynthesis and Respiration $133.29 

9-1531261-642 Chromosomes, Genes & DNA $133.29 

9-1531262-642 Meiosis $133.29 

9-1531263-642 Genetics $133.29 

9-1531264-642 Six Kingdoms $133.29 

9-1531265-642 Protists $133.29 

9-1531266-642 Food Chains $133.29 

9-1531267-642 Body I: Moving & Controlling $133.29 

9-1531268-642 Body II: Fuel & Transportation $133.29 

9-1531269-642 Body III: Maintaining Life $133.29 

Biology Neo/LAB® Software Series
Now your students can perform realistic lab 

investigations, learn from animated multimedia tutorials, assess 

their comprehension and prepare for exams—all on their computer! 

Engaging virtual labs provide the ideal teaching and learning tool. The 

perfect complement or substitute for your textbook, each Neo/LAB 

includes virtual lab investigations, comprehensive tutorials, unique 

assessment tools, and detailed teacher resources. System Requirements: 

Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 

9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1641-642 Individual Set of 20 $1,499.99 

9N-1366741-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free 
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Select Module Activities are also available for 
separate purchase: 

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287212-642 Food Webs Lab $69.95 

9N-1287213-642 Predator/Prey Relations Lab $70.95 

9N-1287214-642 Pollution Effects-Plants Lab $59.95 

9N-1287215-642 Water Analysis Lab $109.95 

9N-1287222-642 Soils and Porosity Lab $179.95 

9N-1278469-642 Bioremediation Lab $49.95 

9N-1287224-642 Landfills Lab $109.95 

9N-1287225-642 Radiation Effects-Plants Lab $69.95 

9N-1287221-642 Water Pollute/Purification Lab $97.95

Environmental Issues And Solutions Curriculum Module
The hands-on activities in Environmental Issues and Solutions link 

to core science concepts, making them an excellent complement to 

existing curricula. Students investigate landfills; effects of radiation 

on plants; bioremediation techniques (oil-degrading microbes); 

climate changes / greenhouse effect; water treatment processes; 

airborne, soil, and water pollutants; food webs; energy pyramids; 

predatory-prey relationships; determining carrying capacity 

of a population; and how to calculate a biodiversity index. 

The module includes three comprehensive summary 

investigations that provide an opportunity to explore water 

treatment processes, bioremediation, and qualitative water 

quality assessment. 

Inquiry Investigations™ Environmental Issues and 

Solutions Module includes:

•  Investigation literature and student guide (copymasters), 

comprehensive curriculum guide, and a Curriculum Resource 

CD-ROM with a virtual lab (The Effect of Temperature on 

Dissolved Oxygen)

•  Four units of study, each with 3-9 activities for a total of 26 activities. 

Materials for 40 students.

• Storage cabinet with drawers clearly labeled with materials.

• Posters on vernal pool ecology and owl pellets.

The Environmental Issues and Solutions Curriculum Module 

includes the following units of study:

Unit 1: Environmental Issues

Unit 2: Air, Water, and Soils

Unit 3: Ecosystems, Energy, and Biodiversity

Unit 4: Comprehensive Inquiry Investigations

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287226-642 Complete Module w/Virtual Lab $999.95 

9N-1288883-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95 

9N-1288870-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95 

9N-1306596-642 Refill Package $279.95

Learning How Pollution Effects Plants Lab

See pages 52-68 for 

more information!

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
Additional Sensors

9N-1376295-642 Temperature Sensor Each $82.59 

9N-1376355-642 Temperature Sensor Pack of 5 $389.09 
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Indoor Air Quality Monitor
Ideal for monitoring air quality 

and clearly displays CO2, RH 

and air temperature. Recalls and 

provides visual alarms for user 

set maximum readings. Includes 

AC adapter and is desktop or 

wall mountable. Datalogging 

model records up to 32,000 data 

points which can be downloaded 

using USB cable and included 

software. 4 ½" x 4 ¼" x 1 

Item # Description List Price

9-1499385-642 Air Quality Monitor $253.29 

9-1499656-642 Monitor w/Datalogging $319.99

Indoor Air Quality Meter with Datalogging
Portable measurement and datalogging of air 

temperature, RH, CO2, dew point and wet bulb. 

Calibrates to air and has hold function. Records up to 

32,000 data points of temperature, RH and CO2 that 

can be downloaded using USB cable and software. 

Includes tripod screw, soft carrying case, 6 x AAA 

batteries, AC adapter, USB cable and software. 

Optional field tripod available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1499386-642 Air Quality Meter $266.69 

9-1499388-642 Field Tripod $35.99

Air Quality Lab Investigation
Air pollution causes a wide variety of health concerns and comes from 

many different sources. Your students will perform various hands-on 

activities to identify sources and types of air pollution. Then they'll apply 

their knowledge to develop ways to reduce this contamination. Your class 

will also conduct microscopic examinations of bacteria, fungi and other 

microorganisms found in the air. Your students will identify potential 

sources of air pollution and airborne pollutants, and observe and identify 

the various microorganisms present in the air. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3563-642 Air Quality Lab Investigation $58.99

High Volume Air Sampler
Discover what is in the air you breathe. 

Particulate matter is deposited on a high 

efficiency filter as air is drawn through it at 

a calibrated volumetric flow rate. The total 

mass in milligrams per cubic meter can be 

determined. Chemical and radioactive tests can 

also be performed on the material collected. 

The unit is 40 cm tall and operates on standard 

115 VAC 60 Hz for indoor and outdoor use. 

Filters and manometer are included.

Item # Description List Price

9-580273-642 High Volume Air Sampler $625.99

Environmental Quality Lab Investigation Series
This extensive "curriculum-in-a-box" will provide your class with a detailed 

exploration of six primary environmental science topics. Your students 

will investigate air, water and soil pollution as well as their causes, effects 

and treatment processes. Each investigation includes materials for forty 

students along with comprehensive teach and student guides.

Air Pollution

Learn how air pollution occurs and how it can be prevented. Your students 

will collect and identify airborne pollutants. They'll also conduct a variety of 

analysis and treatment techniques.

Water Quality Testing

Your class will test water samples for major pollutants. They'll also  

learn how to quantify the concentration of pollutants to assess a 

sample's quality.

Toxicity Testing

Gain insight into the impact of "real world" contaminants on plants and 

pond life. Students will learn how to quantify the damage done by these 

toxic substances as well as their lethal dosages.

Water and Wastewater Treatment

Model the typical purification techniques used by water treatment plants 

and learn about the path that water takes in preparation for our use and 

consumption.

Solid Waste Management

Your students will learn how landfills are used and the effects that climate, 

water and soil type have on their success.

Soil Analysis 

Learn about soil, its major components, its physical characteristics and 

how it is analyzed for chemical composition and potential contaminants. 

Your students will conduct actual soil tests for acidity, nitrogen, potassium 

and phosphate content.

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-591295-642 Environmental Quality Labs  $329.99 
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Bacterial Pollution Kit
Detects total bacteria in 

water and the specific 

bacterium E. coli. Contains 

sufficient materials for 

14 experiments. Includes: 

two varieties of agar 

media already prepared, 

ready for heating and use, 

prepared media to permit 

a demonstration run by 

the teacher prior to actual 

student use, as well as a 

comprehensive teacher's 

manual and 30 worksheets.

How Clean is the 
Water? Kit
Explore questions such 

as: Where do water 

pollutants come from? 

Why are they important 

to water quality? 

What effects do they 

have on living things? 

Students monitor local 

water supplies for pH, 

available phosphate, 

chloride, lead, oil and bacterial contamination in experiments. Materials 

allow 2 to 4 students to perform each activity.

Item # Description List Price

9-589944-642 How Clean Is The Water? $72.69

Innovating Science™ Effects of Acid Rain Kit
Acid rain can have devastating effects on not only aquatic ecosystems 

but also terrestrial areas. It not only effects naturally-occurring 

surfaces, such as exposed rocky surfaces of mountainous regions, 

but also human-made surfaces as well. Explore the rates of erosion 

and weathering on numerous rock types with varying levels of acidity. 

Materials for 15 groups. Teacher's manual and student copymasters 

are included. Requires graduated cylinders (not included).

Item # Description List Price

9-1294731-642 Effects of Acid Rain Kit $59.99

Innovating Science™  
Acid Rain, Seed Germination, and Growth Kit
Students will examine the detrimental effects of acidic conditions on 

plants. Plants will be grown under normal soil conditions, mildly acidic soil 

conditions, and very acidic soil conditions. Through physical observation, 

students will determine if the acidity has any impact on the growth of the 

plant. Kit contains enough materials for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399036-642 Kit $79.99

Simulating the Effects of Acid Rain Lab Investigation
What causes acid rain? What effect does it have on the environment? 

How can it be prevented? Your students will explore these questions 

through a series of inquiry-based investigations. Students will explore the 

causes of this by-product of industrial growth and gain a firsthand view of 

its effect on plants and organisms as well as common building materials. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1493-642 Lab $82.99

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Water 
Pollutants and Purification Lab

The activities in this lab provide students with the opportunity to 

model the typical water purification method used by water treatment 

plants and determine how water is polluted by everyday use. Students 

also learn about bioremediation by using nitrifying bacteria to remove 

pollutants from a water sample. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide 

and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. 

Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287221-642 Water Pollute/Purification Lab $97.95 

9N-1288868-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Item # Description List Price

9-589869-642 Pollution Kit $73.39
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Why is the Water Green? Lab Investigation
Investigate how common pollutants affect the growth of microalgae in 

ponds. Using either the unique dried culture mix included or pond water 

samples that they collect themselves, students investigate how algae 

are affected by phosphates and nitrates and the concentration at which 

these common pollutants cause algal blooms. Further investigations 

allow students to determine the effects other common pollutants have on 

living organisms and the environment. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1153-642 Why is the Water Green? Lab $70.99

Innovating Science™ 
Eutrophication and 
Nitrate-Phosphate 
Pollution Lab
Understand the 

importance and value 

of fresh water and 

the need to protect 

and conserve this 

valuable resource. 

After completing 

this lab, students 

should understand 

the difference 

between point source and non‑point source pollution and understand the 

role of nitrates and phosphates in the process of eutrophication. Includes 

materials for 15 groups, teacher's guide, and student copymasters.

Item# Description List Price

9-1294730-642 Pollution Lab $55.09

Inquiry Investigation™  
Learning About Water Analysis Lab

Students learn about the causes of water pollution, how pollutants are 

detected, and how to quantify the concentration of pollutants that pose a 

danger to the biota of ecosystems. Using safe, easy‑to‑use chemical tests, 

students analyze water samples for common pollutants including chlorine, 

dissolved oxygen, copper, hardness, nitrates, and phosphates. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD‑ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287215-642 Water Analysis Lab $109.95 

9N-1288868-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95
LaMotte Tapwater 
Tour Kit
•  Five exciting units 

•  Discover the chemicals and 

impurities found in student's 

own home tap water

•  Tests cover concepts such as 

pH, chlorine, hardness, 

iron and copper 

•  Each unit includes 

illustrated handouts, 

teacher tips and more

•  Materials for a class of 

50 students 

Item # Description List Price

9-569402-642 Kit $106.59 

9-586398-642 Refill $77.69

Groundwater Exploration Activity Model
Engage your class with a vivid demonstration of groundwater flow. 

As you demonstrate dozens of groundwater concepts, your class 

will learn about groundwater's critical role in the hydrologic cycle as 

well as such key concepts as: Groundwater Pollution; Porosity and 

Permeability; Darcy's Law; Aquifers and Artesian Wells; Water Quality; 

and Interrelationship of groundwater and surface water. The Groundwater 

Exploration Activity Model comes complete with everything you need, 

including sand, gravel, clay, nontoxic dyes, connectors, tubing, syringe 

pumps, pipets, and electric pump. Includes detailed student's and 

teacher's guides. 20"L x 5"W x 12 1/2"H. 

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1075-642 Activity Model $629.99
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Exploring Groundwater Contamination 
Lab Investigation

Construct a mini-groundwater simulation model showing the movement 

of a simulated, colored pollutant. Determine under what conditions 

contamination occurs from a variety of sources such as spills, farms, 

and buried tanks and how polluted groundwater eventually reaches the 

drinking water supply. In the process, students learn about the water 

cycle, water quality, ppm and ppb pollutant contamination, porosity of 

soils, and other related concepts. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1213-642 Groundwater Contamination $141.99

Innovating Science™ Water Treatment and Filtration Lab
Students will perform, on a small-scale, several of the procedures that 

occur in a water treatment plant on "polluted" water. They will examine the 

changes in the water after each treatment step is performed. They will 

also observe physical characteristics of water, such as clarity, color, odor, 

and how they are affected from the beginning of the treatment process 

until the end. Materials for 15 groups. Includes teacher's manual and 

student copymasters.

Item # Description List Price

9-1294729-642 Water Treatment & Filtration $68.39

Environmental Test Lab Kit
Great for teacher demos, small group experiments or single student 

projects. Air testing activities include: dust and particle content, chemical 

pollution and acidity of rainfall. Water testing activities include: analysis 

of oxygen content, pH, hardness, phosphate content, chloride level, lead 

and hydrogen sulfide content. Complete instructions with background 

information and discussion questions included. Materials for 3 trials of 

each test.

Item # Description List Price

9-589941-642 Environmental Test Lab $119.29

Determination of Salinity
This kit has been designed to allow the analyst to perform a very simple 

titration to determine the salinity of their water sample. The titration uses 

an easily identifiable color transition to indicate the end of the analysis. 

This kit contains enough materials to perform 40 tests.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562383-642 Determination of Salinity $46.59

Water Treatment Activity Model
Your class will get a firsthand view of the 

physical, chemical and biological processes 

comprising sewage remediation. They'll build 

their own water treatment plant, complete with 

filtration, aeration and bioremediation capabilities. 

Durable plastic model is accompanied by 

everything needed to test and treat water, 

including filter paper, simulated pollutants, 

bioremediation agents, air pump and 

test materials. Includes comprehensive 

student's and teacher's guide. 

13.25"L x 4.5"W x 17.25"H

Lab-Aids® 
Modeling and Investigating 
Watersheds Lab
This lab provides students with first 

hand experience with watersheds and 

provides a knowledge base to better 

understand related environmental 

issues. Students apply "rain" over a 

topographic model and observe the 

water runoff and where "lakes", "rivers" 

and "ponds" form. Includes materials 

for six student groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1300550-642 Watershed Modeling $129.79

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1045-642 Water Treatment Activity $230.99
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Contaminants and the Water Cycle
This activity can be used to model both the basic water cycle and the 

water cycle with biological and chemical contaminants that are picked up 

along the way. Students start at some point where water exits on Earth, 

such as in a river or a raindrop. Then roll a dice and consult Water Cycle 

Cards to determine where their water molecule will go next. In the end 

the students write a story demonstrating the understanding of their water 

molecule's travels within the water cycle.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500955-642 Water Cycle Contaminants $93.29

Water Quality Backpack Kit
The water quality backpack is a collection of instruments and test kits 

specifically designed for use by middle and high school students to 

assess rivers, streams and lakes. Includes Hanna's pHep4® waterproof 

pH meter; DiST 5® waterproof electrical conductivity/total dissolved solids/

temperature meter; a Secchi disk; an extensive Teacher's Manual with 

activities and background information; 110 tests each for acidity, alkalinity 

and carbon dioxide; 100 tests each for dissolved oxygen, hardness and 

nitrate; 50 tests for phosphate; and a backpack. Reagent refills available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1383032-642 Water Quality Backpack $513.29 
Reagent Refills

9-1383023-642 Dissolved Oxygen $101.69 

9-1383024-642 Alkalinity $63.09 

9-1383025-642 Hardness $43.99 

9-1383026-642 Carbon Dioxide $39.99 

9-1383027-642 Acidity $62.89 

9-1383028-642 Phosphate $33.29 

9-1383029-642 Nitrate $65.29

Wet in the City® Urban Water Test Kit
Non-hazardous 

TesTabs® make 

the Wet in the City 

hands-on kit easy, 

safe and portable. 

Introduces the 

basic concepts of 

water chemistry. 

Test water from 

drinking fountains, 

street puddles 

and even run-off. 

Study the impact 

of urban water on the city's environment. Test for the following factors, 

10 repetitions each (5 for coliform bacteria): chlorine, hardness, pH, 

temperature, copper, iron, phosphate, coliform bacteria, dissolved oxygen, 

and nitrate. Contains a comprehensive handbook and all necessary 

equipment. Ages 8 and up.
Item # Description List Price

9-529717-642 Urban Water Test Kit $73.29

Investigating Pond Organisms Lab Investigation
Lead students on an exploration of pond life and its environment. Students 

perform six investigations, including how organisms move, investigating 

form and function, looking at larger organisms, looking at smaller organisms, 

comparing organisms, and studying Daphnia. Includes teacher and student 

guides. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-4663-642 Inv. Pond Organisms $110.99

Aquaphoenix Education Water Quality Saddle Bag
Our unique water testing saddlebag is perfect for those who are interested 

in water pollution and its effects. This saddlebag is designed to wear 

on the side of the individual for safety and easy wear. Each test kit has 

enough materials to perform over 100 tests and can be used in a group 

of 30 people or more. Step-by-step picture instructions and color-coded 

reagents are included. Saddlebag contains the following test kits: alkalinity 

P/T/acidity, hardness, dissolved oxygen, nitrate, and pH.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440853-642 Water Quality Saddle Bag $273.99
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Starter Test Meters

Water Quality and Electrochemistry Meters

The new OHAUS Starter 

Series of Bench Top Meters 

offer premium and practical 

features, straight-forward 

operation, and the best price/

performance ratio to ensure 

you are maximizing your 

valuable budget dollars. With a 

variety of packages available, 

you'll have no problem 

finding the perfect fit for 

your classroom needs. Rest 

assured all OHAUS Bench Top 

Meters provide an extremely 

functional design which 

includes an electrode holder 

with each model; and reliable 

calibration results.

• Intuitive software and 

a well-organized LCD 

display work in tandem 

to make operating the 

Starter Series a simple and 

straightforward task.

• Five clearly marked 

input keys and built-in or 

standalone electrode holders 

make operating the Starter 

Bench Meters and obtaining 

your measurements an 

easy process.

• Starter tracks the accuracy 

of the calibration process 

right on the display so 

you can measure with 

peace-of-mind knowing 

your results will be 

highly precise.

Starter Bench 
Top Meters 

Package Details

Item # Ohaus Model # ST2100 List Price

9-1464851-642 ST2100-B 2100 Meter with Built-in Electrode Arm $392.99

9-1464852-642 ST2100-E
2100 Meter, ST210 2-in-1 Plastic Refillable pH Electrode and pH 

buffer Powder Sachet
$417.99

9-1464853-642 ST2100-F
2100 Meter, ST210 2-in-1 Plastic Refillable pH 

Electrode+STTEMP30 Temperature Electrode, and pH buffer 
Powder Sachet

$458.99

Package Details

Item # Ohaus Model # ST2100 List Price

9-1464854-642 ST3100-B
3100 Meter with Standalone  

Electrode Holder
$560.99

9-1464855-642 ST3100-F
3100 Meter with ST310 3-in-1 Plastic Refillable pH  

Electrode, pH buffer Powder Sachet and In-Use Cover
$631.99

Package Details

Item # Ohaus Model # ST3100C List Price

9-1464856-642 ST3100C-B
3100C Meter with Standalone Electrode Holder, and 2 Small 
Bottles of Standard Conductivity Solution - 1413 μS/cm and 

12.88mS/cm
$642.99

9-1464857-642 ST3100C-F
3100C Meter with Standalone Electrode Holder,  

STCON3 4-Ring Conductivity Electrode  
(70 μS/cm-200mS/cm) and In-Use Cover

$805.99

Application: pH, Conductivity, TDS, Salinity

Display: Backlit Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) on 3100 and 3100C, no backlight on 2100

Operation: AC Adapter (included)

Construction: ABS Housing

Design Features: Electrode condition icon, temperature compensation, last calibration data memory, calibration icon, 
five input keys, standalone electrode holder on 3100 and 3100C, built-in holder on 2100.

Starter 2100 Series

Measurement Range: 0.00–14.00 pH; –1999 –1999 mV; 0°C –100°C

Resolution: 0.01 pH; 1 mV; 0.1°C

Calibration: 1 or 2 points; 1 pre-defined group

Starter 3100C Series

Measurement Range: 00.0 μS/cm–199.9 mS/cm;  

0.1 mg/L–199.9 g/L (TDS); 0.00–19.99 psu (salinity); 0°C–100°C

Resolution: Auto Range 0.1°C

Calibration: 1 point; 3 pre-defined standards

Starter 3100 Series

Measurement Range: -2.00–16.00 pH; -1999–1999 mV; -5°C–110°C

Resolution: 0.01 pH; 1 mV; 0.1°C

Calibration: 3 points; 3 pre-defined groups
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Starter Portable Meters 

Versatile and Portable Water Quality and Electrochemistry Products 
for Your Classroom, Inside or Out!

Starter Test Meters
Water Quality and Electrochemistry Meters

• Intuitive software and a  

well-organized display work 

in tandem to make operating 

the Starter Series a simple  

and straightforward task.

• Starter portable products fit 

comfortably in the palm of 

the hand. Each also comes 

equipped with a retractable 

built-in stand that can be 

used to prop up the meter  

on a flat surface.

• Starter tracks the accuracy  

of the calibration process 

right on the display so you  

can measure with 

peace-of-mind knowing your 

results will be highly precise.

Application: pH, Conductivity, 
Dissolved Oxygen, TDS, 
Salinity, ORP

Display: Liquid Crystal  
Display (LCD)

Operation: 4 AAA Batteries 
(included)

Construction: IP54 ABS 
Housing

Design Features: 30 sets of 
data memory, built-in 
stand and electrode holder, 
identification window

Starter ST300D Series

Measurement Range: 0.0 to 199.9%; 200 to 400%; 0.00 to 00.00;  

20.0 to 45.0 mg/L; 0.00 to 00.00; 20.0 to 45.0 ppm; 0 to 50°C

Resolution: 0.1%; 1%; 0.1 mg/L; 1mg/L; 0.00 ppm; 0.1 ppm; 0.1°C

Calibration: 1 or 2 points; 100% and 0%

Starter ST300 Series

Measurement Range: 0.00–00.00 pH; -1999–1999 mV; 0°C–100°C

Resolution: 0.00 pH; 1 mV; 0.1°C

Calibration: 3 points; 1 pre-defined group

Package Details

Item # Ohaus Model # ST3100 List Price

9-1464875-642 ST300-B
300 Meter with IP54 Sets, Electrode Clip, Wrist Strip  

and 4 AAA Batteries
$280.39

9-1464874-642 ST300
300 Meter, ST320 3-in-1 Plastic Gel pH Electrode,  

and pH Buffer Powder Sachet
$349.99

Package Details

Item # Ohaus Model # ST300C List Price

9-1464876-642 ST300C

300C meter, with STCON3 4-Ring Conductivity Electrode  

(70 μS/cm-200mS/cm), 2 Small Bottles of Standard Conductivity 

Solution - 1413 μS/cm and 00.00mS/cm, IP54 Sets, Electrode Clip, 
Wrist Strap, 4 AAA Batteries

$431.59

Starter ST300C Series

Measurement Range: 0.0 μS/cm–199.9 mS/cm; 0.1 mg/L–199.9 g/L (TDS); 

0 °C–100 °C

Resolution: Auto Range 0.1°C

Calibration: 1 point; 3 pre-defined standards

Package Details

Item # Ohaus Model # ST300D List Price

9-1464878-642 ST300D-B
300D Meter with IP54 Sets, Electrode Clip,  

Wrist Strap and 4 AAA Batteries
$344.99

9-1464877-642 ST300D
300D Meter with STDO11 Galvanic DO Electrode,  

and STTEMP30 Temperature Electrode
$607.99
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Starter Test Meters

Water Quality and Electrochemistry Meters

Item # Model Number Range Resolution Accuracy List Price

9-1464859-642 ST10 pH 0.0 to 14.0 0.1 pH 0.1 pH $52.99

9-1464858-642 ST20 pH 0.00 to 00.00 0.01 pH 0.05 pH $97.09 

9-1464861-642 ST10R pH -1000mV to 1000mV 1mV 2mV $119.09 

9-1464860-642 ST20R ORP -1000mV to 1000mV 1mV 2mV $156.09

9-1464869-642 ST10C-A EC 0.0-199.9 μS/cm 0.1 μS/cm ±2.5% FS $71.99 

9-1464868-642 ST10C-B EC 0-1999 μS/cm 1 μS/cm ±2.5% FS $71.99

9-1464867-642 ST10C-C EC 0.00-00.00 mS/cm 10 μS/cm ±2.5% FS $71.99

9-1464866-642 ST20C-A EC 0.0-199.9 μS/cm 0.1 μS/cm ±1.5% FS $103.09

9-1464865-642 ST20C-B EC 0-1999 μS/cm 1 μS/cm ±1.5% FS $103.09

9-1464864-642 ST20C-C EC 0.00-00.00 mS/cm 10 μS/cm ±1.5% FS $103.09

9-1464863-642 ST10S Salinity 0.0-10.0 ppt 0.1 ppt ±2.5% FS  $69.99

9-1464862-642 ST20S Salinity 0.0-80.0 ppt 0.1 ppt ±1.5% $103.09

9-1464872-642 ST10T-A TDS 0.0-100.0 mg/L 0.1 mg/L ±2.5% FS $80.99

9-1464873-642 ST10T-B TDS 0-1000 mg/L 1 mg/L ±2.5% $80.99

9-1464870-642 ST20T-A TDS 0.0-100.0 mg/L 0.1 mg/L ±1.5%  $103.09

9-1464871-642 ST20T-B TDS 0-1000 mg/L 1 mg/L ±1.5% $103.09

Item # Buffers List Price

9-1463544-642 Standard Conduct. Sol. 447.1US $10.99

9-1463545-642 Stand. Conduct. Sol. 1413US $10.99

9-1463546-642 12,888 mS/cm 500ml $11.99

9-1463547-642 Conductivity Sol. 2,764US $10.99

9-1463541-642 Buffer Ph 4.0 Red 500 ml $6.99

9-1463542-642 Buffer pH 0.00 Yellow 500ml $6.99 

9-1463543-642 Buffer pH 10.0 Blue 500ml $6.99

9-1491092-642 Buffer Calibration Kit $17.99

Frey Scientific can provide 

Replacement Electrodes for 

Bench/Portable Meters and 

Pen Meters upon request. 

Contact customer service at 

800-225-3739 for assistance.

Starter Pen Meters
When you are looking for accurate 

results anywhere and anytime, look 

no further than the OHAUS Starter 

Series of Pen Meters specifically 

designed for education. When 

it’s time to replace the electrode 

don’t worry about the tools; you 

won’t need them with OHAUS 

Pen Meters. It’s as simple as 

unscrewing the protective ring and 

removing the old electrode; snap 

in the new one and screw the ring 

back on…you’re ready to measure 

again in under 30 seconds!

Accurate Results 
Anywhere and Anytime

•  Starter pen meters provide 

what should be expected of a 

small pen meter: simple, fast, 

straightforward, no-frills yet 

highly accurate operation time 

and time again.

•  With durable plastic housing, a 

protective cap that safeguards 

the sensor and an automatic 

shutdown feature that preserves 

battery life, Starter pen meters 

can endure consistent use in 

rugged environments.

•  Equipped with a wrist strap that 

helps to prevent unintentional 

dropping, Starter pen meters 

are constructed with an IP67 

waterproof design that can 

prevent water damage when 

accidentally dropped into liquid.

Application:  pH, ORP, 

Conductivity, Salinity, TDS

Display:  Single/Dual

Operation:  4 AG13 1.5V Micro 

Alkaline Batteries

Construction:  IP67 ABS Housing

Design Features:  Automatic 

shutdown, wrist strap. All ST20 

models include temp display
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Kemtec Coliform Test Kit
Dramatically and vividly demonstrate the presence or absence of animal 

pollutants in water. Determine if E. coli are present—after observing color 

changes in lactose broth. Includes 25 tubes of lactose broth and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-585384-642 Kemtec Coliform Test Kit $99.99

Lamotte GREEN Estuary Monitoring Kit
Provides simple, affordable and non-hazardous methods of testing saline 

and brackish waters for coliform bacteria, salt, dissolved oxygen, nitrate, 

pH, phosphate, temperature, and turbidity . Serves as a great introduction 

to Earth Force's GREEN program or any other water quality monitoring 

effort. Supplied with all TesTab® reagents and components to test 

10 water samples (3 for coliform).

Item # Description List Price

9-577900-642 Estuary Monitoring Kit $71.29

WaterWorks™ SenSafe™ School Water Quality Test Kit
Everything needed to carry out full water analysis and experimentation. 

Determine 540 test results (60 per parameter).

Test for the following contaminants: iron, copper, pH, alkalinity, nitrate, 

nitrite, free chlorine, total chlorine, and total hardness.

Class size: 30 students (2 tests for each parameter per student).

Item # Description List Price

9-580294-642 School Water Quality Test $119.99

Lamotte Earth Force Advanced Water Monitoring Kit
This kit contains all LaMotte water quality test kits featured and supported 

in "The Field Manual for Water Quality Monitoring (11th edition)" by 

Mark Mitchell and William Stapp. The included text is a standard for 

school-based water quality monitoring programs in schools around the 

world. The kit tests:

• Dissolved oxygen • Precision pH

• Phosphate • Auxiliary phosphate

• Nitrate • Turbidity

• Temperature change

This kit contains some hazardous components and will incur an additional 

shipping charge.

Item # Description List Price

9H-567568-642 Advanced Water Monitoring $807.99

Lamotte Earth Force Standard Water Monitoring Kit
With this inquiry-based approach to watershed education, students will 

learn to design and implement a river study from acquiring and reading 

watershed maps to determining/scheduling study sites and water quality 

testing. Each module contains easy-to-read, diagrammed instructions; a 

color chart; a test factor flashcard; and all the necessary apparatus along 

with non-hazardous TesTabs®. Tests for:

• Dissolved oxygen (100 tests)

• Biochemical oxygen demand (100 tests)

• Nitrate (100 tests)

• pH (100 tests)

• Phosphate (100 tests)

• Temperature change (100 tests)

• Coliform bacteria (44 tests)

• Benthic macroinvertebrates (unlimited)

• Turbidity (unlimited)

Item # Description List Price

9-576877-642 Standard Water Monitoring $358.69

Lamotte Earth Force Basic Water Monitoring Kit
This introductory water monitoring program offers a simple means of 

testing water samples for 8 water quality parameters. This kit comes with 

all the necessary apparatus and TesTab® reagents required to perform 

water quality tests on 10 water samples. Test factors include:

• Dissolved oxygen • Biochemical oxygen demand

• pH • Nitrates

• Phosphates • Temperature change

• Turbidity • Coliform bacteria (three tests)

Item # Description List Price

9-230-6320-642 Basic Water Monitoring $62.39
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Sper Scientific® Dissolved Oxygen Meter Kit
Measures dissolved oxygen to determine water quality. 

Automatic temperature compensation as well as manual compensation 

for salinity and altitude. Displays dissolved oxygen and temperature 

readings. Features simple one-button calibration to air and large backlit 

LCD. Comes in a hard carrying case complete with pB (lead) free Galvanic 

DO probe with 9' cable, 2 spare probe heads with membranes installed, 

electrolyte and 4 AAA batteries. Optional tripod available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1499391-642 Meter Kit $413.29 

9-1499388-642 Field Tripod $35.99

Sper Scientific Benchtop Water Quality Meter
The Water Quality Bench Top Meter from Sper Scientific measures 

all of the following parameters: pH, ORP (oxygen reduction potential), 

mV, conductivity, TDS (total dissolved solids), salinity and temperature. 

Features a rugged housing unit with large LCD displaying the parameter 

being measured together with time, date and temperature (in ºC or ºF); 

automatic or manual temperature compensation and ranging; automatic 

buffer recognition; digital and analog outputs; min/max and 99 data 

points with data hold; 5 calibration points; and electrode status indication. 

Includes AC adaptor, computer cable & software.

Item # Description List Price

9-1414392-642 Benchtop Water Quality Meter $466.69

Sper Scientific Dissolved Oxygen Meter
Dissolved oxygen analysis is routinely performed in environmental 

testing, labs, industrial and municipal waste water, aquariums and fish 

hatcheries. This Sper Scientific waterproof dissolved oxygen pen is easy 

to carry, simple to calibrate and use. Sufficient for many surface dissolved 

oxygen measurements. Features: Simple one-hand operation, Automatic 

temperature compensation, Automatically calibrates to air, Easy to 

replace pop-off probe heads, Simultaneous display of dissolved oxygen 

and temperature (ºC and ºF), and Hold and min/max recall. Includes a 

soft carrying case with belt loop, two spare probe heads, electrolyte and 

4 AAA batteries.

Item # Description  List Price

9-1414387-642 Dissolved Oxygen Meter $378.99

Sper Scientific Large-Display 
Conductivity and Salinity Pens
Highly stable and accurate readings with 

large LCD display. Designed for simple 

one- hand operation. Simultaneously displays 

the parameter being measured and 

temperature in ºC or ºF. Features automatic 

temperature compensation, 2 pt. 

calibration, auto power off, hold function, 

and a low battery indicator. The case is 

IP65 waterproof, and will float if accidentally 

dropped into the water. Comes with 

4 button-cell batteries and a built-in probe 

with protective cap.

Item # Description List Price

9-1414386-642 Conductivity $66.69 

9-1414385-642 Salinity $79.99
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Sper Scientific 
Large‑Display pH Pen
Easy to carry, simple to operate and 

sufficient for most field pH tests. 

Highly stable and accurate readings with 

large LCD display. Designed for simple 

one-hand operation. Automatically 

calibrates to pH 4, 7, 10 buffers and can 

be adjusted to recognize non-standard 

buffers as well. Features hold function, 

and  auto power off with low battery 

indicator. The case is IP65 water proof, 

and will float if accidentally dropped into 

the water. Comes with 4 button-cell 

batteries and a built-in electrode kept 

moist with a protective cap.

Item # Description List Price

9-1414391-642 Large-Display pH Pen $43.99

Determination of Nitrite and Nitrate Test
This kit is designed for an analyst to perform a simple colorimetric 

test to determine the nitrite and nitrate concentrations of fresh 

water samples. The reaction yields an easily identifiable color 

transition that can be compared with the colors on the color chart 

determining the concentrations. Identified nitrite and nitrate values 

are 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0 & 10.0 PPM. This kit contains 

everything an analyst would need to perform a water test either in the 

laboratory setting or out in the field. Kit contains enough materials to 

perform 40 tests.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562382-642 Nitrite and Nitrate Test $45.69

Sper Scientific Benchtop pH‑mV Meter
Rugged housing with large LCD displaying the parameter being measured 

together with time, date and temperature (in ºC or ºF). Features Automatic 

or manual temperature compensation and ranging, Automatic buffer 

recognition, Digital and analog outputs, Min/Max and 99 data points 

with data hold, 5 calibration points, and Electrode status indication. 

Comes ready to use with ATC pH electrode, electrode holder arm, 

AC adaptor, computer cable & software. Also accepts any pH or ORP 

probe with a standard BNC connector.

Item # Description List Price

9-1414390-642 Benchtop pH-MV Meter $313.09

Tracer PockeTester™ 5‑in‑One Meter
Ease-of-use and accuracy make this five-in-one meter a must have for 

any science classroom. This tool is the first of its kind as it measures 

conductivity, TDS, salinity, pH, and temperature using only one electrode. 

Units of measure include: pH, µS, mS, ppm, ppt, mg/L, Celsius, 

Fahrenheit. The tracer memory feature enables storage of up to 25 labeled 

readings. Also features auto power off and low battery indicator. 

Requires four 1.5-volt coin cell batteries (included). Instruction guide 

included. 7" x 1.25"

Item # Description List Price

9-162-6331-642 5-In-One Meter $264.69

Sper Scientific Basic pH Meter Kit
Simple to operate and sufficient for many field and lab pH tests. 

Includes everything necessary for immediate field use: Basic pH Meter, 

epoxy body sealed reference combination electrode with a BNC connector 

and a 2½' cable, pH buffers 4 and 7, deionized water, instructions, and 

a 9V battery. All components are contained in the meter's own slim but 

protective hard-shell foam-lined case. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1414389-642 Basic pH Meter Kit $293.29

Extech® ExStik® 
Conductivity/TDS/Salinity Meter Kit
Measure four parameters—conductivity, TDS, salinity, 

and temperature—with one high-accuracy, multi-range 

sensor. Versatile, autoranging, waterproof meter offers 

3 ranges to measure any aqueous solution. Meter comes 

with conductivity cell, protective sensor cap, sample cup with 

cap, batteries, and neckstrap. Kit adds 3 calibration standards, 

weighted base, 2 sample plastic cups, and carrying case.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1016716-642 Conduct./TDS/Salinity Meter $104.99
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 Water Quality Test Kit Series
Give students a thorough introduction to drinking water. They find out 

about the sources of drinking water, how our bodies use water, and how 

water reaches our homes. Includes 50 test strips each for pH, alkalinity, 

hardness, fluoride, and chlorine. Materials for 40 students working in  

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price
9-20-3503-642 Testing Drinking Water $47.99

9-20-3513-642 Testing Ponds and Streams $54.99

9-20-3523-642 Testing Wastewater $54.99

9-20-3543-642 Dissolved Oxygen $43.99

 Water Quality Test Strips
Read results in less than a minute—just dip the test strip into your sample, 

wait for the color to develop and compare it with the chart on the bottle. 

Ammonia test trips are in packs of 25, all others are packs of 50.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1337037-642 Ammonia (0-5 ppm) Pack of 25 $20.99

9-60-5144-642 Chlorine (0-10 ppm) Pack of 50 $20.99

9-60-5140-642 Fluoride (0-10 ppm) Pack of 50 $20.99

9-60-5150-642 Phosphate (0-100 ppm) Pack of 50 $20.99

9-60-5142-642 Water Hardness (0-500 ppm) Pack of 50 $20.99

9-60-5152-642 pH, Alkalinity and Hardness Pack of 50 $20.99
(6.4-8.4, 0-360 ppm, 0-500 ppm)

9-60-5148-642 Nitrates/Nitrite (0-500 ppm) Pack of 50 $20.99

Crosscutting Concepts Urine Trouble Water Purification Kit
Jake Plissken, senior communications officer on the lunar outpost, is 

feeling ill. As the staff Doctor searches for a cause his condition continues 

to grow worse. The doctor institutes a quarantine and the miners switch 

to emergency water and food rations to eliminate possible routes of 

infection. With no hope of immediate rescue, they begin recovering 

water from any source necessary to sustain life. In this kit they will 

test procedures to recycle urine into drinking water. The kit includes 

enough supplies for 32 students total (working in groups of 4). Additional 

common laboratory supplies necessary.

Item # Description List Price
9H-1477578-642 Trouble Water Purification $222.09

NEW

AM-12 TesTabs Investigation Kit
A light carrying case holds 12 individual field test modules for students 

to investigate water pollution. Each module includes easy to read 

diagrammed instructions, color chart, flashcards, and the appropriate 

apparatus to perform 100 tests. Instruction manual included.

Item # Description List Price
9H-1601143-642 Tes Tabs Water Investigation $337.99 
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Biology and Chemistry 
of Soil Experiment
Students use ordinary 

soil samples to conduct 

a thorough evaluation of 

soil. Simple, easy-to-follow 

techniques and staining 

procedures are introduced. 

After performing a series 

of activities, students are 

asked to draw conclusions 

concerning a soil's ability 

to support plant growth. 

All tests are performed 

using either the patented Chemplate® or calibrated sample tubes. 

Includes materials for 50 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500949-642 Bio & Chem Soil Experiment $131.89

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Soils and Porosity Lab
Your class will construct models to test the porosity and permeability 

of various soils. They will create soil profiles and examine the physical 

characteristics of various types of soils. Students will learn about the 

relationships among porosity, permeability, and particle size. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; 

Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287222-642 Soils and Porosity Lab $179.95

9N-1288868-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Classification of Soil Layers Lab Investigation
Your students will examine common soils of North America; 

determine how soils are formed; and create a sample soil profile using 

the provided soil horizon cards. Then they'll analyze the soils in the profile 

and describe the environmental conditions that influenced their formation. 

Your class can also gather local soils; create a profile; and determine 

the environmental changes that caused those soils to form. Easy-to-use, 

portable and practical soil cards allow students to construct a soil profile 

in the field and then analyze it when they get back to the lab – with 

far less mess than using core samples! Affordably priced soil horizon 

cards are also available individually. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-4143-642 Kit  $47.99

9-60-5255-642 Soil Cards (Pack of 20)  $5.09

The Biology & Chemistry of Soil Lab Investigation
Explore the relationship between the environmental conditions of the 

soil—such as moisture, acidity, and alkalinity—and the existing microbial 

population. Using a Berlese apparatus that they construct, students will 

also extract and identify the various small arthropods present. 

From the data collected, students further define the soil ecosystem, 

calculate diversity indices, and determine the symbiotic relationships 

that exist in each unique biotic soil community. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1473-642 Biology & Chemistry Soil Lab  $102.99

Soil Nutrients 
and Fertilizers
Nitrogen is one of 

the essential plant 

nutrients found in soil. 

Students measure the 

amount of nitrogen in several 

different soils. They then 

examine the role of nitrogen 

in plant growth and consider 

the effect of excess 

nutrients in an ecosystem. 

Includes materials for 

32 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500957-642 Soil Nutrients & Fertilizers $189.29
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Soil Analysis Kit
Great introduction to soil science, this soil analysis kit will teach students 

the skills needed to properly conduct soil composition tests as well as 

allow them to collect and evaluate local soil samples. Enough materials for 

10 groups of students Includes teacher's guide.

Item # Description List Price

9H-1599075-642 Soil Analysis Kit $261.89

NEW

Hanna Soil Quality Backpack Lab™

A collection of instruments and test kits specifically designed for use 

by middle and high school students to assess soil quality and to relate 

measurements to principles of plant metabolism. Real-world examples 

help students understand relevance to topics to everyday life. Kit includes 

Hanna's pHep4® waterproof pH meter; DiST 5® waterproof electrical 

conductivity/TDS/temperature meter; Hanna's HI 145 digital thermometer; 

Hanna's Agricultural Combination Test Kit supplied for 50 tests each 

of NPK (Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium) and pH; and 48-page 

Teacher's Manual with standards-based activities and instructional 

materials; and a backpack.

Item # Description List Price

9-528404-642 Backpack Lab $515.99

9-1383022-642 Refill $92.39

Berlese Apparatus
A simple, effective and 

educational means of gathering 

nematodes and microarthropods 

from soil samples. Just place 

the sample in the top portion 

of the apparatus and affix a 

lamp above it. The light and its 

accompanying heat and dryness 

will cause the insects to migrate 

downward, through the attached 

metal sieve and into a collecting 

jar for observation or preservation. 

Includes comprehensive teacher's guide. 6.5"D x 11"H

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1040-642 Berlese Apparatus $76.99

Soil Sampling Tube
Remove soil cores to a depth of 10" with this inexpensive tool. 

Galvanized steel tube has sawtooth cutting edges and is tapered 

for easy withdrawal. Cutaway side facilitates viewing of soil strata. 

Includes 20 soil sample bags and instructions. 12" x 1" diameter. Additional 

4" x 6" plastic, zippered sample bags sold separately.

Item # Description List Price

9-586323-642 Soil Sampling Tube $45.29

9-594582-642 Sample Bags (Pack of 50) $15.99

What's in the Soil: Part 1
Perform comprehensive soil nutrient and mineral analysis of ordinary soil. 

Test for the presence of 10 nutrients and minerals necessary for adequate 

plant development. Determine water content, organic matter content 

and pH of several different soil samples. Includes reproducible student 

worksheets and teacher's guide. Material for 30 students working in pairs. 

Grades 6–12.

Item # Description List Price

9-574779-642 What's In The Soil Kit? $179.49
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NewPath Learning® Biomes Flip Chart
Introduce and review standards-based Science 

concepts. The set features 10 double-sided, 

laminated charts, each 12" x 18" and 

spiral-bound on a durable, free-standing 

easel. Side 1 of each chart features a graphic 

overview of topic while Side 2 serves as 

"write-on/wipe-off" activity chart. Also includes 

Activity Guide featuring copy-masters 

and exercises. Provides comprehensive 

coverage of the following topics: Ecosystems 

& Biomes, Tropical Rainforests, North American 

Desert, Polar Regions – Arctic Tundra, 

Polar Regions – Antarctica, Grasslands – Prairie, 

Grasslands – African Savanna, Temperate 

Deciduous Forest, Wetlands – Swamps & Bogs, 

and Wetlands – Lakes & Ponds.

Item # Description List Price

9-1402414-642 Biomes Flip Chart $47.89

LaMotte Sedimentation Tubes
For use in soil classification 

and sedimentation studies. 

Three calibrated conical tubes with 

plastic stand. Instructions describe 

how to break down soil samples into 

their sand, silt and clay formations. 

Unit includes a reagent to speed 

settling of finely divided particles.

Soil Test Kit
Test soil for pH, nitrogen, phosphorus 

and potassium in just 3 easy steps 

with instant results. Contains 40 

tests (10 each for key soil 

elements). Includes instructions for 

adjusting soil conditions.

LaMotte Complete Soil Test Kit
Soil tests introduce the principles of soil management. Kit includes 6 

test tubes, test tube stand and reagents for 80 tests, in a polypropylene 

case. 2 booklets are included which provide basic soil study information. 

This set includes sufficient reagents for 30 pH tests, 15 nitrogen tests, 

20 phosphate tests and 15 potassium tests.

Item # Description List Price

9-586305-642 Complete Soil Test Kit $77.49

LaMotte NPK Soil Test Kit
Students perform up to 50 tests each for nitrogen, phosphorus 

and potassium levels using non-hazardous TesTabs®. Each kit includes 

the necessary apparatus, simple diagrammed instructions and a laminated 

color chart. Designed to meet the needs of the GLOBE Program™ 

(Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment).

Item # Description List Price

9-580546-642 NPK Soil Test Kit $42.69

Environmental Situation Cards
Explore the issues that affect our planet close to home and around the 

world with 50 environmental situation cards. Students must consider 

related current events, their role in the problem and suggest ideas 

for improving the situation as they examine the issue on a particular 

card. Topics covered include: global warming, air and water pollution, 

alternative energy sources, conservation, recycling and landfills, 

endangered species, green gardening, composting and hazardous waste. 

Includes 50 – 8.5" x 5.5" situation cards and 16-page teacher's guide and 

answer key.

Item # Description List Price

9-1321184-642 Environmental Situation Cards $29.99

Ecology Videos
Students learn about scientific methods and research, and explore 

potential solutions to the problems that threaten the planet. Titles include 

Understanding Biodiversity and Protecting Earth's Atmosphere. 

Average run time: 18 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1327465-642 Understanding Biodiversity $59.99

9N-1465170-642 Earth's Atmosphere $61.95

Item # Description List Price

9-579140-642 Soil Test Kit $16.99

Item # Description List Price

9-586308-642 Lamotte Sedimentation Tubes $92.69
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A Closer Look at Pondlife Lab Investigation
Construct a miniature pond ecosystem and assess its biodiversity. 

Design your own experiments to determine the population dynamics and 

the effects of various pollutants on pond microlife. Model the impact of 

road salt runoff on a pond and assess the environmental impact on bottom 

sediments. Identify microlife forms using an illustrated, dichotomous 

key. Includes dry pond mix, teacher's guide and student worksheets. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1233-642 Kit  $78.99

9-20-1235-642 Refill  $52.99

Ecology Symbiosis Kit
This unique kit demonstrates the 

interrelationships of legumes 

with the nitrogen-fixation 

process. Grass seeds are 

planted hydroponically in 

nutrient deficient media 

containing inoculum-treated 

clover seeds. Students 

see dramatic results in 3-4 

weeks. Kit contains enough 

planting pots and supplies for 

24 students. Reproducible student 

worksheets and teacher's guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1474786-642 Ecology Symbiosis Kit $89.99

Compost Kit
A fun, interactive way to learn the benefits of composting. 

Students experiment with ways to minimize and re-use waste by 

creating and perfecting their own classroom composters. Kit includes 

a detailed teacher's guide. Students and teacher supply the compost 

materials and 2-liter bottles.

Item # Description List Price

9-1474785-642 Compost Kit $110.99

NewPath Learning® 
Ecosystems, Food 
Chains, and Food Webs Poster
A graphic look at biomes, food webs 

& chains as well as the role they play 

in nature. This large, reference wall 

chart features detailed illustrations 

to facilitate comprehension of 

key, standards-based concepts. 

23" x 35", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440471-642 Ecosystems Food Web/Chain $26.59

Discovery Education™ 
Adapting to the World Video
4 segments demonstrate how 

adaptations have enabled various 

species to evolve and thrive: 

Oceans: Cradle of Life—traces how 

organisms developed in Earth's 

oceans, The Bloom of Plants—follows 

the processes of plant reproduction 

and survival, Insects: Master 

Adapters—looks at how insects have 

adapted to survive for billions of years, 

The Wild Side of Dogs— explores 

how dogs evolved from wolves. 

Run time: 54 minutes/4 segments.

Item # Description List Price

9-529537-642 Adapting to the World $79.99

Lamotte Aquatic 
Macroinvertebrate Life Cycle 
and Habitat Flashcards
The 22 full-color cards feature 

photos of both immature and adult 

insect stages detail life cycles and 

habitat. The accompanying 

manual contains facts 

on insect characteristics, 

life cycles, taxonomy, 

classification, food webs and 

how macroinvertebrates can 

be indicators of water quality. 

Six activities are included with 

the cards.

Item # Description List Price

9-529721-642 Macroinvertebrate Life Cycle $79.89

LaMotte MacroLens™ Magnifier
Finally—a lens that fits over the entire Petri 

dish. Students find identification a snap with 

this magnifying lens that makes it impossible 

for evasive macroinvertebrates to swim out 

of view. Features 5X magnification and fits 

any petri dish up to 100 mm.

Item # Description List Price

9-531545-642 Macrolens Magnifier $20.69
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Predator and Food 
Chain Bingo
Make learning about 

predator-prey relationship 

fun! Students will discover 

important facts about food 

webs of the ecosystems 

in our biosphere. 

Covers five categories: 

Birds of Prey, Food 

Chains, Land Predators, 

Ecosystems, and "What's 

for Lunch?". Comes boxed 

with 75 question cards, 

30 bingo playing cards, 

game instructions, master 

answer key, and bingo chips.

Item # Description List Price

9-1321183-642 Predator & Food Chain Bingo $27.99

Lab-Aids® Decomposition Kit
What do biodegradable and decomposition mean, and how do they 

happen? Students seek answers to these and other questions as 

they investigate the effect of various factors on decomposition and 

biodegradability. Through experimentation, they determine decomposition 

rate, how soil type affects decomposition, and different types of 

substances that decompose. For 50 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-531478-642 Decomposition Kit $159.89

Microlife Mix Culture
Just add water to bring your own pond micro-ecosystem to life! With this 

microhabitat mix, students observe single-celled organisms within 

24 hours, larger microinvertebrates within a week. Comprises bacteria, 

green and non-green protists, filamentous algae, rotifers, ostracods, 

and other microinvertebrates. Includes identification sheet. Safely stores 

for years without special handing.

Item # Description List Price

9-80-2001-642 Microlife Mix Culture $12.99

Symbiosis in Nature Lab Investigation
Explore a mutualistic, symbiotic relationship commonly found in 

leguminous plants. Students grow plants innoculated with a special 

bacteria culture and prepare slides of the nodules to demonstrate this 

relationship. They further explore how the relationship benefits both 

plant and bacterium and why it illustrates symbiosis. The class performs 

activities to prove that such a symbiotic relationship is not possible in 

other forms of plants. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1243-642 Kit  $82.99

9-20-1245-642 Refill  $47.99

Investigating Food Webs 
with Owl Pellets Poster
Reinforce your lessons about 

food webs with this stunning 

visual aid! Students will be 

drawn to the eye-catching 

photography and detailed 

diagrams as they explore the 

fascinating role of owls in 

nature. Includes magnificent 

photographs and illustrations 

depicting various owl species; 

the ecology of the owl; 

predator-prey relationships; 

owl pellet formation and 

digestion; and food webs. 

35"W x 23"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1086-642 Inv. Food Webs w/ Owl Pellets $19.99
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Habitat Connections Kit
Get your students outside!

Engage your students in their local environment. Students investigate the 

habitat, challenges of migration and nesting, reproduction and survival of 

birds. This kit includes a teacher's guide with seven lessons, reproducible 

student journal, photos and posters and a USB drive with videos, animations 

and teaching slides and more.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599057-642 Habitat Connections $97.29

 Environmental Preference of Animals Activity Model
How do animals alter their behavior, physiology, appearance or form in 

response to changes in their environment? Your students will observe the 

answer to this question firsthand as they conduct investigations on the 

impact of controlled environmental change on small terrestrial and aquatic 

animals. They'll use this innovative chamber to view the impact of changes 

in temperature, light and humidity on selected specimens. The durable, 

plastic chamber features uniquely designed areas for the positioning of 

thermometers, desiccants and wetted materials. Includes comprehensive 

teacher's guide. 19.25"L x 7.5"W x 5.5"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1140-642 Environmental Preference Model $179.99

 Building Food Webs CD-Rom
Now your students can create and customize their own food webs—on their computer! 

Interactive program allows them to observe the impact of a change in one population 

on all others in a web. They'll also discover the transfer and loss fo biomass and energy 

between organisms. By manipulating a host of variables, your class will quickly and easily 

learn about and understand the different factors that affect real food webs—simple or 

complex—in the environment.

System Requirements: Windows 98 or greater. Mac 8.6 to 9.2. 64MB RAM.
Item # Description List Price

9-13-1691-642 Individual $79.99
9-13-1695-642 Network Version $399.99

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning About Predator/Prey Relationships Lab

Explore the fascinating world of predator/prey relationships with these 

hands-on activities. Students dissect owl pellets to study the skeletal 

remains of this raptor's prey. Students learn how to use a dichotomous 

key to identify the species of prey consumed. Based on their findings, 

students construct a food web summarizing the owl's diet in order to 

estimate the diversity of the prey available in the ecosystem. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287213-642 Predator/Prey Relations Lab $70.95
9N-1288867-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning About Food Webs and Energy Pyramids Lab

Introduce your students to food webs, food chains, and energy pyramids 

using innovative activities presented in this lab. Your class will view 

illustrations of various life forms, study their main physical characteristics, 

and determine "who eats whom" as they assemble a food chain of the life 

forms chosen. Students also learn how organisms within a community 

are interrelated and how different environmental factors affect food webs. 

Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; 

Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287212-642 Food Webs Lab $69.95
9N-1288867-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

NEW
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Biomes and Ecosystems Bingo
As students get in the game, they learn 

the basics of biomes and ecosystems. 

Questions focus 

on climate 

and life within 

aquatic, desert, 

tundra, forest, and 

grassland biomes.

Contains 75 question 

cards, 30 playing 

cards, master key, instructions 

and bingo chips. For individuals 

or teams.

The Barn Owl—An Introduction to Owl Pellet Labs Video
This video describes the habits of the barn owl and takes you through the 

life-cycle from courtship through fledging of young. There is also a portion 

of video devoted to an overview of classroom techniques of dissection 

and identification of prey and their skeletal parts. 15 minutes

Item # Description List Price

9-1300594-642 The Barn Owl DVD $60.99

Ecosystems Challenge Game
Focusing on the climate and life within various biome habitats, these 

games use the "Round Robin – I have, Who has" style and are a race 

against the clock. The entire class will work together to explore the topics 

and beat their best time. One deck covers land ecosystems and the 

other deck covers water ecosystems. Use during topic introduction, as a 

review game, or for evaluation. Includes two decks of 30 cards, teacher's 

instructions, and an answer key.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399080-642 Ecosystems Challenge Game $23.99

Ecology of Vernal Pools Poster
Images from the renowned Roger Tory Peterson Institute. 

Spectacular photography depicts various organisms to include 

invertebrates, salamanders, frogs and toads. Illuminating overview of 

the amphibian life cycle. 23"H x 35"W

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1081-642 Ecology of Vernal Pools Poster $19.99

Ecology Bingo
This games explores 

ecology and how humans 

have impacted our 

environment by their 

actions and pollution. 

This bingo game is a 

true teaching tool, since 

students must determine 

the correct answer after 

hearing the question and 

then, find that answer 

on their playing card. 

Categories include: Energy 

Sources, Endangered & 

Extinct Species, Go Green!, 

Climate Changes, and 

Ecosystems. Game contains 

75 question cards, 30 different playing cards (5.5" x 8.5"), as well as 

master key, game instructions and bingo chips in a sturdy box.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399082-642 Ecology Bingo $27.99

Item # Description List Price

9-531575-642 Biomes and Ecosystems Bingo $27.99

Predator Game
Based upon the natural food relationships in a forest, the cards in this 

game represent plants and animals commonly found in the temperate 

zone forests. An animal takes what it eats and is taken by what eats it. 

For 2–6 players or groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-531121-642 Predator Game $12.99 
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Dissecting the Food Web- An Owl Pellet Investigation Kit
This kit invites students to investigate food webs and adaptations inspired 

by owls. Lead students as they tease apart the hidden clues within an owl 

pellet. Through hands-on activities, project-based inquiry, and informative 

science articles, students learn how species survive, compete, and 

interact. Includes materials for 30 students working in pairs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599056-642 Dissecting the Food Web $159.99 

Owl Pellets and Common Prey Mount
Features a complete pellet, a partially dissected pellet showing skeletal 

prey remains, and the skulls and mandibles of the five most common 

owl prey. All specimens treated with casting acrylic to assure long-term 

quality. 8.5" x 6.5" 

Item # Description List Price

9-573966-642 Owl Pellets & Common Prey $94.19 

Plastic Forceps
Low-cost molded plastic forceps. For dissection or general classroom 

applications. Pack of 10. 

Item # Description List Price

9-05-1245-642 Plastic Forceps  $9.99 

Dual Lens Magnifier 
with Safety Lanyard
Compare and contrast items close 

up with this dual 3X and 6X plastic 

lens magnifier. Blue safety lanyard ensures 

magnifiers won't get lost and hands stay free. 

Pack of 10 

Item # Description List Price

9-086241-642 With Safety Lanyard (PK/ 10) $11.99

Deluxe 
Classroom Owl 
Pellet Kit
Includes 30 heat 

sterilized, individually 

wrapped Barn 

Owl Pellets; eight 

23" x 17.5" Posters: 

Bone Sorting Chart, 

Food Web, Vole, Mole, 

Shrew, Bird, Pellet Formation 

and Human\Vole Comparison; 

15 8.5" x 11" bone sorting charts for bone 

identification; 10 magnifying lenses; and an illustrated teacher's guide 

with background information, teaching strategies, projects, skull keys 

and references.

Item # Description List Price

9-110-8338-642 DLX Class Owl Pellet Kit $159.99 

Owl Pellet Curriculum Pack
Includes the Deluxe Classroom owl Pellet Kit for 30 students and the 

15-minute DVD "The Barn Owl: An Introduction to the Owl Pellets Labs", 

which introduces students to the life cycle of the Barn Owl.

Item # Description List Price

9-500164-642 Owl Pellet Curriculum Pack $226.69 

Classroom Owl Pellet Kit
Kit includes 15 sterilized and 

foil-wrapped Barn Owl Pellets, and 

3 posters: Bone Sorting Chart, Food 

Web Poster, and the Vole Skeleton 

for a dynamic classroom presentation. 

This kit also includes an illustrated 

Instructor Guide containing background 

information, suggested teaching 

strategies, dichotomous skull key, 

projects, and reference material. The 

set of 15 individual 8½" x 11" Bone 

Sorting Charts make a great student 

worksheet.

Barn Owl Pellets
 Barn Owl pellets are a wonderful tool for classrooms of all ages. 

The concepts of natural history, ecology and predator/prey relationships 

may all be found in this mysterious fur ball. Large pellets are 1 1/2" or 

greater; small pellets are 1/2"

Note: The Barn Owl population is at a 10-year low and natural owl pellet 

supplies are limited. See our Perfect Pellets on page 320 for a readily 

available synthetic alternative!

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1015089-642 Small Pellets Pack of 20 $53.29 

9-150-0905-642 Large Pellets Pack of 6 $29.29 

9-373995-642 Large Pellets Pack of 15 $63.99 

9-150-1781-642 Large Pellets Set of 30 $119.99

NEW

Item # Description List Price

9-110-2617-642 Classroom Owl Pellet Kit $93.29 
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Perfect Pellet™ Packs
Students dissect these 

manufactured pellets to find 

perfect replica skeletons of 

the barn owl's favorite meals: 

voles, moles and starlings. 

The prey's unique bone 

structures make Perfect Pellets™ 

ideal for comparative anatomy 

investigations. Assortment packs 

contain all three types of skeletons. 

Newpath Learning® 
Owls and Owl Pellets Flip Charts
These 10 double-sided, laminated 

charts, each measuring 12" x 18" feature 

graphic overview of topic on one side 

and a "write- on/ wipe-off" activity chart 

on the reverse side. Spiral- bound 

on a durable, free-standing easel, 

these charts also come with an 

activity guide featuring copy-masters. 

Topics covered include: Owls - Birds of 

Prey, The Barn Owl, Owl Food Web, 

Owl Pellets Dissecting an Owl Pellet 

Rodent Skeleton Vole Skeleton Mole 

Skeleton Shrew Skeleton and Bird 

Skeleton. 

Bone Sorting Charts 
Enhance your owl pellet studies! 

Sturdy card stock sheets 

show primary skeletal features 

of rodents, shrews, moles 

and birds. 8.5" x 11" charts 

come in packages of 15 for 

classroom use.

Perfect Pellet™ Classroom Kit
Contains five Perfect Pellets™ of each prey (vole, mole, and bird), teacher's 

guide and five posters: the food web, the three prey skeletons, and bone 

sorting chart. Meets NSES C (K–4; 5–8) 

Item # Description List Price

9-1289447-642 Perfect Pellet Classroom Kit $119.99 

Perfect Pellet™ Deluxe Classroom Kit
Contains ten Perfect Pellets™ of each prey (vole, mole, and bird), teacher's 

guide, 15 student bone sorting charts and six posters: the food web, the 

three prey skeletons, bone sorting chart, and human/vole comparison. 

Meets NSES C (K–4; 5–8) 

Item # Description List Price

9-1289448-642 Perfect Pellet Deluxe Kit $179.99 

Perfect Pellets™

Discover Perfect Pellets™

Sanitary and consistent, Pefect Pellets eliminate the "eww" factor, pest concerns, and 

guesswork from owl pellet investigations. Synthetic pellets each contain a complete, 

life-size vole, mole, or bird skeleton replica, but won't harbor insects or disease. No baking, 

no fuss and no disappointment or confusion with partial remains. Instead, you and your students can 

focus on understanding owls and the biology of their prey. Pellets measure 2.5"–3.5" each.

Item # Description List Price
Vole

9-1289435-642 Pack of 6 $26.69 

9-1289438-642 Pack of 15 $66.69 

9-1289441-642 Pack of 30 $119.99 

9-1289444-642 Pack of 60 $226.69 
Mole

9-1289436-642 Pack of 6 $26.69 

9-1289439-642 Pack of 15 $66.69 

9-1289442-642 Pack of 30 $119.99 

9-1289445-642 Pack of 60 $226.69 
Bird

9-1289437-642 Pack of 6 $26.69 

9-1289440-642 Pack of 15 $66.69 

9-1289443-642 Pack of 30 $119.99 

9-1289446-642 Pack of 60 $226.69 
Assortment

9-1360397-642 Pack of 6 $26.69 

9-1360395-642 Pack of 15 $66.69 

9-1360396-642 Pack of 30 $119.99 

9-1360398-642 Pack of 60 $226.69 

Item # Description List Price

9-150-1618-642 Bone Sorting Charts $13.29 

Item # Description List Price

9-1361607-642 Owls & Owl Pellets Flip Charts $47.89 
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Recycling Videolab®

Students will view the "Recycling: Conserving Natural Resources" DVD 

and perform ten hands-on activities that focus on our renewable and 

non-renewable resources. These increasingly important concepts are 

highlighted in a week long unit which is easy for any teacher to use. 

The Teacher's Guide contains complete teacher instructions, learning 

outcomes, individual station directions, student answer sheets, and 

pre and post tests.

Item # Description List Price

9-1292993-642 Recycling Video lab $199.99 

What Happens to Trash and Garbage? 
Lab Investigation

This unique hands-on unit introduces your students to the cycling of 

elements in nature. Students will define trash and garbage and trace 

what happens to it over time, investigate the process of fermentation, 

investigate the carbon cycle, construct a mold "microgarden", and even 

conduct local inquiries into the fat of trash and garbage. Using familiar 

examples, abstract concepts orbon cycling in the environment become 

easy to comprehend - and teach! Includes comprehensive teacher's guide, 

18-minute video ocommon fungi, a 28-card photosort set and a carbon 

cycle poster. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2413-642 Trash & Garbage Lab $85.99 

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning if Landfills Really Work Lab

Investigate the effectiveness of landfills in disposing of solid waste. 

Students will create a simulated landfill to test the biodegradability of 

natural and synthetic materials. Students will examine soil microbes and 

compare the environmental safety of open and sanitary landfills. Includes a 

Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287224-642 Landfills Lab $109.95 

9N-1288869-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Biodegradability Kit
This innovative kit allows teachers and students to conduct experiments 

in the biodegrading of various materials in compounds and liquids of their 

choice (not supplied). 

Includes six specially designed containers, clips and cages to hold the 

materials in place, along with metal, paper and biodegradable plastic 

samples and project workbook. Containers measure 5 ¾" x 4 ¾". 

Item # Description List Price

9-1321222-642 Biodegradability Kit $173.29 

Recycling Display
Students will explore the possibilities 

of recycling with this extensive 

presentation. Recycling symbols on 

plastics are explained, along with a 

list of common sources and recycled 

products. 18 samples in 9 categories are 

presented. 12"W x 16"H

Item # Description List Price

9-578581-642 Recycling Display $87.99 
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Blue Gold: 
World Water Wars Video
Based on the book Blue Gold: 

The Fight to Stop the Corporate 

Theft of the World's Water by Maude 

Barlow and Tony Clark. The film 

examines the problems created by 

the privatization and commoditization 

of water. ©2009. Closed captioned.

Run Time: 90 minutes.

Environmental Issues 
Transparency Book
Topics covered include: physical 

factors of environment, biogeochemical 

cycles, food web, communities, 

ecological succession, major biomes 

of North America, pollution, future 

environmental problems. Includes 

20 activities with 12 transparencies.

The Cost of Cool: Youth, Consumption 
and the Environment Video
Learn how everyday items, from T-shirts 

to sneakers, impact the world's resources. 

Compares the consumer cost of common, 

trendy items to their actual environmental 

costs. Provides an in-depth examination of 

overconsumption and its effects on the Earth. 

Includes 32-page Teacher's Guide aligned 

with National Science and Social Studies 

standards. Run time: 27 minutes

Item # Description List Price

9-1325779-642 The Cost of Cool $120.69 

Green Earth Clever Catch®

Energy conservation, Recycling 

and Global Warming! These 

topics and more are included 

on this 24" latex-free Clever 

Catch. Environmental issues are 

popular topics today, both in the 

news and in the science world. 

Toss the Clever Catch around 

the classroom and where ever 

a student's left thumb lands, 

is the question they answer. 

Includes 107 questions and a 

teacher's guide with answers.

Discovery Education™ 
Biomes For Students Video Set
Travel to some of the most vibrant 

biomes and observe the different types 

of animals and plants that live there. 

In this exciting and essential series, 

students will learn about the vital 

balance between living things and will 

see fantastic footage that highlights 

important elements in each biome.

Discovery Education™ 
Biomes Video Series
Biomes is a beautiful five-part 

series that explores the creation of 

ecosystems and survival of their plant 

and animal inhabitants. Your students 

will marvel at the power and wonder 

of the natural environment. Programs 

include Coasts, Temperate Forests, 

Deserts and Grasslands, Freshwater 

and Island Ecosystems.

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Paper Lab
Students will learn how paper is made and conserved. In the process 

they will create their own paper sheets, learn about watermarks 

and how to make them, treat paper to accept ink, and learn about 

technical paper and security features. Includes a Teacher Resource 

Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups 

of 4; System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. 

Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013149-642 Lab $64.95 

9N-1284619-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Item # Description List Price

9-1399924-642 Green Earth Clever Catch $12.99 

Item# Description List Price

9-1399428-642 Blue Gold: World Water Wars $33.29 

Item # Description List Price

9-532119-642 Biomes for Students Video Set $226.69 

Item # Description List Price

9-040-9214-642 Biomes Video Series $293.29 

Item # Description List Price

9-332286-642 Environmental Issues $22.69 
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Nova® 
World in the Balance Video
Over the next half century, 98% 

of population growth will take 

place in our planet's poorest 

regions. In this groundbreaking, 

worldwide investigation of 

humanity's future, NOVA reveals 

decisions made in America, 

Japan, Europe, Russia, and 

China that will change the fate of 

everyone over the next 50 years. 

Closed captioned, 120 minutes

Item# Description List Price

9-362605-642 World in the Balance $26.69

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About Bioremediation Lab

Model various oil spill scenarios and monitor the effectiveness of the 

provided freeze-dried oil-degrading microbe mixture in remediating the 

waste. Students set up four different simulated oil spills and treat them 

with the special microbial product to observe the physical changes and 

degradation of oil film over time. Includes a Teacher Guide and Resource 

CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278469-642 Bioremediation Lab $49.95

9N-1288815-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Effects of Salinity on Seawater
The world's ocean system contains a dynamic thermohaline current 

system that is responsible for many aspects of our environment. The 

experiments in this kit have been designed to help visualize the impact 

solutions of different density have on each other when mixed. Students 

will measure the salinity of three different water samples representing 

three major salt water bodies, as well as perform an experiment in which 

they will observe the flow patterns when different density solutions are 

mixed. This kit has enough materials for 15 groups. Teacher's Guide and 

Student Study Guide Copymasters included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562381-642 Effect of Salinity on Seawater $102.89

Innovating Science™ Oil Spill Cleanup Kit
In this activity, students will compare two methods of oil spill cleanup: 

biological and physical. Applying both a special blend of oil degrading 

microbes and a hydrocarbon encapsulating polymer to oil and 

examining the results, students will draw conclusions with regard to the 

effectiveness of each approach. Includes Teacher's Manual, Student Study 

Guide copymasters, and materials for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440492-642 Oil Spill Cleanup Kit $90.69

Cleaning up with Microbes Video
Introduce students to innovative, natural 

pollution solutions. They learn how living 

organisms are being enlisted to help 

solve the problem of waste disposal 

and recycling. Scientists have found that 

microbes can take care of almost any 

waste by-product by doing what they do 

best—eating! Includes guide. Run Time: 

15 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1321385-642 Cleaning Up W/ Microbes $59.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply
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Alternative Energies Videolab®

This hands-on lab plus video provides a multi-learning approach to 

science. The activities include producing electricity using photovoltaic 

cells, converting wind energy to electricity, and demonstrating techniques 

used in synthetic fuels and solar energy. Includes the video Alternative 

Energies: Fuels for the Future, teacher's guide, and lab station materials.

Item# Description List Price

9-1292994-642 Alternative Energies Videolab $199.99

Horizon Renewable Energy Science Kit
This kit demonstrates the workings of a clean energy technology system 

on a miniature scale. Power an electrical circuit by solar panel or a wind 

turbine with profiled blades based on NASA aeronautics. Generate 

hydrogen through water electrolysis and convert it into electricity using a 

PEM fuel cell. Optional energy monitor available, displays voltage, current, 

power, joules, resistance and even RPM speed available at the touch of a 

button either on the LCD screen of the monitor itself or as graphical data 

on your PC.

Item # Description List Price

9-1487141-642 Kit $372.29

9-1487140-642 Energy Monitor $243.59

Next Generation Energy Series
The Next Generation Energy series 

looks at the pros and cons of natural 

and human- made energy sources to 

meet our urgent need for new, clean, 

and sustainable forms of energy. The 

series examines traditional energy 

forms, such as fossil fuels, and more 

sustainable energy forms, such 

as wave and solar power. Global 

warming is examined, along with 

ways to reduce over- consumption 

in developed countries and increase 

sustainable energy in developing 

countries. Each book includes an 

activity that explores energy creation. 

32 pages each

Item # Description List Price

9-1577022-642 Next Generation Energy Series $133.29

Energy Conversion Kit
This seven-piece kits allows students to demonstrate the conversion of 

energy between different forms. Features four devices for generating 

electrical energy from mechanical motion, chemical energy, light, and wind 

power and three additional devices for converting that energy into light, 

sound, or motion. Includes connecting cables and instruction manual.

Item # Description List Price

9-1300553-642 Energy Conversion Kit $112.99

Renewable Energy Kit
Help your students change the future! 

Teach the concepts of renewable and 

sustainable energy generation through 

hands-on exploration of solar, wind, 

and water power. Indoor/outdoor kit 

has 4 interchangeable monitors and 

3 interchangeable power heads, easily 

snapped into a high-impact plastic base. 

Includes activities, teacher information, and 

20 feet of tubing for water module. Base: 

7" x 10". Max. height: 20"

Item # Description List Price

9-181-3015-642 Renewable Energy Kit $233.29

K'NEX® 
Renewable Energy Kit
An outstanding series 

of STEM investigations 

for secondary school 

students. Set includes 

550 K'NEX pieces and 

color-coded building 

instructions to build 9 

curriculum related models. 

Builds 3 models at a 

time. Students generate 

electricity to operate 

models as they experiment with renewable energy systems. Students will 

also compare and contrast the power and efficiency that can be realized 

from wind, solar and water powered machines. One 1.38v - 500mA solar 

panel, 3 motors and power cords, 1 capacitor for energy storage and 

teacher's guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1362826-642 Renewable Energy Kit $225.79
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Delta Education Solar Cells
Conduct solar energy activities with these .5-volt solar cells. Use the sun's 

power to generate electricity. Pack of 10.

Item # Description List Price

9-193-2926-642 Delta Education Solar Cells $74.99

Elenco Solar Panel
This durable solar battery features 

3 cells in a sleek, low-profile 

protective housing with 

mounting holes. Positive and 

negative terminals are 

indicated to take the 

guesswork out of 

installation. Lead 

wires are included. 

Mounting bracket 

not included. 5" x 2.5", 

350 mA, 1.4 V.

Snap Circuits® Alternative Energy Kit
Build exciting alternative energy projects with our Alternative Energy 

Kit. Just follow the colorful pictures in the enclosed manuals to build 

alternative energy models that teach geothermal, hydrogen, wind, solar, 

tidal, and hydro power. All parts are mounted on plastic modules and 

snap together with ease—no tools required. Kit includes student guide, 

teacher's guide and organizer box. AA batteries required. (sold separately).

Item # Description List Price

9-1360728-642 Alternative Energy Kit $72.79

Solar Cell Unit with Mini Motor Activity Set
Demonstrate how solar energy can be converted into mechanical 

energy! Easy-to-understand demonstration model consists of a propeller 

connected to a mini motor. The attached solar panel collects light energy 

which is converted into mechanical energy that drives the motor to rotate 

the propeller. Makes the concept of energy conversion easy for students 

to observe and comprehend. Contains everything needed to introduce 

simple circuits or serves as a springboard for class discussion about 

energy and conservation of natural resources.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1545-642 Solar Cell Unit w/ Mini Motor $43.99

Elenco Super Solar 
Mini Race Car
ZOOOOOOMM! 

Super Solar Racing 

Car has surprising 

speed. This 

Handheld Super Solar 

Racing Car is easy to 

assemble and demonstrates alternative 

energy principles. No batteries and tools 

required and less than a dozen parts 

to assemble.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399103-642 Solar Panel $29.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1440105-642 Super Solar Mini Race Car $14.99

Elenco Photon Solar Racer Kit
Learn all about solar energy and how to convert it to useful applications. 

Students will build this exciting sleek solar car that runs on a high 

efficiency solar cell. No soldering required.

Item # Description List Price

9-1360729-642 Photon Solar Racer Kit $34.39
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Thames and Kosmos Hydropower Exploration Kit
Explore the power of water by building models and conducting experiments. 

Build a waterwheel, a sawmill, and a hammer mill to harness the energy 

from water to do physical work. Learn about water pressure with a water 

tower, communicating vessels, and a fountain. Generate electricity with a 

hydroelectric power station. Discover how we can generate electricity by 

harnessing water power from ocean waves, tides, and rivers.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399928-642 Hydropower Exploration Kit $59.89

Basic Solar Kit
When students get hands-on experience with solar energy, they 

understand how it is converted to electric power. With this simple 

demonstration kit, they build their own solar-powered propeller. Includes 

400 mA solar cell, leads, motor, propeller, and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-090305-642 Basic Solar Kit $27.99

Solar Oven
Give students first-hand experience with solar radiation. They won't 

believe they can cook a hot dog with only sunshine and this oven! 

Reflective surfaces concentrate heat radiation in the central chamber, 

resulting in temperatures up to 350 degrees. Includes guide with 

suggestions for classroom experiments.

Item # Description List Price

9-531516-642 Solar Oven $63.99

Horizon Solar Hydrogen Generation Kit
With this set you have freedom to invent your own clean energy 

applications using fuel cells and renewable hydrogen created using sun 

and water. This new set is an optimal tool for inspiration and education 

in classrooms, as kids get to develop their own applications using a 

zero-carbon fuel.

Item # Description List Price

9-1324368-642 Solar Hydrogen Generation Kit $106.69

Investigating Alternative Energy: Hydrogen & Fuel Cells
This six activity module focuses on hydrogen fuel cell technology as 

one potential solution to energy concerns. They also measure the 

voltage and the current produced by the fuel cell and are introduced to 

oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions and half-reactions as a means of 

creating electric current. They use both a computer simulation and a 

manipulative model of a PEM fuel cell. Includes enough materials for 1 

small group.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500961-642 Hydrogen & Fuel Cells $413.29

Thames and Kosmos Powerhouse 2nd Edition
Learn about alternative energy and sustainable living by conducting 30 

experiments and building ten energy-related models: the power house 

itself, a greenhouse, a solar cell array, a passive solar collector, a solar 

oven, an air conditioner, a refrigerator, a hydrometer, a lemon battery, and 

a wind power generator.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399929-642 Powerhouse $119.89
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Thames and Kosmos Fuel 
Cell Car 10 — 10th Anniversary Edition
With a completely redesigned body, rewritten manual, and new display 

stand, the Fuel Cell Car kit is better than ever! This new edition of 

the original Fuel Cell Car & Experiment Kit covers the same topics of 

electrolysis, solar cells, and fuel cells, and includes parts and experiments 

that are similar to those included in the original edition.

Item # Description List Price

9-1362338-642 Fuel Cell Car 10 $239.89

PowerWheel 
Mini Hydro-Generator
The PowerWheel is a micro hydro 

generator - an amazing tool for 

teaching lessons about energy, 

hydropower and other renewable 

sources of energy. It can be used to 

enhance lessons for students from 

kindergarten through 12th grade. The 

unit hooks up to a classroom faucet 

or outside hose for easy use. The 

PowerWheel Bundle includes: 

LED light strip, Bridge rectifier, All 

the wiring to convert the AC output 

to DC (for powering battery powered 

devices), and a User's manual.

Item # Description List Price

9-1442501-642 Powerwheel Generator $234.69

9-1442503-642 LED Light Strip $15.99

9-1442502-642 5W Incandescent Lamp $15.99

Innovating Science™  
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Demonstration Kit
In this demonstration, energy will 

be produced from combining of 

hydrogen and oxygen to form water. 

Platinum will serve as the catalyst 

and electrodes will be prepared by 

coating metal mesh with platinum. 

The hydrogen and oxygen will come 

from electrolysis. After the cell is set 

up, a brief current is applied (with a 

9-volt battery) causing the formation 

of hydrogen gas bubbles on one electrode and oxygen gas bubbles on 

the other. Using a voltmeter, electricity produced by the recombining of 

hydrogen and oxygen, facilitated by the platinum metal catalyst, can be 

observed. Contains enough materials for 5 demos.

Item # Description List Price

9-1325756-642 Hydrogen Fuel Cell Demo. Kit $50.69

Horizon Basic Fuel Cell Car
Use this kit to construct a hydrogen fuel cell car and teach the principles of 

fuel cell technology. Explore how the PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) 

fuel cell converts the chemical energy of hydrogen and oxygen into 

electrical energy to power the motor. Once constructed, the car uses 

a steering mechanism to drive around obstacles. The 14 page user 

manual provides background information into fuel cell technology and full 

assembly instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-1286984-642 Basic Fuel Cell Car $106.69

Solar House
Working model of a passive solar 

house. Demonstrate radiation, 

convection, heat exchange, etc. 

Conduct experiments on the 

greenhouse effect, collecting, 

storing and using heat from the 

sun. Teach the advantages of 

different materials and colors 

to absorb solar radiation, use of insulation and reflectors and concepts of 

energy conservation. Includes Teacher's manual.

Item # Description List Price

9-564284-642 Solar House $74.99

Solar Heating Demonstration
Show how the sun heats water. We use 

a black ABS plastic sheet to absorb solar 

heat. Tubing runs through a carefully cut 

zig-zag groove. As the panel heats up, so 

does the water inside. In direct sunlight, 

the water can reach 90 degrees in just a 

few minutes. Includes a valve to prevent 

water from leaking, kickstand, syringe for 

filling the tubing and instructions.

Horizon H-Racer 2.0 Hydrogen Fuel Cell Car
Discover the automotive technologies of the future by building and driving 

your own hydrogen fuel cell car. The award-winning H-racer 2.0 is the 

new generation H-racer, featuring a construction kit of the scale model 

car, as well as remote controlled steering, and light emitting features 

within the car. The car will run faster, and longer than the original H-racer, 

while still keeping its signature style. Kit includes a solar cell, hydrogen 

station, remote control, hydrogen fuel cell car assembly parts, and an 

instruction manual.

Item # Description List Price

9-1324365-642 H-Racer 2.0 Hydrogen Fuel Cell $199.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1440107-642 Solar Heating Demonstration $49.99 
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Horizon Wind Energy Science Kit
Build a miniature power generation system that converts wind into 

electrical energy. Experiment with the pitch of turbine blades and find out 

the optimum number of blades for generating electricity. Optional energy 

monitor available, displays voltage, current, power, joules, resistance and 

even RPM speed available at the touch of a button either on the LCD 

screen of the monitor itself or as graphical data on your PC.

Item # Description List Price

9-1487142-642 Kit $162.39

9-1487140-642 Energy Monitor $243.59

AquaPhoenix Biogas Discovery Kit
Biogas can be used to power engines, generate electricity, cook food 

and heat homes. This kit includes a biogas digester, collection bag, 

all necessary fittings and tubing, a check valve, a combustion nozzle 

assembly, and safety equipment for one person (goggles, gloves, apron). 

Supply approximately half a gallon of antibiotic-free manure as your 

biomass. Simply vary the biomass source and/or digestion temperature 

and you have a variety of comparative experiments to analyze.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440854-642 Biogas Discovery Kit $99.99

Wind Turbine
This exciting kit allows students to build and test a 

fully-functional wind turbine. The comprehensive 

guide was developed by the Kidwind Project and 

contains in-depth information about history, turbine 

design, and wind energy. Students use a multimeter 

(included) to monitor how much power their wind 

turbine produces.

Item # Description List Price

9-1292995-642 Wind Turbine $49.99

Innovating Science™ 
Production of 
Biodiesel Lab
In this activity, students 

will be performing a 

two-phase process to 

produce small batches of 

crude biodiesel. The crude 

biodiesel produced is of 

sufficient quality for use in 

the demonstration of the 

burning qualities of both 

biodiesel and vegetable oil. Included is an optional small-scale exercise 

where the students will use a washing procedure for the crude biodiesel 

if you wish to have the students experience the full process of producing 

biodiesel to meet quality levels necessary for use in vehicles. Includes all 

required chemicals.

Item # Description List Price

9-1294732-642 Production of Biodiesel Lab $73.29

Horizon Bioenergy Discovery Kit
This kit demonstrates the latest in 

fuel cell technology using ethanol as 

its fuel source. Currently fuel cells 

use hydrogen or methanol as fuel. 

This fuel cell kit directly converts 

ethanol (alcohol) to electricity silently 

and without any combustion. The 

device runs non-stop for days, 

providing an amazing demonstration of 

next-generation fuel cell technology.

Item # Description List Price

9-1324367-642 Bioenergy Discovery Kit $216.49

Lab-Aids® Biofuels and 
Ethanol Production Kit
Human resource 

consumption places stress 

on the natural processes 

that renew some resources 

and depletes those 

resources that cannot 

be renewed. Decisions 

about new research and 

technology, such as those 

related to energy issues, 

involve assessment of 

alternatives, risks, costs, 

and benefits. Students should understand the costs and trade-offs of 

various decisions.

Item# Description List Price

9-1300549-642 Biofuels & Ethanol Prod. Kit $304.69

Wind Power Kit
Wind is one of the most promising sources of clean, renewable energy 

available today. Assemble a wind turbine complete with electric generator 

and adjustable rotor blades. The blades are designed with complex 

aerodynamic curves to look and work like modern-day wind turbine blades. 

Students are able to then conduct various experiments teaching physics 

of force and motion as it applies to wind power technology. The full-color, 

32-page manual offers illustrated instructions and scientific information.

Item # Description List Price

9-1539109-642 Wind Power Kit $65.89
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Water Sampling and Measurement Kit
Compact, portable unit provides all basic sampling equipment required for 

collecting and measuring samples on-location. Designed for instructional 

use. Can be operated successfully without extensive training. The kit 

consists of the following components: water sampling bottle, bottom 

sampling dredge, secchi disk, forel-Ule color scale, plankton net, sounding 

lead and calibrated line, thermometer with jacket, and quality padded 

carrying case for transportation and storage.

Item # Description List Price

9-586332-642 Water Sampling & Measurement $735.59

Fieldmaster® Turbidity Tubes
This tube lets students measure 

turbidity in streams where a 

secchi disk can't be used. Clear 

polycarbonate tube features 

centimeter scale on one side and a 

secchi disk design, 4.5cm in diameter, 

on the bottom. The secchi design 

is screwed to a rubber stopper that 

removes for cleaning.

Item # Description List Price

9-531557-642 Turbidity Tubes $57.99

Collapsible Dipper
This dipper has an aluminum telescoping handle 

with a white plastic 4.5" diameter, 2" deep 

bowl. With it's comfortable vinyl grip 

handle, it provides ease of use because 

it extends from 25" to 46". The 

dipper has pour spouts 

and graduations.

Aquavue Underwater Viewer
An ideal viewer for students studying aquatic plant and animal life or using 

secchi disks. When they look down the 26" tube at the submerged disk, 

they encounter no surface glare or internal reflection, resulting in more 

accurate turbidity readings. Constructed of crush-resistant tubing with 

flotation collar, neoprene viewing mask, and handle.

Item # Description List Price

9-531555-642 Aquavue Underwater Viewer $52.99

Secchi Disk
Students measure the 

turbidity or degree of 

visibility of the water 

just like professionals. 

Constructed of robust 

white plastic disk with 

permanent screen 

printed black sectors. 

Includes attached 

sinker and rot-proof polymer line on polymer foam bobbin. Line length is 

approximately 72 feet (22m).

Item # Description List Price

9-1526406-642 Secchi Disk $24.19

Wind Up Meter Tapes
Measure anywhere—these tapes 

will not tear, break, rust or stretch. 

Durable, high quality, fiberglass 

tapes in ABS plastic windup cases 

are calibrated in centimeters on 

one side, inches on the other.

Item # Description List Price

9-530552-642 30 M $8.99

9-530553-642 50 M $12.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1564590-642 Collapsible Dipper $47.99

30M

Extech® Portable Salinity Refractometer
This compact refractometer provides accurate and repeatable 

measurements on easy to read scale. Features Automatic Temperature 

Compensation (ATC) from 10 to 30°C and requires only two or three 

drops of solution for a reading. Comes complete with case, calibration 

screwdriver, plastic pipette, and calibration solution. 0–100 ppt and 

1.000–1.070 refractive index.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1400718-642 Portable Refractometer $89.99 
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Fieldmaster® D-Net with Expandable Pole
The 12" rim dip net is fitted with a heavy canvas bag (approx. 6.5" deep), 

attached to a metal frame with clamp rings. Bottom of the bag made of 

approximately 500 micron nylon mesh. Canvas skirt extends 3" below bag 

bottom to protect mesh. Aluminum pole extends from 52" to 84".

Item # Description List Price

9-529718-642 D-Net with Expandable Pole $101.99

Fieldmaster® Field Sampling Squares
This folding sampling square makes quantifying field results easy! 

When unfolded, the shock cord filled piping "explodes" open to a full meter 

squared. PVC construction. For use in shallow water or on land.

Item # Description List Price

9-530550-642 Field Sampling Squares $57.99

Economy Insect Net
Students find this very light-weight net indispensable for field work. 

Of soft micro-mesh, it is easy to carry and use. Features 10.5" diameter 

hoop, 16" deep bag, and 5/8" x 36" handle.

Item # Description List Price

9-531530-642 Insect Net $26.99

Fieldmaster® Plankton Nets
Students find that collecting plankton is easy and fun. With simple, 

inexpensive equipment, they enjoy investigating and sampling nearby 

ponds, streams, lakes, and seashores. Includes durable Nitex® nylon net 

and collecting bottle. Student net has 153µm mesh, 8" x 20".

Item # Description List Price

9-531528-642 Plankton Nets $118.99

Fieldmaster® Basic Fish Dip Net
The right net for catching small- to medium-size fish. Monorail aluminum 

pear-shaped bow prevents the abrasion of the net from bait tanks, rocks, 

and sand. Features .25" knotless nylon mesh, 16" x 18" bow, 24" deep bag, 

4' fiberglass handle.

Item # Description List Price

9-531529-642 Basic Fish Dip Net $52.99

LaMotte Student Grade Kick Net
This sturdy mesh net is ideal for student macroinvertebrate collection. 

Durable mesh net features three inch pockets on opposite sides to 

hold poles in place. Poles, not included, can be purchased at any 

hardware store. 35" x 45"

Item # Description List Price

9-531532-642 Student Grade Kick Net $51.29
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Energy and Its Sources Game
Get students to think about how we use energy, explore its sources and 

analyze the costs and benefits of each energy source and their impact 

on our environment. These activity cards provide factual information and 

promotes general discussion about hydropower, solar, wind, biomass, 

geothermal, coal, oil, natural gas, and nuclear power. Includes 60 question 

cards, a reproducible study guide and complete teacher's instructions for 

playing four different games.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399116-642 Energy Game $28.99

Cartoon Guide to the 
Environment Book
Humorous illustrations draw students into 

a serious look at environmental science 

topics: chemical cycles, life communities, 

food webs, agriculture, population growth, 

energy and raw material sources, waste 

disposal and recycling, cities, pollution, 

deforestation, ozone depletion, and 

global warming. Includes discussions of 

population dynamics, thermodynamics, 

and complex system behavior. 

240 pages, paperback

Item # Description List Price

9-531573-642 Environment Book $29.99

Environmental Science 
Activities Kit Book
32 activities that help students in grades 

7–12 understand the environment. 

Includes background, worksheets, 

materials lists, safety checklists and more. 

352 pages, paperback

Item # Description List Price

9-573228-642 Environmental Activities Book $32.99

Environmental Video Library Series
This video series provides an easy to understand, global view of our 

planet's most urgent ecological and environmental issues. Written 

and designed to fulfill educational standards for life science and earth 

science, each program combines full-motion video, graphic animation 

and a complete teacher's guide for an enriching classroom experience. 

Includes six titles: Acid Rain: The Invisible Threat, Alternative Energies: 

Fuels for the Future, Biomes: Terrestrial Ecosystems, The Greenhouse 

Effect, Recycling: Conserving Natural Resources, Vanishing Forests.

Item # Description List Price

9-1292996-642 Environmental Video Library $124.99

Understanding Your Energy Poster
This energy poster discusses 

11 sustainable, renewable and alternative 

energy sources. The sources cover 

and give an in-depth discussion which 

includes: solar, wind, geothermal, tidal 

and wave motion, methane hydrates, 

biomass and many more. There are 

graphs covering renewable energy 2009 

and a section covering energy salaries and 

incomes for the U.S.A.Size: 26" x 38" 

Item # Description List Price

9-1474787-642 Understanding Your Energy $24.99

Using STEM to Investigate Issues 
in Alternative Energy Book
By using science inquiry and integrated 

activities, students will solve real-world 

problems and be encouraged to explore 

careers in the alternative energy fields. 

Topics include energy issues, oil spill 

cleanup, air-power, solar power, biomass, 

hydrogen fuels, and more! It also meets 

NSE, NCTM, and ITEA standards, and is 

correlated to state, national, and Canadian 

provincial standards. 128 pages

Item # Description List Price

9-1392294-642 Inv. Alt. Energy $14.99

Discovery Education™  
Powering the Future Videos
This set of 4 DVDs follows  

Dr. M. Snajayan, lead scientist at  

The Nature Conservancy, as he searches 

for a single, clean energy source that will 

eliminate society’s need for fossil fuels. 

The series identifies the Earth’s energy 

challenge from every angle and highlights 

the importance of conservation and 

implementation of renewable resources 

to meet our energy needs. Run time:  

174 minutes

Item # Description  List Price

9-1474758-642 Powering the Future Videos  $199.99 
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Select Module Activities are also available 
for separate purchase:
Item # Description List Price

9N-1287227-642 Rock Cycle Lab $71.95 

9N-1287228-642 Rocks Lab $109.95 

9N-1287229-642 Minerals Lab $189.95 

9N-1287230-642 Fossils Lab $169.95 

9N-1287231-642 How Minerals are Colored Lab $133.95 

9N-1305661-642 How Rocks Weather Lab $69.95 

9N-1405456-642 Pangea Lab $149.95

Earth's Resources Curriculum Module
The hands-on activities in Earth's Resources link to core science 

concepts, making them an excellent complement to existing 

curricula. Students investigate igneous, sedimentary, and 

metamorphic rocks, rock formation and the rock cycle, mineral 

formation, mineral streak, luster, hardness, and specific gravity, 

cleavage and fracture, fossils, geologic time scale, chemical 

and mechanical weathering, continental drift, soil structure, and 

soil horizons. The module includes a comprehensive summary 

investigation that provide an opportunity to explore unknown rock, 

mineral, and fossil samples.

Inquiry Investigations™ Earth's Resources Module includes:

•  Investigation literature and student guide (copymasters), 

comprehensive curriculum guide with Earth Science resource 

section, and a Curriculum Resource CD-ROM with a virtual lab 

(Mineral Identification).

•  Sets of rock, mineral, and fossil specimens for student groups.

•  Five units of study, each with 1-9 activities for a total of 

25 activities. Materials for 40 students.

•  Storage cabinet with drawers clearly labeled with materials.

•  Posters on Earth's processes, geologic time, and the uses of 

common minerals.

Earth's Resources Curriculum Module includes 

the following units of study:

Unit 1: Exploring Rocks

Unit 2: Exploring Minerals

Unit 3: Exploring Fossils

Unit 4: Earth's Processes

Unit 5: Comprehensive Inquiry Investigations

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287232-642 Complete Module w/ Virtual Lab $999.95 

9N-1288884-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95 

9N-1288874-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95 

9N-1306597-642 Refill Package $139.95 

uLog pH Sensor
Item # Description Quantity List Price
Additional Sensors

9N-1376299-642 pH Sensor Each $159.09 

9N-1376358-642 pH Sensor Pack of 5 $789.09 
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Apatite Bauxite Biotite Mica Fluorite Calcite

Iceland Spar Calcite Copper Corundum Diamond Dolomite Cleavable Fluorite

Name Description Class
PK-10 EA

Part Number List Price Part Number List Price

Apatite Blue-green, massive. Phosphate 9-586708-642 $6.99 9-586711-642 $10.99

Bauxite Gray or buff pisolite. Ore of aluminum. Carbonate 9-586768-642 $9.59 9-586771-642 $8.99

Biotite Mica Brown to black cleavage plates. Phyllosilicate 9-586792-642 $9.99 9-586795-642 $15.99

Calcite, Iceland Spar Transparent cleavages. Carbonate 9-586816-642 $10.99 9-586819-642 $14.29

Calcite Cream, opaque, rhomic cleavage. Carbonate 9-586804-642 $9.49 9-586807-642 $10.39

Copper Pure masses and nuggets Native 9-586873-642 $19.99 9-586876-642 $29.99

Corundum Massive. Oxide 9-586882-642 $15.99    

Diamond Single crystal, 1.5-2.0 mm Native    9-586888-642 $5.99

Dolomite Pink to gray, fine grained, massive. Carbonate 9-586894-642 $9.99 9-586897-642 $8.49

Fluorite Green massive to cleavable. Halide 9-586918-642 $10.99 9-586921-642 $11.99

Fluorite,  
Cleavable

Single cleavage octahedrons. Color may vary from green to purple. Halide 9-586927-642 $20.39 9-586930-642 $3.99

Frey's mineral specimens are large, high quality specimens with vibrant coloration and convenient 

packaging. These specimens help you meet national and state earth science standards. Choose between 

packs of 10 smaller student samples or large, individual hand samples.

Student Specimen Packs

These specimens are excellent for identification labs and quizzes, and range in size from 

25 x 25 mm to 25 x 50 mm. Specimens are supplied in a white corrugated storage box.

Hand Samples

These hand samples are specially selected and hand-sized and come with a labeled display tray. Irregularly 

shaped sizes range from 50 x 75 mm to 75 x 100 mm. Their large size makes them excellent samples for 

practical laboratory identification, reference or display.

ROCK  

AND MINERAL 

SPECIMENS
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Name Description Class
PK-10 EA

Part Number List Price Part Number List Price

Graphite Black foliated masses. Native 9-586960-642 $16.39 9-586963-642 $14.99

Gypsum, Massive White to pink. Sulfate 9-586975-642 $7.89 9-586978-642 $8.49

Gypsum, Satin Spar White, fibrous. Sulfate 9-586990-642 $7.99 9-586993-642 $9.99

Gypsum, Selenite Transparent cleavages. Sulfate 9-587002-642 $7.99 9-587005-642 $7.99

Halite, Cleavable White to clear, cleavages. Halide 9-587014-642 $15.29 9-587017-642 $13.99

Halite, Granular Rock salt Halide 9-587026-642 $7.49 9-587029-642 $7.99

Hematite, Black Specular. Oxide 9-587038-642 $10.69 9-587041-642 $8.99

Hematite, Red Massive. Ore of iron. Oxide 9-587050-642 $6.99 9-587053-642 $10.19

Hornblende Amphibole. Coarse cleavage aggregates. Inosilicate 9-587062-642 $13.99 9-587065-642 $15.29

Kaolinite Kaolin. Tan to white, massive. Phyllosilicate 9-587137-642 $7.99  

Magnetite, Crystalline Black. Ore of iron. Oxide 9-587173-642 $7.99 9-587176-642 $9.99

Magnetite, Lodestone Natural magnet. Oxide 9-587185-642 $12.79 9-587188-642 $16.99

Malachite Green with some rock, massive. Carbonate 9-587197-642 $10.99 9-587200-642 $10.99

Microcline, Pink Pink cleavages. Tectosilicate 9-587209-642 $7.99 9-587212-642 $8.99

Microcline, White Gray to white, cleavable. Tectosilicate 9-587221-642 $8.19 9-587224-642 $7.99

Muscovite Mica White to gray cleavage sheets Phyllosilicate 9-587233-642 $10.09 9-587236-642 $7.99

Olivine Green to orange, massive. Neosilicate 9-587260-642 $7.99 9-587263-642 $7.99

Pyrite, Crystalline Metallic luster. Fool's gold. Sulfide 9-1440845-642 $13.99 9-1440846-642 $26.99

Pyrite, Massive Brown to gray. Sulfide 9-587281-642 $8.99 9-587284-642 $12.99

Quartz, Agate White to grey. Banded if broken. Tectosilicate 9-587293-642 $9.09  

Quartz, Amethyst White to purple, crystal plates. Tectosilicate 9-587305-642 $13.39 9-587308-642 $7.99

Crystalline Pyrite Graphite Massive Gypsum Satin Spar Gypsum Selenite Gypsum Cleavable Halite Granular Halite

Black Hematite Red Hematite Hornblende Kaolinite Crystalline Magnetite Lodestone Magnetite Malachite

Pink Microcline White Microcline Muscovite Mica Olivine Massive Pyrite Agate Quartz Amethyst Quartz
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Andesite Basalt Volcanic Breccia Gabbro Orthoclase Granite Granite

Plagioclase Granite Obsidian Pegmatite Pumice Rhyolite Scoria

Chalcedony Quartz Crystalline Quartz Milky Quartz Rose Quartz Sulfur Talc

Name Description Class
PK-10 EA

Part Number List Price Part Number List Price

Quartz, Chalcedony Partly translucent. Tectosilicate  9-587317-642 $8.99

Quartz, Crystalline Single crystal Tectosilicate 9-587326-642 $29.29 9-587329-642 $23.99

Quartz, Milky Massive Tectosilicate 9-587347-642 $7.99 9-587350-642 $8.99

Quartz, Rose Pink, massive. Tectosilicate 9-587359-642 $7.99 9-587362-642 $8.99

Sulfur Massive Native 9-587404-642 $6.99 9-587407-642 $8.49

Talc Gray to green with some brown. Schistose. Phyllosilicate 9-587416-642 $7.89 9-587419-642 $8.99

Andesite Porphyry with hornblende. Igneous 9-586180-642 $5.19 9-586183-642 $14.99

Basalt Dark gray to black, vescicular. Igneous 9-586192-642 $8.99 9-586195-642 $7.99

Breccia, Volcanic Angular clasts of volcanic origin. Igneous 9-586204-642 $8.79 9-586207-642 $10.49

Gabbro Brown to black, coarse grained. Igneous 9-586228-642 $8.49 9-586231-642 $6.99

Granite Pink to red, coarse grained. Igneous 9-586255-642 $8.49 9-586258-642 $8.49

Granite, Orthoclase Graphic. Igneous 9-586240-642 $7.49 9-586243-642 $10.19

Granite, Plagioclase Gray to white. Igneous 9-586267-642 $7.39 9-586270-642 $7.99

Obsidian Black, natural glass. Igneous 9-586279-642 $7.39 9-586282-642 $8.99

Pegmatite Very coarse grained. Igneous 9-586303-642 $5.09 9-586306-642 $7.99

Pumice Gray, vesicular. Igneous 9-586315-642 $8.49 9-586318-642 $8.99

Rhyolite Gray to pink, fine grained. Igneous 9-586342-642 $9.59 9-586345-642 $7.99

Scoria Red to black, vesicular. Igneous 9-586354-642 $8.89 9-586357-642 $8.49
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Garnet Schist Anthracite Coal Gneiss Marble Quartzite Mica Schist

Gray Slate Red Slate Bituminous Coal Conglomerate Coquina Limestone

Compact Limestone Fossil Limestone Oolitic Limestone Banded Sandstone Argillaceous Shale Oil Shale

Name Description Class
PK-10 EA

Part Number List Price Part Number List Price

Coal, Bituminous Granular. Sedimentary 9-586546-642 $8.49 9-586549-642 $7.99

Conglomerate Rounded clasts bonded together. Sedimentary 9-586558-642 $7.49 9-586561-642 $8.49

Limestone, Compact Gray to pink, fine grained. Sedimentary 9-586591-642 $8.49 9-586594-642 $7.99

Limestone, Coquina Shell limestone. Sedimentary 9-586579-642 $5.99

Limestone, Fossil Micro and macroscopic fossils. Sedimentary 9-586603-642 $8.49 9-586606-642 $4.99

Limestone, Oolitic Granular Sedimentary 9-586615-642 $7.29 9-586618-642 $7.99

Sandstone, Banded Banded. Sedimentary 9-586627-642 $7.49 9-586630-642 $11.69

Shale, Argillaceous Gray, clay-rich. Sedimentary 9-586660-642 $7.99 9-586666-642 $7.99

Shale, Oil organic-rich, fine grained. Sedimentary 9-586675-642 $5.19 9-586678-642 $10.69

Coal, Anthracite Glossy black. Metamorphic 9-586390-642 $8.49 9-586393-642 $10.69

Gneiss banded. Metamorphic 9-586402-642 $7.99 9-586405-642 $9.59

Marble White. Metamorphic 9-586414-642 $6.99 9-586417-642 $5.99

Quartzite White to gray or pink. Metamorphic 9-586426-642 $8.49 9-586429-642 $8.49

Schist, Garnet Often flaky or scaly. Metamorphic 9-1008709-642 $5.49 9-586441-642 $7.99

Schist, Mica White to gray Metamorphic 9-586462-642 $8.49 9-586465-642 $8.49

Slate, Gray Fine grained. Metamorphic 9-586474-642 $8.49 9-586477-642 $7.99

Slate, Red Fine grained. Metamorphic 9-586498-642 $6.99
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Mineral Identification Starter Set
30 different specimens (5 samples of each) for students testing of 

hardness, specific gravity, streak, etc. Includes all necessary testing 

apparatus (streak plates, hardness scale, etc.) and lab manual. 

Item # Description List Price

9-575328-642 Mineral ID Starter Kit $104.99 

Mineral Study Kit
An excellent way to introduce minerals! Students will learn to identify 

15 common minerals by observing and testing their physical properties. 

Kit includes an activity guide, magnifying glass, streak plate, and nail.

Item # Description List Price

9-111-2670-642 Mineral Study Kit $19.99 

Classification of Minerals Set
This collection includes examples of silicates, oxides, sulfates, 

phosphates, and other major mineral groups as classified in Dana's 

Textbook of Mineralogy. 50 specimens approximately 1" x 1", each 

specimen is labeled for identification. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1294899-642 Classification of Minerals Set $84.99 

Comprehensive Mineral Set
This collection is an excellent source for the study of mineralogy. 

The following combinations are included in this collection: Scale of 

Hardness with Diamond, Fracture, Streak, Cleavage, Tenacity, Luster, How 

Minerals Are Colored, Unusual Physical Properties,Crystalline Aggregates, 

Natural Crystal, and Fluorescent Minerals. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1292997-642 Comprehensive Mineral Set $249.99 

Introduction to Minerals Poster
This highly detailed poster provides a comprehensive overview of 

the building blocks of our planet. Includes information on the physical 

properties crystal structure, mineral classes, hardness, habit, luster, 

cleavage, fracture, specific gravity, twinning, color, streak, and 

fluorescence. 24" x 36", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399926-642 Intro. To Minerals Poster $13.99 

Mineral Hunt Kit
Students learn to identify 12 common minerals by observing and testing 

physical properties. Kit contains 1 lb. bag of mineral chips, forceps, streak 

plate, magnet, and magnifier. 3 rock samples show how rocks are composed 

of small mineral chips. Includes Teacher's Guide and storage box.

Item # Description List Price

9-584226-642 Mineral Hunt Kit $27.99 
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Mohs Scale of 
Hardness Mineral Sets
This collection is the traditional Mohs 

Scale which assigned a "hardness" to ten 

key minerals with talc #1 (the softest) 

and diamond #10 (the hardest). The 

first 9 minerals are included in this set. 

Nine specimens approximately 1" x 1 1/2", 

number‑coded. An additional 10‑piece 

set is available which includes diamond. 

Item # Description List Price

9-563894-642 With Diamond $27.99 

9-563840-642 Without Diamond $17.49 

Mineral 
Specimen Poster
This magnificent 

poster shows 

162 minerals 

carefully selected 

to include those 

most likely to be 

encountered by 

the student and 

collector. Over 

20,000 photographs 

were reviewed to 

select shots that would best show a diversity of color, habit, luster and 

crystals. Minerals are presented by class: native elements, carbonate, 

sulfates, sulfides, halides, oxides, phosphate, organic and silicates 

(grouped by sub‑class). 24" x 36", Laminated

Item # Description List Price

9-1368432-642 Mineral Specimen Poster $13.99 

Fracture Set
Some minerals 

(and rocks) do not 

demonstrate a parting or 

cleavage along specific 

planes, but they do have 

a consistency in how 

they break. The resulting 

surfaces are described 

as conchoidal (obsidian), 

uneven (hornblende), etc. 

The important types of fracture are demonstrated with this collection. 

6 specimens approximately 1.5" x 1.5", number‑coded.

Item # Description List Price

9-574653-642 Fracture Set $15.99 

Luster Set
Recognition of the kind and degree 

of luster of some minerals is an 

aid to identification. This collection 

provides examples of both metallic 

and non‑metallic types of luster. 

15 specimens approximately 

1.5" x 1.5", number‑coded.

Item # Description List Price

9-574662-642 Luster Set $31.99 

Streak Set
Some minerals leave a colored 

streak on unglazed tile, providing 

a clue to identfying that mineral. 

Examples of this property can be 

demonstrated with this collection. 

8 specimens approximately 

1" x 1.5", number‑coded, includes a 

streak plate.

Item # Description List Price

9-1292998-642 Streak Set $19.99 

Ores of Common Metals Set
The term "ore" is used in connection with a rock or mineral mass when 

it contains enough of an element or compound to make it economically 

feasible to mine. 15 specimens of the more important ores are included. 

Approximately 1 1/2". 

Item # Description List Price

9-574956-642 Ores of Common Metals Set $34.99 

Fluorescent Set
Includes 15 specimens (each 1.5" x 1.5"). Fluoresce when exposed 

to either long‑wave or short‑wave ultraviolet light. Numbered and 

keyed specimens are stored in a compartmentalized box. UV light 

sold separately.

Item # Description List Price

9-575112-642 Fluorescent Set $20.99 
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Introduction to Rocks Poster
This beautifully illustrated poster 

explains how each type of rock 

is the result of a specific mixture 

of minerals subjected to a clearly 

defined geological process and the 

variations that can occur within 

each type of rock. Each rock 

type includes an illustration of 

how it is formed, a photograph 

showing natural formation, and 

additional images of representative 

specimens. 24" x 36", laminated.

Rock Type Sets
Each contains 15 specimens representative of each type of rock. 

1.5" X 1.5" rocks number-coded in a compartmented container. 

Sedimentary specimens are identified by clastic, chemical and organic 

categories. Metamorphic specimens are identified by parent material and 

structure, and exhibited characteristic changes caused by heat, pressure 

and/or chemical action. Igneous specimens clearly show varying size, 

shape and arrangement of constituent particles of phaneritic, porphyritic 

and aphanitic textures. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1006305-642 Sedimentary $23.99 

9-374011-642 Igneous $23.99 

9-374010-642 Metamorphic $23.99 

9-1401472-642 Set of 3 $79.99 

Basic Mounted Rock Collection
A great introduction to Igneous, Sedimentary and Metamorphic rocks. 

The 5.5" X 4.25" full color cardstock holds 18 specimens - each measuring 

0.5" to 0.75" - and explains the difference in these three types of rocks. 

Packaged in a resealable zip lock bag.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399916-642 Basic Mounted Rock Collection $13.99 

How Soils are Formed Set
Included in this collection are rocks and minerals that break down 

to become the major components for soils. Samples of actual soils 

demonstrating texture and composition as end products are included. 

15 specimens, 1.5", number-coded in a compartmented container. 

Soils packaged in plastic bags.

Item # Description List Price

9-574647-642 How Soils Are Formed Set $34.99 

Economy Rock Collection Bags
An economical collection of six 

commonly known rocks. Each 

generous specimen is 1.25" to 1.50" 

and is contained in a resealable zip 

lock bag with a label. Available for 

each rock type.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399918-642 Igneous $5.99 

9-1399919-642 Metamorphic $5.99 

9-1399920-642 Sedimentary $5.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1399925-642 Intro. To Rocks Poster $13.99 

Rock Study Kit
A great introductory kit for 

studying the basic rock 

types. Includes five each 

of igneous, sedimentary 

and metamorphic rocks, 

activity guide, and 

magnifying glass.

Item # Description List Price

9-082140-642 Rock Study Kit $19.99 
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Earth Science Rock and Mineral Set
A basic unit of 75 rocks and minerals demonstrates the major rock-forming 

minerals; the scale of hardness; and recognized physical properties. 

Student collection includes 75 number-coded specimens, each size 

1.25" x .75", a streak plate, magnet, magnifier and compartmented 

container. Teacher collection is identical except specimens are larger, 

3" x 3". Comes in four compartmented containers.

Item # Description List Price

9-1293002-642 Teacher Edition $334.99 

9-563900-642 Student Edition $78.99 

North American Rock Collection
50 of the most important rock types found in North America. All 

specimens numbered and keyed to a reference manual—lists names, 

locality and geologic background. Rocks measure 1" x 1" and are packed in 

2 compartmentalized containers.

Item # Description List Price

9-1293003-642 North American Collection $52.99 

Introductory Rock Collection Set
Provides a primary presentation of the basic rock types. Includes five each 

of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks, totaling 15 specimens, 

approximately 1.5" x 1.5".

Item # Description List Price

9-1006180-642 Intro. Rock Collection Set $24.99 

Washington School Rock and Mineral Set
Includes specimens in the following areas: rock-forming minerals; 

ore-forming minerals; industrial minerals; and igneous, sedimentary, 

and metamorphic rocks. 40 specimens, 2" x 1.5". Comes in a 

compartmented container. The Student Set contains 40 smaller, 

unlabeled samples of the same rocks and minerals.

Item # Description List Price

9-563831-642 Teacher Set $69.99 

9-563897-642 Student Set $6.99 

100 Specimen Rock Collection
An excellent reference collection and valuable tool in identifying and 

comparing common and rare rocks and minerals. This mounted collection 

displays common minerals, and igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic 

rocks. Specimens are .5"–1". Study guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-181-2491-642 100 Specimen Rock Collection $72.99 

Rock and Mineral Field Guides
Dig into rocks and minerals with the biggest names in field guides!

Item # Description List Price

9-530441-642 Audubon- Rocks & Minerals $33.29 

9-594945-642 Peterson - Rocks & Minerals $26.99 
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Dr Cool Break Open Real Geodes
Break open these real geodes to discover the incredible crystal 

formations hidden inside! Each kit includes a pair of safety glasses, and 

geodes ranging in size from ½"–2" in diameter as well as instructions. 

Explore Geode Kit contains 7 geodes, 3 types. World's Greatest Geode 

Kit contains 15 geodes, 5 types.

Item # Description List Price

9-1481315-642 Explorer Geode Kit $39.89 

9-1507394-642 World's Best Geode Kit $66.59

Crystal Formation Lab
Grow beautiful crystals in just days! This lab introduces geometric shapes, 

symmetry, properties of minerals, gemology, and more. Students examine 

shapes and build models of each crystal system. Lab includes materials for 

40 students. Additional crystal growth papers available.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-4133-642 Kit $113.39 

9-60-5260-642 Crystal Growth Papers PK/ 40 $29.59

Modeling Crystal Structures Lab Investigation
Model crystal shapes of various common minerals—including galena, 

quartz, sulfur and others—using transparent plastic. Your students 

will analyze the resulting "crystals" to study their structure and such 

properties as angles, geometry of facets, symmetry and much more! 

Then they'll use the included set of specimens to study the mineral's 

actual microstructure under a microscope, comparing it with their model. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3013-642 Modeling Crystal Structures $89.99
Tub of Geodes
Students will love 

cracking open these 

hollow stones formed 

millions of years 

ago. Once opened, 

the geodes reveal their 

sparkling quartz centers. 

This will be a fascinating 

fun-filled addition to 

your rocks and minerals 

curriculum. Each tub 

comes with 72, 

1.25" to 1.5" diameter geodes.

Item # Description List Price

9-078-0957-642 Tub of Geodes $99.99

Crystal Growing Kit
This kit offers a chance for students to view the formation of colorful and 

unique shaped crystals. Over the period of a week, students will be able 

to observe natural formation of crystals. This kit also provides teachers 

with the opportunity to discuss the formation of crystals and how they 

play a role in the rock cycle. Students can also investigate different types 

of crystals that they encounter every day and view the different forms 

crystals can make. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1599078-642 Crystal Growing Kit $63.69

CRYSTALS

Innovating Science™ 
The Silicate Garden 
Crystal Growing Demo
Add a few colored crystals to a 

clear solution in a glass jar or 

beaker and watch them grow! 

Within a few minutes large plant 

like structures extend from the 

crystals. Includes instructions 

and materials for five 

demonstrations. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1368248-642 Crystal Growing Demo. $47.89

NEW
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Pocket Blacklight
This high-quality 6", 4W handheld blacklight is ideal for forensics or 

illuminating fluorescent and blacklight reactive items. Also includes a 

built- in LED flashlight. Requires 4 AA batteries (not included).

Item # Description List Price

9-1551424-642 Pocket Blacklight $10.59

Glass Scratch Plates
These 0.25" thick glass plates are 

perfect for testing the hardness of 

rocks and minerals. Available in two 

sizes. Packs of 10.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399114-642 1 in x 2 in $12.09

9-1399115-642 2 in x 2 in $13.59

TESTING SUPPLIES

Mohs Hardness Scale Activity Kit
Moh's Hardness Scale was developed nearly 200 years ago by Friedrich 

Mohs and is used to classify minerals by hardness on a scale of 1 to 10. 

Includes card-mounted mineral specimens representing hardness for 

scales 1 through 9 used as references for testing unknown samples, 

streak plate, nail, and activity guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3941-642 Each $30.99

9-20-3943-642 Pack of 5 $97.99

Mohs Hardness 
Test Kit
The Mohs Hardness Kit 

will help students identify 

the relative hardness 

of minerals within the 

classroom and out in 

their environment. The kit 

contains enough material 

for 15 groups of students. 

Teacher's guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599076-642 Mohs Hardness Test $138.49

NEW

Streak Plates
Identify minerals by 

scraping them across these 

unglazed ceramic tiles to 

reveal characteristic colors. 

1" x 2" each.

Item # Description List Price

9-575439-642 White (Pack of 12) $7.99

9-1293019-642 Black (Pack of 10) $7.99

Rock and Mineral Test Kit
Your students will perform a variety of tests on the six specimens 

provided to first identify which are rocks and which are minerals. Then 

they will use a series of simple observations and experiments to classify 

the rocks as igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic. In the process, 

they will perform the series of standard tests used in analyzing geological 

specimens, including color; luster; streak; hardness; cleavage and fracture; 

specific gravity; magnetic attraction; and reaction to an acid. The young 

geologists will also hone their observation and analysis skills.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-20-3931-642 Rock and Mineral Test Kit Each $33.99 

9-20-3933-642 Classroom Set Pack of 5 $118.99 

Mineral Test Kit
All the tools necessary for hands-on rock, mineral, 

and fossil identification. Includes streak plate, glass 

plate, hand lens, dropper bottle, magnet, nail, penny, 

and harness scale in a zip-lock pouch.

Item # Description List Price

9-090306-642 Mineral Test Kit $9.99 
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Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning How Minerals Get Their Color Lab

Challenge students to explore the relationship between the chemical 

composition of minerals and the visible spectrum. In these hands-on 

activities, students learn about idiochromatic and allochromatic minerals, 

and the chemical composition of minerals by observing their characteristic 

light spectra. Students will conduct a flame test on known and unknown 

mineral samples; learn how we see colors; identify the streak of various 

mineral samples; and classify minerals as idiochromatic or allochromatic. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287231-642 How Minerals are Colored Lab $133.95 

9N-1288871-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning About Minerals Lab

Challenge your class with hands-on activities involving the formation and 

characteristics of minerals. Using a set of provided mineral specimens, 

your students observe the distinct characteristics of minerals and perform 

a variety of tests to classify them with respect to streak, luster, hardness, 

cleavage and fracture, and specific gravity. Students will learn about the 

Mohs hardness scale as well as the crystalline structure of minerals. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287229-642 Minerals Lab $189.95 

9N-1288871-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning About the Rock Cycle

Examine the rock cycle and the processes that drive it. Most Earth 

Science labs focus on the examination and identification of rocks. These 

new hands-on activities focus on the creation of sediments as well as 

the processes that create different types of rock. Students will actually 

simulate the actions of heat and pressure on sediments to produce 

sedimentary rocks. An excellent foundation for your study of Earth's 

processes! Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287227-642 Rock Cycle Lab $71.95 

9N-1288871-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Rocks Lab
What are rocks? How are rocks formed? These are just some of the 

questions students will answer as they perform the hands-on activities 

included in this lab. Challenge your class to learn about the physical 

characteristics and Earth's processes involved in the formation of igneous, 

sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287228-642 Rocks Lab $109.95 

9N-1288871-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 
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Chemical and Mechanical Erosion of Rocks
In this kit students will learn about the rock cycle and the significance 

of certain types of erosion. Students will investigate acid rain and other 

environmental factors that can be influenced by human actions as well as 

visualize the freezing and thawing action of water on rocks. With multiple 

activities, this is a kit that is sure to keep students engaged throughout the 

whole experiment. Includes a teacher's guide.

Item # Description List Price

9H-1599077-642 Chem and Mech Erosion of Rocks $80.29 

Geology Dig Lab Investigation
Students explore rocks, minerals and fossils by recreating the field experience. 

They identify and classify common rocks, minerals and fossils; construct an individual 

specimen collection; observe how rocks' formation affects their appearance; and recognize 

fossil impressions and remains of plants and animals. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2093-642 Geology Dig Kit $40.99 

Rocks, Minerals and Fossils Series
Throughout this investigation your students will identify rocks and minerals 

based on their physical properties; review and understand the rock cycle 

and relate different rock types to the processes involved; and examine 

the unique conditions under which fossils are formed and understand 

their importance in reconstructing the history of life on earth. This series 

features 18 engaging hands-on activities in three units—Rock Formation 

and Identification, Mineral Formation and Identification, and Fossils. 

Includes teacher's guide and materials for up to 40 students, working in 

groups of 2 or 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-599710-642 Rocks, Minerals and Fossils $303.99 

Rocks and Minerals in Industry Lab Investigation
Many of the items around us are made of materials which were mined 

from the earth. Plastics are made from oil, glass is made from quartz, 

the wires which bring electricity to our homes are made of copper - just 

to name a few! This hands-on exploration provides your students with a 

better understanding of how natural resources are mined and processed 

to produce items that we use in our daily lives. In addition, your class will 

learn some of the basic applications of chemistry and physical science 

used in the identification and processing of ore materials. Materials for 

40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2433-642 Rocks and Minerals Lab $101.99 

Household Uses of Rocks and 
Minerals Lab Investigation

Did you know that most of the items used in our homes are mined from 

the earth? Fluorite is used in toothpaste and paint pigments, feldspar is 

found in soaps, and halite in mouthwashes - among many, many others! 

Your students will perform a series of hands-on experiments to determine 

the properties of various rocks and minerals as well as their common 

uses. Based upon their investigations, they'll even try to identify new 

applications for select rocks and minerals. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3033-642 Household Uses Lab $83.99 

NEW
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Classifying Sedimentary, Igneous, and Metamorphic Rocks
Students learn that certain natural 

resources are often found in 

association with certain rocks. 

A reading on the formation 

of igneous, sedimentary, and 

metamorphic rocks supplements 

student observations as they 

examine, describe and group 

rock samples. Included samples 

clearly show characteristic 

features of sedimentary, 

igneous and metamorphic 

rocks. Includes materials for 

32 students, reusable.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500951-642 Sedimentary, Igneous Rocks $156.69 

The Rock Cycle Videolab®

Combines enriching lab activities with the critically acclaimed video 

"The Rock Cycle". Students will investigate crystal size and texture, 

simulate weathering and erosion, study the rock cycle on a global scale 

and "create" rocks. Includes video, Teacher's Guide and materials for 

12 hands‑on lab stations.

Item # Description List Price

9-1354933-642 Videolab $199.99 

What Rock Is It? 
Classroom Project
Identify unlabeled rock 

specimens using physical and 

chemical analyses including 

crystal structure, color, size 

and surface appearance. These 

hands‑on projects enable 

students to examine and 

identify individual rock and 

mineral specimens as a study 

unit in Earth Science. 

Item # Description List Price

9-576123-642 What Rock Is It Project $174.99 

Igneous, Metamorphic, and Sedimentary Rocks Videos
Engaging videos explore and explain how the rocks that make up our 

planet are formed. Igneous Rocks (18 min) explains formation of volcanic 

rocks and illustrates plutonic rocks such as granite. Metamorphic Rocks 

(21 min) defines and discusses mechanisms of rock metamorphism using 

various examples. Sedimentary Rocks (18 min) investigates weathering 

of various rocks and their conversion into clastic and non‑clastic rocks. 

Each video includes a Teacher's Guide.

Item# Description List Price

9-530707-642 Igneous Rocks DVD $38.99 

9-599350-642 Metamorphic Rocks DVD $38.99 

9-599347-642 Sedimentary Rocks DVD $38.99 

Rock Cycle  
Classroom Project
This hands‑on project 

enables students to examine 

and identify individual rock 

specimens as a study unit 

in Earth Science including 

weathering, lithification, 

metamorphism, and magmatic 

assimilation. A graphic 

representation of how the 

major families of rocks form 

the dynamic process called the 

rock cycle. 

Item # Description List Price

9-575295-642 Rock Cycle Project $174.99 

Lab-Aids® Rock Cycle Game
This exciting game illuminates and reinforces the complex nature of 

the rock cycle. Students record what happens to their set of igneous, 

sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks. A student activity sheet guides 

the class through describing the rock cycle using their game results. 

Kit contains eight sets of the game for four players each.

Item # Description List Price

9-530469-642 Rock Cycle Game $146.59 

The Rock Cycle Display
This unique 8" X 12" rock display goes 

beyond just classifying all rocks as either 

Igneous, Sedimentary or Metamorphic, 

yet simplifies the transition between 

these forms by using color‑coded arrows 

to represent the changes. A must‑have 

visual aid that allows students to see the 

simplicity of the rock cycle process.

Item # Description List Price

9-1573602-642 Rock Cycle $59.99 
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Mineral Mania Game
Mineral properties are easily retained when reinforced by fun activities. 

Students learn key properties and uses of important minerals by 

answering questions to travel around the board. A comprehensive exam 

review tool! Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-4591-642 Mineral Board Game $91.99 

Rock Cycle Model
Give students a graphic look 

at the stages of rock formation 

in coastal and mountain 

terrain. Model shows how 

rocks form, typical rock 

beds found beneath Earth's 

surface, processes that 

impact transformation—even 

a cross-section of volcano 

sub-structure. 26" x 16" x 2.5" 

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1470-642 Rock Cycle Model $216.99 

Earth Science Video Library  
The Rock Cycle Video
Spectacular examples of erosion, 

deposition, metamorphism and 

volcanism. Filmed on location in the 

Rocky Mountains and at other locations 

across North America. Teacher's Guide 

includes program objectives, discussion 

points, class activities and a glossary. 

Run time: 20 minutes.

Item# Description List Price

9-529093-642 Earth Science Video Library $24.99 

NewPath 
Learning®  
Rock Bingo
Your students 

will enjoy learning 

as they play Bingo 

using 75 review 

cards covering the 

curriculum standards 

on rocks. Each 

card features a full-color 

photograph of the rock along 

with key information on one side. Included are facts about sedimentary, 

igneous and metamorphic rocks; distinguishing physical properties; 

identification tips; and their respective place in the Rock Cycle. The 

reverse side features a question, challenge or learning statement. Each 

game includes 30 full-color bingo cards, 300 markers and a comprehensive 

teacher's guide. Printed in color on durable, heavy cardstock, the cards are 

also ideal for use as flashcards for independent review.

Item # Description List Price

9-1474178-642 Bingo Game $53.29 

Geology Challenge  
and Bingo
Students gain insight into 

geology with two games 

that cite real life examples. 

Rocks and Minerals Challenge 

uses 60 rock and mineral 

characteristics cards; Geology 

Bingo uses 75 question cards 

about the rock cycle and rocks, 

minerals, fossils, water cycle 

and erosion, and landforms. 

Includes key, instructions and 

bingo chips all in a sturdy box.

Item # Description List Price

9-1292857-642 Geology Bingo $29.99 

9-1290663-642 Geology Games $51.99 
Includes Geology Bingo and Rocks and Mineral Challege

Common Minerals  
and Their Uses Poster

View highly detailed photos of common 

materials and explore their applications 

to our daily lives. Your students 

will learn how antimony is used in 

semiconductors, fluorite in toothpaste, 

silica in water filtration, zinc in medicine 

as well as many other common uses 

of these important natural resources. 

23"W x 35"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1061-642 Minerals And Their Uses $19.99 

NewPath Learning® Mineral Bingo
Play Bingo using 75 standard-based review cards. Each double-sided card 

includes a vivid, color photograph and information about a mineral on 

one side. Included are details on the mineral’s physical properties (e.g. 

hardness, streak, specific, gravity); special properties (e.g. magnetism, 

acid reaction, electrical conductivity); and common uses. The reverse side 

features a question, challenge or learning statement. Each game includes 

30 full-color bingo cards, 300 markers and a comprehensive teacher’s 

guide. Printed in color on durable, heavy cardstock, the cards can also be 

used as flashcards for independent reinforcement and review.

Item # Description  List Price

9-1474177-642 Mineral Bingo Game  $53.29 
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Fossil Hunt Kit
Students learn to identify different fossils after digging them out of a 

gravel mixture. Kit contains 1 lb. bag of gravel mixture with 12 real fossils 

(2 each of 6 different) and corresponding large identified specimens, 

magnifier, forceps and teacher's guide in storage box.

Item # Description List Price

9-568856-642 Fossil Hunt Kit $25.99 

Types of Fossilization Set
The fossils in this study unit help to illustrate the major processes by 

which a life form is preserved as a fossil. Some of the specimens will 

illustrate processes such as petrification, pyritization, molds and casts, and 

distillation. 15 natural specimens in a compartmental container.

Item # Description List Price

9-574851-642 Type Of Fossils $31.99 

Premium Fossil Set
A collection of premium geology specimens. The Fossil Collection is 

packaged in an attractive tray for permanent use and storage. Each 

collection includes 12 extra large specimens (2" x 3"), 12 identification 

cards with detailed information, 4 high-quality hand lenses, student log 

book, and a comprehensive Teacher's Guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-077020-642 Collection of Fossils $134.99 

Advanced Fossil Set
This comprehensive collection of 30 fossils contains demonstration 

specimens of animal phyla and plants from the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and 

Cenozoic periods and is well suited to the needs of earth science and 

biology curricula. The collection comes complete with a descriptive key 

sheet and geologic time chart.

Item # Description List Price

9-563924-642 Comprehensive Collection $47.99 

Life of the Past Fossil Sets
Each era-specific set contains 15 specimens up to 1.75" for comparison 

and are stored in a compartmentalized box. Paleozoic era fossils formed 

about 570 to 260 million years ago and are characterized by the common 

plant and 8 phyla of animals fossils. Mesozoic era fossils typically include 

dinosaurs, marine and flying reptiles, ganoid fishes, scale trees (cycads) 

and evergreens from about 245 to 66 million years ago. Cenozoic era 

fossils represent characteristic forms that have lived (or are living) during 

the last 66 million years.

Item # Description List Price

9-1293008-642 Paleozoic $33.99 

9-1293009-642 Mesozoic $36.99 

9-1293010-642 Cenozoic $34.99 

9-1401473-642 Set of 3 $102.59 

Basic Fossil Set
A selection of 15 numbered fossils to illustrate the major life forms 

present throughout geologic history. A descriptive key is included 

identifying the names and phyla of each specimen. A four color reduction 

of the geologic time chart introduces students to basic fossils and match 

the fossil to the era.

Item # Description List Price

9-563843-642 Selection Of Fossils $24.99 
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Life on Earth - A Fossil History
Constructed of durable vinyl, this 

23 1/2" x 24 1/2" colorful 3-D model 

allows students to correlate 

21 replica "fossils" to realistic 

looking rock layers. Illustrations 

and "fossils" include both marine 

and terrestrial life forms from 

the Pre-Cambrian through the 

present. This model includes the 

Ediacaran Period, a new geologic 

period named in March, 2004. 

Eons, eras, periods, epochs and 

years are clearly shown on the 

chart. The Teacher's Guide includes: classroom 

activities, pre/post test, reference materials, glossary 

and national standards.

Item # Description List Price

9-087709-642 A Fossil History Model $136.99 

Exploring Life on Earth -  
A Fossil History Classroom Kit
Included in this kit is a microslide 

viewer and microslides that examine 

Earth History, Plate Tectonics and 

Fossils. There are three kits within 

this kit: a Geology History Kit that 

helps students recreate geologic 

processes by preparing stratified 

layers, The Variation of Evolution 

Kit which displays fossil 

brachiopods that are embedded 

in reproduction plastic rocks, 

and lastly, our popular 3-D 

fossil history model that displays the 

Ediacaran Period, a new geologic period named in March 2004. On this 

chart Eons, Eras, Periods, Epochs, and Years are clearly shown. The 

Teacher's Guide includes a general introduction with 5 activities.

Item # Description List Price

9-087710-642 Fossil History Classroom Kit $275.49 

Diversity of Life Fossil Replica Set
12-piece set of 1" detailed fossil replicas—a dinosaur tooth, ichthyosaur 

tooth, sea urchin, fish, coral, shark's tooth, ammonite, reptile prints, 

trilobite, leaf, shrimp and sea lily. Includes comprehensive, illustrated 

teacher and student literature. Dimensions: 7 1/8" x 7 1/8" x 1 1/4" 

Item # Description List Price

9-50-0040-642 Fossil Replicas  $60.99 

Eras of Life Poster
Each period consists of a strip of 

illustrations showing animal and plant 

life both on land and in the seas. The 

24"W x 36"H laminated poster also shows 

the fossil record and a globe with the 

relative position of the continents due to 

continental drift. The margins are filled 

with the following additional information: 

life forms, cladograms on various life 

forms, atmospheric conditions, and many 

other fascinating subjects.

Item # Description List Price

9-529206-642 Animal And Plant Life Poster $13.99 

Fossil Laboratory
To understand the history of life on Earth, 

we must rely upon various evidence of 

ancient plants and animals preserved 

in the rocks of the Earth's 

crust. The 21 model 

fossils in this kit have 

been carefully selected 

to make a number of 

different investigations 

involving principles of 

stratigraphic correlation 

and the analysis of geologic 

history. Each fossil in this kit is 

reproduced in solid unbreakable, 

easy-to-keep-clean plastic. 

8 exercises are included: Simulating Mold and Cast Fossils, Symmetry in 

Organisms, and Using Guide Fossils in Correlation and more.

Item # Description List Price

9-087708-642 Fossil Laboratory $16.99 

Fossil Starter Bag
The Fossil Starter Bag contains 15 individually bagged and labeled fossil 

specimens commonly used in classrooms to illustrate major life forms 

through history. A teacher's insert describes each fossil and a full color 

Geologic Time Student Chart is included with each set. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1399921-642 Starter Bag $15.59 
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Lab-Aids® Radioactivity and Half-Life Kit
Simulates the determination of the half-life of radioactive atoms. 

Conduct a series of activities and graph results. Calculate the amounts 

of Carbon-14 found in an ancient embedded insect specimen, in charcoal 

burned approximately 28,000 years ago, and use residual Carbon-14 to 

estimate the age of pollen. Includes 15 sets of plastic simulated atoms, 

15 shakers, 30 student worksheets and a teacher's guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-586083-642 Radioactivity And Half-Life $153.29 

Allosaurus in Rock
A highly detailed replica of an Allosaurus skeleton partially encased in rock. 

This beautiful 12" x 6.5" piece was sculpted by Scott Galey.

Item # Description List Price

9-574458-642 Allosaurus Replica $55.69 

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Fossils Lab
Fossils provide us with fascinating clues about our planet's history. 

Provide your class with engaging hands-on activities that look at how 

scientists use fossils to gain a glimpse of the past, understand how 

organisms evolved, and discover key events that shaped the earth's past. 

Students will use the provided fossil specimens and geologic time chart to 

trace the organism's existence through time. Includes a Teacher Resource 

Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 

9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM 

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287230-642 Fossils Lab $169.95 

9N-1288872-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Fossil Casting Lab Investigation
Explore the Earth's past by casting your own "fossils"! Your students 

will use a set of twelve highly detailed replicas to develop their own 

molds and casts of a dinosaur tooth, ichthyosaur tooth, sea urchin, 

fish, coral, shark's tooth, ammonite, reptile prints, trilobite, leaf, 

shrimp and sea lily. They'll develop a mold using a unique flexible 

material that captures even the finest details, then cast a rocklike 

model of the fossil organism. They'll even paint them to create a more 

realistic representation of the actual fossils. In the process they'll 

learn about fossils, the fossil record and how fossils are used to study 

the evolution of life on earth. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3003-642 Fossil Casting $89.99 

NEW

Geological Time Scale Poster
This poster shows major evolutionary events from 4.5 billion 

years ago to present. Students can visualize the milestones 

of geologic history. The events are color coded to the 

Period or Epoch in which they occurred. Geology Time 

Scale Poster, Laminated poster measures at 11" x 17"., 

premium 100# paper measures at 21" x 34"

Item # Description List Price

9-1599079-642 Geology Poster - Laminated $12.19 

9-1599080-642 Geology Poster $23.19 
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Fossils Golden Field Guide
This introduction to the life of the past as 

revealed through fossils. Includes maps 

showing where fossils can be found, 

descriptions of the typical plants and 

animals of major geological eras as well as 

the history of the development of life on 

earth. Full-color illustrations and concise 

information make this an invaluable and 

enjoyable guide to a fascinating subject.

Item # Description List Price

9-021-1056-642 Field Guide $6.59

Fossil Interpretation Lab Investigation
Your students will learn to apply the key geological concept —"The 

present is the key to the past"! They'll do so by comparing the fossils 

of Brachiopods, Ammonites and Trilobites with modern organisms. In 

the process, they'll gain insight into the relationship between past and 

present life on Earth and how fossils can be used to trace its history. 

Additionally, your class will explore the evolution of birds by analyzing 

the Archaeopteryx fossil. They'll then use their results to determine the 

potential links between birds and dinosaurs. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3913-642 Fossil Interpretation Lab $74.99

Lab-Aids® 
Correlating Sedimentary Strata Kit

Fossil Formation and Identification Lab Investigation
As preserved remains or traces of life from long ago, fossils provide us 

with fascinating clues about our planet's history. Provide your class with 

an engaging look at how scientists use fossils to gain a glimpse of the 

past, understand how organisms evolved, and discover key events that 

shaped the earth's past. The students will learn how fossils form under 

various conditions and identify several different kinds of fossils by casting 

actual models of them. They'll also use the included fossil collection 

and Geologic Time Chart to trace the many different life forms that have 

existed throughout the march of time.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1553-642 Lab Investigation $116.99 

9-20-1555-642 Refill $23.99

Investigating Amber Fossils Lab Investigation
Captivate your students as they polish amber to reveal actual, prehistoric 

insects - snared thousands of years ago! Using the included dichotomous 

key, they'll be able to identify and classify the trapped insects. And 

they'll also experience the process of fossilization as they cast their own 

specimens in simulated amber! Through these activities, your class will 

gain a better understanding of how fossils are formed as well as how the 

Earth's fossil record helps us to understand our past. Includes everything 

needed to conduct these fascinating investigations, including actual 

fossilized specimens, casting materials and comprehensive teacher and 

student guides featuring complete instructions as well as dichotomous 

keys. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2983-642 Amber Fossils Lab $65.99

Item# Description List Price

9-1017511-642 Kit $92.29 

9-1017512-642 Extension $14.29

Simulated drill cores, representing 

fictitious rock layer series from four 

locations, allow students to create a 

stratigraphic column—a diagram of 

the rock layers and the fossils they 

contain—for each locality. Based on 

fossil evidence, students determine 

how layers correlate among 

localities and construct a timeline 

showing relative time spans of 

each fossilized species. For six 

groups of four to five students. 

Each Extension kit provides enough 

materials for one additional group. 

Geology Models
The purpose of these models is to show typical topographic forms and 

their relation to underlying geologic structures. Great forces have been 

at work for hundreds of millions of years to shape the crust of the earth. 

These forces are still at work and will continue as long as the earth exists. 

Each model is 14" x 12". Includes teachers guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-574791-642 Complete Set (Set of 8) $374.99 

9-1502689-642 Model 1 (Set of 4) $209.99 

9-1502690-642 Model 2 (Set of 4) $209.99 

Model 2

Model 1
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Geologic History Kit
Students can recreate geologic processes by preparing stratified layers 

with 10 sets containing: 4 packs of Pleistocene clay, 1 roller, 1 cutting tool, 

and plastic sheets.

Item # Description List Price

9-1428846-642 Geologic Kit (Set of 10) $99.99

Earth Cross-Section Foam Model
5" foam model. Outside surface illustrates both continents and oceans 

with raised features. Each brightly colored hemisphere shows its layers, 

temperatures and depths. Activity and fact guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-077013-642 Cross-Section Earth Model $20.39

Landform Demonstration Kit
Now students can visualize those challenging-to-teach Earth Science 

topics. This kit includes over 20 activities for understanding volcanic 

action, faulting and folding, as well as many other geologic processes. 

Kit contains: 1 demonstration tray, 3 pieces of flexible foam, 3 simulated 

rock structures, an erupting volcano and comprehensive study guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-563891-642 Landform Demonstration Kit $93.29

Plate Tectonics Videolab®

Engage your entire class with hands-on activities about plate tectonics. 

Watch an exciting video and rotate through a series of 12 stations of 

standards-based, content-rich activities. Includes comprehensive teacher's 

guide, "Plate Tectonics: Puzzle of the Continents" video and FREE 

"Visualizing Earth Processes" poster!

Item # Description List Price

9-1293012-642 Videolab $199.99

Forces that Shape Our 
Earth Video
Spectacular video footage invites 

students on an exploration of 

the major landforms of our 

world. Examining the various 

forces that affect our physical 

environment—glaciers, 

volcanoes, gravity, rivers, 

lakes and oceans, movement in 

the earth, wind and temperature 

changes—they begin 

to understand how these forces 

work together to shape our 

planet. 30 minutes

Item # Description List Price

9-599314-642 Earth Video $38.99

Sea Floor Simulation Kit
Simulate rift vent and volcanic eruptions using air bubbles. Reproduce 

deep sea activities such as turbidity, salinity, convection and upwelling 

currents using colored dye in salt or cold water. Teacher's guide includes 

3 lessons with student worksheets. Not included- 10-gallon aquarium tank, 

standard aquarium air pump and food coloring dye. 

Item # Description List Price

9-529079-642 Sea Floor Simulation Kit $159.99
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Mystery of the Far Flung Fossils:  
Investigating Plate Tectonics Kit
Students take simulated trips to collect geological and biological 

evidence from five continents, analyze data from three time periods, and 

reconstruct the separation of the continents of Gondwanaland. Includes 

8 posters, color-coded maps, activity guide, and 20-page teacher's guide 

with reproducible student study guide. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1015645-642 Plate Tectonics Kit $39.99

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About the 
Supercontinent Pangaea Lab

Students can explore the theory of plate tectonics and continental drift 

firsthand using this unique, durable, color activity model. The model 

accommodates clear, full-color transparencies that students use to 

calculate the rate of drift and predict future continental position. Used 

alone, with a digital or overhead projector; additional copymasters are 

provided for individual student use.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1405456-642 Pangea Lab $149.95 

9N-1288871-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Tectonics Demonstration Model
Model formation of folds, reverse and growth faults, and rift valleys. 

Demonstrate surface erosion and Earth mass movement. Use with plaster 

to make permanent models. Includes comprehensive teacher's guide, 

student sheets and colored sand.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1105-642 Model $138.99 

9-30-1106-642 Refill Kit $20.99

Investigating Plate Tectonics Classroom Project
An investigation of the theory of plate tectonics and its supporting 

evidence. Specimens mounted on a framed wall chart (18" x 24"). Includes 

student charts, rock specimens, test kit and study guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-525516-642 Investigating Plate Tectonics $174.99

Earth Science Video Library 
Plate Tectonics Video
Explore the fundamentals of 

plate tectonics theory—from 

Alfred Wegener's observations 

on continental drift to the latest 

computer analysis of movements 

at plate boundaries—through 

full-motion video and colorful 

computer graphics. Includes 

guide with program objectives, 

discussion points, class activities 

and glossary. 18 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-529096-642 Video Library $26.69 
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Earth's Processes Neo/Resource® CD-ROM
A virtual encyclopedia of information on plate tectonics, earthquakes, 

volcanoes and the rock cycle. Quickly and easily find specific information 

and over 200 images and animations illustrating various Earth processes. 

Requires Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. 

Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-12-1031-642 Individual $82.99 

9-12-1035-642 Network Version $419.99

Nova® In the Path of a 
Killer Volcano Video
Witness the world's largest 

volcanic eruption in 80 years! 

As the Philippines' Mount 

Pinatubo heats up, volcanologists 

try to predict its behavior to 

protect local tribespeople. 

Meanwhile, as scientists decide 

whether hundreds of thousands 

need to evacuate, an encroaching 

typhoon ups the stakes. Closed 

captioned, 60 minutes.

Visualizing Earth's 
Processes Poster
A detailed overview of the 

rock cycle, faulting and folding, 

earthquakes, volcanism, 

weathering, erosion and more. 

23"W x 35"H, laminated

Mount St. Helens: Investigating Volcanoes Kit
Students investigate the geophysical events that occur during volcanic 

eruptions, and observe and interpret demonstrations that teach them 

geological content. Includes 96-page book with 76 classroom-tested 

activities, teacher information, and student work pages; USGS book, 

Eruptions of Mount St. Helens: Past, Present and Future; and ash sample 

from the 1980 eruption. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1015647-642 Geophysical Events $46.69

NOVA® 
Deadliest Volcanoes DVD
Millions of people around the 

world live in the shadow of 

active volcanoes. From Japan's 

Mount Fuji to the "Sleeping Giant" 

submerged beneath Naples to the 

Yellowstone "Supervolcano" in the 

United States, NOVA travels with 

scientists from around the world 

who are at work on these sites, 

attempting to discover how likely 

these volcanoes are to erupt, when 

it might happen, and exactly how 

deadly they could prove to be. 

©2011. Run time: 60 minutes.

Anatomy of a Volcano Display
A colorful visual aid featuring real specimens and straight-forward 

descriptions, this display is a great introduction to volcanos for 

any age. This 12 X 8 display features many of the products of volcanic 

activity - ash, cinders, pumice/scoria, obsidian and volcanic clay - along 

with an illustration of the anatomy of an eruption. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1573603-642 Anatomy of a Volcano $60.99

VOLCANOES

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1036-642 Earth's Processes Poster $19.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1445103-642 Deadliest Volcanoes $33.29

Item# Description List Price

9-530596-642 Largest Volcano Eruption $26.69
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Erupting Volcano Model
This large plastic model makes volcano demonstrations easy and 

mess‑free. Half of the detailed cross‑section identifies the inside, while 

the other half has corresponding labels (A–D) for class assessment. 

Includes easy‑to‑make lave recipe, fact‑filled teacher's guide, and a 13" 

clear plastic tray for quick clean up. 11"H x 13"W 

Item # Description List Price

9-079090-642 Erupting Volcano Model $39.99

NewPath Learning® 
Earthquakes Poster
Provides a detailed look at faults, 

seismic waves, and earthquakes 

as well as how they are measured. 

This large, reference wall chart 

features detailed illustrations 

to facilitate comprehension of 

key, standards‑based concepts. 

23" x 35", laminated.

Earth Shakes Lab Investigation
Students model a strike‑slip fault and see its potential destruction as the 

plate slips to relieve pressure. They demonstrate S waves and P waves, 

assume the role of a wave in an earth shake, and find the epicenter of a 

quake using their new understanding. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-4573-642 Earth Shakes Lab $71.99

Volcano Activity Model
Two great names in science—the Smithsonian Institution and Neo/SCI 

have teamed to provide you with "New Ideas for Teaching Science." Safely 

and easily demonstrate the principles of volcanism with a realistic model 

which erupts internally—just like a real volcano! Actual volcanic rocks 

with interesting facts are included. Completely safe with no heat or flame, 

the Volcano Activity Model can be set up in less than twenty minutes. 

Eruption and continuous foaming action can be controlled by hand 

pressure using the unique bottle and tube delivery system. The model 

is accompanied by comprehensive, fully illustrated teacher and student 

literature including detailed reference information on volcanoes as well as 

step‑by‑step operating instructions. 12"D x 4"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1160-642 Each $41.99 

9-30-1161-642 Pack of 10 $189.99

Volcano Model
Expose the anatomy behind one of Earth's most dynamic and fascinating 

processes! This colorful, hand‑painted 3D model cuts away a volcano to 

show magma, the magma chamber, vents, pyroclastic material, lava and 

the caldera. 16" x 8" x 7"

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1555-642 3D Model $215.99

EARTHQUAKES

Item # Description List Price

9-1440473-642 Earthquakes Laminated Poster $26.59

FREY SCIENTIFIC

is the leading distributor of  
Neo/SCI investigation kits, software 
and other products.
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Fault Simulator
This unusal hands-on lab consists of two durable plastic plates with sliding 

tab connections and instructions. Show how two tectonic plates slide 

against each other, generating great friction. Simulate the mechanism that 

causes an earthquake by pressing the plates together. At the first hint of 

lateral motion, the slide passed one another rapidly.

Item# Description List Price

9-1399048-642 Hands-On Lab $10.99

Seismograph Activity Model
Now you can inexpensively recreate the workings of a seismograph - in 

your classroom! Using the easy-to-operate, easy-to-understand model, 

your students will grasp how the actual apparatus functions - at a fraction 

of the cost. Just manually pull the paper roll under the fully operational 

pendulum to capture and record even the slightest vibrations. Innovative 

design allows operation on all three axes and is made of transparent 

materials for easy viewing. Features a rugged design which guarantees 

years of classroom use. Size: 8 1/8"L x 8 1/8"W x 4 1/8"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1155-642 Seismograph $132.99

Nova® 
Japan's Killer Quake DVD
In its worst crisis since World War 

II, Japan faces disaster on an epic 

scale: a rising death toll in the tens 

of thousands, massive destruction 

of homes and businesses, 

shortages of water and power, 

and the specter of nuclear reactor 

meltdowns. Japan's Killer Quake 

combines on-the-spot reporting, 

personal stories, compelling 

eyewitness videos, and exclusive 

helicopter footage for a unique 

look at the science behind the 

catastrophe. ©2011. Run time: 

60 minutes.

Seismograph Model
This working model of an actual seismograph demonstrates how it works 

with simulated earthquake shock waves. Lesson plan included.

Item # Description List Price

9-087307-642 Simulated Earthquake $37.99

Fault Model
Easy-to-view and easy-to-understand model provides an excellent 

visual representation of faults. Colorful model is durably constructed for 

years of classroom use. Through using the model students will learn 

how rock layers react under stress to break and slide past each other, 

receive firsthand look at normal faults, reverse faults and strike-slip 

faults and differentiate the handing wall from the footwall. Dimensions: 

21"L x 13"W x 8.5"H

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1550-642 Fault Model $216.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1399430-642 Killer Quake $33.29

Dry Erase Globe
A great tool for helping students 

learn about geography. All of 

the continents are outlined, and 

latitude and longitude lines are 

also displayed. The globe can be 

written on with a dry-erase marker, 

and is a great way to help students 

memorize geographic locations. The 

globe can be easily cleaned with a soft 

cloth, and sets in a sturdy plastic base. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1559717-642 Write on Globe $66.69 
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Replogle®  
Explorer Raised Relief Globe
Versatile learning tool for students 

of geography, history, science, and 

current events. Features beautiful 

mountains in detailed raised relief. 

Realistically tilted on axis to match 

the Earth. Mounted on a strong metal 

base with gold finish and steel meridian 

ring. 12" diameter and 16" overall height.

Replogle® Atlantis Globe
Raised and indented world ocean 

relief globe rotates and swings up 

or down. Illustrates mountains, 

deserts, forests, grasslands of 

landmasses and shows undersea 

physical features of oceans. 

Full‑numbered meridian. 12" in diameter 

and 16.5" high.

16" Topographical  
Inflate-A-Globe
16"‑diameter inflatable globe. 

Durable plastic construction. 

Dark blue ocean and brilliantly 

color‑coded land surfaces. 

Comes in a clear plastic bag 

with a colorful header card.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529058-642 Inflatable Globe Each $15.09 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-077-9440-642 Political Globe Each $74.09 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-569933-642 Atlantis Globe Each $129.49 

World Relief Map
Indicates political boundaries; major cities and national capitals; time 

zones; scales; Antarctic expedition bases; and color keys to terrain, 

vegetation, oceanic features. Vacuum‑formed Geo‑Physical World Map. 

38"W x 20"H

Item # Description   List Price

9-576087-642 World Relief Map   $53.79

Shaded Relief Map Series
Colorful and easy to read, these shaded relief maps are a great 

geographical teaching aid. A colored bar graph clearly show variations in 

elevation. Laminated write‑on/wipe‑off surface. US Map and World Map 

available. 38" W x 28" H.

Item # Description   List Price

9-1438095-642 US Map    $26.29 

9-1438096-642 World Shaded Relief Map   $26.29 

Nystrom Political Relief Series: World and United States
The Political Relief Map series adds another level of detail including many 

more cities, lakes, deserts and other physical features. Vivid colors make 

locations easy to find. Thematic inset maps included. Maps are 65" x 53", 

mounted on spring roller & backboard. Maps and globes are markable with 

water‑soluble ink. The 16" raised relief Political Relief Globe in gyro‑disc 

mounting matches the World Map. 

Item # Description   List Price

9-1398273-642 World Map   $294.99 

9-1398270-642 US Map   $294.99 

9-1398269-642 US And World Map Combo   $444.79
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Mini Blue Planet™ Globe
Easily demonstrate seasonal changes, sunrise and sunset, and solstices 

and equinoxes. A smoked acrylic box serves as the physical terminator 

in this mechanical simulation of the solar illumination of the Earth. With 

the globe at the proper tilt and a calendar protractor built in, the hourly 

situation throughout the year is simple to set. 6" diameter

Item # Description List Price

9-077-9255-642 6 in Globe $141.09

Levitating Globe
This globe defies gravity 

and inspires wonder 

and amazement! Great 

for a classroom, office, 

or home, this will be an 

unforgettable conversation 

piece. Globe comes with 

base and power supply. 

Teacher guide included.

Item # Description  List Price

9-1488083-642 Levitating Globe  $129.99 

Blue Planet™ Rotating Illuminated Seasonal Globe
Transfix your students with 

an asteroid’s view of their 

home planet: the beautiful 

blue Earth floating silently 

in the blackness of space. 

This gorgeous hand-crafted 

showpiece is lit from 

within, yet shielded so that 

only half of the planet is 

visible as the globe turns, 

simulating how sunlight 

varies over Earth’s surface. 

Encased in a 23" x 18" x 18" 

smoked Plexiglas cover, 

the 16" globe includes a 

multi-setting controller. Minimal assembly required. Shipped directly from 

the artist; please allow 4–6 weeks for delivery. Meets National Science 

Education Content Standard D.

Item # Description  List Price

9-070-7398-642 Illuminated Seasonal Globe  $1,599.99 

Replogle® Geographer Globe
Durable design for repeated use. Enhances interactive learning. Blue 

ocean with countries and geographical landmarks and countries outlined 

on green land areas. Mounted on a silver painted metal semi-meridian and 

base. Includes dry erase marker. 12" diameter.

Item # Description  List Price

9-529065-642 Geographer  $129.99 

Replogle® Livingston Physical/Political Globe
Two globes for the price of one! The two-way map and raised relief design 

of this traditionally-styled globe lets you view both a standard view of the 

physical world and an illuminated display of the political world. Features a 

hardwood base and die-cast semi-meridian. 12" diameter

Item # Description  List Price

9-1015090-642 Physical/Political Globe  $148.39 

Globe Kit
Supports any Earth Science textbook with activities in direct Earth 

measurements, solving astronomy problems and investigating seismology. 

Plot geologic contours, ocean and air currents, weather fronts, etc., on 

either or both transparent hemispheres. Central core disc for studies 

of earthquakes and volcanoes. Contains a teacher’s guide, internal 

and external protractor, flexible kilometer scale, mirror, measuring tape, 

2 suction cup rods and globe base. 8" (20 cm) diameter 

Item # Description  List Price

9-574677-642 Globe Kit  $64.99 
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Miniature 
Landform Models
Small unpainted 3D 

models are perfect 

components for 

classroom geology 

projects. Each set 

of four includes a 

raised relief model 

of a volcano, glacier, 

faulting and folding. 

Includes lesson 

plan and 10 sets of 

4 models. 4.75" x 4.75"

Item # Description List Price

9-530705-642 3D Models $84.99

Map Reading Model
Understand basic mapping concepts (ie, location, elevation, scale and map 

keys). Terrain model with 5 corresponding contour sheets, wall map of the 

model, 50 student project sheets, grease pencil and study guide. Suitable 

for middle school to high school students.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-574719-642 Basic Mapping Concepts Each $125.89 

Making and Interpreting Topographic Maps
Students conduct a hands-on investigation using the topographic model 

to construct contour lines and create a topographic map of an area. 

The activity illustrates the relationship between the contour lines on 

a topographic map and the actual shape of the land. Includes enough 

materials for 6 student groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1501191-642 Topographic Map $117.29

GeoBox Earth Science Equipment
The CPO Science GeoBox is an easy-to-use and extremely versatile 

resource for teaching earth and physical science concepts. The GeoBox is 

a transparent plastic container (14.75" x 9" x 6") with two interchangeable 

lids: a flat lid for topography investigations and a convection chamber lid 

(with the addition of a geat source and incense) allows students to watch 

a convection cell develop. The GeoBox is also useful for demonstrating the 

water cycle, investigating the difference between the heating and cooling 

of land and water, studying wave speed, and much more.

Item # Description List Price

9N-792-1460-642 Earth Science Geobox $79.95

Physiographic 
Relief Globe
Write-on/wipe-off globe. 

Depicts land surfaces in 

relief. Opens to show 

the crust, mantle and 

inner and outer core 

of the Earth's interior. 

Removable disc around 

the equator represents 

the atmosphere and 

provides information 

about temperature, air densities, distances and problems of space travel. 

Includes study guide. 12" diameter

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-574848-642 Write-On/Wipe-Off Globe Each $126.89

Landform Study Prints
Set of 12 durable, full color, 9" x 15" prints depicting Earth Science topics. 

Descriptive text explains dynamic forces and natural processes that form 

Earth. Titles include Volcanoes, Folded Mountains, Dome Mountains, 

Continental Glacier, Stream Development, Deltas, Canyons, Alluvial Fans, 

Alpine Glacier, and Rock Cycle.

Item # Description List Price

9-563861-642 9 in x 15 in Prints $35.99
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Comparative 
Terrain Model
Set of two color 

landform models 

provide and excellent 

overview of key 

geographical features. 

Each model includes 

an overlay that can be 

removed to provide 

a graphic comparison 

of the base model to show the changes made over millions of years! 

Cross-sectional views provide an illuminating look at basic mountain 

types; faults; volcanoes; glacial domes; folded mountains; and much 

more! 26"L x 16"W x 2.5"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1475-642 Two Color Landform Models $267.99

100 Topographic Maps Book
Written by the University of Illinois' 

Department of Geology. Discusses 

topographic features of 100 U. S. areas. 

Contains an index of individual maps and 

landforms. 128 pages, paperback

Item # Description List Price

9-574845-642 Map Book $21.99

Contour Model Kit
Demonstrate how contours indicate levels of elevation on maps with 

this clever model. Students learn to visualize and easily master drawing 

contour maps by adjusting the water level. Contains Mount Capulin model, 

box, lid and instructions. 12" x 6.5" x 3.25"

Item # Description List Price

9-032-1804-642 Contour Model Kit $27.99

Geological Landform Model
This fascinating kit for whole class use or self-directed study will teach 

students both geology and geography. Features eight 3D models of 

various landforms that join to form a continuous 3' x 3' model.

Item # Description List Price

9-563885-642 Kit $284.99

Topographic Modeling and Mapping Activity Model
By actually modeling a variety of landforms, students understand how 

three-dimensional landmasses can be translated onto a two-dimensional, 

topographic map using contours. Along the way, they'll sharpen their map 

reading skills. Includes plastic contour plates and an illustrated teacher 

and student guide with easy-to-follow instructions, demonstrations 

and examples.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1325-642 Model $23.99

Topographic Relief Maps
Set of 7 different maps selected for variation in landform features 

(mostly U. S.). Topographies: Alpine glaciation, continental glaciation, 

coastline of submergence, coastline of emergence, canyons, folded 

mountains, fault block mountains and desert lands. Includes a lesson plan 

which provides a description of over 30 features shown on each map and 

explains how the use of maps applies to various disciplines. 22H" x 33"W

Item # Description List Price

9-574839-642 Topographic Relief Maps $294.39

i
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Stream Table
One of the biggest challenges in teaching earth science is bringing the 

natural world into your classroom. With the CPO Science stream table you 

come close to doing that by having a river system right in your classroom. 

The stream table comes with two buckets, a distribution tray (for guiding 

the flow of water), a support stage that allows you to change the gradient 

of the stream table, and sediment. Your students can study how rivers 

form and meander. Additionally, they will investigate how wave action and 

building development affects coastlines and how other variables impact 

water systems.

Item # Description List Price

9N-792-1450-642 Equipment Module $139.95

(Includes distribution tray, support stage, sediment, and 2 buckets)

Science First Deluxe Stream Table
Stream tables are an essential part of the earth sciences class for the 

study of erosion, sediment deposition, and the behavior of rivers and 

lakes. A generous 48 x 20" in size, our rugged ABS device features 

five water jets which form tributaries and rivers. The reservoir contains 

a sediment trap to prevent particulates from clogging the pump. The 

integrated prop holds the table at several angles and the clear acrylic 

sides allow views of sediment layers. A removable dam creates a lake to 

illustrate how sediments form deltas. Fully watertight. Folds for storage. 

This product ships oversize.

Item # Description List Price

9-1471394-642 Deluxe Stream Table $666.59

Stream Table Kit
Basic and smaller version of the Hydro-Geology Stream Table, this kit 

includes a plastic tray, drain trough, tray support, and siphon tube. This 

economical stream table will give your students the chance to create their 

own landforms and follow the changes in the stream as it ages. Includes 

Teacher's Guide. Great for use in the classroom or as an outdoor activity. 

Class set contains four sets of equipment. 48" x 14.5" x 3"

Item # Description List Price

9-308656-642 Stream Table Kit $110.99

9-308659-642 Class Set $302.99

Hydro-Geology Stream Table Kit
Contains 2 separate stream flows for simultaneous study of separate 

streams. Self-emptying and recirculation system controls water depth. 

Investigate the life history of streams, delta formation, stream cutoffs, 

stream piracy, shorelines and beaches. Molded of a heavy, virtually 

unbreakable, easy-to-clean plastic. Includes table, wavemaker, rainmaker, 

plotting grid, sand and instruction manual. 24" x 67". Optional rugged 

1" tubular steel mobile cart with storage shelf is sold separately.

Item # Description List Price

9-575208-642 Kit $1,424.99

9-575211-642 Cart $649.99
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Earth Science Video Library 
Weathering and Erosion Video
Explore how the surface of the Earth is 

in constant struggle with the elements 

of nature. Learn how the effects 

of wind, gravity, temperature and 

chemical reactions break down rock 

formations to form soils, river deposits 

and dunes. Running time: 20 minutes

Item# Description List Price

9-1017227-642 Weathering and Erosion Video $22.69

LaMotte 
Sedimentation Tubes
For use in soil classification 

and sedimentation studies. 

Three calibrated conical tubes 

with plastic stand. Instructions 

describe how to break down soil 

samples into their sand, silt and 

clay formations. Unit includes 

a reagent to speed settling of 

finely divided particles.

Item # Description List Price

9-586308-642 Lamotte Sedimentation Tubes $92.69

Soil Samples
For use with any stream table.

Item# Description List Price

9-584199-642 Sandy 5 lbs. $5.99

9-584202-642 Clay 5 lbs. $5.99

9-584205-642 Coarse Gravel (1 kg) $3.99

 Inquiry Investigations™ 
 Learning About How Rocks Weather Lab

These engaging activities challenge students to explore how rocks are 

mechanically and chemically weathered. Your class will learn how the 

hardness of a rock or mineral affects how easily it is weathered and 

identify the type of changes that rocks and rock-forming minerals undergo 

when they are weathered. Students will define mechanical and chemical 

weathering, explore how rocks are mechanically weathered, investigate 

the rate of weathering, and investigate how acid chemically weathers 

some rocks. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials 

for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: 

Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1305661-642 How Rocks Weather Lab $69.95

9N-1288871-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Soil Horizons Display
This 16" X 12" classroom exhibit 

brings the ground beneath us into the 

classroom. From the organic layer of 

humus that creates fertile topsoil, all 

the way down to the bedrock, each 

layer of soil is clearly presented and 

defined (organic, topsoil, eluviation, 

subsoil, regolith, bedrock). This display 

is topped off with a stem of grass 

showing the roots feeding into the 

upper layers as well as a mushroom 

with its mycelium extending into 

the topsoil.

Item # Description List Price

9-1573600-642 Soil Horizons $218.69 

Sedimentation Demonstrator
Students can observe and understand the soil 

sedimentation process with this mess-free plastic 

see-through demonstration tube. This unique Earth Science 

teaching aid is completely sealed, contains water, and a 

variety of soil types-and it's 100% reusable! 10 1/2" high, 

1" diameter. Class pack includes 10 tubes and student and 

teacher guides.

Item # Description List Price

9-577479-642 Sedimentator Only $21.79 

9-577482-642 Sedimentator Class Pack $213.29 

Stereoscope
Turn stereo pictures 

or aerial photos 

into dramatic 3D 

experiences. High 

impact, crystal-clear 

plastic stereoscope 

features 2.2 

magnification, 4.7 focal length, adjustable inter-pupillary distance, and 

folding legs for compact storage. Use with any stereo book or photo set. 

Item # Description List Price

9-574755-642 Stereoscope $10.99
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Water Cycle Kit
Separately introduces evaporation, condensation and precipitation through 

fun, easy activities. Investigate how naturally occurring materials absorb 

water differently. Assemble both enclosed and open terrariums with soil, 

a bean seed and a fixed amount of water for comparison. Comprehensive 

National Science Content Standard-based activity guide with reproducibles 

and convenient storage tote included. Class size: 32 students working in 

8 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9HN-526736-642 Class Pack with Guide $166.99

Earth Science Video Library 
The Hydrologic Cycle Video
Dynamic computer graphics and live 

action footage show the path of water 

as it evaporates from the vast surfaces 

of the oceans, condenses as clouds 

from invisible water vapor, is released 

as rain and snow and runs off the 

Earth's surface in streams and rivers. 

Run time: 20 minutes

Item# Description List Price

9-529097-642 Hydrologic Cycle Video $24.99

Modeling 
Convection Currents
Small groups of students 

use materials to investigate 

convection currents in 

water. They develop an 

operational understanding 

of the relationship between 

water temperature and its 

movement. This knowledge 

is then applied to geology 

as students analyze data 

about the earth's layers and convection currents in the lithosphere. 

Includes materials for 24 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500958-642 Kit $113.29

Water Cycle Kit
Hands-on activities make all parts of the water cycle—solid, liquid, and 

gas—crystal clear. Students create dew and measure dew points of air 

samples, investigate the how and why of frost, learn how humidity affects 

dew points and more. Includes three lesson plans and teacher-developed 

instructions. For 8 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1017022-642 Water Cycle Kit $146.59

Water Cycle Model Activity Set
Fully-functional 3-D model, designed for investigating the cyclic nature 

of evaporation, condensation and precipitation. To make the model 

work, "clouds" are filled with ice cubes, "ocean" reservoirs are filled with 

water and a strong heat lamp is required for simulation of the "sun". In 

demonstrations the water evaporates, saturates the air, is cooled and 

finally condenses and forms rain. Includes 10 large (8 1/2" x 11") study 

cards, a teacher-developed activity notebook with lesson plans, and a 

full-color overhead transparency.

Item # Description List Price

9-056677-642 Water Cycle Model $123.89 

Groundwater Flow Table
Simulate many real-world groundwater concepts involving aquifers, 

sinkholes, caverns, geysers and hot springs. Hands-on demonstrations 

allow the user to trace underground water patterns using colored dye. 

Durable, one-piece molded plastic simulator (16" x 16" x 2") is lightweight, 

easy to use, simple to clean and convenient to store. Use on a lab table or 

an overhead projector. Includes a self-contained groundwater table, water 

pump, tubing, eyedropper and teacher's guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-529077-642 Groundwater Flow Table $182.19 
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Ocean Floor Raised Relief Map
The secret geography of the ocean—exposed! Students get a good look at 

the ocean's ridges, trenches, mountains, continental shelves, continental 

slopes and islands, as well as continental features. 26" x 39"

Item # Description List Price

9-131-3823-642 Raised Relief Map $61.99

Ocean Circulation 
Activity Model

Large, easy-to-use model 

for a firsthand look at ocean 

circulation patterns. Place 

cold, blue-colored water in one 

cylinder and hot, red-colored 

water in the other to watch 

density currents in action. 

Substitute saltwater and 

freshwater to observe their 

effects. Made of durable 

plastic. Includes comprehensive 

teacher's guide with numerous, 

hands-on applications and student sheets. 14" x 4.25" x 12"

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1050-642 Circulation Model $104.99

Discovery Education™ 
Earth Science for Students: 
Oceanography Video
This high-quality title explores 

topography, currents, and wave 

action and explains the oceans' roles 

in climate, temperature, water and 

food supply, and minerals. ©2000. 

Run Time: 23 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1335929-642 Oceanography Video $53.29

Force and Motion Wheel
Use this unique tool with an 

overhead projector or document 

camera to demonstrate 

concepts in gravity, trajectory, 

groundwater flow, rotation, and 

various cycles. Manipulative 

consists of a rotatable plastic 

wheel and includes numerous 

overlays for different earth and 

physical science topics. Includes 

a detailed teacher's guide.

Current Flow Activity Model
Simulate the movement 

of warm and cold water 

between polar and 

equatorial regions using 

this durable, clear acrylic 

model. Students learn 

about convection currents, 

weather fronts and how 

ocean currents affect our 

climate. Model includes 

segmented compartments, 

which allows separation of water of different densities. 18"L x 3"W x 8"H

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1315-642 Current Flow Activity Model $293.99

Oceans in a Box Display
This set of 20 specimens 

helps students explore the 

diversity of marine life with 

20, dry, individually bagged 

specimens and descriptive 

cards. Included are a variety 

of shells, 2 forms of sponge, 

algae, hard and soft corals, 

and other examples of 

marine life. All housed in a 

convenient 10 X 7 X 4 box. 

Specimens may vary with availability.

Item # Description List Price

9-1573601-642 Oceans in a Box $42.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1399017-642 Motion Wheel $59.99

Density Flow Model
Explore concepts related to 

Geology, Meteorology, and 

freshwater and saltwater 

systems. The flow of 

glowing fluid helps students 

visualize important density 

concepts as they relate to 

plate tectonics, sea-floor 

spreading, air masses, fronts, 

ocean currents, thermoclines, 

haloclines, upwelling, El Niño 

and more. Complements 

Earth Science and Physical Science curriculum. The Junior Model has 

modified version of the freshwater/saltwater simulation and does not 

come with the Geology component.

Item # Description List Price

9-599263-642 Density Flow Model $506.69 

9-525518-642 Density Flow Model Junior $266.69 

Rheoscopic Fluid
A pearly-white, water based solution that can be used 

to demonstrate concepts that are usually difficult to see 

such as: ocean currents, turbulence, and convection. 

Adding food coloring to color the solution will make it 

even easier and more exciting to simulate oceanic and 

atmospheric patterns. 1 liter bottle.

Item # Description List Price

9-1491093-642 Rheoscopic Fluid $17.99 
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Weather Forecasting
Students work in teams to interpret weather maps from eight consecutive 

days. Each team constructs a weather report then work together 

to present their weather report to the class. Students then use the 

information for all eight days to forecast the weather for the unknown, 

ninth day. Materials for 32 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500959-642 Forecasting $58.59

Meteorology Bulletin Board Set
An affordable way to bring the science of meteorology to your classroom. 

Vibrant colors and detailed illustration on the four charts display 

atmosphere, forecasting, water cycles, precipitation, and clouds. Each 

chart measures 24" x 17" and includes a resource guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-025-6783-642 Bulletin Board Set $15.29

Weather Study Prints
Integrate ideas 

about weather and 

stress cause/effect 

relationships that 

produce weather 

changes. Set of 

12 durable prints 

(9" x 15") includes: 

wind circulation, 

water cycle, 

warm and cold 

fronts, precipitation, 

atmospheric 

layers, temperature, 

atmospheric phenomena, 

climate, severe storms, 

cloud types, temperature 

inversion, and coriolis effect. 

Teacher's guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-563864-642 Study Prints $42.99

Side 1 Side 2

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Wind Vane
The Wind Vane with Metal Base is 

designed to be durable and withstand 

the elements. Simply face the north 

mark towards north to know which 

way the wind is blowing. The heavy 

metal base helps to prevent the 

wind vane from blowing over during 

harsh winds.

Item # Description List Price

9-1559718-642 Wind Vane $28.99 

Weather Map and Climagraph Chart
• Study and plot weather data on this 44" x 50" chart

•  Reversible

-  Side 1: U.S. map shows reporting cities and includes forecast space 

and weather symbols

-  Side 2: Combines world map and 2 climagraphs for plotting comparative 

temperature and precipitation

• Write on and wipe off chart

• Study guide

Student notepad of chart available in standard page size 8.5" x 11".

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-563945-642 Weather Map & Climagraph Chart 44 x 50 in Each $131.99 

9-530330-642 Notepad of 50 charts 8-1/2 x 11 in Pack of 50 $17.29 
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Weather Clever Catch®

One of our newest Clever 

Catch balls dealing with 

weather/meteorology 

facts. Just toss the ball 

back and forth between 

at least 2 students and 

wherever the student's 

left thumb lands, is the 

problem or question for 

that student to answer. 

Teacher answer sheet 

is included.

Rain Gauge
This easy-to-read, transparent, 

mountable plastic rain gauge 

makes an excellent addition to your 

schoolyard weather station.

Item # Description List Price

9-070-5616-642 Rain Gauge $20.49

Predicting the 
Weather Poster

Informative, dynamic laminated 

poster explains how to read a 

weather map, the meanings 

of weather symbols, types of 

weather maps, and characteristics 

of a weather system using 

the hurricane as a model. 

Illustrated teacher's guide included. 

23" x 35", laminated

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1346-642 Poster $19.99

Worldwide Weather Poster
Bring the outdoors inside your 

classroom! On one side, the full 

color images and descriptions about 

weather terms and symbols make 

this a valuable reference. The other 

side has teacher resources, student 

activities, demonstrations, and 

weather facts. 19.5" x 31", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9N-161-7822-642 Worldwide Poster $10.49

Item # Description List Price

9-077021-642 Clever Catch Weather $12.99

Weather Forecasting Videolab®

Use weather instruments to gather data for a mini-classroom 

weather station! Unit contains a full week's worth of activities, Teacher's 

Guide, The Weather at 5:00 and The Hydrologic Cycle DVDs, and materials 

for 12 lab stations with hands-on activities.

Item # Description List Price

9-1293015-642 Videolab $199.99 

NewPath Learning® 
Understanding Weather Poster
Features a comprehensive 

overview of weather; humidity 

and precipitation; the water 

cycle; clouds and their formation; 

and the use of weather maps. 

This large, reference wall chart 

features detailed illustrations to 

facilitate comprehension of key, 

standards-based concepts. 

23" x 35", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440474-642 Understanding Weather Poster $26.59 
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Weather Curriculum Pack
Combines the Exploring 

the Weather Laboratory 

Investigation with 

the Weather Explorer 

CD-ROM for hands-on 

interactive education.

Science Schoolhouse™ Weather Explorer™

Develop skills of scientific investigation and data analysis with a 

detailed investigation of meteorology and atmospheric science. Build a 

"Weather Station"—one of several projects that combine hands-on 

and computer-based activities. Find current weather data and images 

on the internet. Topics covered include: global climate change, the 

ozone layer, droughts, floods and much more. System requirements: 

Windows 3.1 (or higher), Mac 7.1 (or higher), 16MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9-13-1281-642 Individual  $119.99

9-532149-642 Network Version  $699.99

Weather and Climate Poster
Easy-to-use instructional tool relates geography and meteorology, showing 

students how to read the weather maps they see on TV. View beautiful, 

detailed colored photos of cloud types, trace ocean currents and observe 

how they influence local weather conditions, and find out the difference 

between weather and climate. Downloadable illustrated teacher's guide. 

23" x 35", laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1151-642 Poster $19.99

Exploring the Weather Lab Investigation
Capture your class' attention with an engaging look at the weather 

around us. Students will investigate barometric pressure by 

measuring air pressure with a barometer they actually construct 

themselves. They'll also investigate relative humidity; measure 

precipitation, wind speed and direction; and, using the weather 

maps included, understand the basic concepts behind the weather 

forecasts which have become such an important part of our daily 

lives. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1573-642 Weather Lab $167.99

Item # Description List Price

9-25-1221-642 Pack $283.99

Discovery Education™ 
Wonders of Weather Video
Swirling tornadoes, 

hurricane-force winds, hailstones 

as big as basketballs; the 

weather is a constant source 

of amazement, amusement 

and wonder. Discover how 

the oceans influence weather, 

watch meteorologists as they 

use the latest technology to 

track hurricanes and hop on 

board with a pack of storm 

chasers as they pursue a tornado. 

Runtime: 50 minutes.

Item# Description List Price

9-1017234-642 Wonders of Weather DVD $79.99 

Temperature Matching Puzzles
This easy to use puzzle allows students to build skills in equating 

the Fahrenheit and Celsius temperature scales. Pieces range from 

-13°F to 113°F . Includes 26 paperboard puzzles in a sturdy plastic box.

Item # Description List Price

9-161-2511-642 Temperature Matching Puzzles $13.99 
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Tornado Tube
Demonstrate the swirling vortex of a tornado using the Tornado Tube and 

two empty plastic soda bottles (not included). Includes three Tornado 

Tubes and complete instructions. Set of 3.

Item # Description List Price

9-201-7951-642 Tornado Tube (Pack of 3) $7.99

Teaching Tornado 
Demonstration Model
Bring a storm into your 

classroom—and help students 

grasp the principles behind 

tornado formation. This 

best‑selling demonstrator 

shows how solar energy 

creates the conditions required 

for tornadoes to form and how 

other forces influence their 

movement. Students learn 

about updraft, convergence 

and rotation, funnel speed and 

width, and many more exciting 

tornado facts. Includes guide. 

18" x 14.5" x 12.5"

Hurricane Tracking Project
Track hurricanes with information gathered from the Internet. Student 

guide—information on different classes of hurricanes, glossary and 

activities on how to plot current or past hurricanes. 35"H x 45"W map 

Item # Description List Price

9-599989-642 Tracking Hurricanes $73.99

Weather Model
This 16" x 12" x 3" 3‑D model will help students understand weather 

fronts and other meteorological concepts. Study air mass structures, cloud 

types, precipitation, temperatures, pressure and warm and cold fronts. 

Building upon this base of information direction and speed of fronts can be 

measured for forecasting. Includes teachers guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-564215-642 3D Model $110.99

Item # Description List Price

9-077022-642 Model $329.99

Climate Change - Storm Prediction Video
Examine how researchers collect and analyze data contributing to climate 

change and associated storm events. Students will learn about flood 

protection, interations between gases in the air and their environmental 

effects, and new radar technology to forecast storm events. Includes a 

PDF activity guide featuring critical thinking exercises, glossary, standards 

correlations, and more. Run time: 16 minutes.

Item# Description List Price

9-1289998-642 Storm Video $59.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply
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Solar Hot Air Balloon
With exposure to the sun, this giant black balloon gathers enough energy 

to float by itself. 10' x 2'

Item # Description List Price

9-020-8230-642 Solar Hot Air Balloon $2.79

Cloud Type Poster
A beautifully photographed 

wall chart showing the 30 

cloud types most frequently 

observed by weather enthusiasts. 

25"W x 38"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-160-8991-642 Cloud Poster $9.19

Cloud Forming Apparatus
In the experiment, smoke is 

introduced into the glass chamber and 

the inlet clamp is closed. Compression 

and sudden release of the rubber bulb 

rapidly cools the chamber, causing 

condensation and cloud formation. 

Consists of a glass flask with a 

rubber bulb and an inlet tube with 

clamp assembly.

Harbottle
Discover air pressure like never 

before! With just a balloon and a 

bottle, it has the "WOW" factor you 

have been searching for! Excellent 

teaching tool for introducing 

pressure and discussing its 

applications, such as vacuum 

cleaners, flight, pumps, weather, 

and even how we breathe. 

Includes glass bottle, two balloons, 

rubber stopper, and Teacher's Guide 

with background information and 

activity suggestions for your students. 

Measures 5" in diameter.

Item # Description List Price

9-1533045-642 Harbottle $26.69

Cloud Model Activity Set
This 3D model (24" x 18"), used in the classroom or in outdoor observations, 

promotes the basic understandings of cloud types. Removable labels allow 

students to identify structure and altitudes of cloud formations. Activities 

showcase science and math skills Includes a three-ring binder, lesson plan, 

glossary, key, blackline master and a full-color overhead transparency.

Item # Description List Price

9-564173-642 Cloud Model $149.99

Radiation Kit
This is an effective setup for 

revealing some fundamental 

properties of radiant 

energy, heat absorption 

and related phenomena. 

Both cans are filled with 

water, thermometers 

inserted and temperature 

readings taken at intervals. 

Heating and cooling rates 

are then graphed. The 

kit consists of a shiny can 

and lid, a black can and lid, 

2 thermometers, lamp assembly complete 

with base, and operating instructions and 

sample assessment questions. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1526236-642 Kit $58.29 

9-1526232-642 Class Set of 15 $515.09 

9-589713-642 Black Can and Lid (Pack of 5) $57.99 

9-1526412-642 Shiny Can and Lid (Pack of 5) $32.19

Item # Description List Price

9-568868-642 Cloud Forming Apparatus $17.19
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Handheld Environmental 
Quality Meter
Combines a light meter, 

humidity meter, thermometer 

and anemometer into a single 

compact unit. Measures: 

Temperature (Celsius and 

Fahrenheit); relative humidity; 

air speed (m/s, km/h, mile/h, 

knots, ft/min); and light (Lux, foot-candle). 

Features dual display with low battery and over 

range indications, touch-tone buttons, max-min, 

auto power off and hold functions. Ready to use with 

soft carrying case, wrist strap, instructions and a 9V battery

Item # Description List Price

9-527267-642 Environmental Meter $186.69

Understanding Climate Change
This climate change poster has eight sections that cover topics for study 

or discussion: the meaning of global warming and climate change, the 

greenhouse effect and greenhouse gases in our atmosphere, and the 

effect of climate change on our health, just to name a few. The poster has 

a four-page information sheet with questions and answers for instructional 

use. The poster is laminated for durability, and measures 42" x 26 1/2" 

Item # Description List Price

9-1474929-642 Climate Change Poster $19.99

Weather Ball Barometer
Glass weatherball barometer for 

predicting weather conditions. Rising 

water in the tube means bad weather; 

falling water in the tube means good 

weather. Includes four food coloring 

tablets for better viewing of the 

changing weather conditions.

Item # Description List Price

9-1292733-642 Weather Ball Barometer $83.59

Triple-Scale Barometer
Sturdy brass and stainless steel 

construction and careful engineering 

keep this tri-scale barometer going 

through years of classroom 

use. 6" diameter unit is wall 

mountable, calibrateable, and 

is RoHS compliant. 

Ranges: 27.75–31.25 inHg; 

70.5–79.4 cmHg; 940–1080 mbar. 

Accuracy: ±0.1 inHg, 

±0.3 cmHg, ±3.5 mbar. Graduated 

in millimeters (mm) of mercury 

and in millibars.

Air Mass Generator Kit
Investigate how air mass is formed and how 

temperature relates to different types of air 

masses. Two add-ons at different heights 

inside a tube show how temperature varies 

with altitude. The set includes one 2 1/2"x 18" 

transparent and markable tube with integral 

thermometers on a track, two-piece convection 

chamber, tubing, funnel, smoke generator and 

teacher's guide.

Economy Aneroid Barometer
Let students see for themselves the role 

barometric pressure plays in forecasting 

the weather. This wall-mounted barometer 

features a 100 mm-diameter dial mounted in 

a 150 mm diameter plastic case. Graduated 

in inches of mercury and millibars.

Item # Description List Price

9-1387083-642 Economy Barometer $38.89

Item # Description List Price

9-1500937-642 Kit $56.99

WEATHER INSTRUMENTS

Item # Description List Price

9-1292734-642 Barometer $111.09

Evaporation Kit
Used to examine the process of evaporation and 

measure humidity, this kit includes a beam balance with wire hangers and 

a sponge that is cut into two equal pieces. Set of 15.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500936-642 Evaporation Kit $199.99 
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Galileo Thermometers
Galileo Thermometer replicates Galileo's original 

design based on his discovery that the density of 

liquids change as the temperature varies.

Item # Description List Price

9-1464218-642 Fahrenheit Thermometer $26.49 

9-1464219-642 Celsius Thermometer $26.49

Economy Anemometer
By counting the revolutions of the 

anemometer students can record the 

wind speed. Sensitive to breezes as 

slight as 2 mph. 8" x 8"

Item # Description List Price

9-564658-642 Anemometer $10.99

Dwyer® Wind Speed Meter
Pocket-size, low-cost instrument suitable for amateur 

weather sleuths, sailors and sportsmen. Measures 

velocity from 2 to 66 mph. Two scales—one for 2 to 10 

mph range, ensure accuracy for all conditions. Simple 

to use—just hold it up and read position of floating ball. 

Higher scale readings obtained by holding finger over 

top nozzle. 6"L with handsome plastic case.

Item # Description List Price

9-230-4103-642 Dwyer Wind Meter $36.69

Anemometer
Uniquely designed, hand–held or 

permanently fixed anemometer. No 

need to count revolutions. Receive a 

direct reading of wind speed. As the 

wind blows harder, the arms move, 

lifting the reading bar along a scale to 

indicate the wind speed.

Item # Description List Price

9-360141-642 Plastic Anemometer $45.29

Taylor Indoor-Outdoor Thermometer
2 thermometers in a single plastic case. 

Capillary tube and bulb record outside 

temperature without the need of drilled 

holes. Temperature range: 30°F to 120°F 

and –40°C to 50°C. Clear markings. 

Informative studies of insulation properties 

can be made by plotting inside and outside 

temperature changes. Length: 8" 

Item # Description List Price

9-1006124-642 Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer $13.09

Extech®  
Big Digit Indoor/Outdoor 
Thermometer
Comfortably compare indoor and 

outdoor temperature. Oversized (1") 

digits show temperature indoors 

from 14 to 140°F (-10 to 60°C) 

and outdoors from -58 to 158°F 

(-50 to 70°C). Features ±1.8°F / 1°C 

accuracy, 0.1°F/°C resolution, and 

min/max memory. Includes 9.6' 

wire, stand, battery, and mounting 

bracket. 4.4" x 4" x 0.9"

Item # Description List Price

9N-531791-642 Thermometer $26.99

Extech® 
Digital Hand Held Anemometer
This rugged hand-held digital air 

flow meter is perfect for classroom 

and field operation. The large-digit 

LCD readout provides simultaneous 

display of wind speed and ambient 

temperature in either CFM or CMM. 

Unit features 3% velocity accuracy via 

low friction 2.83"D (72 mm) ball bearing 

vane wheel on 3.9ft (120 cm) cable. Easy 

to set area dimensions (cm2) are stored 

in the meter's internal memory for the 

next power on.

Jumbo Thermometer
Huge indoor-outdoor Fahrenheit-

Celsius plastic thermometer with 

aluminum back measures 18" in 

diameter. The outer Fahrenheit 

scale is calibrated -60 / 130˚F in large 

block numerals. The inner Celsius 

scale ranges from -50 / 50˚C.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1015632-642 Anemometer $169.99

Item # Description List Price

9-574313-642 Jumbo Thermometer $43.69
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Durac Deluxe Sling Psychrometer
Manually measure relative humidity with this durable sling psychrometer. 

A sturdy plastic casing holds two 20–120°F thermometers, one with a 

wick that connects to a water reservoir for wet bulb measurements. Unit 

comes in a black nylon case with a key card that provides instructions for 

use and tables for determining relative humidity with a 1–40°F wet bulb 

depression. 9" x 5" overall.

Item # Description List Price

9-1437190-642 Psychrometer $59.19

Dew Point Apparatus
Determine the temperature at which 

moisture will form on a cooling surface with 

this device. Consists of: a polished nickel 

plated cup, stopper, glass tubes, rubber 

pressure bulb with tube, and a thermometer.

Item # Description List Price

9-584418-642 Dew Point $41.19 

Hygrometer/Thermometer
Hand-sized unit with wall mount. 

Records 6 measurements: 

current temperature and 

humidity, highest and 

lowest temperatures 

and corresponding 

humidities. Electronic 

memory records 

temperature ranges 

from 32°F to 122°F 

(0°C - 50°C), and relative 

humidity ranges from 25% to 95%. 

Built-in switch changes temperature 

reading from Fahrenheit to Celsius. 

4 memory functions reset separately. 

2 AAA batteries (included).

Masons Hygrometer
One thermometer bulb is kept constantly 

wet by a siphon reservoir while the 

other gives a dry temperature reading. 

Humidity is obtained by comparing the 

2 readings on the enclosed chart. Uses a 

safe and easy-to-read red liquid in place 

of mercury. Dual scales of –10˚C to 50˚C 

and 10˚F to 120˚F. 12" x 2 1/8" x 1 1/4"

Item # Description List Price

9-598245-642 Masons Hygrometer $21.29 

Item # Description List Price

9-574008-642 Hygrometer $84.59

Sling Psychrometer/Humidity Detector
Students swing the thermometers, with one wet and one dry bulb, and 

observe the difference in temperature on the two thermometers. Using a 

table, the difference in the temperatures determines the relative humidity. 

Instructions included.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-160-4591-642 Sling Psychrometer Each $4.99 

9-162-1368-642 Classroom Set Pack of 30 $139.99 

Economy Sling Psychrometer
Low-cost, but effective device. Uses the differences in the readings of 

one wet-bulb and one dry-bulb thermometer to determine the relative 

humidity. When whirled, the wet-bulb thermometer is cooled by the 

evaporation of the water and registers a lower reading than the dry-bulb 

thermometer. Chart for obtaining relative humidity.

Item # Description List Price

9-589686-642 Psychrometer $10.99 

9-1440860-642 Psychrometer (Pack of 15) $90.99 

9-590238-642 Replacement Wicks (Pack of 15) $11.99 

9-1290993-642 Repl. Thermometer (Pack of 5) $11.29 
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Davis Instruments WeatherLink® 
Tracking Software and Datalogger
Turn your Vantage Pro or Pro2 into the ultimate 

weather monitor. WeatherLink lets you see 

current conditions at a glance; graph data 

daily, weekly, or yearly; view multiple weather 

variables at the same time; and much more. 

The data logger fits neatly into the weather 

station console or Weather Envoy, storing 

weather data even when not connected 

to your PC. Later, download the data and 

use the software to analyze and present it. 

Includes software CD, data logger, and cable. 

Requires Windows 98SE/ 2000 /ME/XP or 

Mac OSX v 10.1 or above. Incompatible with 

Intel‑based Macs.

Davis Instruments Vantage Pro2™ Weather Stations
Receive up‑to‑the‑minute weather data right in your classroom! 

Vantage Pro2 stations include a suite of sensors and detailed, AC 

powered console in a solar‑powered wireless model. A standard 

radiation shield protects temperature and humidity sensors from solar 

radiation and reflected heat. Wireless models will transmit data up to 

1000' outdoors with a clear line of sight (typical range is 200' to 400' 

through walls).

Features:

•  Vantage Pro2 Sensors: Rain collector, temperature, humidity , 

anemometer with 40' cable

• Vantage Pro2 Plus: Adds UV and solar radiation sensors

•  Electronic components housed in a weather‑resistant shelter

• Mounting hardware and instruction manual

•  Console powered by AC adapter (included) or with 3 C batteries 

(sold separately)

Item # Description List Price
Wireless Models

9-588493-642 Vantage Pro2 $699.99

9-529060-642 Vantage Pro2 Plus $1,199.99

Accessories

9-1286619-642 Extra Console $324.99 

9-529062-642 Wireless Temperature Station $227.49

Davis Instruments Vantage Vue Weather Station
Davis has brought the accuracy and durability of their Vantage Pro2 

line to a compact, easy‑to‑use weather station. Perfect for schools, the 

Vantage Vue includes a tough outdoor sensor array and a distinctive LCD 

console. Compatible with Vantage Pro2 components you can mix and 

match if your school already owns a station. WeatherLink and WeatherLink 

IP compatible.

Item # Description List Price

9-1368045-642 Weather Station $459.99

Davis Instruments Weatherlink IP 
Weather Tracking Software
WeatherLinkIP includes Davis Instruments classic WeatherLink software 

and a WeatherLinkIP data logger which plugs into your Vantage Pro® or 

Vantage Pro2™ console. The software allows you to view your weather 

data online without ever designing and uploading a webpage. Perfect for 

busy schools and institutions, WeatherLinkIP will get your class online and 

sharing your local weather data faster than ever!

Item# Description List Price

9-1335924-642 Weather Tracking $339.99

WEATHER STATIONS

Console features large, backlit LCD screen and US or Metric units of measure

Item # Description List Price

9-529063-642 Windows $179.99 

9-529064-642 Macintosh $179.99
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Economy Celestial Globe
Help students conceptualize 

the movements of the earth 

relative to the starfield. 

Transparent, four-color celestial 

globe is perfect for identifying 

stars and constellations. A 75 mm 

earth globe, mounted within the 

center of the 300 mm sky globe, 

can be rotated to align a position on the 

ground with a position in the sky. 

Basic Celestial Globe
Simplified teaching aid—teach 

Earth-space relationships at 

introductory levels. A low-cost 

celestial globe with internal 

geo-physical Earth globe. 

4" diameter, internal terrestrial 

globe with an adjustable Sun 

model—both mounted in a 

12" transparent star globe. Both 

globes and the Sun may be set 

to show positions of stars and 

planets. Study guide included.

Luminous Star Finder
Glow-in-the-dark star finder. Perfect solution for learning constellations. 

Shows star position for any date, plus zodiac dial on reverse side.

Item # Description List Price

9-322575-642 Each $6.99 

9-365124-642 Pack of 10 $59.99 

Celestial Globe
Transparent star globe. Demonstrates Earth-star relationships as they 

undergo temporal and spatial changes. Adjustable Sun and the new 

geophysical globe may be manipulated and set in various positions. 

Imprinted star map on the outer globe includes stars to the 5th magnitude, 

with names given for important stars and constellations. Full horizon 

mount. 12" in diameter

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-130-2674-642 Celestial Globe Each $253.79 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1294690-642 Celestial Globe Each $148.99 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-365100-642 Basic Globe Each $208.09 

Starry Night® Astronomy Curriculum
Interactive lessons realistically depict the universe through stunning 3D 

graphics and multimedia to make even the most complex and abstract 

astronomy topics easy to grasp. Award-winning curriculum includes 

35 detailed high school lesson plans (28 middle school lessons plans), 

assessment tests, hands-on activities, student worksheets and dozens 

of computer exercises. Lessons are correlated to state standards 

and the NGSS. Requires: Windows 7,8,10 or Mac OS 10.9 or higher; 

at least 1 GHz processor, 1 GB RAM and 12 GB of hard disk space, 

128 MB OpenGL 1.4 capable graphics card. Minimum recommended 

monitor resolution: 1024 x 768 pixels. Both curriculums include online 

content that requires an internet connection but only while downloading. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1384294-642 Middle School $399.99 

9-1384295-642 High School $399.99 

Nova® Apollo 13 Video Series
Blast off with your students into some 

of the most amazing, suspenseful and 

triumphant stories from America's 

space program in this 3-DVD set. 

Apollo 13: To the Edge and Back 

describes the unforgettable heroism 

of our Apollo 13 astronauts. To the 

Moon recounts the history of the Apollo 

program. MARS: Dead or Alive takes 

you inside the historic Mars Rover 

Mission. Total run time: 258 minutes

Item # Description List Price

9-1015189-642 Apollo 13 $51.99 
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Science Schoolhouse™ Discover! Astronomy CD-ROM Series
Your class will be able to study the heavens through a series of 

truly interactive tutorials with this extraordinary software. These 

curriculum‑based lessons are illuminated with stunning images, video 

and animations and reinforced with interactive exercises, including virtual 

experiments, demonstrations, mini‑games and puzzles. Includes the titles: 

Astronomy and the Universe, Earth and the Inner Solar System, and The 

Outer Solar System. Each program features direct Internet connectivity to 

allow your students to expand their investigations. Set of 3

Item # Description List Price

9-13-2361-642 Individual  $199.99 

9-13-2365-642 Network Version  $999.99 

Earth Science Video Library 
The Sun, Our Closest Star Video
Examine how the Sun originated, 

how it generates its incredible 

energy, how it affects all life on 

Earth and its ultimate fate. Topics 

include: a star close‑up, the Sun 

in comparison to other stars, 

examining the Sun's light, energy 

from the Sun, inside the Sun, 

observing Solar eclipses, and many 

more! Run time: 20 minutes

Exploring Mars Lab Investigation
Take an off‑planet field trip using a CD‑ROM that features the latest 

images of Mars. Students view the Martian surface through special 

3D lenses, identify properties of Mars' minerals and draw inferences about 

the planet using soil that models that on Mars. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-4163-642 Lab  $83.99 

Sunspotter Solar Telescope
This wooden, folded‑path, Keplerian 

telescope provides a much safer 

and convenient way to view the 

brilliant light of the sun than other 

more common methods. Use the 

Sunspotter for viewing the sun, 

eclipses, transits, and for 

daily record keeping. Track 

sunspots as they appear, 

move, and vanish. Useful for 

group viewing, the Sunspotter 

allows several observers to 

simultaneously see the sun's disk 

and quickly trace the changing 

positions of sunpots and compare 

them on a daily basis.

Solar Motion Kit
Easy‑to‑assemble. Clearly and 

safely locate the Sun in the sky 

as the seasons change. Visually demonstrate why summer days are longer 

than winter days. Show where the Sun will rise and set and how high it 

will be in the sky for any month of the year. Compare the length of day for 

different latitudes or seasons. Illustrate the Sun's apparent motion for your 

specific location. Includes teacher's guide with assembly instructions and 

discussion questions. Materials to construct 24 models.

Item # Description List Price

9-590205-642 Solar Motion Kit $33.99 

Meteorite Sample
Naturally formed nickel‑iron meteorite specimen with display case. 

Samples size varies from 5/16" to 3/4". Includes certificate of authenticity.

Item# Description List Price

9-1396093-642 Meteorite Sample $26.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-529090-642 Video $24.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1410322-642 Sunspotter $586.39 
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Nova®  
The Elegant Universe Video
One of the most ambitious and 

exciting scientific theories ever 

posed receives a masterful animated 

explanation that will inspire young 

scientists. Includes simple and clear 

explanations of major concepts 

of physics, including gravity, 

electromagnetism and relativity. 

Closed captioned, 3 hours

Item # Description List Price

9-362530-642 Elegant Universe Video $26.69 

Moon Phase Model
Why is the moon sometimes still visible in the morning? Graphically 

demonstrate the relative position of the sun and moon throughout a lunar 

cycle with this handy device. Comprised of two stacked discs that rotate 

to cycle through the phases on the moon and clearly show the position 

of the sun. Labeled with sunrise and sunset, predict the relative time of 

moonrise and moonset.

Item # Description List Price

9-1365147-642 Model $47.99 

Lab-Aids® Earth Measurement Experiment Kit
A series of individualized activities require students to perform increasingly 

sophisticated measurements of distance and angles, from common 

objects to the distance to the Sun; the Earth's radius, diameter and 

circumference; "size" of low moon vs. high moon; and the diameter of the 

moon. They also interpret information from graphs and use baselines and 

a range-finder to determine distance. For 24 students. Reusable.

Item # Description List Price

9-529395-642 Kit $133.29 

Replogle® Lunar Wonder Globe
The lunar Wonder Globe rotates smoothly on two axes. This pint-sized 

4.3" diameter globes details lunar surface features such as craters, seas, 

rilles, valleys, and mountain ranges and even spot sites of manned 

and unmanned moon landings. Exceptional map details make this an 

instructive and fascinating globe for all ages. 6" H.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1282550-642 Wonder Globe Each $18.69 

Coriolis Effect Kit
As the steel spheres track a pattern on the kit's turn-table, students 

simulate the effect of the Earth's rotation on winds, ocean currents and 

material objects.

Item # Description List Price

9-529101-642 Each $46.99 

9-529099-642 Pack of 10 $449.99 

Moon Globe
Developed under the auspices 

of NASA. 3-dimensional 

with Moon craters, seas and 

mountains, shown in realistic 

detail. Clearly labels the first 

Apollo landing site on the Moon 

for easy identification. Rests 

freely on clear plastic molded 

base. Includes study guide. 

Diameter: 12", Height: 15"

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-589362-642 Moon Globe Each $119.99 
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Universe Bingo
This bingo game is a 

true teaching tool, since 

students must determine 

the correct answer after 

hearing the question, 

then finding that answer 

on their playing card. 

Universe Bingo contains 

75 question cards (15 in 

each of 5 categories), 

30 different bingo playing 

cards measuring 5.5" x 8.5", 

instructions, master answer 

key, and bingo chips in a 

sturdy box.

Item # Description List Price

9-1364466-642 Universe Bingo  $37.29 

Solar System Simulator Model
Witness the solar system in action! The calendar on the base allows 

students to see the relative position between individual planets and the 

sun according to specific dates. Includes a lesson plan with explanations 

about orbits and speed.18"length.

Item # Description List Price

9-130-2663-642 Solar System Simulator Model $127.99 

Astronomy  
Study Prints
Fascinating facts and 

full-color illustrations 

make these 12 study 

prints perfect for 

individual or group 

work. Topics include 

day and night, 

seasons, planets, the sun, the moon, 

phases of the moon, eclipses, tides, and 

more. Laminated for heavy classroom use. 

Each 9" x 11"

Discovery Education™  
Black Holes Video
Stephen Hawking, aided by 3D 

animation, explains the concept of 

space-time and how black holes are 

formed. Students are then drawn to 

the edge of a black hole—the event 

horizon—to imagine what life would 

be like inside. 52 minutes

Item # Description List Price

9-1335934-642 Video $79.99 

Trippensee® Elementary Planetarium
Perfect for use by younger students or those unfamiliar with astronomy. 

Demonstrate each concept individually by manually moving the arm, Earth 

or Moon. Show basic relationships of rotation, revolution, night and day, 

seasons and more. Chain/gear-drive maintains the north-pointing axis of 

the Earth. Includes an instruction manual.

Item # Description List Price

9-1017023-642 Standard Model $186.59 

9-527422-642 Illuminated Model $233.29 

Trippensee® Planetarium
Manually simulate the motions of the Earth, Sun, Moon and Venus. Show 

solar, lunar and annular eclipses; phases of the moon; seasonal changes; 

night and day, and twilight. Includes instruction manual.

Item # Description List Price

9-527426-642 Planetarium $626.59 

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Item # Description List Price

9-530580-642 Prints $19.99 
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Skelescope
The SkeleScope™ is a reflector 

telescope with a unique, open-

tube design. It is lightweight 

and easy to transport. Features 

a focal length of 360mm and 

magnification of 14.4x or 36x. 

Comes with an adjustable 

tabletop tripod for steady viewing. 

Measures 12.25" x 11.5" x 16.25"

PowerSeeker® 60EQ Telescope
A powerful scope for hours of rewarding 

observations. This high-quality refracting 

telescope uses all coated glass optical 

components for enhanced brightness 

and clarity. Features a 60 mm aperture 

and a 900 mm focal length optics, full 

range of eyepieces and a 3X Barlow 

lens. Includes sturdy equatorial mounts 

for tracking and carrying case. Meets 

National Science Education Content 

Standard D.

Explorascope
This full-size telescope includes fully coated glass 

lenses for bright, sharp views of the Moon, rings 

of Saturn, moons of Jupiter, Orion Nebula, 

deep sky objects and more. The included red 

dot StarPointer finderscope helps you sight 

objects in the sky and center them in your 

telescope's eyepiece. The ExploraScope 

60 AZ comes with a full accessory 

package with everything you need to 

get started with amateur astronomy: 

2 eyepieces, a 3x Barlow lens to 

triple the magnifying power of each 

eyepiece, an erect image diagonal 

for correct image orientation, a 

full-height aluminum tripod, LED 

flashlight, and compass. Plus, 

you can download Celestron's 

SkyPortal app for iOS and Android devices to help locate and learn 

about celestial objects. 

GeoSafari® Vega 600™ Telescope
With magnifications from 30X to 150X and rack 

and pinion focusing, stargazers and naturalists are 

rewarded with bright, clear images-perfect for 

scoping out birds and animals, as well as the moon, 

planets and constellations. Lightweight and easy 

to use. Features: 50 mm achromatic objective 

lens and all-glass optics, 2 interchangeable 

eyepieces, optical finder scope, full-height, 

adjustable tripod and image erector for 

viewing terrestrial subjects.

NexStar 4 SE® Telescope
Valued by seasoned astronomers and novices 

alike, the portable NexStar 4SE offers easy-to-use 

advanced features that bring the deep night sky into 

brilliant focus. Find thousands of stars, planets, 

galaxies and more at the touch of a button. 

High-quality precision optics are ideal for 

observing and photographing the wonders of 

space. The camera control feature allows you to 

remotely take a series of timed exposures using 

your digital SLR camera. With Revolutionary 

SkyAlign™ alignment technology, a sky tour 

feature, a database of nearly 40,000 celestial 

objects and straightforward hand control, 

even beginners will easily locate their 

celestial targets. Includes Tripod and The 

Sky® software Level 1 Planetarium software. Database of 38,181 objects. 

11 lb total weight. Magnification 53X

Item # Description List Price

9-1016991-642 Nexstar $846.59 

Powerseeker® 50 Telescope
An affordable Newtonian scope with plenty 

of reach. Its reflectors offer larger aperture 

and greater light gathering power to 

resolve faint details of deep sky and other 

celestial objects. 50 mm aperture, 600 

mm focal length, all coated glass optical 

components. Includes tripod, collapsible 

altazimuth mount and additional 

eyepieces. Meets National Science 

Education Content Standard D.

Item # Description List Price

6-1528376-642 Explorascope $131.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-162-5840-642 50 Telescope Powerseeker $66.69 

Item# Description List Price

9-1555049-642 SkeleScope $90.19 

Item # Description List Price

9N-162-5851-642 Powerseeker $107.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-067622-642 Telescope $106.69 
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Fieldmaster® Steel Screen Sieves
Ideal for separating soil and sediment particles, these economical stainless 

steel mesh sieves stack together. They come in six sizes to match the 

most commonly used U.S. Standard sizes and include a lid and catch pan. 

5, 10, 35, 60, 120, and 230 mesh.

Item # Description List Price

9-1017025-642 Sieves $199.89 

Quad/Sect Field Kit
This classic field-sampling device 

ensures uniform sampling of clover 

in the school yard or pencils on a 

lab table. Includes two 20-meter 

calibrated transect lines and a 

quadrant that can be assembled 

into one square that is a meter on a 

side, or two squares that are each 

0.5 meter on a side.

Item # Description List Price

9-580270-642 Field Kit $75.99 

Taylor Stainless Steel  
Soil Thermometer
An accurately calibrated 

stainless steel soil testing 

thermometer, suitable for most 

classroom planting applications. 

Stem is 5", dial is sealed and 

waterproof. Range 20°–180°F and 

0°–80°C.

Fieldmaster®  
Field Sampling Squares
This folding sampling square 

makes quantifying field 

results easy! When unfolded, 

the shock cord filled piping 

"explodes" open to a full meter 

squared. PVC construction. 

For use in shallow water or 

on land.

Soil Sampling Tube
Remove soil cores to a depth of 10" with this inexpensive tool. Galvanized 

steel tube has sawtooth cutting edges and is tapered for easy withdrawal. 

Cutaway side facilitates viewing of soil strata. Includes 20 soil sample 

bags and instructions. 12" x 1" diameter. Additional 4" x 6" plastic, zippered 

sample bags sold separately.

Item # Description List Price

9-586323-642 Soil Sampling Tube $45.29 

9-594582-642 Sample Bags (Pack of 50) $15.99 

Screen Sieves
Sort soil samples like the professionals. Five wire-screened, stackable 

plastic containers—featuring no. 6, 20, 40, and 100 mesh—are capped by 

a lid and a solid bottom pan. Each container measures 2.5"H x 4" diameter.

Item # Description List Price

9-580276-642 Screen Sieves $47.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-530550-642 Field Sampling Squares $57.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-561067-642 Soil Thermometer $8.19 

Trowel
A field work basic. Plastic construction.

Item # Description List Price

9-1386539-642 Garden Trowel $1.89 
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Bricklayer's Hammer
Useful for trimming rock or 

mineral specimens and for 

digging. This hammer includes 

a forged and heat-treated 

steel head and clear-lacquered 

hickory handle. Weight: 16 oz; 

Length: 11"

Clinometer
Easily calculate an object's 

height— just aim, squeeze 

trigger, and view angle of 

inclination. Simple math 

renders height. Clinometers 

are widely used in surveying, 

forestry, and civil engineering 

to determine the angles of 

slope and height of an object 

with respect to gravity. Sturdy 

plastic construction.

Micrometer
Reads up to 25 mm in.01 mm divisions

Item # Description  List Price

9-131-5252-642 Micrometer  $19.99

Doublet Magnifier
This double lens loupe with 

10x magnification is perfect for field 

use. Folds compactly and opens to 

60 mm. In a vinyl case.

Item # Description List Price

9-565576-642 Doublet Magnifier $5.99

Trundle Wheel
Measure long distances in the classroom 

or outdoors using this handy trundle 

wheel. It features a loud, non-wearing 

clicking device that is activated in either 

direction with each full meter revolution. 

All-plastic device comes apart into 2 pieces 

for storage and is easily reassembled.

Item # Description List Price

9-573145-642 Trundle Wheel $16.99

Roaring Springs® Poly Cover Composition Book
Flexible poly cover composition book. Indestructible and waterproof. 

Lays flat or rolls up for easy transport. 9 3/4" x 7 1/2" inches. 

70 sheets-140 pages. Ruling is Wide and Margin. Assorted colors.

Item #  Description  List Price

9-1465248-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in $3.09

Clipboard
Take note! This handy helper is a useful 

task organizer, too. 9" x 12" clipboard 

has sturdy metal document holder.

Item # Description  List Price

9-1272480-642 Hardboard $1.27

Item # Description List Price

9-1482963-642 Bricklayer Hammer $42.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1294691-642 Clinometer $43.99

NEW

Deluxe Trundle Wheel
Just roll the wheel along the ground to 

measure linear distance. Has a metered 

counter that measures up to 99,999 meters, 

heavy-duty construction, a telescoping 

handle for comfort, a built-in stand which 

folds in, rubber wheel trim for accuracy, and 

a convenient carrying / storage case. Strong 

plastic spoke wheel has a 12 1/4" diameter. 

Handle is 31" long when fully extended, but 

retracts to 19" for easy storage.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488087-642 Deluxe Trundle Wheel $59.99
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Magnifying Compass
This compass has a transparent base with a magnifier suitable for 

observing objects such as specimens, leaf parts, soil grains and more! 

Carrying cord included.

Item # Description List Price

9-034-1686-642 Magnifying Compass $4.59

Economy Orienteering Kit
Students learn how to use a compass 

and map to navigate everything from 

a simple string course to 

a buried treasure site. 

Quality materials include 

12 student compasses 

with 4X magnifying 

lenses on lanyards, 

teacher demonstration 

compass, direction cards 

and instructions with activity 

suggestions.

Economy Compasses
These accurate, quality compasses are 

suitable for all science classes and outdoor 

programs. Well constructed with aluminum 

cases, they feature easy-to-read faces and 

cord loops. Size 45 mm.

Scout Binoculars
These binoculars provide superior optical quality while maintaining a 

compact, portable size. It has a center focus knob with an independent 

right diopter adjustment for maximum focusing flexibility. Included 

Accessories: Soft Pouch, Wrist Strap and Lens Cloth

Item# Description List Price

9-1555040-642 ScoutPlus (10 x 25mm) $59.99

9-1555041-642 Scout (8 x 22mm) $47.89

9-1555042-642 MiniScout (7 x 18mm) $38.79

Item # Description List Price

9-568421-642 Compass 1-1/2 in Diameter $3.09

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1288608-642 Economy Orienteering Kit Each $142.79

NEW

NEW

Celestron UpClose G2 Porro Binoculars 
Economical, yet high quality, binoculars perfect for nature and wildlife. 

The 7x or 10x magnification provides bright and sharp images with high 

contrast levels. Water resistant. Includes carrying case and binocular strap.

Item # Description   List Price

9-1593892-642 Binoculars 10 x 50 $45.79 

9-1601044-642 Binoculars 7 x 35 $43.89

Fieldmaster Orienteering Kit
Point your students in the right direction! This kit comes with 

everything you will need to get started with map and compass work. 

The included teacher's manual contains many easy and exciting ideas 

for teaching orienteering and map reading. Materials for 24 students 

working in 12 groups of 2.

Item # Description List Price

9-1603343-642 Orienteering Kit $290.69
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Discovery Education™ 
Earth Science 
Video Collection
From the Earth's core to the 

heavens, the Science Discovery 

Video Series provides concise 

but thorough coverage of key 

Earth Science topics. Over 

90 minutes of magnificent 

video is complemented by 

easy-to-follow narration on 

basic geology, meteorology and 

astronomy concepts. Each video 

includes a teacher's guide 

with curriculum applications, 

suggested teaching strategies, 

ideas for discussion and further study, glossary of terms, career 

opportunities and other reference information.

Item # Description List Price

9-1292816-642 Video Collection $466.69

Discovery Education™ Planet Earth Video Series
Journey from the rain forests of Borneo to the peaks of the Himalayas to 

uncover the beauty and mystery of life on our planet. More than five years 

in the making, the series presents never before seen animal behaviors, 

startling views of locations captured by camera for the first time, and an 

unprecedented look at Earth's creatures from biological and ecological 

perspectives. This special education version of the program includes 

teacher's guides for three grade bands which connect essential concepts to 

topics in science, promoting critical thinking. ©2008. Set of 14 DVDs

Item # Description List Price

9-1267985-642 Planet Earth Video Series $901.29

NewPath Learning® 
Minerals Poster
This full color comprehensive 

poster on Minerals answers some 

key questions students may 

have. What is a Mineral? How 

do they form? How can they be 

identified? What are their uses? 

Laminated, 23" x 35".

Item # Description List Price

9-1476049-642 Poster $26.59 

Discovery Education™  
Earth Science Investigations 
Video Library
A perfect curriculum solution 

to create engaging lessons 

with video, library features 22 

10-minute segments that can 

be used to introduce, highlight, 

or initiate key curricular topics. 

DVD extras include pre-and 

post-viewing questions; thematic 

units on Energy, Adaptation, 

Classification, Inquiry, and 

Science and Technology; and 

a slide show with images and 

text to use as a lecture launcher. 

Each DVD begins with What Is a Scientific Investigation? and How Do 

Scientists Work?, followed by four additional segments. Downloadable 

Teacher's Guide. 

Item # Description List Price

9-529525-642 Earth Science DVD $293.29 

Discovery Education™ 
Greatest Discoveries With 
Bill Nye
Where would we be without 

scientific curiosity? This seven-

part series features lively and 

dramatic accounts of how the 

great discoveries of Science 

were made, how they impacted 

the development of scientific 

knowledge, and how they touch 

our lives today. Included in this 

7-pack of DVD's are: Astronomy, 

Earth Sciences, Genetics, 

Physics, Biology, Chemistry, and 

Medicine. Run time: 6 hours, 

©2005.

Item # Description List Price

9-531448-642 Bill Nye DVD Series $442.69 

Daily Warm-Ups: Earth Science
Unearth the wonders of geology, minerals, meteorology, oceanography 

and more— instantly! These 180 quick activities need little or no prep 

time. Great for introducing new ideas, reviewing key facts and concepts, 

or brushing up on skills, activities offer a rock-solid foundation in earth 

science principles. 184 pages, softcover.

Item # Description List Price

9-525997-642 Daily Warm-Ups: Earth Science $23.99 
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Easy Science Demos and 
Labs: Earth Science
Cause a tornado, recreate glacial 

erosion, build a telescope — right 

in your classroom! These 75 

easy-to-present demonstrations 

show the how and why of 

fascinating natural phenomena. 

Background information, teaching 

suggestions, materials list, and 

clearly outlined procedures are 

supported by ample illustrations, 

safety guidelines, and time-saving 

appendices of astronomical data, 

temperature and unit conversions 

and more. Grades 8-12; 144 

pages, softcover.

Item # Description List Price

9-591090-642 75 Demonstrations $28.19

Geology Fact Book
The Geology Fact Book is a 

concise booklet filled with 

geological information. Illustrations 

include photographs, charts 

and graphs detailing facts about 

the Earth's composition, rock, 

erosion, fossils, and geologic time. 

62 pages.

Item # Description List Price

9-1474930-642 Fact Book $29.99

Hands-on Earth Science Activity Book Set
Activities that put essential concepts in an everyday context make science 

relevant and build scientific literacy. Features detailed notes, materials 

lists, scoring rubrics and more. Includes: Atmosphere and Weather, Rocks 

and Minerals and Our Solar System. Softcover

Item # Description List Price

9-530573-642 Activity Book Set $78.69

Earth Science 
Challenge! Book
Use this classroom quiz game 

to help students make the 

grade on state and national 

tests. Quizzes cover vocabulary 

and principles of earth 

science, including geology, 

geography, weather systems 

and more. Meets National 

Science Education Standards. 

Spiral-bound for easy copying. 

112 pages, softcover

Item # Description List Price

9-530683-642 Earth Science Challenge! Book $24.99

Real-Life Science  
Earth Science
The topics in each Real-Life 

Science book were chosen by 

science educators, based on 

their students' actual questions. 

Each title also includes a 

correlations chart indicating the 

NSES that each topic addresses.

Item # Description List Price

9-1478038-642 Science Book $24.99 

Once Upon A Globe: 
Using Google Earth™ 
in the Classroom
Learn to use Google Earth and 

add technological richness 

across the content areas with 

this highly engaging, easy-to-use 

resource that offers flexibility 

for authentic 21st century 

learning. Provides step-by-step 

instructions, lessons, and 

activities that integrate this 

technology into social studies, 

science, mathematics, and 

English language arts curriculum. 

The included Teacher Resource 

CD includes .kmz folders 

and templates plus clear, 

easy-to-follow directions to lead students (and teachers) to see a global 

view by starting with their own neighborhoods and then moving outward.

Item # Description List Price

9-1407125-642 Once Upon a Globe, Gr. 6-8 $37.29 
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Curriculum Mastery® Middle School Earth Science Game
Written by teachers using research-based principles and tested in 

the classroom, each Class-Pack game includes enough materials 

for 36 students. Each set also includes 25 sets of 30 standards-based 

review cards (Sets are leveled by content and readability); 12 double-sided, 

laminated game boards; Comprehensive Teacher Planning & Resource 

Guide; Free online subscription to access interactive content, 

activities and assessments.

Item # Description List Price

9-092105-642 Middle School Earth Science $133.29

NewPath Learning® Minerals and Crystals Workbook
Perfect for reviewing key, standards-based concepts about minerals! 

Includes detailed coverage of the names of the most common and 

important minerals, their physical properties, and how to test these 

properties to identify an unknown mineral specimen. Also emphasized 

are the common uses of each of these minerals. Pack of 10

Item # Description List Price

9-1476048-642 Minerals and Crystals Workbook $66.59 

Curriculum Mastery® 
Earth Science Flip Charts
Earth Science charts include: 

Minerals, Rocks, Fossils, 

Geologic Time Scale, Plate Tectonics, 

Earthquakes, Weathering of Rocks & 

Soil Formation, Earth's Atmosphere, 

Understanding Weather, and 

Our Solar System. Each chart is 

mounted on a sturdy easel and 

features 10 Double-sided, laminated 

12" x 18" charts with an activity 

guide. Side 1 features a colorful, 

graphic overview of the topic while 

side 2 serves as a "write-on/wipe-off" 

activity chart featuring questions, 

labeling exercises, vocabulary 

review & more!

Curriculum Mastery® Earth Science Learning Modules
Each module provides a complete set of visual, digital and hands-on 

resources which provide an engaging blend of technology-based 

instruction, interactive print resources, game-based learning and a 

hands-on investigation. Features: 1 "Write-On/Wipe-Off" Flip Chart Set;  

1 Student Learning Guide featuring background information, assessment 

questions and lab exercise; 1 Vocabulary Review Card Set; 1 4-Player 

Mastery Game; 1 Interactive Multimedia Lesson; and a Hands-On Lab. 

See website for details.

Item# Description List Price

9-1531270-642 Earth's Surface $119.89 

9-1531271-642 All About Volcanoes $119.89 

9-1531272-642 All About Rocks $119.89 

9-1531273-642 All About Minerals $119.89 

9-1531274-642 Plate Tectonics $119.89 

9-1531275-642 Earthquakes $119.89 

9-1531276-642 Earth's Climate $119.89 

9-1531277-642 Earth's Atmosphere & Weather $119.89 

9-1531278-642 Our Solar System $119.89 

9-1531279-642 Sun-Earth-Moon $119.89 

Curriculum Mastery® 
High School Earth 
Science Game
Features 25 individually 

packaged sets of 

30 full-color, review cards 

per high school earth 

science topic – a total 

of 750 curriculum-based 

questions! Also 

includes 12 laminated, 

double-sided game 

boards; comprehensive 

Teacher Planning 

& Resource Guide; 

FREE trial subscription to online learning system; and reusable storage 

container. Complete curriculum coverage of the following standards-based 

topics – The Science of Earth Science; Maps as Models of the Earth; 

The History of the Earth; Earth's Crust; The Rock Cycle; Rocks I; Rocks II; 

Minerals I; Minerals II; Fossils I; Fossils II; Plate Tectonics; Earthquakes; 

Volcanoes; Weathering & Erosion; Groundwater Resources; Oceans; 

The Atmosphere; Weather I; Weather II; Climate; The Sun-Earth-Moon 

System; Our Solar System; Stars, Galaxies & the Universe; and Lab 

Investigations/Scientific Method.

Item # Description List Price

9-1413686-642 Earth Science Mastery Game $133.29 

Item # Description List Price

9-1302656-642 Middle School Earth Science $47.89 
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Forensic Science Curriculum Module
Turn students into detectives as they investigate DNA, blood and 

fingerprint evidence

Students develop a thorough understanding of concepts such as 

Locard's Principle, genetic principles of inheritance, and chromatography. 

They acquire skills through activities such as making an impression cast, 

analyzing altered documents, and modeling a DNA profile. In each unit of 

study (lab), students perform both skill and case activities.

The module culminates in a comprehensive activity called The Case of 

the Silent Sentinel.

Forensic Science includes:

• Investigation literature and student guide, comprehensive 

Curriculum Guide, and a Curriculum Resources 

CD-ROM with a virtual lab

• Six units of study (labs), each with 4–6 skill activities 

and 4–6 case activities (55 activities total)

•A poster on fingerprinting.

• Storage cabinet with materials for 40 students in clearly 

labeled drawers

The Forensic Science Curriculum Module includes the 

following units of study:

Unit 1:  Fingerprint Evidence

Unit 2:  DNA Evidence

Unit 3:  Blood Evidence

Unit 4: Trace Evidence—Particles, Fibers, and Marks

Unit 5: Questioned Document Evidence

Unit 6:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigation

Select Module Activites are Also Available For 
Separate Purchase
Item # Description List Price

9N-1013145-642 Fingerprinting Lab $99.95

9N-1013146-642 Trace Evidence Lab $129.95

9N-1013147-642 Simulating DNA Analysis Lab $139.95

9N-1013148-642 Case - Telling Bloodgroups Lab $59.95

9N-1013149-642 Analyzing Paper Lab $64.95

9N-1013150-642 Writing Inks Lab $89.95

9N-1013151-642 Case of Silent Sentinel Lab $79.95

See Pages 52-68 for 

more information

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013062-642 Complete Module w/ Virtual Lab $899.95

9N-1014782-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95

9N-1284504-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95

9N-1306589-642 Refill Package $299.95
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CSI Case of the Kidnapped Cookies Kit
Who stole the cookies from the cookie jar? The ransom note is written in 

Spanish, cut from several different local newspapers, and appears to have 

some sort of red stain on it (possibly lipstick?) There is also some white 

powder and soil left near the note. Students will determine whose DNA is 

on the envelope the note was found in. Includes materials for 30 students, 

a teacher's guide, student worksheets and casebooks, and a rubric.

Item# Description List Price

9-1440852-642 Case of Kidnapped Cookies $199.99

CSI Case of the Missing Mascot Kit
Who took the mascot? There's a note, some strange-looking leaves, 

a mouth guard and some white fibers left at the scene. After fingerprinting 

the culprit, students will stage a trial. Investigations include analyzing 

DNA results; using dichotomous keys to identify selected plants; 

analyzing handwriting, fingerprints, and bite marks; and a fiber flame test. 

Includes enough material for 30 students, a teacher's guide, student 

worksheets and casebooks.

Item# Description List Price

9-1440850-642 Case of Missing Mascot $199.99

CSI Case of the Lost Skull Kit
A mysterious animal skull has been left outside your school with 

money stuffed inside it, a show print beside it, and other potential trace 

evidence in the area. Students will analyze fingerprint, blood, hair, imprint, 

and documentation evidence. The kit includes instructions, student 

worksheets, and suggested cross-curricular activities, and materials for 

30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440851-642 Case of the Lost Skull kit $213.29

The Mystery of Lyle and Louise Forensic Case Study Series
The Mystery of Lyle and Louise is a premier forensic science 

curriculum designed for high school students. Comprised of 

12 independent hands-on modules, Lyle and Louise introduces 

students to a wide range of forensic techniques that integrate biology, 

chemistry, math, physics, and criminal justice.

Each module allows students to process evidence from multiple crime 

scenes in a complex murder-mystery scenario woven throughout the 

series. Modules can be used together or independently based on your 

curriculum needs.

The Mystery of Lyle and Louise sets clear goals and expectations for 

students and links them to National Science Education Standards. 

Each kit is designed for 6 labs groups (up to 30 students).

Item # Description List Price

9-1385244-642 Bite Marks Kit $147.99 

9-1414097-642 Bite Marks Refill $56.89 

9-1385245-642 Blood Detect & Evidence Kit $159.39 

9-1414100-642 Blood Detect & Evidence Refill $45.29 

9-1385241-642 Blood Spatter Kit $204.99 

9-1414098-642 Blood Spatter Refill $45.49 

9-1385246-642 Bullet Striations $159.39 

9-1385239-642 DNA Typing Kit $182.09 

9-1385247-642 Drug Testing and Analysis Kit $170.79 

9-1385248-642 Fingerprint Analysis $170.79 

9H-1402661-642 Fire Debris Analysis $204.99 

9-1385238-642 Footprint Analysis Kit $158.69 

9-1414099-642 Footprint Analysis Refill $34.09 

9-1385243-642 Forensic Entomology $236.89 

9-1402298-642 Glass Fragment ID Kit $136.69 

9-1385249-642 Gunshot Residue $159.09 

9-1385242-642 Hair and Fiber Analysis $147.99 

9-1385240-642 Questioned Documents Kit $159.49 
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Innovating Science™ 
Forensic Science Lab Activities Complete Set
Part chemistry, part biology, and part physical science, forensics is the 

investigation of a crime using scientific means. Introduce your students 

to the investigation several different types of possible evidence, such 

as fingerprints, blood detection/blood typing, identification of unknown 

substances, gunshot residue, properties of glass, and more, using this 

comprehensive set of twelve forensics lab activities.

Complete set includes:

• Gunshot Residue Presumptive Test Kit

• Presumptive Blood Test Kit

• Forensic Chemistry of Ink Analysis Kit

• Physical Properties of Glass Kit

• Forensic Chemistry of Unknown Substances Kit

• Forensic Chemistry of Hair Analysis Kit 

• Forensic Chemistry of Blood Typing Kit

• Chemiluminescence in Blood Stain Detection Kit

• Forensic Chemistry of Drug Detection Kit

• Crime Scene Investigation Kit

• Forensic Chemistry Dusting for Fingerprints Kit

•  Forensic Chemistry Chemical Detection of Fingerprints Kit

Item # Description List Price

9-1491076-642 Forensic Science Lab $733.29 

Kidnapped! Kit
Students apply many scientific 

principles as they perform 5 tests 

with this kit and use the results 

to identify the culprit. Provides 

materials for 3 classes of 24 students 

working in pairs. Requires a double 

lab or 2 individual class periods.

Item# Description List Price

9-579685-642 Kidnapped! $74.99 

Terror from Paradise! Kit
Perform a real-life simulation of the 

complications involved in weeding out 

terror before it can exact a toll on innocent 

individuals!

Students will perform a test that 

has become customary in the 

fight against terrorist plots; test for 

the presence of C4, toxic poisons 

and deadly bacterium; test voice 

prints; and conduct fingerprint 

analysis. Includes CD-ROM with 

video clips to enhance the experience and 

materials for 3 classes of 24 students working in pairs. 

Note: Kit does not contain hazardous or explosive material.

Item# Description List Price

9-528389-642 Terror from Paradise! $74.99 

The Case of Lois McArthur Kit
Relate Biology, Chemistry and Physics 

tools to criminal investigations in a single 

scenario. This lab, based on an actual 

case, includes activities in hair, blood, 

fiber, fingerprinting, and handwriting 

analysis. The bound booklet contains 

reproducible rap sheets, a "directive" 

from the Police Chief, and reference 

materials. Includes materials for 

3 classes of 24 students sufficient 

to allow each student to conduct 

the tests.

Item# Description List Price

9-579682-642 Case of Lois McArthur $74.99 

Master Forensics Kit
Enhance your students' problem solving and deductive reasoning skills. 

The Master Forensics kit includes 5 kits: Analysis of Fingerprints Kit, 

Minerals and Soils Kit, Hair Analysis Kit, Drugs and Poisons Kit and 

Documents Kit. Designed for 24 students working in groups of four.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599061-642 Master Forensics Kit $733.29 

NEW

Inquiry Investigations™ 
The Case of the Silent Sentinel Lab

Students apply forensic skills to solve a fictitious crime scenario. They are 

challenged to conduct five forensic analyses: toxicological, handwriting, 

ink chromatography, fingerprinting, and blood group (simulated blood 

typing). They will also learn how these forensic tests can be used to 

support their "findings" and allow them to provide expert testimony to 

get an indictment in the case. Also includes Teacher Resource CD-ROM 

with content tutorials, assessment, standards correlations, image 

gallery, custom content generator and more. Meets NSES A, B, G, H; 

Class Size: 40 students. CD-ROM requires Windows 2000 or higher, 

VISTA-compatible; Mac 9.2 or higher (including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013151-642 Case of Silent Sentinel Lab $79.95 

9N-1284662-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 
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Innovating Science™ Gunshot Residue 
Presumptive Test Kit
A rapid color change verifies the 

presence of nitrates and 

lead during this two-part 

test to determine whether 

a surface has been 

exposed to a discharged 

firearm. Each kit includes 

instructions and enough 

materials for 30 tests.

Item # Description List Price

9-530428-642 Gunshot Residue Presumptive $47.29

The Mystery of Lyle 
and Louise Bullet 
Striations Kit
More than one gun? Your 

students must examine a set 

of bullets that were found at the 

scene of the crime to discover 

more details about the events 

surrounding the murder! 

Neo/C.S.I. Crime Scene 
Lab Investigation

Provide your students with a 

scenario and crime scene 

from which they gather 

evidence. They then take 

their evidence back to 

the "Forensics 

Lab" to conduct 

various tests to 

analyze hair and 

fibers; shoeprints; blood, 

chromosomes and DNA; 

stomach contents; and tool-marks. Includes everything you'll need to set 

up a variety of scenarios and crime scenes along with suggestions on how 

to effectively integrate the skills learned into your curriculum. Includes 

Teacher's Guide and student sheets. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3863-642 Crime Scene Lab $94.99

Innovating Science™ Crime Scene Investigation Lab
Use your forensic techniques to solve the crime of the missing frogs from 

the biology classroom. Use fingerprints, hair examination, and chemical 

analysis of ink by thin-layer chromatography to help determine the most 

likely culprit. Kit contains enough material for 6 groups. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1491077-642 Crime Scene Investigation Lab $153.29

Criminalistics Kit
In real life, detectives use various techniques to solve murder mysteries 

including blood typing, fingerprinting, analyzing and identifying poisons 

and other chemicals. Our investigation provides a myriad of techniques, 

procedures, and protocols that are used by government crime 

investigation agencies.

Frey Criminalistics Kit includes:

•Searching for Clues Manual

•Murder Mystery Video

•Analysis of Hair Identification Unit

•Analysis of Fingerprinting Unit

•Analyzing Drugs and Poisons Unit

Item # Description List Price

9-1488342-642 Criminalistics Kit $395.99

The Mystery of Lyle 
and Louise Gunshot 
Residue Kit
A piece of clothing 

was found in one of the 

crime scenes. Your students 

must determine if the powder 

on the clothing is gunpowder 

or another substance. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1385246-642 Bullet Striations $159.39

Item# Description List Price

9-1385249-642 Gunshot Residue $159.09

Ballistics Kit: Sacco and Vanzetti
Can your students solve this real-life crime? Students reconstruct the 

shootings of the infamous Sacco and Vanzetti case and calculate projectile 

trajectories using a map of the gunshot evidence, ballistics blocks, and 

trajectory rods. They will recreate the crime scene using string and 

laser techniques, learn to characterize ammunition, use gunshot residue 

analysis, and argue their case in court. Includes complete instructor's 

manual, reproducible ballistics training handbook, reproducible lab 

experiments, instructions and documents for holding a mock trial, and six 

additional extension activities. For 24 students working in small groups. 

Recommended: stereomicroscope and a balance. Warning: Danger, kit 

contains lasers, avoid eye exposure. Product intentionally contains lead 

bullets and lead nitrate.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599054-642 Ballistics: Sacco and Vanzetti $666.69

NEW
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Inquiry Investigations™ 
The Case of the Telling Blood Groups Lab

Students learn about human 

blood groups, blood typing, 

and forensic analysis. They 

use Neo/BLOOD®, a simulated 

blood with micro-components, 

in their investigations. 

A "bloody stain" has 

been left behind 

at a crime scene. 

Students first 

determine if the stain is 

actual blood, then perform 

a human blood group analysis 

using simulated ABO and Rh 

anti-sera to blood type the samples. Neo/BLOOD's realistic agglutination 

accurately simulates that of real blood—without any of the hazards. 

Includes Teacher Resource CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. Requires Windows 2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; 

Mac 9.2 or higher (including OSX),128 MB RAM

Innovating Science™ 
Chemiluminescence in Blood Stain Detection Kit
Investigators examine the scene of a possible violent crime for evidence, 

but find no visible blood. Spray the area with Luminol and a faint 

glow appears in certain areas when the lights are off. Special Luminol 

formulation requires no separate hydrogen peroxide catalyst: simply 

re-hydrate and use with simulated blood hemoglobin (supplied). Includes 

instructions and suggested activities and enough materials for several 

demonstrations.

Item # Description List Price

9-1016769-642 Blood Stain Detection Kit $34.69

Science First Forensic Bullet Comparison Set
Can you link a gun to a crime scene by comparing bullets? 

This set features four bullets - three fired from suspects' guns and one 

found at the crime scene. Use a comparison microscope to match the 

rifling marks on each bullet. Spiral rifling lines inside the barrel of a gun are 

what gives bullets their spin as they exit the barrel. Each .45 caliber bullet 

is encased in clear acrylic and the set sits in a 2" x 5.75" wooden tray. 

Made in the USA.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440857-642 Bullet Comparison Set $131.79

Blood Detection and 
Evidence Processing Kit
Your students will determine if 

a substance at the crime scene 

is blood. They will also learn the 

forensic techniques involved in 

evidence processing.

The Mystery of Lyle and Louise 
Blood Spatter Kit
Using the blood 

spatter found at a 

cabin crime scene, 

your students must 

perform mathematical 

and scientific research to 

determine the events that 

lead to the murders!

BLOOD EVIDENCE

Item # Description List Price

9-1385241-642 Blood Spatter Kit $204.99

9-1414098-642 Blood Spatter Refill $45.49

Forensics Bundle
In this bundle, students 

try to figure out "who 

done it' with hands on 

activities. Similar to real life 

investigations, students will catalog detailed observations at the crime 

scene, including investigations of rifling impressions on bullets and 

comparisons of cartridge cases. Students will practice cross-referencing 

spent bullets with information in published databases to identify the gun 

type and manufacturer.

NEW

Item # Description List Price

9-1603344-642 Forensics Bundle $725.29

Science First Forensic Cartridge Comparison Set
A safe, visual comparison of the different calibers of bullets 

that could be found at a crime scene. 

Each bullet is fully jacketed to eliminate 

lead exposure and the casing has 

been drilled and powder removed, 

rendering each cartridge entirely 

inert. Set includes one each of: 

9 mm, .38 special hollow point, 

.40 Smith & Wesson, .45 auto, 

.223 Remington (standard military M16 round), and .308 Winchester in an 

acrylic stand.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440861-642 Cartridge Comparison Set $34.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1385245-642 Blood Detect & Evidence Kit $159.39

9-1414100-642 Blood Detect & Evidence Refill $45.29

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013148-642 Case - Telling Bloodgroups Lab $59.95

9N-1284618-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95
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Innovating Science™ 
Blood Splatter Kit
In this activity students will 

work through a series of five 

stations and examine various 

aspects of blood spatter analysis 

including the effect of falling 

height on blood, the appearance 

of blood that impacts a surface 

at varying angles, some common 

blood spatter patterns that may 

be present at a crime scene, the 

effect of impact velocity on blood 

spatter, and the manner in which 

various surface type/texture may affect the appearance of blood evidence. 

Kit contains enough materials for 15 groups. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1491088-642 Blood Spatter Kit $139.99

Blood Evidence Reagents
Supplies needed for blood evidence studies. For more information on 

chemical reagents please see our complete chemical section.

Item # Description List Price
Luminol

9-1495565-642 1 g $9.99 

9-579183-642 5 g $39.99 
Hydrogen Peroxide 3%

9-530314-642 100 mL $3.99

Luminol Blend
For forensic detection of blood. 15g Luminol Reagent 

Powder Once hydrated the solution is good for up to 

2 days if kept refrigerated.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599082-642 Luminol Blend $11.59

Spray Bottle
This multi-purpose 16 oz. spray bottle has many classroom applications.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price

9-99-0058-642 Spray Bottle Each $1.99

Sterile Swabs
Individually wrapped 6 inch swabs for use in a variety of applications 

including forensics and biotechnology. Pack of 20.

Item # Description List Price

9-05-1055-642 Sterile Swabs $2.99

Simulated Blood Typing  
with Neo/BLOOD™

Explore blood typing with safe, simple Neo/BLOOD. 

Neo/BLOOD and related serums allow you to 

authentically simulate ABO-Rh blood typing without 

the hazards of working with human body fluids. 

Available in 500 mL bottles.

Item# Description List Price
Neo/BLOOD™

9N-1535599-642 Type A $18.69 

9N-1535600-642 Type B $18.89 

9N-1535601-642 Type AB $21.69 

9N-1535755-642 Type O $14.09 
Blood Typing Serums

9N-1535596-642 Anti-A $21.89 

9N-1535597-642 Anti-B $18.89 

9N-1535598-642 Anti-Rh $21.89

Innovating Science™ Presumptive Blood Test Kit
Tests the presence of blood on materials using phenolphthalein. 

Note: does not distinguish between animal and human blood. Includes 

instructions, blood standard, and reagents to complete 30 tests.

Item # Description List Price

9-530420-642 Presumptive Blood Test Kit $22.79

Innovating Science™ 
Forensics Using 
Simulated Blood
Students act as lab technicians 

and assist investigators by 

examining evidence 

collected at a crime 

scene. Students first 

use a presumptive 

blood test to determine if 

a substance on a stained 

piece of cloth may be 

blood, and then determine 

the blood type of a sample collected at the scene. Students then compare 

their results. Kit contains enough materials for 10 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1502223-642 Using Simulated Blood $63.99

Innovating Science™ Forensic Chemistry of Blood Types Kit
Blood type, an inherited characteristic, is valuable to know in that it 

affects medical procedures as well as serving as evidence in criminal 

investigations. Determining blood type can help provide supporting 

evidence or eliminate a possible suspect's involvement in a crime. 

Kit contains enough material for 15 groups. Includes teachers guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1491087-642 Chemistry of Blood Types Kit $59.69
NEW
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Inquiry Investigations™  
Simulating DNA Analysis Lab

Teach your class about the latest innovations in crime investigation—DNA 

profiling. With this reusable kit, the class is challenged to solve a murder 

by simulating each step of the DNA fingerprinting protocol and matching 

the "pop bead" DNA fingerprint RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length 

Polymorphisms) profiles of suspects to collected samples. Your students 

will also learn the basics of RFLP DNA profiling and become familiar  

with DNA structure, extraction, gel electrophoresis, and autoradiography. 

Includes a teacher's guide and resource CD-ROM. Materials for  

40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013147-642 Simulating DNA Analysis Lab $139.95 

9N-1284617-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning to Solve a DNA Murder Mystery Lab

Teach your class about the latest innovations in DNA technology and 

their application to forensic science through the simulation of DNA 

fingerprinting and its application to a mystery. Additionally, the class 

becomes familiar with DNA structure and extraction, gel electrophoresis 

and autoradiography. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278485-642 DNA Murder Mystery Lab $109.95 

9N-1288817-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning How to Extract DNA Lab

DNA extraction is a foundational technique that allows students to view 

and better understand this key macromole. Your students will use a simple 

and quick method to isolate DNA and observe its physical characteristics 

using a variety of sources, including onion, liver, thymus gland, wheat 

germ and others. Includes a teacher's guide and resource CD-ROM. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278406-642 Extracting DNA Lab $41.95 

9N-1288810-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Inquiry Investigations™  
Learning About Forensics and DNA Lab

Your students will become forensic scientists as they apply the latest 

innovations in DNA technology to a scenario-based DNA murder mystery. 

They'll compare the electrophoretic results of DNA samples from a 

"crime scene" with those from various suspects. This lab provides "hands-

on" education on DNA structure and extraction, gel electrophoresis and 

autoradiography. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278490-642 Forensics and DNA Lab $119.99 

DNA Typing Kit
Identity Crisis! Your 

students must use the 

latest in DNA typing 

technology to determine 

which body is actually the 

woman named Louise.

Item # Description List Price

9-1385239-642 DNA Typing Kit $182.09 
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Electrophoresis Systems
Agarose gel electrophoresis systems from Frey Scientific and 

Neo/SCI® contain everything you need to run 2, 4, or 6 gels 

simultaneously. Lab investigations come complete with all necessary 

reagents to include electrophoresis samples, Melt and Cast agarose, 

TBE buffer and Neo/BLUE DNA stain along with a fully illustrated and 

easy-to-understand teacher guide and DNA Technology and Biotechnology 

CD-ROM. Double-gel chambers feature state-of-the-art design and safety 

features. Variable voltage power supply accommodates up to 3 double-gel 

electrophoresis chambers simultaneously. 

Electrophoresis Lab Station I

For 2 groups of 4 students

• 1 Double-gel electrophoresis chamber

• 1 Variable voltage power supply

• 1 Fixed volume micropipette (10 µL)

• Agarose, Buffer, and Stain

• Lab Investigation and CD-ROM

Electrophoresis Lab Station II

For 4 groups of 4 students

• 2 Double-gel electrophoresis chambers

• 1 Variable voltage power supply

• 2 Fixed volume micropipette (10 µL)

• Agarose, Buffer, and Stain

• Lab Investigation and CD-ROM

Electrophoresis Lab Station III

For 6 groups of 4 students

• 3 Double-gel electrophoresis chambers

• 1 Variable voltage power supply

• 3 Fixed volume micropipette (10 µL)

• Agarose, Buffer, and Stain

• Lab Investigation and CD-ROM

Item # Description List Price

9-55-1110-642 For 2 Groups of 4 $519.99 

9-55-1120-642 For 4 Groups of 4 $729.99 

9-55-1130-642 For 6 Groups of 4 $939.99

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About 
DNA Paternity 
Testing Lab
Simulate how DNA 

fingerprinting can be 

used to identify the 

genetic relationship 

between a child and 

an alleged father. Your 

class will use the results 

of an electrophoresis of non-human DNA, 

their knowledge of human inheritance, and their 

scientific problem-solving skills to solve a scenario-based paternity case 

and determine the identify of a child's father. Includes a Teacher Resource 

Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278515-642 DNA Paternity Testing Lab $129.95 

9N-1288817-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Edvotek® 
DNA Fingerprinting Kit
In this experiment, crime 

scene DNA fingerprints 

are compared with 

those obtained from 

suspects. Includes basic 

reagents and biologicals 

for DNA fragmentation 

pattern analysis with 

enough materials for 6 

gels. Supply your own 

electrophoresis apparatus, 

DC power supply, 

visualization system and 

staining tray.

Item # Description List Price

9N-561952-642 DNA Fingerprinting Kit $99.00

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Learning About DNA 
Profiling Lab
Explore the latest 

techniques in 

identification 

technology. Your 

students will 

use agarose gel 

electrophoresis to 

conduct basic DNA 

fingerprinting exercises. 

In the process, they'll gain an understanding of the 

impact of this cutting edge technique on forensics, disease identification 

and determining familial relationships. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide 

and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1278500-642 DNA Profiling Lab $149.95 

9N-1288812-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

to pages 247-259 for more  

biotechnology equipment and suppliesGO
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Dusting for Fingerprints Kit 
Learn to identify and classify different types of fingerprints and 

distinguishing characteristics, as well as dusting for fingerprints the oldest 

and most commonly used method of fingerprint detection. Kit contains 

enough materials for 15 groups. Teacher's Manual and Student Study 

Guide copymasters are included.

Kit Includes:

1 bottle Fingerprinting Powder

15 Fingerprinting Brushes

Ink Pad

Acetate Sheets

DOT Info:

Small quantity exemption 173.4

This package conforms to 49 CFR 173.4 for domestic highway or 

rail transport only

Item # Description List Price

9-1399030-642 Dusting for Fingerprints Kit $79.99 

Innovating Science™ Chemical Detection of Fingerprints Kit
Learn to identify fingerprint types, a method of fuming for fingerprints, 

and a technique of chemically-developing fingerprints. The three activities 

include fingerprint analysis, ninhydrin development, and cyanoacrylate 

fuming. Includes a Teachers Manual and Student Guide and Analysis 

copy masters. Materials for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1295724-642 Chem. Detection of Fingerprint $50.59 

Inquiry Investigations™ Fingerprinting Lab
Using fingerprints lifted from a fictional crime scene, your students 

become forensic investigators and learn the proper techniques to make, 

observe, analyze, and classify fingerprints according to the FBI's actual 

classification system. Included is everything needed to solve the mystery, 

including unique ink-less fingerprint cards which easily—and cleanly!—

image fingerprints for analysis without the use of inkpads. Includes 

a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4. CD-ROM requires Windows 2000 or higher, 

VISTA-compatible; Mac 9.2 or higher (including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013145-642 Fingerprinting Lab $99.95 

9N-1284612-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

The Mystery of Lyle 
and Louise Fingerprint 
Analysis Kit
Endorsed by Sirchie, a 

comprehensive manufacturer 

and distributor of forensic 

evidence collection supplies, 

this kit allows your students 

to roll and lift prints with the 

materials used by real forensic 

scientists! 

Item# Description List Price

9-1385248-642 Fingerprint Analysis $170.79 

Fingerprint 
Identification Poster
Includes a detailed overview 

of the standard patterns of 

fingerprints, as well as how 

ridgeline details are used to 

determine an identical match. 

Informative text describes the 

science of fingerprinting and 

how fingerprints are made, 

"lifted" and matched.  

23"W x 35"H, laminated. 

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1101-642 Fingerprint ID Poster $19.99 

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply
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Sirchie® 
Transparent Fingerprint Lifting Tape
Tape is pressure wound, heat treated and 

"fish-eye" free. After lifting the powdered 

prints, the tape is easily mounted on rigid 

vinyl or coated paper backing sheets. 

1" core tapes are supplied in dust-free 

plastic jars.

Item # Description List Price

9-1400085-642 Fingerprint Lifting Tape $9.29

Sirchie® 
Lifted Fingerprint Backing Cards
Use the front side of the 3" x 5" white card 

for recording case information, including a 

rough sketch of the location of the latent 

prints. Attach lifted prints to the cast-coated, 

high-gloss back side. Pack of 100.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399511-642 Lifted Fingerprint Cards $14.69

Sirchie® 
Magnetic Latent Fingerprint Powders
Magnetic fingerprinting maximizes results 

while minimizing the mess! This easy to use 

black powder can be utilized on a wide variety 

of non-porous, non-ferrous surfaces. Use 

this powder with a special magnetic powder 

applicator (#1400084). 1 oz. jars.

Item # Description List Price

9-1400090-642 Fingerprint Powders $11.29

Search® 
Magnetic Latent 
Fingerprint Value Kit
This professional-grade 

magnetic latent fingerprint 

kit comes complete 

with magnetic 

powder applicator, 

3X straight-handle 

magnifier, black 

and white magnetic 

powders, and 2" x 4" transparent 

hinge lifters in an acrylic carrying case.

Item # Description List Price

9-1400086-642 Magnetic Latent Fingerprint $42.69

Search® 
Latent Fingerprint Kit
This professional-grade 

latent print kit comes 

complete with 1.5" wide 

clear lift tape, 3" x 5" 

backing cards, standard 

powder brush, 1 oz. 

black latent powder, and 

disposable gloves in a 

polypropylene carrying 

case.

Item # Description List Price

9-1400087-642 Latent Fingerprint Kit $42.69

Camel Hair

Fiberglass

Sirchie® Hi-Fi Volcano 
Latent Fingerprint Powders
Sirchie's "Hi-Fi" volcano latent print 

powders offer the best sensitivity, 

adherence qualities and reproduction 

capabilities of any powders available. Use 

them to produce excellent results. All latent 

fingerprint powders are packaged with 

desiccant capsules for storing extended 

periods (over 12 months) without moisture 

contamination. 2 oz. jars.

Item # Description List Price

9-1400079-642 Silk Black $9.99 

9-1400088-642 Fluorescent Red $16.69

Sirchie® Magnetic Fingerprint Powder Applicator
The Standard Magnetic Powder Applicator is ideal for precision 

dusting of small to medium surface areas! The 125L is durable, 

injection-molded and features a narrow magnet to fit any size 

powder container. Use for processing paper, finished and 

unfinished wood, nonferrous metals, plastic, glass, vinyl, etc.

Item # Description List Price

9-1400084-642 Fingerprint Powder Applicator $26.69Latent Fingerprint Powder Brushes
Available in 4.5" long fiberglass or 5.5" long camel hair.

Item # Description List Price

9-1400082-642 Camel Hair 5-1/2 in x 3/8 in $8.69 

9-1400083-642 Fiberglass 6-1/2 in x 1/4 in $14.69
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Personal Fingerprint Record Cards
These 8" x 8" format record cards are 

printed in process blue ink on 110-lb. 

index card stock. Designed to the 

specifications of U. S. Immigration and 

Naturalization Service. Pack of 100.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399297-642 Fingerprint Record Cards $37.19

Inquiry Investigations™ Forensic Anthropology Lab
Your students use forensic anthropology and toxicology analysis skills 

to solve a historical fiction scenario involving the uncovering of human 

remains near an abandoned settlement in Nevada. Your students 

perform two simulated toxicological soil assays, as well as identifying the 

recovered bones and conducting an osteometric analysis to determine 

ancestry, age, gender, and stature. Includes a teacher resource CD-ROM 

with content tutorials, assessment, standards correlations, image gallery, 

a custom content generator, and more. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1366070-642 Forensic Anthropology Lab $149.95

Sirchie® PrintMatic™ 
Stainless Fingerprint Ink Pad
PrintMatic Pocket Pads offer stainless, 

non-fading ink for thousands of single 

impressions. To remove the ink from 

your fingers, simply rub your fingers 

together or use a dry paper towel. 

Just touch the pad and record the print on 

any porous surface. 1.625" diameter pad.

Item # Description List Price

9-1400095-642 Stainless Fingerprint Ink Pad $10.99

Osteometric Board
Some bones, such as the humerus or femur, are simply too long to 

measure with calipers. Equipped with a slider and a 60 cm scale ideal for 

any forensic science lab. Constructed of lightweight styrene for durability. 

With instructions 70 x 13 x 11 cm.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399042-642 Osteometric Board $93.29

Disarticulated Skeleton
One hand and foot on wire, one loosely articulated. Great for any in depth 

study of the human skeleton. Supplied in a sturdy partitioned storage box. 

Includes three-part skull.

Item# Description List Price

9-562993-642 Disarticulate Skeleton $571.99

Human Skull
Roof is detachable, lower jaw is hinged. Unbreakable natural looking 

materials. Separates into 3 parts.

Item# Description List Price

9-576338-642 Human Skull 3-Part $159.99

FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY

Inkless Fingerprint System
Fingerprinting with no hassle, no mess, and no clean-up time? 

It’s possible with this innovative inkless fingerprinting system. Use the 

inkless fingerprint pad to coat the desired finger and press onto the porous 

labels. Watch as a chemical reaction causes prints to fully develop within 

20 seconds!

Item # Description List Price

9-1393081-642 Fingerprint Pad $22.19 

9-1393082-642 Fingerprint Labels $17.99 
Pack of 100
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Odontology Kit: One Bite Out of Crime
Similar to fingerprints, dental patterns are quite unique. This kit will allow 

students to learn to identify an individual through dental records. Using 

the information provided, students will make a cast of their own upper 

jaw, learn to identify teeth placement, make dental charts, learn the metric 

analysis of a bite mark, and match dental charts with an unidentified body 

to provide identification. Teacher guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599062-642 Odontology Kit $418.99

Forensic Dental Analysis
The activities in this kit will introduce students to the various techniques 

used in forensic dentistry while they try and identify the suspect in 

the case. The eight different activities in this kit include the concepts 

of creating a dental chart, creating a dental casting, creating a bite 

impression, identification of a patient from dental records, metric analysis 

of castings and metric analysis of bite marks. This kit includes enough 

materials for 30 students. Teacher's guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599081-642 Forensic Dental Analysis $349.19

Roylco® True to Life Human X-Rays®

Hold these life-sized human x-rays up to the light or 

use them on a light table and see every authentic 

detail of a real skeletal system. Arrange the 18 pieces 

together to reproduce the entire body of a young 

adult 5' tall. The teacher guide includes reproducible 

artwork and information on radiography.

Item # Description List Price

9-082176-642 True to Life Human X-Rays $35.69

Edvotek® 
Forensic Enzymology Kit
In a head-on automobile 

collision, each driver claimed 

the other driver caused the 

accident by falling asleep 

at the wheel. The physician 

saved the disposable plastic 

mouthpiece and tongue 

depressor used during their 

medical examination, knowing 

that sleep deprivation causes 

the level of saliva amylase to 

increase in humans. Students 

will determine the level of this 

enzyme for the two drivers to 

discover who was responsible 

for the accident. Includes 

instructions and materials for 

10 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1440452-642 Forensic Enzymology Kit $109.00

The Mystery of Lyle and Louise Forensic Entomology Kit
With a murder suspect still at large, your students must examine insect 

species collected from a pair of corpses to determine time of death!

Item # Description List Price

9-1385243-642 Forensic Entomology $236.89

The Mystery of Lyle and Louise Bite Marks Kit
Use a murder mystery to engage your students in scientific analysis of bite 

mark patterns and pinpoint a suspect!

Item # Description List Price

9-1385244-642 Kit $147.99

9-1414097-642 Refill $56.89

NEW NEW

FORENSIC ENTOMOLOGY
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Analysis of Drugs and Poisons Kit
Students are introduced to qualitative analysis in the 

intriguing context of criminal 

investigation. They 

will identify over the 

counter drugs, test for 

controlled substances 

(using simulated drugs), 

simulate drug testing and 

detect evidence of heavy 

metal poisons through 

(simulated) urine. 

Includes materials 

for six groups 

(24 students) and an 

instructor's manual.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599060-642 Analysis of Drugs and Poisons $226.69

Innovating Science™ 
Forensic Chemistry of Unknown Substances
Often times, when collecting evidence at a crime scene, investigators 

may recover substances they are unable to identify in the field. Along with 

evidence such as fingerprints, hair, fibers, etc., there may be traces 

of unknown chemicals or powders left behind by the perpetrator or 

perpetrators. In this experiment, you will use your observation skills, 

senses, and chemical tests on a series of known substances as well as 

two unknown substances. You will then attempt to identify the mystery 

substances based on your observations and recorded data. Includes a 

Teachers Manual, Student Guide and enough material for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399029-642 Unknown Substances Kit $93.29

Narc-Lab Kit
Perform simulated activities, such as 

drug testing reagents, simulated drugs, 

urine specimens and positive and 

negative controls. Follow the same 

protocol that a police, forensic or 

hospital laboratory investigator would 

use to test for a controlled substance. 

Includes: complete set of directions, 

notes, background material and 

answers for the teacher and 15 sets of 

student sheets.

Item# Description List Price

9-579691-642 Narc-Lab Kit $51.99

Kemtec™ Introduction to Toxicology
This kit simulates authentic drug screening. Students extract drugs from 

simulated urine using columns, elute the drugs, run them on chromatographic 

gels, and use visualization techniques to identify the drugs. Required, but not 

included: fume hood, water bath 65–70C, hair dryer, UV light, UV light short 

wave and ring stands. Designed for 6 groups of 4 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-1490593-642 Intro. to Toxicology $266.69

Innovating Science® Forensic Chemistry: Drug Detection Kit
Everyone who ate the school cafeteria's chili became ill. Students become 

forensic toxicologists to determine if the chili was contaminated with 

aspirin by performing a series of chemical tests in the lab, including tests 

on control acetylsalicylic acid. Includes teacher's manual, student guide, 

copymasters and enough materials for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1016770-642 Chem. of Drug Detection Kit $52.89

The Mystery of Lyle and Louise Drug Testing and Analysis Kit
With the criminals still at large, your students must decide the identity of 

the white powder found in the abandoned truck!

Item# Description List Price

9-1385247-642 Drug Testing and Analysis Kit $170.79

Drug Bust! Kit
Participate in a large-scale drug 

investigation scenario in which 

local authorities have seized large 

quantities of a controlled substance. 

Perform simulated drug tests plus 

urine, fingerprint, and handwriting 

analysis to identify the distributor of 

the drugs in the school. Clear the 

innocent and bring the drug kingpin 

to justice! Includes materials for 

3 classes of 24 students.

Item# Description List Price

9-579688-642 Drug Bust! Kit $74.99

NEW
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Inquiry Investigations™ Analyzing Writing Inks Lab
Your class can safely use paper chromatography to separate various types 

of writing inks without the use of hazardous developers. Students will 

learn about chromatography and calculating reference front (Rf) values for 

investigated ink samples. They will then apply these forensic investigative 

skills to solve two cases. Also includes Teacher Resource CD-ROM with 

content tutorials, assessment, standards correlations, image gallery, 

custom content generator and more. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4. 

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013150-642 Writing Inks Lab $89.95 

9N-1284620-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

The Mystery of Lyle and Louise Questioned Documents Kit
When a new suspect is named, your students must prove his guilt or 

innocence by examining receipts that police think were forged! 

Item# Description List Price

9-1385240-642 Questioned Documents Kit $159.49 

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Paper Lab
Students will learn how paper is made and conserved. In the process 

they will create their own paper sheets, learn about watermarks and 

how to make them, treat paper to accept ink, and learn about technical 

paper and security features. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and 

CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4; System 

Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or 

higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013149-642 Analyzing Paper Lab $64.95 

9N-1284619-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Document Analysis Kit
The school library's computers have been stolen. Left behind was a 

ransom note demanding money. Help solve the crime using thin-layer 

chromatography to separate the ink on the ransom note and ink found 

in markers tied to possible suspects. It may be possible to provide 

evidence as to whether or not the ransom note could have been written 

with a particular marker. Kit contains enough material for 15 groups. 

Teacher's Manual and Student Study Guide copymasters are included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399028-642 Documents Analysis Kit $106.69 

Paper Samples Slide Set
Includes:

• Filter paper • Kraft paper, brown

• Art paper • Newsprint

• Cigarette paper • Straw board

• Bank Paper • Blotting Paper

• Stencil Raw Silk • Wood Pulp Paper

•  Book Paper, •  Counterfeit Proof

 Wood Free  Check Paper

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-581443-642 Paper Samples Slide Kit Set of 12 $170.69 
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Inquiry Investigation™ Trace Evidence Lab
Students develop microscopy and observation skills to identify and classify 

hairs, fibers and fabrics. In the process they practice Locard's exchange 

principle—every contact leaves a trace. Your students will also learn other 

trace evidence investigation skills including: impression analysis, paint chip 

analysis, marks and soils analysis. They will become expert investigators 

as they use these forensic skills to solve 5 additional case investigations. 

Also includes Teacher Resource CD-ROM with content tutorials, 

assessment, standards correlations, image gallery, custom content 

generator and more. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

CD-ROM requires Windows 2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; Mac 9.2 or 

higher (including OSX), 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013146-642 Trace Evidence Lab $129.95 

9N-1284616-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Forensic Science Lab Investigation
Your students will learn and apply trace evidence investigative 

techniques—first by preparing a hair and fiber collection, and then apply 

Locard's exchange principle in letting recovered trace evidence "tell a 

story." Your student investigators will put their fiber identification and soil 

analysis skills to the test. A CD-ROM with PDF's of four full-color hair and 

fiber reference guides is included. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-4563-642 Forensic Science Lab $146.99 

Innovating Science™ Physical Properties of Glass Kit
Learn about the different chemical and physical characteristics and 

properties of glass. Find how forensic scientists use these differences to 

help provide evidence to solve crimes. This activity includes a Teachers 

Manual and Student Guide and Analysis copy-masters. There is enough 

material for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1295726-642 Physical Props. Of Glass Kit $126.09 

The Mystery of Lyle and LouIse Fire Debris Analysis Kit
In this lab students will learn how forensic scientists analyze fire debris 

for the presence of ignitable liquid residue in suspected arson cases. 

In addition, students will learn to presumptively test fire debris for the 

presence of specific ignitable liquids by first analyzing known reference 

samples. Students will then determine if the fire was started under 

suspicious circumstances. Materials for groups of 6 students. 

Item# Description List Price

9H-1402661-642 Fire Debris Analysis $204.99 

The Mystery of Lyle and 
Louise Glass Fragment Identification Kit
When investigators discovered three deceased victims at a vehicle crash 

site they discovered several pieces of broken glass lying in the roadway. 

In this lab students will learn to microscopically determine the refractive 

indices of several known types of glass, and then apply what they have 

learned in the comparison of glass fragments collected from a crime scene 

to a potential source. 

Item# Description List Price

9-1402298-642 Glass Fragment ID Kit $136.69 
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HAIR AND FIBER EVIDENCE

Hair and Fiber Analysis Kit
Solve a piece of the mystery with your students by utilizing the hair 

and fiber evidence from two separate crime scenes to decide if the 

investigations are connected!

Item # Description List Price

9-1385242-642 Hair and Fiber Analysis $147.99 

Kemtec™ Robbery at Anytown Mall
Various types of trace evidence allow students to solve the crime 

presented. Using observation, experimentation, and interpretation, 

students will employ the scientific method to analyze hair, fiber, 

fabric, blood, fingerprints, and handwriting. Required, but not included: 

microscopes, water bath, and glass test tubes with stoppers or caps. 

Designed six groups of four students.

Item # Description List Price

9-1490594-642 Robbery at Anytown Mall $166.69 

Innovating Science™ Forensic Chemistry of Hair Analysis Kit
Discover how forensic scientists use hair to assist in solving crimes. 

You will discover the differences between human and animal hair as well 

as differences among different types of human hair. In the second part 

of the activity, you will try to determine the origin of a hair sample from 

a crime scene in relation to hair samples from four known suspects. 

This activity includes a Teachers Manual and Student Guide and Analysis 

copy‑masters. There is enough material for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1295725-642 Hair Analysis $66.69 

Human Hair Introductory 
Slide Set
• Natural blonde and black hair

• Eyelash

• Artificially bleached hair

• Hair of beard

• Split hair tips

• Single hair

Item # Description List Price

9-581449-642 Human Hair Intro. Slide Set $92.89 

Kemtec™ Hair Analysis Kit
This kit provides students with an opportunity to learn general laboratory 

skills while studying hair morphology. Standard procedures used by 

forensic examiners are detailed and hair samples from various species 

studied. Sufficient materials for 28 students working in pairs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488344-642 Kemtec Hair Analysis Kit $113.99 

Fibers and Fabrics Slide Sets
Introductory Set—6 Slides

• Camel hair • Cocoon silk, raw

• Linen (flax) • Cellulose

• PVC fiber • Gauze

Basic Set—12 Slides

Includes Introductory Set plus:

• Angora wool • Mohair

• Egyptian cotton • Jute

• Acetate rayon • Nylon fabric

Standard Set—25 Slides

Includes Basic Set plus:

• Merino wool • Ramie

• European wool • Cuprama rayon

• Australian wool • Casein fiber

• Organsin silk • Viscose rayon

• Tussah silk • Bemberg rayon

• Mercerized cotton • Perlon

• Italian Hemp

Item# Description List Price

9-581440-642 Introductory Set (Set of 6) $92.89 

9-581437-642 Basic Set (Set of 12) $170.69 

9-1296123-642 Standard Set (Set of 25) $187.19 
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Mammal Fur Set
One sample each of rabbit, beaver, opossum, deer, and fox fur. Useful for 

fiber comparison studies.

Item # Description List Price

9-99-2537-642 Mammal Fur Set $19.99 

Footprint Analysis Kit
Using a shoe print collected at the crime scene, your students will be able 

to determine critical information about the criminal! Students will also use 

computer software to analyze and compare 3-dimensional shoe castings. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1385238-642 Footprint Analysis Kit $158.69 

Sandtastik Colored Plaster Mix
As a specially formulated art supply grade plaster, PLASTERMIX Plaster 

of Paris Casting Material is activated by using 2 parts casting material to 

1 part cold water. 

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-1569222-642 Arctic White 5 lbs Each $8.39 

Sirchie® SirchTrak™ Tire Track and Footwear Printout Kit
To accurately compare tire or foot print evidence, the track left by the 

suspect should be recorded under the pressure of the vehicle or person. 

Simply lay a sheet of SirchTrak on the impression board and drive the 

vehicle or walk over it. Pressure causes the interleaved carbon carrier to 

transfer to the adhesive-coated receiver sheet. Simply peel off the carbon 

carrier and discard. 

Item# Description List Price

9-1399521-642 Tire Track & Footwear Kit $160.49 

BIO-FOAM® Footwear Impression Kit
Here’s a quick and easy system of making footwear impressions without 

damaging or contaminating the footwear. Simply press the footwear 

onto the BIO-FOAM® surface. Use casting medium to make a permanent 

impression of the footwear. The high-density foam provides extremely fine 

detail and comes packaged in a self-storing cardboard container.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399503-642 Footwear Impression Kit $10.69

Forensic Science Slide Set
Set of 12 prepared slides includes:

• Human blood smear, w.m.

• Mammalian blood smear (cat), w.m.

• Bloodstained cloth w.m.

• Human cheek cells, smear

• Human chromosomes in smear

• Human fingerprints (police material), typical arches

• Human fingerprints (police material), typical loops

• Human fingerprints (police material), typical whorls

• Natural blond and black hair, human w.m.

• Greyed hair, human w.m.

• Artificially dyed hair, human

• Body skin, human, vertical l.s. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1445099-642 Forensic Science Slide Kit Set of 12 $181.69 
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Sirchie® Crime Scene Photo Evidence Markers
Plastic numbered (1–15) or lettered (A–Z) signs for use at crime or 

accident scenes to indicate the location of relevant evidence. Fabricated of 

one-piece 0.050" thick polystyrene material for long life and durability. 

They feature a matte finish to reduce reflections and their A-frame form 

allows for nested storage. 3.5" W x 2.625" H

Item # Description List Price

9-1400094-642 1 to 15 $35.99

9-1400093-642 A-Z $66.69

Sirchie® First Responders Evidence Marking Kit
Provides any first responder with the tools needed to secure a scene 

and begin the evidence marking process. The kit allows a responder to 

conduct a scene security and evidence marking mission during day or 

night. Secure the scene and mark the evidence and items of interest 

with confidence.

Item # Description List Price

9H-1503397-642 First Responders Evidence $359.99

Sirchie® Reel Tape Measure
Rugged, plastic-cased open reel tape perfect for measuring traffic 

and crime scenes. Fiberglass tape is nonconductive for added safety. 

Highly visible neon orange, English and metric 100' – 30m, ½" wide 

blade with folding hook and rewind crank, waterproof, flame resistant, 

and easy to read.

Item # Description List Price

9-1503398-642 Reel Tape Measure $47.99

Sirchie® Crime Scene Sketch Templates
Take your classroom crime scene scenarios to a new level with 

these professional grade plastic crime scene sketch templates. 

Use with 0.25" graph paper for a 0.25":1" scale.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399321-642 Traffic $19.99

9-1399300-642 Crime Scene $19.99

9-1399308-642 Human Figure $43.99

Sirchie® Sirchmark™ Disposable Evidence Markers
Ideal for evidence marking for photography and logging of evidence 

purposes. Designed with a built in ruler, each marker has a three-sided 

design to make it visible from any direction. Each marker has a P for 

photograph and L for log and can have marking written on the cone by 

the investigator. Pack of 100.

Item # Description List Price

9-1503396-642 Disposable Evidence Markers $70.69

Crime Scene

Traffic

Human Figure
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Evidence Envelopes
Heavy-duty manila envelopes. 

Printed to accommodate all 

of the necessary evidence 

collection information. 

Ensures proper handling, 

documentation and storage. 

6" x 9", pack of 100.

Giant Folding Magnifier
The strong plastic cases and 

precision glass lenses make 

these great for field trips or 

for classroom investigations. 

7" x 6", 6X magnification.

Item # Description List Price

9-131-1096-642 Giant Folding Magnifier $17.29

Polystyrene Jars
"Glass-clear" polystyrene jars have multiple 

uses in the lab. Straight-sided containers 

with white polypropylene screw closures 

are lightweight and easy to fill. Maximum 

temperature 70ºC.

All-Purpose Magnifiers
Powerful and durable. Easy-grip handles are perfect for small hands.

Item # Description List Price

9-086238-642 2 in Magnifier Lens (2X) $5.09

9-086239-642 3 in Magnfier Lens (2X) $6.99

9-086240-642 4 in Magnifier Lens (2X) $8.09

Evidence Tape
Used to seal evidence envelopes 

and bags to ensure its integrity. 

High-tack adhesive — virtually 

impossible to remove without 

visibly destroying it. 50' roll

Item # Description List Price

9-60-5162-642 Evidence Tape $19.99

Crime Scene Tape
Secure your "crime scene" with 

brilliant yellow polyethylene tape. 

Marked "Crime Scene Do Not 

Cross". 100' roll

Item # Description List Price

9-05-2157-642 Crime Scene Tape $12.99

Item #  Description Quantity List Price

9-1016966-642 60 mL Pack of 48 $78.69

9-1016967-642 120 mL Pack of 36 $91.59

9-1016968-642 180 mL Pack of 36 $104.49

9-1016969-642 240 mL Pack of 36 $117.99

9-1016970-642 480 mL Pack of 24 $111.59

9-1016971-642 1000 mL Pack of 24 $170.79

Item # Description List Price

9-60-5160-642 Evidence Envelopes PK/ 100 $24.09

NEW

Roaring Springs® Poly Cover Composition Book
Flexible poly cover composition book. Indestructible and waterproof. 

Lays flat or rolls up for easy transport. 70 sheets-140 pages. Ruling is 

Wide and Margin. Assorted colors. 

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

9-1465248-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in $3.09 
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Clipboard
Take note! This handy helper is a useful task 

organizer, too. 9" x 12" clipboard has sturdy 

metal document holder.

Item # Description  List Price

9-1272480-642 Hardboard $1.27

Wind Up Meter Tapes
Measure anywhere—these tapes will not tear, break, rust or stretch. 

Durable, high quality, fiberglass tapes in ABS plastic windup cases are 

calibrated in centimeters on one side, inches on the other.

Item # Description List Price

9-530552-642 30 M $8.99

9-530553-642 50 M $12.99

Trundle Wheel
Measure long distances in the classroom 

or outdoors using this handy trundle 

wheel. It features a loud, non-wearing 

clicking device that is activated in 

either direction with each full meter 

revolution. All-plastic device comes 

apart into 2 pieces for storage and is 

easily reassembled.

Item # Description List Price

9-573145-642 Trundle Wheel $16.99

Plastic Forceps
Low-cost molded plastic forceps. For dissection or general 

classroom applications. Pack of 10.

Item # Description List Price

9-05-1245-642 Plastic Forceps (Pack of 10) $9.99

Pocket Blacklight
This high-quality 6", 4W handheld blacklight is ideal for forensics or 

illuminating fluorescent and blacklight reactive items. Also includes a 

built-in LED flashlight. Requires 4 AA batteries (not included).

Item # Description List Price

9-1551424-642 Pocket Blacklight $10.59

Graduated Transfer Pipettes
These 3mL disposable graduated transfer pipettes are a single unit design 

featuring a built-in bulb. Micro volumes can be measured precisely. Made 

from shatter-proof, low density polyethylene which is non-toxic, inert and 

can be frozen in liquid nitrogen. Pack of 500.

Item # Capacity List Price

9-1400711-642 3 mL $23.99

e

50 M30 M

SureWerx™ X300 Safety Glasses
Secure, wraparound style provides a comfortable fit at a great price. 

Features one-piece styling in anti-scratch, UV absorbing polycarbonate. 

Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high-impact standards.

Item # Description List Price

9-1368348-642 Clear Lens $1.99 

9-1368349-642 Mini Clear Lens $1.99 

9-1368350-642 Amber Lens $1.99 

Deluxe Trundle Wheel
Just roll the wheel along the ground 

to measure linear distance. Has a 

metered counter that measures up to 

99,999 meters, heavy-duty construction, 

a telescoping handle for comfort, a built-in 

stand which folds in, rubber wheel trim 

for accuracy, and a convenient carrying / 

storage case. Strong plastic spoke wheel 

has a 12 1/4" diameter. Handle is 31" long 

when fully extended, but retracts to 19" for 

easy storage.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488087-642 Deluxe Trundle Wheel $59.99 
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Compact Digital Stereo Microscope
A versatile stereoscopic 

microscope suitable for a 

variety of uses. Change total 

magnification from 100x to 300x 

by rotating the turret. Features 

paired 20 mm 10x widefield 

eyepieces with left diopter 

adjustment, parfocalled and 

parcentered objectives, 

rack & pinion focusing, and 

80 mm stage plate. Includes 

calibration slide and USB 

cable. Motic Net and Motic 

Trace compatible.

Magnification: 

Fixed 10x and 30x

Illumination: 3-way halogen and 

tungsten incandescent

Height: Adjustable to 12.25"

Replacement Bulb: 

Top—501225, Bottom—563314

Camera: 3.0 MP

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Motic Images Plus (PC & Mac)

Ken-A-Vision®  
Cordless Corescope
This compact 3/4 size microscope with 

multidirectional round floating stage 

and coaxial coarse and fine focusing 

knobs is easier for students to use. 

Features extra large 10X widefield 

eyepiece with pointer; reverse nose 

piece, DIN objectives; and slip clutch 

to prevent damage to focusing 

mechanism. Rechargable using  

USB or plug in power supply.

Objectives: 4x, 10x, 40xR

Illumination: Ken-A-Vision  

Cool Lighting

Stage: Floating

Focal Adjustment: 

Low-position coaxial

Item # Description   List Price

9-1404998-642 Monocular $210.99 

9-1409942-642 Dual-Viewing $286.99 

9-1396247-642 Binocular-100X $428.99

Item # Description List Price

9-529349-642 Digital Stereo Microscope $905.29

Compact Fixed Head 
Stereo Microscopes

All the quality features and versatility 

of larger stereo models, in a compact 

size. Ideal size for elementary and 

middle school, rugged enough 

for high school. Choose low 

magnification for a wide field of view, 

then high magnification for close-up 

detail. LED versions provide 50 hours 

of use on an eight-hour charge.

Eyepieces: 10x WF, left-side diopter 

adjustment, 55–75 mm interpupillary 

adjustment

Head Type: Binocular Fixed

Magnification: Dual

Illumination: 

3-way LED or Incandescent

Height: 12"

Item # Focus Type List Price
 Corded

9-1396241-642 10X and 30X $264.99 

9-1396243-642 20X and 40X $264.99 
Cordless LED

9-1396242-642 10X and 30X $294.99 

9-1396244-642 20X and 40X $294.99

Ken-A-Vision® Digital Comprehensive Scope 2
With EduCam app for iOS and Android!

This digital microscope combines the proven 

optical success of the Comprehensive 

Scope 2 series and the advanced imaging 

technology of the FlexCam 2, this microscope 

offers a built-in 5 megapixel digital camera and 

advanced features that enhance student 

learning and achievement. A cost-effective 

and easy-to-use solution that lets you 

take digital pictures, annotate images, 

record video, and project images on 

a computer screen or interactive 

whiteboard. EduCam compatible.

Objectives: Achromatic 4X, 10X, 

40XR, 100XR

Illumination:  LED with rheostat

Stage: Mechanical

Focal Adjustment:  

Coaxial coarse and fine

Camera: 5 MP CMOS / 

HD 1080P

Resolution: Up to 2595 x 1944

Connection: USB 2.0

Software: Ken-A-Vision Applied Vision 4™

Warranty: 10 year limited on microscope; 1 year limited on camera 

Item # Description List Price

9-1448865-642 Monocular  $899.99 

9-1448866-642 Binocular $1,309.99
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Swift® Forensic Comparison Microscope
Swift's forensic microscope offers professional features at a 

competitive price. Use revolutionary technology to compare images in 

both micro and macro scale. The dedicated macro lens, with a large 

working distance, allows viewing of larger, more bulky "evidence" items. 

The powerful optical system permits full left, full right, side-by-side, and 

overlapping viewing. Attach any C-mount ready imaging device with an 

adapter (not included) for digital image analysis.

Head Type: 30˚ Seidentopf trinocular, 360˚ rotatable Eyepiece

Objectives: Dual 1x, 4x,10x, 40x DIN

Illumination: LED

Stage: Dual floating with clips

Focal Adjustment: Coaxial coarse and fine

Item # Description List Price

9-1396223-642 Forensic Microscope $2,466.69 

Ken-A-Vision® Comprehensive Scope 2 Advanced Microscope
The Comprehensive Scope 2 line is affordable, durable and student-friendly. Ideal for 

entry level to advanced science courses, it comes equipped with all of our Comprehensive 

Scope 2 line key features, including the exclusive built-in carrying handle and a secure 

storage compartment for the charger. This binocular microscope is enhanced with a 

mechanical stage and 100x(S) oil immersion lens.

Head Type: Siedentopf Binocular, 30˚ incline, 360˚ rotatable, 2 eyepieces

Objectives: 4×, 10×, 40×S, 100×S DIN Achromat

Illumination: Bright and cool LED white light

Stage: Mechanical; coated 130× 120mm, coaxial lower position separate knobs for X and 

Y movement with rack & pinion; 1.25NA Abbé Condenser and Iris Diaphragm

Item # Description List Price

9-1585762-642 Comprehensive Scope 2 $868.99 
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Crime Scene 
Investigations Book
This unique resource offers activities 
in earth, life, and physical science 
as well as science inquiry and 
technology. The Grades 6–12 level 
book provides labs on life, physical, 
and earth science as well as critical 
thinking. Like real-life forensic 
scientists, students observe 
carefully, organize, and record 
data, think critically, and conduct 
simple tests to solve crimes like 
theft, dog-napping, vandalism and 
water pollution. For added fun, 
each resource features an original 
cartoon character, Investi Gator for 
the Elementary level and Crime Cat 
for Grades 6–12. All activities include complete background information 
with step-by-step procedures for the teacher and reproducible student 
worksheets. Whatever the teacher's training or experience in teaching 
science, Crime Scene Investigations can be an intriguing supplement 
to instruction.

Item # Description List Price

9-1294669-642 Crime Scene Investigations $29.99

CSI EXPERT!: 
FORENSIC SCIENCE FOR KIDS
Crime scene investigation is 
hotter than ever, and students 
everywhere will love learning 
about how their favorite detectives 
use science to figure out crimes. 
Includes more than 25 in-depth 
activities on fingerprinting, 
evidence collection, blood-stain 
identification, and much more. 
Each lesson includes a realistic 
case for students to crack using 
the knowledge they've learned 
about analyzing forensic evidence, 
and the book also includes an 
assessment assignment that 
teachers can employ to test their students' learning. 160 pages, paperback

Hands-On Forensic 
Science Book
Like the characters in popular TV 
shows, your students will 
conduct experiments to 
determine exactly who did 
what— and how. Working from crime 
scenarios, your students will use 
chemical, biological, photographic, 
and other means to study the 
evidence and draw logical 
conclusions. Features 20 activities 
from six forensic science topics. 
Each activity also includes 
teacher notes, materials lists, and 
assessments. 141 pages, paperback

Forensic Investigations
Build unmatched 
deductive-reasoning 
skills while your students 
become crime-solving stars. 
Most scenarios have more 
than one plausible outcome, 
allowing individuals or groups 
to broadly interpret evidence. 
Includes interpretive handwriting, 
body language, fingerprinting, 
and many more activities. 
Meets NSE correlated standards.

Forensics: 
Who Killed the Iceman?
Discovered by hikers in the 
Italian Alps, the Iceman, 
also known as "Ötzi," 
is 5,300 years old---the oldest 
frozen mummy ever found. 
Forensic scientists and 
archaeologists investigating 
the cause of his death have 
uncovered new evidence that 
reveals a shocking conclusion. 
Scientists hope to use this 
information to reconstruct the 
last hours of the Iceman's life. 
Runtime 52 minutes.

Science Sleuths Book
If your students enjoy solving 
mysteries, they'll love the 
60 activities in Science Sleuths. 
Besides teaching students to 
think like scientists, forensic 
science activities also help them 
understand, master, and apply 
science concepts. In addition, 
forensic science relies heavily 
on science process skills, 
manipulative skills, laboratory 
skills, and interpersonal skills, 
all emphasized by the National 
Science Education Standards. 
360 pages, paperback.

Item # Description List Price

9-1329353-642 Forensic Investigations $13.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1502739-642 Who Killed the Iceman DVD $79.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1360832-642 CSI Expert! $26.59

Item # Description List Price

9-089147-642 Science Sleuths $33.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1372031-642 Hands-On Forensic $29.19
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STORAGE CODES

These codes are a means of quickly identifying the nature or 
overall behavior of the chemical in question so that proper 
storage requirements can be met.

ACETAMIDE
CH3CONH2

SYN: Acetic Acid Amide; Ethanamide
CAS#: 60-35-5
FW: 59.07
Shelf Life: 12 Months
A/O: White crystals; mousy odor
Common Use: Enthalpy (heat of fusion) 
experiments
Hazard Alert: Possible carcinogen; 
otherwise low toxicity. Practice strict 
hygiene in the use of this material. 
Use gloves, hood.

Reagent Grade

577614-642 500 g $35.20

Lab Grade

577617-642 100 g $10.85

1

3

5

7

4

11

6

8

9

10

13 14

2

12

GUIDE TO FREY CHEMICAL LISTINGS

CHEMICAL 
SHIPPING INFORMATION

An additional shipping charge 
will be incurred for hazardous 
chemicals indicated by part 
numbers beginning in “H”. 
We cannot ship chemicals of any type to Alaska or Hawaii. 
Hazard fees are based upon the class and quantity of a 
chemical. Some chemicals may have hazardous storage codes 
but may be exempt from fees and will not begin with an “H”.

1–3 chemicals ordered $25.00
4+ chemicals ordered $75.00

FREY SCIENTIFIC: Your Source for Quality Chemicals
Browse Frey Scienti� c’s enhanced chemical section 
and you’ll � nd products for all your laboratory needs. 
In this section you can � nd exactly what you’re 
looking for and quickly scan vital order and safety 
information for each product. We offer a variety of 
sizes and concentrations of chemicals and feature 
EZ-Prep™ chemical capsules for quick and easy 
preparation of more than 40 different solutions. If 
you have any questions about purchasing, shipping, 
or storing chemicals, our knowledgeable Customer 
Service Representatives will be happy to help. 
Call 800-258-1302.

Every chemical you purchase 
from Frey Scientific is…

• Packaged with its respective SDS

• Guaranteed 100% in quality

• Suitable for middle and high 
school laboratories

 Hazard Alerts

 Grade (if any)

 Item Number

 Quantity

 Price14

13

12

11

10 Chemical Name
 

Storage Code

 Chemical Formula

 Synonyms

 CAS Number

4

3

2

1

5

 Formula 
 Weight

 Shelf Life

 Appearance/
 Odor

 CommonUses9

6

7

8

RED Flammable

YELLOW Reactive or Oxidizer

BLUE Toxic or Poisonous

WHITE Corrosive

GREEN Only moderately hazardous
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Reagent ACS

Chemicals meeting American 
Chemical Society specifications 
for purity and are the purest 
available with impurities 
measured in parts per million 
(ppm). Purity: A+

Reagent Grade

Chemicals generally equal to 
ACS grade (98.5% to 100%), 
which is more than adequate and 
economical for general lab work. 
Impurity analysis is known and 
reproducible from lot to lot. 
Purity: A+ to A

Lab Grade

Economical chemicals, suitable 
for middle and high school use, 
are of very high purity. Analysis is 
known and reproducible from lot 
to lot, but analysis for impurities 
may be limited. 
Purity: A to A-

Pure Grade

This grade is usually adequate 
for educational uses (85% to 
98% pure) but typically is used 
for organic chemicals such as 
biological stains or pH indicators. 
Purity: A- to B+

Technical Grade

Chemicals generally of good 
quality with broad, but known 
specifications. These chemicals 
may not have gone through 
additional purification steps, as 
in the case of Lab, Reagent, and 
Reagent ACS grades. Substituting 
technical grade for higher purity 
grades may compromise the 
effectiveness of an experiment. 
Purity: B to C

CHEMICAL GRADES

COLORFUL SAFETY!

Anhydrous: Without water of hydration

Aqueous: Dissolved in water

CAS #: Chemical Abstracts Services 
number. A registry number of the 
American Chemical Society (ACS). 
Identi� es chemicals based on their 
molecular structure. Mixtures do not 
have CAS numbers.

Deionized: Removal of ions in water 
by passing through a membrane or 
column

Deliquescent: Absorbs moisture 
from air and may dissolve (extremely 
hygroscopic)

Denatured: Chemical added to render 
non-potable

Distilled: Purified by boiling and 
recollecting the condensate

Efflorescent: Changing from a 
crystalline texture to a powder by the 
loss of water of hydration

Gauge: An index of the diameter ofwire 
whereby the larger number corresponds 
to a thinner diameter wire

Hydrate: Chemical containing water 
molecules trapped inside a crystal 
lattice (water of hydration)

Hygroscopic: Absorbs moisture from 
the air

Mesh Size: An index of particle size/
texture whereby a larger mesh size 
corresponds to a finer powder

Molality (Molal, m): Concentration 
unit used for colligative properties, 
number of moles solute per kilogram 
solvent.

Molarity (Molar, M): Most commonly 
used unit of concentration for 
educational purposes, number of 
moles solute per liter of solution

Mossy: Irregular shaped pieces, as if 
melted and dripped into water to solidify

Normality (Normal, N): Concentration 
unit used in acid/basetitrations, 
number of equivalents solute per liter 
solution

Percent Solution: Concentration unit 
of number of parts solute per 100 parts 
of solution (do not confuse with purity 
of a substance)

Prilled: Processed to prevent a 
substance from caking and has 
appearance of small cylindrical bits

Saturated: Containing the maximum 
amount of solute dissolved for the 
given conditions.

Solute: Substance that gets dissolved 
in making a solution.

Supersaturated: Containing more 
dissolved solute than the solvent 
should theoretically hold for the 
given conditions and typically will 
precipitate excess solute to revert to a 
saturdated solution if a seed crystal is 
added

Tincture: Dissolved in alcohol

GLOSSARY OF CHEMICAL TERMS

flammable

oxidizing poisonous

moderately hazardous

corrosive

Frey Scientific is pleased to introduce 
OSHA-compliant color-coded caps on 
all chemicals. Easily identify 
 and
 chemicals at a glance. Our storage codes even 
align with our cloud-based Chemical Inventory Management System 
(see page 413 for details).
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INTERPRETING SAFETY DATA SHEETS
Frey Scienti� c packages an SDS with each chemical we ship containing important information on 
storage, safety, and hazards. Every chemical ships with new Globally Harmonized System (GHS) 
compliant 16-part SDS sheets, fully aligned to our color coded bottles and storage system.

1

 1. Chemical Product and Company Information

 2. Hazards Identi� cations

 3.   Composition/Information on Ingredients

 4. First Aid Measures

 5.  Fire Fighting Measures

 6.  Accidental Release Measures

 7.  Handling and Storage

 8.   Exposure Controls/Personal Protection

 9.  Physical and Chemical Properties

 10. Stability and Reactivity

 11. Toxicological Information

 12. Ecological Information

 13. Disposal Considerations

 14. Transport Information

 15. Regulatory Information

 16. Additional Information 

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

12

13

14

15

16

10

11
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Aldon

CHEMICAL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Let Frey Scientific help you reach your safety goals

NEW VERSION 2

T
he all-new Chemical Inventory 

Management System (CIMS) annual 

subscription-based service allows 

customers to log in to their own account 

and set up a database that helps track 

chemical inventory at a building, room, 

or cabinet level.

Many inventory management systems on 

the market were created for industrial 

labs and include extra features that 

complicate the software. With CIMS 

you can easily add, modify, or delete 

chemical inventory items, and view 

information about each chemical with 

just a few clicks. Your data is easily 

accessible from any computer using a 

web browser. Online data storage means 

that even in a building emergency your 

complete inventory is readily available.

• Available anywhere, from any  

web browser

• Access your chemical inventory 

during an emergency

• Add your own inventory into the 

database 

• Export your data to Microsoft Excel® 

or print the inventory of any location 

you choose

• Track all of your chemicals by 

Building, Room and Cabinet location

• SDS, Storage codes and chemical  

data are available on more than  

2,000 chemicals

Get 5 years for the  
price of 4 with an  

extended subscription!

Secure access to your inventory records with a password-protected login.

View your inventory by location, all the way down to cabinet-level.

Designed 
exclusively for 

educators! 

Use the chemical-level view 
to update inventory in all 
locations at once.

Your initial purchase is a site license, good for 

up to 20 buildings in one school district.
Item # Description List Price

9-1368238-642 One Year Subscription $213.29 

9-1380035-642 Five Year Subscription $799.99
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With new EZ-Prep capsules your lab preparation just got a whole lot easier. Just add the pre-measured capsules to water, stir, and relax!

Advantages include:

•  Pre-measured capsules save time and money and guarantee the correct solution every time.

•  Small-scale packaging helps you reduce chemical inventory.

•  Safer to handle–all chemical material is contained in the capsule.

•  Each EZ-Prep package ships with a complete MSDS.

•  No hazardous material charges on ANY EZ-Prep capsules!

More than  

40 chemicals available! 

See pages 415-433

Item # Description Capacity Number of Tests List Price

9-1494735-642 Ascorbic Acid 5% 50 mL 5 $23.99 

9-1494736-642 Ascorbic Acid 5% 1000 mL 1 $9.99 

9-1494737-642 Barium Chloride 0.5M 50 mL 3 $12.99 

9-1494738-642 Barium Nitrate 0.1M 50 mL 5 $16.99 

9-1494739-642 Barium Nitrate 0.1M 1000 mL 1 $4.99 

9-1494781-642 Basic Fuschin 1% 100ml 1 $6.99 

9-1494740-642 Benedicts Reagent, Qual. 50 mL 2 $12.99 

9-1494788-642 Bromocresol Green 0.4% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494789-642 Bromocresol Purple 0.4% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494785-642 Bromothymol Blue 0.04% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494741-642 Bromothymol Blue 0.04% 1000 mL 5 $47.99 

9-1494784-642 Bromothymol Blue 0.1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494786-642 Bromothymol Blue 0.5% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494742-642 Calcium Chloride 0.1M 50 mL 5 $21.99 

9-1494743-642 Calcium Chloride 0.1M 1000 mL 1 $7.99 

9-1494790-642 Congo Red 0.1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494744-642 Congo Red 0.1% 1000 mL 5 $44.99 

9-1494791-642 Cresol Red 0.2% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494745-642 Cupric Sulfate 1M 50 mL 5 $21.99 

9-1494782-642 Eosin Y 1% 100ml 1 $6.99 

9-1494746-642 Iron Sulfate 1M 50 mL 5 $24.99 

9-1494747-642 Lead Nitrate 0.5M 50 mL 5 $21.99 

9-1494748-642 Magnesium Nitrate 0.1M 50 mL 5 $17.99 

9-1494749-642 Magnesium Nitrate 0.1M 1000 mL 1 $5.99 

9-1494750-642 Magnesium Sulfate 1M 50 mL 5 $18.99 

9-1494780-642 Malachite Green 1% 100 mL 1 $7.89 

9-1494779-642 Methyl Green 1% 100ml 1 $9.99 

9-1494751-642 Methyl Orange 0.1% 1000 mL 5 $25.99 

Item # Description Capacity Number of Tests List Price

9-1494787-642 Methyl Orange 0.1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494778-642 Methylene Blue 0.1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494777-642 Methylene Blue 1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494774-642 Nile Blue 0.1% 100ml 1 $6.99 

9-1494752-642 Potassium Chromate 0.5M 50 mL 5 $29.99 

9-1494753-642 Potassium Nitrate 1.5M 50 mL 3 $13.99 

9-1494775-642 Safranin O 0.1% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494776-642 Safranin O 0.25% 100 mL 1 $6.99 

9-1494763-642 Sodium Phosphate Di 00.001M 50 mL 5 $10.99 

9-1494764-642 Sodium Phosphate Di 00.001M 1000 mL 1 $3.99 

9-1494754-642 Sodium Bicarbonate 50 mL 5 $10.99 

9-1494755-642 Sodium Bicarbonate 1000 mL 1 $3.99 

9-1494756-642 Sodium Bromide 0.1M 50 mL 5 $13.99 

9-1494757-642 Sodium Bromide 0.1M 1000 mL 1 $4.99 

9-1494758-642 Sodium Carbonate 0.1M 50 mL 5 $10.99 

9-1494759-642 Sodium Carbonate 0.1M 1000 mL 1 $3.99 

9-1494760-642 Sodium Chloride 0.1M 50 mL 5 $10.99 

9-1494761-642 Sodium Chloride 0.1M 1000 mL 1 $3.99 

9-1494762-642 Sodium Chloride Saturated 50 mL 5 $22.99 

9-1494766-642 Sodium Thiosulfate 0.15M 50 mL 5 $15.99 

9-1494765-642 Sodium Thiosulfate 0.15M 1000 mL 1 $5.99 

9-1494767-642 Starch, Soluble 1% 50 mL 5 $11.99 

9-1494768-642 Starch, Soluble 1% 1000 mL 1 $3.99 

9-1494769-642 Strontium Nitrate 0.1M 50 mL 5 $25.99 

9-1494770-642 Strontium Nitrate 0.1M 1000 mL 1 $8.99 

9-1494771-642 Thymol Blue 00.04% 1000 mL 5 $41.99 

9-1494772-642 Zinc Sulfate 0.1M 50 mL 5 $23.99 

9-1494773-642 Zinc Sulfate 0.1M 1000 mL 1 $10.99 

EZ-PREP™ CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS FROM INNOVATING SCIENCE™

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Acid Alcohol
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear, colorless liquid; 

mild characteristic odor  

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495501-642 500 mL $22.99

Acetic Acid
CH

3
COOH

SYN: Ethanoic Acid; 

Methanecarbolxylic Acid

CAS#: 64-19-7 (17.5 Molar)

FW: 60.05

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear colorless liquid; strong vinegar-like odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, 17.5 M, Glacial, Safety Bottle
9-577623-642 500 mL $18.99 

9H-577626-642 2.5 L $98.39 
Lab Grade, 1.0 M Solution
9-577641-642 500 mL $5.99 

9-1016717-642 1 L $7.99 

Acetylsalicyclic Acid
2-CH

3
COOC

6
H

4
COOH

SYN: 2-Acetoxybenzoic Acid, Aspirin

CAS#: 50-78-2

FW: 360.36

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: White crystalline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-577665-642 125 g $20.99 

Aluminum Chloride
AlCl

3
 • 6H

2
O

SYN: Aluminum Trichloride Hexahydrate

CAS#: 7784-13-6

FW: 241.43

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Hygroscopic, crystalline powder; no odor

Common Use: Friedel-Craft reaction

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-1495503-642 100 g $18.99 

Acetic Anhydride
C

4
H

6
O

3

CAS#: 108-24-7

FW: 102.09

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear, colorless liquid;  

strong, pungent vingear-like odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-577644-642 500 mL $24.09 

Agar
(C

12
H

18
O

9
)
x

CAS#: 9002-18-0

FW: 3000-9000

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White to light tan powder, flakes, or 

granules; characteristic bland odor

Common Use: Base media for 

bacteriological cultures

Technical Note: Agar is used as  

a growth media for a variety of microbiological 

studies. Additional nutrients are required for 

microbial growth.

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Bacteriological Powder
9-577680-642 100 g $25.39 

9-577683-642 500 g $110.99 
Nutrient
9-526779-642 .25 lb $33.69 

9-526772-642 1 lb $91.79 
Nutrient (1.5% NaCl added)
9-526780-642 .25 lb $40.79 

9-526773-642 1 lb $122.29 

Aluminum (III) Nitrate  
Nonahydrate
Al(NO

3
)
3
 • 9H

2
O

SYN: Aluminum Trinitrate

FW: 375.13

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-577740-642 500 g $19.59 

Acetone
CH

3
COCH

3

SYN: 2-Propanone, Dimethyl Ketone, Solvent

CAS#: 67-64-1

FW: 58.08

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Colorless liquid; pungent odor

Item # Description List Price
 Reagent Grade
9-577650-642 500 mL $15.99 

9H-577653-642 3.785 L $85.49 
Lab Grade
9-580779-642 500 mL $10.99 

Aceto-Orcein
MIXTURE

SYN: Aceto-Orcein Biological Stain

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Violet-colored liquid /Strong 

vinegar-like odor

Common Use: Staining solution

Item # Description List Price
2% Aqueous Solution
9-1495500-642 100 mL $28.99 

Aceto-Carmine 
MIXTURE

SYN: Aceto-Carmine Biological Staining Solution

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Dark Red/Pungent

Item # Description List Price
2% Aqueous Solution
9-1495499-642 100 mL $13.99 

Aluminum Potassium  
Sulfate Dodecahydrate
AlK(SO

4
)
2
 • 12H

2
O

SYN: Potassium Alum, Alum

CAS#: 7784-24-9

FW: 474.39

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White crystals or powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-1016720-642 500 g $12.99 
Lab Grade, Crystals
9-1495502-642 500 g $8.99 

9-577752-642 2.5 kg $38.19 

Aluminum Powder
Al

CAS#: 7429-90-5

AW: 26.98

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Silver gray colored metal-fine powder; 

no odor

Hazard Alert: Aluminum powder is 

incompatible with strong oxidizers, mineral 

acids, strong alkalies, halogenated hydrocarbons 

and water. Will react with water, acids or 

alkalies to generate hydrogen gas.

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 200 Mesh
9H-577716-642 500 g $26.09 

Albumin
NATURAL PRODUCT

SYN: C Valbumin

CAS#: 9006-50-2

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Pale yellow powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1016718-642 100 g $14.99 

9-577692-642 500 g $54.99 
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Aluminum Solid
Al

CAS#: 7429-90-5

FW: At. Wt. 26.98

Storage Code: Green

Shelf Life: Indefinite

Solubility:

A/O: Shiny silver-like solid /no odor

Item # Description List Price
Foil, Heavy 18" x 25'

9-060-1050-642 Heavy Aluminum Foil $6.19 
Foil, 12" x 24'

9-010-1397-642 Aluminum Foil $2.99 
Lab Grade, Shot, Pellets

9-1016719-642 500 g $19.99 
Lab Grade, Strips, 0.05 x 1 x 10 cm

9-577083-642 Pack of 30 $14.29 

Ammonia Solution
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 3 Years 

A/O: Water white liquid; strong ammonia odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 4% as Ammonia

9-576215-642 64 oz (2 L) $11.29 

Ammonium Carbonate
(NH

4
)
2
CO

3

SYN: Crystal Ammonia

CAS#: 506-87-6

FW: 96.09

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Translucent, hard crystals, cubes, or 

lumps; strong ammonia odor

Technical Note: Becomes unstable upon 

exposure to air or water resulting in the 

formation of ammonium bicarbonate and 

ammonia. Burning may produce ammonia, 

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and 

nitrogen oxides.

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Lump

9-1495504-642 500 g  $26.99

Ammonium Chloride
NH

4
Cl

SYN: Sal Ammoniac

CAS#: 12125-02-9

FW: 53.49

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: White crystals, granules, or powder; 

no odor

Common Use: Flux in soldering iron and zinc. 

Also used in freezing point depression studies

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Granular

9-1495505-642 100 g   $6.99 

9-577797-642 500 g   $10.99 

Ammonium Dichromate
(NH

4
)
2
Cr

2
O

7

SYN: Ammonium Bichromate, 

Dichromic Acid

CAS#: 7789-09-5

FW: 252.06

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Bright, red-orange crystals; no odor

Common Use: Oxidizer in volcano 

demonstrations

Hazard Alert: The addition of heat will result 

in the liberation of chromium (III) oxide a 

known carcinogen. Always use proper safety 

equipment when handling and only use in a 

well-ventilated fume hood.

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade

9-577821-642 500 g $26.49 

Ammonium Hydroxide
NH

4
OH

SYN: Ammonium Hydroxide, Water Solution

CAS#: 1336-21-6

FW: 35.05

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Water white liquid; strong, pungent 

ammonia odor

Item # Description List Price
ACS Grade, 30% as ammonia, Safety Bottle

9-577827-642 500 mL $25.99 

9-577830-642 2.5 L $71.59 

Ammonium Nitrate
NH

4
NO

3

SYN: Nitric Acid Ammonium Salt

CAS#: 6484-52-2

FW: 80.04

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Hygroscopic white crystals or prills; 

no odor

Common Use: Fertilizers

Hazard Alert: Excessive temperature or 

open flame can result in violent reaction. Take 

precautions when handling material to avoid 

injury. Ammonium nitrate is incompatible with 

peroxides, strong oxidizers, reducing materials, 

organic materials and acids.

Technical Note: Incompatible with acids, 

carbon, chlorates, combustible materials, 

flammable liquids, metals, nitrites, organic 

compounds, and sulfur

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9-577845-642 500 g $21.39 
Lab Grade, Prills

9-577857-642 2.5 kg $30.59 

Ammonium Oxalate
(NH

4
COO)

2
 • H

2
O

SYN: Oxalic Acid Ammonium Salt

CAS#: 6009-70-7

FW: 142.11

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: White crystalline powder; slight 

ammonia odor

Common Use: Reagent in determination of 

calcium and lead

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9-1495506-642 100 g $11.99 

Ammonium Persulfate
(NH

4
)
2
S

2
O

8

SYN: Ammonium Peroxydisulfate

CAS#: 7277-54-0

FW: 228.20

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White crystalline solid; no odor

Common Use: Bleaching agent

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1495507-642 Ammonium Persulfate $17.99 

Ammonium Thiocyante
NH

4
SCN

CAS#: 1762-95-4

FW: 76.12

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: White crystals; no odor

Common Use: Reagent for determination of 

Ag, Hg and Fe

Hazard Alert: Avoid exposure to excessive 

temperatures, acids and humidity. 

Decomposition products include hydrogen 

sulfide, ammonia, hydrogen cyanide, nitrogen 

oxides and sulfur oxides. Always use proper 

safety equipment and use in a well-ventilated 

fume hood. 

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9-1495508-642 100 g $7.99 

n-Amyl Alcohol
C

5
H

12
O

SYN: 1-Pentanol, Pentyl Alcohol

CAS#: 71-41-0

FW: 88.15

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear water-white liquid; mild 

characteristic odor

Hazard Alert: Avoid exposure to excessive 

temperature, open flame and strong oxidizers.

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1495580-642 500 mL $20.99

All chemicals beginning with  
an “H” will incur an additional 
shipping charge.
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MIXTURE

SYN: Barium Chloride,

Water Solution

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Clear colorless liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 0.1 M Aqueous Solution
9-1495511-642 1 L $13.99

Antacid, Effervescent
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Effervescent white, solid tablet; no odor

Technical Note: Store in a cool dry place prior 

to use. Not intended for human consumption.

Item # Description List Price
Foil Wrapped Tablets
9-576212-642 Box of 24 $13.99 

Ascorbic Acid
C

6
H

8
O

6

SYN: Vitamin C

CAS#: 50-81-7

FW: 176.13

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: White to slightly off-white granular 

powder or crystals; nearly odorless

Common Use: Vitamin supplement in animal 

studies and as an antioxidant

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Powder
9-1495510-642 1 g $4.99 

9-577935-642 100 g   $17.99 
EZ-Prep 5%
9-1494735-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $23.99 

9-1494736-642 1000 mL EA $9.99 

Antimony (III) Chloride
SbCl

3

SYN: Antimony Trichloride

CAS#: 10025-91-9

FW: 228.11

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: White deliquescent crystals or flake; 

sharp, unpleasant odor

Common Use: Reagent in the determination 

of aromatic hydrocarbons

Hazard Alert: Avoid contact with strong acids 

to prevent the formation of toxic compounds. 

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-1495509-642 125 g $106.69

Bile Salts
NATURAL PRODUCT

SYN: Ox Bile, Oxgall Powder 

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Hygroscopic yellowish-green powder; 

pungent odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495513-642 25 g $15.99

Benzoic Acid
C

6
H

5
COOH

SYN: Benzenecarboxylic Acid

CAS#: 65-85-0

FW: 122.12

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White crystals; characteristic odor of 

benzaldehyde or benzoin

Common Use: Study of crystal formation

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-578034-642 500 g $28.59

Benedict's Solution
MIXTURE

SYN: Benedict's Sugar Test Reagent

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear light blue water solution; no odor

Common Use: Analysis of reducing sugars

Technical Note: Indicator turns from a 

blue solution to a red precipitate indicating 

the presence (Qualitative solution) or the 

measureable amount (Quantitative solution) of 

reducing sugars present in a sample. 

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Qualitative
9-1016723-642 100 mL   $3.59 

9-567971-642 500 mL $7.99 

9-567974-642 1 L $9.99 

9-578022-642 3.785 L   $23.49 
Quantitative
9-578025-642 500 mL $10.19 

9-1016724-642 1 L   $14.79 
EZ-Prep Qualitative
9-1494740-642 50 mL PK/ 2 $12.99 

Barium Sulfate
BaSO

4

SYN: Barite

CAS#: 7727-43-7

FW: 233.43

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White, fine, heavy powder or 

polymorphous crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Powder
9-1495512-642 100 g $9.99

Baking Powder
MIXTURE

SYN: Baking Powder

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: White powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-577941-642 100 g   $6.99 

Barium Chloride
BaCl

2
 • 2H

2
O

CAS#: 10326-27-9

FW: 244.28

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Fine white crystals or powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-1016327-642 100 g $6.99 

9-577959-642 500 g $15.99 
Lab Grade, Crystals
9-577968-642 500 g $12.99 
EZ-Prep 0.5 M
9-1494737-642 50 mL PK/ 3 $12.99 

Barium Hydroxide
Ba(OH)

2
 • 8H

2
O

SYN: Barium Hydroxide Octahydrate

CAS#: 12230-71-6

FW: 315.48

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: White crystals, granular or powder; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
 Reagent Grade
9-577983-642 500 g $33.99 

Barium Nitrate
Ba(NO

3
)
2

CAS#: 10022-31-8

FW: 261.35

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9H-577995-642 100 g $8.99 
EZ-Prep 0.1 M
9-1494738-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $16.99 

9-1494739-642 1000 mL EA $4.99

MIXTURE

SYN: Bacterial Amylase, Alpha Amylase

CAS#: 9000-85-5

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Hygroscopic light brown powder; 

characteristic odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Powder
9-1016721-642 25 g $9.99

Amylase
MIXTURE

SYN: Diastase of Malt Solution

A/O: Clear, thick liquid; no odor

Shelf Life: 1 year

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Solution in pH 6.5phosphate buffer
9-585888-642 30 mL $6.19
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Boric Acid
H

3
BO

3

CAS#: 10043-35-3

FW: 61.83

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White crystalline solid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-578073-642 500 g $10.99

A/O: Reddish liquid; no odor 

Item # Description List Price
0.04% Aqueous Solution
9-1495517-642 100 mL $4.99 
EZ-Prep 0.4%
9-1494789-642 100 mL EA $6.99

Bromocresol Purple
C

21
H

15
Br

2
NaO

5
S

CAS#: 62625-30-3

FW: 562.21

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Yellow to orange crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495518-642 5 g $30.99

Bromophenol Blue
C

19
H

9
Br

4
NaO

5
S

SYN: Bromophenol Blue Sodium Salt

CAS#: 62625-28-9

FW: 661.97

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Blue-black crystalline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Powder
9-578097-642 5 g $20.99 
Lab Grade, 0.04% Aqueous solution
9-1016725-642 500 mL $5.99

C
27

H
27

Br
2
NaO

5
S

CAS#: 34722-90-2

FW: 646.39

A/O: Light violet powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Water Soluble Powder
9-578109-642 5 g $16.99

Shelf Life: 3 years

Solubility: Complete

A/O: Blue-green liquid /no odor

Common Use: CO2 indicator, blow through a 

straw into solution and observe color change 

from blue to yellow.

Item # Description List Price
0.04 Aqueous Solution
9-567980-642 100 mL $4.99 

9-578112-642 500 mL $8.99 
Lab Grade, 0.04% Aqueous Solution
9-1016726-642 1 L $6.99 
EZ-Prep 0.04%
9-1494741-642 1000 mL PK/ 5 $47.99 

9-1494785-642 100 mL EA $6.99 
EZ Prep 0.1%
9-1494784-642 100 mL EA $6.99 
EZ Prep 0.5%
9-1494786-642 100 mL EA $6.99

Bromothymol Blue
C

24
H

28
Br

2
O

5
S 

CAS#: 76-59-5 

FW: 624.38 

A/O: Cream to pink crystalline solid;  no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Alcohol Soluble Powder
9-578103-642 5 g $20.99

Buffer Solutions
Due to their resistance 

to changes in pH, buffer solutions are 

useful in biochemical reactions, such as 

enzyme functioning, as well as in chemical 

manufacturing. Our ready-to-use solutions 

maintain three pH values: 4.0, 7.0, and 10.0. 

500 mL each. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1016727-642 pH 7, 1 L $6.99 

9-1016728-642 pH 8, 500 mL $6.99 

9-1016729-642 pH 9, 500 mL $6.99 
Reagent Grade
9-578115-642 pH 4, 500 mL $9.99 

9-578124-642 pH 7, 500 mL $8.99 

9-578136-642 pH 10, 500 mL $8.99

Bromocresol Green
C

21
H

13
Br

4
NaO

5
S

CAS#: 62625-32-5

FW: 720.00

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Green powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-1495516-642 5 g $37.99 
EZ-Prep 0.4%
9-1494788-642 100 mL EA $6.99

Boiling Chips
CaCO

3

CAS#: 471-34-1

FW: 100.09

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White chips; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Marble Chips
9-1495523-642 100 g $3.99 

9-1495524-642 500 g $5.09 

9-578217-642 2.5 kg $13.49

Biuret Reagent
MIXTURE

SYN: Protein Test Solution

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Clear, light blue liquid; no odor

Common Use: Solution changes color from 

blue to purple in the presence of peptide bonds

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-578058-642 100 mL $3.99 

9-578061-642 500mL $8.99 

9-578926-642 1 L $11.99 

Bismuth (III) Nitrate
Bi(NO

3
)
3
 • 5H

2
O

SYN: Bismuth Trinitrate Pentahydrate

CAS#: 10035-06-0

FW: 485.07

Shelf Life: 12 Months

A/O: White crystalline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
ACS Grade
9-1495514-642 35 g $13.99 
Lab Grade, Crystals
9-1495515-642 100 g $25.99 

Bluing Agent
MIXTURE

SYN: Liquid Laundry Bluing

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Dark blue water solution; no odor

Common Use: Growing salt crystal gardens

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-578064-642 250 mL $8.99 
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sec-Butyl Alcohol
CH

3
CH(OH)CH

2
CH

3

SYN: 2-Butanol

CAS#: 78-92-2

FW: 74.12

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear, colorless, mobile liquid; 

sharp odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade

9-1495597-642 1 L $47.99

Cadmium Nitrate
Cd(NO

3
)
2
 • 4H

2
O

SYN: Cadmium Nitrate Tetrahydrate

CAS#: 10022-68-1

FW: 308.47

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White amorphous crystals, pieces, or 

hygroscopic needles; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9H-1495520-642 100 g $55.99

Calcium
Ca

CAS#: 7440-70-2

AW: 40.08

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Gray metallic solid; no odor

Hazard Alert: Avoid excessive heat, sources 

of ignition and water. Calcium metal can react 

to yield hydrogen gas, calcium hydroxide 

and calcium oxide. Always use proper safety 

equipment when handling. 

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Granular, 8 Mesh

9H-578181-642 25 g $6.99 

9H-578184-642 100 g $17.99

Caffeine
C

8
H

10
N

4
O

2

CAS#: 58-08-02

FW: 194.19

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: White needles or powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade

9-1495522-642 10 g $6.99 

9-1495521-642 100 g $37.99

n-Butyl Alcohol
CH

3
(CH

2
)
3
OH

SYN: 1-Butanol, Normal Butyl Alcohol

CAS#: 71-36-3

FW: 74.12

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Colorless, mobile liquid; strong odor

Hazard Alert: Avoid excessive heat and 

sources of ignition. Do not concentrate 

as potential for explosive peroxide 

formation exists. 

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1495581-642 500 mL $16.19

Calcium Acetate 
Monohydrate
Ca(CH

3
CO

2
)
2
 • H

2
O

SYN: Lime Acetate, Calcium Diacetate

CAS#: 5743-26-0

FW: 176.19

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Hygroscopic white powder; slight odor of 

acetic acid

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-578193-642 500 g $17.59

Calcium Chloride 
Dihydrate
CaCl

2
 • 2H

2
O

CAS#: 10035-04-8

FW: 147.02

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: White to off-white powder or flakes; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Flakes

9-578238-642 500 g $7.39

MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear, water-white liquid; no odor

Common Use: Solubility studies

Item # Description List Price
0.1 M Aqueous Solution

9-578241-642 500 mL  $7.99 
EZ-Prep 0.1 M 

9-1494742-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $21.99 

9-1494743-642 1000 mL EA $7.99 

Calcium Carbonate
CaCO

3

SYN: Precipitated Chalk, Limestone

CAS#: 1314-65-3

FW: 100.09

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White powder; no odor

Common Use: Generating CO
2

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Powder

9-1495525-642 10 g $2.99 

9-578202-642 500 g $12.99 
Technical Grade, Powder, Light

9-578208-642 500 g $9.29 
Lab Grade, Marble Chips

9-1495523-642 100 g $3.99 

9-1495524-642 500 g $5.09 

9-578217-642 2.5 kg $13.49

Calcium Carbide
CaC

2

SYN: Acetylenogen, Carbide

CAS#: 75-20-7

FW: 64.10

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Grey to bluish-black lumps, powder; odor 

of acetylene, garlic-like

Common Use: Generating acetylene gas and a 

reducing agent

Hazard Alert: Contact with water produces 

heat, corrosive calcium hydroxide and 

acetylene, a highly flammable and potentially 

explosive gas.

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Lumps

9H-578196-642 500 g $20.59

Calcium Chloride
CaCl

2

CAS#: 10043-52-4

FW: 110.99

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Hygroscopicwhite, granules, pellets, or 

lumps; no odor

Common Use: Desiccant

Hazard Alert: Generates heat when mixed 

with water.

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade

9-578220-642 4-8 Mesh 500 g $6.19 

9-578226-642 12 Mesh 500 g $6.29 

9-578229-642 20 Mesh 500 g $11.99

Calcium Nitrate
Ca(NO

3
)
2
 • 4H

2
O

CAS#: 13477-34-4

FW: 236.16

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: Colorless crystal, granular prills; no odor

Hazard Alert: Incompatible with ammonia, 

hydrazine and other reducing agents. Avoid 

contact with excessive heat and combustible 

materials to prevent potentially violent reaction. 

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9-1495528-642 100 g $8.99 
Lab Grade

9-578271-642 500 g $20.99

Calcium Hydroxide
Ca(OH)

2

SYN: Calcium Hydrate, Slaked Lime

CAS#: 1305-62-0

FW: 74.10

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: Fine white or yellow-white crystalline 

powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Powder

9-1495527-642 500 g $9.99 
Lab Grade, Powder

9-1495526-642 100 g $4.99 

9-578256-642 500 g $7.99

All chemicals beginning with  
an “H” will incur an additional 
shipping charge.
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Cobalt (II) Nitrate
Co(NO

3
)
2
 • 6H

2
O

SYN: Cobalt (II) Nitrate Hexahydrate, Cobaltous 

Nitrate Hexahydrate

CAS#: 10026-22-9

FW: 291.03

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: Red crystal; slight nitric acid odor 

Hazard Alert: Avoid excessive temperatures, 

shock, friction and other sources of ignition.

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-1495534-642 100 g $16.99 
Lab Grade
9-578442-642 500 g $75.99

Coconut Oil
NATURAL PRODUCT

CAS#: 8001-31-8

Shelf Life: 3 Year

A/O: Clear, light color to yellow liquid; 

bland odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495535-642 500 mL  $16.99

Congo Red
C

32
H

22
N

6
Na

2
O

6
S

2

CAS#: 573-58-0

FW: 696.68

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Red-Brown powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Powder
9-1495538-642 10 g $11.99 
Lab Grade, 1% Aqueous Solution
9-1495536-642 100 mL $4.99 

9-1495537-642 500 mL $7.99 
EZ-Prep 0.1%
9-1494744-642 1000 mL PK/ 5 $44.99 

9-1494790-642 100 mL EA $6.99

Cobalt (II) Chloride
CoCl

2
 • 6H

2
O

SYN: Cobalt (II) Chloride Hexahydrate, 

Cobaltous Chloride Hexahydrate

CAS#: 7791-13-1

FW: 237.93

Shelf Life: 3 years (if stored properly)

A/O: Pink to red crystals, slightly deliquescent; 

hydrochloric acid odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-578427-642 100 g $19.99 

9-578430-642 500 g $68.99 
Lab Grade
9-578433-642 100 g $18.99 
Test Paper
9-569855-642 12 Vials/PK $19.99

Calcium Oxide
CaO

SYN: Lime, Quick Lime

CAS#: 1305-78-8

FW: 56.08

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Grayish white powder, lumps, pebbles, 

granules; faintly earthy odor

Hazard Alert: Protect from water, moisture 

and acids. Will swell and generate heat when 

moistened. Thermal decomposition will yield 

calcium hydroxide. 

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Powder
9-1495529-642 500 g $12.99

Calcium Sulfate
CaSO

4
 • 1/2H

2
O

CAS#: 10034-76-1

FW: 145.15

A/O: White powder, granules, or lumps; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Hemihydrate Powder
9-1016732-642 2.5 kg $30.69

Camphor
C

10
H

16
O

SYN: Synthetic Camphor, Camphor Gum

CAS#: 76-22-2

FW: 152.24

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White crystals ro fuse crystals; 

penetrating characteristic odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9H-1495545-642 100 g $16.99

Carbol Fuchsin Solution 
(Ziehl-Neelsen)
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Red liquid; characteristic 

phenol odor

Common Use: Biological stain

Item # Description List Price
9-578301-642 500 mL $10.99

Carnoy's Solution
MIXTURE

SYN: LeBrun Fixative

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear, colorless liquid; mild, sweet, 

vinegar odor

Item # Description List Price
9-1495530-642 500 mL $33.99

Carbonic Acid (pH 5.7) 
MIXTURE

SYN: Simulated Acid Rain

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear, colorless liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-578304-642 500 mL $10.99

Charcoal, Activated
C

CAS#: 7440-44-0

AW: 12.01

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Black powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Powder
9-578334-642 500 g $19.99

Chlorine Water
MIXTURE

SYN: Chlorine Test Solution

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Pale yellow liquid; chlorine odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-578352-642 500 mL $15.99 

Chloroform
CHCl

3

CAS#: 67-66-3

FW: 119.38

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear liquid; chloroform odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-1495531-642 500 mL $24.99

Citric Acid
C

6
H

8
O

7
 • H

2
O

SYN: 2-Hydroxy-1,2,3-Propane 

Tricarboxylic Acid

CAS#: 5949-29-1

FW: 210.14

Shelf Life: 3 Years (deliquescent)

A/O: White granular crystalline powder; no odor

Common Use: Rust remover

Hazard Alert: Irritant. Avoid contact with lungs 

and eyes.

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Monohydrate
9-1495533-642 100 g $7.99 

9-578406-642 500 g $14.69 

9-578409-642 2.5 kg $68.99

Citric Acid, Anhydrous
C

6
H

8
O

7

SYN: 2-Hydroxy-1,2,3-Propane 

Tricarboxylic Acid

CAS#: 77-92-9

FW: 192.13

Shelf Life: 3 Years (efflorescent)

A/O: White granular, crystalline powder; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495532-642 100 g $9.99 

9-578400-642 500 g $13.99 
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Copper
Cu

CAS#: 7440-50-8

AW: 63.55

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Reddish lustrous metal; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Electrolytic, .005"

9-1495539-642 500 g   $89.99 
Lab Grade, Fine Granular, 40-60 Mesh
9-567986-642 100 g   $11.99 

9-567989-642 500 g   $57.99 
Lab Grade, Electrolytic, 325 Mesh
9-578493-642 100 g   $13.99 
Sheet, 1 sq ft x .010", 30 gauge
9-1430822-642 1 Sheet   $49.29 
Lab Grade, Shot, 3–14 Mesh
9-578499-642 500 g   $60.99 
Lab Grade, Turnings
9-578505-642 100 g   $18.69 
 Wire, #22
9-581103-642 113.4 g   $5.99 

Copper (II)  
Chloride Anhydrous
CuCl

2

SYN: Cupric Chloride, Anhydrous

CAS#: 7447-39-4

FW: 134.44

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Yellow to brown crystalline powder; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-578568-642 500 g   $39.39 

Copper (II)  
Carbonate, Basic
CuCO

3
 • Cu(OH)

2

SYN: Cupric Carbonate Hydroxide

CAS#: 12069-69-1

FW: 221.10

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Dark green powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-578556-642 500 g   $65.99 

Copper (II)  
Chloride Dihydrate
CuCl

2
 • 2H

2
O

SYN: Cupric Chloride

CAS#: 10125-13-0

FW: 170.48

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Green to blue crystalline powder; no odor 

(nasal irritant)

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-578559-642 100 g   $9.99 

9-578562-642 500 g   $48.99 
Lab Grade
9-578571-642 100 g   $8.99 

9-578574-642 500 g   $28.69 

Copper (II)  
Nitrate Trihydrate
Cu(NO

3
)
2
 • 3H

2
O

SYN: Cupric Nitrate

CAS#: 10031-43-3

FW: 241.60

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: Small blue crystal; slight nitric

acid odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-578577-642 100 g   $11.49 

9-578580-642 500 g   $32.99 
Lab Grade
9-578583-642 100 g   $8.99 

Copper (II) Oxide
CuO

SYN: Cupric Oxide

CAS#: 1317-38-0

FW: 79.55

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Black; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-578586-642 100 g   $10.99 

Copper (II)  
Sulfate Anhydrous
CuSO

4

SYN: Cupric Sulfate

CAS#: 7758-98-7

FW: 159.60

Shelf Life: 12 Months

A/O: Off-white to gray powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Powder
9-1016734-642 100 g   $17.99 

9-1495540-642 125 g   $20.99 

9-578598-642 500 g   $68.59 
EZ-Prep 1.0 M
9-1494745-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $21.99 

Corn Oil
NATURAL PRODUCT

SYN: Maize Oil

CAS#: 8001-30-7

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear yellow oil; faint characteristic odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-578511-642 500 mL   $8.89 

Corn Syrup
C

6
H

12
O

6

SYN: Glucose Syrup

CAS#: None assigned

FW: 180.16

A/O: Colorless; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-562582-642 16 oz   $9.39 

Copper (II)  
Sulfate Pentahydrate
CuSO

4
 • 5H

2
O

SYN: Cupric Sulfate

CAS#: 7758-99-8

FW: 249.68

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Blue crystal or fine blue powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Fine Crystals
9-1495541-642 100 g   $6.99 

9-578604-642 500 g   $15.99 

9-578607-642 2.5 kg   $71.99 
Lab Grade, Powder
9-1495542-642 100 g   $6.99 

9-578616-642 500 g   $12.99 

9-578619-642 2.5 g   $59.99 
Lab Grade, Crystals
9-567992-642 500 g   $19.99 

9-578610-642 2.5 kg   $99.99 
Lab Grade Solution, 0.5 M
9-525501-642 500 mL   $7.99 

Cyclohexane
CH

2
(CH

2
)
4
CH

2

CAS#: 110-82-7

FW: 84.16

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Clear colorless liquid; characteristic faint 

ether odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-578628-642 500 mL   $19.69 

Dextrose
C

6
H

12
O

6
 • H

2
O

SYN: Glucose

CAS#: 5996-10-1

FW: 198.17

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
9-568001-642 500 g $9.99 
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Diastase of Malt
ENZYMES

SYN: Amylase

CAS#: 9000-92-4

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Off-white powder; gingerbread odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495543-642 25 g $9.59

Ether
C

2
H

5
OC

2
H

5

SYN: Diethyl Ether

CAS#: 60-29-7

FW: 74.12

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear liquid; ether, aromatic, sweet, not 

unpleasant odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, (absolute) Anhydrous, Metal Can
9H-1495544-642 500 mL $28.99

Ethyl Acetate
CH

3
COOC

2
H

5

SYN: Ethyl Acetic Ester

CAS#: 141-78-6

FW: 88.11

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Colorless liquid; fruity odor

Common Use: Euthanizing insects

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-578700-642 500 mL $16.99

Ethyl Alcohol
C

2
H

5
OH

CAS#: 64-17-5

FW: 46.07

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear colorless mobile liquid; 

mild characteristic odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Denatured, 95%/ 5% Methanol
9-578706-642 500 mL $11.99 

9H-578709-642 3.785 L $51.99 
Lab Grade, Denatured, 95%, 190 Proof
9-568004-642 1 L $12.89 

9H-568007-642 3.785 L $44.99 
Reagent Grade, Anhydrous Denatured, 200 Proof
9-530308-642 500 mL $7.99 
Lab Grade, Anhydrous Denatured
9H-578712-642 3.785 L $46.99

Fehling's Solution B
MIXTURE

SYN: Fehling's Alkaline Tartrate Solution

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Clear, colorless liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495547-642 500 mL $14.99

Food Coloring
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Blue, green, red, or yellow liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Blue #1, 0.5% 
9-578893-642 30 mL $2.99 
Lab Grade, Green #3, 0.5%
9-578896-642 30 mL $2.99 
Lab Grade, Red #40, 0.5%
9-578890-642 30 mL $2.99 
Lab Grade, Yellow #5, 0.5%
9-578899-642 30 mL $2.99 
Set of 4 Colors
9-576242-642 Set of 4 Colors - 50 mL each $10.99

Formalin in 
Alcohol Solution
MIXTURE

SYN: 10% Formaldehyde in Ethyl Alcohol

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Clear water white liquid; 

alcohol-formaldehyde odor

Common Use: All purpose fixative, 

preserving fluid

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495551-642 500 mL $20.99

Fructose
C

6
H

12
O

6

SYN: Levulose

CAS#: 57-48-7

FW: 180.16

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White crystalline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
9-1288290-642 100 g $5.99

Gram's Iodine Solution
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Deep amber liquid; sodium odor

Common Use: Staining solution

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Aqueous
9-578892-642 100 mL $7.29 

9-578895-642 500 mL $24.99

Glycerin
CH

2
OHCHOHCH

2
OH or 

HOCH
2
CHOHCH

2
OH

SYN: Glycerol, 99.5%

CAS#: 56-81-5

FW: 92.10

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Clear water-like liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-578880-642 500 mL $12.99 
Lab Grade
9-568013-642 500 mL $9.99 

9-578883-642 2.5 L $33.99

Glucose Test Paper
Shelf Life: Indefinite

Item # Description List Price
100 tests
9-569861-642 1 Roll $17.99

Glucose Solution
MIXTURE

SYN: Glucose (Dextrose) Solution

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear colorless water-like liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 0.1% Aqueous Solution
9-578871-642 1 L $7.99

GELATIN
NATURAL PRODUCT

SYN: Protein

CAS#: 9000-70-8

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Off-white to tan granular, crystal, powder; 

no odor

Common Use: Culture media 

Technical Note: A ratio of 3 parts gelatin to 

100 parts water may be used to form a firm gel.

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Type A, 100 bloom
9-1495552-642 100 g $13.99
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Guar Gum
NATURAL PRODUCT

SYN: Guar Flour

CAS#: 9000-30-0

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Off-white powder; bland odor

Common Use: Used for preparing slime

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495554-642 100 g $18.99 

9-1016742-642 500 g $41.59

Hexane
C

6
H

14

SYN: Normal Hexane

CAS#: 110-54-3

FW: 86.18

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Colorless, very volatile liquid; 

paint thinner odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-578919-642 500 mL $12.99 

9H-578922-642 3.785 L $53.99

Hydrogen Peroxide
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear, colorless liquid; slightly pungent 

irritating odor

Item # Description List Price
 Reagent Grade, 6% Solution
9-1016744-642 500 mL $5.99 
Reagent Grade, 3% Solution
9-1495557-642 50 mL $4.99 

9-578982-642 500 mL $13.59 

9-1495556-642 3.785 L $14.99 
Lab Grade, 3% Solution
9-530314-642 100 mL $3.99 

9-576221-642 500 mL $4.99 

9-580791-642 3.785 L $12.99

Hydrogen Peroxide 
with Stabilizer
Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, 30% Solution
9H-530309-642 100 mL $5.99 

9H-578976-642 120 mL $12.99 

9H-578979-642 500 mL $15.99

Indigo Carmine
C

16
H

8
N

2
Na

2
O

8
S

2

SYN: 5'5'-Indigodisulfonic Acid, Disodium Salt

CAS#: 860-22-0

FW: 466.36

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Crystalline violet solid or powder; no odor

Common Use: Indicator and stain

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495558-642 10 g $14.99

Iodine Starch Test
MIXTURE

SYN: Iodine Solution 1.0 Normal

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Deep amber liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
1.0 Normal
9-568022-642 100 mL $7.99

Iodine, 
Dilute Lugol's Solution
MIXTURE

SYN: Iodine Lugol's Solution

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Deep amber liquid; iodine odor

Common Use: Staining cells

Item # Description List Price
9-1280944-642 100 mL $6.99 

9-1280945-642 500 mL $25.99

Iodine/ 
Potassium Iodide Solution
MIXTURE

SYN: I/KI in Aqueous Solution

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Deep amber liquid; no odor

Common Use: Test solution for starch and 

Gram's stain

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-579027-642 500 mL $24.99

Iron (II) 
Chloride Tetrahydrate
FeCl

2
 • 4H

2
O

SYN: Ferrous Chloride

CAS#: 13478-10-9

FW: 198.81

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Yellow-green crystal powder/ slight 

hydrogen chloride odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-578790-642 100 g $12.99

Iron (III) 
Chloride Hexahydrate
FeCl

3
 • 6H

2
O

SYN: Ferric Chloride, Hexahydrate

CAS#: 10025-77-1

FW: 270.30

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Yellowish-brown lumps; slight 

hydrochloric acid odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Lumps
9-578751-642 100 g $9.79 

9-578754-642 500 g $30.49 
Lab Grade, Lumps
9-1495548-642 500 g $29.99 
Reagent Grade, Powder
9-1283674-642 500 g $24.39

Iron
Fe

CAS#: 7439-89-6

AW: 55.85

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Gray-black angular particles; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Filings Degreased, 40-60 Mesh
9-568031-642 500 g $8.99 

9-568034-642 2.5 kg $22.99 
Filings, 8-24 mesh, oil-free
9-1016745-642 100 g $3.29 

9-1495559-642 200 g $5.99 
Filings, 8-24 mesh, oil-free
9-1495560-642 500 g $7.99 
Lab Grade, Powder, 100 Mesh
9-579036-642 500 g $8.99

All chemicals beginning with  
an “H” will incur an additional 
shipping charge.

Hydrochloric Acid
HCl

CAS #: 7647-01-0 (38% Solution)

FW: 36.46

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Clear, colorless, fuming liquid; 

pungent odor of hydrogen chloride

Item # Description List Price
ACS Grade 36-38% Solution, HDPE Safety Bottle (12 m)
9-578925-642 500 mL $22.99 

9H-578928-642 2.5 L $76.89 

9H-578937-642 2.5 L $294.99 
Case of 4
18% Solution (6 m)
9-578955-642 500 mL $6.99 
Lab Grade, 9% Solution
9-578958-642 500 mL $5.99 
8% Solution in Dropper Bottle
9-1495555-642 3 mL $2.99 
Lab Grade, 4% Solution
9-578961-642 500 mL $5.99 
Lab Grade, 1 M
9-578967-642 500 mL $10.99 

9-578964-642 1 L $12.99 

9-578940-642 3.785 L $24.99 
Lab Grade, 0.314% Solution
9-578952-642 500 mL $5.99 

9-578943-642 1 L $3.99 
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Isopropyl Alcohol
(CH

3
)
2
CHOH

SYN: Isopropanol, 2-propanol

CAS#: 67-63-0

FW: 60.10

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Clear, colorless liquid; mild alcohol odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-579915-642 500 mL $9.99 

9-579918-642 3.785 L $41.99 
Lab Grade, 99%
9H-580818-642 500 mL $8.99 

9H-580812-642 3.785 L $34.99 
Rubbing Alcohol - Lab Grade - 70%
9-576679-642 476 mL $5.99

Iron (II) 
Sulfate Heptahydrate
FeSO

4
 • 7H

2
O

SYN: Ferrous Sulfate

CAS#: 7782-63-0

FW: 277.02

Shelf Life: 12 months (hygroscopic)

A/O: Greenish-blue crystal powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-1495550-642 100 g $11.99 

9-1016741-642 500 g $14.99 
Lab Grade
9-1495549-642 500 g $7.99 
EZ-Prep 1.0 M
9-1494746-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $24.99

Iron (III) 
Nitrate Nonahydrate
Fe(NO

3
)
3
 • 9H

2
O

SYN: Ferric Nitrate Nonahydrate

CAS#: 7782-61-8

FW: 404.00

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: Pale violet crystal; light nitric acid odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-578766-642 100 g $6.99 

9-578769-642 500 g $24.99

Lead (II) Nitrate
Pb(NO

3
)
2

CAS#: 10099-74-8

FW: 331.20

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White and colorless translucent crystal; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
6H-579111-642 100 g $11.99 

6H-579114-642 500 g $26.99 
Lab Grade
9H-579123-642 500 g $23.99

Lauric Acid
CH

3
(CH

2
)
10

CO
2
H

SYN: Dodecanoic Acid

CAS#: 143-07-7

FW: 200.32

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White waxy solid; fatty acid odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Fine Granular
9-579072-642 500 g $14.59

Lead
Pb

CAS#: 7439-92-1

FW: At. Wt. 207.19

Storage Code: Green

Shelf Life: Indefinite

Solubility: Insoluble

A/O: Bluish, silvery metal/no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Granular
9-579075-642 500 g $47.99 
Lab Grade, Sheet
9-579078-642 6.5 in. square $23.29 
Lab Grade, Shot
9-579087-642 #6, 500 g $14.19 

9-1495564-642 #8, 500 g $13.99

Lead Acetate
Pb(CH

3
COO)

2
 • 3H

2
O

SYN: Sugar of Lead

CAS#: 6080-56-4

FW: 379.34

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: White crystalline granules; 

slight acetic odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495562-642 500 g $26.99

Lead (II) Chloride
PbCl

2

SYN: Lead Dichloride

CAS#: 7758-95-4

FW: 278.11

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: White crystalline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-1495563-642 100 g $11.99

Lead (IV) Oxide
PbO

2

SYN: Lead Dioxide, Lead Peroxide

CAS#: 1309-60-0

FW: 239.19

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Dark brown to black powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-1495561-642 100 g $15.99

Lemon Juice
NATURAL PRODUCT

Shelf Life: 12 months; keep cool after opening

A/O: Clear yellow liquid; lemon odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-579144-642 500 mL $6.99

Limewater Solution
MIXTURE

SYN: Calcium Hydroxide Solution

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear colorless or cloudy solution; no odor

Common Use: Detection of carbon dioxide 

precipitate forms when breath is exhaled 

through a straw

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-568043-642 500 mL $3.99 

9-1016749-642 1 L $5.99 

9-579147-642 3.785 L $11.99

A/O: Water-like liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
0.1 M Aqueous Solution
9-579129-642 500 mL $10.99 
0.5 M Aqueous Solution
9-579132-642 500 mL $7.99 
EZ-Prep 0.5 M
9-1494747-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $21.99 
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Lycopodium 
NATURAL PRODUCT

SYN: Spores of Lycopodium clavatum

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Fine, light yellow powder; slight odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-579189-642 100 g $40.99 

9-579192-642 500 g $189.99 

Lithium Chloride
LiCl

CAS#: 7447-41-8

FW: 42.39

Shelf Life: 12 months (hygroscopic)

A/O: White crystal, granular, powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-579156-642 60 g $8.39 

9-579159-642 100 g $13.79 

9-579162-642 500 g $45.99 

Lithium Nitrate
LiNO

3

SYN: Nitric Acid, Lithium Salt

CAS#: 7790-69-4

FW: 68.95

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White granular; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-579165-642 125 g $18.79 

9-579168-642 500 g $56.39 

Luminol 
C

8
H

7
N

3
O

2

SYN: 5-Amino-2, 3-Dihydro-1, 

4-Phthalazinedione

CAS#: 521-31-3

FW: 177.16

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Crystalline solid, pale yellow powder; 

no odor

Common Use: Chemiluminescence 

experiments

Item # Description List Price
Powder
9-1495565-642 1 g $9.99 

9-579183-642 5 g $39.99 

Lithium
Li

CAS#: 7439-93-2

AW: 6.94

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Metal immersed in heavy mineral oil; 

no odor

Hazard Alert: Exposure to water causes 

violent decomposition with evolution 

of flammable hydrogen gas and/or 

lithium hydroxide.

Item # Description List Price
Rods
9H-578959-642 25 g $91.99 

Magnesium
Mg

CAS#: 7439-95-4

AW: 24.31

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Silver-gray metal; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Turnings
9-579201-642 125 g $17.99 

9-579204-642 500 g $48.99 
Lab Grade, Powder
9-1495569-642 100 g $14.99 

9-579198-642 500 g $58.99 
Ribbon, 3 mm wide, approx. 75'
9H-573162-642 1 oz (31 g) $5.99 

Magnesium Chloride
MgCl

2
 • 6H

2
O

SYN: Magnesium Chloride Hexahydrate

CAS#: 7791-18-6

FW: 203.31

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Colorless or white crystalline powder, 

crystal or flakes; no odor

Technical Note: When heated decomposition 

can yield the corrosive gas hydrogen chloride. 

Heating above 300°C can yield chlorine gas.

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-1495566-642 100 g $9.99 
Lab Grade
9-579222-642 500 g $22.99 

A/O: Clear water, white liquid; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
0.1 M Aqueous Solution
9-1495567-642 500 mL $8.99 

Magnesium Nitrate
Mg(NO

3
)
2
 • 6H

2
O

SYN: Magnesium Nitrate Hexahydrate

CAS#: 13446-18-9

FW: 256.41

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: White colorless crystal; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-579243-642 500 g $12.99 
EZ-Prep 0.1 M
9-1494748-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $17.99 

9-1494749-642 1000 mL EA $5.99 

Magnesium Oxide
MgO

CAS#: 1309-48-4

FW: 40.30

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: White fluffy or dense powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-1495568-642 100 g $12.39 

Manganese (II) Sulfate
MnSO

4
 • H

2
O

SYN: Manganese (II) Sulfate Monohydrate

CAS#: 10034-96-5

FW: 169.02

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Pale red slightly efflorescent powder; 

no odor
Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-579312-642 100 g $13.99 

Malachite Green
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Green liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 1% Aqueous Solution
9-1285649-642 500 mL $8.99 
EZ-Prep 1%
9-1494780-642 100 mL EA $7.89 

Maleic Acid 
HOCOCH:CHCOOH

SYN: cis-Butenedioic Acid

CAS#: 110-16-7

FW: 116.07

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White crystalline powder; faint 

acidulous odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495571-642 250 g $15.99 

Manganese (II) Nitrate
Mn(NO

3
)
2

CAS#: 20694-39-7

FW: 178.95

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Pink liquid; faint nitric acid odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, 50%
9-1495572-642 100 mL $13.99 

Magnesium Sulfate
MgSO

4
 • 7H

2
O

SYN: Epsom Salts, Magnesium Sulfate 

Heptahydrate

CAS#: 10034-99-8

FW: 246.48

Shelf Life: 12 months (hygroscopic)

A/O: Colorless crystal, crystalline powder; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-579261-642 100 g $6.99 
Lab Grade, Crystals
9-579270-642 500 g $5.99 

9-579273-642 2.5 kg $22.99 
EZ-Prep 1.0 M
9-1494750-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $18.99 
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Mercury (I) Nitrate, 
Dihydrate
Hg

2
(NO

3
)
2
 • 2H

2
O

SYN: Mercury Protonitrate, Mercurous Nitrate

CAS#: 14836-60-3

FW: 561.22

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Colorless to slightly yellow crystal, 

granular crystalline, powder; slight odor of 

nitric acid

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9H-579357-642 30 g $21.99 

Methyl Alcohol Anhydrous
CH

3
OH

SYN: Methanol, Wood Alcohol

CAS#: 67-56-1

FW: 32.04

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Clear, colorless liquid; pungent odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, 100%, HDPE Bottle
9-579366-642 500 mL $11.49 

9H-579369-642 3.785 L $51.99 
Reagent Grade, 100%, Safety Bottle
9H-573804-642 3.785 L $28.99 
Reagent Grade, Synthetic
9H-580797-642 3. 785 L $21.99 

Methyl Orange
C

14
H

14
N

3
NaO

3
S

CAS#: 547-58-0

FW: 327.34

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Orange powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Powder, Water Soluble
9-1495574-642 10 g $8.99 

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear, orange liquid; no odor

Common Use: pH indicator range 3.2–4.4

Item # Description List Price
0.1% Aqueous Solution
9-1495573-642 100 mL $6.99 
EZ-Prep 0.1%
9-1494751-642 1000 mL PK/ 5 $25.99 

9-1494787-642 100 mL EA $6.99 

SYN: Acid Red 2, 

C.I. No. 13020

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Red liquid; characteristic alcohol odor 

Common Use: pH indicator range 4.2–6.2 

(red to yellow)

Technical Note: Exposure to oxidizing agents 

can reduce the colored appearance of the 

solution over time.

Item # Description List Price
0.02% in Isopropyl Alcohol Solution
9-579417-642 100 mL $5.99 

Methyl Red
C

15
H

14
N

3
Na

CAS#: 845-10-3

FW: 259.29

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Orange-red crystalline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Water Soluble
9-1495575-642 10 g $15.99 

Methylene Blue Chloride
C

16
H

18
ClN

3
S

SYN: Basic Blue #9

CAS#: 61-73-4

FW: 319.86

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Blue crystalline powder; slight odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495578-642 10 g $10.99 

9-1495579-642 25 g $8.99 
1% Aqueous Solution
9-1495576-642 100 mL $4.99 
Lab Grade, 1% Aqueous Solution
9-1495577-642 500 mL $6.99 
EZ Prep 0.1%
9-1494778-642 100 mL EA $6.99 
EZ Prep 1%
9-1494777-642 100 mL EA $6.99 

Methylene Blue
MIXTURE

SYN: Loeffler's Methylene Blue Stain

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Clear blue mobile liquid; mild 

characteristic odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Loeffler's Solution
9-579447-642 100 mL $3.99 

9-579450-642 500 mL $10.99 

Microscope 
Lens Cleaning Solution
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Clear light blue liquid; ammonia odor 

Item # Description List Price
9-1495626-642 100 mL $6.99 

Mineral Oil
MIXTURE

SYN: Paraffin Oil, Light

CAS#: 8042-47-5

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Viscous clear colorless liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Light
9-580800-642 500 mL $11.99 

9-1016751-642 1 L $23.99 

Naphyhalene
C

10
H

8

CAS#: 91-20-3

FW: 128.17

Shelf Life: Keep tightly closed

A/O: White crystalline, volatile flakes; aromatic 

"mothball" odor

Technical Note: Suspected carcinogen. 

Use in a well-ventilated fume hood when 

generating vapor.

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-579471-642 500 g $25.99 

Nickel
Ni

CAS#: 7440-02-0

AW: 58.69

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Lustrous white hard ferromagnetic metal 

shot; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Shot, 99.5%, 3/16"-1/2" Diameter
9-579486-642 100 g $31.99 

Nickel (II) Chloride
NiCl

2
 • 6H

2
O

SYN: Nickel (II) Chloride Hexahydrate

CAS#: 7791-20-0

FW: 237.72

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: Green crystal, crystalline powder; 

slight acetic acid odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-579498-642 100 g $11.99 

Nickel (II) Nitrate
Ni(NO

3
)
2
 • 6H

2
O

SYN: Nickelous Nitrate

CAS#: 13478-00-7

FW: 290.81

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Green deliquescent crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-579510-642 100 g $16.99 

A/O: Clear, water-like solution; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 0.2 M Aqueous Solution
9-1495582-642 500 mL $10.99 
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Petroleum Ether
MIXTURE

SYN: Ligroin

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Clear colorless liquid; gasoline or 

kerosene-like odor

Item # Description List Price
ACS Grade, 30°-60°C boiling point
9-579597-642 500 mL $20.99 

Nitric Acid
HNO

3

SYN: Aqua Fortis, Azotic Acid

CAS#: 7697-37-2

FW: 63.01

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear colorless to slightly yellow liquid; 

slight odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, 68-70%
9H-579540-642 500 mL $36.99 

Octyl Alcohol
CH

3
(CH

2
)
7
OH

SYN: 1-Octanol, Octyl Alcohol

CAS#: 111-87-5

FW: 130.23

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Clear colorless liquid; strong sweet odor

Item # Description List Price
9-579549-642 500 mL $33.59 

Pepsin
NATURAL PRODUCT

CAS#: 9001-73-4

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White to gray powder; faint 

characteristic odor

Technical Note: Use a 0.5% solution for 

protein digestion

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Powder, 1:3000
9-568061-642 25 g $9.99 

9-579585-642 100 g $33.99 

Oxalic Acid
COOHCOOH • 2H

2
O

SYN: Ethandioic acid, Oxalic Acid Dihydrate

CAS#: 6153-56-6

FW: 126.07

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White crystalline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-579564-642 500 g $25.99 

Potassium Acetate
CH

3
COOK

CAS#: 127-08-2

FW: 98.14

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Colorless crystaline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-579657-642 500 g $16.49 

Potassium Biphthalate
C

8
H

5
KO

4

SYN: Potassium Acid Phthalate, KHP

CAS#: 877-24-7

FW: 204.23

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White crystal, crystalline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495584-642 125 g $15.99 

9-579666-642 500 g $47.99 

Potassium Bisulfate
KHSO

4

SYN: Potassium Hydrogen Sulfate

CAS#: 7646-93-7

FW: 136.17

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: White crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
9-1495585-642 500 g $179.99 

Phosphroic Acid
H

3
PO

4

CAS#: 7664-38-2

FW: 98.00

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Colorless syrupy liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, 85%
9-579642-642 500 mL $22.99 

Phenol Red
C

19
H

13
NaO

5
S

CAS#: 34487-61-1

FW: 376.37

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Red-brown crystal or crystalline powder; 

no odor

Common Use: pH indicator range 6.8–8.2 

(yellow to red)

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-1495583-642 1 g $4.99 

9-579630-642 5 g $12.99 

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Red to orange 

colored liquid; mild residual odor

Common Use: pH indicator range 

6.8–8.2 (yellow to red)

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade 1% IPA/Water Solution
9-578908-642 100 mL $5.99 
Lab Grade 0.02% Alcohol Solution
9-530315-642 100 mL $3.99 

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear, thick gel; no odor

Common Use: Protozoan slowing solution

Item # Description List Price
5% Solution
9-579924-642 100 mL $4.99 

Polyvinyl Alcohol
(CH

2
CHOH)

n

CAS#: 9002-89-5

MW: 100,000

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White powder; no odor

Common Use: Making slime with 

sodium borate

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-579651-642 100 g $8.99 

9-1016752-642 500 g $38.99 

4-(tert-octyl) Phenol
(CH

3
)
3
CCH

2
C(CH

3
)
2
C

8
H

4
OH

SYN: P-tert-Octyl Phenol

CAS#: 140-66-9

FW: 206.00

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White powder or flakes

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-1495498-642 100 g $39.99 

Phenolphthalein
C

20
H

14
O

4

CAS#: 77-09-8

FW: 318.31

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White powder; no odor 

Common Use: pH indicator range 8.2–10.0 

(colorless to pink)

Item # Description List Price
ACS Grade, Powder
9-579612-642 100 g $12.99 

A/O: Clear white water mobile  

liquid; mild characteristic odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 1% Isopropyl Alcohol solution
9-579621-642 100 mL $3.99 

9-579624-642 500 mL $8.99 

All chemicals beginning with  
an “H” will incur an additional 
shipping charge.

Phenyl Salicylate
2-HOC

6
H

4
-1-COOC

6
H

5

SYN: Salol

CAS#: 118-55-8

FW: 214.22

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White small crystal or crystalline 

powder; faint pleasant odor

Item # Description List Price
9-579636-642 100 g $25.09 
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Potassium 
Phosphate Tribasic
K

3
PO

4

CAS#: 7778-53-2

FW: 212.26

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: White; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Powder

9-1495593-642 500 g $20.99 

A/O: Dark purple liquid; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
0.1 N Solution

9-1495590-642 500 mL $5.99 

Potassium Permanganate
KMnO

4

SYN: Chameleon Mineral

CAS#: 7722-64-7

FW: 158.04

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Dark purple crystal, blue metallic sheen; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1495592-642 100 g $7.59 

9-579846-642 500 g $21.99 
Lab Grade

9-1495591-642 100 g $7.39 

9-580809-642 500 g $20.99 

Potassium Iodate
KIO

3

CAS#: 7758-05-6

FW: 213.97

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White crystal, powder; possible slight 

acid odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Powder

9-579801-642 100 g $34.89 

9-579804-642 500 g $169.19 

A/O: Clear, colorless water solution; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 0.1 M Aqueous Solution

9-579819-642 1 L $8.39 

Potassium Iodide
KI

CAS#: 7681-11-0

FW: 166.00

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Colorless or white crystal granules or 

powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9-579810-642 100 g $39.99 

9-579813-642 500 g $192.29 
Lab Grade, Crystals

9-568073-642 100 g $37.89 

9-579816-642 500 g $189.19 

Potassium Ferrocyanide
K

4
Fe(CN)

6
 • 3H

2
O

SYN: Potassium Hexacyanoferrate (II)

CAS#: 14459-95-1

FW: 422.41

Shelf Life: 12 Months

A/O: Lemon-yellow crystal; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-579768-642 100 g $11.99 

9-1495588-642 500 g $59.99 

Potassium Dichromate
K

2
Cr

2
O

7

SYN: Potassium Bichromate

CAS#: 7778-50-9

FW: 294.19

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Orange-red crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9H-1495587-642 100 g $12.99 
Lab Grade

9H-568067-642 500 g $24.99 

Potassium Chromate
K

2
CrO

4

CAS#: 7789-00-6

FW: 194.21

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Yellow crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9H-579732-642 100 g $12.99 
EZ-Prep 0.5 M

9-1494752-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $29.99 

Potassium Chloride 
KCl

CAS#: 7447-40-7

FW: 74.55

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White granules; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1016753-642 100 g $4.99 
Lab Grade

9-579717-642 500 g $9.29 

Potassium Chlorate
KClO

3

CAS#: 3811-04-9

FW: 122.56

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Colorless white granular, powder; 

no odor

Hazard Alert: Avoid excessive temperature 

and heat. May decompose into chlorine, 

potassium oxides and oxygen gas. Caution 

should be used as some decomposition 

compounds represent an explosion risk.

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-579708-642 500 g $78.49 
Lab Grade

9-579711-642 500 g $24.99 

Potassium Nitrite
KNO

2

SYN: Nitrous Acid, Potassium Salt

CAS#: 7758-09-0

FW: 85.10

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: White to cream colored crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade

9-579837-642 100 g $15.99 

Potassium Bromide
KBr

CAS#: 7758-02-3

FW: 119.02

Shelf Life: 12 months (somewhat hygroscopic)

A/O: Colorless crystal, white crystalline 

powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9-579684-642 100 g $8.29 
Lab Grade, Granules

9-1495586-642 100 g $7.99 

Potassium Hydroxide
KOH

SYN: Caustic Potash

CAS#: 1310-58-3

FW: 56.11

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Nearly white pellets, flakes; no odor 

Hazard Alert: Excessive heat generation will 

occur when dissolving in water. Make sure 

to use proper safety equipment and lab ware 

when preparing solutions.

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Pellets

9-579780-642 500 g $17.99 

A/O: Clear colorless liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
0.1 M Aqueous Solution

9-1495589-642 1 L $15.99 
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Potassium Sulfate
K

2
SO

4

SYN: Sal Polychrestum

CAS#: 7778-80-5

FW: 174.27

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White crystal granular or powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Anhydrous Powder

9-1495594-642 100 g $7.39 

9-579900-642 500 g $31.99 

Potassium Thiocyanate
KSCN

SYN: Potassium Sulfocyanate

CAS#: 333-20-0

FW: 97.18

Shelf Life: 12 Months (Deliquescent)

A/O: Colorless crystal; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9-579906-642 100 g $10.99 

Ringers Solution 
Mammal
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Clear liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price

9-1495595-642 500 mL $7.99 

Salicylic Acid
C

7
H

6
O

3

CAS#: 69-72-7

FW: 138.12

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White crystalline solid; no odor

Common Use: Preservative to retard bacterial 

and fungi growth

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-579972-642 500 g $24.99 

Silver Oxide
Ag

2
O

CAS#: 20667-12-3

FW: 231.74

Shelf Life: Indefinite (light sensitive)

A/O: Black-brown powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9H-580002-642 28 g $153.89 

Soda Lime
Ca(OH)

2
 /KOH/NaOH

CAS#: 8006-28-8

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: White to off-white granules; no odor

Item # Description List Price
4-8 Mesh

9-1495598-642 500 g $43.99 

Sodium
Na

CAS#: 7440-23-5

AW: 22.99

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Metallic gray color; no odor

Hazard Alert: Reacts violently with water. 

Always store submerged in mineral oil.

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Lumps

9H-573822-642 125 g $100.99 

9H-573825-642 375 g $128.99 

Sodium Acetate 
Trihydrate
NaC

2
H

3
O

2
 • 3H

2
O

SYN: Sodium Acetate

CAS#: 6131-90-4

FW: 136.08

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: White crystal; slight acetic acid odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-580014-642 500 g $16.99 

Sodium Bicarbonate
NaHCO

3

SYN: Baking Soda, Sodium Hydrogen 

Carbonate

CAS#: 144-55-8

FW: 84.01

Shelf Life: 12 months (stable under 

dry storage)

A/O: White crystalline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-580029-642 500 g $7.99 

9-580032-642 2.5 kg $25.99 
Lab Grade, Anhydrous

9-568088-642 500 g $5.99 

9-568091-642 2.5 kg $22.99 
0.5 M Aqueous Solution

9-580035-642 500 mL $6.99 
EZ-Prep 0.5 M

9-1494755-642 1000 mL EA $3.99 

9-1494754-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $10.99 

Sodium Bimuthate
NaBiO

3

SYN: Sodium Bismuth Oxide

CAS#: 12232-99-4

FW: 279.97

Shelf Life: 12 months (somewhat hygroscopic)

A/O: Yellow to brownish, somewhat 

hygroscopic powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-580038-642 100 g $168.99 

Silver Nitrate
AgNO

3

CAS#: 7761-88-8

FW: 169.90

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White transparent or colorless crystals; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
ACS Grade, Crystals

9-568085-642 25 g $99.99 

9-579990-642 100 g $349.99 

CAS#: 7761-88-81

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Clear colorless liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
10% Aqueous Solution

9-579996-642 100 mL $44.99 
Lab Grade, 0.1 M Aqueous Solution

9-579999-642 100 mL $11.99 

9-1016757-642 500 mL $59.99 

9-1016756-642 1 L $99.99 

Safranin O
C

20
H

19
N

4
Cl

SYN: Basic Red 2

CAS#: 477-73-6

FW: 350.85

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Red-Brown powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade

9-1495596-642 10 g $16.99 
EZ Prep 0.1%

9-1494775-642 100 mL EA $6.99 
EZ Prep 0.25%

9-1494776-642 100 mL EA $6.99
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Sodium Chromate
Na

2
CrO

4

SYN: Neutral Sodium Chromate

CAS#: 10034-82-9

FW: 161.97

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: Bright yellow crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9H-580128-642 500 g $47.99

Sodium Dichromate
Na

2
Cr

2
O

7
 • 2H

2
O

SYN: Sodium Bichromate

CAS#: 7789-12-0

FW: 298.00

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: Reddish to bright orange crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1495602-642 100 g $6.99

9-1495603-642 500 g $19.99

Sodium Fluoride
NaF

SYN: Floridine, Sodium monofluoride

CAS: 7681-49-4

FW: 41.99

Shelf Life:

A/O: White crystalline powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1495604-642 100 g $11.99

Sodium Borate
Na

2
B

4
O

7
 • 10H

2
O

SYN: Borax, Sodium Tetraborate

CAS#: 1303-96-4

FW: 381.37

Shelf Life: 12 months (efflorescent)

A/O: White crystaline, powder/no odor

Common Use: Cross-linker for slime

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1016758-642 100 g $4.99

9-580056-642 500 g $11.99

Lab Grade

9-580062-642 500 g $6.99

Sodium Hypochloride
MIXTURE

SYN: Bleach

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Pale yellowish, clear liquid; chlorine 

bleach odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 5%

9-1513875-642 500 mL $5.99

Sodium Iodide
NaI

SYN: Ioduril

CAS#: 7681-85-5

FW: 149.89

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: White crystals or powder, slowly brown in 

air due to liberation of iodine; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Crystals

9-580209-642 100 g $50.99

9-580212-642 500 g $247.99

Sodium Lauryl Sulfate
CH

3
(CH

2
)
11

OSO
3
Na

SYN: Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate

CAS#: 151-21-3

FW: 288.38

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade

9-1495606-642 500 g $20.99

Sodium Carbonate
Na

2
CO

3

SYN: Light Soda Ash

CAS#: 497-19-8

FW: 105.99

Shelf Life: 12 months (hygroscopic)

A/O: White powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Powder, Anhydrous

9-1495600-642 5 g $2.99

9-580080-642 500 g $7.99

9-1016759-642 2.5 kg $24.99

Lab Grade, Anhydrous

9-580089-642 500 g $7.99

EZ-Prep 0.1 M

9-1494758-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $10.99

9-1494759-642 1000 mL EA $3.99

Sodium Chloride
NaCl

SYN: Common Salt

CAS#: 7647-14-5

FW: 58.44

Shelf Life: 12 months (hygroscopic)

A/O: White crystal, granular, powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1495601-642 50 g $3.99

9-576236-642 735 g $6.99

9-580119-642 2.5 kg $16.99

Lab Grade

9-568097-642 500 g $4.99

9-568100-642 2.5 kg $13.99

EZ-Prep 0.1M

9-1494760-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $10.99

9-1494761-642 1000 mL EA $3.99

EZ-Prep Saturated Solution

9-1494762-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $22.99

A/O: Clear colorless liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 50% Aqueous Solution

9-580188-642 500 mL $12.99

9H-580191-642 3.785 L $30.99

Lab Grade, 1.0 M Aqueous Solution

9-580194-642 1 L $17.99

Sodium Hydroxide
NaOH

SYN: Caustic Soda, Lye

CAS#: 1310-73-2

FW: 40.00

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: White pellets, flakes or beads; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Pellets

9-580161-642 100 g $4.99

9-580164-642 500 g $14.99

9H-580167-642 2.5 kg $71.99

Lab Grade, Pellets

9-580173-642 500 g $14.19

9H-580176-642 2.5 kg $61.69

Sodium Bromide
NaBr

SYN: Sedoneural

CAS#: 7647-15-6

FW: 102.90

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: White crystalline or powdered solid; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1495599-642 100 g $7.99 
EZ-Prep 0.1 M

9-1494756-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $13.99 

9-1494757-642 1000 mL EA $4.99 
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Sodium Sulfite
Na

2
SO

3

CAS#: 7757-83-7

FW: 126.04

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: White granular, crystal powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Crystals

9-580317-642 500 g $11.99

Sodium Thiocyanate
NaSCN

SYN: Sodium Sulfocyanate, Rhodanate

CAS#: 540-72-7

FW: 81.08

Shelf Life: 3 Years (hygroscopic)

A/O: Crystalline solid; trace of ammonia odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9-1495612-642 100 g $13.99

Sodium 
Thiosulfate Anhydrous
Na

2
S

2
O

3

CAS#: 7772-98-7

FW: 158.11

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: White crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1014905-642 500 g $12.29

Sodium Sulfide
Na

2
S • 9H

2
O

SYN: Sodium Sulfide, Nonahydrate

CAS#: 1313-84-4

FW: 240.18

Shelf Life: 12 months (deliquescent)

A/O: Colorless to slightly yellow to brownblack, 

hygroscopic solid / sulfate odor

Hazard Alert: Risk of fire. Avoid excessive 

heat and temperatures above 300°C. Contact 

with acid will produce hydrogen sulfide gas 

which is flammable, explosive and toxic.

Item # Description List Price
ACS Grade, Crystals

9-580308-642 125 g $15.99

Sodium Metabisulfite
Na

2
S

2
O

5

SYN: Sodium Pyrosulfite

CAS#: 7681-57-4

FW: 190.13

Shelf Life: 12 months (very

hygroscopic, stable under dry storage)

A/O: White granular powder; 

sulfur dioxide odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Anhydrous

9-1495607-642 500 g $13.99

Sodium Nitrate
NaNO

3

SYN: Nitrate of Soda, Chile Saltpeter

CAS#: 7631-99-4

FW: 84.99

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White crystals, granules, powder, 

prills /no odor

Hazard Alert: Keep away from combustible 

materials, excessive temperature, shock 

and friction. May represent an explosion risk 

if mishandled.

Item # Description List Price

9-580224-642 500 g $19.99

Sodium Oxalate
Na

2
C

2
O

4

SYN: Ethanedioic Acid, Sodium Salt

CAS#: 62-76-0

FW: 134.00

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Colorless crystal or crystalline powder; 

no odor

Hazard Alert: Toxic. Take precautions to avoid 

accidental ingestion or inhalation.

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Powder

9H-580245-642 100 g $16.99

Sodium 
Phosphate Tribasic
Na

3
PO

4 
• 12H

2
O

SYN: Trisodium Phosphate,

Dodecahydrate, Tribasic

CAS#: 10101-89-0

FW: 380.12

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Colorless or white crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-580272-642 100 g $7.99

Lab Grade

9-580731-642 500 g $18.99

Sodium Polyacrylate
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price

9-1016763-642 500 g $37.99

Sodium Silicate Solution
Na

2
O • XSiO

2

(X= approx. 3.22 by weight)

SYN: Water Glass Solution

CAS#: 1344-09-8

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Colorless turbid liquid; none to slightly 

soapy odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade

9-1495609-642 500 mL $7.99

9-580287-642 3.785 L $35.39

Sodium Sulfate
Na

2
SO

4

SYN: Disodium Sulfate

CAS#: 7757-82-6

FW: 142.04

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Fine white hygroscopic crystalline 

granules or powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Powder

9-1495611-642 100 g $4.99

9-580296-642 500 g $7.59

Lab Grade, 0.5 M Solution

9-1495610-642 500 mL $7.99

Sodium  
Phosphate Dibasic
Na

2
HPO

4
 • 7H

2
O

CAS#: 7782-85-6

FW: 268.07

Shelf Life: 12 months (hygroscopic)

A/O: White crystal; no odor

Item # Description List Price
ACS Grade, Crystals, Heptahydrate

9-1495608-642 500 g $28.99 
EZ-Prep 0.001 M

9-1494763-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $10.99 

9-1494764-642 1000 mL EA $3.99 

All chemicals beginning with  
an “H” will incur an additional 
shipping charge.
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Sudan III
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Red liquid; pleasant odor

Item # Description List Price
1% Isopropyl Alcohol Solution

9-580428-642 100 mL $6.99

9-580431-642 500 mL $14.99

Sodium 
Thiosulfate Pentahydrate
Na

2
S

2
O

3
 • 5H

2
O

CAS#: 10102-17-7

FW: 248.18

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Clear to white crystals; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade

9-1495614-642 100 g $4.99

9-1495615-642 500 g $7.79

Lab Grade

9-1495613-642 500 g $8.99

9-580335-642 2.5 kg $31.99

EZ-Prep 0.15 M

9-1494766-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $15.99

9-1494765-642 1000 mL EA $5.99

Starch, Corn
(C

6
H

10
O

5
)
n

SYN: Maize Starch

CAS#: 9005-25-8

FW: (162.5)n

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Dry white powder; bland odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Powder

9-580359-642 500 g $8.99

Starch, Potato
(C

6
H

10
O

5
)
n

CAS#: 9005-84-9

FW: (162.5)n

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Dry white powder; bland odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Soluble Powder

9-580365-642 100 g $13.99

9-580368-642 500 g $29.99

EZ-Prep 1%

9-1494767-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $11.99

9-1494768-642 1000 mL EA $3.99

Strontium Chloride
SrC

l2
 • 6H

2
O

CAS#: 10025-70-4

FW: 266.62

Shelf Life: 12 months

A/O: Fine white crystals, granules; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9-580395-642 100 g $11.99

9-580398-642 500 g $22.99

Strontium Nitrate
Sr(NO

3
)
2

CAS#: 10042-76-9

FW: 211.63

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White granules, crystal or powder; 

no odor

Hazard Alert: Potentially explosive when 

mixed with reducing agents, mixtures may 

detonate by heat and shock.

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Granular

9-580410-642 500 g $17.79

EZ-Prep 0.1 M

9-1494769-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $25.99

9-1494770-642 1000 mL EA $8.99

Sucrose
C

12
H

22
O

11

SYN: Cane Sugar, Beet Sugar

CAS#: 57-50-1

FW: 342.30

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Colorless or white granules or crystals; 

no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals

9-1495617-642 100 g $10.99

9-568112-642 500 g $13.99

9-1016766-642 2.5 kg $37.99

Lab Grade, Crystals

9-1495553-642 569 g $13.99

Lab Grade, Cubes

9-577132-642 1 lb $10.99

Sulfur
S

CAS#: 7707-34-9

AW: 32.07

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Yellow powder, crystal roll, broke lumps; 

faint odor of rotten eggs

Hazard Alert: Reacts violently with 

strong oxidizing agents. When exposed to 

excessive heat the toxic gas sulfur dioxide 

may be generated.

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Flowers Sublimed

9-580446-642 500 g $9.99

9-580449-642 2.5 kg $37.99

Lab Grade, Precipitated Powder

9-580452-642 500 g $10.99

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Clear, colorless liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 1 M Aqueous Solution

9-1278603-642 1 L $6.99

Lab Grade, 0.05 M Aqueous Solution

9-1495618-642 1 L $20.99

Sulfuric Acid
H

2
SO

4

CAS#: 7664-93-9

FW: Mixture

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Clear to slightly cloudy oily liquid; odorless 

to pungent odor

Item # Description List Price
ACS Grade, 18 M Solution

9-580464-642 500 mL $25.99

9H-580467-642 2.5 L $81.99

Sulfurous Acid
H

2
SO

3

CAS#: 7782-99-2

FW: 82.08

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear; pungent odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 6% Solution

9-1495619-642 500 g $43.99

Thymol Blue
C

27
H

29
O

5
SNa

CAS#: 62625-21-2

FW: 488.58

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Black powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade

9-1495620-642 5 g $37.99

EZ-Prep 0.04%

9-1494771-642 1000 mL PK/ 5 $41.99

Succinic Acid
C

4
H

6
O

4

SYN: 1,4-Butanedioic Acid

CAS#: 110-15-6

FW: 118.09

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White crystal granules; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade

9-1495616-642 500 g   $73.99 
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Tin
Sn

CAS#: 7440-31-5

AW: 118.69

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: Silvery white metallic powder, granules, 

mossy, shot, sheet; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Granular, 20 Mesh
9-1495621-642 100 g  $30.99 
Reagent Grade, Shot, #8–20
9-580560-642 100 g  $43.99 
Reagent Grade, 30 Mesh
9-1495622-642 100 g  $30.99 

Tin (II) Chloride
SnCl

2
 • 2H

2
O

SYN: Stannous Chloride

CAS#: 10025-69-1

FW: 225.65

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: White flakes or crystals, fatty appearance; 

slight odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-580353-642 500 g  $81.39 

Triethylamine Ethyl 
Alcohol Solution
MIXTURE

SYN: Anesthefly Solution

Shelf Life: 3 years

A/O: Clear, colorless solution; pleasant 

sweet odor

Item # Description List Price
9-1495546-642 150 mL $22.09 

Universal  
Indicator Solution
MIXTURE

SYN: Indicator pH 3–10

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Green water-like liquid; sweet 

hydrocarbon odor

Hazard Alert: Keep away from open flames

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, pH 3-10
9-580590-642 100 mL  $5.99 

9-580593-642 250 mL  $7.99 

Urea
NH

2
CONH

2

SYN: Carbamide

CAS#: 57-13-6

FW: 60.06

Shelf Life: Indefinite

A/O: White crystals or prills; slight ammonia 

odor on standing

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-580596-642 500 g  $13.59 

Vinegar, White
MIXTURE

Shelf Life: 1 Year

A/O: Clear water-like liquid; characteristic odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, 4-8% Acetic Acid in Water
9-576233-642 500 mL  $5.99 

Water, Distilled
H

2
O

CAS#: 7732-18-5

FW: 18.01

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Clear colorless liquid; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade
9-562564-642 3.785 L  $6.99 

Zinc
Zn

CAS#: 7440-66-6

AW: 65.38

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Silvery metal; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Granular, 20-30 Mesh
9-580650-642 500 g  $40.99 
Lab Grade, Powder, 100 mesh
9-578917-642 500 g  $32.99 
Reagent Grade, Mossy
9-580653-642 500 g  $27.99 

9-580656-642 2.5 kg  $102.99 
Technical Grade, Mossy
9-568127-642 500 g  $24.99 

9-580662-642 2.5 kg  $102.99 
Pieces, Approx. 1 cm 24 Ga
9-570518-642 Pack of 100  $14.99 
Reagent Grade, Shot
9-580674-642 500 g  $24.99 
Sheet, 30.5 x 30.5 x 0.08 cm
9-1495624-642 1 Sheet  $28.99 
Lab Grade, Strips 10 x 75 mm
9-1015398-642 Pack of 8  $8.99 

Zinc Nitrate
Zn(NO

3
)
2
 • 6H

2
O

SYN: Zinc Nitrate 

Hexahydrate

CAS#: 10196-18-6

FW: 297.48

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: Colorless crystal, white flakes; slight 

nitric odor

Hazard Alert: Strong oxidizer capable of 

causing burns. Take all necessary precautions 

to avoid inhalation or ingestion.

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade, Crystals
9-580695-642 500 g  $32.99 

Zinc Oxide
ZnO

CAS#: 1314-13-2

FW: 81.36

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White or yellowish-white powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Reagent Grade
9-1495623-642 100 g  $12.99 

Zinc Sulfate
ZnSO

4
 • H

2
O

CAS#: 7733-02-0

FW: 179.45

Shelf Life: 3 Years

A/O: White (colorless) crystal, granules, 

powder; no odor

Item # Description List Price
Lab Grade, Powder
9-568130-642 500 g  $17.99 
EZ-Prep 0.1M
9-1494772-642 50 mL PK/ 5 $23.99 

9-1494773-642 1000 mL EA $10.99 

Comprehensive  
Chemical Set
This comprehensive package of more 

than 100 different chemicals is suitable 

for most high school general chemistry 

laboratory courses. The package price 

offers a substantial savings from the total 

of individual prices. This set also may be 

used as an inventory checklist against your 

current stock of chemicals. Please refer to 

our chemical section for individual pricing 

and part numbers. RG: Reagent Grade. 

LG: Lab Grade. A full listing of chemicals is 

available online at www.freyscientific.com.

Item # Description List Price
6-1495625-642 Comprehensive Chemical Set   $3,499.99 

Vaseline
MIXTURE

SYN: Petrolatum - White, Petroleum Jelly

CAS#: 8009-03-8

A/O: Semi-solid. White to pale yellow; no odor 

Item # Description List Price
9-562585-642 100 g $7.19
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Item #  Description Quantity List Price
Additional Sensors

9N-1376295-642 Temperature Sensor Each $82.59

9N-1376355-642 Temperature Sensor Pack of 5 $389.09

Select modules are also available for 
separate purchase:
Item # Description List Price

9N-1287233-642 Basic Chemical Structures Lab $259.95

9N-1287234-642 Element/Mixture/Compound Lab $179.95

9N-1287235-642 Boyle's Law Lab $29.95

9LN-1287236-642 Chemical Reactions Lab $59.95

9N-1287237-642 Acids/Bases/Salts Lab $59.95

9N-1287238-642 Thermochemistry Lab $59.95

9N-1287239-642 Oxidation-Reduction Lab $51.95

Chemistry—A Closer Look at Matter Curriculum Module 
includes the following units of study:
Unit 1:  Atom and Basic Molecular Structures

Unit 2:  Physical Changes

Unit 3: Chemical Changes

Unit 4:  Comprehensive Inquiry Investigations

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287240-642 Complete Module w/ Virtual Lab $999.95

9N-1288885-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95

9N-1288880-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95

9N-1306598-642 Refill Package $189.95

Learning About 
Oxidation-Reduction Reactions Lab

Chemistry—A Closer Look 

at Matter Curriculum Module
The hands-on activities in Chemistry link to core science concepts, making 

them an excellent complement to existing curricula. Students investigate 

atomic structure, molecular structure, the periodic table, matter, elements, 

mixtures, compounds, gases (Boyle's gas law), chemical and physical 

reactions, endothermic and exothermic reactions, acids, bases, salts, and 

oxidation / reduction reactions. The module includes two comprehensive 

summary investigations that provide an opportunity to demonstrate 

understanding of conservation of mass and water purification.

Inquiry Investigations™ Chemistry Module includes:

•  Investigation literature and student guide (copymasters), 

comprehensive curriculum guide with a chemistry resource and 

safety section, and a Curriculum Resource CD-ROM with a virtual 

lab (Titrating an Acid of Unknown Concentration).

•  Four units of study, each with 2-10 activities for a total of 25 activities. 

Materials for 40 students.

•  Storage cabinet with drawers clearly labeled 

with materials.

• Posters on the mole and the ideal gas law.

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Innovating Science™ Production of Biodiesel Lab
In this activity, students will be performing a two-phase process to 

produce small batches of crude biodiesel. The crude biodiesel produced 

is of sufficient quality for use in the demonstration of the burning qualities 

of both biodiesel and vegetable oil. Included is an optional small-scale 

exercise where the students will use a washing procedure for the crude 

biodiesel if you wish to have the students experience the full process of 

producing biodiesel to meet quality levels necessary for use in vehicles. 

Includes all required chemicals.

Item # Description List Price

9-1294732-642 Production of Biodiesel Lab $73.29 

Innovating Science™ 
Determining Composition of an Unknown Mixture Kit
In this activity, students will determine the percent composition of sodium 

carbonate and sodium bicarbonate in an unknown sample. The mixture is 

heated vigorously until the sodium bicarbonate is completely decomposed 

to sodium carbonate. The only other products of the reaction are carbon 

dioxide and water. After performing the necessary calculations, students 

will determine the percentage of sodium bicarbonate that was present in 

their original sample. There are enough materials for 15 groups. Teacher's 

manual and student copymasters are included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1325754-642 unknown composition kit $36.09 

Innovating Science™ 
Electrochemical Remediation of Wastewater Kit
Water is a finite resource. Once polluted, it cannot be set aside in the 

hopes that the environment will "make" new, clean water. Explore cutting 

edge environmental technology for treating polluted water. One procedure 

often employed to treat wastewater is electrocoagulation/flocculation. 

Contains enough materials for 15 groups of students. Requires beakers 

and 9V batteries (not included).

Item# Description List Price

9-1294733-642 Electrochemical Remediation $73.29 

Lab-Aids® Biofuels and Ethanol Production Kit
Human resource consumption places stress on the natural processes 

that renew some resources and depletes those resources that cannot be 

renewed. Decisions about new research and technology, such as those 

related to energy issues, involve assessment of alternatives, risks, costs, 

and benefits. Students should understand the costs and trade-offs of 

various decisions.

Item# Description List Price

9-1300549-642 Biofuels & Ethanol Prod. Kit $304.69 
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Soap Power! Kit
This kit contains materials to demonstrate the concept of surface tension 

to your classroom using soap as a power source! Kit contains enough 

materials for 6 groups of 4. Teacher's guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599065-642 Soap Powder! Kit $26.19

Innovating Science™ 
Water Treatment and 
Filtration Lab
Students will perform, on a 

small-scale, several of the procedures 

that occur in a water treatment 

plant on "polluted" water. They 

will examine the changes in the 

water after each treatment step is 

performed. They will also observe 

physical characteristics of water, 

such as clarity, color, odor, and 

how they are affected from the beginning of the treatment process 

until the end. Materials for 15 groups. Includes teacher's manual and 

student copymasters.

Item # Description List Price

9-1294729-642 Water Treatment & Filtration $68.39

Innovating Science™ Effects of Acid Rain Kit
Acid rain can have devastating effects on not only aquatic ecosystems but 

also terrestrial areas. It not only effects naturally-occurring surfaces, such 

as exposed rocky surfaces of mountainous regions, but also human-made 

surfaces as well. Explore the rates of erosion and weathering on 

numerous rock types with varying levels of acidity. Materials for 

15 groups. Teacher's manual and student copymasters are included. 

Requires graduated cylinders (not included).

Item # Description List Price

9-1294731-642 Effects of Acid Rain Kit $59.99

A Closer Look at Toothpastes Lab Investigation
How does toothpaste work? What is its composition? What criteria can 

be used to evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency? Students learn how 

to evaluate toothpaste and assess the quality of individual brands by 

determining such attributes as abrasiveness, pH, fluoride content, and 

foaming ability. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1783-642 Toothpaste Lab $110.99

Innovating Science™ 
Eutrophication and Nitrate-Phosphate Pollution Lab
Understand the importance and value of fresh water and the need 

to protect and conserve this valuable resource. After completing this 

lab, students should understand the difference between point source 

and non-point source pollution and understand the role of nitrates and 

phosphates in the process of eutrophication. Includes materials for 15 

groups, teacher's guide, and student copymasters.

Item# Description List Price

9-1294730-642 Pollution Lab $55.09

Shampoo Chemistry Lab Investigation
Students study the compositions of shampoos to learn how they work 

by performing a number of tests on the various brands of shampoo 

included in the kit. They determine the chemical and physical properties of 

shampoos, such as pH, foam retention, relative viscosity, and oil dispersal. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1763-642 Shampoo Lab $58.99

ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY CONSUMER CHEMISTRY

NEW
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Innovating Science™ 
Properties of 
Aspirin Kit
Learn about the 

history of the 

development 

acetylsalicylic 

acid (aspirin) and 

test the performance of 

several different types 

of aspirin. Students will 

examine the solubility of aspirin in varying gastrointestinal environments, 

a comparison of active ingredients in regular and extra-strength aspirin, 

and the differences between regular and buffered aspirin. All aspirin 

samples are included and the kit contains enough materials for fifteen 

groups. Manual and Student Study Guide copymasters are included. 

Item# Description List Price

9-1399034-642 Props. Of Aspirin Kit $77.89

Innovating Science™ Science In The Kitchen Lab
Techniques all themed around common kitchen materials. Students will 

perform chromatography on commercial food colors, use chemical tests 

to identify an unknown cooking ingredient, examine the protein digesting 

ability of a common meat tenderizing enzyme, use titration to quantify 

vitamin C levels and then test an unknown juice or soda (not provided), 

and lastly examine some of the differences and similarities in the materials 

used to clean up (soap, hand dishwashing detergent, and machine 

dishwashing detergent). Kit contains enough materials for fifteen groups. 

Teacher's Manual and Student Study Guide copymasters are included.

Item# Description List Price

9-1399035-642 Kitchen Science Lab $179.99

A Closer Look at Soaps and Detergents Lab Investigation
What is the difference between soaps and detergents? How are they 

manufactured? How do they work? Students answer these and other 

questions as they explore commonly used cleansers, investigate how 

surfactants reduce surface tension, evaluate the efficiency of soaps 

and detergents in emulsifying fats, and compare commercially available 

soaps and detergents for their effectiveness and efficiency in cleaning. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1803-642 Soaps & Detergents Lab  $47.99

Lab-Aids® Kitchen Chemistry Kit
Students experiment with common kitchen compounds in powder 

form to observe physical properties and chemical reactions. Kit contains 

materials for 50 students including student worksheets, 12 chemplates, 

four bottles of powders, three vials of indicator solutions, four vials of 

"unknown" powders, and a Teacher's Guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-586149-642 Kitchen Chemistry Kit $119.99

Soda Pop Science Lab Investigation
Students investigate the chemical and physical properties of 

carbonated sodas to determine their composition and nutritional value. 

Students formulate hypotheses and check predictions with experiments 

that they design and conduct. Includes a Teacher's Guide with dozens 

of suggested ideas for extended activities, assessment, associated 

website links, and student sheets. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3053-642 Soda Pop Lab  $71.99
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Learning Activities with  
Everyday Oils Lab Investigation

Challenge your students' critical thinking and problem-solving skills with 

a series of inquiry-based investigations. Students will use common 

cooking oils to explore such concepts as melting, freezing and boiling 

point, density, viscosity, pressure, miscibility, polarity, carbon chemistry, 

compressibility of liquids and "healthy" fats. In the process, they'll gain 

a better understanding of the design and conduct of scientific research 

while increasing their ability to analyze, synthesize and evaluate scientific 

concepts to everyday life. Includes comprehensive teacher and student 

guides. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2533-642 Everyday Oil Labs  $54.99 

Innovating Science™ Properties of Antacids Kit
With the global population spending over a half a billion dollars a year on 

commercial antacids, several companies are out there competing for a 

part of the business. In this activity, students will learn about some of the 

more common active components in over-the-counter antacids as well as 

investigate the rate of acid neutralization. Manual and Student Study Guide 

copymasters are included. 

Item# Description List Price

9-1399032-642 Prop. Of Antacids Kit $67.49 

The Mysterious 
Liquid from Area 51 Kit
Students determine the properties of 

water in a novel way: by investigating 

a mysterious liquid reportedly stolen 

from a clandestine military base 

in Area 51. Draw out students' 

curiosity and help them achieve 

the requirements of national and 

state-level standards. Kit contains 

instructions for establishing the 

fictitious scenario, samples 

of the mysterious liquid 

to be studied, and testing 

materials. Designed for 

two classes of 24 students 

working in pairs.

Food Test Strips
A quick, easy, and completely 

safe means to analyze the 

chemical composition of food. 

Just dip the test strip into the 

sample, wait briefly of the 

color to develop and compare 

it with the chart on the bottle. 

Read the results in less 

than a minute.

Chemistry of Esters Kit
Invite students to synthesize five different esters. Used commercially in 

artificial flavorings and perfumes, esters are produced by the reaction of 

carboxylic acids with alcohols. Kit includes materials to synthesize the 

following esters: Ethyl acetate, Amyl acetate, Methyl salicylate, Octyl 

acetate, and Butyl acetate. 

Item # Description List Price

9-575130-642 Chemistry Of Ester $151.49 

FREY SCIENTIFIC

is the leading distributor of  
Neo/SCI investigation kits, software 
and other products.

Item # Description List Price

9-598477-642 Liquid From Area 51 Kit $79.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-60-5126-642 Fats/Lipids Pack of 75 $21.89 

9-99-8005-642 Glucose Pack of 50 $13.09 

9-60-5104-642 Protein Pack of 50 $17.79 

9-60-5130-642 Vitamin C Pack of 50 $18.49 
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Investigating Your World Lab Activity
This series of activities is comprised of four lessons that investigate 

chemical changes. Students will take an imaginary trip around the globe 

to meet scientists and get a sense of the wide variety of ways that 

chemistry is used to benefit mankind. Activities include the production 

of a gas, chemistry and color change, formation of a precipitate, and 

temperature change of a chemical reactions. Contains enough materials 

for eight groups.

Item # Description List Price

9H-1599072-642 Investigating Your World Lab $150.19

Chemical Changes 
Lab Investigation
Helps students 

recognize chemical 

changes encountered 

in their daily lives 

and understand 

their importance. 

Developed in 

partnership with the 

American Chemical Society for use in their "Kids and Chemistry" line of 

activity kits, this investigation allows students to combine chemicals and 

observe "clues" of chemical changes, including temperature changes 

as heat is generated, changes in color, the production of a gas, and the 

formation of a precipitate. Includes Teacher's Guide and student sheets. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3263-642 Chem. Changes Lab $136.99

Chemical Reactions in Living Matter Lab Investigation
Students conduct a series of inquiry-based activities to investigate 

how chemical reactions allow living organisms to sustain life and 

grow. In the process, they gain a better understanding of the nature, 

mechanism, properties and applications of chemical reactions and 

the changes that take place in living matter. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2543-642 Chem. React. In Living Matter $54.99

 Inquiry Investigations™ 
 Learning About Chemical Reactions Lab

Through performing a series of inquiry-based activities, your class will 

demonstrate and observe the changes that accompany chemical reactions. 

Students will observe changes in temperature and color of solutions, 

production of gas, and precipitates. Students will understand chemical 

reactions, examine precipitates from a chemical reaction, investigate a 

biochemical reaction, explore gas production and temperature change 

during a chemical reaction. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and 

CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System 

Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or 

higher (including OS X).128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9LN-1287236-642 Chemical Reactions Lab $59.95

9N-1288875-642 CD-ROM Network Version $99.95

Introduction to 
Reaction Rates
This kit has been designed 

to introduce students to 

the concepts of reaction 

rates through a series of 

experiments demonstrating 

the impact of concentration, 

heat, surface area and 

catalysts. Kit contains 

enough materials for 

10 groups. Teacher's 

manual and Student 

Study Guide copymasters 

are included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562357-642 Intro. To Reaction Rates $139.49

Discovery Education™ 
Mythbusters 
Chemistry Videos
Is it fact or fiction? Special 

effects experts Adam Savage 

and Jamie Hyneman take 

urban legends and put them 

to the scientific test. The 

concepts presented in each 

video will have students 

looking at science in a whole 

new way. In Chemical 

Changes Adam and Jamie 

put ten cola myths to the test 

to find out which ones get 

busted. In Chemical Reactions, the MythBusters investigate the chemical 

reactions behind getting "skunked."

Item # Description List Price

9-1014635-642 Chemical Changes DVD $79.99

9-1014636-642 Chemical Reactions DVD $79.99

NEW
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Elephant Toothpaste Kit
Students will learn about chemical 

reactions, phase changes, and 

catalysts. This kit contains enough 

material for 5 groups, and includes a 

teacher's guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599066-642 Elephant Toothpaste Kit $22.69

Innovating Science™ 
Chemical Bonds and Rates of 
Reaction Microchemistry Kit
In this experiment, the rates of 

several chemical reactions will 

be observed in an attempt to 

determine the complexity and 

extent at which bonds may be 

being broken or formed. The 

reactions that will be considered 

are as follows (s = solid, l = liquid, 

g = gas, aq = aqueous solution). Kit 

contains enough materials for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1502224-642 Microchemistry $253.29

 Polymers 
 Lab Investigation

Thirsty and slimy materials 

intrigue students about the 

properties of one of the 

most common substances 

in our lives—polymers. 

Developed in partnership 

with the American Chemical 

Society (ACS) for use in their 

line of grade 5–9 activity kits, 

this investigation has students 

explore the chemistry of the "water grabber" polymer used 

in disposable diapers, compare different types of plastic by conducting 

various tests, and develop the ever-popular "Super-Stretch Slime." 

Includes a Teacher's Guide and student sheets. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3273-642 Polymer Lab $110.99

Chemical Reactions Middle School  
Neo/Lab® Software

Students investigate evidence of chemical reactions including color 

change, gas formation, precipitation, and temperature changes without 

ever stepping into the lab. Covers nomenclature of elements and 

compounds, chemical equations, bonding, and the various types of 

reactions. Features a detailed, step-by-step tutorial with stunning 

illustrations, animations, and micrographs. Thorough teacher's resource 

section contains materials to create presentations, tests, and handouts, 

plus a challenging student-assessment section with practice and 

test modes and automatic grading and tracking of progress. System 

Requirements: Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ 

compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1051-642 Individual $99.99

9-10-1055-642 Network Version $499.99

NEW

Innovating Science™  
Making Nylon Rope Demonstration
Nylon is a very common synthetic polymer which 

finds its way into a large number of products. 

This demonstration involves the 

synthesis of Nylon 610 at the 

interface of 2 immiscible liquids. 

The nylon "rope" can be wound around a stirring 

rod as the reactants continue to polymerize. This kit 

contains instructions and 2 ready-to-use solutions. 

Total time for the demonstration is 20 minutes.

Innovating Science™  
Fluorescent Slime Kit
Create your own fluorescent 

polymers (Slime) in this great 

classroom demonstration. Mixture 

is pink under regular light and glows 

orange under a black light. Included 

pigment will make this polymer 

activity east to see and memorable for 

your students!

A Closer Look at Polymers—Making Slime 
Lab Investigation

Even the most reluctant chemists can't resist slime! Students make it 

themselves using natural and synthetic polymers and coloring them with 

dyes. They also create flexi-putty, form it into a bouncing ball, and compare 

its properties to slime. In the process, they'll gain a better understanding 

of the chemistry behind these long-chain polymers and their applications in 

everyday life. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1753-642 Making Slime Lab $52.99

POLYMERS

Item# Description List Price

9-577578-642 Making Nylon Rope Demo $24.69
Item# Description List Price

9-1440491-642 Slime Kit $25.99
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Chemiluminescence Demonstration Lab Investigation
Help your class understand the chemistry behind a firefly's glow. 

To conduct this demonstration of chemical luminescence, simply mix two 

clear solutions together and turn out the lights. Student will observe a 

luminescent blue glow that lasts for several seconds.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2491-642 Chemiluminescence Lab  $25.99 

Chemiluminescence 
Demonstration
Engage students with a unique 

chemical-to-light energy 

change that demonstrates an 

oxidation-reduction reaction 

as well as reaction rates. 

Prepare two stock solutions from 

the materials provided. When the 

solutions are poured into the 

tubes, energy is released as a 

luminescent blue color. The color 

lasts for several minutes. 

Enough pre-weighed chemicals 

and solutions are included to 

perform this demonstration 18 times and to compare the effects of 

temperature on the energy change (the amount of light produced).

Item # Description List Price

9-529408-642 Chemiluminescence Demo. $71.29 

Innovating Science™ 
Properties of 
Polymers Kit
In this kit, students will 

perform three fun and 

fascinating activities 

involving polymers. In the 

first two activities, students 

will perform a cross-linking 

procedure on polymers to create 

polymer "worms " and the classic 

"slime. " In the third activity, 

students will investigate the properties of a super-absorbent polymer, 

capable of absorbing hundreds of times its own weight in water, to create 

instant "polymer snow. " The kit contains enough materials for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1368243-642 Prop. Of Polymers Kit $59.99 

Making 
Fluorescent Worms
Allow students to learn about 

polymers and cross-linking using 

this fun and colorful activity. 

Students add a solution of sodium 

alginate to three calcium chloride 

solutions, each containing a 

different fluorescent dye. After a 

few minutes the liquid sodium 

alginate solution forms into gel-like 

polymer "worms". Upon completion 

of the activity, the worms may be 

placed under a black light and the 

students will observe their worms glow 

red, blue, and green. Contains enough 

material to make several dozen 

polymer worms.

Polymers as Straws Lab Investigation
Give students a handle on the chemistry and uses of polymers. 

By studying properties of a water-absorbent polymer under various 

conditions, they learn how to calculate absorbency ratios. They then apply 

their results and conclusions to commercial polymer applications and 

to processes in living cells, such as osmosis. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1733-642 Polymers as Straws Labs  $47.99 

Innovating Science™ Polyurethane Foam Demonstration
Polyurethanes are thermoplastic polymers produced by the condensation 

of a polyisocyanate and a hydroxyl-containing material. Form rigid 

polyurethane foam by reacting polyethers with a di-isocyanate in the 

presence of a catalyst. Includes instructions and two solutions necessary 

to perform the demonstration. Requires approximately 30 minutes.

Item# Description List Price

9-577608-642 Polyurethane Foam Demo. $54.59 

Item # Description List Price

9-1562376-642 Making Fluorescent Worms $34.49 
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Inquiry Investigation™  
Learning About Oxidation/Reduction Lab

Students will be amazed when they perform a vivid demonstration of 

oxidation-reduction reactions. Also known as the "traffic light reaction", 

a flask containing pale yellow liquid is gently swirled until the solution 

turns red. Then the flask is shaken and the solution turns green! 

Students will investigate the roles of oxidation and reduction behind this 

astonishing change. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. 

System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. 

Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287239-642 Oxidation-Reduction Lab $51.95 

9N-1288875-642 CD-ROM Network Version $99.95 

Clock Reaction 
Demonstration

Safely display the role 

of temperature and 

concentration on reactions. 

When two colorless liquids 

are mixed, the solution 

turns dark blue. Increase 

the temperature of the 

solution and the reaction 

occurs more rapidly. 

Dilute one of the solutions 

and the reaction occurs 

more slowly. This modified 

version of the typical 

clock reaction uses safer 

chemicals to demonstrate 

the impact of changing 

temperature and concentration upon the outcome of chemical processes. 

Instructions included.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2511-642 Clock Reaction Demo.  $30.99 

Innovating Science™  
Instant Light Powder
In this demonstration, students 

will observe an example of a 

chemiluminescence reaction. Instant 

light powder and water are placed in 

a beaker producing a blue light. This 

demonstration is designed to further 

help students understand the topics 

of chemiluminescence and kinetics. 

There is enough Instant Light Powder 

to complete 5 demonstrations.

Item # Description List Price

9-1414502-642 Instant Light Powder $11.79 

Identification of  
Chemical Reactions
Students mix seven 

known solutions 

into any of 

twenty-one 

possible 

combinations. 

They then observe 

and make notations as 

to how the chemicals 

react. After recording their observations, students must decide whether 

a chemical reaction has taken place, and provide evidence to support their 

deductions. As an extension, students can write the probable chemical 

equation of each reaction. Lab is complete for 50 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-1325439-642 Identify Chemical Reactions $143.89 

Chemistry Magic Demonstration
Use this colorful demonstration to introduce students to the chemistry 

behind oxidation-reduction reactions. A colorless solution, when shaken, 

turns blue. After standing for a few seconds, it becomes colorless again. 

Even more amazing is the fact that the process can be repeated 

several times. Materials for 3–5 demonstrations and step-by-step 

instructions are included.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2521-642 Chemistry Magic Demo.  $20.99 

Innovating Science™ 
Light‑Induced 
Redox Reaction Demonstration
Use an overhead projector in this vivid 

demonstration using a thionin-iron 

solution. When the colored solution is 

exposed to light the thionin is reduced 

by iron (II) ions resulting in a clear 

solution. Includes instructions and 

materials for 5 demonstrations.

Item # Description List Price

9-1368246-642 Light-Induced Demo. $30.59 

OXIDATION‑REDUCTION REACTIONS
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Reusable Heat Packs
The hand warmer contains a 

super saturated solution of water 

and sodium acetate. Snapping 

the metal disc creates a chain 

reaction causing the solution 

to crystallize, giving off heat. 

The heat packs can be recharged 

back to the liquid state by boiling 

water for 10-15 minutes and 

allowed to slowly cool.

Item # Description List Price

9-1392320-642 4 in. by 4 in. $6.99

9-1392321-642 8 in. by 8 in. $12.99

Cobalt Glass Plates
High-quality dark blue cobalt glass filter is used in sodium and potassium 

salt flame tests. When a flame is viewed through this filter, the color 

orange is blocked so that a violet-colored flame is visible. Sold as 

packs of 6.

Item # Description List Price

9-1563031-642 2 x 2 in, Pack of 6 $22.29

9-1563032-642 3 x 3 in, Pack of 6 $48.69

9-1563033-642 4 x 4 in, Pack of 6 $75.69

Innovating Science™ 
Exo- and Endothermic 
Reactions 
Demonstration Kit
Let students experience 

firsthand endothermic and 

exothermic reaction 

processes. Reactions 

are safely carried out 

in plastic bags, which 

the students can 

pass around to feel 

the temperature 

change generated by 

the reactions. 

Includes 

instructions 

and sufficient 

reagents for five  

demonstrations.

Heat and Chemical 
Change Neo/LAB® Software
Introduce the concepts of heat, heat 

energy transfer, temperature, changes 

that can occur in matter and energy, 

heat of reaction and formation, enthalpy 

change, calculating heats of reaction 

and Hess's law. Students can also 

investigate energy concepts randomness 

(entropy), free energy, heating matter, 

and specific heat capacity. Includes three 

concept animations.

Item # Description List Price

9-1305917-642 CD-ROM Single License  $99.99

9N-1366255-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Innovating Science™ Exothermic Reactions Kit
In this demonstration, heat is produced by the oxidation of iron. Since the 

reaction is safely contained in a plastic bag, students can pass the bag to 

feel the heat being produced. Includes instructions and all the chemicals 

necessary for 5 demonstrations, prepackaged in plastic bags.

Demonstration time: 5 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-577566-642 Demonstration $22.69

9-1325758-642 Class Kit- 15 Groups $42.09

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Energy 
Changes in a Reaction Lab

Learn about endothermic and exothermic reactions with these hands-on 

activities. Students will learn how certain chemical reactions can release 

and absorb heat. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. 

System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. 

Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287238-642 Thermochemistry Lab $59.95

9N-1288873-642 CD-ROM Network Version $99.95

NEW

Item # Description List Price

9-1016775-642 Exo & Endothermic Demo Kit $50.69

ENDOTHERMIC AND EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS
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A Safer Flame Test: Identification of Metal Lab Activity
This flame test activity allows students to study the emission spectra 

of different chemicals. It explores cross cutting concepts such as scale, 

patterns, proportion and quantity, and energy and matter. Contains 

enough material for 6 groups of students, and includes teacher's manual.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599068-642 A Safer Flame Test:ID of Metal $104.69 

Energy Changes 
in Chemical 
Reactions Kit
The basic principles of 

thermodynamics 

come to life 

for students as 

they construct 

their own calorimeter 

and develop definitions 

for enthalpy and entropy. 

They then relate these two principles of Gibbs free energy and learn to 

distinguish between exothermic, endothermic and isothermic reactions. 

Includes Teacher's Guide, student worksheet and MSDS. For grades 

9–12. Class size: 30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-574782-642 Energy in Chem. Reactions Kit $116.99 

Rust Race 
Lab Investigation

Explore the oxidation-reduction 

process and relate it to 

everyday life. The principles 

of oxidation and reduction 

provide many 

commercially available 

products, including 

wet cell batteries and 

a variety of metals. 

A much less desirable 

process—rust—occurs 

when certain metals are exposed 

to oxygen and water. Your class will 

explore this process with various metals and measure the amount of 

oxygen consumed during the corrosion process. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1713-642 Rust Race Lab $104.99 

Innovating Science™ 
Oscillating Yellow and 
Blue Solution Demo Kit
Grab your students' attention with 

a vibrant demonstration in which a 

solution repeatedly changes back 

and forth from yellow to blue for 

several minutes depending on the 

temperature. Instructions include 

explanatory notes. Includes potassium 

iodate solution, starch solution, and 

12% hydrogen peroxide solution for 

three demonstrations. Easy clean up 

and disposal. An optional magnetic 

stirrer is helpful in this demonstration.

Flame Test of Chemicals Lab Investigation
When compounds of certain metallic elements are heated over a flame, they emit distinctive colors. 

Students will observe and record the various colors rendered by the presence of metallic elements 

and relate their results to known standards. Using this process, they will identify several unknown 

elements from the samples provided. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1693-642 Kit $162.99 

9-20-1695-642 Refill $28.99 

Innovating Science™ 
Foam City Hydrogen 
Peroxide Kit
A large quantity of foam is 

produced when detergent 

and potassium iodide are 

added to hydrogen peroxide. 

Kit Includes:

Hydrogen Peroxide 30%, 

Dish Detergent, Potassium 

Iodide and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440489-642 Foam Hydrogen Peroxide Kit $28.49 

Item # Description List Price

9-527342-642 Yellow & Blue Solution Kit $33.29 

NEWInnovating Science™  
Underwater Fireworks Demonstration
Calcium carbide is placed in a cylinder 

containing water. A reaction occurs producing 

acetylene gas bubbles. A plastic tube from 

a chlorine gas generator is placed in the 

cylinder. As the bubbles of acetylene 

and chlorine collide, flashes of light are 

produced. Includes sodium hypochlorite, 

hydrochloric acid, calcium carbide lumps, 

and instructions. Able to perform demo up 

to 5 times.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440490-642 Underwater Fireworks Demo. $22.89 
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Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Elements, 
Mixtures, and Compounds Lab

These hands-on activities introduce the fundamentals of chemistry in 

an innovative and engaging approach. Your class will investigate how 

matter is classified, identify the various types of mixtures, and compare 

the properties of solutions with the properties of mixtures. Students will 

also identify elements and compounds, and study how chemical symbols, 

formulas, and equations are used to describe chemical reactions. Includes 

a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; 

Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287234-642 Element/Mixture/Compound Lab $179.95 

9N-1288875-642 CD-ROM Network Version $99.95 

Inquiry Investigations™ Learning About Atoms  
and Molecular Structure Lab

Learn about the structure of atoms and ions, and model the formation 

of ionic and covalent bonds. Using color-coded plastic manipulatives, 

students construct familiar molecules and compounds including soaps, 

detergents, acids, bases, and salts. Using the 3-D models, students 

explore the crystal lattice structure of salt, and learn about organic 

compounds and hydrocarbons. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and 

CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System 

Requirements: Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or 

higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287233-642 Basic Chemical Structures Lab $259.95 

9N-1288875-642 CD-ROM Network Version $99.95 

Atom Building Game
The discovery of the structure of the atom is one of the 

greatest detective stories in science. Just as discovering 

the structure of the atom was challenging, teaching these 

abstract concepts to your students is also a challenge. With 

this in mind, we have developed the Atom Building Game. 

This illustrative, multi-level model allows your students to 

build atoms using colored marbles that represent protons, 

neutrons, and electrons.

Atom Building Game includes: 1 Atomic Structure 

Board, 2 Laminated Periodic Tables, 2 Unique Decks 

of Game Cards, 60 Red "Protons", 60 Blue "Neutrons", 

60 Yellow "Electrons", Detailed Reference and 

Instruction Booklet

Item # Description List Price

9N-792-1255-642 Plastic $99.95 

9N-792-1251-642 Wood $149.95 
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Design-Your-Own Custom Molecular Model
Complete assortment of color coded atoms and bonds allow the flexibility 

to create individualized models and molecules. Atoms are modeled 

in polypropylene with flexible vinyl connectors to represent the bond 

"linkages." Double and triple bonds are easily constructed. The models 

are easy to assemble, well constructed and come apart only when you 

want them to come apart. This kit contains an extensive assortment of 

480 atoms plus 300 bonds.

Item # Description List Price

9-1501190-642 Custom Molecular Model $117.69 

Lab-Aids®  
Molecules of Life Kit
Modeling 3D molecules 

helps students to understand 

the structure and function 

of carbohydrates, fats, and 

proteins in relation to the 

chemical processes of 

the human body. They 

manipulate color-coded 

plastic atoms to study 

isomerism, construct part of a starch 

molecule, compare alcohol and fatty acid 

models with their structural formulas, and construct four amino acids 

and a protein. Includes twelve packets of color-coded molecular model 

components, an instruction manual, and three reproducible worksheets, 

one for each module.

Item # Description List Price

9-530951-642 Molecules of Life Kit $173.29 

Elements, Compounds, and Mixtures Unit
Students learn the principles of separation in eight investigations that 

lead them through physical concepts from filtration to decomposition 

of compounds. They separate mixtures such as muddy water, salt and 

sand into their constituent parts; determine colors in black ink; and 

classify elements based on properties such as shininess, flexibility, 

and heat or electrical conductivity. Includes Teacher's Guide and 

four student workbooks. Grades 6–12. Requires Basic Equipment 

Pack 575325.

Item# Description List Price

9-575313-642 Unit Materials $122.49 

9-575325-642 Basic Equipment Unit $137.59 
A
B

t U

Atom Activity Model
Your class can now graphically model the atom. All of the key components 

are represented, including the nucleus; the particles that constitute the 

atom including the protons, neutrons and electwrons; and the electron 

layers. Facilitates clear comprehension of the atom's structure and such 

important concepts as atomic number, electroneutrality, the filling of 

electron layers and the definition and calculation of ionic load. Durable, 

plastic model is transparent for convenient use with an overhead projector. 

Includes comprehensive teacher's guide. Size: 6"D x 1"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1070-642 Atom Activity Model $82.99 

Kemtec 
Chemical 
Equations Kits
Lab activities give 

students hands-on 

experience 

with chemical 

equations. 

Chemical Equations 

1 includes 

two different 

single replacement reactions and two different double replacement 

reactions. Chemical Equations II contains 2 different synthesis reactions 

and 2 different decomposition reactions. Activity sheets let students 

practice writing chemical symbols and formulas for elements and radicals 

(polyatomic ions) and writing formulas for compounds. For 28 students 

working in groups of 4 (experiments can be repeated twice).

Item # Description List Price

9-585729-642 Chemical Equations 1 $95.99 

9-585735-642 Chemical Equations 2 $79.99 

Kemtec Stoichiometry Kit
This module explores the types of chemical reactions, mole ratios and 

stoichiometric equivalents, which are central to all chemical calculations. 

Students perform a series of three experiments which relate the mole 

concept to the balancing of equations. Experiments include: Types of 

Chemical Reactions, The Reaction of Calcium Nitrate and Sodium Oxalate, 

and The Reaction of Lead Nitrate and Sodium Iodide.

Item # Description List Price

6-1440849-642 Kemtec Stoichiometry Kit $352.99 

A
B
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Atoms, Electrons, and Energy Kit
This kit contains materials representing atomic structures and electron 

arrangement within elements. It also provides materials necessary to 

demonstrate how atomic arrangement relates to placement in the periodic 

table of elements. All manipulatives in the teacher demonstration kit 

are magnetic, colorful, reusable. Also included are ten sets of smaller, 

reusable student manipulatives suitable for a class of 30 students. An 

included instructional CD and teaching manual will walk you through using 

the kit.

Item # Description List Price

9-1530822-642 Atoms, Electrons, & Energy Kit $253.29 

Atomic Model Sets
Students model a variety of organic and inorganic compounds using 

connectors and colored balls. Student Set includes 30 connectors and 

75 balls. Classroom Set includes 150 connectors and 370 balls. Each set is 

neatly organized in a handy storage case and includes a Periodic Table of 

the Elements chart.

Item # Description List Price

9-131-7227-642 Student Set $21.39 

9-131-7216-642 Classroom Set $113.29 
BRIGHT Teacher Atom™

BRIGHT Teacher Atom™ is 

the perfect educational tool 

for presenting the abstract 

concepts of atomic structure, 

isotopes and ions to the class 

directly on your classroom 

whiteboard! The oversized 

all-magnetic teacher model 

corresponds directly to 

the BRIGHT student atom 

and can easily be seen from a 

distance. Features two nuclei, 

8 electron shells, and 20 each 

of magnetic protons, neutrons, 

and electrons. Replacement particles available.

BRIGHT™ Science Kit

Everything you need to get your class started with the BRIGHT atom! 

Includes eight two-sided student atoms, one eight-shell teacher model, 

and teacher's guide with lesson ideas.

Item # Description List Price

9-1296083-642 Teacher Atoms $243.99 

9-1296084-642 Replacement Particles-60 $75.99 

9-1296087-642 Science Kit $519.99 

Model Plus Foam Atom Model
This up-to-date model illustrates to students 

the latest in scientific discovery, dispelling 

the theory of "orderly" electron orbits. 

Based on current data, the electron cloud is 

presented fuzzy and disorganized. Made of 

resilient, non-toxic EVA foam to withstand 

years of active investigation, model is 

accompanied by a detailed Teacher's 

Guide with inquiry-based lab activities, 

reproducible worksheets, and complete 

background information.

Item # Description List Price

9-529041-642 Foam Atom Model $79.99 

BRIGHT Teacher Molecule™

From the makers of the Bright™ Atom, this is the perfect demonstration 

tool to present molecules and chemical bonding in a concrete way! Model 

comes with 90 magnetic atoms in six different colors (White, Black, 

Red, Blue, Green, and Yellow), 50 magnetic bonds, and teacher's guide. 

Molecules can be shown with or without bonds.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399970-642 Bright Teacher Molecule $257.29 

BRIGHT Atom™ Model
The revolutionary, award-winning BRIGHT Atom™ lets students use their 

hands; touch, feel, make their own atoms, isotopes or ions and grasp the 

concepts in an easy and fun way! Atomic particles are stored inside the 

unique two-sided storage container. Model a single atom with the top or 

turn over the base to demonstrate bonding. Atoms stack for easy storage. 

Includes 30 each of protons, neutrons, and electrons and a teacher's 

guide. Replacement particles available in packs of 90.

Item # Description List Price

9-1296085-642 Student Atom $66.69 

9-1296086-642 Replacement Particles $26.69 
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Large Lightweight Molecular Models
Large atoms are easy to see and are easy on your budget. Inexpensive 

molecule set lets students create lightweight, finished models. Colored 

to conform to the accepted international standard, 54 molded plastic balls 

feature bond angles corresponding to actual atomic evidence. Atoms 

exhibit an optimum selection of digonal, trigonal and tetrahedral bonds. 

Includes a supply of single and double bond plastic connectors. Packed in 

two layers in a 13" x 18" box with detailed instructions and examples.

Item # Description List Price

9-570125-642 Molecular Models $499.89 

Chemical Nomenclature Cards
Using this set of 140 plus 4 blank write-and-wipe magnetic cards 

representing the most common cations and anions including polyatomic 

ions and multiple valency elements students can investigate not only 

the sometimes perplexing naming of compounds but the balancing of 

equations. These stick to almost all black boards and white boards and 

have been designed for both nomenclature systems used in chemistry 

today. The teacher's guide includes lesson outlines and reproducible 

student work sheets.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399009-642 Chem. Nomenclature Cards $39.99 

Basic Molecular Model Set
Set includes all the basics, a total 

of 74 balls. Including black alkane, 

alkene and alkyne carbon balls, 

green halogens and monovalent 

non-metal balls, yellow sulfur/

selenium hexavalent balls, orange 

sodium/potassium monovalent 

metal balls, red oxygen balls, blue 

nitrogen/phosphorous trivalent and 

pentavalent element balls, yellow 

aluminum/chromium trivalent metal 

balls, orange calcium/magnesium 

bivalent metal balls, white hydrogen 

balls with integral bonding lugs, and 

bonding lugs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1502719-642 Basic Molecular Model Set $22.49 

Deluxe Molecular 
Model Set
Instructor's set, a total 

of 520 components, 370 

of them are balls. Includes 

black alkane, alkene and 

alkyne carbon balls, green 

halogens and monovalent 

non-metal balls, yellow sulfur/

selenium hexavalent balls, orange 

sodium/potassium monovalent 

metal balls, red oxygen balls, blue 

nitrogen/phosphorous trivalent and 

pentavalent element balls, yellow 

aluminum/chromium trivalent metal balls, orange calcium/magnesium 

bivalent metal balls, white hydrogen balls with integral bonding lugs, and 

bonding lugs. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1502720-642 Deluxe Molecular Model Set $62.99 

General Chemistry  
Molecular Model Lab Investigation

A versatile tool for exploring chemical structure. Students assemble 

accurate 3-D models to understand chemical compound structure and 

the relationship between chemical configuration and reactivity. Atoms are 

represented by color-coded plastic balls and caps with correctly angled 

prongs for bonds. Includes illustrated student and teacher guides. Class 

size: 40 students. 

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2453-642 Gen. Chem. Molecular Lab $113.99 

Molecular Study Model Kit
Used to make and study how molecules build to form a variety of 

combinations and how they break down. Kit consists of Styrofoam balls, 

small plastic spheres, and connectors. By combining these materials, 

students can examine the geometry of certain molecules in the 

Earth's crust.

Item # Description List Price

9-1502718-642 Molecular Study Model Kit $19.99 
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Molecular Model Replacement Parts
Replace missing pieces or expand your existing wooden molecular 

model sets. Packs of 12 pieces. 1/4" diameter holes. Compatable with 

Advanced Molecular Model Set (1302709) and Organic Molecular Model 

Set (563420). 

Item # Description List Price
1-Hole

9-1302717-642 1 1/4 in. Bromine (Orange) $6.19 

9-1302716-642 1 3/8 in. Chlorine (Green) $6.19 

9-1302712-642 3/4 in. Hydrogen (White) $7.99 

9-1302718-642 1 1/8 in. Iodine (Purple) $6.19 
4-Hole Tetrahedral

9-1302710-642 1 1/4 in. Carbon (Black) $14.69 

9-1302711-642 1 1/4 in. Nitrogen (Blue) $14.69 

9-1302713-642 1 1/8 in. Oxygen (Red) $11.99 
5-hole Trigonal Bipyramid

9-1302714-642 1 1/4 Phosphorus (Grey) $38.69 
6-hole Octahedral

9-1302715-642 1 1/4 in. Sulfur (Yellow) $47.99 
Connectors

9-1302719-642 1.25 by .25 in. Peg $3.69 

9-1302720-642 2 1/8 by .25 in. Peg $4.19 

9-1302721-642 2 by .25 in. Spring $5.19 

Atomic Models Set
Show students the interrelationship of protons, electrons, and neutrons. 

This classroom set of 10 atoms includes models of beryllium, boron, 

carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine, and neon and three isotopes (hydrogen, 

helium and lithium) with neutrons magnetically attached. Includes stand 

and instructions. 1" plastic spheres

Item # Description List Price

9-583845-642 Atomic Model Set $270.29 

Organic Molecular Model Set
Invite hands-on exploration of molecular structure and bonding of 

carbon and other compounds using 54 wooden balls in traditional colors 

representing carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, chlorine, bromine and 

iodine/fluorine. Forty connector sticks of different lengths accurately 

represent various typical bond lengths; 10 spring connectors form double 

and triple bonds. For students working individually or in small groups. 

1.25" diameter balls.

Item # Description List Price

9-563420-642 Organic Molecular Model Set $42.69 

Advanced Molecular Model Set
Perfect for demonstrating organic and inorganic molecules as well as 

exploring molecular geometry, this set is sure to bring a more thorough 

understanding of the molecular building blocks of our world. Contains 

71 drilled wooden balls representing nine different elements and 

50 connectors of varying lengths. Complete replacement or expansion 

parts are available for this set.

Item # Description List Price

9-1302709-642 Advanced Molecular Model Set $55.99 

Molecular Model Set
Help students understand the spatial arrangements of atoms. Set contains 

100 wooden balls of assorted colors to represent the atoms and 87 spring 

connectors of varying lengths to represent typical bond lengths. Black 

"carbon" balls are drilled to accept connectors in a tetrahedral arrangement 

for demonstration of stereoisomerism and enantiomerism. Includes 

sheet correlating ball color to element represented. 3/4" diameter balls; 
1/8" diameter connectors.

Item # Description List Price

9-573831-642 Molecular Model Set $42.69 

Other Atomic 

Configurations 

Available. Contact 

Customer Care!
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Molymod® Molecular Geometry/VSEPR Model Kit
Help students grasp the abstract concepts of molecular geometry and 

Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) theory. Contains sufficient 

internationally color-coded atom centers and bond links to construct 14 

models of VSEPR shapes. Each bonded electron pair is represented by 

a gray medium link, each lone pair by a purple medium link. Short white 

link makes the cyanide group more easily distinguished. Includes an 

instructional leaflet, compartmentalized storage box, short link remover 

tool, 66 assorted atom centers, 50 gray medium links, 15 purple medium 

links, and 6 short white links.

Item # Description List Price

9-528384-642 Molecular Geometry VSEPR Kit $39.79 

Molymod®  
Organic & Inorganic Chemistry Molecular Model Set
The standard for ball and stick models, these color-coded sets let students 

build models of molecules typically studied. Student edition contains 51 

atom balls and 26 links. Teacher edition contains 108 atom balls and 86 

links. Includes instructions and a plastic storage box. 

Item # Description List Price

9-527332-642 Student Set $35.19 

9-527333-642 Teacher Set $60.19 

Molymod® Organic Chemistry Molecular Model Sets
Build a wide range of organic structures including alkanes, alkenes, 

alkynes, alcohols, aldehydes, ketone, carboxylic acids, esters, ethers, 

halogen compounds, amines, amides, amino acids, cycloalkanes, 

polymers, benzene and even some simple biochemical molecules such as 

glucose and lactic acid. Suitable for studying isomerism (optical, positional, 

skeletal, functional group, geometric, and conformational). Student edition 

contains 50 atom-parts and 62 links. Teacher edition contains 111 atom 

parts and 140 links. Packed in a four-compartment box with instruction 

sheet and short-link-remover tool.

Item # Description List Price

9-529267-642 Student Set $29.59 

9-529269-642 Teacher Set $60.19 

Molymod® 22 Molecular Model Collection
Build 22 common simple molecules in compact model form. Set contains 

76 atom parts supplied in a 4-compartment box with contents sheet and 

short-link-remover tool. 

Item # Description List Price

9-529283-642 Molecular Model Collection $39.79 
Student Edition

Student Edition

Molymod® Replacement Components
Replace lost components from your Molymod® atomic model sets. These 

durable, molded plastic pieces are compatible with any Molymod system 

and are available in the most common configurations. Sold in packs of 10 

atoms or 25 links.

Item # Description List Price

9-1295709-642 Hydrogen Pack of 10 $3.49 

9-1295710-642 Oxygen Pack of 10 $5.49 

9-1295711-642 Nitrogen Pack of 10 $6.49 

9-1295712-642 Carbon sp3 Pack of 10 $6.49 

9-1295713-642 Phosphorus Pack of 10 $6.19 

9-1567655-642 Sulfur Pack of 10 $6.59 

9-1295715-642 Medium Link Pack of 25 $3.49 

9-1295716-642 Long Link Pack of 25 $3.49 
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Molymod® Ice Model Set
Illustrate how ice molecule orientation causes water volume to expand 

as it freezes. Water molecule units arranged in two layers represent 

sp3 hybridized orbitals and the angular arrangement of atoms in each 

molecule. Storage box contains 26 red oxygen spheres, 52 white hydrogen 

spheres, 52 short white links, 40 purple medium links, short link remover 

tool, and instructions. For whole class or small group instruction.

Item # Description List Price

9-528386-642 Ice Model Set $32.69 

Orbital Model Set
This set of seven models illustrates the most common atomic 

and hybridized molecular orbits. Each is assembled on a vertical 

rod representing the Z-axis and is mounted on a removable stand. 

Orbits represented include s, px,y, pz, sp1, sp2, and sp3. Height: 23 cm. 

Base diameter: 10 cm. Lobes: 6-10 cm in diameter.

Item # Description List Price

9-1300554-642 Orbital Model Set $84.59 

Molymod®  
Sodium Chloride  
Model Kit
Help students conceptualize 

crystal lattice formation 

and solvation processes 

by clearly demonstrating 

the cubic structure of sodium 

chloride crystals. Pieces 

molded in durable, colored 

plastic allow repeated 

assembly and disassembly 

for versatile instruction. 

Includes instructions and 

compartmentalized storage 

box that holds 13 sodium balls, 14 

larger gray chloride balls, and 54 gray medium links. For 

whole class or small group instruction.

Item # Description List Price

9-528383-642 Sodium Chloride Model Kit $29.59 

Molymod® Shapes of Molecules Models
Create eight models featuring examples of coordination numbers 1 to 6, 

including linear hydrogen chloride (HCl), linear beryllium chloride (BeCl2), 

bent water, trigonal planar (BF3), pyramidal ammonia (NH3), tetrahedral 

methane (CH4), trigonal bipyramidal (PCI5), and octahedral sulfur 

hexafluoride (SF6). Lone pairs are represented by spherical- or pear-shaped 

lobes. Packed in a 4-compartment box with instructions and short-link-

remover tool.

Item # Description List Price

9-529265-642 Shapes of Molecules Models $30.59 

Molymod® Atomic Orbital Model Set
Invite students to build 14 atomic orbital models. Pink and purple lobes 

represent polarity of unhybridized atomic orbital; gray lobe represents 

hybridized atomic orbital. Includes 81 model pieces, storage box, 

and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-528385-642 Atomic Orbital Model Set $43.89 

Molymod® Organic Atomic Orbital Model Set
Sufficient parts to make one each of four models (benzene, ethane, 

ethene, and ethyne). Features sigma bonding, pi-bonds, and the concept 

of sp3, sp2 and sp hybridization states of carbon and delocalization of 

the electron cloud. Packed in a 4-compartment box with instructions and 

short-link remover tool.

Item # Description List Price

9-529266-642 Organic Atomic Orbital Model $56.09 
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Chemistry 
Fundamentals and Techniques 
Neo/LAB® Software
Features two virtual lab experiences 

highlighting problem-solving 

skills, scientific measurements, 

testing variables, and developing 

a hypothesis. The fully-narrated, 

comprehensive, tutorials contain 

key information about the 

fundamentals of general chemistry, 

describing and classifying matter, 

SI units of measurement, how to 

take measurements and perform 

calculations, and overviews of core 

techniques. Includes two concept 

animations: Solving Chemical 

Problems, and How to Balance a Chemical Equation. Requires Windows 

2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-1288987-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99

9N-1366248-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free

Elements, 
Mixtures, and Compounds 
Middle School 
Neo/Lab® Software
Conduct a series of basic 

chemistry explorations in the 

safety and convenience of a 

virtual lab. Tutorials feature 

graphic illustrations and 

animations on the classification of matter and the 

difference between compounds and mixtures. Create and 

print customized tests and presentations, as well as color illustrations 

for use as handouts, tests or overhead transparencies. Includes an 

assessment section with practice and test modes, plus automatic 

grading and tracking of progress. System Requirements: Windows 2000 

or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1061-642 Individual $99.99

9-10-1065-642 Network Version $499.99

Molecules
Molecules turns players into chemists who are competing to create 

molecular structures and score points. Each chemist must draw or trade 

cards, to collect and combine the various atoms to strategically build five 

molecular compounds. Includes instructions, alternate experiments, and 

study questions with answers.

Item # Description List Price

9-1566016-642 Molecules $20.99

Kemtec Chemical Properties Kit
Students identify chemical properties by observing the reactions as seven 

different solutions are mixed in every possible combination of paired 

solutions. They observe evidence of reactions including gas production, 

color changes and formation of precipitates. Includes vocabulary sheets, 

crossword puzzle, and test. For 7 groups of 4 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488348-642 Kemtec Chem. Prop. Kit $170.99

Kemtec Physical and Chemical Properties Kit
Safely explore the physical and chemical properties of solids, liquids, 

and solutions. Ascertain the density, specific gravity, melting and boiling 

points, and colligative properties of substances and determine their 

percentage composition. Extra chemicals are supplied to accommodate 

24 students working in groups of four.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488345-642 Kemtec Phys. & Chem. Prop. Kit $342.99

Ph

Buckminsterfullerene Graphite

PROPERTIES OF MATTER

Molymod® Polymorphs of Carbon
Carbon can have several different structural forms (polymorphs) 

depending on the pressure, temperature, and light conditions that it is 

exposed to. Graphite and Buckminsterfullerene have identical chemical 

compositions but different molecular structures yielding vastly different 

physical properties. Demonstrate polymorphism to your students with 

these durable, plastic models with components compatible with all other 

Molymod products.

Item # Description List Price

9-528388-642 Buckminsterfullerene $33.69 

9-528382-642 Graphite $29.59 
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States of Matter: Solids and 
Liquids Neo/LAB® Software

Students embark on two virtual laboratory 

experiences where they determine the 

solubility of a salt and explore density as 

a property of liquids. The fully-narrated, 

comprehensive, tutorials cover the four 

states of matter and their properties, the 

individual properties of liquids and solids 

are covered in detail, phase equilibrium, 

LeChatellier's principle, molar heat of 

vaporization and fusion, phase diagrams, 

and the special case of water: its molecular 

structure and physical properties. Includes 

two concept animations: Calculating 

Absorbed Heat Energy, and Understanding 

Phase Diagrams. Requires Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows 

Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-1288990-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366250-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free 

Chemistry: Changing States 
of Matter Video

Explore the properties of matter and how 

physical forces affected by the movement 

of atoms cause changes of state. 

Commonplace examples demonstrate how 

changes of state occur when energy is 

added or removed, how matter is combined 

in suspensions and solutions, and how such 

mixtures can be separated. 16 minutes

Item # Description List Price

9-1291477-642 Changing States of Matter $59.99 

STATES OF MATTER

States of Matter Poster
Great color graphics suitably depict the five states of matter with 

information on each state. It includes the Bose-Einstein Condensate state 

as well as the more well-known ones (solid, liquid, gas, plasma). There is 

a section on "What is Matter?" and "The Structure of Matter." It also 

contains information on "Matter Research" the CERN particle accelerator. 

26"L x 36"W, laminated 

Item # Description List Price

9-1400908-642 States of Matter Poster $25.99 

Magnetic Putty
Made with micron-sized iron-based particles distributed throughout, 

the astonishing moldable magnetic putty takes on the properties of a 

magnet itself when placed in close contact with the included magnet. 

Teacher guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488092-642 Individual $12.99 

9-1488093-642 Pack of 12 $149.99 

States of Matter Kit
Students model gases, liquids, and solids to understand the concept 

of density in a non-mathematical way. By constructing cubes made 

from dough, toothpicks, and foam, they see how changing the design's 

"compactness" influences the cubes' "floatability" when placed in a tray full 

of water. Also includes a 12-piece density identification set for determining 

density mathematically. Complete instructions provided.

Item # Description List Price

9-1294692-642 States of Matter Kit $133.29 

Physical and Chemical Properties of Matter
Have your students get a better understanding of what matter is and what 

the different types of properties are. Students perform experiments on 

the physical properties of density, smell, color, melting point, boiling point 

and solubility as well as chemical properties with a series of reactions to 

identify an unknown solution. Kit contains enough material for 10 groups. 

Teacher's Manual and Student Study Guide copymasters are included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562362-642 Phys/Chem. Props. Of Matter $148.99 
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Density: Lava Lamp Kit
This lava lamp kit teaches  

students about density, polarity, 

and chemical reactions.  It is 

designed to teach students about density and 

chemical reactions.  Teacher’s guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1599067-642 Density: Lava Lamp Kit $40.39 

Determining Density 
Activity Model Kit

Uniquely designed device 

allows your students to use the 

displacement of liquid method to 

determine the volume and density 

of objects and calculate specific 

gravity. They’ll even be able to 

prove Archimedes Principle! 

Includes comprehensive student 

and teacher guides containing 

a variety of demonstrations 

and activities to explore this 

important topic.

Innovating Science™ 
Density of Liquids Color Column Kit
In this demonstration, several liquids, of varying color 

are added to a cylinder. Due to differing densities of the 

liquids, a density gradient is formed resulting in a layered, 

multicolored column. As an optional investigation, the 

relative density of small solid objects may be compared 

by dropping them in the density column.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399027-642 Density of Liquids Color Kit $66.99 

Density Ball
This device is excellent for 

demonstrating substances with 

characteristic properties, such as 

density. The Density Ball allows 

students to identify relationships 

between density and temperature 

because the hollow metal ball is 

weighted to float in water colder than 

40°C, but will sink in warmer water. Approximately 7.5 cm in diameter.

Item # Description List Price

9-589950-642 Density Ball $23.99 

Density Rods
Density Rod

What floats in cold water, sinks 

in hot? This precisely calibrated 

cylinder that demonstrates the 

differing density of a liquid at 

different temperatures. Durable 

hollow aluminum cylinder fits most 

graduated cylinders. Illustrated 

instructions with experiments included. 6.5 x 1.9cm diameter

Reverse Density Rod

Why does this rod sink in cold yet float in less dense hot water? Because 

the rod becomes much less dense at higher temperatures. Weighted and 

tested high-density polyethylene plastic rod comes with instructions that 

explain the theory. 0.5" diameter

Density of Liquids Lab Investigation
Engaging demonstration provides your students with a firsthand look at 

the density properties of liquids. Your class will design and create their 

own multicolored density column—layer-by-layer! Then they’ll use their 

creation to solve a problem! After your students use their observations to 

understand the principles of density, you can challenge them to extend 

their exploration by creating a colored lava tube. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-4113-642 Density of Liquids Lab $87.99 

Overflow Can and 
Catch Bucket
Ideal tools for density and 

specific gravity experiments. 

Students fill the aluminum can 

with water to the overflow 

point. When they place an 

object in the can, water equal 

to the object’s volume pours 

from the spout to be measured in the bucket. 750mL capacity can, 

300mL capacity bucket

Item # Description List Price

9-530726-642 Overflow Can & Catch Bucket $15.49 

DENSITY

Item # Description List Price

9-530723-642 Standard $10.99 

9-530724-642 Reverse $12.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3061-642 Determining Density Kit $53.99

NEW

Ice Melting Plates
Prove the difference in heat conductivity in different metals. Place an 

ice cube on each of two black blocks at room temperature. Do they 

melt at the same rate? "Cooler" aluminum block is an excellent heat 

conductor. "Warmer" plastic foam block is a poor heat conductor. 

Includes instructions. 

Item # Description List Price

9-530733-642 Ice Melting Plates $24.99 
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Rectangular Equal Mass Metal Set
These rectangular-shaped materials help students more easily determine 

volume mathematically. Ideal for specific gravity and measurement 

education, set includes 0.5" square, 5 cm long, equal volume specimens of 

aluminum, brass, copper, and steel.

Item # Description List Price

9-528036-642 Equal Mass Metal Kit $17.09 

Cylindrical Equal Mass Metal Set
Ideal for demonstrating reciprocal density and for computing the specific 

gravity of each element, this set of cylindrical metal specimens includes 

aluminum, copper, lead, tin, and zinc. All are machined to an equal mass 

and diameter with a stamped symbol on one end identifying the metal.

Item # Description List Price

9-1444993-642 Cylindrical Equal Metal Mass $19.09 

Density Kit
Students investigate the properties of mass and volume while developing 

the concept of density. Before weighing objects, they use the scale (ruler) 

included to measure two aluminum cubes, an aluminum bar, a steel ball, 

and a glass ball.

Item # Description List Price

9-589689-642 Density Kit $11.59 

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Specific Gravity Samples Set
These blocks demonstrate the density of four different 

materials-aluminum, brass, steel, and copper. Each cube is 

3.2 CM and has a hook. Specification sheet included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1526409-642 Specific Gravity Samples Set $33.29 

Cylindrical Equal Volume Set
Appropriate for specific gravity and measurement studies, these 

specimens of aluminum, brass, copper, and steel are of equal volume. 

Each cylinder measures 0.5" in diameter and 5cm in length.

Item # Description List Price

9-528032-642 Cylindrical Equal Volume Set $15.09 

Density Cubes
Students apply their knowledge when they compare properties 

of real-world building materials. They measure and compare 

density, mass, volume, buoyancy, specific gravity, and flotation 

of various cubes. The set of 4 includes acrylic, pine, nylon and 

aluminum. The set of 10 adds one each of oak, poplar, steel, 

copper, brass, and PVC cubes. The set of 12 adds lignum vitae, 

and polypropylene cubes. Set of 10 packaged in wooden box, 

set of 12 packaged in bag.

Item # Description List Price

9-1598723-642 Set of 4 $11.99 

9-1526408-642 Set of 12 $39.99 

9-1526413-642 Set of 10 $33.29 

Equal Mass Density Set
A variety of cylindrical and square 

specimen sets for density and specific 

gravity studies. Each set comes in 

a set up box for easy storage, and 

includes an activity guide! 

Item # Description List Price

9-1526237-642 Equal Mass Density Set $9.09 
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Density Exploration Sample Sets
Sample sets of different materials allow students to practice determining 

mass, volume, and density. The slope of the graph of mass versus volume 

reveals the material's density. Each set includes 12 pieces of varying 

lengths, instructions, and an attractive wood holder. Includes a set of each 

aluminum, brass, PVC, and Polypropylene.

Item # Description List Price

9-1017032-642 Density Exploration Sample $186.59

Density of Solids Set
Determine the specific gravity of a material by graphical methods. 

Four samples each of eight different materials are arranged in a binary 

weighting sequence, with each weight double its predecessor. Includes 

aluminum, copper, Delrin™, bronze, brass, Teflon™, PVC, and stainless 

steel; sturdy weight hanger; and instructions with worksheets. Samples 

measure 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, and 1" long.

Item # Description List Price

9-1294693-642 Density of Solids Set $86.99

Density Identity Set
It's a puzzle—it's a lab! Students 

identify samples of 12 different 

materials by determining their 

densities. Includes aluminum, brass, 

copper, acrylic, pyrex, rubber, delrin 

(plastic), PVC, Teflon, Tekaform, 

poplar, and oak cylinders; wooden 

storage rack; and instructions.

0.5cm diameter, 4–7 cm long

What's the Density? Set
This puzzle reinforces students' 

understanding of density. They try 

to discover whether all cylinders 

are made of the same material by 

measuring them and calculating 

their density. When they plot their 

results, they find the specimens 

are of two different types of 

plastic. Includes 12 specimens, 

wooden holder, and instructions.

Equilibrium Tube
Liquids in communicating vessels 

stand at a common level regardless 

of the shapes of the vessels. This 

principle is well demonstrated with 

our glass apparatus that consists of 

four differently shaped towers fused 

to a common conduit. Use colored 

water for best viewing results.

Specific Gravity Set
A set of 10 materials range in density 

from .05 to 19 g/mL. Includes various 

metals and non-porous materials 

(each approximately 1 cc in volume).

Viscosity Tubes
By using a rare earth magnet, balls are released 

from just above the line on each tube. Students 

note the time it takes for the balls to fall to 

compare the viscosity of four liquids of different 

weight. Fill each tube with different weight liquids 

and a 3/8" plated steel ball. Liquids not included.

Capillary Tube Set
Demonstrate water rising to 

different heights in capillary 

tubes with different internal 

diameters. Consists of 

3 capillary tubes with a large 

tube acting as a reservoir, 

mounted on a stand. Height of 

tubes is approximately 15 cm

Item # Description List Price

9-576438-642 Capillary Tube Set $9.99

Item # Description  List Price

9-530725-642 Density Identity Set  $69.39

Item # Description List Price

9-584235-642 Equilibrium Tube $6.99

Item # Description List Price

9-584631-642 Viscosity Tubes $55.99

Item # Description  List Price

9-530730-642 What's the Density? Set  $69.39

Item # Description List Price

9-599121-642 Specific Gravity Set $16.69
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Water Hammer
This device demonstrates an unusual property of water in an evacuated 

cylinder. When held in vertical position with bulb at top and lifted and 

lowered in 1 quick motion, water will fall in the tube making an amazingly 

loud sound. Showing that in a vacuum, water behaves like a solid moving 

as a whole. 

10"L x 1" dia. 1.5" bulb.

Item # Description List Price

9-1388782-642 Water Hammer $37.99 

Surface Tension Kit
A fun way to learn about surface tension and you get to play with bubbles. 

While having fun, learn how the soap films always adopt the configuration 

with the least surface area. The surface tension of water can be measured 

with the sensitive spring scale provided. The set comprises of a trough for 

soap solution 6.5" in dia., six metal frames of different shapes to make and 

manipulate bubbles, a metal ring and a sensitive spring scale.

Item # Description List Price

9-1442107-642 Surface Tension Kit $47.99 

Mole Box
Help students visualize what a mole of air really looks like. Use this 

custom-printed, die-cut cardboard cube... complete with mole! Each side 

of this sturdy cube is imprinted with useful facts in large type that can be 

read easily across a classroom. 11.2" square

Item # Description List Price

9-530732-642 Mole Box $8.99 

Mole Poster
Unique poster lays a graphic 

foundation for one of the 

cornerstones of chemistry - the 

mole! Provides a clear and interesting 

presentation of Avogadro's law, the 

uniqueness of the mole, molarity, 

molality, molecular formulas, and 

everyday uses of the mole in science 

and industry. Includes an illustrated 

teacher's guide. 

23" W x 35"H, laminated.

Item # Description List Price
9-35-1161-642 Mole Poster $19.99 

Lab-Aids® Plastic Identification Kit
Students use specially designed trays to identify recyclable plastics by 

determining their relative density, test the flammability of the plastics 

and their physical characteristics, and identify unknown plastics using the 

information they have collected. Includes patented LAB-AIDS® molecular 

model components that students use to construct each repeat unit (the 

continuous molecule that makes up the larger polymer or plastic) in the 

polymer structure. May also be used as an enrichment unit on density. For 

16 lab groups of two-student teams.

Item # Description List Price

9-529403-642 Plastic ID Kit $290.69 
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Elements Challenge Trivia Game
Replace rote memorization 

with fun. This fast-paced 

game helps students 

understand common 

elements and their chemical 

symbols, properties, 

and real-life applications. 

As players race against 

the clock, the entire class 

works together to learn 

elements from the Periodic 

Table. Contains two decks 

of 30 cards, instructions, 

and answer key.

Innovating Science™ Chemical Observation Set
Explore the Periodic Table of Elements with this 22-chemical observation 

set. Students will study the similarities and differences between these 

elements. Each element is packaged in a permanently sealed, shatter-

resistant plastic container which is labeled and packaged in a special box. 

Includes a periodic table.

Item # Description List Price

9-1368247-642 Chemical Observation Set $119.99

Elements and the Periodic Table
Covers: Elements, The Periodic Table, Metals, Nonmetals & Metalloids, 

and Radioactive Elements. Includes a virtual lab investigation on 

Assembling a Periodic Table.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500954-642 Elements & Periodic Table $93.29

Mastering the 
Periodic Table Book
Help students succeed in chemistry 

through mastery of the periodic 

table, the field's Rosetta stone. 

Fifty activities cover periodic properties, 

atomic structure, major element 

groups, and more. They range from 

worksheets to demonstrations and 

from group projects to games and 

puzzles. Reproducible readings 

incorporate background information. 

128 pages, paperback

e

Lab-Aids® Families of Elements Experiment Kit
Observe the similar chemical and physical properties of elements in the 

Halogen Family (Group VIIA) and use this data to classify them. Connect 

how similarities in properties are reflected in a pattern of the chemical 

formulas of compounds formed with silver ions. Determine formulas 

of compounds through experimentation. Supplied with reaction plates, 

drop-controlled bottles of reagents, student sheets, and a teacher's guide 

with MSDS. Sufficient materials to repeat the activities twice for a class of 

30 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-586143-642 Families Of Elements Kit $159.89

eleMentals Chemistry Card Game
With two variations of game play, eleMENTALS is action-packed and 

teaches participants about the basic properties of the chemical elements. 

Players must judiciously play their cards according to the period, group, 

element type, and atomic number of the element cards in their hand. 

Chemical reactions can erupt suddenly, foiling the most strategic plans, 

and players can find themselves buried in elements in a very short order! 

The first person to discard all of their element cards wins, and avoids 

becoming....eleMENTAL!

Item # Description List Price

9-1566017-642 Elementals Chemistry Game $19.99

Item # Description List Price

9-591048-642 Mastering Periodic Table Book $28.19

Item # Description List Price

9-1015639-642 Elements Trivia Game $24.99
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Creating A Universe Periodic Table Poster
This oversized, color-coded chart provides an informative look at the 

periodic table. Each element is featured with standard information, such as 

atomic symbol and number, but also includes detailed information on the 

discovery of the element, its characteristics, availability, uses and its role 

in life processes. Fascinating information on the composition by element 

of the human body, the planets in our solar system, a fish, a tree—even a 

cheeseburger. Laminated, 54" x 39"

Item # Description List Price
9-35-1056-642 Universe Periodic Table Poster $29.99

Periodic Table Wall Chart
Large (49 1/2" x 38") chart is printed in four colors to insure easy visibility 

from every corner of the classroom. Durable material will withstand heavy 

classroom use. Elements included up through UUO #118.

Item # Description List Price
9-1502721-642 Periodic Table Wall Chart $71.99

The Periodic Table in the Body Poster
Discusses each of the elements on the Periodic Table in relation to 

how the body uses them. Understand how the elements are used 

by bones, blood, metabolism, in genetics and disease. 5 sections to 

this periodic table—to examine why we are indeed "star stuff" and our 

chemical ties to the universe and to profile the chemical makeup of 

the human body, plant growth, DNA and the role of elements in brain 

metabolism.28" x 36", laminated

Item # Description List Price
9-529052-642 Periodic Table Body Poster $19.99

Stick To Science 
Magnetic Periodic Table
Use this investigation of 

the first 20 elements of the 

Periodic Table to illustrate 

the core concepts of the 

atomic theory. This selection 

of magnetic element cards 

is designed to minimize 

the extra information while 

focusing on essential points 

as they build the table. 

The cards can be used to 

illustrate several major concepts including families & periods, atomic 

number & mass, electron shells, and isotopes. This set includes elements 

1–20 plus: hydride (H-), 14 additional cards (4 Hydrogen, 3 Oxygen, 

2 Chlorine, 1 Fluorine, 2 Sodium, 2 Potassium)

Item # Description List Price
9-1365046-642 Magnetic Periodic Table $25.99

Periodic Charts
Brighten your classroom with these coordinated chemistry resources! 

Colored printing helps your students distinguish between metals, 

non-metals, and noble gas families as well as allowing them to 

differentiate types of metals, solids, liquids, and gases from synthetic 

elements. Name, symbol, atomic number, weight, mass, electron 

configuration are included.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1502459-642 Wall Chart 8ft x 4ft Each $148.99 

9-1502462-642 Poster 11 x 17 in Each $12.49 
(Laminated)

9-1502463-642 Poster 11 x 17 in (Uncoated) Pack of 25 $76.99 
(Uncoated)

9-1502460-642 Notebook 8.75 x 11 in Pack of 24 $41.69 
(Laminated)

9-1502461-642 Notebook 8.75 x 11 in Pack of 50 $10.49 
(Uncoated)
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The Periodic 
Table: 

Classification of 
Elements Middle 
School Neo/LAB® 
Software
Reinforce the concept 

of periodicity of the 

elements. Nine interactive, 

virtual lab investigations 

allow students to 

explore the stability of 

elements, breakdown 

of compounds, reaction 

of substances, recovery 

of compounds from solutions, separation of liquid and solid mixtures 

and more. Step‑by‑step tutorial includes stunning illustrations and 

animations of atomic orbital structure, the four‑block organization of the 

periodic table, element types, and characteristics of each of the table's 

groups. Challenging assessment section, which can be operated in 

either a practice or test mode, automatically grades and tracks student 

achievement. Use the detailed teacher's resource section to create 

customized tests. System Requirements: Windows 2000 or Windows XP; 

Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 

128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1101-642 Individual $99.99 

9-10-1105-642 Network Version $499.99 

Periodic Table in Earth and Sky Poster
Relate chemistry, earth science, astronomy, physics, technology, and 

science history in one poster. Unique periodic chart shows the relation 

of each element to examples of minerals, crystals, and celestial objects 

containing various elements. Graphics describe how man‑made elements 

can be synthesized in the lab. 27" x 38.5", laminated. 

Item # Description List Price

9-529056-642 Periodic Table Earth & Sky $33.99 

Discovery Education™ 
Interactive Periodic Table of 
the Elements Videos
Watch chemistry come to life with 

this four‑DVD set! Explore alkali 

metals, alkaline‑earth metals and 

transition metals. Peek behind the 

scenes to look at the lanthanide 

series and the radioactive actinide 

series that shines a light on the 

dangers and benefits of nuclear 

energy. See how non‑metals are 

essential to the world around us. 

Explore the noble gases and learn 

how halogens are vital to keeping 

us safe. Grades 9–12. 346 minutes 

total run time. 

Item # Description List Price

9-530735-642 Interactive Elements Videos $180.29 

Innovating Science™  
Periodic Table Pen
Retractable pens with 

a pull‑out version of 

the periodic table of 

elements provide 

a handy resource 

for students. 

Colored printing helps your 

students distinguish between 

metals, non‑metals and noble 

gas families as well as allowing 

them to differentiate types of 

metals, solids, liquids, and gases from synthetic elements. Name, symbol, 

atomic number, weight, mass, electron configuration are included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1433009-642 Periodic Table Pen $5.99 

Teacher's Table 
of the Elements
The Teacher's Table of the 

Elements is a must have for 

the chemistry classroom. 

Features a set of character 

cards of the most common 

elements used in chemistry 

teaching along with useful 

information on the back. 

Use the Focus Box to hone 

in on key characteristics 

of the elements. Includes 

a set of "character cards" of the most 

common elements, "standard cards" 

with traditional elemental symbols, and a 

teacher's guide with suggested lessons and 

fun activities. 50" X 60".

Item # Description List Price

9-1293020-642 Teacher's Table Of Elements $89.99 

Interactive Periodic Table of Elements
Interact, explore, and discover fascinating facts about the Periodic Table of 

Elements using this beautiful laminated 32" x 42" wall chart which appeals 

to kinesthetic, auditory, and visual learners. Download the free App, for 

any smart device, and stimulate your cognitive development.

Item # Description List Price

9-1492118-642 Periodic Table Of Elements $21.29
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Periodic Table Tiles
The Periodic Table Tiles are an excellent tool for you to use to teach the 

rules of the periodic table and the elements using a hands-on approach. 

164 two-sided tiles contain all the elements. Each element group has its 

own color. The backside of each tile has a common element allowing 

your students to easily construct and balance equations for numerous 

molecules and compounds.

Periodic Table Tiles includes: 164 Foam Tiles, 2 Laminated Periodic 

Tables, 2 Chemical Bonding Rules Cards, Detailed Instruction Booklet, 

Element Reference Sheet

Item # Description List Price

9N-792-1275-642 Periodic Table Tiles $59.95

Hanging Boyle's Law Unit
This convenient, low-cost design produces 

precise data without the special care 

required with the use of mercury apparatus. 

Consists of a specially modified plastic 

syringe with a metal loop fastened to 

the plunger end. Masses of all sizes 

can easily be suspended from the loop. 

Instructions included.

Item # Description List Price

9-589953-642 Hanging Boyle's Law Unit $19.99

Assembling a Periodic Table Lab Investigation
Using game-like squares that represent the elements, students engage 

in learning about the structure of atoms, the role of electrons, chemical 

bonds and much more. They organize the periodic table based on clues 

and information provided, learn how scientists developed this key tool by 

identifying the patterns in the elements and their characteristic properties, 

and gain an understanding of what the table represents and how to 

interpret the information.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3101-642 Assembling a Periodic Table $64.99

 Inquiry Investigations™ 
 Learning About Boyle's Gas Law Lab

Sturdy, economical design provides an ideal way to observe and quantify 

the relationship between gas pressure and volume. As weights are 

added to the platen, the same number of gas particles are compressed 

into a smaller volume, increasing the pressure of gas. The volume of 

the compressed gas can be determined using the calibrated vertical 

column, yielding the quantifiable relationship between the force and 

volume. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials 

for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: 

Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287235-642 Boyle's Law Lab $29.95

9N-1288875-642 CD-ROM Network Version $99.95

9-1386214-642 Model Only $17.29

GAS LAWS

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply
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Absolute Zero Device
Show the relationship of pressure to temperature of 

a gas. This device allows students to experimentally 

determine absolute zero. They immerse the bulb in hot 

water, cold water, and a dry ice/alcohol mixture to show 

successive drops in pressure. Then plot gauge readings 

to attain an absolute temperature scale. Includes a valve 

fitting for attachment to an air pump.

Item # Description List Price

9-589554-642 Absolute Zero Device $199.49

Ideal Gas Law Poster
Introduce students to chemistry's 

giants and their laws. This poster's 

diagrams show how Boyle's Law, 

Avogadro's Law, and Charles' Law 

combine to form the Ideal Gas 

Law, and explain the importance 

of Dalton's Law. Illustrations show 

how gases behave in different 

environments. Includes an 

illustrated teacher's guide.  

23" x 35", laminated

Fire Syringe
When the plunger is pushed firmly into the shielded cylinder, 

a wisp of cotton is ignited. Safely demonstrates that heat 

is one result of compression in a closed gaseous system. 

Heavy-walled combustion tube inside a transparent plastic 

cylinder provides a safe, clear view of the demonstration.

Item # Description List Price

9-574665-642 Fire Syringe $18.99

Gas Law Apparatus
Excellent apparatus to study the Gas 

Law. Very easy to study and demonstrate 

the relationship between the pressure, 

temperature, and volume of a gas that is 

constant. Requires one AA battery for digital 

thermometer, not supplied. Instruction 

Manual included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1442106-642 Gas Law Apparatus $109.99

Vacuum Lifter
Dramatically demonstrate 

the effects of air pressure. 

Press the rubber disk to any 

flat smooth surface. When 

all of the air is evacuated 

from under the disk, this 

amounts to 1300 lbs 

per square inch, enough 

pressure to hoist up to 

50 lbs. Lift an edge to easily 

remove. 10.5" diameter

Collapsible Can
Dramatically demonstrate Charles' Law and pressure principles. Boil a 

small amount of water in the gallon can, then close the screw cap to trap 

steam pressure. As it cools, the condensing steam begins to lower the 

pressure inside the sealed can, but the external atmospheric pressure 

instantaneously crushes the can while the pressure remains constant. 

Can be hooked to a vacuum pump with a stopper, glass tube, and vacuum 

hose to exhaust air and collapse the can.

Item # Description List Price

9-578693-642 Collapsible Can $14.49

Drinking Bird Demonstration
Demonstrate the relationship between pressure and temperature. As water 

evaporates from the bird's head, the cooler part of his glass body draws the 

liquid back to his head, making him tip down for another drink. 6" high

Item # Description List Price

9-1294694-642 Drinking Bird Demo. $12.99

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1171-642 Ideal Gas Law Poster $19.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1294695-642 Vacuum Lifter $22.99
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Pressure Principles Submarine Kit
Students have fun controlling submarine depth using scientific principles 

and laws relating to buoyancy, pressure, volume, and temperature. 

An 'air pump' and penny weights change submarine density and allow 

it to dive, hover, or surface. Students can easily observe and record 

corresponding air volume changes in transparent ballast tank as they carry 

out experiments involving the atmosphere and the hydrosphere. Teacher's 

Guide includes 'fluid force' lessons involving Pascal's Principle, Boyle's 

Law, Charles's Law, and Archimedes' Principle. Not included: pennies and 

aquarium. Sub size: 5 1/8" L, 2 ½" W, 3" H.

Item# Description List Price

9-529080-642 Pressure Principles Sub Kit $39.99

Eudiometer Tubes
Demonstrate the combining power of gases 

and gas volume measurements. Hand-blown 

tubes feature etched white graduations from 

closed end downward (after 1 mL on 50 mL 

and after 2 mL on 100 mL tubes) with +/-5% 

accuracy. Platinum electrodes are sealed 

in place.

Item # Description List Price

9-584271-642 50 x 0.1 mL $29.29

9-584274-642 100 x 0.2 mL $29.29

Gas Measuring Tubes
Bunsen type with clearly etched graduations. Reads downward from 

closed top.

Item # Description List Price

9-584277-642 Gas Measuring Tubes $17.99

Metal Magdeburg Hemispheres
Made of thick cast iron walls to withstand high pressures. Brass valve and 

precision machining prevent leakage. 8.5" x 4" x 4"

Item # Description List Price

9-578533-642 Metal Magdeburg Hemispheres $39.19

Balloons
Investigate static electricity, gas pressure, jet propulsion, lung action and 

more. Package of 144, 9" round balloons in assorted colors.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-200099-642 Balloons 9 in Pack of 144 $13.99

Cartesian Diver
This set is ideal for demonstrating 

Archimedes' Principle, showing the 

transmission of pressure by a liquid and 

demonstrating compressibility of gases. 

Set consists of Cartesian Diver, glass 

hydrometer jar (1.5" diameter), rubber 

diaphragm and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-576435-642 Cartesian Diver $13.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply
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Hanna pH Bench Meter
Designed especially for schools, this durable laboratory pH meter is simple 

to operate. Manual potentiometers allow students to adjust offset and 

slope characteristics. They can measure oxidation reduction potential and 

pH with manual temperature compensation. Includes electrode, power 

adapter, and instructions. 0 to 14 pH, -1999 to 1999 mV range.

Item # Description List Price

9-530738-642  Hanna pH Bench Meter $565.49

Hanna Edge® Multiparameter Meter
World's most innovative pH, EC, and DO meter. Thin and lightweight, 

measuring just 1/2" thick and weighing less than 9 ounces. With an incredibly 

wide viewing angle, 5.5" LCD and a sensitive capacitive touch keypad. 

Measures pH, conductivity and dissolved oxygen through its unique 

digital electrodes. It simplifies measurement, configuration, calibration, 

diagnostics, logging and transferring data to a computer or a USB drive.

pH range: -2.000 to 16.000 pH

Temp. range: -20.0 to 120.0°C; -4.0 to 248.0°F

pH resolution: 0.01 pH, 0.001 pH

Temp. resolution: 0.1°C; 0.1°F

pH accuracy: ±0.01 pH, ±0.002 pH

Temp accuracy: ±0.5°C; ±1.0°F

Item # Description List Price

9N-1502700-642 Multiparameter Meter $450.99

Hanna Portable pH Meters
Measure pH on the spot, accurately and inexpensively, 

with this waterproof pH tester. Affordable and easy 

to use, meter features dual-level LCD, battery level 

indicator, replaceable pH electrode cartridge, instability 

indicator, automatic shut-off, and automatic calibration 

all in a floating, waterproof casing. Includes protective 

cap, electrode removal tool, batteries, and instructions.

pH range: -2.0 to 16.0 pH

Temp. range: -5.0 to 60.0°C / 23.0 to 140.0°F

pH resolution: 0.1 pH or 0.01 pH

Temp. resolution: 0.1°C / 0.1°F

pH accuracy: ±0.1 pH or ±0.05 pH

Temp. accuracy: ±0.5°C / ±1°F

Item # Description List Price

9-1330113-642 0.1 Resolution $139.99
9-1330024-642 0.01 Resolution $155.69
9-1330114-642 Replacement Electrode $86.69

Hanna Checker 1 pH Meter
Accurate readings from 0.00 to 14.00—resolution of 

0.01pH units. Easy-to-read LCD display and simple 

two-point calibration. pH electrode easily interchanged 

with others of any size or shape. Battery life: 

3000 hours

Item # Description List Price

9-564613-642 Checker 1 pH Meter $52.69
9-1300462-642 Replacement Electrode $42.39

Hanna Combo Meter
Combo waterproof tester—floats if dropped in 

water. Accurately tests pH, conductivity (EC), total 

dissolved solids (TDS) and temperature. Automatically 

compensates temperature for pH and EC/TDS reading. 

Equipped with an automatic calibration feature.

Item # Description List Price

9-599422-642 Combo Meter $247.29
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Hydrion™ Buffer Salt Capsules
Save time with quick-prep buffer capsules. To prepare buffer solution 

empty contents of capsule into 100ml of distilled water. Hydrion Buffer 

Salts are directly traceable to NIST standards and are certified to be 

±0.02 pH units at 25°C. Individual buffer standards are packs of five vials 

of 10 capsules each. Buffer set includes vials of 10 capsules each for pH 

4.0, 7.0 and 10.0 (30 capsules total). Individual buffers make clear solution. 

Buffer set makes colored solution.

Item # Description List Price

9-1292864-642 pH 4 $55.69

9-1292867-642 pH 7 $55.69

9-1292859-642 pH 10 $57.19

9-587010-642 Buffer Set $33.49

Set of 3 - includes 4.0, 7.0 and 10.0 pH

Convenient, Easy-to-Use Pen Meters 
Starter pen meters provide simple, fast, straightforward, no-frills yet highly accurate pH, ORP, conductivity, salinity, or  

TDS measurements.

STARTER TEST METERS  

Water Quality and Electrochemistry Meters

For a full listing of these great new Ohaus products, go to pages 305 through 307

pH PAPERS AND BUFFERS

Item # Model Number Range Resolution Accuracy List Price

9-1464859-642 ST10 pH 0.0 to 14.0 0.1 pH 0.1 pH $52.99 

9-1464858-642 ST20 pH 0.00 to 00.00 0.01 pH 0.05 pH $97.09 

9-1464861-642 ST10R pH -1000mV to 1000mV 1mV 2mV $119.09 

9-1464860-642 ST20R ORP -1000mV to 1000mV 1mV 2mV $156.09 

9-1464869-642 ST10C-A EC 0.0-199.9 us/cm 0.1 us/cm -+ 2.5% FS $71.99 

9-1464868-642 ST10C-B EC 0-1999 us/cm 1 us/cm -+2.5% FS $71.99 

9-1464867-642 ST10C-C EC 0.00-00.00 ms/cm 10 us/cm -+2.5% FS $71.99 

9-1464866-642 ST20C-A EC 0.0-199.9 us/cm 0.1 us/cm -+1.5% FS $103.09 

9-1464865-642 ST20C-B EC 0-1999 us/cm 1 us/cm -+1.5% FS $103.09 

9-1464864-642 ST20C-C EC 0.00-00.00 ms/cm 10 us/cm -+1.5% FS $103.09 

9-1464863-642 ST10S Salinity 0.0-10.0 ppt 0.1 ppt -+2.5% FS $69.99 

9-1464862-642 ST20S Salinity 0.0-80.0 ppt 0.1 ppt -+1.5% $103.09 

9-1464872-642 ST10T-A TDS 0.0-100.0 mg/L 0.1 mg/L -+2.5% FS $80.99 

9-1464873-642 ST10T-B TDS 0-1000 mg/L 1 mg/L -+2.5% $80.99 

9-1464870-642 ST20T-A TDS 0.0-100.0 mg/L 0.1 mg/L -+1.5% $103.09 

9-1464871-642 ST20T-B TDS 0-1000 mg/L 1 mg/L -+1.5% $103.09
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Micro Essential Lab Hydrion Wide Range 
Spectral pH Test Paper
This ultrafast double roll dispenser covers the pH range from 0.0–14.0 and 

consists of two paper rolls in a dual roll protective plastic dispenser having 

a serrated edge to easily tear off the desired size paper. The dispenser 

comes in a protective polypropylene case for protection and portability. 

A color match chart reading in full pH unit increments with a sharp color 

change at each is included. This dispenser has sufficient paper for at least 

240 tests. 180 x 7/32" each roll. Total pH Range: 1.0–14.0. Color match 

at full pH unit.

Item # Description List Price

9-1449782-642 Micro Spectral ph Test Paper $16.79

Hydrion™ 
Brilliant pH Dip Stiks
pH paper on plastic 

strips indicate instant, 

distinct and clear color 

separations. 

• pH range: 0 to 13 

•  Includes 100 Dip Stiks 

and color chart in 

plastic case

Hydrion™ Spectral pH Strips
Conveniently packed in flip-top vials, 

these premium quality, wide-range 

plastic strips offer clear, bright single 

color matches at every 1.0 interval from 

pH 0–14.0. Each vial contains 100 strips.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399958-642 Spectral pH Strips $18.09

Hydrion™ 
Insta‑Chek pH 
Test Papers
Single Roll set 

includes Insta-Chek 

Dispenser (7/32" W): 

1 roll 0 to 13 test 

paper with 1 pH unit 

increments. Double 

Roll Set includes dispenser 0 to 14 (5/32" W), 1 roll Insta-Chek 0 to 13 paper 

with 1 pH unit increments and 1 roll 12.5 to 14.0 range paper with 0.5 pH 

unit increments. Insta-Chek Refill (5/32" W): 5 rolls 0 to 13 test paper with 1 

pH unit increments.

Item # Description List Price

9-587031-642 1 Roll Set $9.89 

9-586995-642 2 Roll Set $12.49 

9-586998-642 Refill (5 Rolls, 1pH unit) $26.49

Acid Neutral Base Paper
Strips test pH from 0–14 pH units. Yellow indicates 

pH 0–6.3, green indicates neutral range of 6.4–7.4, and 

purple indicates pH 7.5–14. 100 strips per vial.

Item # Description List Price

9-584376-642 Each $1.99 

9-584379-642 Pack of 12 $17.99

Item # Description List Price

9-569870-642 Red $14.69 

9-569873-642 Neutral $14.69 

9-569867-642 Blue $14.69 

Item # Description List Price

9-587052-642 Brilliant pH Dip Stiks $16.79

Hydrion™ Standard pH Paper
Wide-range pH papers available as a dispenser with "A" and "B" rolls. 

"A" tests pH values 2-4-6-8-10. "B" tests pH values 1-3-5-7-9-11.

Item # Description List Price

9-587064-642 Standard pH Paper $15.29

Litmus Papers
Blue test papers turn red in 

acids. Red test papers turn 

blue in bases. Neutral test 

papers turn red in acids 

and blue in bases. Pack of 

12 vials with 100 strips in 

each vial.
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 Inquiry Investigations™ 
 Learning About Acids, Bases, and Salts Lab

Introduce students to acids, bases, and salts—key compounds in the 

field of chemistry. These activities provide a safe and convenient way for 

students to explore the chemical and physical properties of acids, bases, 

and salts as well as the relationships between them. Additionally, students 

will investigate the reactions between acids and bases and how salts 

are formed. Includes a Teacher Resource Guide and CD-ROM. Materials 

for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. System Requirements: 

Windows: 2000 or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or higher 

(including OS X). 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1287237-642 Acids/Bases/Salts Lab $59.95

9N-1288873-642 CD-ROM Network Version $99.95

Lab-Aids® Properties of Acids and Bases Experiment
Seven activities safely engage students in studying, testing, and observing 

the characteristic properties of acids and bases. Experimenters cause 

metal to react with acids and produce hydrogen. They also collect and test 

carbon dioxide, observe the effects of acids and bases on indicator dyes, 

and perform a neutralization experiment. For 50 students.

Item # Description List Price

9-530964-642 Prop. Of Acids & Bases $173.29

Understanding pH Lab Investigation
Your class will measure the pH values of various common solutions and 

create a broad spectrum of colors as they discover the range of indicators 

required to determine acidity and alkalinity. They'll also discover the 

range of acidity and alkalinity of various foods and the effect of acids on 

the function of our digestive enzymes. As a result, they'll understand the 

difficulties the body faces in maintaining fluids at a constant pH. Through 

these activities, the students will learn the importance pH plays in the 

chemical reactions necessary for biological activities, including growth and 

development, tissue repair and cell activity.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1743-642 Understanding pH Lab $47.99

 The Colorful Chemistry of 
 Acids and Bases Lab Investigation

This lab investigation kit was developed in partnership with the American 

Chemical Society (ACS) for their "Kids and Chemistry" line of activity kits. 

Identify acids or bases and then conceptualize how the color changes are 

produced. Recognize the importance of color changes to both professional 

chemists and lay people. Relate the concept of indicators with daily life 

and indicators to substances commonly found in the home. Includes 

teacher's guide and student sheets. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4. Grades 5 to 9.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3253-642 Chem. Of Acids & Bases Lab $110.99
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 Acids, Bases, and Salts 
 Middle School Neo/LAB® Software

Investigate the differences between strong and weak acids and bases; 

practice the identification of acids and bases using the pH scale; and 

learn how acids and bases neutralize each other to form a salt—all in the 

safety of a virtual lab! Interactive program features a detailed, step-by-step 

tutorial which provides a detailed overview of the properties of acids and 

bases; acid/base detection; the pH scale; acid/base indicators; salts as 

ionic compounds; and the uses of acids, bases and salts. It also features 

challenging assessments, and teacher's resources. System Requirements: 

Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 

or higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Item # Description List Price

9-10-1111-642 Individual $99.99

9-10-1115-642 Network Version $499.99

Innovating Science™ Acids, Bases, and the pH Scale Kit
Students will examine the effects of acids and bases on several chemical 

pH indicators, determine the pH of several common household materials, 

and use the knowledge gained to determine the composition of four 

unknown clear solutions. Kit contains enough materials for 15 groups. 

Teacher's Manual and Student Study Guide copymasters are included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399018-642 Acids, Bases, & ph Scale Kit $86.69

Innovating Science™ 
Disappearing Rainbow Demonstration Kit
Three indicators are used in conjunction with acids and bases to create 

a rainbow of colors. Indicators can be combined in various ways to show 

the entire spectrum. Students only see the acid or base being poured 

leading to a sunning demonstration. Includes instructions and materials for 

7 demonstrations.

Item # Description List Price

9-1368244-642 Disappearing Rainbow Demo Kit $42.59

Drop Neutralization
Ideal for leading into discussions about titrations, acids, bases, pH, 

buffers, or environmental or physiological buffering systems in a range 

of science applications from Biology to Environmental Sciences to 

Physiology. Kit includes instructor's manual with background information, 

assessment materials, an answer key, and enough materials for 

24 students working in six groups of four.

Item # Description List Price

9-1490592-642 Drop Neutralization $95.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply
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Acids and Bases Kit
By using litmus paper, students will determine whether a common item is 

acidic or basic. The kit includes enough material for 6 groups of students.    

Item # Description List Price

9-1532076-642 Acids and Bases Kit $24.99 

Identification of Organic Molecules Game
Using a deck of 52 cards, your students will learn to recognize and name 

the hierarchy of organic functional groups through a series of simple card 

games. They'll also develop a better understanding of organic chemical 

reactions. Flexibly designed game can be customized to meet your 

specific teaching objectives. Materials for 40 students working in 10 

groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3951-642 Each  $32.99

9-20-3953-642 Class Set - Pack of 5 $149.99

Enzymatic Hydrolysis Kit
Students observe biochemical reactions in cells and investigate the reaction 

rates of enzymes when temperature, pH and enzyme concentrations 

are varied. Includes reproducible student worksheets and complete 

instructions. Sufficient materials for 30 students working in pairs.

Item # Description List Price

9-528998-642 Enzymatic Hydrolysis Kit $128.99

Molymod® Biochemistry Model Set
Encourage students to explore the fascinating world of molecular 

biochemistry with this easy-to-use set. Includes all the necessary 

components to make such structures as amino acids, peptides, 

saccharides, purines, pyrimidines, phospholipids, mono and digylycerides, 

nucleotides, and an alpha helix. Contains 257 durable, molded color atom 

pieces and 160 link/bonds sorted into two compartmentalized boxes. 

Note: It is not possible to create all molecules at once.

Item # Description List Price

9-1295708-642 Biochem. Model Set $114.29

Innovating Science™ 
Chemical Identification 
of Biomolecules Kit
Students will learn to 

identify a positive test 

result for proteins using 

biuret reagent, examine 

the reaction between 

Benedict's reagent and a simple 

sugar, use iodine/potassium 

iodide to test for the presence 

of starch, and test for the 

presence of lipids using a 

fat-soluble dye. Includes: 

Materials for 15 groups: 

25mL each: Iodine/Potassium Iodide 

solution, biuret reagent, Benedict's solution, 1.0% Sudan III Stain, and 

vegetable oil; 10g each: soluble starch, albumin, and glucose; teacher's 

guide; and copy masters

Item # Description List Price

9-1399019-642 Chem. ID of Biomolecules Kit $57.99

War of the Acids Kit
Designed to visualize the differences between strong and weak acids.  

Activities include demonstrations of differences in pH values, effect of 

conjugate base and vigor of reactions. This kit contains an easy to follow 

teachers manual and enough materials to perform 7 demonstrations. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1532080-642 War of the Acids Kit $59.29 

NEW

NEW
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Introduction to Chromatography Lab Investigation
Introduce your students to the basics of chromatography and how this 

essential procedure can be employed to identify organic and inorganic 

compounds. Your class will gain a clear comprehension of the principles 

behind chromatography as they use the process to separate various 

dye samples in polar and non-polar solvents. They'll also discover 

chromatography's applications in clinical, forensic and analytical 

laboratories. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1683-642 Kit $65.99 

9-20-1685-642 Refill $41.99 

Demonstrating Biotechnology Using 
Bioluminescent Proteins Lab Investigation

As darkness descends upon the ocean, the water becomes alive with 

displays of bioluminescence - living light produced by a myriad or 

organisms. Your students will learn how bioluminescence occurs and how, 

through biotechnology, this unique trait of select ocean organisms can be 

transferred through genetic cloning. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-2343-642 Biotech W/ Bioluminescent Lab $75.99 

Innovating Science™ Thin Layer Chromatography Kit
Commercial food colors may contain more than meets the eye. 

Students will perform thin layer chromatography, a highly effective 

separation procedure, on four different food colors to determine if there 

may be more in each color than visual appearance would lead them to 

believe. Each group will perform the chromatography procedure in one of 

three different solvents and compare their results to other student groups, 

allowing students to reach conclusions regarding the solubility of each food 

dye in different solvents. The kit contains enough materials for 15 groups.

Item# Description List Price

9-1330105-642 Thin Layer Chromatography Kit $99.99 

Innovating Science™ Paper Chromatography Kit
Chromatography is the oldest documented technique to separate chemical 

substances. In this activity, students will perform paper chromatography 

on three individual dyes and a mixture of dyes to determine if all three dyes 

are in the mixture. Students will understand not only the components of a 

chromatography system but also why different substances move at different 

rates within the system. The kit contains enough materials for 15 groups.

Item # Description List Price

9-1329982-642 Paper Chromatography Kit $53.29 

Chromatography Paper 
These 15 x 2cm chromatography strips can be used for chromatography 

studies. Pack of 100

Item # Description List Price

9-1603560-642 Chromatography Paper $4.49
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Basic Voltaic Cell Set
This set is ideal for demonstrating characteristics of primary cells. The cell 

cup is clear so you can easily view the electro-chemical reactions taking 

place. The top rim is made of heavy molded plastic with sturdy nickel 

plated clamps designed to hold both round and flat electrodes. Includes: 

1 cell cup, 2 adjustable electrode holders, 1 porous ceramic cup, and 

8 electrodes (7 - Flat 125 x 25 mm Copper, Zinc, Aluminum, Brass, Iron, 

Nickel, and Tin; 1 - Round Carbon). Includes instructions. 4" x 4" x 5"; 6 lbs

Item # Description List Price

9-564844-642 Basic Voltaic Cell Set $34.79

Simple Electrochemical Cell
This kit allows students to explore the electrical properties of different 

combinations of electrode materials using safe, everyday chemicals such 

as cola, vinegar, and fruit juice as electrolytes. The set contains everything 

needed for the experiments except the electrolytes. Includes a simple cell 

with electrode holders, electrodes of copper, aluminum, iron, and zinc, a 

mounted resistor for use as a current load, a multi-meter, a comprehensive 

teacher manual and CD. Dimensions 12" x 9" x 4".

Item # Description List Price

9-1017519-642 Simple Electrochemical. Cell $79.99

Brownlee Electrolysis 
Apparatus with Jar
Dramatically demonstrate how water 

decomposes to two parts hydrogen and 

one part oxygen. Consists of an acid-proof, 

nonporous insulating support with a spring 

clip for holding test tubes, binding posts 

and 2 platinum electrodes. Supports fit a 

4.5" x 5" battery jar (optionally included) 

and accepts 150 x 18–20 mm test tubes 

(not included). Unit includes instructions, 

supports, and platinum electrones.

Item # Description List Price

9-587818-642 Brownlee Electrolysis w/ Jar $53.29

Hoffman Electrolysis Unit
60 mL Hoffman-style electrolysis apparatus. The 

acid-resistant mounting of this apparatus reduces 

corrosion and the likelihood of the glassware to 

unexpectedly drop and break when in use or stored. 

The dark-colored panel provides color-contrast for 

easier, more accurate viewing of volumes of gases 

generated, too. Includes glassware, hardware, support 

apparatus with acid-resistant panel, large-surface 

platinum electrodes, easy-to-read graduations, plus 

instructions. Gas collecting tubes: 22" high; ground 

glass stopcocks. Requires a 6 V battery or low voltage 

DC power supply (sold separately).

Item # Description List Price

9-576783-642 Hoffman Electrolysis Unit $239.99

9-576405-642 Unit w/out Panel $133.29

9N-571637-642 Fixed Voltage DC Power Supply $59.99

Mini Electrolysis Device
This easy to set up device 

was designed by teachers in 

order to collect the correct 

proportions of hydrogen and 

oxygen from the electrolysis 

of water. Its unique design 

helps correct issues such 

as falling test tubes perched 

over unsteady electrodes 

and gases escaping due to 

poor alignment. Each device 

consists of the electrolysis 

unit, gas collection tubes and a clear polycarbonate tub. The device will 

attach to any 6–12 Volt DC power supply (not included) using the alligator 

clips on the unit's power leads. Teacher guide and CD included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488773-642 Mini Electrolysis Device $39.99

Building and Designing Batteries STEM Kit
Contains eight investigative activities that teach students how to use 

a multimeter to measure voltage and amplitude, calculate electrical 

resistance and electrode potentials, evaluate battery performance, 

assemble electrical circuits, and construct batteries. The kit includes 

enough materials for 40 students working in groups of 4, as well as a  

DVD with PDF Teacher and Student Guides and other digital content.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562463-642 Building & Designing Batteries $246.69

M Kit

Electrolysis Kit
Suitable for use in any 

electrochemical procedure 

requiring electrodes and 

leads. Consists of 2 stainless 

steel electrodes and 2 hook-up 

wires with alligator clips.

Item # Description List Price

9-589659-642 Electrolysis Kit $19.89
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Conductivity Tester
The filament of a clear 15 W bulb glows in response to a solution's 

conductivity. The unit consists of a completely assembled electrode base 

and light socket. Since it has an attached clamp, this conductivity tester 

can be clamped to the rod of a ring stand or other support. 15 W lightbulb 

and ringstand not included.

Item # Description List Price

9-530794-642 Conductivity Tester $33.99

9-1555663-642 15 W Bulb pk/ 2 $11.99

Conductivity Tester
Test the conductivity of different 

liquids or the difference in 

concentration of the same 

solution with this conductivity 

tester. The brightness of an AC 

powered lamp depends on the 

conductivity of solutions into 

which its electrodes are placed. 

Electrodes are shielded to 

prevent accidental contact.

Copper Plating Kit
Invite students to explore the 

technique used for copper 

plating. Kit includes glass 

battery jar, copper anode, two 

brass connecting posts, two 

wire connectors with alligator 

clips, 500 g copper sulfate, 

and paper clips.

Conductivity Indicator
A device to demonstrate relative conductivity by the varying brightness 

of a light bulb. Unit consists of a switch, bulb, probes, a plastic case and 

binding posts. A milliammeter may be connected if greater accuracy is 

desired. This conductivity indicator is safe for student use and operates on 

1.5 V C cells. Batteries are not included.

Item # Description List Price

9-589881-642 Conductivity Indicator $184.99

Conductivity of 
Solutions Apparatus
Conductivity of Solutions 

Apparatus is used to demonstrate 

electrical conductivity properties 

of liquids. Consists of a glass 

container, 3" x 2.75", 7 oz capacity, 

with a PVC cover, mounted with a 

lamp socket and two binding posts 

for connection to wires. Connected 

internally to the binding posts for 

connection to the wires. Light bulb 

included. Works on 3v dc, power 

supply not included.

C

A

Lab-Aids® Conductivity Indicators
When both probes are in contact with a solid or immersed in a solution and 

the material is a conductor, an audible tone increases volume and intensity 

as conductivity increases. There is no tone if the material is a non-conductor. 

Practical alternative to light sensitive LED conductivity indicators. Provide 

semi-quantitative information about the materials being tested. Comes with 

a 1-year limited warranty. Required 9V battery not included.

Item # Description List Price

9-529409-642 Buzzing $39.99

9-1449195-642 Blinking $43.29

Item # Description List Price

9-1477758-642 Conductivity Of Solutions $14.09

Item # Description List Price

9-1294696-642 Copper Plating Kit $39.99

Item # Description List Price

9-590118-642 Conductivity Tester $103.89
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Electrode Strips
Use these electrodes for experiments with electrochemical cells or any 

number of chemical or electrical experiments. Electrodes are formed in 

5"x3/4"x3/64" (with some exceptions in thickness) and have the symbol of the 

element stamped on.

Item # Description List Price

9-1296261-642 Aluminum $1.99

9-1296110-642 Carbon $4.99

9-1296262-642 Copper $3.99

9-1296263-642 Iron $1.99

9-1296106-642 Magnesium $4.99

9-1296108-642 Tin $5.99

9-1296305-642 Zinc $3.99

Double Alligator Leads
Includes 7 leads 24" in length.Made of 

stranded copper wire with an alligator clip 

at each end for secure connections.

Item # Description List Price

9-560884-642 Double Alligator Leads $2.99
Platinum Electrodes
0.25" x 0.5" platinum foil welded to lead wire and sealed in glass tubing 

with stoppers. Pack of 2.

Item # Description List Price

9-584283-642 Platinum Electrodes $45.29

Carbon Rod
4 mm diameter x 100 mm long. Pack of 10.

Item # Description List Price

9-576672-642 Carbon Rod $15.99

Light Technology Exploration Pack Sets
These four activities investigate 

how light is used in technology 

products. Each activity has 

deep content and unique 

materials so users can explore 

science concepts using 

STEM methodology.

Available as:

Individual Exploration Packs, 

which includes one experiment 

and printed instruction sheets.

Exploration Pack Sets of 10, 

designed for use by an entire 

class, include 10 sets of hands-on 

materials for one activity and a 

DVD with extensive content for 

all four activities.

Exploration Pack Set of 4, 

includes one of each of the 

individual exploration packs 

and the DVD.

Item # Description List Price
Individual Exploration Packs

9-1563023-642 Building an LED Light Battery $23.99

9H-1563024-642 Light & Invisible Ink $23.99

9-1563025-642 Luminous Light $23.99

9-1563026-642 Smart Colors $23.99

Exploration Pack Sets of 10 with DVD

9-1562464-642 Building An LED Light Battery $190.99

9H-1562465-642 Light & Invisible Ink $190.99

9-1562466-642 Luminous Light $190.99

9-1562467-642 Smart Colors $190.99

Exploration Pack Set of 4 with DVD

9H-1563027-642 Light Tech. Exploration $98.99

Alligator/Banana Combo Leads
These leads conveniently feature a banana plug at one end for easy 

attachment to most power supplies and an alligator clip for secure 

connections to electodes or other circuit components. 36"L. 

Set of 2, includes 1 black and 1 red lead.

Item # Description List Price

9-598707-642 Alligator/Banana Combo $6.19

BK Precision® 
Fixed Voltage 
DC Power Supply
This power supply 

offers precision 

regulated 

13.8 V DC at 

6 Amp peak 

output. Features current foldback 

overload protection. Short circuit 

and polarity protection. Includes 5-way 

binding post and female cigar lighter plug outputs.

Item # Description List Price

9N-571637-642 Fixed Voltage DC Power Supply $59.99
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Kemtec™ Basic Microchemistry Kit
Includes all laboratory supplies required to perform the following chemistry 

labs in microscale: Mole Ratios, Catalysts, Rates of Reaction, Equilibrium, 

and Titrations. These sets provide an economical solution for increasing 

lab hour requirements with inexpensive, reusable supplies, reduced 

chemical costs, and easy cleanup. Small amounts of standard laboratory 

chemicals are required but not included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1490588-642 Single Kit (2 Students) $45.99 

9-1490589-642 Class Set-24 Students in pairs $426.69 

Microchemistry Advanced Kit
Using microscale apparatus, students perform over a hundred chemical 

experiments. Covers chemical equilibrium, acid base chemistry, rates 

of reaction, stoichiometry, reactions of metals and their salt solutions, 

enthalpy changes, reactivity of group 7 elements, industrial pollution, 

solubility of sulfates in water; copper oxide reduction; the zinc/copper cell; 

compounds, elements, pure substances and mixtures; conductivity and 

pH of acid and base solutions; oxygen and hydrogen prep; iron (III) chloride 

prep; saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons; reactions of sulfur with 

oxygen; reactions of metal with oxygen and more.

Item # Description List Price

9-1268118-642 Microchemistry Advanced Kit $79.99 

Microplates
Useful in microchemistry as a 

series of "micro" test 

tubes and "micro" 

beakers. Made of 

polystyrene, these 

plates are durable and 

easy to clean. Each row 

is labeled with a letter and 

each column with a number. 

Choose from:

•  Combination microplate: 48 small 

wells (4 x 12 matrix) and 12 large wells (2 x 6 matrix)

• 96 small wells (12 x 8 matrix)

• 24 large wells (6 x 4 matrix)

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-585846-642 Combination Well Pack of 12 $79.99 

9-585837-642 24 Well Pack of 12 $77.99 

9-585831-642 96 Well Pack of 12 $55.49 

Spectrum Chart
A useful and highly informative chart 

which illustrates typical spectra and 

spectrum characteristics. Shows the 

bright line spectra of 10 common 

elements, absorption spectra 

and Fraunhofer lines of the solar 

spectrum, continuous spectra of 

incandescent sources, absorption 

spectra of solutions, and Doppler 

effect in light. All spectra examples 

are printed in full-color against 

white, direct reading scale plates. 

27"W x 47"H

Item # Description List Price

9-591033-642 Spectrum Chart $33.29 

Kemtec™ Advanced Microchemistry Set
Includes all laboratory supplies required to perform the following chemistry 

labs in microscale; Mole Ratios, Catalysts, Rates of Reaction, Equilibrium, 

Titrations, Acids & Bases, Reduction of Hydrogen Sulfide, Reduction 

of Copper Oxide, Electrochemical Cell, and Decomposition of Water by 

Electrolysis. These sets provide an economical solution for increasing lab 

hour requirements with inexpensive, reusable supplies, reduced chemical 

costs, and easy cleanup. Small amounts of standard laboratory chemicals 

are required but not included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1490590-642 Single Kit (2 Students) $74.49 

9-1490591-642 Class Set-24 Students in pairs $646.99 

Pyrex® 
Threaded Micro Chemistry Set
Perform experiments in 

Microscale Organic Laboratory 

(John F. Wiley) with the deluxe 

micro-organic glassware set—designed 

with threaded 14 / 10 joint-sized 

components. Pyrex Borosilicate glass. 

Components include jacketed and air 

reflux compressors; Hickman still head; 

Claisen head; collection, GC, drying, 

and capillary gas delivery tubes; Craig 

receiver only (1 mL and 2 mL); 5 conical 

reaction vials (0.1 mL to 5 mL); and storage case.

Item # Description  List Price

9-593799-642 Threaded Micro Chemistry Set  $438.59 

Combination Microplate
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Unico® Visible Spectrophotometer 1100RS
This affordable 10 nm 

spectrophotometer features a 

high-quality silicon photodiode 

detector and 1200 lines/ mm 

grating to ensure high 

performance. Features 

Absorbance, Transmittance, 

Concentration, and Factor 

modes with an RS-232C output. 

Comes with a .5" round tube holder, 10 mm square 

cuvette adapter, box of 12 round tubes, user's manual, and dust cover. 

Set for 110 V, but switchable to 220 V. 

Wavelength range: 335–1000 nm

Spectral slit width: 10 nm

Optical system: Single beam, grating system 1200 lines/mm

Wavelength accuracy: ±2 nm

Wavelength repeatability: ±1 nm

Photometric range: 0–125%T, 0–2.0A, 1–999 C (0–1999 F)

Photometric accuracy: ±1%T

Stray light: < 0.5%T @ 340 nm and 400 nm

Light source: Tungsten halogen lamp

Data output: RS-232C interface

Sample compartment: Accommodates 1" round tube with optional holder

Power requirements: 220–240 V/ 50 Hz, 110–120 V/ 60 

Hz switchable

Size: 16.1" x 12.1" x 7.1"

Spectronic 200 Educator Visible Spectrophotometer
The SPECTRONIC 200 visible spectrophotometer offers outstanding 

features and bold new styling that set it apart from the competition. 

Simple TV-remote style on-board controls and a color screen make it easy 

to learn and use. The removable, corrosion-resistant sample compartment 

means easy clean-up. Included cuvette racks and storage areas complete 

the package for your colorimetric analyses.

Wavelength Range: 340–1000 nm

Wavelength Resolution: 1 nm

Wavelength Accuracy: ± 2 nm

Photometric Range: -0.3 A to 2.5 A

Photometric Accuracy: ±0.01 A at 0.3 A

Readout: ABS, %T, Concentration

Interface: USB-A and USB-B

Dimensions: 15.3" x 11.8" x 3.6"

Item # Description List Price

9N-1376345-642 Visible Spectrophotometer $1,532.09 

Unico®  
Educational Visible 
Spectrophotometer 1000
Precisely designed and 

ruggedly built, this 

easy-to-use 20 nm 

spectrophotometer is ideal 

for student use in high 

schools and colleges for 

general analysis and experiments such as 

Beer-Lambert, Absorption Spectrum, Chlorophyll, protein (biuret test) and 

more. Features Absorbance and Transmittance modes with an analog 

interface that allows students to collect data or print to an external analog 

device. Comes with a .5" round tube holder, 10 mm square cuvette 

adapter, box of 12 round tubes, user's manual, and dust cover. Set for 

110 V, but switchable to 220 V. 

Wavelength range: 335–1000 nm

Spectral slit width: 20 nm

Optical system: Single beam, grating system 1200 lines/mm

Wavelength accuracy: ±2 nm

Wavelength repeatability: ±1 nm

Stray energy: <0,5% at 340 nm & 400 nm

Photometric range: 0–125% T, 0–2.0A

Photometric accuracy: ±2% T

Photometric noise: ±1.0%

Data output: Analog port

Light source: Tungsten halogen lamp 6 V/ 10 W

Sample compartment: Accommodates 1" round tube with optional holder

Power requirements: 220–240 V/ 50 Hz, 

110–120 V/ 60 Hz switchable 

Size: 16" x 12" x 8"

Item # Description List Price

9-529576-642 Spectrophotometer 1000 $1,106.69 

Item # Description List Price

9-529577-642 Spectrophotomer 1100RS $1,599.99 

Cuvettes 
Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-595191-642 Glass Cuvettes Pack of 12 $65.29 
Optical-quality glass test tube cuvettes, 10mm diameter, 100 mm height, 4 mL capcity.

9-1330028-642 Polystyrene Cuvettes Pack of 100 $93.29 
Square shaped, polystyrene cuvettes with a wavelength range of 335-1000 nm, 10 mm pathlength, 
10 mm interior width, 45 mm height, 3.5 mL capacity.

Glass Cuvettes

Polystyrene 
Cuvettes

Unico S2150 Series 
UV/Vis Spectrophotometer
The UNICO 2150-UV 

Spectrophotometer offers users an 

economic way to begin UV testing 

without sacrificing many advanced 

features. With built in memory for 

up to 200 test, expanded key board and large 

sample compartment the 2150UV is a great addition to 

UNICO Spectrophotometer line. Equipped standard with 4 position manual 

cell holder for 10mm cells.

Wavelength Range: 200–1000 nm

Slit Width: 4nm  

Optical System: Single Beam, Grating System 1200 lines/mm  

Wavelength Accuracy: ± 2nm  

Wavelength Repeatability: ± 1nm  

Photometric Accuracy: ±0.004 A at 0.5 A  

Communication Ports: USB / RS-232 

Control Buttons: 22 buttons, Key Pad  

Memory Capability: Up to 200 standard curves  

Power Requirements: 100–240V  

Warranty: One year

Item # Description List Price

9-1439841-642 UV/Vis Spectrophotometer $4,933.29 
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Making Chemistry Relevant Book
Students' interest and achievement in 

academics improve dramatically when 

they make connections between what 

they are learning and the potential uses of 

that knowledge in the world at large. This 

book offers a number of creative ways to 

make chemistry relevant to the student, 

including teaching science in the context 

of life issues and STEM careers, relating 

it to current events, integrating research 

into lab curriculum, and using media, 

games, and puzzles in the teaching of 

chemistry. 289 pages, hardcover

Easy Science Demos and Labs: 
Chemistry Book
This 96-page softcover book 

provides an informational section 

with helpful explanations and 

definitions. All demonstrations use 

common equipment available in your 

classroom and includes a materials 

list and step-by-step instructions. 

162 pages, paperback 

Physical Science 
Curriculum Learning Modules
Each module provides a 

complete set of 

visual, digital and 

hands-on resources 

which provide an 

engaging blend of 

technology-based 

instruction, interactive 

print resources, 

game-based learning and 

a hands-on investigation. 

Features: 1 "Write-On/

Wipe-Off" Flip Chart Set; 

1 Student Learning Guide 

featuring background 

information, assessment questions and lab exercise; 1 Vocabulary Review 

Card Set; 1 4-Player Mastery Game; 1 Interactive Multimedia Lesson; and 

a Hands-On Lab. See website for details.

Item # Description List Price

9-1531280-642 Properties & States Of Matter $119.89 

9-1531281-642 Atoms & Chemical Bonding $119.89 

9-1531282-642 Elements & the Periodic Table $119.89 

9-1531283-642 Chemical Reactions $119.89 

9-1531284-642 Energy: Forms & Changes $119.89 

9-1531285-642 Work, Power & Simple Machines $119.89 

9-1531286-642 Forces & Motion $119.89 

9-1531287-642 Electricity & Magnetism $119.89 

9-1531288-642 All About Sound $119.89 

9-1531289-642 Light & Optics $119.89 

Item # Description List Price

9-591084-642 Easy Science Demos and Labs $28.19 

Demonstration-A-Day for 
Chemistry Book
This book offers the 185 best 

classroom-tested chemistry 

demonstrations that will fit right 

into your lesson plans. Each 

demonstration includes concise 

background information, instructions 

and a list of materials. Most have 

accompanying illustrations. All are 

easy to do and help explain a principle 

in chemistry. 157 pages, spiralbound

Item # Description List Price

9-596569-642 Demo-A-Day For Chemistry Book $33.99 

52 Ways to Liven Up a 
Chemistry Classroom Book
Here are 52 ways to make your 

chemistry class fun and educational. 

•  Motivators, games, puzzles, tricks 

and more

• No elaborate materials needed

• 38 pages, spiralbound

Item # Description List Price

9-596563-642 52 Ways to Liven Up Chem.Class $16.79 

Item # Description List Price

9-1371766-642 Making Chemistry Relevant Book $139.99 

While You Were Out: 
Chemistry Resource Book
An excellent resource to have on 

hand when you're in need of a 

substitute! Features eight days 

of topic-specific, reproducible 

worksheets that can be used by any 

substitute teacher in your classroom. 

Answer keys included. Remember, 

just a bit of planning can take some 

of the worry out of your next sick 

day. 27 pages, spiralbound

Item # Description List Price

9-530845-642 While You Were Out - Chemistry $16.79
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States of Matter Poster
Great color graphics suitably depict the five states of matter with 

information on each state. It includes the Bose-Einstein Condensate state 

as well as the more well-known ones (solid, liquid, gas, plasma). There 

is a section on "What is Matter?" and "The Structure of Matter." It also 

contains information on "Matter Research" the CERN particle accelerator. 

26"L x 36"W, laminated 

Item # Description List Price

9-1400908-642 States of Matter Poster $25.99 

Hands-On 
Chemistry Activities Book
More than 300 demonstrations, 

labs and other hands-on activities 

illuminate chemistry concepts using 

everyday examples. Helps make 

your curriculum more engaging 

and easy to understand. Use as 

a standalone program or to 

supplement any chemistry textbook. 

656 pages, paperback

Item # Description List Price

9-530791-642 Hands-On Chem. Activities Book $32.99 

Probing Matter Game
Mix learning and fun with six interactive game challenges on four topics: 

Properties of Matter, The Periodic Table, Physical and Chemical Changes, 

and Mixtures and Compounds. For small and large groups, 100 questions 

range from basic to challenging. Great discussion starters! Meets National 

Science Education Content Standard D. 

Item # Description List Price

9-392764-642 Probing Matter Game $20.79 

Chemistry Clever Catch®

Motivate chemistry learning with 

a lively game of catch! Players 

have to answer the question 

about the periodic table found 

under their left thumb when they 

catch the ball. Includes a list of 

game suggestions, directions and 

answers. Answer sheet included. 

24" diameter

Item # Description List Price

9-530843-642 Chemistry Clever Catch $12.99 

Chemistry Fundamentals 
and Techniques Neo/

LAB® Software
Features two virtual lab experiences 

highlighting problem-solving skills, 

scientific measurements, testing variables, 

and developing a hypothesis. The fully-

narrated, comprehensive, tutorials contain 

key information about the fundamentals 

of general chemistry, describing 

and classifying matter, SI units of 

measurement, how to take measurements 

and perform calculations, and overviews 

of core techniques. Includes two concept 

animations: Solving Chemical Problems, 

and How to Balance a Chemical Equation. 

Requires Windows 2000 or Windows XP; Windows Vista™ compatible. 

MAC OS 9.2 or higher (including OS X). 128 MC RAM. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1288987-642 CD-ROM Single License $99.99 

9N-1366248-642 iNeo/SCI Web-Based Free 

NewPath Learning® High School Chemistry Curriculum 
Mastery® Game
Make learning chemistry fun! Features 25 individually packaged sets 

of 30 full-color, review cards per topic – a total of 750 curriculum-based 

questions across 22 topics! Also includes 12 laminated, double-sided 

game boards; comprehensive Teacher Planning & Resource Guide; FREE 

trial subscription to online learning system; and reusable storage container. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1413688-642 High School Chem. Game $133.29
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Discovery Education™ 
Mythbusters Chemistry Videos
Is it fact or fiction? Special effects 

experts Adam Savage and Jamie 

Hyneman take urban legends and 

put them to the scientific test. The 

concepts presented in each video 

will have students looking at science 

in a whole new way. In Chemical 

Changes Adam and Jamie put ten 

cola myths to the test to find out 

which ones get busted. In Chemical 

Reactions, the MythBusters 

investigate the chemical reactions 

behind getting "skunked."

Chemistry Tutor: Learning By Example
This set of 17 DVD's provides an introduction to chemistry. Begin by 

discussing how chemistry touches every part of everyday life and give 

several examples of basic chemical reactions that students come into 

contact with regularly. The entire lesson is taught by working example 

problems beginning with the easier ones and gradually progressing to the 

harder problems. Emphasis is placed on giving students confidence in 

their skills by gradual repetition so that the skills learned in this section are 

committed to long term memory.

Item # Description List Price

9-1489366-642 Chemistry Tutor $678.99 

Discovery Education™  
Interactive Periodic Table  
of the Elements Videos
Watch chemistry come to life with this four-

DVD set! Explore alkali metals, alkaline-earth 

metals and transition metals. Peek behind 

the scenes to look at the lanthanide series 

and the radioactive actinide series that 

shines a light on the dangers and benefits 

of nuclear energy. See how non-metals are 

essential to the world around us. Explore 

the noble gases and learn how halogens are 

vital to keeping us safe. Grades 9–12. 346 

minutes total run time. 

Great Discoveries with Bill Nye: 
Chemistry Video
Host Bill Nye looks back over the past two 

centuries to recount how chemistry has 

brought us from a time when atoms were a 

hypothesis to an age where scientists may 

be able to combine atomic particles into 

micro-machines. Downloadable teacher's 

guide. 45 minutes

Discovery Education™ 
Physical Science Video Set
Expand your classroom video resources! 

Discovery Education™ Video Libraries are 

a perfect curriculum solution to create 

engaging lessons with video. Featuring 

37 segments adapted from the most 

popular videos. Use each segment 

to introduce, highlight, or initiate key 

curricular topics. Videos and segments 

include: Chemical Properties; Chemical 

Reactions; Motion, Forces And Energy; 

Electricity And Magnetism; Sound And 

Light. Grades 6–12; ©2004.

Chemistry Video Series
Introduce your students to the fundamentals of chemistry with this 

four-title set. Explore atomic structure, the elements, states of matter, 

chemical reactions, and practical applications of chemistry theory. 

Run time: 60 minutes on four DVDs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1403118-642 Complete Series (Set of 4) $229.99 

9-1299266-642 Chemistry: The Basic $59.99 

9-1291476-642 Elements of Nature $59.99 

9-1291477-642 Changing States of Matter $59.99 

9-1291478-642 Chemistry at Work $59.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-040-8288-642 Physical Science DVD $293.29 

Item # Description List Price

9-530851-642 Bill Nye Chemistry Video $79.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1014635-642 Chemical Changes DVD $79.99 

9-1014636-642 Chemical Reactions DVD $79.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-530735-642 Interactive Elements Videos $180.29 

l
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Aldon

CHEMICAL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Let Frey Scientific help you reach your safety goals

NEW VERSION 2

T
he all-new Chemical Inventory 

Management System (CIMS) annual 

subscription-based service allows 

customers to log in to their own account 

and set up a database that helps track 

chemical inventory at a building, room, 

or cabinet level.

Many inventory management systems on 

the market were created for industrial 

labs and include extra features that 

complicate the software. With CIMS 

you can easily add, modify, or delete 

chemical inventory items, and view 

information about each chemical with 

just a few clicks. Your data is easily 

accessible from any computer using a 

web browser. Online data storage means 

that even in a building emergency your 

complete inventory is readily available.

• Available anywhere, from any  

web browser

• Access your chemical inventory 

during an emergency

• Add your own inventory into the 

database 

• Export your data to Microsoft Excel® 

or print the inventory of any location 

you choose

• Track all of your chemicals by 

Building, Room and Cabinet location

• SDS, Storage codes and chemical  

data are available on more than  

2,000 chemicals

Get 5 years for the  
price of 4 with an  

extended subscription!

Secure access to your inventory records with a password-protected login.

View your inventory by location, all the way down to cabinet-level.

Designed 
exclusively for 

educators! 

Use the chemical-level view 
to update inventory in all 
locations at once.

Your initial purchase is a site license, good for 

up to 20 buildings in one school district.
Item # Description List Price
9-1368238-642 One Year Subscription $213.29 
9-1380035-642 Five Year Subscription $799.99
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Cloth Lab Coats
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
42" length with 3 patch pockets and 

⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
pockets. 45% Polyester⁄55% Cotton.

Item # Size List Price
9-1292839-642 X-Small $24.99 
9-1292840-642 Small $24.99 
9-1292841-642 Medium $24.99 
9-1292842-642 Large $24.99 
9-1292843-642 X-Large $24.99 
9-1292844-642 2X-Large $24.99 

Economy White Cloth Lab Coats
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
pockets, side pocket slit openings, and a 

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄

Item # Size List Price
Men's Sizes (Chest)
9-1514534-642 Size 34 $33.79 
9-1514540-642 Size 36 $33.79 
9-1514541-642 Size 40 $34.89 
9-1514526-642 Size 44 $34.89 
9-1514527-642 Size 48 $37.39 
9-1514535-642 Size 50 $41.99 
9-1514528-642 Size 52 $56.39 
Women's Sizes (Dress)
9-1514542-642 Size 8 $33.79 
9-1514529-642 Size 10 $33.79 
9-1514547-642 Size 12 $33.79 

Disposable Polypropylene 
Lab Coats
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Item # Size List Price
9-1367975-642 Small $7.19 
9-1367976-642 Medium $7.19 
9-1367977-642 Large $7.19 
9-1367978-642 X-Large $7.19 

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Tie-Dyed Lab Coats
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
Item # Size  List Price
9-1016781-642 Size 40 $49.99 
9-1016782-642 Size 44 $49.99 
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Plain Cotton Apron
Aprons are preshrunk and washable with pockets and ties. Made of  

8 oz. cotton duck. Small apron is 17" x 21", 2 pockets. Medium Apron is 

20" x 29", 1 pocket. Large Apron is 24" x 34", 2 pockets.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price
9-1389272-642 Small 17 x 21 in Each $9.89 
9-1389274-642 Medium 20 x 29 in Each $9.99 
9-1389273-642 Large 24 x 34 in Each $12.39 

Disposable Apron
Elera Disposable Foodservice Apron in white measures 

28 in x 46 in. and features extra long ties. Professional 

strength disposable apron for commercial and 

non‑commercial foodservice operators comes in a 

box dispenser.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price
9-1385745-642 Apron 28 x 46 in Pack of 100 $31.99 

Anatomy Aprons
Protect from chemicals and other debris with these anatomically correct, 

heavyweight aprons. Promote fun while learning about frog or fetal pig 

anatomy. Aprons are made of 3 mil polyethylene. Perforated on a roll 

of 100.

Item # Description List Price
9-589018-642 Frog $84.99 
9-530457-642 Fetal Pig $84.99 

Rubberized Aprons
Chemical‑resistant laboratory aprons are 

flexible, lightweight and cut to provide ample 

comfort. Reinforced at points of strain for 

durability. Secure with cotton tapes at waist 

and neck.

Item # Product Size List Price
9-589209-642 27 in x 36 in $7.29

9-589239-642 27 in x 42 in $8.19 
9-589242-642 36 in x 46 in $11.19 

Vinyl Aprons
Translucent latex‑free vinyl aprons are 

resistant to laboratory reagents, acids, 

alkalis, oils and grease. Reinforced at points 

of strain, with cotton tapes at waist and 

neck. 6 mil thick.

Item # Product Size List Price
9-1477656-642 24 in x 30 in $3.99 
9-1477658-642 27 in x 36 in $4.69 
9-1477657-642 27 in x 42 in $4.99 
9-1477655-642 36 in x 46 in $5.19
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SureWerx™ XM330 Safety Glasses
Tailfin-type lenses cover temples. Wrap-around style provides excellent 

side protection. Unobtrusive nosepiece and close-fitting frame provides a 

great fit. Soft rubber tips gently hug the head. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ High 

impact standards.

Item # Description List Price
9-500035-642 XM330 Safety Glasses $2.99

SureWerx™ X300 Safety Glasses
Secure, wraparound style provides a comfortable fit at a great price. 

Features one-piece styling in anti-scratch, UV absorbing polycarbonate. 

Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high-impact standards.

Item # Description  List Price
9-1368348-642 Clear Lens  $1.99

9-1368349-642 Mini Clear Lens  $1.99

9-1368350-642 Amber Lens  $1.99

SureWerx™ Maxview™ Safety Glasses
UV absorbing polycarbonate lens. Provides 99.9% UV protection.  

Fits over most prescription glasses with slim design for all day 

comfort. Universal nose bridge prevents slipping and sliding. 

Meets ANSI Z87.1+ High Impact Standards.

Item # Description List Price
9-500026-642 Maxview Safety Glasses $2.99

SureWerx™ X502™ Safety Glasses
Anti-scratch, UV absorbing, anti-fog polycarbonate lens. Soft, closed 

cell padding along the entire inside of the frame. Quick release strap 

is adjustable and interchangeable with rubberized straight temple tips. 

Meets ANSI Z87.1+ High Impact Standards.

Item # Description List Price
9-1489836-642 X502 Safety Glasses $11.99

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great 
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com

QUICK REFERENCE:

Frey Scientific Safety Glasses Frey Scientific 
Safety Goggles

Eye Protection

SAFETY GLASSES VS. SAFETY GOGGLES
Safety glasses should be used for impact protection where 
there is a risk of flying objects or debris. Safety glasses 
no not provide splash protection because they do not seal 
around the eyes. Use safety goggles any time students 
and teachers will be exposed to chemicals, dust, or fumes.
GOGGLE VENTING OPTIONS
Direct Vent: Use for impact protection only. Goggles are 
perforated around the sides with holes venting to open air.
Indirect Vent: Use for impact and chemical splash 
protection. Goggles are sealed with the exception of small, 
protected vents.
No Vent: Use for protection against dust and fumes. 
Goggles are completely sealed.
EYE PROTECTION STANDARDS
All glasses and goggles from Frey Scientific meet 
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
Z87.1- 2003 product and performance standards for 
occupational and educational eye protection.
Z87.1: Provides basic, low-impact protection 
Z87+:  Provides advanced, high-impact protection
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Adjustable Safety Spectacle
Solid polycarbonate lens features side protection and adjustable temples 

ensure a comfortable fit. Clear lens with black frame. Meets ANSI Z87.1

Item # Description List Price
9-532472-642 Adjustable Safety Spectacle $3.29 

Safety Spectacles
Polycarbonate lens features vented side protection. An economical choice 

for occasional use. 

Meets ANSI Z87.1

Item # Description List Price
9-532471-642 Safety Spectacles $2.19 

Scienceware® Weighted Safety Shield
Meets strict safety standards. Features a .2" thick polycarbonate barrier. 3-sided construction provides stability 

and offers protection against flying glass, liquid splashes and other lab hazards. Shield stands 30" high and has an 

outside base width of 19.5". Heavy steel perimeter base (1" x 1.9") is epoxy-coated. Transparent.

Item # Description List Price
9-581583-642 Weighted Safety Shield $610.59 

SureWerx™ Sebring Safety Spectacles
Popular for their streamlined look, these safety glasses feature lightweight 

construction, adjustable temples, and a wide, hard-coated polycarbonate 

side-shield lens that provides clarity and side protection. Available in four 

colors. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high impact standards.

Item # Description  List Price
9-1006037-642 Blue  $2.09 
9-596211-642 Burgundy  $2.09 
9-527863-642 Black  $2.19 
9-527864-642 Red/White/Blue  $2.19

SureWerx™ XM340 Safety Glasses
Adjustable temples for secure fit. Soft flexible nosepiece delivering 

comfortability. Attractive smooth frame. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high 

impact standards.

Item # Description  List Price
9-527861-642 XM340 Safety Glasses  $4.39 

SureWerx™ XM310 Safety Glasses
These XM310 Safety Glasses are lightweight, stylish, comfortable and 

very affordable. High impact optically correct wrap style unitary PC lens 

offers superior coverage. 3-position ratcheting temples for adjustment. 

Hard coated lens with clear tint. Meets ANSI Z87.1 standards.

Item # Description  List Price
9-1576770-642 XM310 Safety Glasses  $4.29 

SureWerx™ Dyno-Mites Child-Size Safety Glasses
Designed to fit a child's or small adult's face. Clear lens and nosepiece 

completely eliminate obstructions to your view. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high 

impact standards.

Item # Description  List Price
9-576022-642 Child Safety Glasses  $7.29
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SureWerx™ Odyssey II™ 
Industrial Goggles
•  Sealed dual  

scratch-resistant,  
anti-fog lens

•  UV absorbing 
polycarbonate

•  Ultra comfortable, soft 
goggle body for a snug seal

•  Indirect vents on top & bottom protecting 
against liquids and dust while permitting indirect ventilation

• Extra wide peripheral vision

• Fire-retardant strap

• Fits over prescription eyewear

• Easy strap adjustment

• Meets ANSI Z87.1-2003 standards

Item # Description List Price
9-530643-642 Odyssey 2 Industrial Goggles $15.59

Safety Goggles
Protect your eyes 
and your students' 
eyes with soft, flexible, 
transparent plastic. 
Comfortable to wear. 
Adjustable headband. One 
size fits all. 

SureWerx™  
Padded Goggles
Green-tinted flexible 
PVC body. Plush 
padding adds comfort. 
Comfortable/durable 
elastic headband.  
Fits over most  
prescription glasses. 3 vent 
options—direct vent, indirect vent, and 
without vent. Replaceable .06" distortion-free 
polycarbonate fog-free lens. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ 
high impact standards.

Item # Description List Price
9-500022-642 Direct Vent $6.19

9-500023-642 Indirect Vent $7.19

SureWerx™ Deluxe Safety Goggles
Soft vinyl with extra cushioning for brow. Latex-free goggle and  
headband with UV absorbing polycarbonate lens. Meets ANSI Z87.1+  
high impact standards.

Item # Description List Price
Goggles
9-596223-642 Indirect Vent Fog-Free $10.39 
9-596229-642 Indirect Vent Standard $9.29 
9-566329-642 Direct Vent Standard $7.99 
Replacement Lens
9-577930-642 Fog-Free $5.99 
9-566356-642 Standard $4.69 

Indirect Vent

Direct Vent

Item # Description List Price
9-088069-642 Safety Goggles $3.29 

Item # Description List Price
9-001719-642 Faceshield $23.99

9-1489840-642 Faceshield w/ Chin Guard $47.99

SureWerx™ 39010 Face Shield
• Pin lock suspension

•  Adjustable and comfortable

•  Single crown provides low cost, high 
quality protection

•  Chemical splash resistant, extreme 
impact strength

•  Meets ANSI Z87 1-2003 + High  
Impact Standards

SureWerx™  
Mini Chemical 
Splash Goggles
Better protection 
and comfort. 
Size designed 
for children or 
individuals with 
smaller faces. Flexible 
frame with indirect 
ventilation. Secure headband comfortably 
fits over glasses. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ high 
impact standards.

Item # Description List Price
9-591496-642 Direct Vent $3.09

9-500410-642 Indirect Vent $4.19

Safety Goggles
Whatever your budget, 
you’ll see affordable 
eye protection in our 
collection of safety 
goggles. They feature 
a clear plastic view 
lens set in a flexible 
vinyl frame. Meets ANSI 
Z87.1+ high impact standards. 
Replacement Elastic Headbands sold individually.

Item # Description List Price
Indirect Vent
9-577924-642 Goggles- Indirect Vent $3.29 
9-577927-642 Fog-Free Indirect Vent $3.29 
Direct Vent
9-577915-642 Goggles- Direct Vent $3.39 
9-577918-642 Fog- Free Direct Vent $3.29

9-1603271-642 Elastic Headbands $1.59
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Sta-Clear® Lens Cleaning Station
Complete with tissue and pump spray bottle. Metal station 

is equipped with a lock and fastens to wall or germicidal 

cabinet. Opening allows for litter-free disposal of used tissues. 

Station measures 8 5/8" W x 6 1/2" H x 5 1/4" D.

Item # Description List Price

9-596199-642 Lens Cleaning Station $90.69 

Goggle Sanitizer Cabinet
Students can place up to 35 pairs of goggles into this cabinet. Once the 

goggles are in, the door is then closed and locked, and a 15 minute timer 

begins. During the 15 minutes, a high power UV bulb turns on and UV 

light fills the box. The UV light kills any germs on the goggles.The UV lamp 

will not operate unless the doors are closed and latched eliminating the 

possibility for any UV exposure. Tight fitting piano style hinges are built in 

to avoid light leak. There is an indicator light which informs the user that 

sterilization is in process. Constructed of sturdy heavy gage CRC steel, 

approximately 0.8 mm thick. Treated with a white baked enamel finish.

Can rest on a desk, lab bench, or be hung on a wall. Mounting hardware 

included. Requires 120 V AC.

Item # Description List Price

9-1574050-642 Goggle Sanitizer Cabinet $619.99 

Sta-Clear® 
Pre-Moistened 
Wipes
Pre-moistened 

lens cleaning 

towelettes 

for glass and 

plastic. Cleaning 

solution is anti-static, 

anti-fog, and will not leave 

streaks or residue. Each towelette 

measures 5" x 8". 

Box of 110 foil packs.

Item # Description List Price

9-530459-642 Pre-Moistened Wipes $8.69 

Deluxe Monitor Germicidal Cabinet
The Monitor Cabinet provides universal storage for both goggles and 

safety glasses, as well as germicidal action with an average kill rate of 

99.2% in only 5 minutes. The cabinet is equiped with a 7' grounded 

electrical cord, universal rack and germicidal UV lamp. No direct 

UV radiation escapes from the cabinet when in use; lamp shuts off 

automatically if the doors are opened. A pilot light confirms when the UV 

lamp is in use. Made of sturdy, lightweight steel with white enameled 

finish. Wall or shelf mountable. Comes assembled with two keys.

Specifications:

• 24.5" W x 32"H x 9.5"D

• Capacity: 6 glasses or 5 goggles per shelf, 8 shelves

• Actual Weight: 75 lbs.

• 24-gauge steel construction

• Requires 110 V AC

Item # Description List Price

9-591139-642 Cabinet   $893.29 
9-1489838-642 Cabinet w/ 40 Goggles  $1,133.29 
9-1489839-642 Cabinet w/ 10 Gog & 36 Glas   $1,066.69 
9-1488349-642 Replacement Ballast   $174.95 
9-1488350-642 Replacement Lamp   $110.95

Sta-Clear® 
LensCleaning 
Tissues
Antistatic, 

anti-fog cleaning 

solution impregnated 

in tissues—needs 

only water to activate. 

Contains no silica so 

polycarbonate so lenses 

stay scratch-free. 

Each tissue measures 

4.5" x 10.75". Tissue box 

measures 5 1/8" x 4 3/4" x 4 1/2". 

1,000 tissues per box.

Item # Description List Price

9-566326-642 Lens Cleaning Tissues $26.69 
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Gravit-Eye® Portable Eye Wash
This emergency station goes wherever you need it. Just fill with potable 

water and included Redi-Sep® bacteriostatic additive. Integral full-flow 

nozzles direct water into drain opening of tank basin. High-density 

polyethylene unit features heavy wall construction and zinc-plated steel 

bracket for wall mounting or resting on a flat surface. Meets ANSI Z358.1.

Item # Description List Price
9-1320147-642 6 Gallon $289.59

9-1320143-642 16 Gallon $333.29

9-596169-642 Bacteriostatic Additive(8oz.) $8.59

Rapid-Clear™ Personal Eye Wash
Flush water-soluble acid, alkalis, or loose particulate contamination 

from eyes and skin. Sterile, buffered, and preserved saline solution, 

pH balanced to be similar to human tears, dispenses easily for rapid 

irrigation of eyes or skin. Durable, wall-mounted, plastic backboard 

includes easy-to-follow directions. Meets ANSI Z358-1.

Item # Description List Price
9-529329-642 16oz Single $33.29

9-529330-642 32oz Single $45.29

9-529331-642 32oz Double $71.99

9-529332-642 16oz Refill $15.69

9-529333-642 32oz Refill $23.09

Double Unit

QUICK REFERENCE:

Hand Protection

G L O V E  C O M P A R I S O N

CHARACTERISTICS LATEX VINYL NITRILE POLYURETHANE

Barrier Protection HHHH	 HH	 HHHH	 HHHH

Chemical Resistance HHH	 H	 HHHH	 HHH

Puncture Resistance HHH	 H	 HHHH	 HHHH

Strength and Durability HHHH	 H	 HHHH	 HHHH

Elasticity HHHH	 H	 HHH	 HHH

Fit and Comfort HHHH	 HH	 HHH	 HHHH

Non-allergenic H	 HHHH	 HHHH	 HHHH

H = Poor HH = Fair HHH = Good HHHH = Excellent

Frey Scientific offers a range of disposable and reusable gloves to meet all your classroom needs— 
from dry light-duty polyethylene to harsh chemical resistant PVC-dipped gloves.
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Health Giant™ Vinyl Gloves
Health Giant™ Powder-Free Synthetic gloves contain no natural rubber 

latex proteins. They are soft, flexible, PVC Polymer bonded with a 

polyurethane interior for excellent comfort. Latex Free.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1570806-642 Medium Pack of 100 $8.69

9-1464656-642 Large Pack of 100 $8.69

9-1570807-642 X-Large Pack of 100 $8.69

Medline Curad® Powder-Free Latex Gloves
Curad latex exam gloves offer excellent barrier properties combined with 

great fit and feel. The textured, powder-free surface ensures a secure grip 

while the superior elasticity provides exceptional comfort and strength. 

Box of 100. Caution: This product contains natural rubber latex which 

may cause allergic reactions.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1332626-642 Small Pack of 100 $21.69

9-1332625-642 Medium Pack of 100 $21.69

9-1332624-642 Large Pack of 100 $21.69

Vinyl Industrial Gloves
Powdered vinyl gloves are ideal for use in laboratory settings.

Item # Size Quantity List Price
9-080571-642 Small Pack of 100 $12.99

9-080572-642 Medium Pack of 100 $12.99

9-080573-642 Large Pack of 100 $12.99

9-080574-642 X-Large Pack of 100 $12.99

Pro-Guard® Powdered Vinyl Gloves
Gloves are FDA-compliant and disposable. Ambidextrous design allows 

each glove to be used for either hand. Gloves have a rolled cuff and 

vinyl material powdered with cornstarch. Gloves are clear and they are 

disposable. Box of 100.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1334171-642 Small Pack of 100 $10.29

9-1334172-642 Medium Pack of 100 $10.29

9-1334173-642 Large Pack of 100 $10.29

Nitrile Gloves
Latex-free gloves offer 

great chemical resistance, 

perfect for working with 

solvents. Box of 100.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price
9-080509-642 Nitrile Gloves Small Pack of 100 $18.39

9-080510-642 Nitrile Gloves Medium Pack of 100 $18.39

9-080511-642 Nitrile Gloves Large Pack of 100 $18.39

9-080512-642 Nitrile Gloves X-Large Pack of 100 $18.39

Polyethylene Disposable Gloves
Polyethylene gloves keep hands clean from 

messy or skin irritating tasks. Economically 

priced when many gloves will be used during 

the course of the day. Protects foods from 

germs, perspiration and skin oils. Not for use 

with chemicals. Box of 100.

Item # Size List Price
9-1046996-642 Medium $12.99 

Powdered Latex Gloves
Ambidextrous styling. Non-sterile. 

Box of 100. Caution: This product 

contains natural rubber latex which 

may cause allergic reactions.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1475193-642 Large Pack of 100 $14.99 
9-1332627-642 X-Large Pack of 90 $21.69 
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Hot Hands® Hand Protector
Unique silicone rubber-molded 

hand protector for safely gripping 

hot or cold surfaces. Pockets for 

thumb and fingers fit any hand size. 

Surface of mitt is covered with 

multiple studs with concave tips for 

positive grip. Works in temperatures 

between -70°F (-57°C) to 500°F 

(260°C). 3 7/8" x 7 1/2"

Item # Description List Price

9-568217-642 Hot Hands Protector $20.19 

Band Top Leather Palm 
Work Gloves
The best leather palm glove. 

Heavy side split cowhide on palm, 

thumb, index finger, fingertips. 

Knuckle strap with Gunn cut 

pattern with wing thumb and also 

includes pull tab and soft palm 

lining with rubberized canvas 

band top. Sold per pair.

Leather Welding Gloves
Special treated heat-resistant leather 

gloves. Withstands temperatures 

between 500°–800°F for short 

durations. Cut and abrasion resistant; 

wool lined. Length: 14"

Item # Description List Price

9-589733-642 Leather Welding Gloves $32.39 

R3 Safety Solvent 
Resistant Gloves
These gloves help to resist a wide 

range of chemicals, oils, fuels, 

lubricants, fats, acids, alcohols, 

caustics and alkalis. 15 mil thick 

glove features high tensile 

strength and superior resistance to 

puncture, abrasion, heat, sunlight, 

ozone, oxidation and aging. 12" in 

length and has excellent flexibility 

and dexterity. Sold per pair.

Item # Description List Price

9-1313011-642 Solvent Resistant Gloves $4.89 

Diversified Chemical 
Resistant Oak Shelving
Open oak shelving allows for a clear view 

of all shelf contents. A UV chemical 

resistant finish coats the top, back, and 

sides of each unit. Chemical Shelving 

features an anti-roll lip on each fixed 

shelf for safety. Bookcase shelves are 

adjustable. Multiple sizes available. Ships 

FOB Wisconsin, 54174.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price
Bookshelf

6-1329718-642 24W x 22D x 84H in (250 lbs) $895.95 
6-1329719-642 36W x 22D x 84H in (270 lbs) $1,025.95 
6-1329720-642 48W x 22D x 84H in (310 lbs) $1,195.95 

Chemical Shelving

6-1329715-642 36W x 16D x 36H in (120 lbs) $456.95 
6-1329716-642 36W x 16D x 48H in (240 lbs) $575.95 
6-1329717-642 36W x 16D x 72H in (310 lbs) $795.95 

CHEMICAL STORAGE

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Item # Description List Price

9-1051800-642 Leather Palm Work Gloves $5.09 

Clavies® Autoclave Gloves
Asbestos-free gloves for shielding hands and forearms from heat. Highly 

visible, orange-colored cotton terrycloth. Heat-resistant up to 450°F 

(232°C). 13" overall length. Machine washable. Sold per pair.

Item # Description List Price

9-565561-642 Autoclave Gloves $32.29 
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Justrite® Sure-Grip®  
EX Hazardous Material Safety Cabinets
Ensure student safety when storing hazardous 
materials. Designed to meet FM, NFPA, and IFC 
standards, these cabinets feature an all-welded, 
18-gauge steel, double-walled construction, with 
1½-inch air space and a 2" leakproof sump. Self-close 
doors include fusible links at top corners that can 
be used to hold doors open. The fusible links melt 
at 165°F (74°C) to release doors and allow them to 
automatically close under fire conditions. All models 
feature dual vents, grounding wire connections, 
SpillSlope® adjustable shelves, three-point 
self-latching doors and leveling feet. Non-ChemCor® 
lined cabinets also include polyethylene trays that 
sit on top of galvanized steel shelves and a separate 
polyethylene liner for the bottom sump. The liner can 
be removed for easy cleaning of drips and leaks. An 
all-epoxy, baked-on powder coat finish, inside-and-out, 
provides increased chemical resistance.  
Ten-year warranty.

Specifications:

•  Flush mounted U-Loc™ handle includes two keys 
and accepts optional padlock (not included)

• Self-closing doors with fusible links

•  Haz-Alert™ reflective labeling for high visibility under 
fire conditions

•  Select models are ChemCor® lined for added 
protection from harsh chemicals

•  All-welded, 18-gauge steel,  
double-walled construction

•  Application specific labels to indicate contents  
of the cabinet

• Three-point stainless steel bullet latching system

• Galvanized steel SpillSlipe™ shelves

• 2" leakproof sump

• Dual 2" vents with flame arresters

• Chemical-resistant, all epoxy finish inside and out

• Built-in grounding connector

• Four adjustable leveling feet

Item # Capacity Dimensions Weight Number Of Doors List Price
Hazardous Material Safety Cabinets
Freestanding Cabinets
6-1490151-642 30 gal. 43 W x 18 D x 65 H in 240 lbs. 2 $1,378.09 
6-1490152-642 45 gal 43 W x 18 D x 65 H in 303 lbs. 2 $1,582.99 
Countertop Cabinet
6-1490153-642 4 gal 17 W x 17 D x 22 H in 69 lbs. 1 $835.69 
Compact Cabinet
6-1490154-642 12 gal 23-1/4 W x 18 D x 35 H in 123 lbs. 1 $1,071.19 
Piggyback Cabinet
6-1490155-642 12 gal 43 W x 18 D x 18 H in 132 lbs. 2 $1,026.79 
Chem-Cor Lined Hazardous Material Safety Cabinets
Freestanding Cabinets
6-1490156-642 30 gal 43 W x 18 D x 65 H in 251 lbs. 2 $2,281.99 
6-1490157-642 45 gal 43 W x 18 D x 65 H in 322 lbs. 2 $2,831.99 
Countertop Cabinet
6-1490158-642 4 gal 17 W x 17 D x 22 H in 70 lbs. 1 $1,154.99 
Compact Cabinet
6-1490159-642 12 gal 23-1/4 W x 18 D x 35 H in 137 lbs. 1 $1,886.99 
Piggyback Cabinet
6-1490160-642 12 gal 43 W x 18 D x 18 H in 142 lbs. 2 $1,466.69 
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Justrite® Sure-Grip® EX Flammables Storage Cabinets
Protect students, reduce fire risks, and improve productivity with safe, dependable flammable liquid storage. Designed to meet OSHA and NFPA 
standards, cabinets are constructed of all-welded, 18-gauge, double-walled steel with 1.5" of insulating air space for fire resistance. Fail-safe, 
three-point, stainless steel self-latching system provides positive door closure. Exclusive features include flush-mounted U-Loc™ padlockable handle, 
Haz-Alert™ reflective labeling, and adjustable SpillSlope™ safety shelves that direct spills into 2" leak-proof sump. Other extras include rounded safety 
door corners, dual vents with flame arresters, adjustable leveling feet, grounding connector, and hazard warning in three languages. Chemical-resistant 
powder coat finish. Ten-year warranty.

Specifications:

•  Flush-mounted, slip-resistant U-Loc™ handle includes two keys and accepts an optional padlock (not included)

•  Haz-Alert™ reflective labeling for high visibility under fire conditions

• Three-point stainless steel bullet latching system 

•  Galvanized steel SpillSlope™ shelves adjustable on 3" centers with a 350 lb. (159 kg.) safe allowable load

• 2" (51 mm) leak-proof sump 

• Dual 2" (51 mm) vents with flame arresters

•  Chemical-resistant, lead-free powder paint finish inside and out

• Built-in grounding connector

• Four adjustable leveling feet

• Models with Self-Closing Doors available on request

Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price
Freestanding Cabinets
6-601004-642 45 gal 43 W x 18 D x 65 H in $1,353.95 
Compact Cabinet
6-601016-642 12 gal 23-1/4 W x 18 D x 35 H in $770.95 
Countertop Cabinet
6-528440-642 Countertop Flammables Cabinet 17 W x 17 D x 22 H in $554.95 
Piggyback Cabinet
6-594993-642 Piggyback Flamm Storage Cab 43 W x 18 D x 18 H in $829.95 
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Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price
6-1307258-642 Freestanding Cabinet 48 W x 18 D x 65 H in $1,520.95 
6-594987-642 Under-counter Cabinet 35 W x 22 D x 35 H in $1,386.95 
6-528441-642 Countertop Cabinet 17 W x 17 D x 22 H in $722.95 
6-594990-642 Piggyback Cabinets 43 W x 18 D x 18 H in $871.95 
6-1321638-642 Piggyback Cabinet 43 W x 18 D x 18 H in $890.95 

A
B
C

Justrite® Sure-Grip® EX Corrosives Storage Cabinets
Safe, compliant storage options for corrosives protect laboratories – and 
students. Designed to meet OSHA and NFPA standards, cabinets are 
constructed of all-welded, 18-gauge, double-walled steel with 1.5" of 
insulating air space. Fail-safe, three-point, stainless steel self-latching 
system provides positive door closure. Exclusive features include 
flush-mounted U-Loc™ padlockable handle, Haz-Alert™ reflective labeling, 
and adjustable SpillSlope™ safety shelves that direct spills into 2" leak-proof 
sump. Polyethylene shelf trays and removable polyethylene sump liner 
protect surfaces. Other extras include rounded safety door corners, 
dual vents with flame arresters, adjustable leveling feet, and grounding 
connector. Chemical-resistant powder coat finish. Not recommended for 
storing phenol, nitric acid, or sulfuric acid. Ten-year warranty.

Specifications:

•  Flush-mounted, slip-resistant U•Loc™ handle includes two keys and 
accepts an optional padlock

•  Haz-Alert™ reflective labeling for high visibility under fire conditions

• Three-point stainless steel bullet latching system 

•  Galvanized steel SpillSlope™ shelves adjustable on 3" centers with a 
350lb. (159kg.) safe allowable load 

• Chemical-resistant polyethylene shelf trays

•  2" (51mm) leak-proof sump with removable polyethylene sump liner

• Dual 2" (51mm) vents with flame arresters

•  Chemical-resistant, baked-on epoxy powder coat finish inside and out

• Built-in grounding connector

• Four adjustable leveling feet

• Models with Self-Closing Doors available as noted.

• Not recommended for storing Nitric Acid.
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Justrite® Solid Polyethylene Cabinets
Ideal for the storage of harsh corrosive acids, these solid-wall, high density 
polyethylene (HDPE) cabinets have excellent chemical resistance and 
make clean up a snap. Cabinets feature a fully welded, liquid-tight 2" sump 
to contain accidental spills, adjustable shelves (on large units), hasp for 
padlocks, adjustable leg levelers, and  Haz-Alert™ reflective warning labels. 
Available in two sizes for all your storage needs. 

• Solid wall construction

• Excellent for phenol, nitric acid, and sulfuric acid

• 3-point latches for secure closure and vapor control

• External 2" vent connections

Item # Dimensions List Price
6-1371770-642 17 W x 17 D x 22 H in $1,598.69 

6-1371771-642 36 W x 21-3/4 D x 35-3/4 H in $4,501.99 

Justrite® Wood Corrosives Storage Cabinets
Justrite Wood Corrosive Storage Cabinet is ideal to store 
metal-attacking corrosives such as sulfuric acid, nitric acid, formic acid 
and phenol. Stainless steel constructed non-corrosive cabinet comes 
with walls and bottom painted blue and is made of 3/4 in particle board 
clad internally and externally with a chemical-resistant laminate. Top 
surface is fitted with a molded polyethylene cover with splash rims.

Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price
6-1133371-642 Corrosives Storage 23 gal 36 W x 22 D x 36 H in $1,645.95 

6-528446-642 Corrosives Storage 4 gal 24 W x 16 D x 18-1/2 H in $807.95 

Justrite® Polyethylene Corrosives Cabinets
Corrosive Cabinet is molded in one piece of inert high-density polyethylene 
and features adjustable shelf storage in the door of each compartment. 
Cabinet features segregated compartments that is ideal for either 
acids or bases and has separate detachable trays for easy-to-clean spill 
containment.

Item # Dimensions List Price
9-528445-642 14-1/4W x 16-1/4D x 19-1/2H in $565.89 
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Glow In The Dark Fire Extinguisher Sign
Durable sign features an arrow and the words, 

"Fire Extinguisher," that glows in the dark to 

guide the way. Glow-in-the-dark feature makes it 

highly visible. White/Red, 4" x 13"

Item # Description List Price
9-1315099-642 Fire Extinguisher $6.69 

Acid Spill Kit
Be prepared to handle potentially 

dangerous accidents in the 

classroom. Spill kit supplies the 

appropriate neutralizer for the 

spill, dust pan, brush, gloves, 

and instructions. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1016780-642 Acid Spill Kit $59.99 

Universal Spill Kit
Be prepared for spills in your lab. This universal absorbent eliminates the 

guesswork and is safe for use on all chemicals except hydrofluoric acid. 

The Mini Spill Kit has enough material to absorb 1L of solvent, where 

as the Spill Kit can abosrb 10L of solvent. Complete with instruction 

sheets and SDS. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1599384-642 Universal Mini Spill Kit $20.79 
9-1599385-642 Universal Spill Kit $111.89 

SPILL SAFETY

Dry Chemical Tri-Class Fire Extinguisher
Cost efficient fire extinguisher so you are always prepared. Smother wood, 

plastic, liquids and electrical fires. Steel cylinder contains monoammonium 

phosphate dry chemical.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9H-1469473-642 2.5 lbs. Each $129.99 
9H-1471240-642 5 lbs. Each $139.99 
9H-1471241-642 10 lbs. Each $179.99 

1469473 1471240 1471241

SureWerx™ Wall Mounted Fire Blanket
Durable and dependable, these steel cabinets with fire blanket will  

stand up to years in the classroom – ready when you need them to be. 

Red enamel with bold white labeling makes your cabinet easy to locate 

and read from a distance. Equipped with your choice of 5' x 6' fiberglass 

blanket (rated to 1000°F) or all new SoftShield™ blanket (rated to 3000°F).

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1488320-642 Softshield Each $205.99 
9-1488321-642 Fiberglass Each $169.99 

SureWerx™ Emergency Fire Blankets
When time is of the essence, you'll want this woven fiberglass blanket 

within reach. Fiberglass blankets are suitable for use up to 1000°F and 

revolutionary SoftShield blankets are for use up to 3000°F. Available in two 

convenient storage choices: a handled bag or hanging pouch. 5' x 6'.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1488339-642 Fiberglass (Bag style) Each $149.99 
9-1488340-642 Fiberglass (Pouch Style) Each $149.99 
9-1488322-642 Softshield (Bag Style) Each $199.99 

Glow In The Dark Exit Sign
Durable exit sign glows in the dark to guide the way. Glow-in-the-dark 

feature makes it highly visible. White/Red, 12" x 8"

Item # Description List Price
9-1315098-642 Exit $6.69 

NEW

Mini Spill Kit Universal Spill Kit
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SureWerx™ Spill Control Station
Spill Control Station Cabinet Contains: 

10 Standard Spill Pillows, 2 Hydrofluoric 

Spill Pillows in Box Quantity Spill Pillows, 

15 Sorbent Pads, 2 Chemical Splash Goggles 

and 15 Hazardous Waste Bags with Ties. 

30 3/4" H x 15" W x 9 1/2" D. Weights 32lbs. 

Refills available separately.

Item # Description List Price

9-1296295-642 Cabinet with Contents $733.29 
9-1489891-642 Standard Pillow (Pack of 12) $106.69 
9-1489892-642 Hydrofluoric Pillow (Pk/ 4) $70.69 
9-1489893-642 Sorbent Pads (Pk/ 15) $58.69 
9-1512882-642 Chemical Splash Goggles $9.29 
9-1489894-642 Hazardous Waste Bags w/ Ties $26.69 
9-1489833-642 Total Body Coveralls-Large $73.29 
9-1489834-642 Protective Gloves-Large (Pk/ 2) $10.69 

FIRST AID SUPPLIES

NEW

Absorbents
These universal absorbents and pillows 

eliminate guesswork and are safe for use on 

all chemicals EXCEPT hydrofluoric acid. The 

universal absorbent contains enough material 

to absorb 1 liter of solvent and is sold 

individually. The Lab Pillows are each  

4" x 14" x 1", absorb 0.22 gal(750 ml) of 

solvent and are sold in packs of 18.

Item # Description List Price

9-1600837-642 Universal Absorbent $7.39 
9-1600836-642 Lab Pillows $141.09 

Formaldehyde Spill Kit
Be prepared for spills in your lab. 

This kit contains enough 

material to clean up a liter of a 

10% formalin solution. Complete 

with instruction sheets and SDS.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562371-642 Formaldehyde Spill Kit $59.99 

American Red Cross Personal Emergency Preparedness Kit
Contains water, blanket, poncho, first aid and items to attract help. 

Packaged in a hands-free durable nylon backpack with extra room for 

personal items. Includes a complimentary brochure to help customize an 

emergency preparedness kit.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1392941-642 Red Cross First Aid Kit Each $65.29 

School Health® First Aid Kits
These first aid kits work great for the classroom. Features a durable 

metal case designed for easy transport. Kits include bandages, gauze 

pads, compresses, eye care products, ointments, wipes, tape, scissors, 

tweezers and more.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1391482-642 25 Student First Aid Kit Each $46.99 
9-1391484-642 50 Student First Aid Kit Each $90.79 

Johnson & Johnson® 
First Aid To Go Kit
This mini first aid kit is perfect 

for minor first aid situations. 

Contains 12 first aid items to clean, 

treat and protect wounds in a 

reclosable carton. Includes eight 

assorted Band-Aids, two antiseptic 

wipes and two gauze pads. First aid 

kit fits in purse, glove box, golf bag or 

athletic bag.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1096873-642 J&J First Aid To-Go Kit Each $2.09 

Innovating Science™ Combination Spill Kit
Be prepared for acid, caustic and solvent spills in your lab. 

This kit contains enough material to clean up a liter of four solvents. 

Complete with instruction sheets and MSDS. Includes: 

1.1 kg Diatomaceous Earth (Flammable Absorbent Material),

1.0 kg Acid Spill Cleanup Kit (Acid Neutralizing Mixture),

1.2 kg Spill Kit, Caustic Cleanup 

(Caustic Neutralizing Mixture),

200g Vermiculite 

(Absorbent), 

Splash Resistant Goggles, 

24 Nitrile Gloves, 

1 Dustpan & Brush Set, and 

1 Spill Kit Storage Container          

Item # Description List Price

9-1491078-642 Combination Spill Kit $133.29 
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School Health Sharps Container
Allows for disposal of sharps, such as 
lancets, tubing and syringes. Containers 
lock for final disposal. 1.4 quart.

Disposable Blade Remover
This easy-to-operate, palm-sized blade remover ensures safe and hygienic 
removal of disposable scalpel blades. Holds 150 to 300 used blades, 
depending on blade size. Molded of durable polypropylene.

Item # Description List Price
9-595065-642 Disposable Blade Remover $7.19

Safety Cutter
Easily and safely cut LabMat™ Bench Liner as well as plastic "clamshell" 
packaging, plastic bags, shrink-wrap, paper, and much more. Faster than 
scissors, safer than utility knives. Pack of 3.

Item # Description List Price
9-1502756-642 Safety Cutter (pack of 3) $31.59

Glass Disposal Boxes
Prevent accidental cuts by separating 
broken glass from other lab wastes. 
When the carton is filled, the safety cap is 
moved into place and the complete unit is 
ready for disposal. These receptacles are 
puncture resistant and lined with a 2 mil 
clear polypropylene bag to store broken 
glass fragments and leaked liquids. Each 
receptacle comes with a cardboard lid, but 
a plastic lid is available seperately for the 
large container only. Receptacles sold in 
packs of 6.

Item # Description List Price
9-581649-642 Large (12 x 12 x 27 in.) $89.19 
9-581598-642 Small (8 x 8 x 10in.) $63.99 
9-1365920-642 Plastic Box Cover (Each) $29.89

Disposable Dust Mask
Disposable Dust/Mist Respirator 
helps you avoid breathing 
nontoxic particles while working. 
Double-shell construction protects 
you from the effects of pollen, 
dust, grass and more. Molded 
shape provides a tight-fitting seal 
to prevent particles from getting 
through. Custom-fit nosepiece sits 
comfortably on your face to allow 
extended use.

Sinksafe Sink Liner System
Sinksafe is composed of modular units which can be connected together 
to form a platform to cover the base of any sink. It provides a firm cushion 
to break the fall of glassware and thus prevent loss of equipment. The 
mesh design allows the unhindered passage of liquids and the small 
contact area of the legs prevents retention by capillarity of chemical 
solutions. Includes 20 2" x 2" polypropylene units.

Item # Description List Price
9-1296095-642 Sinksafe Sink Liner $26.69

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1539016-642 Dust Mask Pack of 20 $30.09

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1378890-642 Sharps Container 1.4 Qt. Tray Each $4.09
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Basic™ 47 Laboratory Hood
Compact size for areas with low ceilings or narrow aisles, such as trailers or 

temporary buildings. Powder coated steel interior and exterior for corrosion 

resistance to low volume chemical fumes and vapors. Features by-pass airflow, 

airfoil, 100W incandescent light, internal wiring and switches. Blower: .3 hp, 

capable of overcoming maximum external static pressure of .25" H2O @ 

720 CFM; mounted atop the hood or remotely; requires ducting from 10.13"OD 

exhaust opening. Dimensions: 47"W x 25"D x 53"H (with blower mounted atop 

the hood) or 48"H (with blower mounted remotely). Weight: 370 lbs.

Item# Description List Price

6-574138-642 Basic 47 Laboratory Hood $6,129.99 

6-574102-642 Flat Solid Work Surface $1,730.99 

6-526700-642 4 ft. Acid Storage Cabinet $2,013.99 

6-526701-642 Basic 47 Package $8,644.99 

Diversified Woodcrafts Mobile Fume Hood Station
A versatile fume hood that can be used in multiple classrooms. This ductless fume hood has an 

all-inclusive filter that handles liquids, gases and solid chemicals. This unit is so flexible, it does 

not require ducting (saves energy) and plugs into an ordinary outlet. Each unit comes with Smart 

Technology – an exclusive set of tools that is comprised of smart-light communication, chemical 

sensors, real-time status, and the eGuard app. Smart-light communication is a soft band of light 

on the unit that lets you know the unit is operating safely. The band of light will slowly pulse to let 

you know if the airflow is compromised, if there is a fan failure, or there it is time to change your 

filters. The fume hood part of the unit is enclosed by 5/16" thick acrylic so a teacher can demonstrate 

while students surround the hood. The metallic parts are anti-corrosion metallic alloy protected by a 

thermo-hardened anti-acid polymer coating. The internal hood dimensions are 30-1/8"W x 23"D x 32"H; 

external dimensions are 31-1/2"W x 25"D x 45-1/4"H. Overall dimensions are: 32-3/8"W x 27-1/4"D x 81-1/2"H. 

Unit comes with an air flow meter, flow monitor, sampling port, programmable timer, energy ports, 

one filter (2-year average life) and a list of approved chemicals. Filter type is determined by the results 

of the Valiquest Chemical Questionnaire. Fume hood comes standard with an internal light fixture. 

The fume hood is mounted to a 27-1/4"D x 32-3/8"W x 36"H oak cabinet. It provides an easy way to 

move the fume hood within a room or school. It rolls easily on 4" casters and has two drawers, 

two pull-out lipped shelves lined with a chemical resistant liner. The unit is finished in natural oak 

with an earth-friendly chemical resistant UV finish. Erlab hoods require filters be selected according 

to individual applications (Must get the Valiquest Chemical Questionnaire form completed prior to 

purchase and it will determine which model you will receive. On rare occasions results may also require 

purchase of a HEPA filter). Your specifications will be analyzed and validated by Erlab's PhD chemist, 

ensuring your safety. Please contact your Territory Manager with questions. Overall dimensions: 

81-1/2"H x 32-3/8"W x 27-1/4"D. 

Item # Description List Price

6-1609928-642 Fume Hood w/ VOC Carbon Filter $15,395.95 
6-1609929-642 Fume Hood w/ Broad Range Fltr $15,395.95 
6-1609930-642 Fume Hood w/ Formalin Filter $15,395.95 

6-1609931-642 Fume Hood w/ Carbon Filter $15,395.95 
9-1609932-642 Hepa Filter $1,395.95

NEW
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HEMCO MicroFlow™ I Filtered Workstation
This self contained, ductless workstation features an activated carbon filtration 

system which is optimal for the filtration of fume, odors, and non-hazardous chemical 

vapors. Typical applications for this unit include: tissue staining & processing, 

gluing & drying operations, solvent cleaning of electronic parts, soldering fumes & 

odors, and containment of forensic applications. Features a clear hood surround 

with safety viewing sash for user. Includes a variable speed fan with up to 100 FPM 

airflow thru sash opening, as well as medium and low flow for sensitive operations. 

115v/ 60Hz with 6' power cord. Dimensions: 12"W x 18"D x 14.5"H.

Item# Description List Price

9-1017536-642 MicroFlow I $1,508.19 
9-1017537-642 Rep'l Polyurethane Filter $150.69

HEMCO Microflow™ II Filtered Workstation
Collect non-hazardous fumes and particulate wherever you need to. This self-contained, 

ductless workstation features an activated carbon filtration system which is optimal for 

the filtration of fume, odors, and non-hazardous chemical vapors. Typical applications 

for this unit include: tissue staining & processing, gluing & drying operations, solvent 

cleaning of electronic parts, soldering fumes & odors, and containment of forensic 

applications. Features include a clear hood surround with safety viewing sash for user. 

Variable speed fan control includes high speed for up to 100 FPM airflow thru sash 

opening, as well as medium and low flow for sensitive operations. Electrical: 115V/ 60Hz 

with 6' power cord. Dimension: 18"W x 24"D x 20"H.

Item# Description List Price

6-1017539-642 MicroFlow II $3,923.99 

9-1017540-642 Rep'l Polyurethane Filter $213.29

HEMCO Demonstration Hood with Ductless Pack
•  Effectively removes fumes and odors while providing a clear, unobstructed view of the interior 

from all sides

•  Features clear acrylic shatterproof sides and back with hinged viewing sash for easy access.

•  Demo Hood top housing constructed of chemical-resistant and flame-retardant composite polyresin

•  115V/ 60Hz Factory installed integral blower with front mounted switch 

•  Includes a vapor-proof fluorescent light with front-mounted switch

•  Hood dimension: 35"W x 24"D x 30.5"H with phenolic resin work surface attached.

•  Overall dimensions with mobile table: 36"W x 24"D x 30-36"H

•  Mobile table (528624): mounted on 4 swivel casters (2 lock); constructed of chemical resistant, 

welded steel with a plastic laminate top; height adjusts from 30" to 36" for ADA compliance

•  Replacement carbon filter pack: Packaged 2 /ctn. Filters are easily changed without tools

Item# Description List Price

9-1329983-642 Demo Hood $5,787.29 
9-1329984-642 Carbon Filter $466.69 
6-528624-642 Portable Table $2,195.95
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Lab Safety Package
Put safe practices front and center in the lab…and in students' minds. 

This unique and complete lab safety package contains everything you 

need to make safety a priority including: exclusive safety checklist 

calendar, exclusive student safety contract, quiz and key. Frey chemical 

labeling software,

SDS CD-ROM (Windows), blank replacement labels, and two 14" x 17" 

laminated reference charts (SDS and Frey chemical label). Every chemical 

you purchase from Frey Scientific is packaged with its respective SDS, 

guaranteed 100% in quality and suitable for Middle and High School 

Laboratories.

Item# Description List Price

9-1551421-642 Lab Safety Package $240.09

Safety and Equipment Checklist Calendar
A school year based calendar from August to July. Every month has four 

weeks of safety checks for your laboratory along with safety inspection 

check lists for your chemical storage room and preparation room.

Item# Description List Price

9-525422-642 Safety Checklist Calendar $34.29

Newpath Learning® 
Safety in the Lab Curriculum 
Mastery® Flip Chart Set
Introduce and review 

standards-based Science 

concepts. The set features 10 

double-sided, laminated charts, 

each 12" x 18" and spiral-bound 

on a durable, free-standing 

easel. Side 1 of each chart 

features a graphic overview 

of topic while Side 2 serves 

as "write-on/wipe-off" activity 

chart. Also includes Activity 

Guide featuring copy-masters 

and exercises. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1413690-642 Science Safety Flip Chart $42.59

Lab Safety Poster
Lab safety is serious business! This poster depicts the "do’s and dont’s" of 

proper conduct whenever working in the lab. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1368344-642 Lab Safety Poster $24.99

Denoyer-Geppert Laboratory Posters
Printed on tear proof synthetic stock, these 36" x 44" charts are mounted 

with stiffening rods top and bottom, complete with eyelets for hanging. 

Item # Description List Price

9-582834-642 Laboratory Safety Poster $99.99 
9-582837-642 Laboratory Techniques Poster $99.99
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Inquiry Investigations™ Physical Science 
Curriculum Module Series I

With Physical Science Series I, students will develop a thorough 
understanding of concepts such as electrical conductivity, transfer 
of heat, color mixing, specific heat, and the scientific method. 
They develop skills through activities such as using a calorimeter, 
classifying materials, and building a simple circuit. The module 
concludes with a culminating activity which allows students to 
design an optical instrument to determine the salt concentration of 
an unknown solution.

Inquiry Investigations™ Physical Science Curriculum 

Module Series I includes:

•  Investigation literature and student guide (copymasters), 
comprehensive curriculum guide, and a Curriculum Resource 
CD-ROM with a virtual lab.

•  Five units of study (labs), each with 3–6 activities for a total of 
19–21 activities. Materials for 40 students.

• Storage cabinet with drawers clearly labeled with materials.

• Posters on light, heat, electricity, and the scientific method.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1013060-642 Complete Module w/ Virtual Lab $599.95 
9N-1013070-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95 
9N-1284508-642 CD-ROM Network License $299.95 
9N-1306577-642 Refill Package $39.95 

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
Additional Sensors
9N-1376295-642 Temperature Sensor Each $82.59 
9N-1376355-642 Temperature Sensor Pack of 5 $389.09

Inquiry Investigations™ Physical Science 
Curriculum Module Series II

Allow your students to further their understanding of physical 
science with Part II of the Inquiry Investigations Physical Science 
series. Through detailed activities, students will deepen their 
knowledge of concepts like conservation of energy, how sound 
travels, and magnetic fields. They will explore activities such 
as experimenting with collisions, producing wave forms, and 
exploring how pulleys work as simple machines. The culminating 
activity for the module guides students through creating a 
machine to detect counterfeit coins. 

Inquiry Investigations™ Physical Science Curriculum 

Module Series II includes:

•  Investigation literature and student guide (copymasters), 
comprehensive curriculum guide, and a Curriculum Resource 
CD-ROM with a virtual lab.

•  Four units of study (labs), each with 3–6 activities for a total of 
19–21 activities. Materials for 40 students.

• Storage cabinet with drawers clearly labeled with materials.

• Posters on force and motion, magnetism, and sound.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1013061-642 Complete Module w/ Virtual Lab $699.95 
9N-1013077-642 Curriculum Guide $199.95 
9N-1306588-642 Refill Package $39.95 

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
Additional Sensors
9N-1376298-642 Sound Level Sensor Each $109.09 
9N-1376357-642 Sound Level Sensor Pack of 5 $539.09
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Air Table with Built-In Air Supply
With its air source built in, this rugged table sets up quickly to provide 

a frictionless 2D surface for studying many physics principles: velocity, 

acceleration, Newton's Laws, center of mass, elastic and inelastic 

collisions, linear and angular momentum, conservation of momentum, 

moment of inertia, centripetal force, simple and complex harmonic motion. 

The smooth, hard, black acrylic surface, ideal for photographic studies, 

has threaded inserts strategically positioned for use with accessories. 

Includes corner posts, bumper wire, tension adjustment bolts, levelers, 

six 9-cm pucks, springs, hook and loop collars, and illustrated manual. 

Three-wire cord for operation on 120 V. 24" x 36"

Item # Description List Price
6-589824-642 Air Table and Air Supply $849.99

Balloon Puck Set
Demonstrate acceleration, uniform velocity, and collision in two 

dimensions. Ealing-style pucks need only a smooth surface for levitation; 

may be used without balloons on tiny plastic beads. Two 9-cm and two 

7-cm pucks are accompanied by four sets each of balloons, stoppers, and 

connecting tubes.

Item # Description List Price
9-589743-642 Balloon Puck Set $35.99

Precision Air Table
Teach students about momentum, vectors and collisions with this high 

quality construction air table. It provides exceptional stability, and flatness 

to 0.05 cm on a surface of 50 cm x 62 cm for accurate results. Students 

can use the threaded center hole (1/4" diameter x 20 threads per inch) 

to conduct circular motion and orbiting experiments. Includes bumper 

wire assembly, leveling feet, Tee air fitting and hose, large and small 

pucks, hook and loop collars, and springs. Requires external air supply 

(not included).

Item # Description List Price
9-1577077-642 Precision Air Table $737.99

9-1017016-642 Economy Air Source $250.99

Economy 
Air Source
Supply your air 

tracks, air tables or 

other apparatus that 

require air. Affordable 

but powerful motor 

produces clean air 

for experiments with 

low noise. Complete 

with hose. Operates 

on 110V AC. 

8" x 8"  x 13"

Item # Description List Price
9-1017016-642 Economy Air Source $250.99
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Economy Cart
Low-cost, general purpose cart for force and motion studies. Rugged 

and durable—extruded I-beam body and ball bearing wheels.

Item # Description List Price
9-590031-642 Economy Cart $18.99

Fan Cart
A basic, Fan Cart powered by two AA size batteries (not included) 

demonstrates Newton's principle of action and reaction. The batteries 

are contained in the removable power unit and the fan is controlled by 

a switch. The propeller delivers a thrust of about 88mN, accelerating the 

cart at 0.4 m/s2. A transparent plate can be attached to show the effect of 

reversing the airflow. Includes activity guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-1503136-642 Fan Cart $23.19

Impact Car
The impact car is equipped with a spring scale and slide that is displaced 

on impact against a wall or similar obstacle. The slide remains in its 

displaced position until reset. The students roll the car down the ramp 

and measure the amount of impact. The student can adjust the amount of 

mass inside the car and take direct readings from the scale to measure the 

increasing force. Instructions are provided.

Item # Description List Price
9-578611-642 Impact Car $15.09

Air Track Complete Set
This device used to measure uniformly accelerated motion and determine 

gravitational acceleration. Its name comes from its structure: air is pumped 

through a hollow track with fine holes all along the track that allows 

specially fitted air track cars to glide relatively friction-free. Includes: track 

47" (1200mm), single speed air blower, and 3 digit timer. Complete Set. 

Also available as separate parts. Comes with a Teacher's Guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-1592922-642 Air Track Set $799.99

NEW

Science First Cycloidal Ramps
Three experiments in one, all exploiting the unique properties of the 

cycloid. Each ramp is a carefully machined cycloidal curve with a full-length 

groove, serving as a track for a descending ball. The placement of the 

supporting feet allows the ramps to be positioned very closely together to 

aid in simultaneous ball release. With this ramp set students are able to 

perform experiments including tautochrone, colliders and brachistochrone.

Included: 

• (2) ramps with feet 

• (2) 19 mm steel balls 

• (2) 11 mm steel balls 

• chime 

• carbon paper

Item # Description List Price
9-1485400-642 Cycloidal Ramps $120.99
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Kemtec™ Accelerated Motion Kit
Students investigate accelerated motion using a totally reusable system 
with six foot tubular ramps, toy cars, bearings, and other required 
materials. This simple apparatus allows students to use timed trials 
to measure gravitational acceleration and the car's/ball's coefficient 
of friction. Includes instructor's manual, student instructions, guided 
calculations including graphing of data and calculation of error, assessment 
questions, sample data, and complete answer keys. Enough materials for 
6 groups of 6.

Item # Description List Price
9-1490578-642 Accelerated Motion Kit $366.69

Constant Speed Vehicle
Motorized crawlers have long been favorites for introducing the ideas of 
velocity and acceleration. This product has a three position switch so that 
it can be powered in either direction, a stable platform for carrying objects, 
a hook for towing and blunt ends for pushing. A spacer is included to 
take the place of one battery for half speed operation. Requires 2 C-cell 
batteries. Color may vary.

Item # Description List Price
9-1296208-642 Vehicle $28.99

Item # Size Quantity List Price
Batteries
9-595615-642 C Pack of 2 $5.29

Electronic Stop Clock
Time includes a 4 digit LCD display and it records times in either 
milliseconds (ms) or seconds (s) to 0.001 s. The display changes from 
ms to s automatically during the execution of an experiment. One or 
two photogates can control the clock, providing the option of timing the 
interruption of the gate or the time of passage between the two gates. 
The clock has two input jack connectors on the front of the panel (P1 and 
P2), providing power for two photogates as well as receiving signals from 
them. The front panel incorporates a reset button, recall button and on/off 
toggle power switch.

Item # Description List Price
9-1543395-642 Electronic Stop Clock $649.99

Hall's Carriage with 
Aluminum Wheels
The one-piece aluminum 
wheels and axles mount in 
cone bearings for low friction 
operation. One piece plastic 
body. You need inclined 
plane and weights.

Item # Description List Price
9-1512359-642 Carriage w/ Aluminum Wheels $16.69

Dynamics Carts
Carts are long enough 
to carry an ordinary brick 
without tethering. "Exploder" 
cart—3 different tensions of 
spring for storing mechanical 
energy. "Dud" cart—only 
has the post at the end for 
towing with the enclosed 
rubber bands for acceleration 
experiments. Made of plastic and fiberboard.

Item # Description List Price
9-572878-642 Cart $110.99

9-570170-642 Replacement Bands (Pack of 20) $4.69

Mini Dynamics Carts
These colorful cars allow you to experiment with elastic and inelastic 
collisions and conservation of momentum and energy quickly and 
economically. Each blue plastic car has a 10" long spring steel bumper, 
deep well for weights (not included) and low-friction wheels that snap 
into place if dropped. Includes two cars, two bumpers with hardware, two 
rubber stoppers, instructions with theory and labs.

Item # Description List Price
9-1399039-642 Mini Dynamics Carts $23.99

Hall's Carriage
This sturdy carriage has a one piece, high-impact plastic body. The 
machined aluminum wheels and axles are mounted on hardened 
steel cone bearings for minimum friction and long life. Comes with 
Teachers Guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-99-6160-642 Hall's Carriage $15.79

C
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110V AC Tape Timer
Measure the speed and acceleration of a moving body easily and precisely. 

The device features a striker that operates in direct synchronization with 

input AC frequency. This synchronization eliminates the need to calibrate 

input voltage to motor speed. Complete with grounded plug, on-off 

switch, 24 carbon paper discs and roll of recording tape.

Item # Description List Price
9-589980-642 Timer $88.99

9-1426968-642 Replacement Timer Tape $20.99

Pack of 5

Timer IIe and Photogates
The CPO Timer IIe and Photogates will provide your students with 

precise and repeatable quantitative measurements. Five modes of 

operation (interval, frequency, period, stopwatch, and counter) provide 

excellent versatility. This tool will enable your students to make successful 

predictions and develop confidence with what they learn in your 

classroom. It is easily possible to get results accurate to 1%! Explaining 

away big errors will be a thing of the past. Includes: 1 Timer, 2 Photogates, 

AC Power Adapter, Detailed Instruction Booklet, 2 Color Exclusive Cords, 

Sturdy Bookshelf Storage Case.

Item # Description List Price
9N-792-1100-642 Timer lle w/Photogates $364.95

Rod Mounted 
Spark Timer
Demonstrate velocity, 

acceleration, and friction 

by measuring and 

comparing the spacing 

between dots placed on 

a moving paper every 
1/60 second. Features hardwood body, shielded electric connections, 

adjustable tuning nut, and permanently mounted brackets for paper tape. 

Includes 100-ft. paper roll, 24 carbon circles, cord with on/off switch, and 

instructions. 4 x 5 x 18 cm

Item # Description List Price
9-1017043-642 Timer $56.99

9-1017044-642 Carbon Discs (Pack of 12) $2.99

9-1017045-642 Tape (100' Roll) $4.99

Battery-Powered Recording Timer
It is possible to slow the motor speed down to half the speed by inserting 

the enclosed aluminum rod in place of 1 battery. This is very useful for 

measuring small changes in velocity. Designed for stability. Easily clamped 

to a bench top or ringstand for recording objects of varying speeds. 

Includes an assembled motorized striker, carbon discs, ticker tape, 

aluminum rod and instructions. Operates on 2, 1.5V D cell batteries.

Item # Description List Price
9-590112-642 Recording Timer $39.99

 Inquiry Investigations™ 
 Exploring Force and Motion Lab

Discover the key principles of physical science: force and motion, friction, 

gravity, action and reaction, work, and power. Students will test a variety 

of surfaces for friction resistance, correlate weight to friction resistance 

and investigate ways to reduce friction in using wheels and rollers. 

With included materials students will explore variable inertia and use 

the mini-dynamics carts (Hall's carriage included) to study the basics of 

elastic vs. inelastic collisions. Also includes Teacher Resource CD-ROM 

with content tutorials, assessment, standards correlations, image gallery, 

custom content generator and more. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4. Requires Windows 2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; Mac 

9.2 or higher (including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price
9N-1013096-642 Force and Motion Lab $139.95

9N-1284604-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Compact Spark Timer
Recording needle 

automatically raises when 

unit is turned off allowing 

easy insertion of tape. 

Tape channel is wide 

at entrance and narrow 

at middle preventing 

vibration or misalignment 

of tape during operation. 

In addition to standard 60 Hz setting, a 10 Hz setting is provided for 

relatively slow-moving objects. High level of accuracy with adjustable 

needle. Clear, double-dot read-out. Can be used in horizontal or vertical 

position. Includes padded clamp for counter-top attachment and 1 roll of 

tape. 3.6" x 3.9" x 1.5"

Item # Description List Price
9-1384296-642 Timer Tape $146.69

9-562948-642 Timer $249.99
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Investigating Gravity Kit
Help students master such gravity-related concepts as acceleration, 

density, and weight in one well-conceived kit that lays out the entire 

learning process. Background, procedures, lab activities, and questions 

follow each other logically like the scientific principles they illuminate. 

Kit includes all materials needed and comprehensive guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-1294697-642 Investigating Gravity Kit $123.69

Free Fall Tube
Also known as a Guinea and Feather Tube. Shows that 

objects fall at the same rate in a vacuum irrespective of 

their weights of materials. Lucite column is 100 x 5 cm, 

mounted on a heavy base with a vacuum pump fitting 

and valve, and includes an electrode at the top to permit 

use as an electrical discharge tube. Vacuum pump 

and 3/8" tubing required (each sold separately).

Item # Description List Price
9-590973-642 Free Fall Tube $333.29

Discovery Education™ MythBusters: Gravity DVD
The MythBusters answer a question that many people have asked 

at breakfast: Is a dropped piece of buttered toast more likely to land 

buttered-side up? With the help of a mechanical toast dropper and 

statistical analysis, special effects experts Adam Savage and Jamie 

Hyneman find out. Downloadable teaching suggestions. DVD, 11 minutes

Item # Description List Price
9-1014644-642 Gravity DVD $79.99

Inquiry Investigations™ Exploring Gravity Lab
Students explore gravity, its relation to motion, and the relationship 

it establishes between mass and weight. Students are introduced to 

principles behind not only weight and gravity but also volume, pressure, 

density, and buoyancy. They will also use the included metal specimen set 

to investigate specific gravity and Archimedes Principle. Includes Teacher 

Resource CD-ROM. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. 

CD-ROM requires Windows 2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; Mac 9.2 or 

higher (including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price
9N-1013090-642 Gravity Lab $89.95

9N-1284532-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Economy Free Fall Tube
Demonstrates how objects (coins, 

paper scraps, etc.) fall at the same 

rate in a vacuum despite differences 

in mass. Includes instructions, Lucite 

tube and end caps. One of the durable 

plastic end caps has a serrated stem 

and stopcock valve for exhausting 

air. Dimensions: 81 cm long x 3.5 cm 

diameter (865 cc).

Item # Description List Price
9-564673-642 Economy Free Fall Tube $73.39

Simple Machines Lab
Establish a foundation in physics by building models of six simple 

machines: levers, pulleys, inclined planes, screws, wedges, and wheels 

and axles. Assemble machines and use a spring scale to measure how 

machines change the direction and magnitude of forces.

Item # Description List Price
9-20-1593-642 Simple Machines Lab $152.99
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Investigating Gravity Lab
Investigate gravity, its relation to motion and the relationship it establishes 

between mass and weight. Your students will explore not only the 

principles behind weight and gravity, but also volume and density, 

pressure and density, and buoyancy. They will also use the included metal 

specimen set to investigate specific gravity and Archimedes' Principle.

Item # Description List Price
9-20-1583-642 Investigating Gravity Lab $92.99

Economy Inertial Balance
Measure mass independent of the force of gravity. Apparatus includes 

a frame with two platforms (one with holes) connected by two firm, 

horizontal spring blades. A cylinder of unknown mass is suspended in a 

hole in the platform. Time vibrations to calculate mass. Includes detailed 

instructions. Requires a C-clamp.

Item # Description List Price
9-1017038-642 Inertial Balance $27.99

Pocket Accelerometer
Acceleration is the 

change in velocity over 

time. This handy pocket 

accelerometer allows 

your students to measure 

acceleration in a variety of 

ways: on a bike, in a car, 

even with roller coasters! 

Measures 4" x 4" x 1 1/4".

Item # Description List Price
9-1477526-642 Pocket Accelerometer $28.99

Investigating Force and Motion Lab
Discover the key principles of physical science: force and motion, friction, 

gravity, action and reaction, work, and power. Students will test a variety 

of surfaces for friction resistance, correlate weight to friction resistance 

and investigate ways to reduce friction in using wheels and rollers. 

With included materials students will explore variable inertia and use 

the mini-dynamics carts (Hall's carriage included) to study the basics of 

elastic vs. inelastic collisions.

Item # Description List Price
9-20-1603-642 Force and Motion Lab $154.99

Rattleback
Place the Rattleback on a hard, level surface with the elliptical side down; 

lightly tap one end and notice in which direction it rotates. Spin the 

Rattleback in that direction, then try to spin the Rattleback in the opposite 

direction (clockwise). A great thought experiment for physics studies! 

Includes Teacher's guide. Rattleback color may vary.

Item # Description List Price
9-1481294-642 Rattleback $1.29

Balancing 
Bird Demonstration
This simple device 

demonstrates how gravity 

works. By perfectly 

distributing weight on 

the tips of the wings, 

and placing its mass near 

the tip of its beak, the 

equilibrium of the bird 

is stabilized. This allows 

the bird to balance on 

whatever object it is 

placed upon!

Item # Description List Price
9-1399922-642 Balancing Bird $3.99

Center of Mass Demonstrator
Roughly modeling an Earth/Moon system, two spheres can be adjusted on 

the connecting bar. A simple handle fits in a hole at the center of gravity 

or in another at the geometrical center. The system balances and spins 

without wobble only about the center of gravity.

Item # Description List Price
9-1296149-642 Center of Mass Demonstrator $74.99

k
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Newton's Second Law of Motion Apparatus
Let students prove to themselves that a ball dropped straight to the floor 

and one shot outward will strike the ground simultaneously. They place 

both steel balls in position on the base and propel them at the same 

instant using the spring plunger. Instructions include theory. 1" balls

Item # Description List Price
9-1017041-642 Second Law of Motion $21.89

Moment of Inertia Ring and Disc Set
When the pair is allowed to roll down an incline together, the difference 

in their acceleration characteristics demonstrates important inertia 

concepts. Includes metal ring and special plastic disc (15cm in diameter) 

for demonstrating moment of inertia and distribution of mass in 

rotating bodies.

Item # Description List Price
9-590502-642 Inertia Ring & Disc Set $37.99

Inertia Apparatus
What happens when a tablecloth 

is whisked from beneath a load 

of dishes? Now there's a way to 

demonstrate the scientific principle 

while keeping your dishes safe. Place 

the ball on the card and pull back the 

spring. The card (tablecloth) shoots 

forward but the ball (dish) drops back 

to the post (table). Actually, the ball 

did move but it promptly settled 

back. Try the same experiment with 

a coin. Includes glass ball (with flat 

spot), card, plastic base, post, 

hardware and instructions. 

Bouncing Dart
Each collision begins with the same 

potential energy. The inelastic collision 

produces few dramatic results. 

The elastic collision is dramatically 

different—the block is thrown to the 

table and the dart recoils backward to 

nearly its original height. Illustrates the 

conservation of momentum.

Item # Description List Price
9-590241-642 Bouncing Dart $89.99

Second Law of 
Motion Apparatus
Demonstrate that 2 balls 

will strike the floor at 

the same time even 

though their paths of 

flight and horizontal 

velocity components are 

different. Illustrate that 

the vertical acceleration 

(gravity) is equal, causing 

the balls to fall at the 

same rate. Contains: 

base, spring plunger, 2 steel balls (1 solid, 1 pre-drilled) and a 6-page 

instructional booklet.

Item # Description List Price
9-564700-642 Second Law of Motion $30.69

Newton's Apples
What does a Newton weigh? Soft foam apples help students discover 

how force is measured. Includes 16-page instruction booklet.

Item # Description List Price
9-1322524-642 Newton's Apples Pack of 6 $38.99

Science First Moment of Inertia Kit
Explore the concept of moment of inertia with 

wands and rings of equal mass but different 

distribution of mass. One set has an even 

distribution of mass, the other a movable mass. 

Which wand twirls more easily? Which ring 

moves more quickly down an inclined plane? 

Contains: two wands of equal length and mass: two rings of 

equal diameter and mass; movable masses on one wand and one ring; 

Instructions included.

Item # Description List Price
9-1440117-642 Moment of Inertia Kit $133.29

Item # Description List Price
9-1512360-642 Inertia Apparatus $14.59
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Newton's Cradle
A device that demonstrates 

conservation of 

momentum and energy. 

Approximately 3/4" (19mm) 

steel balls. Tangle-free 

packaging! Comes with a 

Teacher's Guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1493984-642 Newton's Cradle $19.99

Ballistics Car
The loaded car, when pushed forward, ejects the ball vertically. The ball, 

because of its forward velocity component, returns to its original dormant 

position in the car. Two different heights of ball flight are provided. This 

product demonstrates Inertial reference frames, Newton's Laws, and 

independence of X and Y velocity components.

Item # Description List Price

9-564652-642 Ballistics Car $60.39

Pendulum Wave Demo
The simple pendulum, at rest and in motion, demonstrates how a mass 

accelerates (and decelerates) in response to gravitational force. Multiple 

pendulums, with decreasing string lengths, in motion will simultaneously 

create changing visual patterns that mesmerize as they move in and out of 

sync with each other. The pendulum wave demo consists of a large acrylic 

frame and nine pendula with 1" steel balls, as well as an initiator stick to 

simultaneously release all pendula. Assembly required. Detailed step by 

step set up instructions with pictures and Teacher's Guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1533046-642 Pendulum Wave Demo $133.29

Investigating Forces 
and Motion Poster
An illustrated overview of 

the key concepts of force & 

motion. Your students will gain 

a better understanding of these 

key physical science concepts 

with a graphic depiction 

of force measurement; 

gravity of motion; Newton's 

Laws and much motion. 

23"W x 35"H; laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1106-642 Forces and Motion Poster $19.99

Ballistics Car with Remote Triggering
This car includes a wireless remote trigger that releases the ball with no 

mechanical connection to the car which means there's no change of the car's 

velocity and a more reliable catch of the projected ball. The conical rubber 

catcher ensures that slight trajectory variations give a catch, not a "rim shot".

Item # Description List Price

9-1503133-642 Car w/ Remote Triggering $98.29

Collision Track
"Newton's Cradle" without the strings! 

Study elastic collisions by observing the effects 

of conservation of momentum and energy. Propel 

one or more steel balls down the alluminum channel 

track and hit the grouped balls to observe how far—and 

how many—ball move in response. Includes instructions. 

27" track;.75" diameter balls

Item # Description List Price

9-1017039-642 Collision Track $19.99
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Physics Balls
These spheres of various materials and sizes are useful in Newtonian 

physics experiments. Drilled or solid spheres available.

Item # Description List Price
Drilled
9-590505-642 Aluminum (3/4 in diameter) $2.09 
9-590508-642 Aluminum (1 in diameter) $2.99 
9-590511-642 Brass (3/4 in diameter) $2.99 
9-590544-642 Lead (1 in diameter) $5.29 
9-584334-642 Machined Steel (3/4 in dia) $2.99 
Solid
9-1430823-642 Glass (7/16 in dia, Pack of 6) $2.99 
9-583797-642 Steel (1/2 in dia, Pack of 6) $1.99 
9-583812-642 Steel (5/8 in diameter) $0.99 
9-583803-642 Steel (3/4 in dia, Pack of 3) $2.99 
9-583806-642 Steel (1 in diameter) $1.99 

Seismic Accelerator
Check out this cool product! Watch the red ball rocket into the air up to 

five times the original drop height! Explore the Law of the Conservation 

of Energy with this educational but fun product! Safety goggles and extra 

balls included. Includes teacher's guide. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1520363-642 Seismic Accelerator $12.99 

Drilled Ball Set
Ideal for collision and pendulum demonstrations. 12-piece set includes 

two drilled balls (1" diameter) each of: aluminum, brass, cork, lead, steel 

and wood.

Item # Description List Price
9-1445065-642 Drilled Ball Set $58.69 

Happy and Sad Balls
When similar balls are thrown down, one bounces while the other hits the 

surface and lies there. 2 "identical" balls with virtually the same density, 

mass and appearance. Includes activity guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-562957-642 Happy & Sad Balls $10.29 

Assorted Ball Set
Provides an assortment of solid, hooked and drilled balls for 

collision, rolling and pendulum usage. 12-piece set includes: Drilled 

balls (each, 1" diameter)—aluminum, brass, copper, cork, lead, 

steel and wood, Bifilar steel ball (1" diameter) and Hooked balls 

(each, 1.5" diameter)—brass, steel, lead and cork.

Item # Description List Price
9-1445064-642 Assorted Ball Set $89.99 

Inertia Ball/Pendulum
This is an interesting demonstration 

of Newton's First Law of Motion 

(Law of Inertia) since the results are 

counterintuitive. This heavy ball 

can also be used as a pendulum 

bob. Includes heavy chrome 

plated steel ball with a mass 

of over 454 grams, drilled both 

ends; three eyebolts; safety loop 

on sides; instructions. String is 

not included.

Item # Description List Price
9-1477527-642 Inertia Ball/Pendulum $20.99 
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Force Table 
Activity Apparatus
Vectors can be fun! 

Your students will build 

their own vector diagram 

to observe and record the 

direction and magnitude 

of concurrent forces. 

First they'll attach lines to 

the center ring to establish 

mechanical equilibrium. 

Then they'll hang and vary 

the number of masses, 

observing and recording 

each line's force direction 

and magnitude. Aluminum 

table is 40 cm in diameter, 

supported by a heavy center support rod and tripod base. Each leg 

of the tripod can be balanced individually using the leveling screws. 

Comes complete with everything you need so you won't have to mix 

and match additional components. Includes 4 pulleys, four mass hangers 

and 12 masses ranging from 10 to 100 g. Easy to adjust and balance, 

its durable construction will provide yours of use. And so economically 

priced that you can provide one for each group of students in your class! 

Size: 17"L x 17"W x 20"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1510-642 Force Table Activity $195.99

Economy Force Board
Graphically determine the 

composition of forces and 

the direction and magnitude 

of resultant forces.  

Slotted 22" tempered 

masonite board. 

Sufficiently large to use 

in a demonstration but 

compact enough for student 

use. Three chains and a 

center ring permit use with 

any pull-type spring scale.

Precision Force Table
Accurately measure force 

magnitude and direction. 

Machined aluminum table, 

which won't warp like wood, 

levels with tripod base screws. 

Suspension cords fasten to 

the center ring and pass over 

four pulleys to end in loops for 

supporting applied masses. 

The rim is graduated in 

degrees. Includes suspension 

cord, four hangers, and slotted 

weights: four 10 g, eight 20 g, 

twelve 50 g, and eight 100 g. 

40 cm diameter x 46 cm table; 

13 mm thick rim.

Item # Description List Price

9-589956-642 Table $302.99

9-589992-642 Replacement Pulley $20.99

Troemner Stainless Steel Slotted Weight Sets
Slotted Stainless Steel weight sets include weight rack with carrying 

handle to stack and hang slotted weights.

Item #  Description List Price

9-1325748-642 Set of 12 $140.69

500g, (2) 200g, 100g, 50g, (2) 20 g, 10g, 5g, (2) 2g, 1g
9-1325747-642 Set of 10 $103.69

500g, (5) 100g, 50g, (2) 20g, 10g
9-1325746-642 Set of 8 $102.79

500g, (2) 200g, 100g, 50g, (2) 20g, 10g
9-1325804-642 Weight Hanger $13.39

50g

Troemner Stainless Steel Double Hooked Weight Set
9 polished stainless steel weights with sliding double hooked rods. 

Bottoms are recessed to allow use of weights on balance pans or to hook 

weights together for lever arm studies. 10–1000 g (10 g weight is only 

hooked on the top). Supplied with an impact resistant polypropylene case. 

Includes 1000 g, 500 g, (2) 200 g, 100 g, 50 g, (2) 20 g, 10 g weights.

Item #  Description List Price

9-1325749-642 Double Hooked Weight Set $124.29

Force Table Paper
Students can make calculations right on these sheets, then discard or 

keep them with lab notes when the lab is completed. Disposable paper 

can be used with and force tabled 12" diameter or larger. 

50 12"-diameter sheets.

Item # Description List Price

9-1294698-642 Force Table Paper $24.99

Item # Description List Price
Force Board

9-590013-642 Board with Scales $77.99 
Spring Scales

9-595716-642 2000 x 50g / 20 x 0.5N $19.19
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OHAUS® Flat Spring Scales
Perfect for general weighing, 

force experiments, action-reaction 

demonstrations and much more. 

Convenient for use on flat surfaces—ideal 

for force tables! Repeatable operation will 

return to zero every time. Indicator design 

eliminates parallax. Support and hook are 

part of the casting and will not pull apart. 

Scaled in four combinations of units.

OHAUS® Dial Spring Scales
The same high-quality construction as 

Ohaus' flat spring scales. Dual scale in 

grams and Newtons. 2000 x 10g/ 20 x 0.25N

Item # Description List Price

9-595695-642 2000 x 10g / 20 x 0.25N $31.69

Economy 
Spring Scales
Accuracy, durability 

and readability at a 

low cost. Ranges and 

accuracies available 

to suit most student 

laboratory applications. 

Graduated in grams 

and newtons.

Push-Pull Type Spring Scales
The uniquely designed Force Meter balance weighs suspended objects 

and also measures the force of pushing or pulling an object. They are color 

coded, calibrated in grams and newtons, and have a clear flat area on the 

rod so you can create your own scales using a dry wipe marker.

Item # Description List Price

9-193-5872-642 250g $11.99

9-193-5883-642 500g $11.99

9-193-5894-642 1kg $11.99

9-193-5905-642 2kg $11.99

9-193-5916-642 3kg $11.99

9-193-5927-642 5kg $11.99

9-061-0122-642 Balances Complete Set $70.99

l T i l

Discovery Education™ 
Force and Motion Video
A humorous, high-energy road show 

demonstrates what conditions affect 

speed. In two segments, students 

learn from high-speed cyclists and 

sky divers how they maximize 

velocity, and how shape and air 

resistance alter speed. Then they 

see how electric generators rely 

on mechanical motion to create 

electricity. Downloadable teachers 

guide. DVD, 25 minutes

Item # Description List Price
Pounds and Newtons

9-578290-642 .56 x 0.02 lb. / 2.5 x 0.1N $22.39

9-578293-642 1.12 x 0.04 lb. / 5 x 0.2N $22.39

9-578296-642 2.25 x 0.05 lb. / 10 x 0.25N $22.39

9-578299-642 4.5 x 0.1 lb. / 20 x 0.5N $22.39

9-578302-642 11.25 x 0.25 lb. / 50 x 1N $22.39

Grams and Ounces

9-595698-642 250 x 10g / 9 x 0.25 oz. $19.19

9-595704-642 500 x 20g / 18 x 0.5 oz. $19.19

9-595713-642 2000 x 50g / 72 x 2 oz. $19.19

Grams and Newtons

9-595701-642 250 x 10g / 2.5 x 0.1N $19.19

9-595707-642 500 x 20g / 5 x 0.2N $19.19

9-595710-642 1000 x 25g / 10 x.25N $19.19

9-595716-642 2000 x 50g / 20 x 0.5N $19.19

9-595719-642 5000 x 100g / 50 x 1N $19.19

Grams Only

9-595548-642 100 x 1g $21.29

9-595551-642 200 x 2g $21.29

9-595554-642 500 x 5g $21.29

9-595560-642 2000 x 20g $21.29

Item # Description List Price

9-190-7377-642 Tubular 250g / 2.5N $3.99

9-190-7388-642 Tubular 500g / 5N $3.99

9-190-7399-642 Tubular 1000g / 10N $3.99

9-190-7400-642 Tubular 2000g / 20N $3.99

9-192-2161-642 Tubular 3000g / 30N $3.99

9-190-7421-642 Tubular 5000g / 50N $3.99

9-193-2948-642 Set of 6 (1 of each size) $23.99

Item # Description List Price

9-531957-642 Force and Motion DVD $66.59
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Collision in 2D
A ball rolls down the incline and strikes another ball, both of which fall 

to the floor and leave their mark on a prepositioned paper. Kinetic energy 

and momentum laws are then verified within small parameters. 

Includes: special target ball for inelastic collisions, incline, base plate, 

2 balls, cord, and instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-589908-642 2D Collision $17.99

Colliding Pendulum
This new equipment module allows 

your students to explore the law 

of momentum conservation using 

accurate photogate measurements. 

The colliding steel bobs conserve 

energy and momentum to better than 

97%. Your students will find that bobs 

of equal mass transfer momentum 

as they collide. By colliding bobs of 

unequal mass, students learn how 

momentum conservation allows them 

to predict the mass of an unknown 

object. This equipment module 

recreates some of the key features 

in Rutherford's discovery of the 

atomic nucleus.

Colliding Pendulum Curriculum Resource Guide 

A guide to using the Colliding Pendulum to teach physics. Topics include 

period, frequency, mass, velocity, Newton's Laws of Motion, momentum, 

conservation of energy, and more. Levels A, B, and C (Grades 6–12)

Colliding Pendulum includes: 1 Hardwood Arc, 1 Hardwood Pendulum 

Hanger, 1 Hardwood Start Block, 1 Large Pendulum Ball, 2 Medium 

Pendulum Balls, 1 Small Pendulum Ball, Mounting Hardware

Item # Description List Price
9N-792-1400-642 Equipment Only  $139.95
9N-1515952-642 Teacher Guide & Digital Access  $249.95
9N-1515967-642 Basic Classroom Package  $869.95
9N-792-1100-642 Timer lle w/Photogates  $364.95
9N-792-1670-642 DataCollector with Photogates  $499.95
9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand  $99.95

Simple Machines Kit
Encourage student inquiry with 24 introductory mechanical experiences 

conducted with classical components selected for their simplicity and 

ease of operation. Experiments cover first-, second-, and third-class 

levers; wheel and axle; fixed and movable pulleys; inclined plane; and the 

relationship between wedge and screw. Includes comprehensive guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-570527-642 Simple Machine Kit $219.99

Discovery Education™ 
MythBusters: Force and Motion
Can you fall from a plane and use 

the inflated life raft or escape slide 

as a parachute? Can a toy car 

beat a real car in a downhill race? 

Special effects experts Adam Savage 

and Jamie Hyneman put these 

questions to the scientific test. 

Includes downloadable teaching 

suggestions. DVD, 32 minutes

Item # Description List Price
9-1014642-642 Force and Motion $79.99

Science First Projectile Launcher
Demonstrate one of the staples of high school physics instruction. 

This precise unit will place shots within a 3-inch circle at two meters. 

Accurate, safe and easy to use, it fires using a 30cm long cable with 

push buttons and cocks with a tab on the side instead of a ramrod down 

the barrel. One-piece aluminum construction for strength and durability. 

With instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-1440118-642 Projectile Launcher $119.89

Ballistics Pendulum
Fancy physics at a modest price. 

Demonstrate conservation of momentum with a 

spring gun, steel ball, pendulum block, and scale. 

Launching the ball into the pendulum block 

causes it to swing, allowing students to calculate 

post-collision kinetic energy and the projectile's 

initial velocity. Durable metal construction.

Item # Description List Price
9-531997-642 Ballistics Pendulum $51.99
9-574125-642 4 in C-Clamp $7.29
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Car and Ramp
Car and Ramp is the best 

starting point for teaching 

and learning the concepts of 

forces and motion. Used with 

the Timer II and Photogates, 

students engage in accurate 

and repeatable experiments 

as they investigate Newton's 

Laws, speed, acceleration, 

friction, and simple machines.

Car and Ramp includes: 

1 Hardwood Ramp, 

1 Car, 1 Hardwood 

Protractor, 1 Ramp Foot, 

Mounting Hardware

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9N-792-2030-642 Car and Ramp Each $169.95
9N-792-1100-642 Timer lle w/Photogates Each $364.95
9N-792-1670-642 DataCollector with Photogates Each $499.95
9N-792-1110-642 Physics Stand Each $99.95
9N-392-3040-642 Weight Set Set of 8 $59.95
9N-392-3050-642 Spring Scales Set of 4 $26.95
9N-392-3060-642 Measuring Tape Each $13.95

Inclined Plane 
Activity Apparatus
A core piece of 

equipment for every 

physical science 

classroom, this 

versatile model is a 

must have! Adjustable design 

allows you to easily demonstrate 

friction; work; potential energy; 

the composition of forces; 

and much more! Heavy wood base 

provides an exceptionally stable platform for use of heavy masses and 

requires fewer cumbersome clamps. Plane and extended pulley can be 

fixed securely at any angle with easy-to-adjust screw system. User friendly 

design will allow you to maximize your students' lab time as they'll be 

able to perform experiments—not fuss with setup and adjustment! 

Size: 26"L x 3"W x 9"H. Grade level: 6–12

Item # Description List Price
9-30-1500-642 Inclined Plane $54.99

Inclined Plane
A superior inclined plane. Longer (41.5") and wider (5.5") than most, 

this innovation provides more room for carts and work measurements. 

U design affords greater stability, keeps carts on track, and brings plane 

bottom to bench level. Powder-coated steel construction. Includes built-in 

clamp, stop bar, and manual. (Stand base and rod not included.)

Item # Description List Price
9-532016-642 Inclined Plane $74.99 Predicting Trajectories

Explore the vertical and horizontal components of projectile motion in this 

laboratory investigation using ramps, time trials, and a three man slingshot. 

Topics include trajectory motion, acceleration due to gravity, speed, 

and velocity. Designed for working in groups of four to six, with materials 

sufficient for up to 36 students.

Item # Description List Price
9-1490580-642 Predicting Trajectories $127.99

Friction on an Inclined Plane
Study the friction between two surfaces and the forces on an inclined 

plane. By using this device, students can determine the coefficient of 

static friction, determine the coefficient of sliding friction, and verify the 

normal and frictional components of the force exerted by the plane.

Item # Description List Price
9-578527-642 Friction on Inclined Plane $58.99

Frictional Apparatus
Students can vary the weight or area of contact to see their impact on the 

friction force. Includes a friction block and a friction board. Made of high 

quality, smoothly finished pine wood. Comes with three 50 g weights and 

a 100 g spring scale. Comprehensive activity manual included.

Item # Description List Price
9-578524-642 Frictional Apparatus $26.19
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Friction Blocks and Surfaces
A convenient introduction to frictional characteristics of different materials. 

Includes three wood blocks (each, 3" x 4"): 1 block with a mirror cemented 

to 1 side, 1 block with sandpaper cemented to 1 side, and 1 plain block. 

1 mirror (3" x 14") is supplied as the surface.

Item # Description List Price
9-589884-642 Friction Blocks and Surfaces $25.99

Friction Box
Useful for coefficient of 

friction studies when loads are 

required. Smoothly sanded box 

(6"  x  3.5" x 2.5"). Accommodates 

loads of 2 kg or more. 2 leather 

strips attached to the bottom of 

the box.

Item # Description List Price
9-580836-642 Friction Box $6.19

Friction Cube
Show how different frictional 

characteristics affect the force 

required to move a stationary 

body. Wood cube includes four 

different surfaces: sandpaper, 

vinyl, paper, and wood. 

A hook on one side allows for 

towing against inclined planes 

and other surfaces. 2" cube.

Item # Description List Price
9-1294700-642 Friction Cube $13.99

Friction Block
The traditional block used for 

coefficient of friction studies. 

Sanded wood with a hook in 

1 end. 15 x 8 x 2 cm

Item # Description List Price
9-589623-642 Friction Block $10.49

Surface Board
Use with our 

Force Measurer 

(sold separately) or 

other spring scales 

to demonstrate how 

different frictional 

characteristics 

affect effort forces. 

Includes wood 

friction blocks, 

pulling hooks and has 

4 surfaces-sandpaper, 

rubber, cork and cardboard.

Item # Description List Price
9-589827-642 Surface Board $17.99

Rolling Friction Cars
Explore friction with real world applications! This set includes four carts of 

equal mass, each with wheels of a different materials. Wheels are made 

of wood, soft rubber, felt, and extra soft silicone. Includes instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-1399041-642 Rolling Friction Cars $46.99

Hex Weights
Accurately calibrated, plated-steel hex 

weights for general lab use at junior high 

and high school levels.

Item #  Description List Price
9-1429087-642 Hooked 500 g $18.09

9-230-0352-642 1000 g $14.59

Science First Basic Friction Car
This lightweight, nearly frictionless Hall's Car is ideal for studying the 

relationship between work and energy. It features oil-free sleeve bearings, 

an injection molded ABS plastic body, low 0.015 Coefficient of Friction, 

covered wheels that snap back when dropped, and deep wells for 

weights. Includes instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-1440115-642 Basic Friction Car $10.99
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Hooke's Law Demonstration Model
A precise, but inexpensive device. Investigate Hooke's Law, 

potential energy, vibrating masses, etc. Consists of: 15 cm 

adjustable mirror scale on a sturdy support and spring‑suspended 

weight hanger with pointer.

Hooke's Law Spring
Plated steel spring with hooks on 

each end. This 14 x 185 mm spring also 

suitable for studies in harmonic motion and 

potential energy.

Item # Description List Price

9-589611-642 Hooke's Law Spring $8.99 

Series and Parallel Linked Springs
Two and three springs of equal Hooke's Law spring constant are 

combined in series and parallel to determine the effective total spring 

constant for comparison with the expected value. Coupled oscillations 

and normal modes of vibration are also demonstrated with the apparatus. 

A notched support of bent heavy aluminum is used with 3 interlinked 

springs (each 18 x 75 mm, 60 turns).

Item # Description List Price

9-580411-642 Linked Springs $31.49 

Rotating Platform
If a student on the platform 

holds our bicycle wheel 

gyroscope with the axis 

of spin parallel to radius 

of platform disc and 

attempts to raise or lower 

1 handle of the gyroscope, 

precession will cause the 

platform to rotate slowly.

• Use to study precession

•  Demonstrate Newton's Third Law of Action‑Reaction by throwing or 

catching weights while on the platform

• Platform: 25 cm diameter

Item # Description List Price

9-590262-642 Rotating Platform $49.99 

Spring Set
Set of five springs of varying 

spring constants. Top end is 

looped and bottom end is hooked 

with a red‑painted pointer for 

Hooke's Law experiments.

Item # Description List Price

9-1017014-642 Spring Set $10.99 

Elastic Limit of Springs:  
Hooke's Law Activity Apparatus

Hooke's law states that the 

extension of a spring is directly 

proportional to the force acting 

on it—but only if the elastic limit of 

the object has not been reached! 

Versatile apparatus allows you 

to dramatically demonstrate 

Hooke's Law. Durably 

designed, the model 

consists of a 12 cm 

mirror scale mounted 

on a sturdy support 

base;9 10g slotted weights 

on a 15 gram holder for 

a total of 105 grams; and 

a coiled spring with mass 

hanger. Mirror scale eliminates errors in measurement due to parallax. 

Accompanying masses will not push the spring beyond its elastic limit, 

allowing your students to safely work with the apparatus to prove 

Hooke's Law in your classroom or lab. Simple to setup, use and store! 

Size: 4"L x 3"W x 12"H.

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1495-642 Hooke's Law Apparatus $27.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-589839-642 Model $22.09 
9-590307-642 Replacement Spring $5.99 

Precision Gyroscope
A high‑quality, low‑cost 

gyroscope. Runs 3 minutes 

when string started, 

5 minutes with mechanical 

starter. Brass rotor (6 cm): 

Dynamically balanced; rotates 

in adjustable Teflon bearings. 

Accessories—a plastic 

gimbal, rocker and weight set. 

Includes detailed instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-564679-642 Precision Gyroscope $25.99 

Student Gyroscope
This durable, inexpensive, all‑metal 

gyroscope permits many experiments 

in gyroscopic action. String wound. 

Instructions included. 2.25" diameter.

Item # Description List Price

9-574328-642 Student Gyroscope $7.99 
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Gyro Studies Set
This engaging set allows 

for hands-on explorations of 

rotational motion principles. 

The Gyro Studies Set 

includes: 1 sturdy lab stool 

with built-in low-friction 

turntable, 1 bicycle wheel 

gyroscope, 1 rotary mounting 

arm, 2 bag toss masses, 

and 2 accelerometers. 

The stool fits together with 

machine-cut interlocking 

parts, which makes for 

easy storage.

Greek Waiter's Tray
This sturdy device illustrates the principle in a way 

that will amaze your class. Place a clear container 

of colored water on the platform of the tray and 

start swinging from side to side. With practice, you 

should be able to swing in wide circles and even 

upside down. The container and contents stay put 

because the net force acting on it is always directed 

radially, toward the center. It includes an attached 

pendulum and instructions. If you add magnets to the 

base (not included), you can also use the pendulum to 

demonstrate chaotic motion. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1512357-642 Greek Waiter's Tray $38.99 

Bicycle Wheel Gyroscope
Students find themselves personally involved in this demonstration as 

they try to move the wheel's axis of rotation. This apparatus will grab 

your students' attention as they learn about the world of rotational 

physics. Solid rubber, 20' bicycle wheel dramatically demonstrate 

angular momentum, torque and gyroscopic precession. The 2 handles 

are equipped with rings so the wheel can be suspended from a string or 

weights hung from the handle to investigate gyroscopic precession. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1539815-642 Bike Wheel Gyroscope $74.99 

Item # Description List Price
9-527270-642 Gyro Studies Set $364.99 

Fan Cart
A basic, Fan Cart powered by two AA size batteries (not included) 

demonstrates Newton's principle of action and reaction. The batteries 

are contained in the removable power unit and the fan is controlled by 

a switch. The propeller delivers a thrust of about 88mN, accelerating the 

cart at 0.4 m/s2. A transparent plate can be attached to show the effect of 

reversing the airflow. Includes activity guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-1503136-642 Fan Cart $23.19 

Centripetal Force Paradox Demonstrator
Illustrate centripetal force in a way that "goes against the grain." 

Ask students what they expect the floats to do when the platform on 

which they sit is spun. Since they are buoyant, they move in the same 

direction as the accelerating force—toward the axis of rotation, or toward 

the center. Includes instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-1017042-642 Paradox Demonstrator $133.29 

Universal Rotator
Count on this versatile laboratory unit 

for a host of physics demonstrations. 

Designed to spin a wide variety of devices 

including the centrifugal hoop; Watt's 

governor; stroboscope, siren, and color discs; 

and vibrating string. Rotator can be clamped 

in a range of horizontal and vertical positions. 

Electronic speed control delivers RPMs 

from 0 to 5,000 and ensures low speed 

start. Safety light indicates power on 

even when shaft is not rotating. 

Heavy cast iron base and stainless 

steel chuck, mandrel, support 

post, and clamping screw.115 V; 

Base: 18 x 13 cm; Height: 23 cm

Item # Description List Price
9-590934-642 Universal Rotator $733.29 
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SpillNot™ Centripetal Force Demonstrator
A cup holder that won't spill when carried through 

a busy café or down a flight of stairs! The flexible 

handle and the location of the suspension point 

above the center of the tray to ensure that the 

forces on the liquid are always directed towards the 

supporting tray, even when the tray is in motion. 

An inexpensive demonstration to intrigue students 

and challenge their analytical powers!

Item # Description List Price

9-1442155-642 Centripetal Force Demonstrator $21.09 

Loop-The-Loop Apparatus
V-shaped metal track (120 cm long) 

is formed into a loop and fitted 

on a wooden base (42 x 10 cm). 

The long end of the loop stands 

at an angle to the base and is 

50 cm high. When a steel ball is 

let loose at the upper end of the 

loop, it gains enough energy to 

transverse the loop without falling. 

Demonstrate the transformation 

of potential energy into kinetic 

energy. Includes track, wooden 

base and steel ball.

Maxwell's 
Wheel Activity Apparatus

Consisting of a 90 mm flywheel suspended 

by two strong cords, this simple yet versatile 

apparatus can be used to demonstrate 

momentum, torque and conservation of 

energy. Simply wind the chords around the 

shaft of the wheel and release. The wheel will 

unwind as it falls and wind itself back up due 

to momentum. This oscillation will gradually 

come to a stop as the wheel slowly loses 

momentum. Versatile design allows you to vary 

the mass and move it off-center to determine 

its effect. Durably built and easy-to-use, 

the model's large size makes it perfect for 

classroom demonstrations! 12"L x 5"W x 27"H.

Circular Motion
A simple experiment for studying centripetal force. Topics also include 

tangential motion and centripetal acceleration. Students record real data to 

calculate real forces. Required, but not included: balance or scale accurate 

to .01 g. Designed for working in groups of four to six, with materials 

sufficient for up to 36 students. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1490581-642 Circular Motion $119.99 

Deluxe Maxwell's Stand
When the wheel is rotated by hand to 

the top and released, its potential energy 

will turn into kinetic energy (rotation) as it 

falls. After the wheel reaches its bottom 

position, the kinetic energy will change 

back to potential energy when it moves 

up again. This process will continue 

on until the total energy is lost due to 

friction. Demonstrates the conservation of 

mechanical energy. All metal construction. 

18"H x 5"W x 2"D; 5.6 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-578539-642 Wheel Stand $35.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-30-1505-642 Wheel Activity Apparatus $51.99 

Mousetrap Racers
How can a mousetrap power a vehicle? What is friction and how can it be 

managed? How is energy stored? How is speed calculated? Your students 

"build the answers" with mousetraps. Designed based on years of 

classroom testing and teacher input. Each car features die-cut parts from 

Micro-Lite Plywood for lasting durability, and detailed instructions for each 

student. Includes teacher's guide. Pack of 12

Item # Description List Price

9-131-5809-642 Mousetrap Racers $91.79

Centripetal 
Force Kit
Demonstrates the 

effect of mass, 

radius and velocity 

on the centripetal 

force of a rotating 

body. Consists of a 

low-friction guide, 

stout cord, resilient 

mass, and washer 

masses.

Item # Description List Price

9-1430382-642 Centripetal Force Kit $7.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-564751-642 Loop-The-Loop Apparatus $29.49 
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Pendulum Clamp
For use in pendulum studies. Consists of an all-steel bracket assembly, 

plus a clamp for fastening to any support rod. Features 3 separate 

pendulum positions with individual cord clamps.

Item # Description List Price

9-585186-642 Pendulum Clamp $10.09 

Stringless Pendulum
The stringless pendulum demonstrates simple harmonic motion in a 

way that doesn't seem so tied down. Students will see the period of 

an oscillating body from a different perspective than the standard string 

and ball. The period of the 1 inch steel ball can be measured, and the 

distance to a focal point can be calculated to compare the demonstration 

to a classic pendulum. Includes pendulum track, 1 inch steel ball, 

and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-1512358-642 Stringless Pendulum $40.59 

Kemtec™ Simple Pendulum Kit
The accurate determination of time has been an extremely important 

part of physics. All events happen within a timed component. The simple 

pendulum is one method to determine this variable. This kit studies 

the simple pendulum and evaluates which of its factors are used in 

determining time. The kit is set for a class of 24 students, placed in lab 

groups of 4 each.

Item # Description List Price

9-1490583-642 Simple Pendulum Kit $128.99 

Discovery Education™ 
MythBusters: Energy Conservation Video
Follow special effects experts Adam Savage and Jamie Hyneman as 

they put common myths and urban legends to the scientific test, and 

show students a new way to look at science! Is it possible to harness 

"free energy" from the environment? Plenty of products claim to do just 

that. Adam and Jamie decide to put several of them to the scientific test. 

Run time: 13 minutes

Item # Description List Price

9-1014641-642 Energy Conservation $79.99 

Gravitational Constant Apparatus — 
The Cavendish Experiment
An affordable way for students to measure 

the gravitational constant and verify the 

inverse square law. Based on the Cavendish 

approach, this precisely constructed 

apparatus allows measuring G to better 

than 15% relative error using the initial 

acceleration or equilibrium displacement 

method. Built-in oil damping system 

minimizes equilibrium time. Includes 

damping oil and magnet. Laser and 

scale, not included, are needed 

for measuring angular changes 

using the optical lever 

principle. 30 x 30 x 42 cm

Plumb Bob
High quality plated steel 

plumb bob. Demonstrate 

vertical force of gravity, 

inertia and characteristics 

of a pendulum. End cap unscrews 

and has a hole to receive a cord.

Item # Description List Price

9-583911-642 Plumb Bob $7.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1362171-642 Cavendish Experiment $1,120.89 
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New York Demonstration Balance
21st century New York Balance is ideal for demonstrating basic 

physics principles including levers and center of gravity. Set includes a 

demonstration balance support, three knife edge lever clamps, a half 

meter stick, one 50g hooked weight, and one 100g hooked weight. 

Includes activity guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1563021-642 New York Balance $35.89 

New York Balance
Demonstrate the relationship between length of the lever arm, moment 

of force, and amount of force. The unit is designed to help students to 

understand the principles of torque and its properties. Includes: a 50 cm 

meter stick, a cast iron support stand, 3-knife edge clamps, 1-50 gram 

hooked weight, 1-100 gram hooked weight and teachers instructions. 

Weighs 4 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1456072-642 New York Balance $39.59 

Science First Simple 
Truss Demonstration
Demonstrate and quantify the effect of 

force on a mechanical derrick or truss. 

This basic model provides an interesting 

introduction to simple bridge building 

by exploring compressions, tensions 

and force and equilibrium. Our kit 

includes: a half-meter knife edge with 

hooks on both ends, V-shaped clamp, 

and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440119-642 Truss Demonstration $26.99 

Balance Support
This support is designed to be used with a 

meter stick and lever clamp for force and 

motion demonstrations. Includes a heavy 

base and bracket, which is notched to fit a 

standard lever clamp.

Item # Description List Price

9-589539-642 Support $21.99 
9-599085-642 Lever Clamp $1.99 

Maxwell's Wheel
Used to demonstrate the conservation of mechanical energy and its 

conversion from one form to another. After the wheel is rotated by hand to 

roll the supporting cords to the top and then released, its potential energy 

turns into kinetic energy of rotation as it falls. After the wheel reaches its 

bottom position, the kinetic energy changes back to potential energy as it 

rolls the cords up again. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1503134-642 Maxwell's Wheel $38.79 

Demonstration Balance Support
Device for studying the concept of moment of force. Aluminum casted 

support. Bottom milled for flatness. Precision-machined slots for the 

knife-edge lever clamp.

Item # Description List Price

9-590634-642 Support Only $14.19 
9-590631-642 Support w/Knife-Edge Clamp $17.29 
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Inquiry Investigations™ Simple Machines Lab
What is work? What are simple machines? How do machines make 

work easier? How are force, work and distance related? Students will 

answer these questions and apply critical thinking skills to investigate 

simple machines such as pulleys, wheel and axle mechanisms, and 

levers. They will also study specific principles behind these machines 

as well as the mechanical advantages and efficiencies offered by each. 

They will become familiar with the connection between theory and the 

machines of everyday life. Also includes Teacher Resource CD-ROM 

with content tutorials, assessment, standards correlations, image gallery, 

custom content generator and more. Materials for 40 students working 

in 10 groups of 4. Requires Windows 2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; 

Mac 9.2 or higher (including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013098-642 Simple Machines Lab $139.95 
9N-1284607-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Simple Machines
Ideal for introducing students to the concepts of changing force by levers 

and pulleys, and the notion of mechanical advantage. The manual describes 

experiments with the three types of levers, single and double pulley 

systems, and shows the characteristics of each machine. 22" x 10" x 5"

Item # Description List Price

9-1288617-642 Simple Machines $146.79

Simple Machines and Efficiency Lab Investigation
Take a closeup look at different types of machines and how they 

are used. Your students will build two different types of simple machines; 

learn about the mechanical advantage of each; measure their work input 

and output; and determine how well each machine operates by calculating 

their efficiency. In the process, they'll identify the primary factors that 

affect efficiency. Based upon their findings and newly gained knowledge 

of efficiency, the students will then be asked to design and test their 

own, more efficient simple machine. Materials for 40 students working in 

10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3893-642 Machines and Efficiency Lab $205.99

Forces and Simple 
Machines Kit
A complete kit 

that's a great value. 

Contain custom made 

and unique components 

such as force board, 

inclined plane, vector 

board and accessories 

for 15 different 

activities, including 

weight set, spring 

scales, pulleys, 

levers, support 

base and rod and 

more. Manual and 

CD slide presentation of 

experiments included. 24" x 17" x 7"

Item # Description List Price

9-532026-642 Force and Simple Machine Kit $251.29

Lab-Aids® 
Simple Machines
Students measure the force 

required to lift objects using 

different simple machines. 

Each activity introduces new, 

more complex concepts that 

build upon and extend 

student understanding 

of force and motion. 

They calculate work 

input, work output, 

and mechanical 

advantage and 

are introduced to 

friction, efficiency, 

and the second law of 

thermodynamics.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500960-642 Simple Machine Kit $86.69
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Work, Force, and Motion Models
Meticulously crafted, high-performance, wooden models demonstrate 

and reinforce the basic principles of work, force, and motion. 

Through hands-on exploration, students gain knowledge on how 

machines reduce work, convert energy, and redirect force. Each model is 

approximately 7" x 16" and includes instruction manual.

Item # Description List Price
9-1485338-642 Inclined Plane $33.49 
9-1485339-642 Gear Train $45.99 
9-1485340-642 Pulley $33.49 
9-1485341-642 Pendulum $31.29 
9-1485342-642 Wedge $33.49 
9-1485343-642 Gear Rack $36.99 
9-1485344-642 Motion Converter $50.69 
9-1485346-642 Fulcrum Balance $31.29 
9-1485347-642 Lever $25.29 
9-1485348-642 Wheel Axle $31.29 
9-1485349-642 Screw $33.49 
9-1485350-642 Block and Tackle $33.49
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K'NEX® 
Exploring Machines Set
Fully Comprehensive simple 

machines set for middle school. 

Contains 1432 pieces 

and color-coded 

building instructions to 

build 30 different 

models. Build 4 of 

each/any model 

type simultaneously. 

Models demonstrate: 1st, 2nd and 3rd class 

levers; fixed, movable, compound and block and tackle 

pulley systems; wheels and axles with the force applied to both the wheel 

and the axle; inclined planes, screws and wedges; spur, crown, sprocket, 

rack and pinion, transmission and differential gear systems. A 70-page 

teacher's guide is included in the set; 14 student inquiry lesson plans and 

worksheets, plus teacher answer sheets. Teacher's Guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-111-2594-642 K'NEX Exploring Machines Set $193.29

K'NEX® Simple Machines Deluxe Set
3,480 pieces, including one 12 volt motor to build 60 fully-functioning 

models selected from the 5 simple machines: levers, gears, pulleys, 

wheel/axles, inclined planes. Supports 40+ students working simultaneously 

in teams of 3–4. 5 Educator Guides included, one per simple machine type. 

57 extensive lesson plans. Special instructions provided for the 5' tall Big 

Ball Factory...perfect for science fairs. Teacher's Guide Included!

Item # Description List Price

9-358084-642 Simple Machine Deluxe Set $466.59

K'Nex® STEM Explorations Sets
Explore STEM concepts with these exciting sets! Using the materials 

included in these sets, students will be engaged and energized as 

they further their knowledge and understanding of the STEM concepts 

associated with a real-life amusement park rides. The sets include over 

470 parts plus a battery-powered motor for a single student or team of 

2–3 students to build. Once built, a downloadable booklet guides students 

through 3 hands-on, inquiry-based experiments on each of the models. 

Requires 2 "AA" batteries, not included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1574219-642 Swing Ride $53.29 
9-1574220-642 Roller Coaster $53.29

K'NEX® Forces, Energy, and Motion Kit
The K'NEX Forces, 

Energy & Motion 

Racer Set curriculum is 

organized as a series of 

objectives achieved through 

classroom discussn and 

laboratory exercises. 

Students investigate 

potential and kinetic energy, 

and identify the differences 

between energy associated with 

position and condition. The Forces, Energy & Motion set offers 

an exciting, hands on opportunity to address fundamental physical science 

concepts. The set includes 4 spring motors, plus instructions to build 

4 of any one of these models simultaneously: rubberband roller, rubber 

band racer, spring motor turbo. Includes an 80-page Educator Guide with 

8 extensive lesson plans. Supports 12–16 students working in teams of 3–4.

Item # Description List Price

9-1006707-642 Forces, Energy, and Motion Kit $178.89

K'NEX® Introduction to Simple Machines Sets
Demonstrate the fun and excitement of building! Each individual set 

comes with instructions for building real world models. Students learn to 

identify and explain the basic science concepts involved. Includes building 

instructions and a stackable storage solution with dividers.

Item # Description List Price

9-079898-642 Intro to Simple Machines $53.29 
9-079894-642 Levers and Pulleys $53.29 
9-079896-642 Gears $53.29
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Demonstrating Pulleys Activity
Classic demonstration is a "must have" for every classroom! Provide your 

students with an easy-to-see, easy-to-understand introduction to the basic 

concepts of force and mechanical equilibrium. Durably built, the system 

has a capstan mounted at one end and a screw eye for hanging pulleys 

at the other. The economical and sturdy design is mounted on a wooden 

base and provides an excellent means for both teacher demonstration and 

student use. 

Item # Description List Price
9-30-1485-642 Demonstrating Pulley Activity $205.99 

Hydraulic Brake Model
Demonstrate the way a standard automobile hydraulic brake works. 

Model consists of a 4" metal "wheel" positioned in between two "brake pads". 

The pads are connected to an air-filled syringe representing the brake pedal. 

When the syringe is depressed while the wheel is moving, air pressure 

(representing hydraulic fluid) pushes the brake pads against the wheel, 

bringing it to a stop. Mounted on a sturdy wooden base. Includes battery 

holder for 4 AA batteries (sold separately), alligator clips, and instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-1442105-642 Hydraulic Brake Model $150.99

Pulleys as Simple Machines Lab Investigation
A pulley, with its simple design, is a common device that helps make 

work easier. Your class will explore this concept by building several 

types of pulleys—fixed; movable; and block and tackle. Then they'll get 

a firsthand look at how pulleys work by studying the direction of the load 

and the input and output force for each kind of pulley. Your students 

will also explore the relationship between the number of pulleys used 

and the amount of force needed to lift a load. Materials for 40 students 

working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price
9-20-4103-642 Machine Lab Investigation $126.99

FREY SCIENTIFIC

is the leading distributor of  
Neo/SCI investigation kits, software 
and other products.

Pulleys in Motion Set
Teach the mechanical principles of pulleys to a whole class using hands-on 

activities. Includes 18 single-sheave pulleys, 12 double-sheave pulleys, 

12 triple-sheave pulleys, 6 spring scales (500g, 50N), a roll of twine, 20 

pulley chain links, and 32-page teacher guide with background information, 

reproducible student activity sheets and assessment ideas.

Item # Description List Price
9-193-4682-642 Pulleys Classroom Set $86.69
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Pulley Kit
Contains single, double and triple top-quality pulleys with deep "V" grooves 

and 50 mm plastic sheave with top and bottom rings. Includes instruction 

guide with suggested activities.

Item # Description List Price
9-574202-642 Pulley Kit $13.99

Pulley on Rod
This sturdy pulley is excellent for use with an inclined plane or any 

other similar apparatus. It features a 4-cm plastic pulley mounted on 

a chrome plated steel rod. The overall length is 15 cm and the shaft 

diameter is 8 MM.

Item # Description List Price
9-1526411-642 Pulley On Rod $10.09

Inertia Demonstrator
A steel ball rests on a thin metal card on top of a pillar, and a spring-loaded 

catch is mounted next to the pillar. When the catch is released, a piston 

strikes the edge of the metal card sharply. The card flies out from under 

the ball, which remains in place on top of the pillar due to its large inertial 

mass. The card is tethered to the aluminum base for easy recovery after 

the experiment. Includes activity guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-1503135-642 Inertia Demonstrator $21.09

Twine
Assorted types of twine.

Item # Description List Price
9-1459596-642 Nylon Twine 275 ft. $14.69 
9-1459597-642 Twisted Twine 420 ft. $9.99 
9-190-6629-642 Kite Twine 200 ft. $1.29

Adjustable Table Clamp Pulley
Great for experiments calling for a pulley at 

different heights, this pulley rotates 360°. Adjusting up 

to 10 cm, it locks in place with a thumbscrew and can 

attach to surfaces to 5 cm thick. Two-piece apparatus 

includes glass filled nylon molded clamp and pulley; 

sheave 2" diameter; stainless steel rod.

Item # Description List Price
9-1440116-642 Clamp Adjustable Table $25.99

Bench Clamp Pulleys
Deluxe bench pulleys are ideal for 

demonstrations or experiments. 

Both pulleys with tabletop clamps 

feature sturdy steel frames and 

50 mm diameter plastic sheaves. 

25mm opening.

Item # Description List Price
9-532027-642 Horizontal $10.09 
9-532028-642 Vertical $8.09

CC

Pulleys
Tough nylon wheels with aluminum yokes and top and bottom hooks. 

Outer diameter is 2". Color may vary.

Item # Description List Price
9-573782-642 Single $2.09 
9-573785-642 Double $3.09 
9-573788-642 Triple $4.09 
9-570176-642 Double Tandem $3.09 
9-570116-642 Triple Tandem $4.09 
9-1300540-642 Double Tandem, Double $11.29

A
B
C
D
E
F

A

B

D
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F
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Investigating Heat Poster
Includes an illustrated view of the 

sources of heat; the transfer of heat 

energy; heat absorption; the expansion 

and contraction of matter; and much 

more. 23"W x 35"H, laminated

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1111-642 Investigating Heat Poster $19.99 

Inquiry Investigations™ Heat and Energy Lab
Measure thermal conductivity and thermal expansion of various metals; 

explore methods of heat transfer including conduction, convection, 

and radiation; and determine the specific heat of various substances. 

Using the included calorimeter, students will determine the heat of 

fusion of ice. Students will also observe a demonstration of heat transfer 

using a radiometer and investigate heat and phase changes of matter. 

Includes Teacher Resource CD-ROM with content tutorials, assessment, 

standards correlations, image gallery, custom content generator and 

more. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. CD-ROM 

requires Windows 2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; Mac 9.2 or higher 

(including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013084-642 Heat and Energy Lab $99.95 
9N-1284529-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Motion, Forces, and 
Energy Bingo
This engaging game is a great 

tool for helping your students 

demonstrate an understanding 

of physical science. 

Categories covered include: 

Work & Machines, Motion, 

Forces, Energy, and Thermal 

Energy & Heat. Bingo games 

make learning and reviewing 

concepts an enjoyable task 

and they are also motivational 

learning experiences. 

Students can play individually 

for more of a challenge 

or in cooperative teams. 

Game contains 75 question 

cards, 30 different playing cards (5.5" x 8.5"), as well as master key, game 

instructions and approximately 300 bingo chips in a sturdy box.

Item # Description List Price

9-1015638-642 Motion, Forces, Energy Bingo $27.99 

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great  
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com 

Investigating Heat Kit
Students apply the scientific method to investigate heat transfer, 

conduction, convection, mass, substance and temperature. Each kit 

contains brass, aluminum, and lead blocks, cups, thermal expansion bar, 

naphlalene pins, candle, and all necessary material to perform 13 different 

investigations. Teacher's Guide and two student workbooks included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1502686-642 Investigating Heat Kit $114.99 

Frey Scientific® 
Inquiry Investigations™ 
Heat and Energy CD‑ROM
This is an effective setup for revealing 

some fundamental properties of 

radiant energy, heat absorption and 

related phenomena. Both cans are 

filled with water, thermometers 

inserted and temperature readings 

taken at intervals. Heating and cooling 

rates are then graphed. The kit 

consists of a shiny can and lid, a black 

can and lid, 2 thermometers, lamp 

assembly complete with base and 

bulb, and operating instructions and 

sample assessment questions.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013085-642 CD-ROM Heat and Energy $29.99 
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Radiation Kit
This is an effective setup for revealing some fundamental properties 

of radiant energy, heat absorption and related phenomena. Both cans 

are filled with water, thermometers inserted and temperature readings 

taken at intervals. Heating and cooling rates are then graphed. The kit 

consists of a shiny can and lid, a black can and lid, 2 thermometers, lamp 

assembly complete with base, and operating instructions and sample 

assessment questions. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1526236-642 Kit $58.29 
9-1526232-642 Class Set of 15 $515.09 
9-589713-642 Black Can and Lid (Pack of 5) $57.99 
9-1526412-642 Shiny Can and Lid (Pack of 5) $32.19 

Radiation Cans
Two identical sized screw cap metal cans (one smooth metal and other 

painted dull black) to demonstrate the difference in cooling rates of hot 

water inside the cans due to different surfaces. The difference in the 

cooling rates is attributed to the thermal radiation emitted by the two cans. 

Includes an activity guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1526235-642 Radiation Cans $17.79 

Leslie's Cube
Demonstrate heat absorption and 

radiation using this cube with four 

differently finished sides: flat black, 

gloss black, white, and shiny tin. 

Shine a lamp on each side and measure 

the heat absorption rate of water inside 

the cube by inserting a thermometer 

(not included) through the rubber stopper 

hole. 4" cube

Item # Description List Price

9-1294701-642 Leslie's Cube $24.99 

Radiometer
Introduce light to heat energy transfers 

with this device. The vanes, which are 

blackened on 1 side, delicately pivot in an 

evacuated bulb, then rotate swiftly when 

exposed to heat radiation from sunlight, 

flat iron or cigarette glow. 2.5"W x 5"H

Item # Description List Price

9-181-2055-642 Radiometer $14.59 

Solar Oven
Give students first-hand experience with solar radiation. They won't 

believe they can cook a hot dog with only sunshine and this oven! 

Reflective surfaces concentrate heat radiation in the central chamber, 

resulting in temperatures up to 350 degrees. Includes guide with 

suggestions for classroom experiments.

Item # Description List Price

9-531516-642 Solar Oven $63.99 

Lab-Aids® 
Converting Gravitational Potential Energy to Kinetic Energy
This kit introduces students to the concepts of kinetic and gravitational 

potential energy and the conversion of one form of energy into another. 

Design and conduct an experiment to quantitatively test how the 

variables of mass and height affect the energy carried by a metal cylinder. 

Explore energy transfer, the relationship of gravitational potential energy 

to mass and height, and the transformation of potential energy to 

kinetic energy.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500962-642 Potential Energy to Kinetic $126.59 
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Spouting Cylinder
Demonstrate Torricelli's theorem to show the relationship 

between water pressure and depth. Three vertically 

aligned spouting nozzles includes a stopper so pressure 

at each height can be shown individually. A filler hose 

barb at the top can be used to quickly refill the cylinder 

or maintain a constant water depth. Clear acrylic cylinder 

measures 19-5/16" high.

Item # Description List Price
9-1598722-642 Cylinder Spouting $23.99 

Fire Syringe
When the plunger is pushed firmly into the shielded cylinder, a 

wisp of cotton is ignited. Safely demonstrates that heat is one 

result of compression in a closed gaseous system. Heavy-walled 

combustion tube inside a transparent plastic cylinder provides a 

safe, clear view of the demonstration.

Item # Description List Price
9-574665-642 Fire Syringe $18.99 

Steam Generator
A safe, reliable steam source for heat 

experiments. Seamless, all-aluminum 

construction prevents collapse, even if 

boiled dry. Generator may be used with 

a hot plate, or on its stand with a Bunsen 

burner. Includes solid No. 9 stopper, 

No. 9 stopper with hole, sample cup with 

wooden handle and stopper, 22 cm steel 

tripod stand, and instructions. A Bunsen 

burner or hot plate is required.

Convection Demonstrator
The glass-front box with 

2 open chimneys provides an 

excellent demonstration of 

heat convection. Currents are 

analyzed by observing flow of 

the smoke or using with Touch 

Paper (paper that smokes but 

does not flame).

Pulse Glass
Help students visualize the fact that vapor pressure increases when 

temperature increases. Two glass bulbs connected with a glass tube 

contain a colored, volatile liquid. Holding on of the bulbs causes a portion 

of the liquid to evaporate, forcing the liquid into the other bulb.

Item # Description List Price
9-531828-642 Pulse Glass $7.99 

Kinetic Energy Balls
Have a "smashing" good time converting mechanical energy to heat. 

Merely striking these two balls together creates enough heat at the 

point of contact to burn a hole in a sheet of paper. Precision machined 

454 gram balls, hardened with chrome-plated steel. Instructions included. 

Meets National Science Education Standards.

Item # Description List Price
9-532001-642 Kinetic Energy Balls $36.99 

Item # Description List Price
9-584295-642 Demonstrator $29.99 
9-584490-642 Touch Paper (8 x 10) PK/ 24 $21.49 

NEW

Item # Description List Price
9-564670-642 Steam Generator $43.99 Liquid Convection Apparatus

Consists of a rectangular shaped glass 

tube. When partially filled with water and 

food coloring, and then heated at one 

corner, convection currents are evident. 

Size: 6" x 8 1/4". Food coloring available as 

a set of four colors (red, yellow, green and 

blue), 50 ml each.

Item # Description List Price
9-598890-642 Apparatus $16.99 
9-576242-642 Set of 4 Colors - 50 mL each $10.99
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Thermostat Model
Demonstrate the action of 

a switch with this low-cost 

apparatus. Connect the model 

to a battery and lamp. When 

the bi-metal strip is heated, 

it bends to open or close 

the circuit—and light the 

bulb. Includes plastic base, 

bimetal strip, hardware, and 

instructions. 4.25" x 4.25" x 5"

Calorimeter
For determining specific heat, heat of 

fusion and heat of vaporization. Consists 

of 2 aluminum vessels, plastic ring, stirrer 

and molded plastic cover with 2 holes.

Item # Description List Price
9-599082-642 Calorimeter $16.99

Ice Melting Plates
Prove the difference in heat conductivity in different metals. Place an 

ice cube on each of two black blocks at room temperature. Do they 

melt at the same rate? "Cooler" aluminum block is an excellent heat 

conductor. "Warmer" plastic foam block is a poor heat conductor. 

Includes instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-530733-642 Ice Melting Plates $24.99

Electric Calorimeter
When connected to a 

6 V battery, a temperature 

rise of approximately 15°C in 

10 minutes is obtained. 

Demonstrates the heating 

effect of an electric current. 

Permits the evaluation of heat 

equivalents. Consists of 3 main 

parts as illustrated with mounted 

coil of 1.5 ohms resistance. 

Volume of inner container: 

300 cc.

Heat Transfer Kit
One insulated styrofoam container is filled with boiling water and the other 

with room temperature water. When the heavy aluminum bar is placed in 

the containers, heat transfer may be recorded from the 2 thermometers. 

The results are graphed and studied. Demonstrates the transfer of heat 

from objects and materials having different temperatures.

Item # Description List Price
9-1387286-642 Each $39.99

9-1412193-642 Pack Of 15 $506.99

Calorimeter
Reduce heat loss by over 30%. Improved version of the proven double 

wall design is efficient and economical. It retains the low thermal capacity 

of the traditional design while enhancing lid insulation to reduce overall 

heat losses by a third. Includes stirrer, one-hole rubber stopper, and guide. 

300 mL capacity

Item # Description List Price
9-532018-642 Calorimeter Heat Loss $46.99

Item # Description List Price
9-1294702-642 Thermostat Model $15.59

Item # Description List Price
9-590976-642 Electric Calorimeter $11.29
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Thermoelectric Effects Apparatus
This apparatus allows the thermal behavior of a resistor, thermistor, and 

thermocouple to be studied, as well as a closed loop control system.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488758-642 Thermoelectric Effects $1,426.59 

Dial Form Linear Expansion Apparatus
Determines the coefficient of expansion for a variety of metals. 10 times 

as accurate as micrometer form unit. Rugged aluminum channel base. 

24" steel linear expansion rod enclosed in a heating jacket with 3 nipples 

for water intake, outlet and thermometer insertion—no stoppers to 

remove. Requires hot water for operation—no danger of burns from 

steam. Dial indicator is sensitive to 0.01 mm/division; high contrast 

numerals; securely mounted to reduce problems of theft. Includes steel, 

copper, brass and aluminum expansion rods and illustrated instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-564733-642 Linear Expansion Apparatus $173.29 

Conductometer
Compare the thermal conductivity of five metal rods, each of a different 

material: nickel, stainless steel, aluminum, copper, and brass. The rods 

are connected to a brass hub, and are individually marked for easy 

identification. Each rod is notched to hold wax (included) for experiments. 

10" overall. Instruction manual included.

Item# Description List Price
9-564649-642 Conductometer $19.09 

Metals Transfer Heat: Conductivity Activity Apparatus
Test thermal conductivity in metals using an Edser conductivity apparatus. 

Copper, brass, bronze, steel and stainless steel rods are mounted 

vertically to a cylindrical base. As the apparatus is heated, your students 

will observe and measure the obvious variances in temperature between 

the different metals. Their findings will provide a basis for understanding 

the properties of metal conductivity. Apparatus is preassembled, making 

for safe and easy use. 5"L x 8 1/2"H.

Item # Description List Price
9-30-1515-642 Conductivity Apparatus $54.99 

Ball and Ring Demonstration
The ball passes freely through the ring unless the ball is heated or the ring 

cooled. The product demonstrates thermal expansion and contraction.

Item # Description List Price
9-589530-642 Ball and Ring Demonstration $14.69 

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great  
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com 
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Thermoelectric Demonstrator
Demonstrate the Second Law 

of Thermodynamics with this 

apparatus. Immerse one of the 

aluminum legs into ice cold water 

and the other leg into hot water 

to demonstrate how heat transfer 

can be converted to electrical 

energy. Show the reverse effect of 

converting electrical energy to heat 

energy by plugging the apparatus 

into a DC power supply. Includes a 

set of two 24" banana connecting 

cords and a detailed activity guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1593494-642 Thermoelectric Demonstrator $37.29 

Stirling Generator
Students will observe first-hand the conversion of heat into 

mechanical and electrical energy – thermodynamics. This fully assembled 

7"L x 3.5"W x 3.5"H generator includes spare cylinders (1 each), crankshaft 

pin, cylinder o-ring, and allen wrenches for removing damaged cylinders. 

Comes with a Teacher's Guide and reproducible student handout.

Item # Description List Price

9-1576102-642 Stirling Generator $133.29

Thermoelectric Generator
Bring the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics to life using this generator that can 

act as a refrigerator or a heat engine. Immerse the two aluminum legs in 

baths of different temperatures, and produce electrical energy that turns 

the turbine! Includes teaching guide. Comes with two plastic 500mL cups. 

Device measures approximately 9.5 inches tall.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488081-642 Thermoelectric Generator $34.99

Hero's Engine
This small working model goes back to Hero of Alexandria in about 

100 AD. It's an interesting example of Newton's Third Law. Water, when 

heated, causes steam to jet from nozzles, which makes the vessel rotate. 

Includes: flask, two opposing nozzles, suspension chain and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-1512423-642 Hero's Engine $39.99

Simplified Stirling Engine
A demonstration of one of the first 19th century attempts to produce an 

environmentally sound, economic, and efficient power source. The heat 

from a small candle sends this engine into oscillation almost immediately. 

11" x 2" x 5 ½"

Item # Description List Price

9-1502688-642 Simplified Stirling Engine $27.99

Low Temperature 
Differential Stirling Engine
This attractive stainless stirling engine 

runs by exploiting the heat flow 

generated by the small temperature 

difference between room temperature 

and a container of hot water or ice. 

Observe speeds of up to 150 RPM 

with a cup of hot water. Reverse 

the direction of the engine by using ice. 

3.5" diameter x 5.63" height, 7.6 oz.

Item # Description List Price

9-1445421-642 Model Stirling Engine $125.69

NEW
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Inquiry Investigation™ Exploring Sound Waves Lab
Students investigate sound, what it is, how it is created and transmitted, 

and its key properties and applications. They will use tuning forks 

(provided) to investigate the interaction of sound waves, the transmittal 

of these waves through a medium, the velocity of sound, sympathetic 

vibration, resonance, interference, and the Doppler Effect. Also includes 

Teacher Resource CD-ROM with content tutorials, assessment, 

standards correlations, image gallery, custom content generator and 

more. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. CD-ROM 

requires Windows 2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; Mac 9.2 or higher 

(including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013094-642 Sound Waves Lab $109.95

9N-1284603-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Frey Scientific® 
Inquiry Investigations™ 
Exploring Sound Waves CD-ROM
Teacher resource CD-Rom about 

Exploring Sound Waves which 

includes topic related content tutorials, 

assessment questions and the ability 

to create customized assessments, 

correlation to the NSES along with 

available state standards, experimental 

results and tips, image gallery, 

glossary, and web-based content. 

System Requirements: Windows: 2000 

or XP; Vista™ compatible. Mac OS 9.2 or 

higher (including OS X). 128 MB RAM.

Discovery Education™ 
MythBusters: Sound Energy
Can a singer really break a glass with 

his voice? Is the urban legend that duck 

voices don't echo all its quacked up to be? 

Special effects experts Adam Savage and 

Jamie Hyneman sound out the scientific 

truth and show students a new view of 

science. Includes downloadable teaching 

suggestions. 29 minutes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1014648-642 Myth busters: Sound Energy $79.99

Resonance Bowl
Use the Resonance bowl to demonstrate the behavior of waves and their 

interactions. Due to the vibrations caused by the rubbing of the handles, 

the water surface begins to ripple around the rim. Soon water drops shoot 

up, quickly becoming continuous streams, like tiny fountain jets. The water 

droplets and jets grow and diminish with each rub of the handle. It is 

believed to generate the precise frequencies needed to produce standing 

waves—the spouts of water rise from these waves.

Item # Description List Price

9-1400715-642 Resonance Bowl $146.69

Super Slinky and Stand
This longer "slinky" spring is for wave 

demonstrations in the gymnasium or hallway. 

The larger size allows students more time to 

conceptualize the behavior of pulses, traveling 

waves and standing waves. The included stand 

reduces tangling of slinky and provides easy 

deployment, retrieval and storage.

Item # Description List Price

9-580264-642 Super Slinky and Stand $43.99

Investigating Sound Poster
A graphic illustration of sound's sources; 

how it is produced and heard; how sound 

travels; the role of sound waves; 

the Doppler Effect; the applications 

of sound; and more. Grades: 6–12. 

23"W x 35"H; laminated.

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1116-642 Investigating Sound Poster $19.99

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013095-642 CD-ROM Sound Waves $29.99
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Snaky Spring
For demonstrating transverse 

waves, wave propagation, wave 

reflection, standing waves, and 

nodal points. Plated steel spring 

is 20 mm diameter by 2 m long, 

and will stretch to 12 m.

Item # Description List Price
9-590349-642 Snaky Spring $13.09 

Plastic Spring
A smaller spring for demonstrating wave motion. Made of plastic, this 

demonstration device extends to more than 70". Diameter: 2"

Item # Description List Price
9-569168-642 Plastic Spring $1.99 

Economy Wave Demonstrator Set
Demonstrate both compression and transverse wave forms with one set 

of two helical springs. The long, narrow spring measures .75" x 72", and 

can be extended to 5 meters. The larger spring, measuring 3" x 4", can be 

extended many times its length without distortion.

Item # Description List Price
9-230-7008-642 Economy Wave Demo Set $24.29 

Classroom Spring
Everyone loves a Slinky®! This original spring toy is famous with children 

all over the world. It stretches and snaps back. Have some classic fun with 

this original walking toy!

Item # Description List Price
9-190-3131-642 Slinky $4.69 

Wave Demonstration Kit
Kit includes one long narrow steel helical spring and one larger helical 

spring that are matched to give nearly equal amplitudes of reflected and 

transmitted pulses and waves. The Slinky has a 7.6 cm diameter and a 

10.2 cm height. The Snaky consists of a 2 cm diameter and is 180 cm 

long. A 3 meter cotton cord is also included with the kit.

Item # Description List Price
9-1559720-642 Wave Demonstrator $46.69 

Longitudinal Wave Demonstration Model
This apparatus is used to demonstrate resonant waves such as 

propagation, reflection, and interference. It is constructed of two cast iron 

support sides and a white cloth background. A spring is suspended on 

support arms with two adjustable weights on each side, which provide 

the vibration that influences the wave frequency. An instruction manual is 

also provided.

Item # Description List Price
9-578632-642 Wave Demonstration Model $82.99 

Longitudinal Wave Model
Let students demonstrate transverse waves with our low friction, 

easy to use model. Simply turn the crank to generate longitudinal and 

transverse waves.

Item # Description List Price
9-1540573-642 Longitudinal Wave Model $59.99 
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Mini Ripple Tank
This apparatus uses 

modern technology to 

completely update the 

Ripple Tank concept 

to provide a compact 

and elegant method 

of showing the wave 

phenomena of diffraction, 

refraction, reflection and 

interference with none 

of the usual problems. 

The white light source 

can be switched between 

constant illumination 

and strobe to give either 

moving or frozen images 

on the screen. In the strobe mode the light source is synchronized to the 

wave generator so that perfectly static patterns are displayed. The wave 

frequency can be varied giving wavelengths in the tank ranging from 

several cm to a few mm.

Item # Description List Price
9-1576312-642 Mini Ripple Tank $146.39 

Wave Motion Demonstrator
This outstandingly versatile transverse wave machine consists of a series 

of pendulums independently suspended on a common base and coupled 

together by long, light springs. It has two modules with 21 pendulums 

each, a damping unit with a paddle and water bath, and a motor‑powered 

eccentric driver for controlled excitation of traveling or standing waves. 

An activity guide is included.

Item# Description List Price
9-1562459-642 Wave Motion Demonstrator $702.49 

Wave Motion Apparatus
A modification of the traditional vertical torsion tape, this device can 

be used both horizontally and vertically. Permits simple instruction or 

detailed analysis of traveling wave forms, their amplitudes, frequencies 

and speeds. These and other wave phenomena, such as standing waves, 

reflection and interference, are easily demonstrated. The unit is 38" long, 

constructed with wooden frame and steel wave motion components. 

Includes operating instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-570119-642 Wave Motion Apparatus $549.99 

Wave Apparatus
Generate transverse and longitudinal waves, describe their differentiating 

characteristics, and immediately see the wave forms and how they 

propagate. Apparatus can be used to demonstrate sound, light and heat 

waves; wave forms; and interference and propagation of wave forms. 

Durably built and easy‑to‑use, the wave generator is preassembled for 

immediate classroom use. 9"L x 6"W x 16H. Grade Level: 7–12

Item # Description List Price
9-30-1530-642 Wave Apparatus $61.99 

Science First Advanced Ripple Tank
The perfect device for high schools and colleges. Fully digital for perfect 

synchronization and control, the 4 W LED strobes at precisely the same 

frequency as the agitator. This results in highly distinct and visible ripples, 

which, projected onto a translucent acrylic screen, can be seen from a 

distance. Features adjustable frequency and amplitude with LED display.

Item # Description List Price
9-1471393-642 Ripple Tank $613.29 

Projection Ripple Tank
The ripple tank is an essential physics 

teaching tool both for demonstration 

and lab work. With this important aid 

reflection, refraction, diffraction and 

interference are easily investigated. 

The meaning of wavelength, velocity, 

frequency and phase become very clear 

in this lively way of matching concept 

with vocabulary using various wave 

generators, reflectors, apertures and 

plates. Our design uses heavy gauge 

molded parts with internal frames and 

hardwood legs for rigidity and durability, 

a clear glass bottom panel, and has 

an unobstructed view of the white 

screen provided.

Item # Description List Price
9-1294907-642 Projection Ripple Tank $626.59 
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Adjustable Phase Wave Generator
Variable or adjustable phase wave generators available to show 

different wave effects. Phase relationship can be adjusted from 

0º to 360º. Can be mounted inside or outside of the ripple tank.

Item # Description List Price
9-589728-642 Phase Wave Generator $84.99 

r

Science First Ripple Tanks
The ripple tank is an essential physics teaching tool both for demonstration 

and lab work. Features heavy gauge molded parts with internal frames 

and hardwood legs for rigidity and durability, and a clear glass bottom 

panel. Ripple tank includes: 24" tank, foam "beaches", 17.2" glass 

bottom, 16" motor driven rippler bar, a hand rippler bar, vertical light 

support, 4 paraffin blocks, 8" x 11.2" glass plate, parabolic reflector, white 

plastic viewing screen, and instructions. Requires a 1.5V power source 

and light source.

Item # Description List Price
9-590115-642 Ripple Tank $584.99 
9-1396496-642 Ripple Tank And Accessories $666.69 
Includes the Ripple Tank plus 2 adjustable hand strobes and light source.
9-589584-642 High Power Light Source $61.99 

Overhead Projection Ripple Tank
Demonstrates the generation, propagation, reflection, interference and 

diffraction of waves. Comes with all accessories necessary for these 

experiments. Dimensions: 38 x 31 x 9 cm. Requires 6 V DC power supply 

and an overhead projector.

Item # Description List Price
9-579709-642 Overhead Ripple Tank $186.59 

Student Doppler Demonstrator
Originally designed by a high school teacher, this device demonstrates 

the apparent change in pitch of sound with a battery-operated sounding 

device. When suspended and swung, the apparent change in pitch is 

very obvious to an entire class. It can be used in a small classroom or 

auditorium. Elementary-college. Requires a 9V battery (not included). 

Item # Description List Price
9-570257-642 Demonstrator $15.99 

Item # Size Quantity List Price
Batteries
9-595624-642 9V Each $5.29 

Doppler Effect Demonstrator
A demonstration of the apparent change in pitch of sound as it emanates 

from a moving source. Three tuning forks with resonant frequencies of 

256, 512 and 1024 cycles per second, rubber hammer, and 50' length of 

chalk-line are included.

Item # Description List Price
9-560704-642 Doppler Effect Demonstrator $16.69 
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Extech® Sound Level Meter
Portable and accurate. Meter provides ±2 dB 

accuracy with 001 dB resolution. Analog bar graph 

updates every 40 ms. Features A+C weighting, 

AC analog output, 0.5" electret condenser 

microphone, and 40 to 130 dB measuring rang. 

Records max/min values over time. Complete with 

four AAA batteries and microphone windscreen. 

9" x 2.2" x 1.7"

Item # Description List Price
9N-531972-642 Sound Lever Meter $89.99 

Extech® Mini Sound Level Meter
A convenient pocket-sized meter for easy 

transport! Features a large, bright backlight 

display, 40–130 x 0.1 dB range with ±3.5 dB 

accuracy, Frequency Weighting simulates 

human hearing response, Max/Min values, 

0.5" condenser microphone, durable 

double molded side grip, and tripod mount. 

Complete with 9V battery and microphone 

windscreen. 5 x 2 x 1.3", 4.6 oz.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1442215-642 Meter $36.39 

Science First Multiple String Vibrator
This versatile string vibrator allows students to create standing 

waves on multiple strings all with the same frequency of 

vibration. Students may directly compare relationships 

between string tension, density, length, and the frequency 

of vibration. Apparatus is supplied with 4 weights, strings, 

a single pulley block, a double pulley block and instructions. 

May be mounted with suction cups to any smooth surface. 

Requires two D batteries.

Item # Description List Price
9-590208-642 Multiple String Vibrator $249.99 

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great  
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com 

Buzzer in a Vacuum
This updated version of the bell in 

a jar unit demonstrates that sound 

waves do not propagate in a vacuum. 

The buzzer leads are connected to 

a dry cell and the air nipple to any 

laboratory vacuum pump. The sound 

of the steady buzzer diminishes in 

intensity as air is evacuated from the 

jar. Dimensions: 8" diameter, 9.5" high. 

Requires .25" tubing.

Item # Description List Price
9-570533-642 Buzzer In a Vacuum $68.99 

Item # Size Quantity List Price
Batteries
9-618365-642 6 V Battery Each $17.29 

BK Precision® Function Generator
This 5MHz Function Generator is a versatile signal source which combines 

several functions into one unit. This unit provides the added convenience 

of a built-in frequency counter. This unit has a vast number of applications 

in both analog and digital electronics. Weight: 4 lbs. Included: Instruction 

manual, output cable, BNC to alligator clips.

Item # Description  Product Dimensions List Price
9N-594651-642 Function Generator 11-3/4 W x 10-3/8 D x 4-1/2 H $446.96 
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Daedalon Electromechanical Driver
The Electromechanical Driver converts the electrical output of the Audio 

Driver (1296152, above) into linear motion. It produces variable frequency 

and amplitude linear motion drive for all manner of harmonic motion 

experiments. It drives Chladni Plates, Sonometers, stretched strings, as 

well as many other vibration experiments.

Item # Description List Price
9-1296153-642 Electromechanical Driver $219.99 

Daedalon Audio Driver
A digital set sine wave oscillator with an audio amplifier through the 

frequency range of 10 Hz to 10 kHz. On the low end of the frequency 

range the readout is multiplied by 10X so that the resolution is 0.1 Hz. 

The output will drive low impedance loads such as the Electromechanical 

Driver (1296153, below). Frequency is easily set by a three-turn 

potentiometer on the front panel. A pair of jacks on the rear panel provides 

a square wave output to synchronize an oscilloscope, so the signal may be 

easily viewed without jitter on the simplest oscilloscopes.

Center frequency range: High: 50 kHz; Middle: 500 Hz;

Low: 50 Hz

Frequency Control: three-turn potentiometer

Frequency Readout: four-character 1.4 cm LED

Resolution: High and Middle Range: 1 Hz; 

Low Range: 0.1 Hz

Accuracy: ±0.1% or one count

Output: 4 VAC RMS into a 4 Ω load

Waveform: <0.6% distortion at 2 W output

Synchronizing Signal: 0–5 V square wave

Item # Description List Price
9-1296152-642 Audio Driver $669.99 

Vibrations and Waves Set
This comprehensive and economical set is based on a mechanical vibration 

generator and a sine wave signal generator. The important basic types of 

mechanical vibrations and waves can be investigated including transverse 

and longitudinal standing waves, standing waves, resonant vibrations and 

resonance patterns. Includes robust and reliable mechanical generator and 

a wide range of accessories.

Item # Description List Price
9-1593489-642 Vibrations and Waves Set $333.29 

Chladni Plates
A set of four plates designed to fit on the Electromechanical Driver 

illustrates the vibration modes of thin plates. They attach to the driver 

which allows them to vibrate as free-edge plates. Since the plates are 

made of black anodized aluminum, the nodal patterns formed by the white 

sand have a high visual contrast. Three of the plates are simple shapes: a 

circle, square and triangle. The fourth plate is shaped like a violin back and 

exhibits more complex modes. The patterns rapidly increase in complexity 

as the frequency increases, so it is important to use a driver with a 

good high frequency response. Set includes a shaker of white sand for 

observing the nodes in vibration patterns.

Square: 13 x 13 cm

Circle: 15 cm diameter

Triangle: 15 cm equilateral

Violin Back: 20 x 13 cm

Plate Thickness: 0.9 mm

Item # Description List Price
9-1296154-642 Chladni Plates $133.29 

Singing Rods
A must for explorations of sound and waves, these rods are an easy way 

to demonstrate longitudinal waves as opposed to transverse waves. 

They are ideal for teaching about nodes and anti-nodes in standing waves. 

Sold as a set of two; approx length: 20" (500mm) and 30" (750mm). 

Comes with a Teacher's Guide with detailed instructions and a bag of 

crushed rosin to lightly coat your fingertips.

Item # Description List Price
9-1576101-642 Singing Rods $14.99 

NEW
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Lab-Aids® Energy Transfer: Waves, Sound and Light
In this series of activities students produce both longitudinal and 

transverse mechanical waves and compare their similarities and 

differences. Students use water and springs to observe wavelength and 

frequency. Then investigate vibrations and the production of sound waves. 

They then read about the wave nature of different energy forms, including 

light and sound, and are introduced to the fundamental features common 

to all waves.

Item # Description List Price

9-1500956-642 Waves, Sound and Light $119.89

Sympathetic-Differential Forks
A combination tuning fork set that allows two demonstrations. 

Without the weights, one fork responds to the vibrations of the other, 

illustrating sympathetic vibration at some distance. With the weights, 

1 fork can be tuned1 or more cps different, and both, when struck, will 

produce beats of startling clarity. These are extra heavy (32mm wide) 

chrome-plated steel forks mounted in hardwood resonators with mallet.

Item # Description List Price

9-560722-642 Differential Forks $39.99

Ginsberg Scientific 
Vertical Resonance Apparatus
After partially filling the resonance tube with 

water, sound a tuning fork of known frequency 

at the tube's open upper end. Then the water 

level can be adjusted until the air in the tube 

resonates at the same frequency as the tuning 

fork, increasing the volume of the sound. 

The apparatus consists of a water reservoir, 

glass resonance tube marked in increments 

of 1mm, a support stand and two clamps 

to hold the tube in position. Instructions 

included. 7 1/2" x 5" x 3'; 7Ibs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1458693-642 Resonance Apparatus $159.99 
9-1458694-642 Replacement Tube 700 mL $42.99

Resonance Tubes
Glass resonance tubes with annealed ends for conducting various 

sound experiments.

Item # Description List Price

9-561259-642 Resonance Tubes $12.39

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Tuning Fork Sets
A sound investment for 

classroom demonstrations! 

Tuning forks are made of 

aluminum alloy and have the 

frequency and scale letter 

stamped on each. Each set 

includes tuning forks, a 

foam-lined wooden box 

for storage and a specially 

designed mallet with one 

hard and one soft end. 

Item# Description List Price

9-578647-642 Tuning Forks Set of 8 $51.99 
9-578644-642 Tuning Forks Set of 13 $74.99
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Tuning Forks
Top quality aluminum alloy tuning forks for physics and music classes. 

Forks are 15 to 25 cm long with 7 x 9 mm tines and vibrate long and 

loudly. Each is tuned within .05% of rated frequency. Stamped with scale 

letter and frequency.

Item # Description List Price
9-574070-642 C 256 Hz $3.99 
9-574088-642 B 480 Hz $3.99 
9-574091-642 C 512 Hz $3.99 
9-574097-642 Set of 4 $18.99 
Includes C 256, E 320, G 384 and C 512 Hz
9-574064-642 Set of 8 , C 256 to C 512 Hz $66.69 
Includes C 256, D 288, E 320, F 341.3,G 384, A 426.7, B 480 and C 512 Hz
9-578644-642 Tuning Forks Set of 13 $74.99 
Includes 100, C 128, C 256, D 288, E320,F 341, G 384, A426.6, B 480, C512,C 1024, C 2048, C 4096 Hz

Concert Pitch or Physics Scale Tuning Forks Set
These equally tempered tuning forks are based upon the A note 

(440 Hz) above middle C (261.6 Hz). For teaching the physics of music. 

Includes one each of the following frequencies: 261.6, 293.7, 329.6, 

349.2, 392, 440, 493.9, and 523.2 Hz. Also includes a striking mallet with 

one soft and one hard end.

Item # Description List Price
9-560677-642 Scale Tuning Fork Set $61.29

Striking Mallet
Used for exciting resonators. Straight dowel with rubber sphere. 

Measures 1" in diameter with an 8" long handle.

Item # Description List Price
9-574067-642 Striking Mallet $2.99

Technical Frequency Fork Set
Acoustics engineers and physics teachers use these multiples to simplify 

calculations and tonal measurements. Set of 4 tuning forks; made of 

non‑tarnishing aluminum. Calibrated C 125, E 250, G 500, and C 1000.

Item # Description List Price
9-560674-642 Tuning Forks Set of 4 $17.99

Resonance Box with Tuning Fork
Each set contains a wooden resonator box, tuner 

fork, and a tuning fork mallet. Resonator box 

measures 18 x 9 x 5 cm.

Item # Description List Price
9-181-2513-642 256 Hz $24.39 
9-181-2524-642 320 Hz $26.69 
9-181-2535-642 341.3 Hz $26.69

Tuning Fork Set
Set of 13 quality tuning forks 

packaged in a sturdy wooden box. 

Each tuning fork has a specific place 

in the foam lining die‑cut for easy 

storage. Each set also contains a 

mallet specially designed with one 

hard and one‑soft end, for use with 

all frequencies of forks. Includes 

frequencies from 100 to 4096 Hz.

Item # Description List Price
9-1503137-642 Tuning Fork Set $60.29

Set of 8
Steel Tuning Forks Set
Quality tuning set features forks individually constructed of forged steel. 

Each is stamped with that fork's musical scale note and frequency 

in Hz. Chrome/blue plated; plain shank form. Includes eight tuning 

forks of frequencies from 256 to 512 Hz and various lengths in a fitted 

wooden case. 

Item # Description List Price
9-531830-642 Steel Tuning Fork Set $35.99 
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Investigating Light Poster
Provides an illustrated view of such key 

concepts as light and its sources; the 

electromagnetic spectrum; light and color; 

human sight; and how colors are seen. 

23"W x 35"H, laminated

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1121-642 Investigating Light Poster $19.99 

Inquiry Investigations™ Exploring Light and Optics Lab
Students will learn how light travels and how it is reflected and refracted. 

They will investigate light’s application with optical instruments such 

as lenses, mirrors, and prisms. They’ll use the included laser pointer 

to explore image formation by reflection; visible light color spectrum 

formation and dispersion; and white polarized light and laser light. 

They will also learn about the use of the laser in industry and medicine. 

Also includes Teacher Resource CD-ROM with content tutorials, 

assessment, standards correlations, image gallery, custom content 

generator and more. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups 

of 4. CD-ROM requires Windows 2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; 

Mac 9.2 or higher (including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013086-642 Light and Optics Lab $139.95 
9N-1284530-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Light Energy Kit
Help your students to understand the properties of light energy with 

this kit. 18 activities including light transmission, light theory and 

color, light sources, reflection, refraction, and diffraction of light. 

Teacher’s guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1502687-642 Light Energy Kit $131.99

Kemtec™ Reflection of Light Kit
Have you really ever looked into a mirror and studied what you really see? 

When you lift your right hand, what happens? When you reach for the 

mirror, what do you notice? This kit studies the Laws of Reflection 

through diagramming and simple measurement. The kit meets national 

standards via a fun manner and allows us to study some of the basic laws 

of physics. The kit is for 12 students in 6 groups of 2 students each.

Item # Description List Price

9-1490579-642 Reflection Of Light Kit $139.99

FREY SCIENTIFIC

is the leading distributor of  
Neo/SCI investigation kits, software 
and other products.

Basic Optics Kit
An entire optics set at a great price! Includes everything you need to 

demonstrate basic principles of light and color. Includes:

• Double convex lens, 38 mm dia. glass • 2 prisms equilateral

• Double concave lens, 38 mm dia. glass • Beaker

• Plain lens, 38 mm dia. glass  • Flashlight

• Clear glass screen  • Plastic screen, white

• 2 mirrors, square and acrylic  • Candle

• 3 lens/mirror supports  • Activity guide

• 5 cellophane squares in 5 colors • Reusable storage box

Item # Description List Price

9-527277-642 Basic Optics Kit $40.19 
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Color Paddles
Demonstrate color mixing with this set of 18 transparent plastic color paddles. 

Specifically designed to promote light diffusion observations. 6 colors.

Item # Description List Price
9-1006442-642 Color "Maker" Paddles $13.19

Color Filter Set
A set of 3 colored filters mounted in 35 mm slide holders. Ideal for use in 

optical transmission measurements, solar monitoring and attenuation of 

laser beams. Includes one red, one blue and one green filter.

Item # Description List Price
9-561796-642 Color Filter Set $6.69

Cellophane
Ideal for experimenting with light. Assortment contains four rolls: 

red, blue, green and yellow. Each roll measures 20" x 150". Set of 4

Item # Description List Price
9-034-1773-642 Cellophane $13.99

Color Filters
A spectrum viewed through the sheets will lose the complementary 

color of the sheet; an overlap of 2 primary colors will create a secondary 

color, etc. Includes 5 colors: red, yellow, blue, orange,and green. 4" x 4"

Item # Description List Price
9-1429091-642 Color Filters $5.09

Light Box and Optics Activity Set
Light box can be used to produce convergent, divergent or parallel beams 

to provide the basis for a wide variety of experiments. Optics set contains 

three mirrors; two slit plates with varied slit combinations; seven mounted 

color filters; and much more! Designed for versatility, the light box and 

optics set are particularly suited for reflection, refraction and color-mixing 

experiments—all in one convenient package! All components can be used 

directly with the light box, eliminating the need for cumbersome mounting 

clamps. Lamp requires one AC/DC, 6 V/ 12 V power supply (not included 

with Activity Set)

Item # Description List Price
9-30-1525-642 Activity Set $82.99 
9-1267891-642 AC/DC Power Supply. 6 V/ 12 V $79.99 

Laser Optical Disk Set
An excellent set for introductory 

ray optics. Projects one, three, or 

five parallel bright beams and is 

equipped with a momentary switch 

for safety. A vinyl template with 

a degree circle and 

a linear scale forms 

the optical disk, 

includes seven 

clear acrylic 

optical elements 

and a mirror 

with adjustable 

curvature for 

investigating refraction, lenses, prisms and mirrors. The bottoms of the 

acrylic elements are frosted to show the ray paths inside them. The set 

also includes a manual and storage box.

Item # Description  List Price
9-1563016-642 Laser Optical Disk Set  $133.29 

Kemtec® 
Light and Color Kit
This kit allows students 

to become familiar with 

light waves and the 

electronic spectrum. 

Students observe 

how light is 

refracted from a 

plane mirror, a 

concave mirror 

and a convex mirror. Refraction of light is introduced along with the colors 

of the visible spectrum. Students learn how different colors of light affect 

the color of objects. Includes a reproducible manual with 10 activities. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1488337-642 Light and Color Kit $187.99 
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UV Beads Multicolor
These opaque, white pony beads change color 

when exposed to ultra violet radiation from the 

sun. Beads measure 6 x 9 mm/each. 

Pack of 1,000

Item # Description List Price
9-1392319-642 Solar UV Beads (Set of 1000) $20.99

Spectrum Chart
A useful and highly informative 

chart which illustrates 

typical spectra and spectrum 

characteristics. Shows the bright 

line spectra of 10 common 

elements, absorption spectra 

and Fraunhofer lines of the solar 

spectrum, continuous spectra of 

incandescent sources, absorption 

spectra of solutions, and Doppler 

effect in light. All spectra examples 

are printed in full-color against 

white, direct reading scale plates. 

27"W x 47"H

Item # Description List Price
9-591033-642 Spectrum Chart $33.29

Visual Electromagnetic Spectrum Poster
With this exciting visual aid, students can explore the unique relationship 

between the unseen electric and magnetic waves surrounding us. See 

the difference between wavelength and frequency scales and explore 

radio and microwave usage, x-ray and gamma ray absorption, and more! 

Includes a teacher's guide. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1368347-642 Electromagnetic Poster $20.99

Solar Spectrum Chart
Full-color chart demonstrates and tabulates most prominent Fraunhofer 

lines and their wavelengths in AU. A useful reference in physics and 

astronomy classes. Printed on heavy chart paper with metal strips. 18" x 28"

Item # Description List Price
9-590961-642 Solar Spectrum Chart $26.69

Color Mixing Apparatus
A compact, economical, and effective color mixing apparatus. 

This updated version of the classic 2 color light projector uses three 

low-voltage, high-power LEDs to project easily-seen red, green and 

blue light onto a white screen. The projector mounting allows the beam 

angles to be adjusted to vary the overlap of the three colored images. 

The intensity of each LED can be adjusted separately by a potentiometer 

to give a convincing white light or various shades of mixed colors. 

Colored shadows can also be explored in a darkened room. The projector 

measures 22 cm H x 17 cm W x 16 cm L. The white screen is 14 x 9 cm, 

19 cm high. Includes wall mount power supply and instruction manual.

Item # Description List Price
9-1300555-642 Color Mixing Apparatus $93.29

Color Mixing Demo Projector
This unit is a projector demonstration of color mixing for group learning. 

Convenient control knobs can be used to precisely control individual light 

colors. Made of plastic. Comes with a teacher's guide. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1595914-642 Color Mixing Demo Projector $66.69

NEW

Pocket Blacklight
This high-quality 6", 4W handheld blacklight is 

ideal for forensics or illuminating 

fluorescent and blacklight reactive 

items. Also includes a built-in LED 

flashlight. Requires 4 AA batteries 

(not included).

Item # Description List Price
9-1551424-642 Pocket Blacklight $10.59
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Economy Color Wheel
Students discover how light 

and color transmits, absorbs 

and scatters—with motion. 

9" color wheel, black plastic 

handle and pull cord included 

along with sample questions 

and instructions.

Extech® Digital Strobotach
Checks and analyzes motion and speed by simply aiming and 

synchronizing its flash rate (FPM) with a rotating object. 4 digit LED 

display. Range: 100 to 10000 FPM RPM. Duty cycles: 5 to 30 minutes. 

Sampling time of 1 second. Contains microprocessor circuitry and crystal 

control time-base for high accuracy. Includes 6' power cord, handle and 

tripod mount. 115 V, North American Plug

Item # Description List Price

9N-594864-642 Digital Strobotach $259.99

Strobscope
5-digit LED digital readout on this economical stroboscope gives the exact 

number of flashes per second. Charge it and take it anywhere you want to 

clock rotational velocities. Try it with a spinning fan (not included). Features 

include: Xenon flashlamp solid state design Three modes: RPM, Hz and 

mSec. Can use internal or external signal source. Can be fine-tuned.

Item # Description List Price

9-1539814-642 Stroboscope $475.89

Science First 
Variable Speed Rotator
Study objects in motion by making 

them appear to stand still. Our 

variable-speed motor provides an 

adjustable rotation from 0–3,200 

RPM. With a mere click of the button, 

view the digital readout in RPM or Hz. 

A central, threaded chuck supports 

your stroboscope disks (not 

included). On-off switch for 

safety. Instructions. 

20 x 12 x 26 cm in size and uses 

115 VAC 60 Hz.

High-Power Light Source
A 150 W horizontal filament bulb with shield and aperture provides point 

and line beams of high brightness. Includes a strong spring clamp and a 

Pole Cat!™ adapter for mounting to support rods.

Item # Description List Price

9-589584-642 High Power Light Source $61.99

Wavelength and Spectrum Demonstrator
See how light wavelength and color are related 

and learn why red is chosen for "stop" in traffic 

signals. Use a spectroscope (not included) to 

examine the spectrum produced by various colors. 

Device features 11 colored LEDs mounted vertically 

in a 12" tube and marked with their color and 

wavelength. 12" x 1.18" tube on a 3.9" base.

Item # Description List Price

9-1366086-642 Wavelength and Spectrum $67.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1015466-642 Color Wheel Kit $32.69

Item # Description List Price

9-1440122-642 Variable Speed Rotator $146.59
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Glass Mirror Set
A set of six glass spherical mirrors with back surface silvering. Includes 

three convex and three concave mirrors, all are 50mm diameter. Focal 

lengths are 50mm, 100mm, 200mm, -50mm, -100mm, and -200mm.

Item # Description List Price
9-1593491-642 Glass Mirror Set $19.99

Floating Images Set
2 concave reflectors with an assortment of stands and holders allow real 

and non-real images to be explored in the context of focal length, image 

distance and object distance. One of the special holders cradles the two 

reflectors to display a floating image of selected objects.

Item # Description List Price
9-527273-642 Floating Images Set $326.69

Universal Rotator
Count on this versatile laboratory unit for a 

host of physics demonstrations. Designed 

to spin a wide variety of devices including 

the centrifugal hoop; Watt's governor; 

stroboscope, siren, and color discs; and 

vibrating string. Rotator can be clamped in 

a range of horizontal and vertical positions. 

Electronic speed control delivers RPMs 

from 0 to 5,000 and ensures low speed 

start. Safety light indicates power on 

even when shaft is not rotating. Heavy 

cast iron base and stainless steel 

chuck, mandrel, support post, and 

clamping screw. 115 V; Base: 

18 x 13 cm; Height: 23 cm

Lab-Aids® Investigating Mirrors Kit
Investigating the properties of mirrors and introducing students to how 

light travels are the main purposes of this hands-on activity kit. High 

quality, unbreakable plastic mirrors are manipulated in 5 investigations 

including: Using Mirrors, Images in a Mirror, Many Images, Reflections, 

Properties of Mirrors. Lab kit contains 20 mirrors, 30 holders, 20 slit cards, 

10 angle cards, 10 washers, 10 rulers, 10 protractors, 1 pack of rubber 

bands, 30 each of 5 student worksheets, and an illustrated teacher's 

manual with answer key. Requires minimal teacher direction.

Item# Description List Price
9-586176-642 Investigating Mirrors Kit $190.69

Item # Description List Price
9-590934-642 Universal Rotator $733.29

NEW

Smithsonian Holo-Dome:  
Optical Illusion Activity Model

This unique device consists of 2 facing parabolic mirrors. When an object 

is placed on the base, light is reflected by both the top and bottom 

mirrors to produce a 3-dimensional image so real that it looks like you can 

reach out and touch it. The optical illusion dome includes a removable 

"floating object" that can be changed to include other objects of your 

choice. Includes comprehensive student and teacher guides that explain 

the various demonstrations as well as the optics principles behind these 

illusions. Size: 9.75"D x 3.25"H. Class Pack includes 5 Activity Models and 

a student/teacher guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-20-3071-642 Activity Model $24.99 

9-20-3073-642 Class Pack (Pk/ 5) $102.99
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Unbreakable Mirrors
These high-quality, double-sided 

Plexiglas® mirrors are ideal for 

light experiments. Since the 

mirrors are unbreakable, light 

demonstrations are safer and 

more economical. Mirrors 

demonstrate simple and 

multiple reflections, reversal 

of images, magnification and 

reduction. For more versatility, 

the mirrors can be taped 

together to make folding 

mirrors, stand free in clay, or 

cut with scissors and bent to 

make distorted, curved mirrors. 

Size: 3.5" x 2.5". Pack of 8.

Item # Description List Price
9-563297-642 Unbreakable Mirrors $6.99

Flexible Double Sided Mirrors
These acrylic double-sided mirrors are flexible and can be used for 

demonstrating concave and convex properties. Material can be cut easily 

with scissors.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488744-642 2 in x 3 in (Pack of 15) $16.79 
9-1488745-642 4 in x 6 in (Pack of 3) $15.89 
9-1488746-642 8 1/2 in x 11 in (Pack of 4) $46.49 
9-1488747-642 Assorted - 1 of each $27.89 
 7 1/2 in x 6 in, 4 in x 3 in, 3 in x 2 in

Concave/Convex Mirror
A 7.5 cm diameter concave/convex mirror with a 20 cm focal length. 

Front-surfaced, glass lens.

Item # Description List Price
9-584496-642 Concave/Convex Mirror $7.99

Mirrors 
Item # Description List Price
9-562388-642 Flat, Silver Glass 50 x 75 mm $0.99 
9-563606-642 Silver Glass 100 x 100 mm $1.99 
9-573171-642 Convex, Glass 75 mm Diameter $4.09 
9-574260-642 Concave, Glass 75 mm Diameter $4.09

Acrylic Plane Mirror
This versatile mirror can 

be used in a variety of 

optical experiments. 

It is ideal for classroom 

use because it will 

not break easily. Silver 

backed. 2 1/2" x 3 1/2" x 1/8"

Item # Description List Price
9-584580-642 Acrylic Plane Mirror $1.99

Mirrors and Holders Set
Watch students grasp the concepts of symmetry and reflection as they 

use these plastic mirrors. Includes ten 4" x 5" plexiglass mirrors and 

ten holders. Color shapes not included.

Item # Description List Price
9-131-3430-642 Mirrors and Holders Set of 10 $17.99
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Economy Lens Set
This 38 mm diameter, 

glass lens set consists 

of a double convex lens 

with 50 mm focus and 

a double concave lens 

with 100 mm focus. 

This budget-friendly 

set shows the two 

basic types of lenses 

and demonstrates how 

2 lenses of given focal 

lengths are combined 

into an achromatic pair 

with a new focal length.

Item # Description List Price

9-568877-642 Economy Lens Set $3.09

Acrylic Demonstration 
Lens Sets
Acrylic lenses perfect for 

use on optical benches or 

general use. Each set includes 

6 durable, safe and high quality 

lenses including: 1 double 

convex, 1 plano-convex, 

1 concavo-convex, 1 double 

concave, 1 plano-concave, 

and 1 convexo-concave. 

Pick the diameter 

(either 38 mm or 50 mm) 

that best meets your 

classroom's needs. Activity guide included.

Item # Description List Price

9-525799-642 38 mm (Set of 6) $14.09 
9-525800-642 50 mm (Set of 6) $18.09

Semi-Circular Lens
Explore the properties of 

light with this high quality 

acrylic semi-circular lens. 

75 mm base, 12 mm thick

Item # Description List Price

9-532033-642 Semi-Circular Lens $8.09

Rectangular Prisms
Rectangular prisms for optics investigations. Index of refraction plate, 

precision made from acrylic or glass. Polished surfaces, 20 mm thick.

Item # Description List Price
Acrylic

9-532029-642 115 x 65 mm $9.09 
9-532031-642 100 x 75 mm $10.09 
9-532032-642 125 x 65 mm $10.09 
Glass

9-532030-642 115 x 65 mm $11.09

Glass Demonstration Lens Sets
These "must-have" fine-quality, precision-ground plate glass lenses are 

perfect for your science classroom! Six lenses per set: one each of double 

convex, plano-convex, concave-convex, double concave, plano-concave, 

and convexo-concave lenses, in a handy reusable storage box.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-110-6156-642 38 mm Set of 6 $9.19 
9-110-6145-642 50 mm Set of 6 $13.19 

Concave and Convex Glass Lenses
Also known as converging or diverging lenses.

Item # Description List Price
Double Concave

9-584670-642 38 mm 100 mm FL $1.99 
9-584661-642 38 mm 150 mm FL $1.99 
9-584691-642 50 mm 100 mm FL $1.99 
9-99-6371-642 50 mm 150 mm FL $1.99 
Double Convex

9-584652-642 38 mm 100 mm FL $1.99 
9-584658-642 38 mm 200 mm FL $1.99 
9-584679-642 50 mm 100 mm FL $1.99 
9-584682-642 50 mm 150 mm FL $1.99 
9-584685-642 50 mm 200 mm FL $1.99 
9-584688-642 50 mm 250 mm FL $1.99 
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Prism Set
High quality acrylic prisms made from clear acrylic sheet with all sides 

polished. Set consists of 6 prisms in a variety of shapes including: 

1 rectangular block, 1 semi-circle, 1 equilateral prism, 1 double convex 

lens, and 2 double concave lenses. Activity guide and 10" x 8" x 2" wooden 

storage box included.

Item # Description List Price
9-573159-642 Prisms & Lenses Set of 6 $35.99

Prism and Lens Set
Superior quality - yet economical - prisms and lenses teach many optical 

principles. Set includes double convex lens, double concave lens (can be 

used with double convex lens), semicircular lens, trapezoidal prism, small 

right angle prism, equilateral prism, large right angel refraction prism. 

Housed in a wooden case. Sets of 7. 9.25" x 8" x 2"

Item # Description List Price
9-532035-642 Glass $73.39 
9-532036-642 Acrylic $59.99

Right Angle Prism
A polished flint glass prism measuring 25 x 50 mm long. Individually boxed.

Item # Description List Price
9-574263-642 Right Angle Prism $8.99

Equilateral Acrylic Prism Set
Constructed of clear acrylic with highly polished surfaces, these prisms are 

ideal for projecting a clear, sharp spectrum. Set includes 25 mm, 50 mm, 

and 100 mm long equilateral prisms. Set of 3.

Item # Description List Price
9-532037-642 Set of 3 Acrylic Prisms $18.09

Right Angle Acrylic Prism Set
Project a clear, sharp spectrum using these prisms, constructed of clear 

acrylic with highly polished surfaces. Set consists of 25 mm, 50 mm, and 

75 mm long right-angled prisms. Set of 3.

Item # Description List Price
9-532034-642 Right Angle Acrylic Prism Set $17.09

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Individual Equilateral Prisms
Item # Description List Price
Lucite
9-562400-642 25 x 100 mm $5.09 
9-160-4668-642 Large Plastic Prism 3 in $4.09 
9-160-4129-642 Medium Plastic Prism - 2 in $3.09 
Glass
9-568433-642 25 x 100 mm $17.09 
9-568424-642 25 x 75 mm $12.09 
9-568430-642 25 x 50 mm $10.09 
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Lens Paper 
Book of soft, lint-free tissues.

Item # Description List Price

9-569909-642 4 x 6 in Book of 50 $1.09 
9-569915-642 6 x 8 in Book of 100 $2.69

Equilateral Refraction Prism
A flat prism for determining index of 

refraction. 75 mm sides, 9 mm thick.

Item # Description List Price

9-162-2710-642 Equilateral Triangle Prism $7.09

Light Crystal™ Prisms
Polished lucite, equilateral prism splits a 

beam of light into a multi-colored rainbow 

or reflects images in wonderful patterns 

like a kaleidoscope. Perfect for investigating 

light refraction, dispersion and spectrum 

experiments. Instructions included. 2.5"

Item # Description List Price

9-574325-642 Prisms $8.99

Light Pipe
A long acrylic rod which, although curled, conducts light by internal 

reflection. May be demonstrated with any lamp or flashlight. 24" unit 

wraps in a single circle, while the 48" unit wraps in two circles.

Item # Description List Price

9-1526407-642 24 in Long $23.99 
9-590643-642 48 in Long $36.79

Disappearing Cube
Demonstrate how light is refracted 

and reflected, and related 

phenomena—including total internal 

reflection—with this simple acrylic 

cube. Its refraction index is about 

1.5, meaning that light travels 

50% faster in air than it does upon 

entering the acrylic plastic. 5 cm 

faces. Instructions included.

Item # Description List Price

9-532002-642 Disappearing Cube $22.99

Deluxe Reflection and 
Refraction Tank
Effectively demonstrate 

the laws of reflection 

and refraction. The 

6.3"-diameter acrylic 

water tank has a 360° 

scale and movable arm 

carrying a laser. Half fill 

the tank with water and 

adjust the laser beam to 

pass the center of the 

scale. Battery and manual 

included. 10.2" x 6.7" x 5.5"

Item # Description List Price

9-531990-642 Reflection/Refraction Tank $66.69

Giant Water Prism
Produce a spectrum the whole class can see by 

filling the 16" tall transparent prism with water 

or mineral oil. Made from 1/4" thick acrylic and 

guaranteed not to leak under normal use. Includes 

spout and instructions. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1428537-642 Giant Water Prism $44.99 

24 inch Pipe

Reflection, Diffraction, and Refraction Kit
These hands-on experiments reveal the mystery of how light travels. 

Kit includes instructions for reflecting and refracting light, including light 

theories. Comes with a variety of translucent and opaque objects and a 

Teacher's Guide.

Item# Description List Price

9-564053-642 Kit $148.99 
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Deluxe Whiteboard Optics Set
A comprehensive and economical set of equipment for ray optics and color 

experiments with magnetic components for use on any steel whiteboard. 

Set includes a magnetic whiteboard, 12V light box, 7 color filters and 

paddles, 7 different lenses and prisms, two mirrors, and a teacher's guide 

with experiments. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1442156-642 Whiteboard Optics Set $261.29

Michelson & Fabry-Perot Interferometer
High precision interferometer with interchangeable optics for 

Michelson or Fabry-Perot setups. 200 MM precision geared lead 

screw for fine adjustment.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488763-642 Interferometer $3,566.49

Economy Polarizing Film
Special plastic film allows light to 

pass through 1 plane only. One piece 

rotated against another will gradually 

block out light. Includes instructions.

Large Magnetic Prism Demonstration Set
This set is ideal for optics experiments or the chalk or white board. Large 

enough for the whole class to see, each prism/lens has a fully magnetic 

back for any steel chalk or marker board. A sturdy wooden storage case 

holds 8"-long semi-circular, single and double convex, and single and 

double concave lenses and a 3" equilateral prism. 

Please note: Laser Ray Box not included.

Item # Description List Price
9-527379-642 Large Prism Magnetic Set $114.59

Complete Geometric Optics Demo
This kit uses a compact yet powerful 

Laser Ray Box which has bright. 

The Laser Ray Box projects 1, 3, or 

5 parallel laser beams onto any flat 

surface. Includes 8 optic components: 

Concave lens, Convex lens, Parallel 

flat or parallel bar, Trapezoid prism, 

Right angle lens, Mirror, Hollow 

semicircle, Frosted semicircle. 

Magnetic activity 

mat (15"x8 1/4" or 

381x210mm) with printed 

scales and angles along with a 

helpful laser light beam chart are 

included. The Ray Box is powered by an AC adapter (included).

Item # Description List Price
9-1488085-642 Geometric Optics Demo $101.99

Item # Description List Price
9-1429084-642 2 in Mounts (Pack of 10) $35.19 
9-1551423-642 3 in x 3 in Unmounted(Pk of 2) $17.29 
9-1551422-642 6 in x 6 in Unmounted(Pk of 2) $33.29

Ray Optics Activity Set
Includes everything you’ll need to demonstrate the Law of Reflection; 

the Law of Refraction; spherical aberration; focus of multiple light rays; 

diffraction through a prism; and much more! Ray Optics set contains 

12 different lenses; lamp holders and stands; slit plates and combs; 

housing shields; a wide variety of lenses and light barriers—everything you 

need to conduct virtually any basic optics experiment or demonstration. 

Versatilely designed and sturdily constructed for years of classroom use.

Each lamp requires one AC/DC, 6 V/ 12 V power supply (not included with 

Activity Set)

Item # Description List Price
9-30-1520-642 Activity Set $123.99 
9-1267891-642 AC/DC Power Supply. 6 V/ 12 V $79.99 
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Introductory LED Optical Bench
The LED Optical Bench allows the basic properties of lenses to be 

explored. It has a 74cm aluminum bench with push-on plastic feet and a 

large easy to read opaque scale. Also included are four high quality lenses, 

(3 convex, 1 concave), all 50mm diameter. A high quantity bench that 

would be perfect for your classroom.

Item # Description List Price

9-1593490-642 Introductory LED Optical Bench $119.99 

Build Your Own Optical Bench
Build an optical bench with your own specifications or buy the complete 

package! Complete meter stick optical bench includes a meter stick (1), 

screen support (1), lens supports for 38 and 75 mm lenses/mirrors (2), 

10 x 12.5 cm board screens with millimeter scale (5), marker and object (1), 

metal meter stick supports (2), candle holder (1), and paraffin candle (1).

Item # Description List Price

9-081901-642 Meter Stick Plain Ends $3.09

9-599091-642 Meter Stick Supports (Pair) $4.99 
9-599094-642 Lens Holder, 37-50 mm $2.99 
9-599097-642 Object Marker $2.99 
9-599100-642 Screen and mm Scale $0.99 
9-599103-642 Screen Support $2.99 
9-599106-642 Candle Holder $3.19 
9-564653-642 Complete Optical Bench $20.09

Laser Ray Box
Optical ray diagrams leap off the page and into reality with this compact, 

powerful device. Five 0.75 mW, 635 nm semiconductor diode lasers 

1.6 cm apart emit highly visible light beams that can be seen in most 

well-lit rooms. Demonstrate light bending due to refraction, focusing 

effects of refractive optics, fresnel reflections from non-coated lens 

surfaces, monochromatic character of laser light, total internal reflection 

and more. Aluminum enclosure contains lasers, rechargeable Ni Cad 

battery, and electronics. Magnetized bottom surface adheres to both 

horizontal and vertical surfaces. Includes VAC-to-DC power adapter and 

operation guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-527378-642 Laser Ray Box $399.99 

Optical Bench Set
Designed for basic geometric 

optics experiments, including 

imaging by lenses and 

mirrors. The optical 

elements are mounted 

in protective frames with 

mounting 

rods for easy 

alignment, and 

the four captive 

riders have an index mark 

and set screws to secure 

the rider and optical elements 

without disturbing their alignment. 

The bench is 96 cm long and includes a pre-focused illuminator with a 

12V/ 6W incandescent lamp, four 50 mm diameter lenses, two mirrors, an 

object diaphragm, two screens, and an operator’s manual. Also includes a 

12V/ 0.5A power supply operating on 110VAC. Includes activity guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562457-642 Optical Bench Set $119.99 

Deluxe Optical Bench
Observe and measure optical phenomena quickly and effectively with this 

1 m long illuminated optical bench. Optical components can slide freely 

along the length of the extruded aluminum rail, or can be fixed at any 

point. Requires 6V DC power supply or battery pack. Includes: 1-meter 

extruded rail, 2 pedestal stands and 5 sliders to support components, 

Graduated scale plate, 40 mm diameter convexo-convex lens, 

30 mm diameter convex-convex lens, 50 mm diameter convexo-plane 

lens, 80 x 120 mm piece of frosted lens, 36 mm diameter convexo-convex 

lens in front of light source with movable bulb, Candle stick support, 

I-shaped screen, White screen, and Card holder.

Item # Description List Price

9-1324383-642 Optical Bench $84.99 

Working with 
an Optical Bench 
Lab Investigation
Use the included 

1m optical bench to 

conduct dramatic investigations 

of light. Through 

experimentation with 

light's basic properties, 

your students will better 

understand how light travels and the 

effects that lenses can have on it. As a result, they gain a more thorough 

comprehension of the fascinating science behind human vision. 

Item # Description List Price

9-20-1663-642 Optical Bench Lab $47.99

NEW
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Grating Spectroscope
This simple, accurate and heavy duty instrument will survive a generation 

of classroom use. Wide dispersion of light is obtained with an excellent 

replica grating having 15,000 lines per inch. An adjustable slit produces 

sharp and clear lines against a graduated scale plate. Wavelengths may be 

read directly from the scale. The instrument may be used for laboratory 

analysis and the demonstration of the bright line spectra of glowing gases, 

continuous spectra, and absorption spectra of solutions of colored plates. 

Item # Description List Price
9-590943-642 Grating Spectroscope $573.29

Hartl Optical Disk
Designed to demonstrate laws of 

reflection and refraction in optics. 

The set consists of a 23cm diameter 

rotatable disk with a 360 degree 

graduated scale, a lamp house on a 

rotatable arm with a 12V, 24W bulb and 

slots to hold optical adapters, a sturdy 

stand, and a set of lenses. Adapters 

include single, double, triple and 

quadruple slits, a lens for divergent, 

parallel, or convergent light beams, 

and 5 cm plane mirrors for reflection. 

Optical elements for refraction are semicircular, 

biconvex, biconcave, right angle prism and a trapezoidal acrylic blocks, all 

made of optical glass and including magnets. Requires a power supply 

with 2V/ 2A output (not included)

Item # Description List Price
9-1488743-642 Optical Disk $217.09

Basic Spectrometer
Perform quantitative spectroscopy experiments using this quality yet 

economical spectrometer. Unit is mounted on a stable base with attached 

collimator and rotating telescope platform. Features include a 2.6cm 

diameter achromatic optical system with a 10x eyepiece and crosshair; 

a 16 cm diameter 360° x 0.5° enclosed graduated circle with a double 

ended external 0–30' x 1' Vernier, and 2 built-in scale reading magnifiers; 

an 8 cm diameter grating/prism table with an engraved ring pattern. Table 

has adjustable grating and prism holders. A 6 mm slit, opening to 2 mm. 

Wooden storage box (19" x 13" x 13"), and instructions are included. 

Shipping weight 26 lbs.

Item # Description List Price
9-1398735-642 Spectrometer $940.79 
9-1386561-642 Prism $81.49 
9-1386574-642 600 Lines/mm $48.29

Demonstration Diffraction Gratings
Compare diffraction patterns of 3 different gratings (20 x 10 mm) with 100, 

300, and 600 lines per mm. Gratings mounted between glass plates.

Item # Description List Price
9-525798-642 Diffraction Gratings $42.69

Individual Diffraction Gratings
Diffraction gratings for use with spectrometers and in light and optics 

experiments.

Item # Description List Price
9-1399065-642 300 Lines/mm $35.99 
9-1386574-642 600 Lines/mm $48.29

Economy Spectroscope Kit
Used to vividly demonstrate the fact that 

"white" light is composed of many different 

colors. Light entering the spectroscope is 

broken into its component colors by 

passing through a diffraction grating. 

Compare a variety of different light 

sources or color filters.

Item # Description List Price
9-590100-642 Spectroscope Set of 2 $14.29 
9-590298-642 Spectroscope Set of 15 $56.69
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Extech® Easyview™ 
Light Meter
No trouble reading the large 

display on this compact, 

ruggedly designed sensor. 

Features light measurements 

up to 20,000 Fc/ 20,000 Lux in 

four ranges, min/max readings, 

over‑range indiciation, zero 

function, cosine and color 

corrected measurements, auto 

off, and silicon photodiode 

sensor with cable. Complete 

with built‑in stand, rubber 

holster, and 6 AAA batteries.

Basic Spectrum 
Tube Power Supply
Features a heavy‑duty 

plastic‑enclosed design to 

protect against shock. Operates 

all standard 10.5" spectrum 

tubes. An on/off switch and 

reliable mounting clips assure 

ease of operation. Springs 

are recessed to protect tubes 

from damage when in position. 

Operates on 115 V AC.

Adjustable Spectrum Tube Power Supply
Take the guesswork out of your spectrum studies. 

This versatile spectrum tube power supply has 

been engineered to be adjustable to fit any length 

spectrum tubes. The top contact slides up and 

down to fit standard 10.5" as well as shorter brands.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399047-642 Tube Power Supply $220.69

Next Generation Science™ 
Electrodeless Power Supply System
A considerable improvement in safety, convenience, and tube life over 

conventional systems. The system is available in two versions: Single and 

Carousel. In the Single Tube version, the power supply holds one tube and 

stores six tubes. In the Carousel version, up to eight tubes may be loaded 

into the power supply's carousel. The tubes offer extended life by having 

no internal electrodes and are protected against accidental breakage by a 

hard polymer shell 

Item # Description List Price

9-1444995-642 Single Power Supply $241.99 
9-1444996-642 Carousel Power Supply $293.99 
9-1444997-642 Hydrogen Tube $39.99 
9-1444998-642 Helium Tube $39.99 
9-1444999-642 Neon Tube $39.99 
9-1445000-642 Carbon Dioxide Tube $39.99 
9-1445001-642 Air Tube $39.99 
9-1445002-642 Water Vapor Tube $39.99 
9-1445003-642 Argon Tube $39.99 
9-1445004-642 Nitrogen Tube $39.99 
9-1445005-642 Single Fiber Optic Accessory $9.99 
9-1445006-642 Carousel Fiber Optic Accessory $11.79

Diffraction Grating Glasses
Make the study of 

light and color fun 

and easy. Highly 

efficient, 13,500 lines 

per inch, double axis 

holographic diffraction 

grating lenses separate 

light from any source into its spectral 

components for study and analysis. Pack of 30.

Item # Description List Price

9N-392-3350-642 Diffraction Grating Glasses $29.95

Item # Description List Price

9-583608-642 Spectrum Tube Power Supply $239.99

Item # Description List Price

9N-531974-642 Light Meter $149.99

Spectrum Tubes
Each tube shows its characteristic spectrum when energized before 

any spectroscope. Includes instructions giving spectral line information. 

Tubes require a spectrum tube power supply. 25 cm long with 10 cm 

capillary tubes.

Item # Description List Price

9-583584-642 Air $23.19 
9-583560-642 Argon $23.19 
9-583590-642 Bromine $23.19 
9-583563-642 Carbon Dioxide $23.19 
9-583593-642 Chlorine $23.19 
9-583566-642 Helium $23.19 
9-583569-642 Hydrogen $23.19 
9-583599-642 Krypton $23.19 
9-583575-642 Neon $23.19 
9-583578-642 Nitrogen $23.19 
9-583581-642 Oxygen $23.19 
9-583587-642 Water Vapor $23.19 
9-583605-642 Xenon $23.19 
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Flir® Compact Thermal Imaging Camera
Multi-Spectral Dynamic Imaging (MSX) for easier 

interpretation of an image adds visible spectrum 

definition to IR images by detecting the edges 

of objects and including the detail in the thermal 

image. Text becomes clearer and more visible 

so that you can read a label or identifier within the 

IR image. This exclusive function provides exceptional 

thermal detail that immediately highlights and orients 

problem locations and eliminates the need to refer back 

to a visual image fore detail. Weight: 1.2 lbs, 3" Color LCD 

(320 x 240). Includes power supply/charger, battery, FLIR 

Tools software, USB cable and hard transport case.

Item# Description List Price
9N-1489211-642 Compact Thermal Imaging Camera $994.99 

Laboratory Helium Neon Laser
Each laser tube has an aluminum cathode for fast starting, stability 

and long life. All lasers listed are of superior hard-seal design, virtually 

eliminating tube leakage. Hard-seal does not require constant use for 

optimum performance, and extended shelf life is assured. The power 

supply is fully solid state with a built-in rapid start circuit and a low 

vibration transformer. All Frey lasers exhibit a Gaussian light distribution 

pattern, the TEM00 mode preferred for most laboratory applications. 

0.5 mW model, suitable for introductory laser studies, CDRH rated Class II.

Item # Description List Price
9N-500649-642 Helium Neon Laser $399.99 

Borescope
Lightweight, handheld design to easily find, diagnose 

and solve problems. Features a 17mm diameter 

camera head with 39" flexible gooseneck cable, mini 

water-proof camera, four LED lamps with dimmer, 

480 x 234 pixels. Dimensions: 8.3" x 3.3" x 2.4". 

Weight: 10 oz. 

Item # Description List Price
9N-1474871-642 Borescope $129.99 

Red Laser Pointer
This handy, pen-sized laser may be used as a pointer for experiments. 

Specifications: 

• Output power: <5 mW 

• Wavelength: 630 to 650 nm 

• Beam diameter: 10 mm at 6 m 

• Class IIIA U.S. CDRH 

• 14.5-cm long, 1.2-cm diameter 

• Power: 2 AAA batteries (included!)

Item # Description List Price
9-1400712-642 Red Laser Pointer $12.99 

Laser Pointer
Super bright LED laser pointer. Miniature size for convenience. Optional 

key ring included. Batteries included

Item # Description List Price
9-99-6400-642 Laser Pointer $6.59 

Industrial Fiber Optics  
2.0 mW Red Laboratory Laser
Designed for education, the bright blue transparent 

enclosure allows students to explore in optical and laser technology 

while seeing the laser's internal "working" components. Features nominal 

output power of 2.0mW in a highly collimated beam of 632.8 red laser 

light. Safety features include 110-VAC-to-low-voltage power adapters, 

tamper-resistant screws, impact-resistant acrylic enclosure, easily 

locatable bright red laser shutter, bright and very durable nickel-plated 

laser aperture, industry-standard electrical connections and tripod mount.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1411464-642 2.0 MW Red Laboratory Laser $504.49 
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Van de Graaff Generator
• Up to 5" sparks

• Neoprene belt lasts up to 500 hours

• Includes extra belt 

• 18 cm globe

• Height: 45 cm

• PVC column and ground terminal

• 16-page instruction manual

• 200,000 V potential in humidities up to 90% University Model Van de Graaff Generator
•  Large electrostatic Van de Graaff generator with variable speed motor

• Permits spectacular displays before large audiences

• Up to 400,000 V

• Spark length: 8" to 12" 

• Emits negative discharge

• 115 V 60 Hz

•  Size: 30" high, with a 10" highly reflective anodized aluminum dome 

• Lower cabinet: 10" x 12" 

• With extra belt (1.5" x 28") and instructions

Item # Description List Price
9-1466506-642 Generator $866.69 
9-590955-642 Discharge Sphere $331.99 
9-591015-642 Replacement Belt $19.99 

Small Van De Graaff Generator
Robust construction makes this 

economy generator a lasting value. 

Delivers reliable performance in all 

humidity conditions and produces 5 

cm (200 kV) sparks only seconds after 

startup. Features quiet, powerful motor; 

stable, grounded metal base; grounding 

tab for attaching accessories; built-in 

power switch and fuse; and 6' power 

cord. Includes guide. 19.2" x 8.85"

Large Van De Graaff Generator
Top-of-the-line performance. A larger 

version of the standard generator, 

this machine offers all the advantages 

of robust, user friendly construction 

together with substantially improved 

performance. Performs reliably in all 

humidity conditions and produces 

10 cm (400 kV) sparks only seconds 

after startup. Variable speed control in 

base. Guide included. 29.7" x 14"

Item # Description List Price
9-527279-642 Van de Graaff Generator $195.69 
9-532010-642 Discharge Sphere $83.99 
9-527301-642 Replacement Belt $23.99 

ELECTROSTATICS

Item # Description List Price
9-532023-642 Generator $241.99 
9-532010-642 Discharge Sphere $83.99 
9-532112-642 Replacement Belt $8.99 

Item # Description List Price
9-532024-642 Generator $601.19 
9-532011-642 Discharge Sphere $101.29 
9-532113-642 Replacement Belt $23.99 
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Hand-Cranked Van de Graaff Generator
Set this generator on your lab table, invite a volunteer 
to start cranking, and watch the show! Try the electric 
whirl: the more electricity is produced, the faster the 
vanes spin. Or the electric plume: colored streamers fly 
apart as each strand acquires the same electrical charge. 
Or the discharge wand: draw out a spark over thin air. 
Includes detailed instructions for these and other 
experiments.
Specifications:
•  300,000 V potential; arcs to 3"
•  15 cm-diameter highly polished aluminum globe
• 40 cm discharge wand
• 28" tall  

Item # Description List Price
9-1294705-642 Van De Graaff Generator $349.99 

Ball and Snake
Watch these accessories perform. Metallic coated ball on the end of a 
thread is attracted by induction until it touches a Van de Graaf generator 
dome. Then it is violently repelled and the ball flies around the dome 
without touching it. Silver snake does not retain its charges and repeatedly 
strikes back at the dome. 

Item # Description List Price
9-532007-642 Ball and Snake $39.99 

Electric Fields Apparatus
Reveal the lines of an electric field produced by a large electrostatic 
charge, such as that generated by a Van de Graaff Generator or Wimshurst 
Machine. Place apparatus on an overhead projector for whole class 
viewing. Includes electric field apparatus, castor oil, iron filings, two point 
charges, two charged plates, and instructions. 6" x 8" x 2"

Item # Description List Price
9-1294706-642 Electric Fields Apparatus $30.99 

Mini Discharge Wand
Create fireworks with this mini discharge wand. Comes with a banana 
plug and an alligator clip to ground to most Van de Graaf generators. 

Item # Description List Price
9-532012-642 Mini Discharge Wand $51.99 

Electric Plume
When the device is fastened to the dome of a Van de Graaff generator and 
then excited, the strips repel each other and stand out from the dome. A 
dramatic electrostatic demonstration. Consists of a number of nylon strips 
attached to a rubber suction cup.

Item # Description List Price
9-591003-642 Electric Plume $39.99 

Voltas Hailstorm Apparatus
Create your own hailstorm. 
Demonstrate Coulomb's Law 
qualitatively or illustrate an electrostatic 
smoke control method. When near 
an active Van de Graaf generator, 
tiny conductive balls inside this cage 
bounce up and down. The secret lies 
in the cage's metal floor and ceiling, 
which become electrically charged. 
Includes instructions. 9" x 12"

Item # Description List Price
9-532009-642 Voltas Hailstorm Apparatus $44.99 
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Wimshurst Machine
Demonstrate high voltage electric charges with this easy-to-use machine, 

guaranteed to produce large sparks for simple classroom demonstration. 

Features clear, acrylic rotation disks, high quality foil strips, brushes, 

and insulated cylindrical capacitors, all mounted on a polished platform. 

Includes instruction guide. 12" x 8½" x 15"

Item # Description List Price
9-230-7182-642 Wimshurst Machine $186.69

Faraday Cage Kit
Show how electric charges concentrate in space. Students study the 

potential buildup inside a conductor case. Demonstrate the lighting rod 

effect with our safe, sturdy Faraday Cage (12cm diameter, 30cm high, 

with stand and cover); mounted point; instruction booklet.

Item# Description List Price
9-1294707-642 Faraday Cage Kit $17.99

Electrostatic Lab
An incredibly comprehensive kit for studying static electricity. 

This kit includes items for Faraday's ice pail experiment: two 

electroscopes with interchangeable spheres and disks are included to 

demonstrate charging by induction, repulsion and attraction of charges, 

discharge occurrences from points, surface distribution of charges 

and charging properties of different materials. Also included is an 

electrophorus, Faraday cage, electrostatic balls, neon lamp, transfer ball, 

various friction rods and instructions. (12" x 12" x 12" 5.3lb). 

Item # Description List Price
9-1458692-642 Electrostatic Lab $197.99

Neon Wand
Demonstrate the effects of ionization and excitation of different gases. 

Wand consists of a glass tube filled with neon gas at reduced pressure. 

When you pass the wand through a high-frequency or high-voltage field, 

the neon will glow a vivid red—the characteristic color of this gas. 9.5" long

Item # Description List Price
9-532013-642 Neon Wand $8.99

Science First Jacob's Ladder Apparatus
The Jacob's Ladder, or climbing arc, is best known for its 

role in Frankenstein movies, however, it does have a valid 

scientific purpose. A power supply creates a powerful 

voltage potential (15kV) between two brass antennae. 

The electric arc is dependent on air to sustain it. As the air 

heats up, the arc will dance up the antennae. Features 

a polycarbonate safety shield, built-in fuse, ceramic 

antennae caps, and a max 3A current.

Item # Description List Price
9-1471392-642 Jacob's Ladder Apparatus $254.79
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Discovery Education™ 
MythBusters: Electricity  
and Magnetism Video
Can using a cell phone while flying zap 

airplane instruments? Can electricity 

zap you if you talk on the phone or 

shower during a thunderstorm? Through 

electrifying experiences, special effects 

experts Adam Savage and Jamie 

Hyneman put these urban legends to the 

scientific test. Includes downloadable 

teaching suggestions. DVD, 36 minutes

Item # Description List Price
9-1014639-642 Electricity and Magnetism $79.99 

Electroscope
A sensitive moving-vane 

electroscope with glass windows 

to shut out disturbing air currents. 

For experiments in polarity, 

charge-sharing, photoelectric 

effect, etc.

Item # Description List Price
9-589779-642 Electroscope $38.99 

Pith Ball Electroscope
Charge a friction rod and bring the rod close 

to the hanging balls. The balls diverge and 

collapse depending on their electrical charge. 

Includes: plastic base, 3.5" square, metal rod 

with hook, pack of 6 conductive balsa-wood 

balls with strings and instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-1512361-642 Pith Ball Electroscope $9.29 

Electrostatic Charge Kit
Get your students 'charged up' experimenting with static electricity with 

the Electrostatic Charge Kit. Test experiments like generating static, 

electricity though friction, discharging static electricity, transferring an 

electrostatic charge, attraction and repulsion, electrostatically separating 

mixtures. The kit includes the following: electrophorus, charge plate, proof 

plane, 6 different friction rods, 4 friction cloth, neon lamps, graphite ball 

with hook, 6 pairs of pith balls, and an instruction manual.

Item # List Price
9-1559719-642 $37.29 

Genuine Pith Balls
Ultra-light and ultra-sensitive. Ideal as replacements or for electrostatic 

demonstrations. Choose between aluminum and natural pith balls on a 

string. Diameter: about 1/3". Pack of 6

Item # Description List Price
9-565064-642 Natural $5.99 
9-565070-642 Aluminum $6.99 

Electroscope Electrodes
An assembly consisting of all 

of the items of an electroscope 

except the glass flask. Good 

for larger classes where 

budgets are slim. Fits 250 mL 

Erlenmeyer flasks.

Simple Form Capacitor
An economic way to explore the principle 

of capacitance. Simply charge the plates 

with a dielectric placed in between; the 

charge is contained on the dielectric and 

not the metal plates. Includes two 

formed aluminum plates with 

binding posts, banana plug 

sockets, and instructions. 

Each plate measures 

4" x 4" x 3".

Electroscope Kit
Demonstrate key electrostatics 

concepts. Kit contains everything 

needed to construct two flask 

form electroscopes for positive 

and negative charge studies 

and a Faraday's Pail experiment. 

Includes two glass flasks, two 

aluminum disc terminals, two sets 

of four foil leaves, two electrode 

assemblies, aluminum can, glass 

rod, silk cloth, acrylic rod, wool 

cloth, and detailed activity guide.

Item# Description List Price
9-532041-642 Electroscope Kit $58.29 

Item # Description List Price
9-564676-642 Electroscope Electrodes $10.29 

Item # Description List Price
9-1294708-642 Simple Form Capacitor $16.99 
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Plasma Ball
Safely create and manipulate 

lightning right in your classroom! 

Light up the room as students watch 

demonstrations about electromagnetic 

fields, lightning and energy transfer. 

Charged particles respond to both 

touch and sound. 8" diameter

Item # Description List Price
9-1290714-642 Lightning Ball $52.99 

Complete Zeeman Effect Apparatus
Set of equipment for studying the Zeeman Effect in the mercury green 

line at 545.1 nm. Includes a 1.0T electromagnet that allows longitudinal 

or transverse viewing, a mercury lamp, interference filter and lens, a 

2.0MM gap Fabry-Perot etalon, a CCD camera and capture card, and 

evaluation software.

Item # Description List Price
6-1488753-642 Zeeman Effect Apparatus $11,398.99 

Electrostatic Materials
Everything needed for static electricity experiments. Includes 8 each vinyl 

and acetate strips, 24 coated styrofoam balls, 8 low density polyethylene 

insulating strips with wooden handles, 8 wool and cotton squares, 

8 aluminum tubes and nylon filament cord.

Item # Description List Price
9-589782-642 Electrostatic Materials $70.99 

Investigating Physical Science Poster Set
Graphic guides walk students through key physical science concepts. 

Eye-catching reference charts feature detailed illustrations depicting 

the primary concepts they need to know. Titles include Investigating 

Force and Motion, Investigating Heat, Investigating Sound, Investigating 

Light, and Investigating Magnetism. Laminated posters provide years of 

classroom use. 23" x 35" each

Item # Description List Price
9-35-1136-642 Physical Science Poster Set $99.99 

Coulomb's Law Apparatus
Low-cost unit permits verification of the inverse squarelaw that governs 

the behavior of 2 electrostatically charged spheres. Consists of: a heavy 

cardboard enclosure with internal mirror and scale, pith balls and thread, 

plastic covers, plastic charging strip, and instructions.One per 4 students.

Item # Description List Price
9-589581-642 Coulomb's Law Apparatus $56.99 

Experimenting with  
Static Electricity Lab Investigation

Using an electroscope and other electrically charged materials, your 

students will analyze the basic properties of electrical charges. They'll 

demonstrate the two kinds of charges; understand the difference between 

conductors and insulators; and distinguish between charging by contact, 

induction and polarization. Using the knowledge gained, the class will then 

extend their studies to observe the attractive and repulsive effects that 

charged particles have on one another and the use of the phenomena in 

industrial applications. Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price
9-20-3903-642 Electricity Lab Investigation $113.99 
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Science First Friction Rod Kit
Learn about static electricity the way the ancients did - create electric 

charges and experiment with them. Kit Contains three rods, each 
3/16" diameter x 8" long - glass, acrylic and hard rubber; and three 

12" x 12" fabric pads - cotton, faux fur, and silk. Includes instructions 

with experiments.

Item # Description List Price
9-1428163-642 Friction Rod Kit $18.99 

Levitating Vortex
Demonstrate magnet levitation and frictional force with this two-tone 

device. Black and white sections allow students to measure rotation 

speed with a stroboscope. 5.5" x 3" x 3.5"

Item # Description List Price
9-1294709-642 Levitating Vortex $10.99 

Fur Friction Pad
Fur produces electrostatic charges on rods, electrophorus plates, etc. 

Will produce negative charges on hard rubber friction rods and positive 

charges on fur. Approximate size 3" x 5"; colors may vary.

Item # Description List Price
9-1429090-642 Fur Friction Pad $5.29 

Friction Rods
High quality 12" acrylic friction rods for producing electrostatic charges. 

Use with electrostatic materials or to charge electroscopes. 

Item # Description List Price
9-590055-642 Friction Rods $4.09 

Charging Strips
Two strips of heavy stiff plastic paired to provide 

strong positive and negative charges. Size: 3.2 x 30 cm

Item # Description List Price
9-1430664-642 Charging Strips  $8.99 

MAGNETISM

Inquiry Investigations™ Exploring Magnetism Lab
Learn about the nature of magnets; classify magnetic and non-magnetic 

materials; discover how objects can be magnetized and demagnetized; 

and understand the differences between a permanent magnet and a 

temporary magnet. Students learn to plot magnetic fields and explore 

how compasses react to magnetic fields. They will also create an 

electromagnet, investigate the effects of magnetic forces on electrical 

currents, and identify applications of electromagnetism. Also includes 

Teacher Resource CD-ROM with content tutorials, assessment, standards 

correlations, image gallery, custom content generator and more. Materials 

for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. CD-ROM requires Windows 

2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; Mac 9.2 or higher (including OSX), 

128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price
9N-1013092-642 Magnetism Lab $139.95 
9N-1284602-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95 

Discovery Education™ 
Understanding Magnetism Video
Without magnetism we would not have 

music as we know and experience it 

today; we would not have computers, 

motor vehicles, compasses, or MRI 

scans. Magnetism literally shapes our 

modern-day world. Learn how magnetic 

forces were first discovered and how 

magnetism affects both humans and other 

animals. Explore the role of magnetism in 

computers, audio recording, medicine, and 

travel. Run time: 52 minutes

Item # Description List Price
9-531962-642 Understanding Magnetism DVD $84.99
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Economy Magnet Set
For teaching basics of magnetism. Comes in a reusable storage box. 

Includes: steel horseshoe magnet, 2 ceramic bar magnets, 3 ceramic 

donut magnets, 2 magnetic compasses, iron filings pack, lodestone, 

activity guide, 4 metal squares (iron, copper, aluminum and zinc).

Item # Description List Price

9-050-3996-642 Economy Magnet Set $37.29 

Smithsonian Magnets 
Lab Investigation
Engage your students with 

a series of elementary, 

hands-on activities exploring 

the basic aspects of 

magnetism. They'll learn 

about the early observations 

and discovery of magnetism, 

north and south-seeking 

poles, the composition of 

magnets and the basics 

of electromagnetism. 

Additionally, your 

students will explore the 

properties of naturally 

occurring magnets, such 

as "load stone", and experiment with 

its properties. Includes comprehensive teacher and student guides 

complete with extensive background information and a series of detailed 

lab activities.

Item # Description List Price

9-20-3091-642 Each $13.99 

9-20-3093-642 Pack of 5 $45.99 

Magnets Kit
Help students understand the force of magnetism with exciting 

experiments which include classifying magnetic and non-magnetic 

materials, what attracts and repels, magnetic force through solids, how 

compasses react to a magnetic field, and much more. Includes a teacher's 

guide and material for 5 students. Grades 4–8.

Item # Description List Price

9-564047-642 Magnets Kit $148.99 

Science with Magnets
Almost everything you need 

to perform dozens of exciting 

scientific magnet experiments. 

The experiments and activities 

in the 24-page, color book 

are safe and easy to perform. 

The experiments use all 

the included magnets and 

accessories as well as a few 

extra common household items.

Item # Description List Price

9-236459-642 Science With Magnets $31.69 

Investigating 
Magnetism Poster

Provide your students with a visual 

summary which provides insight into what is 

magnetism; the types of magnets that exist; 

the concept of attraction-replusion; magnetic 

fields; Earth's natural magnetism; and much 

more. 23"W x 35"H; laminated

Electricity and Magnetism Kit
Introduce students to the basic principles of electricity and magnetism, 

including magnetic attraction and repulsion, magnetic fields, and 

electromagnetism. Electrical circuitry, voltage, current and resistance are 

covered as well as series and parallel connection. Force in a magnetic field 

and electric motor basics are included and light emitting diodes and a relay 

are provided for further investigations. Operating instructions and activity 

guide included. Requires three AA batteries (not included).

Item # Description List Price

9-1495711-642 Electricity and Magnetism Kit $78.89 

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1126-642 Investigating Magnetism Poster $19.99 
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Floating Ring Magnets Activity Set
When students try to push these magnets 

together, they're met with amazing resistance. 
Graphic demonstration provides students with an 
understanding of basic magnetism. Includes five 
floating ceramic magnets that distribute themselves 
along the rod. 6" x 1.25"

Item # Description List Price
9-30-1541-642 Magnet Rings $12.99 

Magnetic Wands - Set of 24
Features 24 wands in 6 assorted colors: red, yellow, blue, purple, pink and 
green in a resealable bucket. Each plastic Magnetic Wand measures 8"L.

Item # Description List Price
9-1321187-642 Magnetic Wands Set $67.19 

Maglev Set with 8' Track and Accessories
Introduce your students to an exciting future mode of transportation 
based on magnetic levitation. Two 4-foot long tracks are supplied ready to 
demonstrate the attraction principle of levitation using an elevated track 
and a wrap-around model train. By adding the enclosed guide ways, the 
repulsive principle of levitation can be investigated. In this mode, the two 
tracks can be hinged at any convenient angle to study acceleration, or 
they can be connected end-to-end to make an 8-foot long track. A clamp 
is provided to hold the hinged tracks at desired angle. A magnetic wand 
is included to simulate methods of propulsion. Guide ways are screened 
with English and Metric scales to facilitate quantitative results. Magnets 
and Styrofoam vehicle blanks are included.

Item # Description List Price
9-1305097-642 Maglev Set $769.79 

Ceramic Color Magnets
A set of colorful ceramic disc magnets in six colors, 1" diameter. Set of 6

Item # Description List Price
9-131-5776-642 Ceramic Color Magnets PK/ 6 $4.49 

Simply Science Magnet Mania Kit
Kit includes 2 magnet wands, 20 magnet marbles and a 26-page wand 
activity book. Ideal for small group or individual use.

Item # Description List Price
9-583113-642 Science Magnet Mania Kit $20.39 

Magic Penny® Magnet Kit
Make pennies spin at 1,000 
revolutions per minute, build rim-
standing sculptures and levitating 
pyramids, move pennies up ramps 
and over bridges and more! This 
fascinating kit lets you explore 
magnetism in a completely new way, 
thanks to the magnetic properties 
of British pennies and two EXTRA-
STRONG block magnets!

Item # Description List Price
9-1502741-642 Magnet Kit $32.99 

Magnetic Levitation Kit
Learn about equilibrium and 
magnetic fields while constructing a 
gravity-defying train. Kit includes: disc, 
ring, latch and neodymium magnets, 
standard and hi-force magnetic 
strips, plastic guide rails, compass, 
iron filings, wood blocks, nails and 
experiment and project book.

Item # Description List Price
9-089286-642 Magnetic Levitation Kit $41.89 
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Magnet Set
Create a science activity center in your classroom with this set of five, 

1" horseshoe magnets and metal shapes.

Item # Description List Price
9-130-3741-642 Magnet Set $29.99

Mighty Horseshoe Magnets
Generate classroom discussions, such as, "Where can you make the 

magnet stick?" or "How does it work?" with these durable, plastic 

horseshoe magnets. Great for small groups or individual learning. 5"

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-131-5765-642 Horseshoe Magnets Set of 6 $21.29

Horseshoe Magnets
A pair of powerful Alnico magnets for deflecting electron beams, mounting 

on Dynamics Carts, etc. Will lift 10 lbs. 2" x 2" x 5/8"

Item # Description List Price
9-589098-642 Horseshoe Magnets $38.99

Giant Horseshoe Magnet
Gigantic magnet allows young students 

to experiment with forces of magnetism. 

Lifts 4 lbs.—magnet can pull a wagon 

or lift a whole string of metal objects. 

Size: 8".

Item # Description List Price
9-1006378-642 Giant Horseshoe Magnet $8.49

Economy Horseshoe Magnets
Heavy steel magnets for general lab use. With keepers.

Item # Description List Price
9-562367-642 3 in Length $3.19 
9-562370-642 5 in Length $4.09

Alnico Science Kit
Popular magnets in one kit! Kit includes one 

each of 1" horseshoe, 2" horseshoe, 

2" bar magnet, a tube of iron fillings and 

steel shapes.

Item # Description List Price
9-1502740-642 Alnico Science Kit $24.89

High Strength Magnetizer
Designed specifically to magnetize cobalt alloy and iron horseshoe and 

bar magnets. The magnetizer is housed in a durable metal chassis with 

non-skid rubber feet. Includes 3 keepers. Instructions are printed on the 

magnetizer's case. Size: 5 1/2" x 3 1/8". 115 V AC.

Item # Description List Price
9-583539-642 High Strength Magnetizer $279.99 

Alnico Horseshoe Magnet
Permanent and powerful horseshoe magnet 

used when high magnetic strength is 

required. Magnet measures 2" high and 

lifts 4 lbs.

Item # Description List Price
9-325692-642 Horseshoe Magnet $7.09
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Steel Bar Magnets
Traditional bar magnets with stamped N/S poles for compass work, 

magnetic fields, etc. Available uncoated, painted red, or painted red 

and blue. Packs of 2 boxed with separator and keepers.

Item # Description List Price
Plain Steel
9-501488-642 N/S Marked Bar Magnet - 6 inch $9.09

Red Painted
9-568409-642 200 x 19 x 7 mm $9.99

Red North, Blue South
9-568406-642 150 x 19 x 7 mm $8.99

Cow Magnet
This alnico magnet is similar to ones used in veterinary medicine. 

When ingested by a cow, magnet attracts any metallic particles consumed 

protecting animal from internal injuries. Extra strength, cylindrical magnet. 

3" x 1/2"

Item # Description List Price
9-583083-642 Cow Magnet $10.19

Alnico Bar Magnet
Used interchangeably in magnet boards, St. Louis motors, etc. 

Sold in pairs with separators and keepers. 6" x 1/2" x 1/4"

Item # Description List Price
9-131-7347-642 Bar Magnet $28.69

Compass
Large size compass with an aluminum case 

and glass top with lock. 4.5 cm diameter. 

Perfect size for small group activities.

Item # Description List Price
9-263430-642 Compass $5.09

Color-Coded Bar Magnets
Red and blue plastic-covered bar 

magnets are perfect for 

demonstrating the attracting 

and repelling forces of 

magnets. 80 x 22 x 10 mm. 

Sold in pairs.

Alnico Bar Set
This bar set is for those wanting the best in experimenter's equipment. 

Powerful alnico alloy. 75 mm bars with 10 mm and 15 mm cross section. 

Packed with cardboard separator and plated keepers. Nicely finished with 

red enamel. Poles identified. 2 lb. lift.

Item # Description List Price
9-568829-642 Bar Set $14.99

Magnetic Field Detection Compasses
Arrange these compasses around magnets and the compass 

needles will align with the magnetic field. Not to be usedfor hiking.

Item # Description List Price
9-030-5887-642 1-3/8 in Diameter (Pack of 12)  $22.99
9-032-2629-642 3/8 in Diameter (Pack of 10)  $5.89
9-562352-642 3/8 in Diameter (Pack of 4)  $2.99
9-568421-642 Compass 1-1/2 in Diameter  $3.09

A
B
C
D

Iron Pellets Kit
Spherical pellets. Approximately 4 oz. each of .5 mm and 1 mm iron 

and 2 mm diameter magnetic steel.

Item # Description List Price
9-564401-642 Iron Pellets Kit   $9.39

Item # Description List Price
9-1008688-642 Plastic Covered Magnets PK/ 2 $6.09

A

B

CD
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Magnaprobe Magnetic Field Detector
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⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Item # Description List Price
9-1400716-642 Field Detector $5.99

Neodymium Magnet Set
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
these magnets can detect traces of 

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
dollar bill. Includes case. Each magnet is 

14 mm diameter x 6 mm thick.

Item # Description List Price
9-583089-642 Neodymium Magnet Set $5.99

Sealed Iron Filings
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
Use to cleanly demonstrate properties of magnetic materials. 3 ⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄

Item # Description List Price
9-130-4610-642 Sealed Iron Filings $2.09

Magnetic Marbles
⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
Plastic- coated. Set of 36

Magnetic Field Pattern Kit
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
water based solution. Kit comes with field pattern window, 2 plastic 

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
Frame measures 8 ⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄⁄ ⁄

Item # Description List Price
9-1392318-642 Magnetic Field Pattern Window $66.69

Magnetic Field Demonstrator
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
Includes a 2" x ⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
measures 4" high. Grades 3-8

Item # Description List Price
9-130-6315-642 Magnetic Field Demonstrator  $23.99

Mysterious Magnet Tube
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Item # Description List Price
9-340538-642 Mysterious Magnet Tube $26.69

Item # Description List Price
9-130-9824-642 Magnetic Marbles PK/ 36 $9.19

NEWAcrylic Cube with 
Magnetic Filings
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Item # Description List Price
9-1595913-642 Magnetic Acrylic Cube $46.69 
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Innovating Science™ 
Nanotechnology: 
Making Ferrofluids Kit
Understand the definition of 

nanotechnology as it applies 

in current usage. Learn of 

one nanomaterial, ferrofluid, 

and some of its applications 

in modern technology. 

Create magnetite nanoparticles 

through a precipitation reaction, 

while employing a surfactant 

to create a colloidal suspension 

of magnetite nanoparticles 

(ferrofluid). In the end you will 

examine the response of ferrofluid 

upon exposure to a magnetic field. 

There are enough materials for 

15 groups. Teacher's manual and 

student copymasters are included.

Item# Description List Price

9-1399020-642 Ferrofluids Kit $59.99

Lorentz Force Demonstrator
The Lorentz Force 

Demonstrator is a "fine beam 

tube" device in which a 

sharply focused electron 

beam is projected into a 

vacuum containing a trace 

of inert gas. Ionization of 

the gas around the electron 

beam creates a glowing 

discharge marking the path 

of the electrons and helping 

to maintain the sharp focus of 

the beam. The demonstrator 

shows deflection of the 

beam by transverse 

electric fields and by magnetic 

fields of various orientations. 

The value of e/m can be 

found by bending the electron 

beam into a circular path with a homogeneous 

magnetic field and measuring the accelerating voltage of the electron gun, 

the strength of the magnetic field and the radius of the circular beam path. 

Operator's manual included. 14"W x 12"D x 18"H

Item # Description List Price

9-1398737-642 Lorentz Force Demonstrator $1,391.99

Gaussian Linear Accelerator
When properly arranged, a slow moving steel ball will be accelerated 

to 3–4 times its original speed by the pull of magnets and Newton's 

Third Law of Motion. This exciting demo uses the same principles 

and a Newton's Cradle apparatus, but combined with the laws of 

magnetic forces.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399040-642 Linear Accelerator $54.99

Magnetic Ferrofluid Display
The fluid is encased in a glass vial, allowing you to safely and easily play 

with this spectacular substance. Includes two neodymium magnet tools 

and two spare loose magnets to make the fluid spike, toss, drop, pull and 

even dance.

Item # Description List Price

9-1595915-642 Ferrofluid Magnetic Display $26.69

F

Electricity and Magnetism Game Set
Two games with real life examples guide students through the 

characteristics of electricity and magnetism. Challenge uses two 30-card 

decks covering electricity and magnetism properties. Bingo covers many 

facets of electricity and magnetism with 75 questions cards, 30 bingo 

cards and 300 chips. Includes master key and instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-1288611-642 Electricity Game Set $51.99

Delta Education 
Electrical Supply Kit
In one handy tote box, 

Delta provides most 

supplies needed to 

explore the study of 

electricity. Included are 

battery holders, #48 bulbs, 

sockets, electrical clips, 

switches, insulated wire 

(12" #18 and 25' #20), 

wire stripper, and a 

teacher guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-110-1957-642 Electrical Supply Kit $69.99

NEW
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Electricity Unit
Cover all the major themes in electricity. Activities in this kit explore 

parallel circuits, series circuits, resistance, and fuses. Teacher's guide 

and two student workbooks provide different levels of difficulty 

and interest. Kit includes batteries, 0–1 amp ammeter, breadboard, 

jiffy mounts, jiffy clips, guide, and workbooks.

Item # Description List Price
9-575322-642 Electricity Unit $143.99

Science First Electric Circuits Kit
Construct a variety of electrical circuits and learn how to harness the 

power of electrons for yourself with this comprehensive set. Master the 

theory and applications for switches, series and parallel circuits, lights, 

short circuits, electrolysis conductors and insulators, fuses, Morse code 

and resistance. Our 20-page instruction booklet walks you through each 

experiment and illustrations of parts, circuit board layouts and circuit 

diagrams leave nothing to chance.

Item # Description List Price
9-1440108-642 Electric Circuits Kit $33.29

Kemtec™ Building Simple Circuits
This basic approach introduces the use of easy to manipulate, 

reusable solder-less breadboards, resistors, LEDs, jump wires, 

and batteries, allowing hands-on experience with circuitry components 

for individual students. Students learn to build circuits, read circuit 

diagrams, and investigate the effects of resistors and LEDs in real circuits. 

Includes instructor's manual.

Item # Description List Price
9-1490584-642 Single Set (4 Students) $66.69

9-1490585-642 Classpack (24 Students) $199.99

Caddystack Electricity Kit
A complete classroom set of basic electrical components designed with 

both quality and economy in mind. Kit includes:

• 16 economy bulb holders

• 16 economy switches

• 16 miniature bulbs

• 10 wire connectors

• 16 battery holders

• 16 D batteries

• 2 motors

• 2 buzzers

• 1 electricity Teacher's Guide

Item # Description List Price
9-574169-642 Caddy stack Electricity Kit $129.99

CIRCUITS

Electronic Snap Circuits™ Sets
Snap Circuits™ make it fun and easy to learn about electronics! Just follow 

the colorful pictures in the enclosed manual to build exciting projects such 

as FM and AM radios, digital voice recorders, burglar alarms, and much 

more. All parts are mounted on plastic modules and snap together with 

ease; no tools required. Both kits include Student Guide, Teacher's Guide 

and organizer box. Build over 300 exciting projects. AA batteries required 

(sold separately). With over 30 parts, Model 100R covers topics like basic 

components and circuits, series and parallel circuits, LED's, and capacitors. 

With over 60 parts, Model 300R covers topics like resistors, series circuits, 

transistors, parallel and integrated circuits and motors.

Item # Description List Price
9-050-3985-642 Model 100R $49.99

9-050-3974-642 Model 300R $119.99

Item # Size Quantity List Price
Batteries
9-595618-642 AA Pack of 4 $2.17

Model 100R

Model 300R
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Basic Electronics Parts Kit
A great basic parts kit for the prototyping lab. You get a wide assortment 

of parts for just about any digital/analog experiment. Includes more than 

150 resistors, capacitors, inductors, trimpots, switches, LEDs, displays, 

integrated circuits, transistors, and more, all in a convenient plastic 

storage box.

Item # Description List Price

9-574054-642 Basic Electronics Part Kit  $93.29

Breadboards
•  Quality breadboards that provide unlimited freedom in laying out circuits 

and prototyping

•  3 color-coded binding posts — black, green, red

• Base material: Heavy aluminum black anodized

Item # Description List Price

9-573252-642 Breadboards  $15.99

5 W Resistors
Packs of 10

Item # Description List Price

9-574548-642 5 W, 100 OHM  $6.19
9-574551-642 5 W, 250 OHM  $6.19

.25 W Carbon Film Resistor Set
5% tolerance, 500 assorted pieces 

from1 to 4.7 meg.

Bulk LED Lamps
Sold by the hundred count pack in 

T-1.75 (0.20" dia.) All LED lamps have 

flange and polarized lead lengths with 

diffused lens. Pack of 100.

Item # Description List Price

9-574623-642 Bulk LED Lamps $19.39

Elenco Jumper Wire Kit
Contains 350 lengths of pre-stripped, pre-formed #22 solid wire in 

various colors. 14 different lengths of 25 pieces each. Contained in a 

large 14 compartment plastic case. 10.5"W x 5"D x 1.25"H

Item # Description List Price

9-1400717-642 Jumper Wire Kit  $15.99

Fahnstock Clips
For one wire. Length is 22 mm. 

With screw hole.

Item # Description List Price

9-595803-642 Fahnstock Clips  $3.19

1 Farad Capacitor
Small size (28.5 mm diameter x 25 mm 

height) and 5 V rating make this capacitor 

useful in demonstrating charge and 

discharge experiments and in the study 

of time constants.

Item # Description List Price

9-562933-642 1 Farad Capacitor  $30.99

Electrical Tape
Flexible and moisture resistant, 

plastic electrical tape. 60"L x 3/4"W

Item # Description List Price

9-200-0283-642 Electrical Tape $1.89

Science First Conductive Paper
Use this specially developed paper with a 

conductive pen (sold separately). The paper 

is semi-conducting and the ink from a 

conductive pen has tiny copper flakes 

which overlap to create a conductor with 

a resistance of 1-10Ω per centimeter in 

length. Printed with a 20 x 25 cm grid. 

Pack of 25 sheets.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440112-642 Conductive Paper $23.99

Item # Description List Price

9-574599-642 .25 W Carbon Film Resistor Set  $20.39
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Student 
Electricity Assortment
Explore the world of 
electricity with your 
students with this starter 
assortment of electrical 
supplies. This set includes mini 
bulbs, holders, switches, cords, wire, battery holders and more.

Item # Description List Price
9-1593493-642 Student Electricity Assortment $53.29

Energy Ball
Students are amazed when they 
place this ball in their hand and it 
glows. By touching the two metal 
strips on the outside of the ball, 
students complete a circuit.

5-Way Wire Tool
This versatile tool shapes and cuts wire five different ways: cuts wire, 
strips wire, crimps insulated wire terminals, crimps non-insulated wire 
terminals, and shears bolts. Sturdy steel construction with easy-to-read 
markings and vinyl-covered handles. 9" long

Item # Description List Price
9-595809-642 5-Way Wire Tool $6.99

Slinky® Crystal Radio Kit
Build a working crystal radio. Step by 
step instructions included. No batteries 
or soldering needed.

Item # Description List Price
9-583401-642 Crystal Radio Kit $14.69

Inquiry Investigations™ Exploring Electricity Lab
Explore the concepts of electric currents; open and closed circuits; series 
and parallel circuits. Students will also investigate static electricity using an 
electroscope. They will apply the knowledge learned from these activities 
to classify materials as either conductors or insulators. Also includes 
Teacher Resource CD-ROM with content tutorials, assessment, standards 
correlations, image gallery, custom content generator and more. Materials for 
40 students working in 10 groups of 4. CD-ROM requires Windows 2000 or 
higher, VISTA-compatible; Mac 9.2 or higher (including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price
9N-1013088-642 Exploring Electricity Lab $139.95

9N-1284531-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Contact Tap Key
The traditional device for providing momentary contact in electrical 
experiments. With binding posts and insulated knob.

Item # Description List Price
9-574128-642 Contact Tap Key $5.09

Item # Description List Price
9-050-0741-642 Energy Ball $7.59

9-023-2055-642 Classroom Set of 15 Balls $75.99

NEW

Long Nose Pliers
Drop-forged, lap joint pliers. Made of alloy tool steel with ground polished 
heads. Vinyl-insulated spring-action handles for comfort and ease of use. 
Long Nose, Serrated Jaws, Approx. 4 1/2".

Item # Description List Price
9-565858-642 Long Nose Pliers $8.69 

Knife Switches
These nylon knife switches are 
at considerable savings. Will 
not chip or break. 25 amp rating 
with brass blades and contacts.

Item # Description List Price
9-110-0021-0-642 Knife Switch SPST $1.49 
9-571661-642 SPDT Knife Switch $1.99 
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Alligator/Banana Combo Leads
These leads conveniently feature a banana plug at one end for easy 

attachment to most power supplies and an alligator clip for secure 

connections to electodes or other circuit components. 36"L. Set of 2, 

includes 1 black and 1 red lead.

Item # Description List Price

9-598707-642 Alligator/Banana Combo $6.19

Double Alligator Leads
Includes 7 leads 24" in length. 

Made of stranded copper wire 

with an alligator clip at each end 

for secure connections.

Investigating 
Electricity Poster

Striking illustrations and informative 

text on key electricity concepts. Learn 

about the sources of electricity; electrical 

circuits; power plants; and much 

more. Graphical depiction combines 

illustrations with stunning photography 

and illuminating background text. 

23"W x 35"H, laminated

Item # Description List Price

9-35-1131-642 Electricity Poster $19.99

Magleads® Magnetic Test Leads
Make working electrical 

circuits instantly with 

these ingenious leads 

fitted with a tiny yet 

powerful magnet at 

both ends. Place near 

to a battery case and it 

connects by itself, place 

next to a bulb holder 

connector and you have 

your first working circuit. 

The magnets (4mm in 

diameter) will work in 

all the places that standard clips work. Magleads® can be daisy-chained 

together to extend their length with ease. Packs of 10 leads.

Item # Description List Price

9-529036-642 300 mm (Black) $19.99

9-529037-642 300 mm (Red) $19.99

9-529035-642 150 mm (Red) $18.99

Covered Double Alligator Lead Packs
P0 strand, 18 mm wire, with insulated alligator clips. White, yellow, red, 

green and black. Pack of 5.

Item # Description List Price

9-595818-642 Covered Double Alligator Lead $2.99

Item # Description List Price

9-560884-642 Double Alligator Leads $2.99

Covered Double Alligator Leads
These alligator clip leads are an 

extremely useful wire for laboratory 

work or general purposes. The clip 

leads are well designed with insulated 

ends and a 48" long kinkless cord. 

One black, one red.

Item # Description List Price

9-598716-642 Covered Double Alligator Leads $6.29

Double Banana Plug Leads
24" cords with 2-way stock plugs at 

both ends. Pack of 6

Item # Description List Price

9-574245-642 Double Banana Plug Leads $13.99

Test Probes/Banana 
Combo Leads
Better quality probes 

with insulated handles 

and 48" red and 

black leads. With 

banana plugs.

Item # Description List Price

9-595806-642 Test Probes/Banana Combo $17.29
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Electricity Discovery Kit®

An excellent introduction to building simple circuits—switches, conductive 

materials, circuit drawings, parallel and series circuits and testing circuits. 

Includes 2 battery holders, 2 bulb holders with bulbs, 2 switches, 10 wire 

connectors, and instructional guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-560962-642 Electricity Discovery Kit $13.99

Porcelain Lamp Sockets 
Item # Description List Price
9-574121-642 Porcelain Lamp Sockets $2.19

Lampboards
Ideal for demonstrating 

series of parallel circuits. 

The lamp boards come with 

lamp sockets connected to 

fahnstock clips, and mounted 

on an acrylic base.

Lamp Sockets
Lamp receptacle with screw type 

binding post. Suitable for miniature 

base lamps.

Item # Description  List Price
9-532296-642 Each $1.09

9-563603-642 Pack of 15 $9.09

Item # Description List Price
9-121-2607-642 Lamp Board - 3 Lamps $21.39

Plastic Lamp Sockets
These open bulb, 

miniature sockets 

feature a round 

polypropylene base with 

metal clips. Pack of 6.

Item # Description List Price
9-574124-642 Plastic Lamp Sockets $5.09

Miniature Base Lamps
These incandescent miniature screw base bulbs are replacements for 

different apparatus or for use in various lab experiments. Bulbs fit our lamp 

sockets and lampboards. Packs of 10

Item # Description List Price
9-563591-642 1.5 V, No. 123 Bulbs $4.09 
9-563594-642 3.8 V, No. 13 Bulbs $4.19 
9-563633-642 6.3 V, No. 40 Bulbs $4.99 
9-563636-642 2.5 V, No. 14 Bulbs $4.09 

Lampboard Rheostat
In experiments, students 

monitor the effect of 

series or parallel hook-ups 

on lamp intensity. 

Bulbs not included. 

We recommend using 

3.8 V bulbs in series 

measurements and 6.3 V 

bulbs in parallel measurements. Board is designed for the study of low DC 

voltage series and parallel circuits and consists of 5 miniature sockets and 

5 sets of binding posts with connecting leads mounted on an attractive 

5" x 11" lucite base. Bulbs - Pack of 10

Item # Description List Price
9-590043-642 Lampboard $14.99 
9-563594-642 3.8 V, No. 13 Bulbs $4.19 
9-563633-642 6.3 V, No. 40 Bulbs $4.99 

Series  
Parallel Lampboard
A simple and 

inexpensive 

lampboard for the 

demonstration of series 

and parallel circuits. 

Bulbs not included. 

We recommend using 

3.8 V bulbs in series 

measurements and 

6.3 V bulbs in parallel measurements. Board is made of clear lucite; equipped 

with 2 miniature sockets for lamps, binding posts and easily switched circuit 

wiring. Operates on low-voltage DC power. Bulbs - Pack of 10.

Item # Description List Price
9-570536-642 Lampboard $34.99 
9-563594-642 3.8 V, No. 13 Bulbs $4.19 
9-563633-642 6.3 V, No. 40 Bulbs $4.99 
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Resistance Coils Set
To explore how resistance varies with type, length, and diameter of 

wire, use this lab essential with a Wheatstone bridge. Eight removable 

coils wound on individual plastic spools each feature two finding posts 

with brass terminals for low contact resistance. Coils are labeled for 

easy reference.

Item # Description List Price
9-1294711-642 Resistance Coils Set $70.99

Resistance Coils
For use with a wheatstone 

bridge or wherever 

resistances are required. Coils 

permanently mounted and 

cannot be lost. Consists of 5 

coils of wire—1 copper-nickel 

alloy (10 m No. 22 wire) 

and 4 copper (10 m No. 22, 

10 m No. 28, 20 m No. 22, 

20 m No. 28)

Elenco Learn To Solder Kit
This kit is a must for the 

beginner electronics student. 

After practicing soldering 

techniques on the special area of 

the board, you'll be ready to 

assemble this European 

siren with flashing 

LED's. This kit also 

includes a soldering 

iron and wire cutters. 

Finished experiment 

requires a 9V battery.

Item # Description List Price
9-1400192-642 Elenco Learn To Solder Kit $17.99

Item # Type Gauge Weight Feet 
per Spool

List 
Price

Copper (Solid)

9-447629-642 Bare 16 1 lb 126 $23.89

9-447632-642 Bare 18 1 lb 199 $23.99

9-581091-642 Bare 18 4 oz 50 $5.99

9-581181-642 Red PVC-coated 20 100 $9.99

9-581178-642 Black PVC-coated 20 100 $9.99

9-581103-642 Bare 22 4 oz 126 $5.99

9-581148-642 Black PVC-coated 22 100 $8.99

Item # Type Gauge Weight Feet 
per Spool

List 
Price

Magnet

9-581124-642 Enameled 20 1 lb 323 $19.99

9-581127-642 Enameled 22 1 lb 514 $19.99

9-581133-642 Enameled 28 1 lb 2067 $23.99

Copper (Stranded)

9-568178-642 Black PVC-coated 18 100 $14.99

Annunciator/Bell – Copper (Solid)

9-581076-642 Black PVC-coated 18 1 lb 200 $24.99

Item # Description List Price
9-599130-642 Resistance Coils $72.79

Coated Copper Enameled Magnet Bare Copper
Metal Wire
Get the right wire for your classroom needs! Frey Scientific offers a wide range of write types and gauges.

All-Purpose Soldering Gun Kit
Pistol grip soldering gun is quick 

to heat and easy to operate. 

Eight-piece kit includes 8200 

PK dual heat soldering gun, 

three copper soldering tips, tip 

changing wrench, flux brush, 

soldering aid tool, 60 / 40 rosin core 

solder coil, plastic carrying case, 

and instructions. 120 V; UL listed.

Item # Description List Price
9-1047760-642 Solder Gun Kit, 8 Pc $71.99 
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Hand Held Tesla Coil
A hand-held high frequency coil. Adjustable to 50,000 V. Will energize 
spectrum and vacuum discharge tubes. Has a control knob (doesn't have 
an on/off switch). Length: 14". Power: 115 V AC. 230 V available through 
special order.

Item # Description List Price

9-583518-642 Hand Held Tesla Coil $281.19

Battery Holders
D- cell battery holder, 1.5 V.

Item # Description List Price

9-581049-642 Battery Holders $1.99

Batteries
These high quality alkaline 
batteries are a must for many 
laboratory apparatuses. They 
stand up to the rigors of the 
classroom, and are priced 
with the teacher in mind.

Stackable Battery Holder
Plastic D-cell battery holders snap together end-to-end or side-by-side 
for larger voltage arrays. Great for series/parallel work. Pack of 1. 
(Color may vary)

Item # Description List Price

9-021-8019-642 Stackable Battery Holder $1.29

Science First Barlow's Wheel
How can an electrically charged brass wheel spin, without the aid of a 
motor? The secret lies in eddy currents. When electrified, this slotted 
brass disc sets up eddy currents throughout the structure. These "pockets" 
of electricity are attracted to 4 strong neodymium magnets, causing the 
wheel to spin. Use this device to demonstrate the mysterious properties 
of eddy currents, and their effect on the world.

Item # Description List Price

9-1440110-642 Barlow's Wheel $94.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional 
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Item # Size Quantity List Price

9-595621-642 AAA Pack of 4 $2.17

9-595618-642 AA Pack of 4 $2.17

9-595615-642 C Pack of 2 $5.29

9-595612-642 D Pack of 2 $5.29

9-595624-642 9V Each $5.29

Plastic Battery Holders
This series of durable plastic 
battery holders comes in a variety 
of configurations for all of your 
electronics needs. Holders are black 
plastic with coated 12" wire leads.

Item # Description List Price

9-1366080-642 AA Single $0.99 
9-1366081-642 AA Double $0.99 
9-1366082-642 AA Quad $1.99 
9-1366078-642 C Single $0.99 
9-1366079-642 C Double $1.99 
9-1366075-642 D Single $0.99 
9-1366076-642 D Double $1.99 
9-1366077-642 D Quad $2.99 
9-1366083-642 9V Single $1.99 
9-1366084-642 9V Lead Only $0.99 

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Electromagnet
This small but powerful electromagnet can lift up to 200 pounds in weight! 

The coil has 175 turns of 4 parallel strans of wire inside a sturdy steel core, 

hefty eyebolt and attached battery holder. Includes detailed instructions 

and experiments. Requires one D-Cell battery (not included).

Item # Description List Price
9-1399037-642 Electromagnet $59.99 

Economy Electromagnet
U-shaped electromagnet with 2 removable excitation coils and an 

armature with hook. Terminals mounted at top of each coil. Overall length: 

approximately 7 cm.

Item # Description List Price
9-584577-642 Economy Electromagnet $16.49 

Simply Science Electromagnet Kit
Practical kit includes everything needed to demonstrate the electromagnet 

effect. Ideal science fair project or class demonstrator. Complete with 

wire, nail, switch, base and instructions. Battery not included.

Item # Description List Price
9-357204-642 Electromagnet Kit $10.19 

Lenz's Law Apparatus
This inventive demonstration tool teaches Faraday's Law of Induction as 

well as Lenz's Law. Show how passing a magnet through a complete loop 

causes the device to move, while no movement at all occurs when using 

the split loop. Aluminum construction. 3" x 8" x 6" 

Item # Description List Price
9-1294712-642 Lenz's Law Apparatus $17.99 

Lenz's Law Spinning Disk Demonstration
Demonstrate Lenz's Law by slowing down the spinning aluminum disk 

with a neodymium magnet. The free spinning disk is mounted on a plastic 

base. Placing the neodymium magnet close to the outer portion of the disk 

stops the disk from spinning. 4" diameter

Item # Description List Price
9-1294713-642 Spinning Disk Demo $21.99 

Ampere's Rule Apparatus
This apparatus allows students to study the magnetic field around a wire. 

A heavy brass wire, with terminals is arranged on a clear plastic base. 

Also included are 1 each 45mm compass, and 6 each 16 mm compasses, 

and an activity guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-1526410-642 Ampere's Rule Apparatus $30.69 

ELECTROMAGNETISM
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Electric Ring Thrower
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
components; Instructions included.

Complete Properties of Electrons Apparatus
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈

Item # Description List Price
9-1488761-642 Electrons Apparatus $2,751.29 

Eddy Current Demonstrator
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
Two apparently identical metal slugs fall at different speeds through th≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈

Item # Description List Price
9-1399113-642 Eddy Current Demonstrator $24.19 

Item # Description List Price
9-1471389-642 Electric Ring Thrower $199.89 

Air Core Solenoid
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈

Item # Description List Price
9-532015-642 Air Core Solenoid $33.99 

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great  
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com 

Primary and Secondary Coil
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
copper wire (diameter 34mm, length 100mm, resistance 0.43 Ω, 

self‑inductance ≈3.1mH). Secondary Coil has three available windi≈≈≈≈
with 500, 1000, and 1500 turns of 26 AWG insulated copper wire. 

Includes activity guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-1593492-642 Primary and Secondary Coil $70.69 

NEW

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Magnetic 
Attraction Carts
Demonstrate magnetic 

attraction and repulsion 

with these Delta plastic 

carts. By inserting 

magnets in the carts, 

students will observe 

the effects of magnetic 

attraction or repulsion 

causing the carts to 

move towards or away 

from each other.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-034-0693-642 Magnetic Attraction Carts Set of 2 $13.99 
9-130-0419-642 Bar Magnets for Cart Pack of 2 $6.99 

Alnico Magnet Set of 4
Set of 4 powerful 

alnico magnets with 

keepers. Set consists 

of 2 bar magnets 

80mm x 15mm x 10mm; 

a small horseshoe magnet 

25mm tall x 8mm wide; and 

a large horseshoe magnet 

35mm tall x 15mm wide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1321206-642 Alnico Magnet Set Of 4 $41.79 

DC Motor Kit
This kit allows students to build their own DC motor from scratch. 

All of the needed parts are included along with detailed instructions. 

Requires one AA battery. 3.5" x 3" x 3"; .25 lb. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1458926-642 DC Motor Kit $13.39 

Motor Kit
There's a lot of learning in these little kits! Students learn the basic parts 

of a motor, why it works, and have something to show for it! Includes 

illustrated instructions with assembly tips, and 8 experiments. Each motor 

requires one AA battery (sold separately). 3" x 2.5" each. Pack of 12.

Item # Description List Price

9-110-8807-642 Motor Kit Set of 12 $99.99 

Item # Size Quantity List Price
Batteries

9-595618-642 AA Pack of 4 $2.17 

St. Louis Motor
A visual tool that allows students to see all the working parts of a 

motor, building a basic understanding of electromagnetism, motors 

and generators.

Item # Description List Price

9-1492398-642 St. Louis Motor $29.29 

Deluxe St. Louis Motor
Convert energy from electrical to rotary…and back. Demonstrate the 

fundamentals of motors and generators with this open design that 

features two powerful ceramic disc magnets on adjustable brackets. 

Includes two-pole DC armature mounted in brass cone bearings with slip 

commutator, two permanent magnet assemblies, two replaceable bronze 

brushes, and instructions. Requires 3–6 volt DC power source. 4" x 4" x 5"

Item # Description List Price

9-1294715-642 Deluxe St. Louis Motor $70.59 

MOTORS AND GENERATORS
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Hand-Powered Generator
An ideal way to demonstrate the transformation of energy between the 

mechanical and electrical forms in either direction. The unit produces a 

terminal voltage of 6.3V and a maximum current output of 0.2A. Includes 

two 15" wire leads, activity guide, and 2 extra 6.2V / 0.5amp bulbs. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1412715-642 Hand Generator $14.89

Electric Motor/Generator Kit
Using the items in this kit your students can be young engineers as they 

build a generator, a motor and power a lightbulb. The step-by-step project 

guide will take your students from an idea in a book to the success of 

experiencing science in action. Grades 4+.

Item # Description List Price

9-089287-642 Electric Motor/Generator Kit $44.19

AC/DC Generator Set
Hand generator. Banana plugs 

can be inserted into the 

different connectors to 

change from AC to DC 

electricity. Clear base for 

easy demonstration 

of connections. 

Includes an activity 

guide. Dimensions: 

10" x 7" x 9". Shipping 

weight 2.5 lbs.

Genecon Generator Kit
Students generate their own power to conduct 24 hands-on experiments 

that cover topics from basic electrical theory to energy conversion 

and electromagnetism. The Genecon generator provides first-hand 

experience with the principles of electrical generation and flow, circuit 

types, energy conversion and storage, resistance, and electromagnetic 

induction. Kit includes instruction manual, two Genecon generators 

with cords and accessories.

Item # Description List Price

9-562915-642 Genecon Generator Set $666.69

Sensitive Motor
Low-cost motor recommended for 

work with current generating cells. 

1" in diameter by 1.5"L with a single 

shaft extension and mounted pulley. 

Operates from any .45 V solar cells.

Item # Description List Price

9-589515-642 Sensitive Motor $6.99

Demonstration Motor/Generator Set
This high quality yet economical device can be used as either a motor or 

generator demonstration in your classroom. The motor uses electrical 

energy to perform mechanical work. The generator converts mechanical 

work to electrical energy. Includes an activity guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488742-642 Demo Motor/Generator Set $40.79

Item # Description List Price

9-525797-642 AC/DC Generator Set $52.29

Genecon12 Hand Generator
A hands-on approach to studying 

operation of motors, generators 

and circuits. Concepts that can be 

covered with the Genecon include: 

battery charge or discharge, 

current changes, polarity, and 

electrolysis. View the internal 

workings of the generator 

through the transparent 

housing. Produces 12 V 

DC and up to about 1.2 

Watts of power. Includes 

polarity-coded plug-in leads 

and guidebook.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1380655-642 Genecon12 Hand Generator $48.99

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Voltmeters
Item # Description List Price
Single Range
9-584700-642 0-3 V $16.09 
9-1477766-642 0-5 V $16.09 
9-584703-642 0-10 V $16.09 
Dual Range
9-584706-642 0-5 V and 15 V $16.09 
Triple Range
9-1477765-642 0-3 V, 0-10 V, 0-15 V $16.09 
9-584709-642 0-3 V, 15 V and 300 V $16.09 

Galvanometers
Item # Description List Price
9-584739-642 +/-500-0-500 µA DC $16.09 
9-584742-642 -35 mV/+35 mV DC $16.09 
9-1477768-642 +/-50-0-50 µA DC $16.09 

Milliammeters
Item # Description List Price
9-1477772-642 0-1 mA $16.09 
9-584721-642 0-100 mA $16.09 
9-1477769-642 0-200 mA $16.09 
9-1477770-642 0-500 mA $16.09 
9-1477771-642 0-500 uA $16.09 

Ammeters
Item # Description List Price
Single Range
9-584724-642 0-1 A $16.09 
9-1477767-642 0-3 A $16.09 
9-584727-642 0-5 A $16.09 
9-584730-642 0-10 A $16.09 
Dual Range
9-584733-642 0-1 A and 5 A $16.09 
Triple Range
9-584736-642 0-50 mA, 500 mA and 5 A $16.09 

Planck's Constant Apparatus
A precision device for measuring Planck's Constant and the work function 
of electrons in cesium. The apparatus includes five precision plug-in LED 
modules, a vacuum photocell, an integrated voltmeter and nanoammeter, 
and control circuitry, all in a compact, lightweight unit. The high quality 
stabilized LED supply and amplifier yield results for h to better than 5%.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488754-642 Planck's Constant Apparatus $2,979.59

Extech® Clamp Meter and Multimeter Kit
This Electrical Test Kit is assembled to provide all the electrical testing 
needs for installing and repair of electrical systems and HVAC equipment. 
Includes EX205T True RMS Multimeter, AC clamp meter with a built-in 
non-contact voltage detector with LED alert, 1.2" jaw size for conductors 
up to 350MCM. The test kit is also supplied with test leads, batteries and 
storage case which provides protection and organization for the meters 
and accessories.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1475006-642 Clamp Meter and Multimeter Kit $99.99 
9N-1474870-642 Clamp Meter Only $59.99 

Voltmeters

Ammeters

Galvanometers
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BK Precision®  
Mini-Pro® Multimeter
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
to 20 MΩ. Includes diode test and a 

ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ

Extech® Mini Digital Multimeter
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
digital display with data hold lock. 

ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ

BK Precision® 
Manual Ranging Tool Kit® 
Multimeter with Transistor Test
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
10 A. It has resistance from .1 Ω to 20 

MΩ, capacitance to 20 micro Farads, 

ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ

Extech® Autoranging Digital 
Multimeter/Thermometer
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ

Digital Multimeter
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ

Item # Description List Price

9-526108-642 Digital Multimeter Kit $32.99

Extech® Digital Multimeter
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ
and 9 V battery.

Item # Description List Price

9N-531976-642 Digital Multimeter $53.99

Item # Description List Price

9N-1015633-642 Digital Multimeter/Thermometer $74.99

Item # Description List Price

9N-531978-642 Mini Digital Multimeter $19.99

Item # Description List Price

9N-526158-642 Precision Mini-Pro Multimeter $71.21

Item # Description List Price

9N-596455-642 Precisions Tool Kit Multimeter  $95.96 
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Elenco® Variable Voltage 
Power Supply
Features an output voltage variable 

from 0 to 15V at 0.3 ampere 

maximum current. The voltage is 

regulated to within 0.1V when going 

from no load to full load. Varying the 

input AC voltage from 110 to 130V 

will have practically no effect on 

the output voltage. This is because 

of the specially designed IC circuit 

used. Severe overloading or even 

short circuiting the output will not 

damage the supply. Special turn-off 

circuits in the IC sense the overload 

and turn off the output.

BK Precision® 30 MHz Dual Trace Analog Oscilloscope
These high performance instruments offer dual time base capability in 30 

MHz bandwidth. Model is conservatively rated and designed to withstand 

many years of high demand operation. 8 x 10 div (1div = 1 cm) rectangular 

CRT with internal graticule. Deflection factor 5 mV/div to 5 V/div, ±3% in 

1-2-5 sequence, 23 steps, with vernier adjustment. Video sync separators. 

x-y operation. X10 sweep magnification. Auto/norm triggered sweep 

operation with AC, TVH and TVV coupling. Alt V mode. Sum and difference 

capability. Supplied with two PR-33A x1 /x10 probes, AC power cord, spare 

fuses and instruction manual. 

Item # Description List Price

9N-1486202-642 Oscilloscope $619.99 

AC/DC Power Pack
This simple AC/ DC Power Pack gives an output of 6 / 12V AC, DC 

selectable by convenient switches. It is ideal to use for equipments 

such as Ray boxes, DC motor experiments, Optical benches, Hartley 

optical disc etc. Capacity 2 Amp.

Item # Description List Price

9-1267891-642 AC/DC Power Supply. 6 V/ 12 V $79.99

EXTECH 2-Channel Digital 
Oscilloscope
The 20 MHz bandwidth and 

conveniences like auto-set which 

optimizes the position, range, time 

base, and triggering to assure 

a stable display of virtually any 

waveform.  To identify subtle 

problems, Peak Detect features 

a fast 50 ns glitch capture. Core 

functions like XY Mode, FFT function, 

Trigger Hold off, Waveform Math, 

Averaging Mode and Persistence 

Mode all ensure you can confidently 

troubleshoot problems using a variety 

of approaches. Store and recall up 

to 4 waveforms. This CAT II-rated 

oscilloscope extends its functionality 

with complete DMM functions that are 

displayed on the large 3. 8" (97mm) color LCD display.

Item # Description List Price

9-1601941-642 Digital Oscilloscope $1,333.29 

BK Precision® Function Generator
This 5MHz Function Generator is a versatile signal source which  

combines several functions into one unit. This unit provides the added 

convenience of a built-in frequency counter. This unit has a vast  

number of applications in both analog and digital electronics. Dimensions: 

11-3/4" W x 10-3/8" D x 4-1/2" H. Weight: 4 lbs. Included: Instruction manual, 

output cable, BNC to alligator clips.

Item # Description  List Price

9N-594651-642 Function Generator $446.96 

Item # Description List Price

9-1506605-642 Voltage Power Supply $46.69
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Elenco Four-Way Variable Regulated DC Power Supply
A 4-way, variable, regulated DC power supply with overload protection. 

All 4 outputs are precisely held at desired voltage level by a regulating 

circuit. Each is protected from overload, shorts and excessive current 

demand. A useful unit for driving motors, solenoids, digital and 

analog circuitry.

Item # Description List Price
9-573261-642 4Way Reg Variable Power Supply  $189.99

BK Precision® Fixed Voltage DC Power Supply
This power supply offers precision regulated 13.8 V DC at 6 Amp peak 

output. Features current foldback overload protection. Short circuit and 

polarity protection. Includes 5-way binding post and female cigar lighter 

plug outputs.

Item # Description List Price
9N-571637-642 Fixed Voltage DC Power Supply $59.99

BK Precision®  
60V Multi Range  
DC Power Supplies
These power supplies automatically 

recalculate voltage and current 

limits for each setting, providing any 

Volt/ Amp combination within the 

rated power. By providing greatly 

expanded choices of maximum 

power Volt/Amp combinations, users 

can cut down on the number of 

power supplies required and free up 

valuable bench space.

•  Digitally controlled,  

multi-ranging output

• 10mV/ 1mA resolution over the full range

• Bright, easy to read display

• Very compact and lightweight

• Low ripple and noise

• OCP, OVP and OTP protection

• Output On/Off control

• Store and Recall 4 x 100 groups of preset Volt/Amp values

Item # Description List Price
9N-1503198-642 100 W Within 60 V/ 5 A $301.59

9N-1503197-642 180 W Within 60 V/ 8 A $400.39

Science First Mini Battery Eliminator
This Battery Eliminator is designed to provide regulated low-voltage 

(0-3V) power, up to 1A, for simple motor applications and electronics 

experiments. Their current limiting circuits prevent damage to 

internal components in the case of overload or short-circuit. Pin jacks 

are provided for both voltage and current monitoring. The supply's 

shunt- type current monitoring means a meter or bridge need not be 

in place for the circuit to be complete. Includes: Alligator leads and 

110 / 120V wall adapter.

Item # Description List Price
9-1440859-642 Mini Battery Eliminator $159.89

Elenco Economy Analog Power Supply
The XP-625 is an ideal power supply for your school lab. It has a DC output 

from 0–30 volts at up to 5 amps, and an AC output of 0–40 V at up to 

5 amps. The voltage adjust knob controls all three outputs while the volt 

and amp meters display the desired setting.

Item # Description List Price
9-531970-642 Analog Power Supply  $229.99

Three-Channel Power Supply
Variable voltage feature allows you to select from three settings—50 V, 

100 V, or 125 V. Features ground fault interrupt plug, overload protection, 

illuminated power switch and durable case for years of classroom use.

Item # Description List Price
9-55-1096-642 Three-Channel Power Supply $257.99
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MODERN PHYSICS

Low Voltage Power Supply
The unit offers AC voltages of 1.5, 3, 6, 9, 12 Volts and regulated 

continuously variable 0-12 V DC voltages. Separate AC and DC color coded 

terminals are provided AC and DC Voltages can be used simultaneously up 

to a maximum combined load of 6 Amps. DC voltages appear on the digital 

display on the front panel. The output voltage is overload & short circuit 

protected. A thermal cutoff is also provided for protection. Supplied with 

IEC connector and detachable IEC lead. Operates on 120V AC / 240V AC, 

50 / 60 Hz using voltage selector switch.

Item # Description List Price
9-1561466-642 Low Voltage Power Supply $431.99

Lab-Aids® Radioactivity and Half-Life Kit
Simulates the determination of the half-life of radioactive atoms. Conduct 

a series of activities and graph results. Calculate the amounts of Carbon-14 

found in an ancient embedded insect specimen, in charcoal burned 

approximately 28,000 years ago, and use residual Carbon-14 to estimate 

the age of pollen. Includes 15 sets of plastic simulated atoms, 15 shakers, 

30 student worksheets and a teacher's guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-586083-642 Radioactivity And Half-Life $153.29

Extech®  
Economy DC Power Supply
An adjustable 18 V /  3 A supply 

with dual backlit LCD display at a 

great price. This current-limiting 

power supply measures constant 

voltage or current. Features short 

circuit protection, high load/line 

regulation, low noise/ripple and 

banana plug output terminals. 

Complete with power cord. 

110 V/ 60 Hz operation. One year 

warranty. 9.4" x 4.25" x 6"

Nova®  
The Elegant  
Universe Video
One of the most ambitious and 

exciting scientific theories ever 

posed receives a masterful 

animated explanation that 

will inspire young scientists. 

Includes simple and clear 

explanations of major concepts 

of physics, including gravity, 

electromagnetism and relativity. 

Closed captioned, 3 hours

Extech® Digital 30 V Power Supply
Digital triple output DC power supply. Adjustable to 30 V/ 3 A with fixed 

5 V and 12 V outputs.

• Adjustable Voltage and Current output

•  Easy snap terminals for fixed 5 V/ 0.5 A and 12 V/ 1 A outputs

• Constant Voltage or Current

• Current limiting indicator

• Overload and short circuit protection

• Binding post terminals for variable supply

Item # Description List Price
9N-531984-642 30 V Power Supply $209.99

Curvature of Space/Time Device
A framed oval of Spandex fabric, whose shape is distorted by positioned 

masses, serves to simulate the gravitational behavior of objects. Two 

masses and two balls are provided to demonstrate plausible orbits around 

one-mass and two-mass systems in a very tactile way. Using the large and 

small steel balls, the mutual attraction of masses is easily demonstrated.

Item # Description List Price
9-527276-642 Curvature of Space/Time $184.39

Item # Description List Price
9-362530-642 Elegant Universe Video $26.69

Item # Description List Price
9N-531982-642 18 V, 3 A Power Supply $144.99

9N-1015635-642 30 V, 1 A Power Supply $134.99
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Daedalon Photoelectric Effect  
Apparatus with Amplifier
This apparatus allows 

students to demonstrate 

that the energy of a 

photoelectron depends 

on the wavelength of the 

incoming radiation and not 

on its intensity. Although 

an ordinary fluorescent tube 

or a small incandescent lamp 

can be used, best results are 

obtained with a monochromatic 

light source. Phototube is enclosed 

for safety and stray light protection 

and 3 color filters are supplied 

to separate spectral regions. Unit incorporates a 

self-contained DC amplifier and a panel meter which 

displays phototube output. Amplifier has a minimum 

detectable current of 5 x 108 A. Front panel includes zeroing feature. 

Complete with voltage monitor jacks and 117 VAC 3 wire cord and plug. 

230 V version available.

Item # Description List Price

9-1321414-642 Daedalon Photoelectric $1,199.99

Basic Radioactivity Set
Students learn about the nature of beta and gamma radiation, 

its penetration through materials, and the random nature of particle 

emission with this basic—but complete—radioactivity set. Experiments 

include calculating the mass absorption of gamma radiation in lead and 

aluminum and comparing the penetration of gamma to beta radiation in 

aluminum foils. Set includes a Geiger counter with LED readout showing 

counts/minute or continuous counting, as well as visual and audio chirp 

signals; Geiger tube; Geiger tube stand with absorbers; alpha, beta and 

gamma radioactive source set (in exempt quantities for student safety); 

and complete instructions. Includes prepaid card for radioactive sources.

Item # Description List Price

9-1321415-642 Radioactivity Set $1,999.99 
9-1321413-642 Repl. Geiger-Mueller Tube $251.89

Cloud Chamber
Provides visual evidence of radioactive particles by observation of the fog 

tracks emanating from a radioactive sample. Consists of a plastic chamber 

with a black background and a needle tipped with an alpha-source 

compound. When the atmosphere of the chamber is alcohol-charged to 

a supersaturated state and cooled by placing on a block of dry ice, the 

characteristic curved tracks of alpha particles are clearly seen.

Item # Description List Price

9-589674-642 Cloud Chamber $139.69

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Apparatus
Set of equipment for studying the nuclear magnetic resonance of 

protons in hydrogen and fluorine and measuring the gyromagnetic ratio, 

Lande factor, and nuclear magnetic moment of these nuclei. Includes 

permanent magnet, oscillator, frequency counter, and power supply. 

Requires an oscilloscope.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488764-642 Magnetic Resonance $7,571.99

Radioactive Sources Set
Packaged in a sturdy plastic 

case suitable for storage. 

Set of 3 includes one each of 

the following:

•  Polonium-210 (activity: 0.1 µCi; half-life: 138 days; radiation: alpha)

•  Strontium-90 (activity: 0.1 µCi; half-life: 28.5 years; radiation: beta)

•  Cobalt-60 (activity: 1.0 µCi; half-life: 5.27 years; radiation: gamma)

Item # Description List Price

9-595266-642 Radioactive Sources Set $533.29 

Surface Plasmon Resonance Apparatus
The Surface Plasmon Resonance Apparatus is designed to demonstrate 

the principles of SPR analysis. A light beam is used to excite resonant 

electron oscillations under specific conditions. Includes a collimated laser, 

polarizer, and photodetector. Apparatus comes with an extensive teacher 

activity guide.

Item # Description List Price

9-1562460-642 SPR Apparatus $2,522.89         
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Estes® Model Rocket Engines
Item # Description List Price
Standard Single Stage Engines

9H-568772-642 A8-3 Pack of 3 $10.69 
9H-568667-642 A8-3 Pack of 24 $73.49 
9H-568775-642 B6-4 Pack of 3 $11.29 
9H-568670-642 B6-4 Pack of 24 $74.49 
9H-568781-642 C6-5 Pack of 3 $12.29 
9H-529057-642 C6-5 Pack of 24 $86.69 
9H-1511815-642 D12-3 Pack of 2 $12.29 
9H-1511816-642 D12-5 Pack of 2 $12.29 
Mini Single Stage Engines

9H-568664-642 1/2A3-4T Pack of 24 $59.19

Estes® Alpha™ Rocket Bulk Pack
An ideal kit for your first or second rocket. The 

swept‑fin design makes it a really great performer. 

Features a white plastic nose cone, die‑cut balsa fins 

and red and blue decals. 

Pack of 12

Skill Level: 1

Recommended Engines: 1/2A6‑2, A8‑3 (First Flight), 

A8‑5, B4‑4, B6‑4, B6‑6, C6‑5, C6‑7 

Item # Description List Price

9-583665-642 Rocket Bulk Pack $127.29

Estes® Recovery Wadding
Flame resistant wadding to protect 

your recovery system. Required in 

most Estes® rockets. Contains 75 

sheets—enough for about 18–25 flights.

Item # Description List Price

9-1006149-642 Recovery Wadding $6.19

Estes® Rocket STARTERS
Dependable, easy‑to‑use igniters in 

a convenient six pack. It is always a 

good idea to have a few spares.

Item # Description List Price

9-568802-642 Rocket Starters $6.19

Estes® Generic Rocket Bulk Pack
Unleash your students' 

creativity by individually 

customizing this all white 

rocket. Decorate with paint, 

magic markers or not at all. Plenty of foil self‑adhesive decals are 

provided. Pack of 12 

Skill Level: E2X®

Recommended Engines: 1/2A6‑2, A8‑3 (First Flight), A8‑5, B4‑4, B6‑4, 

B6‑6, C6‑5, C6‑7 

Item # Description List Price

9-568673-642 Generic Rocket Bulk Pack $111.19

Estes® Blast-Off Flight Pack
An ideal engine assortment featuring 24 

of the most popular Estes model rocket 

engines, plus igniters and recovery wadding. 

Includes 6 each A8‑3, B6‑4, C6‑3, 

and C6‑5 high performance model 

rocket engines in 1 package. Also 

includes 75 sheets of recovery 

wadding and 30 starters.

Item # Description List Price

9H-568694-642 Blast-Off Flight Pack $71.39

Estes® Wizard™ Rocket Bulk Pack
The Wizard™ is an easy‑to‑build, high‑performance kit. 

Featuring die cut balsa fins and self‑adhesive decals and 

a bright streamer for soft, gentle landings.

Pack of 12

Skill level: 1

Recommended Engines: 1/2A6‑2, 

A8‑3, A8‑5, B4‑4, B6‑4, B6‑6, C6‑5, C6‑7 

Item # Description List Price

9-568661-642 Wizard Rocket Bulk Pack $77.59

QUICK REFERENCE: 

 TOTAL IMPULSE CLASSIFICATION

 Code Pound-Seconds Newton-Seconds

 ½A 0.25–0.56 1.26–2.50

 B 0.56–1.12 2.51–5.00

 C 1.12–2.25 5.01–10.00

 D 2.24–5.00 10.01–20.00

Rocket Engines

ESTES® MODEL ROCKET ENGINE CODES

Each Estes® rocket engine has a letter-number-
number code (e.g. B6-4), which provides the engine's 
performance information.

B = Total Impulse
The total power 
produced by the 
engine. Each 
succeeding 
letter has up to 
twice the total 
power as the 
previous letter.

6 = Average Thrust
The engine's average 
push in Newtons.  
(4.45 Newtons = 1 lb.)

4 = Time Delay
The delay in 
seconds between 
the end of the 
thrust phase and 
ignition of the 
ejection charge.

Note: "T" designates a mini engine.

B6-4

TechPac Rocket Construction Set
Recommended for instructors with rocket and 

model building experience. All the materials 

are provided for the students to construct 

the rocket body tube and then assemble 

a real flying model rocket from finished 

components. Features parachute recovery 

from altitudes over 1000'. Pack of 12

Length: 15.1"

Diameter: 0.976"

Weight: 1.0 oz. 

Engine: A8‑3, first flight not included  

Item # Description List Price

9-1601281-642 Rocket Construction Set $146.69
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Quest™ Water Rocket Class Pack
The perfect low-cost flying rocket without the hassles of traditional solid 

propellant rockets! Flies to over 200 feet. Included: 6 pre-cut Rigid Foam 

Fin Sets; 6 translucent molded nozzles; 6 Foam Recovery bumpers; Color 

assembly and use instructions; complete Launch System. You supply 

a PET soda bottle-24 oz, 1 liter, or 2 liter; standard bicycle pump with a 

pressure gauge; and a "Low-Temp" Hot Melt glue gun to assemble the 

pre-cut and slotted fins.

Item # Description List Price

9-1430351-642 Water Rocket Class Pack $64.99

Estes® Color the Sky™ Bulk Pack
The Color the Sky™ bulk pack is the complete collection of crayon rockets. 

Easy to assemble. Plastic fins, self-stick decals, 18" parachute recovery. 

Projected max altitude: 550 ft. Includes 12 rockets. Length: 19.8". 

Diameter: 1.64". Estimated Weight: 2.8 oz.

Item # Description List Price

9-1478072-642 Color the Sky Bulk Pack $132.59

Quest™ 
Model Rocket 
Engine Value Packs
Quest model rocket engine 

value packs are the most 

economical way to buy model 

rocket engines. Quest model 

rocket engine value packs 

come bundled with Quest's 

top-of-the-line Q2G2 igniters 

and recovery wadding. 

Packs of 25.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9H-1399936-642 Rocket Engine A6-4 Pack of 25 $69.99

9H-1399938-642 Rocket Engine C6-5 Pack of 25 $79.99

Quest™ 
Astra Rocket Value Pack
Features Quest's 

Through-The-Wall balsa 

fin design, making quality 

assembly a breeze. Includes 

color coded parts to make 

identification for assembly 

easier and a simple paper 

cradle to hold the rocket 

during assembly. Uses a 

Kevlar shock cord that is 

anchored right to the engine 

mount for reliable recovery. 

The 14 inch parachute is 

already cut-out and the 

shroud lines are cut to length. 

Pack of 25.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399932-642 Astra Model Rocket $229.99

Quest™ 
Starhawk Model 
Rocket Value Pack
The Starhawk's streamlined 

construction, single piece fin unit, 

and streamer recovery ensure that 

we can build and be ready for the 

field in a single 45 minute session! 

Pack of 25.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399933-642 Starhawk Model Rocket $217.39

Quest™ 
Courier Model 
Rocket Value Pack
Designed to challenge your students 

while allowing them to have fun. 

The specially designed egg capsule 

comes unpadded, requiring your 

students to experiment with 

various methods of protecting 

the egg. Features dual parachute 

recovery—The egg capsule descends 

under its own parachute and the 

rocket has its own.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399935-642 Courier Model Rocket $398.99

k t C

Quest® 
Lift-off Model Rocket Launch Pad
This package contains everything 

you need to get started launching 

Quest model rockets! Includes the 

Quest Lift Off Launch Pad, the Quest 

Controller and the Quest External 

Battery Connector.

Item # Description List Price

9-1399941-642 Model Rocket Launch Set $29.99 

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Bottle Rocket Launchers
Newton's Laws, measurement, gas laws, 

gravity, graphing and center of gravity 

may all be discussed with this simple 

device. Students design, build and test 

a water rocket. This amazing launcher 

allows students to pressurize almost any 

plastic soda bottle with a bicycle pump to 

launch a rocket whose only fuel is water 

and air pressure. The launcher has a solid 

aluminum construction and simple triggering 

mechanism. Includes instructions and paper 

astrolabe to help determine rocket altitude. 

Molded plastic launch pad for Single 

Launcher is sold separately.

Item # Description List Price
9-590202-642 Single Launcher $41.89

9-1456346-642 Single Launch Pad $40.99

9-590232-642 Dual Launcher $83.99

9-061-1988-642 Foot Pump $9.19

Super Delta Dart Kit
The Super Delta Dart has a movable/removable wing for center of 

gravity experimentation. Instruction manual and teaching guide included. 

Classroom pack of 24 kits.

Item # Description List Price
9-592590-642 Super Delta Dart Kit $96.89

Science First Wind Tunnel with Airfoil
With this wind tunnel and a accurate balance, you can clearly see the 

effect of lift in action. Activate the unit, and the apparent weight of the 

airfoil will decrease. Includes: acrylic tube with airfoil, built-in fan, plastic 

housing, banana jacks for power, and instructions. Required 6V DC power.

Item # Description List Price
9-1440120-642 Wind Tunnel With Airfoil $79.89

Estes® Altitrak™ Altitude Finder
How high did it really go? Next time, measure it with this easy to use 

device. Follow the rocket in the sights to apogee, release the trigger to 

lock the reading. Easy-to-read display gives you your altitude in meters 

along with the elevation angle. Use two AltiTraks for greater accuracy. 

Great for school and science projects!

Item # Description List Price
9-568796-642 Altitude Finder $22.49

Ai f il

Right Flyer 8-Pack
The Right Flyer is the preferred 

choice when introducing the 

more complex aerodynamic 

concepts of endurance flying.

•   Cambered airfoil wings, 

low thrust line, and optional 

landing gear

•   Can be flown safely in 

gymnasiums or outdoors on 

calm days

•  Also qualifies for current national competition

•  Wingspan: 19" (48.5cm), supplies 8 students

Item # Description List Price
9-1365358-642 Right Flyer 8-Pack $46.99

Delta Dart Balsa Plane Kit
This airplane model for first-time builders assembles quickly and 

easily with a glue gun plus white glue. Includes model parts, instructions, 

and teaching guide. Wing dihedral can be lowered to create required 

wingspan for national competition. For 35 students. 11.5" wingspan

Item # Description List Price
9-215826-642 Delta Dart Balsa Plane Kit $50.99 

Wind Tunnel
Students can make a 

variety of aerodynamic 

studies with an actual wind 

tunnel. A wing can be 

made and lift calculations 

can be made to give 

students an idea of how 

efficient their wing is. Students can also visually analyze the efficiency of 

their creation using a smoke stream. 8"W x 17"D x 29"L. 2.81lbs.

Item # Description List Price
9-086686-642 Wind Tunnel $312.99 
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The year of the drone is upon us! Meet RubiQ, the latest 

addition to the PCS Edventures! iQ family of robotics and 

engineering products! The RubiQ classroom solution includes 

5 modular drones that students assemble, step-by-step, to learn 

the systems and subsystem within the drone. This program is 

applied science and engineering at its most exciting!

INSTRUCTORS, 
No Experience Required!

The Discover Drones Educator Guide covers everything 
you need to know from safety to logistics.

What's Included:

The Discover Drones package includes 5 RubiQ 250MM 

class modular quadcopters complete with on board FPV 

camera, GPS, accelerometer, barometer, and compass. The 

brushless 2200KV motors have built-in speed controllers that 

eliminate the need for soldering, make modular assembly easy 

and guarantee consistent drone performance. Configuring 

the electronics is done through software (Mac/Win) which 

enables students to configure motors, independently control 

and configure the 12 programmable LEDs, read the values 

of onboard sensors and more. Each drone kit is packaged 

separately in a heavy-duty 3" storage tray.

The educator package is 

completed by:

 

•   25 FPV FreeRider software licenses (Win/Mac) and game 

controllers for drone simulator training

•   26 individual Droneology e-learning licenses for students and the 

course instructor

•   25 pairs of safety glasses

•   2 Radio Controllers and 2 FPV goggles for managed FPV 

flight practice

•   1 LiPo charger and (5) 2000mAh LiPo batteries & storage bags

•   5 packs (20 step-by-step cards each set) of LABCard curriculum 

plus building plans to guide your students

•   1 Discover Drones Educator Guide

•   1 6" storage tray for organized storage of all additional materials

GRADES: 7+

Flight Controller Droneology Certificate FPV Goggles

Discover Drones

L
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Make sure the Throttle zero at center and Dead zone is off settings 
are on. Then click Custom Settings and move the sliders to adjust to 
the following for beginning piloting:  

Click Save & exit in the bottom right corner, then click on the Desert 
icon to load the first course. 
A few essential controls are in the top left corner. For beginning piloting, make the drone easier to control by starting with self-leveling and low rates on.  

FPV Freerider

Set up the flight simulator software by begin honing your drone  
piloting skills.

For an introduction to flight simulators, log into  . Open the unit 
on Basic Piloting Skills and watch the first video, “Pre-Flight Simulators”.

Now try it yourself. Click the Freerider icon to launch the app. 

Connect the controller to the computer via USB. Make sure the controller is properly connected to FPV Freerider by clicking the Calibrate Controller button and following the directions. 

P1

Card 1 Overview
Flight Simulators
Making mistakes is the best way to learn. On a flight simulator, you can try out risky maneuvers without worrying about obliterating a brand new drone. The 

FPV (first person view) displayed by the simulator even matches the perspective seen by drone racers wearing FPV goggles. Professional drone pilots log 

hundreds of hours of sim time to keep their skills sharp. 

Discover Drones
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S

Make sure the Throttle zero at center and Dead zone is off settings 
are on. Then click Custom Settings and move the sliders to adjust to 
the following for beginning piloting:  

Click Save & exit in the bottom right corner, then click on the Desert 
icon to load the first course. 

A few essential controls are in the top left 
corner. For beginning piloting, make the 
drone easier to control by starting with 
self-leveling and low rates on.  

FPV Freerider

Set up the flight simulator software by begin honing your drone  
piloting skills.

For an introduction to flight simulators, log into  . Open the unit 
on Basic Piloting Skills and watch the first video, “Pre-Flight Simulators”.

Now try it yourself. Click the Freerider icon to launch the app. 

Connect the controller to the computer 
via USB. Make sure the controller is 

properly connected to FPV Freerider by clicking the 
Calibrate Controller button and following the directions. 

P1

Card 1 Overview
Flight Simulators

Making mistakes is the best way to learn. On a flight simulator, you can try out risky maneuvers without worrying about obliterating a brand new drone. The 
FPV (first person view) displayed by the simulator even matches the perspective seen by drone racers wearing FPV goggles. Professional drone pilots log 
hundreds of hours of sim time to keep their skills sharp. 

Discover Drones LABcards

Program Highlights:
•   Highly engaging - STEM at 75MPH!

•   Hands-on programming, electronics, robotics and aerodynamics

• Flexible for in-class, after-school and club appplications

Item # Description List Price
9N-1576679-642 Discover Drones $5,995.00
For a complete list of spare parts and other component purchases, see our website.

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Discover Robotics & Programming
9N-1532252-642    Single Kit – Android/Win/Mac $389.00
9N-1532253-642    Single Kit – (ble) iPad $389.00
9N-1533148-642    Club Pack – Android/Win/Mac $1895.00
9N-1533147-642    Club Pack – (ble) iPad $1895.00
6N-1533144-642    Classroom Set – Android/Win/Mac $7995.00
6N-1533143-642    Classroom Set – (ble) iPad $7995.00
Discover Robotics & Programming II
9N-1577301-642    LABcards – 1st set $195.00
9N-1577302-642    each additional  $50.00
Single Kit (1) • Club Pack (5 kits) • Classroom Set (16 kits + furniture)

Discover Robotics & Physics
9N-1532254-642    Single Kit – Android/Win/Mac $549.00
9N-1532255-642    Single Kit – (ble) iPad $549.00
9N-1533150-642    Club Pack – Android/Win/Mac $2595.00
9N-1533149-642    Club Pack – (ble) iPad $2595.00
6N-1533145-642    Classroom Set – (ble) iPad $8995.00
6N-1533146-642    Classroom Set – Android/Win/Mac $8995.00
Cortex Cloud
9N-1576680-642    Single  $15.00
9N-1576681-642    Team License (6 users) $75.00
9N-1576682-642    Classroom License (30 users)  $149.00

Discover Robotics & Physics
The study of matter and energy instantly becomes a favorite of students with 
this project-based learning series! By combining engaging robotics activities 
with the study of physics this kit brings science to life! The kit has been 
expertly designed to support essential problem-solving and collaborative 
skills as students seek solutions to challenges. Using the easy-to-implement  
LABCards curriculum students explore pneumatic forces, types of motion, 
kinematics and engineering design with awesome robot controlled builds!

AND PHYSICS

Discover Robotics & Programming
The PCS Edventures Discover Robotics & Programming Kit combines exceptional curriculum 
and high-quality mechanical building pieces to create the ultimate learning experience. This 
curriculum teaches basic programming logic in the context of mechanical challenges that 
enable students to gain 21st century skills like creative problem-solving and computational 
thinking. By combining a game-like programming interface and sophisticated mechanical 
components the Discover Robotics & Programming Kit is a versatile and useful teaching tool 
that gives students the freedom to experiment, iterate and design. Individual, flexible-use kits 
can be used with 1-3 students and empower educators to implement the most appropriate 
activities in their educational environments.

Discover Robotics & Programming II
Same rockin’ little robot, 40 more hours of programming 
excitement! Using the software and building manipulatives 
from Discover Robotics and Programming I level II takes 
student skills further. The LABCards format Level II introduces 
advanced procedural programming, the integration of sensors 
and variable driven behaviors. As students complete the 
series they are challenged to program robots with behaviors 
that emulate human behaviors by adding a certain level of 
unpredictability to their programs!

Bring robotics to life with the new Discover Robotics kits! Both part of the  
PCS Edventures Discover series, Discover Robotics & Physics as well as Discover 
Robotics & Programming offer different curriculum options and assessment models 
making them easy to use in any educational setting. 

Cortex Cloud
The PCS Cortex robotics programming language provides a fast and fun way to get students 
started with programming. Designed in partnership with a leading software group that creates 
digital user experiences for Disney, Warner Bros and others, it’s friendly, fun and approachable 
for teachers and students alike. The Cortex Basic version comes with the purchase of any PCS 
Brain. Now, Cortex Cloud enables a variety of cloud-based features including easy classroom 
management of student users, file sharing between groups and individuals and, best of all, 
students can access their cloud-based files and program from any device - even at home!
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Cubelets Robot Blocks
Robot blocks that can be combined to build thousands of thought-provoking robots. No wires, no wrong way to build; 

just snap the blocks together and discover what robot behaviors emerge. Free downloadable lesson plans making 

it accessible and easy to get started. Students as young as four years old can learn about math, problem solving, 

creative thinking, technology literacy, and social skills while older students also learn about math, engineering and 

design, biology and behavior, scientific inquiry and critical thinking, computational thinking, problem solving and 

collaboration, logic, and physics. And, with the ability to use with Blockly, this offers older students full control over 

their creations and allows them to create countless new robots and behaviors using the power of code.

Cubelets 12 Pack Includes

– 12 Cubelets and 2 Brick Adapters

Mini Makers Pack Includes

– 54 Cubelets, Brick Adapters, storage, and a 5-port battery charger

Creative Constructors Pack Includes

– 56 Cubelets, Brick Adapters, storage and a 5-port battery charger

Inspired Inventors Mega Pack Includes

– 162 Cubelets, Brick Adapters, storage, and two 5-port chargers

Item # Description List Price
9N-1575471-642 Mini Makers Pack $1,500.00 
9N-1575472-642 Creative Constructors Pack $1,530.00 
9N-1575473-642 Inspired Inventors Pack $4,206.00 
9N-1592169-642 Cubelet Twelve $280.00 
9N-1592170-642 Cubelet Bluetooth $55.00 
9N-1592171-642 Cubelet Battery $40.00 
9N-1592172-642 Adapter Brick Pack of 4 $12.00

Coding • Robotics • STEAM Education

Cubit 
Controller

USB 
Power

Battery Cables Buzzer
Light 

Sensor
LED

Servo 
Motor

Temperature 
Sensor

Ultrasonic DC Motor
Car 

Chassis
IMU Dial

Voyager 6 2 2 2

Pioneer 6 2 2

Explorer 6 2

Curiosity 4

Item# Description List Price

9N-1596374-642 Voyager Kit $489.99

9N-1596373-642 Pioneer Kit $379.99

9N-1596372-642 Explorer Kit $264.99

9N-1596371-642 Curiosity Kit $164.99

Coding
• Easy to use and intuitive graphical drag-and-drop interface

• Visual Programming with Coding Blocks or Text Coding

• Progressive coding instruction

Robotics
• Modular and easily expandable Smartware

• Unified coding platform that drives all Cubit Smartware

• Combine Cubit components in an endless configurations

STEAM

• STEAM projects combining coding and robotics

• Teacher and Student Lesson Guides, Worksheets and 

Extension Activities

• Data logging and value graphing

Cubit’s mission is to inspire and nurture the next generation of inventors, creators, and builders through a 

unique and powerful synergy of coding, robotics and STEAM Education. Far more than a traditional robotics 

program, Cubit’s modular design, intuitive interface and powerful sensor suite empowers students to 

explore their world, learn valuable coding skills and express their innate creativity while investigating diverse 

STEAM concepts. Lessons and projects emphasize real-world problem solving, the Engineering Design 

Process, data logging sensor values for analysis and graphing values to visualize real-world to software data 

interactions. For more information contact our Customer Service Department at 800-258-1302.

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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IQ Key Robotic Kit
Stimulate creativity by encouraging 

your students to design and build 

machines of their own! Use the 

IQ Key to identify different simple 

machines that are working together 

to transfer and transform energy 

while having fun! When using the 

IQ Key, students will learn about 

engineering and its applications. 

Design, build, and refine a device that uses energy, observe energy 

demonstrations and learn about energy conversion, circuits and using 

machines and energy for problem solving. All kits include a teacher's 

guide. Requires 2 AA batteries, not included. 

Item # Description List Price
9-1595628-642 Perfect 400 $93.29

Builds 10 different machines
9-1582547-642 Perfect 600 $99.99

Builds 20 different machines
9-1595629-642 Perfect 1000 $159.99

Builds 40 different machines

BotBrain® Evaluation Robotics Set
New to robotics? Use this 

set with 1-3 students 

working together to 

solve two challenges: 

"The Photovore" where 

students design and 

construct a light seeking 

robot; and "The Maze 

Solver" where they build a 

robot to navigate a simple 

maze. Lesson Plans address 

STEM topics in a Challenge 

Based framework. Set includes: 

control board, light sensors, whisker 

(touch) sensors, servos, wheels, Merkur metal components, 

cables, USB to Serial converter, pBasic software, quick start guide, 

and curriculum.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1443169-642 Evaluation Robotics Set $258.99

BotBrain® Advanced Robotics Set
A complete set of sensors, position servos and a wider variety of Merkur 

metal parts let your students build a robot to compete in any of the five 

curriculum challenges. Includes control board, 11 sensors, 4 servos, 

wheels, drive bands, Merkur metal construction components, pBasic 

program CD, and Teacher curriculum and student guides for middle and 

high school levels.

Item # Description List Price
9-1443163-642 Advanced Robotics Set $549.99

BotBrain® Advanced Robotics Class Set
Five students or groups can each build a robot with our largest set, which 

contains a wider variety of parts than five Advanced Sets, including 

tracks, gears and a universal joint. Contents include control board, 

5 different sensors, 2 types of servos, wheels, drive bands, Merkur metal 

construction components, pBasic program CD, and Teacher curriculum 

and student guides for middle and high school levels.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1443283-642 Advanced Robotics Class Set $2,130.99

BotBrain® Educational Robotics
BotBrain Educational Robots evolved 

from a love of science and a love 

of teaching science. Through the 

hands-on learning experience offered 

by BotBrain, robots help students 

transform abstract science, technology, 

engineering and math (STEM) concepts 

into concrete real-world understanding 

with teacher-written and classroom 

tested curricula. 

 

Robots in the classroom excite and 

motivate the students to achieve 

success. BotBrain Educational Robots 

offer a variety of products and solutions 

for the classroom and can be an exciting 

part of the educational experience.

BotBrain® Upgrade Set
Contains all parts needed 

to upgrade from one 

Evaluation Set to one 

Advanced Set. Students 

will be able to complete 

the "Line Following" 

and "Grand Challenge" 

activities. Includes 

standard servos, LEDs, 

IR sensors, line sensors, 

sensor cables, line sensor 

cables, drive bands, set 

screws and hex wrench, 

Merkur® Nut Holding 

Wrench, and Two trays of 

Merkur parts.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1443168-642 Botbrain Upgrade Set $206.99

NEW
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BotBrain® Minesweeper Robotics Challenge Environment
Millions of mines are buried around the world in old battlefields, causing 
casualties to farmers and children daily. One of your students could be 
inspired to invent a practical, inexpensive mine sweeper, saving lives and 
making money too! No tools required. Disassembles easily for storage. 
The safety-tested minesweeper environment simulates explosions with 
safe modified mousetraps which can't pinch fingers.

Item # Description List Price
9-1443174-642 Minesweeper Robotics $248.99

BotBrain® BrainEbot Robot Learning Set
Now ages 8 and up can discover programming, mechanics, logic, 
geometry, algebra, problem solving and, of course, robotics! Learn how 
to build and program mobile robots to do tasks such as solving a maze, 
seeking or running from light, and following a line on the floor. Kit includes: 
control board, metal parts, sensors, motors, wheels, instructions, cables, 
programming software, and a quick start guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-1443165-642 Robot Learning Set $294.99

BotBrain® STEM Robotics Set
A basic robotics set for STEM exploration which will allow students to 
build a touch-sensitive robot. Kit includes: BotBrain board with serial port 
programming cable and AA Battery Holder; whisker (touch) sensors; 
servos; 2 servo-mount wheels; 1 ball caster; 200+ Merkur metal 
construction parts; a CD containing Visual Programming language and 
sample programs; and instructions for teacher and student.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1443167-642 Stem Robotics Set $184.99

BotBrain® Spare Parts
Replace lost or broken items, expand your existing BotBrain set, or create 
your own unique collection of robot construction materials!

Item # Description List Price
9N-1443178-642 Standard Servo $18.99

Rotates objects within a 120 degree arc
9N-1443166-642 Continuous Rotation Servo $9.99

Turns wheels or pulleys
9N-1443164-642 Control Board $98.99

Uses sensor inputs, a program, and servo outputs to operate a robot
9-1443176-642 Metal Parts Upgrade $50.69

450 additional metal components
9N-1443170-642 Infrared Sensors $17.99

Pair of distance sensors with cables
9N-1443171-642 LED Sensors $12.99

Pair of indicator LEDs with cables
9N-1443172-642 Light Sensors $16.99

Pair of light sensors with cables
9N-1443173-642 Line Sensors $26.99

Three dark/light sensors with cables
9N-1443179-642 Whisker Sensors $17.99

Pair of touch-sensitive sensors with cables
9N-1443177-642 Sensor Cables $12.99

Four cables for BotBrain sensors

Continuous Rotation Servo

Whisker Sensors Standard Servo

Control Board

S

BotBrain® 
Maze 
Challenge Environment
It's easy to create a variety 
of challenging mazes for 
student 'bots to solve 
with this Maze Set. Sturdy 
wooden pieces lock 
together to make the maze 
go straight, right or left 
without the need for any 
woodworking on your part. 
Sized to work with typical BotBrain robots. Includes: 10 Double-length 
maze blocks, 10 Single-length maze blocks, and Instructions.

Item # Description List Price
9-1443175-642 Maze Challenge $184.99

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Creativity Street® 
Jumbo Craft Sticks
Jumbo-size wooden craft sticks,  
6" x 3/4" x 1/12". Pack of 500

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-085961-642 Jumbo Natural Craft Stick 6 x 3/4 x 1/12 in Pack of 500 $8.47

Easy Cutter 
Precision Cutting Tool
Quickly and accurately cut wood strips 
up to 0.5" thick. The original Easy Cutter 
features a built-in protractor with 45°, 
60°, 90° and 120° angles. Ideal for 
cutting balsa wood. Replaceable blade.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-247872-642 Carbon Steel Blade Each $27.69

Balsa Economy Bag
Contains 1/2 board foot (72 cubic inches) of lightweight balsa in random 
sizes and shapes. Pieces generally vary in length from 5" to 8". Larger 
pieces are good for carving; thinner strips and planks are good for 
construction and sculpture.

Item # Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-407055-642 Assorted Kit $11.19

Easy Cutter Ultimate Cutting Tool
The tool to use to make multiple cuts of a particular angle in wood strips 
up to 0.5" thick. Just select the angle and "click" the gauge into position. 
Features a unique angle selector with seven popular angles, from 45° to 
135°. Excellent for cutting basswood.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1017452-642 Ultimate Cutting Tool Each $33.99

Balsa Sheets
Balsa sheets for woodburning, construction and assorted arts and crafts. 
All sheets are 36" long.

Item # Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1448298-642 1 x 1 x 36 in Pack of 6 $49.09

9-1448299-642 1/32 x 3 x 36 in Pack of 20 $47.99

9-1448300-642 1/16 x 3 x 36 in Pack of 20 $45.09

9-1448301-642 3/32 x 3 x 36 in Pack of 20 $55.09

9-1448302-642 1/8 x 3 x 36 in Pack of 20 $61.09

9-1448303-642 1/16 x 4 x 36 in Pack of 20 $65.99

9-1448304-642 1/8 x 4 x 36 in Pack of 15 $63.99

Balsa Strips
All strips are 36" long.

Item # Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1448292-642 1/8 x 1/8 x 36 in Pack of 36 $23.99

9-1448293-642 1/8 x 1/4 x 36 in Pack of 30 $23.99

9-1448294-642 3/16 x 3/16 x 36 in Pack of 25 $19.99

9-1448295-642 1/4 x 1/4 x 36 in Pack of 20 $23.99

9-1448296-642 3/8 x 3/8 x 36 in Pack of 12 $22.49

9-1448297-642 1/2 x 1/2 x 36 in Pack of 9 $29.59

B

Comfort Grip Knife
Features rubberized grip for better control & greater comfort plus 
rear blade release for safer, faster blade changes. Octagonal nut on 
rear of handle keeps knife from rolling. Includes safety cap and No. 
11 blade packed in a tube.

Item # Description List Price

9-401198-642 No. 11 Blade Artist Knife $5.29

Craft Sticks
For attractive, easy-to-make projects at a very low cost. Great for 
schools, camps, clubs and institutions. Unpunched. 4-1/2" x 3/8" x 1/12". 
Packs of 1000

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-085957-642 Premium Craft Sticks 4 1/2 x 3/8 x 1/12 in Pack of 1000 $9.99 
9-085958-642 Economy Craft Sticks 4 1/2 x 3/8 x 1/12 in Pack of 1000 $7.99 
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Wooden Bridge Building Kits
Engage your students in the study of physics and its place in structural 

engineering with these wood-based bridge kits. Choose between 

balsawood and basswood.

Item # Description List Price
9-571178-642 Basswood $81.59

9-571181-642 Balsawood $86.69

Basswood Scrap Bag
A random mixture of basswood blocks, sticks and sheets for all types of 

modeling, craft, and woodworking projects. Basswood is exceptionally 

durable and lightweight. Blocks are ideal for small carving; sheets and 

sticks are ideal for construction. Pieces are approx. 8" long.

Item # Dimensions Quantity List Price
9-451904-642 Assorted Kit $10.29

Kemtec™ Structures & Bridges Kit
Students will gain comprehensive knowledge of structural engineering 

and how it is used to support or resist loads. The class will study different 

types of bridges and the STEM principles that support them. They will 

construct 6 working models including a house, a suspension bridge, 

a cable-stayed bridge, an arch bridge and two different truss bridges. 

Includes teacher manual and enough materials for 6 groups of 4.

Item # Description List Price
9-1491455-642 Structures and Bridges Kit $639.99

Balsa Tower Class Pack
This 2007 Science Olympiad event teaches 

students the secrets to design and 

construction, such as lap joints and butt 

joints. Class kit includes 360 balsa strips, 

graph paper, Tacky glue, student instructions 

and teacher's manual. Supplies 24 students. 
1/8" x 1/8" x 24" strips

Item # Description List Price
9-1017450-642 Balsa Tower Class Pack $90.79

Creativity Street® 
Flat Toothpicks
Indispensable for craft fun, and 

great for counting, gluing, building, 

even holding soft things together. 

Pack of 2,500.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price
9-085950-642 Flat Wood Toothpick 4-1/10 x 4-1/10 x 3-1/10 in Pack of 2500 $2.89

Framing A House
These 3/4" scale model house framing kits provide all necessary materials 

for students to construct their own house. One bedroom A-frame cabin 

with spiral stairway, living room, bathroom, kitchen, bedroom and loft. 

588 sq. ft. Students will be able to identify lumber by size and name; 

define and use carpentry terms and learn the fundamentals of house 

framing. Includes: 3/4" scale working drawings, instructions, micro-cut balsa 

wood, cutting tools, measuring tape, layout pencil, nails, custom miter 

jig & a work base that doubles as a foundation for the completed model.

Item # Description List Price
9-586715-642 Framing Kit, A Frame $162.99
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Engino® 
STEM Structures: 
Buildings and Bridges
Construct 9 working 

models such as a house, a 

pyramid and several types 

of bridges, from beam to 

suspension, and find out 

how their architecture 

design provides massive 

weight support. Enclosed 

booklet, which includes 

a quiz section, provides 

detailed explanations of the 

different scientific principles applied and incorporates 

innovative experimental activities for hands-on learning. 

Kemtec™ Boomilever Challenge Kit
This kit teaches engineering through hands-on design, construction, 

testing, and design iterations. Create the structure with the highest 

strength to weight ratio to win this engineering competition! Includes 

materials and tools for constructing boomilevers; instruction manual with 

sample calculations, basswood and balsa members, adhesive, adjustable 

cutters, and base material. Required: electric drill and ¼" bit.

Item # Description List Price

9-1491456-642 Single Set (Constructs 6) $143.99 
9-1491457-642 Single Set Refill $52.99 
9-1491458-642 Class Set (Constructs 24) $566.69 
9-1491459-642 Class Set Refill $346.69 

Mousetrap Racer Designer Assortment
All parts included to construct a vehicle of the student's own design. Sold 

as a package of 12 assortments only.

Each bagged assortment includes:

• Mousetrap • Balsa blocks

• Plywood discs • Dowels

• String • Rubber bands

• Brass eyelets

Item# Description List Price

9-587486-642 Mousetrap Racer Designer $65.29 

Standard House Framing Kit with Truss Roof
This construction kit is designed to teach students the principles used 

in "real world" house framing. Kit includes micro-cut balsa wood, cutting 

tools, custom-designed miter jig with a razor saw, measuring tape, layout 

pencil, nails, glue, a working drawing, instruction booklet and a work base 

that doubles as a home foundation. Optional refill kits contain replacement 

balsa and nails to allow you to reuse our framing kits time-and-again at a 

fraction of the cost of a full kit!

Item # Description List Price

9-586706-642 Framing Kit Std w/Truss $162.99 
9-1289101-642 Framing Kit Refill Std w/Truss $129.99

Kemtec™ Boomilever Test Kit
The test kit includes everything required to test your boomilevers for 

competition, except for the ballast (sand), including a test stand that can fit 

on any table with a lip, a loading block, a boomilever scale, a ballast scale, 

a scoring sheet, chain, S-hook, bucket, beaker with handle and plastic tarp.

Item # Description List Price

9-1491460-642 Boomilever Test Kit $333.29 

Item # Description List Price

9-1583787-642 STEM: Buildings and Bridges $46.99

NEW
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Amusement Park Physics Book
Appeal to your students' love of 

amusement park rides as a means of 

connecting the real world to essential 

concepts in physics! Investigate force, 

acceleration, Newton's laws, and friction 

through labs that use latest amusement 

park rides. Enriches lab program with 

investigations that can be used without 

ever leaving your classroom. Features 

a detailed field trip planner, formulas, 

complete answers and more. 2nd edition, 

reproducible teacher book. Grades 9–12. 

208 pages, paperback.

Item # Description List Price

9-591123-642 Amusement Park Physics Book $30.19 

K'NEX® Roller Coaster Physics
•  Investigate all aspects of velocity, kinetic and potential energy, work, etc.

•  2,025 piece set to build 11 different classic roller coaster 

designs including:

   - Large roller coaster with clothoid loop

   - Half pipes (with loops)

   - Inclined planes (with curves and loops)

   - Ball ramps

• Build 2 large models simultaneously

•  Pieces are stored in 3 large silver storage trays, with movable dividers 

and snap-on lids

• Includes 75-page Teacher's Guide 

• Supports 8 students in Grades 10–12

Item # Description List Price

9-529455-642 Roller Coaster Physics $333.29 

K'NEX® Real Bridge Building
Build seven 5' long replicas of real world bridges—one per bridge type, 

2 at a time. Includes 2,282 pieces to support 6 to 8 students working 

in teams of 3 to 4. Models include replicas of: Firth of Forth Cantilever 

Bridge (Scotland), Tower Bascale Bridge (London), Columbia River-Astoria 

Truss Bridge (Oregon), Golden Gate Suspension Bridge (San Francisco), 

Chesapeake Bay Beam Bridge (Virginia Beach), and Dames Point 

Cable-Stayed Bridge (Jacksonville). Curriculum offers key features and 

characteristics of each bridge type, background information and statistics 

on each, investigative activities and building challenges for each of the 

bridge types. Written to middle school National Standards in Science 

and Technology. Comes packaged in 2 strong plastic storage cases 

with built-in dividers and lock on transparent lid. A CD-ROM of building 

instructions is included to facilitate printing of additional instructions.

Item # Description List Price

9-1006229-642 Real Bridge Building $266.69 

Discovery Education™ 
Roller Coaster Physics Video
Roller coasters are so much fun thanks 

to friction, potential energy, gravity, 

and acceleration. Learn about the 

wonderful world of applied physics in 

this presentation. Segments include 

Roller Coaster Physics: Strap in and take 

some terrifying turns on the scariest 

amusement park attractions in the world 

and The Planet Electric: The physics 

of motion extends to the creation of 

electricity. See how electric generators 

rely on mechanical motion to create 

electricity. Grade level: 6–12; Run time: 

25 minutes; ©2004

Item # Description  List Price

9-529550-642 Roller Coaster Physics Video $79.99 

K'NEX® Amusement Park Experience
•  2,235 piece set to build the following:

   - 2 swing rides

   - 4 ferris wheels

   - Pirate ship ride 

   - 4 boom rides

•  Build at least 1 roller coaster and 1 other model at a time; clothoid 

loops; circular loops; inclined planes; ball ramps; half pipes; and cam 

operated carousels

•  Pieces stored in 3 large trays with available dividers and snap-on lids

•   Includes 2 motors and 90-page, inquiry-based Teacher's Guide 

• Supports 8 students in Grades 6–9

Item # Description List Price

9-082166-642 Amusement Park Experience $333.29 
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K'Nex® STEM Explorations Sets
Explore STEM concepts with these exciting sets! Using the materials 

included in these sets, students will be engaged and energized as 

they further their knowledge and understanding of the STEM concepts 

associated with a real-life amusement park rides. The sets include over 

470 parts plus a battery-powered motor for a single student or team of 

2–3 students to build. Once built, a downloadable booklet guides students 

through 3 hands-on, inquiry-based experiments on each of the models. 

Requires 2 "AA" batteries, not included.

Item # Description List Price
9-1574219-642 Swing Ride $53.29
9-1574220-642 Roller Coaster $53.29

K'NEX® Energy Motion and Aeronautics Set
Comprehensive, aeronautics-based physical science set for the middle 

school. Models demonstrate: Newton's Laws, aeronautic and aerospace 

training devices, optical illusions, mechanical systems, airplane flight 

surfaces, parachute technology, projectile motion, and much more. 

Builds 9 models, three at a time. Set contains 1430 K'NEX parts, Building 

Instructions Booklets and a motor. A comprehensive Teacher's Guide with 

a series of nine lessons, student worksheets, as well as teacher answer 

sheets is included.

Item # Description List Price
9-1399866-642 Energy Motion And Aeronautics $243.89

Puzztivity Physical Science Book
Stimulating, curriculum-based puzzles 

and activities engage students with 

key physical science topics. Exercises 

covers all of the major curriculum topics 

including forces and energy, electricity 

and magnetism, light and sound, matter, 

reactions and much more. 74 pages

Item # Description List Price
9-40-0086-642 Puzztivity Book $78.69

Discovery Education™ 
STEM Careers for 
Students Video Set
Explore the possibilities 

that occupations in science, 

technology, engineering, and 

math have to offer. From robotics 

technicians to geneticists and 

technical writers to cartographers, 

learn more about the knowledge 

and skills it takes to secure 

STEM-related careers in a 

competitive global economy. 

©2010. Run time: 62 minutes on 

two DVDs.

Item # Description List Price
9-1364641-642 Stem Careers For Students $119.99

Daydream Education Secondary STEM 
Interactive Whiteboard Charts
See our Science, Math and I. T. wall charts come 

alive with our exciting learning applications. The 

user-friendly STEM Pack Interactive Whiteboard 

Software contains a wealth of content and 

interactive activities that are guaranteed to 

brighten up any STEM Lesson. Features 

150 interactive charts, 2,250 interactive 

quizzes, 107 worksheets, and 28 more 

info screens.

Topics include:

57 Science Charts

50 Math Charts

43 Technology Charts

Item # Description List Price
9-1407376-642 Interactive Whiteboard Charts $249.99

NOVA® 
The Smartest Machine 
on Earth Video
Augmenting human intelligence is a 

lot tougher than it looks, but scientists 

are edging closer with machines 

like "Watson," an IBM computing 

system that competed on the game 

show JEOPARDY!, taking on Ken 

Jennings and Brad Rutter, two of 

the show's most successful and 

celebrated contestants of all time. 

This program is an updated version of 

the original broadcast, with additional 

content added. 60 minutes on 1 DVD, 

closed captioned.

Item # Description List Price
9-1428313-642 The Smartest Machine on Earth $33.29
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Physical Science 
Video Series

A comprehensive overview 

of physical science including 

clips on gravity and forces, heat 

and thermodynamics, optics, 

electricity, magnetism, and 

more! Each video includes a 

teacher's guide. Buy the complete 

set of 8 videos and save! 

Run time: 157 minutes on 8 DVDs.

Item # Description List Price
9-13-3191-642 Physical Science Video Series $519.99

Discovery Education™ 
Elements Of Physics Video Set
This series is an effective overview for 

the visual learner. This DVD 6-pack covers 

six key topics as part of the physics 

curriculum. Using state-of-the-art graphics 

and Discovery Channel footage, this series 

addresses key standards of learning. Topics 

include: Wave Phenomena; Motion, Forces 

and Gravity; Atoms and Molecules; Modern 

Physics and Cosmology; Light; Energy, 

Work and Power.

Item # Description List Price
9-1480048-642 Elements of Physics Video $360.49

Discovery Education™ 
Physical Science Video Set
Expand your classroom video resources! 

Discovery Education™ Video Libraries are 

a perfect curriculum solution to create 

engaging lessons with video. Featuring 

37 segments adapted from the most 

popular videos. Use each segment 

to introduce, highlight, or initiate key 

curricular topics. Videos and segments 

include: Chemical Properties; Chemical 

Reactions; Motion, Forces And Energy; 

Electricity And Magnetism; Sound And 

Light. Grades 6–12; ©2004.

Item # Description List Price
9-040-8288-642 Physical Science DVD $293.29

Item # Description List Price
9-531448-642 Bill Nye DVD Series $442.69

Discovery Education™ Physical 
Science Video Collection
Grasp the marvels of the physical 

world with this phenomenal 12-pack 

of high-energy programs. Students will 

battle the pull of awesome magnets, 

zoom through the sound barrier, and 

feel the heat of the powerful Sun. From 

chemistry to physics, this collection 

includes hours of eye-opening action.

Item # Description List Price
9-1292818-642 Physical Science Video $666.59

Discovery Education™ 
Forces and Gravity Video Set
From carnival rides and road shows to 

invisible forces and Schroedinger's cat, this 

five-part series explores forces and gravity 

in a way that keeps students engaged 

and learning. Titles include: Roller Coaster 

Physics, Forces & Motion, The Invisible 

Force, Understanding: Uncertainty, and The 

Ups and Downs of Technology. Grade level: 

6–12; Total run time: 3 hours, 30 minutes

Item # Description List Price
9-1335937-642 Forces And Gravity Video $293.29

Greatest Discoveries  
With Bill Nye
Where would we be without scientific 

curiosity? This seven-part series features 

lively and dramatic accounts of how the 

great discoveries of Science were made, 

how they impacted the development of 

scientific knowledge, and how they touch 

our lives today. Included in this 7-pack of 

DVD's are: Astronomy, Earth Sciences, 

Genetics, Physics, Biology, Chemistry, and 

Medicine. Run time: 6 hours. Grades 6+

Item # Description List Price
9-1403773-642 The Quest For Free Energy $59.99

The Quest For Free 
Energy Video

Explore the "facts" and "fiction" of perpetual 

motion. A few dreamers and visionaries 

believed "free" energy exists and refused to 

believe that perpetual motion, the holy grail of 

science, was beyond the minds of humans. 

These dedicated individuals make their cases, 

with results that are both entertaining and 

surprising. Run time: 24 minutes

VIDEOS
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Easy Science Demos 
and Labs: Physics
Give your students dramatic visual 

demonstrations of how light can be 

broken into colors, how a peanut 

can be burned to measure its 

calories or how different liquids 

combine or separate into layers by 

density. Students will easily grasp 

fundamental physics concepts when 

you present these demonstrations. 

All are simple, inexpensive activities 

requiring readily available materials 

and equipment. Each activity 

provides a review of key concepts 

and a list of needed materials. 

104 pages, paperback

Cartoon Guide to Physics Book
Simplified, humor-coated approach. 

Explains velocity, acceleration, 

explosions, electricity and magnetism, 

circuits, quantum electrodynamics, 

Newton's Third Law, relativity and more. 

213-pages, paperback

Item # Description List Price

9-594909-642 Cartoon Guide To Physics $29.99 

Daily Warm-Ups 
Physics Book
Turn downtime into 

learning time. These 

energizing daily physics 

lessons enhance 

students' understanding 

of key physics 

concepts and boost 

their critical-thinking and problem-solving skills. Ties easily to any physics 

program. Spiral-bound for easy copying. 204 pages, paperback

Item # Description List Price

9-532046-642 Daily Warm-Up Book $23.99 

Hands-On PhysicsActivities Book
Nearly 200 investigations, 

demonstrations, mini-labs, and other 

activities use everyday examples 

to make physics concepts easy 

to understand. Eight units cover 

measurement, motion, force, pressure, 

energy and momentum, waves, light, 

and electromagnetism. Lessons feature 

an introduction with common knowledge 

examples, reproducibles, teacher 

information, and additional applications. 

Over 300 illustrations. 672 pages, 

paperback

Physical Science Flip Chart
This curriculum mastery flip chart 

is mounted on a durable easel. 

Side 1 features a colorful, graphic overview 

of the topic. Side 2 serves as a "write-on/

wipe-off" activity chart featuring questions, 

labeling exercises, vocabulary review and 

more. Set includes the following 10 charts: 

work and machines; forces and motion; 

properties of atoms; elements and the 

periodic table; chemical reactions; acids, 

bases and salts; electricity; magnetism; 

sound; light. Activity guide included. 

10 double-sided charts, laminated  

18" L x 12" W. Weight: 1.8 lbs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1302657-642 Middle School Physical Science $47.89 

High School Physics Curriculum Mastery® Game
Features 25 individually packaged sets of 30 full-color, review cards 

per topic – a total of 750 curriculum-based questions! Also includes 

12 laminated, double-sided game boards; comprehensive Teacher 

Planning & Resource Guide; FREE trial subscription to online learning 

system; and reusable storage container.

Item # Description List Price

9-1413687-642 Curriculum Mastery Game $133.29 

Physical Science Curriculum Mastery® Game
Written by teachers using research-based principles and tested in 

the classroom, each Class-Pack game includes enough materials for 

36 students. Each set also includes 25 sets of 30 standards-based review 

cards (Sets are leveled by content and readability); 12 double-sided, 

laminated game boards; Comprehensive Teacher Planning & Resource 

Guide; Free online subscription to access interactive content, activities and 

assessments.

Item # Description List Price

9-092104-642 Middle School Physical Science $133.29 

Item # Description List Price

9-591081-642 Science Demos And Labs $28.19 

Item # Description List Price

9-532044-642 Hands-On Physics Book $34.39 
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QUICK REFERENCE:

Mechanical and Electronic Balances

ELECTRONIC 
BALANCES
Factors to consider when
choosing an electronic balance:

Capacity: Balances are available with capacities of 
50-8,000 g.

Readability: The higher the readability a balance 
has, the more precise it is. A 600 g balance with a 
readability of 0.01 g will be more expensive than 
one with 0.1 readability.

Portability: Many balance models are completely 
cordless and portable with battery operation 
allowing you to turn any location into a laboratory.

High-Precision: If you need highly precise readings, 
precision balances have readability up to 1 mg. 
Analytical balances include draft shields and 
measure to 0.1 mg or higher.

Special Modes: Options include parts counting and 
percentage weighing.

Units: Available built-in units range from standard 
grams, Newtons, and ounces to more specialized 
units like carats and grains.

Digital Interface: Many balances feature USB 
and/or RS-232 digital interfaces that allow you 
to connect to computers and many data logging 
devices.

Speci� c Gravity Capability: Some balances have a 
“weigh-below” feature that allows the user to make 
speci� c gravity measurements.

Can’t � nd what you’re looking for? 
Contact your Frey Scienti� c sales representative to discuss other available options.

MECHANICAL BALANCES
Factors to consider when choosing a mechanical 
balance:

Grade Level: Primary two-pan balances are 
recommended for elementary students. Triple beams 
are used in middle and high schools. 

Capacity: A basic triple beam balance will weigh 
up to 610 g. Higher capacities can be achieved with 
models that include 2,000 g of attachment weights.

Function: Two-pan balances are designed for 
comparative weighing. Single-pan balances 
measure the weight of a given object. High-form 
balances make it easy to perform speci� c gravity 
measurements.

Ohaus® Triple Beam Pro™ Balance, 
1017515

Factors to consider when

Ohaus® Explorer™

Analytical Balance, 1400193
Frey Scienti� c is proud 

to offer a variety of 
balances from some of 
the leading education 
suppliers. From basic 
mechanical balances to 
multi-function analytical 
and precision balances, 
Frey delivers the products 
you need for all of your 
educational applications. 

ELECTRONIC 
BALANCES
Factors to consider when

Frey delivers the products 
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Triple Beam Balance
FREY Scientific's new triple beam balance brings 610 grams of wright 

capacity to your classroom at an affordable price! Constructed of rugged, 

enameled metal for years of classroom use. Three notched, tiered beams 

provide a readability of 0.1 grams. Also features magnetic dampening for 

quick readings 6" stainless steel weighing platform, and a security loop 

(Lock and Cable sold separately).

Item #  Description List Price
9-1017514-642 Triple Beam Balance $114.69 
9N-573646-642 Lock and Cable $81.99 

MECHANICAL BALANCES

Bolster hands-on balance experiences with 

interactive software to enhance, reinforce, and 

extend your students' learning. Learning Labs combine 

OHAUS balances with Frey Scientific hands-on 

materials and tech savvy Virtual Labs. Available for 

OHAUS Triple Beam balances.

Individual components are:

1. OHAUS Triple Beam balances

2. Virtual Labs CD-ROM

3.  Exploring Science Concepts Kit 

Exploring Science Concepts Kits

Give students the hands-on experiences that make 

learning stick. Exploring Science Concepts Kit includes 

hands-on activities unique to the balance and enough 

materials for a class of 40 students. 

OHAUS  
Learning Labs 
Going Beyond Balance Basics

Virtual Labs CD-ROMs

Virtual Labs leverage technology to allow students to 

conduct realistic lab simulations that are safer, cleaner, 

more convenient, and more affordable than traditional 

labs. Students manipulate variables and conduct 

activities on-screen, then record and analyze the 

results in an electronic notebook. 

OHAUS® Cent-O-Gram® Hanging Pan Balance
311 -gram capacity. 4-beam balance: sensitive to .01 gram; retains the 

adjustable platform for specific gravity work. No need for attachment 

weights. Magnetically dampened with serialized pan bows and 

pans. Stainless steel pan with molded handle and pouring spout. 

5 year warranty.

Item # Description List Price
9-595383-642 Cent-O-Gram Balance $305.29 
9N-573646-642 Lock and Cable $81.99 
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572096

1361931

Balance with 
Stainless Steel Pan 
1006130

OHAUS® Triple Beam Balances
Triple beam balances from OHAUS are designed to handle any weighing job in your science classroom—solids, liquids, powders! Durable, top-loading 

models are versatile enough to encompass a range of laboratory and classroom applications. Models are available with attachment weights to extend 

capacity or a tare function to compensate for containers up to 225 grams. Balances come with a standard 6" stainless steel platform and three notched, 

tiered beams with center-reading. Stainless steel pans (6"D x 0.8"), and stainless steel or polypropylene scoops

•  Capacity up to 610 g without attachment weights and readibility of 0.1 g

•  Optional weights extend capacity to 2610 grams (#595797)

•  Agate bearings and magnetic damping allow for smooth operation

•  Three pan styles available (Platform, Stainless pan, and Stainless scoop)

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Tare Platform Size List Price
9-1361931-642 TJ611 610 g 0.1 g N/A Stainless Plate $124.99 
9-572096-642 750-SO 610 g 0.1 g N/A Stainless Plate $131.99 
9-595479-642 760-00 610 g 0.1 g 225 g Stainless Plate $249.99 
9-1006130-642 710-00 610 g 0.1 g N/A Stainless Pan $240.99 
9-595725-642 710-TO 610 g 0.1 g 225 g Stainless Pan $295.99 
9-531631-642 720-SO 610 g 0.1 g N/A Stainless Scoop $330.99 

OHAUS® Triple Beam Balance Virtual Lab
Virtual Labs leverage technology to allow students 

to conduct realistic lab simulations that are safer, 

cleaner, more convenient and more affordable 

than traditional labs. Students manipulate variables 

and conduct activities on screen, then record and 

analyze the results in an electronic notebook.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1366067-642 Virtual Lab Individual $99.99 
9N-1367272-642 Virtual Lab Network License  $299.99 

Exploring Science Concepts with an OHAUS® Triple Beam Balance Kit
Now you can give students the hands-on experiences that make learning stick. The Exploring 

Science Concepts kits include hands-on activities unique to the OHAUS Triple Beam Balance 

and the materials for a class of 40 students working in 10 groups of 4 to conduct them. 

Activities include: measuring mass, a closer look at common cents, specific heat, measuring 

uncertainty, water loss in popcorn, who is the strongest?, density of a solid, and determining 

specific gravity.

Item # Description List Price
9N-1388588-642 Triple Beam Activity Kit $202.99 
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Ohaus® Triple Beam Pro™ Balance
Accurate, dependable and stylish; the new Triple Beam Pro™ offers 

it all, the superior quality and durability you've come to expect from 

Ohaus plus all the extras to satisfy every classroom activity requiring 

a balance. The Triple Pro™ gives you the confidence to know you have 

the accuracy and convenience of a toploading balance while allowing 

your students to gain hands-on experience through manipulation of 

the poises, attachment weights (included) and the rod and clamp 

assembly (included).

Features:

• 2610 g capacity with included attachment weights

• Two notched and tiered beams to provide ease in reading 

•  Magnetic damping which minimizes oscillation and speeds 

up weighing

•  Unique, easy grip carrying handle allows for effortless movement 

around the classroom 

•  Includes security loop and a Kensington-type lock (cables 

sold separately)

•  Convenient storage compartment located on the balance for the 

included attachment weight set

•  Built-in transportation/storage lock helps to protect the knives and 

bearings

•  Includes rod and clamp assembly for specific gravity determinations

Item # Description List Price
9-1017515-642 Triple Beam Pro  $192.79 
9N-573646-642 Lock and Cable  $81.99 

Ohaus® Harvard Trip Balances
With a two-pan design based on the classic Roberval balance principle, 

Ohaus Harvard Trip balances feature the additional advantages of 

magnetic damping, beams with sliding weights, and stainless steel 

weighing platforms. Commonly used for comparative weighing to 

determine the difference in mass between two objects, rather than 

their absolute value, these balances come equipped with built-in sliding 

masses. Known for their accuracy and durability, Harvard Trip balances 

are constructed and precision-engineered for years of maintenance-free 

laboratory use.

• Highly versatile and rugged

• Two-pan design ideal for comparative weighing

• Built-in sliding masses 

•  Single beam calibrated to 10 g, Double adds a second beam calibrated 

to 200 g

• 5 year warranty

Item # Description List Price
9-571964-642 Single Beam $328.09 
9-571967-642 Double Beam $369.09 
9-531633-642 Double Beam with Tare $382.89 

Adam Triple Beam Balances
This sturdy workhorse will stay on task in your lab for years with its 

durable metal construction, over-sized body, and stainless steel pan. 

The 2610 x 0.1 g capacity balance (with included attachments weights) 

features patented built-in legs and weigh-below hook for density activities 

and more visible front-of-class demos. The 610 x 0.1 g model has optional 

tripod legs to support the use of the weigh-below hook.

Features:

• Magnetic dampening 

• Three beam center-point reading

• Counterbalance knob, ruler, protractor 

• Factory-installed security bracket

• Five year warranty

Item # Description List Price
9-202-0515-642 2610 g Balance $144.99 
9-202-0526-642 2610 g Balance with Tare $154.99 
9-1017517-642 610 g Balance $109.99 
9N-1017518-642 Tripod Legs  $23.99 
9N-202-0537-642 Lock and Cable  $28.99 

Ergonomic handle for  
easy classroom transport

Double Beam

2610 g model showing  
attachment wieghts and tripod legs
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eBal Economy Triple Beam Balance
Finally, a triple beam that is both reliable and affordable. Built to stand 

up to rigorous classroom use by a trusted manufacturer, this 610 g triple 

beam will provide years of accurate service. With deep notches, three 

graduated-tier beams, magnetic dampening, positive poise positioning, 

speedy zeroing with counterbalance knob, you'll get excellent readings 

every time. Integral security bracket allows lock-down with included lock 

and cable. Three year warranty.

Item # Description List Price
9-531637-642 Triple Beam $109.99 

OHAUS® School Balance
The OHAUS School Balance is an ideal teaching tool to introduce 

elementary students to precision mass measurement. Lightweight, 

durable pan balance has a 2000g capacity with 0.5 g accuracy. 

Interchangeable pans are easily removable for pouring, cleaning, and 

storing and dual pointers for viewing results from either side of the 

balance. Includes a plastic mass set.

Item #  Description List Price
9-1006307-642 School Balance $53.09 

Student Balance
An excellent choice for all levels, our remarkably accurate balance has 

a 2000g capacity, yet is sensitive to 1g. Includes 8-piece stainless steel 

weight set.

Item # Description List Price
9-020-0617-642 Student Balance  $45.39 

595596

595797

ELECTRONIC BALANCES
Extra-wide surface makes 
weighing irregular objects easy

Large digit displaySimple two-button operation makes 
it easy for students and reduces 
distraction from lab work

Low profile design 
makes storage simple

OHAUS® Compact Scale
OHAUS Compact Scales are ideal when cost matters and dependable 

results are a must. The three portable models range in capacities from 200 

to 5000 g and are perfect for use in light production, in the field and in the 

classroom. Easy operation, long battery life and great performance make 

compact scales a truly remarkable value.

• Removable stainless steel pan

• Large high contrast display

• Energy-saving auto shut-off feature

• 3 AA Batteries or AC powered (both included)

Item # Description List Price
9-573169-642 CS200, 200g x 0.1g Capacity $139.69 
9-573172-642 CS2000, 2000g x 1.0g Capacity $139.69 
9-574771-642 CS5000, 5000g x 1.0g Capacity $164.39

OHAUS® Triple Beam Accessories
Extend the functionality of your OHAUS® triple beam balance!

Item # Description List Price
9N-595596-642 Specific gravity Rod and Clamp $69.99 
9-591226-642 Scale Cover $42.69 
9-595797-642 Attachment Weights $69.59

Item # Description List Price
9-1400196-642 100 x 0.01g $99.99 
9-1400197-642 300 x 0.05g $89.99 
9-1400198-642 500 x 0.1g $59.99

OHAUS® YA Series Portable Scales
The YA Series' bright blue backlit LCD display 

and small size allows a comfortable 

fit in your pocket for field use. 

Features ultra fast stabilization 

time, SofTouch outer case, 

stainless steel weighing pan and 

hinged protective cover. Clamshell 

case designs protects scale during 

transport and storage.
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OHAUS Scout® Touchscreen Balances
OHAUS® has set a new standard in portable weighing 

technology. The all new Scout balance with an intuitive 

color touchscreen interface promises to change the way 

you view mass measurement. 

Featuring:

•  Superior overload protection in a sleek, low profile & 

stackable design

•  Five major connectivity options including Bluetooth, 

Ethernet and more

• Fast response time and repeatable weighing results

• 12 weighing units and 9 software application modes

• Up front leveling bubble with adjustable feet and more!

• Accessories available online.

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight  List Price
9-1540230-642 STX123 120 g 0.001 3.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $666.99 
9-1540231-642 STX223 220 g 0.001 g 3.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $746.99 
9-1540232-642 STX222 220 g 0.01 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $488.99 
9-1540233-642 STX422 420 g 0.01 g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $684.99 
9-1540234-642 STX622 620 g 0.01 g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $801.99 
9-1540235-642 STX1202 1200 g 0.01 g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $915.99 
9-1540236-642 STX2202 2200 g 0.01 g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $1,029.99 

9-1540432-642 STX421 420 g 0.1 g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $275.99 
9-1540433-642 STX621 620 g 0.1 g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $408.99 
9-1540434-642 STX2201 2200 g 0.1 g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $516.99 
9-1540237-642 STX6201 6200 g 0.1 g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $830.99 
9-1540238-642 STX8200 8200 g 1 g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $428.99

OHAUS® Navigator Portable Electronic Balances
Touchless Sensors Free Up Your Hands!

•  2 Touchless Sensors—frees up your hands so you can focus 

on handling samples! Set up independently to control up to 

36 combinations of operations.

•  Superior Protection—overload protection prevents damage 

to the scale from undue shock or overloading. Integrated 

shipping lock protects the load cell from damage during 

transportation or storage.

•  One Second Stabilization Time—The Navigator is designed 

to accurately stabilize in less than one second to provide 

fast and accurate weighing results to keep the experiment 

moving along.

•  Powered with included AC adapter or 4 AA batteries  

(sold separately)

The Navigator series offers a unique combination of features 

including touchless sensors, ultra-fast response time and 

superior overload protection for use in a wide variety of 

classroom experiments.

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight List Price
9-1493767-642 NV212 210 g .01 g 4.7 in Diameter 2.2 lbs. $366.09 
9-1520364-642 NV211 210 g 0.1 g 7.5 in x 5.5 in 2.2 lbs. $199.99 
9-1520365-642 NV511 510 g 0.1 g 7.5 in x 5.5 in 2.2 lbs. $240.99 
9-1520366-642 NV1101 1100 g 0.1 g 7.5 in x 5.5 in 2.2 lbs. $298.99 
9-1520367-642 NV2101 2100 g 0.1 g 7.5 in x 5.5 in 2.2 lbs. $386.99 
9-1520368-642 NV4101 4100 g 0.2 g 7.5 in x 5.5 in 2.2 lbs. $425.99 
9-1520369-642 NV5101 5100 g 0.5 g 7.5 in x 5.5 in 2.2 lbs. $491.99 
9-1520370-642 NV4000 4000 g 1 g 7.5 in x 5.5 in 2.2 lbs. $210.99 
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OHAUS® Scout w/Backlit LCD Balances
The next generation of the Scout Pro is here! The OHAUS® Scout weighs faster, stores easier and is the perfect weighing option for the next generation 

science classroom requiring greater versatility, performance and technological capabilities.

Featuring:

•  Superior overload protection in a sleek, low profile & stackable design

•  Five major connectivity options including Bluetooth, Ethernet and more

•  Education specific software applications such as density determination & molar mass calculations

• Large, backlit LCD display

• Increased capacity in most models and more!

Item# Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight List Price
9-1540239-642 SKX123 120g 0.001g 3.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $574.99 
9-1540240-642 SKX222 220g 0.01g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $415.99 
9-1540241-642 SKX422 420g 0.01g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $591.99 
9-1540242-642 SKX622 620g 0.01g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $695.99 
9-1540243-642 SKX1202 1200g 0.01g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $797.99 
9-1540244-642 SKX2202 2200g 0.01g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $899.99 
9-1540245-642 SKX421 420g 0.1g 4.7 in Diameter 3.5 lbs. $240.99 
9-1540246-642 SKX621 620g 0.1g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $335.99 
9-1540247-642 SKX2201 2200g 0.1g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $428.99 
9-1540248-642 SKX6201 6200g 0.1g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $721.99 
9-1540249-642 SKX8200 8200g 1g 6.7 in x 5.5 in 3.5 lbs. $352.99 

Electronic Balances
Find just the right balance to suit all your students' science investigations. 

Our line of high quality instruments ranges in capacity from 100 to 5000 g 

and in readability from 0.001 to 1 g. The scales' stackable design makes them 

easy to transport and store. All models feature two measuring units (g, N), an 

integrated weigh below hook, shipping load cell lock, flip-top draftshield with 

integrated sample tray, AC adapter, 50-hour battery life with auto shut off, 

security bracket (cable not included), overload protection up to 200 lbs., optional 

RS-232 or USB snap in module, and a menu lock to prevent reconfiguration of 

weighing units and modes. Requires 3 AA batteries (not included).

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight List Price
9-531690-642 SLY103 100 g 0.001 g 3.6 in Diameter 3 lbs. $532.39 
9-531694-642 SLY152 150 g 0.01 g 4.7 in Diameter 3 lbs. $345.29 
9-531695-642 SLY302 300 g 0.01 g 4.7 in Diameter 3 lbs. $462.19 
9-531696-642 SLY301 300 g 0.1 g 4.7 in Diameter 3 lbs. $199.49 
9-531697-642 SLY501 500 g 0.1 g 4.7 in Diameter 3 lbs. $266.69 
9-531699-642 SLY901 900 g 0.1 g 4.7 in x 5.3 in 3 lbs. $300.99 
9-531701-642 SLY1501 1500 g 0.1 g 4.7 in x 5.3 in 3 lbs. $342.59 
9-531704-642 SLY3001 3000 g 0.1 g 4.7 in x 5.3 in 3 lbs. $462.39 
9-531706-642 SLY5000 5000 g 1 g 4.7 in x 5.3 in 3 lbs. $266.69 
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OHAUS® Valor™ 3000 Xtreme Compact Precision Balances
The Valor Xtreme is built in the OHAUS® tradition of quality, durable, 

easy-to-use products. Precision 0.01 g readability encased in a sleek, compact 

stainless steel housing ensures that these scales meet the needs of even the 

most demanding environments. Loaded with software specifically designed 

for simple use and maximum throughput, the Valor includes application 

modes for percentage weighing and specific gravity determination. Standard 

features include: 

•  Chemical-resistant stainless steel housing with removable stainless steel 

weighing pan

• 4 wide, adjustable rubber feet

• Overload protection rated at 10x capacity

•  Technically advanced overload protection rated at 10X capacity 

• Resolutions up to 0.01 g

• User adjustable filtering and stability settings 

•  SmarText™ user interface with bright backlit LCD and simple text prompts 

Weighing modes: Simple weighing, percent weighing, combined zero/tare, 

specific gravity (S)

Calibration: Digital external span calibration

Display Indicators: Center of zero, stablility, over/under load, weighing unit, battery status

Tare range: Full capacity by subtraction

Power: 9 V DC 0.5 A AC wall adapter 100–120 V AC, 50 / 60 Hz (included) or 4 C batteries (not included)

Battery life: 120 hours with alkaline cells (typical)

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight List Price
9-1320726-642 V31XH202 200g 0.01g 4.7 in Diameter 2.6 lbs. $633.99 
9-1320724-642 V31XH2 2000g 0.1g 5.8 in x 6.2 in 2.9 lbs. $633.99 
9-1320725-642 V31X3 3000g 1g 5.8 in x 6.2 in 2.9 lbs. $420.99 
9-1016924-642 V31X6 6000g 1g 5.8 in x 6.2 in 2.9 lbs. $420.99 

OHAUS® Pioneer™ Analytical and Precision Balances
Thoughtful design and durable construction make Pioneer balances ideal for the 

variety of applications typical in educational settings. Draftshield (models PA84, 

PA224, PA163 and PA323 only) features all glass panels, including three sliding 

doors, that are easy to remove, easy to clean, and reduce maintenance costs. 

Three filter modes and adjustable zero tracking provide the versatility needed for 

sensitive measurements and for operation in harsh environments. Includes an 

up-front level indicator to help you ensure your balance is level prior to each use. 

Other features include calibration lockout, stability indicator, stainless steel platform, 

rear security loop, weigh below hook, and in-use cover. 

Display: Single line LCD

Panel: 3 button operation

Calibration: External

Tare Time: 1 second

Application modes: Weighing, parts counting, percent weighing, density 

determination & dynamic weighing

Computer connection: RS-232

Power: A/C adapter (included)

Dimensions: 12.5" x 7.7" x 3.6" (11.3" with draftshield)

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight List Price
9-1510356-642 PA84 85g 0.1mg 3.54 in Diameter 10 lbs. $1,685.09 
9-1510359-642 PA163 160g 1mg 4.72 in Diameter 10 lbs. $1,012.09 
9-1510358-642 PA224 220g 0.1mg 3.54 in Diameter 10 lbs. $2,249.09 
9-1510357-642 PA323 320g 1mg 4.72 in Diameter 10 lbs. $1,183.09 
9-1510360-642 PA1602 1600g 10mg 7.1 in Diameter 7.3 lbs. $910.09 
9-1510361-642 PA4201 4200g 100mg 7.1 in Diameter 7.3 lbs. $1,049.99 
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AX124/E model

AX422/E model

OHAUS® Adventurer™  
Pro Analytical and Precision Balances 
The Most Complete Balance in its Class!

Striking the ideal balance between inventive features and functional, 

uncomplicated weighing capabilities, the OHAUS Adventurer incorporates 

all of the applications necessary for routine weighing and measurement 

activities. With a color touchscreen, GLP/GMP compliance capabilities, 

two USB ports, ingenious draftshield, and much more, Adventurer is the 

most complete balance in its class.

Standard Features Include:

•  Stability, Accuracy, and Fast Operation Ensure Optimal Weighing 

Results — This trio of characteristics ensures the most important 

aspects of routine laboratory weighing are covered: accurate results you 

can count on extremely quickly.

•  Color Touchscreen & Connectivity Options Power a Modern Weighing 

Experience — The wide viewing angle color touchscreen provides quick 

access to all of Adventurer's applications, while dual USB ports with 

GLP/GMP tracking capabilities assist in the monitoring and reporting 

of data.

•  Space-saving Draftshield Improves User Experience and 

Accessibility — The two piece, top-mounted draftshield doors open 

wide on both sides, providing ample room for sample placement, and 

also reduce the footprint of the draftshield in the rear of the balance 

when open.

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight List Price

9-1510362-642 AX124 /E 120g 0.0001g 3.5 in Diameter 9.6 lbs. $2,799.99 
9-1510355-642 AX223 /E 220g 0.001g 5.1 in Diameter 13 lbs. $1,549.99 
9-1551420-642 AX422 /E 420g 0.01g 7.7 in x 6.9 in 10.2 lbs. $949.99 

OHAUS® Explorer Analytical Balances
The Explorer has been created to deliver quality and dependability that simply has no equal. 

Features a full color VGA 5.7" diagonal display, USB and RS232 ports, AutoCal™ internal 

calibration system, 11 operating languages, menu lock, security bracket, weigh-below hook, 

removable weighing platform, and over/underload indicators. Measures 18 different units of 

measure and includes 14 different weighing modes. Touch screen display can be separated 

from base; icon driven application software.

Item # Capacity Readability List Price

9-1400193-642 120g 0.1mg $3,966.99 

9-1400194-642 220g 0.1mg $4,504.99 

9-1400195-642 320g 0.1mg $5,119.99 
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Adam Core Portable Compact Balances
With three point ShockGuard™ overload protection, Core Balances are 

the best choice for durability and value. Complete with removable draft 

shield, AC adapter, plus integral security slot, these balances are ready 

to work right out of the box. For total portability, use six AA batteries 

and the optional carrying case.

• Stainless steel pan

•  Lock-down mounting slot for Kensington™-type lock 

(lock sold separately)

• Dual tare keys, color-coded for easy recognition

• Auto power off and low-battery indicato

• In-transit protection

• Backlit display with 0.6"-high digits

• External digital calibration from keypad

Adam Highland Portable Precision Balances
Highland balances have what it takes for basic lab work, field use, 

and various other applications. They feature multiple weighing 

units and modes, RS-232 and USB interfaces, internal rechargeable 

battery pack and AC operation, capacity tracker, adjustable feet 

and level, lock down and more. Density and specific gravity 

determination are easy with the below balance weighing feature, 

and the removable draft shield eliminates wind disturbances in 

drafty environments or outdoors.

• Stainless steel pan, adjustable leveling feet, and level bubble

•   Lock-down mounting slot for Kensington™-type lock 

(lock sold separately)

• Dual tare keys, color coded for easy recognition

• Auto power off and low-battery indicator

• Handi Cal™ manual and internal calibration with built-in mass

•   Three-point ShockGuard™ overload protection, plus audible 

overload indicator

• Can be stacked for storage

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight  List Price
9-1292749-642 HCB 123 120 g 0.001 g 4.8 in Diameter 3.6 lbs.  $488.99 
9-1292750-642 HCB 153 150 g 0.005 g 4.8 in Diameter 3.6 lbs.  $399.99 
9-1292751-642 HCB 302 300 g 0.01 g 4.8 in Diameter 3.6 lbs.  $399.99 
9-1292752-642 HCB 602H 600 g 0.01g 4.8 in Diameter 3.6 lbs.  $499.99 
9-1292753-642 HCB 602 600 g 0.02 g 4.8 in Diameter 3.6 lbs.  $399.99 
9-1292754-642 HCB 1002 1000 g 0.01 g 4.8 in Diameter 3.6 lbs.  $549.99 
9-1292755-642 HCB 1502 1500 g 0.05 g 4.8 in Diameter 3.6 lbs.  $399.99 
9-1292756-642 HCB 3001 3000 g 0.1 g 4.8 in Diameter 3.6 lbs.  $399.99

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight List Price
9-1292742-642 CQT 202 200 g 0.01 g 4.8 in Diameter 1.9 lbs. $309.99 
9-1292743-642 CQT 251 250 g 0.1 g 4.8 in Diameter 1.9 lbs. $139.99 
9-1292744-642 CQT 601 600 g 0.1 g 4.8 in Diameter 1.9 lbs. $207.99 
9-1292745-642 CQT 1501 1500 g 0.1 g 4.8 in Diameter 1.9 lbs. $259.99 
9-1292746-642 CQT 2601 2600 g 0.1 g 5.7 in Diameter 1.9 lbs. $329.99 
9-1292747-642 CQT 2000 2000 g 1 g 5.7 in Diameter 1.9 lbs. $139.99 
9-1292748-642 CQT 5000 5000 g 1 g 5.7 in Diameter 1.9 lbs. $207.99
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Adam Dune™ 
Compact Balances
Reliable weighing at an 

unbelievable price. These balances 

are equipped with the features 

students really need: AC adapter, 

auto-calibration through the 

keypad, auto-off and overload 

indicator. With optional battery 

operation, splash-proof keypad, 

and sturdy plastic construction 

throughout, they'll get accurate 

readings indoors and out.

OHAUS® Hand-Held Scales
Convenient, compact and 

portable weighing 

capability in the palm 

of your hand! This 

pocketsize electronic 

balance is perfect for 

teacher preparation, field 

use, and workshops. The 

Ohaus Hand-Held series offers 

outstanding performance and 

exceptional value.

• 0.1 gram readability

• Energy-saving auto shut-off feature

• Protective snap on cover for storage and transport

• Large high contrast, backlit display

• 5.35" x 3.25" x 0.8", 3" diameter weighing platform

Item # Description List Price

9-531682-642 120 x 0.1 g $182.99

9-531684-642 320 x 0.1 g $227.99

Adam Nimbus Analytical and Precision Balances
Created for all levels of students performing precision weighing tasks, the Nimbus offers an elegant, 

innovative design that economizes space in tight classrooms, yet retains top-notch performance. The internal 

mechanism is fabricated of hardened materials, helping the Nimbus tolerate rigorous student use. Nimbus 

software contains the features to meet the needs of all science classrooms, ranging from basic weighing 

experiments to more complex, college-level research assignments. Navigation buttons are large and 

color-coded, helping students operate the balance and execute functions without 

needing extensive training.

1502965

1502964

1502962

Adam CB Compact Scales
A small, portable and easy 

to use scale. The bright 

green backlit LCD display 

shows clear results, 

with a simple to use 

keyboard and Grade 304 

stainless steel removable 

top pan for easy cleaning. 

Weigh units: grams, ounces 

and pounds, selectable. 

Batteries included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1289227-642 200 x 0.1 g $92.99

9-1288774-642 2000 x 1 g $92.99

9-1288775-642 5000 x 2 g $92.99

Item # Description List Price

9-1487920-642 500 x 0.1 g $88.99

9-1487921-642 1000 x 0.1 g $88.99

9-1487922-642 3000 x 1g $88.99

Item # Model Number Capacity Readability Platform Size Product Weight List Price

9-1502967-642 NBL4201E 4200g 0.1g 6.3 in Diameter 12 lbs. $824.49

9-1502964-642 NBL2602E 2600g 0.01g 6.3 in Diameter 12 lbs. $888.99

9-1502966-642 NBL3602E 3600g 0.01g 6.3 in Diameter 12 lbs. $990.49

9-1502962-642 NBL223E 220g 0.001g 5.7 in Diameter 11 lbs. $888.99

9-1502963-642 NBL423E 420g 0.001g 5.7 in Diameter 11 lbs. $1,056.89

9-1502965-642 NBL84E 80g 0.0001g 3.5 in Diameter 8 lbs. $1,698.69

9-1502959-642 NBL124E 120g 0.0001g 3.5 in Diameter 8 lbs. $1,809.39

9-1502960-642 NBL214E 210g 0.0001g 3.5 in Diameter 8 lbs. $2,252.09

• Vivid, backlit LCD easily visible in any lighting conditions

•  Color-coded keys facilitate quick recognition of the most frequently 

used buttons

•  Robust metal housing protects internal components in 

harsh environments

•  USB and RS-232 interfaces provide easy communication with 

computers and printers

•  External calibration allows for verification and adjustment 

with weights

•  Printouts include date and time for data tracking within Good 

Laboratory Practices (GLP) guidelines

• Large, grade 304 stainless steel pan allows swift cleaning

OHAUS® Pocket Scales
Total performance—in 

the palm of your 

hand. The OHAUS 

Pocket Scale does not 

compromise between 

accuracy and protected 

portability. Two models 

feature a unique sliding pan that 

acts as the protective cover when 

not in use. Despite their ultra small 

size, both scales feature four weighing 

units (g, oz, ozt, dwt), a 2.36" x 2.75" pan, 

lithium battery operation, auto shut off, and external digital calibration. 

2.87" x 0.74" x 3.66"

Item # Description List Price

9-531687-642 120 x 0.1 g $56.99 
9-531689-642 250 x 0.1 g $73.99 
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Push-Pull Type Spring Scales
The uniquely designed Force Meter balance weighs suspended objects 
and also measures the force of pushing or pulling an object. They are color 
coded, calibrated in grams and newtons, and have a clear flat area on the 
rod so you can create your own scales using a dry wipe marker.

Item # Description List Price
9-193-5872-642 250g $11.99

9-193-5883-642 500g $11.99

9-193-5894-642 1kg $11.99

9-193-5905-642 2kg $11.99

9-193-5916-642 3kg $11.99

9-193-5927-642 5kg $11.99

9-061-0122-642 Balances Complete Set $70.99

Economy Spring Scales
Accuracy, durability and readability at a low cost. Ranges and accuracies 
available to suit most student laboratory applications. Graduated in grams 
and newtons.

Item # Description List Price
9-190-7377-642 Tubular 250g / 2.5N $3.99

9-190-7388-642 Tubular 500g / 5N $3.99

9-190-7399-642 Tubular 1000g / 10N $3.99

9-190-7400-642 Tubular 2000g / 20N $3.99

9-192-2161-642 Tubular 3000g / 30N $3.99

9-190-7421-642 Tubular 5000g / 50N $3.99

9-193-2948-642 Set of 6 (1 of each size) $23.99

OHAUS® Flat Spring Scales
Perfect for general weighing, 
force experiments, 
action-reaction demonstrations 
and much more. Convenient 
for use on flat surfaces—ideal 
for force tables! Repeatable 
operation will return to zero 
every time. Indicator design 
eliminates parallax. Support and 
hook are part of the casting and 
will not pull apart. Scaled in four 
combinations of units.

Item # Description List Price
Pounds and Newtons
9-578290-642 .56 x 0.02 lb. / 2.5 x 0.1N $22.39

9-578293-642 1.12 x 0.04 lb. / 5 x 0.2N $22.39

9-578296-642 2.25 x 0.05 lb. / 10 x 0.25N $22.39

9-578299-642 4.5 x 0.1 lb. / 20 x 0.5N $22.39

9-578302-642 11.25 x 0.25 lb. / 50 x 1N $22.39

Grams and Ounces
9-595698-642 250 x 10g / 9 x 0.25 oz. $19.19

9-595704-642 500 x 20g / 18 x 0.5 oz. $19.19

9-595713-642 2000 x 50g / 72 x 2 oz. $19.19

Grams and Newtons
9-595701-642 250 x 10g / 2.5 x 0.1N $19.19

9-595707-642 500 x 20g / 5 x 0.2N $19.19

9-595710-642 1000 x 25g / 10 x.25N $19.19

9-595716-642 2000 x 50g / 20 x 0.5N $19.19

9-595719-642 5000 x 100g / 50 x 1N $19.19

Grams Only
9-595548-642 100 x 1g $21.29

9-595551-642 200 x 2g $21.29

9-595554-642 500 x 5g $21.29

9-595560-642 2000 x 20g $21.29

OHAUS® Demo Spring Scales
This demonstration dial spring 
scale is an affordable and 
accurate tool for measuring 
weight, force and more in 
your science classrooms. This 
lightweight hanging scale is 
durable enough for school use 
and will deliver reproducible results 
each time. Just attach your sample to 
the hook and record the results from the 
easy-to-read dial.

Item # Description List Price
9-595416-642 Demo Spring Scales $61.89 
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OHAUS® Dial Spring Scales
The same high-quality construction as Ohaus' flat 

spring scales. Dual scale in grams and Newtons. 

2000 x 10g/ 20 x 0.25N

Item # Description List Price
9-595695-642 2000 x 10g / 20 x 0.25N $31.69

Troemner Stainless Steel 
Primary Weight Set
50g-1g Stainless Steel Weight 

Set with plastic storage container. 

Includes forceps and 50g, 20g, (2) 10g, 

5g, (2) 2g, 1g weights.

Item #  Description List Price
9-1320625-642 50g-1g Weight Set $20.59

Troemner Stainless Steel Double Hooked Weight Set
9 polished stainless steel weights with sliding double hooked rods. 

Bottoms are recessed to allow use of weights on balance pans or to hook 

weights together for lever arm studies. 10–1000 g (10 g weight is only 

hooked on the top). Supplied with an impact resistant polypropylene case. 

Includes 1000 g, 500 g, (2) 200 g, 100 g, 50 g, (2) 20 g, 10 g weights.

Item #  Description List Price
9-1325749-642 Double Hooked Weight Set $124.29

Troemner Stainless Steel Slotted Weight Sets
Slotted Stainless Steel weight sets include weight rack with carrying 

handle to stack and hang slotted weights.

Item #  Description List Price
9-1325748-642 Set of 12 $140.69

500g, (2) 200g, 100g, 50g, (2) 20 g, 10g, 5g, (2) 2g, 1g
9-1325747-642 Set of 10 $103.69

500g, (5) 100g, 50g, (2) 20g, 10g
9-1325746-642 Set of 8 $102.79

500g, (2) 200g, 100g, 50g, (2) 20g, 10g
9-1325804-642 Weight Hanger $13.39

50g

Metric Hexagonal Masses
Accurate, non-rolling hexagonal masses. Steel with a durable black, 

oxidized finish. Includes 2 each of 5 g, 10 g, 20 g, 50 g, 200 g, 

and 1 each of 100 g and 500 g

Item #  Description List Price
9-593866-642 Metric Hexagonal Masses $30.19

Set of 13 Set of 12

Set of 10Hooked Weight Set
Individually calibrated weights 

made of high quality stainless 

steel. Both sets come with a 

sturdy plastic storage block. Set 

of 9 includes 1 each of 5g, 10g, 

50g, 100g, and 500g, plus 2 

each of 20g and 200g weights. 

Set of 10 includes set of 9 plus 

1 1000g weight.

Item #  Description List Price
9-1488751-642 Set of 9 $71.39

9-1488752-642 Set of 10 $99.49

Troemner Stainless Steel Precision Weight Sets
Stainless Steel/Aluminum weight sets are economical. Weights are 

adjusted to tolerances specified by ANSI/ASTM Class 7. Each set comes 

complete with a plastic storage container. 

Set of 12: 500g, (2) 200g, 100g, 50g, (2) 20g, 10g, 5g, (2) 2g, 1g

Set of 13: 1000g, 500g, 200g, (2) 100g, 50g, 20g, (2) 10g, 5g, (2) 2g, 1g

Item #  Description List Price
9-1324363-642 Set of 12 $99.59

9-1324364-642 Set of 13 $132.49 
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Aluminum Weighing Dish
Multi-purpose round aluminum 

dishes feature crimped sides for 

rigidity and sturdy gauge for 

heavy duty use. Large tab for 

sample numbers, flat bottom, 

and angled sides make these 

dishes perfect for evaporating, 

weighing, holding parts and 

more. 57 mm diameter x 5/8" depth, 

60 ml capacity. Pack of 100.

Aluminum Slotted Weight Set
Includes a 50g aluminum hanger and 12 aluminum 

weights, 9 x 20g, 1 x 10g, and 2 x 5g.

Item # Description   List Price

9-1598733-642 Aluminum Slotted Weight Set  $14.69

Inquiry Investigations™ 
Science of Measurement Lab

Students are introduced to skill-oriented explorations and learn about 

the metric system, mass, volume, density, gravity, temperature and pH. 

They'll also gain a thorough understanding of how to gather information, 

graph, analyze data, and interpret scientific diagrams. Also includes 

Teacher Resource CD-ROM with content tutorials, assessment, 

standards correlations, image gallery, custom content generator and more. 

Materials for 40 students working in 10 groups of 4. CD-ROM requires 

Windows 2000 or higher, VISTA-compatible; Mac 9.2 or higher 

(including OSX), 128 MB RAM

Item # Description List Price

9N-1013082-642 Measurement Lab $74.95

9N-1284528-642 CD-ROM Network License $99.95

Troemner Stainless Steel Replacement Weights
Stainless steel. Class 6. Hooked weights are hooked on both sides with 

recessed bottoms so weights can be set on a flat surface.

Item #  Description List Price
Tall Form Weights

9-1324348-642 1 g $12.49

9-1324349-642 2 g $12.49

9-1324350-642 5 g $12.49

9-1324351-642 10 g $12.49

9-1324352-642 20 g $12.49

9-1324353-642 50 g $13.49

9-1324354-642 100 g $14.49

Hooked Weights

9-1324355-642 10 g $13.59

9-1324356-642 20 g $14.59

9-1324357-642 50 g $14.59

9-1324358-642 100 g $15.59

9-1324359-642 200 g $19.59

9-1324360-642 500 g $29.79

9-1324361-642 1000 g $55.49

Slotted Weights

9-1324339-642 1 g $12.49

9-1324340-642 2 g $12.49

9-1324341-642 5 g $12.49

9-1324342-642 10 g $12.49

9-1324343-642 20 g $12.49

9-1324344-642 50 g $13.49

9-1324345-642 100 g $14.49

9-1324346-642 200 g $20.59

9-1324347-642 500 g $34.89

Plastic Weighing Dish
Biologically inert and resistant 

to dilute acids, aqueous 

solutions, alcohols, and 

bases, use these dishes with 

balances, microwave moisture 

analyzers, and hundreds 

of other applications. 

Blue polystyrene withstands temperatures to 180°F and flexes for easy 

pouring. Flat bottom and contoured sides. 3 1/2" top I. D. x 1"D. Pack of 500.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1428847-642 Plastic Weighing Dish Pack of 500 $39.99 

Weighing Paper
Strong, non-absorbent 

and moisture proof 

weighing paper permits 

more accurate balance 

operations. Pack of 500.

Metric Conversions 
Bulletin Board Set
This set assembles from four charts and 

features the metric conversion table in a 

large format. Includes a multiplier used to 

convert units to metrics, and metrics to units. 

34" x 48"

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-162-6015-642 Board Set Each $17.89

Item # Description List Price

9-589350-642 3" x 3" $5.99

9-589353-642 4" x 4" $8.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1428543-642 Aluminum Weighing Dish Pack of 100 $8.69 

NEW
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Helix® Engineer's Metric Triangular ruler
This 12" Durable white plastic scale is for serious students. Scales graduated in 

1:20, 1:25, 1:33.33, 1:50, 1:75, 1:100. Scale ratios are color‑coordinated. 12". 

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1401982-642 12" Ruler Each $5.89

Plastic Rulers
These strong, 

lightweight rulers 

feature 1/16 inch and 

millimeter calibrations. 

Sharply defined 

markings. 12" fits 

3‑ring binders. 

Assorted bright colors; 

sorry, no color choice. Pack of 6.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1473613-642 6" Ruler Pack of 6 $1.59 
9-1473614-642 12" Ruler Pack of 6 $3.09 

Metal Edge Bevel Ruler
Made of high quality wood, with a clear lacquer finish and a single 

metal edge. 1 1/8" wide and 5/32" thick. Double bevel has a pencil 

groove and is scaled in sixteenths on one bevel and metric on the 

other. Single bevel version is scaled only in 1/16".

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price
9-015348-642 Double Bevel 12 in Each $1.09 
9-015351-642 Single Bevel 12 in Each $1.09 
9-1565396-642 Double Bevel 12 in Pack of 12 $4.79 
9-1565397-642 Single Bevel 12 in Pack of 12 $4.79

LEARNING RESOURCES®  
TAPE MEASURE
Easy wind‑up 33ft/ 10M tape 

is marked in inches and feet 

on one side and mm and cm 

on the other.

Item # List Price
9-090671-642 $15.29

Metersticks
Made of hardwood with a multiple‑coat, clear lacquer finish. 

Meterstick is 1" wide, 1/4" thick and is scaled in centimeters. Divided 

on both sides, millimeters on one side and inches divided into 

eighths on the other. Plain or metal ends. Both Metersticks have a 

hole for hanging.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-081901-642 Meter Stick Plain Ends Each $3.09 
9-081902-642 Meter Stick Metal Ends Each $3.49

Stainless Steel Rulers
High quality stainless steel ruler is strong but flexible for precise 

measuring. Features a cork backing that prevents sliding.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1437792-642 18" Each $4.29 
9-1437791-642 12" Each $2.49

Wind Up Meter Tapes
Measure anywhere—these tapes will not 

tear, break, rust or stretch. Durable, high 

quality, fiberglass tapes in ABS plastic 

windup cases are calibrated in centimeters 

on one side, inches on the other. 

Item # Description List Price
9-530552-642 30 M $8.99 
9-530553-642 50 M $12.99

General® 3" Carbon Fiber 
Digital Fractional Caliper
Lightweight 3" carbon fiber 

caliper with Tri‑Mode digital 

display—inches, millimeters, 

and fractions. Range 0–3" (0–76mm); Resolution 0.0005" (0.01mm or 1/64"); 

Accuracy 0.001" (± 0.02mm). Includes auto off feature to preserve battery 

life and a Bar scale graduated in inches and millimeters. Free‑wheeling 

friction roller advances and retracts slide.

Item # Description List Price
9-1377142-642 Tool Digital Caliper $25.99 

Flexible Rulers
Clear and see‑thru flexible rulers. 

Measurement scales are in inches (1/16") on 

one side and metric on the opposite.

Item # Size Quantity List Price
9-089838-642 6 in Each $0.57 
9-089837-642 12 in Each $0.77 

Four-Sided Meter Stick
This ruler is intended for teacher use as an aid in the classroom analysis 

of the meter. Each side is calibrated by a different scale: millimeter, 

centimeter, decimeter or 1 meter.

Item # Description List Price
9-560926-642 Four-Sided Meter Stick $8.99 
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HUMBOLDT LABORATORY BURNERS
Bunsen-Type Burners 
High-quality, American-made burners with nickel-plated, 
die-cast zinc bases. Burners feature aluminum mixing tubes 
and serrated gas inlet connections. Available with or without 
a precision threaded needle gas valve to achieve an accurate, 
adjustable flame.

Tirrill-Type Burners 
These noiseless burners provide a clear flame of any desired 
height from 0.5"–12", with separate control of both flame 
temperature and flame length. The burners incorporate 
threaded aluminum air control sleeves and precision 
machined, fine-pitch brass needle valves with internal stuffing 
box and self-sealing packings. Rustproof 3.5" octagonal, plated 
die-cast bases and aluminum mixing tubes are also utilized.

Meker-Type Burners 
When an extremely hot flame is required, these Meker-type 
burners form uniform blue cones of intese heat with no 
backflashes. One-piece, nickel-plated venturi tube. Die cast, 
zinc alloy, nickel plated octagonal base.

585195

1399104, 1399105, 1399106

585210

Item # Description Fuel Type Tube Size Heat Output Height  List Price
9-020-6513-642 Bunsen with Air Regulator Artificial/Mixed 7/16 in 2280 5.38 in $26.69 
9-569006-642 Bunsen with Air Regulator Natural 7/16 in 1365 5.38 in $15.99 
9-1399107-642 Bunsen with Air Regulator Liquid Propane 7/16 in 1342 5.38 in $15.99 
9-1399108-642 Bunsen with Air Regulator Natural 1/2 in w/ Stabilizer 4100 6.13 in $20.99 
9-1399109-642 Bunsen with Air Regulator Liquid Propane 1/2 in w/ Stabilizer 4270 6.13 in $20.99 
9-585195-642 Bunsen with Needle Valve Artificial/Mixed 7/16 in 3750 6.13 in $24.99 
9-1399110-642 Bunsen with Needle Valve Natural 1/2 in with Stabilizer 4100 6.13 in $22.99 
9-1399111-642 Bunsen with Needle Valve Liquid Propane 1/2 in with Stabilizer 4270 6.13 in $22.99 
9-585210-642 Tirrill Artificial/Mixed 7/16 in 10800 5.25 in $33.99 
9-585213-642 Tirrill Natural 7/16 in w/ Stabilizer 5638 6 in $56.99 
9-585216-642 Tirrill Liquid Propane 7/16 in w/ Stabilizer 7320 6 in $27.99 
9-1399104-642 Meker Artificial/Mixed 1 1/2 in 9360 8.5 in $77.99 
9-1399105-642 Meker Natural 1 1/2 in 12810 8.5 in $67.99 
9-1399106-642 Meker Liquid Propane 1 1/2 in 10980 8.5 in $67.99 

Laboratory Burners

BURNER TYPES
Get the right burner for your classroom needs! Consider the adjustability and flexibility needed 
and the desired BTU output. 
Bunsen Burners:  Control the air-gas mix by opening or closing a small inlet at the base of the 
mixing tube. Some models also have a needle valves to control the amount of gas entering the 
mixing tube. 
Tirrill Burners:  Very similar in design to Bunsen burners but with extra adjustments that let you precisely control the 
temperature and height of the flame. 
Meker Burners:  Large burners for high-temperature experiments. Meker burner mixing tubes are wider and have a grid at the 
top to separate the flame into smaller spouts for increased heating power.

GAS TYPES
Purchase the correct burner for your school's gas plumbing! Different gases burn at different temperatures. Burners are designed 
for a specific type of gas. 
Natural Gas:  Methane (CH

4
), usually piped into buildings via municipal delivery systems. 

Liquid Propane:  Pressurized propane (C
3
H

8
), stored in tanks on site and piped into the building. 

Artificial or Mixed Gas:  Also known as "coal gas". Similar in composition to natural gas but derived from coal seams. This type 
of gas is often referred to as a "mixed gas" due to the presence of other hydrocarbon gases besides methane.

QUICK REFERENCE:
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Economy Bunsen Burners
With a wider burner tube for sure ignition, this nickel-plated brass burner 

features a rotatable, non-removable air regulator. The stable cast iron 

base with baked hammertone finish has a serrated gad inlet tube. With or 

without a threaded needle valve to regulated flame intensity. 7/16" diameter 

burner tube, 9 mm OD inlet.

Item # Description List Price
Without Valve
9-1017007-642 Natural Gas $17.99 
9-1017008-642 Artificial and Mixed Gas $17.99 
With Valve
9-585198-642 Natural Gas $26.99 

Simple Form Bunsen Burners
Nickel-plated, die-cast zinc alloy bases with 

aluminum mixing tubes and serrated gas inlets. 

Includes air regulator.

Item # Description List Price
9-585171-642 Natural Gas $20.99 
9-585168-642 Mixed or Cylinder Gas $20.99 

Flint Glass Alcohol Lamp
Flint glass alcohol burner will hold 4 oz of 

fluid and includes a metal safety cap.

Item # Description List Price
9-574118-642 Flint Glass Alcohol Lamp $4.69 

Micro Burner
This adjustable burner utilizes the same high-quality die-cast bases as 

other standard burners, but provides a precision needle valve to achieve an 

accurate, adjustable flame. Inlet OD: 5/16" Serrated.

Item # Description   List Price
9-585144-642 Burner $23.99 

Burner Connector Tubing
For all bunsen burners. Galvanized 

steel tubing and gas-proof rubber 

insulation covered with glazed 

cotton braiding. Corrugations on 

the inside of rubber ends hold 

fast to nipples.

Item # Description List Price
9-562393-642 2 ft. $18.69 
9-562396-642 3 ft. $23.99 
9-562399-642 4 ft. $29.29 

Butane Lab Burner
Provides a hot, clean bunsen flame. Fingertip 

valve adjustment permits flame control. 5.5 oz. 

container fits under a 9" tripod.

Item # Description List Price
9H-571424-642 Butane Lab Burner $51.99

Butane Burner Accessories 
Replacement tank size: 5.5 oz.

Item # Description List Price
9H-592719-642 Replacement Tank $11.99 
9-592725-642 Burner Head Replacement $43.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional  
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply
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Portable Gas 
Bunsen Burner
This portable burner with a 

large fuel capacity provides 

up to 1.5 hours of burn time 

per fill. Trigger-activated 

electronic auto-ignition. 

Locking button for 

continuous flame with 

single knob flame-size 

control. Maximum 

flame temperature 

2500°F (1300°C). Safe: 

On/off safety switch; 

will not flare in inverted 

position. Wire stand 

included; beaker stand not included.

Item # Description List Price

9-528112-642 Portable Burner $79.99

Laboratory Micro Burner
Compact, durable and safe to use. Stable, tip-resistant design with 

solid-state, push-button auto ignition. Easy grip handle for portability in the 

lab. Adjustable flame size. Speedy refill from a standard butane cartridge.

Item # Description List Price

9-528116-642 Burner $79.99

Premium Butane Fuel
One 3.38 oz bottle of premium quality fuel with universal 

filling tube. Quadruple refined—prevents clogging of fuel 

ports. Odorant added for leakage detection.

Item # Description List Price

9-528113-642 Fuel $6.69 

Micro Burner Accessories
Burner accessories designed specifically for the Laboratory Microburner 

528116. Kit includes locking wire gauze, clay triangles (3 different sizes), 

and evaporating dish holder. 

Item # Description List Price

9-1292852-642 Accessory Kit $18.69 
9-528144-642 Beaker Stand $23.99 

Refilling Stand for 
Microburner
This handy holder 

keeps your butane 

microburner in the 

perfect position for 

easy refilling. Butane 

cartridges sold 

separately.

Ceramic Fiber Wire Gauze
Non-asbestos; hemmed edges. Pack of 6

Item # Description List Price

9-584256-642 4" x 4" $5.09 
9-584259-642 5" x 5" $7.09 

Portable Butane 
Hot Plate with Stand
This gas operated hot plate 

provides an efficient infrared 

heat source that can be used 

anywhere without the need for an 

electric outlet. The self-contained 

gas chamber is easily refilled with 

standard butane lighter fuel. The 

heat output is fully adjustable up to a 

maximum of 1100°C (2000°F). 6 x 3 in.

Item# Description List Price

9-1534986-642 Gas perated $75.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-1399383-642 Handy Holder $8.69 
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Wickless Alcohol Burner and Stand
The alternative to glass alcohol burners. The chrome-plated tank has a 

screw top and rubber gasket for longer burning times and no leaks. The 

5" stand is chrome-plated steel wire with a heavy wire gauze top. Includes 

snuffer cap, draft shield, rubber keeper and instructions. 

Item # Description List Price
9-230-6604-642 Burner and Stand $14.99 

Bel-Art Piezo Electric Burner Lighter
A safe, convenient method for lighting gas 

appliances. Produces a burst of 6 to 8 electrical 

sparks at 20 kV. 

Requires no batteries, fuel, flints or recharging. 

Length: 10 7/16"

Item # Description List Price
9-581295-642 Safe Lighter $57.09 

Alcohol Burner Stand
Low-cost alcohol burner stand, originally designed for use in the IPS 

program. Construction: zinc-plated steel wire with heavy wire gauze top. 

Height: 5".

Item # Description List Price
9-564488-642 Alcohol Burner Stand $1.99 

Spirit Lamp Stainless Steel
All metal, leak proof alcohol burner. Permanent wick, no replacements 

needed. Tank capacity 100ml sufficient for 1 1/2 hours use. Includes 

teacher guide.

Item # Description List Price
9-025-0532-642 Leak Proof Alcohol Burner $12.99 

Economy Burner Lighter
Metal frame with hood.

Item # Description List Price
9-561124-642 Economy Burner Lighter $3.19 
9-561127-642 Replacement Flints $10.49 
PK/ 30

Crucible Triangles
Crucible triangles with clay pipe stems.

Item # Description List Price
9-574188-642 2" (Each) $1.09 
9-574113-642 2.5" (Each) $1.99 

to pages 603-609 for more 
electronic balancesGO
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Corning® Digital Hot Plates
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
120 V/⁄60 Hz operation. Two-year warranty.

Item # Description List Price

9-529586-642 5 in x 7 in $305.99 
9-529587-642 10 in x 10 in $520.19 

Advanced Ceramic 
Top Hot Plates
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
ceramic- top hot plates. 

Features one- piece, 

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
knob. Units include a 92" detachable, 3-wire cord, and a 2 year limi⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄
Temperature Stability: ±3%

Safety Features:

⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Item # Dimensions List Price

9-1324333-642 4 in x 4 in $354.19 
9-1324335-642 7 in x 7 in $404.09 

Advanced 
Aluminum 
Top Hot Plate
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
chip- and crack⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
last temperature recall, and a 

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
+ 5° to 400°C. Temperature Stability: ±2%. 7" x 7" heating ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Safety Features:

⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Item # Dimensions List Price

9-1324337-642 10 in x 4 ⁄ /⁄  in x 14 ⁄ /⁄  in $427.09 

Corning® Analog Hot Plate
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄ ⁄Ceramic surface: Resistant to scratches, corrosion and chemical spills

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄ ⁄Non-skid rubber feet and built-in mount for supporting rod

⁄⁄ ⁄120V, 50 ⁄ 60 Hz, 4" x 5" top with temperature regulation from 25°C to 

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Item # Description List Price

9-1380843-642 Analog Hot Plate $270.29

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Capitol Economy Ranges
These light-duty hot plates feature 5.5" diameter high-speed tubular range 

elements with infinite heat control. An adjustable leveling leg helps keep 

hot plate level and stable. Stainless steel housing; chrome drip pans. 

UL Listed. One Year Warranty.

Single burner unit: 120 V, 1100 W; 12"W x 3.5"H x 12"D

Double burner unit: 120 V, 1650 W (825 W per burner); 

17.75"W x 3.5"H x 12"D

Item # Description  List Price
9-1448817-642 Single Burner $68.99 
9-1448818-642 Double Burner $98.99 

Student Hot Plates
Rugged cast aluminum top for even 

heating surface. Rear-mounted 

clamp holds vertical support rods. 

Variable temperature control 

unit: Heats up to 400°C. Fixed 

temperature unit: Heats up to a set 

temperature of 400°C for student 

safety. UL listed. Diameter: 4.5" 

Corning® Scholar 170 Hot Plate
A powerful hot plate with a small footprint. White enameled steel top plate 

maximizes heat conduction. Dual heat shields dissipate heat and keep 

the case cool to the touch. Temperature range: 25 to 360°C (77 to 672°F). 

Dimensions: 4"H x 5"W x 5"L. UL/CUL approved. 2-year warranty.

Item # Description List Price
9-571583-642 Corning Hot Plate $175.49 

Item # Description List Price
9-528332-642 Variable Temperature $184.99 
9-528334-642 Fixed Temperature $159.99 

Student Stirring 
Hot Plate

Rugged, compact unit 

takes little room on the 

bench, yet heats and stirs 

up to 1000 ml of liquid. 

Durable cast aluminum 

top plate provides even heating 

surface. Powerful heater reaches 

maximum temperature (400°C) in 

only minutes. Features bi-metallic 

thermostat, variable speed 

control from 60 to 1200 rpm, and 

built-in support rod holder with 

locking knob. 120 V 50 / 60 Hz; 

4.5" diameter top plate. 

STIRRING HOT PLATES

Item #  Description List Price
9-528339-642 Student Stirring Hot Plate $358.99 

Capitol Ranges
Rugged hot plates made for heavy or prolonged use. 5.5" diameter, 3-ring 

tubular element burners heat quickly to specified temperatures. Durable, 

chrome metal housing with removable chrome drip pans can be cleaned 

with ease. An adjustable leveling leg helps keep the burner level and 

stable. UL listed. One year warranty.

Single burner unit: 120 V, 1100 W; 11.5"W x 3.5"H x 11.5"D

Double burner unit: 120 V, 1650 W (825 W per burner); 

17.5"W x 3.5"H x 11.5"D

Item# Description List Price
9-565573-642 Single Burner $81.59 
9-565570-642 Double Burner $116.99 

565573

565570

Capitol Cast Iron Range
Fully automatic hot plate. Provides exact temperature regulation with 

thermostatically controlled temperature sensor disc and Robert Shaw 

thermostat. Cast iron heating plate: Delivers temperatures between 51°C 

and 275°C. 950 W burner unit: Rapid heating to desired temperature. 

Attractive all-stainless steel, low profile design. Powered by 120 V AC. 

Equipped with 3-wire grounded cord and plug.

Single Burner Unit: 13.25" x 9.75" x 4.75"

Double Burner Unit: 20.25" x 9.75" x 4.75"

Item # Description  List Price
9-582069-642 Single Burner  $155.59 
9-1385898-642 Double Burner  $230.59
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Corning® Digital Stirring Hot Plate
5" x 7" surface digital temperature display adjustable in 5° increments and 

indicates when set temperature has been achieved. Digital stir speed 

display indicates when set speed has been reached. External temperature 

control compatible and shows lit icon when in use. Stir and heat displays 

allow specific settings for labs that have or need to establish routine 

protocols. UL approved. Safety features include: bright LED icon for 

power, hot top icon, which lights up when top plate is over 60°C, and units 

show international symbols. Microprocessor automatically adjusts motor 

strength to accommodate aqueous, viscous or semisolid solutions. Stir 

Range of 60 to 1100 rpm. Temperature Range of 5°C to 550°C. Includes 

stir bar and guide to heating and stirring procedures. 

Item # Description  List Price
9-529589-642 Digital Stirring Hot Plate $540.59 

Magnetic Stirrer with Hot Plate
Widely used for simultaneous stirring and 

heating of liquid. Totally enclosed cast 

aluminum heating surface resists chemical 

spills. Stirring speed and temperature 

are regulated from the front panel with 

separate dials. Indicator lights tell at a 

glance if either control is active. Comes 

with detachable support bar with a clamp 

for thermometer or pH probe, a detachable 

power cord, and a teacher's guide.

Item #  Description List Price
9-1488089-642 7 in x 7 in $310.79 
9-1488088-642 5 in x 5 in $189.99 

Corning® Analog Stirring Hot Plate
4" x 5" surface — consumes less benchtop space than standard 

size models, Ceramic top distributes heat evenly and simplifies 

cleaning. Temperature range: Adjustable from 90°C to 425°C. Stirring 

speed: 150 to 1300 rpm. Front-mounted controls. Non-skid rubber feet. 

Dimensions: 4-4/5" x 4-3/10" x 5-3/10". Powered by 120V, 388W, 50 / 60 Hz.

Item # Description  List Price
9-593922-642 Analog Stirring Hot Plate $509.99 

Advanced Ceramic Stirring Hot Plates
Deliver accurate and repeatable results with these economical ceramic-top 

stirring plates. Features one-piece, chemical resistant, reflective white 

ceramic surface, microprocessor-controlled heating and stirring, easy-to-

read LED screen, stirring adjustment knob in RPM, last temperature  

recall, and a rear housing with built-in support rod holder with locking 

knob. Units include a 92" detachable, 3-wire cord, 1.5" PTFE stir bar, and a 

2 year limited warranty on parts and labor. Temperature Range: Ambient 

+ 5° to 500°C. Temperature Stability: ±3% Speed Range: 60-1600 RPM. 

Speed Stability: ±2%

Safety Features:

•  Caution hot top indicator features a warning symbol light that illuminated 

when the heat is turned on and remains lit until unit cools down

•  Overshoot protection automatically shuts down unit if temperature 

exceeds set temperature by 10°C

•  Stir protection automatically shuts down heater if stirrer motor fails

•  Ramping feature slowly increases speed for improved safety and 

enhanced coupling

•  Housing is made of a heat resistant polymer that is resistant to corrosion 

and offers a spill resistant, low profile design

• CSA listed.

Item # Description List Price
9-1324334-642 4 in x 4 in $499.99 
9-1324336-642 7 in x 7 in $550.99

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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RevSpin™ 16-Position 
Microcentrifuge
With more than twice 

the capacity of other 

microcentrifuges this 

model makes a must-have 

addition to the busy science 

classroom. Fast enough for 

DNA research but affordable 

enough for any lab or school, 

it holds up to 16 1.5 mL 

or 2.0 mL tubes. Features 

oversized rubber base, 

4-position switch, safety lid 

latch, grounded cord, and two 

year warranty.

• Speed: Off/Pulse/Low 6,000 /High 10,000 RPM

• RCF: Low- 1735 / 2245, High- 4819 / 6238

• Vertical load rotor spins at 45°

• 9" tall, 7" diameter

Item # Description List Price

9-1329985-642 Microcentrifuge $386.29 

PowerSpin™ Centrifuges
All the features you want in a quiet, durable unit! 

At 52 dB the PowerSpin minimizes noise pollution 

so you can continue to teach while experiments 

run. Features 6 rotors which spin up to 10 mL 

tubes, 30-minute timer, safety lid latch, suction 

cup rubber feet, stainless steel guard bowl, 

chemically resistant plastic interior and 

a one-year warranty (excludes fuses).

Fixed Speed:

• 3400 RPM

• 1360 RCF (G)

Variable Speed:

• 300–4000 RPM

• Up to 1830 RCF (G)

Centrifugation MyFuge™ 12 Micro Centrifuge
Unlike traditional mini centrifuges, the new MyFuge™ 12 eliminates 

the need to change rotors when switching between microtubes and 

PCR strips. The included, unique COMBI-Rotor™ is all that is required 

for running 12 microtubes and/or 4 PCR strips. With a fixed speed that 

produces 2,000 x g, this centrifuge is perfect for quick spin downs. 

5.5" W and less than 4.5" H. 100-240 V.

Item # Description List Price

9-1475942-642 Centrifuge $433.29 
9-1475940-642 Adaptor for 0.5 mL tubes pk/ 6 $22.69 
9-1475941-642 Adapter for 0.2 mL tubes pk/ 6 $22.69 

PlateFuge Microcentrifuge
The first mini sized centrifuge featuring a swing out rotor for micro 

plates. Uniquely designed swing out rotor that holds two micro plates. 

Easy- to- access rotor chamber contains two plate carriers that rest at 

75-degree angle. The rotor accelerates and the centrifugal force swings 

the plates into a horizontal position when you close the lid. Any droplets on 

the plate walls rapidly concentrate into the well bottoms. 9" x 10" footprint.

Item # Description List Price

9-1506727-642 Platefuge Microcentrifuge $758.19 

Item # Description List Price

9-529573-642 Fixed Speed $399.99 
9-529574-642 Variable Speed $573.29 

Benchmark MyFuge™  
Mini Centrifuge
The MyFUGE™ Mini centrifuge is a 

personal centrifuge that virtually 

fits in the palm of your hand. Ideal 

for quick spin downs of microtubes 

and PCR tubes, simply close the 

lid and the rotor instantly reaches 

6,000 rpm. Open the lid, and the 

rotor quickly decelerates to a stop for 

removing samples. Includes 8-position 

micro and PCR tube rotors which can be 

stored in a convenient compartment on 

the bottom of the centrifuge.

Speed: 6000 rpm / 2000 xg

Capacity: 8 x 1.5/2.0ml tubes, 16 x 0.2ml 

PCR tubes, or 2 x 0.2ml PCR strips

Dimensions: 4.5" x 5.9" x 4.5"

Weight: 2.1 lbs

Item # Description List Price

9-1462543-642 Mini Centrifuge $319.99

Variable  
Speed Model
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TI Innovator
Plug-and-play and ready-to-use with TI graphing calculators, the TI 

Innovator Hub enables students to learn basic coding and design, and 

use those skills to program and build working solutions. 

Item # Model Number Quantity List Price 

9-1582002-642 Hub Kit Each $99.99 
9-1582003-642 Module Pack Each $39.99 
9-1582004-642 Breadboard Pack Each $51.99 
9-1582005-642 Ranger Module Each $27.99 
9-1582006-642 External Battery Kit Each $23.99

TI-Nspire™ CX CAS Graphing Calculator
All the functionality of the TI-Nspire CX handheld, plus 

a built-in Computer Algebra System (CAS). Ideal for 

Pre-Algebra, Algebra 1 & 2, Trigonometry, Geometry, 

Pre-calculus, Statistics, Business & Finance, Biology, 

Physics, Chemistry, Calculus, AP Statistics, AP 

Physics, AP Calculus, and Linear Algebra. Powered by 

a TI-Nspire Rechargeable Battery. Available memory: 

16MB RAM / 20MB ROM. Grades 9-12.

TI-30XS Multiview™ Scientific Calculator
The latest Scientific Calculator from Texas Instruments. 

Displays multiple calculations and answers as you would 

write it on paper, enabling students to compare results and 

explore patterns on the same screen.

Item # Model Number Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-091224-642 30XSMV/TBL/ 1L1 LR44 (2) Yes Each $37.49

Item # Model Number Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-1400569-642 N3CAS/CLM/ 2L1 3.7 V-Rechargable No Each $226.69

9-1400570-642 N3CAS/CBX/ 2L1 /B Rechargeable No Pack of 10 $2,533.29

TI-84 Plus CE Graphing Calculator
The TI-84 Plus CE has six times the memory of the TI-84 

Plus so students can store vivid, full-color graphs, images 

and data. The lightweight yet durable design also makes 

the graphing calculator easier to carry to and from school 

and activities for today's on-the-go students. Also has a 

rechargeable wireless battery and is 30% lighter than the 

previous TI-84 Plus models. 7.6 x 0.8 x 3.4 inches; 7 ounces. 

1 Lithium ion battery required. (included).
Item # Model Number Battery Size Quantity List Price

9-1516415-642 84PLCE/TBL/ 1L1 3.7 V-Rechargeable Each $211.99 
9-1516414-642 84PLCE/TPK/ 2L1 TI Rechargeable Battery Pack of 10 $2,266.69 
10 Unit Charging Station

9-1535501-642 84CEDS/PWB/ 2L1 - Each $109.99 
Emulator Software

9-1591581-642 CE84SV/SP/KT/ 2L1 - Each $299.99

TI-34 Multiview Scientific Calculator Kit
TI-34 MultiView is ideal for middle school math, pre-Algebra, 

Algebra I and II, trigonometry, general science, geometry, 

and biology. MultiView display shows fractions as they are 

written on paper. View multiple calculations on a four-line 

display and easily scroll through entries. Enter multiple 

calculations to compare results and explore patterns on the 

same screen. Simplify and convert fractions to decimals and 

back again. Integer division key expresses results as quotient 

and remainders. Toggle Key lets you quickly view fractions, 

decimals and terms including Pi in alternate forms. Functions 

include previous entry, power, roots, reciprocals, variable 

statistics and seven memories. Scientific calculator also features user-friendly 

menus, automatic shutoff, hard plastic color-coded keys, nonskid rubber feet, 

impact-resistant cover with a quick-reference card, and dual power with solar 

and battery operation. Kit includes 10 devices, ideal for use by kids of grades 

6 and up. Set of 10 EZ Spot yellow calculators, 1 storage caddy, 1 teacher's 

guide with how to instruct, classroom activities and CD, 1 overhead 

transparency and 1 keyboard poster are also included. Grades 6+.

Item # Model Number Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-1362308-642 34MV/TBL/ 1L1 CR2025 Yes Each $31.99 
9-1362309-642 34MV/TKT/ 1L1 CR2025 Yes Pack of 10 $266.69 
Emulator Software

9-1400573-642 MVEMU/SP/KT/ 2L1 - - Each $164.49

TI-30X IIS Advanced 
Scientific Calculator
Features new two-line 

display (top for entry, 

bottom for answer) and 

equation recall/edit. 

History retention stores 

previous entries. 

This advanced scientific calculator will do fractions 

and fraction/decimal conversions and has a two-digit 

exponent line. Handles two-variable statistics and has 

three separate five-variable memories. Basic trigonometric functions: 

sine, cosine, tangent, hyperbolics and their inverses. Slide case included. 

Kit includes 10 calculators and teaching materials. Grades 6+.

Item # Model Number Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-038121-642 30XIIS/TKT/ 1L1 /B CR2025 Yes Set of 10 $190.69 
9-038122-642 30XIIS/BK/F CR2025 Yes Each $21.29 
Emulator Software

9-1400573-642 MVEMU/SP/KT/ 2L1 - - Each $164.49

TI-83 Plus Graphing Calculator
This powerful calculator has the features that students need 

for algebra through calculus, plus statistics and finance. And 

it now features "Flash" technology that makes it upgradable, 

adds memory, and with the TI-Connectivity Kit (sold separately), 

permits installation of software from your computer. Grades 9+.

• Eight-line by 16 character supertwist display

• Defines, saves and graphs

• Seven different graphing styles

•  Advanced statistics include hypothesis testing and 

computing confidence intervals

• Equation solver editor solves for different variables

• Handles real and complex numbers, lists matrices and strings

• Allows data sharing with TI-83 or TI-82

Item # Model Number Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-074052-642 83PL/TPK/ 1L1 AAA (4) No Set of 10 $1,669.49 

9-038117-642 83PL/TBL/ 1L1 AAA (4) No Each $177.69 

TI-30Xa
10-Digit Black Scientific Calculator is a solid solution for 

general math, pre-algebra, algebra, trigonometry and 

statistics. Performs trigonometric functions, logarithms, 

roots, powers, reciprocals, and factorials. One-variable 

statistics include results for mean and standard deviation. 

Calculator also adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides 

fractions entered in traditional numerator/denominator 

format. Conversions include fractions/decimals, 

degrees/radians/grads, DMS/decimal/degrees, and 

polar/rectangular. Battery-powered calculator includes 

slide case. Measurements are 3 1/10 X 4/5 X 6 Inches.

Item # Model Number Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-572555-642 30XA/TBL/ 1L1 LR44 SR44 No Each $14.69
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Victor 10 Digit Calculator w/Metric 
Conversion Functions
10 digit calculator features 20 built-in metric 

conversion functions including: length, 

area, capacity, weight, volume, energy and 

temperature conversions. The calculator 

includes an easy to read LCD display. Other 

functions include: backspace, change sign, 

percent, and square root keys as well as three 

key independent memory. Contemporary silver 

and black design. Operates on hybrid power 

(solar/battery backup). 2 year manufacturer's 

standard warranty.

Item # Model Number Brand Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-1569025-642 907 Victor L1131 Yes Each $13.99

10 + 2 Dot Matrix Graphing Calculator
The School Smart Dot Matrix Display Graphing 

Calculator comes with a PVC protective case, 

and 360 pre-programmed funtions. It also 

includes auto power shut-off, independent 

memory, and an answer function. Basic 

standard functions include COS, TAN, SIN, 

inverses, standard deviation, variables, 

logarithms, and more.

Item # Model Number Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-1596819-642 CS-121 AG13 /LL54 No Each $23.99

10 + 2 Dot Matrix Scientific Calculator
The School Smart Scientific Dot Matrix Display 

Calculator has 10 + 2 digits, comes with a PVC 

cover, and has 249 pre-programmed functions. 

SIN, TAN, COS, inverses and more. Auto power 

shut off. Independent memory. Calculates 

and converts DEG, RAD, and GRAD, Also has 

Standard Deviation, Variables, Fractions, and 

Logarithm basic functions.

Item # Model Number Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-1596820-642 CS-209 AG13 /LL54 No Each $26.89

Scientific Calculator
Handheld, 10 + 2-digit scientific calculator with 

183 pre-programmed functions with fractions. 

Extra large 2 line display and battery powered. 

Performs logarithms, reciprocals, powers, 

roots, factorials, trigonometric functions, 

one-variable statistical calculations, and more. 

Includes protective hard shell case.

Item # Model Number Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-084227-642 CS179 AG13 L1154 No Each $19.99

Sharp EL 233SB Basic Sharp Calculator
Battery powered basic handheld calculator. Large, 

8-digit (8.0 mm) LCD display. Battery operation: 

LR1130 battery is included. 3-key memory. 

Includes memory plus, memory minus, and 

recall/clear memory keys. Also includes percent 

and square root keys, constant calculation, and 

automatic power off.

Item # Description Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-1471190-642 Sharp EL-233SB LR1130 No Each $7.99

T

SEE OUR WEBSITE

For Additional Calculator Products

NEW

NEW

Casio FX-260 Super Solar  
Scientific Calculator
All-purpose scientific calculator offers fraction 

calculations, trigonometry functions and 

backspace key. With 144 built-in mathematic 

functions. Slide-on hard case.

Item # Model Number Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-035399-642 FX-260 Yes Each $34.69 

Calculator Caddystack
The Calculator Caddystack is a 

handy tote and storage system 

that can hold 30 standard-size 

calculators. Numbers assigned 

to each student correspond to 

the numbers of the inserts for 

easy tracking. Heavy duty plastic 

construction for years of use.

Item # Model Number Quantity List Price

9-031-9780-642 SI20000 Each $33.09 

TI-73 Explorer Graphing Calculator
Combines the popular Math Explorer functions 

with middle-grade math and science graphing 

capabilities, including fractions, constants and pie 

charts. "Flash"-technology upgradable. Kit Includes 

TI-73 data-sharing cable, four AAA batteries, and 

backup lithium battery. CBL/CBR compatible. 

Separate TI-Connectivity Kit allows memory and 

software addition.

Item # Model Number Battery Size Solar Powered Quantity List Price

9-027615-642 73 /PWB/ 2L1 AAA No Each $106.69 
9-033-9570-642 73 /TPK/ 1L1 AAA No Set of 10 $1,134.89
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Swivel Clamp
Chrome plated steel double clamps. Accepts rods up to 3/4" diameter 

(19mm). One clamp can be rotated 360 degrees about long axis and 

clamped in any position. Length across clamps is 4.5".

Item # Description List Price
9-1503170-642 Swivel Clamp $13.09 

Clamp Holder
Right angle clamp for rods up to 3/4" in diameter. Zinc alloy with 3/16" 

thumbscrews.

Item # Description List Price
9-564856-642 Clamp Holder $4.09 

Extension Clamp
Round, plastic-coated, cork-lined jaws, Opens 3/8" to 13/8". Cadmium plated 

steel. Length (overall): 8"

Item # Description List Price
9-585228-642 Extension Clamp $4.99 

C-Clamp
High tensile alloy clamps. Clamps items together or secures apparatus to a 

table top. Color may vary.

Item # Description List Price
9-574119-642 2 in $4.19 
9-574122-642 3 in $5.19 
9-574125-642 4 in C-Clamp $7.29 
9-574257-642 6 in $9.29 

Extension Clamp
Hold lab containers safely and securely in these secure clamps. 

Three-pronged clamp with rubber-coated prongs measures 10" long.

Item # Description List Price
9-531777-642 Extension Clamp $10.09 

Clamp Holder
90° angle clamp for rods up to 7/8" in diameter. Cast aluminum, with steel 

thumb screws.

Item # Description List Price
9-595026-642 Clamp Holder $6.09 

Rod Holder
• Zinc-alloy die-cast clamp

•  Clamps 2 pieces of apparatus in 3 positions—right angle, parallel 

or vertical

• Will hold rods up to 0.5" in diameter

Item # Description List Price
9-585243-642 Rod Holder $9.99

Clamp Holder
Aluminum, baked hammertone finish. Nickel plated brass clamping 

screws. Adjustable, swivels and can be locked at any angle. Accepts rods 

up to 5/8" / 16mm diameter.

Item # Description List Price
9-585174-642 Clamp Holder $13.99
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Double Buret Clamp
Spring-type clamp. Holds 2 burets up to 100 mL size. Clamp design: 

Avoids obscuring graduations; permits continuous observation.

Item # Description List Price
9-595023-642 Double Buret Clamp $13.99 

Single Buret Clamp
Available with plastic-coated round jaws. Opens 

from 1/2" to 1 3/4". Rotates 360°. Fits posts up to 
1/2" in diameter. Coating can easily be removed 

if needed.

Item # Description List Price
9-574110-642 Coated $6.09 
9-1492592-642 Uncoated $5.99 

Thermometer Clamp
Adjustable, 360° jaw rotation with steel thumb screw. Phosphor bronze 

jaws. Length (overall): 5.5"; for use with rods up to 0.5" in diameter.

Item # Description List Price
9-573087-642 Thermometer Clamp $6.09 

Double Buret Clamp
Lincoln type. Spring steel center strip: Holds tubes or burets firmly 

against vee-type retainers. Fits support rods up to 3/4" diameter. Center 

distance between burets is 7 1/4". Zinc-plated steel construction. 

Size (overall): 9" x 3"

Item # Description List Price
9-585222-642 Double Buret Clamp $9.09 

Thermometer Clamp With Hook
For suspending thermometers, drying tubes, etc. Aluminum hook swivels 

and locks to any position with an adjustable check nut.

Item # Description List Price
9-573090-642 Thermometer Clamp w/ Hook $8.09 

Double Buret Clamp
Polyethylene clamp. Burets firmly in place without obscuring graduations. 

No slipping due to concealed springs and rubber pads. Center clamp 

fastens to standard support rod.

Item # Description List Price
9-581355-642 Double $9.09 
9-581397-642 Single $6.09 

Double Buret Clamp
Round, stamped steel jaws rotate 360° and open 3/8" to 1 3/8". With cast 

aluminum clamp assembly. Plastic-coated jaws. Supports rods up to 
1/2" diameter.

Item # Description List Price
9-585237-642 Double Buret Clamp $9.09 

Single Vee and Flat Jaw Buret Clamp
Plastic-coated. One V-jaw, opens 3/16" to 13/8". Holds small objects. Fits 

posts to 5/8".

Item # Description List Price
9-585219-642 Buret Clamp $5.09 
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Labconco® SteamScrubber® Undercounter Labware Washer
SteamScrubber sanitizes glassware with water that reaches 180°F (82ºC). 

Features include a LCD for customizing cycles, monitoring water 

temperature and cycle progress; a water recirculation rate of 96 gal/min 

for thorough cleaning; dual pumps, one for washing and one for draining, 

to reduce cross contamination potential; built-in deionized water pump to 

bring non-pressurized or pressurized deionized or purified water into the 

chamber for up to six pure water rinses; steam generation that produces 

hot vapor to penetrate and remove dried residue for cleaner glassware; 

manual-fill detergent dispenser for powder or liquid detergent; seven 

pre-set cycles; two user set cycle programs; user-set delayed start of up to 

8 hours; forced air drying; and upper and lower racks of Type 304 stainless 

steel. 115 VAC, 60 Hz, 16 Amps.24.1"W x 27.4"D x 34.1–36.1"H. 

Item# Description List Price

6N-1399382-642 Labware Washer $8,124.99 

Benchmark® BioClave™ Autoclave
Both benchtop models have a space-saving exterior but a large interior that 

accommodates a variety common laboratory items as well as a mechanical 

and electrical safety interlock that prevents the door from being opened 

until the pressure has reached zero PSI. Large digital display and fully 

automatic operation: fill, sterilize, exhaust and dry simply by pressing start. 

The 8L BioClave has a width of only 13.5" and is preprogrammed to meet 

basic sterilization needs. Temperature can be selected at either 121°C  

or 134°C, and the sterilization time is fully adjustable. The 16L BioClave 

has a width of 17.5" and offers preset cycle options (standard programs), 

for use with liquids, wrapped or unwrapped instruments/plasticware.  

A "Dry Only" option is available for additional drying time. All settings are 

fully adjustable.

Item# Description List Price

9-1399378-642 16 L Capacity $6,253.29 

9-1399379-642 8 L Capacity $4,666.69 

16L Model

Autoclave Saniclave Model 200
The Saniclave 200 costs a fraction of other competing fully electric steam 

autoclaves. With a digital timer, printer connection, and dry mode the 

compact and versatile Saniclave 200 can sterilize wrapped or unwrapped 

solid, mated, hinged or knurled instruments without fail. A front loading, 

corrosion resistant, stainless steel chamber, and door make this steam 

sterilizer extremely easy to load and clean. The Saniclave 200 delivers 

exceptional performance at an affordable price.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1398733-642 Saniclave Model 200 $1,264.99 

Revsci Saniclave Autoclave
These American Made Saniclave Autoclaves feature a simple push 

button operation. The thermally protective polymer skin eliminates burn 

risks. Low water and under and over temperature alarms assure safety 

and effectiveness during operation. A corrosion resistant, stainless 

steel chamber makes this steam sterilizer durable and easy to clean. 

This product includes all standard accessories and literature, internal 

basket, seal, etc. The Saniclave 102 is a medical grade sterilizer, the 

Saniclave 50 is laboratory grade. Weight 12 lbs.; External Dimensions 

13" H x 12.5" W x 15" D; Internal Dimensions 9" D x 8" H; Capacity 8 L.

Item# Description List Price

9N-1475382-642 Saniclave 102 $879.99 
9N-1475383-642 Saniclave 50 $700.79

Saniclave 102

Saniclave 50
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Electric Autoclave
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
is optional.

˚˚ ˚̊˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚ Åt normal usage: Reaches 250˚F 

with 15 lbs. pressure 

˚˚ ˚̊˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
and accessories

˚˚ ˚̊˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item# Description List Price
9-598551-642 Autoclave $1,036.09 

9-1497033-642 Support Base $86.69 

Buret Brush
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚ ˚ ˚˚ ˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price
9-1399063-642 Buret Brush $4.09 

Flask Brush
Brush with plastic handle.

Item # Description List Price
9-1453696-642 For 250 mL Flask $2.99 
9-1453697-642 For 400-500 mL Flask $2.99 
9-1453698-642 For 1000 mL Flask $3.99 

Counter Brush
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
13.5" overall length.

Item # Description  List Price
9-1367761-642 Counter Brush $33.29

Pipette Brush
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price
9-1453695-642 Pipette Brush $2.09 

Funnel Brush
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price
9-1453699-642 Funnel Brush $3.29

Beaker Brush
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price
9-574034-642 Beaker Brush $4.09 

Test Tube Brushes
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price
9-560098-642 3 in L x ˚ /˚  in D Brush $8.09 
9-560101-642 3 ˚ /˚  in L x ˚ /˚  in D Brush $10.09 

Cylinder Brush
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚ ˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price
9-1453693-642 Cylinder Brush $4.09 
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Bucket and Sponge Assortment
Assortment contains 12 sponges in 

a 5 quart plastic bucket. Sponges 

approximately 2" x 3" x 1".

Lysol® Disinfectant All Purpose Cleaner
Lysol® Professional All-Purpose Disinfectant 

Cleaners come in a trigger spray bottle and 

need no dilution. Convenient, ready-to-use, 

broad spectrum disinfectant and deodorizer kills 

99.9% of germs in 30 seconds and cuts grease. 

Use on walls, painted woodwork, garbage cans, 

cabinets, floors, glazed tile, enamel and glazed 

porcelain. 32 oz.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1568933-642 Lemon Breeze Pack of 12 $79.99

9-1568934-642 With Bleach Pack of 12 $63.99

Cellulose Sponges
Handy cellulose sponges have unlimited uses.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-085831-642 6 x 3-1/2 x 1 in Each $1.89

9-085845-642 6 x 3-1/2 x 1-3/8 in Each $3.29

9-085850-642 7 x 4-1/8 x 1-3/8 in Each $4.79

Sta-Clear® LensCleaning Tissues
Antistatic, anti-fog cleaning solution 

impregnated in tissues—needs only 

water to activate. Contains no silica so 

polycarbonate so lenses stay scratch-

free. Each tissue measures 4.5" x 10.75". 

Tissue box measures 5 1/8" x 4 3/4" x 4 1/2". 

1,000 tissues per box.

Item # Description List Price
9-566326-642 Lens Cleaning Tissues $26.69

Roll Towels
Natural brown non-perforated roll 

towels for use in roll towel dispensers. 

Made of 100% recycled paper. 

Economical hand drying. Sold twelve 

rolls per case. Each roll: 350'L x 8"W.

Clorox® Disinfecting Wipes
Quick, convenient pre-moistened individual 

disinfecting wipes for cleaning hard surfaces. 

Air-tight canister package keeps wipes moist 

and effective. Bleach-free formula kills 99.9% 

of bacteria, including staph and salmonella. 

One-step cleaning and disinfecting. Ideal for 

healthcare facilities, nursing homes, offices, 

and rehab centers.

Item # Description Scent Quantity List Price
9-091443-642 35 Sheet Count Canister Lemon Case of 12 $61.19

9-091444-642 75 Sheet Count Canister Lemon Case of 6 $56.99

9-091445-642 35 Sheet Count Canister Fresh Case of 12 $61.19

9-091446-642 75 Sheet Count Canister Fresh Case of 6 $56.99 

Clorox® Bleach-Free 
Disinfecting Wipes
Tough on germs, these wipes 

kill 99.9% of common illness-

causing germs, including 

Staphylococcus aureus 

(Staph), Salmonella enterica, 

Escherichia coli (E. coli), and 

the viruses that can cause 

colds and flu. Economical and 

convenient. 700 count bucket 

with dispenser

LAB CLEANER
This cleaner has been specially formulated for use 

on laboratory surfaces including, stainless steel, 

stone/composite bench tops and fume hood sashes. 

This cleaner is intended for removal of stains and 

residues. It is not intended as a disinfectant.

Item # Description List Price
9-1562374-642 4 oz. $4.49

9-1562375-642 32 oz. $9.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1322704-642 Towel Roll Case of 12 $44.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-085851-642 2 x 3 x 1 Sponges with Bucket Set $10.79

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1542576-642 Wipes in Bucket Dispenser Each $76.39

Disposable Lab Towels
For light-duty wiping of critical surfaces.

Low-linting minimizes possible 

contamination of test sample. Supplied in 

dispenser box of 280. 4.5" x 8.5"

Item # Description  Quantity List Price
9-565444-642 Disposable Lab Towels  Pack of 280 $4.29 

Lysol® Disinfecting Wipes
Each thick, pre-moistened wipe 

kills 99.9% of viruses and bacteria 

on hard, nonporous surfaces and is 

effective against 46 microorganisms. 

Removes 95% of allergens. Ideal 

for cleaning, disinfecting, and 

deodorizing. Use on kitchen counters, 

appliances, stove tops, cabinets, 

floors, garbage cans, toilet exteriors, 

bathtubs, and sinks. EPA Registered.

Item # Description Scent Quantity List Price
9-1334840-642 35 Count Canister Lemon & Lime Blossom Case of 12 $66.99 
9-1557123-642 80 Count Canister Lemon & Lime Blossom Case of 6 $58.69 
9-1334841-642 110 Count Canister Lemon & Lime Blossom Case of 6 $86.69 
9-091434-642 35 Count Canister Ocean Fresh Case of 12 $66.99 
9-1334842-642 80 Count Canister Ocean Fresh Case of 6 $58.69 
9-1595294-642 110 Count Canister Ocean Fresh Case of 6 $86.69 
9-1595292-642 80 Count Canister Brand New Day Case of 6 $67.79 
9-1595293-642 80 Count Canister Brighter Horizon Case of 6 $67.79 
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Lab Aire® II Drying Racks
Use these economical, high capacity drying racks to safely dry and store 
frequently used or fragile labware. These single-sided racks come with 
rugged V-channel pegs, in three sizes and lengths, 7.5, 10 and 12.5 cm 
long (3", 4", 5") that can be repositioned (or removed) as required to hold 
glass or plastic labware. Wall-mounting points are sized to fit standard 
pegboards to save valuable benchtop space. Both models have a drip tray 
with scalloped wells to hold long thin labware such as burettes, pipettes 
and thermometers. The white ABS plastic body and contrasting blue pegs 
wipe clean easily.

Item # Description List Price
9-1292802-642 Benchtop or Wall-mount $112.09

1-tier, 19 pegs
9-1292803-642 Wall-mount $229.19

2-tier, 38 pegs

Aquet® Detergent
Ideal for hand-washing glass and plastic 
labware. Used in a 1% dilute solution, 
this aromatic, neutral pH, phosphate-free 
and biodegradable polyglycol ether will 
not etch or mar precision glassware. It 
drains off glassware readily and naturally 
dries quickly without wiping. Individual 
20 ml pouches make one gallon of cleaner; 
one-gallon containers come with a 16 oz. 
dispenser bottle.

Item # Description List Price
9-1016905-642 20 mL Pouch (Pack of 20) $59.49

9-1016906-642 1 gallon (Each) $54.49

Hardwood Wall Rack
Solid hardwood drying rack 
with oil finish. Equipped 
with two brass hangers 
for wall mounting. 90 pins 
total, 3/8" diameter each: 
seventy-two 3 1/4" pins, 
eighteen 5 1/4" pins. Board 
measures 20" x 20" x 1 3/16"

Liqui-Nox® Detergent
Liquid, phosphate-free, anionic labware detergent. 
Concentrated for manual and ultrasonic cleaning. Mild 
and completely soluble in hard and soft water. pH 8.5

Item# Description List Price
9-577530-642 Detergent $23.99

Alconox® Detergent
Biodegradable, anionic powder detergent. 
Concentrated for manual and ultrasonic 
cleaning. Ideal for cleaning glass, plastics, 
metals, ceramics, porcelain, rubber 
and fiberglass. A good replacement 
for hazardous solvents and corrosive 
acids. 4 lbs.

Item# Description List Price
9-1320428-642 Detergent $39.99

Draining and 
Drying Rack
Steel wire rack with 
welded joints is coated 
with black neoprene 
to prevent glassware 
damage. A rust-proof 
steel drain pan 
covers the entire rack. 
Holds up to 90 pieces 
of labware. May be 
used flat, standing, 
or mounted on a wall. 
19" x 18 1/2" x 7 1/8" 

Item # Description List Price
9-562765-642 Draining and Drying Rack $101.99

Item # Description List Price
9-568349-642 Hardwood Wall Rack $180.39

2-Tier Wall-mount1-Tier Benchtop or Wall-mount

Softsoap® 
Antibacterial Soap 
with Light Moisturizers
This antibacterial soap is 
strong protection against 
germs, yet gentle enough 
for hands of all ages.

Item # Description Scent Quantity List Price
9-1595291-642 11.25 oz Pump Bottle Crisp Clean Case of 6 $33.29 
9-1322719-642 Gallon Refill Crisp Clean Case of 4 $99.99 
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Water Deionizer
Convenient and economical. Unit requires no special equipment and 

connects easily to water supply with ordinary laboratory tubing. Produces 

water over 1 megaohm-cm in purity. A color change occurs when cartridge 

is exhausted, preventing overuse. Designed for non-pressure applications. 
3/8" barbed connections on each end.

Item # Description List Price

9-592995-642 Water Deionizer $168.59

Waterwise 9000™ Purifier/Distiller
Compact table-top distiller effectively 

removes contamination such as dust 

particles, dissolved solids, salts, 

heavy metals and other substances. 

Kills bacteria with 221°F heating 

system. Features stainless steel 

condenser coil and removable 

boiling tank for easy filling and 

cleaning. Requires no water hookup. 

Auto shut-off after 1 gallon cycle. 

1 polycarbonate collector/dispenser 

bottle and 1 carbon post-filter  

cup are included with distiller.  

1 year limited warranty.

Distillate capacity: 5 gallons (19 L) 

in 24 hours

Dimensions: 15"H x 16"D x 9.5"W

Net weight: 10 lbs.

Rating: 120 V AC/ 60 Hz/ 750 W

Replacement filters available in packs of 6.

Item # Description List Price

9-591138-642 Purifier $549.99 
9-1440582-642 Replacement Filter $41.99 

Bantam Deionizer
A portable and practical water purifier designed either 

for bench top or wall mounting. Easily connects to water 

line for delivering purified water. Delivers 5–10 gallons 

per hour in continuous flow. Consists of cartridge holder 

equipped with a purity meter calibrated from 25,000 to 

18,000,000 ohm-cm. Meter also registers when new 

cartridge is required. Complete with 3-foot plastic inlet 

tube, inlet flow adjustment valve, cord and plug. Pedestal 

measures 8" x 8" x 25". 120 V AC, 50 / 60 Hz. Cartridges 

sold separately.

Item # Description List Price

9-1353111-642 Deionizer $1,435.19
9-592992-642 Replacement Cartridge $154.09

Merit 4 LPH Water Still
This compact size water still combines economy with high performance, 

ease of use, reliable continuous operation and more in a way that 

comparable stills cannot match. Produces up to 4 liters per hour of quality 

distillate, which is cooled by a high efficiency coil condenser. A built-in 

thermostat protects still if water supply fails and automatically resets 

when still has cooled.  Water supply requires a minimum flow rate of 

1 Liter/Min. and minimum pressure of 3 PSI. Weight: 6 kg; Dimensions: 

50 x 15 cm; may be bench or wall mounted. Power 220 / 240 V, 

50 / 60 Hz. Note: must be connected to electricity supply by a 

qualified electrician

Item # Description List Price

9-594435-642 Water Still $2,448.49 

Waterwise 4000™ Purifier/Distiller
Compact, portable, and easy to use. 1-gallon collector/storage bottle fits 

inside the stainless steel boiler for storage and portability. No assembly, 

installation or hookups required. 1 polycarbonate bottle and 2 carbon post 

filters are included with distiller.

Distillate capacity: 6 gallons (22.7 L) in 24 hours

Dimensions: 15" H x 9" Diameter

Net weight: 8.4 lbs.

Rating: 120 V AC/ 60 Hz/ 800 W

Replacement filters available in packs of 6.

Item # Description List Price

9-529617-642 Purifier/Distiller $385.29 
9-1440582-642 Replacement Filter $41.99 
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Thermo Scientific Mega-Pure® 
MP-1 Glass Still
Cabinet is bench or wall mountable 

to save space. Uses a hose to 

securely and conveniently connect 

to a faucet with a tapered fixture so 

no changes to permanent plumbing 

are needed. Connection to an 

Automatic Collection System, which 

permits 24-hour use and includes a 

6L storage and dispensing bottle. 

Features an epoxy-painted aluminum 

cabinet for corrosion resistance 

with a removable front panel for 

easy access when cleaning and a 

high temperature cut-off switch to 

prevent the heating element from 

overheating. All surfaces exposed 

to steam and water are constructed 

of glass or other inert materials to 

prevent cross contamination and to 

facilitate cleaning. Still includes a 6 

liter polypropylene storage bottle, 

fittings, 5/16" tubing and 3/8" ID tubing.

Specifications:

• Resistivity: 1.2 megohm-cm

• Pyrogens: free per U. S. P. XX

• Total Solids: as low as 0.57 ppm

• SiO
2
: less than 0.005 ppm

• Measures 18"L x 9 3/4"D x 34"H and weighs 40 lbs.

•  Operates on 120 volts,.83 Hz, 1000 W, with a built-in fuse and 3-wire 

grounded plug and cord, UL listed

Item # Description List Price

6-592980-642 Glass Still $3,633.29

Glass Desiccator
Handmade, flint glass 

desiccator. Popular 

Scheibler type, with 

ground glass rim for 

tight fit. Complete 

with porcelain plate. 

Inside diameter: 250mm

Scienceware® 
Space Saver Desiccators
Space-saving desiccators 

provide maximum 

interior clearance and 

volume with a minimal 

footprint. Joining the 

clear polycarbonate dome 

top and polypropylene 

bottom is a neoprene 

O-ring that assures 

a tight seal down to 

0°C without grease. 

Place disposable or 

reusable desiccant on or 

under the polypropylene 

bottom plate. Model with 

vacuum exhaust holds a full 

vacuum (29.9" Hg/ 759 mm Hg) 

at room temperature for 24 hours. 

The polypropylene stopcock accepts 0.25" I.D. tubing.

Item # Description List Price
Without Exhaust

9-1016911-642 273 mm OD $115.19 
With Exhaust

9-1017083-642 273 mm OD $157.99 

Porcelain Desiccator Plates
Thermal Shock Resistance—average coefficient of expansion from 

20°C to 200°C is 3.56 x 10–5, gradually increasing to 4.69 x 10–5 at 

1050°C. Every batch of porcelain is heat tested in our factory.

Glaze—No softening occurs up to 1000°C, and it is extremely white. 

Glazed on one side.

Resistance to Chemical Action—Resistance to acids and alkalies is 

excellent, except for hydrofluoric acid.

Small Holes: Includes large hole in center and numerous 5mm diameter 

perforations. 

Large Holes: Includes large hole in center and six to ten 35–50mm holes 

depending on plate size. 

With Stand: On three 16mm high feet. Includes three to eight 30mm 

holes depending on plate size.

Item # Description List Price
Small Holes

9-1488863-642 140 mm $25.19 
9-1488864-642 190 mm $31.19 
9-1488865-642 230 mm $36.19 
Large Holes

9-1488866-642 140 mm $24.19 
9-1488867-642 190 mm $34.19 
9-1488868-642 230 mm $39.99 
With Stand

9-1488869-642 95 mm $15.09 
9-1488870-642 115 mm $20.09 
9-1488871-642 142 mm $20.09 
9-1488872-642 146 mm $23.19 
9-1488873-642 190 mm $27.19 
9-1488874-642 230 mm $29.19 

DESICCATORS

Item # Description List Price

9-590835-642 Glass Desiccator $42.99 

1488869

14888631488866
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#2 Pencil
You'll love our hexagonal pencil! This quality pencil is comparable to 

cedar, but more economical. Effortless sharpening and smooth writing. 

Strong core formula. Latex-free eraser. Non-Toxic.

Item # Diameter Hardness Color Quantity List Price
9-083275-642 Standard #2 Yellow Pack of 96 $17.99

Compass Pencils
Pre-sharpened 3 1/2" pencils with 

medium lead. PMA certified 

non-toxic. Sold per box of 144.

School Smart® Plastic Utility Boxes
These boxes have a solid one piece construction using advanced 

plastic molding techniques and have a secure latch and hinge. Boxes 

hold various projects, crafts, and supplies. Lid snaps shut with 

integrated latch,

Item # Product Dimensions Color Material Quantity List Price
9-1574181-642 8-2/5 L x 5-3/5 W x 2-1/2 H Red Standard Each $1.27

9-1574182-642 5-3/5 L x 13-2/5 W x 2-1/2 H Blue Stretch Each $3.99

Clear Plastic Protractor
This 180° protractor has an accurate ruler located at the base, plus a 

metric scale. Sharply defined graduated degrees are black and bonded 

in clear plastic. Choose 4" or 6" ruler base.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-084410-642 6 in Ruler Base Pack of 12 $3.69

9-084409-642 4 in Ruler Base Pack of 12 $2.29

Colored Pencils
These thick, 3.3mm lead, full size 

7" pencils are pre-sharpened, non-toxic, 

and waterproof.

Ball Bearing Compass
Ball bearing construction helps 

this compass make accurate 

circles up to 12" in 

diameter. Has a positive 

pencil lock and nickel 

finish. Choose 3/16" short point for 

added safety or traditional needle point.

Pink Erasers
Soft, pliable beveled edge or block 

erasers ensures accurate erasures 

every time. Smudge-free. Latex-free. 

Good quality at an affordable 

price. iCHOKING HAZARD (1). 

Not for under 3yrs.

  Product Latex   List 
Item # Description Dimensions Free Color Quantity Price
9-077354-642 Small Beveled 1-7/8 x 3/4 x 3/8 in Yes Pink Pack of 36 $4.37

9-077355-642 Medium Beveled 2-1/8 x 3/4 x 3/8 in Yes Pink Pack of 12 $3.09

9-077356-642 Large Beveled 2-1/2 x 1 x 3/8 in Yes Pink Pack of 12 $3.99

Washable Art Markers
These quick drying markers wash 

easily from skin and most fabrics. 

All are non-toxic and exceed 

ASTM standards.

Item # Color Quantity List Price
Chisel
9-086411-642 Assorted Set of 8 $2.47 
9-086412-642 Assorted Set of 16 $6.69 
Fineline
9-086512-642 Assorted Set of 10 $1.99 
9-086514-642 Assorted Set of 100 $14.49 

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-081885-642 Long Point Pack of 12 $9.29

9-081887-642 Short Point Pack of 12 $9.29

Item # Diameter Quantity List Price
9-084471-642 Standard Pack of 144 $15.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-245787-642 Assorted Set of 12 $1.27

9-245789-642 Assorted Set of 250 $43.49
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Dry Erase Tank Style Markers
Produce rich, solid colors on whiteboards, glass and other non-porous 

surfaces. The low-odor, non-toxic ink goes on smoothly and wipes off 

cleanly. 4-Color set includes Black, Red, Blue and Green. 8-Color set 

includes Black, Red, Blue, Green, Brown, Orange, Yellow and Purple.

Item # Nib Type Color Quantity List Price

9-1354253-642 Chisel Black Pack of 12 $10.47

9-1354271-642 Chisel Blue Pack of 12 $14.29

9-1400753-642 Chisel Red Pack of 12 $14.29

9-1400752-642 Chisel Green Pack of 12 $14.29

9-1400750-642 Chisel Assorted Set of 4 $3.97

9-1400751-642 Chisel Assorted Set of 8 $9.49

9-1402628-642 Bullet Assorted Set of 4 $5.09

9-1354270-642 Bullet Assorted Set of 8 $9.49

School Smart® Chisel Permanent Markers
Broad chisel tip provides awide range of coverage. Marks on most 

surfaces. Non-Toxic.

Item # Description Nib Type Color Quantity List Price

9-1354254-642 Assorted Chisel Assorted Pack of 8 $7.49

9-1400754-642 Assorted Chisel Assorted Set of 20 $17.99
Magnetic Dry Eraser
This soft pile foam grip eraser with 

magnetized backing will adhere to 

any metal backed white board or 

steel surface. Removes markings 

quickly and easily. Cleans up with 

soap and water. 4" x 2"

Dry Erase Student Boards
High quality White dry-erase boards, 

plain. Safety rounded corners. 

Writes and wipes off easily. Single- sided.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color Quantity List Price

9-084465-642 Magnetic Dry Eraser 4 x 2 in Yellow Each $1.17

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-1325120-642 Plain Student Board 9 x 12 in Pack of 10 $16.77

9-1325094-642 Plain Student Board 12 x 18 in Pack of 10 $49.99

Earth Friendly Products® 
Whiteboard Cleaner
Prodigy product! Will clean dry-erase marker 

ghosting and residue from any whiteboard, marker 

board, dry-erase board, dry-wipe board, or pen-board. 

Restores whiteboard surface to like-new condition, 

without effecting surface for future use. Non-toxic, 

readily-biodegradable, pH balanced formula is made 

using sustainable, plant-based ingredients. Product 

is free of synthetic perfumes and dyes; greywater 

and septic safe. Recognized by the EPA's DfE and 

USDA's Biopreferred Program. Heavy duty bottle.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color Quantity List Price

9-1462601-642 Whiteboard Cleaner 17 oz White Each $7.19

Masking Tape
An all purpose tape that seals with light hand 

pressure. Water repellent back. 3" core rolls. 

Contains Rubber Latex

Item # Description List Price

9-040587-642 3/4 in x 60 yds. $2.69

9-040590-642 1 in x 60 yds. $2.47

Black Felt Tip
Nylon fiber tip writes clean, medium weight lines. Tip won't mush 

down. Bright, water-based inks.

Item # Pen Style Nib Type Nib Size Ink Color Quantity List Price

9-077235-642 Porous Point Fiber Tip 0.85 mm Black Pack of 12 $9.29 

Invisible and Transparent Tape
Invisible tape is great for splicing 

books and papers and other 

permanent mending. Can be written 

on with ballpoint or pencil. Resists 

cracking and yellowing. Transparent 

tape is perfect for general purpose 

mending such as reinforcing spines, 

repairing notebooks and torn papers, 

positioning artwork, and hanging 

signs. Non-yellowing.

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price

9-1354239-642 1 in Core, 1/2 in x 1296 in Transparent Pack of 12 $11.89 
9-1354240-642 1 in Core, 3/4 in x 1296 in Transparent Pack of 12 $15.49 

Full Strip Stapler
Metal stapler. Anvil rotates for stapling or pinning. Staple up to 

10 sheets of 20 lb. paper.

Item # Description Sheet Capacity Color Quantity List Price

9-038178-642 Full Stapler 10 Sheets Black Each $4.87 

k St l M k

3M General Purpose Duct Tape
General purpose cloth duct tape. 

Used for heating, ventilating and 

cooling systems. The superior 

adhesion and excellent tear qualities 

are incomparable for quick, effective 

holding power.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Core Size Color Quantity List Price

9-1403117-642 Duct Tape 1.88 in x 55 yds 3 in Gray Each $7.29 
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Flipside Study Carrels
Flipside Study Carrels make 
classroom privacy easy and 
economical. Sturdy corrugated 
study carrels feature folding 
side panels for compact 
storage. Helps students focus 
on their own work without distractions. Assorted 
Colors include: Six each of red, blue, green, and yellow.

Pacon® Presentation Board Kits
All you need for a display, presentation or science fair in one convenient kit. Extra Fold Project Kit makes 
presentations easy to carry and transport. The extra fold fades once the presentation board is opened 
so it is not distracting to the display. Folds to 12" x 36" and includes one white corrugated header, eight 
self-adhesive project papers and 14 self-adhesive and reusable science titles. Presentation Board Kits include 
one 48" x 36" presentation board, one white corrugated header, 14 self-adhesive and reusable science titles, 
and either 143 black self-adhesive letters or eight 8 1/2" x 11" sheets of self-adhesive project paper.

SunWorks® Construction Paper Classroom Pack
Ideal for the art room or general classroom use. Contains 
2000 sheets: sixteen 9" x 12" and four 12" x 18" 
100-sheet packages of assorted colors. 10 assorted 
colors per pack.

Item # Color Quantity List Price
9-1506575-642 Assorted Pack of 2000 $83.59

Value White Drawing Paper
This paper has the right body and texture  
for working with all dry media and offers great 
value. Soft Eggshell White. Ream is 500 sheets. 
250 sheets on 24" x 36".

Item # Dimensions Number of Sheets List Price
50 lb.
9-085604-642 9 x 12 in 500 $10.29

9-085607-642 12 x 18 in 500 $20.79

9-085609-642 18 x 24 in 500 $41.19

9-087814-642 24 x 36 in 250 $45.59

80 lb.
9-087812-642 9 x 12 in 500 $16.69

9-087813-642 12 x 18 in 500 $27.59

9-087811-642 18 x 24 in 500 $63.89

Standard Legal Pads
Perforated and stapled at the top. Printed 
headstrip. Canary or White, For pen or pencil, 
ruled on both sides complete with red margin. 
50 sheets per pad.

Steno Notebooks
These notebooks are made of fine 
quality White or Green tint eye-ease 
paper. Smooth lying pages do not easily 
tear out. Gregg ruled 6" x 9". 80 sheets.

Item # Product Dimensions Ruled/Unruled Quantity List Price
White
9-085290-642 6 x 9 in Ruled Each $1.89

Green
9-085292-642 6 x 9 in Ruled Each $1.89

Item # Product Dimensions Color Quantity List Price
9-027439-642 5 x 8 in Canary Yellow Pack of 12 $5.89

9-027445-642 5 x 8 in White Pack of 12 $5.89

9-027430-642 8-1/2 x 11-3/4 in Canary Yellow Pack of 12 $12.09

9-027433-642 8-1/2 x 11-3/4 in White Pack of 12 $12.09

9-027427-642 8-1/2 x 14 in Canary Yellow Pack of 12 $16.89

9-027442-642 8-1/2 x 14 in White Pack of 12 $16.89

 Cautionary Warnings. See Page 334.

Presentation Boards
Corrugated display boards 
used for projects, booths, 
fairs, and all types of displays. 
Recyclable. Sold in packs of 10.

Item # Description Color Dimensions Quantity List Price
9-1464954-642 Display Header White 36 x 10 in Pack of 10 $29.69

9-1464946-642 Trifold White 48 x 18 in Pack of 10 $31.09

9-1464948-642 Mini Trifold White 20 x 15 in Pack of 10 $45.69

9-1464947-642 Trifold White 48 x 36 in Pack of 10 $39.99

9-1464949-642 Trifold Black 48 x 36 in Pack of 10 $49.69

9-1593980-642 Bifold Black 20 x 30 in Pack of 10 $49.69

9-1464950-642 Trifold Blue 48 x 36 in Pack of 10 $49.69

9-1464951-642 Trifold Green 48 x 36 in Pack of 10 $49.69

9-1464952-642 Trifold Yellow 48 x 36 in Pack of 10 $49.69

9-1464953-642 Trifold Red 48 x 36 in Pack of 10 $49.69

Q i

Washable School Glue and White Glue
Ideal for all classroom uses. Choose Washable for a glue that launders 
completely, even after it has dried hard. Choose White Glue for a glue 
that dries clear and bonds paper, wood, fabric, pottery, leather, glass, etc. 
Non-toxic. iCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3yrs.
Item # Volume Quantity List Price
Washable Glue
9-1565694-642 4 oz Pack of 48 $29.99

9-1565695-642 8 oz Pack of 12 $15.09

9-1565727-642 1 Gal Each $13.99

White Glue
9-1565728-642 4 oz Pack of 48 $39.99

9-1565729-642 8 oz Pack of 12 $17.99

9-1565730-642 1 Gal Each $16.69

Glue Sticks
Non-toxic and washable. Acid free and photo 
safe. Twist-up applicator is easy to use. 
Choose from White or Purple, both dry clear. 
iCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3yrs.
Item # Volume Quantity List Price
White
9-1354157-642 0.28 oz. Pack of 30 $5.77

9-1353959-642 0.28 oz. Pack of 12 $3.17

9-1353957-642 0.74 oz. Pack of 12 $8.09

9-1353961-642 1.27 oz. Pack of 12 $19.69

Purple
9-1354156-642 0.28 oz. Pack of 30 $5.77

9-1353960-642 0.28 oz. Pack of 12 $3.17

9-1353958-642 0.74 oz. Pack of 12 $8.09

9-1353962-642 1.27 oz. Pack of 12 $19.69

Item # Color Dimensions Quantity List Price
9-1515890-642 White 12 x 48 in Pack of 24 $49.99

9-1515891-642 Assorted 12 x 48 in Pack of 24 $75.99

9-1536181-642 White 18 x 48 in Case of 24 $49.99

9-1536182-642 Assorted 18 x 48 in Case of 24 $75.99

Item # Description Color Quantity List Price
9-1568627-642 Extra Fold Presentation Kit White Each $13.59

9-1568628-642 With Adhesive Letters White Each $14.09

9-1568629-642 With Adhesive Project Paper White Each $14.09
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Ceramic Fiber Pads
Asbestos-free, heat-insulating 

pads offer extremely low 

thermal conductivity—

continuous use limit 

to 1260°C (2300°F) 

and melting point 

to 1790°C (3200°F). 

Made from alumina 

and silica oxides, 

with a small amount of 

organic binder for superior 

handling strength. Resists 

most corrosive agents. 

6" x 6", 1/16" thick. Pack of 12

Item # Description List Price
9-1430824-642 Fiber Pads $14.39

Magic Touch™ 
Dry Ice Container
Lightweight and 

colorful, Magic Touch 

ice buckets have 

excellent insulating 

properties for keeping 

temperature sensitive 

samples in an optimal 

environment. Non-sweating 

buckets can withstand temperatures from -196°C to 93°C, are 

chemical resistant, and impervious to moisture and odors. 2.5 L capacity, 

8 3/4" diameter x 4 3/4" height.

Item # Description List Price
9-1365921-642 Dry Ice Container $100.79

Parafilm M Sealing Film
A small piece of this film 

will seal test tubes, beakers, 

flasks, culture tubes, etc. 

Made of a semi-transparent, 

flexible and waterproof 

material. Resistant to most 

acids and alcohols yet is 

gas permeable.

Laboratory Safety Mat
Perfect for virtually any 

surface where water could 

be spilled. Non-slip, 

silicone rubber "grips" 

to glassware thereby 

reducing the risk of 

breakage. Temperature 

resistant up to 260ºC. 

25 x 25 cm.

Frigimat® Cub Dry Ice Maker
Save time and expense by making dry ice. Compact device attaches to 

a liquid CO
2
 cylinder to produce a 250 to 350g dry ice block. (Each 50lb. 

cylinder makes 10–16 dry ice blocks). Multiple pressure relief safeguards 

and lightweight design for safe and portable operation. 5.6" x 7.5" x 6"

Item # Description List Price
9-531686-642 Ice Maker $560.29

Ahlstrom Filter Papers
These high quality quantitative 

and qualitative filter papers 

have low ash content and are 

available in a variety of retention 

sizes, speeds, and sizes to suit 

all of your classroom needs. 

Review our Filter Paper Quick 

Reference on this 

page for additional 

information to assist 

you in selecting 

the appropriate paper 

for your labs.

Labmat™ Bench Liner
Use as a disposable bench 

and drawer liner. Simplifies 

clean-up chores and 

protects work 

surfaces. Absorbent 

top surface traps 

water, dyes, 

corrosive chemicals, etc. 

to prevent leakage to work surface. 

Non-skid plastic backing, 50'L x 20"W 

Item # Description List Price
9-581352-642 Bench Liner $62.79

Item # Description List Price
9-592818-642 4 in x 125 ft. $39.49 
9-1603820-642 2 in x 250 ft. $39.99

Item # Description List Price
Quantitative No. 74
9-1400723-642 7.0 cm $24.99 
9-1400724-642 9.0 cm $34.99 
9-1400725-642 11.0 cm $42.99 
9-1400726-642 12.5 cm $47.99 
Qualitative No. 613 (Medium speed)
9-599004-642 7.0 cm $7.99 
9-598992-642 9.0 cm $7.99 
9-598995-642 11.0 cm $9.99 
9-598998-642 12.5 cm $11.99 
9-599001-642 15.0 cm $14.99 
Qualitative No. 615 (Fast speed)
9-599010-642 9.0 cm $7.99 
9-599013-642 11.0 cm $9.99 
9-599016-642 12.5 cm $11.99 
9-599019-642 15.0 cm $14.99 
9-599037-642 18.5 cm $20.99

Item # Description List Price
9-593839-642 Safety Mat $21.99
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Straws
Translucent plastic drinking straws. Each measures 

7.75". Pack of 250

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-191-7519-642 Translucent Straw Pack of 250 $3.99 

Aluminum Foil
Heavy-duty foodservice foil rolls. Rolls come in moisture and grease 

resistant box. Household weight aluminum foil roll in cutter box.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price
9-1322727-642 Heavy Weight 12 in x 500 ft Each $49.29 
9-1322728-642 Heavy Weight 18 in x 500 ft Each $63.79 
9-1584507-642 Household Weight 12 in x 25 ft Each $3.79 

Deli Wax Paper
Multi-use deli sheets are perfect for grab and go items. Grease resistant. 

500 sheets per box, sold as a case of 12 boxes (6,000 sheets). 

Item # Description Product Dimensions Quantity List Price
9-1553162-642 Deli Wax Paper 10-3/4 x 8 in Case of 12 $52.59 
9-1553163-642 Deli Wax Paper 10-3/4 x 10 in Case of 12 $76.79 
9-1553164-642 Deli Wax Paper 10-3/4 x 12 in Case of 12 $80.89 
9-1553165-642 Deli Wax Paper 10-3/4 x 15 in Case of 12 $114.99 

Sunbeam Parchment Paper
Paper is oven safe up to 450°F. Line cookie sheets and 

pans for easy Non-stick clean up. Keep away from 

open flame. Do not use with broiler. 45 sq. feet

Empress™ Paper Plates
Paper plates feature an uncoated design. 

Microwaveable plates are made from 

100% paper and are recyclable.

Aluminum Pie Pan
9" diameter aluminum pan.

Item # Description List Price
9-160-0301-642 Pie Pan $0.59 

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1590889-642 Parchment Paper Each $3.99 

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1004996-642 6 in Plates Pack of 100 $4.19 
9-1307984-642 6 in Plates Pack of 1000 $22.69 
9-1004997-642 9 in Plates Pack of 100 $6.69 
9-1307985-642 9 in Plates Pack of 1200 $46.69 

Cups
A must for any science classroom, these cups have a multitude of uses. 

Choose between foam, paper, or plastic.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
Foam
9-1322699-642 6 oz. Case of 1000 $54.99 
9-1478711-642 12 oz. Case of 1000 $64.99 
Plastic
9-1322733-642 5 oz. Case of 2500 $93.19 
9-1322734-642 7 oz. Case of 2500 $98.79 
Paper
9-1471328-642 8 oz. Pack of 1000 $66.59 

Foil and Wrap Rolls
All the wraps, papers and foils for your science classroom!

Item # Description List Price
Aluminum Foil
9-010-1397-642 12 in x 25 ft $2.99 
9-010-3795-642 12 in x 75 ft $6.29 
9-060-1050-642 18 in x 25 ft $6.19 
Wax Paper
9-160-0972-642 12 in x 75 ft $5.29 
Plastic Wrap
9-1322725-642 12 in x 1000 ft $17.89 
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Comfort Grip Artist #1 Knife
Features rubberized grip for better control & greater comfort plus 

rear blade release for safe, fast blade changes. Octagonal nut on rear 

of handle keeps it from rolling. Includes safety cap and No. 11 blade 

packed in a tube.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price
9-401198-642 No. 11 Blade Artist Knife 5 1/8 in Each $5.29

 Product 
Item # Dimensions Ruled/Unruled Number of Sheets Quantity List Price
Flexible Cover
9-002043-642 8-1/2 x 7 in Ruled 20 Each $1.89

9-002049-642 8-1/2 x 7 in Ruled 24 Each $1.89

9-002046-642 8-1/2 x 7 in Ruled 36 Each $0.57

9-245404-642 8-1/2 x 7 in Ruled 40 Each $2.89

9-002058-642 8-1/2 x 7 in Ruled 48 Each $0.77

9-002055-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in Ruled 48 Each $2.49

9-002052-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in Ruled 60 Each $2.07

Semi Stiff Cover
9-026026-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in Ruled 100 Each $2.07

Hard Cover
9-002040-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in Ruled 60 Each $2.07

9-026029-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in Ruled 100 Each $1.97

9-086769-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in Ruled  150 Each $4.89

9-086768-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in Unruled 100 Each $3.19

9-1439309-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in Ruled 100 Each $3.19

Stiff Picture Story
9-1335763-642 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in Ruled 100 Each $3.89

Marble Cover Composition Books
Popular black marble pattern covers are taped and 

sewn to 15 lb. white sulphite paper. Wide ruled with 

red margin lines. Covers come in three degrees 

of thickness and have space where students can 

write name, school and grade. Useful weights and 

measures information is printed on back cover. 

All composition books are wide (3/8") ruled with 

the exception of item 086768 which is unruled, 1439309 which is 

college ruled and 1335763 which is 1/2" ruled picture story paper with a 

4-1/2" space at the top for drawings.

Pacon® Dual Ruled 
Composition Books
The new Pacon Dual 

Ruled Composition 

Books feature two 

alternating ruling styles. The right-hand page offers a 3/8 in 

wide ruling for traditional note taking and the left-hand page 

features a 1/4 in grid ruling to draw coordinating graphs, 

illustrations and interpretations. Note taking in this manner 

engages both hemispheres of the brain. These durable, hard 

cover, one-subject books are available in four different colored covers 

with a coordinating colored paper on the inside. Using colored paper has 

been shown to help students with dyslexia work through the impacts of 

this learning disability. The colors also allow students to organize by class, 

theme or semester. Recyclable.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Number of Sheets Quantity List Price
9-1591012-642 Light Blue 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in 200 Each $3.49

9-1591013-642 Light Green 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in 200 Each $3.49

9-1591014-642 Yellow 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in 200 Each $3.49

9-1591015-642 Gray 9-3/4 x 7-1/2 in 200 Each $3.49

Student Scissors
These precision-made scissors are designed 

for the slightly larger hands of middle graders. 

Hand-ground blades for quality cutting of 

paper, cardboard, fabric, and more.

Kids Scissors
High quality children's scissors priced for the 

classroom. Stainless steel blades molded onto 

durable plastic handles with soft overmold grips.

Item # Product Length Scissor Type Quantity List Price
Blunt Tip
9-084837-642 5 in Blunt Each $1.99

9-086336-642 5 in Blunt Pack of 12 $20.89

Pointed Tip
9-086333-642 5 in Pointed Each $1.99

9-086337-642 5 in Pointed Pack of 12 $20.89

Lefty
9-086334-642 5 in Blunt Each $1.99

9-086335-642 5 in Pointed Each $1.99

X-ACTO® No. 1 Knife
Knife with No. 11 blade 

and safety cap. 5" long aluminum handle for light to medium work.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-573152-642 No. 1 Each $5.89

9-1437053-642 Knife Holder Each $13.19

Razor Blades
Single edge blade is wrapped for safety. It comes in 

a sliding dispenser box. Suitable for dissection and 

many other uses around the lab. Sold as 100 per pack.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1332447-642 Single Edge Blade Pack of 100 $8.39 

Item # Product Length Quantity List Price
Blunt
9-086338-642 5 1/4 in Each $2.69

9-086340-642 6 in Each $3.09

9-086342-642 6 1/4 in Pack of 12 $26.89

Pointed
9-086339-642 5 1/4 in Each $2.69

9-084839-642 6 in Each $3.09

9-086341-642 7 in Each $3.69

9-086343-642 6 1/4 in Pack of 12 $26.89

NEW

Slice™ Ceramic Scissors
Slice Ceramic Scissors are 

next-generation safety tools 

for adults and children alike. 

With soft-touch finger grips 

and an ambidextrous design, 

these lightweight and compact scissors feature Slice's patented 

finger-friendly ceramic safety blades. Sharp enough to cut paper and fabric 

effectively, the Ceramic Scissor blades never rust, are non-magnetic and 

non-conductive, and stay sharp up to 10x longer than steel.

Item # Product Length Scissor Type Quantity List Price
9-1587222-642 4 in Straight Each $36.09

9-1587283-642 4 in Straight Case of 6 $216.49

NEW

Slice™ Pen Cutters
The Slice auto-retractable pen 

cutter is a safer alternative to a 

traditional utility knife. Includes one replaceable Slice ceramic 

safety blade. Patented handle with rubberized slider button 

limits the amount of exposed ceramic-blade to further reduce 

injuries. Pen Cutter Automatically retracts back into housing 

for added safety when slider button is released.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price
Pen Cutters
9-1587210-642 Pen Cutter 3-1/4 x 6-3/4 Each $15.69

9-1587271-642 Pen Cutter 3-1/4 x 6-3/4 Case of 12 $187.59

Replacement Blades
9-1587216-642 Rounded Replacement Blade 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 Each $24.09

9-1587277-642 Rounded Replacement Blade 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 Case of 6 $144.39

9-1587217-642 Pointed Replacement Blade 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 Each $24.09

9-1587278-642 Pointed Replacement Blade 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 Case of 6 $144.39

NEW

Tool Kit
A must have for your classroom. 

Kit includes 6" slip joint pliers, 6 1/2" long 

nose pliers, 6" adjustable wrench, 

3-piece offset screwdriver, and a 

6-in-1 screwdriver set with slotted bits, Phillips bits, and nut drivers.

Item # Description List Price
9-193-8283-642 Tool Kit $28.49
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Creativity Street® 
Stem Classroom Packs
Most economical way to buy stems! Enough 

for class projects all year. Assorted colors.

Item # Description Size Quantity List Price

9-085907-642 Standard Stem 1/8 x 12 in Set of 1000 $19.99

9-085909-642 Jumbo Stems 1/4 x 6 in Set of 1000 $11.99

9-085911-642 Jumbo Stems 1/4 x 12 in Set of 1000 $23.99

Roylco®  
Mineral Mosaics Poster &  
Artwork Set
We've printed 49 different 

mineral photographs onto 

high quality card and cut 

them into squares. Use the four reproducible artwork 

grids to arrange and glue the mosaics into beautiful patterns. 

Refer to the poster to learn about all 49 minerals. The poster is 17" x 22". 

Mosaics are 3/4". Package includes idea guide, 2500 mosaics, poster and 4 

reproducible grids. iCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3yrs.

Item # Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-408981-642 Mineral Mosaic Set Pack of 2500 $15.09 

Scotch™ Advanced Thermal Laminator
The Scotch™ ADVANCED 

Thermal Laminator is a 

consumer-inspired design 

which features a two roller 

system for items up to 13 

inches wide. It warms up in only a minute and can laminate a letter-size 

document in approximately 45 seconds. It also features a true 13 inch 

max input -- among the widest in the market (compared to 12" and 12.5" 

models). It can laminate either 3 or 5 mil pouches and is a quick, versatile 

machine ideal for educators and small or home offices. Value pack 

contains 20 letter size pouches.

Item # Model Number Size Quantity List Price

9-1494668-642 TL1302 13 in Each $99.99 
9-1494669-642 TL1302VP 13 in Value Pack Each $105.09 

Xyron EZ Laminator
Xyron® EZ Laminator™ cold laminator 

makes laminating easier than ever. It is 

portable and requires no electricity or 

batteries. It operates simply by hand with 

no fumes or mess. The lamination is photo 

safe and ideal for a variety of documents up to 

8.5" wide. It's perfect for items that need protection, including 

certificates, manuals and diagrams. Comes pre-loaded with a 15' long 

starter cartridge of two-side laminating material. Includes 1 year warranty. 

Item # Model Number Size Quantity List Price

9-1539832-642 624672 15 ft L Each $99.99

Laminating Film

9-1401451-642 145612 Std Refill Cartridge 60 ft L Each $39.99 
9-1465047-642 100128 Magnet Refill Cartridge 10 ft L Each $39.99 

SolarFast™ Starter Kit
Create photographic art prints 

and one-of-a-kind T-shirts by 

harnessing the power of sunlight. 

This kit comes with everything 

you need to get started, with 

enough supplies for up to 8 shirts 

or several dozen paper prints. 

Whether making prints from 

drawings, photographs, folds 

or objects - on paper, fabric, 

canvas, or clothing - the SolarFast Starter Kit offers a great introduction to 

sun-powered printmaking at a great value. Ages 8 and above.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1540714-642 Chromatography Fun Kit Kit $31.19

Nature Print® Paper
With a little sunlight and 

tap water, your students 

can make breathtaking 

images that are suitable 

for framing. Use practically anything 

flat—natural or man-made objects—for 

permanent finished prints in minutes. 

Expose to sunlight for 2-3 minutes, 

then develop in water for 1 minute. 

40 sheet pad includes plexiglass sheet to hold object in place.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-222456-642 Nature Paper 5 x 7 in Pack of 30 $13.89

9-1006385-642 Nature Paper 5 1/2 x 7 1/2 in Pack of 40 $15.99

Dixon China Markers
Greasy lead resists 

water—marks slick 

surfaces that pencils or 

markers can't. Wipes clean from plastic, china, glass, transparencies, etc. 

Paper peels off as lead is used. PMA certified non-toxic. Black. Box of 12.

Item # Color Quantity List Price

9-077222-642 Black Pack of 12 $11.69

Chromatography Kit
Roylco Chromatography Kit 

will amaze your students 

with gorgeous science/art 

projects! Students will get to witness 

how the molecules of the saltwater 

solution push against the molecules of 

pigments of marker inks and carry them 

up the length of the paper flower petals.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1540720-642 Chromatography Kit Each $14.49

Balloons
Investigate static electricity, gas 

pressure, jet propulsion, lung action and 

more. Package of 144, 9" round balloons 

in assorted colors.

Item # Description Dimensions Quantity List Price

9-200099-642 Balloons 9 in Pack of 144 $13.99

Modeling Clay
Intense colors and a soft, 

easy-to-knead consistency make this clay 

an excellent choice for all grade levels. Odorless, 

non-toxic colors remain pliable even after extended use. Standard 

assortment includes: Red, Yellow, Blue and Green. Earthtone 

assortment includes: Terra Cotta, Gray, Brown and Cream. Five 

pound assortments include 1 1/4 pound of each color.

Item # Color Product Weight Quantity List Price

9-086002-642 Blue 1 lb Each $3.19

9-085998-642 Brown 1 lb Each $3.19

9-086001-642 Cream 1 lb Each $3.19

9-085997-642 Gray 1 lb Each $3.19

9-085999-642 Green 1 lb Each $3.19

9-085996-642 Red 1 lb Each $3.19

9-086000-642 Terra Cotta 1 lb Each $3.19

9-086003-642 Yellow 1 lb Each $3.19

9-086005-642 Assorted Earthtone 1/4 lb Set of 4 $3.59

9-086004-642 Assorted Standard 1/4 lb Set of 4 $3.59

9-086007-642 Assorted Earthtone 5 lbs Each $13.69

9-086006-642 Assorted Standard 5 lbs Each $13.69

 Cautionary Warnings. See Page 334.
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Mobile Ops® Flexible LED Flashlights
Ultra bright LED lights with flexibility to twist and aim light in various 

positions. Multiple modes, including standard, flood light, and emergency 

strobe. Magnetic back for whiteboards, loop on top, or stand alone to 

provide hands-free alternatives. Made of flexible, water-resistant silicone. 

AAA batteries included.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1565714-642 6 Light Each $18.99

9-1565715-642 12 Light Each $27.99

9-1565716-642 21 Light Each $34.99

9-1565717-642 30 Light Each $42.99

Alkaline Batteries
A long lasting, affordably priced batteries stand up to the rigors of the 

classroom and are ideal for every day use! Provides reliable power for 

electronics, remote controls, toys and games, flashlights and battery 

operated office equipment. The 2025 & 2032 Lithium 3 V Batteries are 

designed for watches, calculators, PDAs, keyless entry devices, and 

medical devices. iCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3yrs.

Item # Size Quantity List Price
9-595621-642 AAA Pack of 4 $2.17

9-084987-642 AAA Pack of 12 $7.99

9-1583439-642 AAA Pack of 24 $10.69

9-1583440-642 AAA Pack of 48 $19.99

9-1583441-642 AAA Pack of 60 $30.69

9-595618-642 AA Pack of 4 $2.17

9-1583442-642 AA Pack of 12 $7.99

9-084985-642 AA Pack of 24 $10.69

9-1583437-642 AA Pack of 48 $19.99

9-1583438-642 AA Pack of 60 $53.29

9-595615-642 C Pack of 2 $5.29

9-595612-642 D Pack of 2 $5.29

9-595624-642 9V Each $5.29

9-1583435-642 3V- CR2025 Button Pack of 2 $2.69

9-1583436-642 3V- CR2032 Button Pack of 2 $2.69

Fellowes® 
Heavy Duty Extension Cords
Three-pronged cord has electrical capacity 

for major appliances and general use. 

125 Volts, UL and CSA listed. The indoor 

cord is 15' long and 14 guage. The indoor/

outdoor cord is 25' long and 16 guage.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-650543-642 Indoor, Gray Each $30.69

9-650546-642 Indoor/Outdoor, Orange Each $46.69

Dust Broom & Pan Set
This Dust Pan Combo Kit is comfortably designed with 

32 in high handled "L" grip including the maximum 

angled bottom dust pan with polished front edge and 

increased tray capacity. Combo kit also incorporates 

an easy lock 2-way handle that can lock in the upright 

position and an innovative foot rest pads.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1405234-642 Dustpan & Broom Each $46.69

Shop-Vac® Wet-Dry Vacuum
A necessity for the art classroom, 

workshop or studio. Strong suction 

and filtration system picks up wet 

or dry debris efficiently. Large 

dent-resistant plastic tank has 

5-gallon capacity. Automatic float 

shut-off stops wet pick-up when 

drum is full to prevent overflow. 

Tough 2.0-hp motor provides maximum cleaning power. Accessories 

include: 3 extension wands, 10" combo nozzle, 7' 1 ¼" hose, foam sleeve 

and disc filter with mounting ring. 2 year warranty.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-406103-642 Wet-Dry Vac Each $115.99

Electrical Tape
Flexible and moisture resistant, plastic 

electrical tape. 60"L x 3/4"W

Item # Description List Price
9-200-0283-642 Electrical Tape $1.89

Energizer Industrial Flashlight
Impact resistant industrial LED flashlight with a lifetime warranty. 

Resistant to grease, oil and other solvents. Requires 2 D batteries.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-090262-642 Flashlight Each $9.99

6-Outlet Surge Protector
Six-outlet surge protector offers surge 

protection for basic electronics and appliances. 

4' power cord delivers optimal, safe AC power 

through a 14-gauge heavy-duty cord. Surge 

protector filters EMI/RFI noise.

Item # Description Number of Outlets Quantity List Price
9-1118396-642 White 6 Each $19.99
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Labware for all your education applications!
Frey Scienti� c is proud to offer a wide range of glassware and plasticware 
for your science classroom.

 PLASTIC LABWARE
 Chemical Resistance LDPE HDPE PP PS PTFE PMP PVC PC
 Acids, Dilute ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★

 Acids, Concentrated ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ NR
 Alcohols ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★

 Aldehydes ★★ ★★ ★★ NR ★★★ ★★ NR ★

 Bases ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ NR
 Esters ★★★ ★★ ★★ NR ★★★ ★ NR NR
 Hydrocarbons, Aliphatic ★★★ ★★ ★★ NR ★★★ ★ ★★★ NR
 Hydrocarbons, Aromatic ★ ★★ ★ NR ★★★ ★ NR NR
 Hydrocarbons, Halogenated NR ★ ★ NR ★★★ NR NR NR
 Ketones ★★ ★★ ★★ NR ★★★ ★ NR NR
 Oils, Mineral ★ ★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★

 Oils, Vegetable ★★ ★★ ★★ ★★ ★★★ ★★ ★★ ★★

 Oxidizers ★ ★ ★ NR ★★★ ★ ★★ NR

 Physical Properties LDPE HDPE PP PS PTFE PMP PVC PC
 Max Temp (°C) 80 120 135 70 300 180 70 130
 Min Temp (°C) -50 -100 0 -40 -200 0 -25 -135
 Autoclavable No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
 Gas Sterilization Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
 Dry Heat Sterilization No No No No Yes Yes No No
 Chemical Sterilization Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
 Transparency Translucent Translucent Translucent Clear Opaque Clear Clear Clear
 Speci� c Gravity 0.92 0.95 0.90 1.05 2.2 0.83 1.34 1.20

LDPE: Low Density Polyethylene
HDPE: High Density Polyethylene
PP: Polypropylene
PS: Polystyrene

PTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon®)
PMP: Polymethylpentene
PVC: Polyvinyl Chloride
PC: Polycarbonate

★★★ = Excellent resistance, no attack after 30 days of constant exposure.
★★ = Good resistance, minor attack after 30 days of constant exposure.
★ = Limited resistance, moderate attack after 7 days of constant exposure.
NR = Not recommended, poor resistance. Immediate damage will result.

*Teflon® is a registered trademark of DuPont 

BETTER BESTGOOD

QUICK REFERENCE:

Glass and Plastic Labware
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GENERAL 
GLASSWARE 
WARNINGS 

• Thick-walled glassware 
should not be heated over 
a flame, a hot plate, or 
other comparable source 
of heat because there is a 
danger of breakage due 
to thermal expansion

• Do not use hydrofluoric 
or hot phosphoric acid 
in glass

• Never use scratched or 
abraded glassware

• Hot alkalis will etch glass

PYREX® VISTA™

BOROSILICATE GLASSWARE
Vista™ reusable glassware is an economical 
option for educators who desire the 
quality of Corning Pyrex® at a competitive 
price. Frey Scientific offers the complete 
line of Pyrex Vista glassware including 
beakers, Erlenmeyer, boiling, and filter 
flasks, test and culture tubes, Petri dishes, 
and graduated cylinders. In a weight 
comparison study on certified equipment, 
Pyrex Vista glassware was 13 to 15% 
heavier than Kimble and VWR brands with 
considerable cost savings.

GLASSWARE

PYREX® BOROSILICATE GLASSWARE 
The Pyrex® name is associated with high 
quality, corrosion and heat resistant 
laboratory glassware throughout the world. 
Borosilicate glass has high resistance 
to strong acids and alkalis as well as 
exceptional heat tolerance. Labware is 
manufactured with uniform, heavy walls 
for mechanical strength and durability. 

STERILIZATION
Always rinse labware in distilled water before sterilizing 
equipment. Some chemicals which have no effect on resins 
at room temperature may cause damage at sterilization 
temperatures. Ensure any caps or covers are loosened or 
removed to prevent pressure build-up. See pages 661–664 
for cleaning products.

Autoclaving: 121°C at 15 psi for 30 minutes

Dry Heat Sterilization: 160°C for 120 minutes

Radiation Sterilization: Gamma irradiation at 2.5 Mrad

Gas Sterilization: Ethylene Oxide Formaldehyde

Disinfectants: Benzalkonium chloride, formalin, quaternary 
ammonium compounds, ethanol, etc…

Pyrex® Vista™ 
Rimless test tubes

Pyrex® 
Borosilicate 
Erlenmeyer 

Flasks

ROUTINE CLEANING
After use, immediately wash labware in a mild detergent. Rinse 
with distilled water to remove all residues. To prolong the life 
of your plastic products, avoid using abrasive materials such as 
scouring pads. Use bleach solutions to remove any organic matter.

If an automatic washer is used, ensure the water temperature 
is set at 57 °C (135 °F) maximum. Automatic washing is not 
recommended for LDPE and polystyrene labware due to their low 
heat tolerance. Polycarbonate labware will become weakened by 
repeated exposure to washers and may crack.

MAINTAINING YOUR LABWARE

Benchmark 
BioClave 16L 
Autoclave, 
1399378

Beakers  . . . . . . . Page 642

Bottles and Jars . . Page 644
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Azlon® Printed Straight Wall Beakers
Straight wall, stackable beakers molded in polypropylene with permanent, 

colored graduations. Set includes one each of 50 mL, 100 mL, 250 mL, 

500 mL, and 1000 mL.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-594249-642 50 mL Each $3.09

9-594252-642 100 mL Each $2.99

9-594255-642 250 mL Each $5.19

9-594258-642 500 mL Each $6.19

9-594606-642 1000 mL Each $7.59

9-571595-642 Set of 5 Set of 5 $25.19

Polypropylene Beakers 
with Handles
Transparent autoclavable 

polypropylene. Low form offers 

better stability. Ideal for many 

industrial and chemical applications.

Tri Corner Beakers
Polypropylene beakers feature a tri-corner design that provides three 

dripless pouring spouts. Beakers are perfect for use with stirrers— the flat 

bottom keeps stir bars centered. Graduated in mL and oz with an accuracy 

or ±5%. Withstands temperatures to 250°F (121°C). Autoclavable. 

Packs of 100.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1388620-642 50 mL Pack of 100 $21.09

9-1388621-642 100 mL Pack of 100 $25.19

9-1388622-642 250 mL Pack of 100 $35.19

9-1388623-642 400 mL Pack of 100 $50.29

9-1388624-642 Assorted Set (5 of each size) Set of 30 $30.19

Polymethylpentene Beakers
For general laboratory use, 

polymethylpentene beakers will withstand 

temperatures up to 180°C. Molded milliliter 

graduations and a no-drip pouring spout 

make for easy measurement and pouring. 

Chemically resistant to most acids, bases 

and many common solvents. Autoclavable.

Griffin Low Form 
Polypropylene Beakers
Low cost beakers with 

tapered spouts and raised 

graduations. Autoclavable. 

Will nest without sticking 

together. Set includes one 

each of 50mL, 250mL, 400mL, 

600mL, and 1000mL.

Beaker and Flask Mugs
Show your science pride with 

these durable and attractive mugs. 

Cut from actual glass beakers 

and erlenmeyer flasks they host 

as much or more as a standard 

coffee cup. Include standard 

graduations up to 400 ml.

BEAKERS

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-581712-642 50 mL Pack of 12 $9.99 
9-581466-642 250 mL Pack of 6 $13.09 
9-581469-642 400 mL Pack of 6 $30.59 
9-581721-642 600 mL Pack of 4 $15.09 
9-581472-642 1000 mL Pack of 3 $10.09 
9-025-5420-642 Plastic Beakers Set Set of 5 $11.99 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-594513-642 500 mL Each $1.99

9-594516-642 1000 mL Each $4.89

9-594519-642 2000 mL Each $6.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1400713-642 Beaker Each $11.99

9-1400714-642 Flask Each $11.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-594354-642 50 x 2 mL Each $4.59

9-594357-642 100 x 5mL Each $4.79

9-594360-642 250 x 10 mL Each $7.79

9-594468-642 500 x 10 mL Each $12.19

9-594363-642 1000 x 20 mL Each $16.99

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Pyrex® 
Borosilicate Heavy-Duty Low 
Form Beakers
Heavy duty borosilicate beakers are 

specifically designed to offer the best 

mechanical strength under harsh 

conditions, such as mechanized 

washing operations. They have a 

single graduated metric scale to 

indicate their approximate content 

and an extra large marking spot. 

Corning No. 1003

Pyrex® Vista™ 
Borosilicate Low Form Beakers
Standard Griffin Beakers with spout, 

manufactured to provide balance 

between thermal shock resistance and 

mechanical strength. For convenience, 

the 250 mL through 1000 mL 

beakers have a double graduated 

metric scale to indicate approximate 

content. All sizes have an extra large 

marking spot. The 10 mL size is not 

graduated. The beakers are designed 

to ASTM E-960. Corning No. 70000

Pyrex® Griffin Low Form Beaker Set
Set of 5. One each: 50 mL, 100 mL, 250 mL, 600 mL and 1 L. 

Corning No. 1000

Item # Description List Price

9-574090-642 Beaker Set $34.69

Pyrex® Berzelius Tall Form Beakers
Tall beakers, with spouts to facilitate 

pouring, are graduated to indicate their 

approximate content. Thick reinforcing 

beads protect the slightly flared tops. 

Corning No. 1060

Pyrex® 
Griffin Low Form 
Borosilicate Beakers
Borosilicate beakers with spouts 

are manufactured with uniform wall 

thickness to offer the optimum 

balance between thermal shock 

resistance and mechanical strength. 

All sizes have an extra large 

marking spot. The 10 mL size is not 

graduated. Reference: ASTM E-960. 

Corning No. 1000

Pyrex® 
Borosilicate Beaker 
with Handle
Handle hot or hazardous liquids 

easily and safely. A sturdy molded 

glass handle is secured to this 

3 L borosilicate beaker by a stainless 

steel strap that fits into a recess 

in the beaker wall. Ungraduated. 

Corning No. 1010

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529619-642 10 mL Pack of 12 $31.99

9-529620-642 20 mL Pack of 12 $31.99

9-529622-642 30 mL Pack of 12 $31.99

9-529623-642 50 mL Pack of 12 $31.99

9-529624-642 100 mL Pack of 12 $31.99

9-529625-642 150 mL Pack of 12 $31.99

9-529626-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $33.99

9-529627-642 400 mL Pack of 12 $39.99

9-529628-642 600 mL Pack of 6 $24.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-593961-642 10 mL Pack of 12 $46.99

9-593964-642 30 mL Pack of 12 $46.99

9-593967-642 50 mL Pack of 12 $46.99

9-593970-642 100 mL Pack of 12 $48.99

9-593973-642 150 mL Pack of 12 $48.99

9-593976-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $48.99

9-593979-642 400 mL Pack of 12 $55.09

9-593982-642 600 mL Pack of 6 $35.69

9-594045-642 1000 mL Pack of 6 $66.29

9-593985-642 2000 mL Pack of 4 $87.79

9-593331-642 4000 mL Each $69.39

Item # Description List Price

9-593268-642 Beaker with Handle $299.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-593340-642 100 mL Pack of 12 $58.19

9-1016946-642 200 mL Pack of 12 $61.19

9-1016947-642 300 mL Pack of 12 $68.39

9-1016948-642 400 mL Pack of 6 $36.79

9-1016949-642 500 mL Pack of 6 $50.99

9-593349-642 600 mL Pack of 6 $53.09

9-593352-642 1000 mL Pack of 6 $70.39

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1300526-642 150 mL Pack of 12 $88.79

9-593991-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $89.99

9-593994-642 400 mL Pack of 12 $118.89

9-593997-642 600 mL Pack of 6 $66.29

9-593334-642 1000 mL Each $21.49

9-593337-642 2000 mL Each $43.89
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Azlon® Wide Mouth HDPE Bottles
Leak-proof, rigid and translucent these high density polyethylene wide 

mouth lab bottles have excellent chemical resistance. Ideal for storage 

and handling of liquids or solids. Made with FDA approved resin for 

non-contaminating storage of chemicals and food grade products.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1399983-642 125 mL Pack of 12 $23.99

9-1399985-642 500 mL Pack of 12 $49.79

9-1399986-642 1000 mL Pack of 6 $42.99

Square 
Polycarbonate Bottles
These polycarbonate media 

bottles with polypropylene 

closure are unequaled in 

design or performance. 

Features easy-grip octagonal 

square shape; molded, 

optically clear graduations; 

leak-proof; completely 

transparent; and fully 

autoclavable. Available in 

several sizes. Packs of 6.

Azlon® Wide Mouth Polypropylene Bottles
Translucent, autoclavable and leak-proof. With polypropylene screw 

closures. Ideal for chemicals, specimens and general laboratory use. 

Set cap on top of bottle before autoclaving.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1016959-642 125 mL Pack of 12 $26.79

9-560350-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $41.89

9-560353-642 500 mL Pack of 12 $58.79

9-560356-642 1000 mL Pack of 6 $43.09

Kartell Weighing Bottles
Reduce the tare weight 

correction with these light 

weight, autoclavable, reusable 

translucent bottles. Airtight 

push on lids included. Highly 

resistant to acid attack. No 

internal shoulders to avoid use of 

spatulas. Tops can be squeezed 

to assist pouring.

Azlon® 
Narrow Mouth 
Polypropylene Bottles
Leak-proof, rigid, and translucent narrow 

mouth polypropylene lab bottles can 

be autoclaved, have excellent chemical 

resistance and are ideal for storage and 

sampling of liquids or solids.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1399987-642 125 mL Pack of 12 $21.89

9-1399988-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $31.09

9-1399989-642 500 mL Pack of 12 $49.29

9-1399990-642 1000 mL Pack of 6 $38.59

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1503905-642 20 mL Pack of 10 $73.79

9-1503906-642 23 mL Pack of 10 $74.89

9-1503907-642 30 mL Pack of 10 $75.79

9-1503908-642 50 mL Pack of 10 $85.69

9-1503909-642 60 mL Pack of 10 $87.99

9-1503910-642 190 mL Pack of 10 $107.29

9-1503911-642 360 mL Pack of 10 $128.69

BOTTLES, JARS, AND VIALS

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1295685-642 125 mL Pack of 6 $43.39

9-1295686-642 250 mL Pack of 6 $45.39

9-1295687-642 500 mL Pack of 6 $68.99

9-1295688-642 1000 mL Pack of 6 $87.09

Azlon®  
Narrow Mouth  
HDPE Bottles
All-purpose, 

round bottles with 

screw-cap closure. 

Ideal for storing and 

handling liquids or 

solids. Highly reliable 

and durable for long 

term use. Rigid 

and translucent. 

Excellent chemical 

resistance—can 

be used with most 

corrosives. Made 

with FDA approved 

resin to provide non-contaminating storage of chemicals.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-582673-642 125 mL Pack of 12 $19.79

9-583522-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $28.39

9-583525-642 500 mL Pack of 12 $40.19

9-583528-642 1000 mL Pack of 6 $35.49
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Azlon® GHS Wide Mouth Wash Bottles
Multi-lingual wide mouth wash bottles featuring the patented DripLok® 

vapor venting valve that prevents solvent drips. Each set includes one of 

each bottle, Acetone, Isopropanol, Ethanol, Methanol and a customizable 

bottle, all labeled with the new Globally Harmonized Symbols, NFPA 

diamond, risk phrases and safety information and include a fitted color 

coded one-piece PP closure.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1503912-642 250 mL Set of 5 $44.19

9-1503913-642 500 mL Set of 5 $45.89

Stackable Beakers
Polypropylene beakers are highly flexible and nest 

together for easy storage.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1429360-642 120 ml Pack of 25 $9.09

9-1429361-642 500 ml Pack of 25 $17.09

Spray Dispenser Bottles
Reusable hand sprayer with adjustable nozzle. 

High-density polyethylene bottle; polypropylene 

sprayer. 16 oz. capacity. Pack of 6.

Item # Description List Price
9-1006067-642 16 oz Dispenser Bottle $22.99

Polyethylene Unitary Wash Bottles
Quality polyethylene, graduated wash bottles. Bottle and tubulation 

molded in 1 piece.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-560185-642 125 mL Pack of 6 $15.09

9-560188-642 250 mL Pack of 4 $12.09

9-560191-642 500 mL Pack of 4 $15.09

Controlled Dropping/
Spray Bottles
Ideal for applications 

requiring a controlled drop 

or spray. With included 

tube, use as a spray 

bottle; remove the tube 

for dropping. Outer plastic 

cap guarantees tight seal. 

Packs of 12.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-581556-642 30 mL Pack of 12 $23.49

9-581559-642 60 mL Pack of 12 $34.69

Economy Polyethylene Wash Bottles
Low density polyethylene wash bottles are available in three sizes.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-581208-642 125 mL Each $5.29

9-581211-642 250 mL Each $5.09

9-581214-642 500 mL Each $5.99

I

9

9

Polyethylene Dispensing Bottles
Low density polyethylene bottles are supplied with a sealer cap that snaps 

on easily after using and seals tightly. Spout openings are standard 0.03" 

and can be enlarged by cutting back with scissors.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-571598-642 15 mL Pack of 12 $13.59 
9-594390-642 15 mL Pack of 48 $54.49 
9-571601-642 30 mL Pack of 12 $14.29 
9-594393-642 30 mL Pack of 48 $57.29 
9-571604-642 60 mL Pack of 12 $16.79 
9-594396-642 60 mL Pack of 48 $67.19 
9-594399-642 125 mL Pack of 36 $67.19 
9-571610-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $32.99
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Narrow Mouth Storage Bottles
Clear, soda-lime glass bottles with black, phenolic 

screw caps. Boston round style; ideal for storage, 

sampling, and general laboratory use. Pulp/vinyl 

lined caps.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-592785-642 4 oz. Pack of 24 $38.09

9-592788-642 8 oz. Pack of 24 $46.39

9-592752-642 16 oz. Pack of 12 $30.89

Pyrex® Media Storage Bottles
Used for storage as well as mixing and sampling. 

These borosilicate glass bottles feature permanent 

white enamel graduations and marking spot; glass 

bead indicates full capacity. Includes linerless, 

1-piece autoclavable polypropylene plug seal 

cap with drip-free pouring rings. Pack of 10. 

Corning No. 1395

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1300527-642 25 mL Pack of 10 $93.89

9-1300528-642 50 mL Pack of 10 $94.89

9-1300529-642 100 ml Pack of 10 $95.89

9-1300530-642 250 mL Pack of 10 $107.09

9-593856-642 500 mL Pack of 10 $127.49

9-593859-642 1000 mL Pack of 10 $156.09

Boston Round Dropping Bottles
Boston round bottles made of flint or amber-tinted 

glass. Glass dropper with threaded cap included. 

Pack of 12

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
Flint Glass
9-1294734-642 30 mL Pack of 12 $14.99

9-1294735-642 60 mL Pack of 12 $22.99

Amber Glass
9-1294656-642 15 mL Pack of 12 $14.29

9-584397-642 30 mL Pack of 12 $14.29

9-584400-642 60 mL Pack of 12 $22.99

9-1294657-642 120 mL Pack of 12 $31.99

9-1294658-642 240 mL Pack of 12 $50.49

Unbreakable Jars
Transparent, rigid-plastic, wide-mouth jars with screw-cap lids. 

Eliminates safety hazard of broken glass. Jars are made of PET 

(polyethylene terephthalate); lids are polypropylene. All-purpose containers 

for general storage—not for use with chemicals.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1430818-642 8 oz. Pack of 12 $43.99

9-1430819-642 16 oz. Pack of 12 $53.29

9-1430821-642 1 gal. Each $19.59

Kartell Screw Top Jars
Cylindrical jars, HDPE, supplied with insert and cap. Thanks to the large 

neck they are suitable for powders and solid specimens.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1503914-642 70 mL Pack of 10 $25.89

9-1503915-642 120 mL Pack of 10 $28.69

9-1503916-642 250 mL Pack of 10 $30.19

9-1503917-642 500 mL Pack of 10 $37.29

9-1503918-642 1000 mL Pack of 10 $49.29

9-1503919-642 1500 mL Pack of 10 $56.89

9-1503920-642 2000 mL Pack of 10 $64.59

Barnes Style Dropping Bottle
Clear flint glass bottles with glass pipettes and rubber bulb stoppers. 

30 mL capacity.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-584247-642 Dropping Bottle Pack of 12 $21.09

9-584403-642 Replacement Pipettes Pack of 12 $7.09

1 Gallon

8oz
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Dispensing Carboy
Rounded polyethylene bottle ideal for 

dispensing solutions. Half-turn opens or closes 

spigot. 20 L capacity.

Item #  Description  List Price
9-581421-642 Carboy $299.99

Hinged Lid Jars
Ideal for many uses in the classroom or in the field. These polyethylene 

jars with secure snap closures provide air and moisture resistance for 

contents. Hinged lid prevents lost caps.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1295689-642 0.25 oz. Pack of 100 $50.39

9-1295690-642 0.5 oz. Pack of 100 $56.39

9-1295691-642 1 oz. Pack of 100 $74.99

9-1295692-642 2 oz. Pack of 100 $91.99

9-1295693-642 4 oz. Pack of 100 $121.09

Kartell Wide Mouth Carboy
Ideal for liquid or powders. Made from food grade 

chemical resistant HDPE with LDPE neck insert 

plug that provides maximum security. Heavy 

duty swing handle aids in carrying. HDPE closure 

contains tag holes and finger grips for ease 

of opening.

Item # Description List Price
9-1503923-642 5 L $30.99

9-1503924-642 10 L $46.09

Polystyrene Jars
"Glass-clear" polystyrene jars have multiple 

uses in the lab. Straight-sided containers 

with white polypropylene screw closures 

are lightweight and easy to fill. Maximum 

temperature 70ºC.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-1016966-642 60 mL Pack of 48 $78.69

9-1016967-642 120 mL Pack of 36 $91.59

9-1016968-642 180 mL Pack of 36 $104.49

9-1016969-642 240 mL Pack of 36 $117.99

9-1016970-642 480 mL Pack of 24 $111.59

9-1016971-642 1000 mL Pack of 24 $170.79

Carboy with Stopcock
Autoclavable, heavy-duty polypropylene 

carboys with offset neck for easier 

filling and pouring. Closures are 

compatible with other leading brands. 

Heavy-duty leak-proof stopcock 

features boss fitting for added durability 

and strength. Stopcock has removable 

tube fitting for added convenience. 

Graduations are molded into the front 

of the carboys for easy reading.

Item # Description List Price
9-528992-642 5 L $68.19

9-528991-642 20 L $112.79

Kartell Narrow Mouth Carboy
Made from food grade resin, the HDPE closure 

with tag holes includes an o-ring for added 

security. The spigot with gasket is leakproof and 

screws directly into a welded wall insert. Very 

resistant to many common chemicals. Heavy duty 

swing handle aids in carrying.

Item # Description List Price
9-1503921-642 Carboy-5 L $46.99

9-1503922-642 Carboy-10 L $58.39

9-1506608-642 Spigot $9.59

Polystyrene Culture Vials
This Drosophila culture vial is supplied 

with plastic snap cap. 45 mm diameter jars, 

30 dram (3.75 oz.) capacity. Pack of 72.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-594330-642 Vials Pack of 72 $91.69

Specimen Jars
Round, straight-walled jars with phenolic 

caps. Clear, soda-lime glass jar; pulp/vinyl 

lined cap. Perfect for biological specimens 

and general lab use.

Item #  Description Quantity List Price
9-592791-642 4 oz. Pack of 24 $44.29 
9-592794-642 8 oz. Pack of 24 $63.89 
9-592797-642 16 oz. Pack of 12 $42.29
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Burette Tip Assembly
Includes capillary glass tip, pinch clamp and 3" of latex tubing. Pack of 1

Item # Description List Price
9-1300548-642 Burette Tip Assembly $3.09

Mohr Buret
Flint glass buret for use with a pinchcock. Partial circle graduations; 

50 mL x 0.1 mm.

Item # Description Capacity List Price
9-584250-642 Mohr Buret 50 ml $8.19

Geissler Burets
Glass buret with straight-bore glass stopcock. White, partial circle 

graduations. Thick wall, flint glass construction.

Item # Description Capacity List Price
9-587175-642 Geissler Buret 50 mL $47.99 
9-587193-642 Geissler Buret 25 mL $40.99

Dow Corning® High Vacuum Stopcock Grease
High-quality silicone lubricant for glass stopcocks, joints, glass rubber 

connections and high-vacuum applications. Resists most chemicals. 

Heat stable and inert. 5.3 oz. tube.

Item # Description List Price
9-593076-642 High Vacuum Stopcock Grease $67.99 

Acrylic Burets
Useful especially where breakages often occur, break-resistant 

transparent acrylic burets are unaffected by most dilute aqueous solutions 

(except ammonia and HF). Screen printed in black to Class B accuracy. 

Unsuitable for ethanol or organic solvents. Lengths and internal 

dimensions can vary as all are individually calibrated. 50 mL

Item # Description Capacity Length List Price
9-1016973-642 Acrylic Burets 50 mL 30 in $102.29 

Pyrex® Modular Geissler Burets
These economical 50mL burets are designed to reduce replacement costs 

by using replaceable components. These sturdy burets have tooled tops 

and bottoms and white enamel graduations. The replaceable tip has a 

ground end which provides a better grip and helps prevent the tip from 

falling out. Borosilicate glass. Corning No. 2116

Item # Description List Price
9-593571-642 Buret $91.79

BURETS AND ACCESSORIES

Titrating Burette
This automatic titrating burette is a universal aid 

in the laboratory. Burette made of graduated 

borosilicate glass with blue ring graduations and 

easy to read measurements. Exact dispensing 

of precise discharge jet or drop via the micro 

screw. Includes 1 liter LDPE chemically 

resistant bottle.

Item # Description Capacity Length List Price
9-1503925-642 Titrating Burette  15 ml 49 cm $151.69 
9-1503926-642 Titrating Burette  25 ml 61 cm $159.99 
9-1503927-642 Titrating Burette  50 ml 87 cm $179.99

to pages 603–609 for more 
electronic balancesGO
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Porcelainware Starter Kit
A customized kit that includes the most popular porcelain products. 

Kit includes one of each 50 ml low form crucible, 50 ml high form 

crucible, 200 ml casserole, 275 ml mortar and pestle, 80 ml evaporating 

dish, 2" clay pipe triangle and 9" nickel plated crucible tongs.

Item # Description List Price
9-1494325-642 Starter Kit $59.99

Stainless Steel Crucibles
Unibody construction with one piece of stainless steel, polished inside and 

out. Lids included.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488778-642 15 mL $10.09

9-1488779-642 20 mL $10.09

9-1488780-642 25 mL $11.09

9-1488781-642 30 mL $11.09

9-1488782-642 50 mL $15.09

9-1488783-642 100 mL $20.09

 Porcelainware properties include: 

 

Thermal Shock Resistance - average coefficient of expansion 

from 20°C to 200°C is 3.56 x 10-5, gradually increasing to 4.69 x 10-5 

at 1050°C. Every batch of porcelain is heat tested in our factory. 

Glaze - No softening occurs up to 1000°C, and it is extremely white. 

Resistance to Chemical Action - Resistance to acids and alkalies is 

excellent, except for hydrofluoric acid.

PORCELAINWARE

CRUCIBLES

Wide Form  
Porcelain Crucibles
Wide form crucibles include 

lids. Crucibles are glazed 

on inner and outer surfaces 

except for the outside 

bottom and rim. Packs of 6.

Gooch Porcelain Crucibles
Gooch crucibles have a perforated bottom 

and include lids. Crucibles are 

glazed on inner and outer 

surfaces except for 

the outside bottom 

and rim. Used for 

determination of total 

suspended solids.15 mL, 

30 mL, and 50 mL - packs of 6. 140 mL - each.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488806-642 15 mL $30.89 
29mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488807-642 30 mL $36.19 
36mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488808-642 50 mL $47.29 
40mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488809-642 140 mL $11.09 
55mm top OD - EACH

Item # Description List Price
9-1488799-642 5 mL $22.19 
24mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488800-642 10 mL $24.19 
32mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488801-642 20 mL $27.19 
41mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488802-642 30 mL $32.39 
50mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1489487-642 50 mL $44.29 
61mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488803-642 100 mL $53.29 
76mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488804-642 150 mL $62.39 
84mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488805-642 250 mL $74.39 
102mm top OD - PK/ 6

Tall Form Porcelain Crucibles
Tall form crucibles include lids. Crucibles are glazed on inner and outer 

surfaces except for the outside bottom and rim. Packs of 6.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488787-642 1.3 mL $19.09 
15mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488788-642 5 mL $20.09 
24mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488789-642 10 mL $22.19 
31mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488790-642 15 mL $26.19 
35mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488791-642 25 mL $29.19 
40mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488792-642 30 mL $32.19 
43mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488793-642 40 mL $33.19 
50mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488794-642 50 mL $37.19 
53mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488795-642 100 mL $53.29 
65mm top OD - PK/ 6
9-1488796-642 250 mL $68.39 
88mm top OD - PK/ 6
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Porcelain Mortar and Pestle Sets
Mortars with lips are glazed on the outside, except for the bottom. Pestles 

are glazed to grinding surface. Oversized pestle for easier grinding. 

Includes mortar and pestle.

Item # Description List Price

9-1488822-642 50 mL $8.09

9-1488823-642 70 mL $9.09

9-1488824-642 150 mL $11.09

9-1488825-642 275 mL $15.09

9-1488826-642 400 mL $21.09

9-1488827-642 750 mL $30.19

9-1488828-642 1900 mL $64.39

Measuring Cylinders
Molded as one piece in polypropylene, these autoclavable cylinders 

are exceptionally stable thanks to their hexagonal bases. Seven 

sizes of cylinders all feature tapered spouts and raised prominent 

graduations for easy reading and excellent contact clarity. Single 

graduated. Set of 7 includes one each of 10 mL, 25 mL, 50 mL, 100 mL, 

250 mL, 500 mL, and 1000 mL.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-531698-642 10 mL Pack of 24 $37.19

9-531700-642 25 mL Pack of 12 $24.19

9-531702-642 50 mL Pack of 12 $41.19

9-531703-642 100 mL Pack of 12 $50.29

9-531705-642 250 mL Pack of 6 $27.19

9-531707-642 500 mL Pack of 4 $26.19

9-531708-642 1 L Pack of 3 $36.19

9-1277807-642 Graduated Cylinder Set of 7 $33.29

Azlon®  
Printed Polypropylene 
Cylinders
High quality, translucent 

cylinders. Permanent, 

easy-to-read, blue-screened 

graduations are resistant to fading 

and scratching, even after repeated 

autoclaving. Single graduated.

MORTARS AND PESTLES

GRADUATED CYLINDERS

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-525898-642 10 x 0.2 mL Each $6.99

9-525899-642 25 x 0.5 mL Each $7.59

9-525900-642 50 x 1 mL Each $10.59

9-525901-642 100 x 1 mL Each $11.59

9-525902-642 250 x 1 mL Each $13.39

9-525903-642 500 x 5 mL Each $18.69

9-525904-642 1000 x 10 mL Each $23.69

6 Sets of 5

Azlon® Squat Form 
Polypropylene Cylinders 
Squat design increases stability 

on the lab bench. Easy to handle, 

especially in fume hoods and 

other confined spaces. Self-

draining base allows waste 

water to drain when inverted in 

a dishwasher, eliminating spill 

re-wetting and contamination. 

Base also prevents suction, 

making them easy to work with 

on wet surfaces. Molded-in, 

blue-printed graduations. High 

clarity polypropylene—safe, 

unbreakable, and good chemical 

and temperature resistance. 

Squat Form.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-528994-642 100 mL Pack of 5 $65.89 
9-528995-642 250 mL Each $17.59 
9-528996-642 500 mL Each $22.79 
9-528993-642 1000 mL Each $29.79 

Economy Cylinders
Unbreakable, plastic cylinders 

for student use. Ideal for 

density, specific gravity, etc. 

The Set includes six each 

of: 10 mL, 25 mL, 50 mL, 

100 mL and 1" density 

volume finder. Not for use 

with acids, bases or solvents. 

Single graduated.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-568463-642 10 mL Pack of 36 $50.69 
9-568466-642 25 mL Pack of 36 $58.69 
9-568469-642 50 mL Pack of 36 $69.29 
9-568472-642 100 mL Pack of 36 $78.69 
9-582990-642 6 Sets of 5 Set of 5 $79.99 
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Pyrex® Borosilicate Double 
Graduated Cylinders
Economy graduated cylinders, 

calibrated "to contain" (TC). 

These affordable cylinders are 

designed for laboratories performing 

many general procedures. 

Double Graduated; no bumper 

guards supplied. Borosilicate glass. 

(Corning No. 3025)

Pyrex® Vista™ "TC" Graduated Cylinders
These Class A graduated cylinders are calibrated 

"to contain" (TC) and have blue enamel graduations. 

The cylinder capacity is in accordance with ASTM E-1272. 

Single graduated. Borosilicate glass. The 10 mL size has 

a funnel tip. Corning No. 70022

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529630-642 10 mL Pack of 24 $238.99

9-529631-642 25 mL Pack of 18 $243.99

9-529632-642 50 mL Pack of 18 $245.99

9-529633-642 100 mL Pack of 12 $247.99

9-529634-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $250.99

9-529635-642 500 mL Pack of 8 $252.99

Economy Polypropylene Cylinders
Durable cylinders at an affordable price. 

Permanently molded graduations—will not fade after 

repeated autoclaving. Maximum temperature: 250ºF. 

Single Graduated. Sold individually.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-594612-642 10 x 0.2 mL Each $4.99

9-594195-642 25 x 0.5 mL Each $4.99

9-594201-642 50 x 1 mL Each $7.99

9-594198-642 100 x 1 mL Each $7.99

9-594576-642 250 x 2 mL Each $9.99

9-594603-642 500 x 5 mL Each $14.99

9-594207-642 1000 x 10 mL Each $15.29

9-594279-642 2000 x 20 mL Each $35.99

Azlon 
Polymethylpentene Cylinders
Molded of a clear, shatter-resistant 

plastic with exceptional chemical 

resistance. Permanently molded 

graduations—will not fade 

after repeated autoclaving. 

Heat resistant to 250°F. 

Single Graduated.

Pyrex® Borosilicate 
Graduated Cylinders
Graduated cylinders are calibrated 

"to contain" (TC) and have white 

enamel graduations. The 100 mL 

capacity is in accordance with 

ASTM E-133 and E-1272 and 

is used in ASTM tests D-86, 

D-216, and D-447. The 10 mL 

size has a funnel top. Plastic 

bumper guards are supplied with 

25 mL through 1000 mL sizes 

inclusive. Borosilicate glass. 

(Corning No. 3022)

Pyrex® Vista™ "TD" Graduated Cylinders
These Class A graduated cylinders are calibrated 

"to deliver" (TD) and have blue enamel graduations. 

The cylinder capacity is in accordance with ASTM E-1272. 

Single graduated. Borosilicate glass. The 10 mL size has a 

funnel top for easier filling. (Corning No. 70024)

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529636-642 10 mL Pack of 24 $238.99

9-529637-642 25 mL Pack of 18 $243.99

9-529638-642 50 mL Pack of 18 $245.99

9-529639-642 100 mL Pack of 12 $247.99

9-529640-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $249.99

9-529641-642 500 mL Pack of 8 $252.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-593646-642 10 x 0.1 mL Each $14.89

9-593649-642 25 x 0.2 mL Each $23.49

9-593652-642 50 x 1.0 mL Each $24.49

9-593655-642 100 x 1.0 mL Each $24.49

9-593658-642 250 x 2.0 mL Each $34.69

9-593661-642 500 x 5.0 mL Each $42.89

9-593664-642 1000 x 10 mL Each $72.49

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-594210-642 10 x 0.2 mL Each $5.99

9-594213-642 25 x 0.5 mL Each $5.99

9-594216-642 50 x 1 mL Each $5.99

9-594219-642 100 x 1 mL Each $9.99

9-594222-642 250 x 2 mL Each $11.99

9-594225-642 500 x 5 mL Each $15.99

9-594228-642 1000 x 10 mL Each $20.89

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-593370-642 10 x 0.1 mL Each $16.99

9-593373-642 25 x 0.2 mL Each $34.69

9-593376-642 50 x 1.0 mL Each $35.69

9-593379-642 100 x 1.0 mL Each $35.69

9-593382-642 250 x 2.0 mL Each $38.79

9-593385-642 500 x 5.0 mL Each $55.09

9-593388-642 1000 x 10.0 mL Each $82.69
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Pyrex® Vista™ Plastic Base 
Graduated Cylinders
These economical cylinders are calibrated 

"to contain" (TC). They are supplied in two 

parts—a strong, accurate glass graduate 

and a detachable, sturdy plastic base which 

absorbs impacts and reduces breakage. 

Tolerances are ±5% of total at any point. 

By removing the base, the graduate can 

be conveniently stacked. Bumper guards 

are supplied with 25 mL through 100 mL 

inclusive. Borosilicate glass. The 10 mL has 

a funnel top for careful pouring. Packs of 12. 

(Corning No. 70075)

Kartell Graduated Conical Cylinder
Can withstand temperatures up to 

121ºC. These polypropylene graduates 

have a wide base for stability and are 

designed for safe grip. Highly resistant 

to chemicals. Autoclavable.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1503928-642 100 mL Pack of 6 $55.49

9-1503929-642 250 mL Pack of 6 $87.69

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-531710-642 10 mL Pack of 12 $59.99

9-531711-642 25 mL Pack of 12 $59.99

9-531713-642 50 mL Pack of 12 $59.99

9-531715-642 100 mL Pack of 12 $59.99

DISHES AND PLATES

Item # Description List Price

9-593286-642 140 mL Capacity, 80 mm OD $14.29

9-593289-642 170 mL Capacity, 90 mm OD $15.29

Porcelain Casseroles
With lip and flat porcelain handle. Glazed on inner and outer surfaces 

except for rim and top of handle.

Item # Description   Quantity List Price

9-1488845-642 20 mL     Each $5.09 
44mm top OD
9-1488846-642 60 mL     Each $7.09 
70mm top OD
9-1488847-642 140 mL     Each $9.09 
85mm top OD
9-1488848-642 200 mL     Each $11.09 
100mm top OD
9-1488849-642 500 mL     Each $20.09 
125mm top OD
9-1488850-642 750 mL     Each $27.19 
150mm top OD
9-1488851-642 1200 mL     Each $32.19 
175mm top OD

Item # Description List Price

9-1488810-642 35 mL $28.19 
60mm top OD - PK/6
9-1488811-642 70 mL $30.39 
75mm top OD - PK/6
9-1488812-642 80 mL $31.19 
80mm top OD - PK/6
9-1488813-642 120 mL $39.19 
94mm top OD - PK/6
9-1488814-642 150 mL $45.29 
100mm top OD - PK/6

9-1488815-642 250 mL $55.29 
115mm top OD - PK/6

9-1488816-642 385 mL $19.09 
145mm top OD - EACH
9-1488817-642 525 mL $26.19 
162mm top OD - EACH
9-1488818-642 765 mL $34.19 
185mm top OD - EACH
9-1488819-642 1285 mL $51.29 
215mm top OD - EACH
9-1488820-642 2100 mL $65.39 
265mm top OD - EACH
9-1488821-642 3250 mL $75.39 
305mm top OD - EACH

Watch Glasses
Flint or borosilicate glass. Pack of 12.

Item # Description   Quantity List Price
Flint Glass

9-573063-642 65 mm     Pack of 12 $7.09 
9-573066-642 Flint Watch Glasses 75 mm     Pack of 12 $9.09 
9-573132-642 100 mm     Pack of 12 $12.09 
Borosilicate

9-593310-642 75 mm     Pack of 12 $35.69 
9-593313-642 90 mm     Pack of 12 $40.79 
9-593733-642 100 mm     Pack of 12 $33.69 

Pyrex® 
Borosilicate 
Evaporating Dishes
These dishes have 

rugged, beaded rims 

and are of standard 

medium depth. 

Borosilicate glass. 

Corning No. 3180

Porcelain  
Evaporating Dishes
Round form evaporating 

dishes with lip. Dishes 

35mL - 250mL are 

glazed inside and 

outside. All dishes 

greater than 385 mL are 

glazed inside but only partially 

outside. 35mL - 250mL packs 

of 6. 385mL - 3250mL sizes 

sold individually.
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Syracuse-type Culture Dish
Heavy glass dish for staining and culturing. Made from clear glass with 

beveled edge and grooved bottom for stacking. Diameter: 2.75"

Item # Description List Price
9-590790-642 Culture Dish $7.29

Specimen Dishes
Heavy, flint glass 

specimen dishes. 

Can be easily cleaned 

and stacked.

Item # Description List Price
9-590820-642 4.5 in Diameter $10.29

9-590823-642 8 in Diameter $23.79

Petri Dish Rack
Safely transport and incubate 

Petri dishes while streamlining 

bench-top sample processing. 

Stackable, interlocking rack 

holds up to 42 100 mm dishes 

with lids. Bottom access 

slots allow single stacks of 

dishes to be safely removed. 

Features large center divider 

with handle. Autoclavable white 

polypropylene. 13" x 8.25" x 7"

Item # Description List Price
9-531786-642 Dish Rack $77.39

Pyrex® Borosilicate 
Petri Dishes
Flat, clear dishes 

withstand repeated 

sterilization and are not 

affected chemically or 

thermally by common 

laboratory methods. 

Beaded edges provide 

greater strength and 

reduce capillary action 

of condensed moisture 

on sides. Blue enamel marked covers and white enamel marked bottoms 

for easy sorting. Bottoms also have a triangular enamel reference point for 

serial dilutions. 100 mm x 15 mm. Pack of 12.

Item # Description   Quantity List Price
9-593934-642 Petri Dishes     Pack of 12 $90.19 

Pyrex® Vista™ Petri Culture Dishes
These flat, clear dishes are made from Soda Lime Silica glass and will 

withstand repeated sterilization (wet or dry). The edges are beaded to 

provide greater mechanical strength. The bead also provides a means to 

equally space the side walls of the bottom and cover, thereby reducing 

the capillary action of the condensed moisture on the sides. They are 

not affected chemically or thermally by any of the methods commonly 

employed in laboratories where sterilization is routinely used. The covered 

dish is not airtight. Bottoms also have a triangular enamel reference point 

for serial dilutions.

Item # Description    Quantity List Price
9-531721-642 100 mm dia. X 15 mm     Pack of 24 $105.09 
9-531725-642 150 mm dia. X 20 mm     Pack of 24 $307.69 

Disposable Polystyrene Petri Dishes
Optically-clear, 15 mm deep, radiation sterilized dishes. 

Manufactured from medical-grade virgin polystyrene. Ventilation ribs on 

lid allow free air circulation, which helps reduces condensation during 

incubation. 60 x 15 mm dishes include an alphanumeric grid on the cover.

Item # Description   Quantity List Price
9-574040-642 60 x 15 mm     Pack of 20 $3.99 
9-560149-642 60 x 15 mm     Pack of 500 $94.49 
9-1439670-642 90 x 15 mm     Pack of 30 $7.09 
9-563410-642 90 x 15 mm     Pack of 500 $111.99 
9-560152-642 150 x 15 mm     Pack of 100 $83.49 

Partitioned Petri Dishes
Perform simultaneous 

studies of organisms in 

common environments. 

These stackable and 

disposable Petri dishes have 

been radiation sterilized. Manufactured from 

medical-grade virgin polystyrene; 

ventilation ribs on lid allow free air circulation. 

Dimensions: 100 x 15 mm. Packs of 30.

Item # Description   Quantity List Price
9-1439671-642 Partitioned     Pack of 30 $8.09 
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Pyrex® Narrow Mouth 
Erlenmeyer Flasks
Heavy duty top rim and uniform 

wall thickness ensures mechanical 

strength and thermal shock 

resistance. Extra large marking 

space; graduations are in 

durable white enamel. Borosilicate 

glass. (Corning No. 4980)

Microplates
Useful in microchemistry as a series of "micro" test tubes and 

"micro" beakers. Made of polystyrene, these plates are durable and easy 

to clean. Each row is labeled with a letter and each column with a number. 

Choose from:

•  Combination microplate: 48 small wells (4 x 12 matrix) and 12 large 

wells (2 x 6 matrix)

• 96 small wells (12 x 8 matrix)

• 24 large wells (6 x 4 matrix)

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-585846-642 Combination Well   Pack of 12 $79.99 
9-585837-642 24 Well   Pack of 12 $77.99 
9-585831-642 96 Well   Pack of 12 $55.49 

Polystyrene Spot Plates
These inexpensive white plastic plates are suited for most applications 

ordinarily requiring porcelain or glass. Satisfactory for strong mineral acids, 

but not recommended for strong solvents such as xylene or acetone. 

12 depressions, 112 x 92 mm. Pack of 10.

Item # Description List Price
9-99-0232-642 Spot Plates  $6.79 

Pyrex® Vista™ Erlenmeyer Flask
These narrow-mouth Erlenmeyer flasks 

have uniform wall thickness, which provides 

the proper balance between mechanical 

strength and thermal shock resistance. 

Approximate graduations are in durable blue 

enamel. An extra large marking space is also 

provided. Borosilicate glass. The Erlenmeyer 

flasks are designed to ASTM E-1404 Type 1. 

(Corning No. 70980)

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-529657-642 25 mL Pack of 12 $55.09 
9-529658-642 50 mL Pack of 12 $49.99 
9-529659-642 125 mL Pack of 12 $41.89 
9-529660-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $43.49 
9-529661-642 500 mL Pack of 6 $26.59 
9-529662-642 1 L Pack of 6 $50.99 

Porcelain Spot Plates
Color-reaction or spot plates, glazed except for bottom surface.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488852-642 3 Wells, 90 mm x 290 mm   $4.09 
9-1488853-642 6 Wells, 94 mm x 62 mm   $6.09 
9-1488854-642 12 Wells, 115 mm x 88 mm   $7.09 
9-1488855-642 30 Wells, 177 mm x 137 mm   $29.19 

Pyrex® Vista™ Filter Flask with 
Tubulation and Graduations
These filtering flasks have sidearm tabulations 

and are graduated to show approximate 

capacity. The neck finish affords a fit for 

rubber stoppers. Tubulation O.D. of 10 mm on 

sizes up to 1000 mL. The filtering flasks are 

designed to ASTM E-1406 Type 2. Packs of 6.

Item # Description List Price
9-529666-642 250 mL $74.49 
9-529667-642 500 mL $94.89 

Item # Description  Quantity List Price
9-593766-642 25 mL Pack of 12 $64.29 
9-594015-642 50 mL Pack of 12 $62.29 
9-594018-642 125 mL Pack of 12 $60.19 
9-594021-642 250 mL Pack of 12 $57.19 
9-594024-642 500 mL Pack of 6 $35.69 
9-593697-642 1 L Each $10.19 
9-593700-642 2 L Each $22.49 
9-574093-642 50, 125, 250, 500, 1000 mL/ 1 L Set of 5 $47.99 

FLASKS

Combination Well
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Pyrex® 
Borosilicate Volumetric Flasks 
with Caps
Top quality borosilicate flasks with durable, 

white enamel markings and snap caps. 

Calibrated "to contain" Corning No. 5580

Item # Description List Price

9-593610-642 100 mL $24.49

9-593616-642 500 mL $39.79

9-593619-642 1000 mL $46.99

Polypropylene 
Volumetric Flasks
Molded to class B tolerance 

in translucent, chemical 

resistant polypropylene 

with a mixing chamber at 

the top and a tooled neck. 

Each flask is individually 

calibrated. Supplied with 

polypropylene stoppers, the 

material and temperature 

characteristics are printed 

in green.

Pyrex® 
Borosilicate Distilling Flasks
Suitable for microchemical 

applications, these heavy 

duty distilling flasks feature a 

sidearm approximately 77 mm 

below the top of the neck at 

an angle of 75°. Adaptable 

for use with thermometers 

calibrated for 76 mm immersion. 

Corning No. 4620

Item # Description List Price

9-593718-642 125 mL $24.49

9-593721-642 250 mL $29.59

Pyrex® 
Borosilicate 
Filtering Flasks
Flasks with sidearm tubulations 

are blown in special molds 

designed to give maximum 

mechanical strength. The neck 

finish affords an excellent fit 

for rubber stoppers. Graduated 

to show approximate capacity. 

10 mm O. D. tubulation. 

Corning No. 5340

Item # Description List Price

9-593562-642 250 mL $29.59

9-593565-642 500 mL $41.89

Item # Description List Price

9-1368355-642 100 mL $20.69

9-1368356-642 250 mL $22.99

9-1368357-642 500 mL $25.89

Pyrex® Vista™ Volumetric Flasks
These volumetric flasks provide precise 

volume measurement. The necks are tooled 

for *ts glass stoppers. The graduation line is 

sharp and permanent. Large blue block letters 

make the inscription easy to read. These Class 

A volumetric flasks have been manufactured 

to Class A tolerances as established by ASTM 

E-694 for volumetric ware, ASTM E-542 for 

calibration of volumetric ware and ASTM 

E-288 for volumetric flasks.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529669-642 10 mL Pack of 12 $181.99 
9-529670-642 25 mL Pack of 6 $92.99 
9-529671-642 50 mL Pack of 6 $93.99 
9-529672-642 100 mL Pack of 6 $93.99 
9-529673-642 200 mL Pack of 6 $127.99 
9-529674-642 250 mL Pack of 6 $129.99 
9-529675-642 500 mL Pack of 6 $131.99 
9-529676-642 1000 mL Each $39.99 
9-529677-642 2000 mL Each $49.99 

Pyrex® Vista™  
Volumetric Flasks with Caps
These Class B volumetric flasks have capacity 

tolerances twice those specified for Class 

A volumetric ware. The graduation line is 

sharp and permanent; large blue block letters 

make inscriptions easy to read. Snap-caps are 

supplied with all sizes.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-531729-642 25 mL Pack of 6 $79.99 
9-531731-642 50 mL Pack of 6 $80.99 
9-531732-642 100 mL Pack of 6 $80.99 
9-531734-642 250 mL Pack of 6 $106.99 
9-531736-642 500 mL Pack of 6 $106.99 
9-531738-642 1000 mL Each $38.99 
9-531740-642 2000 mL Each $55.99 
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Fillpour™ 
Dialysis Tubing Funnels
Funnels reduce difficulties 

in handling dialysis tubing. 

Tubing is cut to length and 

knotted at the end. The open 

end is slipped onto the funnel 

and can be held in place with 

a rubber band. Three tube 

steps fit various sizes of 

tubing. A three-notched 

universal hanger supports 

the funnel on the edge of any 

vessel. Steam autoclavable at 

121°C. Bag of 10.

Pyrex® Vista™ 
Round Bottom Boiling Flasks
These round bottom boiling 

flasks have full length outer *ts 

joints, but with shorter necks. 

They are manufacturered from 

No. 7740 borosilicate glass. 

Wall thicknesses are controlled to 

provide balance between thermal 

expansion and mechanical strength 

for greater shock resistance. 

The round bottom boiling flasks 

are designed to ASTM E-1403.

Urbanti® High Speed Filter Funnels
Pack of 6 polymethylpentene funnels for 

non-vacuum filtration. Resistant to corrosive and 

volatile liquids; heat resistant to 350ºF. Helicoid ribs 

dramatically decrease filtering time and prevent 

paper from adhering to walls. Vertical outer ribs 

prevent airlock.

Pyrex® 
Borosilicate Flat Bottom Flasks
Excellent chemical durability of these 

flat bottom borosilicate boiling flasks 

allows contamination-free results 

and long life under the toughest 

lab conditions. Carefully controlled 

wall thicknesses provide the 

proper balance between thermal 

expansion and mechanical strength 

for greater shock resistance. 

Long necks with tooled mouths. 

230°C normal working temperature. 

Corning No. 4060

Long Stem Funnels
Polypropylene funnels with smooth walls, 60 degree cone angle, 

and external ribs to prevent air lock. Steam autoclavable.

Item # Volume Diameter Stem Length Number Of Pieces List Price

9-568319-642 55 mL 50 mm 39 mm 12 $5.29

9-568322-642 65 mL 61 mm 65 mm 12 $9.09

9-568325-642 75 mL 74 mm 69 mm 6 $8.09

9-568328-642 100 mL 93 mm 84 mm 4 $9.09

Pyrex® Vista™ 
Flat Bottom Boiling Flasks
These flat bottom boiling flasks have 

full length outer 24 / 40 *ts joints, but 

with shorter necks. Wall thicknesses 

are controlled to provide balance 

between thermal expansion and 

mechanical strength for greater shock 

resistance. The flat bottom boiling 

flasks are designed to ASTM E-1403. 

Adapter no. 8800, 8820, and 8825 are 

used to connect flasks with different 

size joints, thus allowing numerous 

combinations for diverse assemblies.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529656-642 50 mL Each $14.99

9-529651-642 100 mL Each $15.99

9-529652-642 250 mL Each $20.99

9-529653-642 500 mL Each $24.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529647-642 125 mL Each $16.99

9-529648-642 250 mL Each $16.99

9-529649-642 500 mL Each $16.99

9-529650-642 1000 mL Each $24.99

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-593676-642 125 mL Pack of 6 $64.29

9-594123-642 250 mL Each $9.19

9-593679-642 500 mL Pack of 6 $84.69

Item # Volume Diameter Stem Length Quantity  List Price

9-1292804-642 28.3 51 mm 50 mm Pack of 6 $29.39

9-581571-642 76 mL 70 mm 70 mm Pack of 6 $29.39

9-1292805-642 224 mL 100 mm 108 mm Pack of 4 $26.39

9-1292806-642 586 mL 140 mm 132 mm Pack of 3 $81.19

FUNNELS

Item # Diameter Stem Length List Price

9-1365922-642 5 mm 13.5 mm $87.89

9-1365923-642 13.5 mm 28 mm $94.69

Plastic Utility Funnels
Low cost funnels for general lab use. 

The 2, 4 and 8oz funnels made of 

polypropylene (PP). The 16oz funnel 

is made of high density polyethylene 

(HDPE). Sold individually.

Item # Volume Diameter List Price

9-594303-642 2 oz. 70 mm $1.99 
9-594306-642 4 oz. 89 mm $2.29 
9-594309-642 8 oz. 108 mm $3.39 
9-594312-642 16 oz. 127 mm $4.99 
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Polypropylene Buchner Funnel
This two-piece funnel is unbreakable 

and resistant to corrosion and heat. No 

special flask is required. Light in weight 

and more stable than glass or porcelain 

funnels. Can be taken apart for easy 

cleaning. 55 mm diameter x 115 mm long

Thistle Tube
300 x 7 mm stem

Item # Stem Length List Price
9-587184-642  300 x 7 mm $6.19

Powder Funnels
Polypropylene funnels with 60° cone angle and parallel stem walls. 

Specially designed to facilitate the transfer of powders. Steam 

autoclavable at 121°C (250°F)

Item # Volume Diameter Stem Length Number Of Pieces List Price
9-561701-642  138 mL 80 mm 25 mm  Pack of 12 $55.79

9-561698-642  248 mL 100 mm 25 mm  Pack of 6 $30.49

Filter Aid
Supports and seals a filter crucible or 

a funnel in the neck of a filter flask. 

The flat bottom of the disc seals tightly 

against the lip of the flask. Inside 

diameter (top): 32 mm; outside diameter: 

76 mm. Molded rubber construction.

Item # Description List Price
9-525523-642 Filter Aid $7.09

Item # Diameter Stem Length  List Price
9-594294-642  55 mm 115 mm $14.39

Porcelain 
Buchner Funnels
Buchner funnel includes 

fixed perforated plate. 

Funnels are glazed on all 

surfaces except for the rim. 

Sold individually.

Item # Volume Diameter Stem Length List Price
9-1488829-642 3 mL 20 mm 66 mm $5.09 
9-1488830-642 35 mL 50 mm 91 mm $8.09 
9-1488831-642 100 mL 65 mm 103 mm $12.09 
9-1488832-642 200 mL 86 mm 140 mm $16.09 
9-1488833-642 350 mL 105 mm 162 mm $19.09 
9-1488834-642 600 mL 127 mm 194 mm $26.19 
9-1488836-642 800 mL 143 mm 200 mm $36.19 
9-1488837-642 1150 mL 172 mm 200 mm $68.39 
9-1488838-642 2000 mL 210 mm 272 mm $99.49 
9-1488839-642 4800 mL 270 mm 352 mm $180.99 

Porcelain Hirsch Funnels
Includes fixed perforated plate.

Funnels are glazed on all surfaces 

except for the rim. Sold individually.

Item # Volume Diameter Stem Length List Price
9-1488840-642 10 mL 30 mm 50 mm $7.09 
9-1488841-642 12 mL 40 mm 70 mm $7.09 
9-1488842-642 25 mL 50 mm 75 mm $8.09 
9-1488843-642 50 mL 75 mm 130 mm $12.09 
9-1488844-642 140 mL 100 mm 175 mm $13.09 

Pyrex® Powder Funnels
These Pyrex® funnels have 

a short, wide stem and are 

used for transferring powders 

or filling bottles. Borosilicate 

glass. Corning No. 6220

Item # Diameter Stem Length Quantity List Price
9-1300522-642 65 mm 25 mm Pack of 12 $159.19 
9-1300523-642 75 mm 30 mm Pack of 12 $151.99 
9-1300524-642 100 mm 30 mm Pack of 6 $85.69 
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Neoprene Funnel Adapters
The Neoprene funnel adapters can be used to support funnel and other 

apparatus in filtration assemblies. A great alternative to using specific size 

holes in rubber stoppers. Autoclavable. Set of 7

Item # Description List Price

9-1563035-642 Filter Adapter Set of 7 $14.69

NEW

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great 
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com

Pyrex®  
Long Stem Funnels
These funnels have 

a beaded edge for 

strength. 60° angle 

permits accurate fitting 

of the filter paper, 

thus reducing filtering 

time. The stems are made of heavy wall tubing, approximately 150 mm 

(6") long. Borosilicate glass. Corning No. 6140

Item # Diameter Stem Length Quantity List Price

9-593952-642 50 mm 150 mm Pack of 12 $132.59 
9-594042-642 75 mm 150 mm Pack of 12 $132.59 
9-593958-642 100 mm 150 mm Pack of 6 $78.59 

Pyrex® Economy Squibb 
Separatory Funnels
These sturdy, durable 

funnels are designed for 

long life and maximum 

safety. The replaceable 

Teflon® stopcock assembly 

features a simple screw 

thread locking nut and 

collar which ensures that 

the stopcock cannot fall 

out in use. The tip is also 

replaceable. Its ground end 

provides a better grip and helps prevent the tip from falling out. The funnel 

comes complete with a standard taper, high-density polyethylene stopper. 

7 mm OD stem. Borosilicate glass. Pack of 1. Corning No. 6406

Item # Volume Quantity List Price

9-1300525-642 60 mL Each $74.49 
9-594054-642 125 mL Each $87.79 
9-594057-642 250 mL Each $101.99 
9-594108-642 500 mL Each $102.99 

Polypropylene 
Separatory Funnels
These pear-shaped 

polypropylene separatory 

funnels provide excellent clarity 

and strength. The polypropylene 

stopcock, fitted with a 

self-lubricating PTFE plug, 

is push-fitted to the stem of 

the funnel. Leak-proof threaded 

screw cap. Not graduated. 

Pack of 2

Item # Volume Diameter Quantity List Price

9-1292876-642 100 mL 55 mm Pack of 2 $42.29 
9-1292877-642 250 mL 75 mm Pack of 2 $44.29 
9-1292878-642 500 mL 90 mm Pack of 2 $47.29 

Pyrex® Fluted  
Short Stem Funnels
These fluted funnels have 

a strong beaded edge and a 

short stem. 60° angle cone. 

Depressed inside flutings 

decrease filtering time. 

Borosilicate glass. Corning 

No. 6180

Item # Diameter Stem Length Quantity List Price

9-593301-642 50 mm 65 mm Each $21.49 
9-1300910-642 50 mm 65 mm Pack of 12 $127.49 
9-593250-642 65 mm 65 mm Each $23.49 
9-1300911-642 65 mm 65 mm Pack of 12 $142.79 
9-593253-642 75 mm 75 mm Each $25.49 
9-1300912-642 75 mm 75 mm Pack of 12 $154.09 
9-593256-642 100 mm 100 mm Each $16.39 
9-1300913-642 100 mm 100 mm Pack of 6 $99.99 
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Droppers and Syringes
All purpose and easy-to-clean, these make taking and investigating 

samples neat and orderly.

Item # Description List Price

9-020-1486-642 Kitchen Baster $2.19 
9-190-9270-642 30 cc Syringes PK/ 6 $10.99 
9-190-9280-642 20 cc Syringes PK/ 6 $9.99 
9-190-9291-642 10 cc Syringes PK/ 6 $5.99 
9-569723-642 3 in Glass Droppers PK/ 12 $2.99 
9-569729-642 4 in Glass Droppers PK/ 12 $4.29 
9-040-1500-642 2.7 in Vinyl Droppers PK/ 12 $5.99 
9-040-1554-642 3 in Plastic Droppers PK/ 12 $4.99 

Fast Release 
Pipette Pump™ 
III Pipettors
Lightweight and designed 

for accurate one-handed 

operation. Can be used 

to "blow out" the pipette 

or dispense one drop at 

a time. Holds glass or 

plastic pipettes. Resistant 

to acids, alkalies and 

most solvents and can be 

disassembled for cleaning.

Pipette Pumps
This color-coded fast release 

pump safely and accurately fills or 

empties pipettes. Molded of 

polyethylene and equipped with a 

special anti-slip holder to ensure 

safe fit for all pipette types.

Item # Capacity List Price

9-581490-642 < 2 mL (Blue) $10.49 
9-581493-642 3-10 mL (Green) $10.49 
9-581496-642 11-25 mL (Red) $13.09

1448762 585798 1448764 1448763 1400711 1448761 594378 594381

Item # Capacity List Price

9-528038-642 < 2 mL (Blue) $26.29 
9-528039-642 3-10 mL (Green) $26.29 
9-528040-642 11-25 mL (Red) $35.29

PIPETTES

Disposable Pipettes
Vinyl pipettes are available in multiple capacities, dispensing rates, and styles for all your laboratory needs.

Item # Bulb Draw Capacity Readability Drops Per mL Length Quantity List Price

9-1448762-642 1.5 mL 1 mL 0.25 mL 22 138 mm Pack of 100 $9.99 
9-585798-642 2.5 mL N/A NG 28 150 mm Pack of 500 $79.99 
9-1448764-642 3.5 mL 1 mL 0.25 mL 23 150 mm Pack of 500 $22.99 
9-1448763-642 5 mL NA NG 65 144 mm Pack of 100 $11.99 
9-1400711-642 3 mL 3 mL 0.5 mL 26 157 mm Pack of 500 $23.99 
9-1448761-642 3.5 mL 1 mL 0.25 mL 25 160 mm Pack of 100 $9.99 
9-594378-642 3.5 mL 1.5 mL 0.5 mL 18 139 mm Pack of 100 $31.09 
9-594381-642 5.5 mL 5 mL 1 mL 15 192 mm Pack of 100 $32.79 
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Flip™  
Model Safety Pipette Filler
Safely fill or discharge pipettes. 

Includes 2 valve system with 

removable top valve for cleaning 

and one-handed operation. 
1/4" opening fits pipettes up to 

50 mL. Made of natural rubber.

Borosilicate Mohr Measuring Pipettes
Manufactured from heavy-wall machine-drawn borosilicate glass tubing, 

these pipettes' precision-formed jets and bevel ground ends resist 

chipping. Graduation marks resist normal laboratory agents and repeated 

washing. Pipettes are individually measured and marked; bore uniformity 

ensures accuracy between any two readings. Can be autoclaved and 

flamed for sterilization. Each.

Item # Capacity Diameter List Price
9-590856-642 1 mL 0.1 mm $3.99

9-590859-642 5 mL 0.1 mm $5.09

9-590862-642 10 mL 0.1 mm $6.09

9-590865-642 25 mL 0.1 mm $8.09

Pyrex® Borosilicate Mohr Measuring Pipettes
Corning No. 7065

Item # Capacity Diameter Length List Price
9-593445-642  5ml 8mm 350mm $12.29

9-593448-642 10ml 10mm 380mm $14.29

9-593451-642 25ml 14mm 440mm $19.39

Pyrex® Vista™ Borosilicate Volumetric Pipettes
These reusable volumetric pipettes are manufactured to Class A capacity 

tolerances as indicated by ASTM E-969. Sizes 1 mL through 10 mL are 

color-coded and have color markings. Borosilicate glass. Packs of 12.

Item # Capacity Quantity List Price
9-529678-642 1ml Pack of 12 $97.99 
9-529679-642 2ml  Pack of 12 $97.99 
9-529680-642 5ml Pack of 12 $97.99 
9-529681-642 10ml Pack of 12 $109.19 

Pyrex® Borosilicate Volumetric Pipettes
Designed primarily for schools and laboratories with uniform wall thickness 

and length; and larger tip openings for faster delivery. It is primarily due to 

this faster delivery that accuracy tolerances are twice those specified for 

Class A volumetric ware. Corning No. 7102 

Item # Capacity Quantity List Price
9-1300535-642 1 mL Pack of 6 $66.29 
9-1300536-642 2 mL Pack of 6 $67.39 
9-593436-642 5 mL Each $12.29 
9-1300537-642 10 mL Pack of 6 $79.59 
9-1516731-642 25 mL Pack of 12 $220.39 

Corning® Sterile Plastic Serological Pipettes
Corning® brand of pipettes are manufactured from FDA Grade Clear 

Polystyrene. All pipettes have clear, dark graduations and negative 

graduations for extra volume and reverse pipetting. Sterile and 

nonpyrogenic, RNase/DNase Free, individually wrapped with plastic 

packaging. 1 mL, 5 mL, 10 mL sold in packs of 50. 25 mL sold in 

pack of 25.

Item # Capacity Quantity List Price
9-1478084-642 1 mL Pack of 50 $17.39 
9-1478192-642 5 mL Pack of 50 $29.59 
9-1478191-642 10 mL Pack of 50 $30.59 
9-1478085-642 25 mL Pack of 25 $31.69 

Item # Capacity List Price
9-595672-642 50 mL $10.99
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Pyrex® Borosilicate Test Tubes
Quality, general-purpose test tubes with medium weight walls and 

polished rims. All tubes feature white enamel marking spots except for 25 

mm sizes. Packs of 72. Corning No. 9800

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-593469-642 10 x 75 mm (3 mL) Pack of 72 $36.79 
9-593472-642 13 x 100 mm (9 mL) Pack of 72 $40.79 
9-593475-642 15 x 125 mm (14 mL) Pack of 72 $53.09 
9-593478-642 16 x 150 mm (20 mL) Pack of 72 $56.09 
9-593481-642 18 x 150 mm (27 mL) Pack of 72 $67.39 
9-593484-642 20 x 150 mm (34 mL) Pack of 72 $74.49 
9-593487-642 25 x 150 mm (55 mL) Pack of 72 $120.39 

Edvotek® Variable Automatic Digital Pipettes
These ergonomically designed automatic micropipettes 

are used in various experiments that require precise 

measurements of small volumes. Pipettes are calibrated 

in 1.0 µL increments and feature a digital display. Volume 

settings are easily adjustable. Automatic tip ejector 

makes operation fast and convenient. Each pipette 

includes a holder that attaches easily to the edge of 

a shelf.

Item # Capacity List Price

9N-1292721-642 0.1 - 2.5 µL $195.00 
9N-1322552-642 0.5 - 10 µL $189.00 
9N-1322599-642 5 - 50 µL $189.00 
9N-1292722-642 2 - 20 µL $195.00 
9N-1292724-642 10 - 100 µL $195.00 
9N-1322597-642 20 - 200 µL $189.00 
9N-1292725-642 100 - 1000 µL $195.00 
9N-1292726-642 1000 - 5000 µL $195.00

Micropipette Tips
Choose from a variety of sizes for all your micropipetting needs. Racked 

and unracked tips available.

Item # Capacity List Price
Racked Tips

9N-1016932-642 0.1-10 µL $17.99 
White (Pack of 192)
9N-582919-642 1-200 µL $12.99 
Yellow (Pack of 192)
9N-1016933-642 200-1000 µL $22.99 
Blue (Pack of 200)
Bulk Tips

9N-582916-642 1-200 µL $36.89 
Yellow (Pack of 1000)
9N-582913-642 100-1000 µL $30.99 
Blue (Pack of 1000)
9N-562540-642 1 mL $41.99

Blue (Pack of 1000)

Pyrex® Vista™ Beaded Rim Test Tubes
These test tubes are well annealed, resistant to heat and chemically 

stable. Rims are fire-polished. The 25 mm tube does not have a marking 

spot. Packs of 50

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529682-642 10 x 75 mm (3 mL) Pack of 50 $17.39 
9-529683-642 12 x 75 mm (5 mL) Pack of 50 $18.39 
9-529684-642 13 x 100 mm (9 mL) Pack of 50 $19.39 
9-529685-642 15 x 125 (14 mL) Pack of 50 $24.49 
9-529686-642 16 x 150 mm (20 mL) Pack of 50 $27.59 
9-529687-642 18 x 150 mm (27 mL) Pack of 50 $30.59 
9-529688-642 20 x 150 mm (34 mL) Pack of 50 $33.69 
9-529689-642 25 x 150 mm (55 mL) Pack of 50 $55.09 
9-529690-642 25 x 200 mm (70 mL) Pack of 50 $63.29 

Adjustable Micropipettes
These continuously adjustable pipettes have outstanding accuracy and 

repeatability at an affordable price. Working accuracy is ±0.75% or better 

and repeatability range is 0.07–0.34%. Fully autoclavable to 121°C and 

continuously variable within their range. Tip ejector is designed to fit left 

or right, large or small hands. All models include "O"-rings and lubricant for 

continuous accuracy. Pipettes are color coded.

Item # Capacity List Price

9-562528-642 100-1000 µL $129.99 
9-562534-642 500 - 5000 µL $129.99 
9-562537-642 1 - 10 µL $129.99

Pyrex® Borosilicate Rimless Culture Tubes
Quality borosilicate culture tubes with medium weight walls and white 

enamel marking spots.All tubes are rimless for greater convenience in 

plugging and rack storage. Packs of 72. Corning No. 9820

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-593460-642 16 x 150 mm (20 mL) Pack of 72 $56.09 
9-593463-642 18 x 150 mm (27 mL) Pack of 72 $60.19 

TEST TUBES
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Pyrex® Borosilicate Capillary Tubes
Vial of 100, 9 cm long tubes. 1.5–1.8 mm 

O.D., 0.8–1.1 mm I.D. Closed at one end.

Item # Description List Price

9-593397-642 Capillary Tubes $10.19 

Eudiometer Tubes
Demonstrate the combining power of gases and gas 

volume measurements. Hand-blown tubes feature 

etched white graduations from closed end downward 

(after 1 mL on 50 mL and after 2 mL on 100 mL 

tubes) with +/-5% accuracy. Platinum electrodes are 

sealed in place.

Item # Description List Price

9-584271-642 50 x 0.1 mL $29.29 
9-584274-642 100 x 0.2 mL $29.29 

Flint Glass Rods
1 lb. pack supplied in approximately 

30" lengths. 5 mm

Item # Description List Price

9-584286-642 Flint Glass Rods $11.29 

Fermentation Tube
Footed bulb type; flint glass. 

12 mm diameter x 100 mm evolution tube. 

5 mL capacity.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-587217-642 Fermentation Tube Each $8.99 

DisposablePlastic Test Tubes
An economical solution for classroom 

labs! Use these disposable plastic 

test tubes in a variety of experiments. 

15 x 100 mm, packs of 250.

Pyrex® Screw-Cap 
Culture Tubes 
Furnished with threaded 

phenolic caps to facilitate 

handling and sealing 

after autoclaving. Caps 

and rubber cap liner are 

resistant to effects of 

temperature and steam 

of autoclaving. Borosilicate glass tubes white enamel marking spot. 

20 x 150 mm, 34 mL (Pack of 96). Corning No. 9825

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-594138-642 Screw-Cap Culture Tubes Pack of 96 $272.39 

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1368345-642 Disposable Plastic Test Tubes Pack of 250 $17.99 

Pyrex® Vista™ 
Screw Cap Test Tubes
These culture tubes are supplied 

with deep-form phenolic caps 

to facilitate handling and sealing 

after autoclaving. The blue enamel 

marking spot gives an excellent 

surface for pencil notations. Pencil 

marks are easily erased. Packs of 50

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529703-642 13 x 100 mm (9 mL) Pack of 50 $52.09 
9-529704-642 16 x 100 mm (11 mL) Pack of 50 $72.49 
9-529705-642 16 x 125 mm (15 mL) Pack of 50 $72.49 
9-529706-642 16 x 150 mm (20 mL) Pack of 50 $72.49 
9-529707-642 20 x 125 mm (25 mL) Pack of 50 $89.79 
9-529708-642 20 x 150 mm (34 mL) Pack of 50 $99.99 
9-529709-642 25 x 150 mm (55 mL) Pack of 50 $115.29 

Pyrex® Vista™ 
Rimless Test Tubes
These reusable Pyrex® rimless 

culture tubes offer greater 

convenience in plugging and rack 

storage. Ends are fire-polished. 

The 22 mm and 25 mm O.D. tubes 

do not have marking spots. 

Packs of 50

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-529702-642 6 x 50 mm (0.5 mL) Pack of 50 $15.29 
9-529691-642 10 x 75 mm (3 mL) Pack of 50 $16.39 
9-529692-642 12 x 75 mm (5 mL) Pack of 50 $16.39 
9-529693-642 13 x 100 mm (9 mL) Pack of 50 $17.39 
9-529694-642 16 x 100 mm (11 mL) Pack of 50 $20.39 
9-529695-642 16 x 125 mm (15 mL) Pack of 50 $23.49 
9-529696-642 16 x 150 mm (20 mL) Pack of 50 $25.49 
9-529697-642 18 x 150 mm (27 mL) Pack of 50 $26.59 
9-529698-642 20 x 150 mm (34 mL) Pack of 50 $32.69 
9-529699-642 22 x 175 mm (50 mL) Pack of 50 $48.99 
9-529700-642 25 x 150 mm (55 mL) Pack of 50 $52.09 
9-529701-642 25 x 200 mm (70 mL) Pack of 50 $68.39 
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Screw-top Centrifuge Tubes
Durable polypropylene centrifuge tubes withstand temperatures from 

32 to 104°F (0 to 40°C). Features a conical bottom and screw top with 

easy to read white graduations, and a writing area to allow for easy 

sample identification. Packs of 50.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-531756-642 15 mL Pack of 50 $16.29

9-1292875-642 50 mL (Self-standing base) Pack of 50 $15.29

Corks
Single sizes. Packs of 100. All corks XX Grade (Coarse grain, 

some irregularities)

Item # Size Top Diameter Bottom Diameter List Price
9-586689-642 #0 10 mm 8 mm $6.29

9-586731-642 #1 11 mm 8 mm $6.29

9-586692-642 #2 13 mm 9 mm $6.29

9-586713-642 #3 14 mm 11 mm $6.29

9-586695-642 #4 16 mm 12 mm $6.29

9-586716-642 #5 17 mm 13 mm $6.29

9-586698-642 #6 19 mm 15 mm $7.29

9-586722-642 #9 24 mm 18 mm $11.19

9-586710-642 #14 32 mm 26 mm $34.39

Micro Centrifuge Tubes
Polypropylene, 1.5 mL, tapered micro test tubes. Hinged pop-up caps 

provide tight, leak-proof seal. Commonly used for molecular biology 

procedures, such as enzyme digestion of DNA. Frosted writing area on 

one side, graduations on the other.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-561982-642 Natural Pack of 1000 $39.29

9-1295681-642 Assorted Colors Pack of 600 $29.29

Bulk Cork Assortment
Assorted sizes. Packs of 100

Item # Size List Price
9-569477-642 0-11 $12.39

9-569480-642 3-16 $26.69

STOPPERS AND CORKS

Student Cork Assortment
Contains 10 each of 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 16, and 20 each of 9 and 14. 

100 corks total

Item # Description List Price
9-569486-642 Student Cork Assortment $23.99 

Rubber Stopper Assortments
A useful selection of 1 hole, 2 hole and solid rubber stoppers. Available in 

two assortments, sizes 1-6 (1lb bag) or sizes 00-8(2lb bag).

Item # Size List Price
9-574115-642 1-6 - 1 lb. $10.09 
9-560896-642 00-8 (2 lbs.) $17.19 
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Rubber Stoppers
These quality grade stoppers are compounded to achieve resiliency and durability needed for 

most laboratory requirements. All sizes are standardized and molded into each stopper. 000 is 

21 mm long; all others are 25 mm long. Accepts 5 mm tubing. (Sizes 000–0 accept 3 mm, 

Size 1 accepts 4 mm). Minimum order is 1 lb.

LABWARE SETS

Solid 1-Hole 2-Hole
Size Approx. No. Top Diam. Bottom Diam. List Price

Item # Item # Item #

9-560893-642 9-1300561-642 9-1300565-642 ⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560746-642 9-560749-642 9-1300566-642 ⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560752-642 9-560755-642 9-560758-642 ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560761-642 9-1383991-642 9-560767-642 ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560770-642 9-560773-642 9-560776-642 ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560779-642 9-560782-642 9-560785-642 ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560788-642 9-560791-642 9-1300567-642 ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560797-642 9-1300563-642 9-560803-642 ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560806-642 9-560809-642 9-560812-642 ⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560815-642 9-560818-642 9-560821-642 ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560824-642 9-1300564-642 9-560830-642 ⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560833-642 9-560836-642 9-560839-642 ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560842-642 9-560845-642 9-1300568-642 ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560851-642 9-560854-642 9-560857-642 ⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-560860-642 9-560863-642 9-560866-642 ⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

9-1300560-642 9-560872-642 9-1300569-642 ⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ $7.09

Pyrex®  
Organic Chemistry Lab Set
This collection of Pyrex borosilicate 

glass components includes:

• Distilling column (190 mm)

• West condenser (190 mm)

•   Round flasks (25 mL, 50 mL, 

100 mL, 250 mL, and 500 mL)

•  Tubes: bleed; vacuum; 3-way; 

Claisen; adapter, straight, with 

thermometer opening

• Pyrex® stopper

•  Separatory funnel (125 mL) with 

Teflon™ stopcock

• Rubber thermometer holder

• Polyethylene carrying case

Item # Description List Price
9-593523-642⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ $789.29⁄

Organic Chemistry Sets
Available in a standard set 

of 9 and a deluxe set of 

16 pieces. The Standard 

Set is designed to cover 

essential requirements for 

organic chemistry and is 

suitable for preparations 

up to 30g. All glassware is 

jointed (joint sizes available upon request) The Deluxe Set is suitable for 

preparations up to 150g. Both sets come in a sturdy, form fitting case.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488770-642⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ $140.79⁄
9-1488771-642⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄ $231.19
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Student Plasticware Kit
Give students their own plastic 

labware with this affordable 

assortment! Packaged in a 

convenient storage box, set 

includes 20 commonly used items: 

2 beakers (100 ml and 250 ml); 

2 graduated cylinders (10 ml); 

1 funnel (65 mm top diameter); 

4 reagent bottles; 1 drop 

dispenser bottle; 1 wash bottle; 3 plastic test tubes; 6 pipettes.

Chemistry Labware Kit
A convenient assortment of items most commonly used in a general 

Chemistry lab. Starter kit includes the following:

Classroom Glassware Set
Includes all the supplies you need for a middle and high school science 

classroom (number in parentheses indicates quantity): 

•  (12) Beakers, 250 mL

•  (12) Beakers, 600 mL

•  (12) Erlenmeyer flasks, 125 mL

•  (12) Erlenmeyer flasks, 250 mL

•  (12) Graduated Cylinders, 100 mL

•  (72) Test Tubes, 13 x 100 mm

•  (72) Test Tubes, 18 x 150 mm

•  (12) Petri Dishes, 100 x 15 mm

•  (24) Narrow-mouth bottles 

w/ caps, 4 oz

•  (48) Wide-mouth bottles 

w/ caps, 2 oz

•  (12) Flint glass stirring rods, 6"

•  (12) Medicine droppers, 3" 

•  (72) Blank microscope slides, 

25 x 75 mm

Item # Description  List Price
9-1017013-642 Glassware Set  $569.99 

Glassware Lab Set 
(Borosilicate)
This practical set completes a lab 

station or supplies multiple equipment 

for various demonstrations.

Set includes:

•  Beakers: 50 mL, 250 mL (2), 

600 mL

• Cylinders: 10 mL, 100 mL

• Flasks: 50 mL, 250 mL (2), 500 mL

• Funnel: 55 mm

• Pipette: 1 mL

• Test tubes (12 per pack)

• Droppers (12 per pack)

• Stirring rods (12 per pack)

• Alcohol burner

Item # Description List Price
9-1429089-642 Glassware Lab Set $83.49 

Contents:

•  (2) Dropping Bottle, 30 ml

•  (6) Dropping Pipettes, Plastic

•  (1) Beaker, Glass, 50 ml

•  (1) Beaker, Glass, 100 ml

•  (1) Beaker, Glass, 250 ml

•  (1) Evaporating Dish, Porcelain, 

70 mm dia.

•  (6) Stirring Rods, Glass, 8" 

•  (1) Erlenmeyer Flask, Glass, 125 ml

•  (1) Erlenmeyer Flask, Glass, 250 ml

•  (6) Test Tubes, Glass, 

18 x 150 mm 

• (1) Cylinder, Plastic (PP), 10 ml

• (1) Cylinder, Plastic (PP), 50 ml

•  (1) Cylinder, Plastic (PP), 100 ml

•  (1) Forceps, stainless, 5" long

•  (1) Crucible tongs, steel, 9" long

•  (1) Funnel, Glass, long stem, 

90mm dia.

•  (1) Funnel, Plastic, 75 mm dia.

•  (1) Test Tube Clamp, brass

•  (1) Wire Gauze, 5" x 5"

•  (1) Crucible, Porcelain, 25 ml 

with lid

•  (1) Watch Glass, 75 mm dia

•  (1) Plastic Scoop 

•  (1) Spatula, stainless, 3" long blade

•  (3) Rubber Stoppers, solid

•  (3) Rubber Stoppers, one-hole 

•  (3) Rubber Stoppers, two-hole

Item # Description  List Price
9-1488774-642 Labware Kit  $73.29 

Item # Description List Price
9-121-2629-642 Student Plasticware Kit $31.49 

Deluxe Chemistry Hardware Assortment 
A comprehensive assortment of glassware, plastic ware, porcelain and 

other hardware most commonly used in general chemistry labs. Packed in 

a compact shipping case, this set includes:

•  (3) Glass Beaker (250mL, 400mL 

& 1000mL)

• (1) Plastic Wash Bottle (125mL)

• (1) Burette Clamp

• (1) Mohr's Pinchcock Clamp

• (1) Crucible with Cover (10mL)

•  (2) Graduated Glass Cylinder 

(10mL & 50 mL)

•  (1) Graduated Plastic (PP) 

Cylinder (100mL)

•  (1) Porcelain Evaporating Dish 

(35mL) 

• (1) Filter Paper, 9cm dia., (PK/ 100) 

•  (2) Boiling Flask (100mL & 

250mL)

•  (2) Erlenmeyer Glass Flask 

(250mL & 500mL)

•  (1) Volumetric Flask w/stopper 

(250mL)

• (1) Laboratory Apron

• (1) Mortar & Pestle (90mm)

•  (19) Rubber Stoppers: #1: solid 

(6), one-hole (1); #2: solid (1),  

one-hole (1), two-hole (1); #6: 

solid (3), one-hole (3), two-hole (3)

• (1) Stainless Steel Spatula

• (6) Glass Test Tube (16 x 150mm)

• (1) Test Tube Brush

• (1) Test Tube Clamp

• (1) Wooden Test Tube Rack, 2-tier

• (1) Crucible Tongs

• (1) Clay Pipe Triangle 

• (1) Tripod Stand, 6”

• (1) Glass Stirring Rod (PK/ 12)

• (1) Support Stand with 18" Rod 

•  (3) Support Ring, 3" O.D. with 

clamp

•  (3) Test Paper (Litmus Blue, 

Litmus Red and Cobalt Chloride)

• (1) Assorted Glass Tubing (1lb)

• (1) Wire Gauze (5" square)

Item # Description List Price
9-1562469-642 Chemistry Hardware Kit $186.69 

NEW
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Monocular
All the benefits of standard 7x power monoculars plus an extreme close 

focus of only 10 inches. You'll be able to view details of faraway objects 

as well as the objects right in front of you. Compact and lightweight so 

you can take it with you anywhere. Perfect for butterfly viewing or low 

vision needs.

Item # Description List Price

9-1555044-642 7x18mm Close Focus $21.49

Pocket Magnifer and Loupe
This compact pocket loupe, great for fieldwork comes in a sturdy folding 

metal case. 10X magnification. 2" x 2" x 1". Pack of 12.

Item # Description List Price

9-131-2438-642 10X Pocket Magnifier and Loupe $64.99

All-Purpose Magnifiers
Powerful and durable. Easy-grip handles are perfect for small hands.

Item # Description List Price

9-086238-642 2 in Magnifier Lens (2X) $5.09

9-086239-642 3 in Magnfier Lens (2X) $6.99

9-086240-642 4 in Magnifier Lens (2X) $8.09

Hand Magnifier Sets
View insects, plants, and all of your Life Science lessons up close by 

having these magnifiers on-hand and ready for use!

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-568400-642 Round Dual Lens 3X/ 6X Each $0.99 
9-130-3246-642 Round Dual Lens 3x/ 6x Pack of 30 $28.99 
9-130-3235-642 Rectangular Dual Lens 4x/ 8x Pack of 30 $28.99 
9-130-3202-642 Bug Box Pack of 30 $28.99 
9-130-0562-642 Tri-Lens 2X/ 6X/ 8X Each $1.09 
9-130-3224-642 Tri-Lens 2x/ 6x / 8x Pack of 30 $28.99 

Dual Lens 
Magnifier with 
Safety Lanyard
Compare and contrast 

items close up with this dual 3X and 6X 

plastic lens magnifier. Safety lanyard 

ensures magnifiers won't get lost 

and hands stay free. Pack of 10 

Item # Description List Price

9-086241-642 With Safety Lanyard (PK/ 10) $11.99 

Magnifiers
These quality hand lenses feature 2x magnification and heavy plastic 

handles for long-lasting durability. Set of 4 includes one of each 

magnifier: 2.5", 3", 3.5" and 4".

Item # Description List Price

9-130-2707-642 2-1/2 in diameter $4.79 
9-130-4555-642 2-1/2 in Diameter Pack of 10 $39.99 
9-130-2718-642 3 in diameter $6.39 
9-130-4566-642 3 in Diameter Pack of 10 $49.99 
9-130-2729-642 3-1/2 in diameter $7.19 
9-130-4577-642 3-1/2 in Diameter Pack of 10 $59.99 
9-130-2730-642 4 in diameter $8.09 
9-130-4588-642 4 in Diameter Pack of 10 $69.99 
9-130-4599-642 Set of 4 $20.99 
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Hands Free Magnifier with Lamp
The MagniLamp™ is a handheld or fully 

adjustable stand magnifier with built-in 

LED light that lets you see all the details. 

The flexible, fully adjustable neck allows you to 

position the magnifying lens to the point where 

you need it most. It has a large scratch free 

acrylic 2x power main lens and 3.5x power spot 

lens which provides sharp, crystal-clear images. 

Requires 2 AA (not included)

Item # Description List Price

9-1555053-642 Hands Free Magnifier with Lamp $20.59 

Giant Folding Magnifier
The strong plastic cases and precision 

glass lenses make these great for field 

trips or for classroom investigations. 

7" x 6", 6X magnification.

Folding Pocket Magnifiers
The strong plastic cases and precision glass lenses make these great 

for field trips or for classroom investigations! These 25 mm magnifiers 

will shine through years of use. Available with one, two, or three lenses. 

Packs of 10.

Item # Description List Price

9-130-7976-642 Single Folding 5X Pack of 10 $29.99 
9-130-7987-642 Double Folding 10X Pack of 10 $34.99 
9-130-7998-642 Triple Folding 15X Pack of 10 $40.99 

Doublet Magnifier
This double lens loupe with 10x magnification is perfect for field use. 

Folds compactly and opens to 60 mm. In a vinyl case.

Item # Description List Price

9-565576-642 Doublet Magnifier $5.99 

LaMotte MacroLens™ Magnifier
Finally—a lens that fits over the entire Petri dish. Students find 

identification a snap with this magnifying lens that makes it 

impossible for evasive macroinvertebrates to swim out of view. 

Features 5X magnification and fits any petri dish up to 100 mm.

Item # Description List Price

9-531545-642 Macrolens Magnifier $20.69 

Tripod Magnifier
Designed specially for botanists, zoologists and anatomists, this 

indispensable investigation tool features a 100 mm diameter glass lens 

fitted in an aluminum frame with baked black enamel finish. The three legs 

can swivel out to create a larger viewing area.

Item # Description List Price

9-1268235-642 Tripod Magnifier $34.99 

Item # Description List Price

9-131-1096-642 Giant Folding Magnifier $17.29 
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Danby Microwave Oven
This 700 W microwave oven is a perfect fit in any lab for quick heating of 

water. Features an automatic interior light and turntable, easy to read LED 

timer/clock, and three specialty timing programs. Interior is a full 0.7 cu. 

ft.—sufficient for most labware containers. Oven has touch time and 

automatic shutoff. 700 watts, 60 Hz only. 17.31"W x 12.94"D x 10.19"H, 

24.7 lbs.

Item # Description List Price
9-1429897-642 Microwave Oven $133.29

Educational Lab Ovens
High limit safety thermostat. Aluminum interior with one fixed 

and two adjustable chrome-plated wire shelves. Utilizes a bimetallic 

thermostat to control temperature from ambient 5° to 225°C/ 437°F. 

Thermometer required for temperature monitoring. 1600 W, 13.91 A. 

Interior dimensions: 18" x 21" x 14. Exterior dimensions: 20" x 30" x 16. 

94 lbs.

Item # Description List Price
6-528983-642 Lab Ovens $1,066.69

Basic Incufridge
The Incufridge is the ultimate when cooling/heating temperature sensitive 

material. Equipped with a PID controller and digital display.

Temperature Range: 7°C to 60°C (at 20°C ambient)

Precision: ±0.7°C, uniformity ±1.0°C (at 20°C ambient)

Power Requirements: 120-240VAC, 50-60 Hz, 150 W, 12 VDC

Shelves: 2 removable metal shelves

Capacity: 33L

Interior Dimensions: 12in x 16.5in x 10.25in

Exterior Dimensions: 15in x 23in x 15.5in

Item # Description List Price
9N-1569509-642 Incufridge $854.05

Economy Lab Ovens
Advanced design and low-cost. Gravity convection ovens featuring a 

scratch-resistant finish, double-wall construction, and energy efficient 

heating elements. Sheathed heating elements enable quick run-up 

and recovery time. Maximum temperature range goes to 225°C. 

Constructed with UL and CSA listed components. Operates on 115 V AC.

Item # Description List Price
9-592641-642 12 x 10 x 10 in, 600W, 35 lbs $618.99
6-592647-642 18 x 12 x 16 in, 1200 W, 52 lb $851.99
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Analog Incubator
Versatile, low cost lab 

incubator. Use with 

cultures, test kits, 

eggs and biologicals. 

Maintain accurate and 

uniform temperatures 

up to 62°C. See entire 

workspace through tinted 

acrylic door. Comes 

with 1 chrome‑plated, 

adjustable shelf and 

1 fixed bottom shelf. 

Push button on‑off and 

illuminated pilot light.

Small Incubator interior dimensions: 12"W x 10" H x 10"H

Large Incubator interior dimensions: 18" W x 16" H x 12" D

Powered by 120 V AC

Item # Description List Price

9-592635-642 Small $490.39 
9-592638-642 Large $666.69

Hova-Bator Circulated 
Air Incubator
Gently protect and warm 

eggs just like a mother 

hen! This reliable and 

economical incubator 

uses circulated airflow 

to gently warm the air 

and eggs. The thermal 

action of heated air flowing 

out the exhaust vents at the 

top also draws fresh air in through 

the bottom vent, which helps dry 

the chicks after they hatch. Holds up to 

42 large poultry eggs. 18" x 18" x 9.5" 

Item # Description List Price

9N-080-2587-642 Circulated Air Incubator $122.15 

Talboys Dry Block Heater
These multi‑purpose units are ideal for incubating and activation of 

cultures, enzyme, reactions, immunoassays, melting and boiling points and 

a wide variety of other laboratory procedures. Two separate temperature 

adjustment knobs provide low temperature and high temperature control. 

Low range knob adjusts from ambient to 100ºC and high range knob 

adjusts from 75ºC to 150ºC.

Stability @ 37ºC: ± 0.1ºC

Uniformity w/in the Block @ 37ºC: ± 0.1ºC 

Heat-Up Time to 100ºC: 45 min. 

Electrical: 120 V, 0.9 A, 110 W

Ship Weight: 5.8 lbs (2.6 kg) 

Dimensions: 12.4" x 8" x 3.5"

Each block has a thermometer well for measuring block temperature. 

Anodize aluminum modular heating blocks provide superior temperature 

stability and heat transfer.

Microcentrifuge Tube Block: 20 wells for 1.5 mL tubes

Centrifuge Tube Combination Block: 4 wells for 1.5 mL tubes, 

w3 wells for 15 mL tubes, and 2 wells for 50 mL tubes

(Heater and blocks are sold separately.)

Item # Description List Price

9-1322317-642 Heater $329.29 
9-1322319-642 Combo Tube Block $119.79 
9-1322318-642 1.5 mL Tube Block $117.59

Hova-Bator Thermal Incubator
Maintains constant temperature and 

humidity. Square design is space efficient. 

Two large windows permit thorough 

observation. Complete with thermometer 

and snap‑action thermostat.  

Capacity: 42 chicken eggs.  

18" x 18" x 7.5" deep. 110 V AC at 25 W.

Item # Description List Price

9-568889-642 Thermal Incubator $86.59 

Digital Incubator
Unique temperature 

tracking: Stores 

maximum process 

temperature deviation 

from set point in 0.1ºC 

units. Temperature 

range between ambient 

and 62ºC. Paperless 

chart recorder. Helps 

to confirm stability or 

indicate any control 

malfunction. Large 4‑digit 

LED display, selectable 

ºC or ºF unit readouts 

and a continuous self‑

diagnostic function 

prompt. Constructed of 

a high grade aluminum interior, powder‑coated steel exterior and a bronze 

acrylic see‑through door. 1 fixed and 1 adjustable chrome‑plated wire shelf 

with 8 shelf positions. 6', 3‑prong grounded power cord. 115 VAC/ 110 W

Small Incubator inside dimensions: 12"W x 10"H x 10"D

Large Incubator inside dimensions: 18"W x 16"H x 12"D

Item # Description List Price

9-525522-642 Small $799.99 
9-1294685-642 Large $973.29 
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Economy Flashlight
Low-cost flashlight. Requires 2 D-cell batteries.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-060-0600-642 Economy Flashlight Each $2.99

Energizer® LED Pen Light
Super bright LED penlight includes two AAA batteries. 

Durable aluminum housing.

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-1323155-642 LED Pen Light Each $10.69 

Gooseneck Lamp
A standard gooseneck lamp has a wide 

range of uses in the lab. 13" overall 

height; accepts 60 watt bulb. Heavy 

support base, on-off switch, and matte 

black finish.

Item # Description List Price

9-592566-642 Gooseneck Lamp $13.29

High-Power 
Light Source
A 150 W horizontal 

filament bulb with shield 

and aperture provides 

point and line beams of 

high brightness. Includes 

a strong spring clamp 

and a Pole Cat!™ adapter for mounting to support rods.

Item # Description List Price

9-589584-642 High Power Light Source $61.99

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great  
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com 

General Purpose Lamp
May be hung on a wall, used 

for bench or table illumination 

or removed from it's stand and 

clamped anywhere. Accomodates 

a bulb up to 150 W. 8" reflector; 

6' cord. Bulb not included.

Item # Description List Price

9-1526234-642 Lamp $22.69

Clamp Lamp
This widely used lighting accessory 

promotes mobility between rooms. 

Accommodates screw-base 

ultraviolet lamps or ordinary 

incandescent lamps up to 60 W. 

8.5"-diameter reflector; 6' cord. 

Clamps anywhere and stays put. 

Bulb not included.

Item # Description List Price

9-120-0330-642 Clip-On Lab Light $10.99

Pocket Blacklight
This high-quality 6", 4W 

handheld blacklight is 

ideal for forensics or 

illuminating fluorescent 

and blacklight reactive 

items. Also includes a 

built-in LED flashlight. 

Requires 4 AA batteries 

(not included).

Item # Description List Price

9-1551424-642 Pocket Blacklight $10.59

Energizer Industrial Flashlight
Impact resistant industrial LED flashlight with a lifetime warranty. 

Resistant to grease, oil and other solvents. Requires 2 D batteries 

(not included).

Item # Description Quantity List Price

9-090262-642 Flashlight Each $9.99 
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Acrylic Vacuum Pump Plate
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
to buy what you want? Heavy-duty plate accommodates bell jars up 

to 9" in diameter. Works with most vacuum/pressure pumps. Not 

˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
(4 lbs.) with brass hose barb; Dimensions: 10 ˚ ˚˚ ˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
1 ˚ ˚˚ " high; Intake port: ˚ ˚˚ ˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚ ˚ ˚˚ ˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
Item # Description List Price

9-596647-642 Pump Plate $139.99

High Vacuum Pump
˚˚ ˚̊˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚ ˚̊˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚ ˚̊˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
• Specifications:

˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
- Operating temp: 30˚–170˚F

˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price

9-527310-642 High Vacuum Pump $924.99 
9-1364171-642 Oil $18.69

Hand Vacuum Pump
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price

9-1526233-642 Hand Vacuum Pump $34.99

Vacuum Plate
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
9" outside diameter. Overall dimensions: 9.5" x 9.5" x 0.5"

Item # Description List Price

9-525795-642 Vacuum Plate $32.79 

Vacuum Plate
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price

9-562519-642 Vacuum Plate $299.99 

Bell Jar Demonstrator
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚
11.5" tall. Requires 2 AA batteries and a 

˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price

9-1488086-642 Bell Jar Demonstrator $98.99 

Bell Jars
˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚˚

Item # Description List Price

9-590802-642 Knob Top $104.99 
9-590811-642 Open Hole Top $131.79 
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Small

Large

Lab-Line Explosion Proof Refrigerators
These units meet OSHA and National Fire Protection Association safety 
requirements. They are engineered to prevent triggering an explosion 
inside or outside the refrigerator. Thermostat and compressor components 
are isolated within a vapor-proof enclosure, and hardwired electrical 
connections prevent sparking and accidental disconnection. Magnetic 
vinyl gaskets provide positive door seal. Both models feature key lock, 
CFC-free insulation and refrigerant, a hydraulic thermostat, ABS plastic 
interiors, enameled steel exterior, and manual defrost. Suitable for use in 
Class I, Division I, Group C and D hazardous environments. UL listed and 
CSA certified.

Small Refrigerator Specifications:

• 5.6 cubic ft. under-counter refrigerator/freezer

• Two adjustable wire shelves, three door shelves

• Exterior: 33.5"H x 21.25"W x 25.25"D

• Refrigerator: 21"H x 18"W x 15.25"D

• Freezer: 5.25"H x 15.25"W x 11"D

• Refrigerator Temperature Range: 2º to 7ºC

• Freezer Temperature Range: -26º to -6ºC

• 120 V, 60 Hz, 160 W

• Shipping Weight: 120 lb.

Large Refrigerator Specifications:

• 21 cubic ft. single-door refrigerator

• 4 fixed-position shelves

• Exterior: 74.5"H x 32"W x 30.5"D

• Interior: 55"H x 27"W x 16.5"D

• Temperature Range: 1° to 12°C

• 120 V, 60 Hz

• Shipping Weight: 230 lbs

Please note: these units must be hardwired into the building's 

electrical system.

Item # Description List Price
6-587887-642 Small $4,099.29 
6-1454567-642 Large $5,333.29 

Danby Compact Refrigerator
Danby compact refrigerators offer unmatched quality and innovation. 
Whether for the office, bar or the dorm room Danby's compact 
refrigerators are available in a wide range of capacities to meet your 
needs. Some of the exceptional features are the CanStor beverage 
dispenser, adjustable door bins, molded worktops and In-Home service.

• 4.4 cu.ft. capacity refrigerator

• Full width freezer section

• CanStor door liner

• Push Button defrost

• 3 full shelves and 1 half shelf for maximum storage versatility

• Integrated handle

• Tall bottle storage

• Smooth back design

• Reversible door hinge

Item # Description List Price
9-1508952-642 4.4 cu ft. Refrigerator $305.99 

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Lattice Lab System
A lightweight flexible set of 

support rods and clamps that 

allows a wide range of lab 

apparatus to be assembled and 

securely supported. Assembly 

is easy and requires only a 

screwdriver. Support rods are 

made of hard aluminum and foot 

plates and hook connectors are 

made of castalloy.

TriangularSupport Stands
Heavy, cast bases and 

plated rods.

Laboratory Support Jacks
Support or elevate your lab apparatuses and equipment with these 

laboratory jacks. These support jacks are constructed of painted aluminum 

and stainless steel. The scissor jack design enables height adjustment 

with a simple turn of the knob.

Item# Description List Price
9-1563036-642 4 in x 4 in - 10 kg max load $59.99

9-1563037-642 6 in x 6 in - 20 kg max load $86.69

9-1562474-642 8 in x 8 in - 25 kg max load $103.99

Economy 
Support Ring
Formed steel ring, 

plated with aluminum 

muff. Clamp attaches 

to support rods up to 3/4" in 

diameter. 3" diameter ring

Support Rings
Plated cast iron clamp attaches 

to 5/16"–3/4" diameter support rods. 

Sold individually.

Item # Description List Price
9-574137-642 2 in diameter $5.09

9-030-8769-642 3 in diameter $8.29

9-574101-642 4 in diameter $7.09

9-574104-642 5 in diameter $8.09

Support Stands
Heavy black enamel finish 

and plated steel rods.

Item # Description List Price
Cast Iron Bases
9-568994-642 4x6 in, 5/16x18 in Rod $11.39

9-568997-642 5x8 in, 3/8x20 in Rod $13.49

9-569000-642 6x9 in, 1/2x24 in Rod $18.59

9-569009-642 6x11 in, 1/2x36 in Rod $21.69

Stamped Steel Bases
9-190-5606-642 4x6 in, 5/16x18 in Rod $12.49

9-574173-642 5x8 in, 3/8x20 in Rod $13.49

9-574176-642 6x9 in, 1/2x24 in Rod $16.59

9-574179-642 6x11 in, 1/2x36 in Rod $17.59

Item # Description List Price
9-573078-642 4 in legs, 3/8x20 in Rod $12.19

9-573102-642 6 in legs, 1/2 x 36 in Rod $20.09

Plastic Support Stands
These non-corrosive, molded 

support stands provide 

excellent alternatives to metal 

stands. Even the metallic rod 

has a polypropylene covering. 

Each support base comes with 

a 1/2"-diameter, 30"-long rod.

Item # Description List Price
9-1292873-642 9 x 6 in base $22.29

9-1292874-642 12 x 8 in base $45.59

Item # Description List Price
9-562379-642 Support Ring $7.19

Item # Description List Price
9-1562475-642 Lattice System $142.99

Ring Stand and Ring Sets
Available in 2, 3, and 4 ring stands. Two ring stand: 

4 x 6 inch base and 5/16 x 18 inch rod. Three ring 

stand: 5 x 8 inch base and 3/8 x 20 inch rod. Four 

ring stand: 6 x 9 inch base and ½ x 24 inch rod.

Item # Description List Price
9-574239-642 2-Ring,4x6 in, 5/16x18 in Rod $22.69 
9-574107-642 3-Ring, 5x8 in, 3/8x20 in Rod $30.69 
9-574242-642 4-Ring, 6x9 in, 1/2x24 in Rod $43.99 
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Heathrow® 
Microtube Racks
Popular 

fraction-collector-plate style 

racks hold 1.5 to 2.0 mL 

microtubes in a 5 x 16 array. 

Rack tubes sit in large 

wells with conical bottoms. 

Autoclavable polypropylene 

racks are also ideal for freezer storage. Assortment of one each: blue, 

green, pink, yellow, and orange. 8 7/8" x 2 5/8" x 1 1/8"

Item # Description List Price

9-531784-642 Microtube Racks $23.19

Polyethylene Test Tube Rack
Hi-impact plastic test tube rack holds 

24 tubes up to 20 mm in diameter. 

Perforated bottom; 145 mm diameter, 

70 mm high.

Item # Description List Price

9-581388-642 Tube Rack $7.09

Microcentrifuge Tube Rack
Racks allow storage of 20 micro test tubes. Top step is numbered from 

1 to 10, lower step is numbered from 11 to 20. Made of autoclavable 

polypropylene. 8 1/8" x 3 ½" x 1 7/8".

Item # Description List Price

9-1503930-642 Rack for 1.5 mL tubes $16.69

9-1503931-642 Rack for 0.5 mL tubes $16.69

Polyethylene Test Tube Rack
Stout, white, in line. Holds 6 tubes with holes in the top plate correspond 

with hemispherical depressions in the base. With side pillars and six 

vertical pins for drying of tubes.

Item # Description List Price

9-1455969-642 Polyethylene Rack $3.99

Polypropylene Test Tube Rack
Holds 50 tubes, 14–17 mm diameter. Multiple pin-type rack permits full 

viewing of specimens with maximum space efficiency. Autoclavable

Item # Description List Price

9-583638-642 Polypropylene Rack $12.29

Wire Test Tube Racks
Zinc plated steel 

basket. Holds 40 test 

tubes up to 22 mm diameter. Vinyl 

coated model is fully autoclavable.

Item # Description List Price

9-562759-642 Bare Wire $26.59

9-562762-642 Vinyl Coated $31.69

Plastic Test Tube Rack
Sturdy, hi-impact plastic rack 

will hold 12 test tubes up to 20 mm 

in diameter. Easy to assemble and 

chemical resistant. Dimensions: 

9" x 2.75" x 5"

Item # Description List Price

9-593836-642 Plastic Test Tube Rack $4.09

Polypropylene 
Test Tube Rack
Includes 12 holes and 

5 drying pins. Wells are 

21 mm in diameter. 

Dimensions: 8" x 4"

Item # Description List Price

9-583629-642 Test Tube Rack $9.19

Cube Test 
Tube Rack
Holds 40 small test 

tubes or 8 large test 

tubes in the same 

durable platic rack!

Item # Description List Price

9-162-7728-642 Cube Test Tube Rack $19.29

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Hardwood Test 
Tube Support Rack
Includes 13 holes, 

6 drying pins, double 

tier. Top holes 21 mm 

diameter, middle shelf 

holes 26 mm diameter.

Pipette Rack
Clear acrylic pipette rack permits easy 

storage and access to pipettes. The 

four shelves have an upward angle 

for secure storage and easy access. 

Measures 3 3/8"W x 12 1/4"D x 13"H O. D.

Item # Description List Price
9-1503935-642 Pipette Rack $151.39

Thermometer Rack
Polypropylene. Autoclavable. Holds 

up to 25 thermometers in a vertical 

position. Hole size for top and middle 

plate is 5/16". Drainage hole for bottom 

plate is 1/8". Distance between top 

and middle plate is 4 1/8". Dimensions 

are 5 7/8" x 8 3/8" x 9 7/8".

Item # Description List Price
9-581592-642 Thermometer Rack $55.99

Hardwood Test Tube Support Rack
Holes 22 mm diameter.

Item # Description List Price
9-568346-642 6 Holes, 6 Pins $12.29

9-581859-642 10 Holes, 10 Pins $16.39

Hardwood Test 
Tube Support Rack
Racks have 

12 double rows.

Kartell Wet/Dry Test 
Tube Racks
These racks provide 

excellent stability with no 

tendency to float or move in 

circulating water baths. An 

alpha numeric grid reference 

on the top tier enables 

precise location in the rack 

particular samples. Made of 

HDPE, maximum temperature 900C, autoclavable.

Item # Description List Price
9-1503932-642 13 mm - 90 holes $17.29

9-1503933-642 16 mm - 60 holes $17.29

9-1503934-642 20 mm - 40 holes $17.29

No-Wire™ Autoclavable Test Tube Racks
An economical and space-saving rack for individual student use or single 

applications. Molded of autoclavable polypropylene. Each rack features 

end plates for labeling. Three-tier design permits convenient insertion and 

removal of tubes. Rows are numbered and lettered for tube identification. 

Dimensions: 9 3/4" x 4 1/8" x 2 3/4"H (248 x 105 x 70 mm)

Item # Description List Price
9-581505-642 20 mm (40 wells, 4 x 10 rows) $7.09

9-581511-642 30 mm (21 wells, 3 x 7 rows) $6.09

Item # Description List Price
9-581871-642 Support Rack $17.39

Item # Description List Price
9-581856-642 22 mm dia. Holes $13.29

9-581868-642 28 mm dia. Holes $15.29

Stainless Steel  
Test Tube Rack
Sturdy Z-shaped rack made from 

a single sheet of heavy gauge 

stainless 304. Rack features 

25 wells in 5 rows, for tubes up 

to 16 mm in diameter. Polished, 

smooth surface facilitates easy 

cleaning and labeling.

Item # Description List Price
9-1563034-642 Test Tube Rack $13.99 
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Benchmark®  
Benchmixer™ XL
A heavy duty vortex 

mixer designed to facilitate 

hands-free mixing in tubes, flasks, 

vials or cylinders. The precisely 

balanced drive system includes an 

oversized motor that delivers 

accurate, reproducible speeds 

up to 2500rpm with rattle-

free operation and minimal 

vibration. The programmable 

pulsing function allows for time 

specific interval mixing, increasing 

agitation. The 7x12 inch platform 

accommodates a wide variety of standard, pre-drilled tube racks. 

Additionally, can easily be adapted to almost any type of vessel commonly 

found in the laboratory. Includes 50 x 12 mm tube rack.

Speed Range: 500-2500 rpm

Electrical: 100 to 240V, 50-60 Hz

Weight: 29 lbs

Dimensions: 15" x 9.2" x 16.5"

Item #  Description List Price

6-1506799-642 Benchmixer XL $3,066.69

Spindrive® Orbital Shaker Platform
This low profile orbital shaker 

platform is driven by your 

magnetic stirrer. By placing 

the unique Spindrive® 

Orbital Shaker 

Platform on top 

of your standard 

magnetic stirrer, 

it becomes an 

inexpensive orbital shaker. 

Speed adjustment is accomplished 

by setting the magnetic stirrer to the 

desired orbital speed. Features a non-skid 

surface that prevents your samples from falling 

off, and an easy 'lift and carry' design. The rotating orbit diameter is 

21.7 mm (7/8"). The platform is 225 mm (8 7/8") square by 53 mm (2 1/4") 

high and will hold up to 6.8 kg (15 lb). Weight is 1 kg (2.2 lb).

Item #  Description List Price

9-1292813-642 Orbital Shaker Platform $434.39

Benchmark® IncuShaker™ Mini Shaking Incubator
The INCU-SHAKER Mini is the most compact shaking 

incubator in its class. 

A 11.5" x 9.5" work space has 

room for a variety of flasks, tubes, 

and other common vessels. 

The standard platform (included) 

features a non-slip, rubber 

coated surface, ideal for tissue 

culture flasks, petri dishes, and 

staining trays. Compatible with 

MagicClamp™ accessories.

Speed: Variable, 30 to 300 rpm

Speed Increment: 1 rpm

Temperature Range: Ambient +5 to 60°C

Temperature Increment: 0.1°C

Dimensions: 11"W x 15.7"D x 10.8"H

Weight: 25 lbs 

Item #  Description List Price

9-1440470-642 Mini Shaking Incubator $3,599.99

Benchmark® Orbi-Shaker™ XL
Offers flask capacity that 

far exceeds that of most 

benchtop models. With a large 

18 x 18 inch platform and a 

powerful, beltless motor 

drive, it's capable of mixing 

up to five 2L flasks 

or nine 1L flasks 

simultaneously. The 

included, non-slip 

rubber mat platform 

is ideal for low speed 

applications, while the 

convenient MAGic Clamp™ 

platform is also available for 

high speed mixing of Erlenmeyer 

flasks, tube racks or microplates. 

The MAGic Clamp™ allows for instant flask clamp exchange without 

the use of tools, screws or any other hardware. 

Speed Range: Variable, 30 to 300 rpm

Orbit: ¾" (19mm)

Maximum Weight Capacity: 65 lbs (30 kg)

Overall Dimensions: 18.5" x 21.25" x 5" 

Power: 115 or 230V, 50-60Hz, 450W

Ship Weight: 65 lbs

Item #  Description List Price

6-1506798-642 Orbi-Shaker $3,333.29 
6-1455010-642 MAGic Clamp Platform $371.99

Benchmark® BenchRocker™ Variable Speed 2D Rocker
The BenchRocker 2D is designed to provide the precise speeds and 

tilt angles required for a broad range of molecular and biological mixing 

applications. The user can adjust both parameters to match the vessel 

size and the volume of liquid being mixed, yielding optimum results. 

Compatible with MAGic Clamp™ accessories.

Speed: Variable, 2 to 30 rpm

Tilt Angle: Variable, 0° to 30°

Load Capacity: 5 lbs.

Dimensions: 14"W x 12"D x 8"H

Item #  Description List Price

9-1440468-642 2D Rocker $849.09

Benchmark®  
BenchMixer™ Vortex Mixer
The BenchMixer™ sets the 

new standard in vortex mixing. 

Provides smooth instant vortexing 

of even the largest sample sizes, 

including full 50ml tubes. The unique 

counter balance system creates 

maximum vortexing action, while 

minimizing noise and excessive 

vibration. This results in quieter, 

more efficient and longer lasting 

operation. Other features include: 

"no walk" suction feet, cold room 

incubator compatibility and 

spill-proof electronic controls. 

Range: 200–3200 RPM.  

5" x 6.3" x 6.7"

Item #  Description List Price

9-1399380-642 Vortex Mixer $286.69

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Analog Stirrer
Deliver accurate and repeatable results with this economical analog 

stirrer. One piece ceramic top plate design features a chemical resistant, 

reflective white surface that is easy to clean. Rear housing features a 

built in support rod holder with locking knob. Adjustment knob had rpm 

marking for estimated speed control. Includes a 1.5" PTFE coated spin bar, 

92" detachable, 3-wire cord, and a 2 year limited warranty on parts and 

labor. Speed Range: 60-1600 RPM; Speed Stability: 2%

Safety Features

•  Ramping feature slowly increases speed for improved safety and 

enhanced coupling. Avoids splashing, improves spin bar control, and 

provides excellent low speed control.

•  Housing is made of a heat resistant polymer that is resistant to corrosion 

and offers a spill resistant, low profile design

• CSA listed

Item #  Description List Price
9-1324338-642 Analog Stirrer $343.89

Benchmark® BlotBoy™ Low Speed Nutating Rocker
This platform rocker provides the perfect 3-dimensional motion for all 

blot related applications. Its tilt angle and speed have been optimally set 

for gentle, but thorough mixing in gel trays, boxes and other flat vessels. 

BlotBoy™ is supplied with autoclavable flat mats and is ideal for blot 

washes and gel staining/destaining. Designed to conserve bench space, 

it has maintenance free, brushless motors and are safe for use in cold 

rooms and incubators. Compatible with MAGic Clamp accessories.

Tilt Angle: ± 8°

Platform Size: 12" x 12"

Load Capacity: 4.5

Operating Temperature Range: +4 to +65°C

Dimensions: 12"W x 12"D x 8"H

Weight: 4.4 lbs.

Electrical: 115V or 230V, 50-60Hz, 50W

Warranty: 2 Years

Item #  Description List Price
9-1440467-642 Nutating Rocker $508.89

Corning® Digital Stirrers
•  Digital displays provide easy-to-read LED indicated stir speed settings

•  Corning's microprocessor controlled feedback technology maintains 

consistent repeatable stir speed setting

•  Stir display allows specific settings for labs that have or need to establish 

routine protocols

• UL approved

•  Housing features external spill trough to deflect spills away from 

electronics and control knobs

•  Enclosed and sealed electronics protect sensitive components from 

harsh environments

•  Units show international symbols

•  Stirrers feature a closed-loop stirring control that monitors and 

regulates speed

•  Stronger, larger magnet improves stir bar coupling and stirring 

speed capability

•  Automatic adjustment to large increases in speed minimizes decoupling

•  Units supplied with guide to heating and stirring procedures

• Appropriate stir bar supplied

• Stir range of 60 to 1000 rpm

• Electrical Requirements: 120 V 60 Hz, 628w, 5.3A

Item #  Description List Price
9-529591-642 Small (5 in x 7 in base) $331.49
9-529592-642 Large (10 in x 10 in base) $560.99

Corning® 
Scholar 171 Stirrer
Compact, ruggedly 

constructed stirrer 

provides vigorous 

stirring with an 

alternating current 

motor for longer life. 

Features space-saving 

design, plastic top, light 

weight and 120V / 60Hz 

operation. UL, CUL, 

and CE approved. 1" x 3/8" stir bar included. One-year warranty. 5" x 5"

Item #  Description List Price
9-567541-642 Scholar 171 Stirrer $224.39

Student Stirrer
Durable, compact design with 4.5" 

diameter aluminum top. Stirs up to 

2 L of water. Variable speed control 

adjusts from 60 to 1200 rpm. Includes 

rear mounted clamp that holds vertical 

support rods. UL listed.

Item #  Description List Price
9-528336-642 Student Stirrer $208.99
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Mini Magnetic Stirrer
Well-balanced rotating 

arm assures even mixing 

of small (1 liter maximum) 

amounts. Continuously 

variable speed is adjustable 

from 100 to 1000 rpm. 

Safety features include a 

speed sensing device that 

monitors motor speed even 

when load is removed, 

and a molded casing that reduces vibrations. Chemically resistant 

polycarbonate top.

4 5/8" x 4 5/8" x 1 5/8".

Item #  Description List Price
9-564574-642 Mini Magnetic Stirrer $155.59

Stirring Bar Retriever
A 12" polyethylene rod with a powerful alnico magnet sealed in one end 

and a convenient grip ring in the other.

Item # Description List Price
9-594240-642 Stirring Bar Retriever $13.39

Benchmark®MAGicClamp™ 
Mixing Apparatus Accessories
MagicClamp magnetic stirring and 

mixing accessories make your lab 

work a snap! Use the universal 

platform with most Benchmark 

mixing apparatus and add magnetic 

clamps for common labware like 

flasks and conical tubes. Clamps 

stay securely attached to the 

platform during even the most 

vigorous mixing.

Stirring Bars
Three popular sizes, available individually. Teflon coated, octagonal shape 

with molded pivot ring.

Item # Description List Price
9-581304-642 1 in x 5/16 in $4.29

9-581307-642 1 1/2 in x 5/16 in $4.99

9-581310-642 2 in x 5/16 in $5.99

Spinpak® Magnetic 
Stirring Bar Assortment
A set of six octagonal, 

magnetic stirring bars in 

sizes most commonly 

requested. Teflon® coated 

with molded pivot ring. 

Consists of 2 each in the 

following sizes:

1" x 5/16", 1 1/2" x 5/16", 2" x 5/16".

Octagonal Stirring Bar Set
Contains 16 octagonal PTFE stirring bars packed in a reusable box. 

Kit contains 2 of each: 5/16" x 1/2", 3/8" x 2", 5/16" x 5/8", 3/8" x 2 1/2", 3/8" x 1", 
3/8" x 1 1/2", 2 mm x 7 mm Micro Bars, 3 mm x 10 mm Micro Bars.

Item # Description List Price
9-1503943-642 Bar Set $101.59

Item # Description List Price
9-581313-642 Bar Assortment $37.99

Item #  Description List Price
9-1443086-642 Universal Magnetic Platform $266.69

9-1443096-642 Clamp for 50 mL Flasks $33.29

9-1443094-642 Clamp for 125 mL Flasks $34.79

9-1443093-642 Clamp for 250 mL Flasks $38.49

9-1443092-642 Clamp for 500 mL Flasks $39.99

9-1443097-642 Rack,21 x 15mL/ 12 x 50mL Tubes $173.29

Rubber Policeman
Flexible rubber blade with glass rod. An effective tool for loosening and 

removal of precipitates from glass containers. 

10" long. Pack of 12. 

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1429085-642 Rubber Policeman Pack of 12 $11.19 

Polypropylene Policeman
Round molded rod with one end flattened and cut diagonally. 

8" long. Pack of 6.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-581586-642 Policeman Pack of 6 $17.39 

Glass Stirring Rods 
Soft flint glass with rounded ends. Packs of 12.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-525525-642 5 in L x 3 mm dia. Pack of 12 $3.09 
9-525526-642 6 in L x 5 mm dia. Pack of 12 $4.09 
9-525527-642 8 in L x 5 mm dia. Pack of 12 $5.09 
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Economy Containers
Handy plastic containers for storing various laboratory supplies or 

specimens. Constructed of clear polystyrene; includes lid. Dimensions: 

6" x 12". Pack of 5.

Item # Description List Price
9-576501-642 Economy Containers $57.29 

Basket
Strong, lightweight baskets made of polypropylene. Helps reduce 

breakage when rinsing and draining glassware. Can be used for holding 

test tubes and culture tubes during sterilization. 16 cm x 16 cm x 16 cm.

Item # Description List Price
9-581394-642 Basket $7.09 

Autoclavable Laboratory Tray
Multi-purpose polypropylene molded trays with tapered walls designed 

for nesting. Steam autoclavable—use for sterilizing and drying glassware, 

porcelain ware and other laboratory supplies. 15" x 12" x 3". Pack of 10

Item # Description List Price
9-529501-642 Laboratory Tray $114.59 

Utility Pan
Low density polyethylene pan with sturdy carrying grips on both ends and 

rounded corners for easy cleaning. 12 qt; 14.5" x 12" x 6.25"

Item # Description List Price
9-594411-642 Utility Pan $22.29 

Polypropylene Sterilizing Tote Boxes
These autoclavable, polypropylene tote boxes are chemically reisistant 

to acids, alkalies, oils and detergents. Tapered design allows boxes to be 

nested when stored. Sold individually.

Item # Description List Price
9-594366-642 12 in x 7.75 in x 5 in $16.69 
9-594372-642 20 in x 15.5 in x 5 in $40.09 

IRIS® Buckle-up Boxes
These buckle-up boxes are the perfect multi-purpose storage solution. 

The design keeps the lid and contents secure even in transit. A great box 

for moving items from place to place or storing large supplies.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price
9-1461054-642 8 x 14 x 4-½ in $6.29 
5.7 Quart
9-1461055-642 11 x 16-½ x 6-½ in $8.69 
12.9 Quart
9-1461056-642 16-½ x 22 x 6-½ in $14.79 
26.9 Quart
9-1496455-642 17-½ x 32-½ x 6-½ in $25.09 
50 Quart
9-1461053-642 16-½ x 22 x 13 in $21.09 
53.6 Quart
9-1461057-642 16-½ x 33 x 13 in $31.09 
83.7 Quart
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Storage Pails 
and Opener
Store specimens or 

other lab materials 

in this plastic, 

resealable, 5 gallon 

pail. Perfect for 

multiple student or 

class use of single 

specimens or for 

long-term storage 

of specimens for later 

use. Pail opener makes 

popping lids off sealed 

pails quick and easy, so 

you can reseal them tightly 

with confidence.

Item# Description List Price

9-596982-642 5 Gallon $14.79 
9-532223-642 Pail Opener $11.99

Baritainer® Jerry Can
The alternative solution for packaging, storing and transporting chemicals 

that usually require glass, metal, fluorinated HDPE or other single barrier 

containers. Baritainers are impact resistant, lightweight, rugged, economical 

and stackable containers for chemicals. Effective containers for solvents, 

esters, ketones and some acids.

Item # Description List Price

9-1503937-642 4 Liter $10.49 
9-1503938-642 5 Liter $14.09 
9-1503939-642 10 Liter $21.39 
9-1503940-642 20 Liter $39.09

Stackable Utility Carrier
Transport lab items such as bottles, samples, cleaning aids, tools and 

more in this handy tote with a molded-in center division and carrying 

handle. Stackable carrier stores neatly and cleans easily. 14 1/2" x 9 1/8" x 4"H

Item # Description List Price

9-1016974-642 Utility Carrier $18.39

Rubbermaid® 5 1/2 Gallon 
Container with Cover
Store up to 50 lbs. of material in 

these airtight containers. Made 

of white polyethylene, they’re 

durable, compact and stackable 

for convenient storage. Deep, 

easy-grip handles offer a secure 

handhold, and positive-lock lids 

ensure an airtight seal.

Dispensing Carboy
Rounded polyethylene bottle ideal for dispensing 

solutions. Half-turn opens or closes spigot. 

20 L capacity.

Item #  Description List Price

9-581421-642 Carboy $299.99

High Impact Trays
Useful for the transport and bench top storage of vials, bottles, containers, 

instruments and various laboratory accessories. Made of food grade high 

impact polystyrene. Very durable.

Item # Description List Price

9-1506609-642 7.9 in L x 5.9 in W x .83 in H $10.49 
9-1506610-642 5.9 in L x 3.9 in W x 1.2 in H $11.69 
9-1503941-642 13.9 in L x 10 in W x 1.6 in H $21.49 
9-1506611-642 13.9 in L x 10 in W x 3.2 in H $30.39 
9-1503942-642 16.1 inL x 11.8 inW x .8 inH $28.69 
9-1506612-642 16.1 inL x 11.8 inW x 3.2 inH $31.29

Item # Description Dimensions List Price

9-560734-642 Storage Container with Lid 12.25 in x 14 in $30.69 
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IRIS® Layered Latch Box
Each unit includes 3 small boxes and 

1 lid. Each box has buckles to snap 

together. Acid Free.

Easy Stack Carry Tray
2 Compartment Utility Tote with Handle is great for carrying art 

supplies, school supplies and so much more. Handy for organizing a 

variety of projects.

Item # Product Dimensions Color Quantity List Price
9-1537865-642 14-1/2 x 7 x 2-1/2 in Black Each $6.69 

Tote Trays and Lids
Great for any use in 

the classroom. Strong 

and tough. Snap-on 

lids are sold separately. 

12"L x 8"W x 5"D

Storage Totes Trays
Sturdy, high-impact styrene trays resist mildew, bacteria, and alkalis. 

Lightweight, easy to handle and resist warpage. Includes aluminum car 

holder for easy labeling. Rolled .5" edge. Tan color. 19"L x 12 1/2"W x 4 3/8" D

Item # Product Dimensions Color Quantity List Price
9-1598476-642 19 L x 12-1/2 W x 4-3/8 H Tan Each $22.09 

Pneumatic Trough
With wire edges and removable shelf. Stainless steel. 

7" x 10" x 4".

Item # Description List Price
9-585180-642 Pneumatic Trough $34.29 

Item # Product Dimensions Color Quantity List Price
Tote Trays
9-081967-642 12 x 8 x 5 in Translucent Each $5.99 
9-081941-642 12 x 8 x 5 in Blue Each $5.99 
9-081943-642 12 x 8 x 5 in Yellow Each $5.99 
9-081947-642 12 x 8 x 5 in Red Each $5.99 
9-081965-642 12 x 8 x 5 in Green Each $5.99 
Lids
9-081970-642 12 x 8 in Translucent Lid Each $3.29 

NEW

NEW

Item # Product Dimensions Color Quantity List Price
9-1461065-642 2-1/2 x 3-1/2 x 5-2/5 in Clear Silver Each $3.49 

Polypropylene Utility Trays
Textured, stackable, polypropylene trays with thick rim and 

corning ribs—will not chip or crack. Stacking lugs speed drying time.

Item # Description List Price
9-029285-642 12 in x 16 in (Red) $4.99 
9-029264-642 14 in x 18 in (Blue) $9.49 
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Easy-Read® Spirit Thermometers
Easy-Read high-contrast thermometers provide a safe alternative 

to mercury-filled thermometers. The thermometers are filled with 

non-toxic, non-hazardous, biodegradable black-dyed Enviro-Safe® liquid 

for maxium contrast against a yellow background. Each unit comes 

with individual serial numbers and a Statement of Accuracy indicating 

accuracy traceable to NIST standards.

• Fused black markings

• Yellow-backed, lead-free glass

• Partial or total immersion available

Item # Temperature Range Readability Immersion List Price
200 mm (8")
9-1017392-642 -10 / 110 deg C  1 deg C  50 mm (2 in) $15.29

9-1017393-642 -10 / 110 deg C  1 deg C  Total $15.29

9-1017394-642 -10 / 150 deg C  1 deg C  50 mm (2 in) $17.29

9-1017395-642 -10 / 150 deg C  1 deg C  Total $17.29

300 mm (12")
9-1017400-642 -20 / 110 deg C  1 deg C  76 mm (3 in) $20.39

9-1017401-642 -20 / 110 deg C  1 deg C  Total $19.39

9-1017402-642 -20 / 150 deg C  1 deg C  76 mm (3 in) $20.39

9-1017403-642 -20 / 150 deg C  1 deg C  Total $19.39

Durac General Purpose Red-Spirit Thermometers
Our safe, mercury-free, general purpose thermometers provide ranges 

and lengths needed for typical classroom use. Each thermometer is 

individually calibrated by equipment whose calibration can be traced to 

NIST standards.

• Red spirit filled with white-backed glass

• Permanently fused markings

•  Individually packaged in Safety-Pak® packaging

• 300 mm length. (12 inches)

Item # Temperature Range Readability Immersion List Price
9-1017432-642 -20 / 110 deg C 1 deg C 76 mm (3 in) $6.69

9-1017433-642 -20 / 110 deg C 1 deg C Total $6.69

9-1017434-642 -20 / 150 deg C 1 deg C 76 mm (3 in) $6.69

9-1017435-642 -20 / 150 deg C 1 deg C Total $6.69

9-1017436-642 0 / 230 deg F 2 deg F 76 mm (3 in) $6.69

Durac® Red-Spirit Teflon®-Coated Safety Thermometers
These thermometers meet all requirements for physical dimensions 

of ANSI/SAMA Z236.1-1983. Each thermometer is individually 

calibrated against equipment whose calibration is traceable to NIST 

(USA) and DKD (Europe). Teflon® coating helps prevent liquid and 

glass contamination if thermometer is broken. Thermometers are 

300 mm in length.

Item # Temperature Range Readability Immersion List Price
9-1292735-642 -20 / 110 deg C 1 deg C 76 mm (3 in) $21.49

9-1292737-642 -20 / 150 deg C 1 deg C 76 mm (3 in) $23.49

9-1292739-642 -10 / 205 deg C 1 deg C 76 mm (3 in) $25.49

Durac® Student Grade Spirit Thermometers
Economy-grade spirit-filled thermometers available in white or yellow 

backed versions and partial or total immersion. Lead-free glass. 

Thermometer is 300mm in length (12 inches).

Item # Temperature Range Readability Immersion  List Price
White-Backed
9-1017384-642 -20 to 110C 1  76 mm (3 in)   $2.99 
9-1017385-642 -20 to 150C 1  76 mm (3 in)   $2.99 
9-1017386-642 -20 to 110C 1 Total   $2.99 
9-1017387-642 -20 to 150C 1 Total   $2.99 
Yellow-Backed
9-1017388-642 -20 to 110C 1  76 mm (3 in)    $2.99 
9-1017389-642 -20 to 150C 1 76 mm (3 in)   $2.99 
9-1017390-642 -20 to 110C 1 Total   $2.99 
9-1017391-642 -20 to 150C  1 Total   $2.99 
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Thermometers
 Easy-to-read thermometer measures Fahrenheit 

and Celsius temperature. 2" x 6" card stock 

backing. Pack of 10.

Item # Description List Price
9-373658-642 Thermometers $19.99 

Classroom Thermometer
The largest working spirit-filled thermometer available for 

classroom display. 30" wooden base has 23" tube. Dual 

range shows -40 / 50°C and -40 / 120°F. Can be wall mounted.

Item # Description List Price
9-076833-642 Classroom Thermometer $39.99

Enviro-Safe® Spirit Thermometers
Enviro-Safe thermometers provide the same accuracy as mercury thermometers 

without the hazards! Market-leading Enviro-Safe liquid is a unique mixture of 

biodegradable citrus oil, a hydrocarbon, and green dye. It is 100% non-toxic, 

non-hazardous, and biodegradable. Each unit comes with individual serial numbers 

and a Statement of Accuracy indicating accuracy traceable to NIST standards.

• Fused markings

• White-backed, lead-free glass

• Partial or total immersion available

Item # Temperature Range Readability Immersion List Price
200 mm (8")
9-1017408-642 -10 / 110 deg C  1 deg C  50 mm (2 in) $16.39 
9-1017409-642 -10 / 110 deg C 1 deg C  Total $16.39 
9-1017410-642 -10 / 150 deg C 1 deg C  50 mm (2 in) $16.39 
9-1017411-642 -10 / 150 deg C 1 deg C  Total $16.39 
300 mm (12")
9-1017416-642 -20 / 110 deg C  1 deg C  76 mm (3 in) $15.29 
9-1017417-642 -20 / 110 deg C 1 deg C  Total $15.29 
9-1017418-642 -20 / 150 deg C 1 deg C  76 mm (3 in) $15.29 
9-1017419-642 -20 / 150 deg C  1 deg C  Total $15.29

Delta Education V-Back Metal Thermometers
Spirit-filled, V-back thermometer with white-back glass. 

6 1/8" total length, 5" thermometer. Available in double or 

single scale. -20° to 110°C, 0° to 230°F.

Item # Description List Price
9-200-1075-642 Celsius $2.29 
9-200-1340-642 Fahrenheit $3.99 
9-200-1097-642 Fahrenheit/Celsius $2.29 

Double Graduated Student Thermometer
These student grade partial immersion thermometers are etched in 

1 degree increments. Each thermometer comes complete with an anti-roll 

triangle and is housed in a convenient re-usable plastic storage. Red liquid 

filling, white back. 11 3/4" (30cm) long. Range: -20 to 110°C / 0 to 230°F

Item # Description List Price
9-1399072-642 Double Graduated $2.99 

Plastic Back Thermometer
Glass thermometer with red Toluene solution is mounted 

on a plastic backing card. Range is -40° to +50°C. 

Pack of 12

Item # Description List Price
9-1598739-642 Plastic Back Thermometer $9.99 
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Extech®  
Big Digit Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer
Comfortably compare indoor and outdoor 

temperature. Oversized (1") digits show 

temperature indoors from 14 to 140°F 

(-10 to 60°C) and outdoors from -58 to 

158°F (-50 to 70°C). Features ±1.8°F / 1°C 

accuracy, 0.1°F/°C resolution, and min/max 

memory. Includes 9.6' wire, stand, battery, 

and mounting bracket. 4.4" x 4" x 0.9"

Item # Description List Price

9N-531791-642 Thermometer $26.99

Extech®  
Digital DialStem Thermometer
Measure temperature in air, liquids, and 

semi-solids with the same instrument. 

Versatile thermometer with 5" stainless steel 

probe and 2" dial handles a temperature range 

from -58 to 302°F (-50 to 150°C) with ±2°F/ 1°C 

accuracy, 0.1°/ 1° resolution. Features on/off 

switch and auto power off to save battery 

life. Includes 1.5V button battery and plastic 

protective sheath with pocket clip.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1015634-642 Thermometer-Digital $25.99

Extech® Mini IR Thermometer
This go-anywhere mini infrared thermometer's 

capabilities include a temperature range from -3 to 

446ºF (-35° to 230°C) and fixed emissivity that covers 

90% of surface applications. Other features include 

automatic data, max, and min hold; lock function 

for continuous scanning; and auto power off. 

Complete with 3 V battery. 3" x 1.6" x 0.7"

Item # Description List Price

9N-531787-642 Mini IR Thermometer $39.99
Thermometer Support
A polypropylene thermometer support 

which clips easily onto the side of a 

beaker or waterbath. Features small 

"fingers" to securely hold thermometers 

in a vertical position. Accomodates 

thermometers from 3.2 mm (1/8") to 

11 mm (7/16"). Autoclavable. Pack of 3.

Item # Description List Price

9-581517-642 Thermometer Support $16.49

IR Thermometer
Simply hold the IR gun, press the trigger 

and aim the laser guide at the target. 

Results immediately appear in ºC or ºF 

on the backlit LCD and are automatically 

held for 6 seconds after the trigger is 

released. Both models have auto power 

off and an 8:1 distance to spot ratio (D:S). 

Rugged and ergonomically designed 

these IR guns come complete with 

batteries. Measures up to 605°F (320°C) 

in 0.5° resolution.

Item # Description List Price

9-532300-642 IR Thermometer $63.99

Extech® Waterproof Thermometer
Fully submergible, pocket size thermometer is a laboratory staple. Features 

switchable °F/°C temperature ranges of -40 to 392°F (-40 to 200°C) with 

±2°F/ 1°C accuracy, 0.1° resolution digital display, mix/min recall, data hold, 

and auto power off. Battery and protective cover included. Stainless steel 2.75" 

stem. 5.9" x 0.8" x 0.7" (150 x 20 x 18 mm)

Item # Description List Price

9N-531788-642 Waterproof Thermometer $20.99

Dial Thermometer
Accurate, rapid-reading bi-metal 

thermometer. Friction nut for calibration. 

Temperature range: -10° to 110°C. 

Stem: 8" long, 0.150" diameter. Dial: 1.75" 

diameter. Sealed against dust and 

moisture. Stainless steel case and bezel. 

Glass lens

Item # Description List Price

9-590652-642 Dial Thermometer $17.39

Hanna Checktemp Digital Thermometer
A digital thermometer with stainless steel penetration 

probe. It delivers high accuracy temperature 

measurements over a wide temperature range 

without worrying about breakage or condensation. 

Easily penetrates semi-solid products making routine 

temperature checks simple and quick for both incoming 

and outgoing goods. Range: –50.0° to 150.0°C. Accuracy: 

±0.2°C (–30° to 120°C); ±0.3°C (–50° to -30°C and 120° 

to 150°C). Resolution: 0.1°C.

Item # Description List Price

9-1510808-642 Checktemp Thermometer $51.69

Thermometer with Jacket
Precision, white-back, spirit-filled thermometer. Furnished in a protective 

plastic jacket. Window openings and perforations in the jacket reveal range 

of -5° to 45°C in 0.5° divisions. GLOBE approved.

Item # Description List Price

9-586344-642  Thermometer w/ Jacket $15.29 
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Porcelain Spatulas with Spoons
Glazed, with spatula on one end and spoon on the other end.

Item # Capacity Length  Quantity List Price
9-1488858-642 0.1 mL 100 mm Each $10.09

9-1488859-642 0.3 mL 125 mm Each $11.09

9-1488860-642 0.5 mL 165 mm Each $12.09

9-1488861-642 1.2 mL 198 mm Each $14.09

9-1488862-642 5.5 mL 260 mm Each $19.09

Lab Tools Kit
A convenient assortment 
of the most commonly 
used lab tools including: 
test tube brush, spatula, 
crucible tongs, test tube 
clamp, lab scoop, and 
forceps.

Stoddard Test Tube Clamps 
With Grips
Self-closing spring wire clamp with 
rectangular jaws and finger grips. 
Jaws open to 1" (25 mm tubes). 
Pack of 10.

Item # Description List Price
9-579242-642 Test Tube Clamps W/Grips $10.49

Flask Tongs
Plated stainless steel with riveted joint and vinyl coated handles. For 
cylindrical objects under 2" in diamter. Overall length: 10".

Item # Description List Price
9-1438467-642 Flask Tongs $4.09

Stoddard Test Tube Clamps
Self-closing spring wire clamp with rectangular jaws.  
Jaws open to 1" (25 mm tubes). Pack of 6.

Item # Description List Price
9-568490-642 Test Tube Clamps $6.29

Porcelain Spatula
Glazed, with long spatula on one end and knob on the other end. 205 mm.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488857-642 Porcelain Spatula $15.09

Chemical Scoop and Handle
6" long stainless steel, pointed and blunt ends.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-573126-642 Scoop Pack of 6 $10.99

9-589089-642 Wood Handle Each $1.99

Micro Spatula
7", stainless steel.

Item # Description List Price
9-589077-642 Micro Spatula $3.09

Beaker Tongs
For holding beakers, 
large crucibles and other 
laboratory apparatus. Made 
of plated steel. Length: 9"

Crucible Tongs
10" length

Item # Description List Price
9-563618-642 Nickel-Plated Steel $3.99

9-574146-642 Brass $6.59

9-574149-642 Stainless Steel $6.69

Item # Description List Price
9-563630-642 Plastic-Coated Jaws $5.09

9-585234-642 3-Prong Jaw Type $26.99

Item # Description Quantity  List Price
9-593833-642 Science Lab Tool Kit Set of 6 $13.09
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Large Sand Timers
Race to see how much can be accomplished before time runs out with 

these handy plastic timers with colored sand. Each measure 3 1/2" x 6 3/8".

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1565382-642 30 Second Each $19.69 
9-1565383-642 90 Second Each $19.69 
9-1568034-642 1 Minute Each $19.69 
9-1568035-642 2 Minute Each $19.69 
9-1568036-642 3 Minute Each $19.69 
9-1565384-642 4 Minute Each $19.69 
9-1568037-642 5 Minute Each $19.69 
9-1568038-642 10 Minute Each $19.69

Small Sand Timers
Sand timers are great for 

games, timed tests, and 

time management. Race 

to see how much can be 

accomplished before time 

runs out with these handy 

plastic timers with colored 

sand. Choose from the 4 pack 

or the Combo 8 Pack, which 

includes 1 of each: 30 sec., 

1 min., 90 sec., 2 min., 3 min., 

4 min., 5 min., and 10 min. 

Each measure 1" x 3-1/2"

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1565378-642 30 Second Pack of 4 $5.99 
9-1593296-642 1 Minute Pack of 4 $5.99 
9-1593297-642 2 Minute Pack of 4 $5.99 
9-1565379-642 90 Second Pack of 4 $5.99 
9-1593298-642 3 Minute Pack of 4 $5.99 
9-1565380-642 4 Minute Pack of 4 $5.99 
9-1593299-642 5 Minute Pack of 4 $5.99 
9-1593300-642 10 Minutes Pack of 4 $5.99 
9-1565381-642 Combo Pack Pack of 8 $11.99

Medium Sand Timers
Race to see how much can be accomplished before time runs out. Great 

for games, timed tests, and time management. 2-1/2" x 5"

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1593288-642 30 Seconds Each $11.99 
9-1593289-642 1 Minute Each $11.99 
9-1593290-642 90 Seconds Each $11.99 
9-1593291-642 2 Minute Each $11.99 
9-1593292-642 3 Minutes Each $11.99 
9-1593293-642 4 Minute Each $11.99 
9-1593294-642 5 Minute Each $11.99 
9-1593295-642 10 Minute Each $11.99

MyChron Timers
MyChron timers are a great tool to enrich 

many of your classroom activities in science, 

reading, mathematics, assessment, student 

time management, physical education 

and more! Both models feature lanyard 

attachment, automatic shut off, and one 

year manufacturer warranty.

MyChron Features:

•  Easy to use 3-key operation

•  Easy to read display in: hundredths/seconds

•  Clear storage box

•  Belt clip, magnet and stand on back case

MyChron II Features:

•  4 key operation (minute set, second set, start/stop, on/reset)

•  Counts up or down to time set

•  Alarm sounds in count up mode until start/stop key is pressed, 

timer stops in count down mode when set time expires

•  Minutes/seconds display

Grades K+

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-193-6112-642  MyChron I Pack of 6 $53.29 
9-193-6843-642  MyChron I Set of 12 $82.69 
9-335845-642  MyChron II Pack of 6 $97.99

Datexx Cube Timers
This is an excellent time 

management tool for 

timing kids’ tasks. Just 

turn it to show the time and 

the counter begins. A friendly beep 

sounds when the time is up and a soft LED 

red blinking light displays when the timer is in progress.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-1550144-642  5-15-30-60 Minute Each $25.49 
9-1550145-642  5-10-20-30 Minute Each $25.49 
9-1550146-642  1-3-5-7 Minute Each $25.49 
9-1550147-642  5-10-20-45 Minute Each $25.49 
9-1550148-642  1-5-10-15 Minute Each $25.49

Big Digit Timer Apple Timer Small Minute Timer

Timers
•  Small Minute Timer - 60 minute timer perfect for timing test and 

quizzes. 2 1/2"H x 2 1/2"W x 1 3/8"D.

•  Large Minute Timer - Time in 1 minute intervals up to 60 minutes. 

3-3/8"H x 3".

•  Digital Timer - Digital timer counts up or down. times in seconds or 

minutes. Start and stop button with memory function. Use stand or 

magnet to mount on metal surface. Uses 1 AAA battery (included) 

2 3/4"H x 2 3/4"W x 1"D

•  Big Digit Timer - Large display with memory, magnetic back clip and 

easel type stand. Uses 1 "AAA" battery (included).

•  Digital Egg Timer - Egg shaped digital timer can time in seconds 

and minutes. Can count down up to 99 minutes and has memory 

function. 3" x 2"

•  Apple Timer - Easy to use 60 minute timer, simply twist the apple.

Item # Description Quantity List Price
9-084082-642  Small Minute Timer Each $12.99 
9-084083-642  Apple Timer Each $14.99 
9-084433-642  Digital Egg Timer Each $12.99 
9-084084-642  Large Minute Timer Each $14.99 
9-086452-642  Big Digit Timer Each $14.99 
9-084280-642  Digital Timer Each $12.99

Ti
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Stopwatch
Easy to operate to 0.01 of a second. 100 minute range. 12⁄24 hour time.⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Item # Description Brand Color  Quantity List Price
9-576952-642 Student Stopwatches Frey Scientific Black/Gray  Pack of 2 $4.09

9-1384855-642 Stopwatch Frey Scientific    Pack of 12 $21.99

Ultrak® 360 Dual Display with Memory
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Item # Description List Price
9-527555-642 Dual LCD with Memory $31.89

Heatwatch™ Humidity/
Temperature Stopwatch
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
It ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄ ⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Water-Resistant 
Student Stopwatch
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
±3 seconds per day.

Accusplit® Event S3E Stopwatch
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

Item # Description List Price
9-087981-642 Accusplit S3E $15.99

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND
See ordering information on page 734

 N Non-Discountable

 H Hazardous—Contains hazardous material, additional 
  charges apply

 L  Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon that must be 
redeemed to receive materials, additional charges apply

Item # Description List Price
9-595699-642 Student Stopwatch $19.09

Item # Description List Price
9-1489587-642 Stopwatch $54.99
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Edvotek® Digital Shaking Water Bath
This all-in-one 10-liter shaker and waterbath unit makes an ideal 
environment for your bacterial/culture experiments. The shaker 
mechanism provides agitation and aeration while the water bath provides 
constant temperature, encouraging culture growth. Temperature range 
covers 0° to 95°C. The shaking basket comes pre-drilled for flask clamps 
or retention cables, and the stainless steel chassis is corrosion resistant. 
Maximum shaking speed is 150 RPM and an adjustable stroke length bar 
allows for 1", 1.5" or 2" sample travel. Flask holders not included.

Item # Description List Price
9N-562159-642 Water Bath $1,699.00

Economy Water Bath
Slowly heat tubes, flasks or bottles with this standard round, flat bottom 
water bath. Constructed of stainless steel with beaded, reinforced edges 
and equipped with steam escape outlet and heavy handles. Unit comes 
with 7 concentric rings for variable opening size. 8"D x 2 3/4"H.

Item # Description List Price
9-598905-642 Economy Water Bath $130.69

Poly Pro Water Bath
Whether the Poly Pro bath is used to simply keep media warm, or for 
an experiment that requires precise temperature control this water bath 
is ideal for all general-purpose laboratory applications. Not only is the 
chamber's surface resistant to corrosion and chemical attack, but glossy 
finish is non-stick for easy clean-up and removal of mineral deposits. 
Features a low water detection system and simple, two button operation. 
Water chambers have 5.5 L capacity.

Item # Description List Price
9-1398730-642 Single-Capacity 5.5 L $708.09

9-1398731-642 Double-Capacity 5.5 L Chamber $1,137.49

Edvotek® 
Digital Water Baths
These classic Edvotek® water 
baths have been improved 
and now include digital 
temperature control. They 
also feature a low-water 
sensor to prevent burn-outs 
and a depended chamber to 
hold more bottles and flasks. 
The stainless steel chambers 
are corrosion resistant and 
temperature controlled from 
ambient to 95ºC with cover. 
Cover included.
Dimensions:
1.8L - 5.5 in x 6 in x 4 in chamber
10L - 8.5 in x 15 in x 6 in chamber

Item # Description List Price
9N-1322550-642 1.8 L $449.00

9N-1322549-642 10 L $698.99

Benchmark® MyBath™ Water Bath
This compact water bath features easy 
to use controls that allow the user to 
digitally select and monitor temperature. 
Its hinged lid provides a secure, covered 
environment and can be flipped open 
(to the rear) or completely and instantly 
removed at the user's option. The 
MyBath 4L is also the only water bath 
that comes with test tube racks for 50ml, 
15ml and 1.5 / 2.0ml tubes, making it 
complete and ready to use. Capacity: 4 L. 
Range: 5-100°C by 0.1°C. 7.7" x 13.9" x 9"

Item # Description List Price
9-1399377-642 Water Bath $1,026.69

MORE PRODUCTS AND DETAILED 

INFORMATION ONLINE!

Find over 10,000 great  
K–12 products at

buy.FreyScientific.com 

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Stainless Steel Lab Scoops
These laboratory scoops are made from high quality stainless steel.

Item # Description List Price
9-1488784-642 5 ounce $5.09

9-1488785-642 52 ounce $31.49

Rubber Vacuum Tubing
Good grade, red rubber 
tubing. Machine made. 1/16" 
Wall Thickness; 50' Length

Item # Description List Price
9-1477594-642 3/16 in Inner Diameter $19.99

9-1477595-642 1/4 in Inner Diameter $24.99

9-1477596-642 5/16 in Inner Diameter $34.99

9-1477597-642 3/8 in Inner Diameter $48.99

Vinyl Plastic Tubing
Good grade transparent 
chemically resistant tubing. 
50' sections with 1/16" 
wall thickness.

Item # Description List Price
9-564331-642 1/2 in Outside Diameter $15.99

9-564322-642 1/4 in Outside Diameter $13.99

9-564325-642 5/16 in Outside Diameter $15.99

9-564328-642 3/8 in Outside Diameter $17.99

Spatula-Spoon Combo
Stainless steel spatulas for laboratory use. Overall Length is 6"

Item # Description List Price
9-1399426-642 Spatula-Spoon Combo $16.09

Spoon
Semi-Micro. Nickel-stainless steel spoon is 6.5" long with vinyl handle. 
Spoon bowl is 1" x.25" wide.

Item # Description List Price
9-589095-642 Spoon $4.99

Micro Spatula and Spoon
Combination spoon-spatula made of nickel-stainless steel with mirror 
finish. Spoon bowl is 1 1/8" x 9/16"; spatula end is 1 7/8" long. Overall length: 9"

Item # Description List Price
9-589092-642 Micro Spatula & Spoon $3.99

Tubing

QUICK REFERENCE: 

VINYL VS. RUBBER TUBING
Rubber Tubing: 

• Recommended for use under extreme conditions 

• Withstand repeated steam and dry heat sterilization 

• Excellent chemical resistance 

• Excellent for electrical insulation 

• Excellent flexibility 

Vinyl Tubing: 

• General lab tubing 

• Excellent high clarity 

•  Suitable for peristaltic pumps and in glassware 
interconnections 

• Good from -32° to 60°C 

TUBING COMPARISONS
Glass Tubing Rubber/Plastic

3 mm OD fits  1⁄8" ID

4 mm OD fits 3⁄16" ID

5 and 6 mm OD fits 1⁄4" ID

7 and 8 mm OD fits 5⁄16" ID

9 and 10 mm OD fits 3⁄8" ID

Measuring Spoons
Set of 4 spoons, sizes 1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp, 1 Tbsp, with metric equivalents 
indicated. Made of stainless steel.

Item # Description List Price
9-1438468-642 Measuring Spoons $7.29 
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Dialysis Tubing
10', 25', 50' and 100' rolls of seamless cellulose membrane for dialysis 

investigations. Diameter reflects size when flat.

Item # Description List Price
9-1591651-642 1/4 in x 10 ft. $20.79

9-1591652-642 1/4 in x 25 ft. $55.69

9-1591653-642 1/4 in x 100 ft. $210.09

9-1385196-642 1 in x 10 ft. $7.99

9-1385197-642 1 in x 50 ft. $34.69

9-1385198-642 1 in x 100 ft. $71.29

9-1385199-642 1-5/16 in x 10 ft. $8.29

9-1385200-642 1-5/16 in x 50 ft. $32.99

9-1385201-642 1-5/16 in x 100 ft. $62.69

9-1385202-642 1-3/4 in x 10 ft. $9.29

9-1385203-642 1-3/4 in x 50 ft. $38.09

9-1385204-642 1-3/4 in x 100 ft. $69.99

9-1591654-642 3 in x 10 ft. $27.49

9-1591655-642 3 in x 50 ft. $131.69

9-1591656-642 3 in x 100 ft. $245.89

Flint Glass Tubing Assortment
Consists of a selection of popular tubing sizes in 24" lengths. Approx. 2.5 lbs.

• 5 mm (12 pcs.) • 8 mm (3 pcs.)

• 6 mm (11 pcs.) • 10 mm (3 pcs.)

• 7 mm (4 pcs.) • 12 mm (3 pcs.)

Item # Description List Price
9-584433-642 5 mm - 12 mm $29.29

Borosilicate Glass Tubing Assortment
Consists of a laboratory selection of 8 tubing sizes cut in 48" lengths. 3 lbs

• 3 mm (2 pcs.) • 7 mm (2 pcs.)

• 4 mm (2 pcs.) • 8 mm (2 pcs.)

• 5 mm (2 pcs.) • 10 mm (2 pcs.)

• 6 mm (2 pcs.) • 12 mm (2 pcs.)

Item # Description List Price
9-1487163-642 3 mm - 12 mm $49.99

Flint Glass Tubing
1 lb. packs supplied in approximately 24" lengths.

Item # Description List Price
9-584265-642 5 mm OD (approx. 21 pieces) $8.29

9-584268-642 6 mm OD (approx. 17 pieces) $8.29

9-584316-642 7 mm OD (approx. 13 pieces) $8.29

Scienceware® 28-Piece Tube Fitting Kit
Handle most laboratory tubing connections with an assortment of 

28 fittings. Includes "Y," "T," and straight connectors, plus clamps for flow 

control and quick disconnect fittings. Fittings are compatible with 3/16"–1/2" 

internal diameter tubing. Polyethylene quick disconnect fittings; all others 

are autoclavable polypropylene. Organized in a clear polypropylene box.

Item# Description List Price
9-531803-642 Kit $77.49

Tubing Connector Kit
Kit consists of 55-piece assortment 

of connectors and clamps needed in 

daily lab routine application. Supplied 

in handy plastic compartment tray. 

Kit includes: Y Connectors, Quick 

Disconnects, Straight Connectors, Dura 

Clamps, and T Connectors.

Item # Description List Price
9-594492-642 Tubing Connector Kit $117.59

Glass Tubing Cutter
Brass with hardened steel 

wheel. This Griffin type glass 

tubing cutter cuts tubing up 

to 1.5". Spring loaded and 

stays open until used.

Item # Description List Price
9-585183-642 Glass Tubing Cutter $14.69

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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KEEP YOUR LAB STOCKED WITH THE BEST 
SCIENCE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

Frey Scienti� c makes it easy for you 
to make supply purchases. Our 

Lab Supply Lists for Grades K–12 
provide a reference for common 
supplies, equipment, and supplemental 
resources to enhance your classroom.

Download the comprehensive lists, which 
include recommended supplies for:

• Makerspace

• K–5 Elementary Science

• Middle School Life, Earth, 
and Physical Science

• STEM

• Biology

• Physics

• Chemistry

• Earth Science 

• Environmental Science

Visit buy.FreyScienti� c.com to shop 
over 10,000 items or place your order 
by phone, fax or e-mail:

ORDER BY PHONE
800-258-1302

ORDER BY FAX
877-282-9560

ORDER BY E-MAIL
customercare.Frey@schoolspecialty.com

SUBMIT A BID
bidnotices@schoolspecialty.com

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL FREY SCIENTIFIC SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR ASSISTANCE 
PLANNING A WELL-STOCKED, EFFECTIVE LAB

TO DOWNLOAD GO TO: 
http://freyscienti� c.com/lablists 

High School 
Science Materials Ordering List

2017  
Grades 9–12

www.freyscientific.com 800-225-3739

Featuring

We are 

your essential 

resource for a  

well-stocked 

science  

classroom.

Biology 
Chemistry 

Earth Science
Environmental Science

Physics
STEM

2018

800-258-1302
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Your 21st century lab begins right here

Lab Design  
and Planning

Let us help 
you create 
an effective 
STEM lab 
environment  
with smart  
planning, 
design,  
and 
outfitting

Why Choose Frey Lab Design?

Turn your lab requirements into results. A professionally designed, durably 
furnished, and well-equipped lab facilitates student learning by optimizing 
workspace and storage while maximizing safety.

Successful lab design requires time, effort, and meticulous attention to detail. 
Frey Scientific designers deliver all the services you need to take your lab 
from planning to installation in a timely fashion. From the outset, you’ll find our 
specialists attentive to your needs and knowledgeable about your challenges. 

Whether you are refurbishing an existing lab or building a new one, our lab 
design experts help you take your lab from concept to completion. We design 
the layout based on your specific requirements; order and install furnishings 
of your choice; and provide equipment, supplies and curriculum materials.  
It’s as easy as making one phone call.  

4 Free design consultation

4 Personal service from 
in-house professionals

4 Fast and flexible design 
process

4 Standard or custom layouts

4 ADA and ANSI compliance

4 Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math  
(STEM) expertise 
(See pg. 8–10 for examples)

4 One-stop shopping, from 
design through outfitting

A custom STEM lab

Frey Scientific’s in-house design experts guide you through the entire 
lab design and planning process.
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From traditional labs to the latest in science, technology, engineering, math 
(STEM) labs—including biotechnology and robotics labs—we can make your 
vision a reality.

Let us suggest a suitable layout, or design a 
custom layout to fit your unique requirements.

A Range of Options to 
Suit Your Needs

CALL

ON OUR EXPERTS 

TO TAKE YOU 

THROUGH 

THE ENTIRE PROCESS.

FREY’S LAB DESIGN 

PLANNING SERVICES

 800-258-1302

buy.FreyScientifi c.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Getting Started on Your New Lab

Estimated Timeline for Building Your Lab

NOTE: Timeline based on a “typical” single room science lab using standard Frey Scientific product offerings and 
standard manufacturing lead times. Overall project parameters, construction delays, and customization of product 
can alter the timeline.

Phase Process Description  Weeks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Phase 
1

 Needs assessment— 
Product selection and consultation

Phase 
2 Initial detailed layout drawings created

Phase 
3

Drawing revision and/or initial  
detailed price quote

Phase 
4

Final approval/purchase order  
generation and processing

Phase 
5

Layout and rendering preparation  
and sign off

Phase 
6

Manufacture and shipment of  
laboratory components

Phase 
7 Installation of components

Beginning your lab renovation or 
design is only a phone call away. 
During a free consultation, we 
explore your requirements and 
suggest how we might proceed. 

The Lab Design Process:  
What to Expect
Based on a detailed needs 
assessment, we present the many 
options available to you, including 
floor plans, casework and furniture, 
equipment, supplies, and curriculum 
materials. Using today’s most 
sophisticated CAD/CAM software, 
we prepare a detailed layout and 
itemized price quote for your review. 
Once the plan has been approved, 
we manufacture your lab to your 
exact specifications. 

Frey Scientific Recommendations

SIZE
• 45 sq. ft. per student for lab only or  

60 sq. ft. per student for lab/classroom 
combination

• Minimum 4 ft. aisle width for ease of 
movement and safety

• 6 linear ft. of countertop space per 
student

UTILITIES
• 1 sink for every 4–5 students for 

efficiency and safety

• 15" x 15" minimum sink size

ACCESSIBILITY
• Adaptations to furniture height, fixtures, 

and safety equipment will be needed 
for students with disabilities
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Let us help you find just the right lab layout. From hundreds of available lab 
designs, we’ll help you select the one that fits your needs—or we can design a 
custom layout for your unique room size, shape, and usage requirements. 

We’ll help you find just the right floor plan for your needs—view samples at www.FreyScientific.com.

Extensive Lab Layout OptionsCALL TODAY  
FOR YOUR
FREE 

CONSULTATION

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Choose Standard or  
Custom Casework and Furniture
To offer you the most creative lab design 
solutions, we applied our decades of experience 
to develop our own brand of top quality casework 
and furniture. 

Whether you choose standard or custom models, 
you’ll find all our offerings are designed to make 
the 21st century educational laboratory efficient 
and safe. 

1. Removable toekick for access to utilities 

2. Full top adds strength and longevity

3. Adjustable shelves

4. Heavy duty hinges

5. Door and drawer faces over durable  
fiberboard cores

6. Edge banding protects from dents and marring

7. Full backs with optional back access panels

8. Locks with removable cores

56

4

3

1

8

7

2

Why Buy Frey 
Scientific Casework?
Exceptional quality and selection designed 
especially to meet your needs 

4 Designed and engineered by casework experts 

4 Full range of instructor’s desks; student’s 
workstations; base, wall, mobile, and specialty 
cabinets; and seating

SINKS, FIXTURES, AND ELECTRIC 

4 Top and undermount epoxy resin sinks with 
epoxy resin tops

4 Stainless steel sinks with laminate tops

4 Complete line of lab water and gas fixtures, 
including standard fixtures, fixtures with vacuum 
breaks, and vandal-resistant fixtures

4 Complete line of surface- and cabinet-mount 
electrical fixtures with standard or GFCI outlets

SAFETY

4 Cabinetry includes locks on every drawer and 
door for security

4 Adjustable shelves for proper storage of items

4 Wood-framed glass door option for visibility 
available for any cabinet 

WORKSURFACES

4 1" solid epoxy resin in black, gray, or white

4 Chemical-resistant or standard plastic laminate 
over a wood core

4 Available in a variety of colors, textures, and 
patterns

AESTHETICS 

4 Cabinetry available in oak, maple, birch, or 
cherry finished with university grade clear coat 
and wire pull handles 

4 Multiple styles of drawer and door pulls

Casework Features
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Diversified Woodcrafts, Inc. has been 
manufacturing high–quality laboratory furniture 
in Wisconsin since 1975. This fine crafted 
furniture is made of solid hardwood, solid 
red oak and oak veneers. Attention to detail 
is evident when examining the reinforced 
corners, dovetailed drawers or the 3mm 
edgebanding on the units. 

All units are finished with an environmentally 
friendly UV finish and each drawer and 
door has a lock. These quality units are 
manufactured in Suring, Wisconsin.

Important Information on Ordering Furniture
PLACING YOUR ORDER
Plan in advance. Take into account 
time for manufacturing, shipping, 
and setting up your lab. The Ship To 
location must have a loading dock. If 
the location does not have a loading 
dock, special handling charges will 
apply. Include a contact person and 
phone number on your order. 

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING 
YOUR ORDER
Our furniture is shipped by truck. The 
customer is responsible for unloading 
the truck and should only sign for 
cartons received. It is recommended 
that the customer inspect the cartons 
for damage, and if any is found 
contact Frey Scientific within 10 days. 
Some furniture requires assembly. 

FASTRAK
Items marked with a Fastrak symbol 
(†) will ship within 5 days (limit of 30 
tables or 6 lab units per order).

CONTACT US!
Please call our Customer Service 
team at 800–258–1302 if you have 
any questions or concerns about 
your order.

Choosing Your Countertop

GOOD
Plastic Laminate Countertops
•  Offers excellent scratch resistance but 

has limited resistance to chemicals  
and heat

•  Generally suited for use in regular 
classrooms with limited use of 
chemicals and heat sources, such as 
elementary schools

•  Features vandal-resistant T-molding  
and rounded corners

BETTER
ChemGuard™ Countertop
•  Offers a more durable chemical-

resistant and heat-resistant surface 
with durable, waterproof edges of PVC 
molding applied with a heat-sensitive 
adhesive

•  Frequently used in middle schools 
where a wider variety of chemicals are 
used, but is not suitable for use with 
harsh chemicals

BEST
Epoxy Resin Countertop
•  Widely used in high schools, colleges, 

and professional laboratories
•  Offers the most chemical and heat 

resistance
• Completely impervious to moisture
• Exposed edges are beveled

Phenolic Resin Countertop
•   A composite, thermo-fused under heat 

and pressure to form a solid black 
chemical-resistant surface 

•  Properties similar to epoxy resin,  
but lighter

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Classroom Select™ Science Tables
Featuring a solid oak frame, with 2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in legs secured by a 
single bolt leg attachment, the Classroom Select Science Tables 
offer a durable, lasting option for your science room setting, 
backed by a limited lifetime warranty. Available in multiple sizes 
and leg heights, as well as a dual book box option. Casters and an 
Apron cut-out option, as well as custom sizes are also available 
upon special request. Please select from the below top offerings 
when ordering.

High Pressure Laminate: Wears exceptionally well under 
normal use. Offers superior resistance to scratching, with limited 
resistance to high temperatures and severe chemicals. Edges are 
finished with vinyl t-mold edge banding.

ChemGuard: A Durable, chemical resistant grade of high pressure 
laminate. Edges are finished with a 3mm PVC molding, sealed 
with heat sensitive adhesive to create an attractive waterproof and 
durable edge. 

Phenolic Resin: A chemical resistant composite that will not 
stain or etch when exposed to most chemicals or solvents. Not 
recommended for use with high temperatures. Exposed edges and 
corners are finished with a 1/8 in bevel.

Epoxy Resin: Impervious to normal laboratory chemicals and heat. 
Its monolithic composition eliminates the possibility of swelling, 
lamination issues and exposure of the substrate. Exhibits no effect 
when subjected to most common laboratory chemicals.

Item # Product Dimensions  Top Color List Price
Non-Chem Res. Laminate
6-657673-642 48 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $329.95 
6-657674-642 54 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $359.95 
6-657675-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $369.95 
6-1290056-642 60 W x 30 D x 30 H in  Black $439.95 
6-1487342-642 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $469.95 
6-1361616-642 54 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $479.95 
6-1552584-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $489.95 
6-1552585-642 60 Wx 30 D x 36 H in  Black $499.95 
Non-Chem Res. Laminate with Bookboxes
6-672461-642 48 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $389.95 
6-672462-642 54 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $419.95 
6-672463-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $429.95 
6-1552589-642 60 W x 30 D x 30 H in  Black $519.95 
6-1552590-642 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $549.95 
6-1367770-642 54 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $569.95 
6-1552591-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $579.95 
6-1552592-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in  Black $589.95 
ChemGuard
6-657677-642 48 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $339.95 
6-568157-642 54 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $389.95 
6-568160-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $399.95 
6-1129116-642 60 W x 30 D x 30 H in  Black $449.95 
6-1495235-642 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $479.95 
6-1327440-642 54 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $549.95 
6-1290245-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $569.95 
6-1307056-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in  Black $459.95 
ChemGuard with Bookboxes
6-672464-642 48 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $399.95 
6-672465-642 54 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $469.95 
6-672466-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $489.95 
6-1358771-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in  Black $529.95 
6-1552593-642 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $559.95 
6-1298629-642 54 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $629.95 
6-1552594-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $659.95 
6-1548588-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in  Black $529.95 
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Item # Product Dimensions  Top Color List Price
Phenolic Resin
6-678246-642 48 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $489.95 
6-678247-642 54 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $529.95 
6-678248-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $659.95 
6-1129117-642 60 W x 30 D x 30 H in  Black $729.95 
6-1380949-642 48 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $629.95 
6-1552586-642 54 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $639.95 
6-1411346-642 48 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $729.95 
6-1552587-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in  Black $849.95 
Phenolic Resin with Bookboxes
6-678249-642 48 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $579.95 
6-678250-642 54 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $629.95 
6-678251-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $779.95 
6-1552595-642 60 W x 30 D x 30 H in  Black $859.95 
6-1552596-642 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $749.95 
6-1552597-642 54 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $759.95 
6-1552598-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $859.95 
6-1552599-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in  Black $899.95 
Epoxy
6-657679-642 48 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $559.95 
6-657680-642 54 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $689.95 
6-657681-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $799.95 
6-1129118-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $889.95 
6-530362-642 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $649.95 
6-1129121-642 54 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $729.95 
6-530363-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $799.95 
6-1326057-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in  Black $949.95 
Epoxy with Bookboxes
6-672467-642 48 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $659.95 
6-672468-642 54 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $799.95 
6-672469-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in  Black $899.95 
6-1491585-642 60 W x 30 D x 30 H in  Black $999.95 
6-1552600-642 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $759.95 
6-1552601-642 54 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $859.95 
6-1357718-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in  Black $949.95 
6-1552602-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in  Black $999.95 
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All classroom Select ™ science table are availbale in custom 
sizes. Please contact your School Specialty Territory Manger.

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 
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Diversified Woodcrafts Trapezoid Science Table
These solid oak or maple tables are built for years of dependable service. 

They are finished with a chemical resistant, earth-friendly UV finish. 

Aprons are constructed of solid red oak or maple and are 13/16"D x 4 1/2"H 

with heavy-duty 13-gauge steel corner braces. All tables are equipped 

with a 2 1/4" square solid oak or maple legs with non-skid adjustable glides 

for precise leveling and for prevention of rocking on uneven floors. Tables 

are supplied with black rubber leg boots which offer protection against 

scuffing and chemical spills. Standard table height is 30". Choose from 

Plastic Laminate or ChemGuard. Ships with tops attached to the frame.

Item # Product Dimensions Top Type Top Color List Price
Oak Frame

6-1501269-642 60 W x 30 D x 30 H in Plastic Laminate Black $949.95 
6-1501271-642 60 W x 30 D x 30 H in ChemGuard Black $1,008.95 

6-1501273-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in Plastic Laminate Black $879.95 
6-1501275-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in ChemGuard Black $960.95 
Maple Frame

6-1501270-642 60 W x 30 D x 30 H in Plastic Laminate Black $939.95 
6-1501272-642 60 W x 30 D x 30 H in ChemGuard Black $1,044.95 

6-1501274-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in Plastic Laminate Black $929.95 
6-1501276-642 60 W x 24 D x 30 H in ChemGuard Black $1,002.95 

Oak Frame With Casters

6-1562323-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in Plastic Laminate Black $979.95 
6-1562325-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in ChemGuard Black $1,082.95 

6-1562327-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in Plastic Laminate Black $929.95 
6-1562329-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in ChemGuard Black $1,014.95 
Maple Frame With Casters

6-1562324-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in Plastic Laminate Black $1,039.95 

6-1562326-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in ChemGuard Black $1,149.95 

6-1562328-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in Plastic Laminate Black $995.95 
6-1562330-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in ChemGuard Black $1,087.95

Diversified Woodcrafts Stainless Steel Table
Stainless steel table with galvanized steel legs and under-shelf. The T-430 18 gauge 

stainless steel top has two sound deadened integrally welded 5" "C" channels to reinforce 

and maintain a level working surface (prevent sagging). The galvanized legs are 1 5/8" 

diameter and have adjustable high impact corrosion resistant feet. The under-shelf is 

adjustable and has two pins per corner providing extra strength and stability. The table is 

National Safety Foundation certified.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-1501833-642 36 W x 30 D x 35 H in $269.95

6-1501834-642 48 W x 30 D x 35 H in $299.95 
6-1501835-642 60 W x 30 D x 35 H in $339.95 
6-1501836-642 72 W x 30 D x 35 H in $359.95

Diversified Woodcrafts EZ-Lift Workstation
A roomy workspace that can be adjusted to accommodate students and 

projects of all sizes. Just turn the fold-away crank shaft on the student side 

of the table to adjust the unit's height from 28"to 40". Students have plenty 

of workspace on either the 88" x 46" or 96" x 50", 1"-thick phenolic resin top. 

Two hooks mounted under the work surface hold up to four book bags. 

The bone powder-coated steel and oak veneer base conceals the lifting 

mechanism. Unit provides six GFI-protected electrical outlets. Assembly  

and power source required.

Item # Product Dimensions     List Price

6-1016705-642 88 W x 46 D x 28-40 H in     $7,156.95 
6-1016706-642 96 W x 50 D x 28-40 H in     $7,366.95

buy.FreyScientific.com    |    PHONE 800-258-1302    |    FAX 800-282-9560
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Diversified Woodcrafts Table with Storage Cabinet
24"W x 29"H locking center cabinet with one adjustable shelf and rubber base molding. Available in 2-student or 4-student units with a choice of 3 tops in 
increasing durability: Plastic Laminate, ChemGuard™ or Epoxy Resin. 2-student table dimensions: 66"W x 24"D x 30"H; 4-student table dimensions:  
66"W x 42"D x 30"H

Item # Product Dimensions Top Type  List Price
2-Student Tables

6-572317-642 66 W X 24 D X 30 in H Laminate $1,195.95 
6-572314-642 66 W X 24 D X 30 in H ChemGuard $1,295.95 
6-572311-642 66 W X 24 D X 30 in H Epoxy Resin $1,595.95 

4-Student Tables

6-572308-642 66 W X 42 D X 30 in H Laminate $1,695.95 

6-572305-642 66 W X 42 D X 30 in H ChemGuard $1,895.95 

6-572302-642 66 W X 42 D X 30 in H Epoxy Resin $2,395.95 

Diversified Woodcrafts Adjustable Height Lab Tables
The first of its kind, this amazing table can be adjusted by one person 
without tools in less than 30 seconds. Simply adjust one end and  
you'll have an incline table for demonstrating physics. Raise both ends 
27  ¾" to 39" (42" with 3" spacer included) in height for display work or to 
comply with ADA standards. Features 4.5"H solid oak frame with exposed 
metal corner braces and powder-coated legs with adjustable glides. 
Available in four widths with your choice of plastic laminate, ChemGuard™, 
or phenolic resin countertop. 500 lb. weight capacity. Ships FOB WI 54174

Item # Product Dimensions Top Type Top Color List Price

6-677027-642 48 W x 24 D x 39 H in Plastic Laminate Black $899.95 
6-677028-642 54 W x 24 D x 39 H in Plastic Laminate Black $899.95 
6-677030-642 60 W x 24 D x 39 H in Plastic Laminate Black $959.95 
6-677032-642 72 W x 24 D x 39 H in Plastic Laminate Black $989.95 
6-677033-642 48 W x 24 D x 39 H in ChemGuard Black $938.95 
6-677034-642 54 W x 24 D x 39 H in ChemGuard Black $959.95 
6-677035-642 60 W x 24 D x 39 H in ChemGuard Black $969.95 
6-677036-642 72 W x 24 D x 39 H in ChemGuard Black $1,061.95 

6-677037-642 48 W x 24 D x 39 H in Phenolic Resin Black $999.95 
6-677038-642 54 W x 24 D x 39 H in Phenolic Resin Black $1,158.95 
6-677039-642 60 W x 24 D x 39 H in Phenolic Resin Black $1,186.95 
6-677040-642 72 W x 24 D x 39 H in Phenolic Resin Black $1,297.95 
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Diversified Woodcrafts Forward Vision I 4-Student Workstation
Unlike typical 4-student workstations that hide students' faces and storage areas, this workstation's 

unparalleled design provides the instructor with optimum visibility. Instructors can see the students, 

fixtures and storage areas from the front of the classroom. The students all work from the same 

side of the workstation, while the storage area is on the opposite side. The solid epoxy resin top 

withstands extreme chemicals and heat. Workstation features two electrical outlets and is available 

with or without a sink and fixtures.

Dimensions: 96"W x 50"D x 36"H. Ships FOB Wisconsin 54174.

Item # Product Dimensions Top Type  Top Size List Price

6-598933-642 96 W x 50 x 36 H in Epoxy Resin With Sink 90 w x 50 D in $5,135.95 

6-598936-642 96 W x 50 x 36 H in Solid Epoxy With Flat Top 96 W x 50 D in $3,893.95 

Diversified Woodcrafts Workstation Forward Vision ADA
We’ve taken our most popular workstation and have made it ADA 

compatible. Constructed of hardwoods and oak veneers and finished 

with a chemical resistant finish. The 1" epoxy resin top is available with 

or without a sink and two combination water/gas fixtures with paddle 

handles. The sink includes the trap, strainer and stopper. The sloping  

front allows a person in a wheelchair to roll right up to the sink area.  

The door cabinet features an area with an adjustable shelf, locks, and  

ADA complient pulls. The unit also includes 2 GFI protected duplex  

outlets and rubber base molding. 96"W x 50"D x 34"H. Weight: 655 lbs.

Item # Product Dimensions Top Type  List Price

6-1399176-642 96 W x 50 D x 34 in H Epoxy Resin w/ Flat Top $4,128.95 

6-1399177-642 96 W x 50 D x 34 in H Epoxy Resin Flat Top w/ Sink $5,820.95

Diversified Woodcrafts Forward Vision II Student Workstation
Forward Vision II features everything a science teacher wants in a 

workstation! Teachers are able to maintain better control of a class with all 

students facing the instructor. This workstation features a large 46"D x 88"W 

chemical-resistant phenolic resin work surface with a solid epoxy sink 

and combination water/gas fixtures. Compact and convenient, Forward 

Vision II is great for small classrooms with its large, locking storage cabinets. 

Unit measures 46"D x 88"W x 36"H overall, weight 503 lbs. Ships FOB 

Wisconsin 54174.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-530819-642 88 W x 46 D x 36 H in $4,830.95
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Diversified Woodcrafts Service Island
This compact service island can be grouped to provide an efficient and economical working 

arrangement. The unit includes one 14" x 10" x 6" epoxy resin sink, two combination water/

gas fixtures, two GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, chemical resistant polypropylene trap, 

and locking cupboard. Countertop is 1" solid epoxy resin. Unit measures 26"W x 24"D x 36"H. 

200 lbs

Item # Product Dimensions Top Type     List Price

6-572461-642 26 W x 24 D x 36 H in Epoxy Resin    $2,329.95

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 

Diversified Woodcrafts Forward Vision III 
2 Student Workstation
With all of the advantages of the Forward Vision II 

workstation, this workstation can be used by two 

students. Available with or without sink and fixtures. 

Choose between chemical resistant epoxy or phenolic 

resin countertops. Dimensions: 68"W x 36"D x 36"H

Item # Product Dimensions Top Type     List Price
Epoxy Resin Countertops

6-598939-642 68 W x 36 D x 36 H in Epoxy Resin With Sink    $3,931.95 
6-598942-642 68 W x 36 D x 36 H in Epoxy Resin Without Sink    $2,714.95 
Phenolic Resin Countertop

6-530817-642 68 W x 36 D x 36 H in Phenolic Resin With Sink    $3,862.95 
6-530818-642 68 W x 36 D x 36 H in Phenolic Resin With Flat Top   $2,695.95 

Diversified Woodcrafts Student Service Island
These convenient workstations feature chemical resistant epoxy or phenolic 

resin countertops and are available in two and four student configurations.

• 4-station unit 

   -  Includes: sink with a chemical-resistant trap, 2 combination water/

gas fixtures, 2 GFI-protected AC duplex electrical receptacles, 

book compartments and 2 rod sockets

   - Dimensions: 66"W x 48"D x 36"H

• 2-station unit 

   -  Includes: similar, except only 1GFI-protected AC duplex electrical receptacle

   - Dimensions: 66"W x 30"D x 36"H

Item #  Top Type     List Price
4 Student Unit

6-572449-642  Epoxy Resin    $6,295.95 
6-530829-642  Phenolic Resin    $6,150.95 
2 Student Units

6-572446-642  Epoxy Resin    $3,995.95 
6-530828-642  Phenolic Resin    $3,897.95
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Diversified Woodcrafts Wall Service Bench
Storage and service all in one unit! Unit is constructed of solid hardwood 

and oak veneer plywood and comes with a 1" solid epoxy or 3/4 inch 

phenolic resin countertop and an 18"W x 15"D x 11"H epoxy resin sink with 

combination fixtures. Sink area allows access to plumbing and provides 

storage space with two GFI protected duplex electrical outlets. Unit was 

designed to accommodate two 24" lab tables (sold separately) to extend 

and maximize functional work space for students. All units feature lockable 

doors or drawers. Overall dimensions: 108"W x 24"D x 36"H Ships FOB 

Wisconsin 54174

Item # Number of Doors Number of Drawers List Price
Epoxy Resin Countertops

6-530823-642 6 0 $4,995.95 
6-529258-642 2 8 $5,995.95 
6-529260-642 6 4 $5,795.95 

6-529259-642 4 8 $6,295.95 

Phenolic Resin Countertops

6-530824-642 6 0 $4,949.95 
6-530827-642 2 8 $5,946.95 

6-530825-642 6 4 $5,695.95 

6-530826-642 4 8 $6,259.95

Diversified Woodcrafts Perimeter Workstations
You can provide work space for up to 4 students while storing your 

valuable laboratory equipment in these versatile perimeter workstations. 

You select from 4 different configurations (door, door and 1 drawer, 

door and 4 drawers, or 4 drawers). The stations are designed to utilize 

space along walls where they can stand alone or be connected together. 

Durable solid oak and oak veneer construction are combined with the 

clear chemical resistant finish to ensure years of trouble-free service. 

Some assembly required (instructions available).

Each unit includes: 

•  1" solid epoxy or 3/4 inch phenolic resin top, solid epoxy drop-in style sink 

with strainer

• 2 combination water/gas fixtures

• 4 rod sockets, rod storage (rods optional)

• 2 GFI receptacles

• Key-alike locks on all doors and drawers

• Dimensions: 90"W x 36"H x 84"D Ships FOB Wisconsin 54714

Item # Product Dimensions   Number of Doors Number of Drawers List Price
Phenolic Resin Countertops

6-530820-642 90 W x 84 D x 36 in H   4 0 $6,163.95 
6-530821-642 90 W x 84 D x 36 in H   4 4 $6,789.95 
6-531007-642 90 W x 84 D x 36 in H   0 16 $8,133.95 
6-530822-642 90 W x 84 D x 36 in H   4 16 $8,296.95 

Item # Product Dimensions   Number of Doors Number of Drawers List Price
Epoxy Resin Countertops

6-590095-642 90 W x 84 D x 36 in H   4 0 $6,195.95 
6-590098-642 90 W x 84 D x 36 in H   4 4 $6,836.95 
6-590089-642 90 W x 84 D x 36 in H   0 16 $8,219.95 
6-590101-642 90 W x 84 D x 36 in H   4 16 $8,446.95 
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Item # Description List Price

6-568163-642 Mirror $119.95 
6-568166-642 Optional Mirror/Markerboard $129.95

n

n

Diversified Woodcrafts Mobile  
Demonstration Table with Drawers
A self-contained demonstration center with its own water supply, waste 

container, chemical resistant plastic sink with a stainless steel look and 

hand pump, GFI protected AC duplex electrical receptacle, 25' extension 

cord and full 3/4" upright rod and 1/2" crosssbar set. The unit includes four 

drawers which are dovetailed and mounted on epoxy coated glides. 

Sliding, locking doors conceal the drawers and storage compartment, 

and the supplied two 2 1/2" gallon water bottles. Finished with a chemical 

resistant, earth friendly UV finish. Heavy-Duty 4" locking ball-bearing 

swivel casters support 500lbs. Overall dimensions: 48"W x 28"D x 36"H.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-657685-642 48 W x 28 D x 36 H in $2,172.95n

Item # Description List Price

6-568163-642 Mirror $119.95 
6-568166-642 Optional Mirror/Markerboard $129.95

n

n

Item # Description List Price

6-568163-642 Mirror $119.95 
6-568166-642 Optional Mirror/Markerboard $129.95

n

n

Diversified Woodcrafts Mobile Desk with Storage
This mobile desk is equipped with 3 drawers (one file, two box)

that have dovetail joints and run smoothly on epoxy-coated steel 

glides. Includes pull-out writing board and all drawers and doors 

have locks. This unit features a 1 1/4"chemical resistant ChemGuard 

top, 21"W x 28"H pegboard and assorted hooks for vertical storage, 

and two rod sockets installed in the table top. A GFI protected AC 

duplex electrical outlet is built into the lab. Unit has four heavy-duty 

4" locking swivel casters. There is a storage area for the optional 

mirror/markerboard. It is finished with a chemical resistant, earth 

friendly UV finish. Dimensions: 48"W x 28"D x 36"H.

Item # Product Dimensions  List Price
Desk with Flat Top

6-679320-642 48 W x 28 D x 36 H in $1,868.95 

Desk with Sink

6-568154-642 48 W x 28 D x 36 H in $2,314.95

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 

Diversified Woodcrafts Mobile Laboratory Unit
This fully equipped, locking, self-contained oak demonstration unit 

features a high pressure laminated surface with drop leaf extensions, 

2 adjustable shelves, 2 tote trays and a propane burner with stand. 

Includes a water-bottle fed, chemical resistant plastic sink with a 

stainless steel look.

• Dimensions: 48"W x 24"D x 36"H

• Dimensions (with top extended): 72"W x 24"D

• Weight: 230 lbs.

Item # Product Dimensions  List Price
Laboratory Unit w/ Sink

6-568169-642 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in $1,995.95 

Laboratory Unit w/out Sink

9-1468338-642 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in $1,776.95

Diversified Woodcrafts Economy Mobile Lab Table
Cabinet is constructed from select oak and oak veneers with a clear 

chemical resistant finish. The unit features unbreakable aluminum 

sliding door glides and lock. 1 1/4" HP laminate top has a chemical 

resistant plastic sink with a stainless steel look, hand pump and 

two rod sockets. Unit also includes full upright set, GFI protected 

AC duplex electrical outlet, 25' extension cord, two water bottles 

with connecting hoses and 4" ball bearing swivel casters which lock. 

Dimensions: 48"W x 24"D x 36"H. Weight: 185 lbs.

Item # Product Dimensions Top Size   List Price

6-657684-642 48 W x 24 D x 36 H in 24 x 48 in   $1,795.95 

Item # Description List Price

6-568163-642 Mirror $119.95 
6-568166-642 Optional Mirror/Markerboard $129.95 

n

n
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Item # Description List Price

6-568163-642 Mirror $119.95 
6-568166-642 Optional Mirror/Markerboard $129.95

Diversified Woodcrafts ADA Compatible Mobile Lab Station
This self contained unit constructed of oak and oak veneers is designed primarily as 

a work station for the physically impaired. The 1.25" ChemGuard top has a faucet 

and rod sockets that support the full upright set which is included. The faucet is 

operated by a toggle switch water pump which pulls and discards the water from 

the water bottles supplied. Unit has a GFI protected AC duplex electrical receptacle, 

25' extension cord and locks on all the drawers and doors. Rolls easily on 4" ball 

bearing locking swivel casters. Dimensions: 72"L x 24"D x 33"H.

Item # Product Dimensions  List Price

6-572404-642 72 W x 27 D x 33 H in $2,995.95

5' Desk

8' Desk

Diversified Woodcrafts Instructor's Desks
Constructed of solid oak, hardwood, and oak veneers these units serve as 

complete demonstration centers with a spacious work surface. The clear 

UV finish offers superior protection and chemical resistance. The drawers 

run smoothly on epoxy-coated glides. Choose between a fully featured 

8' desk with a mixing faucet and double gas outlet or smaller 5' desk with a 

combination faucet. Includes GFI protected AC duplex outlet, polypropylene 

sink trap, support rods and cross bar, and locks for all cabinets. Available 

with epoxy or phenolic resin countertops. 60"L x 30"D x 36"H (5' desk); 

96"L x 30"D x 36"H (8' desk) Ships FOB Wisconsin 54174

Item # Product Dimensions Top Type  List Price
5' Desks

6-673038-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 in H Epoxy Resin $3,995.95 

6-530831-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 in H Phenolic Resin $3,295.95 

8' Desks

6-572467-642 96 W x 30 D x 36 in H Epoxy Resin $5,595.95 

6-530830-642 96 W x 30 D x 36 in H Phenolic Resin $5,218.95

Diversified Woodcrafts Extra Large Mobile Demonstration Center
Mobile instructor's desk is equipped with two cupboard compartments, one file drawer, and three 

smaller drawers. Constructed of oak and oak veneers this unit is equipped with a pegboard with  

50 assorted hooks, a wooden tote tray, chemical resistant plastic sink with a stainless steel look, 

hand pump, water bottles, full upright set, 25' extension cord, and GFI protected AC duplex electrical 

receptacle. Unit has space to store the mirror/markerboard which is included. All drawers and 

doors lock. The unit has a 1.25" ChemGuard top and rolls on 4" ball bearing locking swivel casters. 

Dimensions: 54"W x 30"D x 36"H. Weight: 310 lbs.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-572407-642 54 W x 30 D x 36 in H $3,095.95n
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Diversified Woodcrafts Versacurve Instructor Desk
This instructor desk has a traditional desk on the teacher side and curved front 

designed to store and display a 40 inch television (not included) on the front side. 

The desk measures 20D x 33H inches and includes two cabinets and a 36W inch 

knee space. One cabinet contains a hinged door and one adjustable shelf. 

The second cabinet contains three drawers. All drawers and doors have locks 

and the drawers are dovetailed on all four sides. The overall size of the curved 

instructor's desk is 72W x 40D x 36H inches. 

Item # Product Dimensions  List Price
With 3 Drawers

6-1562317-642 44 W x 76 D x 38 H in $5,974.95 

With Sink Cabinet and 3 Drawers

6-1562319-642 44 W x 76 D x 38 H in $6,467.95 
With 2 Drawers one File and One Door Cabinet

6-1562320-642 44 W x 76 D x 38 H in $6,046.95 
With Sink Cabinet and Door Cabinet

6-1562321-642 44 W x 76 D x 38 H in $6,114.95

Diversified Woodcrafts Trapezoid Science Table with TV Mount
Add a new dimension to your collaborative workspace. This trapezoid shaped table 

stores a TV mount that holds up to a 40 inch television (not included). The table's 

shape makes it perfect to use with trapezoid tables. It has a solid oak apron and 

legs. The 1-1/4 inch thick plastic laminate top and apron are attached to an angle iron 

steel frame ensuring stability.

Item # Product Dimensions  List Price

6-1562331-642 60 W x 30 D x 36 H in $3,698.95 
6-1562332-642 60 W x 24 D x 36 H in $3,649.95

Item # Model Number Brand Resolution Screen Size Quantity List Price
HDTV Flat Screen

6-1562322-642 251635 Diversified Woodcrafts 1080p 40 in Each $1,528.99

Item # Brand Resolution Screen Size Quantity List Price
HDTV Flat Screen

6-1562322-642 Samsung 1080p 40 in Each $1,528.99 

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 

Diversified Woodcrafts Knowledge Plus Wall Cabinet
The Knowledge Plus Wall provides you with a way to present to your class, but also 

provides you with ample storage for all your classroom activities. This unit measures 

96"Wx24"Dx84.25"H and includes 2-4' sliding magnetic porcelain marker boards. 

Directly above the marker boards is a map rail which extends the width of the unit. 

Behind the sliding marker boards are three adjustable shelves. The lower storage 

cabinets contain one adjustable shelf and both units lock.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1501266-642 96 W x 24 D x 84-1/4 H in Oak $6,981.95 
6-1501267-642 96 W x 24 D x 84-1/4 H in Maple $7,247.95
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Diversified Woodcrafts Upright Crossbar Set
Two 3/4" diameter by 36"H upright, a 1/2" diameter by 40" crossbar and 

two clamps compose our full upright set. The pieces are made of solid 

machined aluminum.

Item # Description List Price

9-590104-642 Crossbar Set $129.95

Diversified Woodcrafts Labhand Laptop and Tablet Support
Designed to provide a safe, convenient surface for laptop computers 

or tablets in a laboratory setting. The LabHand is mounted on a solid 

plastic rod which fits securely into standard rod sockets. The platform 

is made of powder coated steel to create a surface that will withstand 

the typical chemicals found in today's laboratories. The LabHand  

holds laptop computers, tablets, and/or books off the work surface 

protecting them from spills and increasing the amount of work space  

available. 12" x 12" platform with 8" rise.

Item # Description List Price

9N-1392357-642 Laptop & Tablet Support $82.46

Diversified Woodcrafts  
Greenlaw Arm Set for Workstations
The greenlaw arm includes a 3/4" x 3/4" clamp, a 3/4" x 36" 

upright, and a 3/4" x 18" crossbar. Fits in a rod socket 

with a 3/4" receiver.

Item # Description List Price

6-1399175-642 Arm Set $89.95

Diversified 
Woodcrafts Rod Socket
These solid aluminum rod 

sockets are rust and acid 

resistant. Designed to fit 

tightly into the top of mobile 

carts and stationary tables and 

desk, they receive the tapered 

end of ¾" uprights.

Item # Description List Price

9-1286075-642 Rod Socket $27.95

Diversified 
Woodcrafts Rubber Leg Boots
Set of four rubber leg boots. Designed 

to fit our table legs securely and 

protect the legs from moisture.

Dimensions: 2 ¼"W x 2 ¼"D x 3"H

Freight Class: UPS

Item # Description List Price

9-1300182-642 Rubber Leg Boots $15.95

Diversified Woodcrafts Mirrors and Markerboards
Mirror or mirror/markerboard combo can be tilted to any angle while 

the demonstration is in progress. The unit is framed with solid 

oak and mounts on 1/2" diameter crossbars found in most upright 

sets. Unit is held secure at any angle by nylon screws in the frame. 

Dimensions: 20 ¾"H x 27 ¾"W.

Item # Description List Price

6-568163-642 Mirror $119.95

6-568166-642 Optional Mirror/Markerboard $129.95
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Best-Rite® Porcelain Steel Markerboards
•  The porcelain steel markerboard surface consists of a low-gloss 

magnetic steel surface laminated to a 7/16" thick MDF substrate for 
extra strength and moisture resistance.

•  The surface is engineered to create greater color contrast with dry 
erase markers. Marker ghosting is not a problem with the porcelain 
steel surface, which offers superior erasability. 

•  The reduced surface light distortion enhances visibility to provide 
optimum eye comfort.

•  Aluminum frame includes full-length map rail with cork insert and 
full-length accessory tray with Dura-Safe® rubber end caps

• Wood frame includes accessory tray with rounded corners.
• Doubles as magnetic Bulletin Board
• Boards include L-clips, rawl plugs, and screws for installation.

Item # Product Dimensions Frame Color List Price
Aluminum Frame
9-658061-642 18 in x 2 ft Aluminum $69.95 
9-658062-642 2 x 3 ft Aluminum $119.95 
9-608476-642 3 x 4 ft Aluminum $152.95 
6-608475-642 4 x 4 ft Aluminum $199.95 
6-716839-642 4 x 5 ft Aluminum $239.95 
6-608491-642 4 x 6 ft Aluminum $279.95 
6-608513-642 4 x 8 ft Aluminum $348.95 
6-608521-642 4 x 10 ft Aluminum $469.95 
6-608548-642 4 x 12 ft Aluminum $508.95 
6-608556-642 4 x 16 ft Aluminum $706.95 
Wood Frame
9-679352-642 18 in x 2 ft Wood $89.95 
9-679353-642 2 x 3 ft Wood $149.95 
9-679354-642 3 x 4 ft Wood $219.95 
6-679355-642 4 x 4 ft Wood $249.95 
6-679356-642 4 x 5 ft Wood $299.95 
6-679357-642 4 x 6 ft Wood $349.95 
6-679358-642 4 x 8 ft Wood $459.95

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Best-Rite® Vin-Tak Colors

Natural Pacific Blue CottonSterling

Antique White Pelican Yellow Bouquet Champagne

Best-Rite® Vin-Tak Tackboards
Attractive, colorful surface over 1/2" 
insulation board. Available in many 
colors. Please specify color choice 
when ordering.

• Easily Cleaned and Washable 
• Class A Flame Resistant Vinyl 
• Mounting Hardware Included 
• Heavy Gauge Aluminum Frame 
• Non-Fading

Best-Rite® Visionary™ Magnetic Glass Markerboard
Get up to twice the functional space of a wall-mounted board with a versatile 
and Visionary Move Mobile Black Magnetic Glass Whiteboard. Ultra durable 
double-sided gloss black, glass magnetic markerboard is a contemporary 
communication tool providing the highest quality writing and erasing 
experience. Smooth finish accepts dry erase, wet erase, chalk, markers and 
more and includes black surface marker(s). Tempered safety glass for use in 
any environment with sturdy steel plate backing. Frame and trim are made 
with silver powder-coated steel for superior durability. Wide base design for 
stability includes dual-wheel locking casters. Assembles at either 60.5"H or 
75.25"H for ideal viewing.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color Frame Color List Price
6-1495428-642 White Glass Magnetic Board 47-1/4 H x 35-7/16 W in White Silver $799.95 
6-1494959-642 White Glass Magnetic Board 47-1/4 H x 70-7/8 W in White Silver $1,299.95 

6-1494958-642 Black Glass Magnetic Board 47-1/4 H x 35-7/16 W in Black Silver $799.95

n

n

n

Best-Rite® Visionary™ 
Magnetic Glass Dry 
Erase Board
The Visionary™ magnetic glass 
board provides the best of a quality 
whiteboard with smart style. Borderless and 
seamless, in a glossy white. Surface and 
coloration are engineered for ideal optical 
qualities. The glass exhibits good depth of field, good contrast and 
ambient light toleration. Compatible with any dry/wet-erase marker or 
grease pen, and easily cleans without ghosting or staining. Includes 
simple and sturdy mounting devices that are padded to protect the 
surface. Aluminum accessory tray included.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color List Price
9-1433973-642 Magnetic Glass Board 1-1/2 x 2 ft White $79.95 
9-1433974-642 Magnetic Glass Board 2 x 3 ft White $114.95 
6-1433975-642 Magnetic Glass Board 3 x 4 ft White $368.95 
6-1425765-642 Magnetic Glass Board 4 x 6 ft White $487.95 
6-1433976-642 Magnetic Glass Board 4 x 8 ft White $546.95 
9-1595170-642 Visionary Color Markerboard 35-7/16 H x 47-1/4 W in SPECIFY $305.95 
6-1595171-642 Visionary Color Markerboard 47-1/4 H x 70-7/8 W in SPECIFY $638.95 
6-1595172-642 Visionary Color Markerboard 47-1/4 H x 94-1/2 W in SPECIFY $812.95

Item # Description Product Dimensions Tackboard Color List Price
9-1362426-642 Vin-Tak Tackboard 18 in x 2 ft SPECIFY $31.95

9-1362427-642 Vin-Tak Tackboard 2 x 3 ft SPECIFY $53.95

9-1362428-642 Vin-Tak Tackboard 3 x 4 ft SPECIFY $91.95

6-1362429-642 Vin-Tak Tackboard 4 x 4 ft SPECIFY $109.95

6-1362430-642 Vin-Tak Tackboard 4 x 5 ft SPECIFY $139.95

6-1362431-642 Vin-Tak Tackboard 4 x 6 ft SPECIFY $149.95

6-1362432-642 Vin-Tak Tackboard 4 x 8 ft SPECIFY $172.95

6-1362433-642 Vin-Tak Tackboard 4 x 10 ft SPECIFY $259.95

6-1362434-642 Vin-Tak Tackboard 4 x 12 ft SPECIFY $299.95

6-1362435-642 Vin-Tak Tackboard 4 x 16 ft SPECIFY $399.95

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 
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Diversified Woodcrafts Robotics Storage Cabinet
A mobile storage cabinet designed to work perfectly to store your robots and 

parts. The cabinet is made of maple plywood and has swinging doors that have 

3-point locking handles. The interior has two sections; the left-hand section has 

two pull out drawers with full extension glides for storing completed or partially 

built robots. The right-hand section has one fixed and four adjustable shelves. 

The cabinet comes with ten totes and includes heavy duty locking casters. 

Robots are not included with the cabniet.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price
With Vex Logo

6-1561138-642 50 W x 24 D x 53 H in $1,699.95 

Without Vex Logo

6-1577407-642 50 W x 24 D x 53 H in $1,699.95 

Diversified Woodcrafts Robotics Tote Cabinet
A mobile storage cabinet designed to work perfectly to store your robotics tote trays. 

The cabinet is made of maple plywood and has swinging doors that are outfitted 

3 point locking handles for security. The interior has adjustable shelves for versatile 

storage. The cabinet rolls easily on heavy duty locking casters. There are 2 sizes 

available. Cabinets are available with and without the Vex Robotics Logo.

Item # Description Product Dimensions List Price

6-1582115-642 10 Tote Cabinet 36 W x 24 D x 53 H in $1,395.95  
6-1582114-642 10 Tote Cabinet with Vex Logo 36 W x 24 D x 53 H in $1,395.95 

Diversified Woodcrafts Robotic Workbench
Robotic team storage for three robots and supplies (not included). This maple plywood 

workbench provides three separate storage compartments. Each compartment has a 

roll out shelf which holds up to an 18" square robot. Also, within the compartment is a 

separate drawer with a customizable foam insert (included) to store tools (not included). 

Each compartment is outfitted to accept a combination lock. The top is ShopTop®, 

which compresses a medium-density fiberboard between two layers of 1/2" high-density 

particleboard, creating a non-conductive and splinter proof top. The top is 1-1/4" thick 

and can be extended an extra 8" by raising it and locking. Lowering the extension 

allows the unit to fit through standard doorways and moves easily on six 4" heavy-duty, 

locking casters.

Item # Product Dimensions Top Size List Price
With Vex Logo

6-1561137-642 72 W x 26 D x 37 H in 72 W x 26-34 D in $2,399.95  

Without Vex Logo

6-1577408-642 72 W x 26 D x 37 H in 72 W x 26-34 D in $2,399.95 

NEW

NEW

MooreCo® Makerspace VEX® Robotics Storage Cart
Designed for VEX Robotics IQ and EDR kits and parts, the VEX Robotics storage cart is 

the answer to keeping several kits organized and portable at the same time.

•  Holds up to 8 standard VEX storage bins or add your own bins and parts on the ample 

divided shelving.

• Three adjustable shelves.

• Commercial quality 3" skate casters (two locking).

• VEX components and bins not included.

• This unit has 1 Large handle and 2 small handles.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-1588886-642 Vex Robotics Storage Cart 47-1/2 W x 43-7/16 H x 19 D in Gray Nebula $995.95  
MooreCo Makerspace Handle Colors

Blue Gray Green Purple Red Yellow

Item # Description Color List Price

9-1588887-642 Large Handle SPECIFY $19.95 
9-1588888-642 Small Handle SPECIFY $9.95
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Ken-A-Vision® Microscope Charging Cart
Designed for USB cordless charging microscopes 

(works with all cordless Ken-A-Vision microscopes and many others). The 

multipurpose cart is designed for easy access for students and teachers. 

Oversized lockable castors allow for effortless movement. Store and 

charge 16 full size microscopes with 17" high clearance and 8" width. 

The USB charging system is mounted on the outside of the cart and 

can charge any USB device (iPad; smart phones; android tablets) when 

connected. Simply plug the cart into any outlet for immediate power. 

Dimensions: 46"L x 26"W x 43"H.

Item# List Price

6N-1571260-642 $994.99 

t

Microscopes not included

Diversified Woodcrafts Microscope Storage Cabinet
Centralized storage and retrieval location for teacher and students. Solid oak-framed glazed doors with 

3-point locking handles and tempered glass. Secure storage that permits a visual count when closed. 

3 Adjustable shelves with adjustable dividers accommodates various sizes of microscopes; dividers 

can be removed for general storage. Dimensions: 16"D x 84"H, available in three widths: 24"W holds 

15 microscopes, 36"W holds 20 microscopes, 48"W holds 30 microscopes.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-572458-642 24 W x 16 D x 84 H in $1,255.95 

6-572455-642 36 W x 16 D x 84 H in $1,880.95 

6-572452-642 48 W x 16 D x 84 H in $2,135.95 

Diversified Mobile Microscope Storage Cabinet
A safe, convenient way to store and share your microscopes. 

Constructed of solid oak and oak veneers with front and back swinging 

doors. The unit contains removable dividers to provide an individual 

space for each microscope. Designed to hold 24 standard classroom 

microscopes the space allotted is 6" x 11" x 16". The unit features 

a 1.25" HP laminate top and 4" ball bearing, locking, swivel casters. 

Dimensions: 48"W x 24"D x 40"H. Weight: 220 lbs.

Item # Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-676581-642 48 W x 24 D x 40-3/4 H in Oak $1,400.95 

Diversified Mobile Balance Storage Cabinet
A safe, convenient way to store and share your balances. Constructed 

of solid oak and oak veneers with unbreakable aluminum glides for 

the front and back sliding doors. Supplied with four adjustable shelves 

to allow you to configure storage arrangements to maximize available 

space. The unit features a 1 1/4" HP laminate top and 4" ball bearing, 

locking, swivel casters. 48"W x 24"D x 40"H; 230 lbs.

Item # Dimensions Weight List Price

6-1129099-642 48 W x 24 D x 40 H in 230 lbs $1,333.29 

Diversified Mobile Micro-Charge Station
Recharge up to 16 cordless microscopes in just eight hours while they 

are safely stored behind locked doors. This mobile, peninsula-style oak 

cabinet holds eight microscopes on each side, offers storage space for 

other essentials such as slides, features a 1.25" plastic laminate top that 

doubles as a work surface, and accomplishes recharging with only one 

electrical connection from the cabinet's side. Includes 25' extension 

cord. 48"W x 30"D x 41.5" H, Shelf Height 15"

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-1016707-642 48 W x 30 D x 41-1/2 H in $2,299.95 

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 
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Diversifed Woodcrafts 
General Storage Cabinet
Solid hardwood, solid maple and maple 

veneers, highlighted by an earth‑friendly 

UV finish. Available with hinged maple 

doors. Each cabinet comes with a 3‑point 

locking system. All units include a fixed 

center shelf and four adjustable shelves.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-1400058-642 48 W x 22 D x 84 H in $1,879.95 
6-1303047-642 60 W x 22 D x 84 H in $2,399.95

n

Diversified 
Woodcrafts Tall 
Storage Cabinet
Constructed of solid 

hardwood, solid maple 

and maple veneers, 

and highlighted by an 

earth‑friendly UV finish. 

Upper section consists 

of four adjustable 

1" shelves and one 

fixed bottom shelf. The 

locking doors provide 

secure storage. The 

lower section consists 

of four locking drawers 

(20 7/8"W x 18 3/4"D x 6 3/4"H) 

that are fully dovetailed.

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Drawers List Price

6-1397225-642 48 W x 22 D x 84 H in 4 $2,799.95n

Diversified Woodcrafts 
Tote Tray Cabinet
This sensible storage 

case holds 48 tote trays 

(14 1/2"W x 19"D x 3 1/2"H). 

A great place for students 

to store their art, sewing or 

individual projects. Maple 

doors with 3‑point locking 

handles. Unit includes 

48 trays.

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Trays List Price

6-1400068-642 48 W x 22 D x 84 H in 48 $4,626.95 

Diversified Wall Storage Case
•  Solid hardwood, solid oak and 

oak veneers

•  Available with lockable hinged 

oak doors or tempered clear glass 

doors with 3‑point latch handles 

• 5 shelves

•  Dimensions: 22"D x 84"H, with a 

variety of widths

•  Also available as a tote tray 

storage cabinet with 48 trays.

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Doors Color List Price
Cabinets with Glass Doors

6-572419-642 24 W x 22 D x 84 H in 1 Oak $1,497.95 

6-572416-642 36 W x 22 D x 84 H in 2 Oak $2,241.95 
6-572413-642 48 W x 22 D x 84 H in 2 Oak $2,619.95 

Cabinets with Oak Doors

6-572428-642 24 W x 22 D x 84 H in 1 Oak $1,146.95 
6-572425-642 36 W x 22 D x 84 H in 2 Oak $1,579.95 
6-572422-642 48 W x 22 D x 84 H in 2 Oak $1,629.95

Tote Tray Cabinet

6-572410-642 48 W x 22 D x 84 H in 2 Oak $3,780.95

n

n

Diversified Skeleton Cabinet
Solid hardwood with oak veneers and natural 

finish. Available in hanging skeleton or rolling rack 

models. Lockable, wood‑framed glass doors for 

easy viewing. Adjustable shelf for extra storage 

either above (rolling model) or below (hanging 

model) the skeleton. Skeleton not included. 

Dimensions: 24"W x 22"D x 84"H. Weight: 220 lbs.

 Product Number of 
Item # Dimensions Doors Color List Price
Rolling Model

6-575992-642 24 W x 22 D x 84 H in 1 Oak $1,201.95 
Hanging Model

6-575995-642 24 W x 22 D x 84 H in 1 Oak $1,377.95 

Diversified Mobile 
Storage Cabinet
Compact rolling storage cabinet 

constructed of oak and oak 

veneers. Locking cabinet has 

one full adjustable shelf. Rolls 

easily on 4" ball bearing locking 

swivel casters. Top is 1.25" 

HP laminate or ChemGuard™. 

Dimensions: 36"W x 24"D x 36"H. 

Weight: 140 lbs.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-568172-642 36 W x 24 D x 36 H in $808.95 
ChemGuard Top

6-674393-642 36 W x 24 D x 36 H in $795.95 

NEW
NEW
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Diversified Rock and Paper Storage Cabinet
Seven large drawers store rocks, paper, insects, and anything else you can 

imagine for your science classroom. Drawers measure 4"H x 44"W x 26"D 

and are on full extension glides. Top of the unit has two adjustable and 

one fixed shelf. Solid oak veneer doors have three point locking handle. 

Finished with clear UV finish. 48"W x 30"D x 84"H

Item # Product Dimensions Number of Doors Color List Price

9-1371773-642 48 W x 30 D x 84 H in 2 Oak $3,065.95

Sandusky Lee® Classic Colors

Charcoal Tropic  
Sand

Dove
Gray

Putty Black
Sandusky Lee® Classic Series Storage Cabinets
Heavy gauge adjustable steel shelves that adjust on 2" centers. Tru-Glide 3 point locking assembly with satin chrome 

handle. Welded steel construction, powder coat finish. Handle requires some assembly. 1 Year Warranty. Meets 

ANSI/BIFMA shelf standards. Select from Charcoal, Tropic Sand, Dove Gray, Putty, or Black.

Item # Description Dimensions Number of Fixed Shelves Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1362501-642 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 18 D x 42 H in 1 2 SPECIFY $309.95

6-1362502-642 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 24 D x 42 H in 1 2 SPECIFY $349.95

6-1362503-642 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 18 D x 72 H in 1 4 SPECIFY $389.95

6-1362506-642 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 24 D x 72 H in 1 4 SPECIFY $444.95

6-1362505-642 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 18 D x 78 H in 1 4 SPECIFY $419.95

6-1362507-642 Storage Cabinet 36 W x 24 D x 78 H in 1 4 SPECIFY $469.95

6-1362523-642 Replacement Shelves 36 W x 18 D in - 2 pack SPECIFY $82.95

6-1362524-642 Replacement Shelves 36 W x 24 D in - 2 pack SPECIFY $100.95

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

NEW

Red Charcoal Tropic
Sand

Dove
Gray

Blue Putty Forest
Green

Black White Multi
Granite

Diversified Chemical Resistant Oak Shelving
Open oak shelving allows for a clear view of all shelf contents. A UV 

chemical resistant finish coats the top, back, and sides of each unit. 

Chemical Shelving features an anti-roll lip on each fixed shelf for safety. 

Bookcase shelves are adjustable. Multiple sizes available. Ships FOB 

Wisconsin, 54174.

Item # Product Dimensions    List Price
Chemical Shelving

6-1329715-642 36W x 16D x 36H in (120 lbs)    $456.95 
6-1329716-642 36W x 16D x 48H in (240 lbs)    $575.95 
6-1329717-642 36W x 16D x 72H in (310 lbs)    $795.95 
Bookshelf

6-1329718-642 24W x 22D x 84H in (250 lbs)    $895.95 
6-1329719-642 36W x 22D x 84H in (270 lbs)    $1,025.95 

6-1329720-642 48W x 22D x 84H in (310 lbs)    $1,195.95 

A
A
A

B
B
B

A B

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 

Sandusky Lee® Elite Transport Storage Cabinets
These durable all welded steel cabinets feature a patented reinforced heavy duty caster 

base with 5" casters (2 locking) that allow near effortless mobility. Casters are located to 

permit flush positioning. Height includes 6" for casters. Meets ANSI/BIFMA shelf standards. 

Handles and casters require some assembly. Note: 18"W cabinets have a single door.  

Item # Description Product Dimensions Number of Fixed Shelves Number of Adjustable Shelves Color List Price

6-1442688-642 General Storage 18 W x 24 D x 36 H in 1 1 SPECIFY $398.95 
6-1442689-642 General Storage 36 W x 18 D x 36 H in 1 1 SPECIFY $479.95 
6-1362595-642 General Storage 36 W x 24 D x 36 H in 1 1 SPECIFY $482.95 
6-1442690-642 General Storage 36 W x 24 D x 48 H in 1 2 SPECIFY $549.95 
6-1362596-642 General Storage 36 W x 24 D x 66 H in 1 3 SPECIFY $572.95 
6-1438322-642 General Storage 30 W x 24 D x 72 H in 1 4 SPECIFY $612.95 
6-1438323-642 General Storage 36 W x 24 D x 78 H in 1 4 SPECIFY $652.95 
6-1363964-642 Extra Wide General Storage 46 W x 24 D x 48 H in 1 2 SPECIFY $639.95 
6-1363965-642 Extra Wide General Storage 46 W x 24 D x 66 H in 1 3 SPECIFY $746.95 
6-1363966-642 Extra Wide General Storage 46 W x 24 D x 78 H in 1 4 SPECIFY $819.95 

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n
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Fixed Height 
Stools

Adjustable 
Height Stool

National Public Seating® Elephant Z-Stool
The Elephant stool, also known as the Z‑ stool, provides a niche solution for the most 

demanding lab and art environments. This rugged stool features a 12 gauge chrome 

eye tubular frame with U shaped sled base legs. Ergonomic blow molded seats provide 

maximum air comfort. Elephant glides are specially designed to be used on all types 

of floors with oversized contact area for stability. Seats and optional backs available in 

Charcoal Gray.

Item # Seat Height Seat and Back Color Frame Color List Price
Without Backrest
6-1366662-642 18 in Charcoal Gray Chrome $99.95

6-1366663-642 22 in Charcoal Gray Chrome $104.95

6-1366664-642 24 in Charcoal Gray Chrome $109.95

With Backrest
6-1366665-642 18 in Charcoal Gray Chrome $139.95

6-1366666-642 22 in Charcoal Gray Chrome $141.95

6-1366667-642 24 in Charcoal Gray Chrome $144.95

National Public Seating® 
Quality Gray Steel Stools
Stools feature a 14" diameter seat with hardboard inset riveted onto a 20‑gauge steel 

seat pan with eight rivets. Each 18‑gauge 7/8" diameter leg is welded with 4 contact 

points to a 5/8" foot ring. Non‑marring plastic glides standard on fixed height stools, 

self‑leveling glides standard on adjustable height stools. Backs adjust 2" up/down and 

2" forward/back.

Item # Seat Height List Price
Fixed
6-600255-642 18 in $34.95

6-217054-642 24 in $36.95

6-217063-642 30 in $42.95

Fixed with Back
6-622281-642 18 in $52.95

6-622284-642 24 in $55.95

6-622287-642 30 in $61.95

Adjustable
6-622272-642 19-27 in $47.95

6-622275-642 25-33 in $51.95

6-622278-642 31-39 in $55.95

Adjustable with Back
6-217072-642 19-27 in $64.95

6-673201-642 25-33 in $67.95

6-673202-642 31-39 in $73.95

National Public Seating® Black Padded Stool
This stool line is both aesthetically pleasing and functional. Gorgeous and heavy duty thick vinyl pads are mounted to our acclaimed four spot weld frame 

to create a new solution for demanding lab environments in an attractive color option. Black powder coated frame Masonite Hardboard Lab Stools, Black 

Vinyl Padded on a matching Black Frame. Available in two heights, 18" and 24"; as well as optional backrests and adjustable legs.

Item # Seat Height List Price
Fixed Height
6-1584451-642 18 in $41.95

6-1584452-642 24 in $44.95

Adjustable Height
6-1584453-642 19 - 27 in $55.95

6-1584454-642 25 - 33 in $59.95

Fixed Height with Backrest
6-1584455-642 18 in $65.95

6-1584456-642 24 in $68.95

Adjustable Height with Backrest
6-1584457-642 19 - 27 in $77.95

6-1584458-642 25 - 33 in $81.95

NEW

Item # List Price
BackRest Only
6-1584459-642 $29.95
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ClassroomSelect™ NeoClass™ 
Pneumatic Lift Chair with Adjustable Foot Ring
This smooth back task chair provides the support and versatility needed for 

today's high-energy classroom or office. Choose your seat size: A or A+. 

The A+ offers a wider more accommodating seat. The waterfall edge and 

ergonomic back of the polypropylene shell promote circulation and support 

while the top and bottom openings make carrying easy. The sturdy 5-star 

base has a 24" diameter, swivels 360 degrees, and features durable 2" dual 

casters. With an adjustable pneumatic height of 24"-34", and a simple turn 

handle to adjust the 18" foot ring this chair is comfortable at any height.

  Seat Seat and Frame 
Item # Product Dimensions Height Back Color Color  List Price
A Shell
6-1598670-642 15 W x 16 D x 37-47 H in 24 to 34 in SPECIFY Black $193.95

A+ Shell
6-1600895-642 16 W x 17 D x 38-48 H in 24 to 34 in SPECIFY Black $207.95

NEW

NEW

Classroom Select™ NeoClass™ Smooth Back Swivel Stool
Movement is a central characteristic of today's classroom. With our 

Swivel Stool, students and teachers have the freedom to move 360 

degrees while still being supported by our new, modern polypropylene 

shell and 1 1/8" 18-gauge steel tubing. The smooth design of the seat 

creates a contemporary look that enhances ease of cleaning. Movement 

is enhanced by the two openings at the top and bottom of the shell, 

which also heighten airflow and comfort. Available in six classic colors and 

six subtle, modern new choices. Chrome finish with nylon glides and a 

comfortable footrest. Height ranges from 23-1/2" to 32-1/2". An A+ version 

with wider, more accommodating seating is also available.

Item # Seat Height Seat and Back Color Frame Color List Price
6-1496395-642 A+ Shell SPECIFY Chrome $182.95

6-1496396-642 A Shell SPECIFY Chrome $175.95

Classroom Select™ Art/Lab Stool
Classroom Select stools are a perfect addition to 

any classroom, science or technology lab. Features 

integral chrome foot ring for extra comfort. This 

durable stool is adjustable in height and is available 

with a soft plastic or hard plastic seat.

National Public Seating® Kangaroo Stool
•  Heavy duty 1-1/4 inch thick Polyurethane 

seat with waterfall edge

•  Polyurethane material is resistant 

to chemicals & punctures, & 

cleans easily

•  Features 12" of pneumatic height 

adjustment from 22"-32"

•  Swivels 360 degrees for unlimited functionality

•  Integrated under seat spring system allows for 

control of backrest tilt degree with a turn of a knob

•  Footrest adjusts 12 inches up or down for comfort

•  Built on five 2 inch industrial grade caster wheels for portability or 

install included mushroom glides for use in a stable environment

•  Promotes natural sitting posture with lumbar support

•  Convenient backrest handhold for maneuverability

•  Weight capacity: 300 lbs.

Item # Description Color List Price
6-1543396-642 Kangaroo Stool Black $252.95

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order. 

Item # Seat Height Seat and Back Color List Price
Soft Plastic Seat
6-1388747-642 18-26 in SPECIFY $112.95

6-1388748-642 24-32 in SPECIFY $118.95

Hard Plastic Seat
6-1388749-642 18-26 in SPECIFY $126.95

6-1388750-642 24-32 in SPECIFY $130.95

T

SEE OUR WEBSITE

For Soft Plastic Color Options

Classroom Select™ NeoClass™, NeoMove™ & NeoRok™ Soft Plastic Seat Colors

Saffron Slate Claret Marine Imperial CardinalEbony Lilac Nickel Pistachio Paprika Periwinkle

Classroom Select™ Art Lab Stool, Classic & Royal Seating™ 
Hard Plastic Seat Colors

Black Navy Blue Royal Blue Burgundy *Cranberry *Light Gray Beige

*Art/Lab Stools Only
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NEW

NEW

Quantum Storage Wire Utility Carts
•  Wire utility cart has swivel casters, shelves, and two ergonomically 

positioned U-shaped handles; suitable for sorting, storing, and 

transporting items

•  Wire shelves are made of welded steel and reinforced with wire trusses 

for strength. Shelves adjust in 1" increments to accommodate items of 

varying height

•  Four 5" polyurethane swivel casters with brakes on two of them for 

control and maneuverability

•  Four non-marking rubber donut bumpers help protect walls and furniture 

from damage

•  Has an 800 lb. per shelf capacity, total cart capacity not to exceed 1,200 lbs.

• Most sizes are available in Chrome or flat Black

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color Number of Trays List Price

9-1494451-642 Wire Utility Cart 18 W x 36 D x 37-1/2 H in SPECIFY 2 $206.95 
9-1494452-642 Wire Utility Cart 18 W x 42 D x 37-1/2 H in Chrome 2 $216.95 
9-1494453-642 Wire Utility Cart 18 W x 48 D x 37-1/2 H in SPECIFY 2 $242.95 
9-1494454-642 Wire Utility Cart 24 W x 36 D x 37-1/2 H in SPECIFY 2 $224.95 
9-1494455-642 Wire Utility Cart 24 W x 42 D x 37-1/2 H in Chrome 2 $234.95 
9-1494456-642 Wire Utility Cart 24 W x 48 D x 37-1/2 H in SPECIFY 2 $257.95 
9-1494457-642 Wire Utility Cart 36 W x 18 D x 39 H in SPECIFY 3 $261.95 
9-1494458-642 Wire Utility Cart 42 W x 18 D x 39 H in Chrome 3 $276.95 
9-1494459-642 Wire Utility Cart 48 W x 18 D x 39 H in SPECIFY 3 $290.95 
9-1494460-642 Wire Utility Cart 36 W x 24 D x 39 H in SPECIFY 3 $281.95 
9-1494461-642 Wire Utility Cart 42 W x 24 D x 39 H in Chrome 3 $299.95 
9-1494462-642 Wire Utility Cart 48 W x 24 D x 39 H in SPECIFY 3 $307.95 

Edsal 
Multi‑Use Service Cart
Ideal all-around cart is the 

perfect solution for storage and mobility. 

Easily transports supplies where you need 

them most. Unit has 500 lb. capacity and is 

available in Gray. Ships ready to assemble.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Capacity Number of Trays List Price

9-1475007-642 Service Cart 20 W x 28 L x 32 H in 500 LB 2 $179.95 
9-1474673-642 Service Cart 20 W x 28 L x 32 H in 500 LB 3 $209.95 
9-1475008-642 Service Cart 24 W x 36 L x 32 H in 500 LB 2 $199.95 
9-1474674-642 Service Cart 24 W x 36 L x 32 H in 500 LB 3 $249.95 

Utility Cart
Durable high density thermoplastic cart has two shelves 4 1/4" deep 

with weight capacity of 250 lbs. per shelf - 500 lbs. total. Includes 

4 casters - 2 swivel, 2 fixed. Ships ready to assemble.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Capacity Color List Price

6-678771-642 Small 17 W x 31 L x 33 H in 500 lb Gray $139.95 
6-678772-642 Large 25-1/2W x 37-1/2 L x 33 H in 500 lb Gray $172.95 

Modular Utility Cart
Advanced design and modular 

construction highlight this utility cart. 

Made of high density polyethylene. 

Unit has 3, 16" x 24" shelves with 

upright edges. Modular design allows 

for assembly in minutes. Capacity is 

300 lbs. Overall height, 32.5". Beige 

color. Assembly required.

All‑Purpose Lab Cart
Rugged molded construction offers a 400 lb. maximum capacity 

(200 lbs. per shelf). Tough and impact-resistant—won’t dent, chip or flake. 

Has no sharp edges to damage walls or furniture. Both shelves have 

seamless, leak-proof rail edges. Cart measures 34 3/8"W x 17 1/2"D x 33"H; 

5" rubber casters.

Item # Description List Price

6-574109-642 Utility Cart $256.95 

Stainless Steel Utility Carts
Unitized, electronically-welded angel leg frame 

with bumpers to protect walls and furniture. 

Stainless steel construction allows for easy 

cleaning. Sound-deadening panels under 

shelves reduce noise and vibration. Cart has 

3 fixed-position shelves—top 2 shelves have 

1" rail edge on 3 sides. Standard Duty carts 

have 3 1/2" swivel casters and 300 lb carrying 

capacity; Heavy Duty cart has 4" swivel 

casters and 500 lb carrying capacity.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color List Price

6-586263-642 Standard  Duty 27-1/2W x 16-1/4D x 32-1/4H in Silver $325.95 
6-1452982-642 Standard Duty 30-3/4W x 18-3/4D x 33 H in Silver $341.95 
6-586269-642 Heavy Duty 31 W x 19 D x 32 H in Silver $479.95 

Item # Description Product Dimensions Capacity List Price

6-569390-642 Modular Utility Cart 17 W x 32-1/2 x 35 H in 300 lb $393.95 
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Eyewash Faucet Adapter
Ideal for use on gooseneck faucets. 

Aerated outlet heads (5" apart) point 

inward, towards the user's eyes and 

face. Activate eyewash by pulling the 

knob; deactivate either by pushing 

the knob or turning off the faucet for 

normal operation. Offers hands-free 

operation after activation with knob.

Item # List Price

9-1488338-642 $213.29

Emergency Shower and Eyewash Station
Eyewash with .5" stay-open valve. 2 soft spray outlet 

heads. One hand push bar gives immediate response 

time, saving precious seconds. Drench shower has 

1" self-closing valve and pull rod. Other features: 9" floor 

flange, 1.25" galvanized inlet and outlet pipe openings.

Item # Description List Price

6-1320145-642 Shower and Eyewash Station $1,333.29

Diversified Woodcrafts Safety Station
ADA compliant: Wheelchair accessible and lever-controlled fixtures. 

Built-in shower and eyewash for simultaneous use by 2 individuals. High 

volume, continuous flow shower head with stay-open valve, activated by 

pull handle. Paddle handle: Hands-free operation of eyewash at station; 

detach handle for use up to 12' away. Open and lockable shelved storage 

areas with locations for mounting various safety apparatus. Dimensions: 

48"W x 22"D x 84"H. Weight: 280 lbs. 

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-528405-642 48 W x 22 D x 84 in H $3,345.95

Diversified Woodcrafts Shower/Eyewash Station
Emergency safety station featuring oak and oak veneer construction. Unit has an emergency drench 

shower of high impact ABS plastic with a stay open chrome plated brass valve. The eyewash is a 

10" diameter stainless steel bowl, with lever action ball valve on a High Pressure Laminate top. Upper 

storage space is supplied with two adjustable shelves. The lower cabinet features locking doors for 

security. Service piping not included. Dimensions: 36"W x 22"D x 84"H. Weight: 305 lbs.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-572443-642 36 W x 22 D x 84 in H $2,852.95
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Diversified Woodcrafts Hydroponics Growing Center
Learn how plants can grow without soil and help teach the basic concepts for the plants needs, nutrition, food 

production, recycling, agricultural technology and soil-less growing environments. This mobile hydroponics center 

includes grow lights and water pump. The adjustable timers enable you to grow your plants with the perfect amount 

of water and sunlight. The construction allows easy access for students and teachers alike. The Hydroponics Center 

is made of solid maple and maple veneers. The containment plant tray is 8"H x 27-1/2"D x 42"W. There is a 25 gallon 

nutrient reservoir with lid, a locked cabinet for timers and air pump, and a 150 watt grow light. The growing system 

is completed with a submersible pump, an air pump, an air stone, (2) timers, hoses and (10) 6" net pots. The unit 

moves easily on 4" locking, leveling casters. Overall dimensions: 52"W x 28"D x 78"H. 

Item # Product Dimensions  List Price

6-1510021-642 52 W x 28 D x 78 in H $1,599.95

Diversified Woodcrafts Augmented Reality Sandbox
This amazing sandbox uses 3D visualization applications and a hands-on exhibit combining a real sandbox, 

virtual topography and water created using a closed loop of a Microsoft Kinect 3D camera, powerful 

simulation and visualization software, and a data projector. The resulting (AR) sandbox allows users to 

create topography models by shaping real sand, which is then augmented in real time by an elevation 

color map, topographic contour lines, and simulated water. The system teaches geographic, geologic, and 

hydro-logic concepts such as how to read a topography map, the meaning of contour lines, watersheds, 

catchment areas, levees, and much more. The software was designed by a team of scientists at 

UC-Davis.* The sandbox comes complete with the box, camera, projector, wire management, and laptop 

loaded with visualization software. The sandbox is made of solid oak and oak plywood and moves on 

heavy duty locking casters. A wire management system 

keeps the cords from interfering with box. There is a handy 

shelf to hold the laptop while in use, which folds away with 

a collapsible hinge. The 36 inch dimension measures to the 

top of the table. Note: Sand not included (we recommend 

300 pounds of Sandtastik® sparkling white play sand). 

Detailed instructions for calibrating the software and running 

the program are included. * The Augmented Reality Sandbox 

was developed by the UC Davis W.M. Keck Center for 

Active Visualization in the Earth Sciences (KeckCAVES, 

www.keckcaves.org), supported by the National Science 

Foundation under Grant No. DRL 1114663. For more 

information, please visit http://arsandbox.org.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Color Quantity List Price

6-1582117-642 Augmented Reality Sandbox 48 W x 30 D x 36 H in Oak Each $10,167.99

Example of Elevation View

Diversified Woodcrafts Stainless Steel Table
Stainless steel table with galvanized steel legs and under-shelf. The T-430 18 gauge stainless steel 

top has two sound deadened integrally welded 5" "C" channels to reinforce and maintain a level 

working surface (prevent sagging). The galvanized legs are 1 5/8" diameter and have adjustable high 

impact corrosion resistant feet. The under-shelf is adjustable and has two pins per corner providing 

extra strength and stability. The table is National Safety Foundation certified.

Item # Product Dimensions List Price

6-1501833-642 36 W x 30 D x 35 H in $269.95 
6-1501834-642 48 W x 30 D x 35 H in $299.95 
6-1501835-642 60 W x 30 D x 35 H in $339.95 
6-1501836-642 72 W x 30 D x 35 H in $359.95

 Item # Description Color Age Range Quantity List Price

9-1585332-642 Therapy Play Sand 25 lbs White 2+ years Each $21.29 
9-1601030-642 Therapy Play Sand 50 lbs White 2+ years Kit $35.99
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Childcraft® Mobile STEAM Table
Mobile table is designed to support STEAM learning environments in any 

classroom. 4-compartments, each with two adjustable shelves, provide 

plenty of space for storing and organizing manipulatives, blocks, supplies 

and more. Wood grained laminate top is durable and cleans easily. 

Tabletop grommet features 3 AC outlets, 2 USB ports and an Ethernet jack. 

Heavy-duty 3" locking casters. Dimensions 47-3/4 inches square, 25 inches 

high. Assembled.

Item # Description Product Dimensions Number of Stations List Price
6-1603221-642 STEAM Table 47-3/4 W x 47-3/4 D x 25 H in 4 $799.95n

NEW

Classroom Select™ STEAM Table
Mobile table is designed to support STEAM, STEM, Makerspace, or any learning environment. 4-compartments, each with two adjustable shelves 

and locking doors, provide plenty of space for storing and organizing tools, supplies and more. Wood grained laminate top is durable and cleans easily. 

Tabletop grommet features 3 AC outlets, 2 USB ports and an Ethernet jack. Heavy-duty 3" locking casters. Dimensions 47-3/4 inches square, 30 inches 

high. Assembled.

      Number of Number of
Item # Description Product Dimensions Frame Color Top Color Top Type Doors Stations List Price
6-1603222-642 Classroom Select STEAM Table 47-3/4 W x 47-3/4 D x 30 H in Birch Amber Maple Laminate 4 4 $932.95n

Quickship items ship within 24 hours,1 or 2 weeks as indicated 
when the factory distribution center receives the order.

NEW
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EASY ORDERING
Phone: 800-258-1302
Call toll-free from 8:00am to 5:30pm (EST), 
Monday through Friday. Please have your 
credit card or purchase order number handy.
From outside the U.S. call: 603-579-3400

Fax: 877-282-9560
Fax your order form or authorized purchase 
order toll-free 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
From outside the U.S. fax to: 603-886-4632

Order by mail
Send your authorized purchase order to:
Frey Scientific  
P.O. Box 3000 
Nashua NH 03061-3000

Order online or by e-mail
buy.FreyScientific.com 
customercare.frey@schoolspecialty.com
Please keep your information secure, do 
not provide your credit card or P-Card 
information via e-mail.

Customer Service
Have a question? Don’t see what you need? 
Call toll-free: 800-225-3739 from 8:00am to 
5:30pm (EST), Monday through Friday.

Bids and Quotes
Our bid professionals are happy to provide 
you with the best value for large volume 
purchases or special projects.  
Please contact our bids department at 
Phone: 800-554-7632 
Fax: 800-675-1775 
Email: bidnotices@schoolspecialty.com

For price confirmation, please contact our 
quote department at 
Phone: 888-388-3224 
Fax quote requests: 800-675-1775 
Email: quotes@schoolspecialty.com
Mail: School Specialty/Frey 
W6316 Design Drive, Greenville, WI 54942

Lab Design Services
Our experienced lab designers will be  
happy to discuss your planning needs.  
Please call: 800-225-3739, ext. 5 or visit: 
www.FreyScientific.com

SHIPPING AND 
HANDLING
A shipping and handling charge of 12% 
Please ask your customer service representative 
for a shipping estimate. 

Standard Delivery (UPS Ground)
US 12% ($5 min., AK&HI $15 min.) 
International 30% ($15 minimum)

Expedited Delivery (Continental US only)
UPS 2nd Day 17% ($11 minimum) 
UPS Next Day 22% ($14 minimum)

Motor Truck Freight
Continental US 15% ($99 minimum)

ADDITIONAL CHARGES
Living Materials
Items marked with an asterisk (*) include 
Living Materials Cards. Please allow 3–4 
weeks after you send in your card for delivery 
of living materials. Living materials are 
not returnable. Should you encounter any 
problems with your living materials notify us 
within 48 hours upon receipt of the order. 
Cost of replacement after two days becomes 
the responsibility of the customer. In the event 
of inclement weather your shipment could 
be delayed to ensure quality product. Living 
materials can only be shipped in the  
48 contiguous states.

Additional Shipping Charges for Live Items:
1–3 items $12.50 
4–5 items $22.00 
6 or more items $30.00

Hazardous Materials
An additional charge applies to shipments 
of hazardous materials. Hazardous materials 
are not returnable. Currently we cannot ship 
hazardous materials to any home address, 
Alaska and Hawaii, Canada, or International 
customers.

Restriction on Sale of Chemicals 

Chemicals will only be sold to institutions, 
on purchase order or your organization’s 
letterhead. We are prohibited from 
delivering to a residence.

Additional Shipping Charges for Hazardous 
Materials (ships via truck):
1–3 items $25.00 
4 or more items $75.00

Motor Truck Freight
An additional shipping charge applies to 
motor truck shipments. A minimum charge 
of $75 will be added to your invoice. Please 
ask your customer service representative for 
a shipping estimate. 

Damages
Please call customer service within 5 days 
of delivery to report damaged shipments. All 
carriers reserve the right to inspect damaged 
shipments. We suggest that visibly damaged 
shipments be refused at the time of delivery.

EASY PAYMENT
Credit Card and P-Card
We accept:

Please include credit card name, number, 
expiration date and authorized signature. 
Call us for more information if you would 
like to use a P-Card.

Please keep your information secure, do 
not provide your credit card or P-Card 
information via e-mail.

Check or Prepaid Orders
Please include shipping charges for your 
total order and any additional charges  
noted above, and include appropriate sales 
tax or provide your tax exempt number.

Prices
Prices are subject to change without notice. 
Although we make every effort to ensure 
our product specifications and pricing 
are 100% percent accurate, we are not 
responsible for typographical errors and  
we cannot guarantee third party pricing.

100% SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEE
We want you to be 100% satisfied.  
If for any reason you are unhappy with 
the products you have just received, 
please call 1-800-225-3739 within  
10 days to report damages and up to  
30 days to obtain a Return Authorization, 
RA number, for products in their original 
packing and in sellable condition. 
Product returned without authorization, 
additional items not part of the original 
authorization, or products arriving in an 
unsellable condition will not be eligible 
for credit and product will not be shipped 
back to the customer. Please note Custom 
orders are made to your specifications 
and may not be returned.

ITEM NUMBER LEGEND

N Non-Discountable

H Hazardous—Contains hazardous  
 material, additional charges apply

L Live Material Coupon—Pre-paid coupon  
 that must be redeemed to receive  
 materials, additional charges apply

6 Freight—Ships via freight truck,  
 additional charges apply

9 Parcel—Ships via small package carrier

WWW  Additional product information is  
 available online

HELP US SAVE PAPER!
If you receive duplicate catalogs, please 

fax or send us the mailing labels and 
indicate which address is preferred. We 
also appreciate receiving mailing labels 
from catalogs addressed to colleagues 

who are no longer at your location.
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CUSTOMER PO#

DATE OF ORDER (MM/DD/YYYY)

___________/___________/___________

Phone Orders:  800-258-1302
Fax Orders:  877-282-9560
Web Orders:  buy.FreyScientific.com
Mail Order to:  P.O. Box 3000, Nashua, NH 03061-3000

Prices subject to change without notice. 

 ACCOUNT #: PHONE #:   CONTACT PHONE #:

 CONTACT NAME:    CONTACT NAME:

 SCHOOL NAME:    SCHOOL/DISTRICT HQ:

 STREET:    STREET:

 CITY:  STATE: ZIP: CITY: STATE: ZIP:

 FAX:  E-MAIL:  o OK to notify me of special offers by e-mail.

Delivery Options (We will make every effort to ship your order as directed.)

o  Specific Delivery Date  
____________________________

Are there any dates or times that you CANNOT accept your order? 

Method of Payment

o Send like item of equal or greater value
o Backorders accepted when available
o Cancel, don’t backorder 

If items I’ve ordered are not available, please: (Check all that apply.)

Internal use only

 Special Instructions/Comments:

ORDER FORM

Please enter your Key Code from  
the back of this catalog.

 Key Code #

o  Immediate Shipment  
(Most orders ship within 1–3 business days.)

o  Future Delivery Date 
Earliest date we can deliver __________________  
Latest date we can deliver ___________________

USE BACK FOR ADDITIONAL ITEMS

	 1	 Ea	 123456	 Sample	Description	 	 	 75	 $12.34	 $12.34

 Quantity Unit of Item Number Description (Size, Color, etc.) Catalog Unit Total  
  Ordered Measure    Page Price Price

ORDER TOTAL

SUBTOTAL

INSIDE DELIVERY CHARGES

Shipping, Handling & Insurance 
See page 734

APPLICABLE SALES TAX* 

 * Include a copy of your tax exempt certificate or add applicable sales tax.

ONLINE CONTENT: Please provide the information below for account activation. Please check:   New    Renewal

iNeo/SCI: Account administrator responsible for setting up teacher and student accounts.

Name: Daytime Phone: E-mail:

o  Bill account# above            PO#___________________________________________________________________

o  New account—Enclose check or credit info:

Please attach any applicable coupons or gift 
certificates to this order form.

o Coupon Code
#

o Gift Certificate Number
#

o  American Express   o Visa   o MasterCard   o Discover   o Procurement Card
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#

Expiration 
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KEEP YOUR LAB STOCKED 
WITH THE BEST

Science Supplies and Equipment

Frey Scienti� c makes it easy for you 
to make supply purchases. Our 

Lab Supply Lists for Grades K–12 
provide a reference for common 
supplies, equipment, and supplemental 
resources to enhance your classroom.

Download the comprehensive lists, which 
include recommended supplies for:

• Makerspace

• K–5 Elementary Science

• Middle School Life, Earth, 
and Physical Science

• STEM

• Biology

• Physics

• Chemistry

• Earth Science 

• Environmental Science

Visit buy.FreyScienti� c.com to shop 
over 10,000 items or place your order 
by phone, fax or e-mail:

ORDER BY PHONE
800-258-1302

ORDER BY FAX
877-282-9560

ORDER BY E-MAIL
customercare.Frey@schoolspecialty.com

SUBMIT A BID
bidnotices@schoolspecialty.com

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL FREY SCIENTIFIC SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR ASSISTANCE 
PLANNING A WELL-STOCKED, EFFECTIVE LAB

TO DOWNLOAD GO TO: 
http://freyscienti� c.com/lablists 

High School 
Science Materials Ordering List

2017  
Grades 9–12

www.freyscientific.com 800-225-3739

Featuring

We are 

your essential 

resource for a  

well-stocked 

science  

classroom.

Biology 
Chemistry 

Earth Science
Environmental Science

Physics
STEM

2018

800-258-1302
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Everything you 
need to build 
the perfect 
Makerspace! 
Delta Education and Frey Scientific 
proudly offer STEM solutions to 
motivate and inspire the scientists 
and engineers of tomorrow.
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